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Chanfrau — Cushing

CHANFRAU, FRANCIS S. (Feb. 22, 1824-

Oct. 2, 1884), actor, was the son of a French

naval officer who settled in America, and of

his wife, Mehitable Trenchard of Westchester

County. He was born at the corner of the Bow-
ery and Pell St., New York City, in a wooden
tenement known as the Old Tree House. After

receiving a fair education he left home and went

adventuring out west. For a time he was a driver

on the Ohio Canal, subsequently he learned the

trade of carpentry, but eventually an inclination

toward acting led him, first, into amateur organ-

izations, and finally back to New York to the

Edwin Forrest Dramatic Association. His de-

but on the professional stage was as a super at the

Bowery Theatre. Mimicry appears to have been

his forte, and his imitations of Forrest won him
considerable popularity. His reputation as an

actor became established when as Jeremiah Clip

in The Widow's Victim, at Mitchell's Olympic,

he gave imitations of every actor of note. Hence-

forth he had no difficulty in finding engagements,

playing Laertes to the Hamlet of James W. Wal-
lack, Jr., at the Chatham (July 17, 1844), and

Cedric in Ivanhoe at Palmo's Opera House
(Apr. 7, 1845)-

The first great hit of Chanfrau's career was
at Mitchell's Olympic, New York (Feb. 15,

1848), when in Benjamin A. Baker's sketch A
Glance at New York he took the part of Mose

—

a typical fireman of that period of hand engines,

a half-ruffian, half-hero dare-devil, ever ready

for an adventure or a fight. His perform-

ance of this role raised Chanfrau to stardom, and

he carried the play to nearly every theatrical

town in America. Identified with the character

of Mose, he later had some difficulty in freeing

himself from it. "Mr. Chanfrau's immense suc-

cess in this character," writes J. N. Ireland,

"has been somewhat detrimental to his standing
in his native city in a more elevated range of

the drama; some squeamish connoisseurs in-

sisting that an artist cannot excel in lines dis-

similar. The conclusion, however, is unwarrant-
able and unjust, for his versatility, although un-
bounded in aim, is almost unequaled in merit,

and his name is ever a reliable source of attrac-

tion and profit in almost every other city of

the Union in a much higher grade of character"

{Records of the New York Stage, 1866, II,

419).

Meanwhile Chanfrau undertook various mana-
gerial ventures. In 1848, in conjunction with
W. Ogilvie Ewen, he leased the Chatham, open-
ing it as Chanfrau's National Theatre ; from this

he withdrew in 1850. Subsequently he had a
disastrous managerial experience at the Brook-
lyn Museum. In 185 1 he went to California.

Returning a year later, he again tried his hand
at management. Taking a lease of the historic

Astor Opera House, the scene of the fatal For-

rest-Macready riots, he reopened it with James
Stark in Lear (Aug. 2J, 1852) ; the following

month he changed the name of the house to

New York Theatre. He was also the manager
of White's Varieties, opened the same year at

17-19 Bowery.

In 1858 he married Henrietta Baker of Phila-

delphia, already an actress of reputation, who
later became, as Mrs. F. S. Chanfrau, one of

the most noted actresses on the American stage

(see sketch of Henrietta Baker Chanfrau).

They preferred for the most part to star sepa-

rately but in London Assurance he appeared as

Sir Harcourt Courtley and she as Lady Gay
Spanker. Chanfrau's last stage success was in

Kit the Arkansas Traveller. The role of Kit

proved as popular throughout the country as



Chanfrau

John T. Raymond's Colonel Sellers or Mayo's
Davy Crockett, and Chanfrau played it for twelve

consecutive seasons, from Sept. 23, 1872, to the

time of his death, Oct. 2, 1884.

[Newspaper clippings in N. Y. Pub. Lib. ; T. Allston
Brown, Hist. Am. Stage (c. 1870) ; N. Y. Clipper, Oct.
11, 1884 ; N. Y. Tribune, Oct. 3, 1884.] a. H w.

CHANFRAU, HENRIETTA BAKER
(1837-Sept. 21, 1909), actress, was born in

Philadelphia of good family. She was named
Jeannette Davis (Henrietta Baker being a stage

name). Her debut was made at the age of six-

teen when, in the summer of 1854, she appeared

as a vocalist at the Assembly Buildings, Phila-

delphia, under the management of Prof. Mueller.

She was first seen as an actress on Sept. 19 of

that year at the City Museum, Philadelphia, as

Miss Ashley in The Willow Copse. Soon after-

ward she became a member of the Arch Street

Theatre where she remained two seasons. Later

she was seen at the Walnut Street Theatre.

When Lewis Baker opened the National Theatre

in Cincinnati, the season of 1857-58, she be-

came a member of the company and was a great

favorite with her audiences. It was while with

this organization that she married Francis S.

Chanfrau [q.v.], on June 23, 1858. Considered

one of the most natural actresses on the Amer-
ican stage, for many years she was one of the

most popular performers in the country. She
was the original representative in America of

Dora (in Charles Reade's play) ; was very suc-

cessful as Esther Eccles in Caste and as May
Edwards in The Ticket of LeaveMan, and starred

in East Lynne. She played Ophelia to the Ham-
let of Edwin Booth in a long New York run

and also supported Mrs. John Drew and Char-

lotte Cushman. She was the Portia in the noted

production, Nov. 25, 1864, of Julius Caesar, in

which the three Booth brothers, Edwin, Junius,

and Wilkes, appeared together, and she played

Ophelia in the hundred nights' run of Hamlet at

Booth's Theatre. For some years she was with

Forrest and later with the elder Davenport,

Wallack, Fechter, and William Warren. While
lessee and manager of the old Varieties in New
Orleans in the early seventies, she "discovered"

Mary Anderson, then playing Julia in The
Hunchback in an obscure theatre, and intro-

duced her to the public. She scored one of her

greatest successes, June 5, 1876, at the old Eagle

Theatre, New York, as Grace Shirley in the

drama called Parted in which she later starred.

After her husband's death in 1884, she tempora-

rily retired from the stage, but in 1886 she made
a European tour and afterward reappeared at

the Union Square Theatre, New York. Subse-

Chang and Eng
quently she purchased the Long Branch News,
but withdrew to carry on the work of a Chris-

tian Science leader, and was active in that sect

in Philadelphia until she moved to Burling-
ton, N. J., where she died at the age of seventy-

one.

[Newspaper clippings in N. Y. Pub. Lib. ; N. Y.
Clipper, Oct. 9, 1909 ; Theatre Mag., Nov. 1909 ; N. Y.
Tribune, Sept. 23, 1909; Thos. Allston Brown, Hist.
N. Y. Stage (3 vols., 1903).] A. H—w.

CHANG AND ENG (May 1811-Jan. 17,

J874). "the Siamese Twins," were born in Me-
klong, Siam, the sons of a Chinese father and of

a mother who was half Chinese. They owed
their future celebrity to the fact that they were
joined at the waist by a cartilaginous structure,

which grew to be about four inches long and
eight in circumference. Their parents were poor,

and the death of the father in 1819 compelled
the boys to fend for themselves. After various
makeshifts they went into the duck and egg busi-

ness and were doing well when in 1824 a British

merchant, Robert Hunter, espied them stripped

to the waist and realized at once their educa-
tional value. He bargained with their mother
for their services, and a brother fell heir to the

poultry yard. In charge of an American, Capt.

Coffin, they left Bangkok on Apr. 1, 1829, and
on Aug. 16 arrived in Boston. The public was
assured unctuously that the moral character of

the youths was irreproachable and that "the

most fastidious female [would] find nothing in

the exhibition to wound her delicate feelings."

To those who suggested the feasibility of a sun-
dering operation it was answered that the twins

were so attached to each other, sympathetically

and morally as well as physically, that they heard

such suggestions with dismay ; and their move-
ments, marvelously accommodated to each other,

and their unfeigned solicitude for one another's

comfort seemed to testify to the truth of this.

After astounding and edifying the North Atlan-

tic seaboard for eight weeks, Chang and Eng
embarked for England and for further triumphs.

On Mar. 4, 183 1, they landed once more in New
York, but the rest of their extensive travels here

and abroad need not be told. On reaching their

majority they began to profit by their tours, the

receipts having previously gone to their owner.

When they had acquired a fortune of some $60,-

000 they settled as farmers in Wilkes, and later

in Surry, County, N. C, took out naturalization

papers, received by act of the legislature the

surname of Bunker, and in April 1843 were
united in marriage to the Misses Sarah and Ade-

laide Yates, daughters of David Yates of Wilkes

County. Chang had ten children and Eng nine,



Channing

but their collateral domestic life was unhappy.

The wives quarreled so that the brothers were

forced to maintain separate establishments,

which they visited alternately for three days at

a time. The Civil War deprived them of their

slaves and of much of their money and made it

necessary for them to resume their travels for

a while. Chang, the more intelligent but also

the more irritable of the two, began to drink

heavily and when intoxicated would smash furni-

ture and toss the pieces on the fire. Frequently

the twins came to blows and once were bound

over to keep the peace. Among their neighbors,

however, they continued to maintain their repu-

tation for honesty and fair dealing. Their end

was hastened by Chang's intemperance. In

August 1870, on a voyage back from Liverpool,

he suffered a paralytic stroke. In the night of

Jan. 16-17, 1874, Eng awoke to find his brother

dead beside him ; he himself died, perhaps from

fright, a few hours later.

[See "Siamese Twins" in Index Cat. Surgeon-Gen-
eral's Office, U. S. A., vol. XIII (1892).] G. H.G.

CHANNING, EDWARD TYRRELL (Dec.

12, 1790-Feb. 8, 1856), editor, educator, was
born in Newport, R. I., the son of William and
Lucy (Ellery) Channing, and brother of Wil-

liam Ellery Channing and Walter Channing

[qq.v.~\. At the age of thirteen he entered Har-
vard College. Owing to his participation in the

student rebellion of 1807, he did not receive his

degree in course, but was awarded an honorary

A.M. in 1819. He studied law with his elder

brother, Francis. George Ticknor says regard-

ing him: "In 1813 I was admitted to the bar,

at the same time with my friend, Edward T.

Channing, who knew, I think, just about as much
law as I did, and who afterwards deserted it for

letters" (Life, Letters and Journals of George
Ticknor, 1909, I, 9). In 1814-15, Channing,

Willard Phillips, President Kirkland of Har-
vard, Richard H. Dana, and a few others, formed

an association, of which Channing was secretary,

for the publication of a bi-monthly magazine, to

be called the New England Magazine and Re-
view. When, however, it was learned that Wil-

liam Tudor was projecting a periodical, they

transferred their labors and good will to him,

and in May 1815 the first number of the North
American Review appeared. In 1817 Tudor re-

tired from the editorship, and the publication

passed into the hands of a club composed of the

members of the original association with some
additions. In May 1818 Channing succeeded

Jared Sparks as editor and, assisted by Richard
H. Dana, edited the seventh, eighth, and ninth
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volumes, until his appointment in October 1819

as Boylston professor of rhetoric and oratory at

Harvard. In 1826 he married his cousin, Hen-
rietta A. S. Ellery. His sketch of his grand-

father, William Ellery [q.v.], in Jared Sparks's

Library of American Biography (vol. VI, 1836),

opens with the remark that "there are men who
exercise an important influence within a limited

sphere, in a thousand nameless ways, and, it

may be, without a distinct consciousness of it on

their own part, or that of others, who pass out of

life without one strong result, one striking mani-

festation to make them of public importance."

In the main this was true of Channing himself.

For thirty-two years his life was strictly aca-

demic. Except for the sketch just mentioned

and an occasional magazine article, he published

practically nothing. After his death his Lectures

Read to the Seniors in Harvard College (1856)

appeared. Their wisdom and charm make them

profitable reading still. Indirectly, Channing's

influence was far reaching. He had sound schol-

arship, exquisite taste in literature, and ability

to teach. He "probably trained as many con-

spicuous authors," wrote T. W. Higginson, "as

all other American instructors put together"

(Old Cambridge, 1899, P- T 4)> ar*d Edward
Everett Hale declared, "I had but four teachers

in college, Channing, Longfellow, Peirce, and

Bachi. The rest heard me recite but taught me
nothing" (James Russell Lowell and his Friends,

1899, p. 128). "He deserves the credit of the

English of Emerson, Holmes, Sumner, Clarke,

Bellows, Lowell, Higginson, and other men
whom he trained" (Ibid., p. 19). He retired

from his professorship at the age of sixty, as he

had long before decided he would do, and died

at Cambridge five years later.

[R. H. Dana, Jr., memoir in Channing's Lectures

(1856) ; Sidney Willard, Memoirs of Youth and Man-
hood, vol. II (1856); H. E. Scudder, Jas. Russell

Lowell, vol. I (iqoi); Samuel Longfellow, Life of

Henry W. Longfellow (1886).] H. E. S

CHANNING, WALTER (Apr. 15, 1786-July
27, 1876), physician, was born in Newport, R. I.,

the son of William Channing, who at one time
served as United States district attorney, and
of his wife, Lucy, daughter of William Ellery

[q.v.], a signer of the Declaration of Indepen-

dence. He was a brother of William Ellery

Channing and Edward Tyrrell Channing [qq.v.~\.

In 1804 he entered Harvard College in the same
class with his cousin, Richard Henry Dana
[q.v.]. He took part in the undergraduate "Re-
bellion of 1807" and consequently failed to re-

ceive his bachelor's degree in the regular course.

(In 1867 it was granted to him as a member of
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the class of 1808.) His M.D. degree was ob-

tained from the University of Pennsylvania in

1809. After a few years of study abroad, prin-

cipally in Edinburgh and London, he returned

to Boston in 1812 and began to practise obstet-

rics. In the same year, Harvard conferred upon
him the degree of M.D. In 181 5, he was ap-

pointed the first professor of obstetrics and
medical jurisprudence in the Harvard Medical

School, a position which he held for nearly forty

years. He also acted as dean of the Medical

School from 1819 to 1847. His professional in-

terests were many. He assisted in the founding

of the Boston Lying-in Hospital in 1832. When
the New England Journal of Medicine and Sur-

gery expanded into the Boston Medical and Sur-

gical Journal (1828), he became co-editor with

John Ware, M.D. (1795-1864). He served as

librarian of the Massachusetts Medical Society

from 1822 to 1825 and treasurer from 1828 to

1840. He was also a member of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Channing's chief contribution to medicine

came soon after the introduction of anesthetics

at the Massachusetts General Hospital (1846).

He began to use ether in cases of childbirth the

next year and published his first report of two
cases, in the Boston Medical and Surgical Jour-

nal for May 19, 1847. Later in the same year

he was able to issue a small pamphlet on the

subject, Six Cases of Inhalation of Ether in

Labor. His Treatise on Etherisation in Child-

birth (1848) reported over 500 cases. In addi-

tion to his work on the use of ether in labor, he

published many papers on obstetrics and also

various addresses of a more general nature. He
wrote brief biographies of Enoch Hale, M.D.,

John Revere, M.D., John D. Fisher, M.D., and

Joshua Fisher, M.D., and an anonymous volume

of poems, New and Old (1851). His long letter

to Dr. J. V. C. Smith, which was later pub-

lished in pamphlet form as Professional Remi-
niscences of Foreign Travel, gave a graphic ac-

count of the prevalence of puerperal fever in

Europe in 1852 and of the ether-chloroform con-

troversy. In 1856, he published A Physician's

Vacation, the record of another extensive Euro-

pean tour.

Channing was a devout Unitarian, an ardent

temperance reformer, a pacifist, and an active

educationalist. He was full of exuberant vivac-

ity and humor ; his gayety was irrepressible and

he was a brilliant conversationalist. He was
married twice: first, in 1815, to Barbara Hig-
ginson Perkins, daughter of Samuel G. Perkins

of Brookline, Mass.; second in 1831, to Eliza-

beth Wainwright of Boston.

Channing
{Boston Medic, and Surgic. Jour., XCV, 237 ; Jas.

Freeman Clarke, "Walter Channing and Some of his
Contemporaries," in Memorial and Biog. Sketches
(1878) ; Unitarian Rev. and Religions Mag., VI, 553-
56 ; Thos. F. Harrington, Harvard Medic. School
(1905), II, 730; N. Y. Tribune, July 31, 1876; Boston
Transcript, July 28, 1876; Boston Advertiser, July 29,
l876J H.R.V.
CHANNING, WILLIAM ELLERY (Apr.

7, 1780-Oct. 2, 1842), Unitarian clergyman, was
born in Newport, R. I. His ancestors on both
sides were of the best New England stock. The
earliest American Channing was John, who came
from Dorsetshire, England, in 171 1. His wife
was Mary Antram, a fellow passenger on the

voyage hither. Their son John became a pros-
perous merchant of Newport, R. I., but lost his

fortune in later life. John's son William, born
in Newport in 1751, was graduated from Prince-
ton College in 1769 and entered at once upon the

study of the law. In 1773 he married Lucy,
daughter of William Ellery iq.vJ], who was
graduated from Harvard College in 1747. The
son of this marriage inherited thus a double aca-

demic tradition ; on one side the stern Presby-
terianism of Princeton, on the other the already

threatening liberalism of Harvard. The father

would have sent the boy to his own alma mater,

but the stronger influence of the family con-

nection with Cambridge decided the matter. The
boy's maternal grandmother, Ann Remington,
was of Cambridge origin, and Francis Dana,
chief justice of Massachusetts, whose wife was
a sister of Lucy Ellery, was living there. The
boy was received into this uncle's family and
spent the four years of his college life there,

enjoying the benefits of a refined home but de-

prived of the rough-and-tumble discipline of

dormitory life. Contemporary accounts describe

him as a serious, over-thoughful youth, inclined

to self-inspection but acutely sensitive to the

conditions of life about him. After graduation

from college in 1798 he accepted a position as

tutor in the family of David Meade Randolph in

Richmond, Va., and spent a year and a half there.

Up to this time he had been in good health, fond

of exercise, and a cheerful if rather serious com-

panion. During this Southern residence among
people of alien sympathies he acquired habits of

overwork and ascetic discipline which under-

mined his health. Returning to Newport he ap-

plied himself with characteristic fervor to the

study of theology. In 1802 he was called to Cam-
bridge as "Regent" of Harvard College, a kind

of proctorial office which left him abundant lei-

sure for his chosen studies. In 1814 at the age

of thirty-four he married his cousin Ruth Gibbs.

On June 1, 1803, he was ordained and installed

as minister of the Federal Street Church in Bos-
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ton, and continued in this pastorate until his

death in 1842. Channing's semi-invalidism ac-

counts in a large measure for the social aloof-

ness which was one of his great limitations. He
was compelled to husband his physical energy

very carefully, and he was shielded by his wife

and by his admiring friends from many of the

ruder contacts with the world. Only a strong

will prevented him from becoming a recluse, and

he constantly struggled, not always with con-

spicuous success, against a valetudinarian habit.

On the pedestal of the statue of Channing in

the Public Garden of Boston is the inscription,

"He breathed into theology a humane spirit."

This expresses his real contribution to theology.

He had no novelties of doctrine to propose. He
was no innovator. He accepted historic Chris-

tianity as a way of life and was eager only to

persuade others to walk in it. He was by nature

a Broad Churchman of the type common in the

Church of England. It is one of the ironies of

history that he should have had an important

part in some of the bitterest religious and politi-

cal controversies of his time. A man whose tem-

per was altogether catholic was forced by cir-

cumstances to appear as the standard bearer

of a new sect.

The "Unitarian Controversy" in which the

young minister of the Federal Street Church was

destined to take a prominent part was the result

of forces which had long been working among
the Congregational churches of New England.

There had come to be Calvinists, moderate Cal-

vinists, Arminians, and even some ministers

darkly suspected of Arianism. About 1815 the

differences became acute and the orthodox party,

alarmed at the progress of "heresy," insisted upon

a thorough house-cleaning. "If Socinians and

Arians are among us," they said, "let them show

their colors
!"

The challenge was promptly accepted, and the

word "Unitarian" became henceforth the rally-

ing point for the gathering opposition. New
England was in a welter of theological pam-

phleteering at just the time when Channing was
maturing his own thought upon religion. His

importance lies in the fact that he refused to

identify himself with any of the numerous shades

of opinion in the community about him. He com-

mitted^what, in the eyes of his critics, was the

unpardonable sin of doing his own thinking.

Starting with a profound conviction of the suf-

ficiency of the Christian Scriptures as the guide

of faith, he sought there a basis for the creed of

Calvinism in which he had been reared. A "jeal-

ous" God ; a mankind conceived in iniquity ; the

vicarious sacrifice of an innocent victim as atone-
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ment for "sin" in which man's will had no part

;

election by grace :—for all these Channing
searched the Scriptures in vain. He did not enter

the controversy by the barren method of textual

criticism, but by the preaching of a gospel

founded upon precisely opposite ideas : the good-

ness of God, the essential virtue and perfectibil-

ity of man, and the freedom of the will with its

consequent responsibility for action. The effect

of his preaching and writing was to bring to a

focus all the unrest and dissatisfaction that had
long been gathering within the sects, more espe-

cially among the Congregationalists.

The name "Unitarian" was borrowed from
England but it was some time before the inde-

pendent thinkers of America could bring them-
selves to adopt it. Channing himself hesitated,

fearing that if a new party with a distinctive

name were to be formed, it would soon produce

a "Unitarian orthodoxy" with all the limitations

and petty tyrannies of the old. He deplored the

necessity of organizing a new denomination. "I

desire," he said, "to escape the narrow walls of

a particular church, and to live under the open
sky, looking far and wide and seeing with my
own eyes and hearing with my own ears."

Soon, however, he recognized that the movement
had gone beyond his control and then he not only

threw himself heartily into it, but became its

acknowledged leader. In 1819 he preached a ser-

mon defining the position of the Unitarian party

and defending their right to Christian fellow-

ship. The disruption that followed grieved him,

but he accepted it as inevitable. In the following

year, 1820, he organized the Berry Street Con-
ference of liberal ministers, at a meeting of

which in May 1825 there was organized the

American Unitarian Association. The first num-
ber of the Christian Register, the weekly un-

official organ of the Unitarian denomination, ap-

peared in 182 1. Associations and publications

alike became vehicles for Channing's thought.

"Channing Unitarianism" came to be and has

remained the recognized term for that form of

religious liberalism which, while unwavering
in its assertion of the right of the human reason

as a part of the essential dignity of human nature,

still clung fondly to the supernatural element of

the Christian tradition.

Channing's objection to the Trinitarian ortho-

doxy of the time was not so much to its doctrine

about the nature of the Godhead, as to its view

of the nature of man. This he made clear in his

epoch-making sermon, "The Moral Argument
against Calvinism." The idea that human nature

was essentially depraved and incapable of natu-

ral growth into goodness was abhorrent to him.

5
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His conception of Christ linked him with Arians

like John Milton. He did not reject the New
Testament miracles, but they became less and
less important to him as evidences of the truth

of Christianity.

Those who heard Channing preach testify to

the arresting quality of his voice and the charm
of his manner. His style was unadorned by illus-

tration. To the modern reader he seems un-

necessarily didactic, but this was a characteristic

which did not impress his contemporaries. He
steadily grew away from the stilted manner of

his earlier discourses. There are few of his ser-

mons which do not have their moments of real

eloquence.

But though he attained a place of great power
as a preacher, it was not from the pulpit of the

Federal Street Church that he exerted his widest

influence upon his generation. In 1822 the state

of his health required a prolonged vacation in

Europe. After his return, Rev. Ezra Stiles Gan-
nett, himself a man of distinction in the Uni-

tarian body, became his colleague and took upon
himself an increasing part of the ministerial

work. From that time Channing addressed the

public directly through the press. His essays on

Milton, Fenelon, and Napoleon had a wide cir-

culation. In his address on Self-Culture he made
a plea for adult education, denying the aca-

demic distinction between cultural and voca-

tional studies and insisting on the possibility of

attaining true culture by means of one's voca-

tion intelligently pursued. It is interesting, as

illustrating the sweep of Channing's mind, to

find him in this address delivered in 1838 advo-

cating the policy of setting apart the funds de-

rived from the sale of public lands to support

public education.

The influence of Channing on American liter-

ature was very direct. The term "Channing Uni-

tarians," while not precise when applied to a

theological party, was very apt when applied to

the group of New England writers who flour-

ished in the middle of the nineteenth century.

Emerson, Bryant, Longfellow, Lowell, Holmes
were all closely associated with the Unitarian

movement, and acknowledged their indebtedness

to Channing. If "he breathed into theology a

humane spirit" it may with equal truth be said

that he breathed into literature a religious spirit.

Channing's Remarks on American Literature,

published in 1830, is still worth reading. He de-

fines literature as "the expression of a nation's

mind in writing." Then he criticizes the ten-

dency among American writers to imitate Eng-

lish models rather than to find inspiration in

what is characteristic of their own land. Amer-
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ican literature must become national instead of

colonial. The time has come for a literary Dec-
laration of Independence. "We think that the
history of the human race is to be rewritten.

Men imbued with the prejudices which thrive

under aristocracies and state religions cannot
understand it. . . . It seems to us that in litera-

ture immense work is yet to be done. The most
interesting questions of mankind are yet in de-
bate. Great principles are yet to be settled in

criticism, in morals, and in politics; and above
all, the true character of religion is to be res-

cued from the disguises and corruptions of ages.

We want a reformation. . . . The part which
this country is to bear in that intellectual reform
we presume not to predict. We feel, however,
that if true to itself, it will have the glory and
happiness of giving new impulses to the human
mind. This is our cherished hope. We should
have no heart to encourage native literature did
we not hope that it would be instinct with a
new spirit. We cannot admit the thought that

this country is to be only a repetition of the old
world" {Works, 1903 edition, p. 134).
To those who are familiar only with Chan-

ning's sermons there is something amusing in his

serious denial of the charge that he cherished
political ambitions and was desirous of becom-
ing a member of Congress. But he never looked
upon politics with indifference. All questions

were to him moral questions. Politics was the

native air he breathed in childhood. His father,

William Channing, was a politician so success-

ful that he was at the same time attorney-general

of Rhode Island and United States district at-

torney. His grandfather, William Ellery, whose
companionship he enjoyed to middle life, was
one of the most ardent of the Sons of Liberty

and one of the signers of the Declaration of

Independence. His classmate and intimate friend,

Judge Story, tells of Channing's intense inter-

est in political questions while in college. Dur-
ing the exciting year 1798, Channing secured

a meeting of his fellow students in Harvard "for

the purpose of expressing their opinions on the

existing crisis in public affairs." The youthful

politician was given the principal part at Com-
mencement and assigned the subject "The Pres-

ent Age" with the stipulation that all reference

to present politics should be avoided. Channing
resented the restriction and won the plaudits of

the audience by stopping in the midst of his ad-

dress and declaiming, "But that I am forbid I

could a tale unfold that would harrow up your

souls." His early associations were with the

Federalists. His family was connected with the

Cabots, the Lees, Jacksons, and Lowells whose
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names counted for much in the society of those

days. George Cabot, the leader of the New
England Federalists and president of the Hart-

ford convention, was a friend for whom he cher-

ished the most profound respect. Nevertheless,

the trend of his own thought allied him with

Jefferson rather than with Hamilton, and he soon

outgrew fears of the "Jacobins." His account of

the failure of the Federalist party and the reasons

for it is full of discriminating sympathy. "A
purer party than the Federalists, we believe,

never existed under any government." But their

fear of the French Revolution destroyed their

confidence in their own institutions. "We appre-

hend that it is possible to make experience too

much our guide. There are seasons in hu-

man affairs of inward and outward revolution,

when new depths seem to be broken up in the

soul, when new wants are unfolded in multi-

tudes and a new and undefined good is thirsted

for. These are periods when the principles of

experience need to be modified, when hope and

trust and instinct claim a share with prudence

in the guidance of affairs, when in truth to dare

is the highest wisdom" (Ibid., p. 641).

Unlike the members of the society in which

he lived, Channing was conscious of the tre-

mendous revolutionary forces which were at

work. He distinguished between the outer and

the inner revolution, and his aim was to make

the outer revolution peaceful and beneficial, by

the timely release of the moral forces which he

believed to be stored up in the individual soul.

This is emphasized in his pamphlets and ad-

dresses on the slavery question. Slavery, he in-

sisted, is an unspeakable evil. But so also is

war and of all wars the most dreadful to con-

template is a civil war. He could not dismiss as

did many abolitionists the possibility of a war

between the states. His residence in Virginia

had given him a deep respect for the courage of

the Southerners and their willingness to fight in

defense of state rights. In his discussions of

slavery he addressed himself to the conscience

of the South rather than to the New England

conscience. He was attacked from both sides,

but his addresses did much to prepare people

to understand and follow Abraham Lincoln.

(See his Slavery, 1835; The Abolitionist, 1836;

Open Letter to Henry Clay, 1837; Ditty of the

Free States, 1842.)

In the modern movement against war, Chan-

ning may be counted as a pioneer. He began

with an outspoken sermon against the War of

1812. In this he voiced the general feeling of

Massachusetts. The great aim of his essay on

Napoleon was to destroy the romantic glamour

that invests the successful warrior. The Massa-

chusetts Peace Society was organized in his

study. His lecture on War delivered in 1838 is

almost Tolstoyan in its anti-militarism. Unlike

Tolstoy, however, he could not follow literally

the injunction "Resist not evil." He admitted the

right of a nation to use force in self-defense, but

insisted that it must be as carefully defined by

law as the similar right of an individual. It is

possible for a nation to commit murder.

In his discussion of temperance, the condi-

tion of laborers, and public education, Chan-
ning was clearly in advance of his time. His
viewpoint was surprisingly anticipatory of the

thought of present-day social workers. Intem-

perance he treated as a vice for which the com-
munity was largely responsible. The law might
properly be invoked to prohibit the sale of in-

toxicants as of other harmful drugs, but im-

provements in hygiene, food, and recreation

were more needed. "I have insisted on the im-

portance of increasing the innocent gratifications

in a community. Let us become more cheerful

and we shall become a more temperate people"

(Ibid., p. 112). In prophetic words, he warns
the advocates of temperance against the attempt

to coerce. "We want public opinion to bear on

temperance, but to act rationally, generously

and not passionately, tyranically and with a spirit

of persecution. Men cannot be driven into tem-

perance" (Ibid., p. 116).

[Win. Henry Channing, Life of Wm. Ellery Chan-
ning (1848; Centenary ed., 1880) ; John White Chad-
wick, Wm. Ellery Channing, Minister of Religion ( 1903) ;

Elizabeth Palmer Peabody, Reminiscences of Rev. Wm.
Ellery Channing (1880) ; Chas. Wm. Eliot, Four Am.
Leaders (1906) ; Ezra Stiles Gannett, An Address at
the Funeral of Wm. Ellery Channing (1842).]

S.M.C.

CHANNING, WILLIAM ELLERY (Nov.

29, 1818-Dec. 23, 1901), poet, was born in Bos-

ton, the son of Walter Channing [q.v.] and his

wife, Barbara Perkins. His father was an emi-

nent physician and a professor in the Harvard
Medical School. His mother died while he was
yet young, and Ellery—often so called to distin-

guish him from his uncle, William Ellery Chan-
ning [q.v.]—spent an unhappy childhood in the

home of a great-aunt, Mrs. Bennett Forbes of

Milton, and was sent rather young to the Round
Hill School in Northampton. Later he attended

the Boston Latin School and a private school and

in the summer of 1834 entered Harvard College.

There he remained for only a few months. Al-

ready as fractious and incalculable as he was
brilliant, he soon found chapel tiresome, and

stayed away ; then the whole program became a

bore, and yctmg Channing walked out. When
his family discovered his whereabouts, he was at
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Curzon's Mill, on the Merrimac, about four miles

west of Newburyport, writing poetry. The col-

lege authorities took a sensible view of the esca-

pade, but Ellery did not return. About this time

he seems to have decided that poetry was his vo-

cation and that any other activity of his must be

subordinate to it. His first verses to appear in

print were "The Spider," in the New England
Magazine for October 1835. With a friend, Jo-

seph Dwight, he moved out to Woodstock, Mc-
Henry County, 111., in 1839; but learning, as

Hawthorne did at Brook Farm, that prolonged

bodily labor is not conducive to writing, he sold

his quarter-section within a year. Next he so-

journed in Cincinnati, where his uncle, James
H. Perkins, was minister of the Unitarian

Church. There he gave private lessons, wrote for

newspapers, dallied over law books, and fell in

love with the demure, pretty younger sister of

Margaret Fuller. In the East he met Emerson,
who read some of his poems in manuscript and
wrote an appreciative critique of them for the

Dial, I, 220-32 (1841). Channing and Ellen Ful-

ler were married in the autumn of 1842 and set-

tled in Concord in order to be near Emerson. In

1844 Channing was in New York writing for

Horace Greeley's Tribune; in 1845 he made a

visit of a few months to France and Italy; from

1855 to 1858 he was absent from Concord again

as an editor of the New Bedford Mercury. Ex-
cept for these excursions he made Concord his

home till the end of his long life. His personality,

which was both elfin and elvish and "as naturally

whimsical," according to Thoreau, "as a cow is

brindled," lives in the writings of his friends,

Hawthorne, Emerson, Thoreau, and F. B. San-

born. To Thoreau he was especially devoted, for

they had much in common. He was his almost
_

invariable companion in his walks around Con-

cord and accompanied him also on his trips to

Cape Cod, Maine, and Canada. He wrote the

first biography of Thoreau and edited several of

the posthumous volumes of his friend's writings.

Separating from his family, he lived alone for a

number of years in a small house in Concord. His
old age was passed in the home of Franklin B.

Sanborn.

Channing's published works are: Poems
(1843) '> Poems, Second Series ( 1847) ; Conver-

sations in Rome between an Artist, a Catholic,

and a Critic (1847) ; The Woodman and Other

Poems (1849); Near Home, a Poem (1858);
The Wanderer, a Colloquial Poem (1871) ;

Thoreau, the Poet-Naturalist (1873; enlarged

edition, 1902) ; Eliot, a Poem (1885) ; John

Brown and the Heroes of Harper's Ferry, a

Poem (1886), and Poems of Sixty-Five Years
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(selected and edited by F. B. Sanborn, 1902).
Several occasional poems were also published
separately, and he contributed prose and verse to
the Dial and to other magazines. As a poet Chan-
ning was and is almost completely unknown. Ed-
gar Allan Poe greeted his first volume with a
merciless review in Graham's Magazine for Au-
gust 1843, and the rest was silence. The faults
of diction, meter, and syntax for which Poe
excoriated him were deplored by Channing's
friends also. Emerson complained that Channing
should have lain awake all night to find the true
rhyme for a verse instead of availing himself of
the first that came. Thoreau recommended that
he discipline himself by writing in Latin and de-
scribed his companion's style with matchless ade-
quacy as "sublimo-slipshod." But Channing's
case was beyond help; a thoroughgoing Tran-
scendentalist in his poetic practise, he could only
improvise, he could not revise and polish. Yet in

spite of his uncertain technique he is a genuine
poet, capable of long passages and whole poems
of complete felicity. His poetry, moreover, has
atmosphere. It is as indigenous to New England
as the russet apple, and has the russet's tang and
homely flavor. All that it needs is the anthologist

who will separate the sound fruit from the culls.

[Channing's papers were left by his will to F. B.
Sanborn, who wrote much about him, especially the
"Biographical Introduction" to Poems of Sixty-Five
Ycars(igo2) and"A Concord Note- Book" in theCritic,
vol. XLVII (four of the five papers in this volume deal-
ing with Channing). The Dial, G. W. Cooke's Hist, and
Biog. Introduction to Accompany The Dial (Cleveland,
The Rowfant Club, 1902), II, 75-86 ; Emerson's Jour-
nals, practically the whole canon of Thoreau's work,
and Hawthorne's Mosses from an Old Manse and the
Am. Note Books contain material for Channing's biog-
raphy. Minor sources of information are also nu-
merous.] G.H.G.

CHANNING, WILLIAM FRANCIS (Feb.
22, 1820-Mar. 19, 1901), inventor, was born in

Boston, Mass., the son of William Ellery Chan-
ning [q.v.~\ and Ruth (Gibbs) Channing. He at-

tended the Boston schools and then entered Har-
vard College but he did not complete his course
there, as his interest in medicine led him to

change to the University of Pennsylvania, from
which he received his M.D. degree in 1844. Fol-

lowing his graduation he settled first in Boston
and subsequently in Providence, but did not prac-

tise, his engrossing interest in science causing

him to engage in a variety of scientific activities

instead. He was an assistant on the first geo-

logical survey of New Hampshire, made between

1841 and 1842, and the following year was as-

sistant editor, under Dr. Henry Bowditch, of the

Latimer Journal, published in Boston. In 1847,

he served as an assistant on the geological survey

of the Lake Superior copper region. During the
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same year he was associated with Dr. John Ba-

con, Jr., in the editing and publication of Davis'

Manual of Magnetism (1848).

Channing's interest in electricity began as

early as 1842 when he called attention to the value

of applying electric current to the giving of

alarms of fire, and the year after his graduation

from college he became intermittently associated

with Moses G. Farmer \_q.v.], one of America's

pioneer electrical experimenters, in the perfec-

tion of a fire-alarm telegraph. Channing and

Farmer gradually developed their idea between

1845 and 1851, and in June 1851 the city of Bos-

ton voted $10,000 to test their device. A short

time thereafter the system was in operation with

Farmer as superintendent. It was crude and un-

reliable but was basally correct, and the partners,

after many trials and tribulations, gradually ob-

tained public favor. It was not, however, until

1857 that they applied for patents. On May 19

of that year they received Patent No. 17,355, en_

titled "magnetic electric fire-alarm telegraph for

cities." Shortly thereafter the patents were pur-

chased by Gamewell & Company, which organi-

zation has since developed the present-day elec-

tric fire-alarm system universally in use. On
Mar. 5, 1859, Farmer and Channing obtained a

second patent on an improvement in their sys-

tem which was turned over to the purchasing

company. Thereafter Channing applied himself

in other directions. In 1865 he patented a ship

railway for the inter-oceanic transport of ships,

and in 1877 invented a portable electro-magnetic

telegraph. He was the author of Notes on the

Medical Applications of Electricity (1849) ; "On
the Municipal Electric Telegraph," in the Amer-

ican Journal of Science and Arts, 1852; "The

American Fire Alarm Telegraph," in Smith-

sonian Institution Annual Report, 1854; "Inter-

Oceanic Ship Railway," remarks before a select

committee of the House of Representatives, Mar.

27, 1880. Channing was married to Mary Jane

Tarr whose death preceded his by many years.

[Edward H. Knight, Am. Mechanical Diet. (1876) ;

Boston Herald, Mar. 20, 1901 ; Electrical Rev., May 6,

1 90 1 ; Patent Office records ; records of Harvard Coll.

and Univ. of Pa.] C.W.M.

CHANNING, WILLIAM HENRY (May 25,

1810-Dec. 23, 1884), Unitarian clergyman, re-

former, author, was born in Boston, the son of

Francis Dana and Susan Higginson Channing.

His father died the year he was born, and he was

brought up by his mother, a woman of strong

mind and character, who relied much upon the

advice of the boy's uncle, William Ellery Chan-

ning [q.v.]. His ancestors, near and remote, had

been distinguished in literature, religion, and
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public service, and the youth, high-strung, imagi-

native, and chivalrous in the extreme, early

showed a tendency toward all three. He Studied

at the Boston Latin School, graduated from Har-
vard College in 1829, and from the Harvard Di-
vinity School in 1833.

Due to a certain amount of temperamental in-

stability, an unwillingness to confine himself to

fixed forms and institutions, and especially to the

utter unpracticality of the man, his career was
one of constantly shifting scenes. After supply-

ing several churches, he spent a year (1835-36)
in Europe. Upon his return he married, in De-
cember 1836, Julia Allen of Rondout, N. Y. He
then went to New York City where, under the

auspices of the Unitarians, he attempted to estab-

lish a free church among the industrial classes.

He abandoned the project in August 1837. In

September of the following year he accepted an
invitation to supply the Unitarian church at Cin-

cinnati, was called to the pastorate in March
1839, and in May was ordained. From June of

this year until March 1841, he also edited the

Western Messenger, the organ of Unitarianism

in the West. Convinced that the Gospels are unre-

liable as history and that Christianity is not a di-

vine institution, he resigned his pastorate in 1841.

As his views clarified, however, he came to have

a jubilant and abiding faith in God as the univer-

sal Father, and in the human race as an expres-

sion of the divine will, destined to attain a state

of harmony, righteousness, love, and felicity.

"Transfigured humanity" came to be for him the

symbol of Christianity, and in the prevailing

spirit of reform, he saw a "heavenly hope." From
1843 to 1845 he was the leader of an independent

society in New York, the members of which were
"fellow-seekers after a higher holiness, wisdom,

and humanity." It broke up when Channing felt

called to go to Brook Farm, where, however, he

remained but a few months. On Jan. 3, 1847, the

Religious Union of Associationists was formed

in Boston, including among others George Rip-

ley, John S. Dwight, Francis G. Shaw, and Al-

bert Brisbane, with Channing at its head. Its ob-

ject was mutual sympathy and aid in striving to

spread among mankind the reign of love. It came

to an end in 1850. In the summer of 1852, Chan-

ning went to Rochester to preach for the Uni-

tarian Society and remained there until August

1854.

His convictions being what they were, it was
inevitable, that on the platform and by his writ-

ings he should give aid to a variety of reforms.

He demanded substantial equality for all men, ac-

cepted Fourierism as the scientific form of his

own social ideal, and, from September 1843 to
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April 1844, edited The Present, a Socialistic or-

gan. From July 1849 to April 1850 he edited The
Spirit of the Age. He was an ardent advocate of

the abolition of slavery, opposed the Fugitive

Slave Law, and at Rochester was interested in

the operation of the "underground railroad." He
also labored for the emancipation of women and

the promotion of temperance.

After 1854 the most of his life was spent in

England. From October 1854 to October 1857
he was in charge of Renshaw Street Chapel, Liv-

erpool, and then succeeded James Martineau at

Hope Street Chapel. The Civil War brought

him back to the United States in 1861. He be-

came pastor of the Unitarian society in Washing-

ton, served in camp and hospital under the Sani-

tary Commission, and in 1863-64 was chaplain of

the House of Representatives. He made a trip to

England and Scotland in 1863 and gave public

addresses in behalf of the Union. Soon after the

close of the War he resumed his residence in

England, but made occasional visits to the United

States. His son became a member of Parliament,

and a daughter, the wife of Sir Edwin Arnold.

He died in London and his body was brought to

Boston for burial.

He was a person of singular purity of charac-

ter, radiant faith in man and his divine destiny,

unbounded enthusiasm, humble but unflinching

honesty and courage. Though his learning was

extensive and his mind acute, feeling subordi-

nated reason, and he was a most unpractical

idealist and mystic ; nevertheless, he lent strength

to the causes he championed.

He wrote numerous articles for periodicals,

and published sermons and addresses. His most

important literary work is his Life of William

Ellery Channing (3 vols., 1848), which attracted

wide notice and went through several editions.

He translated Jouffroy's Introduction to Ethics

in 1841, published Memoir and Writings of

James Handasyd Perkins in 1857, with Emerson

and James Freeman Clarke edited Memoirs of

Margaret Fuller Ossoli in 1852, and published, in

Liverpool, The Civil War in America, or the

Slaveholder's Conspiracy in 1861. In 1873 he

edited from manuscripts a volume of William

Ellery Channing's sermons, under the title, The

Perfect Life.

[See Gen. Cat. Divinity School Harvard Univ. ( 19 19) ;

O. B. Frothingham, Memoir of Wm. Henry Channing
(1886), and Transcendentalism in New Eng. (1903) ;

Jas. Freeman Clarke in Unit. Rev., Mar. 1885 ;
review

of Frothingham's Memoir in Unit. Rev., Mar. 1887. A
sketch by T. W. Higginson in Heralds of a Liberal

Faith: The Preachers (1910), ed. by S. A. Eliot, is in-

accurate in some details.] H.E. S.

CHANUTE, OCTAVE (Feb. 18, 1832-Nov.

23, 1910), civil engineer, aerial navigator, was

Chanute

born in Paris, the son of Joseph and Eliza (De
Bonnaire) Chanute. His parents emigrated to

the United States in 1838, and he was educated in

private schools in New York City. Without any
formal instruction in engineering, for none was
then to be had, he began his career with employ-
ment by the Hudson River Railroad, and from
1853 to 1863 served in various capacities with
Western railroads. On Mar. 12, 1857, he married
Annie James of Peoria, 111. From 1863 to 1867
he was chief engineer of the Chicago & Alton
Railroad. In the two years 1867-68 he planned
and superintended the construction of the first

bridge across the Missouri River, at Kansas City.

He subsequently constructed several railroads in

Kansas and from 1873 to 1883 ne was in private

practise as a consulting engineer, mainly on the

construction of iron railroad bridges. But though
his successful career as a civil engineer brought

him many distinctions, his main claim to fame
rests on his work in aerial navigation. The honor
of the first scientific gliding experiments made in

the United States probably belongs to him. The
great exponents of gliding, who really learned

how flight could be accomplished, at great per-

sonal risk paved the way for the achievements

of the Wright brothers. The famous Germans,
Otto and Gustav Lilienthal, began their gliding

experiments in 1867. Pilcher brought the art to

England. From the year 1889, Chanute devoted

to aerodynamic theory the greater part of his en-

ergies, studying Lilienthal's experiments very

carefully. In the year before Lilienthal's death,

he himself began to make gliding flights. In 1896

and 1897, he and his assistants made hundreds of

glides from a hill ninety-five feet high on the

sand dunes of Dune Park, near Lake Michigan.

The courage of a man of sixty in undertaking

such work is remarkable. In a truly scientific

spirit, Chanute tabulated the results of all his ex-

periments and made many notes on the strength

and variations of air currents. His actual glides

through the air were less impressive and daring

than those of Lilienthal and Pilcher, but he had a

better scientific training, and more ability as a

designer. He was also an acute observer. The
airplane of to-day lands tail low. Chanute learned

this practise by watching the sparrow. "When
the latter approaches the street, he throws his

body back, tilts his outspread wings nearly square

to the course, and on the cushion of air thus

encountered he stops his speed and drops light-

ly to the ground. So do all birds. We tried it

with misgivings, but found it perfectly effec-

tive."

His first glides were made with a Lilienthal

monoplane which he found unsafe and treacher-
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ous. He then designed a five-plane glider, with

the surfaces vertically superposed, the flier be-

low them, and a rudder in the rear. An impor-

tant advance lay in the fact that the wings on

either side could swerve fore and aft, so as to

bring the center of lift always over the center

of gravity, to maintain balance. It was no longer

necessary to indulge in violent body movements

or undignified kicking of the feet. This glider

was tractable in a twenty-mile wind and sailed

down a slope of one in four. The five-plane glider

was later simplified to a three-decker, and finally

there emerged the famous Chanute biplane of

novel and exquisite design. It consisted of two

arched surfaces, held together by vertical posts

and diagonal wires, in the form of a Pratt truss.

It weighed only twenty-three pounds, had an area

of 135 square feet, and readily carried 178 pounds

at twenty-three miles per hour. It was steady in

flight even when the wind was blowing seventeen

miles an hour over ground.

The first glider the Wrights built was largely

modeled upon Chanute's biplane, and they also

followed his principle of inherent stability, in

conjunction with the use of movable surfaces for

control in lieu of shifting weights. In 1901 Cha-

nute visited the camp of the Wrights, watched

their experiments and gave them every encour-

agement; particularly because they were inter-

ested in the art without thought of pecuniary

gain. The Wrights never failed to acknowledge

the help they received from Chanute, and consid-

ered him one of the greatest pioneers in the en-

gineering problems of flight.

Always full of enthusiasm and animal spirits,

Chanute wrote, at the age of sixty or more,

"There is no more delightful sensation than that

of gliding through the air. All the faculties are

on the alert, and the motion is astonishingly

smooth and elastic." He was an exceedingly able,

scientific, and inventive engineer, with a gener-

ous, courageous, humorous spirit, and a Gallic

power of clear and forceful expression. His

writings include Aerial Navigation (1891);

Progress in Flying Machines (1894) ; "Gliding

Experiments," in Journal of the Western Society

of Engineers, October 1897; "Recent Progress

in Aviation," Ibid., April 1910 (reprinted in An-
nual Report of the Board of Regents of the

Smithsonian Institution, 1910), a remarkable re-

view of power-driven flight experiments from

1904 to the great Rheims Meet of 1909.

[Who's Who in America, 1910— 11 ; Men and Women
of America, 1910 ; E. C. H. Vivian and W. L. Marsh,
Hist, of Aeronautics (1921) ; C. L. M. Brown, Conquest
of the Air (London, 1927) ; A. F. Zahm. Aerial Navi-
gation (1911) ; Bull. Am. Inst. Mining Engineers, Feb.
1911 ; Chicago Inter-Ocean, Nov. 24, 1910.] A.K.

Chapelle

CHAPELLE, PLACIDE LOUIS (Aug. 28,

1842-Aug. 9, 1905), Catholic Archbishop of New
Orleans, La., was born at Runes, Lozere, France.

His parents, Jean Baptiste Chapelle and Marie
Antoinette de Viala, were noted for their pietv

and devotion to the Church. An uncle, afterward

bishop of Port-au-Prince in Haiti, sent the young
Chapelle, when his father died, to the college of

Enghien in Belgium, and brought him to the

United States in 1859 where he entered St.

Mary's Seminary, Baltimore. In this institution

he pursued the philosophical and theological

courses with distinction, receiving ordination to

the priesthood at the hands of Archbishop Spald-

ing in Baltimore, June 28, 1865, and a doctorate

in divinity, maxima cum laude, in 1869. From
1865 to 1869 he was occupied with pastoral work
at St. John's Church, Rockville, Md., whence he

was transferred to St. Joseph's Church, Balti-

more, and, in 1882, to St. Matthew's Church,

Washington, D. C. To this important post he

brought both competence as a pastor and experi-

ence as a man of affairs. He had acted as secre-

tary of the diocesan council of Baltimore ( 1869)
and as Archbishop Spalding's theological adviser

at the Vatican Council (1870). In Washington
he attracted many members of the diplomatic

corps to St. Matthew's and won warm friends in

official circles. Preferment in the ecclesiastical

world also attended his career in Washington.

He accompanied Cardinal Gibbons to New Or-
leans in 1888, was secretary of the Bureau of

Catholic Indian Missions, and a promoter of the

movement which led to the founding of the Cath-

olic University of America. On Aug. 21, 1891,

he was appointed to assist Archbishop Salpointe

of Santa Fe, New Mexico, as coadjutor with

right of succession, and as titular bishop of Ara-
bissus. He was consecrated by Cardinal Gibbons

in the cathedral at Baltimore, Nov. 1, 1891, was
made titular archbishop of Sabaste, May 10,

1893, and was inducted as Archbishop Salpointe's

successor, Jan. 9, 1894. He was not, however, to

be long in the Southwest. Transferred to New
Orleans by a papal brief (Dec. 1, 1897), he took

charge of the see on Mar. 24, 1898. A few weeks

later the United States and Spain clashed, with

results that diverted the attention of the Arch-

bishop from the affairs of his diocese. His famil-

iarity with the ideals and laws of the Church, as

well as with those of the United States, caused

Leo XIII to commission him to represent eccle-

siastical interests at the peace conference at

Paris, where he secured the recognition of ec-

clesiastical concerns in the peace treaty. He was
appointed, on Oct. 11, 1898, apostolic delegate to

Cuba and Porto Rico and envoy extraordinary to
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the Philippine Islands, and on Aug. 9, 1899,

apostolic delegate to the Philippine Islands.

There he was confronted by a situation full of

obstacles. American officials in the islands not

only had difficulty in understanding the princi-

ples of the old Spanish order, in which the tem-

poral and spiritual powers had been closely asso-

ciated, but also naturally tended to sympathize

with the revolutionists, who were anti-clerical.

Archbishop Chapelle tactfully and successfully

adjusted ecclesiastical affairs to fit the new re-

gime. Though his insular commissions drew him
from his diocesan work in New Orleans for

months at a time, he remained always active in

the affairs of the Church and community there.

He founded a Catholic Winter School in New
Orleans. Closing the little seminary at Poncha-

toula, La., he induced the Lazarists to take

charge of the present Seminary of St. Louis.

On his accession the diocesan debt amounted to

$135,000 ; this he had wiped out by the end of the

year 1903. His last days were spent in making a

visitation of the parishes of his diocese while the

yellow fever was claiming victims on all sides.

Of this disease he himself died, on Aug. 9, 1905.

The New Orleans Picayune characterized him

editorially the following day: "The archbishop

possessed a sweet and most pleasing manner and

was the charming center of the intellectual and

social gatherings that were at rare intervals able

to secure his presence. He was not only a great

prelate . . . but he was also a statesman, a

scholar and a citizen of the highest quality, de-

voted to the public interests and teaching patri-

otism as well as religion."

[The Rev. J. T. Alexis Orban, who was close to Arch-

bishop Chapelle and who was to have written his biog-

raphy, contributed a short sketch of his life to the Cath.

Encyc. (1908), but furnished no bibliography. Refer-

ences (with ample bibliographies) to the archbishop's

work occur in the Cath. Encyc, in articles on New Or-
leans, Philippine Islands, Porto Rico. See also the files

of the diocesan organ, the Morning Star, and the local

press, especially the Picayune and the Times-Democrat.
The issues of Aug. 10, 1905, contain extended biograph-

ical notices and appreciations. The Cath. Dir. and
Clergy List (Milwaukee, pub. annually) is valuable for

information concerning the dioceses which Archbishop
Chapelle administered. The writer is also under obliga-

tions to the Archbishop's niece for other data.]

F.J.T.

CHAPIN, AARON LUCIUS (Feb. 6, 1817-

July 22, 1892), Congregational clergyman,

college president, a son of Laertes and Laura

(Colton) Chapin, was born of New England

stock in Hartford, Conn. Both of his grand-

fathers were deacons in the Congregational

Church. He prepared for college at the Hart-

ford Grammar School and graduated with honor

at Yale College in the class of 1837. He gradu-

ated in 1842 at Union Theological Seminary,

Chapin

New York, and went to Milwaukee, Wis., in

1843, to become pastor of the First Presbyterian

Church, where he was ordained Jan. 24, 1844.

From the outset keenly interested in the educa-

tional development of the Territory, he attended

in the summer of 1844 a conference held at

Cleveland, Ohio, to consider the religious and
educational needs of the Mississippi Valley, and
was one of seven men who, while returning to

Wisconsin together, resolved to initiate a move-
ment for the establishment of a college of the

New England type in southern Wisconsin or

northern Illinois. The convention which they

called for this purpose, consisting of fifty-six

delegates from Wisconsin, Illinois, and Iowa,

met in Beloit, Wis., as the most important town
educationally in the region. The third of a series

of four conventions decided in May 1845 upon
the establishment of the college at Beloit; the

fourth, in October, elected a board of trustees of

whom Chapin was one, as he was also a member
of its executive committee, an office which he
held throughout his life. From the beginning one

of the most influential and trusted members of

the board, he was called in 1849 to become the

first president of the college and entered upon
his official duties in February 1850. As presi-

dent for thirty-six years (1850-86) of the first

institution for higher education in all that part

of the country extending from Lake Michigan to

the Pacific Ocean, Chapin was for over a genera-

tion the center of the efforts to equip and endow
the young college as well as the guiding spirit of

its educational administration. He also gave his

influence freely beyond the bounds of the col-

lege ; was trustee of Chicago Theological Semi-

nary, 1858-91 ; of Rockford Seminary (later Col-

lege), 1845-92; corporate member of the Amer-
ican Board for Foreign Missions, 1851-89; di-

rector of the American Home Missionary Soci-

ety, 1850-83; trustee of the Wisconsin Institute

for Deaf and Dumb, 1865-81, and president of its

board 1873-81 ; one of the founders ( 1870) of the

Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, and its presi-

dent, 1878-81 ; member of the National Council

of Education from its foundation in 188 1 to 1888.

As associate editor of Johnson's Cyclopedia,

1875-78, he contributed articles on social science

and political economy. He was editor of the Con-

gregational Review, 1870-71, and associate edi-

tor of the New Englander, 1872-73. In 1878 he

published a revision of Francis Wayland's Po-

litical Economy (1837). His own First Princi-

ples of Political Economy (1879) was praised

by experts for its lucidity and balance. He was

twice married: in 1843, to Martha Colton of

Lenox, Mass., who died in 1859; and in 1861, to
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Fanny Learned Coit of New London, Conn. Tall

and of vigorous physique, he possessed quick dis-

cernment and sound judgment, and the power of

prompt leadership without dictation or vanity.

[A. L. Chapin, "Beloit College, Its Origin and Aims,"
New Englander, Apr. 1N72 ; addresses at Beloit Alumni
Memorial Service (1893) ; Edward D wight Eaton, Hist.

Sketches of Beloit College (1928).] E.D.E.

CHAPIN, ALONZO BOWEN (Mar. 10,

1808-July 9, 1858), Episcopal clergyman, de-

scended from Deacon Samuel Chapin of Spring-

field, Mass., whose statue by Saint-Gaudens is

widely known as "The Puritan," was born at

Somers, Conn., the eldest son of Reuben and Lo-

visa (Russell) Chapin. His father was educated

for the ministry and was licensed to preach, but

never became a pastor because of poor health.

The son also was delicate, and, relinquishing on

that account his early intention to enter the Con-

gregational ministry, studied law in a lawyer's

office. Admitted to the bar in 183 1, he established

himself in Wallingford, Conn. The following

year he married Hannah B. Waldo. Coming into

contact with some New Haven lawyers who were

Episcopalians, he was led to inquire into the

claims of their church, and, after diligent study,

became himself an ardent Episcopalian. He con-

tributed to the various Church periodicals and in

1836 was chosen as editor of the newly-founded

Chronicles of the Church, holding the position

for eight years. Having regained his health, he

fulfilled his early desire to enter the ministry,

and was ordained deacon in 1838 and priest a year

later. For twelve years he was rector of Christ

Church, West Haven. Pamphlets and magazine

articles, mostly on local or Biblical history, came

forth from his pen in a steady stream. In 1841

he issued An English Spelling Book, on new
philological principles, but it had no special suc-

cess. A year later appeared his View of the Or-

ganization and Order of the Primitive Church

(New Haven, 1842), his most important work.

It passed through several editions, being regarded

by Episcopalians as an arsenal of unanswerable

facts and references. But Chapin had not the

equipment to make a real historical contribution

in this field, and the work has passed from view.

His favorite thesis appears from the titles of twe

pamphlets which he issued soon after, A Church-

man's Reasons for Not Joining in Other Wor-
ship (1844), and Puritanism Not Genuine Prot-

estantism (1847). The Episcopal Church, that

is, he regarded as genuinely Protestant, but a

branch of the Catholic Church, as other Prot-

estant bodies were not, by virtue of its Order,

Ministry, and Worship. Individuals of other

Protestant bodies he considered Christians by

Chapin

virtue of their baptism; but their organizations

he looked upon as schismatic, and with such he

could have no fellowship. He was not however

ritualistic, and he viewed the modern Church of

Rome with mingled pity and abhorrence. In 1850

he became rector of St. Luke's Parish in South

Glastonbury, Conn., but two years later was so

crippled with rheumatism as to be obliged to en-

gage an assistant. He obtained the editorship of

the Calendar, a Church paper, which enabled him
to defray the expense. In 1853 he published a

local history entitled Glastonbury for Two Hun-
dred Years. In 1855 he resigned his cure and re-

moved to Hartford, continuing there his work as

editor to the last week of his life.

[The principal sources are the Calendar (Hartford),
July 17, 1858 ; and the Am. Quart. Ch. Rev. and Eccle-
siastical Reg. (New Haven), Oct. 1858.] T.D.B.

CHAPIN, CALVIN (July 22, 1763-Mar. 16,

185 1 ), Congregational clergyman, was the fourth

son of Deacon Edward Chapin of Chicopee,

Mass., and his wife Eunice Colton. His early

years were spent after the manner of farmers'

sons of the period, and at the age of fifteen he

served for six months as a fifer in a Revolu-

tionary militia company. His preparation for

college, which was delayed somewhat by the war,

was completed under Rev. Charles Backus of

Somers, Conn. At Yale he was .one of the best

scholars of his class, winning the Berkeleian

scholarship or "Dean's Bounty," and graduating

in 1788. After two years as a successful and

popular teacher in Hartford, he began the study

of theology under Rev. Nathan Perkins of West
Hartford, at the same time continuing to teach.

He was licensed to preach by the Hartford North

Association in October 1791 but instead of going

directly into the ministry, served as tutor at Yale

from 1 79 1 to 1794. This was an eminently suc-

cessful period of his life, and one upon which he

always looked back with much satisfaction. On
Apr. 30, 1794, he was ordaiped pastor of Step-

ney Parish, Wethersfield (now Rocky Hill),

Conn., where he remained for life. His salary

during his entire ministry was $333 per year.

From 1805 to 1831 he was a trustee of the Mis-

sionary Society of Connecticut in whose interests

he was very active, making in 1806 a journey

to Ohio to investigate certain difficulties that

had there arisen in connection with the work.

He was prominent in forming the Connecticut

Bible Society in 1809, and in 1810 was one of

the five founders of the American Board of

Foreign Missions, serving as its recording secre-

tary for thirty-two years. He was one of the

founders of the Connecticut Society for the pro-

motion of Good Morals, in 181 3, and was active
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in its affairs till its dissolution. In 1816 he be-

came a member of the board of visitors of An-
dover Seminary and was clerk of that board till

1832. He was a member of the Yale Corporation

from 1820 to 1846, and was on its prudential

committee for twenty-five years. A pioneer in

the temperance cause, he took an extreme stand

as early as 18 12 and for a time went so far as

to persuade his people to abolish the sacramental

use of wine. His published works consist of sev-

eral sermons and an essay on Sacramental Wines

(1835). Although tall and well proportioned,

he made a rather ungainly appearance in the

pulpit. He was practical, possessed marked in-

dependence of character, and had a pithy and tell-

ing way of putting things. In the pulpit he was

very solemn. But on all other occasions his wit

was much in evidence, often subjecting him to

criticism. His tastes were scholarly, and he

read the Latin and Greek classics all his life:

On Feb. 2, 1795, he was married to Jerusha,

daughter of Rev. Jonathan Edwards of New
Haven.

[F. B. Dexter, Yale Biogs., 4th ser. (1907) ; W. B.

Sprague, Annals Am. Pulpit, vol. II (1857) ; Am.
Board of Foreign Missions, Memorial Volume (1861) ;

E. P. Parker, Appreciation of Calvin Chapin, D.D. of
Rocky Hill, Conn. (1908) ; Hist* of Ancient Wethers-
field, Conn., ed. by Henry R. Stiles (1904), I, 854-62.]

F. T. P.

CHAPIN, CHESTER WILLIAM (Dec. 16,

1798-June 10, 1883), railroad promoter, was
descended from Deacon Samuel Chapin who set-

tled in Springfield in 1642. He was born at

Ludlow, Mass., the youngest of the seven chil-

dren of Ephraim and Mary (Smith) Chapin.

His formal education was limited to a few win-

ters at the district school and a season at West-

field Academy. This meager schooling was in

part due to his father's early death which neces-

sitated a boyhood of arduous toil. As a young

man, Chapin was employed with a yoke of oxen

in constructing the foundations of the Dwight

mill, the first of Chicopee's manufacturing con-

cerns, and for a short time after reaching his

majority he tended bar for his brother Erastus,

a Springfield inn-keeper. Returning to Chico-

pee, he conducted a country store, took contracts

for building construction, and married Dorcas

Chapin, daughter of Col. Abel and Dorcas Cha-

pin. His subsequent career was tied up closely

with the development of transportation in the

Connecticut Valley. His first connection with

the transportation business was as driver of his

brother's ox-team which carried merchandise

from the river wharves to the Springfield stores.

The next step was the purchase from Horatio

Sargeant, who owned most of the Springfield

in

stages, of a part interest in the Northampton
line, and the two men soon became partners in

the Brattleboro and Hartford line. No sooner

had the practicability of steamboat navigation on
the Connecticut been demonstrated than Chapin
and Sargeant entered aggressively into the build-

ing and operation of steamboats until they be-

came not only the chief concern operating river

steamboats, but enjoyed for a long time a prac-

tical monopoly of the passenger business between
Springfield and Hartford. Chapin's steamboat
interests eventually included the ownership of

boats running from Hartford and New Haven
to New York.

With the coming of railroads Chapin sold his

steamboats operating north of Hartford and en-

tered enthusiastically into the development of

steam railroads. He was a prime mover in get-

ting the New York & New Haven Railroad to

extend to Springfield, and soon became a large

stockholder in the Western Railroad (the pres-

ent Boston & Albany) and in the Connecticut

River Railroad. He was president of the latter

(1850-54) when he was called to head the Bos-

ton & Albany. His presidency, which extended

to 1877, was a time of prosperity and wise de-

velopment and included the period of consolida-

tion with the Boston & Worcester which insured

through western connection with Boston. Not-

withstanding the fact that the Massachusetts

legislature censured him because of the leasing

by the Boston & Albany of the Ware River

Railroad, an enterprise in which he was person-

ally interested, the Springfield Republican said

that "He had no sympathy with the modern gam-
bling school which waters stocks and preys upon

corporations without regard to the public in-

terest" (June 11, 1883, p. 4).

Chapin was reputed to be the wealthiest resi-

dent of Springfield. He was founder of the

Chapin Bank and the Agawam Bank and vice-

president of the Hampden Savings Bank as well

as a director of the Springfield Fire & Marine

Insurance Company and the Massasoit Insur-

ance Company. He was also interested in vari-

ous manufacturing establishments and a large

landowner. A transportation enthusiast to the

end, he participated prominently in the building

of the first street car line in Springfield.

A life-long Democrat in a Republican district,

Chapin had the confidence of his fellow citizens

sufficiently to be elected to several town and city

offices, to the state legislature in 1844, to the

Massachusetts constitutional convention of 1853,

and on a reform wave to the Forty-fourth Con-

gress in 1874. He was one of the seceders at the

Democratic convention at Baltimore in i860 and
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was later a Breckenridge and Lane elector. He
became a war Democrat and largely paid for the

uniforms of the city guard when that body joined

the ioth Regiment. In appearance he is de-

scribed as a man of "commanding presence with

a firm impassive face whereon the stubby grey

moustache covered the lines of a strong mouth"
{Springfield Republican, June II, 1883, p. 5).

[Springfield Republican, ante ; Chester Wells Chapin,
Sketches of the Old Inhabitants and Other Citizens of
Old Springfield (1893); Railroad Gazette, June 15,

1883; Mason A. Green, Springfield 1836-68 (1888);
Chapin Book (1924), comp. by Gilbert W. Chapin.]

H.U.F.

CHAPIN, EDWIN HUBBELL (Dec. 29,

1814-Dec. 26, 1880), Universalist clergyman,

was one of the many descendants of Deacon
Samuel Chapin, Puritan, of Springfield, Mass.
Born in Union Village, Washington County,

N. Y., he was the son of Alpheus and Beulah
(Hubbell) Chapin. For four years (1828-32)

he studied in Pioneer Academy, Bennington, Vt.,

and was post-office clerk in this town for two
years. He studied law for a time in Troy, N. Y.,

and then removed to Utica. His soul was revolt-

ed by the severer aspects of the orthodox reli-

gion in which he had been reared, and, becom-
ing acquainted with Universalism in the office

of the Evangelical Magazine and Gospel Advo-
cate of which he was associate editor, he entered

the Universalist ministry, being ordained on
Sept. 27, 1838. During the same year he mar-
ried Harriet Newland of Utica. He was pastor

in Richmond, Va., and Charlestown, Mass., and
was the colleague of Hosea Ballou [^.•y.], at the

School Street Church, Boston. In 1848 he be-

came pastor of the Fourth Universalist Society

in New York. Twice the church moved to larger

quarters on Broadway and then to Fifth Ave., in

order to accommodate ever growing congrega-

tions. The Church of the Divine Paternity re-

mains as the monument of his life work. He was
a friend and contemporary of Henry Ward
Beecher, who said of him, "I have never met or

heard a man who in the height and glow of his

eloquence surpassed or equalled him." Although

he was rather awkward in movement and his

clothes were never a happy fit, his voice was well

rounded, and he was a master of climaxes and
brilliant and original in his metaphors. His
emphasis was on Christ, not on the Christianity

of the creeds. He had great sympathy with and
deeply enjoyed Kingsley, Maurice, and Mar-
tineau. A lyceum orator of power, an earnest

advocate of temperance, he gave his heart and

voice to any benevolent or patriotic enterprise.

One of the founders of Chapin Home for indigent

men and women, he was also a trustee of Belle-

Chaplin

vue College and Hospital. He was a voluminous
writer, his chief publications being: Ditties of

Young Men (1840); Discourses on Various
Subjects (1841); The Philosophy of Reform
(1843); Hours of Communion (1844); The
Crown of Thorns (1848) ; Duties of Young Wo-
men (1848) ; Discourses on the Lord's Prayer

(1850); Characters in the Gospels (1852);
Moral Aspects of City Life ( 1853) ; Discourses on
the Beatitudes (1853) ; True Manliness (1854) ;

Humanity in the City (1854) ; Select Sermons
(1859); Extemporaneous Discourses (i860);
Living Words (i860); Lessons of Faith and
Life (1877); The Church of the Living God
(1881).

[Sumner Ellis, Life of Edwin H. Chapin, D.D.
(1882); John Ross Dix, Pulpit Portraits (1854);
Charles Follen Lee and T. T. Sawyer, In Memoriam,
Edwin Hubbell Chapin, D.D. (1881); Richard Eddy,
Universalism in America (1886), containing complete
bibliography.] -p q r

CHAPLIN, JEREMIAH (Jan. 2, 1776-May
7, 1841), Baptist clergyman, and college presi-

dent, was born in Rowley (later Georgetown),
Mass., the son of Asa and Mary (Bailey)

Chaplin. Brought up in a deeply religious atmos-
phere, at the age of ten he joined the Baptist

Church. He remained at home assisting on his

father's farm until he was nearly of age, but

at the same time he prepared himself for college

and finally entered Brown, where he graduated
in 1799 with the highest honors. For a year he
was a tutor at Brown and then his early reli-

gious interests asserted themselves. He studied

theology under the direction of Dr. Baldwin of

Boston and probably in the summer of 1802 as-

sumed his first pastoral charge, the Baptist

church in Danvers, Mass., where he remained
for fourteen years. Seldom has a minister been
as revered as Chaplin evidently was. One of

his parishioners said he felt toward him as he

would have felt toward St. Paul or St. Peter, an
attitude shared by many in the community.
While he was at Danvers he gathered about

him for instruction a group of young men who
were preparing to enter the ministry. When in

1817 he was asked to become principal of the

Maine Literary and Theological Institution, he

took the entire group with him. In 1820 this

school was given a college charter and in the

next year was known as Waterville College.

Here Chaplin remained for thirteen years as

president and under his "wise and efficient ad-

ministration" the foundations of the later suc-

cess of Colby College were laid. He was a thin,

spare, tall man, according to one of his students,

with a rather sepulchral voice. At early chapel

services when it was actually too dark to read,
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this student wondered how Chaplin managed to

see the Bible chapters until he discovered that

he knew by heart practically the entire Bible

and merely repeated from memory. In 1833 he

resigned, owing to difficulties with the students

who resented his characterization of a noisy mass
meeting as "the braying of wild asses." He re-

turned to the ministry, preaching for a time at

Rowley, Mass., and then at Willington, Conn.

His last years were spent in Hamilton, N. Y.,

where he died suddenly at the age of sixty-five.

He published : The Greatness of Redemption

(1808); Memoir of William Carey (1837),

with an introduction by Jeremiah Chaplin ; The
Evening of Life (new edition, 1859) ; The Me-
morial Hour (1864). He was married to Mar-
cia S. O'Brien of Newburyport, Mass., and had

ten children.

[C. P. Chipman, The Formative Period in Colby's
Hist. (1912) ; J. T. Champlin, Hist. Discourse deliv-
ered at the Fiftieth Anniversary of Colby Univ. (1870) ;

E. C. Whittemore, Colby College, 1820-1925 (1927) ;

W. B. Sprague, Annals of the Am. Pulpit, vol. VI
(i860).] M.A.K.

CHAPMAN, ALVAN WENTWORTH
(Sept. 28, 1809-Apr. 6, 1899), botanist, physi-

cian, was for fifty years the leader in Southern

botany, as Asa Gray was leader in the North.

Born at Southampton, Mass., a son of Paul and

Ruth (Pomeroy) Chapman, he entered Amherst
College in 1825, graduating with the degree of

A.B. in 1830. From 1831 to 1833 he was the

tutor of a family on Whitemarsh Island, near

Savannah, Ga., and in 1833 was elected prin-

cipal of the academy at Washington, Ga. It was
there that he began the study of medicine, and

upon his removal to Quincy, Fla., he began the

practise of surgery, which he continued for more
than half a century, there, at Marianna, and par-

ticularly at Apalachicola. In November 1839 he

married Mrs. Mary Ann Hancock, daughter of

Benjamin Simmons of New Bern, N. C. He had

received no formal training in botany, but as

early as 1838, Torrey and Gray began to re-

ceive specimens of Southern plants from him,

and they named the genus Chapmania in his

honor. The semi-tropical vegetation of western

Florida was at that time practically unknown,
and Chapman, whose mind it fired, was its pio-

neer investigator. During the Civil War he and
his wife separated, owing to their divergent

allegiance. Though strongly a Unionist, he re-

mained in Apalachicola. His popularity as a

surgeon preserved the respect of his fellow citi-

zens, and when guerrillas entered the town, he

was always warned by his neighbors, fleeing

from his pharmacy to spend a night of hiding

in a church. His negro slave boy kept watch

Chapman
in some marshes near the city, through which
Northern prisoners escaping from a military

prison had to pass, and the boy or the doctor

himself would row the prisoners out to the Fed-
eral blockaders outside the harbor.

When the war was over, he and his wife be-

came reconciled, and he gradually began to

relinquish his practise, because, he humorously
says, his growing deafness prevented him from
hearing his patient's groans, so that they lost

interest in sending for him, but really because
botany more and more absorbed his attention.

The first edition of his Flora of the Southern
States had appeared in i860, and was for nearly
fifty years the only manual of Southern botany.

It was not only patterned after Gray's Manual
but followed Gray's dictates and judgments in

practically all matters. As Chapman's reputa-

tion grew he came into personal touch with Tor-
rey and Gray, who visited him and his hunting
grounds around Apalachicola, as well as with
M. A. Curtis, Charles Mohr, and C. S. Sar-
gent. Botanists of the South came to look to

him as their leader and to think of him as

a Southern man. Actually he was extremely
proud of his New England ancestry, and in his

vigorous, upright, almost stern character he cer-

tainly bore the marks of the Puritan, though in

religious matters he remarked of his "damna-
tion and predestination" ancestry that they had
swung the pendulum too far and made him what
he was.

A picturesque incident is that of the excur-

sion with Gray in search of a rhododendron
which Chapman said was new to science. Gray
was skeptical as always, but when he beheld the

plant he shook hands with Chapman, saying,

"Congratulations on Rhododendron Chapmanii!"
The only slip was that Chapman had reported it

as white whereas it turned out to be pink, for its

discoverer, unfortunately for a botanist, was
color-blind to reds. His deafness, too, in his

old age grew upon him and made him a recluse.

He published little but his Flora which, con-

sidering that he put forth its third edition in his

nineties, was task enough. His death at Apa-
lachicola was the result of too arduous a trip

through impassable swamps in search of a rare

species of ash. He had outlived his friend and
preceptor, Gray ; he had almost outlived his en-

tire generation of scientists ; and he was among
the last of the old school botanists. In appear-

ance he was tall but a little stooped, he had

rugged and powerful features, and throughout

his life enjoyed exceptional powers of endur-

ance ; his long stride, his enthusiasm on botanical

excursions, and his stoic endurance of hardships
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were familiar to all who knew him. He had a
phenomenal memory for events, places, and
plants.

[The fullest accounts are Charles Mohr in Bot. Gac,
VII, 473-78 (1899) and F.H.Knowlton in Plant World,
II, 141-43 (1899). A picturesque personal reminiscence
is that of Winifred Kimball in Jour. N. Y. Bot. Gard.,
XXII, 1-12J D.C. P.

CHAPMAN, HENRY CADWALADER
(Aug. 17, 1845-Sept. 7, 1909), physician, biolo-

gist, was born in Philadelphia, the son of Lieut.

George W. Chapman, U. S. N, and his wife

Emily Markoe. He was a grandson of Nathaniel

Chapman \_q.v.~\, the distinguished physician.

After receiving his preliminary education in the

Faires Classical Institute, then the best known
private school in Philadelphia, he entered the

College Department of the University of Penn-
sylvania, from which he graduated in 1864. He
then studied medicine in the Medical Depart-

ment, receiving his M.D. in 1867. After serv-

ing two years as a resident physician in the

Pennsylvania Hospital, he went abroad and for

three years studied under the leading teachers

of his time, Sir Richard Owen in London, Al-

phonse Milne Edward in Paris, Emile Du Bois-

Reymond in Berlin, and Joseph Hyrtl in Vienna.

Before his departure he had been elected a mem-
ber of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila-

delphia and from his return in 1872 he took the

most active interest in its affairs, contributing to

its Proceedings and serving at various times as

curator. In 1874 he became prosector to the

Zoological Society of Philadelphia and thereby

secured a great supply of various types of ani-

mals for dissection. Nolan states that he made
two important contributions to original research.

One was his study of the pregnancy and delivery

of an elephant which he observed in the winter

quarters of a circus in Philadelphia. The other

was a study of the placenta of the kangaroo.

From 1873 to 1876 he was Leidy's assistant in

teaching anatomy at the University of Penn-
sylvania and in 1877 he became demonstrator of

physiology in Jefferson Medical College. After

the death of Prof. J. A. Meigs [q.v.~\, in 1879,

Chapman was appointed professor of the in-

stitutes of medicine and medical jurisprudence

at Jefferson. From 1878 to 1888 he was also

professor of physiology in the Pennsylvania Col-

lege of Dental Surgery. For a few years he

was coroner's physician of Philadelphia. He pub-

lished The Evolution of Life in 1873, an im-

mature performance which according to his

friend Nolan he subsequently regretted. In 1887

he published a Treatise on Human Physiology,

reprinting in it a brochure on the History of the

Discovery of the Circulation of the Blood which

Chapman
had been privately printed in 1884. In 1891 he
wrote a Memoir of Joseph Leidy for the Pro-
ceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences.

In 1892 appeared his Manual of Medical Juris-

prudence and Toxicology. He was a fellow of

the College of Physicians of Philadelphia, and
a member of the Franklin Institute and the

American Philosophical Society. In 1876 he
married Hannah N. Megargee, daughter of Sam-
uel Megargee. He died at his summer home in

Bar Harbor, Me., and was buried in Laurel
Hill Cemetery, Philadelphia.

[Edward J. Nolan, "A Biog. Notice of Henry Cad-
walader Chapman," Proc. Acad. Nat. Sciences Phila.,
LXII, 255, containing bibliography.] F. R P

CHAPMAN, JOHN (c. 1775-Mar. 11, 1847),
pioneer, was popularly known as "Johnny Apple-
seed." His parentage and the exact time and
place of his birth have not been discovered. It

is generally inferred that he was born in 1775,
either in Boston or Springfield, Mass. All that

is known of his boyhood is that he had a habit of

wandering away on long trips in quest of birds

and flowers. His first recorded appearance in

the Middle West was in 1800 or 1801, when he
was seen as he drifted down the Ohio past Steu-

benville, in an astonishing craft consisting of two
canoes lashed together and freighted with de-

caying apples brought from the cider presses

of western Pennsylvania. His first nursery is

claimed to have been planted two miles down the

river, and another up Licking Creek. It is be-

lieved that he returned frequently to Pennsyl-

vania for more apple seeds, but by 1810 he ap-

pears to have made Ashland County, Ohio, his

center of activity, living some of the time in a

cabin with his half-sister, near Mansfield. It is

said that he would travel hundreds of miles to

prune his orchards scattered through the wil-

derness. His price for an apple sapling was a

"fip penny bit," but he would exchange it for

old clothes or a promissory note which he never

collected.

Wherever he went he read aloud to any who
would listen from the works of Emanuel Sweden-
borg, or the Bible, lying on the floor and rolling

forth denunciations in tones of thunder, so that

he came to be accepted as a sort of Border saint,

and the stories of his quixotic kindness to ani-

mals, even to insects and rattlers that bit him,

are characteristic of the growth of a folk legend.

Indians regarded him as a great medicine man

;

he did indeed scatter the seeds of many reputed

herbs of healing, such as catnip, rattlesnake

weed, hoarhound, pennyroyal, and, unfortunate-

ly, the noxious weed dog-fennel which he be-

lieved to be anti-malarial.
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In 1812, when the Indians around Mansfield

were incited by the British to attacks upon the

American frontier settlements, Chapman volun-

teered to speed through the night to Mt. Ver-
non, Ohio, to get help from Capt. Douglas, warn-
ing many lonely homesteads on the way. This

incident is authenticated ; there is a wider tradi-

tion that he traversed much of northern Ohio
apprising settlers of the surrender of the Amer-
ican forces under Hull at Detroit and of the im-

minence of Indian massacres. The most famous
tale about him is of a pharisaical minister who
demanded from the pulpit, "Where is the man
who, like the primitive Christian, walks to-

ward heaven barefoot and clad in sackcloth?"

"Johnny Appleseed," clad in short ragged trou-

sers and a single upper garment of coffee sack-

ing with holes cut for head and arms, barefoot,

with a tin mush pan on his head for a hat, ap-

proached the pulpit, saying, "Here is a primi-

tive Christian !"

About 1838 Chapman crossed gradually into

northern Indiana and continued his missionary

and horticultural services. But after a long trip

to repair damages in a distant orchard he was
overtaken by pneumonia, and presented himself

at the door of William Worth's cabin in Allen

County, Ind., where he died. He was buried in

Archer's graveyard near Fort Wayne. A monu-
ment to him was erected by the Hon. M. B. Bush-

nell, at Mansfield. His legendary life has in-

spired numerous literary works such as Denton

J. Snider's Johnny Applcsccd's Rhymes (1894),

Nell Hillis's The Quest of John Chapman (1904),

Eleanor Atkinson's Johnny Appleseed, the Ro-
mance of a Sower (1915), and Vachel Lindsay's

"In Praise of Johnny Appleseed" in the Century

Magazine, August 1921.

[As the life of Chapman survives largely in reminis-
cences and hearsay, most of the accounts are little more
than collections of current anecdotes. Gen. Brinkhoff
and O. E. Randall were the orators upon the dedication
of the Mansfield monument ; their speeches are reprint-

ed in Ohio Archaevl. and Hist. Quart., IX, 303—17
(1901). A biographical sketch of value is Johnny Ap-
pleseed, an Ohio Hero, by W. A. Duff (1914) ; W. D.
Haley's account in Harper's Mag., XLIII, 830—36, gives
many legends concerning Chapman.] j) q p.

CHAPMAN, JOHN GADSBY (Dec. 8, 1808-

Nov. 28, 1889), painter, was born in Alexandria,

Va. He was assisted in his early art studies by

George Cooke and C. B. King. At sixteen he

tried his first oil painting and at nineteen went to

Winchester, Va., as a professional artist. The
same year, 1827, found him studying at the Penn-

sylvania Academy of Fine Arts. Through the

aid of friends he was enabled to visit Europe,

studying at Rome and Florence. He made nu-

merous copies of the old masters and painted

Chapman
"Hagar and Ishmael Fainting in the Wilder-
ness," with life-size figures. This was the first

American painting to be engraved in Italy; it

was published in 1830. In 1831 Chapman re-

turned to America, held a successful exhibition
of his copies and original pictures in Alexandria,
and was soon after working in New York. He
was one of the founders of the Century Club, and
was an honorary associate of the National Acad-
emy in 1832 and a full member in 1836. He
taught and practised wood-engraving, painted
portraits, and made drawings for publications,

furnishing 1,400 drawings for the Harper's Bible
published in 1846. In 1847, he brought out The
American Drawing Book which is said to be
the finest drawing book ever published ; it went
through many editions. This book contains 304
pages and about an equal number of fine illustra-

tions. It treats the various subjects thoroughly,
clearly, and sensibly ; besides showing the meth-
ods of drawing, perspective, and painting, Chap-
man included accurate directions for etching and
engraving as well as composition. About the

same time he completed "The Baptism of Poca-
hontas," one of the eight large paintings in the

rotunda of the Capitol at Washington.
In 1848 he returned to Rome, where he lived

during most of the remainder of his life. He was
one of America's first etchers, reproducing his

own designs. His best known paintings, with
the exception of "The Baptism of Pocahontas,"
are his landscapes. An indefatigable worker, he
must have made a great many pictures, but few
if any are owned by public galleries. "The Is-

raelites Spoiling the Egyptians," "The Etruscan
Girl," and "The Donkey's Head" were owned
by R. L. Stuart of New York ; "The Last Ar-
row," and "Childhood" after Lawrence, by J. C.

McGuire of Washington ; "Rachel," by Marshall

O. Roberts ; "Pifferini" and "The First Italian

Milestone," by James Lenox. Where these are at

present is unknown. Other pictures which Chap-
man painted are "The Valley of Mexico," "Sun-
set on the Campagna," "Harvest Scene," "Stone
Pines in the Barberini Valley," "Vintage Scene,"

and "Views out of the Porta Salara and over the

Lake of Albano." His "Landing at Jamestown"
was engraved by M. I. Danforth, and his "Mont-
pelier, Va. The Seat of the Late James Madi-

son" was engraved by Prudhomme. He is known
to have painted portraits of James Madison and

Horatio Greenough, and his portrait of Alex-

ander Anderson \_q.v.~\ belongs to the National

Academy of Design. As at least half of his life

was spent in Europe, much of his work must

still be there. From the paintings, etchings, and

illustrations that are known, he was an artist of
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great ability, whose work has quality, charm, and
skill.

[W. S. Baker, Am. Engravers and their Works
(1875); D. M. Stauffer, Am. Engravers on Copper
and Steel (1905) ; Chas. E. Fairman, Works of Art
in the U. S. Capitol Building ( 1913) ; Henry T. Tucker-
man, Book of the Artists (1867) ; Wm. Dunlap, Hist,

of the Rise and Progress of the Arts of Design in the
U.S. (rev. ed. 1918).] R. P. T.

CHAPMAN, JOHN WILBUR (June 17,

1859-Dec. 25, 1918), Presbyterian evangelist,

was born in Richmond, Ind., a son of Alexander

Hamilton Chapman and his wife Lorinda Mc-
Whinney. At sixteen years of age he united with

the Presbyterian Church. He spent one year at

Oberlin College but graduated from Lake Forest

University in 1879 and from Lane Theological

Seminary in 1882. He was ordained the same
year to the Presbyterian ministry. His prin-

cipal pastorates were the First Reformed Church,

Albany, N. Y. ; the Bethany Presbyterian Church,

Philadelphia; and the Fourth Presbyterian

Church, New York. Eventually he gave up the

pastorate for evangelism. He served as execu-

tive secretary of the General Assembly's Com-
mittee on evangelistic work for the Presbyterian

Church and also as the moderator of the national

body. On his evangelistic tours he traveled to

Australia, Asia, and Great Britain, and he had

an international reputation in his chosen field.

He was above the average height, with a strong

compact frame and great capacity for sustained

labor. His voice was mellow, musical, and ap-

pealing. His sermons were lucid and definitely

outlined. He insisted on the divine nature of

Christ, his atoning work and personal return.

To secure allegiance to Christ was the purpose

of eacli address. With burning conviction and

consuming zeal he preached the gospel ; he never

spared himself and suffered thirteen serious

breakdowns in health. He was married three

times: to Irene E. Steddom, May 10, 1882; to

Agnes Pruyn Strain, Nov. 4, 1888; to Mabel
Cornelia Moulton, Aug. 30, 1910. His writings

were largely evangelistic and echoes of his

preaching. Chief among them were The Secret

of a Happy Day (1899) ; The Surrendered Life

(1899); Spiritual Life in the Sunday School

(1899); From Life to Life (1900); Received

Ye the Holy Ghost (1900) ; And Peter (1900) ;

Revivals and Missions (1900) ; Life of D. L.

Moody ( 1900) ; Present Day Evangelism (1903) ;

The Problem of the Work ( 191 1 ) ; Present Day
Parables (1911); Chapman's Pocket Sermons

I
tqii) ; Revival Sermons (1911) ; When Home

is Heaven (1917).

[/. Wilbur Chapman, A Biography (1920), by Ford C.
Ottman, a friend and associate. Revivals and Missions
(1900), by J. Wilbur Chapman, containing his own

Chapman
account of his methods of evangelism ; When Home is

Heaven (1917), by J. Wilbur Chapman, which gives
light on his early home training; "An Appreciation of
a Great Evangelist" by Chas. R. Erdman, in the Con-
grcgationalist, Jan. 9, 1919, a careful characterization;
personal acquaintance.] T C R
CHAPMAN, MARIA WESTON (July 25,

1806-July 12, 1885), reformer, daughter of War-
ren and Anne (Bates) Weston, was born in Wey-
mouth, Mass., of Pilgrim descent. She was
married in 1830 to Henry Grafton Chapman,
a Boston merchant. Her husband's parents were
enthusiastic abolitionists, and in 1834 Maria
Weston Chapman went into the movement. She
became the soul of the Boston Female Anti-
Slavery Society, editing (1836-40) its reports

published annually under the title Right and
Wrong in Boston. Her services to Garrison were
said to have been inestimable, her cooperation
with him perfect. She was present at the meet-
ing in Boston in 1835 at which Garrison was
mobbed, and it was to her house that the meet-
ing adjourned. Of the Boston gathering she
said that when the women left the hall a roar of

rage and contempt went up which increased

when it was evident that they meant to walk in a
regular procession, "each with a colored friend."

The next year she spoke for the first time in

her life in a public meeting, the day before Penn-
sylvania Hall was destroyed. She became one
of the editors of the Non-Resistant, and, with
Edmund Quincy, she edited the Liberator at

various times during Garrison's illness or ab-

sence. In 1840 she was made a member of the

executive committee of the Anti-Slavery Society,

with Lucretia Mott and Lydia Maria Child, and
in the same year, the Massachusetts Society

chose her as one of its delegates to the World's
Convention. In 1842 her husband died. In the

two months after his death, she was very busy
with the Anti-Slavery Fair, in supporting the

Latimer fugitive slave case agitation and with

writing almost weekly for the Liberator. She
edited the Liberty Bell (1839-46).

She published Songs of the Free, and Hymns
of Christian Freedom (1836) and Hotu Can I

Help to Abolish Slavery (1855), and in 1877 ed-

ited, with a memoir, the autobiography of Harriet

Martineau, whom she had known for many years.

[Wm. Lloyd Garrison, the Story of His Life, Told by
His Children (1885-89) ; files of the Liberty Bell, Lib-
erator, Right and Wrong in Boston.1 M. A.K.

CHAPMAN, NATHANIEL (May 28, 1780-

July 1, 1853), physician, was born at Summer
Hill, Fairfax County, Va., the son of George and

Amelia Chapman. His mother was a daughter of

Allan Macrae, a wealthy merchant of Dumfries,

Va. His early education was received at the
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Chapman
Alexandria Academy, founded by George Wash-
ington. At the age of fifteen he commenced read-

ing medicine under Dr. John Weems of George-
town, Md., and Dr. Dick of Alexandria, Va., and
in 1797 he went to Philadelphia, where he became
the private pupil of Dr. Benjamin Rush \_q.v.~].

He spent several years in studying the classics

along with his medical reading, after which he

entered the Medical School of the University of

Pennsylvania, from which he was graduated with

honors in 1801, having presented a dissertation

on hydrophobia as his thesis. He then went to

Europe and first spent a year in London under

Abernethy, after which he was for two years in

Edinburgh, then the medical center of the world.

In 1804 he returned to Philadelphia to practise

medicine.

He had many of the qualifications which en-

sure success in that calling. He was of good fam-

ily, of delightful personality, sparkling with wit,

gay and jovial to an unusual degree. He had been

made much of in Edinburgh, where he had been a

social lion. In Philadelphia he almost immediate-

ly became the favorite physician of a large sec-

tion of the wealthy class. He was as socially pop-

ular as he was scientifically eminent. His suc-

cessful career continued for a period of fifty years

during which he became the acknowledged leader

of a group of great physicians. From 1810 to

1850 he was actively connected with the Medical

School of the University of Pennsylvania as a

teacher, beginning first as an assistant to Dr. T.

C. James in the chair of midwifery, and within

three years thereafter being made professor of

materia medica, and, later, professor of the the-

ory and practise of medicine. He combined a pro-

found knowledge of his subjects with a delightful

style of presentation. As a raconteur he was fa-

mous. In 1817 he founded the Medical Institute

of Philadelphia, the first post-graduate medical

school in the United States, and conducted sum-
mer courses therein for twenty years. In 1820 he

became the editor of the Journal of Medical and

Physical Sciences, later the American Journal of

the Medical Sciences. He was clinical lecturer in

the Hospital of the Philadelphia Almshouse, now
the Philadelphia General Hospital, for a number
of years. He was president of the Philadelphia

Medical Society for six successive yearly terms.

In 1848 he was elected the first president of the

American Medical Association by acclamation,

no other name being placed before the meeting.

One of the honors which he most appreciated was

his presidency of the American Philosophical So-

ciety founded by Benjamin Franklin. He was the

author of several important medical works : Ele-

ments of Therapeutics and Materia Medica

Chapman
(1817) ; Lectures on the More Important Dis-
eases of the Thoracic and Abdominal Viscera

(1844) J Lectures on the More Important Erup-
tive Fevers, Hemorrhages, and Dropsies, and on
Gout and Rheumatism (1844) ; A Compendium
of Lectures on the Theory and Practice of Medi-
cine (1846). In 1850 he retired from his official

positions and from active practise and on July 1,

1853, he died. He was married in 1808 to Re-
becca Biddle, daughter of Col. Clement Biddle.

His grandson, Henry Cadwalader Chapman
\_q.v.~\, also attained distinction in medicine.
[Samuel Jackson, A Discourse Commemorative of

Nathaniel Chapman (1854) ; Samuel D. Gross, ed., Lives
of Eminent Am. Physicians and Surgeons (1861), pp.
663-78

; Jas. G.Mumford, sketch in Diet, of Am. Medic.
Biog. (1928), ed. by Kelly and Burrage ; Medic. Exam-
iner, Aug. 1853; N. Y. Medic. Gazette and Jour, of
Health, Sept. 1853.] Q H. L.

CHAPMAN, REUBEN (July 15, 1802-May
17, 1882), governor of Alabama, was the son of

Col. Reuben Chapman and Ann Reynolds of

Virginia. Col. Chapman, son of a Scotchman,
fought in the Revolution and afterward acquired

considerable wealth. The younger Reuben re-

ceived his education in a school at Bowling
Green, Va. In 1824 he located at Huntsville,

Ala., which was then the abode of large planters

and the most promising town in the state. After

a year of reading in the office of his brother,

Judge Samuel Chapman, he was admitted to the

bar and practised law for a time at Sommerville,

Morgan County. In 1832 he was elected to the

state Senate, and in 1835 to the national House of

Representatives, to which he was returned for

five successive terms. In 1847 he retired from
Congress to accept the nomination of the Demo-
cratic party for the governorship. He was put

forward as a compromise candidate by the Mar-
tin and Terry factions of the party, and although

the Whigs, heartened by the rift in the opposing

party over the state bank question, nominated

Nicholas Davis of Limestone County, a popular

planter with a distinguished public career, Chap-

man was victorious by a handsome majority. As
governor, he pursued an economical and busi-

ness-like policy, which was fortunate for the state,

at a time when its finances were in a deranged

condition. But the breach in Democratic ranks

produced by the bank issue was scarcely closed

before another, quite as serious, was occasioned

by William L. Yancey's bold "Alabama Plat-

form." Yancey supported Chapman for reelec-

tion, but an alliance between the opponents of

Yancey and Ex-Governor Martin's friends, who
were disgruntled because their hero had not been

allowed a second term, prevented Chapman from

polling the required two-thirds majority. He re-
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tired to his estate at Huntsville, but entered the

political arena again in 1855 to help defend the

Democracy against the onrush of the Know-
Nothings. He was elected to the lower house

of the legislature, defeating Jeremiah Clemens

[q.v.]. When the crisis of i860 came he ranged

himself on the side of the conservatives. He at-

tended the Democratic convention at Baltimore

and did his utmost in a vain attempt to bring

about a reconciliation between the Northern and

Southern wings of the party which shortly before

had split asunder at Charleston. During the war
the Federal troops burned his handsome resi-

dence, laid waste his property, annoyed and im-

prisoned him, and finally drove him beyond their

lines. When the war was ended, he returned to

Huntsville and affiliated with the Democratic and

Conservative party. He remained faithful to the

white man's cause during the Reconstruction pe-

riod, and after it was over he settled down to a

quiet and unobtrusive life. He was married on

Oct. 17, 1838, to Felicia Pickett, daughter of Col.

Steptoe Pickett, a Limestone County planter who
had come down from Virginia.

[W. Brewer, Alabama (1872) ; J. W. Dubose, Life
and Times of Wm. Lowndes Yancey (1892) ; Wm. Gar-
rett, Reminiscences of Public Men in Ala. (1872) ;

Thos. M. Owen, Hist, of Ala. and Diet, of Ala. Biog.,

vol. Ill (1921).] A.B.M—e.

CHAPMAN, VICTOR EMMANUEL (Apr.

17, 1890-June 23, 1916), first pilot of the Esca-

drille Lafayette to be killed in action, was one of

the American youths who at the outbreak of the

World War offered their services to France.

Born in New York, the son of John Jay Chap-

man, lawyer and litterateur, and Minna (Tim-
mins) Chapman, child of an Italian mother by

an American father, he grew up in advantageous

surroundings. He studied at the Fay School,

Southboro, Mass., spent several years at St.

Paul's School, Concord, N. H., lived for a time

in France and Germany, and after a year at the

Stone School, Boston, entered Harvard from
which he graduated in 191 3. A love for scenery

and talent for decoration seemed to fit him for

architecture or painting, and he went to Paris

where in the atelier of M. Gromort he prepared

for admission to the Beaux Arts.

From childhood he had been fond of outdoor

life. Strong physically but with no aptitude for

sports, he nevertheless took keen delight in haz-

ardous exploits. In perilous circumstances he

was imperturbable, and all his faculties were at

their best. Several life-saving incidents had al-

ready marked his career. He was by nature chiv-

alrous and generous-hearted, with a deep-lying

strain of mysticism, and to any opportunity for

service he gave himself with reckless abandon.
It was inevitable that he should offer his life to

France. In August 1914 he enlisted in the For-
eign Legion. For a year he served with the in-

fantry in the trenches, where he showed himself a
natural soldier, adaptable, amenable to discipline,

fearless, cheerfully performing any assigned duty
whether "kitchen police" or trench-digging. Ea-
ger for more aggressive action than was afforded

by the comparatively quiet sector which he was
helping to defend as aide-chargeur to a mitrail,

he transferred in August 1915 to the aviation

corps. After preliminary training as a bomb-
dropper and at aviation schools, on Apr. 20,

1916, he joined the newly formed Escadrille La-
fayette. In the dangerous Verdun section he now
had opportunity for service suited to his nature,

playing hide and seek among the clouds in flights

which he describes as an artist and poet, and en-

gaging in fierce individual combats with enemy
planes. He soon had the reputation of being the

most determined hard-working member of the

squadron and as second to none in aerial dueling.

During an encounter, June 17, 1916, he received

a severe scalp wound, and brought his machine
to the ground riddled with bullets and with parts

of the command severed. He treated the affair

with characteristic indifference, and on June 23,

his head bandaged, he put oranges into his plane

to take to his comrade, Clyde Balsley, lying des-

perately wounded in the hospital ; but they were
never delivered. Seeing Capt. Thenault, Norman
Prince, and Lufbery [q.v.~] engaged with five

German planes, he sped to their assistance. The
first three escaped, but Chapman's plane was seen

to fall, no longer controlled by the pilot, within

the German lines northeast of Douaumont. The
death he had expected had come to him in the

clouds. His final rank was sergeant, and the

French government honored him with the me-
daille militaire (given posthumously, June 24,

1924) , and the croix de guerre with two palms.

[Victor Chapman's Letters from France (19 17) with
memoir by John Jay Chapman ; M. A. DeWolfe Howe,
Harvard Volunteers in Europe (1916), and Memoirs of
the Harvard Dead in the War Against Germany, I

(1920), 91-103; Georges Thenault, Story of the La-
fayette Escadrille (1921), translated by Walter Du-
ranty ; Laurence LaTourette Driggs, Heroes of Aviation
(1918) ; James R. McConnell, Flying for France
(1916) ; Bellman, July 20, 1918; Century Mag., Feb.
J 9i9-] H.E.S.

CHAPPELL, ABSALOM HARRIS (Dec.

18, 1801-Dec. 11, 1878), lawyer, historian, son

of Joseph and Dorothy (Harris) Chappell, was
born in Hancock County and died in Columbus,

Ga. His mother's father, for whom he was
named, was a soldier in the Revolutionary army.

His father, born most likely in Virginia, the de-
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scendant of Englishmen who came to America in

the seventeenth century, died in Georgia in 1807,

when about forty years of age. Absalom at-

tended the Mt. Zion Academy near his home, and
then read law for two years in New York City.

Later, he returned to Athens, Ga., and read law
further in the office of Judge Augustin Smith
Clayton before being admitted to the bar in 1821.

He lived in several places, at times approximately

as follows—in Sandersville (1821-24), m For-
syth (1824-36), in Macon (1836-58), and in

Columbus (1858-78). During 1836-37 he helped

organize the Monroe and the Western & Atlan-

tic railways, and devised schemes for promoting
foreign trade directly through Georgia ports. In

May 1842, he was married to Loretto Rebecca
Lamar, daughter of John Lamar, of Putnam
County, Ga., sister of Mirabeau Buonaparte La-
mar [q.z>.] and of the Lucius Quintus Cincin-

natus Lamar whose son of the same name be-

came a justice of the Supreme Court. His suc-

cessful activities as a lawyer were constantly in-

terrupted by his participation in politics, and,

during his Columbus residence, by his farming
interests in Alabama. He was for many years a

trustee of the state university, a state legislator

and senator, and, in 1843-44 a congressman in

Washington. In local politics he was of the

Troup faction. Nationally, he was a state-rights

Whig, but his party loyalty came under such sus-

picion while he was in Congress that he felt

obliged to issue in justification of himself his

letter To the People of Georgia (1844). He was
a member from time to time—always with dis-

tinguished associates—of many public commis-
sions in Georgia. In 1839 he was appointed in

this capacity to perfect a system of finance—in

1849, to suggest improvements for the school

system—in 1853, to report on public institutions

—and, in 1867, to prepare an address to Geor-
gians and to Americans in general on the po-

litical abuses then current in the South. When
he went to live in Columbus, he thought of him-

self as withdrawing from public life, but he took

part in the agitation for secession. And even
when he was past seventy—reduced by the war
to poverty, and by Reconstruction to something
like despair—his patriotism asserted itself in his

Miscellanies of Georgia ( 1874) . a series of remi-

niscent and historical essays. This book is writ-

ten in a grandiose style, and is of comparatively

little worth as history. It remains valuable for

the impression it gives of its author who, though
perhaps too consistently grave, was always dom-
inated by a sort of classic integrity and fortitude.

[Sketch in 1928 edition of A. H. Chappell's Miscel-
lanies of Ga.; Biog. Souvenir of Ga. and Fla. (1889) ;

Charles

T. J. Chappell, "Absalom Harris Chappell," in W. J.
Northen, Men of Mark in Ga. (1910), vol. II; P. E.
Chappell, Genealog. Hist. Chappell, Dickie and Other
Kindred Families of Va. (1900).] J D W
CHARLES, WILLIAM (1 776-Aug. 29, 1820),
etcher, engraver, caricaturist, is said to have been
a native of Edinburgh, on the authority of Dr.
Alexander Anderson who knew him in America
(B. J. Lossing, Pictorial Field Book of the War
of 1812, 1896, p. 228 n.). The earliest etched cari-

catures of his seen were issued from his shop in

London, in 1803 and the first half of 1804. The
majority of these were aimed at Bonaparte's
threatened invasion of England. He engraved
two line plates for the Edinburgh Cyclopaedia,

and in July 1804, he issued a print from
"Charles's Emporium of Art and Fancy's Prod-
uce, Edinburgh." He is said to have emigrated
in order to avoid the consequences of prosecution
for caricaturing "one or more magistrates" of

the city {Ibid.). The offending caricature was
probably that entitled A Fallen Pillar of the Kirk
which was published in 1805. Charles was in

New York City from the time of his arrival in

this country until 1814, practising his art without
success {Ibid.). He illustrated The American
Magazine of Wit, in New York, in 1808. In 1814
he went to Philadelphia, continued a series of

etched caricatures on the War of 1812, then in

progress, and opened a print and book-shop. In

addition to publishing caricature prints, he also

issued a series of chap-books, illustrated by him-
self and by Joseph Yeager, then a young en-

graver. He contributed three plates to the Ameri-
can edition of Rees's Cyclopaedia (Philadelphia,

1810-24), but his line-engraved plate of "Quad-
rapeds" was so unsatisfactory that afterward it

was reengraved by George Murray. For Pink-

erton's Travels (Philadelphia, 1810-12) he made
two illustrations in line. His first considerable

work in Philadelphia was an edition of The Tour

of Doctor Syntax in Search of the Picturesque

,

with the Rowlandson aquatints rather crudely

copied. He also issued an edition of The Vicar of

Wakefield, copying the Rowlandson plates. He
died in Philadelphia, and was buried in the yard

of the New Market Street Baptist Church. His

widow, Mary, continued his business for several

years and then opened a boarding-house. Frank
Weitenkampf {American Graphic Art, 1924, p.

213) writes: "The most noteworthy caricatures

of the War of 1812 were prints by William

Charles. . . . His caricatures were typical of the

Rowlandson-Gillray period . . . whilst not re-

markable they have a rough humor which no

doubt made them popular." Although Charles

made a few line plates, and many aquatints, he
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was especially fond of the etching needle, and all

his caricatures and chap-book illustrations were

made by that means. His work, when found col-

ored, usually displays the same crudity as that

exhibited by his drawing.

[The chief sources of information respecting Wm.
Charles are the footnote in Lossing's book (above), in-

scriptions on the engraver's plates, City Directories of
New York and Philadelphia (although his name appears
in the latter for 1821) and the burial records of the
Philadelphia Board of Health. If his career influenced
his contemporaries, none of them, excepting Anderson,
has left any comment upon it.]

j j

CHARLESS, JOSEPH (July 16, 1772-July

28, 1834), pioneer printer and newspaper pub-

lisher, came from a family which originally lived

in Wales but which emigrated in 1663 to his

birthplace, Westmeath, Ireland. His willingness

to risk his life for principles he regarded as fun-

damental early showed itself, for he was impli-

cated with Lord Edward Fitzgerald and others in

the Irish rebellion of 1795. Forced to flee Ire-

land, he first went to France, from which he

embarked for the United States, landing in New
York in 1796. Unable to find work in that city,

he followed in the footsteps of Benjamin Frank-

lin and went to Philadelphia where he secured

work with Matthew Carey [q.v.]. Because his

fellow printers did not pronounce his name with

the Hibernian quota of syllables he added an ex-

tra "s" to the name which had been Charles in

Ireland. In Carey's print-shop he met many of

the political leaders of the Jeffersonian republi-

canism. Acting on the advice of Henry Clay, he

went West and found employment on the Gazette

at Lexington, Ky., in 1800. From Lexington he

went to Louisville where he remained two years.

He then went to St. Louis where he made his

home henceforward. There on July 12, 1808, he

brought out the first issue of the Missouri Ga-

zette, a pioneer newspaper of the West which

changed its name a year later to the Louisiana

Gazette. When, however, Congress created the

Missouri territory, Charless, in 1812, changed

the name of his newspaper back to the Missouri

Gazette. It exerted a wide influence in support

of Henry Clay and his policies. Always Charless

was a fighter for his political principles, even

though at times he set them forth in an injudi-

cious way. Hampered by lack of transportation

facilities, he frequently found great difficulty in

bringing out his newspaper. But through his re-

sourcefulness he was able to meet such emergen-

cies, even though he had to print his paper on

foolscap. In 1798 he was married to Mrs. Sarah
McCloud {nee Jordan) who came originally .

from Wilmington, Del. In 1822 his son Edward
changed the name of his father's paper to the

Missouri Republican, but the guiding principle

of its editorial policy still remained that of his

father, "To extinguish party animosities and fos-

ter a cordial union among the people on the basis

of toleration and equal government."

[Walter B. Stevens in St. Louis, the Fourth City,
1764-1911 (191 1, I, 147 ff.), records the activity of
Charless in St. Louis. Details about the Missouri Ga-
zette under both father and son appear in Jas. Melvin
Lee, Hist, of Am. Journalism (1917, p. 178 ff.).]

J.M.L.

CHARLEVOIX, PIERRE FRANgOIS
XAVIER de (Oct. 24, 1682-Feb. 1, 1761),
French explorer and historian, was born at St.

Quentin, the son of Franqois de Charlevoix and
his wife Antoinette, nee Forestier. The Charle-

voix were an ancient family of Picardy of noble

stock, and Pierre was well educated, early show-
ing a vocation for the religious life. When not

quite sixteen years of age he began at Paris his

novitiate in the Jesuit order, and he was a student

at the College Louis le Grand from 1701 to 1704.

Then he was ordained to the diaconate, and the

next year was sent to Canada as professor of rhet-

oric in the Jesuit college at Quebec. On his out-

ward passage he was on the same ship with the

Sieurs de Raudot and the Marquis de Vaudreuil,

Canadian officials, and young Charlevoix by his

good manners and pleasing address secured their

friendship ; thus during his stay at Quebec he was
a member of the highest social circle in that

place. Recalled to France in 1709 he taught at

his Alma Mater, and there had for a pupil the boy

Voltaire. Later he became prefect of his college,

and when in 1719 the Regent of France desired

to send a messenger to New France for the

double purpose of ascertaining the boundaries of

Acadia and of finding a new route to the West,

Father Charlevoix was chosen for the mission.

As the Regent did not wish that the world

should know the objects of Charlevoix's visit, the

latter disguised his journey as one to examine

the Jesuit missions of the New World. He set

out late in 1720, and arrived in Canada in time

to prepare for his expedition the succeeding

spring. In a single canoe he made the voyage up

the St. Lawrence, through the Great Lakes, visit-

ing Detroit, Mackinac, and Green Bay en route

;

he then entered Illinois River by way of the St.

Joseph-Kankakee portage, spent some time at the

Illinois settlements, and finally reached New Or-

leans and Biloxi early in 1722. He was wrecked

in the Gulf of Mexico, and then returned to

France after an absence of two years and a half.

The journal in which Charlevoix recorded his

American experiences consists of a series of let-

ters to a noble patroness, the Duchess de Les-

diguierres. This form of writing was, however,
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a fiction; the letters were never sent, and were
compiled to afford information not only about the

country through which he passed, but also about

the customs and manners of the Indians. The im-

portance of this Journal historique, as it was
called, lies in the dispassionate and accurate ob-

servation of the writer, and in the fact that he

was the only traveler of the first part of the eigh-

teenth century who describes interior America.

After his return from his voyage of inspection,

Charlevoix never traveled more ; he was offered

but declined the position of missionary at a new
post to be built on the upper Mississippi, having

no desire for the hardship or possible martyrdom
consequent upon a Jesuit's residence at a fron-

tier post. He continued to teach until about the

age of fifty, when he withdrew from active work
and devoted himself to authorship, dying at the

Jesuit convent of La Fleche. He was essentially

a scholar, never a zealot ; a man of the world, re-

ceived at court and in good society. His histories

were popular and had large sales. He was careful

and accurate according to the standards of his

time, and in his Histoire et description de la Noli-

vette France he wrote of what he knew and had

learned from documents and contemporaries. He
edited for twenty-two years (1733-55) Le Jour-

nal de Trevoux, a publication of his order, begun

in 1701.

[Charlevoix's first work was Histoire de I'etablisse-

ment, des progres, et de la decadence du Christianisme
dans I'Empire du Japon (Rouen, 1715). it was based on
previous works of Jesuits in the Far East. It was re-

written and reissued as Histoire et description generate
du Japon (Paris, 1736). His first book after returning
from America was La Vie de Mere Marie de VIncarna-
tion (Paris, 1724), published anonymously. The next
volume was Histoire de I'Isle Espagnole ou de Saint
Domingue Ecrite particulierement sur les mcmoires et

description manuscrit du P. Jean-Baptiste le Pers, S. J.

(Paris, 1730). His Histoire de la Nouvelle France did

not appear until 1744; in the appendix was the jour-

nal of his American voyage, also published separately

under the title Journal historique ; the first English edi-

tion of the journal was published in London in 176 1 ; this

was edited by Louise P. Kellogg and reprinted for the
Caxton Club (Chicago, 1923). A translation was pub-
lished by J. G. Shea (N. Y., 1866-72) in six volumes ; a

new edition of Shea's translation was issued in 1900.
Charlevoix's last work was Histoire du Paraguay (Paris,

1756). He has had few biographers ; the best sketch is

by J. Edmond Roy, "Essai sur Charlevoix" in Canadian
Royal Soc. Trans., 1907, sec. 1, 3-25.] L. P. K.

CHARLTON, THOMAS USHER PULAS-
KI (Nov. 1779-Dec. 14, 1835), jurist, author,

was born at Camden, S. C, the son of Thomas
and Lucy (Kenan) Charlton. The elder Thomas
was a physician who served both as a surgeon and

as a lieutenant of the line in the Revolutionary

army. He did not live long after the war, and in

1 79 1 his widow moved to Savannah, where the

younger Thomas was educated and where he

made his home for the rest of his life. He was ad-

mitted to the bar and elected to the state legisla-

ture soon after attaining his majority, and at

twenty-five he became attorney-general for the

State. He was elected by the general assembly

judge of the Eastern circuit in 1807, served until

181 1, was again elected in 1821 and served until

1822. In 1804 he published his life of Gen. James
Jackson, Revolutionary soldier and statesman,

who had been his intimate friend. This is a stand-

ard biography, well written, of a prominent fig-

ure in early Georgia history. Charlton served as

chairman of the committee of public safety dur-

ing the War of 1812, was a member of the com-
mittee which compiled the Georgia statutes in

1825, and for six terms was mayor of Savannah.
He married twice : first, Emily, a daughter of

Thomas Walter, well-known South Carolinian

and author of the botanical work Flora Carolini-

ana ; and second, Ellen Glasco.

Charlton is chiefly remembered as the compiler

of the first volume of Georgia court decisions

—

Reports of Cases Argued and Determined in the

Superior Courts of the Eastern District of the

State of Georgia ( 1824)—but his contemporaries

also admired him as an orator and held him in

high esteem as a judge. His written opinions re-

flect an independent spirit and a confidence in his

own powers of correctly applying abstract prin-

ciples to concrete cases not always met with in

judges of courts of last resort. In the case, Ex
parte Paul Grimball (T. U. P. Charlton, 153),
decided in April 1808, he pronounced the unusual

doctrine that hard times brought about by gov-

ernmental action formed good ground for a court

of equity to restrain a judgment creditor from
selling his debtor's property. Frankly admitting

that so far as he knew there was no precedent to

sustain him (and all subsequent decisions on the

subject are against him) , he restrained the holder

of an execution from selling the defendant's prop-

erty because the national Embargo Act had

brought about conditions making it impossible

for the property to bring its fair value. In sum,

he decided that, if during such a time the legisla-

tive department failed to do so, courts of equity

should, upon proper case made, declare a mora-

torium, placing his ruling upon the fundamental

principle that it was required by equity and good

conscience. Startling as the ruling appears to

us now there is nothing to indicate that it was re-

garded as unsound at the time, or that it was ad-

versely criticised. But it may be inferred with

reasonable safety that Charlton was not per-

turbed by the reception his rulings received.

Again and again he pronounced judgments he

believed to be unpopular, and in his opinions are

to be found many such expressions as : ''If this
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act . . . (is) . . . unconstitutional I shall say

so, and at the same time feel perfectly tranquil

under the clamour of the consequences which
may result" and "I am aware of the sensations

this opinion may produce. ... I have obeyed

only the principles of the law."

[See Wm. J. Northen, ed., Men of Mark in Ga., vol.

II (1910) ; Cyc. of Ga. (Atlanta, 1906) ; / Ga. Reports
Annotated (Charlottesville, Va., 1903). All of Charl-
ton's written opinions are to be found in his volume of
Reports (above), or in the similar volume issued by his

son, R. M. Charlton, in 1838.] B.F.

CHASE, GEORGE (Dec. 29, 1849-Jan. 8,

1924), law professor, son of David T. and Martha
E. (Haynes) Chase, and descendant of Aquila

Chase, was born at Portland, Me. He received a

good primary education at the public schools,

and, proceeding to Yale University, graduated in

1870, being valedictorian of his class. After leav-

ing Yale he taught for three years in the classical

department of the University Grammar School in

New York City. During the last two of these

years he also attended the Columbia Law School,

where he graduated LL.B. in 1873, winning also

the Townsend Prize. He was admitted to the

New York bar but never practised. At Columbia
he had come under the influence of Prof. Theo-
dore W. Dwight, who was at that time the head

of the Law School, and on the invitation of the

latter he joined the faculty as instructor in mu-
nicipal law, becoming shortly after assistant pro-

fessor. In 1878 he was appointed professor of

criminal law, torts, and procedure, and occupied

this post for thirteen years. He was admirably

equipped for academic work ; a fluent graceful

speaker with great powers of exposition and
analysis, he was distinguished for accuracy of

statement and aptness of illustration. On Nov. 25,

1884, ne was married to Eva R. Hawley of Bos-

ton. In 1 89 1, when the Columbia Law School

was reorganized, he was not in sympathy with the

policy which was about to be implemented. He
accordingly resigned and founded the New York
Law School, with the avowed object of develop-

ing the method of instruction devised by Dwight,

viewing "the law as a system of principles and
not as a mere aggregation of cases decided by

the courts" (New York Law School Catalogue).

The new institution opened Oct. 1, 1891, with

Chase as dean, a position which he retained for

over thirty-two years. Steadfastly pursuing the

policy that the major subject of study ought to

be treatises, the reading of reported cases being

merely supplementary, he achieved a notable suc-

cess. Many of his pupils subsequently attained

high positions in public life, among them being

Theodore Roosevelt, Charles E. Hughes, and

Benjamin Cardozo. In 1920 his health gave
way, but, though unable to leave his home, he
continued to direct the work of the school until

his death.

Chase was the author of The American Stu-

dents' Blackstonc (1876-77), an abridgment re-

taining such of the original as he considered of

historic or practical value; Leading Cases Upon
the Law of Torts (1892) ; Leading Cases Upon
the Law of Wills (1892); The Code of Civil

Procedure of the State of New York as Amend-
ed (1909-20) ; a Supplement to the Public Stat-

utes of New Hampshire (1914) ; and Pocket
Code of the New York (State) Laws, Statutes,

etc. (1919). He edited Johnson's Ready Legal

Advertiser (1880) and an American edition of

Sir James Stephen's Digest of the Law of Ez'i-

dence (1886). For a time he was editor of the

New York Law Journal and also assisted in

the preparation of Johnson's Universal Cyclo-

paedia.

[Unsystematic details of Chase's ancestry are con-
tained in a series of articles entitled "Chase Genealogy"
by W. E. Gould in the Daily Eastern Argus (Portland,
Me.), Mar. 2, 1812, et seq. Obituaries appeared in the
N. Y. Times and N. Y. Herald of Jan. 9, 1924, and a
sympathetic sketch of his career will be found in the
Law Student, Feb. 15, 1924. See also Cat. Officers and
Grads. Columbia Univ. (1916) ; N. Y. Law School Cat.,

1923 ; Lewis W. Hicks, Biog. Record Class of 1870,
Yale College, 1870-1911 (n.d.).] H. W. H.K.

CHASE, IRAH (Oct. 5, 1793-Nov. 1, 1864),

Baptist educator, was descended from Aquila

Chase who came from England and had settled in

Hampton, N. II., by 1640. Irah's father, Isaac

Chase, served in the Revolution, receiving five

bayonet wounds in a battle near New York,

where he remained a prisoner of war for almost

a year ; his mother, Sarah Bond, was a descen-

dant of William Bond who came at an early age

to Watertown, Mass., and was speaker of the

General Court four times between 1691 and 1695.

Irah, the second son, was born at Stratton, Vt.

The family soon moved to Westford, however,

and Irah attended school in the neighboring

towns of Milton and St. Albans. In 181 1 he

entered the second year class at Middlebury Col-

lege, taking several honors and being graduated

in 1814. He then attended Andover Theological

Seminary and upon graduation was ordained to

the Baptist ministry, Sept. 17, 1817. Accepting

a missionary appointment for western Virginia,

late that fall he journeyed thither on horseback.

Within a few months he was offered a chair in a

theological seminary being organized in Phila-

delphia. The Philadelphia enterprise was soon

transferred to Washington as the theological de-

partment of Columbian College, where Chase
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labored amid great discouragements until 1825,

with the exception of a little more than a year,

1823-24, which he spent in travel and study in

Europe. Personal contacts, with short residences

at the Universities of Halle and Gottingen,

strengthened his position in advocacy of sci-

entific study of the Bible; he also negotiated in

London the solution of a troublesome problem

of property rights in the Rangoon mission.

Chase touched educational movements at many
points, but his greatest specific contribution to

ministerial education was in and through Newton
Theological Institution, where he served as pro-

fessor from November 1825 until 1845. While

yet a student at Andover, he had assisted Rev.

James M. Winchell of Boston in drafting a plan

for a theological institution, and upon resigning

at Washington he soon turned to Boston as the

place where he might find opportunity to carry

on the work for which he had a real passion. At
first he was the only instructor at the new semi-

nary. His ideas for the curriculum were devel-

oped and became the basis for the organization

of the departments of theological study as new
chairs became possible. The scientific study of

the Scriptures was the central organizing prin-

ciple, with linguistic requirements which repre-

sented an advance step for the Baptist ministry

of that day. Within a decade and a half there

came to work in this curriculum such outstand-

ing men as Barnas Sears and Horatio B. Hack-

ett [qq.v.~\. Chase wrote many articles of a his-

torical and theological character and four vol-

umes of his writings were published. He was
twice married, first, to Harriet Savage, Mar. 15,

1821, who died May 2, 1834; second, to Martha

Raymond, Oct. 13, 1835, who died Oct. 25, 1846.

There were nine children born of these mar-

riages.

[Chase prepared by request an autobiographical sketch
for the Baptist Memorial & Monthly Record (N. Y.),

II, 71—82. A memorial volume, a Tribute of Affection

to the Memory of Prof. Irak Chase (1865), contains a

list of his published works. See also S. F. Smith, Hist,

of Newton (1880) ; J. C. Chase and G. W. Chamber-
lain, Seven Generations of the Descendants of Aquila
and Thomas Chase (1928) ; Cat. Officers and Students

of Middlebury Coll., 1800-1915 (1917); Andover
Theol. Sem. Gen. Cat. (1909).] W. H.A.

CHASE, PHILANDER (Dec. 14, 1775-Sept.

20, 1852), Episcopal bishop, was born in Cor-

nish, N. H., the last of the fifteen children of

Dudley and Allace (Corbett) Chase. He gradu-

ated from Dartmouth College in 1796, and began

his labors by the conversion of his family from
Congregationalism. He was ordained deacon in

the Episcopal Church in 1798, and priest in

1799. After holding several charges in north-

ern New York, he moved in 1805 to New Or-
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leans for the health of his wife, Mary Fay,
whom he had married in 1796. In 181 1 he was
again in the North, connected with Christ

Church, Hartford, Conn. He made his first

journey into Ohio in 1817. Wherever he found
Episcopalians he organized parishes. Mrs. Chase
soon joined him, but frontier life was too ardu-

ous for her, and she died in 1818. In July 18 19,

he married Sophia May Ingraham. The strug-

gling parishes of Ohio organized into a diocese

in June 18 18 and Chase was elected bishop.

He was consecrated in Philadelphia on Feb. n,
1819, and returned to the West. In 1821-22,

partly to augment his meager income, he added
to his Episcopal duties the presidency of Cin-

cinnati College. He soon discovered that the

West must breed its own clergy who could thrive

in its peculiar atmosphere of buoyant promises

and small realizations. He, therefore, decided

upon a theological seminary for Ohio. Undaunt-
ed by opposition from the East he determined

to solicit money in England. British interest in

frontier America was keen, and the pioneer

bishop was an appealing figure with his un-

bounded zeal and his unquenchable faith. He
returned in 1824 with something less than $30,-

000. The site of his new college he named after

Lord Gambier, one of his British patrons, and
the school itself after Lord Kenyon.

Unfortunately Chase was less successful in

managing his college and diocese than in found-

ing them. The clergy of Ohio and the faculty of

Kenyon College soon raised complaints against

his arbitrary rule. Much of the difficulty lay in

the undisciplined nature of the Western clergy.

Some of the trouble, however, was undoubtedly

in the temperament of the Bishop. In 1831 he

resigned the bishopric of Ohio, and settled on

a farm which he suggestively named the Valley

of Peace. From there he moved to Gilead, Mich.

In 1835 the newly organized diocese of Illinois

put an end to a delicate question as to the status

of a bishop without a see, by electing him to its

episcopate. Chase began his new duties with

plans for a new theological seminary. A second

journey to England for funds was less success-

ful than the first, but he was able to lay the

corner-stone of Jubilee College in 1839. In this

year he succeeded, in spite of hard times, in

raising a considerable sum in the South. With
accustomed vigor he championed the low church

contentions in the forties, combatting all "idola-

trous innovations." He became presiding bishop

of the Church in 1843. In 1852 he was thrown

from his carriage and died on Sept. 20. To the

end he remained an indefatigable warrior who
n?ver dipped his colors.
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[The chief source of information is Chase's auto-

biography, Reminiscences of Bishop Chase, an Auto-
biography (2 vols. 1848). He also wrote A Plea for the

West (1826); Star in the West or Kenyon College

(1828) ; Defence of Kenyon College (1831) ; A Plea

for Jubilee (1835). He was a frequent contributor to

the Church publications, especially the Spirit of Mis-
sions, 1835-52. Much material concerning him is found
in the Jour. Annual Convention Prot. Epis. Ch. in Ohio
to 1831 ; Ibid., Illinois, 1835-52 ; and in the Jour. Gen-
eral Convention Prot. Episc. Ch. in America (Trien-

nial). See also Laura Chase Smith, Life of Philander

Chase (1903); Wm. B. Sprague, Annals Am. Pulpit,

V (1859), 453-62; G. M. Royce, "Kenyon College" in

the Churchman, Nov. 14, 1896; Geo. F. Smythe, Ken-
yon College, Its First Century (1924) ; Geo. T. Chap-
man, Sketches Alumni Dartmouth College (1867).]

K.J.G.

CHASE, PLINY EARLE (Aug. 18, 1820-

Dec. 17, 1886), scientist, was born in Worcester,

Mass. His father, Anthony Chase, for thirty-

four years treasurer of Worcester County, was

of a family honorably prominent in New Eng-

land public affairs from the earliest settlements
;

his mother, Lydia Earle, of Leicester, was the

daughter of Pliny Earle, who introduced the

manufacturing of machine-card clothing into

America. Brought up a Quaker, he was edu-

cated in the Worcester Latin School, in the

Friends' School in Providence, R. I., and at

Harvard University. Entering college when fif-

teen years old, he stated as his object the acquisi-

tion of "honorable fame." After graduation,

honor but hardly fame attended him as principal

of district schools in Leicester and Worcester.

In 1843 ne married Elizabeth Brown Oliver of

Lynn, niece of Goold Brown [q.v.~\. From 1841

to 1848 he taught in Philadelphia. A severe

hemorrhage of the lungs made necessary a break

in this profession and for ten or twelve years

he was a member of a stove and foundry firm.

While so occupied, an old college friend found

him "engaged in solving a problem and selling

a Franklin stove, with considerable friction be-

tween the two occupations." The same friend

says : "Upon my asking him, with unaffected

wonder, what induced the scholar of our class

to dissipate in hardware, he assuaged my in-

dignation with the softly spoken 'Thee must see,

Edward, the multiple of bread and butter.' " In

1861 Chase resumed his teaching, which he con-

tinued with success until his death. He was ap-

pointed professor of natural sciences at Haver-
ford College in 1871 and was transferred to the

chair of philosophy and logic in 1875. In 1886

he acted as president of the College during the

absence of his brother, Thomas Chase \_q.v.~\,

who was its president. He was a prolific writer,

his subjects covering a wide range. Among his

early publications were arithmetic text-books,

one of which was written in conjunction with
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Horace Mann. In meteorology he collected data,

published mostly by the American Philosophical

Society, and produced one book, Elements of

Meteorology for Schools and Households ( 1884).

In the Proceedings of the American Philosophi-

cal Society alone he published more than one

hundred and twenty articles. In 1864 the Soci-

ety presented him with the Magellanic Medal for

his paper on "Numerical relations between Grav-

ity and Magnetism." Chase contributed also to

the American Journal of Arts and Sciences

(Silliman's) ; to the London, Dublin and Edin-

burgh Philosophical Magazine ; to Comptes Ren-
dus of Paris ; to the Journal of the Franklin In-

stitute ; and to other periodicals, all of such con-

tributions numbering over one hundred and fifty.

As to subject, about one-tenth were philological

and the rest mostly meteorological, cosmical, and
physical. In later life he was especially inter-

ested in the cosmical subjects, striving to estab-

lish a common law that "All physical phenomena
are due to an Omnipotent Power, acting in ways
which may be represented by harmonic or cycli-

cal undulations in an elastic medium." An able

linguist, he spoke six or seven languages and
with dictionary help could read one hundred and
twenty, including dialects. As a lecturer, prin-

cipally in the fields of astronomy and meteor-

ology, he was notable.

[Pliny Earle, comp., Ralph Earle and his Descendants
(1888) ; Am. Philosophical Soc. Proc, vols. IX, XVIII,
XIX, XXII, XXIV ; contrib., Journal Franklin Insti-

tute, vol. CXXIV ; Am. Antiquarian Soc. Proc, vol. IV,
n.s., pt. 4 (Apr. 1887) ; Wm. Lincoln and Chas. Her-
sey, Hist, of Worcester, Mass. (1862) ; Worcester Daily
Spy, Feb. 9, 1887.] m. H. D.

CHASE, SALMON PORTLAND (Jan. 13,

1808-May 7, 1873), statesman, secretary of the

treasury under Lincoln, and chief justice during

Reconstruction, was born at Cornish, N. H.

His line can be traced through nine generations

to Thomas Chase of Chesham, England, and

through six generations to the American emi-

grant, Aquila Chase, who settled at Newbury,

Mass., about 1640. From Newbury the Chases

moved to Sutton, Mass., and later to Cornish, a

frontier community on the Connecticut River.

The Cornish farmer, Ithamar Chase, father of

Salmon, held various state and local offices and

was in politics a Federalist ; the mother, Janette

Ralston, was a woman of vigorous Scotch an-

cestry. Salmon was the eighth of eleven chil-

dren. In his childhood the family moved to

Keene, N. H., where Ithamar became a tavern

keeper. The boy received his early training in

the Keene district school and in a private school

kept by a Mr. Dunham at Windsor, Vt.

The death of his father occurred when the boy
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was nine years old, and shortly after this he was
placed under the stern guidance of his uncle,

Philander Chase [q.v.~\, bishop of Ohio, a vigor-

ous pioneer leader in the Protestant Episcopal

Church. For two years the boy lived with the

bishop at Worthington, near Columbus, Ohio,

entering the church school which the bishop con-

ducted. His days at Worthington were devoted

to classical studies, and he was at this time con-

firmed in the Episcopal Church ; but his uncle's

hope of making him an Episcopal clergyman was
not realized. When Bishop Chase became presi-

dent of Cincinnati College in the fall of 1821

Salmon entered the college ; and a very serious

student he seems to have been, to judge by his

own statement that he had little to do with col-

lege pranks but spent much time "in reading,

either under the bishop's direction, or at my own
will." "I used to meditate a great deal," he added,

"on religious topics ; for my sentiments of reli-

gious obligation and . . . responsibility were

profound" (Schuckers, p. 16). Leaving Cincin-

nati after less than a year, he spent some months

in preparatory study, and then entered as a

junior in Dartmouth College, from which he

graduated without marked distinction in 1826.

He then solicited the influence of another uncle,

Dudley Chase, United States senator from Ver-

mont, for a government clerkship ; but, this be-

ing refused, he conducted a school for boys in

Washington, having at one time under his charge

sons of all but one of the members of John
Quincy Adams's cabinet. In Washington and

Baltimore he frequently visited in the cultured

home of William Wirt \_q.v.~\ ; and his otherwise

sombre diary glows with youthful romance and
sprightliness as it records the evenings spent

in the company of the charming Wirt daughters.

Having determined upon his career, he read

law under the nominal supervision of Wirt ; and

with scant legal preparation he was admitted to

the bar on Dec. 14, 1829. The following year

he settled in Cincinnati, where in addition to legal

duties he was soon occupied with anti-slavery

activities and with various literary ventures. In

1830 he assisted in organizing the Cincinnati

Lyceum which presented a series of lectures, and

became himself a lecturer and magazine con-

tributor. In his lecture-essay on the "Life and

Character of Henry Brougham" {North Amer-
ican Review, July 183 1) his reforming instinct

was manifest in his pointed comments on legal

abuses of the time. While waiting for clients the

lawyer-author sought unsuccessfully to establish

a literary magazine for the West, and then turned

his energies into the compilation of the Statutes

of Ohio (3 vols., Cinn., 1833-35), a standard
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work which required heavy labor in the prepara-

tion and proved most serviceable to lawyers.

The events of Chase's private life are inti-

mately related in his diary and family memo-
randa. Three marriages are recorded: the first

to Katherine Jane Garniss (Mar. 4, 1834), who
died Dec. 1, 1835 > the second to Eliza Ann Smith
(Sept. 26, 1839), who died Sept. 29, 1845; and
the third to Sarah Bella Dunlop Ludlow (Nov.

6, 1846), who died Jan. 13, 1852. Six daughters

were born to him, of whom four died when very

young. The births and deaths of his children,

and the loss of his wives, are recorded in his

diary with a revealing tenderness and a grief

which takes refuge in religion. Two children

reached maturity : the brilliant Katherine, daugh-
ter of his second wife, who became the wife of

Gov. William Sprague of Rhode Island, and

Janette, daughter of his third wife, who became
Mrs. William S. Hoyt of New York City.

Despite scornful opposition, Chase prominent-

ly defended escaping slaves, and was called the

"attorney-general for runaway negroes." He
labored unsuccessfully to obtain the release of

Matilda, a slave woman befriended by J. G.

Birney ; and when Birney himself was indicted

for harboring a fugitive, Chase carried the case

to the supreme court of Ohio, where he made a

vigorous argument, contending that Matilda,

having been voluntarily brought into a free state

by her master, became free (Birney vs. Ohio, 8

Ohio, 230). Unwilling to commit itself to the

Chase doctrine with which it was evidently im-

pressed, the court directed the dismissal of the

indictment against Birney on merely technical

grounds. On another occasion Chase defended

Vanzandt (the original of John Van Trompe in

Uncle Tom's Cabin), prosecuted for aiding the

escape of slaves from Kentucky. This case was
appealed to the United States Supreme Court,

and in its argument Chase was associated with

William H. Seward, both giving their services

without compensation. Chase contended that the

federal government under the Constitution had

"nothing whatever to do, directly, with slavery"
;

that "no claim to persons as property can be

maintained under any . . . law of the United

States"; and that the fugitive-slave act of 1793

was unconstitutional. The case was lost for his

client; but it did much to bring Chase intc

prominence.

In politics Chase subordinated party inter-

ests to the central issue of slavery. Though for-

merly a Whig, he joined the Liberty party after

the nomination of Birney in 1840; and in vari-

ous of the conventions of this party, state ana

national, he was an outstanding leader. The
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resolutions of the Buffalo convention of August

1843 came chiefly from his pen ; and the South-

ern and Western Liberty Convention at Cin-

cinnati in 1845 (designed as a rallying point for

anti-slavery sentiment in the Middle West) was

mainly his work. He was active in the Free

Soil movement of 1848, presiding at the Buffalo

convention, and drafting in part the platform

which declared for "no more slave states and no

more slave territory." The power of the new
party in the nation at large was shown by the

defeat of Cass, whose choice had angered the

anti-slavery Democrats ; and in the Ohio leg-

islature the Free Soilers used their balance of

power in alliance with the Democrats to elect

Chase to the United States Senate (Feb. 22,

1849). By this time he had come to realize the

weakness of a party grounded on a purely anti-

slavery basis, and was turning his attention to

the possibility of capturing the Democratic party

for the anti-slavery cause.

Chase entered upon his senatorial career at the

time of the mid-century crisis over the slavery

question. Unwilling to temporize on this issue,

and resenting the Southern leanings of the

Democratic party, he opposed the compromise

measures of 1850; and in 1854 he issued his

"Appeal of the Independent Democrats," de-

nouncing Douglas's Nebraska bill as a "crimi-

nal betrayal of precious rights," warning the

people that the "dearest interests of freedom and

the Union" were in "imminent peril," and im-

ploring all Christians to protest against "this

enormous crime." In this "Appeal" we have the

key-note of Chase's senatorial policy—a policy

of writing slavery restrictions into national law

wherever possible, and of paving the way for a

new Democratic party that would be free from

pro-slavery "domination." He introduced an

amendment to Douglas's Kansas-Nebraska bill

affirming the right of the people of a territory to

prohibit slavery if they wished (as seemed to be

implied in Douglas's "popular sovereignty" doc-

trine) ; but the amendment was emphatically

rejected.

In the altered political horizon produced by the

dissolution of the Whig organization and the rise

of the Republican party, Chase naturally cast

his lot with the Republicans. Meeting in Colum-

bus in July 1855 the new party (perhaps best

designated as an "anti-Nebraska" party) nomi-

nated Chase as governor ; and in a triangular

contest in which he had to combat the old Whigs
and the old-line Democrats, while suffering em-
barrassment from his Know-Nothing friends, he

was victorious. In 1857 he was reelected as

Republican governor; and by this time he had

become committed to the new party. As governor
his administration was embarrassed by interstate

conflicts over the fugitive-slave question, by a

threat of Gov. Wise of Virginia to invade Ohio
in order to suppress alleged attempts to rescue

John Brown (to which Chase sent a vigorous

reply), and by corruption in the office of state,

treasurer. One of his achievements as governor

was a reorganization of the militia system which
added greatly to the state's military preparedness

in 1861.

In 1856 Chase was an avowed aspirant for

the Republican presidential nomination ; but he

did not even command the support of the full

Ohio delegation, and his position at Philadelphia

was much weaker than that of Fremont. Again
in i860 his wide prestige and his consistent rec-

ord of anti-slavery leadership caused him to be

prominently mentioned for the presidency ; but

his expected strength did not materialize in the

convention at Chicago, since the Ohio delegation

was again divided, and the firmness of his out-

spoken opinions caused him to be rejected from
the standpoint of "availability." With only 49
votes out of 465 on the first ballot, and with

dwindling support as the voting proceeded, his

friends gave up the struggle in his behalf ; and
when the break for Lincoln became apparent,

they threw their votes to the Illinois candidate,

thus putting Chase in favor with the incoming

administration.

When Virginia, in an effort to avert impend-

ing war, called the Peace Convention at Wash-
ington in February 1861 Chase attended as one of

the Ohio commissioners ; but he refused to com-
promise as to slavery extension, and his speeches

in the convention, though disclaiming any in-

tention to invade state rights, probably tended

to confirm the Southerners' worst fears.

Chase was again chosen United States senator

in i860, but resigned to become Lincoln's secre-

tary of the treasury, which office he held from

March 1861 until July 1864. As director of the

country's finances during the Civil War it was
his task to borrow money from reluctant bank-

ers and investors ; to labor with congressional

committees in the formulation of financial legis-

lation ; to devise remedial measures for a de-

ranged currency ; to make forecasts and prepare

estimates in days when financial responsibility

was diffused and scientific budgets were un-

known ; to trim the sails of fiscal policy to politi-

cal winds ; to market the huge loans which con-

stituted the chief reliance of an improvident gov-

ernment ; and to supervise the enforcement of

unusual laws, such as that which provided for

the seizure of captured and abandoned property
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in the South. The low state of public credit was
reflected in the suspension of specie payments
at the close of the year 1861 ; the high interest

rate (over seven per cent) on government loans

;

the marketing of the bonds at a discount; the

difficulty of obtaining loans even on these un-
favorable terms and the height and instability of

the premium on gold. Chase was fortunate in

having the valuable assistance of Jay Cooke who,
as "financier of the Civil War," performed the

same kind of service in marketing bonds that

Robert Morris and Benjamin Franklin did for

the Revolutionary War. When the bill to pro-

vide for immense issues of paper money with the

legal tender feature was under consideration in

Congress, Chase at first disapproved, endeavor-

ing to obtain support among bankers for his na-

tional banking system ; but when this support

failed he grew non-committal and later gave a

reluctant approval. The country was thus sad-

dled with the "greenback" problem without such

active opposition as his judgment would have

dictated. The national banking system, first

established by law on Feb. 25, 1863, was origi-

nated by Chase, who formally submitted his pro-

posal in December 1862 in order to increase the

sale of government bonds, improve the cur-

rency by providing reliable bank notes backed by

government security, and suppress the notorious

evils of state bank notes. This was perhaps his

most important piece of constructive statesman-

ship.

On the major questions of the war Chase was
called upon, as a member of the President's of-

ficial family, to assist in the formulation of poli-

cies. He favored, in a qualified manner, the

provisioning of Fort Sumter ; urged the confis-

cation of "rebel" property ; approved the admis-

sion of West Virginia (the legality and wisdom
of which was doubted by certain members of the

cabinet)
;
gave reluctant consent to the surren-

der of Mason and Slidell; urged McClellan's

dismissal ; approved Lincoln's suspension of the

habeas corpus privilege, and, in general gave

support to those measures which were directed

toward a vigorous prosecution of the war. The
closing paragraph in Lincoln's Emancipation

Proclamation, invoking the "gracious favor of

Almighty God," was penned by him ; but he con-

sidered the President's policy of liberation weak,

and did not approve the exceptions of whole

states and large districts from the proclamation

as issued. Chase never had that easy comrade-

ship with Lincoln which Seward had ; and the

President never got on well with his minister of

finance. To Chase Lincoln seemed to lack force

;

and he frequently complained of the chief's lax

Chase

administration. He spoke with disparagement of

the "so-called cabinet," considered its meetings
"useless," and privately expressed distrust of the

President's whole manner of conducting the pub-
lic business. Often he was at odds with his col-

leagues, and many difficulties arose because of the

presence of both Seward and Chase in the Presi-

dent's household—Seward the easy-going op-
portunist, and Chase the unbending apostle of

righteousness and reform. In December 1862 the

most serious cabinet crisis of Lincoln's admin-
istration arose when, in a Republican caucus of

the upper House, certain radical senators, par-

tisans of Chase, expressed lack of confidence in

the President and demanded a "reconstruction"

of the cabinet, by which was intended primarily

the resignation of Seward. One of the senators

thus wrote of the designs of the Chase men

:

"Their game was to drive all the cabinet out

—

then force upon him [the President] the recall

of Mr. Chase as Premier, and form a cabinet of

ultra men around him" (Diary of Orville Hick-
man Browning, 1925, I, 604). Lincoln handled

the situation by arranging a meeting in which
the intriguing senators were asked to give open
expression to their complaints in the presence

of the cabinet. In this meeting Chase was placed

in a very embarrassing position. With Lincoln

and his colleagues in the room he felt impelled

to speak favorably of cabinet harmony in the

presence of senators to whom he is said to have
remarked that "Seward exercised a back stair

and malign influence upon the President, and
thwarted all the measures of the Cabinet" {Ibid.,

p. 603). As a result of these bickerings both

Seward and Chase resigned ; Lincoln promptly

refused to accept either resignation, and matters

proceeded as before, except that, as the months
passed, Chase's official position became more
and more difficult. He honestly differed with

Lincoln on essential matters ; chafed at the Presi-

dent's inaction and "looseness" ; became increas-

ingly impatient at the slow progress of the war,

and probably came to believe in his own superior

ability to guide the ship of state. Though not

quite disloyal to the President, he nevertheless

became the center of an anti-Lincoln movement
while retaining his position in the cabinet.

Early in 1864 many zealous Unionists, includ-

ing Horace Greeley, Henry Ward Beecher, Wil-

liam Cullen Bryant, and Theodore Tilton, had

reached the conclusion that Lincoln's adminis-

tration was a failure ; and a congressional com-

mittee of which Senator Pomeroy of Kansas was
chairman sounded the call for Chase in a paper

known as the "Pomeroy Circular," which was at

first distributed confidentially but soon found its
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way into the press. The paper declared that it

was practically impossible to reelect Lincoln;

that his "manifest tendency toward temporary

expedients" would become stronger during a sec-

ond term, and that Chase united more of the

needful qualities than any other available candi-

date. Chase, it appears, did not know of the cir-

cular until he saw it in a Washington paper ; but

his criticisms of the administration, as well as

his willingness to rely upon the good judgment

of those who thought that "the public good"

would be promoted by the use of his name, were

well known. An element of bitterness was in-

jected into the Chase boom when Gen. Francis P.

Blair, Jr., of Missouri, delivered an abusive

speech against Chase in Congress in April 1864;

and the friendliness of the President toward Blair

was misconstrued, adding a further strain to the

relations between Chase and Lincoln.

When the publication of the Pomeroy circular

required an explanation, Chase wrote Lincoln of

his entirely passive attitude toward the move-

ment in his behalf, assured the President of his

respect and affection, and offered to resign his

secretaryship if the President should desire it.

Lincoln's reply indicated that he had not been of-

fended and that he desired no change in the trea-

sury department. The Chase movement soon col-

lapsed, partly from mismanagement, and partly

for the lack of any solid foundation. The Presi-

dent's party managers played a trump card by set-

ting an early date (June 7) for the Republican or

"Union" nominating convention at Baltimore

;

and when a caucus professing to speak for the

Union members of the Ohio legislature indorsed

the President, Chase withdrew his candidacy.

He did not long remain in the cabinet. After

various differences over appointments, he sub-

mitted for the office of assistant treasurer at New
York the name of M. B. Field whom Lincoln

found unacceptable because of influential opposi-

tion in the state. When Lincoln suggested that

the appointment would subject him to "still great-

er strain," Chase replied that he had thought only

of fitness in his suggested appointments, referred

to the "embarrassment and difficulty" of his posi-

tion, and, as on various other occasions, presented

his resignation. Chase's diary indicates that he

could have been induced to remain in the cabinet

(Warden, post, p. 618) ; but, somewhat to his

chagrin, Lincoln accepted the resignation, and he

unexpectedly found himself out of office. "Of all

I have said in commendation of your ability and

fidelity," wrote the President, "I have nothing

to unsay ; and yet you and I have reached a point

of mutual embarrassment in our official rela-

tions which it seems cannot be overcome or long-

er sustained consistently with the public service."

In the depressing summer of 1864 certain fac-

tors seemed to be working for a revival of the

Chase candidacy. Distrust of the President, com-
bined with anger at his veto of the Wade-Davis
reconstruction bill and depression due to the un-

favorable military situation, caused certain anti-

Lincoln men to launch a movement for another

nominating convention "to concentrate the Union
strength on some one candidate who commands
the confidence of the country" (New York Sun,

June 30, 1889, p. 3). The plan contemplated that

Lincoln, renominated in June, should be induced

to withdraw. On Aug. 18, 1864, Horace Greeley

wrote: "Mr. Lincoln is already beaten. He can-

not be elected. And we must have another ticket

to save us from utter overthrow" (Ibid.).

Charles Sumner approved the movement ; and
various men who had been active in the earlier

effort toward Chase's candidacy, notably Henry
Winter Davis, gave it support. Whitelaw Reid,

who was very close to Chase, induced the Cincin-

nati Gazette to come out for Lincoln's with-

drawal. Chase's own attitude was at first recep-

tive and non-committal. In September, however,

the entire political situation changed with the fall

of Atlanta and Republican success in Vermont
and Maine. The proposed convention was not

held ; the whole "radical" movement was aban-

doned ; its sponsors came out for the Baltimore

candidates, and Chase himself participated in the

campaign for Lincoln, making various speeches

in the West.

When Chief Justice Taney died, Oct. 12, 1864,

Lincoln's choice fell upon Chase in spite of mis-

givings as to the former secretary's presidential

ambitions—or, as some thought, the President

may have felt that he was putting a perpetual can-

didate in an office where presumably his ambition

would be silenced. The years of Chase's chief

justiceship fell during the turbulent period of

Reconstruction. Occupied with problems of un-

usual complexity in his judicial capacity, he by

no means held aloof from political controversies

;

and the most determined efforts to put him in the

presidency came while he wore the toga of judi-

cial office. Though these years witnessed the fru-

ition of cherished hopes in the eradication of

slavery and the restoration of the Union, the sat-

isfaction he might have felt in the accomplish-

ment of these objects was clouded by post-war

excesses and corruption which put him out of

tune with the party of his later choice, while in

his own person he suffered disappointment, af-

front, and injured dignity. He was probably the

least happy of our chief justices. At the time of

Lincoln's assassination his life w^s considered in
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danger and he was protected by military guard.

On Apr. 15, 1865, he administered the presiden-

tial oath to Johnson; and it seemed for a time

that he might become a sort of mentor to the new
president. On various occasions he approached

Johnson with advice on Reconstruction policies,

at times even drafting public statements to be

delivered or issued by the President. Warmly ad-

vocating negro suffrage, and favoring the radical

policy of Reconstruction, he started in May 1865

on an extended Southern tour which occupied

two months and was devoted to confidential in-

vestigations concerning conditions in the states

lately in "rebellion." At Charleston, S. C, and

elsewhere he addressed colored audiences, advo-

cating the enfranchisement of their race.

After the war Chase was confronted with the

question of reopening federal courts in the South

;

but he delayed because of the conviction that sub-

ordination to the military authorities would be

inconsistent with judicial independence; and

when at length he did open the United States cir-

cuit court at Raleigh, N. C, on June 6, 1867, he

carefully explained in his address to the bar that

this was done only after the habeas corpus privi-

lege had been restored and assurances given that

the "military authority [did] not extend in any

respect to the courts of the United States." When
planning to reopen the circuit court at Richmond,

Va., he declined military protection for himself

and the court, with the comment : "If I go to

Richmond at all, I intend to have no relations

with the military, except those which spring from

the good-will which subsists between myself and

some of the officers" (Warden, post, p. 659)

.

A painful duty confronting Chase in his ca-

pacity as circuit justice was that of presiding at

the proposed trial of Jefferson Davis, who, after

two years in military custody, was released to the

civil authorities in May 1867 and placed under

indictment for treason against the United States.

The earlier stages of the case cannot be traced

here; but on Mar. 26, 1868, in the United States

circuit court at Richmond, a grand jury brought

in an elaborate indictment against Davis, charg-

ing treason under the federal law of 1790, which

prescribed the penalty of death. Chase's reluc-

tance to preside at the Davis prosecution may
well have explained his repeated postponements

in coming to Richmond to hold court. When he

did appear he was annoyed by association on the

bench with John C. Underwood [q.v.'], federal

district judge in Virginia, a man whose pro-

nounced anti-Southern prejudices destroyed his

judicial impartiality. In December 1868 a mo-

tion to quash the indictment was argued before

Justices Chase and Underwood, Davis's counsel

contending that any prosecution of the Confed-
erate leader for treason would be inconsistent

with the fourteenth amendment of the Federal

Constitution, in which disability from office-hold-

ing, not death, was prescribed for those in Davis's

position. Favoring the quashing of the indict-

ment, Chase disagreed with Underwood ; the dis-

agreement was certified to the United States Su-
preme Court ; and the Davis case was pending
there when, on Dec. 25, 1868, President Johnson
issued an unconditional and universal pardon to

all who had participated in the "rebellion." The
consequent termination of the case, both at Rich-

mond and at Washington, gave genuine relief

to Chase (R. F. Nichols, "United States vs. Jef-

ferson Davis," American Historical Review,
XXXI, 266 ff.).

When the peak of radical fury was reached in

the attempt to remove President Johnson, it fell

to Chase as chief justice to preside over the Sen-

ate sitting as a court of impeachment. The flimsi-

ness of the charges betrayed the whole movement
as a partisan attack upon the President because

of his opposition to the Stevens-Sumner-Wade
policy of Reconstruction ; and the great danger

was that the judicial character of the whole pro-

ceeding would be a mere pretense. Denying that

the Senate was a court, the anti-Johnson group
sought to subordinate the chief justice as a fig-

urehead, to exclude ordinary rules of evidence,

to suppress essential testimony, to deny adequate

opportunities for defense, to intimidate individ-

ual senators, and to rush the whole proceeding

through with railroad speed. Chase, however, re-

fused to accept the role of puppet and effectively

asserted his prerogatives as presiding judge.

Characteristically, he began by lecturing the

Senate for receiving articles of impeachment and

framing rules of procedure before being organ-,

ized as a court. For this he was criticized ; and

even Warden states that his "hero" erred in this

respect; but the question was essentially a judi-

cial one to which the Chief Justice had given

earnest study, and his unwillingness to surrender

his own functions is more to be admired than

censured. He considered himself a part of the

court, with the presiding judge's function of see-

ing that its proceedings from the outset were

properly conducted. The Senate radicals were

minded to deny him the casting vote ; but he suc-

cessfully defended this right, taking the oppor-

tunity, on the occasion of the first tie on a ques-

tion of adjournment, to announce his vote and de-

clare the tribunal adjourned. He was attacked as

a partisan of the President, accused of seeking

converts for acquittal, and assailed for playing

politics in allowing his name to be used as a can-
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didate for the presidency during the impeachment

proceedings. As to the "stories" of rides in

which he advised senators on their duty, he him-

self said that there was a "grain of fact sunk in

gallons of falsehood" (Warden, post, p. 696).

He did profoundly disapprove of the whole im-

peachment movement and did not entirely sup-

press his views; hut there is no reason to reject

his own statement that he did not seek to influ-

ence or convert any one (not even Sprague, his

son-in-law), and that until the final vote he had

no idea what the result would he.

Chase's incurable ambition for the presidency

found its most striking manifestation in 1868,

when, after obtaining no notice in the Republican

convention, he became the center of a determined

boom among the Democrats. Though certain pa-

pers, such as the New York Tribune, put forth

his name, he made no effort for the Republican

nomination. One should perhaps discount his

statements in private letters that he would not

take the nomination ; for he had no chance what-

ever in that party, whose radical leaders had re-

pudiated him, and whose emotional swing to

Grant was irresistible. From the standpoint of

party regularity it seemed to many a shocking

thing that so prominent a Republican should not

only fail to support his party's candidate, but

should seek the leadership of the opposing party.

For Chase, however, party regularity had never

been an imperative motive ; he had often de-

scribed himself as an independent Democrat, and
his attitude toward Grant was that of thorough

disapproval and lack of confidence. Newspapers
and influential leaders began to work for him

;

and he decided to allow his name to be used. In

correspondence and interview he again showed
a receptive attitude, and when asked for a public

statement he defined his policy, emphasizing uni-

versal amnesty and universal suffrage, though
realizing that such an attitude would injure his

prospects ( Schuckers, post, pp. 584-86). In the

Democratic convention at New York an active

group of Chase managers labored early and late

("Kate" Sprague turning politician and exerting

her personal and social influence) ; and a "Chase
platform" was circulated among the delegates.

When it came to the voting, however, his plat-

form was rejected ; Ohio declared for Seymour of

New York ; and in an atmosphere of pandemoni-
um Seymour was unanimously chosen for the

presidential candidacy, with Chase's factious ene-

my, Blair, as running mate. In his disappoint-

ment Chase bore himself in silence and dignity

and gave no countenance to efforts of his friends

to obtain Seymour's withdrawal or launch a
third-party movement.

Meanwhile the court over which Chase pre-

sided was faced by a menacing Congress and sub-

jected to unusual strain in deciding a series of

perplexing cases. In the Milligan case (4 Wal-
lace, 2), it was held that military commissions

for the trial of citizens are illegal, except where
invasion or war actually deposes the civil courts.

On the main point of this decision Chase con-

curred ; but he dissented from that portion which
held that Congress could not have provided for

such trials if it had wished. At various times it

seemed that the court would have to decide on
the constitutionality of the Reconstruction Acts

;

but such a result, which would have precipitated

an unseemly contest with Congress, was avoided.

In Mississippi vs. Johnson (4 Wallace, 475) and
Georgia vs. Stanton (6 Wallace, 50), the court

refused to enjoin the President or a member of

the cabinet from enforcing the Reconstruction

Acts. This was in keeping with the court's

practise of avoiding political questions. In the

McCardle case (6 Wallace, 318), which again

involved the legality of Reconstruction legisla-

tion, a decision was avoided by an act of Con-
gress which deprived the court of jurisdiction;

and the court permitted its functions thus to be

limited. Further questions concerning recon-

struction were considered in Texas vs. White (7
Wallace, 700), Cummings vs. Missouri (4 Wal-
lace, 277) and Ex parte Garland (4 Wallace,

333). In these controversies the court held the

Union to be indissoluble, declared secession a

nullity, and denied the validity of test oaths in-

tended to exclude ex-Confederates from office-

holding. The application of the Fourteenth

Amendment to certain state legislation was con-

sidered in the Slaughterhouse Cases (16 Wallace,

36), in which the court refused to set itself up as

a censor of state laws or invade the domain of

civil rights theretofore belonging to the states.

Preferring a broader application of the amend-
ment, Chase dissented from this opinion, whose
main doctrine has since been abandoned by the

court.

In 1870 Chase delivered the opinion declaring

unconstitutional that part of the Legal Tender
Act of 1862 which made the "greenbacks" legal

tender as to contracts existing at the time the

act was passed (Hepburn vs. Griswold, 8 Wal-
lace, 603). As secretary of the treasury he had
issued these government notes ; and he was now
roundly abused for holding them illegal. When
the Hepburn decision was reversed in 1871 (Le-

gal Tender Cases, 12 Wallace, 457), Chase dis-

sented.

It appears that Chase would have accepted a

presidential nomination by the Liberal Republi-
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cans in 1872; but, aside from other factors, the

state of his health would have prevented such a

nomination. His vote this year was given to

Greeley (Schuckers, post, p. 593). On May 7,

1873, he died of a paralytic stroke in New York.

Chase was tall, massive, handsome in feature,

and distinguished in figure and bearing. His por-

traits show a large head, with deep-set, blue-gray

eyes, prominent brow, spirited nostrils, and firm

lips. He was near-sighted and may have lacked

magnetism and approachableness ; but there was
something in his mien that bespoke a determined

will. His religious convictions were genuine and

earnest. Reading his diaries we find how he

chided himself on his sinfulness ; how at times

he declined communion from self-distrust; how
he was equally disturbed if at other times his un-

worthiness failed to oppress him ; how he repeat-

ed psalms while bathing or dressing ; how he pur-

sued his Scripture reading and prayer as a pure

matter of conscience. He considered it sinful to

waste time. Though fond of chess, he foreswore

cards and avoided fashionable society. He once

described a charming young lady as one with

whom he would have fallen in love had she not

been "fond of the gay world" and "disinclined to

religion," which he valued "more than any earth-

ly possession" (Warden, post, 190). Though he

was socially at ease, a sense of humor was de-

nied him ; and when telling a story he would usu-

ally spoil it. Schuckers speaks of his "modesty"

;

but others considered him conceited and accessi-

ble to flattery. Though hardly the scholar in poli-

tics, he was of a literary turn ; and in early life

he sometimes expressed himself in verse. There

are purple patches in his usually grave diaries to

which the historian turns with real delight.

Having the "defects of his virtues," he was
self-righteous, opinionated, and difficult to work

with. Ambition colored all the more prominent

phases of his career. That it diminished his use-

fulness, impaired his dignity, and blinded his

judgment as to currents of public opinion, may
be conceded ; but it did not prompt unworthy bar-

gains nor excessive electioneering. His moral

courage was manifest in his opposition in the

Cincinnati council to saloon licenses, his defiance

of threatened violence, his advocacy of unpopular

causes, and his refusal to truckle for the presi-

dency. As war-time minister of finance he re-

sisted alluring opportunities for private gain.

Though puritanical, he was not a fanatic. His

anti-slavery activities were held within bounds

;

and he never affiliated with the Garrison or Phil-

lips type of abolitionist. The antagonism between

him and Wade was of long standing ; and he dis-

liked the excesses of the radical school of Recon-

struction while partly approving its program.

His mental operations were steady rather than

rapid ; his public statements precise and devoid of

verbiage. As a speaker he commanded attention

rather by conviction and intellectual force than

by the orator's art. His opinions as chief justice

were characterized by a practical emphasis upon
main principles rather than by brilliance or fond-

ness for legal lore.

[Portions of Chase's elaborate diaries and letters have
been published in Robert B. Warden, Account of the
Private Life and Public Services of Salmon Portland
Chase (1874), in J. W. Schuckers, Life and Public Ser-
vices of Salmon Portland Chase (1874), and in the An-
nual Report, Am. Hist. Ass., 1902, vol. II. The last

mentioned volume includes some interesting letters from
Chase to Sumner and a large number of letters from
George S. Denison, who, as treasury official at New Or-
leans during the Civil War, wrote in full concerning
conditions in Louisiana. The bulk of the original manu-
script of the diary, together with letters and miscellane-
ous material, is to be found in the library of the Pa.
Hist. Soc. at Philadelphia ; and another large collection

of Chase manuscripts (over one hundred volumes) is.

deposited in the division of manuscripts of the Lib. of
Cong. The biographical work by Warden is garrulous,
extravagantly eulogistic, and of negligible importance,
except as a source book ; that of Schuckers, though of

somewhat more value, is far from satisfactory. The
short volume by A. B. Hart in the Am. Statesmen series

(1899), though not free from error, is the best biog-
raphy. The amusing campaign biography by J. T. Trow-
bridge, The Ferry Boy and the Financier (1864), is

based in part upon a series of autobiographical letters

written by Chase himself ; but Chase's recollections were
often dim, and Trowbridge drew freely upon his own
fancy. A series of letters bearing upon the movement
in 1864 to displace Lincoln in favor of Chase appeared
under the title "Unwritten History" in the N. Y. Sun,
June 30, 1889. The following titles may also be noted:
Donn Piatt, Memories of the Men Who Saved the

Union (1887) ; Arthur M. Schlesinger, "Salmon Port-
land Chase, Undergraduate and Pedagogue," in Ohio
Archasol. and Hist. Quart., vol. XXVIII, no. 2 (1910) ;

Norton S. Townshend, "Salmon P. Chase" (Ibid., vol.

I, 1887) ; Elbridge G. Spaulding, A Resource of War:
. . . Hist, of the Legal Tender Paper Money Issued
During the Great Rebellion (1869) ; Chas. Warren, The
Supreme Court in U. S. Hist. (1922) ; Hugh McCul-
loch, Men and Measures of Half a Century (1888).]
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CHASE, SAMUEL (Apr. 17, 1741-June 19,

181 1 ), Revolutionary leader, signer of the Decla-

ration of Independence, justice of the United

States Supreme Court, was born in Somerset

County, Md. His father, the Rev. Thomas Chase,

was an emigrant from England, and for many
years rector of St. Paul's, Baltimore. His moth-

er, Martha [or Matilda] Walker Chase, daugh-

ter of a farmer, died when Samuel was still very

young, and his education till he was eighteen de-

volved upon his father. It was largely in the clas-

sics. In 1759 young Chase entered upon the study

of the law in the offices of Hammond & Hall of

Annapolis. He was admitted to practise in the

mayor's court in 1761, and in chancery and cer-

tain of the county courts two years later. He was

married twice: first on May 21, 1762, to Anne

Baldwin; second, on Mar. 3, 1784, to Hannah
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Kilty Giles. Till 1786, when he moved to Balti-

more, his home was in Annapolis.

From 1764 to 1784 Chase was a member of the

Maryland Assembly. At the outset he aligned

himself with the opposition to the royal governor,

going so far as to support a measure regulating

clerical salaries which cut his own father's sal-

ary in half. His activity in riotous demonstra-

tions of "The Sons of Liberty" against the Stamp

Act caused him to be denounced by the mayor
and aldermen of Annapolis as a "busy, restless

incendiary, a ringleader of mobs, a foul-mouthed

and inflaming son of discord." He, in turn, char-

acterized his critics as "despicable tools of power,

emerged from obscurity and basking in proprie-

tary sunshine" (Sanderson, IX, 191).

Chase was a born leader of insurrection. In

1774 he was a member of the Maryland Commit-

tee of Correspondence, and a delegate to the First

Continental Congress. Next year he was a mem-
ber of the Maryland convention and of the Coun-

cil of Safety, and attended both Congresses at

Philadelphia. Here he urged a total embargo

upon trade with Great Britain, arguing that such

a measure must speedily force Great Britain to

submission or bankruptcy. At first he opposed

the suggestion of an American navy as the "mad-

dest idea in the world," but later took the opposite

view. According to John Adams, Chase was the

member selected to move an effort to secure for-

eign alliances. He was also an early advocate of

confederation, and was the first to develop Mary-

land's position on the question of the Western

Lands. On Feb. 15, 1776, he was appointed, along

with Franklin and Charles Carroll of Carrollton,

a member of the commission to win over Canada.

The commission reached Montreal at the end of

April and returned to Philadelphia in June, hav-

ing accomplished nothing. Proceeding at once

to Maryland, Chase conducted a vigorous cam-

paign which led to the Maryland convention's re-

scinding its previous instructions and ordering

its delegates to vote for independence. Chase ar-

rived in Philadelphia with the new instructions

on the eve of the decisive vote, having ridden one

hundred and fifty miles in two days. He signed

the enrolled Declaration on Aug. 2 ; and from

this time on till the end of 1778 was reappointed

regularly to the Maryland delegation. In 1777,

he served on twenty-one Congressional commit-

tees; in 1778, on thirty. The most important of

these was a committee consisting of himself, R.

H. Lee, and Gouverneur Morris to prepare a cir-

cular to discredit the British peace proposals of

1778. The resultant document is said to have

been largely Chase's handiwork. Throughout he

steadily opposed Congressional intrigues against

Chase

Washington, a fact which Washington was later

to remember.

Toward the end of 1778 Chase's reputation fell

suddenly into shadow. Utilizing information

gained as a member of Congress, he combined
with others to attempt a corner on flour in view
of the approach of the French fleet. In the New
York Journal Hamilton, as "Publius," addressed

"The Honourable Esquire" in an invective

modelled on that of "Junius" : "It is your lot to

have the peculiar privilege of being universally

despised. . . . Were I inclined to make a satire

upon the species I would attempt a faithful de-

scription of your heart" {Works of Alexander
Hamilton, 1904, I, 199-209). The object of

Hamilton's attack has been certainly identified as

Chase ( W. C. Ford in New York Evening Post,

Nov. 1, 1886). In the following two years he

was omitted from the Maryland delegation to

Congress ; and though he was later reappointed,

he rarely attended and bore only an inconspicuous

part. In 1783 the cloud began to lift. That year

he was sent by the governor to England to re-

cover from two fugitive loyalists Maryland's

holdings in stock of the Bank of England. He re-

mained abroad a year but achieved little. The
matter in issue was tied up in Chancery proceed-

ings from which it was only extricated years

afterward by Chase's one-time protege, William
Pinkney.

Meanwhile, Chase, still practising his profes-

sion, had also entered trade. He was a member
of two partnerships which sold supplies to the

state and purchased shipping, cannon, and pow-
der for it. Chase himself also purchased an ex-

tensive interest in confiscated coal and iron lands.

These enterprises resulted disastrously. In 1789,

confessing himself insolvent, Chase petitioned

the legislature to relieve him from liability for

his partnership debts, which was done upon his

pledge to turn over certain property to another

of the partners. In 1785 he attended the Trade

Convention which met at Mt. Vernon and draft-

ed the compact of that year between Maryland

and Virginia regarding the navigation of the Po-

tomac. Next year at the urging of friends he re-

moved to Baltimore, where in 1788 he became

chief judge of the criminal court. In 1791 he

also assumed the post of chief judge of the gen-

eral court of Maryland. This accumulation of

offices, together with a tumultuous episode of the

kind that seems to have dogged his footsteps as

judge, led to an attempt in the Assembly to re-

move him from office; and while the motion

failed of the necessary two-thirds vote, the ma-
jority declared its sense that the constitution had

been violated.
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Writing over the signature "Caution," Chase

opposed the adoption of the Constitution of the

United States (Essays on the Constitution of the

United States, ed. by P. L. Ford, 1892), and was
one of the eleven members of the Maryland rati-

fying convention who cast an adverse vote. He
was also one of a committee of the convention to

propose amendments to the new instrument,

among which were clauses protective of trial by

jury and of freedom of the press. He was subse-

quently to be reckoned an enemy of both these in-

stitutions. Just why Chase turned Federalist is

something of a mystery, especially in view of his

strong anti-British prejudice which he voiced as

late as 1793. At any rate, in a letter dated June

14, 1795, we find Washington's close friend, Jo-

seph McHenry, suggesting Chase for federal of-

fice. McHenry refers to Chase's past "errors

(which no longer exist)," and says that his ser-

vices and merits far overbalance these. "I need

not tell you," he adds, "that to his professional

knowledge he subjoins a very valuable stock of

political science." McHenry also questions what

sort of impression "an appearance of neglect is

apt to produce in minds constructed like his."

Washington's first inclination was to appoint

Chase attorney-general; but on Jan. 26, 1796, he

nominated him to the Supreme Court. The fol-

lowing day the nomination was unanimously rat-

ified and Chase commissioned.

Chase's performance on the Supreme bench

was the most notable of any previous to Marshall.

Opinions were then delivered seriatim, and being

the justice of latest appointment, Chase was re-

quired for several terms of court to give his opin-

ions first. This accident of position, together with

the colorful quality of his judicial utterances,

their positiveness of expression, their richness in

"political science," have all contributed to give

his opinions predominant importance in this pe-

riod. In his opening term (February 1796) he

delivered two notable opinions : that in Hylton

vs. United States (3 Dallas, 171) and that in

Ware vs. Hylton {Ibid., 198). In the former, in

sustaining a specific tax on carriages as an ex-

cise, Chase laid down a definition of "direct"

taxes which prevailed until Pollock vs. Farmer's

Loan and Trust Company attempted ninety-nine

years later to correct "a century of error" (157,

158 U. S.). His opinion in Ware vs. Hylton re-

mains to this day the most impressive assertion

of the supremacy of national treaties over state

laws. Another outstanding opinion of his is that

in Calder vs. Bull in 1798 (3 Dallas, 386). It

is still cited for its de'finition of ex post facto

laws ; but is even more important for its sugges-

tion that there are unwritten, inherent limita-

tions on legislative powers. This doctrine was
presently taken up by the state courts and may
be fairly regarded as the germ of the modern
doctrine of due process of law as "reasonable

law." In Hollingsworth vs. Virginia (Ibid., p.

378), Chase expressed informally the opinion

that Congressional resolutions for amending the

Constitution of the United States do not have
to be submitted to the president ; and this seems
to have been the only utterance of the Court on
the subject down to the National Prohibition

Cases (253 U. S.). His opinion in Cooper vs.

Telfair (4 Dallas, 14) contains interesting testi-

mony as to the conversion of bench and bar by
that date to the doctrine of judicial review. He
had himself previously expressed skepticism.

On circuit, Chase's most important utterance was
delivered in United States vs. Worrall (2 Dallas,

384), in which, traversing the previous views of

his brethren, he held that the courts of the

United States have no jurisdiction over crimes
at common law. This view was later accepted by
the Supreme Court in United States vs. Hudson
and Goodwin (7 Cranch, 32) and is still in the

main the law of the land (see Ex parte Grossman
267 U.S.).

The most famous incident of Chase's judge-

ship was his impeachment and trial. This was
partly the outgrowth of his high-handed con-

duct in 1800 at the trial of Fries for treason

(F. Wharton, State Trials, 610-48) and of Cal-

lender for sedition (Ibid., 688). On both of these

occasions Chase's evident disposition to play the

"hanging judge" brought him into serious col-

lision with counsel who threw up their briefs.

The immediate occasion of the impeachment was
an intemperate charge to a Baltimore grand jury,

May 2, 1803. Assailing the recent repeal of the

Judiciary Act of 1801 and the adoption of man-
hood suffrage in Maryland, Chase predicted the

deterioration of "our Republican Constitution . .

.

into a mobocracy." He was also reported, though

probably falsely, with having assailed the ad-

ministration as "weak, pusillanimous, relaxed."

On May 13 Jefferson wrote Nicholson, a Mary-
land member of the House, suggesting impeach-

ment ; and on Mar. 12, 1804, under the leader-

ship of Randolph, the House complied by a vote

of 73 to 32. Of the eight articles presented

against him, six had to do with the Fries and Cal-

lender trials while the last dealt with the grand

jury charge. The trial formally opened Jan. 3,

1805, but did not really get under way until a

month later. Among Chase's counsel were Jo-

seph Hopkinson and Luther Martin ; the leader

of the House "managers" was Randolph. The
fundamental question raised was that of the scope
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of the term "high crimes and misdemeanors" of

Article III, section 4 of the Constitution; did

this refer only to indictable offenses or was it

broad enough to reach any conduct which the

House and Senate might judge to fall short of

"good behaviour" (Article III, section 1) ? Not-

withstanding that Jefferson brought a great deal

of secret pressure to bear and that twenty-five

of the thirty-four members of the Senate were of

his party, the impeachment failed. Five of the

articles commanded less than a majority; one

failed to receive a single vote ; the last received

the heaviest vote, 19 votes to 15. It is generally

agreed that Chase's acquittal probably saved

Marshall ; it is therefore of fundamental impor-

tance in our constitutional history.

From Marshall's accession, Chase's role on the

Court became decidedly subordinate. The Chief

Justice himself now spoke for the Court, and

Chase delivered but one "opinion of the Court"

during this whole period, and that in a case

which had been appealed from Marshall's own
decision on circuit (see 4 Cranch, 328). He also

delivered a brief concurring opinion (2 Cranch,

127), and once announced his dissent (4 Cranch,

293). Indeed, through ill health, more specifical-

ly gout, he was absent from the bench the entire

term of 1806 and probably also that of 1810 ; and

in 181 1, the year of his death, no Court was held.

At his prime Chase was a man of striking ap-

pearance, over six feet tall and large in propor-

tion. "His face was broad and massive, his com-

plexion a brownish red. 'Bacon face' was a nick-

name applied to him by the Maryland bar. His

head was large, his brow wide, and his hair

thick and white . .
." (Beveridge, Marshall, III,

184). Story found him "the living image" of

Dr. Johnson "in person, in manners, in unwieldy

strength, in severity of reproof, in real tender-

ness of heart; and above all in intellect." At
another time Story compared him to Lord Thur-

low. His intellectual grasp is fully attested by

his judicial opinions ; his turbulent disposition

appears at every turn in his career.

[For Chase's early life see John Sanderson, Biog. of
the Signers to the Declaration of Independence ( 1817) ;

also J. T. Scharf, Hist, of Md., vol. II (1879). On his

services in Congress in connection with Independence
see especially Jours. Continental Congress, vols. I-XII
(1904-08) ; and J. H. Hazelton, The Declaration of In-
dependence—Its Hist. ( 1 906). Something of his business
activities is revealed in the "Jour, and Corres. of the
State Council of Md., 1778-80," in Archives of Md.,
vols. XXI, XLIII. His period on the Supreme Court is

covered by the Reports from 2 Dallas to 6 Cranch, in-

clusive. The Official Jour, of his impeachment trial is

available in Senate Doc. No. 876, 62 Cong., 2 Sess. See
also Win. Plumer's Memorandum of Proc. in the U. S.
Senate (1803-07), ed. by E. S. Brown (1923). Miscel-
laneous items of interest regarding Chase occur in Chas.
Warren, The Supreme Court in U. S. Hist., vol. I

(1922) ; A. J. Beveridge, Life of John Marshall, vol.

Ill (191 9) ; and Gustavus Myers, Hist, of the Supreme
Court (19 18).] E. S. C.

CHASE, THOMAS (June 16, 1827-Oct. 5,

1892), classical scholar, college president, was a

son of Anthony and Lydia (Earle) Chase, and a

brother of Pliny Earle Chase [g.r.]. He was
of the eighth generation in descent from Ralph
Earle, who was admitted in 1638 an inhabitant

of Aquidneck, R. I., and in 1655 a freeman of

the Colony of the Town of Portsmouth. By de-

scent on both sides, and also by education, he was
a Quaker. Worcester, Mass., where he was born,

was in 1827 a pretty rural town. In its public

schools object lessons and the methods of Pesta-

lozzi were already introduced when the child's

school days began before he was three years old.

He was studying Latin when he was nine, and
Greek when he was ten. English composition

was not neglected, and physics, mathematics,

ancient and modern history, French, and some
general subjects completed the curriculum. His
was the last class to enter Harvard College which
read the entire Greek Testament as an entrance

requirement. He entered Harvard College in

1844 and was graduated with high honors in

1848. He was, to use his own words, "a hard and
not unsuccessful student, enjoying more than

words can tell the instruction of great men."

After his graduation he was master of the

Cambridge High School, but in 1850 was ap-

pointed to the professorship of Latin in Har-
vard College, which he was to hold for one year,

until George Martin Lane returned from Eu-
rope. He remained, however, a year and a half

longer, first as instructor in history and chemis-

try, then as tutor in Latin. Early in 1853 he

went to Europe. He visited classic sites in

Greece and Italy, then studied nearly a year at

the University of Berlin and attended lectures at

the Sorbonne and the College de France for one

term. He also heard, by courtesy, lectures at

the University of Athens and at several uni-

versities of Italy and Germany, besides visiting

Oxford and Cambridge.

Upon his return to the United States, in 1855,

he was urged to resume his place at Harvard
College, but accepted the offer of the chair of

philology and classic literature at Haverford

College, with the understanding that he was at

liberty to leave at the end of the year. He con-

sented, however, to remain and, in 1875, was
elected president of the college. In 1885 he ob-

tained leave of absence, and in 1886 he resigned.

After a year abroad he settled at Providence, R.

I., where for a time he gave instruction in the

classics in the Moses Brown School and for a

year before his death temporarily occupied the
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chair of Greek in Brown University. He died

at Providence, of Bright's disease. He was mar-
ried on Feb. 8, i860, to Alice Underhill Cromwell
of New York.

Chase was a handsome man, with thick brown
hair, a slightly aquiline nose, and an alert and
kindly expression. He was not only an admirable

teacher and college president but a noted scholar.

An early work is Hellas, Her Monuments and
Scenery (1861). Perhaps his most important

work was performed as a member of the New
Testament Company of the American Commit-
tee for the Revision of the Bible. He was ap-

pointed in 1 87 1 and aided the Committee greatly

by his translations and criticisms. He contributed

a scholarly essay on "The Use of Italics in the

English Bible" to a pamphlet on Bible Revision

issued by the Committee in 1879. He was senior

editor of the Chase and Stuart series of Latin

texts which were widely used in schools and col-

leges, making several contributions to the series.

He also published a Latin Grammar in 1882.

[Pliny Earle, comp., Ralph Earle and his Descen-
dants (1888) ; Hist, of Haverford Coll. for the First
Sixty Years of its Existence (1882); Phila. Public
Ledger, Oct. 7, 1892 ; R. I. Hist. Soc. Proc, 1892-93 ;

Friends' Intelligencer, XLIX, 665 ; Haverfordian, Nov.
!892.] H.N.F.

CHASE, WILLIAM MERRITT (Nov. 1,

1849-Oct. 25, 1916), artist, was born at Wil-

liamsburg, Johnson County, Ind., the eldest of

seven children of David Hester and Sarah

(Swaim) Chase. He began as a child to copy

woodcuts and other pictures, making profile por-

traits of members of the family and of friends.

After a removal to Indianapolis in 186 1, he soon

outstripped his drawing-teacher at school, and

as clerk at his father's shoe store, spent much
time studying pictures at an art shop near by.

At nineteen, a romantic impulse started him to

Annapolis, Md., where he joined the U. S.

school-ship Portsmouth for a cruise of three

months. This proved unsatisfactory, and he re-

turned to Indianapolis and chose a career in art.

He was placed with the painter Benjamin Hayes,

who, after some months, advised his going to

New York (1869), giving him a letter to J. O.

Eaton. At first he worked in Eaton's studio, at

the same time following the classes of the Na-
tional Academy of Design, and then set up his

own studio in the Y. M. C. A. Building, Fourth

Ave. and Twenty-third St., painting still-life

studies. One of these, "Catawba Grapes," was
exhibited at the National Academy. After two

years he returned West to St. Louis, where his

family now lived, and shared the studio of J. W.
Pattison, painting flowers and fruit. In 1872

four gentlemen sent him to Munich to study.

Chase

Entering the antique classes at the Royal Acad-
emy at Munich he made rapid progress during
the succeeding years, winning several medals.

He worked under F. Wagner and later Karl
von Piloty, at the same time studying the art of

Leibl. After he had gained a prize for a com-
position, "Columbus before the Spanish Court,"

Piloty wished him to paint it on a large canvas
for Washington, but Chase preferred to paint

single figures and portraits, among the latter,

those of Piloty's five children and another of his

friend, Baron von Haberman. During this period

he painted "The Dowager," exhibited at the

Academy Exhibition in New York ( 1875), "The
Court-Jester," shown at the Centennial in Phila-

delphia in 1876, and "Ready for the Ride," ex-

hibited at the first Society of American Artists'

Exhibition in 1878, and now at the Union League
Club, New York. In 1877 he spent nine months
in Venice with Duveneck and Twachtman, paint-

ing a "Fishmarket in Venice" and the "Anti-

quary's Shop." The Art Students' League, re-

cently organized, now requested his services as

a teacher, and returning to New York in 1878, he

brought with him a remarkable collection of

curios and pictures which were installed in a
large gallery and studio at 51 West Tenth St.

It became famous as a meeting place for artists

and students. His classes were frequented by
a large number of pupils, and Chase, as president

of the Society of American Artists, was a leader

among the younger painters dissatisfied with the

conventions governing the National Academy.
He was a prominent member of the celebrated

"Tile Club," joining their excursions and visiting

Europe during the summers with Beckwith,

Blum, and other congenial friends. In London,

1885, he painted the portrait of Whistler now at

the Metropolitan Museum, which the subject

qualified as a "lampoon," despite Chase's assur-

ances of sincerity. In 1886 he married Alice

Gerson, daughter of a Brooklyn friend ; by her

he had eight children. Living for a time in

Brooklyn, he painted some brilliant views in

Prospect Park, as well as others in Central

Park, Manhattan. After several changes of resi-

dence he decided in 1893 to give up his large

studio on West Tenth St., and disposing of its

valuable contents at auction, he bought a house

on Stuyvesant Square, retaining it as a perma-

nent residence for life. At the same time a studio

was taken on Fifth Avenue at Thirtieth St., and

after some years another in the Tiffany Building

on Fourth Ave. About 1891-92, he organized a

school on the Shinnecock Hills near Southamp-

ton, Long Island, where for eleven seasons he

taught principally landscape painting to large
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classes. In 1903 he took a party of students to

Europe, supplementing practical work with study

in the galleries and studios, and this was con-

tinued through succeeding summers until 1914.

In the latter year he held Ins first class in Cali-

forniaatCarmel-by-the-Sea. No American paint-

er taught such a large number of pupils, while at

the same time rapid methods of execution enabled

him to paint many portraits, landscapes, and still-

life subjects. He rarely surpassed, however, the

remarkable qualities of his earlier paintings done

at Munich and Venice. A number of otherwise

ably-executed portraits show the limitations of

one dealing with exterior appearances rather

than with imaginative ideals or spiritual sug-

gestion. His still-life studies, especially those of

fish, on the other hand, are veritable master-

pieces. His portrait, by Sargent—a commission

from Chase's pupils—is at the Metropolitan Mu-
seum, New York, where a number of his works

are to be seen.

[Katherine M. Roof, Life and Art of W . M. Chase
(1917), with an introduction by Alice Gerson Chase;
Mrs. M. G. Van Rensselaer, in Am. Art Rev., II, 91—98,
!35-42; H. R. Butler and G. Beal in Scribner's Mag.,
LXI, 255-58; J. W. McSpadden, Famous Painters of
America (1907) ;

personal acquaintance.] R.J.W.

CHATARD, FRANCIS SILAS (Dec. 13,

1834-Sept. 7, 1918), Roman Catholic bishop of

Indianapolis, was a grandson of Pierre Chatard.

The latter, an emigrant from Santo Domingo,
whose slaves and plantation were lost in the

negro insurrection, had settled in Baltimore,

married the daughter of a fellow emigrant, and

won local prestige by writing and practising

medicine, in which he had been trained in Paris.

His son, Ferdinand, had studied medicine in

Paris, London, and Edinburgh, practised in Bal-

timore, and married Eliza Anne, daughter of

Silas Marean of Brookline, Mass., who had
served in the War of 1812 and as consul in Mar-
tinique, where he had married an Irish widow
of an English gentleman. Francis Chatard, son

of Ferdinand and Eliza Anne, thus came of a

distinguished Baltimore family proud of a diver-

sified French, Irish, and native American an-

cestry. Expecting to follow the paternal profes-

sion, on his graduation from Mount St. Mary's,

Emmitsburg, in 1853, he studied medicine under

Dr. Donaldson of Baltimore and in the Uni-
versity of Maryland where he obtained his medi-

cal degree. After serving two years as an interne

in the Baltimore infirmary and as physician of

the city almshouse, he heard the religious call

and enrolled under Archbishop Kenrick. Na-
tivist rioting and anti-Catholic charges quickened

his faith, and close contact with suffering influ-

enced his decision to enter the religious life.

For six years Chatard pursued courses in phi-

losophy and theology in the Urban College of

the Propaganda at Rome before he was ordained

(1862) and awarded the doctorate of divinity

(1863). He was then named vice-rector of the

American College at Rome under Dr. W. G.

McCloskey, later bishop of Louisville. Succeed-

ing to the rectorship in 1868, he headed the Col-

lege for ten interesting years during which the

Vatican Council of 1870 was held. As the nephew
of Admiral Chatard of the Confederacy, he took

special pride in presenting Grant, Sherman, and
Sheridan to Pius IX with whom as a papal cham-
berlain he was on intimate terms. During his

incumbency, he gathered funds in America to

pay off the debts and endow the College whose
scholastic standards had decidedly improved.

Named by Pope Pius to the See of Vincennes,

he was consecrated (1878) by Cardinal Fran-

chi, prefect of the Propaganda, in the presence of

civil and ecclesiastical visitors of high degree.

Later he was installed in his bishopric by Arch-
bishop Purcell. Vincennes welcomed in him a

man of polished appearance, a good linguist, an
attractive conversationalist, an inspiring preach-

er, and a deep student of foreign politics. In a

sense, due to his wide circle of European friends,

he was an international figure in Catholic af-

fairs. He ruled his diocese well and took an active

part in civic life. In 1898, on removal of his See
to Indianapolis, he built a new cathedral, St.

Vincent's Hospital, schools, and a convent. On
his twenty-fifth anniversary, he was honored by
the whole state in ceremonies in which Cardinal

Gibbons, forty archbishops and bishops, and
three hundred priests took part. Although seven

years later Joseph Chartrand was appointed co-

adjutor, the aged bishop continued active. Dur-
ing the World War, as a stout pro-ally he fol-

lowed the fortunes of the American Expedition-

ary Force the more intently because of the en-

listment of a favorite nephew in the medical

corps. Inactive for the last few months of his

long life, he passed away in 1918. Newspapers
stressed the unusual fact that he was born at the

same time and in the same cathedral parish in

Baltimore as Cardinal Gibbons and Bishop John
Foley of Detroit.

He translated from the French, The Memoirs
of a Seraph, published a book of essays and a

treatise, Christian Truths, and wrote a number
of articles for the American Catholic Quarterly

and the Catholic World, including in the latter

publication, "Letters from the Vatican in 1870"

which attracted wide attention.

[H. Alerding, Hist, of Cath. Ch. in Diocese of Vin-
cennes (1883), pp. 211-25; H. A. Brann, Hist, of the
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Am. College in Rome (1910) ; Biog. Hist, of Eminent
Men of Indiana (Cincinnati, 1880) ; Indianapolis News,
Sept. 7, 1918; Indianapolis Sunday Star, Sept, 8, 1918.]

RJ.P.
CHAUMONOT, PIERRE JOSEPH MA-
RIE (Mar. 9, 1611-Feb. 21, 1693), Jesuit mis-

sionary, was the son of peasants of Burgundy
who gave him a good education under an uncle

who was a priest. He studied Latin and music

and showed much aptitude, but as a youthful

prank he stole money from his uncle, ran away,

and became a vagabond. Finally, in Italy, he re-

pented of his evil ways, and on May 18, 1632, was
received as a novice in the Society of Jesus at

Rome. He then took the names Joseph Marie,

and is usually spoken of as Father Joseph Chau-

monot. A fellow student showed him one of the

Jesuit Relations, whereupon he greatly desired

to become a missionary in New France. This

wish was granted, and on Aug. 1, 1639, he ar-

rived at Quebec, and immediately set out for

Huronia on the shores of Georgian Bay. There

he evinced great ability in learning the Indian

language, and soon became so useful that he was
sent to the Petun tribe with Father Daniel, and

to that of the Neutrals with Brebeuf. Upon the

destruction of the Huron missions by the Iro-

quois, Chaumonot escaped martyrdom, and came
with the fugitive Christian Hurons to Quebec,

where in 1650 they were given a grant of the

Isle d'Orleans.

In 1655 Chaumonot was chosen to go with

Dablon to open a mission among the Iroquois,

who professed to be ready to receive the "black

robes." There he found many captive Christian

Hurons and ministered to them. The sites of

some of the villages where he ministered are

now marked : at Indian Hill, Pompey, N. Y.,

where he held the first mass ; near Mud Creek,

Ontario County, where the Hurons dwelt ; on

Cayuga Lake, where he preached in 1656 to the

Cayuga tribe. The mission to the Iroquois was
abandoned in 1658, the colonists and missionaries

escaping death by flight to Canada. Thereafter

Chaumonot dwelt among the Hurons, who had

been driven from Isle d'Orleans, and lived suc-

cessively at Beauport, Notre Dame de Sainte

Foy, and Lorette. This last settlement was named
at the request of Chaumonot, who had always

had a strong devotion for the Casa Loretto in

Italy. In all he lived with the refugee Hurons
over forty years, with the interval of the Iro-

quois mission 1655-58, and two years as chap-

lain (1663-64) at Fort Richelieu.

In 1688, at the request of his superior, he

wrote his autobiography. He also compiled a

Huron grammar, and several sacred writings for

the Hurons. In 1692 he retired to the house of

his order in Quebec, where he died, much be-

loved and respected. A simple, naive, unambi-
tious man, he made an ideal missionary, patient-

ly enduring hardships of every kind, counting all

his afflictions to the glory of God and the Holy
Family.

[The sources for Chaumonot's life are abundant. His
autobiography was published by J. G. Shea, La Vie du
R. P. Pierre Joseph Marie Chaumonot (Nouvelle York,
Cramoisy Press, 1858). There is also a Paris edition
of 1885. Shea also publshed a Supplement called Suite
de la Vie etc. (Nouvelle York, Cramoisy Press, 1858).
Chaumonot's Huron grammar was translated from the
Latin and printed in Trans. Lit. and Hist. Soc. of Que-
bec, vol. II (183 1 ). His missions in Canada and New
York are described in Jesuit Relations (Thwaites ed.,
Cleveland, 1896-1902), with a biographical sketch in
XVIII, aSS J l.P.K.

'

CHAUNCEY, ISAAC (Feb. 20, 1772-Jan. 27,

1840), naval officer, was born in Black Rock,
Fairfield County, Conn. Descended from Charles

Chauncy \_q.v.~\, the second president of Harvard
College, he was the fifth of nine children born to

Wolcott and Ann (Brown) Chauncy. Manifest-

ing a liking for the sea, when a mere youth he
entered upon his chosen calling and, such was
his proficiency, at the age of nineteen he was
given command of the ship Jenny, belonging to

the Schermerhorns, wealthy New York ship-

owners. It is narrated that during one of his

voyages between Charleston and New York the

crew and all the officers except himself were
taken sick with yellow fever and that single-

handed he brought the vessel into port. On June
11, 1799, he was appointed a first lieutenant of

the frigate President, then building at New
York, taking rank from Sept. 17, 1798, and dur-

ing the last year of the naval hostilities with

France he made a cruise in her in the West
Indies, with Commodore Truxtun in command.
Chauncey was retained under the peace estab-

lishment of 1801, ranking sixth in the list of

lieutenants, and in the war with Tripoli he

found employment during the period 1802-05,

first as acting commander of the flagship, Chesa-

peake, and later as commander, successively, of

the New York and the John Adams. While he

was in command of the New York an explosion

of gunpowder near the magazine threatened the

destruction of the vessel and all on board. Chaun-

cey coolly and bravely led a party of volunteers

below who put out the fire and saved the ship.

Joining temporarily the flagship Constitution he

participated in the attack on Tripoli made by

the fleet of Commodore Preble, Aug. 28-29, 1804,

when much damage was done to the enemy. His

services on this occasion were especially com-

mended by his commodore. He was promoted

master-commandant on May 18, 1804, and cap-

tain on Apr. 24, 1806—the highest statutory
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rank in the navy. About the time of the latter

promotion he was furloughed, with permission to

make a voyage to the East Indies. This he did

in command of a vessel belonging to John Jacob

Astor. A year later he returned to the navy

and took command of the New York navy-yard,

where he was stationed until early in the War
of 1812.

Possessing the confidence of President Madi-

son and Secretary of the Navy Hamilton, and

having the reputation of being one of the most

efficient officers in the navy, Chauncey, early in

September 18 12, was made commander of the

naval forces on Lakes Ontario and Erie, with

power to build, purchase, and hire vessels, ap-

point officers, enlist seamen, buy naval stores,

and establish navy-yards. This was the most

important command at the disposal of the Navy
Department. In October 1812, he arrived at

Sackett's Harbor, N. Y., where he made his head-

quarters for upward of three years. An excel-

lent organizer, he established a navy-yard, with

a naval hospital, naval school, and rope walk, and

built or otherwise procured a fleet of more than

twenty vessels. The objectives of his naval opera-

tions on Lake Ontario were three in number

and more or less interrelated : the reduction of

fortified places in conjunction with the army,

the capture or destruction of the ships of the

enemy (commanded by Sir James L. Yeo), and

the obtaining of a naval superiority on the lake.

In 1813 he ably assisted the army in the reduc-

tion of York and Fort George. During that year

both fleets did considerable cruising, but little

fighting. On Sept. 28, in an engagement with

Yeo, Chauncey won a victory but failed to make
the best use of the force under his command
(Roosevelt, post, p. 253). Both commanders
proved to be wary and excessively cautious. The
year ended indecisively. In the campaign of 1814

Chauncey appeared in an even less favorable

light. At critical moments he was inactive

(Mahan, post, II, 298-99). Throughout the war
he failed, except for brief periods, to establish a

naval superiority on Lake Ontario. At last the

confidence of President Madison was shaken,

and he ordered Commodore Decatur to relieve

him. The proposed change, however, did not take

place, and Chauncey remained on the lake. It

is obvious that among the naval commanders of

the War of 1812 he is not of the first rank.

Soon after leaving Sackett's Harbor in the

summer of 1 8
1
5 he took command at Portsmouth,

N. H., of the Washington, one of the first ships

of the line in the navy. With this vessel as

his flagship, he commanded the Mediterranean

squadron in 1816-18, and, together with Consul

Chauncy

William Shaler [q.z'.~\, negotiated a treaty with

Algiers. During the years 1821-24 he was sta-

tioned in Washington as one of the three post-

captains comprising the Board of Navy Com-
missioners, which assisted the secretary of the

navy in administering the navy ; and in the years

1825-32 he was again commandant of the New
York navy-yard. In 1832 he returned as navy
commissioner to Washington where he remained

until his death, serving for the last three years

of his life as president of the board. He is buried

in the Congressional Cemetery in that city. He
was married to Catharine Sickles of New York.

Two of his sons, Charles W. and John S., were
naval officers. His portrait {Analcctic Magazine,
III, 177) shows him as large and corpulent.

[Record of Officers, Bureau of Navigation, 1799-
1840 ; Navy Reg., 1815-40 ; Captains' Letters, and Let-
ters of Officers Ships of War, 1812-14, Navy Dept.

;

Wm. C. Fowler, Memorials of the Chaunceys (1858),
pp. 215-21 ; Theodore Roosevelt, The Naval War of
18 12 (1882) ; A. T. Mahan, Sea Power in Its Relation
to the War of 1812 (1905) ; G. W. Allen, Our Navy
and the Barbary Corsairs (1905).] COP
CHAUNCY, CHARLES (1592-Feb. 19, 1671/

2), non-conformist clergyman, second president

of Harvard, was a son of George Chauncy and
his wife Agnes Welch, widow of Edward Hum-
bertson. Notwithstanding the statement in Math-
er's Magnolia that the date of Chauncy's birth

was 1589, it is probable that he was born short-

ly before Nov. 5, 1592, when his baptism was
registered in Yardley-bury, Herts, England. A
pupil in Westminster School at the time of the

Gunpowder Plot, he matriculated at Trinity Col-

lege, Cambridge, at Easter, 1610, received the

B.A. degree in 1613-14, the M.A. in 1617, and
B.D. in 1624. He became a fellow of Trinity

in 16 14 and was Greek lecturer in the same col-

lege in 1624 and 1626 (Zachary Grey, An Im-
partial Examination of Mr. Daniel Neal's His-

tory of the Puritans, II, 183). On Mar. 17, 1630,

he was married to Catharine, daughter of Rob-
ert Eyre. He was vicar of St. Michael's in

Cambridge in 1626; of Ware, Herts, in 1627-

33 ; of Marston St. Lawrence in 1633-37. Be-

cause of his opposition to some of Archbishop

Laud's regulations, he was twice summoned be-

fore the high commission court,—in 1630 while

he was in Ware {Proceedings Massachusetts

Historical Society, XIII, 337-40; Calendar of

State Papers, Domestic Series, 1629-31), and
again, in 1634 while he was in Marston St.

Lawrence {Calendar of State Papers, Domestic

Series, 1635-36). On the second occasion he

was imprisoned for some months. In each case

he submitted only to regret his submission later.

On June 12, 1637, Dr. S. Clerke wrote to Sir
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John Lambe : "Mr. Chauncy . . . mends like

sour ale in summer. He held a fast on Wednes-
day last, and ... he with another preached

some six or eight hours. The whole tribe of Gad
flocked thither, some three-score from North-
ampton ; the Lord Say, with his lady, honoured
them with their presence" (Calendar of State

Papers, Domestic Series, 1637). Evidently a

new storm was brewing and Chauncy fled before

it, reaching New England a few days before the

great earthquake, which occurred on June 1,

1638. Before leaving England he wrote a Re-
traction of his submission which was published

in London in 1641. In New England he went
first to Plymouth as a helper to Mr. Reyner, the

pastor. Trouble soon arose on account of his

theory concerning baptism which he seems to

have believed should be by immersion even in

the case of infants. On Nov. 2, 1640, Hooker
of Hartford wrote to Shepard of Cambridge

:

"Mr. Chancy and the church [at Plymouth] are

to part. ... At a day of fast ... he openly

professed he did as verily believe the truth of his

opinions as that there was a God in heaven, and
that he was settled in it as the earth was upon
the center ... I profess how it is possible to

keep peace with a man so adventurous and per-

tinaceous, who will vent what he list and main-
tain what he vents, its beyond all the skill I have
to conceive" (Lucius R. Paige, History of Cam-
bridge, 1877, pp. 49-50). In 1641, he removed
to Scituate where he found some remnants of Mr.
Lothrop's party who sympathized with him but

also others who were inclined to the Church of

England. The result was a schism and the two
churches wrangled until conditions became un-

bearable (Samuel Deane, History of Scituate,

1831). In 1654, Chauncy left for Boston, in-

tending to return to his former parish in Ware,
which had invited him back. At the moment,
however, Harvard College was without a presi-

dent owing to the enforced withdrawal of Henry
Dunster because of his Baptist convictions, and
the Overseers appointed Mather and Norton a

committee to invite Chauncy to the vacant office.

Since his views had become well-known, the

Committee was instructed to signify to him that

the Overseers "expected and desired that he for-

bear to disseminate or publish any tenets con-

cerning the necessity of immersion in baptism

and celebration of the Lord's Supper at evening

or to expose the received doctrine therein" (Pub-
lications of the Colonial Society of Massachu-
setts, vol. XV, p. 206). Accepting these humili-

ating conditions, and the meager stipend of £ 100,

Chauncy became, on Nov. 29, 1654, the second

president of Harvard College and continued in

Chauncy
that office until his death on Feb. 19, 1671/2. As
president, he seems to have been eminently suc-
cessful. His naturally impulsive temper was
curbed by the responsibilities of his position,

and, although he disagreed with Jonathan Mitch-
ell, pastor of the Cambridge church, upon the
Half-way Covenant (see Chauncy's Anti-Syn-
odalia Americana, Cambridge, 1664), their per-

sonal relations seem to have continued friendly.

His faults of temper were more than offset by his

acknowledged erudition, to which Ezra Stiles of

Yale bore glowing testimony (The Literary
Diary, 1901, I, 133). In addition to works al-

ready mentioned, Chauncy published : The Doc-
trine of the Sacrament (1642); God's Mercy
Shelved to His People ( 1655) ; Sermon on Amos
( 1665) ; The Plain Doctrine of the Justification

of a Sinner in the Sight of God ( 1659) . He also

wrote, in Latin prose and verse, various produc-
tions for state occasions at Cambridge, England,
most of which are in William Chauncey Fowler,

Memorials of the Chaunceys, Including Presi-

dent Chauncy, His Ancestors And Descendants

(1858).
[For the date of Chauncy's birth, see (in favor of

1589) Cotton Mather, Magnolia Christi Americana (ed.

1853), I. 463-76; "Chas. Chauncy," Mass. Hist. Soc.
Colls., 1 ser., vol. X, pp. 171 ff

. ; (in favor of 1592)
Fowler, above, pp. 1, 337; Mass. Hist. Soc. Colls., 2
ser., vol. VI, p. 607.] W.W.F.

CHAUNCY, CHARLES (Jan. 1, 1705-Feb.

10, 1787), clergyman, was a great-grandson of

Charles Chauncy \_q.v.~\, second president of

Harvard College, and the son of Charles Chaun-
cy, a Boston merchant, and of Sarah (Walley)
Chauncy, daughter of Judge Walley of the su-

preme court of Massachusetts. He was pre-

pared for college, probably, at the Boston Latin

School, graduated from Harvard in the Class of

1721, and received its A.M. degree in 1724. He
was thrice married: on Feb. 14, 1727, to Eliza-

beth Hirst; on Jan. 8, 1738, to Elizabeth Town-
send; on Jan. 15, 1760, to Mary Stoddard. Or-
dained minister of the First Church in Boston on
Oct. 25, 1727, as colleague of Thomas Foxcroft

who died in 1769, he spent in all sixty years in

the service of this church. John Clarke was or-

dained as his colleague in 1778. Dr. Howard of

Springfield, an intimate friend, says of him : "He
was, like Zaccheus, little of stature . . . God
gave him a slender, feeble body, a very powerful

and vigorous mind, and strong passions, and he

managed them all exceedingly well" (William B.

Sprague, Annals of the American Unitarian Pul-

pit, p. 12).

He was undoubtedly the most influential cler-

gyman of his time in Boston, and, with the excep-

tion of Jonathan Edwards, in all New England,
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becoming the acknowledged leader of the liberals

of his generation. His literary activity may be

grouped around the three controversies in which

lie was engaged : Revivalism, Episcopacy, and
the Benevolence of God. The first arose out of

the Great Awakening, of which Edwards was the

theological defender as Whitefield was its popu-

lar preacher. Chauncy was thoroughly prosaic,

wishing that some one would translate "Paradise

Lost" into prose that he might understand it;

despising rhetoric to the point of praying that he

might never be an orator (which prayer as one of

his friends remarked was unequivocally an-

swered) ; a man of the intellect utterly distrusting

the emotions as calculated to befog and pervert

the mind
;
plainly, he could have no sympathy

with either Edwards or Whitefield. Undoubtedly

the Revival was open to all his criticisms, but

Jonathan Edwards was more judicial than he

and, while acknowledging the faults which
Chauncy condemned, believed in the Revival,

nevertheless, as a manifestation of divine grace

and power. In this controversy, Chauncy pub-

lished Seasonable Thoughts on the State of Re-

ligion in New England (1743), besides a Ser-

mon on Enthusiasm ( 1742), a Letter to a Friend

on the French Prophets (1742), and two Letters

to Whitefield (1744, 1745).

The second controversy had to do with Episco-

pacy as the only divinely instituted form of

church polity. After the original charter of Mas-
sachusetts had been revoked and the colony had

become a province, Episcopacy, favored by the

royal governors, gained headway, and the argu-

ment was advanced that the established religion

of England was that of its dependencies also.

English bishops wrote as if Congregationalism

were no religion at all and there was demand for

an American bishop, and even for a college in

which young men might prepare for the Episco-

pal ministry. All this alarmed the sons of the

Puritans, and Chauncy devoted nine years to con-

tending against Episcopal claims, beginning with

his Dudleian Lecture of 1762 and ending with his

Complete View of Episcopacy in 1771. The last

mentioned book is the work of a diligent and in-

telligent scholar who had covered the field so far

as one could do so at the time and whose conclu-

sions command respect even when they do not

carry conviction. Besides these works, Chauncy
contributed to this controversy A Letter to a

Friend (1767), A Reply to Dr. Chandler (1768)
and a Reply to Dr. Chandler's Rejoinder (1770).

The third controversy was more theological in

character. Before the Great Awakening, nearly

all the New England ministers had been preach-

ing drowsily an attenuated Calvinism. Edwards

Chauvenet

started a theological movement designed to sup-

port the Revival by restoring the Calvinistic doc-

trine of grace but his teachings concerning God,

man, and their mutual relations were presented

in forms which many deemed dishonoring to

both God and man. This led to the publication by
Dr. Chauncy in 1782 of an anonymous tract en-

titled Salvation for All Men Illustrated and Vin-

dicated as a Scripture Doctrine and, in 1784, The
Benevolence of the Deity and also (anonymous-
ly) The Mystery Hid from Ages . . . or the Sal-

vation of All Men. Chauncy also published, in

1785, Five Dissertations on the Fall and Its Con-

sequences, dealing with the doctrine of depravity.

[See W. C. Fowler, Memorials of the Chaunccys In-
cluding President Chauncy, His Ancestors and De-
scendants (1858), pp. 49-70; Wm. B. Sprague, Annals
Am. Unitarian Pulpit (1865), pp. 8-13 ; Wm. Emerson,
Hist. Sketch of First Church in Boston ( i8i2),pp. 181 —

214; Williston Walker, Ten New Eng. Leaders (1901),
pp. 267-310. There is a notable letter from Dr. Chaun-
cy to President Stiles of Yale in Mass. Hist. Soc. Colls.

.

1 ser., vol. X, pp. 154 ff.] W.W.F.

CHAUVENET, WILLIAM (May 24, 1820-

Dec. 13, 1870), astronomer, mathematician, was
a son of William Marc Chauvenet, a native of

Narbonne, France, who came to Boston, where
he was married to Mary B. Kerr, and later re-

moved to Milford, Pa., and still later to Philadel-

phia. William Chauvenet, an only child, was
born at Milford. From his father he inherited his

love for music and from his mother his logical

mind. In his youth he cared little for outdoor

sports, but was interested in mechanical construc-

tions and feats of legerdemain. He attended a

private school in Philadelphia conducted by Dr.

Samuel Jones. Here he manifested such marked
ability that Dr. Jones prevailed upon the elder

Chauvenet to send him to Yale College. He en-

tered at sixteen, and graduated in 1840 with high

honors in classics and mathematics. He was a

frequent contributor to the college paper and

was the pianist of the Beethoven Society. For a

short time after graduation he assisted Prof.

Alexander Dallas Bache [17.7'.], in observations

on magnetism at Girard College in Philadel-

phia. His career was also influenced by Sears

C. Walker \_q.v.~\, to whom he attributed his in-

terest in astronomy. In 1841 he married Cather-

ine Hemple of Philadelphia, and in the same

year was appointed professor of mathematics in

the navy, serving on the U. S. S. Mississippi.

Previous to this, however, the plan of instructing

on shipboard had proved so unsatisfactory that

a school for midshipmen had been established

(1839) at the Naval Asylum in Philadelphia.

Upon the death of Prof. David McClure in 1842,

Chauvenet was placed in charge of this school.

Not satisfied with the eight -months' course, he
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drew up a program for a two-years' course. This

was approved by Secretary of the Navy Hen-
shaw, but before his order could be put into oper-

ation, it was revoked by his successor, Secretary

Mason. The attempt nevertheless established a

precedent for the exercise of power by the De-

partment, and it was to this power that Prof.

Chauvenet directed the attention of several suc-

cessive secretaries of the navy. Finally, in Octo-

ber 1845, Secretary George Bancroft, by the ex-

ercise of this power, established the Naval School

(later called the U. S. Naval Academy) at An-
napolis without going to Congress for either leg-

islation or money. The new two years' course,

rendered ineffective by the appointment and

withdrawal of midshipmen at any time, was final-

ly changed in 1851 to a regular four years' course.

The actions resulting in this change were recom-

mended to Congress by a board, appointed by

Secretary Preston, consisting of Chauvenet and

several high officers of the navy and army. Chau-

venet also recommended post-graduate study and

in his own department offered inducement there-

to by the equipment of an astronomical observa-

tory. This resulted in 1853 in a separate depart-

ment of astronomy and navigation with him in

charge. He did more than any one else to estab-

lish the U. S. Naval Academy on a firm and sci-

entific basis.

In 1855 Yale offered him the position of pro-

fessor of mathematics and in 1859 that of astron-

omy and natural philosophy. Simultaneously

with the second offer came a similar one from

Washington University, then recently established

in St. Louis. He accepted the position at Wash-
ington University to which was added the chan-

cellorship in 1862. His address, delivered upon

his inauguration as chancellor, revealed a broad

vision of the function of education, as well as a

broad general culture and a deeply religious na-

ture. His name conferred early distinction upon
the University, which grew and prospered dur-

ing his connection with it. Among Chauvenet's,

noteworthy labors in St. Louis, Prof. C. M.
Woodward records in his History of the St.

Louis Bridge (1881), a contribution on "The
theory of the Ribbed Arch" and the design of a

device for measuring modulus of elasticity, both

of which were of service in the construction of

this famous bridge. While in St. Louis his health

became impaired so that in 1869 he was obliged

to resign his position. He died the next year in

St. Paul, Minn., and was buried in Bellefontaine

Cemetery in St. Louis.

In addition to a number of papers on astro-

nomical and mathematical subjects, Chauvenet

published several text-books of great scientific

Chavis

merit. Of these, A Treatise on Plane and Spher-
ical Trigonometry (1850), pp. 256, is regarded

by the Journal of Franklin Institute (ser. Ill,

vol. XX, p. 215) as "the most complete treatise

on trigonometry extant in the English language."

His greatest work, A Manual of Spherical and
Practical Astronomy (1863), I> 7°8, II, 632, had
as great a reputation in Europe as in America.
Prof. Herman Struve, director of the Konigliche

Sternwarte in Berlin, considered it the best work
in existence on practical astronomy {Science,

LXIII, 126). These two works are classics in

their respective fields. Chauvenet's last work, A
Treatise on Elementary Geometry, with Appen-
dices Containing a Collection of Exercises for

Students and an Introduction to Modern Geom-
etry (1870), p. 368, was also outstanding in its

field.

Chauvenet was elected to the American Philo-

sophical Society and the American Academy of

Arts and Sciences, was one of the incorporators

of the National Academy of Sciences, of which
he was elected vice-president in 1868, and was
president of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science at the time of his death.

On July 31, 1916, a memorial in the form of a
bronze tablet was placed in the Naval Academy
Library at Annapolis. In 1925 the Mathematical

Association of America honored his memory by
establishing "The Chauvenet Prize for Mathe-
matical Exposition" to be awarded every five

years (American Mathematical Monthly, vol.

XXXII, 8, p. 439)-

[J. H. C. Coffin in Biog. Memoirs Nat. Acad, of Sci.

(1877), I, 227-44 J J- R. Soley, Hist. Sketch U. S. Naval
Acad. (1876) ; P. Benjamin, U. S. Naval Acad. (1900) ;

A. P. Stokes, Memoirs of Eminent Yale Men (1914),
II, 1, 43-47 ; W. H. Roever in Washington Univ.
Studies, vol. XII, sci. ser., No. 2 (1925), pp. 97—117 and
in Science, July 9, 1926 ; F. Cajori, Teaching and His-
tory of Mathematics in the U. S. (1890), pp. 239-44;
C. M. Woodward, in Bull. Washington Univ. Ass.
(1905), III, pp. 123-28 ; G. W. Littlehales, in the Proc,
U. S. Naval Institute, XXXI, 605-12.] W.H.R.

CHAVIS, JOHN (c. 1763-1838), preacher,

educator, was born either in the West Indies or

near Oxford in the County of Granville, N. C.

He was a full-blooded negro of dark brown com-
plexion and as a free man was sent to Princeton

to study privately under President Witherspoon

of the College of New Jersey, according to tradi-

tion to demonstrate whether or not a negro had

the capacity to take a college education. That the

test was successful, then or later, appears from a

record in the manuscript Order Book of the

Rockbridge County, Va., Court of 1802, which

certifies to the freedom and character of the Rev.

John Chavis, a black, who "as a student at Wash-
ington Academy" (the former "Liberty Hall
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Academy" of William Graham, now Washing-
ton and Lee University) passed successfully

"through a regular course of academic studies."

Through the influence of the Rev. Samuel

Davies, a Presbyterian divine, Chavis became

connected as a licentiate with the Presbyteries of

Lexington and Hanover, Va. The Hanover rec-

ords state that in 1801 he was "riding as a mis-

sionary under the direction of the General As-

sembly." About 1805 he migrated to North Caro-

lina, joining in 1809 the Orange Presbytery and
ministering to whites and slaves in various

churches in at least three counties. He was dis-

tinguished for his dignity of manner, purity of

diction, simplicity and orthodoxy in teaching.

Familiar with Greek and Latin, he established

a classical school, teaching sometimes at night,

and prepared for college the sons of prominent

whites in several counties, sometimes even board-

ing them with his family. Among his pupils

were the subsequent United States Senator Wil-

lie P. Mangum, Gov. Charles Manly, Rev. Wil-

liams Harris, two sons of Chief Justice Hender-
son, and others who became lawyers, doctors,

teachers, preachers, and politicians. He was re-

spectfully received in the families of his former

pupils. Advised by his Presbytery to yield to the

law of 1832 prohibiting negro preaching, the old

white-haired black man wrote and published a

sermon, The Extent of the Atonement, which,

widely sold and read, aided in the support pro-

vided for him, and for his wife after his death, by
his Presbytery. Chavis died in 1838, aged about

seventy-five years, a conspicuous example of

merit rewarded by slave-holding whites.

[The chief sources are : Manuscript Order Book,
Rockbridge County Court, VI, 10; Lexington (Va.)
Gazette, Nov. 27, 1879; Chas. Lee Smith, Hist, of Ed.
in N. C. (1888), pp. 138-41

; Jas. Curtis Ballagh, Hist.
of Slavery in Va. (1902), p. no.] T ~ „

J . C rs.

CHEATHAM, BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
(Oct. 20, 1820-Sept. 4, 1886), Confederate sol-

dier, was born at Nashville, Tenn., the son of

Leonard Pope and Elizabeth (Robertson) Cheat-

ham. His mother was a descendant of James
Robertson, "the father of Tennessee." He served

as captain of Tennessee volunteers at Monterey,
and as colonel in the campaign against the City

of Mexico. In the gold rush of 1849 he went to

California but returned to Tennessee in 1853, en-

gaged in farming, and became major-general of

militia. After Tennessee passed the ordinance of

secession he was appointed brigadier-general in

the state forces, May 9, 1861, and then in the Con-
federate army, July 9, 1861. For three years he
commanded a division, at first in Polk's and
later in Hardee's corps. He fought at Belmont,

Shiloh, Perryville, Murfreesboro, Chickamauga,
and Chattanooga, and throughout the Atlanta

campaign. In March 1862 he was appointed ma-
jor-general. When Hood undertook his Ten-
nessee campaign, late in 1864, Cheatham was as-

signed to the command of a corps. Sherman was
on his march to the sea, and only the Army of

the Ohio (Schofield) confronted Hood, though
Thomas, at Nashville, was improvising an army
with troops drawn from every available source.

Hood hoped to overwhelm the forces in front of

him before they should be prepared to fight, and
then, by invading the North, to counteract the

effect of Sherman's campaign in Georgia. Scho-
field's task was to delay Hood until Thomas
should be ready to meet him, falling back as slow-

ly as he could without risking the destruction

of his army. At Spring Hill, Nov. 29, its with-

drawal was deferred so long that Hood gained a

position to cut it off. Why he did not do so re-

mains a mystery. A controversy on the subject

between Hood and Cheatham lasted the rest of

their lives. Each gives a circumstantial and ex-

plicit account of events, and the two flatly con-

tradict each other. Hood declares that he per-

sonally pointed out to Cheatham the enemy mov-
ing along the road and indicated the position his

corps should take, that he repeatedly sent urgent

orders to attack, which Cheatham disregarded

until the golden opportunity was lost, and that

Cheatham afterward "frankly confessed the great

error of which he was guilty." Cheatham, on the

other hand, says that at the time referred to "only

a mirage would have made possible the vision"

of the enemy on the road, that he disposed his

troops exactly as directed, that to his astonish-

ment Hood told him to postpone the attack until

daybreak, that he made no such confession as

alleged, and that Hood assured him, "I do not

censure you for the failure at Spring Hill. I am
satisfied you are not responsible for it." What-
ever the reason, Schofield made good his escape,

and stood in position the next day (Nov. 30) at

Franklin, where Hood delivered the furious and
unsuccessful attack which broke the strength of

his army. Cheatham fought here and at Nash-
ville, and then joined Johnston's army in North
Carolina, where he surrendered, and resumed
life as a farmer. In 1866 he married Anna Bell,

daughter of A. B. Robertson. He was an unsuc-

cessful candidate for Congress in 1872, was for

four years superintendent of state prisons, and
was appointed postmaster of Nashville a year be-

fore his death. As a soldier, he bore a reputation

for boldness and hard fighting. If he was remiss

at Spring Hill, a point which is unlikely ever to

be settled, it was from no dislike for combat.
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IConfed. Mil. Hist. (1899), VIII, 302-04; Official
Records {Army), 1 ser., vols. Ill, X (pts. 1, 2), XVI
(pts. 1,2), XVII (pt. 2), XX (pts. 1,2), XXIII (pts. 1,

2), XXX (pts. 2, 4 ), XXXI (pts. 2, 3), XXXVIII (pts.

3, 4, 5). XXXIX (pt. 3), XLV (pts. 1, 2), XLVII (pts.

1, 2, 3), XLIX (pt. 1) ; 4 ser., vol. I ; Battles and Lead-
ers of the Civil War (1887-88), IV, 425-39, where ex-
tracts quoted from Hood's and Cheatham's writings
give their respective versions of the Spring Hill affair.]

T.M.S.

CHECKLEY, JOHN (1680-Feb. 15, 1754),

Anglican clergyman, controversial writer, was
born in Boston of English parents. He was an
only son and his one sister died at the age of sev-

enteen. Educated at the Boston Latin School

under Ezekiel Cheever [q.v.~\, he later studied at

Oxford although he did not matriculate. He
learned Greek, Latin, and Hebrew well and

traveled extensively through Europe, collecting

paintings, books, and manuscripts. He remained

in Europe some fifteen years, but about 1710 was
again in Boston where in 1717 he bought a house

and opened a shop for books, medicines, and

small merchandise. On May 28, 1713, he married

Rebecca Miller, daughter of Samuel Miller, a

prosperous innkeeper of Milton, Mass.

Checkley had read widely in the theological

literature of the day and had become a firm be-

liever in the Apostolic origin of Episcopacy. A
somewhat dangerous notoriety began to attach

to him from his expressions of religious opinions

in his shop. In 1719 he published an edition of

the Rev. Charles Leslie's treatise, The Religion

of Jesus Christ the Only True Religion. Appar-

ently one of his objects was to give currency to

the testimony of Ignatius to prove the existence

of bishops in Apostolic days. The same year he

issued another volume, without his name, called

Choice Dialogues between a Godly Minister and

an Honest Countryman Concerning Election and

Predestination, which assailed the foundations of

the Congregational Church. In December a law

was passed providing that two justices could ten-

der the oaths of allegiance and abjuration to any

one suspected of disaffection to the king or gov-

ernment. Almost immediately Checkley, alone

of all Boston, was tendered the oaths, which, in

a fit of annoyance, he refused to take. Later he

refused again and was fined six pounds and costs.

In 1722 he went to England for eight months and

it is said took steps to receive Holy Orders, but

did not succeed, possibly because of his having

refused the oaths. A few months later he wrote

his Modest Proof of the Order and Government
Settled by Christ and His Apostles (1723) which

had a wide circulation, was answered by Edward
Wigglesworth, and started a war of pamphlets

in which Checkley again joined. He next re-

published (1723) Leslie's Short and Easy Meth-

Cheesman
od with the Deists, to which was added "A Dis-

course Concerning Episcopacy," for which he

was proceeded against by the General Court,

found guilty of publishing a seditious libel, and
fined fifty pounds. About this time he founded
the Boston Episcopal Charitable Society which
has had a long record of active work. In 1727 he
again went to England and again failed to re-

ceive Orders as a clergyman. The next year he
wrote to the Bishop of London an account of the

hardships suffered by Episcopalians in Massa-
chusetts. In 1730 he published the argument he
had made at his trial. In 1738 he went to London
for the third time in search of Orders and this

time was successful. He became deacon and
priest, and the Society for the Propagation of the

Gospel made him a missionary. He was assigned

as rector of King's Church, Providence, R. I.,

where he ministered for more than ten years.

The last two years of his life he was incapaci-

tated by infirmities.

[There are many references to Checkley in Wilkins
Updike, Hist, of the Episc. Ch. in Narragansett, R. I.

(2nd ed., 1907). A. L. Cross also comments on him in
Anglican Episcopate and the Am. Colonics (1902).
There is a brief account of Checkley's family in New
Eng. Hist, and Geneal. Reg., II, 349-54. The standard
life, with reprints of many of his writings, is that by
E. F. Slafter, John Checkley (Prince Society, 2 vols.,

1897).] J.T.A.

CHEESMAN, FORMAN (Dec. 11, 1763-Oct.

10, 1821), ship-builder and naval architect, was
the son of Thomas and Elizabeth (Forman)
Cheesman. His father, one of the first ship-build-

ers in New York, may have been engaged in this

occupation even prior to the Revolutionary War
for he is recorded as the owner of seventy-five

feet of shore front in 1772 between the present

Pike and Rutgers Sts. Cheesman's shipyards were
variously located. Part of the time he was estab-

lished on the site of his father's old yards. At an-

other time (during his partnership with Charles

Brownne, builder of the Clermont) he was far-

ther uptown at Clinton and Cherry Sts. At that

period of American history naval constructors

did not make contracts to build vessels but were
employed by the Government, and were "de-

tached from all private pursuits by a liberal com-

pensation at the rate of $2,000 per annum." Un-
der such an agreement Cheesman received the.

contract for the famous 44-gun frigate President,

which was, however, built and launched in the

yards of Christian Bergh [q.v.~\. It is impossible

to-day exactly to apportion the credit due each^

of the two men in the construction of this model

of naval architecture. Prior to the launching of

the President in 1800 Cheesman had already built

the Briganza and the Draper, each of 300 tons,

and the Ontario of 500 tons. Later, during his
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partnership with Brownne, some of the finest ves-

sels of the day came from his yards, such as the

Silcnus, the Triton, and the Illinois.

In the day of Cheesman's father, New York
had been an unsuccessful competitor with Phila-

delphia in the shipbuilding industry. But during

the younger Cheesman's life New York came to

be recognized for the first time as the equal, at

least, of her sister city in that particular indus-

try. Cheesman was one of those most responsible

for the growth of the shipbuilding industry in

New York City during the first twenty years of

the nineteenth century.

He was married at St. Peter's Church in Phil-

adelphia on Feb. 16, 1786, to Ann Cummings of

that city.

[Arthur H. Clark, The Clipper Ship Era (1910);
John H. Morrison, Hist, of N. Y. Shipyards (1909),
and Ships and Shipping of Old N. Y. (19 15) ; N. Y.
Times, Mar. 18, 1888; N. Y. Evening Post, Oct. 11,

1821 ; family records in the possession of Mrs. T. Mat-
lack Cheesman.] E.Y.

CHEETHAM, JAMES (1772-Sept. 19, 1810),

journalist, was born probably in or near Man-
chester, England. At the end of the eighteenth

century Manchester was restless under the first

stirring of the Industrial Revolution and the dis-

quieting news from France. Men of liberal and

revolutionary mind were organizing societies for

criticism of the government. Of these the most

important perhaps was the Constitutional Soci-

ety, of which Thomas Cooper and Thomas Walk-
er were the leading spirits, and James Cheet-

ham, then a young hatter of Manchester, one of

the humbler members. On July 23, 1793, he

was arrested with other members of the society

charged with conspiracy to overthrow the gov-

ernment. He was freed the following April be-

cause of the failure of evidence against him (Pro-

ceedings on the Trial . . . against James Cheet-

ham . . . for a Conspiracy . . . 1794). He con-

tinued to live in Manchester until the riots of

1798 forced him to remove to America at a time

when the United States was passing through the

changes incidental to the political revolution of

1800.

Inclined by sympathy to the side of the vic-

torious Republicans Cheetham found employ-

ment in their interest in New York. He bought

a half interest in Greenleaf's Argus, and on May
1, 1801, in partnership with D. Denniston, a cou-

sin of DeWitt Clinton, issued it under the name
of the American Citizen, a daily newspaper de-

voted to the furtherance of Republican policies.

They published also the American Watchman as

a weekly paper. The tradition is that Burr was
interested in the establishment of the paper, ex-

pecting to use it as political support. The breach

between the Burr and Clinton factions of the

party made it necessary for Cheetham to choose

whom he would serve, and in spite of the proba-

bility that his first support had come from Burr
he decided to follow the fortunes of the Clintons,

and became Burr's bitter political enemy. It was
he who first made the suggestion in A View of

the Political Conduct of Aaron Burr that Burr
had not dealt honorably in his efforts to obtain

the presidency in 1800. The language of the

charges is vindictive, and the style pretentious

and verbose. Cheetham based these charges that

the Vice-President had made a treacherous alli-

ance with the Federalists on the fact that Burr

had ordered suppressed a libelous anti-Federalist

work by one John Wood, called A History of the

Administration of John Adams. The battle of un-

civil words went on ; Peter Irving of the Morn-
ing Chronicle and William Coleman of the Eve-
ning Post opposed the Clinton editor. Bad feel-

ing brought Cheetham and Coleman to the verge

of a duel, averted only by the action of Brock-

hoist Livingston in arresting both of them.

In 1802 Cheetham made the acquaintance of

Thomas Paine, "an intercourse," he says, "more
frequent than agreeable." Respect for Paine, en-

during from the impressionable Manchester days,

turned to contempt for the unpleasant old man
Paine had become, and Cheetham's distorted and

partisan Life of Thomas Paine (1809) makes no

concealment of his feeling.

Cheetham gathered up such crumbs of patron-

age as he could, feeling that all good Republicans

were in duty bound to give their printing busi-

ness to his establishment. His letters to Jeffer-

son are filled with minor complaints of neglect

and with political tattlings. As time went on he

figured less prominently in New York politics

;

his opposition to the embargo cost him the favor

of the Clintons, and his paper was supplanted by

the Columbian. He died on Sept. 19, 1810, of a

congestion of the brain brought on by walking

hatless in the September sun.

[Cheetham's connection with the Constitutional So-
ciety and the Walker Trial is established by an account
of the trial, The Whole Proceedings of the Trial of In-
dictment against Thos. Walker of Manchester . . . Jas.
Cheetham . . . for a Conspiracy to Overthrow the Con-
stitution and Govt. . . . tried at the Assises at Lancas-
ter, Apr. 2, 1794. John W. Francis who knew Cheet-
ham gives some information about his later life in Old
N. Y. (1866) and in Griswold's Mag., vol. V. Cheet-
ham's letters to Jefferson, among the Jefferson papers in

the Lib. of Cong., and printed in the Proc. Mass. Hist.

Soc, 3 ser., vol. I, throw light on his life as editor. His
writings are to be found in numerous political pam-
phlets and in the files of the Am. Citizen and the Am.
Watchman.'] M.A.M.

CHEEVER, EZEKIEL (Jan. 25, 1614/15-

Aug. 21, 1708), educator, classicist, was born in

London, the son of William Cheaver, spinner.
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At Christ's Hospital (1626) and Emmanuel Col-

lege, "that Seminary of Puritans in Cambridge,"
which he entered in 1633, were laid the classical

foundations of his life-long service as teacher.

He came to Boston in June 1637, and in 1638

removed to New Haven, where he was almost

immediately appointed master of the public

school, and, during the same year, was married

to Mary . Though he was possessed of but

twenty pounds and a few acres of wild land, he

was among the important men who signed "the

Plantation Covenant" in Newman's Barn, June

4, 1639. When Davenport ordered the church

to name twelve of the most godly, "fit for the

foundation work," who in turn were to choose

"seven out of their own number for the seven

pillars of the church," Cheever was one named.

That he was highly esteemed is shown by the

fact that he represented the free burgesses as

deputy to the General Court in 1646, and oc-

casionally occupied the pulpit of the First

Church. In 1649, ne was censured for failing to

vote for clearing certain elders of "partiality and

usurpation" and was accused of "uncomely ges-

tures and carriage before the church." His

defense rings much better than the charges

against him ; indeed, his arguments caused con-

siderable uncertainty on the part of Davenport

and others. His superb independence of mind is

reflected in his declaration, upon dissenting from

the judgment of the church, "I had rather suffer

anything from men than make shipwreck of

a good conscience, or go against my present

light." During the same year, 1649, his first wife

died, and in 1652 he was married to Ellen

Lathrop.

In 1650 he had removed to Ipswich whose
Free School he made "famous in all the country,"

and caused the town itself to "rank in literature

and population" above all the rest. In 1661 he

removed to Charlestown, where he taught nine

years, though he complained that other masters

took away his scholars, the house was not kept

in repair, and the "constables" were "much be-

hind with him" in the payment of salary. His

material rewards were never large. At New
Haven he received twenty, then thirty pounds

;

Ipswich provided a dwelling-house and two acres

of land besides salary ; Charlestown paid thirty

pounds, if he could get it. In 1670 he became

master of the Boston Latin School where he re-

ceived sixty pounds a year and "possession and

use of ye schoole-house." Though his discipline

was strict, supported now and then by the rod,

his reputation and venerable years inspired love,

obedience, reverence and even awe, for when he

stroked his long white beard to the point, it was

Cheever

"a sign for the boys to stand clear." With eight

and thirty years at Boston, his life and seventy

years' toil as "a skillful, painful, faithful school-

master" came to an end. He was buried, says

Sewall, from the school-house, honored by the

presence of the governor, councillors, ministers,

justices and gentlemen whom, and their fathers

and grandfathers, he had been at great pains to

teach.

Of his religious writings three essays on
Scripture Prophecies Explained have been pre-

served in an edition of 1757. He was long credit-

ed with several Latin poems and dissertations,

thought to have been composed by him before

coming to Boston, but Hassam has shown con-

clusively that they were not of his making. Far
more famous was his Accidence, a Short Intro-

duction to the Latin Tongue, in less than a hun-

dred small pages, which, by 1785, had gone
through twenty editions and was republished

again in 1838. It has been called the "wonder of

the age." It was prepared at New Haven and
intended for the lower forms of the Latin School.

Its content was doubtless an abridgment of

larger works Cheever had known in London,
with such modifications as were dictated by the

experience of Master Cheever. The form and
name were probably suggested by the work of

Brinsley. In "simplicity, comprehensiveness and
exactness" Quincy declared it had not been "ex-

ceeded by any other work" ; Walker believed it

had "done more to inspire young minds with the

love of the Latin language than any other work
of the kind since the first settlement of the coun-

try." So great was its author's reputation that

Mather asserted

:

"Do but name Cheever, and the Echo straight

"Upon that Name, Good Latin, will Repeat."

[The best sources are : Cotton Mather, Corderius
Americanns, . . . A Funeral Sermon upon Mr. Eze-
kiel Cheever (1708); J. T. Hassam, articles in New
Eng. Hist, and Geneal. Reg., Apr. 1879, July 1882, Apr.
1884, Jan. 1887, Jan. 1903, and The Cheever Family
(privately printed, 1896) ; Elizabeth P. Gould, Fzekiel
Cheever, Schoolmaster (1904) ; B. A. Gould, Some Ac-
count of the Free Schools in Boston (1823); S. A.
Green, Remarks on Thompson's Elegy on John Wood-
mancy and Ezekiel Cheever (1889) ; Thos. F. Waters,
Ipswich in the Mass. Bay Colony (1905) ; Edward E.

Atwater, Hist, of the Colony of New Haven (1881) ;

Henry Barnard, Memoirs of Teachers and Educators
(1859). An account of Cheever 's trial is given in the

Conn. Hist. Soc. Colls., I, 22-51 .] t. W.

CHEEVER, GEORGE BARRELL (Apr. 17,

1807-Oct. 1, 1890), clergyman, reformer, was

the son of Nathaniel Cheever, a publisher and

bookseller of Hallowell, Me., and his wife, Char-

lotte Barrell. He prepared for college at Hallo-

well Academy, graduated at Bowdoin in 1825 and

at Andover Seminary in 1830. After preaching

for two years at Newburyport and in Boston, he
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was ordained and installed at the Howard Street

Congregational Church in Salem, Mass., in

1833. He was pastor of the Allen Street Presby-

terian Church in New York, 1838-44, editor

of the Nezu York Evangelist, 1845, and pastor of

the Church of the Puritans, Union Square, New
York, 1846-67, after which he was engaged in

literary work in New York and in Englewood,

N. J., where he died. He was married on Nov.

21, 1845, to Elizabeth Hoppin Wetmore of New
York City.

Cheever was an uncompromising reformer and

controversialist. Early in his Salem pastorate

he attacked the predominant religious faith of

that town in a Fourth-of-July oration, maintain-

ing "the inadequacy of the Unitarian faith to

produce the highest excellence in literature."

This produced a violent newspaper controversy

and much local excitement. Soon after this there

appeared from his pen 'The True History of

Deacon Giles' Distillery" in the Salem Land-

mark, in which with changed names he told the

story of a distillery in Salem whose proprietor

was a church deacon who sold Bibles. This pro-

duced a violent upheaval. The press was de-

stroyed by a mob and Cheever was assaulted on

the street by the foreman of the distillery. He
was sued for libel, fined $1,000, and imprisoned

for one month. In 1841, after his removal to

New York, he engaged in a controversy in

which he took the stand of a pronounced advo-

cate of capital punishment, which he defended

on biblical grounds ; and a little later in another

with the Roman Catholics against the abolition

of compulsory Bible reading in the public

schools. He was violently opposed to the run-

ning of Sunday trains and an outspoken critic

of the ritualistic tendencies in the Episcopal

Church. During the entire slavery agitation he

was a fearless champion of the cause of aboli-

tion and the full citizenship and education of the

negro. His large library was bequeathed to

Howard University.

He was a brilliant writer and his literary work
covered the entire period of his active life. His

writings deal with such a wide variety of sub-

jects as literature, biography, travel, theology,

religion, and politics. He was a frequent con-

tributor to the Independent, Bibliotlieca Sacra,

and to newspapers. His Lectures on the Pilgrim's

Progress went through repeated editions and

were translated into several foreign languages.

As a preacher he was a pronounced Evangelical

and an orthodox exponent of that variety of Cal-

vinism known as the "New England Theology."

To be at his best in the pulpit he needed the

stimulus of a gripping cause and so his ser-

Cheever

monic output inclined to unevenness in quality.

There was in his preaching more of the terrors

of the law than of the compassionate spirit of

the gospel.

His works consist of twenty-three bound vol-

umes and fifty pamphlets, reviews, and addresses.

The following is a list of his more important

books : The American Commonplace Book of

Prose (1828); The American Commonplace
Book ofPoetry (1829) ; Studies in Poetry (1830) ;

Select Works of Archbishop Leighton (1832) ;

God's Hand in America (1841) ; The Hierarch-
ical Despotism (1844) ; Sophisms of the Apos-
tolical Succession ( 1844) ; Lectures on the Pil-

grim's Progress (1844); Wanderings of a

Pilgrim in the Shadow of Mt. Blanc (1845) J A
Defense of Capital Punishment (1846); The
Pilgrim Fathers: or, the Journal of the Pilgrims

at Plymouth (1849) ; The Voyage to the Celes-

tial Country (1852) ; The Voices of Nature to

her Foster Child, The Soul of Man ( 1853) ; The
Right of the Bible in our Public Schools ( 1854) ;

Lectures on the Life, Genius, and Insanity of

Cowper (1856) ; God against Slavery (1857) ;

The Guilt of Slavery and the Crime of Slave-

Holding, Demonstrated from the Hebrew and
Greek Scriptures (i860); God's Vouchers for

His Written Word, with Critical Illustrations

from the Autobiography of Dr. Franklin ( 1881 ) ;

God's Time-Piece for Man's Eternity (1888).

[Obit. Record Grads. Bowdoin College (1891); H.
Fowler, The Am. Pulpit (1856) ; H. T. Cheever, Me-
morial Address . . . upon the Life, Character and Influ-
ence of Dr. Geo. Barrell Cheever (1892) ; H. T. Chee-
ver, ed., Memorabiliaof Geo. B. Cheever ( 1 89 1 ) ; Congreg.
Year Book, 1891, with full bibliography of Cheever 's

writings.] p p p

CHEEVER, HENRYTHEODORE (Feb. 6,

1814-Feb. 13, 1897), theologian, was born at

Hallowell, Me., the fifth child of Nathaniel and
Charlotte (Barrell) Cheever. The Cheevers, of

Huguenot stock, who had settled in Canterbury,

England, came to Salem, Mass., early in the

seventeenth century. Nathaniel Cheever hav-

ing learned the printer's trade in Worcester,

became the founder and first editor of the Hallo-

well American Advocate in 1810. Removing to

Augusta, Ga., where he died in 1819, he left his

widow to rear a family of seven children. She,

a cultured woman of great piety and strength

of mind, was of English ancestors who reached

America in the seventeenth century. Henry The-

odore Cheever was educated at Hallowell Acad-

emy, and at Bowdoin College where Longfellow

was his instructor in French and German.
Graduating in 1834, he accompanied his younger

brother, who was in poor health, through France

and Spain, wintering with an uncle, George
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Barrell, then United States consul at Malaga.
Returning home, he taught in Louisiana and,

after one year at Andover Theological Semi-
nary, entered Bangor Theological Seminary.

After graduation in 1839, he spent one year as

resident licentiate at Bangor; then he went for

his health as a passenger on a whaling ship round

Cape Horn to the Hawaiian Islands where a

college friend was a missionary, meanwhile writ-

ing letters of travel, such as he had written from

Spain and France, to the New York Evangelist,

of which he was editor, 1849—52, and gathered

material for his Life in the Sandwich Islands:

or the Heart of the Pacific (1851). His experi-

ences homeward in the Commodore Preble he

recorded in The Whale and His Captors (1849).

He then entered actively into the Congregation-

al ministry, being ordained June 4, 1847, and

holding pastorates in New Jersey, New York
City, Long Island, Connecticut, and, finally,

Worcester, Mass. (1863-72). Before the Civil

War he was, like his distinguished brother,

George Barrell Cheever [q.v.~\, greatly inter-

ested in anti-slavery, and as secretary of the

Church Anti-Slavery Society, 1859-64, he wrote

tracts and articles. He was also a voluminous

writer for periodicals, mainly on religious sub-

jects. Other works of his were: memorials of

his brother Nathaniel Cheever, M.D. (1851), of

a shipmaster, Capt. Obadiah Congar (1851), and

of his brother-in-law Ichabod Washburn, inven-

tor, manufacturer, and philanthropist (1878);
Correspondences of Faith and Views of Madame
Guyon (1885) ; and The Bible Eschatology

(1893). He also edited the travel books of

Walter Colton, chaplain, U. S. Navy, published

Colton's literary remains with a memoir, and
edited some of his brother George's works. In

1857 he married Jane Tyler of Jewett City,

Conn., who died in 1885. He was a Republican

and an ardent prohibitionist, advocated women's
rights and home rule for Ireland, and criticized

England's attitude toward Turkey. He was an

early supporter of the liberal movement in the

Congregational Church. His physical and men-
tal vigor was retained until his death, after a

short illness, on Feb. 13, 1897, in Worcester,

Mass.

[Obit. Record Grads. Bowdoin College (1897);
Worcester Daily Spy, Feb. 15, 1897 ; "Published Writ-
ings of Cheever, Class of 1834" in Bowdoin College Lib.
Bibliographical Contributions, No. 7, Mar. 1898; in-

formation from Cheever 's daughter, Miss Louisa Sewall
Cheever, associate professor of English, Smith College.]

C.L.L.

CHENEY, BENJAMIN PIERCE (Aug. 12,

1815-July 23, 1895), pioneer in the express busi-

ness, was born at Hillsborough, N. H., the son

Cheney

of Jesse and Alice (Steele) Cheney. He came
of early New England stock. His great-grand-

father, Deacon Tristram Cheney, born in Ded-
ham, Mass., was one of the first settlers of An-
trim, N. H., and his grandfather, Elias Cheney,
served four years in the Revolutionary War.
His father was a blacksmith, a man of no mate-
rial wealth, and young Cheney completed his

formal education when, at the age of ten years,

he left the common schools to work in his father's

blacksmith shop. Before two years had passed
he had gone to Francistown where he found em-
ployment in a tavern and later in a store. At
the age of sixteen he had purchased his time
from his father and begun his career in the trans-

portation business by driving a stage between
Nashua and Exeter, N. H. On his next route,

between Keene and Nashua, he covered a dis-

tance of fifty miles a day for a period of six years.

In 1836 he was sent to Boston to be stationed

as agent at No. 11 Elm St., the old-time stage

center for northern stage routes. Six years later,

in partnership with Nathaniel White of Nashua,
and William Walker, he established Cheney &
Company's Express between Boston and Mon-
treal. The route was covered by rail to Concord,

N. H, which was as far as the Boston & Lowell
Railroad was built at that time, thence by four-

horse team to Montpelier, thence by messengers
on the stage to Burlington, and finally by boat to

Montreal. In spite of difficulties, the venture

was successful and at the end of its first ten years

Cheney & Company bought out Fisk & Rice's

Express, operating over the Fitchburg Road to

Burlington, which was the first of the com-
panies to be consolidated with Cheney's. Future

consolidations resulted eventually in the forma-

tion of the United States & Canada Express

Company which, with its many branches, cov-

ered the northern New England States. When,
after thirty-seven years of business, Cheney
merged his company with the American Express

Company, he became one of the largest stock-

holders of the new concern, its treasurer, and
one of its directors. He retained these offices

until his retirement from active business life.

Cheney did not confine all his interests to New
England, however. He was one of the pioneers in

promoting the Northern Pacific Railroad and a

little later embarked in the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe project. He was interested in the

"Overland Mail" to San Francisco and in the

Wells, Fargo & Company's Express. Through
his business ventures he amassed a great for-

tune. In the early clays of transcontinental trans-

portation there were periods of decline as well

as of prosperity, but Cheney had a tenacity of

So
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purpose and a conviction as to the worth and

future of his projects, which, coupled with

an inherent shrewdness and business ability,

brought success to his undertakings. For many
years he served as a director of the Market

National Bank of Boston, and from the time

of its foundation was a director of the American

Loan & Trust Company. He was a man of erect

appearance, easy of approach. He lost an arm in

a railroad accident but was otherwise unmarked

by it. On June 6, 1865, he married Elizabeth

Stickney Clapp of Boston, whom, as the daughter

of his most intimate friend, he had seen grow

up from infancy. He had a beautiful country

estate at Wellesley, extending for a mile or more

along the Charles River, and remarkable for its

conservatories and gardens. He made Dartmouth

College a gift of $50,000, and presented to his

native state a bronze statue of Daniel Webster,

one of his early stage-coach passengers, which

now stands in State House Park in Concord.

[Edwin M. Bacon, ed., Men of Progress . . . Com-
monwealth of Mass. (1896) ; Chas. Henry Pope, Che-
ney Genealogy (1897) ; W. R. Cochrane, Hist, of the

Town of Antrim, N. H. (1880) ; Boston Evening Tran-
script, July 23, 1895.] E.Y.

CHENEY, CHARLES EDWARD (Feb. 12,

1836-Nov. 15, 1916), bishop of the Reformed

Episcopal Church, was born in Canandaigua,

N. Y., the son of Ephraim Warren and Altie

( Chipman) Cheney. He graduated from Hobart

College in 1857, spent a year at the Virginia

Theological Seminary, and then became assis-

tant rector of St. Luke's Church, Rochester, N.

Y. He was ordained deacon in the Protestant

Episcopal Church at Utica, N. Y., Nov. 21,

1858, was for a brief time in charge of St. Paul's

Church, Havana, N. Y., and on Mar. 4, i860,

was ordained presbyter at Rochester. The same

year he became rector of Christ Church, Chicago,

which office he held until his death. On Apr.

25, i860, he married Clara E. Griswold of Chi-

cago. He was a magnetic and lovable person,

popular and successful in his parish, intense in

his convictions, and as low church and evan-

gelical as his bishop, Henry J. Whitehouse, was
high church and sacerdotal. He was a signer of

the "Chicago Protest" of Feb. 18, 1869, directed

against the "unprotestantizing" tendencies in the

church, thus bringing upon himself the disfavor

of the bishop, who, learning that he was accus-

tomed to omit the word "regenerate" from the

baptismal service, brought him to trial before

five of the clergy. This was the beginning of

litigation which attracted wide attention. An in-

junction stayed the trial for a time, and it pro-

ceeded with four of the original triers, against

the protest of Cheney's attorney, Melville W.

Cheney

Fuller \_q.v.~\. The accused was found guilty and

deposed from the ministry until he should ex-

press contrition and promise future conformity.

He paid no attention to the judgment, was tried

again for contumacy, and deposed. An attempt

to oust him from the church property was con-

tested in the circuit court of Illinois, which de-

cided that the property belonged to the parish and

not to the diocese, and that the original eccle-

siastical court which began with five members
and ended with four was not a court according to

the canons of the church, and therefore that

Cheney had not been legally deposed (Intcr-

Ocean, Chicago, Aug. 17, 1874). I" the mean-

time, December 1873, he had joined with Bishop

George D. Cummins [q.v.~\, and others in or-

ganizing the Reformed Episcopal Church into

which body his congregation accompanied him.

He was consecrated missionary bishop of the

Northwest by Bishop Cummins, Dec. 14, 1873,

and was made bishop of the Synod of Chicago

in 1878, still retaining his rectorship. His pub-

lications include Sermons (1880) ; A Neglected

Power and Other Sermons (1916) ; What Do
Reformed Episcopalians Believe (1888) ; and

several historical brochures, A King of France

Unnamed in History (1902) ; The Second Nor-

man Conquest of England (1907) ; The Barefoot

Maid at the Fountain Inn (1912) ; A Belated

Plantagcnct (1914).

[W. W. Foster, Some Descendants of Arthur Warren
of Weymouth, Mass. Bay Colony (191 1) ; Diocese of
Western N. Y., Jour, of Convention (1859-60) ; Annie
D. Price, Hist, of the Formation and Growth of the

Reformed Episc. Ch. (1902) ; Benj. Aycrigg, Memoirs
of the Reformed Episc. Ch. (1880) ; Chicago Tribune,
Mar. 11, 12, 1894, Nov. 16, 19 16 ; Who's Who in Amer-
ica, 1914-15.] H. E. S.

CHENEY, EDNAH DOW LITTLEHALE
(June 27, 1824-Nov. 19, 1904), author, reform-

er, born in Boston, wrote of herself, "I belong to

humble folks, and can trace my descent to neither

William the Conqueror nor the Mayflower."

Her mother was Ednah Parker (Dow) Little-

hale, daughter of an Exeter, N. H., tanner; her

father, Sargent Smith Littlehale, the exception

in a Gloucester family which followed the sea,

was working in a store at the age of twelve and

later became a partner in a leading Boston gro-

cery business. He was a Universalist and did

not believe in restraint either in religion or in

family life. Never a popular girl, and dislik-

ing most of the amusements of youth, Ednah
attended successively the schools of the Misses

Pemberton, William B. Fowle, and Joseph H.
Abbot, but was requested to leave the last be-

cause her influence was "not helpful to disci-

pline." On May 19, 1853, she married Seth Wells

Cheney [q.v.~\, an artist, and went with him to
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Europe. Death had been a frequent visitor in

the Littlehale family, removing four of the chil-

dren, and it pursued Ednah Cheney into her

married life as her husband died in 1856, leaving

her with an infant daughter. Henceforth, living

in Boston or the vicinity, she interested herself

actively in social service and in writing. She

aided in forming the Boston School of Design

for Women, the New England Hospital for Wo-
men and Children, the New England Woman's
Club, and a horticultural school for women. The
anti-slavery cause and later the Freedman's Aid

Society and woman suffrage were among her

foremost interests. She visited colored schools in

the Southern states and attended many Freed-

man's Aid and Woman's Rights conventions.

She lectured on horticulture for women before

the Massachusetts State Agricultural Society

and on the history of art at the Concord School

of Philosophy. Through membership in Mar-
garet Fuller's conversation classes she became

acquainted with Emerson, the Alcotts, James
Freeman Clarke, and Theodore Parker. The
variety of her interests is shown by her writings,

which include a Handbook for American Citi-

zens (i860), Patience (1870), Faithful to the

Light and Other Tales (1871), Social Games
(1871), Sally Williams (1873), Child of the

Tide (1875), Life of Susan Dimock (1875),

Gleanings in Fields of Art (1881), Selected

Poems from Michelangelo Buonarroti (1885),

Life of Louisa May Alcott (1888), Memoir of

John Cheney (1889), Nora's Return (1890),

Stories of the Olden Time (1890). In 1882 she

lost her daughter Margaret and was left com-
pletely alone. Her appearance in age, when she

was handsomer than in youth, was not unlike

that of Susan B. Anthony. White hair parted

and drawn plainly back over the ears framed a

rather heavy large-featured face of seriousness

and strength, from which looked deep-set, weary

eyes. Her writings show simplicity and direct-

ness of style, with considerable humor, but no

great distinction. It was as a speaker and an

organizer in educational, religious, and social

causes that she accomplished her most useful

work.

[Ednah Dow Cheney, Reminiscences (1902), Mem-
oir of Seth Wells Cheney (1881), and Memoir of Mar-
garet Swan Cheney (1889); Who's Who in America,
1903—05 ; Boston Herald, Nov. 20, 1904; Boston Eve-
ning Transcript, Nov. 19, 1904.] S.G.B.

CHENEY, JOHN (Oct. 20, 1801-Aug. 20,

1885), engraver, the second son of George and

Electa ( Woodbridge) Cheney, and brother of

Seth and Ward Cheney [qq.v.], was born at

South Manchester, Conn. Little is known re-

garding his youth. He attended school and helped

with the work on the farm and at the mill.

He was interested in drawing and learned en-

graving from books ; his first engraving was
made on a piece of copper cut from an old

kettle. He also constructed his own press. About
1820 he went to Hartford where he worked with

the engraver Willard but did not think that he

learned anything. In 1826 he was in Boston,

working at Pendleton's lithographic shop, but

it is not until 1827 that his first engraving was
published as the frontispiece .of The Poetical

Works of Thomas Campbell; it was entitled

"Or lisps with holy look his evening prayer,'''

being 2j4 x 2^4 inches. All his finished engrav-

ings are small : probably if his whole output were
averaged up, the longest dimension would not

be over four inches. In 1829, he moved to New
York where his brother Seth Wells joined him,

studying drawing. In 1830, through the kind-

ness of Joseph Howard of Providence, he was
enabled to go to England, where he stayed for

two years. The following year Seth joined

him in Paris but fell ill, and the brothers there-

upon returned to America. During his stay

abroad John had made engravings for his pub-

lishers in Boston and Philadelphia. On his re-

turn he settled in Boston, 1834-37; in the fol-

lowing years he was in New York, in Philadel-

phia or, when tired of engraving, back at the

old homestead. He continued to engrave until

1857, when the demand for fine small engravings

was about over. The remainder of his life was
spent at the old home or in travel, with a little

time devoted to drawing and to his collection of

engravings. He never married. Rendered finan-

cially independent by his share in the silk-mill of

his brothers at South Manchester, he passed his

years calmly and serenely with little excitement

or adventure. He liked to travel, and visited the

upper Mississippi in 1837, Europe again in

1854, California in 1872-74 and in 1882. He
died in the house in which he was born.

Among his best engraved works are such

plates as "The Guardian Angels," "The Young
Princess," "Lesbia," "The Orphans," "The Torn
Hat," "Egeria," "Martha Washington," "Mrs.

Blodgett," and many others ; these were pub-

lished in annuals and similar books which up to

about 1845 were much in vogue. S. R. Koehler

says of them that they "are unexcelled of their

kind—in delicacy where needed, in force and in

suggestion of color where these are called for,

in nobility and simplicity of workmanship al-

ways ... he stands at the head of the engravers

of his time in this country, and shoulder to

shoulder with those of Europe." His work is

undoubtedly of very high quality and if he had
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lived in the sixteenth century he would have been

one of the "Little Masters," but living in the nine-

teenth century when line engraving was on the

down grade he has been almost forgotten. He
produced a few over a hundred finished plates

and lithographs and with his brother Seth, twen-

ty-one, after the outlines and sketches of Wash-
ington Allston, these being the largest plates

which he worked on. Some of these were photo-

graphed by the daguerreotype method on to the

engraver's plate and there fixed by tracing the

line through the silver. A memorial exhibition

of the work of John and Seth Wells Cheney was

held in the Museum of Art, Boston, in 1893.

This museum also owns a large collection of John

Cheney's engravings ; other collections are in the

United States National Museum and in the

Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts.

[Ednah D. Cheney, Memoir of John Cheney (1889) ;

Mantle Fielding, Diet. Am. Painters, Sculptors and En-
gravers (1926); S. R. Koehler, Cat. Engraved and
Lithographed Work of John Cheney and Seth Wells
Cheney (1891); Cat. Memorial Exhibition Work of
John and Seth Wells Cheney (Museum of Art, Boston,

1893)1 R. P.T.

CHENEY, JOHN VANCE (Dec. 29, 1848-

May I, 1922), author, librarian, belonged to a

New England family of singers who with self-

assertiveness might have won wealth and fame.

His father, Simeon Pease Cheney, a traveling

singing-school teacher, produced in Wood Notes

Wild (1891) a pioneer volume of notations of

bird music. His mother, Christiana Vance Che-

ney, taught the piano and sang. Cheney himself

was gifted musically and during much of his life

earned a subsistence by playing church organs.

Born at Groveland, N. Y., he grew up at Dor-

set, Vt., attended Temple Hill Academy, Gene-

seo, N. Y., and Burr and Burton Seminary,

Manchester, Vt., and read law in Woodstock,

Vt., Haverhill, Mass., and New York City. He
was admitted to the bar but found legal work
irksome. From 1873 he was a frequent contribu-

tor of poetry to periodicals, especially to the

Century under Gilder's editorship. But he wisely

resolved not to rely upon his pen for bread. In

the thirty-five years of 1877-1912 he obtained

only $5,000 for the three hundred and seventy

poems published in magazines, and his prose

volumes and hackwork brought his total literary

earnings only up to $13,636. In 1876 he mar-

ried his cousin Abbey Perkins, a teacher of mu-
sic. Her brilliant and imposing personality was
never congenial to Cheney's quiet nature, and
in 1902 they were divorced.

After moving to Sacramento, Cal., in 1876,

Cheney encountered lean years in which he was
unsettled as to residence and occupation. From

Cheney

1887 to 1894, however, he was librarian of the

Free Public Library of San Francisco. Not
technically trained himself, he had the expert

assistance of A. J. Rudolph, and the library

showed steady advancement under their man-
agement. Cheney wore with grace the social

prominence now thrust upon him. He was tall,

full-bearded, and refined in appearance, had ur-

banity of manner, and possessed mellow-voiced

readiness of speech. He was at his best, how-
ever, in a small company to which he could dis-

course about books or bring delight with his

powers as a raconteur. Among his literary as-

sociates of the period were Muir, Markham,
and especially Joaquin Miller. He was librarian

of the Newberry Library, Chicago, 1894-1909.

In 1903 he married Sara Barker Chamberlain, a

versatile woman whose devotion did much to

brighten his days. But it was in a mood some-

what saddened by the trend of affairs and the

passing of old literary fashions that he retired

to San Diego, Cal., to spend the remainder of

his life. He as always attracted friends and did

occasional lecturing, but reserve had grown upon
him and he often retired to a cabin in the hills

or took solitary walks with his little dogs trot-

ting at his heels.

His verse was primarily lyric. He wrote with

dignity and taste, was an accomplished techni-

cian, but lacked the vision and the faculty divine.

Only once, in "The Happiest Heart," did he

strike off stanzas that became at all popular. His
volumes of poems

—

Thistle-Drift (1887), Wood
Blooms (1888), Poems (1905), and others

—

were soon out of print. Of his prose the edition

of Derby's Phccnixiana for the Caxton Club of

Chicago (1897) is a scholarly work, and The
Golden Guess (1892) and That Dome in Air

(1895) are collections of critical essays marked
by insight, candor, and discrimination. He was,

however, a conservative in literature, distrusted

Browning and Whitman, and abhorred free

verse.

[Cheney's correspondence, papers, and manuscripts,
including an unpublished autobiography written in 1914,
in the possession of his former secretary, Miss Jessie
Sherk of San Diego, Cal. ; Who's Who in America,
1922-23 ; information from personal and professional
associates.] qq r

CHENEY, OREN BURBANK (Dec. 10,

1816-Dec. 22, 1903), Baptist clergyman, college

president, was the son of Moses Cheney, a mem-
ber of the New Hampshire legislature, and of

Abigail (Morrison) Cheney, a woman of great

energy and strength of character. His early edu-

cation consisted of a few terms at private schools,

a few at public schools, and a year when he was
thirteen at New Hampton Institute. When he
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was sixteen he was sent to Parsonsfield Semi-
nary, the first school founded and maintained by-

Free Baptists, where, as a student, he helped or-

ganize a temperance society, believed to be the

first school society of that kind in the world. He
was present in the same year at the organization

of the Free Baptist Foreign Missionary Society.

From this school he went again to the New
Hampton Literary Institute. A year at Brown
in 1835 was followed by a period at Dartmouth
where he took his B.A. degree in 1839, and his

M.A. in 1842. He taught the Indians who camped
near the college, preached at a Free Will Baptist

church at Grantham, ten miles away, and taught

a school during the winters at Peterboro to

pay his college expenses. In the fall after his

graduation he was principal at the Farmington
(Maine) Academy with Caroline Adelia Rund-
lett as his assistant. They were married a few
months later. The following year he taught at

Greenland, N. H., walking to Northampton on
Sundays to preach. Soon after he was licensed to

preach. At this time he began to contribute arti-

cles to the Morning Star which appeared more
or less regularly for sixty years. Called subse-

quently to be principal of Parsonsfield Seminary,

he remained there for two years. Then, as he felt

that he needed more theological preparation, he
went to Whitestown, N. Y., to study. At the end
of a year he accepted a country pastorate at West
Lebanon, Me., at a salary of $175 a year. His
wife had died, and in 1847 he married Nancy S.

Perkins, daughter of a Baptist clergyman. At
Lebanon, with his customary energy, he founded

an academy. After six years here in the church
and at the academy, he was called to the Augusta
(Maine) Baptist pastorate. In 185 1, he was
elected to the Maine legislature by a combina-
tion of the Free Soil, Independent, and Whig
parties. He secured $2,000 from the legislature

for the Lebanon Academy and voted for the first

prohibition measure introduced in the Maine leg-

islature by Neal Dow. In 1852 he was elected a

delegate to the Maine Free Soil Convention at

Pittsburgh, Pa., which nominated John P. Hale
for the presidency. When Parsonsfield Seminary
was burned in 1854, he was deeply stirred and at

this time began to consider an ideal school in

which students could depend on their own ef-

forts to pay their way. The result was the Maine
State Seminary in Lewiston, Me., which opened

Sept. 1, 1857, with Cheney as principal. In 1863,

the trustees were induced to vote to establish a

course of collegiate study, the legislature was pe-

tioned for an enlarged charter, received the en-

suing year, and the name was changed to Bates

College in honor of its most generous patron.

Cheney
Women as well as men had attended the semi-
nary, but when the college was opened the feel-

ing was so strong against women that all but one
withdrew, the one, however, stayed and obtained
her degree, and Bates as a result has remained a
coeducational institution as its charter first pro-
vided. Cheney remained president of the college

until 1894 and was president emeritus until his

death in 1903. He was married a third time in

1892 to Emeline S. (Aldrich) Burlingame who
had been much interested in Christian and re-

formatory work.

[Gen. Cat. Bates College and Cobb Divinity School,
1863-19 15 (1915) ; E. Burlingame-Cheney, Story of the
Life and Work of Oren B. Cheney, Founder and First
President of Bates College (1907).] M A K
CHENEY, PERSON COLBY (Feb. 25, 1828-

June 19, 1901), manufacturer, governor of New
Hampshire, was born at Holderness (now Ash-
land), N. H. He was the son of Moses and Abi-
gail (Morrison) Cheney, his father being one of

the pioneer paper manufacturers of the state, a
business with which he himself was identified

throughout the greater part of his life. The fam-
ily then moved to Peterboro in 1835, and after

completing his education at Hancock Literary
and Scientific Institution and the academy at

Parsonsfield, Me., Cheney entered business in the

same town, becoming in 1853 a partner in the

firm of Cheney, Hadley & Gowing, paper manu-
facturers. In 1863, he served as quartermaster in

the 13th New Hampshire Infantry, but was dis-

charged because of ill health after a few months'
service. A year later he was elected railroad

commissioner for a three-year term. In 1866 he

moved to Manchester. He now reorganized and
extended his business, engaging in paper-making
at Goffstown and the manufacture of wood pulp

at Peterboro. Mills at both these places were
under the same corporate organization and opera-

tions were later extended to several other towns
as well. The business prospered, and Cheney be-

came known as one of the leading industrialists

of the state. He was also interested in banking
in Manchester and was for some time president

of the People's Savings Bank.

In 1872 he was elected mayor of Manchester
and in the same year a trustee of Bates College

of which his brother, Oren Burbank Cheney
[q.v.~\, was president. He served one year as

mayor, refusing renomination because of the

pressure of private business. He was interested,

however, in Republican activities and was an in-

fluential leader in party matters. In 1875 he was
nominated for the governorship and after a cam-

paign so closely contested that final choice rested

with the legislature, was elected. In 1876 he was
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again elected, this time by the popular vote. He
was a successful executive. His terms fell in a

period of unemployment and business depression,

and his efforts were largely devoted toward econ-

omy, improved administration, and the reduction

of the public debt. In 1876 when the state was
about to hold a constitutional convention he

urged the adoption of a simplified amending
process, a reduction in the size of the lower

house, a larger Senate, the abolition of the re-

ligious test for office, and biennial elections. On
the liquor question, then an active issue in the

state, he declared that the most effective effort

was that which "untiringly seeks to write on

men's hearts the law of individual self control."

After retirement from office he devoted himself

to business affairs but in 1886 served out the un-

expired term of Austin F. Pike in the United

States Senate (Nov. 24, 1886-June 14, 1887).

From December 1892 to June 1893 he served as

envoy extraordinary to Switzerland. He was
from 1892 until his death a member of the Repub-

lican National Committee. In both business and
politics he represented the better type of the pe-

riod, and in both won its conventional rewards

for successful effort. He was twice married

:

on May 22, 1850, to Annie, daughter of Samuel
M. Moore of Bronson, Mich., and after her death

in 1858, on June 29, 1859, to Mrs. Sarah W.
Keith.

[G. F. Willey, Scmi-Ccntennial Book of Manchester
(Manchester, N. H., 1896), pp. 257-58; Albert Smith,
Hist, of the Town of Peterborough, N. H. (1876) ;

Manchester (Manchester, N. H., 1875) J J- N. McClin-
tock, sketch in Granite Mo., Ill, 65, and obituary, Ibid.,

XXXI, p. 60.] W.A.R.

CHENEY, SETH WELLS (Nov. 26, 1810-

Sept. 10, 1856), crayon artist and engraver, was
the fifth son of George and Electa (Wood-
bridge) Cheney and was born at what is now
known as South Manchester, Conn. He was not

a robust healthy child and on this account was
more at home than his seven brothers, but he

was earnest and thoughtful. He had an inven-

tive mind and enjoyed mechanical work. His
school education ended at high school where he

learned a little French and Latin. His art educa-

tion was largely experience and association with

engravers and artists, especially with his brother

John [q.v.~\, of whom he once said, "He taught

me all that ever I knew." They were very closely

associated, working together on the same en-

gravings, studying at the same schools, travel-

ing together, working for the same publishers.

Seth had a position when he was about twenty-

two at the Athenaeum, where he was able to work
and study. It was probably while he was here

that he engraved "Mother and Child," after the

painting by Washington Allston (Ednah D. Che-
ney, post, p. 10). But as this is considered his

best engraving and as it was not published until

1837, it has been sometimes thought a later work
(S. R. Koehler, post). While Cheney did only a

few engravings, they are mentioned as the equal

of and occasionally as superior to those of his

brother, John. Beside the ones he finished him-

self, he and his brother were associated as well

in making twenty-one from the outlines and
sketches of Washington Allston. He joined John
in Paris in 1834 but worked so hard that his

health gave way and his brother was obliged to

bring him home. About 1835 the raising of mul-

berry trees for the use of silk worms became a
great speculation: three of Cheney's brothers,

Ward [g.^.], Rush, and Frank, were in the busi-

ness and they sent Seth abroad to buy trees in

1837. He was still there in the spring of 1840,

when the mulberry-tree bubble burst, but fortu-

nately the brothers had started a silk-mill at

South Manchester in 1838 and they turned theit

energies with great success to developing this in-

dustry which was ultimately to make both John
and Seth financially independent. Seth returned

home in 1840, settled at the old homestead and
made crayon drawings. In the autumn of 1841

he determined to give up engraving and devote

his time to portraiture. He moved to Boston
where in 1841 and 1842 he did 150 heads, mostly

of children. His prices ranged from $10 to $50.

Ednah D. Cheney says of the drawings of this

period, "There is an exquisite beauty in these

early portraits unsurpassed even by the work of

his later life, in perception of character and spir-

itual grace. His execution was free and delicate,

and it seemed as if his spirit had breathed itself

into form on paper." Having had a very success-

ful two years, and the family being in excellent

financial condition, on account of the silk busi-

ness, in the summer of 1843 Cheney went abroad,

studying with Ferrero in Rome, where he was
also associated with a number of American ar-

tists, such as Daniel Huntington and S. F. B.

Morse. In January 1845 he returned to Boston
and to his profession, orders were numerous, and
his prices were raised to $75 and $100. The work,

however, proved exhausting, and he spent the

summers in recuperating at South Manchester.

Beside his black and white crayon drawings, he
made a few paintings, a few engravings, and a

few pieces of sculpture. In September 1847 he

was married to Emily Pitkin, who died in 1850.

In 1853 he married Ednah D. Littlehale (see

sketch of Ednah D. Littlehale Cheney). In 1854,

together with his wife and a few friends, he vis-

ited Europe again, but it was of slight pleasure as
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he was ill much of the time. Little artistic work
was done in the last years of his life.

[Ednah D. Cheney, Memoir of Seth Wells Cheney
(1881) and Memoir of John Cheney (1889) ; Mantle
Fielding, Diet. Am. Painters, Sculptors and Engravers
(1926) ; S. R. Koehler, Cat. Engraved and Lithographed
Work of John Cheney and Seth Wells Cheney (1891) ;

Theodore Bolton, Early Am. Portrait Draughtsmen in
Crayons (1923); Cat. Memorial Exhibition Work of
John and Seth Wells Cheney (Museum of Art, Boston,
l8&3)] R.P.T.

CHENEY, WARD (Feb. 23, 1813-Mar. 22,

1876), pioneer silk manufacturer, was born at

South Manchester, Conn., the sixth of nine chil-

dren born to George and Electa (Woodbridge)

Cheney. His boyhood days were divided between

attendance at the village school and work on his

father's farm. At the age of fifteen he left for

Providence, R. I., where for the next six years he

worked in the capacity of clerk for his brother,

Charles, who was partner in a dry-goods firm in

that city. Here the young man mastered the rudi-

ments of business, and here, also, he married

Caroline Jackson, by whom he had three children.

In 1834 Charles Cheney moved to a farm in Ohio,

and Ward returned to South Manchester. When
he arrived at the family homestead he found sev-

eral of his brothers experimenting with the mo-
rns multicaulis tree, a variety of the mulberry,

which appears to have been first introduced in

America in 1826. During the thirties there was
a mania for the raising of this type of mulberry

and into the speculation the Cheney brothers

plunged headlong. Their nursery at South Man-
chester proving successful, Ward, with his broth-

ers, Frank and Rush, leased a farm in 1836 at

Burlington, N. J., where they operated a nur-

sery and cocoonery until 1841. By the latter

date the boom had collapsed and with it the hope

of profitably producing raw silk in America.

Fortunately while the boom was at its height,

four of the brothers, Ralph, Ward, Rush, and

Fred, together with Edward Arnold, had organ-

ized in 1838 the Mount Nebo Silk Manufacturing

Company at South Manchester with a capital

stock of $50,000, an organization which has had

a longer continuous history than any other sim-

ilar enterprise in the United States. With the

collapse of the Burlington project, Ward re-

turned to South Manchester, where he devoted

the remainder of his life to the manufacture of

silk.

The early years were difficult ones and "the

mechanical genius of Frank Cheney and the busi-

ness acumen of his brother Ward, seem to have
been largely responsible for the survival of the

business" (M. Spiess and P. W. Bidwell, His-

tory of Manchester, Conn., 1924, p. 100). As the

industry developed each of the brothers special-

ized in some branch, Ward not only looking after

the financial end but devoting himself to a study

of silk-dyeing, the fundamentals of which he
learned from Edward Valentine of Northampton.
When the organization was incorporated in 1854
as Cheney Brothers Silk Manufacturing Com-
pany, Ward became president, serving until his

death in 1876. His administration was progres-

sive, and immense strides were made not only in

enlarging the units already in operation but in

developing such new lines as the manufacture of

ribbons and grosgrains. During the Civil War
the Cheneys financed a gun factory in Boston
where Christopher W. Spencer, one of their me-
chanics who had invented a repeating rifle, turned

out 200,000 rifles for the Federal government.
Cheney was not only a man of great executive

capacity and business ability, but was endowed
with a splendid physique, a vivid personality, and
warm human sympathy. As an employer he
would have stood out in any age. "It was the

constant delight of this remarkable man," said

William Alfred Hinds, "to minister to the happi-

ness and prosperity of his thousand employees.

Their homes, the facilities for education and re-

ligious improvement, their amusements, all had
his sympathetic, practical interest. There was
nothing he would not do for them, even to nurs-

ing their sick, and laying in the grave with his

own hands the body which others, fearing con-

tamination, were unwilling to touch" (American
Communities, 1908, p. 513).

[On family history consult Chas. Henry Pope, Cheney
Genealogy (1897), pp. 331, 411. On the Cheney silk

industry, see Albert H. Heusser, ed., Hist, of the Silk
Dyeing Industry in the U. S. (1927), VIII, and H. H.
Manchester, Story of Silk and Cheney Silks (rev. ed.,

19-24)] H.U.F.

CHESEBROUGH, CAROLINE (Mar. 30,

1825-Feb. 16, 1873), author, was descended from
William Chesebrough, the first white settler and
founder of Stonington, Conn., about 1649, who
came in 1630 from Boston, England, to the Mas-
sachusetts Bay Colony and settled first in Salem.

His descendant, Nicholas Goddard Chesebrough,

who was born in Stonington, removed to Canan-
daigua, N. Y., where he was a hatter, wool dealer,

and postmaster. He married Betsey Kimball of

Covendish, Vt. Their daughter Caroline was
born in Canandaigua and always lived there with

her family until 1856. She was educated in the

Canandaigua Seminary. About 1848 she began

writing stories and articles for magazines, first

contributing to Graham's Magazine and Holden's

Dollar Magazine. Two of her stories took prizes

offered by newspapers and in a short time she

was writing for the Knickerbocker, Putnam's

Magazine, and Harper's Magazine. Her first
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publication in book form was a volume of tales

and sketcbes, Dream-Land by Daylight ( 1852).

Otber volumes followed: Isa, a Pilgrimage

(1852), The Children of Light ( 1853), The Lit-

tle Cross-Bearers (1854), Susan, the Fisher-

man's Daughter (1855), The Beautiful Gate and

Other Tales (1855), Getting Along (1855),

Philly and Kit (1856), Victoria, or the World
Overcome (1856), Peter Carradine (1863),

Blessings in Disguise (1863), The Sparrow's

Fall and Other Stories (1863), Amy Carr, or

the Fortune Teller (1864), The Foe in the

Household (1871). Most of these books were

novels, some for children, some for adults, and

she had a novel ready for the press at the time

of her death. Her plots are emotional but slow in

action and her dialogue is carried on by the con-

tinual use of "he said," "she exclaimed," "an-

swered he," "returned she," and similar expres-

sions. The sentiments expressed are old-fash-

ioned and the moralizing is tedious. The scenes

are laid in different parts of the United States,

chiefly the East, during her own time, and some

of the descriptive passages are vivid and realistic.

From 1865 until the time of her death Miss

Chesebrough was a teacher of English composi-

tion at Packer Collegiate Institute, Brooklyn,

N. Y. There she was known as a woman of gen-

tle, serious personality, quiet in voice and man-
ner, but accustomed to the attention of her pupils.

As a teacher she had initiative, logical insight,

and practical resources, and under her direction

were trained several brilliant students who later

became teachers in the Institute. One of these

students recalls her as "of slight build, with blue

eyes that could flash, full brows framed by brown
wavy hair, features that indicated sensitiveness

and ideality." Miss Chesebrough was a devoted

daughter and in a period of family adversity

showed herself not only unselfish but heroic.

When she went to Packer Institute she acquired

a home near Piermont, N. Y., where she died.

She was buried in the family lot at Canandaigua.
[Anna Chesebrough Wildey, Genealogy of the De-

scendants of William Chesebrough (1903); N. Y.
Times, Feb. 18, 1873; N. Y. Daily Tribune, Feb. 19,

1873 ; information from Miss Adelaide E. Wyckoff of
Brooklyn, N. Y., one of Miss Chesebrough's students at

Packer Institute.] S q g_

CHESNUT, JAMES (Jan. 18, 1815-Feb. 1,

1885), lawyer, planter, senator, Confederate sol-

dier, came of Irish ancestors who left Virginia,

their original abode in America, during the

French and Indian War, and ultimately settled

at Camden, Kershaw County, S. C, where he

was born. His father, James, Sr., of the third

generation, owned large plantations (said to have
aggregated five square miles) in this vicinity,

sat for several sessions in the state legislature,

and was intendant of Camden in 1806-07. His
mother was Mary Cox, of Philadelphia, a sister-

in-law of Horace Binney [q.v.~\. James, Jr..

was the youngest of thirteen children (T. J.

Kirkland and R. M. Kennedy, Historic Camden,
Colonial and Revolutionary, 1905, pp. 366-71).

Like his father he was educated at Princeton

where in 1835 he was graduated with an honor-

ary oration {Princeton College Faculty Minutes,

1832-35). Having read law in Charleston, S. C,
under the guidance of James Louis Petigru (J.

P. Carson, Life, Letters and Speeches of James
Louis Petigru, 1920, p. 287), he was admitted

to the bar in 1837 and shortly afterward com-
menced practise in Camden. On Apr. 23, 1840,

he married Mary Boykin Miller, daughter of

Stephen D. Miller, governor of South Carolina

from 1828 to 1830.

Chesnut entered the lower house of the Gen-
eral Assembly as a member for Kershaw in 1840.

With the exception of the sessions of 1846-47

and 1848-49 he was regularly returned to this

body until 1852. For the next six years he was
a member of the state Senate, and its presi-

dent from 1856 to 1858. Having become a leader

of that party in South Carolina which advocated

secession, he was sent to the Nashville conven-

tion in 1850 and was elected in 1858 to the

United States Senate where his ability as an
orator made him at once a conspicuous figure

among the representatives of the Southern states.

His chief efforts were directed to a defense of

slavery. "Commerce, civilization, and Christi-

anity go hand in hand," he said, "and their con-

joint efforts receive their chief earthly impulse

from this reviled institution" {Congressional

Globe, 36 Cong., 1 Sess., pp. 1613-1619).

When secession became imminent Chesnut re-

signed his seat in the Senate (Nov. 10, i860).

In the South Carolina convention he was a mem-
ber of the committee which drafted the ordinance

of secession. In the Provisional Congress of the

Confederate States he was a member of the com-
mittee which drafted the permanent constitu-

tion. As an aide on the staff of Gen. Beauregard
he, together with Capt. S. D. Lee, bore the mes-

sages to Anderson demanding the evacuation of

Fort Sumter. The charge that the impetuosity

of these messengers was responsible for the fir-

ing on the fort (J. F. Rhodes, History of the

United States from the Compromise of 1850,

1895, HI, p. 237) is not sustained by the evi-

dence (see Official Records {Army), 1 ser., I, In-

dex, and N. W. Stephenson, The Day of the

Confederacy, 1919, pp. 17-18). Chesnut was
again an aide to Beauregard during the first
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battle of Manassas. Subsequently he was a mem-
ber of the executive council of South Carolina,

but resigned in October 1862 to become an aide

with the rank of colonel of cavalry on the staff

of President Davis. In this capacity his duties

were varied and extensive. Davis placed great

confidence in the judgment of his "cool, quiet,

self-poised colonel." At length, however, Ches-

nut's desire for field service was recognized,

and he was appointed (April. 23, 1864) briga-

dier-general in command of the reserve forces

in South Carolina (Official Records (Army), 1

ser., XXXV, pt. II, p. 456). He was serving

at this post when the war ended.

Though disfranchised during the period fol-

lowing the war Chesnut took an active part in

the reconstruction of South Carolina. He was
president of the convention of 1867 which pro-

tested against military rule, a delegate to the

Democratic national convention in 1868 and to

the state Democratic convention two years later,

and chairman of the executive committee of the

Taxpayer's conventions of 1871 and 1874. In

the campaign of 1876 he was chairman of the

Kershaw County Democratic convention. His

death occurred at Saarsfield, his plantation near

Camden, in 1885.

[The private papers of Chesnut have been destroyed.

Some of his letters as well as other intimate material of
the war period are preserved in his wife's journal
(Mary Boykin Chesnut, Diary from Dixie, 1905, ed. by
I. D. Martin and M. L. Avary). His correspondence with
President Davis is to be found in D. Rowland, Jeffer-

son Davis, Constitutionalist , His Letters, Papers and
Speeches (1923). Brief accounts of his life occur in

Confed. Mil. Hist., vof. V (1899), and T. J. Kirkland
and R. M. Kennedy, Historic Camden, Nineteenth Cen-
tury (1926). Chesnut 's part in the secession movement
is the subject of a careful study by C. W. Jenkins, Jr.,

a student in the College of Charleston.] j jr. E.

CHESTER, GEORGE RANDOLPH (1869-

Feb. 26, 1924), author, was born in Ohio in

1869. In an interview reported by Herbert Corey

( Cosmopolitan, May 191 1 ) , he stated that he had

worked as a boy, left home early, and drifted

about for several years ; ran an engine in a plan-

ing mill, was a pen-and-ink artist in Davenport,

Iowa, cook and waiter in a restaurant, plumber,

paper-hanger, ribbon salesman, chain dragger

for a civil engineer, bill clerk and also "chair de-

signer" in a chair factory. He began newspaper

work on the Detroit Nezvs, where there is an of-

fice tradition that he was a brilliant fictionist but

poor reporter, omitting the victim's name in a

vivid murder story. For seven years thereafter,

until 1908, he was on the Cincinnati Enquirer.

becoming Sunday editor. He also organized a

syndicate which supplied weekly humorous sto-

ries to some twenty-five papers. From 1905 on

his stories appeared frequently in the Cosmopoli-

tan, McClure's, Everybody's, and elsewhere. He
scored his great success with the Get-Rich-Quick

JVallingford stories of 1908, sub-titled "a cheer-

ful account of the rise and fall of an American
business buccaneer." Magazine readers delight-

ed in these clever tales mingling slang and
schemes of high finance, with their fat, rascal-

ly, likable Falstaffian hero and his companion
"Blackie" Daw. Many novels and short-story se-

quences in the same vein followed, notably The
Cash Intrigue (1909), The Making of Bobby
Burnit (1909), Young JVallingford (1910), Five
Thousand an Hour (1912), JVallingford and
Blackie Daw (1913) ; JVallingford in His Prime
(1913). With his wife he wrote The Ball of Fire

(1914), Cordelia Blossom (1914), The Son of

JVallingford ( 1921 ) , On the Lot and Off ( 1924)

,

and several plays. After the war Chester entered

the moving picture field as a writer, editor, and
director at a salary of $25,000 a year, and direct-

ed the scenarios of Black Beauty and The Son of

JVallingford. He returned to magazine writing

in 1921 and at the time of his death lived in New
York contributing his "Izzy Iskovitch" stories to

the Saturday Evening Post every three weeks at

$2,000 each. "Talk literature little, and work at

it much ; earn money, and spend it"—these pre-

cepts, from his Art of Writing (1910), Chester

practised. He was a tremendous worker, kept

preposterous hours, never took exercise or vaca-

tions willingly. Five feet ten, slender, clean-

shaven, with quick, prominent blue eyes and
round face, he had the alert, good-natured,

shrewd expression of a successful journalist. By
his first wife, Elizabeth Bethermel of Conners-

ville, Ind., to whom he was married in 1895, he

had two sons, George Randolph, Jr., and Robert

Fey. In 191 1 he secured a divorce and in Paris

married Lillian De Rimo of Cincinnati. He died

of a heart attack in New York and was buried in

Spring Grove Cemetery, Cincinnati.

[Obituary notices of Chester appeared in the New
York papers of Feb. 27, 1924, and more extended ac-

counts in the Cincinnati Enquirer of Feb. 2j, Mar. 2,

and Mar. 15. See also "The Author of Wallingford,"
with portrait, by Herbert Corey, Cosmopolitan, May
191 1, and brief article in Saturday Evening Post (edi-

torial), May 10, 1924.] A.W.

CHESTER, JOSEPH LEMUEL (Apr. 30,

1821-May 26, 1882), genealogist, antiquarian,

was born in Norwich, Conn., son of Joseph and

Prudee (Tracy) Chester. His first immigrant

ancestor was Capt. Samuel Chester who settled

in New London, Conn. (c. 1663), and was en-

gaged in West India trade. The boy was only

eleven when his father died; the mother with

most of her children soon ( 1835) moved to Ohio.

One of his Norwich teachers spoke of him as "a
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handsome bright boy," but his school days gave

no evidence of "budding genius." After a brief

experience as a school-teacher at Ballston, N. Y.,

he went to New York City, at the age of eighteen,

to undertake a law course, but this was soon

abandoned for business in the house of Tappan

& Company, silk merchants. This firm was un-

usual in its stress on the moral conduct of its em-

ployees, all of whom were aroused to efforts in

the causes of temperance and anti-slavery. Be-

fore reaching his majority, Chester was lecturing

on temperance to audiences all the way from Mas-
sachusetts to Ohio. His leisure hours were also

given to writing verse, the merit of which was
recognized by the Knickerbocker, then the lead-

ing literary magazine in the United States. The
issue for January 1843 printed his poem "Green-

wood Cemetery" under the pseudonym, Julian

Cramer, a name he assumed many times. Later

in the year a volume, Greenwood Cemetery and

Other Poems, was published, which carried his

true name as the author. One poem of his collec-

tion, "Lonely Auld Wife," attracted the attention

of the composer, William Richardson Demster,

who set it to music and included it in his concert

repertoire in his tours through the country. Soon
after 1845 Chester became a Philadelphian. He
spent the business hours in a counting room
on Market St., "a quiet unpretending business

man," but devoted himself in spare time to liter-

ature and music. Godcy's Lady's Book (March

1850) prints a portrait of him as "our musical

editor," who is described as "still on the sunny-

side of thirty." In 1852, he appears to have left

the counting room for journalism, becoming

associated with the Philadelphia Inquirer and

the Daily Sun ; his newspaper connections

brought him into the political field for the first

time, and he was elected to membership in the

Philadelphia City Council as a representative

from the Sixth Ward, in 1855. He continued to

have strong anti-slavery convictions, being re-

sponsible for the publication, in 1854, of Educa-

tional Laws of Virginia; The Personal Narra-

tive of Mrs. Margaret Douglass, a Southern Wo-
man who was Imprisoned for One Month in the

Common Jail of Norfolk, Under the Laws of

Virginia, for the Crime of Teaching Free Col-

ored Children to Read. During the next two
years when Congress was the scene of exciting

debates on the question of slavery, Chester spent

much time in Washington as corresponding edi-

tor for the Philadelphia papers ; indeed, during

the spring of 1856, he was one of the assistant

clerks in the House of Representatives. It was
during these years also that he served on the

staff of Gov. Pollock of Pennsylvania and ac-

quired his much treasured title, "Colonel." In

September 1858, he went to England to try to

sell some patent rights, at the same time keep-

ing his connection with the Philadelphia In-

quirer, to which he contributed a weekly letter.

Up to the time of his arrival in England it

does not appear that he had ever given any at-

tention to genealogical research. Capt. Uriah
Rogers of Norwich, his great-grandfather, be-

lieved that he carried in his veins the blood of

John Rogers, who was burned at the stake for

his heresy during the English Reformation and
whose picture in the old New England Primer
was doubtless familiar to Chester. "To estab-

lish, if possible, the correctness of these claims,"

his visit to England became "protracted." He
found the family tradition incapable of proof,

but he "became thoroughly imbued with the

convictions that historical justice had never yet

been done" the martyred preacher. Hence his

first genealogical contribution, John Rogers: the

Compiler of the first authorized English Bible:

the Pioneer of the English Reformation; and its

first martyr (London, 1861). The reader is re-

ferred to the Dictionary of National Biography
for information regarding Chester during his

continued residence in London. He is credited

there with a long list of publications and with

research so successful as to gain for him this

tribute : "When he died, he had no superior as

a genealogist among English speaking people."

Further British tributes to this "master in gene-

alogy and biographical history" were an honor-

ary degree (D.C.L.) from Oxford in 1881, and
a tablet to his memory in Westminster Abbey.
He remained to the last a citizen of the United

States (Notes and Queries, London, 1882, p.

440) and ever maintained that his prodigious

labors in making extracts from parish registers,

in copying matriculation registers at Oxford,

marriage licenses, wills, books of pedigree, etc.,

had as their primary object the publication of a

"general and detailed account of the character,

social status, etc., of the English emigrants to

New England prior to the Restoration" (Bio-

grapJi and Review, London, May 1881). His
work was well known also in his native country.

Columbia University anticipated Oxford in hon-

oring him (LL.D., 1877). He was a frequent

contributor to the New England Historical and
Genealogical Register, and many articles which
appeared first in England were reprinted in the

Boston Evening Transcript. Further, he was a

highly important and most generous medium
through whom American investigators in the

same field could obtain accurate information

about the English ancestry of American families.
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His first volume of verse was dedicated "To his

wife (not knowing a better friend)"; she was
Catherine Hendrickson Hubbard, of New York,

whom he married, June 26, 1839 (Reuben Hyde
Walworth, Hyde Genealogy, 1864, I, 443).

[Biographical sketches of Chester by John J. Latting,

in N. Y. Geneal. and Biog. Record, Oct. 1882 ; by John
Ward Dean, in New Eng. Hist, and Geneal. Reg., Jan.
1884; by W. P. Courtney in the Academy, June 3,

1882. An appreciation of his work, prior to his death,

appears in the Biograph and Review, May 1881. The in-

scription on the Westminster tablet, as also that on
his gravestone at Nunhead Cemetery, Surrey, is print-

ed in Jos. Foster, ed., London Marriage Licenses, 1521-
1869 (1887), preface. Paternal ancestry in U. S. in

"Chester Genealogy" in Old Northwest. Gen. Quart.

(1907), pp. 154-66; maternal ancestry, in both U. S.

and England, in Hyde Genealogy.'] a. E. P.

CHETLAIN, AUGUSTUS LOUIS (Dec.

26, 1824-Mar. 15, 1914), Union soldier, banker,

was born in St. Louis, Mo. His parents, Louis

and Julia Droz Chetlain, who were Swiss of

French extraction, came in 1821 to the Selkirk

settlement in western Canada, and left there in

1823. In 1826 they removed to the neighbor-

hood of Galena, 111., where the father engaged in

mining and teaming, later bought a farm, and

prospered in all these undertakings. The son

attended school in Galena, and then was em-
ployed as clerk by a wholesale merchant. In

1852, with but little capital, he started in business

for himself and soon built up a good trade. He
sold out in 1859, traveled extensively in Europe,

and returned in time to take an active part in the

political campaign of i860. At the outbreak of

the Civil War, Galena raised a volunteer com-
pany of which Chetlain, at the suggestion of

U. S. Grant, was elected captain. He was mus-
tered into service as such on May 2, 1861, and

the next day became lieutenant-colonel of the 12th

Illinois Infantry, in which the Galena company
was incorporated. The regiment remained in

camp in southern Illinois until September, when
it moved into Kentucky as part of the force with

which Grant occupied Paducah. As the colonel

was absent in charge of a brigade, the command
of the regiment devolved upon Chetlain, and he

continued in command as long as he remained

with it, although not promoted to the colonelcy

until Apr. 27, 1862. He took part in the capture

of Forts Henry and Donelson, in the battle of

Shiloh, and in the operations which culminated

in the battles of Iuka and Corinth. He was then

assigned to the command of the post of Corinth.

He was appointed brigadier-general of volun-

teers, Dec. 18, 1863, and put in charge of the

organization and recruitment of colored troops

in Tennessee and Kentucky, a work in which he

was eminently successful. Later he held admin-

istrative commands in Tennessee and Alabama

until he was mustered out of service, Jan. 15,

1866. From 1867 to 1869 he was United States

collector of internal revenue for Utah, and lived

in Salt Lake City. For the next three years he

was consul at Brussels. Returning to the United

States in 1872, he established himself in Chi-

cago, where he organized the Home National

Bank and became its president. In 1892, he also

organized the Industrial Bank of Chicago, but

a year later poor health obliged him finally to

withdraw from business. He traveled widely

in the United States, Canada, and Europe. Be-

fore his retirement he was a director of the Chi-

cago Stock Exchange and a member of the board

of education, and was active in many philan-

thropic enterprises. He was always prominent

in the affairs of the Loyal Legion, Grand Army
of the Republic, and similar organizations. Be-

sides a pamphlet on The Red River Colony

(1893), he published a volume of Recollections,

in which he records his personal estimate of

many eminent men whom he knew intimately.

His range of acquaintance was wide, especially

among the prominent generals of the Civil War
and the political and business leaders of Illinois.

Grant and Sherman, John M. Palmer and Shelby

Cullom, George M. Pullman and Cyrus Mc-
Cormick, Lyman Gage and Franklin McVeagh
were among his friends. He married, first, Emily

Tenney of Elyria, Ohio; and second, Mrs. Me-
lancthon Smith.

[Chetlain's Recollections of Seventy Years (1893) ;

Official Records {Army), 1 ser., vols. VII, X (pt. 1),

XVII (pt. 1 ), and 3 ser., vol. IV ; Who's Who in Amer-
ica, 1912-13.] T. M.S.

CHEVER, JAMES W. (Apr. 20, 1791-May 2,

1857), privateersman, sea captain, the son of

Capt. James and Sarah Browne Chever, was born

at Salem where the family, sometimes called

Cheever, had been prominent for more than a

century. His father, a master mariner, had

served as lieutenant on the Salem privateer

Grand Turk in the Revolution. Young Chever

went to sea at thirteen as cabin boy on the Amer-
ica. By 1810, he was mate of the Fame and at

nineteen, he was given command of the ship

Belisarius. At the outbreak of the War of 1812,

the Crowninshields converted their crack ship

America into* a privateer, mounting twenty guns,

manned by a crew of 150, and cut down so that

she was probably the fastest ship afloat. On her

first two cruises, Chever served as prize master

and lieutenant under Captains Joseph Ropes and

John Kehew, respectively. Late in 1813, he was
made captain of the ship, at twenty-two. He
cruised between the English Channel and the

Canary Islands, able to outsail any of the Brit-

ish frigates. On this third cruise of the ship
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(Dec. 13, 1813-Mar. 31, 1814) she captured

twelve prizes, three of which were burned and

a fourth used as a target. The fourth cruise,

starting Oct. 31, 1814, lasted only six days, as

she struck a derelict and had to return to port.

The final cruise (Nov. 24, 1814-Apr. 8, 1815)

carried her again to European waters under

Chever's command, netted thirteen prizes, and
involved a sharp and victorious fight with a well-

armed English packet. In less than three years,

the America had sent in prizes worth $1,100,-

000, half of which went to the owners and the

rest to officers and crew. For success, this rec-

ord was approached only by the Grand Turk of

Salem, and for boldness, by Capt. Thomas Boyle

of Baltimore in the Chasseur. Chever's subse-

quent career was less spectacular, but he con-

tinued for many years in command of Salem
ships, later retiring as wharfinger at Salem,

where he died. At first he called himself James
Chever, Jr., but later assumed the middle initial.

A portrait, taken in his last years, shows a

strong, smooth-shaven face with prominent nose

and curly black hair. General tribute was paid

to his straightforward, cheerful, guileless char-

acter, free from all rough and coarse qualities.

[A detailed account of the America, with notes on
Chever's life, by B. B. Crowninshield, is found in the
Essex Institute Hist. Colls., XXXVII, 1-76. Notes on
his father are in the same collections, IV, p. 131. A
briefer account of the America is in R. D. Paine's
Ships and Sailors of Old Salem (revised ed. 1923),
326—34. There is also an account in E. S. Maclay's
Hist, of the Am. Privateers (1899), ch. IX. An obitu-
ary appeared in the Salem Gazette, May 5, 1857.]

R. G. A—n.

CHEVERUS, JOHN LOUIS ANN MAG-
DALEN LEFEBRE de (Jan. 28, 1768-July

19, 1836), first Catholic bishop of Boston, born
in Mayenne, Lower Maine in France, was the

son of a lieutenant of police with judicial powers,

John Vincent Lefebre, and his pious wife, Anne
Lemarchand des Noyers. No local family was
more respected ; the mayor was his uncle and the

pastor was another uncle. As a day scholar, he

attended the local college until at the age of

twelve years he accepted the priestly call and
received tonsure. Thereupon, he was sent to the

College of Louis-le-Grand in Paris, but suffered

no ill effects in its radical atmosphere. In pub-

lic competition, he was selected for the Seminary
of St. Magloire (Oratorians) in Paris where
he had the advantage of attending lectures at

the Sorbonne. Ordained in the last pre-Revolu-

tionary public ordinations in Paris (1790), he

was assigned to assist his uncle in Mayenne.
To enter orders at this time was courting perse-

cution. He soon succeeded to the pastorate, but

on refusal of an oath to support the civil con-

stitution of the clergy, he was deprived of his

parish. Sent to Paris, he was imprisoned in the

ill-fated convent of the Cordeliers. In June 1792
he escaped and found a hiding place in the city.

Thus he avoided the September massacres when
so many of his clerical associates were put to

death. In disguise, Cheverus made his way to

Calais and thence to London where he found a
hospitable asylum. He refused the usual bounty

and found employment as a French tutor in a

Protestant private school and in a gentleman's

family. He also preached to a congregation of

refugees. In 1795 Dr. Francis Matignon, his

former seminary professor, urged him to come
to Boston, where Abbe La Poitrie, a chaplain

with the French troops, had gathered a small

French and Irish congregation in 1784, to which
the erudite Matignon had succeeded in 1792.

Renouncing his patrimony, Cheverus sailed for

Boston in the fall of 1796. He wrote to Bishop
Carroll to send him anywhere with no worry
concerning his support for he was both able and
willing to earn his own livelihood. For a time,

he served among the Penobscots of Maine, liv-

ing on an annuity of $200 appropriated by the

Massachusetts General Court for a Catholic In-

dian missionary. He also made visitations to

scattered New England congregations and iso-

lated families, frequently tramping long dis-

tances to save the cost of transportation. Car-
roll offered him St. Mary's Church in Philadel-

phia, but the missionary preferred to serve his

New England people as priest and doctor. In

1800, when Matignon and Cheverus planned

Holy Cross Church, their Protestant admirers

headed by President Adams signed the subscrip-

tion list. Three years later Bishop Carroll con-

secrated the church and Cheverus preached to a

curious crowd. Thereafter Matignon and Che-
verus attracted auditors of every creed. The
scholarly, urbane, humble Frenchmen were con-

fessors to Catholics but often advisers to Prot-

estants in matters of conscience. No incident

suggested the affection in which Cheverus was
held more than his seat of honor at a banquet

tendered President Adams by his aristocratic

fellow-townsmen.

On the conclusion of the Concordat, friends

urged Cheverus to return to France but Carroll

asked him to remain at his post. Of personal

persecution there was none, but even the be-

loved priest faced annoyances. On marrying two
Catholics in Maine, though he sent them to a
justice for a second civil ceremony, Cheverus
was tried in a criminal action but declared not

guilty. The civil action was soon dropped. With
the aid of two rich Irish merchants of Newcastle,
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Me., he built a chapel, but the superior court

declared that even if there was a resident priest

the Catholics of the region must continue pay-

ing Congregationalist tythes. Again in 1820,

when he brought the Ursuline nuns to Boston,

there was an outburst which he silenced by a

communication to the press. He soon forgot

these inconveniences, for in later years he ex-

tolled American toleration to King Charles X.

He occupied Protestant pulpits on invitation;

when an oath of allegiance was framed he was
appealed to by the legislature lest Catholic con-

science be violated ; he was a patron of learned

societies, assisting in founding the Athenaeum

to which he left his library. Harrison Gray
Otis and Quincy were among his warmest

friends, as were Lemuel Shaw and Col. Samuel

Lorenzo Knapp, the litterateur, for whom he pro-

cured an honorary degree from Paris.

In 1808, at the request of Matignon, Arch-

bishop Carroll recommended that Cheverus be

made bishop of Boston with New England for

a diocese. Pius VII made the appointment and

Cheverus was consecrated by Carroll (1810).

This elevation brought no change in his mode of

life. His dress was still shabby. He walked

on his visitations. He occupied a humble cot-

tage. LI is house became a seminary, and in the

cholera days a hospital. He continued his mis-

sionary labors. Frequent were his visits to the

Maine Indians, the lowly Irish construction

camps, and religious functions in Canada. After

Bishop Concanen's death, he ministered to the

New York diocese. He conferred the pallium on

Archbishop Neale in Georgetown but refused a

possible selection as his coadjutor. He urged

the selection of Marechal, whom two years later

he consecrated as Neale's successor in the See

of Baltimore. Cheverus was too active to write

much even if he had not had a distaste for what

he termed the "scribomania" of his age : a few

letters, an occasional journalistic contribution, a

manual of hymns and prayers, and a French edi-

tion of the New Testament formed his literary

contribution. '

Cheverus was not destined to end his career

in his "dear Boston." Matignon died in 1818

and Romagne after twenty years with the In-

dians returned to France ; Cheverus missed their

association. Hardship and exposure brought an

attack of chronic asthma which physicians be-

lieved would be fatal if he did not seek a milder

climate. This Cheverus would not do, but the

French minister in Washington urged the King
of France to nominate him to a vacant see. Bish-

op Cheverus refused the appointment to Montau-

ban (1823)., The Catholics were worried; two

hundred Protestants petitioned the grand al-

moner of France against his removal; the press

in eulogistic notices urged that he remain. Dr.

Ellery Channing spoke the mind of Boston

:

"Has not the metropolis of New England wit-

nessed a sublime example of Christian virtue in a

Catholic bishop ? Who among our religious

teachers would solicit a comparison between
himself and the devoted Cheverus ?" But the

king demanded Cheverus and, with hopes of re-

turning, he obeyed. Three hundred carriages

—

and few Catholics had carriages—are said to

have escorted him out of Boston. Threatened
by shipwreck in the Channel, he gained the

esteem of the passengers by his heroism. In

France, his reputation spread, and even the

Huguenots of Montauban became "bishop's men."
In 1826, he was elevated to the archbishopric of

Bordeaux and made a peer by Charles X, but

declined the ministry of ecclesiastical affairs. In

1828, he was named a counselor of state, and
two years later a commander of the Order of the

Holy Ghost. When the July Revolution broke

forth, he maintained order in Bordeaux, which
accepted the de facto government. All France
clamored for his elevation to the cardinalate, and
Louis Philippe gladly urged the appointment in

Rome. In 1836, he became a peer of the Church.

On July 7, 1836, he fell prostrated at the con-

clusion of a day's preaching, and when he died all

France mourned.

[Wm. Byrne, Jas. H. O'Donnell, W. A. Leahy, and
others, Hist, of the Cath. Ch. in the New Eng. States
(1899), vol. I

; J. H. Doubourg, Life of Cardinal de
Cheverus (trans, by Robt. Walsh, 1839) ; Vie du Car-
dinal de Cheverus, par M. le Cure de Sulpice (Paris,

1858) ; Hamon, Vie du Cardinal Cheverus, trans, by
Stewart (1839) ; F. X. Karker, Der Cardinal de Che-
verus (Freiburg, 1876) ; James Fitton, Sketches of
Establishment of the Church in New Eng. (1872);
J. G. Shea, Hist, of Cath. Ch. in U. S., Ill (1890),
107-28 ; Thomas O'Gorman, Hist, of Roman Cath. Ch.
in U. S. (1895) ; R. H. Clarke, Lives of the Deceased
Bishops of Cath. Ch. in U. S. (1872). See Boston
Monthly Mag., June 1825 ; U. S. Cath. Mag., IV, 261-
67 ; J. S. Loring, The Hundred Boston Orators (1852) ;

Cath. Encyc. (19 13).] R. J. P.

CHEVES, LANGDON (Sept. 17, 1776-June
26, 1857), congressman, financier, was the son

of Alexander Chivas, of Buchan, Aberdeen-

shire, Scotland, son of John Chivas, or Chivis.

[The name is still pronounced Chivis]. In 1762

"honest Sandy Chivas," then twenty-one years

of age, came to America and began life as a

trader in the Ninety Six district of South Caro-

lina on the frontiers of the Cherokee and Creek

nations. In 1774 he married Mary Langdon,
daughter of Thomas Langdon, who was a refugee

after the "Braddock War" from Augusta County,

Va. Alexander Chivas was a lieutenant in Col.

Hamilton's Loyal Regiment, and Thomas Lang-
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don was a captain on the American side in the

Ninety Six Regiment. Langdon Cheves was born

in Abbeville District, in Bull Town Fort, a stock-

aded blockhouse, where his mother had taken ref-

uge from the Cherokee Indians after the British

attack on Charleston. After the death of Mary
Langdon Chivas in 1779, this only son of a bril-

liant mother was brought up in the home of his

aunt, Airs. Thomas Cheves, for six years, and at-

tended Andrew Weed's school. In 1785 he was
taken to Charleston by his father and sent to a

school kept by a severe old Scotchman who flogged

him for his "up country" twang and tried to teach

him his broad Scotch. Beyond this and the help

from his pastor, Dr. Buist, his education was
obtained by his own untiring study. After serv-

ing an apprenticeship in a factor's supply store

and showing the genius for accurate accounts

that served him so well in his banking days, he

read law under Judge William Marshall and was
admitted to the bar in 1797. His success was pro-

nounced and his law firm was soon the best paid

in the city. He early entered politics and held

in succession the offices of warden for his city

ward in 1802, member of the state legislature

from 1802 to 1809, attorney-general in 1809,

presidential elector in 1809, congressman from

181 1 to 1815, and speaker of the national House
of Representatives in the Thirteenth Congress.

On May 6, 1806, he married Mary Elizabeth

Dulles, a school girl of barely seventeen, with

whom he lived for thirty years a life of pecu-

liar domestic charm, and who was the mother of

his fourteen children. His favorite recreation

was house building, and he planned and built at

least six houses of architectural distinction, the

most interesting of which was a summer house

pear Pendleton, S. C.

Cheves's national service began with his elec-

tion in 1810 to fill a vacancy in the Eleventh

Congress. He was one of that brilliant quartet

of South Carolina statesmen which included

John C. Calhoun, William Lowndes, and D. R.

Williams. He served on the Committee on Naval

Affairs and later as chairman of the Ways and

Means Committee and of the Select Committee

on Naval Establishment. When Henry Clay was
appointed one of the peace commissioners to

Ghent, Cheves succeeded him in 1814 as speak-

er of the House and served until his retirement

from Congress in 181 5. Though little interested

in expansion, he was a prominent member of

the group which precipitated the War of 18 12

(J. W. Pratt, Expansionists of 1812, pp. 49,

127) , and he was one of the Republicans who did

not attend the caucus to renominate Madison in

1812. As speaker he cast the deciding vote to

defeat Dallas's bill for rechartering the United

States Bank. He was one of the most effective

debaters in the House. Massive and striking in

appearance, dignified and yet forceful in de-

livery, he was described by Washington Irving

as the first orator he ever heard who satisfied his

idea of Demosthenes. After the peace of 1815,

believing that his national service was accom-
plished, he declined reelection to Congress and
returned to his law practise in Charleston, re-

fusing the position of secretary of the treasury

to succeed Gallatin. In 1816 he was elected a

justice of the court of appeals of South Care
lina and served for three years with distinction.

In January 1819, Cheves was elected a director

of the United States Bank and on Mar. 6, 1819,

its president. At the urgent request of the friends

of the Bank he accepted the position, although it

involved the sacrifice of what would have been

to him a preferable position, that of associate

justice of the United States Supreme Court, for

which, he was informed by Senator Middleton,

President Monroe had selected him. He found

the affairs of the Bank in a deplorable condition.

In a little over two years from its opening in

1817 it had done an enormous business but had
so exceeded its resources in the purchase of

drafts, especially on Southern and Western
banks, that its demand liabilities exceeded the

specie in its vaults by $100,000. On Apr. 5, at

the time when Cheves was taking entire control

of the situation, John Quincy Adams wrote in

his diary: "The Bank is so drained of its specie

that it is hardly conceivable that it can go to

June without stopping payments. . . . The state

of our currency is perilous in the highest degree,

and threatens to terminate in a national con-

vulsion." Three weeks after this the Bank was
safe and sound again and able to help other sol-

vent but needy concerns. Cheves accomplished

this by continuing for a short time the policy of

his predecessor, Jones, of curtailing circulation

and especially forbidding banks in the South and
West to issue notes when exchange was against

them, and by a European loan of $2,000,000.

Both of these policies were severely criticized

but were fully justified by results. By 1822 an

accumulation of $3,500,000 had been made to

replace past losses of the Bank, and the capital,

$28,000,000, again stood whole and untrammeled.

Cheves then resigned his place to be succeeded

by Nicholas Biddle.

At this time he was appointed chief commis-
sioner of claims under the Treaty of Ghent and
filled that office until all claims were adjusted.

He resided for a time in Philadelphia and then

at Lancaster, Pa., where he practised law. In
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the fall of 1829 he returned to South Carolina,

which was then in the throes of the Nullifica-

tion struggle. Though believing thoroughly in

the right of secession, he opposed separate state

action as "dangerous and ineffectual" and said

that "the metaphysics of Nullification is the

worst shape in which its bad principle of sepa-

rate action can be embodied." But his long ab-

sence from the state in national service had
weakened his influence with his countrymen, his

opinions clashed with those of their leaders, and,

rather than abjure his convictions, he withdrew
from public life. He wrote "occasional reviews,"

keen analyses of current situations, was a dele-

gate to the Nashville convention of 1850, and

advocated a Southern Confederacy but strongly

opposed separate action on the part of any state.

When about sixty years of age he took up

agriculture seriously, built a new and hand-

some house, "The Delta," near Savannah, and

in the last twenty years of his life amassed a

large fortune. He died June 26, 1857, at the

home of his daughter Mrs. D. J. McCord, in

Columbia, and was buried in Magnolia Ceme-
tery, Charleston. His close friend, Judge Huger,
said, "Cheves loved truth; and to it he sacri-

ficed everything." He was a man of clear and
accurate vision, broad sympathies, balanced

judgment, and both moral and intellectual hon-

esty.

[The most accurate and discriminating study of
Cheves is the sketch in John B. O'Neall, Biog. Sketches
Bench and Bar of S. C. (1859). Gov. Benjamin Perry
gives a rather critical estimate in his "Reminiscences of
Public Men—Langdon Cheves," in the Nineteenth Cen-
tury for Aug. 1869, and this is answered by Mrs. D. J.

McCord in the Nineteenth Century, Apr. 1870. Of espe-
cial value for his banking career is Louisa Porter Has-
kell, "Langdon Cheves and the U. S. Bank," in Am.
Hist. Ass. Report, vol. I, 1896. Valuable manuscript
sources are Leverett, "Sketches of Langdon Cheves,"
and "Hon. Langdon Cheves," by Langdon Cheves, both
in the possession of Cheves's grandson, Mr. Langdon
Cheves, of Charleston, S. C, who has also numerous
letters of Cheves, including his Exposition of the Bank,
published in 1822. There is also a manuscript sketch of
Langdon Cheves, by Mrs. Mildred W. Lewis, of Charles-
ton. Theodore D. Jervey, Robt. Y. Hayne and His
Times (1909), contains numerous references to Cheves,
under whom Hayne studied. There are good obituaries
in the Charleston Courier and Charleston Mercury for

June 27, 1857.]
J. E. W—y.

CHEW, BENJAMIN (Nov. 29, 1722-Jan. 20,

1810), jurist, son of Dr. Samuel Chew, chief

justice of the District of New Castle, was born

at his father's seat on West River, Md. Reared

a Quaker he subsequently joined the Anglican

Church. Sent to Philadelphia to read law under

Andrew Hamilton, who died in 1741, Chew,
when barely nineteen, went abroad to study at

the Middle Temple, where many of his con-

temporaries were educated. His father dying in

1743, he returned to Philadelphia and was ad-

mitted to the bar of the supreme court in Sep-

tember 1746 but did not practise there until

about nine years later. Living at Dover, Del.,

he practised there and at New Castle. He was
included (1751) in the Boundary Commission
representing the lower counties, and secured a
legislative appointment. (1752) as trustee to sell

certain lands. Removing to Philadelphia about

1754, he became prominent, succeeded Tench
Francis as attorney-general and held this office

from 1755 to 1769. He was also recorder of

Philadelphia until June 25, 1774, and member of

the Council, 1755 till the Revolution. He was
made speaker of the Assembly of the lower coun-

ties (1756) and register-general of the Province

of Pennsylvania (1765) in charge of probates for

Philadelphia County with deputy-registers for

Bucks, Chester, New Castle, and other counties.

Resigning as attorney-general (1769) he devoted

himself to private practise until 1774 when he be-

came chief justice of the supreme court of Penn-
sylvania succeeding William Allen. The Revolu-

tion swept away his offices with provincial au-

thority, but Chew continued register-general

until an Act of Assembly, Mar. 14, 1777, which
provided registers of wills for each county but

legalized Chew's activities. When after the Dec-
laration of Independence he did not show evi-

dence of undoubted patriotism, a warrant was is-

sued for him, but he was allowed to remain a

prisoner in his house until he was paroled with

John Penn, and they were allowed to live at

Union Iron Works, N. J., until Congress ordered

him with others to be returned to Pennsylvania

without paroles. Washington was friendly with

Chew and celebrated at Chew House, "Cliveden,"

Germantown, May 23, 1787, the wedding dinner

of Peggy, Chew's daughter, and Col. John E.

Howard. Commissioned (Oct. 3 and 4, 1791) re-

spectively judge and president of the high court

of errors and appeals of Pennsylvania, Chew held

these positions till the court was abolished in

1808, shortly before his death. He was charac-

terized by William Rawle, prominent attorney,

as of "solid judgment, tenacious memory, per-

severing industry," with perhaps no superior in

accurate knowledge of the common law or in

sound exposition of the statutes. At the bar his

language was pertinent and correct but without

oratory, his arguments close and logical, de-

signed to carry conviction not to win applause.

He was married twice : first to Mary Thomas
(died 1755), then to Elizabeth Oswald who out-

lived him.

[Frank M. Eastman, Courts and Lawyers of Pa.
(1922), I, 255 ff. ; Pa. Mag. Hist, and Biog., vols. XXII,
XXIII, XXV, XXVI, XXVII, XL, XLVI, XLVII.
XLVIII, XLIX

; John C. Fitzpatrick, ed., The Diaries
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of Geo. Washington (1925), III, 218; David P. Brown,
The Forum (1856), I, 8, 235, 589.] J.C.B.

CHICKERING, JONAS (Apr. 5, 1798-Dec.

8, 1853), piano manufacturer, was born at Mason
Village, N. H., the third child of Abner and Eu-

nice (Dakin) Chickering. Shortly after his birth

the family moved to New Ipswich, N. H., where

Jonas spent his boyhood in his father's black-

smith shop and on the family farm. Of a decided

mechanical bent, the boy apprenticed himself at

the age of seventeen to a cabinet-maker, and to-

ward the end of his apprenticeship undertook

to repair the only piano in the village. In this

task his skill as a cabinet-maker was happily

combined with his passion for music and he dis-

covered his life work. Soon after, at the age of

twenty, he left for Boston where he secured em-

ployment in the shop of a certain John Osborne,

one of the few Americans who were then making

pianos.

For five years Chickering labored to master

every detail in the art of piano making, and then

in 1823 in partnership with a Scotchman, James

Stewart, commenced to manufacture pianos un-

der the firm-name of Stewart & Chickering.

Stewart soon returned to Europe and Chickering

for some years conducted the enterprise alone.

Needing capital he established a partnership in

1830 with Capt. John Mackay, a capitalist and

sea-captain, whose faith in Chickering led him to

invest heavily in the concern. Mackay not only

furnished the needed money, thus allowing his

partner to devote his whole energy to the tech-

nical end, but himself transported and sold pianos

in South America, loading on the home voyage

with rosewood and mahogany. Mackay was lost

at sea in 1841, and Chickering bought out his

heirs, supervising until his death the financial as

well as the mechanical end of the rapidly grow-

ing business.

Chickering's fame, however, rests not so much
upon the fact that he founded and developed one

of the earliest and largest of the American piano

manufacturing houses, but upon the numerous

improvements which he introduced. The difficul-

ty of keeping the earlier grand pianos in tune was
conquered by Chickering in 1837 when he suc-

ceeded in casting an iron frame built to sustain

the great tension necessary to a piano of good

quality. In that year he built the first grand piano

with a full iron frame in a single casting. Samuel
Babcock, it is true, had already experimented

with the iron frame but Chickering first perfected

it and first applied it to the grand piano. This

opened a new era in the making of pianos and
justified William Steinway in describing Chick-

ering as the "father of American piano forte-

Child

making." In 1843 the firm patented a new deflec-

tion of the strings and in 1845 Chickering invent-

ed the first practical method of over-stringing

grand pianos. In 1852, the Chickering factory

on Washington St., Boston, burned, but with

characteristic energy, Chickering laid the foun-

dation of a greater establishment on Tremont
St., which, when finished, was thought to be the

largest building in the United States with the ex-

ception of the Capitol at Washington.

Chickering was an indefatigable worker and
until the end of his life could be found in his im-

mense factory clad in his mechanic's apron and

engrossed in the technical end of piano produc-

tion. As he was shy and retiring in disposition,

his rise was due almost solely to his industry and
genius. He was beloved for his unostentatious

charity, and in his quiet way influenced the de-

velopment of musical appreciation in America.

He had joined the Handel and Haydn Society

in 1818 upon his arrival in Boston and later

served as trustee and as president (1843-50).
His mechanical ability was recognized by his

election to the presidency of the Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanics Association. On Nov. 30,

1823, he was married to Elizabeth Sumner Har-
raden who with four children survived him. The
business was carried on by his three sons.

[The best account of Chickering is the biography
written by his friend and protege, Richard G. Parker,
Tribute to the Life and Character of Jonas Chickering
(1854) ; see also Freeman Hunt, Lives of Am. Mer-
chants (1858), I, 493-537. For English ancestry see
New Eng. Hist, and Gcneal. Reg., VIII, 96-97. The
American line is traced in F. C. Torrey, One Branch of
the Chickering Family (1919).] H U F
CHILD, DAVID LEE (July 8, 1794-Sept. 18,

1874), journalist, was born in West Boylston,

Mass., the son of Zachariah and Lydia (Bige-

low) Child. He was graduated from Harvard
College in 1817. The following year he became
sub-master of the Boston Latin School. In 1820

he served as secretary of legation at Lisbon, Por-

tugal. Later in Spain he engaged in the war
against the French, saying that he felt it was al-

ways his duty to help secure and defend liberty.

From then on he engaged in many struggles for

freedom of various sorts. He returned to the

United States in 1824 and began the study of law

with his uncle, Tyler Bigelow, in Watertown,

Mass., being admitted to the Suffolk County bar

in 1828. During the same year he was a member
of the Massachusetts state legislature, edited the

Massachusetts Journal, a leading Adams paper,

and, in October, married Lydia Maria Francis

[see Lydia Maria Francis Child], an author who
later became prominent in the anti-slavery move-

ment. Child was himself an early member of the

anti-slavery society and in 1832 addressed a se-
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ries of letters on the subject to Edward S. Abdy,

an English philanthropist. He was a trustee of

Noyes Academy at Canaan, N. H., in 1834, and

was instrumental in opening the institution to

colored youths at that time. In 1836 he went to

Belgium to study the beet-sugar industry. He re-

turned and erected in Northampton, Mass., the

first beet-sugar factory in this country. The fac-

tory failed financially and was closed in 1844.

But Child had proved the value of the commod-
ity. He published a pamphlet in 1840 called Cul-

ture of the Beet, and Manufacture of Beet-sugar.

About 1843-44, he for a time assisted his wife

in editing the National Anti-Slavery Standard

in New York. The remainder of his life was
spent in bettering conditions among the freed

people and in writing on various subjects having

to do with freedom. The best examples of his

writing and of his political interests are the two

pamphlets, The Texan Revolution (1843) and

The Taking of Naboth's Vineyard (1845). He
died in Wayland, Mass.

[Information concerning Child is to be found in Pro-
fessional and Industrial Hist, of Suffolk County, Mass.
(1894); Bench and Bar Commonwealth of Mass.
(1895) ; Elias Child, Geneal. Child, Childs and Childe
Families (1881); and Letters of Lydia Maria Child

(1883). An account of Child's experiments with sugar-
beets is given in F. S. Harris, The Sugar-Beet in Amer-
ica (1919)-] M.S.

CHILD, FRANCIS JAMES (Feb. 1, 1825-

Sept. 11, 1896), philologist, was born in Boston,

the third of the eight children of Joseph Child, a

sailmaker, and his wife, Mary James. He played

as a boy on the wharves and along the water-front

and, expecting no opportunity to go to college,

attended the English High School. There his

powers of mind attracted the attention of Epes

Sargent Dixwell, principal of the Boston Latin

School, who had him transferred to his charge

and lent him money to go on to Harvard College.

At Harvard, Child took first place in a class that

numbered Fitzedward Hall, George Frisbie

Hoar, George Martin Lane, Charles Eliot Nor-

ton, and Charles Short among its members, was

elected class orator, and was noted for his friend-

ships, his wide reading, and his participation in

amateur theatricals. After his graduation in 1846

he remained at Cambridge as tutor in mathemat-

ics 1846-48 and in history and political economy

1848-49. His real interest, however, was in Eng-

lish philology, and his edition of Four Old Plays

—Three Interludes : Thersytes, Jack Jugler, and

Heywood's Pardoner and Frere : and Jocasta, a

Tragedy by Gascoigne and Kinwelmarsh (Cam-

bridge, 1848) shows that he was already a schol-

ar in that field and ripe for further study abroad.

Fortunately, he was able to go, and from 1849

to 185 1 he studied philosophy, the classics, and

Child

Germanic philology at the Universities of Got-

tingen and Berlin. Upon his return to Harvard
he succeeded his old teacher, Edward Tyrrel

Charming [q.v.] as Boylston professor of rhetoric

and oratory. In 1854 the University of Gottingen

conferred on him the degree of doctor of philoso-

phy honoris causa. On Aug. 23, i860, he mar-
ried Elizabeth Ellery Sedgwick, daughter of

Robert Sedgwick of New York, who with four

daughters survived him. In 1876, after twenty-

five years of reading freshman themes, he was
made professor of English and devoted himself

wholly thereafter to the teaching and study of

literature. The last few years of his life were
saddened by the deaths of friends, especially of

James Russell Lowell, whom he loved, and by
the thought that his own death might come be-

fore his work was finished. In 1895-96 he met
all his classes and other academic appointments

with his usual punctuality, but he died before

college reopened in the fall.

His chief works are five in number. His edi-

tion of the Poetical Works of Edmund Spenser

(5 vols., 1855) presented the best text and the

fullest biography of Spenser then available, and

was not superseded until after Child's death.

English and Scottish Ballads (8 vols., 1857-58)

was the largest collection of ballads before Child's

own magnum opus. "Observations on the Lan-

guage of Chaucer" {Memoirs of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences, VIII, 1863, ii,

455 ff.), of extraordinary importance, laid a solid

foundation for the study of Chaucer's language

and versification and began a new era in Chau-

cerian scholarship. "Observations on the Lan-

guage of Gower's 'Confessio Amantis' " {Ibid.,

IX, 1873, ii, 265 ff.) applied the same principles

to the study of Chaucer's friend and fellow-poet.

English and Scottish Popular Ballads (5 vols.,

originally issued in 10 parts, 1883-98) was

planned "to include every obtainable version of

every extant English or Scottish ballad, with

the fullest possible discussion of related songs

or stories in the popular literature of all nations."

The tenth part was virtually complete, except for

a general introduction to the whole work, at the

time of his death. This great achievement seems

destined to endure as long as the ballads them-

selves ; few scholars have left so lasting a monu-

ment. It was as a result, too, of his kindly in-

sistence and generosity that Frederick James

Furnivall founded the Chaucer Society and that

the owners of the Percy Folio Manuscript finally

permitted its publication. The most notable Eng-

lish philologists of the succeeding generation

were trained in his classroom, and his total in-

fluence on the cultural life of the nation was large
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indeed. His power lay not merely in his learning

but in his character. "He had a moral delicacy

and richness of heart that I never saw and never

expect to see equaled," William James wrote to

his brother Henry. It is worth remembering of

him, also, that his sense of humor played over

every subject that he touched and that he cared

as much for roses as for ballads. "The keenest,

soundest, most loved of American scholars," as

Francis Barton Gummere called him, he was one

of the most significant men of his generation in

America, and his fame since his death has become

legendary.

[G. L. Kittredge, "Francis Jas. Child" in the At-
lantic Mo., LXXVIII, 737-42 (1896), reprinted with
additions in the English and Scotch Popular Ballads, I,

xxiv-xxxi (1898) ; C. E. Norton, "Francis Jas. Child"
in Procs. Am. Acad. Arts and Sciences, vol. XXXII,
reprinted with additions in the Harvard Grads. Mag.,
VI, 161-69 (1897) ; Evvald Fliigel, "Francis Jas. Child"
in Anglia Beiblatt, Siebenter Jahrgang, pp. 377-81
(Halle A. S., 1897) ; S. L. Wolff in Cam. Hist. Am.
Lit., IV, 484-85 ; Morgan Callaway, Jr., in Univ. of
Texas Dull. No. 2538 (Oct. 8, 1925), PP- 31-36; Bos-
ton Evening Transcript, Sept. 11 (p. 1), 12 (pp. 4, 6,

14), 14 (p. 1), 1896; Barrett Wendell, "During Vaca-
tion" in same, Sept. 17, 1896 (p. 6) ; A Scholar's Let-
ters to a Young Lady: Passages from the Later Cor-
respondence of Francis Jas. Child (1920); Gamaliel
Bradford, As God Made Them (1929) ;

Quinquennial
Cat. Harvard Univ. (1915) ; Nation, LXIII, 209-10
(1896)—unsigned art. by A. G. Sedgwick; Critic,

XXIX, 181 (1896)—unsigned art. by J. H. Morse; W.
D. Howells, Literary Friends and Acquaintance (1900) ;

Henry James, Notes of a Son and Brother (1914);
Letters of Jas. Russell Lowell (1894) ; Letters of Chas.
Eliot Norton (191 3) ; Letters of Horace Howard Fur-
ncss (1922) ; Letters of Wm. James (1922).]

G.H.G.

CHILD, FRANK SAMUEL (Mar. 20, 1854-

May 4, 1922), Congregational clergyman, au-

thor, a son of Henry Horatio and Betsy (Brand)

Child, was born in Exeter, N. Y. He studied at

Whitestown Seminary, graduated at Hamilton

College in 1875, and at Union Theological Sem-

inary, N. Y., three years later. His inheritance

from his parents was intellectual rather than one

of money, and he was largely dependent on him-

self for support while in college and seminary.

He was ordained in Greenwich, Conn., Feb. 27,

1879, where, on Oct. 21, 1880, he married Eliza-

beth J. Lilley, and where he was pastor till 1881.

After a charge in New Preston, Conn., from 1884

to 1888, he was installed at the First Church in

Fairfield, Conn., where he remained till his death,

becoming pastor emeritus in 1920. Child was an

accomplished student of the life of colonial New
England. Perhaps his best known work in this

field is The Colonial Parson of New England

(1896), a study of various clerical types illus-

trated by the lives of eminent members of the

profession. His ability to use his knowledge of

the same period is further displayed in the fol-

lowing works of history and fiction : A Colonial

Witch (1897) ; A Puritan Wooing (1898) ; The
House with Sixty Closets (1899) ; An Unknown
Patriot (1899). The ancient town of Fairfield,

which was a place of importance in Colonial and

Revolutionary times and was burned by the Brit-

ish in 1779, was tne especial subject of his study.

The following books are the fruitage of this

work: An Old New England Town (1895);
Fairfield, Ancient and Modern (1909) ; An Old
New England Church (1910) ;A Country Parish

(1911). In addition he was the author of many
historical pamphlets and often lectured on his-

torical subjects. In person he was tall and thin,

dignified and somewhat reserved in bearing, but

having a genuineness and sympathy that won re-

spect and confidence. He was an intellectual as

well as a spiritual leader in his community, a

founder and president of the Fairfield Historical

Society and one of the founders of the Public Li-

brary. He was a leader in all movements for civic

betterment and had large responsibilities in the

management of charitable and educational foun-

dations both at home and in other states. Theo-
logically he might be classed with the center

party of his denomination, but he held his beliefs

with tolerance and open-mindedness and in prac-

tise knew no denominational lines.

[Elias Child, Genealogy Child, Childs and Childe
Families (1881); Who's Who in America, 1922—23;
Congregational Year Book for IQ22 ; Hamilton College
Necrology for 1923 ; Congrcgationalist

, June 8, 1922 ;

personal information from Child's daughter and others.]

F.T.P.

CHILD, LYDIA MARIA FRANCIS (Feb.

11, 1802-Oct. 20, 1880), author, abolitionist,

was descended from Richard Francis, who settled

in Cambridge, Mass., in 1636. Her paternal

grandfather, a weaver, fought at Concord in

1775; her father, Convers Francis, a baker, of

West Cambridge and Medford, Mass., was a

strong character, a reader, and a foe of slavery
;

her mother, Susannah Rand, had "a spirit busy

in doing good." Lydia, youngest of six children,

was born in Medford, where she attended the

public schools and for one year a seminary ; but

her chief mental stimulus in youth came from

her brother Convers, a Unitarian clergyman and
later a professor in the Harvard Divinity School.

As an author she was precocious, publishing two
popular novels in 1824 and 1825

—

Hobomok, on

early Salem and Plymouth, and The Rebels, or,

Boston before the Revolution. From 1825 to

1828 she had a private school in Watertown,

Mass., and in 1826 started Juvenile Miscellany,

a bi-monthly magazine. She married David Lee

Child [q.v.~\, a Boston lawyer, in October 1828.

They soon joined the abolitionists, and in 1833

Mrs. Child threw a bomb into the pro-slavery
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camps North and South, with An Appeal in Fa-

vor of That Class of Americans Called Africans.

The little book made many converts ; Channing,

Sumner, Higginson, and other prominent op-

ponents of slavery, acknowledged its influence on

them then or later. It also aroused intense hos-

tility : the sale of Mrs. Child's other books fell off

badly, and Juvenile Miscellany died in 1834; the

Boston Athenaeum cancelled her free member-
ship. But she kept on undaunted, attacking slav-

ery in work after work, and attending tumultuous

abolition meetings ; in old age she remembered

"collaring and pulling away a man who was shak-

ing his fist in Mr. Phillips's face at a Music Hall

mob—and her surprise when he tumbled down."

From 1841 to 1849 she, with for a time the as-

sistance of her husband, edited the National Anti-

Slavery Standard, a New York weekly news-

paper. In 1852 they retired to a small farm she

had inherited in Weyland, Mass., henceforth

their home. Their interest in public affairs re-

mained as keen as ever : out of a modest income

they gave liberally to the anti-slavery cause ; and

when John Brown lay wounded and in prison,

after Harper's Ferry, Mrs. Child asked the gov-

ernor for permission to come to Virginia and

nurse him. The ensuing correspondence, includ-

ing a fiery letter from a Southern lady, Mrs.

Mason, and a calm survey of slavery by Mrs.

Child, was published in i860 in pamphlet form as

Correspondence between Lydia Maria Child and

Gov. Wise and Mrs. Mason of Virginia, and

reached a circulation of 300,000 copies. During

the Civil War she was dissatisfied because the

abolition of slavery was not made the prime issue,

and even the Emancipation Proclamation disap-

pointed her as "merely a war measure" ; but after

Lincoln's reelection she wrote, "I have constant-

ly gone on liking him better and better." Her

later life was uneventful ; she survived her hus-

band six years, remaining intellectually alert to

the end.

Mrs. Child had a wholesome diversity of in-

terests, best shown by her vivacious private cor-

respondence and by her Letters from New York

(2 vols., 1843, 1845). "My natural inclinations,"

she said, "drew me much more strongly toward

literature and the arts than toward reform."

Beauty remained a life-long passion; "I hang

prisms in my windows," she wrote in old age,

"to fill the room with rainbows." Her early nov-

els, however, show a strong didactic bent; and

The First Settlers of New England ( 1829) , writ-

ten before she became an abolitionist, contains

the germs of her later ideas. At all events Amer-

ican literature lost little by her interest in re-

forms, for her creative gift was not great. Her

stories and poems for children are notable only as

pioneer work ; some of her tales and sketches for

adult readers have fanciful beauty or realistic

force, but all lack the final touch ; and even her

later novels (Philothea, 1836, on the Age of Peri-

cles ; A Romance of the Republic, 1867, on slavery

and the Civil War) are weak in structure and
character-drawing. Mysticism and rationalism,

which ran parallel in her nature, early freed her

from accepted creeds. Although she never went
wholly over into spiritualism, she believed in

second sight and saw a profound dualism in all

things. Her Progress of Religious Ideas through

Successive Ages (3 vols., 1855) lacks a basis of

adequate scholarship, but was for its time a re-

markable attempt to see Christianity in its rela-

tion to other religions. Her practical books show
great good sense and some advanced ideas. The
Frugal Housewife (1829), packed with useful

information and shrewd hints to thrift, seems the

work of a female Franklin ; it went to a twentieth

edition in seven years. ' The Mother's Book
(1831) urged that parents frankly instruct their

children on "delicate subjects." Mrs. Child's

writings on slavery are compounds of emotional

idealism, cool logic, historical and economical

truth, and anthropological error. She assumes

that negroes and whites differ merely in "com-
plexion," and infers an ancient negro civilization

from Homer's reference to "the blameless Ethi-

opians." The Freedmen's Book (1865) abounds

in hopeful counsels of perfection, including a

daily cold tub and rub. The Appeal sometimes

pictures appalling cruelties without names of wit-

nesses or details of time and place, and the chap-

ter on the slave trade is irrelevant in a discussion

of domestic slavery as it then was
;
yet the style is

strong, the tone calm, and the arguments against

the moral and economic evils of slavery unan-

swerable. The crushing reply to Mrs. Mason
avoids the faults of the Appeal, and is drawn
largely from the laws of the Southern states.

The Right Way the Safe Way (i860) is a solid

piece of work, based on detailed knowledge of

emancipation in the British West Indies. The
best parts of Mrs. Child's writings on slavery

make credible Whittier's statement: "She was

wise in counsel ; and men like Charles Sumner,

Henry Wilson, Salmon P. Chase, and Gov. An-

drew availed themselves of her foresight and

sound judgment of men and measures."

[The chief sources of information about Mrs. Child

are the following : Elias Child, Geneal. Child, Childs

and Childe Families (1881) ; Letters of Lydia Maria
Child (1883), with a biographical introduction by John
G. Whittier, Wendell Phillips's remarks at her funeral,

a portrait of her at sixty-three, and a list of her works ;

Letters from N. Y. (2 vols., 1843, 1845) ; a biographical

sketch by T. W. Higginson in Contemporaries (1899),
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reprinted with a few changes from Eminent Women of

the Age (1869); T. W. Higginson, Cheerful Yester-

days (1898) and Letters and Journals (1921); G. T.

Curtis, "Reminiscences of N. P. Willis and Lydia Maria

Child," in Harper's Mag., Oct. 1890. Estimates of her

work and personality may be found in the Atlantic Mo.,

Dec. 1882, and the N. Y. Nation, Jan. 25, 1883. Her
more important works, in addition to those named
above, are the following : Biogs. of Lady Russell and
Madame Guion (1852) ; Biogs. of Madame de Stael and

Madame Roland ( 18.52) ; Good Wives (1833) ; Hist, of

the Condition of Women in Various Ages and Nations

(2 vols., 1835) ; The Oasis (1834), an anti-slavery mis-

cellany ; Authentic Anecdotes of Am. Slavery (1835) ;

The Evils of Slavery and the Cure of Slavery (1836),

in part a compilation of statements by Southerners ;

Fact and Fiction (1846), containing her best story,

"The Children of Mount Ida" ; Isaac T. Hopper (1853),
life of a Quaker Abolitionist ; Autumnal Leaves ; Tales

and Sketches in Prose and Rhyme (1857) ;
Aspirations

of the World ( 1878). selections from the religious books

of the world, with introduction by Mrs. Child.]

W.C.B.

CHILDE, JOHN (Aug. 30, 1802-Feb. 2, 1858),

pioneer civil engineer, was born in West Boyls-

ton, Mass., one of the twelve children of Zacha-

riah and Lydia (Bigelow) Child. During his

boyhood he worked upon his father's farm, with

only such educational advantages as those of the

district school, except for two years which he

spent with an older brother in Canada and one

year at Georgetown College, D. C. He was, how-

ever, an exceptionally studious boy, and in 1823

he entered West Point Academy, from which he

was graduated in 1827 with the commission of

second lieutenant. In 1835 he resigned from the

army to enter the profession of civil engineering,

and from that time on was actively engaged in

survey, location, construction, and consulting

work in connection with the establishment of

new railroad lines. One of his earliest and most

difficult tasks was the location of the route for

the Albany & West Stockbridge Railroad be-

tween Springfield and Pittsfield across the Green

Mountain Range. Theretofore no attempt had

been made in the United States to run a line

through a district with such formidable obstacles.

Childe entered upon his work with the greatest

professional enthusiasm, and to the amazement

of layman and engineer alike, accomplished it

most satisfactorily. This achievement, in 1844,

resulted in a constant demand for his services by

one railroad or another. His connection with the

Southern lines began in 1848 when he became

chief engineer of the Mobile Railroad Company.

The road to be built was from Mobile to the

mouth of the Ohio River, about 500 miles. It was
the longest that had been attempted in the United

States at that time. Running across four states,

through a region where railroads were unknown,
many difficulties were anticipated—and found.

Childe not only superintended the field workers

but he, in order to obtain subscriptions for stock,

Childs

canvassed the whole country through which the

line was to run ; through his efforts at Washing-

ton, Congress passed in its session of 1849-50

the first of a series of acts donating about one

million acres of land to aid the company ; he vis-

ited the legislatures of the various states and ob-

tained valuable privileges from them for the

road. He even made two trips to England to dis-

pose of large issues of bonds. Owing to a change

of directors in 1856, his professional connection

with this work terminated in that year, and when

in 1857 tne Board of Harbor Commissioners was

established for constructing an extensive harbor

at Montreal, Canada, Childe was placed at the

head of a corps of engineers to make the neces-

sary examination and report. While occupied in

arranging the large amount of statistical data for

this report, he was taken seriously ill and died at

his home in Springfield, Mass. Guide's charac-

ter, enormous capacity for work, his unusual ex-

ecutive ability, and his genius for solving diffi-

cult railroad problems made him an outstanding

figure of his time. Of fearless independence and

absolute honesty, his decisions were respected

alike by employer and employee. He was mar-

ried in 1832 to Laura Dwight of Springfield,

Mass. She and their oldest daughter were lost

on board the fated Arctic in 1854 while returning

from Europe. In 1856 Childe was married to

Ellen W. Healy of Boston, Mass., who survived

him.
[Chas. B. Stuart, Biog. Sketch of John Childe (1861),

later included in Lives and Works of Civil and Mili-

tary Engineers of America (1871) ; editorial in Spring-
field Republican, Feb. 3, 1858.] K. W.C.

CHILDS, CEPHAS GRIER (Sept. 8, 1793-

July 7, 1871), engraver, editor, publisher, was
one of the pioneers in establishing lithography

on a commercial basis in the United States. Born

in Plumstead Township, Bucks County, Pa., the

son of a farmer, Cephas Childs, and his wife,

Agnes Grier, at an early age he lost both his par-

ents. He was placed with a wholesale grocer in

Philadelphia, and in 1812 was apprenticed to Gid-

eon Fairman, an eminent engraver in the same

city. The following year he enlisted in the Wash-
ington Guards, a Philadelphia military organiza-

tion, and served during the remainder of the War
of 1812. For the next twenty years he was promi-

nently identified with military organizations in

Philadelphia, and in 1834 was commissioned

colonel of the 128th Regiment of Pennsylvania

Militia. At the same time he was becoming

widely known as an engraver, publisher, and

lithographer. Between 1827 and 1830 he en-

graved and published Childs's Views in Phila-

delphia. In 1829 he became a founder of the litho-

graphic establishment of Pendleton, Kearny &
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Childs, Philadelphia, and the following year

formed a partnership with Henry Inman, a por-

trait painter, for the production of lithographs.

During a visit to Europe in 1831 in the interest

of this business, he suffered an accident on ship-

board the results of which forced him to discon-

tinue his engraving. On his return from Europe
in 1832 he took renewed interest in his litho-

graph house, which continued as Childs & Inman
until 1833, when with George Lehman the firm

became Childs & Lehman. In 1832 Childs be-

came an editor of the Commercial Herald, Phila-

delphia, and, when this was merged with the

North American in 1840, he became the commer-
cial editor. With Walter Colton he purchased

the North American, in 1842, but sold his inter-

est in 1845. He was proprietor and editor of the

Commercial List and Philadelpliia Price Cur-

rent, from 1835 to 1852, and did not retire from

the commercial editorship of the North American

until 1847. He was president of the New Creek

Coal Company from 1855 to 1864, with the excep-

tion of a short interval in 1858-59. From 1839

to 185 1 he was secretary of the board of direc-

tors of the Philadelphia Board of Trade, of which

body he was a charter member. He also was a

director of the Bank of Northern Liberties and

of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts,

to which he bequeathed several important paint-

ings by American artists. Childs began business

on his own account as an engraver in 1818, and

first exhibited his work in the Academy of the

Fine Arts in 1824. Three plates for the Ameri-

can edition of Rees's Cyclopedia were engraved

by Childs, several subjects being assigned to a

plate.

[Phila. Ledger, July 10, 1871 ; Eugene Munday's
"The Press of Phila. in 1870" in the Proof-Sheet,
Phila., May 1870 ; a manuscript "Hist, of Lithography
in Phila.," by the writer; and facts furnished by a

relative of Childs.]
J.J.

CHILDS, GEORGE WILLIAM (May 12,

1829-Feb. 3, 1894), publisher, philanthropist, was

born in Baltimore, the unacknowledged child of

a father belonging to a prominent family of that

city. His early years are hidden in mystery save

for the few statements he and his biographers

have made. At the age of thirteen he entered the

United States Navy, and passed fifteen months

at Norfolk {Recollections by George W . Childs,

1890, p. 10). When not quite fifteen he went to

Philadelphia and worked in a stationery and

book-store. In 1848 he started a confectionery

business there, under the firm name of George

W. Childs & Company but after a few months

parted with the store and sold toilet preparations

in a small shop in the Ledger Building. In July

1849 he became connected with the book-selling
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business of R. E. Peterson, who was a silent part-

ner in a firm then dissolved, and who, having

been accused of being an infidel, thought it pol-

icy to place the business in his clerk's name. In

1853 the firm became R. E. Peterson & Com-
pany and undertook Dr. Samuel Austin Alli-

bone's Critical Dictionary' of English Literature.

In November 1854, the name was changed to

Childs & Peterson, whose first great success was
Dr. Elisha Kent Kane's Arctic Explorations

(1856). Dr. Kane received royalties amounting
to $70,000. Childs prevailed upon the author to

make his narrative popular rather than scientific,

and it owed "a great part of its success to Mr.
Childs's skill in engineering and obtaining med-
als and resolutions complimentary to Dr. Kane
from the legislatures of various states, and espe-

cially to his labor in Washington" (Review, post,

p. 9). The death of Dr. Kane in Cuba the fol-

lowing year was seized upon by the enterprising

publisher to keep alive the book's interest, and
the body of the explorer was brought back with

ceremonies and processions in every city through

which it was carried. Upon the dissolution of the

firm of Childs & Peterson, in i860, Childs be-

came a member of that of J. B. Lippincott & Com-
pany which took over and completed Allibone's

Dictionary. A year or so later he retired from
that house and began the publication of several

books connected with the war then in progress.

In January 1863 he took the Philadelphia agency

of the Wheeler & Wilson sewing machine, while

still continuing the publishing business, and in

May of that year founded the American Pub-
lishers' Circular and Literary Gazette, edited by

R. Shelton Mackenzie. This publication he con-

tinued until 1870. His greatest success and the

foundation of his fortune had to do with the

Public Ledger, Philadelphia, which newspaper

he bought in December 1864, his partners in the

enterprise being Anthony J. and Francis A.

Drexel, of the banking house of Drexel & Com-
pany. When the newspaper was purchased it

was losing $3,000 a week. Within a very short

time after coming under the proprietorship of

Childs, its circulation increased enormously. It

reached 90,000 copies a day in 1876, and spread

the fame of its proprietor and editor, owing to

its high standard of accuracy, decency, and enter-

prise. Childs was the author of Recollections of

General Grant (1885) and Recollections by

George W. Childs (1890). He gave the Shake-

speare Memorial Fountain, in Stratford-upon-

Avon, 1887; a memorial window to the poets

Herbert and Cowper, in Westminster Abbey,

1876 ; a memorial window to Milton, in St. Mar-

garet's Church, Westminster, 1888; the reredos
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in St. Thomas's Church, Winchester, as a memo-
rial to Bishop Ken, 1889. To the West Point

Military Academy, of which he was a memher
of the hoard of visitors, he presented the por-

traits of Generals Grant, Sherman, and Sheridan.

He gave his valuable collection of manuscripts

to the Drexel Institute, Philadelphia. From 1870,

when his mansion was opened, until his death in

1894, he entertained many distinguished visitors

to Philadelphia, including the Emperor Dom
Pedro of Brazil, the Duke of Veragua, and Presi-

dent Grant. His remains are in a mausoleum in

Laurel Hill Cemetery, Philadelphia. He was
married to Emma Bouvier Peterson, daughter of

his former partner, Robert E. Peterson.

[For the early career of Childs the anonymous and
suppressed pamphlet, A Review, etc., understood to

have been issued by his father-in-law R. E. Peterson
about 1873 is most useful. His own Recollections is

authority for his later history. The personal knowledge
of the writer has supplied the facts both have omitted.

See also Jas. Parton, Geo. W. Childs, A Biog. Sketch
(1870) ; J. W. Forney, "Anecdotes of Public Men, No.
C," Public Ledger (Phila.), supplement, Mar. 1, 1873 ;

Frederick Hudson, Journalism in the U. S. from 1690
to 1872 (1872); Every Saturday, Sept. 10, 1870;
Critic, Feb. 10, 1894 ; Talcott Williams in Am. Rev. of
Revs., Mar. 1894; E. J. Edwards in the Chautauquan,
Apr. 1894. Obituaries appeared in newspapers all over

the world, Feb. 4, 1894.] J.J.

CHILDS, THOMAS (1796-Oct. 8, 1853), sol-

dier, was born at Pittsfield, Mass., the son of

Dr. Timothy and Rachael (Easton) Childs. He
was appointed to the United States Military

Academy in 1813. Graduated and promoted in

the army to third lieutenant of artillery, Mar. 11,

1814, he served in the Niagara campaign of that

year. For spiking the enemy's guns in the suc-

cessful sortie that raised the siege of Fort Erie

(Sept. 17, 1 8 14) he was presented with a cap-

tured British quadrant "by order of the Presi-

dent." After the war Childs settled into the

routine life of an officer in the regular army, be-

coming in due course first lieutenant (1818)

and captain (1826). On Jan. 5, 1819, he married

Ann Eliza Coryton, of Alexandria, Va., by whom
he had nine children. In order to restore the in-

terrupted communication between the military

posts in the second Seminole War, he planned

the successful attack on Fort Drane (Aug. 21,

1836), for which he was brevetted major. He
was later brevetted lieutenant-colonel "for gal-

lant conduct and repeated successes" in the Flor-

ida War. In the Mexican War he was brevet-

ted colonel for his conduct in the battles of Palo

Alto and Resaca de la Palma. Ordered by Gen.

Worth to take Loma de Independencia, which
towered seven or eight hundred feet above the

Bishop's Palace at Monterey, Childs led six

companies of artillery and infantry and 200

Chilton

Texas riflemen, up the rocky, chaparral-covered

hillside. The almost vertical ascent was begun

at 3 A. M. (Sept. 22, 1846) in the midst of a

torrential rain, and by daybreak Childs was with-

in 100 yards of the breastwork of sandbags, a

position considered impregnable by the Mexican
generals. The Mexican battery was stormed and

Worth's troops enabled to capture the western

gate of the city. In the following year, Childs,

with a strong garrison, was stationed at Jalapa

as military governor (April to June 1847) by

Gen. Scott, with orders to keep open as long as

possible the line of communication with Vera
Cruz. With Scott's advance on Mexico City

Childs was called to Puebla, where he was be-

sieged by Santa Anna. In the siege "the chief

element of the defence was the large, robust,

fine-featured Childs" (Smith, post, II, 174).

For his defense of Puebla he was brevetted briga-

dier-general (1847). There were some com-
plaints of his administration as civil and military

governor of Puebla (September-October 1847),

but the Bishop of Puebla admitted that Childs

did everything he could to prevent abuses. Childs

was in command of military operations in East

Florida from 1852 until his death from yellow

fever at Fort Brooke, Fla.

[Senate Doc. No. 1 and House Ex. Doc. No. 4, 29
Cong. 2 Sess. ; Senate Ex. Doc. No. 1 and House Ex.
Doc. No. 8 and No. 60, 30 Cong. 1 Sess. ; Hist. Mag.,
Nov., Dec. 1873, Jan., Mar. 1874, Apr. 1875; G. W.
Cullum, Biog. Reg. (3rd ed. 1891) ; J. T. Sprague, Ori-
gin, Progress and Conclusion of the Fla. War (1848) ;

Justin H. Smith, The War with Mexico (1919) ; S. C.
Reid, Scouting Expeditions of McCulloch's Texas
Rangers (1847) I

A. G. Brackett, Gen. Lane's Brigade
in Central Mexico (1854) ; Memoirs of Lt.-Gcn. Scott

(1864); E. Child, Gencal. Child, Childs and Childe
Families (1881) ; Daily National Intelligencer (Wash-
ington, D. C), Oct. 26, 1853; information from Mrs.
Walter C. White, Sumter, S. C] p r£ R.

CHILTON, WILLIAM PARIS (Aug. 10,

1810-Jan. 20, 1871), jurist, was descended from

an English family of that name which settled

upon the Potomac River about 1650. His father,

Thomas John Chilton, a Baptist minister of some
note, married Margaret, sister of Jesse Bledsoe,

a Kentucky jurist, and William was born near

Elizabethtown, Adair County, Ky. His parents

died while he was a child, and little is known of

his early life beyond the fact that he was brought

up by a maternal relative. His education was
scanty; nevertheless at the age of seventeen he

was earning his living by teaching. In 1828

he went to Nashville, Tenn., where he studied

law for three years, and in 1831 removed to

Alabama. After some preliminary prospecting

he opened a law office at Mardisville, Talladega

County, and finally settled at Talladega, the

county seat. In 1839 he was elected as Whig
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representative of his county in the state legis-

lature, where he established a reputation for

ability out of the ordinary, and was regarded as

a rising force in politics. In the presidential

campaigns of 1840 and 1844 he was much to the

fore, addressing meetings in all parts of the state

on behalf of Harrison and Clay, and in 1843 was
an unsuccessful candidate for Congress. In 1846

he removed to Tuskegee, Ala., where he estab-

lished and conducted a law school, also continu-

ing in practise till his election by the state legis-

lature to the position of judge of the supreme

court of Alabama, Dec. 31, 1847. This action

of the legislature was a signal testimony to his

standing in the community, since he was a strong

Whig and its membership was predominantly

Democratic. He was chief justice from Dec. 2,

1852, until Jan. 2, 1856, when he retired, and

resumed practise. In 1859 he was elected as

state senator for Macon County. He considered

secession unwise but when the step became in-

evitable he resigned, and, having taken up his

residence in Montgomery, was elected to repre-

sent that district in the provisional Confederate

Congress. Secession having become a fait ac-

compli he threw himself with vigor into the

contest, and was an influential member of both

regular Confederate Congresses. He acted on

important committees and his energy was such

that it earned for him the reputation of being

"the most laborious member" of the Southern

legislative body. The fall of the Confederacy

left him in poor financial circumstances, but en-

gaging in law practise he to a large extent re-

trieved his losses before his death at Montgom-
ery, Jan. 20, 1871. He was twice married: first

to Mary Catherine, daughter of George Morgan
of Nashville, Tenn., and later to Elvira Frances

Morgan, his deceased wife's sister.

A contemporary says of him : "Justice Chilton

was of a rather robust figure with well-formed

features and a grave but cheerful manner. A
• profound lawyer and a dignified and impartial

judge—distinguished by pure unselfish patri-

otism, an incorruptible integrity and a capacity

and willingness to work which seemed inexhaus-

tible" (W. Brewer, post). Fluent in speech, at-

tractive in manner, and possessed of an impos-

ing platform appearance—being over six feet in

height—he was a favorite speaker at public meet-

ings, and in the legislature had the reputation of

being the ablest debater of his period.

[W. Brewer, Ala. : Her Hist., Resources, War Rec-
ord and Public Men (1872), p. 471; Wm. Garrett,
Reminiscences of Pub. Men in Ala. (1872) ; Memorial
Record of Ala. (1893), II, 641 ; B. F. Riley, Makers
and Romance of Ala. Hist. (n. d.) ; Centenary Sketches
of Wm. P. Chilton (privately printed, 1910), by C. L.
Chilton, his son.] H.W. H. K.

Chini— Chipman
CHINI, EUSEBIO FRANCISCO. [See

Kino, Eusebio Francisco, 1645-1711.]

CHIPMAN, DANIEL (Oct. 22, 1765-Apr. 23,

1850), lawyer, author, was descended from John
Chipman of Dorchester, England, who came to

Boston on the Friendships July 14, 1631, and set-

tled at Barnstable, Mass. John's great-grand-

son, Samuel Chipman, a farmer and blacksmith

of Salisbury, Conn., married Hannah, daughter

of Dr. Nathaniel Austin of Suffield, Conn., and
their seventh son, Daniel, was born at Salisbury.

Daniel's early education was received at home
and after his father's removal to Tinmouth, Vt.,

he studied under his elder brother Nathaniel, as-

sisting also in the farm work. In 1784 he entered

Dartmouth College and graduated in 1788. He
then took up the study of law in his brother's

office at Rutland, and was admitted to the bar of

Rutland County in 1790. He first opened an of-

fice in Rutland and was a delegate from that

place to the state constitutional convention in

1793, but in 1794 moved to Middlebury, where
he practised law for twenty-five years. In 1796
he marred Eleutheria, daughter of Rev. Samuel
Hedge, of Warwick, Mass., and the following

year became state attorney for Addison County,

a position which he continued to occupy till 1817.

He had, at an early age, taken an active inter-

est in politics, and in 1798 was elected to repre-

sent Middlebury in the General Assembly, being

reelected almost continuously till 1808. In that

year he was elected to the governor's council

and remained a member thereof for seven years,

being speaker of the legislature in 1813 and 1814.

In 18 14 he was elected a representative in Con-

gress, but after serving one session was com-
pelled to resign owing to protracted illness. On
regaining his health in 1818 he was once more
elected to the Assembly for Middlebury, serving

lor the sessions of 18 18 and 1821. In the latter

year he terminated his long connection with the

Vermont legislature. He had, in addition to his

legal and political engagements, been professor

of law at Middlebury College from 1806 till 1816,

and on his retirement from active politics de-

voted part of his time to writing An Essay on the

Law of Contracts for the Payment of Specifick

Articles, which was published in 1822. In 1823

he was appointed by the legislature the first re-

porter of the supreme court of Vermont, and

prepared volume I of Reports of Cases Argued
and Determined in the Supreme Court of . . .

Vermont, covering the years 1789-1824, which

was issued in 1824. Another attack of serious ill-

ness compelled him to resign, and in 1829 he

retired to Ripton, where he was able to give free

rein to his literary proclivities. On two occa-
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sions, however, he emerged from his retirement,

being a delegate to the state constitutional con-

ventions of 1843 and 1850. His matured judg-

ment had always carried weight with all parties

in Vermont, and he exercised great influence in

the five constitutional conventions which he at-

tended. It was at his suggestion that the legis-

lature was divided into a House of Representa-

tives and a Senate. During his last years three

valuable biographical works came from his pen

:

The Life of Hon. Nathaniel Chipman, formerly

Member of the U. S. Senate and Chief Justice

of the State of J 'ermont, with Selections from

his Miscellaneous Papers (1846) ; The Life of

Colonel Scth lVar\icr, -with an Account of the

Controversy between New York and Vermont

from 1763 to 1775 ( 1848) ; A Memoir of Thomas
Chittenden, the First Governor of Vermont, with

a History of the Constitution during his Ad-

ministration (1849). While attending the con-

stitutional convention of 1850, he collapsed, and

was taken to his home at Ripton where he died.

[Vt. Hist. Gazetteer (1868), I, p. 87 ; Bert Lee Chip-

man, Chipman Family: Gcneal. Chipmans in America
1631-1920 (1920).] H.W.H.K.

CHIPMAN, NATHANIEL (Nov. 15, 1752-

Feb. 15, 1843), jurist, the son of Samuel and

Hannah (Austin) Chipman, was born at Salis-

bury, Conn. He was fourth in descent from John

and Hope (Howland) Chipman, who settled in

Barnstable, Mass., in 1631. In 1773, after nine

months of preparation under a local minister, he

entered Yale College, where he received his de-

gree (in absentia) in 1777. That spring he re-

ceived an ensign's commission in Col. Charles

Webb's Second Connecticut Continental Line.

After some eighteen months of service, including

the winter at Valley Forge where he was pro-

moted to a first lieutenancy, he resigned. In

March 1779 he was admitted to the bar in Litch-

field County, Conn., but went immediately to

Vermont, where his father had settled at Tin-

mouth. In June, he was admitted to the bar of

Rutland County, Vt., and began the practise of

law. Two years later, when the Vermont lead-

ers—Thomas Chittenden [q.v.~\ and others

—

were involved in secret negotiations with Gen.

Haldimand, and rumor was current regarding

their treason, Chipman was called into confer-

ence with them, regarding certain letters, which

the legislature demanded be read in session. It

is said that Chipman expurgated the letters in

such a manner that the legislators were satisfied

that the negotiations were not treasonable (Dan-
iel Chipman, post, pp! 37-38). In 1784, he was
a member of the legislature, and was appointed to

a committee to revise certain acts. Three years

Chipman

later, his legal capacity won him an appointment

as assistant justice of the supreme court of Ver-

mont—the first lawyer to sit on that bench.

When the ratification of the Federal Constitu-

tion was being considered by the various states

in 1788, Chipman, who was anxious to see Ver-

mont admitted to the Union, took up the matter

with Alexander Hamilton and exchanged several

letters with him. In 1789 he was appointed to

the Boundary Commission, whose agreement

brought about a settlement of the dispute between

New York and Vermont in 1790. At this same
time he became chief justice of the supreme

court of Vermont. When the constitutional con-

vention met at Bennington in January 1791, he

took a prominent part in its actions, and his in-

fluence was instrumental in securing ratification.

He was sent, with Lewis R. Morris, to Congress

to negotiate for the admittance of Vermont to

the Union. Their efforts were successful, and

the State was soon admitted.

Within a short time he was appointed judge of

the United States court in the district of Ver-

mont, an office he held only two years. In 1793
he resigned and took up his private practise,

publishing in that year his Sketches of the Prin-

ciples of Government (revised edition, 1833),

and his Reports and Dissertations, consisting

mainly of reports of cases before the supreme
court of Vermont. In 1796, he again became
chief justice of the supreme court. At the same
time he was made a member of a committee to

revise the state code, and the statutes of 1797
were almost entirely his work. In 1798 he was
elected to the United States Senate, where he

served six years. His work there was not of

a spectacular nature, but his judicial mind, with

its legal background, proved a valuable asset in

Senate affairs. Upon the expiration of his term,

he returned to private practise in Tinmouth, but

was soon sent to the legislature, representing the

town in 1806-09, and in 181 1. In March 1813

he became one of the Council of Censors, a com-
mittee of thirteen, having power to examine the

constitution of the state and institute revision

of it. In this same year he was again appointed

chief justice. In 1816, he succeeded his brother,

Daniel, as professor of law in Middlebury Col-

lege, where he delivered a series of lectures

(printed in part in Daniel Chipman's Life) dur-

ing the ensuing collegiate year. Owing to seri-

ous deafness he never returned to public life,

but spent the remainder of his days in Tinmouth,

where he died Feb. 15, 1843. A large monument,
erected there in 1873, commemorates his service

to the state. He was married, in 1781, to Sarah

Hill, of Tinmouth, who bore him nine children.
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He wasa thorough student of the law. His heri-

tage of a good mind, his careful training in the

classics, and his keen interest in the political

affairs of his time made him one of the ablest

men of his day in Vermont. In politics he was a

Federalist, of the school of Hamilton.

[Daniel Chipman, Life of the Hon. Nathaniel Chip-
man (1846), which is essentially accurate and well writ-

ten ; Vt. Hist. Soc. Colls. (2 vols., 1870-71); F. B.

Dexter, Biog. Sketches Grads. Yale College, III (1903),
660-64; Vt. Hist. Gazetteer (1877), III, 1154-60; B.
L. Chipman, Chipman Family: Geneal. Chipmans in

America (1920).] G. H. D.

CHIPMAN, WARD (July 30, 1754-Feb. 9,

1824), Loyalist, the son of John Chipman, a law-

yer of Essex County, and Elizabeth (Brown)
Chipman, was born in Marblehead, Mass. ( Vital

Records of Marblehead, Mass., I, 102). He
graduated from Harvard with the degree of M.A.

in 1770 and, after serving for a short time as pre-

ceptor of the free school at Roxbury, studied

law under Daniel Leonard and Jonathan Sewall

in Boston. He was one of the signers of a loyal

address to Gov. Gage on Oct. 14, 1775, and upon

the evacuation of Boston in March 1776 re-

moved to Halifax with the British army (Stark,

post, pp. 132, 133). From there he went to Eng-

land where he was granted a pension but, dis-

satisfied with a life of inactivity, he resigned it

and returned to America in 1777. He joined his

friend Edward Winslow, muster-master general,

at New York, and was appointed deputy muster-

master general, an office which he held for the

duration of the war. Upon the conclusion of

peace, Winslow removed to Nova Scotia, but

Chipman remained at New York as secretary of

a commission to receive claims for supplies fur-

nished to the British government. He was one

of the signers of a petition to the commander-in-

chief, asking for a grant of lands in Nova Scotia,

but later dissociated himself from this enterprise

and wrote to Winslow to provide for him "a very

romantic, grand-water-river-falls-lake-prospect

with a good cold spring of water" {Winslow Pa-

pers, p. 115). Chipman left New York for Eng-

land with Sir Guy Carleton on Dec. 4, 1783.

Winslow favored a separate government for that

part of Nova Scotia lying north and west of the

Bay of Fundy and in England Chipman did what

he could to bring this about. The province of

New Brunswick was set off from Nova Scotia in

1784, and Chipman applied for the office of at-

torney-general in the new government. He failed

to receive it but was appointed solicitor-general,

an office which he held for many years without

pay because he had retained the half-pay of £91

per annum of deputy muster-master general.

Chipman sailed from England in August 1784,

Chisholm

and took up his residence at St. John, New
Brunswick, where he resumed the practise of

law. He was elected to the first House of As-
sembly of New Brunswick for St. John in 1785,

and to the second, for Northumberland County,

in 1793. He again represented St. John in the

fourth legislature, which met in 1802. He was
appointed a member of the Council in 1806,

and a judge of the supreme court of New Bruns-
wick in 1809. The treaty of 1794 between Great
Britain and the United States provided for a
commission to locate the St. Croix River, and
Chipman served as agent of the Crown. The
treaty of 1814 provided for a commission to deter-

mine points between the source of the St. Croix
and the point of intersection of the St. Lawrence
and the forty-fifth parallel, and Chipman again

served as agent of Great Britain. Upon the death

of Lieutenant-Governor Smyth in 1823, Chip-

man succeeded as president and commander-in-
chief of the province of New Brunswick, an of-

fice which he held at the time of his death. He
was married, at St. John on Oct. 24, 1786, to

Elizabeth, daughter of William Hazen, a fellow

Loyalist. An only son, Ward Chipman, Jr., be-

came chief justice of the supreme court of New
Brunswick.

[Lorenzo Sabine, Biog. Sketches Loyalists of the Am.
Revolution (2 vols., 1864) ; Jas. H. Stark, Loyalists of
Mass. (1910) ; Bert Lee Chipman, Chipman Family
(1920) ; Jos. Wilson Lawrence, Judges of New Bruns-
wick (1907) ; Winslow Papers, 1776-1826 (1901), ed-

by W. O. Raymond.]
j j^ q

CHISHOLM, HUGH JOSEPH (May 2,

1847-July 8, 1912), paper manufacturer, was
born on the Canadian side of Niagara Falls, the

son of Alexander Chisholm, who had come from
Scotland as a boy, and his wife, Mary (Phelan)

Chisholm. Young Chisholm's education at the

local schools terminated with the death of his

father, and at the age of thirteen he commenced
his business career as a newsboy on the Grand
Trunk Railway. His unusual industry and thrift

enabled him by the time he was sixteen to se-

cure control of newspaper distribution along the

whole Grand Trunk system, and in partnership

with his brothers, he was a pioneer, if not the

originator, in this country "of the transporta-

tion publishing business, producing railroad

maps, tourists' guides and albums descriptive of

routes of travel" {Paper, July 10, 1912, p. 30).

In 1865 he moved his residence to Portland, Me.,

and in 1872 married Henrietta Mason of that

city. Shortly after his arrival in Portland he

became interested in the manufacture of pulp,

and this industry in connection with his rail-

way news business drew his attention to the

manufacture of paper. He organized the Somer-
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set Fibre Company, in 1881 the Umbagog Pulp

Company at Livermore Falls on the Androscog-

gin River, and in 1887 the Otis Falls Pulp Com-
pany on the Androscoggin. In the early eighties

he became convinced that the upper reaches of

this river offered unlimited water power and

excellent advantages for the manufacture of pa-

per. With a group of associates he purchased

an eleven-hundred-acre tract, founded the Rum-
ford Falls Power Company (1890), and then, to

provide an outlet, took over the moribund Rum-
ford Falls & Buckfield Railroad, which he speed-

ily rehabilitated and opened to traffic as the

Portland & Rumford Falls Railway in 1892.

Thus were laid the foundations of a town, which

by that year had a population of three thousand

and all of the features of an up-to-date industrial

community. On the site of the new town were

established the Rumford Falls Paper Company,
the Oxford Paper Company, the Continental

Paper Company, and other concerns which Chis-

holm organized or in which he was heavily

interested.

As a prominent figure in the paper industry

of the late nineties he took an important part in

the formation in 1898 of the International Paper

Company, a combination which controlled about

thirty of the leading Eastern newspaper and pulp

mills as well as large areas of forest land. Short-

ly after its organization he became president,

holding that office from 1899 to 1910 and serv-

ing as chairman of the board of directors, 1907-

09. In addition to his interests in paper manu-
facture and railroads, he was a director of banks,

power companies, and many other concerns.

Chisholm not only had the ability to create

communities, but he was desirous that his mill

villages should be decent places in which to

live. In the neighborhoood of one of his plants

at Strathglass Park, near Portland, Me., he
established a community of model houses for his

employees, and at Rumford Falls he was instru-

mental in founding Rumford Mechanics' In-

stitute, a center dedicated, Nov. 9, 191 1, to

"physical and mental development, social and
moral improvement and the cultivation of an
equality or more intimate relationship and ac-

quaintanceship between employed and employer"

(Paper, Nov. 15, 191 1). The extent of his in-

terests led him to move to New York City, which
was his headquarters for a number of years prior

to his death.

[In addition to references above see N. Y. State's
Prominent and Progressive Men ( 1900), ed. by Mitchell
C. Harrison, I, 67-69 ; Men of America (1908), ed. by
John W. Leonard, p. 442 ; Men of Progress . . . in the
State of Me. (1897), ed. by P. W. Mclntyre and Wm.
F. Blanding ; Sun (N. Y.) and N. Y. Times, July 9,

1912; Who's Who in America, 1912-13.] H. U. F.

Chisolm

CHISOLM, ALEXANDER ROBERT (Nov.
19, 1834-Mar. 10, 1910), soldier, financier, was
the son of Edward Newfville Chisolm of Beau-
fort and Chisolm's Island, S. C, who married,

Dec. 14, 183 1, Mary Elizabeth, daughter of Maj.
William Wigg Hazzard of Hazzard's Neck, Port
Royal, S. C. His father was the owner of an
extensive estate on the coast near Charleston,

which had descended to him through four gen-
erations from his ancestor, Alexander Chisholm
(sic), a lowland Scot, who emigrated to Carolina
in 1717. Alexander Robert was born at Beaufort,

but both parents died while he was still a child,

and his youth was passed in New York City

under the guardianship of relatives. He studied

for a short time at Columbia College but in 1852
returned to South Carolina, and, taking up his

residence on Chisolm's Island a short distance

from Charleston, assumed charge of the planta-

tions which he had inherited from his father, to-

gether with the 250 slaves thereon. When the

Civil War became imminent he joined the South
Carolina forces, being commissioned lieutenant-

colonel by Gov. Pickens, Mar. 2, 1861. Because
of his intimate knowledge of the approaches
by water to Charleston, he became personal aide

to Gen. Beauregard who was in command of the

troops in that neighborhood. He was the bearer

of the first communication from Beauregard,
Mar. 26, to Maj. Robert Anderson, commanding
Fort Sumter, relative to the impending evacua-
tion of that post, and, Apr. 11, personally con-

veyed to Anderson Beauregard's demand for its

surrender. The following day he was present

v/hen the first gun of the war was discharged

—

some accounts stating that he personally gave the

order to open fire upon the fort. Thenceforth,

throughout the war, he remained on Beaure-
gard's personal staff, being actively engaged in

the battles of Bull Run, Shiloh, and Drury's
Bluff, and in the sieges of Charleston and Peters-

burg. At Bull Run he was conspicuous by rea-

son of taking part, though a staff officer, in the

Black Horse Cavalry charge, and during the bat-

tle of Shiloh all Beauregard's orders were trans-

mitted through him. He "was seldom at a loss

for resources in an emergency," and at all times

he enjoyed the complete confidence and friend-

ship of his chief (Roman, post, II, 411). At the

close of the war he signed at Greensboro, N. C,
on behalf of Gen. Joseph E. Johnston the parole

of the latter's troops east of the Mississippi.

On returning to private life, he established a

cotton and shipping firm in Charleston in part-

nership with Maj. Edward Willis, but in 1869

he moved to New York City where he entered

into the stock brokerage business, trading as A.
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R. Chisolm & Company, and being one of the

promoters of the New York Consolidated Stock

Exchange. On Apr. 7, 1875, ne was married to

Helen Margaret, widow of William Irving Gra-

ham and daughter of Gen. Richard L. Schieffe-

lin. In March 1877 he founded the Mining Rec-

ord, a weekly paper devoted to the mining re-

sources of the country, with Gen. Thomas Jor-

dan, a former army colleague, as editor, becom-

ing himself co-editor in December 1882. The
scope of the paper was subsequently enlarged to

cover the financial, railway, and petroleum fields

and its name changed to the Financial and Min-
ing Record, novel features being the creation of

assay and law departments—the latter expressly

stated to be "in the interests of the capitalists

who are willing to invest their money for the

development of the mines." Later Chisolm was
the subject of adverse criticism, the suggestion

being that his position as proprietor of an os-

tensibly impartial financial publication was in-

compatible with that of an active member of the

stock exchange, and in July 1890 he disposed

of his interest in the Record and retired from

the editorship. He contributed to Battles and
Leaders of the Civil War the following articles,

"Notes on the Surrender of Fort Sumter" (I,

82), "The Shiloh Battle-Order and the With-

drawal Sunday evening" (I, 606), and "The
Failure to Capture Hardee" (IV, 679).

[Family history of W. G. Chisolm, Chisolm Gene-
alogy (1914), which also contains (p. 31) a sketch. See
also A. Roman, Military Operations of Gen. Beauregard
(1884), passim; S'. W. Crawford, Genesis of the Civil

War (1887); announcements jn Mining Record and
financial and Mining Record ; obituaries in N . Y . Times
and N . Y. Daily Tribune, Mar. 1 1, 1910.] jr W. H. K.

CHISOLM, JOHN JULIAN (Apr. 16, 1830-

Nov. 2, 1903), surgeon and oculist, born in

Charleston, S. C, was the son of Robert Trail

and Harriet Emily Chisolm, and a descendant

of Alexander and Janet (Fraser) Chisholm of

Inverness, Scotland, who came to South Carolina

about 1717. Having received the degree of M.D.

at the Medical College of South Carolina (1850),

he continued his studies in London and Paris.

He returned to Charleston in 1852 and soon dem-

onstrated great skill as a surgeon. He conceived

the idea of following the European custom of

having gratuitous lectures on medical topics de-

livered at night for the benefit of all students and

covering the school work and lectures of the pre-

vious week. The plan was successful and Chis-

olm was selected to deliver the lectures on sur-

gery. From this system there developed the

summer school of medicine (1853), one of the

first of its kind. During this period Chisolm con-

ducted a free hospital for slaves. In 1858 he was

appointed professor of surgery at his alma mater
and is said to have been the youngest professor

of surgery in the United States. At the outbreak

of the Civil War he received from the Confed-
eracy the first commission issued to a medical of-

ficer and attended the wounded at Fort Sumter.

He began at once the preparation of his Manual
of Military Surgery ( 1861 ) and was able to pre-

sent the first copy to the surgeon-general while

the battle of Bull Run was being fought. This
text, based on the author's experience in Italy in

1859, when he saw many of the wounded from
Magenta and Solferino in the hospitals of Milan,

became the standard of the Confederate army and
appeared in several editions. He was for a time

chief surgeon of the military hospital at Rich-
mond and later directed the plant for the manu-
facture of medicines at Charleston until it was
burned by the Union forces under Sherman dur-

ing the Civil War. After the war he returned

to his professorship and was made dean (1865).
He spent 1866 in Europe and. in 1868 declined the

chair of surgery at New Orleans. He removed to

Baltimore in 1869, and within a few months a
chair of eye and ear surgery was created for

him at the University of Maryland. Before the

end of the year he was elected dean. He retained

active connection with the University until 1895
after which time he was professor emeritus. He
declined professorships at the Universities of St.

Louis and Louisville. In 1870 he organized the

Baltimore Eye and Ear Institute and in 1877 the

Presbyterian Eye and Ear Charity Hospital, of

which he was chief surgeon. Beginning in 1873
he limited his practise to ophthalmology which
he continued until 1898 despite an attack of apo-

plexy with aphasia in 1894. He was married,

first, to his cousin Mary Edings Chisolm at

Charleston, Feb. 3, 1852 ; and, secondly, to Eliza-

beth Steel, at Petersburg, Va., on Jan. 14, 1894.

He died in Petersburg and was buried in Green-

mount Cemetery in Baltimore.-

Chisolm was a prolific writer (more than a

hundred papers), not only of original articles but

of resumes of the literature on special surgical

topics to which he added his views and experi-

ences. He was among the first to use cocaine in

eye surgery and his operative treatment of cata-

ract was well known. He was one of the first

users of chloroform anaesthesia. One of the ablest

instructors the University of Maryland ever had,

he was the recipient of many honors.

[Va. Medic. Mo., Jan. 1879 (including list of publi-

cations and portrait) ; notes on surgical cases with com-
ments, Charleston Medic. Jour, and Rev., May 1857 ;

Jour. Am. Medic. Assn., Nov. 14, 1903, p. xli ; Hospital
Bull., Baltimore, Mar. 15, 19 10, p. 13 ; Wm. G. Chisolm,
Chisolm Genealogy (1914). Dates and spellings, given
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variously in published accounts, have been verified by
Wm. G. Chisolm, a nephew.] E. E.H.

CHISUM, JOHN SIMPSON (Aug. 15, 1824-

Dec. 23, 1884), cattleman, was horn in Hardeman
County, Tenn., the son of Claiborne C. and Lucy

(Chisum) Chisum. The family was of Scotch

origin. The father's name had been Chisholm,

and the altered spelling is said to date from the

time of the battle of New Orleans. Claiborne

Chisum with his family moved to Texas in 1837.

The boy had no advantages and began to work at

an early age. He was diligent and determined,

and success followed his efforts. He became a

contractor and builder and constructed the first

court-house in Paris, Tex. For eight years he was

the county clerk of Lamar County. In 1854, with

a partner, he started in the cattle business in the

same county, but three years later moved to Den-

ton County, where he remained until 1863. In

that year he drove a herd, estimated at 10,000

head, into Concho County, where he engaged in

business with a number of other men on shares.

He was one of the first of the Texas cattlemen to

shift their operations to the ranges of New Mex-
ico. In the late fall of 1866 he drove a herd up

the Pecos to Bosque Grande, about thirty miles

north of Roswell, and in the following spring dis-

posed of it to government contractors for the

Navajo and Mescalero Apache reservations. He
then formed a connection with Charles Good-

night by which for three years he continued to

drive cattle from Texas to Bosque Grande, Good-

night contracting for their sale in Colorado and

Wyoming. Indian raids were frequent, and later

came the depredations of white "rustlers," but in

spite of heavy losses in cattle and horses Chisum
prospered. In 1873 he made South Spring his

home, establishing a ranch there. His herds mul-

tiplied; estimates of the number of cattle owned
by him at the peak of his prosperity vary from

60,000 to 100,000. It seems certain that he was
the largest individual owner in the United States

and may well have held the same title for the

world.

His part, if any, in the famous Lincoln County

War of 1878-79 is a subject of dispute. This

war, growing out of alleged thefts of cattle from
Chisum and others by employees of Maj. L. G.

Murphy, and breaking into savage conflict on the

killing ( Feb. 12, 1878) of J. H. Tunstall, a friend

of Chisum, involved most of the cattleman's par-

tisans. It is denied, however, by Anderson (see

below) that either Chisum or any man employed
by him participated in any of the acts of violence

that followed. Neutrality under the circum-

stances would have been difficult, and that it was
not whollv attained is indicated in a statement

quoted by Burns, in The Saga of Billy the Kid,

which asserts the payment by Chisum of $500 to

the Kid for his services in the war. The evo-

lution of the Kid into a cattle thief, an indis-

criminate killer, and the leader of a gang of des-

peradoes brought Chisum to the front in the

movement to end lawlessness in New Mexico.

He was largely instrumental in 1880 in having

Pat Garrett elected sheriff, and it was Garrett

who a few months later ended the young bandit's

career. A popular belief long associated Chisum,

in spite of his disclaimer, with the great Chisholm

cattle trail, but it is now generally conceded that

the trail, which probably he never even saw, takes

its name from Jesse Chisholm, a half-breed Cher-

okee trader and government agent, who was not

related to the cattleman.

Chisum was unmarried. He died at Eureka
Springs, Ark., leaving an estate valued at about

$500,000. For many years he had been known
as the "cattle king of America." He was a man
adventurous and brave, resolute in purpose and
cool in the face of danger, who in the most law-

less period of New Mexican history often risked

his life. In his community he was, except for the

brief period of the ascendancy of the Murphy
faction in the time of the Lincoln County war, a

dominating influence, and there is no evidence

that he used his power for unworthy ends. By
his many friends, among whom in his later days

he was familiarly known as "Uncle John," and
by the community generally, he was regarded as

honest, truthful, and public spirited.

[Geo. B. Anderson, ed., Hist, of New Mexico(igo7) ;

Ralph Emerson Twitchell, Leading Facts of New Mexi-
can Hist., vol. V (1917) ; Chas. F. Coan, Hist, of New
Mexico (1925) ; Walter Noble Burns, Saga of Billy the
Kid (1926) ; J. Marvin Hunter, ed., Trail Drivers of
Texas (2nd ed., 1925), p. 950; Frontier, June, Nov.,
x 925.] W.J.G—t.

CHITTENDEN, HIRAM MARTIN (Oct.

25, 1858-Oct. 9, 1917), military engineer, his-

torian, was born at Yorkshire, in the Chautauqua
Lake region of New York, the son of William F.

and Mary Jane (Wheeler) Chittenden. He was
a student at Cornell when appointed to West
Point from which he graduated with high hon-

ors, June 15, 1884, as a second lieutenant of en-

gineers. On Dec. 30, after entering the Engineer

School of Application for the usual three years'

course, he married Nettie M. Parker of Arcade,

N. Y. He was made a first lieutenant on Dec. 31,

1886, and on his graduation was ordered to

Omaha as engineer officer of the Department of

the Platte. A two years' detail followed (June
1891-March 1893) as assistant to the officer in

charge of road construction in Yellowstone Na-
tional Park. It marked the awakening in him of
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a deep and abiding interest in the history and the

topography of the Great West and a wish to pre-

serve its chief wonderland, unaltered except by
new trails and roadways, "as a genuine example
of original nature." Out of this experience came
his book, The Yellowstone National Park, the

first edition of which appeared in 1895. Other
details took him for a time elsewhere ; as a cap-

tain (commissioned Oct. 2, 1895) he had charge

of improvement work on the Osage and Gas-
conade Rivers in Missouri, and in the Spanish-

American War he served as chief engineer of the

4th Army Corps. But in the spring of 1899 he

was back in the Park, this time in full charge of

road construction and with an adequate appro-

priation; and he kept to the task, in spite of

other calls, for the seven years necessary to com-
plete the first stage of the work.

During this period he was promoted to the

rank of major (Jan. 23, 1904) and was appoint-

ed a member of the Federal Commission on Yo-
semite Park. In the midst of his arduous duties

he somehow found time for much writing. Two
technical works on reservoir systems had ap-

peared in 1897 and 1898. The American Fur
Trade of the Far West was published in 1902,

The History of Early Steamboat Navigation on

the Missouri River a year later, and The Life,

Letters and Travels of Father Pierre Jean de

Stnet (written in collaboration with Alfred T.

Richardson) in 1905. From 1906 to 1908 he was
engaged in engineering projects on the Pacific

Coast. In the latter year overwork brought on a

stroke of partial paralysis, from which he never

fully recovered. On Feb. 10, 1910, he was re-

tired, with the rank of brigadier-general, for dis-

ability incident to the service. Despite his in-

firmity, however, he continued his labors both as

an author and an engineer. From Sept. '5, 191 1,

to Oct. 15, 191 5, he was president of the Port

Commission of Seattle, and under his charge the

excellent docking and terminal facilities of that

city were planned and constructed. In 191 1 he

produced War or Peace, in 19 15 Flood Control,

and in 1916 Letters to an Ultra-Pacifist. Per-

haps his last literary labor was given to a thor-

ough revision and considerable expansion of

The Yellowstone National Park, a new edition

of which appeared after his death. He died in

Seattle.

Chittenden was a man of the highest charac-

ter. He had great energies, an exceptional inten-

sity of purpose, and unflagging industry. De-
spite his somewhat dignified reserve he was gen-

ial and companionable. In the field of engineer-

ing, wherein his chief interests were the Park,

flood control, and the storage of waters, he was

Chittenden

known as a "practical idealist"—one whose im-
agination and vision were guided by a matter-of-

fact regard for the attainable with the means at

hand. To his work as a historian he brought an
eager spirit of inquiry, a critical judgment, and
a passion for exactness ; and to these were added
a rare art of presentation. In his invaluable his-

tory of the fur trade he not only recovered from
court records, newspapers, letters, and the musty
papers of the fur companies the unknown or long-

forgotten data of the period but he so vitalized

his material that he recreated an era. The work
has not escaped criticism for an occasional omis-
sion or misplacing of emphasis (as, for instance,

in T. M. Marshall's paper, "St. Vrain's Expedi-
tion to the Gila in 1826," in The Pacific Ocean in

History, 1917) ; but the wonder must remain that

in this pioneer venture so few defects have been
found. Though later discoveries have greatly

augmented the documentation of the era, they

have not served to impair the basic excellence of

this epochal work.

{Who's Who in America, i^d-Y-j ; G. W. Cullum,
Biog. Reg. ; obituary by Jas. C. Sanford in Forty-Ninth
Annual Report, Assn. Grads. U. S. Mil. Acad., 1918.]

W.J.G-t.

CHITTENDEN, MARTIN (Mar. 12, 1763-
Sept. 5, 1840), governor of Vermont, son of

Thomas [q.v.~\ and Elizabeth (Meigs) Chitten-

den, was born at Salisbury, Conn. When he was
about five years old his family removed to Ver-
mont and settled at Williston, where he grew to

manhood. He was sent to Dartmouth College,

receiving his degree in 1789. On Sept. 7, 1790,

he was elected to the General Assembly as the

representative of the town of Jericho, where he

had taken up his residence. For eight years he
held this office, and, upon his removal to Willis-

ton in 1798, he was immediately elected to the

same office from that town. In 1791 he was a
delegate from Jericho to the Bennington conven-

tion, called to ratify the Federal Constitution;

and, in 1793, he attended the constitutional con-

vention held at Windsor. He was clerk of the

Chittenden County Court, later an assistant jus-

tice, and finally chief judge, an office he resigned

upon his election to Congress, as a Representa-

tive, in 1803. He was reelected four times. In

181 1 and again in 1812 he was a candidate for

the governorship of the state, but was defeated

both times by his brother-in-law, Jonas Galusha

(who married Mary Chittenden). The next year

he ran again, as a Federalist, against Galusha.

As neither candidate had a majority of the votes

cast, the election was decided by the House, who
chose Chittenden by a majority of one. The fol-

lowing November he issued his proclamation,
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recalling the Vermont militia from New York,

where it had heen taken under the command of

Elias Fassett, who was removed from command
by the Assembly at the instance of the Governor,

and replaced by Jacob Davis. Chittenden main-

tained that the militia should not leave the state,

and that an officer of the United States Army
( Fassett held also a federal commission) did not

have the power to call the militia for service out-

side of the state. The matter was brought up in

Congress the following January, when resolu-

tions were presented ordering the prosecution of

Chittenden before the Supreme Court of the

United States, but, as they failed to carry, noth-

ing further was done. Later in the war, however,

Chittenden cooperated with the officers of the

army in calling for volunteers for the defenses of

Plattsburg. In 1S14 he was a candidate for re-

election, with Galusha as a rival. This time he

polled more votes than his opponent, but not a

majority, so, once more, he was elected by the

House.

During this second term Governor Chittenden

presented to the Assembly the proposal of the

Massachusetts legislature that delegates be sent

to Hartford to consider certain proposed amend-
ments to the Federal Constitution. The Assem-
bly decided that it was unwise, but the secretary

of state, William Hall, Jr., went unofficially. In

181 5, Galusha defeated Chittenden in the elec-

tion for governor, and the latter, except for a

term as judge of probate in 1821-23, practically

retired from active political life, and spent the

remainder of his years on his farm in Williston.

He was married, in 1796, to Anna Bentley, by
whom he had twelve children.

[Records Gov. and Council State of Vt., vols. III-VI
(1875-78), especially vol. VI, which covers his terms
as governor ; A. M. Hemenway, Vt. Hist. Gazetteer,
vol. I; MSS. in state archives at Montpelier ; Alvan
Talcott, Chittenden Family (1882) ; Hist, of Jericho,
Vt. (1916), ed. by C. H. Hayden and others; Men of
Vt. (1894), comp. by J. G. Ullery.] G. H. D.

CHITTENDEN, SIMEON BALDWIN
(Mar. 29, 1814-Apr. 14, 1889), merchant, con-

gressman, was descended from William Chitten-

den, one of the founders of the town of Guilford,

Conn., in the early seventeenth century. He was
the son of Abel and Anna Hart (Baldwin) Chit-

tenden. When he was twelve years old his father

died and it was impossible for him to obtain the

college education that had been planned. He con-

tinued his studies, however, until he received an
offer of a clerkship in a New Haven store. This
he accepted at the age of fourteen, and served a

seven-years' apprenticeship during which the

material rewards were scant and appreciation

lacking. On coming of age he was able to engage

in business for himself at New Haven. Hardly
had he begun to prosper in that undertaking

when the panic of 1837 brought a check to trade

expansion throughout the country; but having
weathered that storm Chittenden was soon in a

position to embark on a more ambitious ven-

ture. In 1842 he went to New York and entered

the wholesale dry-goods field on a modest scale.

His quick success there seems, when considered

in the light of modern conditions, remarkable.

He was a shrewd business man, whose sound
judgment carried him far, and he excelled most
of his contemporaries in the knowledge of the

principles on which legitimate trade is based.

He early became a student of economics, investi-

gating and testing propositions that were put

forward in the name of the "dismal science."

Up to the campaign of i860 he had never taken

a public stand in politics. In *that campaign a

demand from the South that his mercantile house
be boycotted because of his known opposition to

slavery caused him to come out for the election

of Lincoln and after the Civil War began he sup-

ported the Administration vigorously. Having
made Brooklyn his home, he joined with a group
of his neighbors in founding a daily newspaper,

the Union, to uphold the government at Washing-
ton. The journal was a financial success. Chitten-

den was elected to Congress in 1874 as an inde-

pendent Republican and although a member of the

minority party in the House of Representatives

he made a distinct impression in the debates of

that body. In the period preceding the resump-
tion of specie payments, when it was commonly
remarked that few members of Congress had any
expert knowledge of currency questions, Chitten-

den quickly took a prominent position in oppos-

ing the nostrums put forward by "cheap money"
advocates in both political parties. He was a

defender of the National Banks and generally in

accord with Republican policy, but in several

matters he held views in advance of the party's

declarations. In formulating a program for re-

sumption he proposed, as a first step, restora-

tion of the privilege of funding legal tender

payments at par in government securities ; as a

second step, the abolition of the legal tender

quality; as a third, the perfect freedom of issue

for bank notes thoroughly secured and constantly

redeemed ; and finally, the payment and cancella-

tion of United States notes after a time fixed.

Years afterward it was pointed out by conserva-

tive authorities that the adoption of these pro-

posals would probably have saved the Adminis-
tration considerable trouble and embarrassment
in the process of resumption. Chittenden's rec-

ord in Congress on the whole was noteworthy ; it
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led the Brooklyn Daily Eagle, opposed to him in

politics, to characterize him as "the most dis-

tinguished and in national respects the most in-

fluential representative Brooklyn has ever had in

Congress." Chittenden was known for many-

years as one of Brooklyn's public-spirited citi-

zens. The Academy of Music, the Free Library,

and the Polytechnic Institute were among the

Brooklyn institutions to which he gave liberally

of his time and money. Outside of Brooklyn,

Yale University received important gifts from
him, including the building that long housed the

university library. He was married ( i ) to Mary
Elizabeth Hartwell and (2) to Cornelia Bald-

win Coltons.

[Wm. Chittenden of Guilford, Conn., and His De-
scendants, comp. by Alvan Talcott (1882); Brooklyn
Daily Eagle, Apr. 15, 1889; N. Y. Times, Apr. 15,
l889-] W. B.S.

CHITTENDEN, THOMAS (Jan. 6, 1730-

Aug. 25, 1797), governor of Vermont, the son of

Ebenezer and Mary (Johnson) Chittenden, was
born at East Guilford, Conn. He was fourth in

descent from William and Joanna (Sheaffe)

Chittenden, who came from Cranbrook, Kent,

England, and settled in Guilford in 1639. Chit-

tenden received a common-school education. At
the age of eighteen, he shipped on a West In-

dian merchant vessel, which was captured by the

French. After several months of privation, he

worked his way back to Connecticut, and gave

up the sea. In October 1749 he married Eliza-

beth, daughter of Lieut. Janna and Elizabeth

(Dudley) Meigs, and settled in Salisbury, Conn.,

where he lived for the next twenty-five years.

Flere he became a man of affairs, holding various

public offices and representing the town in the

colonial Assembly. In 1774, having received a

grant of land on the Winooski River, in Willis-

ton, Vt., he removed his family thither. Two
years later he represented Williston at the Dor-

set convention, being, it is said, the only member
who had ever sat in a legislative assembly before.

His sagacity was soon recognized, and he took a

prominent part in this and the succeeding con-

ventions, the outcome of which was the formation

of the State of Vermont. There had been a con-

troversy of several years' duration over the juris-

diction of that territory, as both New York and
New Hampshire claimed control and the gov-

ernors of both provinces made grants therein.

The situation had become intolerable to the set-

tlers, hence their declaration of independence

and the establishment of the state. At the con-

vention of September 1776, Chittenden, with

twelve others, was appointed to attend this con-

vention at its next sitting, thus forming what

was to become the Council of the State. The
following January, Chittenden helped to draw
up the "declaration for a new and separate state"

and was asked, with others, to present the peti-

tion for recognition to the Continental Congress,

which was unsuccessful. Between 1777 and 1787,

Chittenden and his family lived in Pownal, Wil-
liamstown (Mass.), and Arlington, before finally

returning to his farm in Williston.

Chittenden, who was president of the Coun-
cil of Safety, helped Ira Allen \_q.v.~\ draw up the

constitution of Vermont, which was closely mod-
eled on that of Pennsylvania ; and, in the gen-

eral election of March 1778, he was chosen first

governor of the state, an office he held, with the

exception of the year 1789-90, until 1797. His
level-headed attitude in a crisis, his ability to

make a wise decision, his firm character, and
his general disarming friendliness, made him
one of the strongest men in the state, and en-

abled him to conduct successfully the affairs of

the young government. He apparently rarely

made a mistake in judging men. In 1780-83 he

was closely associated with Ethan Allen [q.v.~\,

and others, in the secret negotiations with Gen.

Haldimand, commander of the British forces in

Canada. The intentions of these men have never

been determined. Documentary evidence sup-

ports the idea that they were attempting to make
the state a British province, but, on the other

hand, there is also evidence to confirm the be-

lief that they were merely attempting to force

Congress to recognize the independence of the

state. When, in 1781, rumor was rife regarding

the negotiations, Chittenden wrote a letter to

Gen. Washington, which some have claimed as

evidence for the loyalty of the Vermonter. It is,

however, a carefully worded document, in which

very little is said that was not publicly known
(the letter and Washington's reply may be found

in Records of the Governor and Council, II, 350-

55). In 1785-87, as an aftermath of the War,
there was a crisis in Vermont affairs. Chitten-

den suffered a period of unpopularity, owing to

which he lost the election of 1789; but the fol-

lowing year he took the chair again. In 1791 he

saw the culmination of his efforts to procure the

recognition of Vermont and her admission to the

Union. He continued in the governor's chair

until 1797, when he resigned just a few weeks

before his death.

By his wife he had ten children, of whom
Martin [q.v.] became governor, and the other

sons, Noah, Giles, and Truman, each sat in the

Assembly and held various public offices. One
of the daughters, Mary, became the wife of Gov.

Tonas Galusha.
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[Records Gov. and Council State of Vt., vols. I—IV
(1873-76) ; Win. Slade, Vt. State Papers (1823) ; Vt.

Hist. Soc. Colls. (1870-71) ; Ira Allen, Natural and
Political Hist. State of Vt. (1798) : Samuel Williams,
Natural and Civil Hist, of Vt. (1794) ; Vt. State Pa-
pers, vol. Ill (1924-25) ; E. B. O'Callaghan, Documen-
tary Hist. State of N. Y'., vol. IV (1851), pp. 531-1034 ;

Benj. H. Hall, Hist, of Eastern Vt. (1858) ; Archives
in Montpelier, Vt., and Ottawa, Canada; Stevens MSS.
in Montpelier; Alvan TaXcott, Chittenden Family ( 1882).
Daniel Chipman, Memoir of Thos. Chittenden (1849)
consists of but a very brief sketch of his life, followed
by a lengthy discussion of the Constitution of Vt. ; there
is a good sketch by Hon. David Read in A. M. Hemen-
way, ed., Vt. Hist. Gazetteer, I, 905-29 ; see also J. B.
Wilbur, Ira Allen, Founder of Vt. (1928).]

G.H.D.

CHIVERS, THOMAS HOLLEY (Oct. 18,

1809-Dec. 18, 1858), poet, was the grandson of

Thomas Holley Chivers, who emigrated to Vir-

ginia in the mid-eighteenth century but eventual-

ly became one of the first settlers of Georgia ; and

the son of Col. Robert Chivers, who in 1806

married a Miss Digby. He was born on his

father's cotton-farm a few miles south of the

recently founded Washington, Ga. The date is

determined by a poem in Conrad and Eudora,

written Oct. 18, 1834 "on the Anniversary of

my Twenty-fifth Year." Toward the end of his

life, Chivers claimed 1807 as the year of his

birth, and his tombstone speaks of his dying

at. 52 in 1858; but possibly Chivers antedated

his birth, so that he would appear older than his

rival Poe, who was actually his senior by nine

months.

Having been trained at a Georgia preparatory

school, he studied medicine at Transylvania Uni-

versity, Lexington, Ky. ; in 1830 he wrote his

thesis on Intermittent and Remittent Fevers, ob-

tained his M.D. with distinction, and began to

practise. Meanwhile he had been writing verse.

Though as late as 1856 he refused a chair in

physiology at a Southern university, he seems

to have given up his medical career soon after

graduation. About this time, while recovering

from an illness, he had a vision of harp-playing

angels and a fountain of water, which his mother

could not see {Univerccclum, Dec. .9, 1848). In

1831 be traveled in "the West," visiting in March
the Cherokees, with whose sufferings he sympa-
thized strongly ; some of the Indian material in

his later poems may have been collected then.

In 1832 he printed privately, for distribution

among friends, The Path of Sorrow, or the La-
ment of Youth: A Poem, written while studying

medicine in 1828-29. These verses are his de-

fense for a rash marriage, which had broken up
much as Byron's was supposed to have broken

up; Olivers even rephrases Byron's "Dream"
for the title-poem. Later, in his will, he cut off

his first wife and her daughter with a dollar

apiece. In 1833 he was writing more poems, in

the Mississippi Valley, and St. Louis. In 1834

he came North (the date is sometimes given as

1832—an error which arose in calculating from
the erroneous birth-year 1807). While in Spring-

field, Mass., he met and married Harriet Hunt,

daughter of George and Jerusha (Smith) Hunt
of that city, a famous beauty aged sixteen at the

time of her marriage. In the latter part of 1834

Chivers printed privately at Philadelphia his

Conrad and Eudora; or, the Death of Alonzo, a

five-act version of the Sharpe-Beauchamp mur-
der of 1826, which follows (at times almost ver-

batim) a pamphlet, The Confession of Jercboam
0. Beauchamp (Bloomfield, Ky., 1826) ; the sec-

ond half of the volume consists of twenty-nine

lyrics grouped together as Songs of the Heart.

The verse is either bad or indifferent, with some
lines characteristic of his exalted mysticism, but

with none of the Poe-esque music which he de-

veloped later. In 1837 he went to New York,

where he published Nacoochcc ; or, the Beautiful

Star, his third book and first published volume,

which evidently contains all the juvenilia which

he thought worth preserving. The title-poem is

an unfinished Indian legend, with a symbolic

metaphysics that may have suggested Poe's later

"Ulalume," though otherwise the two poems are

unlike, "Nacoochee" being written in rather

Keats-like Spenserians. The preface is a curious

though nebulous statement of Chivers's beliefs

as to the transcendental nature of poetry. On
Apr. 1, 1838, at Philadelphia, he wrote a sonnet

on receiving the news of the death of his mother,

and went South for the funeral. In 1839, he was
at New York again, preparing a play for pres-

entation : Lconi; or, the Orphan of Venice

(never produced or published; manuscript at

Harvard). The plot was a complete reworking

of the Sharpe-Beauchamp murder, somewhat in

the manner of Otway, though with Drydenesque

metaphors. It is dignified and well-sustained

throughout. On June 25, 1839, his daughter,

Florence Allegra, was born; a year later, his

son Aster ; in these two children he recognized

the harp-playing angels of the vision of a decade

before.

In 1840 he received a prospectus for the Penn
Magazine from Poe, to whom he wrote on Aug.

27, with much enthusiasm but no money. In

Graham's Magazine (which eventually published

thirteen of Chivers's poems) Poe published in

his "Autography" (December 1841) a brief

critique of Oliver's manuscripts submitted for

publication but not published, in which Chivers

was characterized as "one of the best and one of

the worst poets in America." Chivers protested

twice by letter, and was answered at last on June
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6, 1842 : Poe had revived his plans for the Penn
Magazine and apologized for the squib. Chivers

promised to get subscribers, but complained that

the squib had confirmed a popular rumor that he

was mad. The correspondence continued, and
Poe accepted three poems for Graham's Maga-
zine. Henceforth Chivers's work appeared regu-

larly in various magazines, until about five years

before his death. On his thirty-third birthday,

Oct. 18, 1842, Florence Allegra was struck down
by a virulent form of typhoid, and died in her

father's arms that night ; he took her body to

Georgia and wrote a long rhapsody on the oc-

casion, "The Lost Pleiad"; on Dec. 12, 1842, he

wrote another elegy, "To Allegra Florence in

Heaven" (rejected with quotations and com-
ments in the Orion, March-April, 1843). An-
other daughter was born to him, but within a

year he lost his three other children. The death

of these four children furnished subjects for sev-

eral poems. In the spring of 1845, he went to

New York, to publish a new volume, The Lost

Pleiad and Other Poems. While there he met

Poe several times (helping him home in an in-

toxicated condition on the first occasion), and

after his return to Georgia there ensued a corre-

spondence between the two poets—Poe crying

desperately for ready money and Chivers, ap-

parently, giving only good advice and an invita-

tion to come South to be taken care of by him
for the rest of Poe's life. In his last letter Poe,

sincerely or otherwise, wrote : "Except your-

self I have never met the man for whom I felt

that intimate sympathy (of intellect as well as

soul) which is the sole basis of friendship." At-

tracted by the visions of Andrew Jackson Davis

[q.v.], Chivers, in 1848, contributed liberally to

Davis's Univerccelum, both poems and prose,

including the "Scene from Via Cceli ; or, the

Way to Heaven, a Moral Drama in Five Acts,"

which contains an account of his own visions.

In the same year he published a pamphlet,

Search After Truth; or a New Revelation of the

Psycho-Physiological Nature of Man. After

Poe's death he wrote a "New Life of Edgar Allan

Poe," a rhapsody intended to place Poe as a great

poet, without concealing his weakness ; the

manuscript remains unpublished, except for frag-

ments edited by Prof. Woodberry in the Century

Magazine (January-February, 1903).

In the latter part of 1850, Chivers published at

New York his Eonchs of Ruby, A Gift of Love,

a mixture of ultra-musical verse and gorgeously

extravagant imagery, with verse collected from

the magazines, and much stuff that should have

been destroyed. The very evident influence of

Poe immediately caused various charges of pla-

Chivers

giarism, and there began a controversy which
cannot be said to have ended yet. Chivers de-

fended himself at first in private letters with con-

siderable heat, and finally broke out, under the

signature of "Fiat Justitia," in the Waverly
Magazine (1853), accusing Poe with much
blindness and fury of stealing the "Raven" from
"To Allegra Florence in Heaven," and quoting

the very worst stanza from it as proof. At last

the editor closed the controversy with justifiable

harshness. The truth of the matter seems to be

that Poe and Chivers at first developed their

melodic theories of verse independently; that

Chivers later followed Poe's lead for some time

;

that Poe saw in Chivers's more careless work
material which he could entirely make over;

while Chivers, gaining courage from Poe's ex-

ample, freely helped himself to Poe's rhymes and
names and tricks of refrain. But after Poe's

death, Chivers continued his experiments far

beyond anything that Poe had ever done. In

1853 he published three more volumes of poetry.

Memoralia; or, Phials of Amber Full of the

Tears of Love was nothing but the unsold copies

of Eonchs, the first twenty-six pages of which
were replaced with a new title-page, index,

preface, and six poems. Virginalia, or Songs of

my Summer Nights, though less known than

Eonchs, is Chivers's most extraordinary volume

;

it contains his wildest and most successful ex-

periments in meter. His third volume for 1853

was Atlanta, or the True Blessed Island of Poesy,

"a Paul Epic in Three Lustra," which appeared

as a pamphlet at Macon, Ga. The preface in-

cludes many ideas apparently taken from Poe's

Poetic Principle (1850), but is dated July 18,

1842; and elsewhere Chivers insisted on his

priority. In 1854 he wrote a five-act play, The
Sons of Usna: a Tragi-Apotheosis (published,

1858), which is the first literary treatment in

English of the famous legend of Deirdre (bar-

ring mere translations and paraphrases, as well

as Macpherson's "Darthula"). In 1856, he re-

turned South ; was asked by a committee to write

a Fourth-of-July Oration; and wrote and pub-

lished in pamphlet form, but did not recite, his

Birth-day Song of Liberty. A Pecan of Glory

for the Heroes of Freedom. On Dec. 18, 1858 he

died at his home, Villa Allegra, Decatur, Ga.

His influence on Swinburne has been demon-
strated by Prof. A. G. Newcomber (Sewanee
Review, January 1904). He always was utterly

unable to judge his own productions; and Poe's

original squib about him still holds. Yet his best

work is frequently poetry of a high order, and

his originality (despite any question of plagia-

rism) is unquestionable.
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[Besides the sources mentioned above, see W. C.

Richardson, "Who Was Olivers?" Boston Transcript,

Apr. 2\, 1897 ; Passages from the Correspondence and
other Papers of Rufus W. Griswold (1898); L. T.

Hodges, "Thos. Holley Olivers," Alkahest Mag., Oct.

1898; Joel Benton, In the Poc Circle (1899); J. W.
Townsend, "Thos. Holley Olivers," Lib. Southern Lit.,

vol. II (1907); Jas. Huneker, Pathos of Distance

(1913) ; and T. O. Mabbott's edition of Poe's Politian

(Richmond, 1923).] S. F. D.

CHOATE, JOSEPH HODGES (Jan. 24,

1832-May 14, 1917), lawyer, diplomat, was born

at Salem, Mass., the youngest son of Dr. George

Choate and Margaret Manning Hodges. He was

the seventh in descent from John Choate who
came from England in 1643 a"d settled in Ips-

wich, Mass. On the maternal side, his grand-

parents were Capt. Gamaliel Hodges and Sarah

Williams. Joseph H. Choate had two sisters,

Elizabeth and Caroline (Mrs. E. B. de Gers-

dorff ) ; and three brothers, Charles F., president

of the Old Colony Railroad, George C S., a

physician, and William G, United States dis-

trict judge. Rufus Choate [q.v.~\ of Boston was

the first cousin of Dr. George Choate, and there-

fore a first cousin once removed of Joseph H.

Choate.

"The lives of my father and mother," says

Choate, "were truly heroic in the matter of the

training of their own children. Having four sons

and two daughters, they determined at all haz-

ards to give them the best education that the

times afforded, and in so doing they set them a

wonderful example of self-control, self-denial,

and self-sacrifice" (Boyhoood and Youth, p. 31).

The father, himself a graduate of the academic

and medical departments of Harvard, sent his

four sons there also, with the result that in 1848-

49, one was a medical student, one was a senior

in the college, and two were freshmen. In the

Commencement of 1852, William gave the Vale-

dictory oration, and Joseph H. the Salutatory

oration. The latter always remained devoted to

his college, returned often to it at the annual

graduation period, and was a president of the

Harvard Alumni Association and of the Har-

vard Club of New York. He entered the Har-
vard Law School in 1852, where, until his

graduation in 1854, he earned his living by tutor-

ing boys preparing to enter the cpllege. A third

year was spent in Boston in the office of Hodges
& Saltonstall, after which, in October 1855, he

was admitted to the Massachusetts bar.

Bearing a letter of introduction from Rufus

Choate to William M. Evarts, Choate moved to

New York in 1855, and in the following year

entered the office of Butler, Evarts & South-

mayd. After a three years' apprenticeship, and

a brief interval of practise on his own account,

Choate

he was invited to join the firm as partner, and

retained that relationship for the rest of his

life. The firm now survives as Evarts, Choate,

Sherman & Leon. Although Choate was the

junior in this firm, and therefore, for ten years

or more, played an inconspicuous role before the

legal public, this period shaped his career in

two respects. It taught him, under the wise

judgment of Southmayd, how to form the theory

of a case, and under Evarts, how to present it

effectively in court ; and second, it gave him op-

portunity to take an interest in social intercourse

and in projects for the public welfare. He ac-

quired a facility and grace in public utterance

to which much of his success in life must be

attributed. In 1861, he married Caroline Dutcher

Sterling, daughter of Frederick A. Sterling, of

Cleveland, Ohio. Their married life extended

over fifty-five years.

The life of Choate may be said to present five

major aspects which, however, cannot be viewed

chronologically, and are not mutually exclusive.

They may be labeled as the social, political, pub-

lic-welfare, legal, and international aspects.

It was not an accident that he became presi-

dent of the New England Society of New York

;

the Union League Club ; the Pilgrim Society

;

the Harvard College Alumni and Law School

associations and the Harvard Club of New York

;

the Century Association ; and various legal soci-

eties ; and that the list of his other club member-
ships was extensive. He was a "club man," en-

joying association with his fellows, getting along

well with them, and being often chosen as their

leader. His skill as an after-dinner speaker is

still a tradition, and his published speeches,

models of their kind. For years he divided the

laurels in this field with Chauncey Depew, who
said of him, "Mr. Choate believed, with me, that

the mind is fresher and more capable of grasp-

ing the questions arising in one's vocation or

profession, if there is relief in some other direc-

tion. We both found that in after-dinner speak-

ing" (Speeches and Literary Contributions,

1918, p. 246).

Politics, compared to his other activities,

played a minor role in Choate's life, yet he was
an active party man and a life-long Republican.

He made his first political speech for Fremont
in 1856, and his last for Hughes in 1916. In

1871, he was a leader in arousing New York City

against the Tweed Ring. At the mass meeting

in Cooper Union, Sept. 4, 1871, as chairman

of the Committee on Resolutions, he present-

ed the resolution calling for the organization

of the Committee of Seventy; and, on Nov. 3,

1871, when that committee reported, he made
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a notable speech which roused the public to

definite action. Twenty-three years later, in

1894, he was again an active crusader as a

member of the Committee of Thirty in opposi-

tion to Tammany Hall and Richard Croker. In

the previous year he had been elected dele-

gate-at-large to the New York Constitutional

Convention of 1894. The Republicans had a

majority in that convention and Choate was
selected as its president. His influence, during

the five months of this convention, according to

Elihu Root, who was leader of the majority on

the floor of the convention, was very great, and

he played a conspicuous part in the election of

November 1894, in bringing about the adoption

of the new constitution by the electorate. The
only political office for which he was ever a

candidate was that of United States senator in

opposition to Thomas C. Piatt. He consented to

run as a protest against boss rule within his own
party, but without expectation of election. "I told

them I would run," he said, after the legislature

had reelected Piatt, "if I only got one vote. In

fact I got seven, and I regarded this as a real

triumph" (Strong, post, p. 88).

Not only was he a party man and an active

worker in the ranks to bring about political ac-

tion which he believed would be for the public

good, but he was a leader in non-political cul-

tural and humanitarian activities. It was this

side of his career which in later life, added to

his legal and diplomatic careers, made him stand

out as first citizen of the City of New York.

He was a founder and from 1869 to 1917 a trustee

of the American Museum of Natural History;

an incorporator and for forty-seven years a

trustee of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, be-

ing at times its vice-president, chairman of its

Law Committee and a member of its Executive

Committee
;
governor of the New York Hos-

pital for forty years (1877-1917) ;
president of

the board of directors of the New York State's

Charities Aid Association (1895-99, 1905-17) ;

president of the New York Association for the

Blind; vice-president of the Carnegie Endow-
ment for International Peace ;

president of the

American Society for the Judicial Settlement of

International Disputes ; and honorary president

of the National Security League and of the

National Defense Society.

Choate's legal career was remarkable for its

length (over fifty-five years), for the variety of

its activities, for the number of cases won, and

for the sustained reputation that it brought him.

Honors directly connected with his professional

work were showered upon him. He was a mem-
ber of the Commission on revision of the judicial

system of New York State in 1890; president of

the Association of the Bar of the City of New
York, of the American Bar Association, of the

New York State Bar Association, of the New
York County Lawyers' Association, and of the

Harvard Law School Association, and in 1905
he was elected a Bencher of the Middle Temple,
London.

Being blessed with a strong constitution and
unusually good health, he was very active during

his whole legal career. A mere catalogue of the

important cases in which he participated would
be too long for a biographical article. Probably

the public knew him best as a jury lawyer; for

he was himself a dramatic figure and both in the

examination of witnesses and in speeches to

juries, as well as in passages at arms with oppos-

ing counsel, he displayed wit, sarcasm, and an
audacity which produced continual surprises.

"Whatever the printed brief or the prepared ad-

dress," says William V. Rowe, "the oral presen-

tation was bound to be filled with new ideas, a

new point of view, a personal emphasis." An-
other writer describes him as "physically tall,

with a relatively large head, plentiful hair, often

somewhat tousled, handsome in features, but

manly of line and giving an impression of health

and physical strength, carefully but not obtru-

sively dressed, apt to assume careless attitudes,

standing with one hand in a trousers' pocket as

he spoke, and with a musical voice of tenor qual-

ity, flexible, well-controlled, not loud, but of

great carrying power."

Although he was popularly known as an advo-

cate, rather than as a lawyer conspicuous for

legal learning, he was in fact an all-round law-

yer capable of effectively handling any legal

problem. He was engaged in the contests over

the wills of Cruger, Vanderbilt, A. T. Stewart,

Samuel J. Tilden, Hoyt Drake, Hopkins-Searles,

Vassar, and Vanderpoel ; in the anti-trust cases

involving the Standard Oil Company, the Tren-

ton Potteries, and the "Tobacco Trust" ; in two

famous cases dealing with the law of clubs, Lou-

bat vs. Union Club, and Hutchinson vs. New
York Stock Exchange; in libel suits, including

that of Funk vs. Godkin ; in admiralty cases, such

as the Republic (steamship) case; in railroad

cases ; in two famous court-martial proceedings,

the McCalla naval case and the Fitz-John Porter

case ; in the controversy of Lord Dunraven with

the New York Yacht Club over the race between

the Defender and Valkyrie III ; in the Goff con-

tempt proceedings ; and in numerous arguments

before the United States Supreme Court, in-

cluding the Neagle case arising out of the at-

tempted assassination of Mr. Justice Field by
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Judge Terry of California, the Leland Stanford

case, the California Irrigation Law cases, the

Massachusetts Fisheries case, claims under the

Alabama awards and the Spanish Treaty, and the

Income Tax cases.

Probably his most important arguments were

in the Income Tax cases before the United States

Supreme Court in March and May 1895, in which

he and his associates convinced the court that the

income tax law of 1894 was unconstitutional.

His argument at the time was compared to that

of Webster in the Dartmouth College case.

Choate himself, however, once said that he con-

sidered the task of proving Gen. Fitz-John Por-

ter innocent of the charge of treason was his most

difficult exploit and greatest victory, because two

courts martial had decided adversely to Porter,

and the true facts were hard to gather and get be-

fore the court after the lapse of fifteen years.

Early in 1899 Choate was appointed Ambassa-

dor at the Court of St. James's. Being sixty-

seven years old, he had already crossed the tradi-

tional threshold of old age. He had lived a singu-

larly full life, successful according to the high-

est social and professional standards, and had

reached a peak from which for most men only de-

scent in declining years could have been ex-

pected. But for him, unimpaired in health, mind,

and spirit, a new career was just beginning. He
acquitted himself in the field of international af-

fairs so as to add measurably to the prestige of

the United States and to his own reputation.

Three matters of major importance were brought

to a successful issue by him.

When he went to England, the Joint High
Commission of 1898 for the settlement of ques-

tions between Canada and the United States had

just been dissolved without reaching an agree-

ment. The Commission was in deadlock over the

critical question of the Alaskan boundary, the

location of which might determine the ownership

of gold-bearing lands. Choate and Secretary

Hay obtained agreement upon a treaty providing

for the submission of the boundary question to a

tribunal composed of an equal number of mem-
bers from each country, charged to hear evi-

dence, and decide according to law. The confer-

ence of the tribunal, held in London in 1903, re-

sulted in a determination of the boundary ques-

tion, and paved the way for the disposal of all the

questions which had been unsuccessfully consid-

ered by the Joint High Commission.

The Spanish American War, resulting in the

acquisition by the United States of Porto Rico

and the Philippines, and in responsibility for the

protection of Cuba, brought to the United States

a realization of the necessitv for a canal across

Central America. The need was emphasized by

the growth of population and commerce on the

Pacific coast, and by political development in the

Far East. A canal under exclusive American
control was wanted ; but the way to it was blocked

by the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty of 1850, under

which the United States and Great Britain had

stipulated for joint control of any such canal.

One of the achievements of Choate, under Hay's

direction, was the abrogation of this treaty, and
the substitution of an agreement that any Ameri-

can-controlled canal should "be free and open to

the vessels of commerce and war of all nations on
terms of entire equality."

Another accomplishment of far-reaching effect

was that of securing Great Britain's agreement

to the Hay doctrine of the open door in China,

resulting in checking the partition of that coun-

try by the Great Powers.

These three were large diplomatic achieve-

ments, but, in the judgment of many, the most
important result of Choate's six years in Lon-

don was the good feeling engendered by him as

representative of the people of the United States

to the people of Great Britain. He was uniquely

equipped for this undertaking by his personality,

his humor, his skill as a speaker both at formal

and informal occasions, and by his power of un-

wearied attention to the details of social inter-

course.

Two years after his return to the United States,

at the age of seventy-five, he went as head of

the American delegation to the Second Hague
Conference of 1907. His ambassadorship had

made him the logical choice for this mission, for

he had become known and respected throughout

Europe as a man who, to use the words of Elihu

Root, ''had learning without pedantry, power of

expression which never sacrificed accuracy to

rhetoric, or sense to sound, courage saved from

rashness by quick perception and long experi-

ence, the lawyer's point of view and the states-

man's point of view, the technique of forensic de-

bate, and the technique of diplomatic intercourse"

("Memorial of Joseph H. Choate," in Associa-

tion of the Bar of the City of New York Year

Book, 1918). He undoubtedly was one of the

great leaders of the Conference, bringing to his

work earnestness, technical skill, and knowledge

of the history, implications, and probable results

of proposed projects, and yet overriding tradi-

tion when it stood in the way of progress. Few
men without offense could have made the speech,

reminiscent of the judicial forum rather than of

diplomatic intercourse, which he made on Oct.

10, 1907, in opposition to the proposition of the

First Delegate of Austria-Hungary regarding
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the Anglo-American project for international ar-

bitration. Such episodes justify the comment of

the foreign press that he was the enfant terrible

of the Conference. "He seems aware," wrote

Saint Maurice, "neither of the grandeur of the

mission intrusted to the delegates, nor of the per-

sonal majesty of their excellencies. He is barely

a diplomat. He it is who, with an air of inno-

cence, inserts into a discussion a few cold words

which effectively shatter the grandiloquent bub-

bles of his colleagues. He it is who unsmilingly

emphasizes some imposing puerility. It is he,

always he, whose brief logic brings back to earth

again discussions which have drifted into the

pacific ether" {Ibid., pp. 98-99).

The period from 1908 to 1914 was as active in

Choate's life as would have been appropriate for

a man of middle age. He resumed participation

in projects for public welfare, took part in poli-

tics, accepted innumerable invitations to speak,

was director in many corporations, was active in

associations of the bar, and in interpreting his

profession to the public, and practised law not

only as counsellor and advisor, but also some-

times in the courts. When the European war
broke out, he threw himself into the task of

arousing the United States to the gravity of the

situation and the necessity for entering the war.

His speeches had great weight because of his

reputation and experience, and more than that

because of an enthusiasm and emotional intensity

which coming from a man in his ninth decade

presented a moving example of patriotism and

self-sacrifice. He devoted himself wholly to his

self-imposed task, and after the United States

had entered the war, served as chairman of the

New York Committee for the reception of the

Commissions from England and France under

Balfour and Viviani and Marshal Joffre. At the

end of an arduous week, after the closing exer-

cises at the Cathedral of St. John the Divine, he

said to Mr. Balfour, "Remember, we meet again

to celebrate the victory" (Martin, post, II, 391).

The next day he died.

[The chief sources of information are Choate's auto-

biography, Boyhood and Youth of Jos. Hodges Choate
(N. Y., privately printed, 1917) ; Theron G. Strong,

Jos. H. Choatc ; New Englandcr, New Yorker, Law-
yer, Ambassador (1917) ; Edward S. Martin, Life of
Jos. Hodges Choate as Gathered Chiefly from His Let-

ters (2 vols., 1920) ; and Arguments and Addresses of
Jos. Hodges Choate, collected and ed. by Frederick C.

Hicks (St. Paul, West Publishing Co., 1926).]
F.C.H.

CHOATE, RUFUS (Oct. 1, 1799-July i3>

1859), lawyer, statesman, was descended from

sturdy Puritan stock, his immigrant ancestor,

John Choate, having settled in the town of Ips-

wich, Mass., in 1643. Rufus, the fourth child and

second son of David Choate, a veteran of the

Revolution, and of his second wife, Miriam Fos-

ter, was born in the family homestead on Hog
Island, off the Atlantic coast, in a district then

called Chebacco but now part of the town of

Essex. When he was six months old, however,

his parents moved to a farm on the mainland.

Both his father, who had been a teacher, and his

mother, who is described as a woman "of strong

sense and ready wit," were fond of books ; and
he was a precocious lad, who read The Pilgrim's

Progress at the age of six and exhausted the vil-

lage library before he was ten. He studied under

local clergymen or in grammar schools until he

was fifteen, following this with a year of formal

instruction at an academy in Hampton, N. H.
His father having died in 1808, Rufus had to bor-

row money to take him through Dartmouth Col-

lege, where he made a brilliant scholastic record,

graduating as valedictorian of the class of 1819.

He showed little interest in games at Hanover,

but sat with his books far into the night, coming
to his lectures haggard and worn. Although he

was diffident and modest, he was the most ro-

mantic undergraduate of his period at Dart-

mouth, and his intellectual supremacy was con-

ceded by his classmates. In his senior year, be-

cause of over-study, he suffered a nervous break-

down, and it was feared that he might not be able

to speak at the Commencement exercises ; but

he rose from his bed at the last moment and de-

livered an address which amazed his audience,

among whom was Daniel Webster.

Webster's argument in the famous Dartmouth
College Case (Mar. 10, 181 8) made a lasting

impression on Choate and determined him, in

emulation of the great orator, to take up the law.

For a year after his graduation, however, he re-

mained in Hanover as a tutor, mainly in order to

earn enough to pay off his debts. He then spent

a few months as a student in the Dane Law
School, in Cambridge, going from there to Wash-
ington, where he was, for nearly a year, in the

law office of William Wirt [q.v.']. After addi-

tional preparation under Asa Andrews of Ips-

wich, and Judge Cummins of Salem, he was ad-

mitted, in September 1822, to practise in the

Massachusetts court of common pleas and started

on that career which was to make him perhaps

the most successful pleader of his day. He opened

an office in Danvers, only a few miles from Sa-

lem, and, in November 1825, was admitted to

practise in the supreme judicial court. In the

same year he married Helen Olcott, daughter of

Mills Olcott of Hanover, N. H., by whom he had

seven children.

Throughout his life Choate's chief interest was

always in his profession. From time to time he
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was drawn reluctantly into public affairs, but he

invariably returned joyfully to the law. Even
with such rivals as Webster, Cushing, and Ran-

toul, he quickly made a reputation in Essex

County and moved gradually to wider fields of

activity—to Salem in 1828 and from there to

Boston in 1834. He was, from the beginning,

primarily a court-room attorney, and most of his

cases were tried before a jury. It has been said

that, while he was practising in Essex County,

no verdict was brought in against any person

whom he was defending in a criminal action.

In 1825, rather against his wishes, Choate was
elected to the lower house of the Massachusetts

General Court. His first speech was in favor of

educating teachers for the common schools. Be-

cause of the pressure of his legal business, he

attended the sessions of the legislature only in-

termittently, but, on the rare occasion when
he addressed his colleagues, his opinion carried

weight. In 1827 he was chosen as state senator.

Like most Massachusetts leaders of that period,

he was an anti-Jackson man. In October 1830

he was nominated by the National Republicans

of Essex South District for Congress, and was
elected by a majority of 500 over Benjamin W.
Crowninshield [#.£'.], who had represented that

district for eight years. During his first session,

which opened in December 1831, he made but

two speeches—one favoring Revolutionary pen-

sions and the other defending a protective tariff.

In 1832 he was reelected, but resigned within a

few months in order to take up residence in Bos-

ton. With Webster, Everett, and Cushing, he

assisted in organizing the Whig party in Mas-
sachusetts, and, when the anti-Masonic mania

was at its height in the summer of 1834, he rode

with Cushing through the eastern part of the

state trying to persuade Masonic lodges to give

up their charters in order to keep the Whigs
from breaking up on that issue.

Choate's advancement at the Boston bar was
rapid, and his position with leaders like Jere-

miah Mason, Franklin Dexter, and even Daniel

Webster was soon established. He resisted many
efforts to draw him into politics, but he was an

ardent supporter of Harrison in 1840, and, when
Webster resigned his senatorship (Feb. 22,

1 841) in order to become secretary of state,

Choate, in spite of the opposition of such aboli-

tionists as John Greenleaf Whittier, was chosen

to fill the vacant seat. Although his senatorial

duties often proved irksome, he took them very

seriously. He was a loyal member of the Whig
party, opposing the annexation of Texas and

favoring the protective tariff and a National

Bank. His first speech on the floor of the upper

house was made (June n, 1841) in defense of

Webster's conduct in the case of the indictment

of Alexander McLeod, a British subject, by the

United States courts for the burning of the

steamer Caroline. A few days later, Choate, in

advocating an amendment to Clay's bill for a

National Bank, stated that, unless such an

amendment were passed, the measure would be

vetoed by President John Tyler. Clay, in his dic-

tatorial manner, insisted on hearing the source

of Choate's information, which the latter, quite

properly, refused to disclose. On the following

morning Clay made a courteous explanation and

apology to Choate. Choate spoke forcefully for

the confirmation of Edward Everett as minister

to England, and made three speeches in 1843 for

the Webster-Ashburton Treaty. He was eager

to retire in 1844, before the expiration of his

term of office, and efforts were made to induce

Webster to take his place ; but Choate eventually

completed his term in March 1845, ar>d gladly

returned to private life, resuming the law part-

nership which he had formed in 1834 with B. F.

Crowninshield. This was dissolved in 1849, ar*d

a new firm was formed consisting of Choate and

his son-in-law, Joseph M. Bell. If he had wished

them, he could have had many honors. Gov.

Briggs offered him a seat on the bench of the

supreme judicial court of Massachusetts, and, on

the death of Levi Woodbury, in December 185 1,

Webster urged Choate to accept a nomination as

justice of the Supreme Court of the United

States; but Choate declined both places, feeling

that he was not temperamentally fitted to be a

judge. He was also tempted, in 1848, to accept

a professorship in the Dane Law School in Cam-
bridge, but he preferred to remain untrammeled.

Sheer physical and mental weariness led him,

in 1850, to make a hurried trip to Europe,

where he spent three months traveling restlessly

through England, Belgium, France, Germany,

and Switzerland—his only experience abroad.

He thoroughly approved of the compromise mea-

sures of 1850 and of Webster's Seventh-of-March

Speech, and he spoke at a Union Meeting in

Faneuil Hall (Nov. 6, 1850) in praise of Web-
ster and in justification of his policies. He was

invited to deliver the address of welcome to Web-
ster in April 185 1, but the mayor and aldermen

of Boston, incensed at Webster's alleged "treach-

ery" to the North, refused at the last moment to

let Faneuil Hall be opened. At the Baltimore

convention in June 1852, Choate made a dra-

matic but futile appeal to the Wr

higs for the nomi-

nation of Webster for the presidency. Webster

died on Oct. 24, 1852, and Choate, who had al-

ways idolized him, prepared a eulogy of the dead
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statesman, over which he toiled longer and hard-

er than over any address which he had ever

made. It was spoken at Dartmouth College, the

alma mater of both Choate and Webster, in Au-
gust 1853. In the same year Choate was a mem-
ber of the Massachusetts constitutional conven-

tion, at which he spoke effectively in opposition

to a proposal to have judges elected by the people.

Choate's attitude toward the unavoidable issue

of negro slavery had from the first been conserva-

tive, like that of Webster, Everett, and the "old

Whigs." Opposed though he was on moral

grounds to human servitude, he never advocated

abolition, and stated on one occasion, "I do not

believe it is the greatest good to the slave or the

free that four millions of slaves should be turned '

loose in all their ignorance, poverty, and degra-

dation, to trust to luck for a home and a living."

As the controversy grew violent, Choate insisted

that the rights of the South should be respected,

and expressed the opinion that the federal gov-

ernment could do nothing to compel a sovereign

state to remain within the Union. In the cam-

paign of 1855 in Massachusetts, he wrote a letter

(Oct. 1) to the Whig convention at Worcester

denying that the party was dead, denouncing the

newly formed Republican party, and closing with

the sentence, often quoted, "We join ourselves

to no party that does not carry the flag and keep

step to the music of the Union." In the presiden-

tial campaign of the following year, Choate said

that the Republicans were "a new geographical

party ... a sectional, anti-Union party, and

nothing should be left undone to defeat them."

In a long and carefully reasoned letter to the

Maine Whig Central Committee (Aug. 9, 1856),

he said, "The contest in my judgment is between

Mr. Buchanan and Col. Fremont. In these cir-

cumstances, I vote for Mr. Buchanan." It was
a statement which turned many Whig voters to

the Democratic side and marked the death of the

Whig party. In making this choice, Choate in-

curred the animosity of many of his Boston

friends, but even those who criticized his course

most vigorously were careful not to impugn the

honesty of his motives.

In the spring of 1855 Choate had an accident

to his leg, resulting in an operation from which

he never fully recovered. His strength slowly

waned, and in 1859, at the insistence of his physi-

cian, he started with his son on a voyage to Eu-

rope. When his vessel, the Enropa, touched at

Halifax, he was so ill that he was removed to

lodgings in the town. There, on July 13, 1859,

he died, the immediate cause of his death being

Bright's disease. His body was brought back to

Boston and buried in Mount Auburn Cemetery.

Choate

A memorial meeting was held on July 23, in

Faneuil Hall, with Edward Everett as the prin-

cipal speaker. His only son, Rufus Choate, Jr.,

served through the Civil War in the Northern
ranks and died, Jan. 15, 1866, from illness con-

tracted in the field.

Choate was a picturesque figure, about whose
personality and career many legends have gath-

ered. Physically he was nearly six feet in height,

robust and broad-chested, with a deeply wrinkled

face, an olive complexion, a. profusion of wild

and fantastic hair, thick bushy eyebrows, and
deep spectral eyes. His contorted lips, disheveled

locks, and somber expression gave him a weird,

exotic appearance, as if he were the product, not

of staid New England, but of some far-off planet.

Naturally strong, he habitually overworked and
suffered from violent sick headaches of an ex-

hausting kind. For an hour or two before break-

fast he read, making the most of his free, time,

and he was tireless in his labors. He once defined

a lawyer's vacation as the period between putting

a question to a witness and the answer. He was
animated by a prodigious nervous energy, which
drove him on even when his jaded body protested

against its abuse. He was a reckless, dashing,

impetuous person, with no serenity of mind, and
the stormy working of his brain showed itself in

"the unearthly glance of his eye." After a great

speech he was always prostrated for a few hours.

His nervousness was revealed in the carelessness

of his dress and the jerkiness of his movements,

as well as in his handwriting, which, with the

possible exception of Horace Greeley's, is prob-

ably more illegible than that of any other famous
man. E. P. Whipple describes it as resembling

"the tracks of wildcats with their claws dipped in

ink, madly dashing over the surface of a folio

sheet of white paper."

Books were Choate's chief relaxation, and he

possessed a private library of more than 8,000

volumes. All his spare hours were spent in read-

ing, even when he was dressing and undressing,

and he learned some lines of poetry every day.

His library table was covered with the latest pub-

lications, and he loved to frequent second-hand

book-shops, from which he seldom emerged with-

out some treasure. He was especially fond of the

Greek and Latin classics, from which, with his

retentive and accurate memory, he could quote

long passages. He even planned an authoritative

work on Greek history, but the appearance of

Grote's masterpiece prevented him from carrying

his project through.

Choate belongs among the really great ora-

tors. He had a pleasing voice
—"now like a flute

for softness, and now like a clarion"—a ready
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command of language, and a logical faculty

which never forsook him even when he was most

swayed by emotion. He was persuasive, even

magnetic, in his manner, and his impassioned fer-

vor when he was aroused stirred even sluggish

hearts. The busts in his library were those of

Demosthenes and Cicero, and he labored con-

stantly, as his journal indicates, to model his

style on theirs. He paid especial attention to his

diction, leaning perhaps too obviously toward

the Latin derivatives. His sentences were likely

to be long—there is one covering four pages in

his eulogy on Webster—but it was seldom that

his audience could not follow him, and he never

tired his hearers. His spectacular appearance

contributed to the dramatic effect when he spoke.

He gesticulated with his whole body, and Wen-
dell Phillips described him facetiously as "a

monkey in convulsions." Some of his occasional

lectures became famous, particularly one on "The
Romance of the Sea," which was stolen from his

hand-bag and has never been published. He
spoke frequently on the lyceum platform, on

such subjects as Washington, Sir Walter Scott,

Kossuth, and other eminent men. Among the

greatest of his addresses was "The Age of the

Pilgrims" (1843), delivered in New York City

before the New England Association and de-

scribed by one of the audience as coming "like a

series of shocks." Other speeches which attracted

attention were his "Eulogy on William H. Har-
rison" (1841) in Faneuil Hall (printed in the

Boston Daily Advertiser, Apr. 22, 1841) ; "The
Annexation of Texas" ( 1844) , in Tremont Tem-
ple, Boston ; "The Position and Functions of the

American Bar" (1845), and "The Eloquence of

Revolutionary Periods" (1857).

It is, however, as a practising lawyer that he

will be longest remembered. In February 1842,

Charles Sumner wrote to Dr. Lieber, "I am glad

you like Choate so well. His position here is

very firm. He is the leader of our bar, with an

overwhelming superfluity of business." George

F. Hoar said that his power over a jury was like

the fascination of a bird by a snake. He knew in-

stinctively the basic principles of human psy-

chology, and he was always something of an ac-

tor, his sentiment, his humor, and his sarcasm

being all directed to the one end of winning the

twelve men in the box to his side. He did not,

moreover, rely on inspiration, but gave to each

case, no matter how seemingly trivial, the most

careful scrutiny, often sitting up all night before

an important trial. Some of his critics were dis-

posed to minimize his knowledge of the law, but

he was actually a profound scholar, who neg-

lected no details and was industrious in search-

Choate

ing for precedents. His management of a case

was usually flawless, and his cross-examinations

were appallingly clever. In argument with his

opponents he was uniformly courteous, even

under strong provocation, and his urbanity be-

came a tradition with the Boston bar. His man-
ner was adapted to the situation—sometimes con-

versational, sometimes theatrical—but in the full

swing of his discourse he spoke with a rapid rush

of words and ideas, his mind seeming to sweep
along with startling velocity. A shorthand re-

porter, sent to take down an argument by Choate,

came back saying, "Who can report chain light-

ning?" When he was wrought up, he made or-

dinary persons appear like great tragic figures.

One of his contemporaries said of him, "He
dressed the common and mean things of life with

a poetic charm and romance." Yet the basis of his

argument was usually Yankee common-sense.

His wit was unfailing, and stories of his bril-

liant repartee passed from mouth to mouth in

legal circles. Few lawyers in this country have

ever been more talked about, and it is no exag-

geration to state that he has had no superior as an
advocate.

Some of his cases have become part of legal

history, among them being the Tirrell murder
trial, in which he employed somnambulism as a

defense and secured an acquittal for his client

;

the Gillespie case, in which he obtained the ex-

oneration by a Protestant jury of a Roman Cath-

olic priest accused by a girl of criminal assault

;

and the Dalton divorce case, in which he blocked

the attempt by a husband to procure a separation

from his wife whom he had deserted and wrong-
fully accused. No one of his cases, however, was
as important in legal history as some of those

which gave Webster his reputation as a consti-

tutional lawyer. Choate was almost absurdly in-

different to money, and his fees were for years

ridiculously low. Indeed, he often defended cases

for nothing when he saw that a client had little

property. After his partnership with his son-in-

law, however, his affairs were arranged more
systematically, and his income increased. His

largest recorded fee for a single case was $2,500,

and his heaviest receipts for any one year were

$22,000.

In his private life Choate was kind and gentle,

a thoughtful husband and father. To those in

need he was charitable, often giving away more
than he could afford. He was not a sociable per-

son, and hated formal dinners and conventional

entertainments. He liked to take solitary walks,

and he did not seek or need the companionship

of others. He had no vices, and the legend that

he took opium as a stimulant has long been dis-
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proved. He was a man of sound character,

against whose integrity no one cast the slightest

suspicion. President Buchanan described him ac-

curately when he said, "He was an unselfish pa-

triot, devoted to the Constitution and the Union."

Although Choate stirred the imaginations of

his contemporaries, his reputation has in some
degree shared the fate of those of most great

lawyers—such advocates, for instance, as Jere-

miah Mason and William Pinkney and Sergeant

S. Prentiss. Choate's indifference to politics has

been unfortunate for his fame. Had he been po-

litically ambitious, he might have taken Web-
ster's place as the leader of the Unionist party,

but he was not to be lured from the law. As a

statesman, then, he exercised no important influ-

ence. The days of great jury trials, moreover,

have gone by, and forensic eloquence is seldom

to-day a factor in deciding the issue of a case.

But Choate's romantic personality, his fiery en-

ergy, his devastating wit, and his almost hypnotic

power over other men have lent a fascination to

his name, and he is praised and remembered by

those who would be unable to point to anything

definite which he contributed to our national

history.

[Works of Rufus Choate with a Memoir of his Life
(2 vols., 1862), ed. by Samuel Gilman Brown ; Addresses
and Orations of Rufus Choate (1878); Edward G.
Parker, Reminiscences of Rufus Choate (i860)

; Jos.

Neilson, Memories of Rufus Choate (1884); E. P.
Whipple, Some Recollections of Rufus Choate (1879;
repr. in Recollections of Eminent Men, 1887) ; John B.

Cogswell, sketch in Memorial Biogs. of the New Eng.
Hist. Geneal. Soc, vol. Ill (1883 ; E. O. Jameson, The
Choates in America, 1643-1896 (1896); Claude M.
Fuess, Rufus Choate (1928).] C.M.F.

CHOPIN, KATE O'FLAHERTY (Feb. 8,

1851-Aug. 22, 1904), author, was descended

through her mother from a French family which

settled at old Kaskaskia in the early part of the

eighteenth century, and through her father,

Thomas O'Flaherty, from an honorable Irish

family which had for generations been land

agents in the County Galway. Thomas, who had

come to St. Louis a lad of eighteen, was markedly

successful in business, but his death in the Gas-

conade Bridge disaster when his daughter Kate

was a mere child prevented his influencing her.

His lavish hospitality was continued by his wife

Eliza (Faris) O'Flaherty, a society-loving wo-
man of unusual beauty and force. From the per-

petual callers and entertainments as well as from
the troubles of the Civil War period the daugh-

ter's favorite refuge was a stepladder in the attic

where she pored over the works of Scott, Field-

ing, and Spenser. Her schooling was rather ir-

regular, and she herself attributed more of her

education to her wide reading than to the music,

French literature, theology, and elementary sci-

ence which she was taught at the Sacred Heart
Convent. After her graduation from there in

1868 she was for two years one of the belles of St.

Louis. In June 1870, she married Oscar Chopin,

a native of Louisiana, who was then working in a

bank owned by relatives. After a honeymoon in

Europe, the move to the Southland which was
undoubtedly the most important influence in Mrs.

Chopin's literary development was made. In

view of the fact that five sons were born in the

ten years in which her husband acted as a cotton

factor in New Orleans and that she was immedi-
ately drawn into the social life of the city, it is

not surprising that her debut as a writer was
still postponed. Her husband's decision to man-
age his own and his younger sister's large plan-

tations on the Red River brought her to a new
and fascinating world, the world which is even

yet best described in her short stories. At this

home in Cloutiersville her only daughter was
born and her husband died from a swamp fever

in 1882. The difficulties of managing a large es-

tate and her mother's desire to have the family

reunited in St. Louis caused Mrs. Chopin first

to rent and then to sell the plantation although

she always loved and frequently revisited Natchi-

toches Parish.

One of the most modest and retiring of women,
in her new leisure she was induced to take up
writing by friends who had been charmed by her

letters. As she herself realized, her first novel,

At Fault, published in her home city in 1890, is

distinctly amateurish, its chief interest being in

the fact that the central character represents her

mother. Her critical faculty, however, and her

study of the French masters whom she admired

and translated, notably De Maupassant and Dau-
det, produced in a short time an amazing devel-

opment in technique. The Youth's Companion,
Harper's Young People, and Wide Awake took

all ber children's stories ; her work for mature

readers appeared in such magazines as the Cen-

tury and Harper's. She is known to-day, how-
ever, through her interpretations of the Creoles

in her collections, Bayou Folk (1894) and A
Night in Acadie (1897), and her second novel,

The Awakening (1899). A new edition of the

best of her work is now in preparation by her

daughter, Mrs. Lelia Hattersley.

Unquestionably Mrs. Chopin's stories rank

very high in the local color movement of the

nineties. Although some of them are mere sketch-

es, a tale like "Desiree's Baby" could scarcely be

excelled. All of her shorter pieces are marked

by sympathy, a delicately objective treatment,

and endings poignant in their restraint. These
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same qualities make The Awakening almost ex-

otic. The sensuous loveliness of the description,

the subtle symbolism, the jewel-like polish of

each haunting episode, the masterly manner in

which are unveiled the tumults of a woman's
soul, all are Gallic in effect. It is one of the

tragedies of recent American literature that Mrs.

Chopin should have written this book two decades

in advance of its time, that she should have been

so grievously hurt by the attacks of provincial

critics as to lay aside her pen. Always a self-

sacrificing mother, she devoted herself with spe-

cial solicitude at this time to her son Jean. Re-

newed plans for work were prevented by her sud-

den death from a brain hemorrhage.

Mrs. Chopin's early photographs show her a

charming girlish figure in the quaint costume of

the mid-century. At the time she was writing,

the premature whitening which often accompa-

nies black hair and which formed a marked con-

trast to her brilliant brown eyes and delicate com-
plexion as well as her small plump figure caused

her friends to compare her to a French mar-

quise. Always quiet and unassuming, she is said

to have been a most stimulating listener; un-

doubtedly to this fact, even though she never

consciously sought for materials, must be at-

tributed the range of her characterizations—from
the cotton-picking negro to great Creole ladies.

As for her method of composition, the effortless

ease of her style makes plausible the account of

how she wrote a story as soon as the theme oc-

curred to her, recopied it, and sent it off with

practically no revision.

[Mrs. Chopin's work has been treated by F. L. Pat-
tee in Hist, of Am. Lit. since 1870 (191 5) and by D. A.
Dondore in The Prairie and the Making of Middle
America: Four Centuries of Description (1926). Bio-
graphical accounts are found in Wm. Hyde and H. L.
Conard, Encyc. of the Hist, of St. Louis (1899) ; in the
Lib. of Southern Lit., II (1909), 863 ff . ; in A. N. De
Menil, Lit. of the La. Territory (1904) ; and in the
Writer, Aug. 1894. This latter article by Wm. Schuy-
ler, a personal friend, is the best of the contemporary
accounts.] D.A. D.

CHORPENNING, GEORGE (June 1, 1820-

Apr. 3, 1894), pioneer western mail man, the

second of the seven children of George Chor-

penning and Elizabeth (Flick) Chorpenning,

was born in Somerset, Pa. His first American
ancestor came to North Carolina with the French

Huguenots in colonial days. As a young man
he assisted his father in various enterprises and
became manager of a store. He was tall and well-

built, active and ambitious (data from Mrs.

Frank G. Chorpenning, Clearfield, Pa.). When
the United States mail between Salt Lake City

and California was to be established, young
Chorpenning and Absalom Woodward joined in

Chorpenning

offering a bid for the service. A contract was
made with them which provided for a monthly
service over the emigrant trail at $14,000 per

year. They at once went to California and on
May 1, 185 1, set out from Sacramento with the

first mail. Great obstacles were encountered in

crossing the Sierras. For sixteen days they

struggled through deep drifts, beating down the

snow with mauls. Throughout the summer In-

dians threatened, and in November Woodward
and several of his men were killed by them. The
winter of 1851-52 brought renewed difficulties;

horses were frozen and carriers endured fright-

ful sufferings. For some years thereafter the

mail was carried from San Francisco via Los
Angeles and the Mormon Trail to Salt Lake
City. Indian depredations continued, and Chor-
penning made an appeal to Congress which in

1857 resulted in an appropriation for his relief.

In 1858 he changed from pack-horses to coaches
and improved the service to a weekly schedule.

The following year he changed to a more direct

course across the Nevada desert—the route now
followed by the Lincoln Highway. Friction with
the Department developed and resulted in the an-
nulment of his mail contract in May i860. Thus
ended nine years of pioneering from Utah to the

Pacific Coast over three different routes. Chor-
penning now went east to present his claims.

When the war broke out he assisted in recruit-

ing and organizing two Union regiments in

Maryland and was commissioned major of the

1st Maryland Infantry, June 11, 1861. But in

order to remain in Washington and prosecute

his claims against the government he tendered

his resignation and was discharged from the ser-

vice in September 1861. Now began his long at-

tempt to obtain compensation for the losses sus-

tained in his overland mail service. Congress
responded in 1870 by ordering an adjustment of

the claim and in conformity therewith the post-

master-general awarded him $443,010.60. Just

before this was to be paid it was assailed in Con-
gress as fraudulent

;
payment was suspended and

then revoked. Testimony given at a criminal case

in 1878 indicated that the persons primarily re-

sponsible for revoking payment were extortion-

ers. The matter was again presented to Congress
and was still unsettled when Chorpenning died.

He was married twice : on Jan. 19, 1841, to Mary
Margaret Pile, and, after her death, to Mrs.
Carrie Dunlap.

[L. R. Hafen, The Overland Mail, 1849-69 (1926),
which gives an account of Chorpenning's mail service
and cites the primary sources in government documents
and elsewhere ; The Case of Geo. Chorpenning vs. the
U.S. (1874), a 56-page pamphlet published by the
claimant ; Statement and Appendix of Claim of Geo.
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Chorpenning Against the U. S. (1889), a more exten-
sive statement in 103 pages ; an article on the Chorpen-
ning claim and implication of high officials in the Na-
tion, XV, 228 ; family data furnished by Mrs. Frank
G. Chorpenning of Clearfield, Pa., and by Harry Chor-
penning McGee of Berkeley, Cal.] L. R. H.

CHOUART, MEDART. [See Grosseilliers,

Medart Chouart, Sieur des, i62i?-i698?]

CHOUTEAU, AUGUSTE. [See Chouteau,
Rene Auguste, 1749-1829.]

CHOUTEAU,AUGUSTE PIERRE (Mayp,
1786-Dec. 25, 1838), fur trader, was born in St.

Louis, the son of (Jean) Pierre and Pelagie

(Kiersereau) Chouteau. He entered West Point

Academy July 17, 1804, and graduated June 20,

1806, as an ensign in the 2nd Infantry. He served

for a short time as aide to Gen. James Wilkinson

on the southwestern frontier, but resigned from

the army Jan. 13, 1807. In the same year, at

the head of a trading party, he accompanied the

military expedition led by Ensign Nathaniel

Pryor in the first attempt to restore the Mandan
chief, Big White (Shehaka), to his people, and

for his gallantry in the disastrous battle with

the Arikaras, Sept. 9, was commended by Gen.

Clark in a report to the secretary of war. He
was one of the ten partners of the Saint Louis

Missouri Fur Company and accompanied the ex-

pedition of 1809 to the mouth of Knife River,

returning to St. Louis the following May. In the

War of 1812 he served as a captain of the ter-

ritorial militia, and though on Mar. 1, 1813,

he took his seat as judge of the court of com-

mon pleas, he appears not to have retained the

place, but to have continued in the military ser-

vice till the peace. In 1815, with Jules de Mun,
he conducted a trading and trapping expedition

to the upper Arkansas, meeting with great suc-

cess until the spring of 1817, when the party was
captured by Spanish soldiers and taken to Santa

Fe. The two leaders were put in chains and im-

prisoned for forty-eight days, and their property,

valued at $30,000, was confiscated.

After his release and return he traded for

a time with the Osages in western Missouri and

middle Kansas. In 1823 he bought the trading

house of Brand & Barbour, on the Verdigris,

near its junction with the Arkansas, and in this

region he spent the greater part of his remain-

ing days. It was the country of the Arkansas

Osages, whom his father had colonized there

more than twenty years before—a country soon

to be shared by them with the Creeks, the Choc-

taws, and the Cherokees. The Dwight Mission,

on the Grand, had been established in 1820, and

a military post, Fort Gibson, was built in 1824.

To this region, thronging with savages often at

Chouteau

war, came Indian agents, soldiers, missionaries,

traders, and land speculators ; and it remained
for many years the theatre of the most stirring

and colorful drama to be found anywhere on the

old frontier. Not the least of its notables was
Sam Houston, who from 1829 to 1832 lived with
the Cherokees and became an intimate friend of

Chouteau's. On the Grand, near the present

Salina, Chouteau built a two-story log palace,

and here, in the midst of his Indian family and
attended by retainers and slaves, he lived the

life of a frontier baron, the arbiter of number-
less disputes and the dispenser of a lavish hos-

pitality. From St. Louis, where he happened to

be in September 1832, he led the party of Com-
missioner Ellsworth, Gen. Clark, Washington
Irving, Count de Pourtales, and Charles La-
trobe on their long ride over the prairies to his

home, and often he was the host of other travel-

ers, eager for a view of the West in its most
picturesque setting. In 1835 ne built, on the aban-

doned site of Camp Holmes (near the present

Purcell), another trading post, which he put

in the charge of an agent. Two years later, ap-

pointed by the secretary of war to negotiate

treaties among the warring Indians, he visited

this post, where he remained for the winter and
the following spring. He died in the vicinity of

Fort Gibson and was buried at the fort with
military honors.

By common consent Chouteau was a colonel,

and in distinction from his uncle, "Colonel Au-
guste," during the latter's lifetime, he was known
as "Colonel A. P." He was married at St. Louis

in church on Aug. 13, 1814 (a civil ceremony
having preceded this one), to his cousin Sophie

Labbadie, who with one son and five daugh-

ters survived him. He also had an Indian wife,

Rosalie, born an Osage but naturalized a Chero-

kee, by whom he had several children, and he

also had children by three other Indian women.
"For however it may be considered as a re-

proach on his character," wrote Indian Agent
Montford Stokes to the Commissioner of In-

dian Affairs, Mar. 19, 1839, "almost all Traders

who continue long in an Indian Country have

Indian wives." He died heavily in debt, and he

was no sooner gone than Indian and white credi-

tors began to seize his property, which would

have been wholly dispersed but for the inter-

vention of friends. His personal qualities and

his worth as a citizen have been highly extolled

by many writers.

[F. B. Heitman, Hist. Reg.; W. B. Douglas (ed.),

Three Years Among the Indians and Mexicans, by
Thos. James (1916); Grant Foreman, Pioneer Days
in the Early Southwest (1926) ; Annals of Iowa, 3rd

series, I, no. 8. (Jan. 1895), containing official docu-
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merits relating to the Shehaka expedition of 1807 ; C.

J. Latrobe, The Rambler in North America (1835) ;

Washington Irving, Tour on the Prairies (1835).]

W.J.G—t.

CHOUTEAU, JEAN PIERRE (Oct. 10,

1758—July 10, 1849), fur trader, Indian agent,

was born in New Orleans, the son of Marie

Therese (Bourgeois) Chouteau and Pierre La-

clede [q.t>.]. The surname Chouteau he bore in

accordance with French law, while the given

name Jean he appears to have dropped at his

majority. With his mother he arrived in the

new village of St. Louis in September 1764.

What formal schooling he received is not known

;

in his age he used to say that his chief school

had been I'academie osagc, though his ability to

quote Horace in the original is evidence that

he had training not obtainable among the Osages.

His connection with these Indians began at an

early day; in 1792 they formally presented him
with a tract of land in gratitude for his ser-

vices "of many years." From 1794 to 1802,

while his half-brother held the monopoly of

Osage trade, he was stationed with the tribe,

both as a trader and as a commandant of Fort

Carondelet. In the latter year, when the monop-
oly was given to a company headed by Manuel
Lisa [q.v.'], he induced the majority of the tribe,

numbering some 3,000 souls, to move to the

vicinity of the "Three Forks of the Arkansas"

where he had a trading privilege of his own. He
gave hearty accord to the American rule on its

establishment and shortly afterward sent his

eldest son, Auguste Pierre [<7.t'.], to West Point.

In the same year President Jefferson appointed

him United States Agent for the Osages, and

as the government terminated Lisa's monopoly,

he was soon again the dominant influence among
the Missouri Osages. He organized the first

troop of horse for the territorial militia and was
made its captain, later becoming major.

His business interests developed separately

from those of his half-brother, though in many
projects the two continued to be allied. On Mar.

7, 1809, he joined with his rival, Lisa (who,

though distrusted, had become too powerful to be

ignored), William Clark, and eight others in the

formation of the Saint Louis Missouri Fur Com-
pany. This historic company, the first important

organization formed to exploit the beaver re-

gions of the West, was at once intrusted by the

government with the mission of restoring the

Mandan chief, Big White (Shehaka), to his

people. Appointed by Gov. Lewis to command
the expedition, Chouteau, at the head of a force

of 172 well-armed men, left Fort Osage, at the

mouth of the Osage River, toward the end of

June, and in September, without loss or serious

incident, accomplished his mission. By Nov. 20

he was again at home. The company, for all its

enterprise and the prestige of its partners, did

not thrive, and in January 1814, dissolved.

Chouteau had several trading houses in the

lower Missouri region, each in the charge of an
agent ; and for several more years he continued

active in business, making frequent trips to the

frontier. From about 1820, however, he lived

in semi-retirement on a "plantation," as it was
called, which he developed on the outskirts of

St. Louis. It was a noted place, where hos-

pitality was shown to all visiting celebrities,

among whom was Lafayette, a guest there in

1825. The red man also was welcome, and often

his tepee decorated the scene. Chouteau still

found time for an occasional journey, and in the

year that he was eighty-two he voyaged to New
Orleans and back. During his nearly ninety-

one years he saw St. Louis grow from a mere
camp in the wilderness to a great modern city.

Death came to him at the loved plantation.

Chouteau was twice married : to Pelagie Kier-

sereau on July 26, 1783, and to Brigitte Saucier

on Feb. 17, 1794. He had eight sons (of whom
Auguste Pierre and Pierre, Jr. [qq.v.] were the

most noted) and one daughter. He was one of

the leading citizens of his community; from the

time of the American occupation to the time of

his retirement probably no one, except his half-

brother, outranked him in civic importance. An
excitable and sometimes tempestuous man he

may have been in his younger days : Thomas
James, who as a boatman and trapper, accom-

panied the expedition of 1809, pictures a scene

in which Chouteau, "frantic with passion and
raging like a mad bull," would have precipitated

a bloody encounter among his men had he not

been restrained by a group of bystanders, includ-

ing two of his sons. But his basic nature was
genial and companionable, and he mellowed with

time.

[For references see Rene Auguste Chouteau ; also
Walter B. Douglas (ed.), Three Years Among the In-
dians and Mexicans, by Thos. James (1916).]

W. J. G—t.

CHOUTEAU, PIERRE (Jan. 19, 1789-Sept.

6, 1865), merchant, fur trader, financier, was
born in St. Louis, son of Jean Pierre and Pelagie

(Kiersereau) Chouteau. Although in business

he was referred to as Pierre Chouteau, Jr., he

was familiarly known among his friends and
relatives as "Cadet," meaning second born. He
received his early education from the village

school-master, Jean Baptiste Trudea. Before

reaching the age of sixteen he became a clerk
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in his father's store. In 1808 he accompanied

Julien Dubuque to the lead mines on the upper

Mississippi, remaining there for two years. In

1809 he joined his father on one of the St. Louis

Missouri Fur Trading expeditions. Soon after

reaching his majority he went into business on

his own account, and in 1813 formed a partner-

ship with his brother-in-law, Bartholemew Ber-

thold, in the Indian trade and general merchan-

dising business. This partnership terminated in

1 83 1, when Chouteau became a member of the

firm of Bernard Pratte & Company; later the

firm name was changed to Pratte, Chouteau &
Company. This company having had the agency

of the Western Department of the American Fur
Company for some years finally, in 1834, pur-

chased the Western Department. Four years

later the firm name was changed to Pierre Chou-

teau, Jr. & Company, which name it carried for

more than twenty years. As his business ex-

panded, Chouteau was drawn into other fields,

and for many years resided mainly in New York.

He was at this time one of the leading financiers

in the country. His business operations during

the whole of his life were extensive ; his trading

area extended over an immense territory, em-

bracing the whole country watered by the upper

Mississippi and Missouri rivers, as well as the

tributaries of the latter. In 1843 he joined the

American Iron Company to work the Iron Moun-
tain deposits in St. Franqois County, Mo., and

in 1850 the firm of Chouteau, Harrison & Valle

to- operate a rolling-mill in North St. Louis. He
was also one of the original incorporators of the

Ohio & Mississippi Railroad of Illinois in 1851.

In 1820 he was elected as one of the delegates

from St. Louis County to the constitutional con-

vention of Missouri. He was generous and

helpful toward scientific expeditions seeking to

go into the Far West, and contributed in no

small degree to their success. At the time of

his death, which occurred in St. Louis, he had

accumulated a fortune amounting to several mil-

lions. He was married in church on Aug. 13,

1814 (a civil ceremony having preceded this

one) to his cousin Emilie Gratiot, daughter of

Charles Gratiot, by whom he had five children.

[H. M. Chittenden, Am. Fur Trade of the Far West
(1902), I, 382-84; Louis Houck, Hist, of Mo. (1908),
III, 254 ; Richard Edwards, Great West (i860), p. 538 ;

Chouteau papers in Mo. Hist. Soc. (St. Louis) ; Mo.
Republican (daily), Sept. 7, 1865.] S. M. D.

CHOUTEAU, PIERRE.
Jean Pierre, 1758-1849.]

[See Chouteau,

CHOUTEAU, RENE AUGUSTE (Septem-
ber 1749-Feb. 24, 1829), trader, assistant to

Pierre Laclede [q.v.~\, in the founding of St.

Chouteau

Louis, was born in New Orleans, the son of

Rene Auguste and Marie Therese (Bourgeois)
Chouteau. He was baptized on Sept. 7, 1749,
and was probably born on the same day or at

most a day or two earlier. Soon after his birth,

the mother, alleging gross cruelty on the part of

her husband, separated from him taking her in-

fant with her. In 1757 she formed an unsanc-

tioned but generally approved union with La-
clede, by whom she had four children, all of

whom, in observance of French law, bore the

surname of the undivorced husband. In August
1763 Laclede with his family left New Orleans

for the Illinois country, reaching Fort de Char-
tres in November. Auguste, now a sedate, in-

telligent, and disciplined lad of fourteen, who en-

joyed the utmost confidence of his stepfather,

accompanied him in December on a tour of the

west bank of the river, where a site was selected

for a new settlement. Two months later La-
clede sent him in command of a party of thirty

men to begin the building of the village, to

which the founder, who followed in April, gave
the name of St. Louis.

Until the death of Laclede, June 20, 1778,

Chouteau was his chief lieutenant in all the

many activities in which he was engaged. Suc-

ceeding to the management of the business, he

built up, by his energy, ability, and tactfulness,

a large trade. A connection with the Osage In-

dians, then on the Osage River, in the present

Vernon County, Mo., had been made apparently

as early as the eighties, his half-brother Pierre

acting as his representative with the tribe. In

1794 he obtained a monopoly of the Osage trade,

which he retained until 1802, adding considerably

to his fortune. On the transfer of Louisiana to

the United States, March 10, 1804, he cordially

cooperated with the officials in establishing the

new order. He was appointed one of the three

justices of the first territorial court, and in

1808 became a colonel of the St. Louis militia,

a title which clung to him for the rest of his life.

In the following year, when St. Louis was in-

corporated as a town, he was made chairman of

its board of trustees. In 18 15, with Governors

Edwards of Illinois Territory and Clark of Mis-

souri Territory, he served as a federal com-

missioner in negotiating treaties with the Sioux,

Iowas, Sauks, and Foxes. He was also the

United States pension agent for Missouri Ter-

ritory, 1819-20. He had, however, small in-

clination toward public office, giving his time

chiefly to his many business interests. Others

of the family sought the remoter frontier, but

"Colonel Auguste" spent most of his days in St.

Louis. In this isolated village, insignificant in
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itself, but the chief mart of furs and skins, the

frontier capital and the radial point of explora-

tion and settlement, he became the wealthiest

citizen and the largest landholder. The humble

Laclede cottage he rebuilt and enlarged, adding

to it a beautiful garden and making it one of the

town's show places. He died at his home.

Chouteau was married, Sept. 26, 1786, to

Marie Therese Cerre, who with four sons and

three daughters survived him. His character

was of the highest. The French inscription on

his tomb characterizes his life as a model of the

civic and social virtues, and contemporary rec-

ords attest its truth. Delassus, the Spanish lieu-

tenant-governor, wrote of him (May 31, 1794),

as "a man of incorruptible integrity." He was
of less than medium height, with a high fore-

head, light brown hair, an oval face which he

shaved smooth, straight nose and classic mouth,

and his expression was quiet and grave. He left

a narrative of the founding of the village which

family tradition says is only a fragment of a

work embracing the local annals of many years,

the larger portion having been accidentally

burned.
[Chouteau MSS. in the Mo. Hist. Soc. ; "Jour, of the

Founding of St. Louis," Mo. Hist. Soc. Colls., vols. Ill,

no. 4 ( 191 1 ) , and various notes and references in other
volumes ; Louis Houck, Hist, of Mo. from Earliest Ex-
plorations and Settlements Until Admission of the State
into the Union (1908) ; Paul Beckwith, Creoles of St.

Louis (1895} ; J. Thos. Scharf, Hist, of St. Louis City
and County (1883) ; Win. Hyde and H. L. Conard,
Encyc. of the Hist, of St. Louts (1890) ; Frederic L.

Billon, Annals of St. Louis in its Early Days (1886).]

W.J.G—t.

CHOVET, ABRAHAM (May 25, 1704-Mar.

24, 1790), surgeon, anatomist, was the son of

David Chovet, a wine merchant of London. In

1720 he was apprenticed for seven years to Peter

Gougoux Lamarque, a foreign brother of the

Company of the Barber-Surgeons of London,

paying Lamarque one hundred and five pounds

for the privilege. At the expiration of his ap-

prenticeship he went to France, where he stud-

ied anatomy, having Winslow as one of his teach-

ers. In 1732 he was back in London giving

demonstrations of anatomy on wax models. At
that time teachers of anatomy had the greatest

difficulty in procuring subjects for dissection,

the lack being supplied by means of wax models

and other preparations. Chovet was particularly

skilled in constructing such material. An ad-

vertisement appeared on Dec. 27, 1733 in the

London Evening Post : "To be seen this day and

for the future, price 5 s., at Mr. Lamark's, Sur-

geon, in Orange Street, Leicester fields, Mr.

Chovet's the surgeon's, New Figure of Anatomy,

which represents a woman chained down upon

a table, suppos'd opened alive ; wherein the cir-

culation of the blood is made visible through

glass veins and arteries : the circulation is also

seen from the mother to the child, and from the

child to the mother, with the Systolick and Di-

astolick motion of the heart and the action of the

lungs. All which particulars, with several others,

will be shewn and clearly explained by Mr. Cho-
vet himself. Note, a Gentlewoman qualified will

attend the ladies." In 1734 Chovet became a for-

eign brother of the Company of the Barber-Sur-
geons of London, and in the same year he was
chosen one of the Demonstrators of Anatomy at

Surgeons' Hall. (The term "foreign brother"

does not necessarily imply that its holder was
a foreigner or alien, but that he was "a surgeon
who practised within the jurisdiction of the

Company of Barber-Surgeons of London and
was not 'free' of the Company by patrimony,

servitude or redemption.") Sidney Young states

that judging from his residence in Leicester

Fields and his position in the Company, Chovet
must have acquired some eminence (Annals of

the Barber-Surgeons of London, 1890). In 1736
Chovet resigned his position of Demonstrator of

Anatomy, and as after 1740 his name no longer

figures on the lists of the Company, Young
thought he must have died. In reality he had
only transferred his activities to other fields.

He next appears in the Barbados, pursuing his

anatomical labors with the same enthusiasm.

Peachey found his name as a resident of Anti-

gua in a list of subscribers to the Protestant

schools in Ireland. In 1759 he was practising

surgery at Kingston, Jamaica. Thence he fled

with his wife and daughter to escape a threat-

ened uprising of the blacks and sometime before

1774 he settled in Philadelphia, as on Oct. 12,

1774 he advertised a course on anatomy in that

city. His advertisements all stress the fact that

studying his preparations is unattended with the

disagreeable smells and sights unavoidable in the

dissecting room. Many laymen seem to have at-

tended his demonstrations. When John Adams
arrived in Philadelphia as a delegate to the Con-
gress of 1774 he was taken to see the anatomical

paintings which Dr. Fothergill had presented to

the Pennsylvania Hospital to be used by Dr.

Shippen in his lectures on anatomy. The states-

man was much impressed with what he termed

their "exquisite art," but when a little later he

saw Chovet's wax preparations he writes, "This

exhibition is more exquisite than that of Dr.

Shippen at the Hospital." In 1793 after the

death of Chovet, the managers of the hospital

purchased his collection of preparations and wax
models, which in 1824 they presented to the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, where it remained until
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utterly destroyed by fire in 1888. From many
contemporary pen portraits Chovet seems to

have been an eccentric character. Chastellux

terms him "a perfect original." When the Eng-
lish were in Philadelphia he was a Whig, after

they left he proclaimed himself a Tory. John
F. Watson says he was "licensed to say and do
what he pleased, at which no one took umbrage,"

and that he was noted for possessing much sar-

castic wit and for using expletives which were
"neither useful nor ornamental" (Annals of

Philadelphia, 1830, pp. 609, 611). He gives a

pathetic picture of him as he appeared on the

streets of the city in his old age. Coste the chief

medical officer of Rochambeau's army is quoted

as speaking most highly of Chovet's skill in

anatomy and surgery. He was one of the found-

ers of the College of Physicians of Philadelphia

in 1787. S. Weir Mitchell depicts him, quite un-

fairly, in one of the characters of his novel The
Red City (1908).

[Annals Medic. Hist., Sept. 1922, Dec. 1926; T. G.
Morton, Hist. Pa. Hospital (1895); G. W. Norris,

Early Hist, of Medicine in Phila. (1886); Geo. C.
Peachey, Memoir of IVm. and John Hunter (1924);
W. S. W. Ruschenberger, "Account of the Institution

of the Coll. of Physicians of Phila.," Trans. Coll. Phys.
of Phila., ser. 3, vol. IX.] F. R. P.

CHRISTIAN, WILLIAM (c. 1743-Apr. 9,

1786), soldier, politician, was a descendant of

a Manx family that had settled in Ireland, whence
his parents, Israel and Elizabeth (Stark) Chris-

tian, came to Virginia in 1740. They soon after-

ward opened a general store at Staunton, Au-
gusta County, where William was born. He
must have begun his military career early, for at

the age of twenty he had risen to the rank of

captain in Col. William Byrd's regiment. About

four years later he entered the law office of

Patrick Henry as a student, with more success

in wooing and marrying Henry's favorite sister,

Anne, than in acquiring a profession. He re-

sided successively in Botetourt and Fincastle

counties, represented the latter in the lower

house of the Virginia legislature in 1773, 1774,

and 1775, and both counties in the state Senate

during sessions of 1776 and 1780-83. In 1775

he was a member of the Committee of Safety,

a member of the conventions of Mar. 20 and

July 17, and a member of the committee named
to provide plans for the execution of Patrick

Henry's famous resolutions of Mar. 23, 1775.

During Dunmore's War Christian commanded
a regiment of Fincastle militia. He was ap-

pointed lieutenant-colonel of the 1st Virginia

Regiment, Continental Line, on Feb. 13, 1776,

and on Mar. 18 following he was promoted to the

rank of colonel, a position he held until July,

Christiancy

when he resigned and accepted a commission as

colonel of militia from the Virginia Council of

Defense (Aug. 1, 1776), with orders to organ-

ize and lead a punitive expedition against the

Cherokee Indians, whose raids, under the lead-

ership of the chiefs Dragging Canoe and Ocono-
stoga, had terrorized the settlements in the up-

per Holston and Wautaga river valleys. Chris-

tian collected a force of about seventeen hundred
militiamen from Virginia and North Carolina

at Long (also called Great) Island, now Kings-
port, on the Holston River, while the Indians re-

tired beyond the French Broad River. The mili-

tia followed by the way of Chimney Top Moun-
tain and Lick Creek to the French Broad, de-

stroying crops and a few villages with a show of

force that overawed the Indian leaders. With-
out giving battle, the Indians agreed to a truce

which was to be followed by a "permanent"

treaty of peace the next year. The army re-

turned to Long Island, where they rebuilt Fort

Robinson and renamed it Fort Patrick Henry,
and then disbanded after a three months' bloodless

campaign. Christian received the official thanks

of the governor and council and was appointed

one of the three commissioners on the part of

Virginia to negotiate the Cherokee treaty which

was signed at Long Island July 20, 1777 (T. W.
Preston, Historical Sketches of the Holston Val-

leys, 1926, pp. 56-59). In August 1785 he moved
his family to Kentucky, where his Virginia land

grants amounted to nine thousand acres, and lo-

cated on Bear Grass Creek, near Louisville.

The following year he was killed, near the pres-

ent site of Jeffersonville, Ind., while leading a

pursuit party against maraudingWabash Indians.

[J. A. Waddell, Annals of Augusta County, Va. (2nd
ed., 1902), p. 125 ; Colonial Va. Reg. (1902), comp.
by W. G. and Mary N. Stanard ; W. J. Carrington,
Hist, of Halifax County, Va. (1924), pp. 143-44 ;W.W.
Henry, Patrick Henry (1891), vols. I and II, passim;
Lewis and R. H. Collins, Hist, of Ky. (1874),jl, 127,

496 ; Official Letters Governors State of Va., vol. I,

"Letters of Patrick Henry" (1926), ed. by H. R. Mc-
Ilwaine ; Calendar Va. State Papers and Other MS.,
vols. I (1875), II (1881), III (1883), ed. by W. P.

Palmer; J. G. M. Ramsey, Annals of Tcnn. (1853) ;

Porterfield vs. Clark, 2 Howard 76 ; Colonial Records
of N. C, vol. X (1890), ed. by W. L. Saunders ; W. R.
Jillson, Ky. Land Grants (1925) ; E. G. Swem and J.

W. Williams, Reg. of General Assembly Va., 1776-
1918, and Constitutional Conventions (1918).]

T.D.M.

CHRISTIANCY, ISAAC PECKHAM(Mar.
12, 1812-Sept. 8, 1890), lawyer, senator, was de-

scended from forebears named Christiaanse, who
emigrated in 1614 from Leyden to New Amster-

dam. He was the son of Thomas and Zilpha

(Peckham) Christiancy, and was born in Johns-

town, Fulton County, N. Y. His father was a

blacksmith until Isaac was eight years old ; after
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that he cleared a piece of land and cultivated a

farm. He was always poor, but did all he could

to maintain his family. When Isaac had reached

the age of twelve, his father had a serious acci-

dent, and it devolved upon the boy to help sup-

port the family. He could only attend school three

months in winter, two miles from home. His

mother, however, taught him a great deal, and

at eighteen he began to teach school. For a few

months each year he attended first the academies

at Johnstown and Kingsborough, and later the

one at Ovid. In the fall of 1834 he took up the

study of law with John Maynard in Ovid. On
May 12, 1836, he left Ovid for Monroe, Mich.,

where in the same month he became clerk in the

United States land office. He kept up his studies,

with the result that he was admitted to the bar

in 1838. In November 1839 he was married to

Elizabeth McClusky. His ability and diligence

won for him the position of prosecuting attorney

of Monroe County for three terms (1841-46).

In 1844 he brought his father, mother, sister, and

two brothers to Monroe. Having become a prom-

inent lawyer, he naturally felt a strong interest

in politics. Till 1847 he was a staunch Democrat,

but the slavery issue impelled him to join the

Free-Soil party, whose convention he attended

in 1848 at Buffalo. From 1850 to 1852 he was
a member of the Michigan Senate, while in 1852

he ran for governor, securing 5,850 votes out of a

total of 83,308. When in 1854 the consolidation

of the Free-Soil and Whig parties resulted in the

formation of the Republican party, Christiancy

turned Republican. He issued the call for the

convention at Jackson, Mich., in 1854, and was
a delegate to the first national convention at Phil-

adelphia in 1856. During the latter year he pur-

chased the Monroe Commercial, and as its edi-

tor vigorously supported the Republican cause.

Early in 1858 he became one of the first four jus-

tices of the supreme court of Michigan. Volumes
V-XXXI of the Michigan Reports amply testify

to his keen sense of justice and equity, his thor-

ough acquaintance with the fundamental princi-

ples of law, and his great industry. He was con-

tinuously reelected, until in 1874 he resigned the

office, in order to go to Washington as senator

from Michigan. He owed his selection largely to

a split in the Republican party. Within eight days

after entering the Senate he made a speech on

the Louisiana election (Congressional Record,

44 Cong., Spec. Sess., pp. 39-41) which won
for him the respect of his colleagues. But his

career as senator was not a success, and he re-

signed in 1879; whereupon President Hayes ap-

pointed him minister to Peru. Returning to the

United States two years later, he passed his de-

Christy

dining years in the home of his daughter, Mrs.

Thomas O'Brien, in Monroe, Mich.

[I. P. Christiancy, "Recollections of the Early Hisl.

of the City and County of Monroe," in Mich. Pioneer
and Hist. Colls., VI, 361-73 ; sketch in J. E. Wing, ed.,

Hist, of Monroe County, Mich. (1890) ; obituary in the

Detroit Tribune, Sept. 9, 1890.] A.H a.

CHRISTY, DAVID (b. 1802), anti-slavery

writer, geologist, was a resident of Cincinnati

who was active in the colonization movement in

Ohio and the author of a number of pamphlets on

slavery and scientific subjects. From 1824 to

1836 he was a newspaper man, and it was proba-

bly owing to this early training that he acquired

his later skill in presenting his views on public

questions in an interesting and striking manner.

In 1848 he was appointed an agent of the Amer-
ican Colonization Society in Ohio and was in-

strumental in inducing Charles McMicken of

Cincinnati and others to contribute toward the

purchase of a tract of land in Africa for the col-

onization of the free colored laborer. This land

lay between Sierra Leone and Liberia and was
known as "Ohio in Africa." In his capacity as

agent he visited Columbus in January 1849 where

he found the legislature in heated discussion

over the repeal of the Black Laws which were

designed to prevent the immigration of colored

men into Ohio. A memorial was presented by the

friends of colonization to send emigrants to Li-

beria, and Christy was asked to deliver lectures

on African colonization before the House of

Representatives in Ohio, which he did on Feb.

19, 1849, and again on Jan. 19, 1850. These were

subsequently published at Columbus as well as a

pamphlet, On the Present Relations of Free La-

bor to Slave in Tropical and Sc mi-Tropical

Countries, which he had prepared for the Ohio

Constitutional Convention. In 1852 he published

The Republic of Liberia: Facts for Thinking Men,
which was originally addressed to the citizens of

Cleveland and printed in the columns of the

Herald and the Plain Dealer. The agitation over

the Kansas-Nebraska Act and the attacks of the

Abolitionists on slavery caused Christy in 1855

to publish his most important work. This was en-

titled Cotton Is King: or the Economical Rela-

tions of Slavery ( 1855). The author's name was
withheld in the first edition although it was given

in later editions. Christy's object in writing the

essay was "to convince the abolitionists of the

utter failure of their plans" (Elliott, post, p. 22).

The essay ran through three editions and De
Bow's Review declared that it was "cogent, well-

informed, and temperate" (De Bow's Review,

September 1855). This work was followed in

1857 by a pamphlet on Ethiopia: Her Gloom and

Glory (1857). In the meantime, due to the fact
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that his duties as agent compelled him to travel

extensively in the eastern and middle sections of

the country and because he had a natural apti-

tude for the sciences, Christy began to make geo-

logical observations. These he reported in a se-

ries of letters first published in the Cincinnati

Gazette and later issued in pamphlet form and ad-

dressed to Dr. John Locke, assistant to the chief

geologist of Ohio. According to Locke, no one

else had "actually drawn approximate sections of

the strata from the Atlantic to Iowa and from

Lake Erie to the Gulf of Mexico" (Letters on the

Geology of the West and Southwest, Rossville,

1848). Christy's interest in geology led him to

correspond with M. de Verneuil of Paris and to

be employed as the geologist of the Nantahala

& Tuckasege Land & Mineral Company of

North Carolina. In 1867 he was engaged in

writing a book on "Geology Attesting Christi-

anity" (De Bow's Review, November 1867).
[E. N. Elliott, Cotton Is King and Pro-Slavery Argu-

ments (Augusta, i860) ; H. N. Sherwood, "The Move-
ment in Ohio to Deport the Negro" in Quart. Pub. Hist,
and Philosophical Soc. of Ohio, VII, 51-102; G. P.
Merrill, First Hundred Years of Am. Geology (New
Haven, 1924)-] R.C.M.

CHRISTY, EDWIN P. (1815-May 21, 1862),

minstrel, was a native of Philadelphia. Of his

early life until 1842, when at Buffalo, N. Y., he

originated the Christy Minstrels, little is known.

The troupe was first called the Virginia Min-
strels, and in addition to its founder, its leading

members were George Christy (born Harring-

ton), Lansing Durand, and T. Vaughn. They
traveled at first principally through the West and

South, and were later joined by Enom Dickerson

and Zeke Backus, well-known minstrel perform-

ers. They first appeared in New York at Palmo's

Opera House, Apr. 27, 1846, and during the fol-

lowing six years they gave more than twenty-

five hundred performances in Mechanics Hall

and other theatres and entertainment places, win-

ning great favor, and establishing a record for

their type of program. In all these performances

Edwin P. Christy took the part of interlocutor.

It has been claimed that he was the originator of

modern negro minstrelsy. All that his announce-

ments asserted, however, was that he was "the

first to harmonize and originate the present type

of minstrelsy," meaning thereby the singing in

harmony and the introducing of various acts,

such as wench dancing and solo playing. The
Christy Minstrels went to London at one period,

and were so cordially received by English audi-

ences that they set the fashion, musical entertain-

ments of that form remaining popular, especially

in London, for many years. Christy's two sons

were E. Byron Christy (1838-66) and William

Church

A. Christy (1839-62), both of whom were mem-
bers of their father's profession during their

short lives. He acquired a considerable fortune,

and lived in retirement after 1854. During his

later years, he was subject to attacks of melan-

cholia, suffering from delusions that he was with-

out adequate means of support. While in a pe-

riod of temporary insanity he jumped from the

window of his residence in New York, receiving

injuries which proved fatal. His name stands

among the first in point of time, and at the head

of his profession, as a master in the art of pro-

viding the public with that peculiar and now
almost non-existent type of entertainment known
as blackface or negro minstrelsy.

[Laurence Hutton, "The Negro on the Stage," Har-
per's Mag., June 1889; N. Y. Herald, May 22, 1862;
H. P. Grattan, "The Origin of the Christy's Minstrels,"
in the Theatre (London), Mar. 1882.] E.F.E.

CHURCH, ALONZO (Apr. 9, 1793-May 18,

1862), educator, the son of Reuben and Elizabeth

(Whipple) Church, was born near Brattleboro,

Vt., where his father was engaged in farming.

His grandfather, Timothy Church, had fought

in the French and Indian War and was a colonel

in the Revolution, also taking an active part in

the attempt of New York to secure control of

Vermont. His father was a lieutenant in the Rev-
olution. Alonzo was ambitious for an education

and as soon as he could prepare for entry he was
off to Middlebury College where he graduated in

181 6. Having helped himself through college by
teaching at odd times, he had learned to like such

work, and immediately after graduating he joined

that train of young college men in the North who
had begun to drift southward. Following the

practise of most of the migrating Middlebury

College graduates, he set out for Georgia. Like

his fellows he was bent on teaching and soon ap-

peared in Eatonton, Putnam County, where he

became the head of an academy.

As Church was afflicted with "pulmonary in-

firmity," he felt that he should make his home
permanently in a warm climate. Hence he looked

upon Georgia as his fixed abode. The year after

his arrival he acquired another element of per-

manency in his marriage to Sarah J. Trippe, the

daughter of a Putnam County planter. So great

was his success both in teaching and in impress-

ing himself upon the educational leaders of the

state that in 1819 he was elected to teach mathe-

matics in the State University at Athens. Un-
doubtedly another important element aided him
in this promotion : he was genuinely religious

and had in 1817 placed himself in the care of the

Hopewell Presbytery. This move recommended
him to the Presbyterians, who now controlled the
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University and were largely to continue to do so

until the Civil War. In 1820 he was licensed to

preach and four years later he was ordained an

evangelist at Bethany Church in Greene County.

At the time when he came to the University as

professor of mathematics, Moses Waddel, an-

other Presbyterian preacher and academy teach-

er, arrived as the new president. When Waddel

left ten years later (1829), Church was his nat-

ural successor. By this time the Methodists and

Baptists had become powerful enough and self-

conscious enough to resent the control of the

University by the Presbyterians ; the latter espe-

cially made a bitter fight against Church solely

because he was a Presbyterian. Nevertheless he

was elected and for the next thirty years he

molded and controlled one of the principal ante

bellum Southern universities. Although founded

in 180 1 (chartered in 1785) the University had

never been able to gain strength until Waddel

had given it ten years of faithful service. With

this basis Church built the University into an in-

stitution of great usefulness to Georgians as well

as to the youth of surrounding states. He ruled

with a firm will both trustees and faculty ; he be-

lieved in a scrupulous attention to duties ; and he

held that whatever the rules required was a sa-

cred obligation. His piercing black eyes, dark

complexion, graceful and dignified carriage, to-

gether with a quick temper, marked him as a pos-

itive character. In 1834 he became involved in

a long and heated controversy with Stephen Olin,

a classmate at Middlebury College, who had re-

cently been a member of the faculty at the Uni-

versity. His most famous dispute was with

John and Joseph LeConte, teachers at the Uni-

versity in the early fifties. The issues were va-

ried and confusing but centered in the attempt of

the LeConte brothers to remake the University

in curriculum and organization along more mod-

ern lines. The fight resulted in the departure of

the LeContes and the complete reorganization of

the faculty in 1856 with Church reelected as

president. Worn out and weak, Church informed

the trustees in 1858 that he would resign the

next year. After his resignation he moved into

the country near Athens to spend the last years

of his life. His wife died in 1861 and the follow-

lowing year he himself passed away in an atmos-

phere tense with a civil conflict in which the

sons and sons-in-law of this former New Eng-
lander were vigorously fighting on the side of

the South.

[E. M. Coulter, College Life in the Old South(ig2S)
;

A. L. Hill, Hist. Sketch Univ. of Ga. (1894) ; Minutes
Board of Trustees Univ. of Ga. ; Minutes Faculty Univ.
of Ga.; files of the Athenian, 1829, Southern Banner,

1834, 1845, Ga. Telegraph, 1855, and Southern Watch-
man, 1862.] E. M.C.

CHURCH, BENJAMIN (1639-Jan. 17, 1718),

soldier, was born at Plymouth, Mass., the son of

Richard and Elizabeth (Warren) Church. He
was brought up to follow his father's trade of car-

pentry, which, especially in his early years, car-

ried him to many parts of the Plymouth Colony.

On Dec. 26, 1671, he married Alice Southworth.

By 1674 he had bought land and was engaged in

building a house at Sogkonate (Little Compton,
R. I.), where he became well acquainted with the

Indians and was soon "in great esteem among
them." The outbreak of King Philip's War, in

June 1675, found Church living on the frontier,

where his first act was to dissuade Awashonks,
squaw-sachem of the Sogkonate Indians, from
joining the Wampanoags. During the sum-
mer, commanding small detachments of Plym-
outh troops, Church fought numerous skirmishes

of no great importance aside from their value

in teaching methods of Indian warfare. He con-

stantly urged his superior officers to pursue the

enemy, instead of building forts, but his sugges-

tions were ignored. In the "Great Swamp Fight"

of Dec. 19, 1675, near South Kingston, R. I., he

played a prominent part as captain of a Plym-
outh company, and was twice wounded. Had his

advice, that the troops be allowed to remain and
recuperate in the Narragansett fort, been fol-

lowed, the English losses from exposure on the

return march might have been greatly dimin-

ished. During the following spring and summer
the troops of the United Colonies undertook the

systematic destruction of the Indians' corn, and
the capture of warriors, with their women and
children. By offering his captives their choice

between slavery or fighting against their kins-

men, Church enlisted many Indians in his forces

and, with their assistance, took additional pris-

oners, including a squaw and son of Philip. The
sachem himself, with his remaining followers,

took refuge in a swamp near Mount Hope (Bris-

tol, R. I.). Betrayed by a deserter, he was am-
bushed by Church on Aug. 12, 1676, and shot in

attempting to escape, by Alderman, one of

Church's Indians. During the following twelve

years Church lived at various places within the

Plymouth Colony, where he bought lands and
served occasionally as magistrate or selectman.

During King William's and Queen Anne's wars
he served as major, and later colonel, in five ex-

peditions against the French and Indians in

Maine and Nova Scotia, in the last of which, in

1704, he plundered the French town of Les Mines
and, in his blustering manner, ordered the gov-

ernor of Port Royal to discontinue the raids on
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the English settlements. These expeditions ac-

complished little, since the enemy avoided de-

cisive engagements, and Church, poorly com-

pensated for his services, retired in disgust in

1704. He seems to have been a man "of uncom-

mon activity" even in his later years, when he

had grown so fat that the aid of a stout sergeant

was needed to lift him over fallen trees. On one

occasion his impetuosity caused some of his

French prisoners to be "knocked on the head,"

an act which he found difficult to explain on his

return to Boston. He died Jan. 17, 1718, near

Little Compton, R. I., from injuries sustained in

a fall from his horse.

[Thos. Church, a son of Benj. Church, was the au-
thor of Entertaining Passages Relating to King Philip's

IVar (1716). The book describes his father's part in

King Philip's War and in the later expeditions to Maine,
was written from his notes, and received his approval.
The best edition, that of Henry M. Dexter (1865), is in

two volumes, and contains in the Introduction a de-
tailed account of Benj. Church's life. Numerous refer-

ences to him appear in the Plymouth Colony Records

O855).] H.P.S.

CHURCH, BENJAMIN (Aug. 24, 1734-

x 776), physician, traitor, poet, and author, was
a grandson of Col. Benjamin Church \_q.v.~\, who
was conspicuous in the Indian and French Wars,

and a son of Benjamin, deacon of Mather Byles's

church (Boston). He was born at Newport, R. I.,

entered the Boston Latin School in 1745, and

graduated from Harvard College in 1754. Soon
after graduation he wrote two poems which ap-

peared in a collection in celebration of the acces-

sion of George III. He studied medicine with

Dr. Joseph Pynchon, later going to London
where he married Hannah Hill of Ross, Here-

fordshire. About 1768 he built a fine house at

Raynham, Mass., which some think threw him
into debt. Seemingly his pen supported the Whig
cause vigorously, but it is said that he parodied

the patriotic songs in favor of the British and

that his political essays were answered from the

Tory side by his own pen. The Times . . . "by

an American" (Boston, 1765), a satire upon the

Stamp Act, has been attributed to him. He ex-

amined the body of Crispus Attucks, killed in the

Boston Massacre, 1770, and his deposition was
printed in the narrative of the town (James Spear

Loring, The Hundred Boston Orators . . . 4th

ed., Boston, 1855, p. 37). He is said to have writ-

ten for the Loyalist paper, The Censor, but on

Oct. 28, 1772, being a member with Adams and

Warren of a committee of correspondence, he

was appointed to draft a letter to the other towns

about the colony's rights (Justin Winsor, editor,

Memorial History of Boston, 1881, III, 44). On
Mar. 5, 1773, he delivered An Oration . . . to

Commemorate the Bloody Tragedy of the Fifth

of March,-1770, which ranks high amongst these

utterances. In 1774, after a caucus of Whigs,

sworn to secrecy, it was learned, according to

Paul Revere, that the proceedings had been di-

vulged to the Tories, and Revere did not doubt

that Church had supplied the information to

Hutchinson (see letter in Massachusetts Histor-

ical Society Collections, ser. I, vol. V, pp. io6~

12). Church, nevertheless, continued in the confi-

dence of the Whigs, for, with Dr. Joseph Warren
and others, he was appointed a delegate in 1774
to the Provincial Congress. According to Sam-
uel Kettel, soon after the battle of Lexington,

Church told his confreres that he must go into

Boston, to see about medicines. On his return, he

said he had been made prisoner and taken be-

fore Gen. Gage, but it was learned later that he

had paid Gage a voluntary visit. In May 1775,

on the other hand, he went to consult the Conti-

nental Congress, Philadelphia, about the defense

of the colony. He was unanimously elected di-

rector and chief physician of the first Army Hos-

pital (at Cambridge), July 25, 1775, at a salary

of four dollars a day, but his management of its

affairs seems to have been not altogether suc-

cessful, finally causing an inquiry to be held into

his conduct. It must be admitted, however, that

he had rivals seeking his position (see Church's

letter to Gen. Sullivan, American Archives, ser.

IV, vol. Ill, p. 712). He evidently wrote to

Washington, Sept. 20, seeking permission to

leave the army (American Archives, ser. IV,

vol. Ill, p. 780).

Church was tried by court martial, Oct. 4,

1775, Washington presiding, and was found

guilty of "holding criminal correspondence with

the enemy." In July 1775, he had sent a cipher

letter to the commander of a British vessel at

Newport. The correspondence had been inter-

cepted, Henry Ward taking it to Washington at

the end of September. The Massachusetts Pro-

vincial Congress unanimously expelled Church

from their body on Nov. 4. He defended himself

ably but was not convincing. He admitted that

he wrote the letter, but said he was not acting

traitorously as he purposely had exaggerated the

numbers of the Continental Army in order to

frighten the British and quickly end hostilities.

The Continental Congress resolved on Nov. 6

that he should be imprisoned at Norwich, Conn.,

but, because of illness, he was removed to Mas-
sachusetts and put on parole not to leave the

colony (Richard Frothingham, History of the

Siege of Boston, 3rd ed., 1872, pp. 259-60).

Eventually allowed by the Massachusetts Coun-
cil to depart for the West Indies, he sailed from
Boston probably in 1778, but the ship was never
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heard from again. Church's family was pen-

sioned by the Crown.

[Richard Frothingham, Life and Times of Jos. War-
ren (1865), p. 225 n. ; New Eng. Hist, and Gcncal. Reg.,

Apr. 1857, p. 123; Wm. O. Owen, The Medical Depart-
ment of the U.S. Army, . . . 1776-1886 (1920) ; Lorenzo
Sabine, Biographical Sketches of Loyalists of the Am.
Revolution (1864), I, 313; J. M. Toner, The Medical
Men of the Revolution . . . (1876); Justin Winsor,
Narr. and Crit. Hist, of America (1888), vol. VI;
Church's original cipher letter, as well as the letter as

deciphered, in the Lib. of Cong., Washington.]

A. CM.

CHURCH, FREDERICK EDWIN (May 4,

1826-Apr. 7, 1900), landscape painter, born at

Hartford, Conn., was descended in a direct line

from Richard Church, one of the earliest settlers

of that city, who arrived with the Rev. Thomas
Hooker, in June 1636 by way of Newton, Mass.,

having emigrated from Braintree, Essex, Eng-

land, a few years previously. Frederick's father

was Joseph Church a prominent citizen of Hart-

ford and his mother's maiden name was Eliza

Janes. Notwithstanding certain misgivings as to

the boy's choice of art as a profession, his par-

ents, in view of marked evidences of his talent,

placed him with Benjamin A. Coe to learn draw-

ing, and for six months with A. H. Emmons to

study color. He was also encouraged by the

sculptor E. S. Bartholomew who had studied at

the National Academy of Design in New York.

Thomas Cole [q.v.] was induced to receive

Church as a pupil in 1844, and from that time till

Cole's death in 1848, Church was an inmate of

his house and studio. After his master's death,

Church continued his studies from nature and

painted a number of pictures for which he found

subjects in the mountains and along the rivers

and coasts in the vicinity of New York—effects

of storm in which the sky and clouds play an im-

portant part, or striking masses of rock, such as

"View of West Rack near New Haven" (bought

by Cyrus W. Field), or the hills that border the

Hudson. These gave evidence of a love for the

exceptional, cultivated by association with Cole,

though he did not share that painter's story-tell-

ing and allegorical tendencies. He had read of

Humboldt's travels in South America and desir-

ing to realize pictorially that naturalist's elo-

quent descriptions, he visited South America in

1853 and again in 1857, occupying at Quito the

house Humboldt had lived in fifty years before.

He brought back to New York an ample supply

of studies and sketches, and in 1859 exhibited

successfully his famous picture, "The Heart of

the Andes," besides a number of other realis-

tically painted tropical landscapes, "The Falls of

Tecemdama," "Cotopaxi" (1854), and "The
Mountains of Ecuador" (1855). In the mean-

time, he had visited Niagara Falls and from near

Table Rock on the Canadian side, painted, in

1857, the Ilorse-shoe and American Falls, on

an oblong canvas, seven by three feet in size. It

has been considered his masterpiece, and was the

first satisfactory delineation of the Falls in art.

At the Paris Exposition of 1867, it was awarded

a second medal. From the collection of John
Taylor Johnston it was purchased for the Cor-

coran Gallery in Washington. As a complete

change from tropical subjects, he sought the ef-

fects of extreme cold in the north, going to Lab-

rador, where he made studies for "Icebergs"

(1863) and "Aurora Borealis" (1865). Atrip
to Jamaica yielded "The Vale of St. Thomas"
(1867) and other West Indian subjects. Emu-
lating in painting what Washington Irving had
accomplished in literature, he turned from Amer-
ica to Europe in 1871, finding in Greece and the

Near East inspiration for "The Parthenon,"—

a

truly noble picture,—and the decorative "^Egean

Sea," now at the Metropolitan Museum, New
York. He also visited Palestine and made stud-

ies at Jerusalem and Damascus. Returning to

New York, he continued painting from his ample

supply of studies, notes, and sketches till about

1877, when an attack of inflammatory rheuma-
tism deprived him of the use of his right arm
and hand. He learned to use his left hand, till

that also failed him, and he was obliged to cease

work "in the maturity of his powers and still

retaining the enthusiasm of his youth." He was
a member of the National Academy of Design,

where he often exhibited, and was also repre-

sented in 1852 at the Royal Academy in Lon-

don. Of his exhibits at the Paris Exposition

(1867), a celebrated critic wrote, "The original-

ity of this artist, more than his technical skill

with the brush, entitled him to the leading posi-

tion,"—and Ruskin wrote to Charles Eliot Nor-
ton of Church's "Cotopaxi," now at the Public

Library Galleries, New York, "Church's 'Coto-

paxi' is an interesting picture. He can draw
clouds as few men can ... he has a great gift of

his own." After a forced inactivity of over twen-

ty years, Church died at New York on the eve

of his seventy-fourth birthday, after returning

from Mexico, where he had spent a number of

winters.

[H. W. French, Art and Artists in Conn. (1879) ;

H. J. Tuckerman, Book of the Artists (1867) ; Cat.
Memorial Exhibition, Metropolitan Museum, N. Y.
( 1900), preface by Chas. Dudley Warner ; L. L. Noble,
Life and Works of Thos. Cole (1856), and The Heart
of the Andes (1859).] R.J.W.

CHURCH, FREDERICK STUART (Dec.

1, 1842-Feb. 18, 1924), painter, son of Thomas
B. and Mary Elizabeth (Stuart) Church, was
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Church
born at Grand Rapids, Mich. As a young boy
he was taught to draw by a local painter and en-
graver named Hartung, a native of Holland.
His parents, however, destining him for busi-

ness, he was sent at thirteen years to Chicago
to enter the employ of the American Express
Company. While in the office his clever cari-

catures made him known as "the art chap." At
seventeen he enlisted as a private in Company
A, Chicago Light Artillery, and saw honorable
service in the Civil War, including participa-

tion in Sherman's march to the sea. After he was
mustered out he went to New York where he
studied drawing and painting with Walter Shir-

law and L. M. Wilmarth. He began to show
pictures at the National Academy of Design and
to make illustrations for Harper's Weekly and
other publications. For three years he was em-
ployed by the Elgin Watch Company as com-
mercial illustrator. He began at this time to

make studies of animals which, as he generally

endowed them with human and humorous attri-

butes, proved popular and salable. He took an
active part in 1875 m tne formation of the Art
Students' League of New York, called by his

friend and associate William St. John Harper
"the most democratic and American of art acad-

emies." Of Church himself Harper wrote : "Him-
self one of the most unconventional and least

academic of draftsmen, he has always maintained

the importance of thorough academic training."

Church showed his sympathy with both the radi-

cals and the conservatives in painting by belong-

ing simultaneously to the Society of American
Artists and to the National Academy and he

helped to effect the union of these societies. He
was active in the American Water Color Society

and the New York Etching Club, and he served

as a trustee of the Harper Fund to help young
students through the art schools. He was a

member of the Lotus Club and of the Architec-

tural League of New York, and for several years

was chairman of the art committee of the Union
League Club. Though resident at New York
during most of his professional life he retained

characteristics of the Middle West. Notably

American in aspirations and reactions, he was
an old man when he first visited Europe, and he

created a mild newspaper sensation on his return

by announcing that European art could teach

Americans little or nothing. But while he paint-

ed pictures in which subject seemed to be of pri-

mary consideration, he was a thoroughly ar-

tistic technician whose work was remarkable for

its refined tonality, broad handling, and truth of

tone relations. He is represented in the National

Gallery, Washington; in the Metropolitan Mu-

Church
seum, New York ; in the City Art Museum, St.

Louis; and in other public and private collec-

tions.

[Wm. St. John Harper, "F. S. Church : a Painter of
the Ideal," in the Outlook, Nov. 25, 1905; Art News,
Feb. 23, 1924; Outlook, Mar. 5, 1924; Who's Who in
America, 1920-21.] F W C

CHURCH, GEORGE EARL (Dec. 7, 1835-
Jan. 5, 1910), civil engineer, explorer, writer,

was born in New Bedford, Mass., the son of

George Washington and Margaret (Fisher)
Church. On his father's side he was descended
from Richard Church who came from Oxford,
England, to Plymouth, Mass., in 1632; on his

mother's side he was a lineal descendant of Ed-
ward Winslow who came over on the Mayflower
and was several times governor of the colony at

Plymouth. When he was a small boy, Church's
family moved to Rhode Island where he attend-

ed the Providence High School. His father had
died before this, so when the boy decided to be-

come a civil engineer he was obliged to make his

way by means of practical experience instead

of by going through college. After some ex-
perience in helping to make a topographical map
of the state of Massachusetts, as an assistant en-

gineer on the Hoosac Tunnel, and in the con-
struction of railways in Iowa, in 1857 he went
to Buenos Aires to serve as chief engineer on
a railway project for the Argentine Republic.

The work was postponed, and he was appointed

a member of a scientific commission which was
to explore the Republic's southwestern border
and report on a system of defense against the

savages on the slopes of the Andes. This com-
mission, which covered a distance of 7,000 miles

in nine months, had many exciting adventures

with the Indians and on one occasion it was
reported that Church had been captured and
burned to death. In i860 and 1861 he acted as

chief assistant engineer on the construction of

the Great Northern Railway of Buenos Aires

which he had previously surveyed and located

;

but at the outbreak of the Civil War he gave up
his position to return to the United States and
enlist in the army. He was commissioned cap-

tain in the 7th Rhode Island Infantry and sent

to the front. His service was with the 7th, 1 ith.

and 2nd Regiments, Rhode Island Volunteers,

and as a brigade commander in the Army of the

Potomac. He earned special distinction in the

battle of Fredericksburg where his regiment suf-

fered heavy losses. He entered it as a captain

and came out a lieutenant-colonel in command
of what was left of his regiment. Afterward

he was promoted to a colonelcy.

Soon after the war Church went to Mexico
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where he acted as special war correspondent for

the New York Herald during the revolution

against Emperor Maximilian. He attached him-

self to the army of President Juarez and shared

its fortunes until the capture of Maximilian in

1867. Then, in 1868, he went back to South
America where his greatest work was accom-
plished in connection with the Madeira & Ma-
more Railway. For ten years, at the request of

the Bolivian Government, he engaged in the task

of opening Bolivia to trade by way of the Ama-
zon River and its tributaries. He obtained from
Brazil a concession to construct a railway in

order to avoid the falls of the Madeira River,

conducting not only the negotiations with the

Brazilian Government but persuading European
capitalists to finance the undertaking. The con-

cession, and the companies formed in connec-

tion with it, became involved in legal proceed-

ings and eventually had to be abandoned for

many years, but the enterprise was eventually

resumed and the terminus of this railway which
Church had done so much to promote was named
Villa Church in his honor. In 1880 he was ap-

pointed United States commissioner to report

on the political, financial, and trade conditions

of Ecuador. His report, "Ecuador in 1881," was
published as a special message of the Presi-

dent to Congress. On the completion of this

mission he took up his residence in London. Al-

though he retained his United States citizenship,

he lived the remainder of his life in London. He
was connected with various Argentine railway

undertakings, and with some in North America
which brought him back frequently but only for

short periods. After taking up his residence in

London he devoted much time to literary pur-

suits and to the scientific societies of which he

was a member. His experiences in South Amer-
ica, supplemented by a lifetime of study of the

experiences of other travelers on that continent,

gave him the knowledge which led the Geo-

graphical Journal to speak of him as "one of the

foremost authorities on the history and geog-

raphy of South America" (XXXV, 203). The
Transactions of the American Society of Civil

Engineers says of him : "Colonel Church proba-

bly possessed a wider and more complete knowl-

edge of the history, geography, and resources

of South America than any other authority"

(LXXI, 407). His presidential address, "Ar-

gentine Geography and the Ancient Pampean
Sea," before the Geographical Section of the

British Association was pronounced by the Lon-

don Tinics to be "the most scientific paper ever

read before that section." He was the first, and

until his death, the only Fellow of the Royal

Church

Geographical Society not a British subject to

be elected a member of its Council. He was a
frequent contributor to its Journal. His book,

Aborigines of South America, which he was still

working on at the time of his death, was pub-
lished in 1912. He died and was buried in Lon-
don but left his library, a valuable collection of

3,500 volumes, to Brown University. He was
married twice: first, in 1882, to Mrs. Alice

Helena Carter who died in 1898; second, to

Anna Marion Chapman, daughter of Sir Robert
Harding. He had no children.

[In addition to references above, see John A. Church,
Descendants of Richard Church of Plymouth (191 3).]

E.Y.

CHURCH, JOHN ADAMS (Apr. 5, 1843-
Feb. 12, 1917), metallurgist, son of Pharcellus

[q.v.1 and Chara Emily (Conant) Church, was
a native of Rochester, N. Y., and a member of

the first class (1867) to receive the degree E.M.
from the Columbia School of Mines. After

graduation he went to Europe, and while pursu-

ing a course at Clausthal visited numerous con-

tinental metallurgical establishments. His tech-

nical observations were embodied in a publica-

tion, Notes on a Metallurgical Journey, which he
published in 1873, at which time he was assistant

editor of the Engineering and Mining Journal

(1872-74). For one semester, after his return

from Europe, he took over Prof. Egleston's

course at the Columbia School of Mines, and
again (1878-81) resumed the teacher's role as

professor of mining and metallurgy at the Ohio
State University. In 1877 he became a member
of the United States Geological Survey West of

the 100th Meridian, and produced a monograph
on the Comstock Lode, containing an ingenious

theory that kaolinization was the cause of the

high temperature of the ore body. The publica-

tion of this theory (Transactions of the Amer-
ican Institute of Mining Engineers, vol. VII)
led to an interesting and spirited discussion,

Church's view being opposed notably by G. F.

Becker of King's Survey (Ibid., vol. VIII). In

1881 Church resumed his metallurgical work as

superintendent of the Tombstone Mining &
Milling Company, in which capacity he estab-

lished a record by his utilization of manganese
instead of iron in silver-lead furnace slags, de-

veloping successfully a slag with 43 per cent

MnO, a classic example of its kind. On July 30,

1884, he was married to Jessie A. Peel, by whom
he had one son. Accompanied by his wife, Church

went to Ku Shanza, Manchuria, in 1886, under

contract with Li Hung Chang, then viceroy, to

introduce American methods into certain min-

ing districts in China, taking with him a few
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Americans to act as mine and smelter foremen.

In sharp contrast with the spirit of modern de-

velopment shown by Li Hung Chang was the

unwillingness of the Chinese officials to dis-

regard an ancient superstition as to a sacred

dragon supposed to dominate a conveniently lo-

cated coal mine. This made it necessary for

Church to obtain the fuel for his Ku Shanza

smelting operations from a coal deposit, at an

almost prohibitive distance, located beyond the

reach of the imagined dragon. The Chinese

metallurgical operations, at the time of Church's

arrival, were as primitive, in their way, as was
such a belief in the existence of the dragon.

The smelting furnaces were about the size of or-

dinary washtubs, the air being supplied by the

most crude hand bellows. One can therefore

imagine the initiative, patience, and resourceful-

ness which were required to develop commer-
cially successful metallurgical operations under

such conditions, especially when hampered, as

Church was, by deep-seated prejudices and un-

reasonable demands on the part of his native

labor, and by the constant danger of depredations

from marauding robber bands. Nevertheless he

successfully fulfilled his contract with Li Hung
Chang. He returned to the United States in

1890 and established a consulting practise which

he continued until his death.

\_Eng. and Mining Jour., Mar. 10, 1917 ; N. Y. Her-
ald, Feb. 13, 1917; N. Y. Tribune, Feb. 14, 1917

;

Who's Who in America, 1916-17.] R. C. C y.

CHURCH, PHARCELLUS (Sept. 11, 1801-

June 5, 1886), Baptist clergyman, was born in

Seneca, N. Y., the son of Willard and Sarah

(Davis) Church. His early education was mea-

ger. His mother encouraged him at the age of

twelve to read the Bible through, and his con-

tact with the Gospel of John brought a reli-

gious interest. When a Baptist church was
formed near his home, he united with it and soon

began to preach. In 1824 he graduated from the

Hamilton Literary and Theological Institution

(now Colgate University), where he was espe-

cially influenced by Dr. Nathaniel Kendrick.

His early pastorates were at Poultney, Vt.

(1825-28), Providence, R. I. (1828-34), and

(temporarily) New Orleans, where he wrote his

first bodk,The Philosophy of Benevolence (1836).

He then was called to the First Baptist Church of

Rochester, N. Y., where his most important min-

isterial work was accomplished (1835-48).

Here also he wrote his most significant volume,

Antioch: or, Increase of Moral Power in the

Church of Christ (1843), which anticipated

somewhat the argument of Henry Drummond
as to the unity of natural and spiritual law, while

his attempt to establish a via media between Au-
gustinianism and Pelagianism was prophetic of

the later working compromise between Cal-

vinistic and Free Baptists. Although he left

Rochester before the University there was estab-

lished, he was an influential leader in the pre-

liminary efforts ; his participation in the attempt

to bring the college and seminary from Hamilton
is traced somewhat in detail in Jesse L. Rosen-
berger's Rochester and Colgate; Historical

Background of the Two Universities (1925).
Although Church had two more pastorates

—

Bowdoin Square, Boston (1848-52), and the

Second Baptist, Brooklyn (1853-55), during

both he was engaged in journalistic activities,

first with the Watchman and Reflector (Boston),

and then with the New York Chronicle (pur-

chased in 1854 by Church and Dr. Jay S. Back-

us). The latter magazine, devoted especially to

the Bible translation cause, Church edited until

its merger into the Examiner (1865). Among
his more important writings may be mentioned a

prize essay, Religious Dissensions (1838) ; a

novel, Mapleton (published anonymously, 1853),

in the interest of prohibition ; Seed-Truths

(1871), written in Bonn, Germany, during one

of several sojourns in Europe. Church was mar-

ried in 1828 to Chara Emily Conant, sister of

Thomas J. Conant [q.v.~\, the eminent Hebraist

(John A. Church, Descendants of Richard Church

of Plymouth, Mass., 1913). William Conant and

John Adams Church [qq.v.~\ were two of his sons.

[Thos. Armitage, sketch in the Examiner, June 17,

1886 ; obituary in the Watchman, June 10, 1886 ; First

Half Century of Madison Univ. 1819-69 (1872).]

W.H.A.

CHURCH, WILLIAM CONANT (Aug. 11,

1836-May 23, 1917), editor, born in Rochester,

N. Y., was the son of Pharcellus Church [q.v.~\

and Chara Emily (Conant) Church. At the age

of nineteen, he received editorial experience

when he assisted his father to edit the New York
Chronicle. After five years of this, he became

publisher of the New York Sun but withdrew in

1861 for a European trip. Abroad at the out-

break of the Civil War, he returned in July and

became a member of the joint military-naval ex-

pedition under Gen. W. T. Sherman and Ad-
miral S. F. Dupont, and was present at the cap-

ture of Port Royal. He was the first bearer to

the North of the news of the victory and wrote

the account of it for the New York Evening
Post. Later he became a volunteer aide on the

staff of Gen. Silas Casey and was wounded in

the battle of Williamsburg. He also took part

in the battle of Fair Oaks. During 1861-62 he

was Washington correspondent for the New
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York Times but gave this up when he was ap-

pointed inspector and mustering officer of pro-

visional brigades with the rank of captain. He
was rapidly promoted to major and lieutenant-

colonel of volunteers. Resigning in order to

start a military paper, together with his brother,

Francis P. Church, he began the publication of

the Army and Navy Journal in 1863. During the

same year he was married to Mary Elizabeth

Metcalf. Soon after the draft riots broke out in

New York, he joined the Civilian Committee

which assisted in putting them down. In 1866 the

Galaxy Magazine was started by the two broth-

ers. This publication lasted for twelve years and

was then merged with the Atlantic Monthly.

Henry James's first stories appeared in it, also

a novel by Charles Reade, and the early writings

of Mark Twain. "The Claverings," by Anthony

Trollope, began in the first number, May 1866.

With Gen. George W. Wingate, Church estab-

lished the National Rifle Association and was

its first president as well as an honorary director

for life. He was one of the founders and a fel-

low in perpetuity of the Metropolitan Museum of

Art, a life member and director of the New York

Zoological Society, an original member of the

Military Order of the Loyal Legion of the United

States, of which he was also senior vice-com-

mander. He was a member of the National

Council of the National Economic League, and

of the Executive Committee of the National

Security League. He' was also chairman of the

committee in New York which erected a monu-
ment to John Ericsson and he delivered an ora-

tion at the dedication. He ranked, according to a

statement in the New York Times at the time of

his death, as among the foremost journalists of

the country. He had been a newspaper man for

more than sixty years. His paper, which was
largely the result of his military training and ex-

perience, supported an extreme military policy.

He was a constant contributor to the Century,

Scribnc/s, the North American Review and

other leading magazines ; the New York Times

and other newspapers. Appointed literary execu-

tor of John Ericsson, he published his biography

in two volumes (1890). He also wrote Ulysses

S. Grant and the Period of National Preserva-

tion and Reconstruction (1897).

[John A. Church, Descendants of Richard Church of
Plymouth, Mass. (1913); Who's Who in America,
1914-15; N. Y. Times, May 27, 1917; Galaxy, 1866-

76.] M.A.K.

CHURCHILL, THOMAS JAMES (Mar. 10,

1824-Mar. 10, 1905), Confederate soldier, gov-

ernor of Arkansas, was born in Jefferson County,

Ky., the son of Samuel and Abby (Oldham)

Churchill

Churchill, and the grandson of Samuel Church-
ill, who came from Bushey Park, near London,

and settled in Albemarle County, Va. Thomas
received his academic training in Saint Mary's

College (1844) and his training in law at Tran-

sylvania University. In the Mexican War he

served as lieutenant in the 1st Kentucky Mount-
ed Riflemen under Col. Humphrey Marshall. In

January 1847 he was taken prisoner and was not

exchanged until the war was virtually over. On
returning from Mexico he moved to Arkansas

(1848), acquired a large plantation near Little

Rock, and engaged in planting. He was married,

on July 31, 1849, to Ann, daughter of Ambrose
H. Sevier. In 1857 he was appointed postmas-

ter at Little Rock and served until the outbreak

of the Civil War. He then raised a regiment

called the 1st Arkansas Mounted Riflemen and
entered the Confederate army. In the battle of

Oak Hills (Wilson's Creek) he rendered notable

service. By December 1862 he had risen to the

rank of brigadier-general and was assigned to

the defense of Arkansas Post. This was consid-

ered a key position for blocking the progress of

the enemy up the river toward Little Rock and
as a menace to Sherman, who was trying to cap-

ture Vicksburg. After Sherman's failure, Gen.

John A. McClernand superseded him and gave

orders for the capture of Arkansas Post so as to

remove any menace in the rear of a second move
on Vicksburg. Churchill had but 5,000 men, of

whom only 3,000 were really effective, against a

much larger force and a fleet. He was poorly

equipped with guns and munitions, but fought

desperately the first day and held the enemy at

bay. That night he received a telegram from

Gen. T. H. Holmes ordering him to hold the

fort "until help arrives or all are dead." Next
day the enemy attacked with such fury that some
of Churchill's men raised the white flag with-

out his knowledge and he was forced to surren-

der. His loss in dead and wounded was only

135 while that of the attacking party was 1,061

(D. Y. Thomas, Arkansas in War and Recon-

struction, 1861-74, 1926, pp. 175-81). Later he

took part in the attack upon Banks's Red River

expedition and on Steele at Jenkins's Ferry.

He followed Kirby Smith's fortunes into Texas
and finally surrendered there unwillingly, hav-

ing risen to the rank of major-general. With
the return of the Democrats to power in Arkan-

sas, in 1874 he was elected state treasurer and

served until 1880, when he was nominated for

governor by the Democrats on a platform in-

dorsing the submission of an amendment re-

pudiating the state debt. This, however, was
not an issue between him and his Greenback
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opponent, W. P. Parker, whom he defeated by a

vote of 84,088 to 31,284. He withheld his signa-

ture from a legislative bill virtually repudiating,

but not vetoing it. Soon after he became gov-

ernor a shortage of $233,616 in his accounts as

treasurer was discovered, and the attorney-gen-

eral brought suit to recover this sum. Churchill

declared that the shortage was due f.o bad book-

keeping and was able to establish, before the

master in chancery, credits for large sums. Final

judgment was rendered for $23,973 m currency

and $56,548 in scrip. Gov. Churchill claimed that

the latter had been burned by mistake by the state

debt board and, as none of it ever was presented

for payment, he probably was correct. Settle-

ment was made for the currency.

\_Confcd. Mil. Hist., vol. X (1899) ; Ark. Leg. Jours.

(1881) ; Fay Hempstead, Hist. Rev. of Ark., vol. I

(191 1 ) ; D. Y. Thomas, Ark. in War and Reconstruc-
tion, 1861-74 (1926).] D.Y. T.

CHURCHILL, WILLIAM (Oct. 5, 1859-

June9, 1 920), philologist, ethnologist, son of Wil-

liam and Sarah Jane (Starkweather) Churchill,

was born in Brooklyn, N. Y. He received all the

advantages of early education and entered Yale

College with the class of 1881. Owing to ill

health, he was obliged to leave in the middle of

his sophomore year, but, after a voyage to Eng-
land on a sailing vessel, he returned and fin-

ished his course with the class of 1882. After

graduation he taught school for one year in

Indianapolis, and then went on a trip to Aus-

tralia and the South Sea Islands. On his return,

he was for two years librarian of the Academy
of Sciences at San Francisco. He next held a

position in the Signal Service Bureau in Wash-
ington, D. C, and in 1891 he became an editor

of the Brooklyn Daily Times. A way opened for

him as a philologist and ethnologist when he was
appointed United States consul-general to Samoa
(1896-99). Here in the house where Robert

Louis Stevenson died he engaged in the fas-

cinating study of Polynesian languages, a pre-

requisite in ascertaining the natives' point of

view. The amount of data collected by him in

these few years is beyond calculation, and formed

the basis of his scientific work. On Aug. 14, 1899,

he was married to Llevella Pierce. Back in the

United States at the beginning of the century,

he began a new line of duties as a department

editor of the New York Sun (1902-15), then a

giant in the newspaper field. In the coterie of

brilliant men summoned by Dana, Churchill as

a writer of trenchant and pure English was a

well-known member. In spite of the exacting

work on the Sun, his philological studies were

continued and his house in Brooklyn became a

transplanted bit of Samoa containing an out-

standing library of works on Polynesia. He
brought out the results of his years of study in

Polynesian Wanderings (1910), in which Poly-

nesian migrations were traced ingeniously by
loan words among the Melanesian. Not only

was the first application of this method fruitful

of results, but as a by-product it was ascertained

that Polynesian is a language in process of for-

mation. Polynesian Wanderings was followed

by Beach-la-Mar (1911), a study of the trade

speech of the Western Pacific, and this by Easter

Island, Rapanui Speech and the Peopling of

Southeast Polynesia (1912). Ini9i5he became
an associate in primitive philology of the Car-

negie Institution of Washington, D. C. The
Great War summoned him to government work
in which a knowledge of various languages was
requisite, and he performed an exacting bit of

war service as director of the division of for-

eign language publications of the Committee on

Public Information. Many other papers and
monographs on ethnological and philological

topics also came as the result of Churchill's as-

siduous labors. His conclusions are especially

valuable since it is likely that it will be long

before any one with Churchill's groundwork will

attempt the problem of the most widespread mi-

gration ever known, that of the Polynesian to

the islands in the west Pacific.

[Who's Who in America, 1918— 19; N. Y. Sun, June
10, 1920 ; Carnegie Inst, of Washington Year Book No.
19, 1920; Yale Univ. Obit, of Grads. (1920); Hist.
Class of '82, Yale College, 1878-1910 (1911).] VV. H.

CHURCHMAN, WILLIAM HENRY (Nov.

23, 1818-May 18, 1882), educator of the blind,

was born in Baltimore, Md., of Quaker paren-

tage, the son of Micajah and Eliza Churchman.

When he was fifteen years old his eyesight began

to fail, according to family tradition from over-

taxing in reading and the study of languages

and mathematics ; in manhood he was totally

blind. When eighteen he entered as an advanced

student the new school for the blind in Philadel-

phia, where he came under the influence of

Friedlander, and where he was graduated after

three years as a pupil in whom "the institution

has reason to be proud." Within a few months

he was teaching music and mathematics in the

school for the blind at Columbus, Ohio; and

when he was only twenty-six he was given full

charge of the school at Nashville, Tenn., thus

early illustrating in his own person what he

later said of some blind men, that they succeed-

ed "by dint of irrepressible energy of character."

Thereafter he successively headed similar in-

stitutions at Indianapolis, Janesville, Wis., and
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again at Indianapolis. Having everywhere

shown himself a first-rate planner, organizer,

and administrator, he was chosen in his forty-

eighth year as the one best fitted by experience

to shape the plans and policies of the projected

New York State Institution for the Blind. Ac-

cepting the call as a duty, he as superintendent-

elect submitted his matured views in an elaborate

discussion of the whole question involved. Cir-

cumstances, however, kept him as superinten-

dent of the Indiana institution until 1879 when
he, in company with other heads of the state

institutions, lost his position through political

change. Here as elsewhere his trustees recorded

their satisfaction with him as superintendent.

He was at one time president of the American

Association for Instructors of the Blind.

The Indiana Institution for the Education of

the Blind was his particular child. Having

searched out pupils on tour, he showed the need

of a school, addressed the legislature, and more

than anybody else brought the institution into

being. He was the planner of its buildings, a

member of its building committee, the organizer

of its routine, and he made it "the model for

other and older states" (Twentieth Annual Re-

port of the Indiana Institute, 1866, p. 9). He
claimed for Indiana the credit of first recog-

nizing an institution of this character as official-

ly a department of public instruction (First Nezv

York Annual Report, p. 50), and for himself the

plan of having his school industrial department

run by a contractor on the business principle of

self-interest.

Churchman married Mary Marshall who be-

came a real helpmeet to him. He was described

by one who knew him well as having a keen

sense of humor ; as cheerful, hopeful, dignified

in bearing, imaginative, resourceful, wise and

generous, but firm in judgment, and as having a

good physique and a winning personality.

[For Churchman's ideas and the testimonials of his

trustees, see the early reports of the Tenn., Wis., and
Ind. Institutes for the Blind, especially the Ind. reports

for 1862 and 1867. The Proc. Am. Asso. Instructors of
the Blind, 1878, portray him as a presiding officer ; those
of 1882 contain an obituary.] E. E.A.

CILLEY, JOSEPH (1734-Aug. 25, 1799),

Revolutionary soldier, judge, and politician, was
born in Nottingham, N. H. His father, Capt.

Joseph Cilley, who came from the Isles of Shoals,

was one of the early settlers of Nottingham ; his

mother was Alice Rollins (or Rawlins). The
younger Joseph was married on Nov. 4, 1756, to

Sarah Longfellow, by whom he had ten children.

He combined the occupations of farmer, law-

yer, and business man. In December 1774 he

came into notice in an act which has been styled

Cilley

by an enthusiastic historian "the beginning of

the Revolution." He was a member of Sullivan's

party which entered Fort William and Mary
(later Fort Constitution) near Portsmouth, took

out fifteen cannon, and by hard labor, breaking

the ice in the river, transported them to Dur-

ham. Langdon, another patriotic leader, had

carried away about 100 pounds of powder, and
these, too, were taken up-stream. The action

was just in time, as British vessels directly

afterward entered the harbor of Portsmouth.

The ammunition was stored at Nottingham and
other villages, some of it in a meeting-house.

Cilley was a member of the provincial congress

of New Hampshire, and was employed on coast

guard duty. His regiment was ordered to Cam-
bridge, and he took part in the siege of Boston.

In August 1775 he was assigned to the task of

transporting the Portsmouth powder to Winter

Hill (Medford). After the evacuation of Boston

he accompanied Sullivan's brigade to New York,

and thence to the St. Lawrence for the relief of

Gen. Thomas. He shared the retreat of the unfor-

tunate expedition from Canada, and reached New
York in time to take part in the battle of Long
Island. In that disaster Sullivan himself and

many others were captured, but Cilley succeeded

in fighting his way through the lines. He par-

ticipated in the retreat from New York, and in

the battles of Trenton and Princeton. Meanwhile
he had been commissioned major of the 2nd New
Hampshire, May 20, 1775, and of the 8th Conti-

nental Infantry, Jan. 1, 1776, lieutenant-colonel

of the 1st New Hampshire, Nov. 8, 1776, and

colonel, Feb. 22, 1777. In the summer of 1777
Cilley was at Ticonderoga. He was engaged in

the skirmishing and retreat from that fortress.

More fortunately, he fought under Arnold at

Bemis Heights, and was distinguished at the bat-

tle of Stillwater in the capture of cannon. He
was at Valley Forge and in the operations which

preceded the battle of Monmouth. He was pres-

ent at that battle, and accompanied his old com-
mander Sullivan in the expedition against the

Indians in 1779. In the latter year he received

from his state legislature the gift of a pair of pis-

tols, and he was promoted brigadier-general of

militia. He retired from the army Jan. 1, 1781,

with a reputation as a good disciplinarian, and he

became one of the original members of the Cin-

cinnati. After the Revolution he was made jus-

tice of the peace and of the quorum for Rocking-

ham County, and held the position for life. In the

first year of his term (1786-92) as major-gen-

eral of militia, a movement developed in New
Hampshire similar to Shays's Rebellion. Cilley,

collecting troops, repelled the attempt of insur-
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gents to intimidate the legislature at Exeter, and
personally arrested the ringleader. In politics he

was a Jeffersonian Republican. He was a mem-
ber of the state Senate, 1790-91, and of the

House, 1792, and was a councillor 1797-98. He
was a fluent speaker, a good man of business,

and attractive in manner. He died at Notting-

ham.

[John Scales, Life of Gen. Jos. Cilley (1921) ; Wm.
Abbott, Crisis of the Revolution (1899) ; E. C. Cogs-
well, Hist, of Nottingham, Deerfield, and Northwood
(1878) ; Maine Genealogist and Biographer, Mar., June,
Dec. 1877, Mar. 1878.] E.K.A.

CIST, CHARLES (Aug. 15, 1738-Dec. 1,

1805), printer, publisher, son of Charles Jacob

Sigismund Thiel and Anna (Thomasson) Thiel,

was born in St. Petersburg, Russia. He received

a good education and was trained in pharmacy

and medicine, graduating from the University of

Halle as a doctor of medicine. He was probably

connected with the court of Catherine the Great

where he apparently became involved in difficul-

ties which made it necessary for him to leave the

country. In 1769 Thiel determined to emigrate

to America and at the same time changed his

name to Cist which the initials of his own name
formed. He settled in Philadelphia where he was
employed by Henry Miller as a translator of

English into German. While so engaged he ac-

quired a knowledge of the printer's trade and

finally in December 1775 he entered into part-

nership with Melchior Styner (Steiner) who
was the son of the Reform Minister Conrad

Steiner of Philadelphia, and who had likewise

learned the printer's craft under Miller's tute-

lage. The new firm of Styner & Cist published

works in English and German and was located

in Second St. at the corner of Coats's Alley.

They soon acquired the reputation of being good

and correct printers of books and job work (I.

Thomas, History of Printing in America, 1810,

II, 80-81). Among their more important publi-

cations may be listed Thomas Paine's The Amer-
ican Crisis (1776) ; William Brown's Pharmaco-

poeia Simpliciorium (1778), the first pharmaco-

poeia of the United States (O. Seidensticker,

First Century of German Printing in America,

1728-1830, 1893, p. 103) ; and the issuance of a

German newspaper which owing to an insuffi-

cient number of subscribers they were forced to

discontinue in April 1776. With the advance of

the British army on Philadelphia during the Rev-

olutionary War they were compelled to leave

Philadelphia but with the evacuation of the city

they returned. Shortly thereafter, in 1781, the

firm dissolved, but Cist continued the enterprise

and by careful management acquired wealth. In

I

1784 he undertook the publication of the Ameri-
can Herald and in 1786 that of the Columbian
Magazine. He is best remembered, however, as

being one of the organizers of the Lehigh Coal

Mine Company which was formed in 1792 for

the purpose of mining "stone coals" (anthracite)

in the Lehigh district. In his efforts to market
his product he was threatened with mob violence

{Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biog-

raphy, April 1915). During the administration

of John Adams he was appointed public printer

and established in Washington a printing office

and book bindery at great expense. He later re-

turned to Philadelphia where he had already

married Mary, the daughter of John Jacob and

Rebecca Weiss of that city, on June 7, 1781. He
died at Bethlehem and was interred in the Mora-
vian cemetery.

[In addition to references above, see C. R. Hildeburn,
A Century of Printing, Issues of the Press in Pa.,

1685-1784 (1885-86).] R.C.M.

CIST, CHARLES (Apr. 24, 1792-Sept. 5,

1868), editor, the son of Charles [q.v.] and Mary
(Weiss) Cist, was born in Philadelphia. He re-

ceived his education in the public schools of Phil-

adelphia and served in the United States army
during the War of 1812. At the close of this con-

flict he moved to Pittsburgh and later on to Har-
mony, Pa. On Nov. 18, 181 7, he married Janet,

daughter of Edward and Sarah White of Whites-

town, Pa., by whom he had thirteen children.

"His duties as a parent he took care not to make
secondary to any other business" (Cincinnati

Gazette, Sept. 8, 1868). In 1827 he removed to

Cincinnati and until 1840 was engaged in mer-

cantile pursuits. He soon displayed, however, an

interest in movements of social welfare by open-

ing and superintending the first Sunday-school

in Cincinnati which he managed until its growth

necessitated its division among the churches. He
likewise was one of the most earnest advocates

of the free-school system, which was then being

discussed throughout the country. His connec-

tion with the taking of the census of 1840 in his

district gave him an opportunity to collect a mass

of valuable statistical information about Cincin-

nati which he determined to utilize in book form.

He had acquired a taste for literary work and

the publishing business owing to his association

with his father's printing establishment ; and in

1841 appeared his first book based upon his cen-

sus data entitled Cincinnati in 1841 (1841),

which drew heavily upon Daniel Drake's Nat-

ural and Statistical View, or Picture of Cincin-

nati and the Miami Country (1815). This was
followed by Sketches and Statistics of Cincinnati

in 1851 (1851) and Sketches and Statistics of
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Cincinnati in 1859 (1859). These three works

are valuable as they disclose the growth of the

city during these years and recount many events

"of a local and statistical nature." Of these three,

the last is considered the most valuable since it

covers the material included in the two former

books and contains an interesting account of the

early settlement of this area (Peter G. Thomson,
A Bibliography of the State of Ohio, 1880, pp. 64,

65). In 1843 Cist began The Western General

Advertiser which recounted the early pioneer

history of the West and included statistics per-

taining to the state of Ohio and to Cincinnati.

Two years later the name was changed to Cist's

Advertiser and though the enterprise was never

profitable to himself "he labored assiduously to

make it so to his patrons and to promote the repu-

tation of the city abroad" (Cincinnati Chronicle,

Sept. 7, 1868). It was a gossipy paper but it

breathed the kindly personality of the editor and

his love for his adopted city (Henry Howe, His-

torical Collections of Ohio, 1891, I, 831-32). In

1845 and 1846 historical sketches from this paper

were published in Cincinnati under the title of

The Cincinnati Miscellany, or, Antiquities of the

West. In 1853 the paper was discontinued and

Cist retired from active affairs. He was a Pres-

byterian and originally a Democrat in politics

but like many other northern Democrats he ulti-

mately found himself within the Republican fold.

He died at his home in College Hill, a suburb of

Cincinnati.

[In addition to above references, see H. A. and Mrs.
Kate B. Ford, Hist, of Cincinnati (1881); Cincinnati
Daily Gazette, Sept. 7, 1868; Cincinnati Commercial,
Sept. 7, 1868.] R.C.M.

CIST, HENRY MARTYN (Feb. 20, 1839-
Dec. 17, 1902), Union soldier, military historian,

was born in Cincinnati, Ohio, the son of Charles

Cist Iq.v.']. He graduated in 1858 at the Far-

mers' College (later Belmont College) in Ham-
ilton County, studied law in the office of George
Hoadly, afterward governor of Ohio, and was
admitted to the bar shortly before the outbreak

of the Civil War. He entered the army as a pri-

vate in the 6th Ohio Infantry, Apr. 20, 1861, and
served through the West Virginia campaign of

that summer and fall, including the battles of

Carrick's Ford and Cheat Mountain. On Oct. 22,

1861, he was appointed first lieutenant in the

74th Ohio. The assignment to his new regiment

took him to the (old) Army of the Ohio, later

renamed Army of the Cumberland, with which
he was identified throughout the remainder of the

war. He was soon detailed as an assistant ad-

jutant-general, and as such served on the staff

of a brigade at the battle of Murfreesboro, and

on the staff of the commander of the army—first

Gen. Rosecrans and then Gen. Thomas—in the

Chickamauga, Atlanta, and Nashville campaigns.

He was promoted captain, Apr. 20, 1864, and
major, Mar. 13, 1865. Upon his muster out of

the service, Jan. 4, 1866, with the brevet rank of

brigadier-general of volunteers, he took up the

practise of law, and was for a time mayor of Col-

lege Hill, Ohio. His avocation was military his-

tory, especially of the Civil War, on which he

accumulated one of the best private libraries in

the country. He wrote extensively on the sub-

ject, for periodicals and encyclopedias, and pub-

lished one book of some importance, The Army
of the Cumberland (1882), in Scribner's Cam-
paigns of the Civil War series. This is a detailed

account of the operations of the army from its

organization as Buell's Army of the Ohio until

the spring of 1864, after which time it no longer

operated independently, but as one of the group
of armies under Sherman's personal control.

Cist was one of the most active members of the

Loyal Legion and of the Society of the Army of

the Cumberland, and for twenty-three years

served as corresponding secretary of the latter

organization. Failing eyesight finally compelled

him to abandon both his professional and his lit-

erary work. He was married twice : on Sept. 22,

1868, to Mary E. Morris of Urbana, Ohio; and
on Apr. 12, 1882, to Jennie E. Bare of Cincin-

nati. His later years were largely spent in travel.

He died in Rome.

[F. B. Heitman, Hist. Reg. (1903), I, 302; obituary-
published as Circular No. 11 (1903), Commandery of
Ohio, Mil. Order Loyal Legion ; Who's Who in Amer-
ica, 1901-02.] T.M.S.

CIST, JACOB (Mar. 13, 1782-Dec. 30, 1825),

naturalist, anthracite coal pioneer, inventor, was
born in Philadelphia, Pa., the son of Charles

Cist [1738-1805, q.v.~\ and of his wife, Mary
Weiss. After attending the Philadelphia public

schools and Nazareth Hall, Nazareth, Pa., he en-

tered his father's printing establishment at the

age of fifteen and three years later became man-
ager of a similar business newly founded by his

father in Washington, D. C. Some months later

this establishment was forced to close by reason

of the change of Federal administration and

Jacob entered the United States Post Office De-

partment. He served in clerical capacities for

eight years, then resigned to settle in Wilkes-

Barre, Pa., and was appointed postmaster there,

which office he held for the rest of his life.

Through his father, educated as a physician and
apothecary, Cist became interested in the nat-

ural sciences, particularly geology. He was also

clever at sketches, both in ink and oils, and was
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apt at writing, having from an early age pub-

lished in magazines and newspapers essays in

prose and verse on a variety of subjects
—"Morn-

ing"; "Noon"; "Ode on Hope"; "Eve's Cotton

Gin." With this background, Cist in his leisure

studied and "geologized" a large part of the

country about Wilkes-Barre and became thor-

oughly familiar with its mineral resources, espe-

cially anthracite coal. With friends he undertook

the mining and marketing of this commodity be-

tween 1813 and 181 5, acquiring a lease on the

defunct Lehigh Coal Mine Company's land near

Mauch Chunk, Pa. Like its predecessor, Cist's

company was unsuccessful in convincing either

the domestic or industrial consumer of the value

of this new fuel and abandoned the project.

Cist's scientific interest did not flag, however,

and between 1815 and 1821 he collected and dis-

tributed both in this country and France fossil

plants and flora, described many of the coal for-

mations, and corresponded with various scien-

tists on the general subject, most of his data

being published in the American Journal of Sci-

ence, in 1822. Cist's interest in the general de-

velopment of his new environment prompted

him to endeavor to organize a glass-works and

pottery in 1808 and an iron works in 1820, but

without success. He was one of the founders

and first corresponding secretary of the Luzerne

County Agricultural Society and did much to in-

troduce the finer grades of fruit trees. He spent

many years in the preparation of a work on

American Entomology, making hundreds of

drawings for the same. This was not completed

at his death and was subsequently lost. Three

inventions are credited to him : one patented in

1803 of an artist's paint-mixing mill ; another in

1808 of a printer's ink made from anthracite

coal; and a third in 1814 of a stove to burn an-

thracite. He was treasurer of Luzerne County

for 1816; a founder and treasurer of the Wilkes-

Barre Bridge Company, 1816-18; and a charter

member and first cashier of Wilkes-Barre's first

bank in 181 7. He married Sarah Hollenback of

Wilkes-Barre on Aug. 25, 1807, and was sur-

vived by two daughters.

[H. Hollister, Hist, of the Lackawanna Valley (5th
ed., 1885) ; Proc. and Coll. Wyoming Hist, and Geo-
logical Soc, I and II ; Geo. B. Kulp, Families of the

Wyoming Valley, vol. Ill (1890).] C.W.M.

CLAFLIN, HORACE BRIGHAM (Dec. 18,

1811-Nov. 14, 1885), merchant, was born at

Milford, Mass., of Scotch descent, the son of

John and Lydia (Mellen) Claflin. He attended

the common schools and Milford Academy. His
father was the owner of a country store and in

1834 he loaned Horace $1,000 with which to

start in business at Worcester, Mass., then a

small place. The son prospered in his enterprise

and within five years had a trade of $200,000 a

year. In 1843 he went to New York City and
engaged, with others, in the wholesale dry-goods

business. There the Worcester experience was
repeated on a far greater scale. The Claflin firm

was soon selling to retail merchants all over the

United States. At the outbreak of the Civil War
Southern merchants were owing the house mil-

lions of dollars. It was impossible to realize on
these credits and the firm had to make an assign-

ment, but its creditors were paid in full within

two years. Later, Claflin and his partners weath-

ered the panic of 1873 without disaster or loss

to any with whom they had dealings. During
that period their business had grown by leaps

and bounds, successfully rivaling that of A. T.

Stewart, commonly called New York's merchant
prince, and in one year passing the $70,000,000

mark in volume. Claflin had been a pioneer in

making the jobbing house a manufacturer, as

well as an importer and distributor of merchan-
dise. This gave him an advantage in disposing

of large stocks of goods in times of crisis. He
could undersell competitors and still realize a
small profit. Unquestionably the excellent repu-

tation enjoyed by the firm for a long term of

years was due in great part to the sound busi-

ness sense and personal integrity of the senior

partner. At one time an effort was made in the

federal courts to prove the Claflin firm guilty of

defrauding the Government in the payment of

customs, but the accusers were charged with at-

tempted blackmail and the trial resulted in a vin-

dication of the firm. Claflin at seventy was a fa-

miliar figure in the New York financial district

—a ruddy, white-haired man, unusually active

for his years. In public affairs he early identified

himself with the Republican party and supported

the Government in the Civil War. He was a

presidential elector in 1872. In the campaign
of 1884 he worked for the election of Grover
Cleveland as president. For thirty-eight years

he was a trustee of Plymouth Church, Brooklyn,

in Henry Ward Beecher's pastorate. He gave
liberally for many public causes and to relieve

individual distress. He was married on Nov. 28,

1836, to Agnes Sanger of Sherborn, Mass., who,
with two sons, survived him.

[C. H. Wight, Geneal. Claflin Family (1903) ; Brook-
lyn Daily Eagle, Nov. 16, 1885 ; Horace B. Claflin

(1885).] W.B.S.

CLAFLIN, TENNESSEE (1845-1923). [See

Woodhull, Victoria, 1838-1927.]

CLAFLIN, WILLIAM (Mar. 6, 1818-Jan. 5,

1905), governor of Massachusetts, descended
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from Robert Mackclothlan (or Mackclaflin), a

townsman of Wenham, Mass., in 1661, was the

eldest of the three children of Lee and Sarah

Watkins (Adams) Claflin. He was born in Mil-

ford, Mass., where his father was a prosperous

boot and shoe manufacturer. After preparation

in the local schools and Milford Academy Wil-

liam entered Brown University in 1833 but was

obliged to leave before completing the course.

After learning the details of his father's business,

he went west to St. Louis in 1838, and organ-

ized there a wholesale boot and shoe business, in

which he held a large interest even after his re-

turn East in 1844. In 1845 he entered into busi-

ness with his father under the firm name of Lee

Claflin Company. He was one of the founders

and for years president of the Hide and Leather

National Bank of Boston and was also one of

the organizers of the New England Trust Com-
pany, and the Five Cent Savings Bank.

While in Missouri, Claflin had been much in-

terested in the question of slavery extension. His

human sympathies had revolted at the sight of

the slave block ; on one occasion he had pur-

chased with his scanty funds a slave whom he

immediately freed. He was one of the members

of the Free-Soil Party of Massachusetts on its

formation in 1848. As a member of that party he

represented the town of Hopkinton in the state

legislature from 1849 to 1853. He was a mem-
ber of the state Senate from 1859 to 1861, being

president of that body in 1861. From 1866 to

1868 he was lieutenant-governor and from 1869

to 1871 governor of Massachusetts. In the three

gubernatorial elections he had a substantial

majority over his Democratic opponent, John
Quincy Adams. He was the first governor of

Massachusetts to believe in the legal right of fe-

male suffrage and he was also an active prohi-

bitionist. While he was governor, legislative

bills were enacted extending the rights of wo-
men, bettering the condition of criminals, estab-

lishing a bureau of statistics for labor, protecting

destitute children, and regulating divorce. His

messages were straightforward and business-

like, as one would expect from a business man.

As governor in 1871, he signed the charter of

Boston University, of which his father was a

founder. Of this institution's board of trustees,

he was for many years president. He was also

a trustee of Wellesley College, of Mount Hol-

yoke College, and of the New England Conser-

vatory, and was interested in Claflin University,

a negro institution in Orangeburg, S. C, which

had been named for his father. From 1877 to

1881 he was a representative in the Forty-fifth

and Forty-sixth Congresses. He was married

Clagett

twice : first to Nancy Warren Harding in Octo-

ber 1840, who died in January 1842; and sec-

ond to Mary Bucklin Davenport on Feb. 12,

1845. He numbered among his intimate friends

such notables as Henry Wilson, John Green-

leaf Whittier, and Henry Ward Beecher. Their

visits to the Claflin home and other events have

been described by Mrs. Mary B. Claflin in her

books, Brampton Sketches (1890), Real Hap-
penings (1890), Personal Recollections of John

G. Whittier (1893), and Under the Old Elms

(1895).

[A brief memoir by C. S. Ensign is in the New Eng.
Hist, and Gcncal. Reg., LXI, 111-16. See also Ibid.,

LXXVIII, 437-38 ; C. H. Wight, Geneal. Claflin Family
(1903) ; Boston Transcript , Jan. 6, 1905 ; R. E. Moody,
"A Short Biog. of Win. Claflin," Boston Univ. Alumni
Mag., Feb. 1929.] R. E.M.

CLAGETT, WYSEMAN (August 1721-Dec.

4, 1784), lawyer, was born at Bristol, England,

the son of Wyseman Clagett, a barrister at law.

He received an excellent education, became an

articled student in a law office, and was admitted

as an attorney of the Court of King's Bench.

In 1748 he left England, went to the West In-

dies, and settled in Antigua, where he practised

with success for ten years, becoming secretary

of the colony. In 1758 he came to New England,

established his home in Portsmouth, N. H., and

was admitted as an attorney of the superior court

of that province. Shortly afterward he was ap-

pointed a justice of the peace and in this posi-

tion proved efficient, exacting, severe, and over-

bearing, so much so that a new figure of speech

was added to the vernacular, the expression "I'll

prosecute you," giving way to "I'll Clagett you."

In 1765 he was appointed King's Attorney for

the province, continuing as such till 1769, when
he went with his family to England. On return-

ing to America in 1771 he moved to Litchfield,

N. H. Aligning himself with the colonists in

the pre-revolutionary struggle with Parliament,

he represented Litchfield and Nottingham West
in the last General Court under the British

crown. He was an active member of the provin-

cial congresses, and had a large share in draft-

ing the constitution of the new state, becoming

in 1776 a member of the Council and Committee

of Public Safety. In 1778 he was made a special

justice of the superior court, which position he

resigned in November 1781 in order to become
solicitor-general under the temporary form of

government then adopted by New Hampshire.

He was the only person who ever held this office,

since the new constitution of 1784 abolished it.

He died at Litchfield, Dec. 4, 1784. He was mar-

ried in 1759 to Lettice, daughter of Dr. Mitchell

of Portsmouth.
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Clagett was a man of striking personality.

Possessed of great learning, "he wrote the Latin

language with ease and elegance, and spoke it

with fluency" (Adams, post, p. 281). He had a

fine taste for poetry, was generous, and enjoyed

society. On the other hand, his manners were
rude, and his habitual profanity of speech was
appalling. He never obtained any considerable

practise, except in criminal cases. He was not a

profound lawyer, yet in the constitutional dis-

cussions anent the post-revolution government

of New Hampshire he displayed much statecraft

and exercised great influence. In his later years

he was often embarrassed financially, but never

relinquished his full bottomed wig and laced hat,

and, in his once fine clothing "he exhibited a

striking picture of delapidated importance" (C.

W. Brewster, post).

[A full account of Clagett's life and career appeared
in The Bench and Bar of N. H., by C. H. Bell (1894),
p. 204. His personality is vividly pictured in Annals of
Portsmouth, by Nathaniel Adams (1825), p. 279. See
also Rambles About Portsmouth, by C. W. Brewster
( 1st ser., 1859), P- 234, and Hist, of Hillsborough Coun-
ty, N. H., ed. by D. H. Hurd (1885), pp. 8, 495.]

H.W.H.K.

CLAGHORN, GEORGE (July 6, 1748-Feb. 3,

1824), Revolutionary soldier, ship-builder, born

in Chilmark, Mass., was a descendant of James
Claghorn, a Scotchman who settled in or near

Barnstable in the seventeenth century. His father

was Shubael Claghorn, a soldier in the Louis-

burg expedition of 1745; and his mother was
Experience Hawes. He himself served in the

Revolutionary War as first lieutenant and then

captain in the second Bristol regiment, and was
wounded at Bunker Hill. Subsequently he be-

came major and then colonel ; and Colonel Clag-

horn he remained after he became a well-known

ship-builder at New Bedford. There, in 1785,

he built and launched the Rebecca, said to have

been the first American whaler to double Cape

Horn and obtain cargo oil in the Pacific (New
England Historical and Genealogical Register,

XXV, 127). She was a vessel of 175 tons and

aroused much interest because of her size (Dan-

iel Ricketson, The History of New Bedford,

1858). In 1794 he was appointed naval con-

structor of the Constitution, one of the four 44-

gun frigates authorized by Congress to protect

commerce against the Algerine corsairs. The
design was drawn by Joshua Humphreys [q.v.']

of Philadelphia, and the keel was laid at Hartt's

naval yard in Boston. The frigate was nearing

completion when a treaty was signed with Al-

giers in November 1795, and work was then sus-

pended. The threatened rupture with France,

however, moved Congress to provide for com-
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pletion of three frigates—the Constitution, the

United States, and the Constellation.

Wednesday, Sept. 20, 1797, was the day set

for the launching of the Constitution, when the

president, the governor, and other notables were
to attend. Solicitous that no accident should mar
the launching, Claghorn issued a circular, Sept.

18, 1797, warning his fellow citizens not to allow

their curiosity tq carry them too near the frigate

or the water's edge. "The loss of life of a single

citizen," he declared, "would mar the satisfac-

tion and pleasure that the constructor would
otherwise enjoy of building and constructing

for the ocean a powerful agent of national jus-

tice which hope dictates may become the pride

and ornament of the American race" (Circular

in possession of the Brookline Public Library,

reprinted in The Claghorn Family, pp. 38-39).

To the chagrin of the builder, the vessel moved
only a few feet, when the props were knocked

away, and refused to budge farther. Two days

later a second attempt was made to launch her

and again she stuck on the ways. Finally, on

Oct. 21, "she descended into the bosom of the

ocean with an ease and dignity" gratifying to

thousands of spectators (Commercial Gazette,

Boston, Oct. 23, 1797). No blame was attached

to Claghorn for these failures. On the con-

trary he was commended for his skill, intelli-

gence, and circumspection (Independent Chron-

icle, Boston, Sept. 21, 1797). He had erred, if

at all, from excessive caution. Desiring to avoid

a repetition of the accident to the United States,

which had been damaged at the launching by a

premature and too rapid descent, he had given a

smaller declivity to the ways of the Constitution

(Columbian Centinel, Boston, Sept. 23, 1797)-

The excessive pressure on her keel amidships,

however, gave the Constitution a permanent hog

or sag (F. A. Magoun, The Frigate Constitu-

tion, p. 67). Further records of Claghorn's ship-

building have not been found. He married Deb-

orah Brownell, who bore him four sons and

four daughters. He died at Seekonk, R. I.

[Newspapers and books cited above ; The Claghorn
Family (n.d.), comp. by W. C. Claghorn ; Ira N. Hollis,

The Frigate Constitution (1900).] a. J.

CLAIBORNE, JOHN FRANCIS HAM-
TRAMCK (Apr. 24, 1807-May 17, 1884), con-

gressman, editor, historian, born near Natchez,

Miss., was descended from William Claiborne

[q.v.']. His father was Gen. Ferdinand Leigh

Claiborne, who married a daughter of Col. An-

thony Hutchins, a retired British officer who
had settled on a large royal grant in what was

then West Florida. The name, John Francis

Hamtramck was bestowed on Gen. Claiborne's
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eldest son in honor of a German officer under

whom the general had served in the American

Revolution. Young Claiborne studied law in the

office of his cousin, Benjamin Watkins Leigh in

Richmond, Va., until a slight hemorrhage caused

him to return to the warmer climate of his child-

hood home. He resumed his studies in the office

of Griffith & Quitman of Natchez, Miss., but

again gave up and went to Cuba for his health.

Six months later he returned to Virginia and

completed his studies under the direction of Gen.

Alexander Smythe, at Wytheville. His delicate

constitution, however, caused him to abandon

his intention of living in Virginia, and he once

more returned to Mississippi. In December 1828

he was married to Martha Dunbar of Dunbarton,

near Natchez. Being an ardent Democrat, he

took charge of a Jackson paper, published in

Natchez. He was then elected to the legislature

from Adams County for three successive terms.

In 1835 he removed to Madison County, and in

the same year was nominated for Congress by

the first Democratic convention held in Missis-

sippi and was elected by a large majority. When
he entered Congress he was the youngest mem-
ber of that body, and the only one who was a

native of the West. Although he was in feeble

health during his brief congressional career, his

speeches established his reputation as an orator

and debater. He was reelected to Congress in

July 1837, an extra session having been called

to meet in September of that year. He and his

colleague Gholson were seated by the House not

only for the special session, but for the regular

session which was to follow in December. They
did not, therefore, enter the November election,

and Prentiss and Ward, the Whig candidates,

were elected. As a result there was a spirited

contest between the two sets of representatives

for seats in the House, when the regular session

of Congress began in December. Claiborne, be-

ing very ill, was not able to participate in the

debate, and under the influence of Prentiss's elo-

quence the House "rescinded" its former action,

but refused to seat Prentiss and Ward, and no-

tified the governor of Mississippi that the seats

were vacant (Chester H. Rowell, A Historical

and Legal Digest of All the Contested Election

Cases in the House of Representatives of the

United States, 1789-1901, 1902).

Upon the advice of his physician, Claiborne

then retired from public life and went to Cuba a

second time for his health. Later he returned to

Natchez, and in July 1841, became one of the

editors of the Mississippi Free Trader, an influ-

ential organ of the Democratic party. In 1842

he was appointed president of a commission to

adjudicate the claims of the Choctaw Indians to

several thousands of acres of valuable land,

which were also claimed by speculators, whose
designs he thwarted. In 1844 he removed to

New Orleans and became editor of the Jeffcr-

sonian, published in French and in English, and

of the Statesman, published in German and in

English. Several years later, he became edi-

tor of the Louisiana Courier, which supported

Franklin Pierce for the presidency. After the

election of Pierce he accepted a position as cus-

todian of the public timber in Alabama, Missis-

sippi, and Louisiana, a position which he held

until these states seceded from the Union. His
opposition to secession caused him to hold aloof

from all official connection with the Confederacy,

though his only son, Willis Herbert, entered the

Confederate Army and died from wounds re-

ceived in the service. Having inherited a large

collection of "time-worn papers and documents"

from his father, his uncle and his grandfather,

all of whom were connected with the early his-

tory of Mississippi, Claiborne set himself to work
to add thereto from every available source. His

manuscript history of the Southwest, "when
ready for the press," was lost by the sinking of a

steamboat on the Mississippi. He then repro-

duced from memory part of this book under the

title, Life and Times of Sam Dale, which was
published in i860. In the same year appeared his

Life and Correspondence of John A. Quitman,

in two volumes. Shortly after the Civil War,
warned by declining health, he retired from all

other pursuits and devoted his energies to writ-

ing a history of Mississippi, the first volume of

his Mississippi as a Province, Territory and

State appearing in 1881. He completed the sec-

ond volume of this work, but the manuscript was
destroyed by the burning of his home, Mar. 2,

1884. The shock and grief caused by the double

loss hastened his death, which occurred on May
17, 1884.

[Probably the most detailed sketch of Claiborne is

Franklin L. Riley's "Life of Col. J. F. H. Claiborne"
in Miss. Hist. Soc. Pubs., VII, 217-44. See also "Choc-
taw Land Claims," by the same author in Ibid., VIII,

345-95. and his sketch with extracts from Claiborne's

writings and speeches in Lib. of Southern Lit., II

(1908), 891-914. Other sketches are to be found in

Jas. D. Lynch, Bench and Bar of Miss., pp. 516-29, and
in Biog. and Hist. Memoirs of Miss., vol. I (1891),
544-46.] F.L.R.

CLAIBORNE, NATHANIEL HERBERT
(Nov. 14, 1777-Aug. 15, 1859), congressman,

descended from William Claiborne [q.v.~\, was
the youngest son of Mary (Leigh) Claiborne

and Col. William Claiborne of King William

County, Va., a veteran of the Revolutionary

War. He was born in Sussex County, Va. ; re-
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ceived a classical education at the Richmond
Academy; settled in Franklin County, where he

soon entered public life, and there spent his re-

maining days. In 1815 he married Elizabeth

Archer Binford, of Goochland County, by whom
he had eleven children. He represented his dis-

trict in the Virginia General Assembly, in the

House of Delegates (1810-12) and in the Sen-

ate ( 1821-25), achieving reputation as a "watch-

dog of the treasury" and as a reformer of vari-

ous abuses in the state government. During the

War of 1812 he was a member of the Virginia

Executive Council. In 1818 he was on the spe-

cial board whose report to the legislature re-

sulted in the establishment of the state univer-

sity. From 1825 to 1837 he was a member of the

House of Representatives from Virginia, but

seldom entered into debate, speaking from the

floor only three or four times during his incum-

bency. In his opposition to internal improve-

ments at national expense he was in perfect ac-

cord with President Jackson ; his disapproval of

pension or relief bills was another phase of his

concern for governmental economy. He stood

with his Southern colleagues against increased

tariffs, although he supported the tariff bill of

1832 which provoked South Carolina to nullifi-

cation and, while opposing the Force Bill, sup-

ported Clay's compromise tariff of 1833. After

voting against the rechartering of the United

States Bank he broke with the Administration's

fiscal policy, indorsing the proposal for an Inde-

pendent Sub-Treasury and condemning as de-

rogatory to laws and constitution Jackson's ac-

tion in removing the deposits. His Notes on the

War in the South, with Biographical Sketches

of . . . Montgomery, Jackson, Sevier, the Late

Governor Claiborne and Others (1819), is an

account of the campaign against the Creek In-

dians and the operations about New Orleans in

the War of 1812, written with clearness and

vigor but with little concern for nuances of

style. It is an artless and often personal narra-

tive, composed that the author's family "may see

the part their relations have taken in the contest

through which we have just past" (p. 79), but

despite its vehemently anti-British temper, a

confessed carelessness of dates, and occasional

moralizings, it is reasonably accurate history.

[See autobiographical portions of Claiborne's Notes
on the War in the South ; Va. Mag. of Hist, and Biog.,
vols. I, II, passim ; Geo. Mason Claiborne, Claiborne
Pedigree (1900); John Herbert Claiborne, Wm. Clai-

borne of Va. (1917); Richmond Standard, Aug. 28,
l88o -I A.C.G.Jr.

CLAIBORNE, WILLIAM (c. 1587-c. 1677),

colonist, was descended from a family which
possessed the manor of Cleburne, or Cliburne, in

Westmoreland County, England, as early as

1086. He was the second son of Edmund Cli-

burne, lord of the manor, and his wife, Grace,

daughter of Sir Alan Bellingham. In June 1621

he was appointed surveyor for the colony of Vir-

ginia, where he arrived in the following Octo-
ber. In March 1625/26 he was appointed sec-

retary of state for the colony and a member of

the Council. He continued to serve as secretary

until 1637, and again from 1652 to 1660. In

April 1642 King Charles appointed him treasur-

er of the colony. He led an expedition against

the Indians in 1629 and again in 1644. In recog-

nition of his services he was granted large tracts

of land. With the governor's license he was
active in Indian trade along the shores of the

Chesapeake in 1627 and 1628. He was one of

the Virginians who tendered Lord Baltimore the

oaths of supremacy and allegiance in 1629. Fol-

lowing him to England, he opposed his applica-

tion for territory within the limits of the grant

of 1609 to the Virginia Company, associated

with him a firm of London merchants known as

Cloberry & Company, and obtained a commis-
sion signed by William Alexander, secretary of

state for Scotland, which licensed him to trade

for corn, furs, or other commodities in all parts

of New England and Nova Scotia where there

was not already a patent granted to others for

sole trade. With this license, dated May 16,

1631, he returned to Virginia and in August of

the same year commenced the establishment of a

trading settlement on Kent Island in the Chesa-

peake Bay and within the limits of the grant,

the following year, to Lord Baltimore. He pur-

chased the island from the Indians, stocked it

with cattle and hogs, planted corn and tobacco,

and within a few months the settlement had a

representative in the Virginia House of Bur-

gesses. Upon the arrival of the Maryland colo-

nists, in 1634, Claiborne spurned an offer from
the proprietor to promote his welfare should he

recognize the proprietary jurisdiction over the

island. He had previously asked the advice of

the Council of Virginia in the matter and that

body had answered, "They knew no reason why
they should render up the right of the Isle of

Kent, which they were bound in duty to main-

tain." Hearing that Claiborne was charged with

inciting the Indians against the Maryland colo-

nists, Lord Baltimore, in a letter dated Sept. 4,

1634, instructed the governor to arrest him
and reduce the island to submission. A petty

warfare followed, both sides in the meantime
petitioning the king for a redress of grievances

against the other. Claiborne and his associates

contended that the grant to Lor^ Baltimore em-
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braced only land not cultivated or planted. In

1635 discord arose between Claiborne and

his London associates, and subsequently each

blamed the other for failure to overthrow the

Maryland charter. In May 1637, Claiborne de-

parted for England for an accounting, and dur-

ing his absence the governor of Maryland re-

duced the island to submission. This was in

February 1637/38, and in the *following month
the Assembly passed an act for the attainder of

Claiborne. On Apr. 4, 1638, the Commissioners

of Plantation decided wholly in favor of Lord

Baltimore. "The Isle of Kent," they declared,

"is wholly within the bounds and limits of Lord
Baltimore's patent and Captain Claiborne's com-

mission is only a license under the signet of

Scotland to trade with Indians where the sole

trade had not been formerly granted by the

king to any other."

During the next decade when anti-Catholic

feelings were strong in Maryland, Claiborne,

claiming to have a commission from King
Charles, together with Richard Ingle, claiming

authority from Parliament, incited an insurrec-

tion, drove Gov. Calvert into Virginia, and held

the province from October 1644 to December

1646. In September 1651, Claiborne was ap-

pointed a member of a commission of the Puri-

tan Parliament for the government of "the

plantations within the Bay of Chesapeake," and

from 1652 to 1657 the affairs of Maryland were

subject to the control of this body. Although

Claiborne did not at this time lay hands on

Kent Island, one of the last records of his ca-

reer is a petition, in 1676-77, to King Charles

II for that island.

Claiborne was a strong man with a success-

ful career in Virginia; but his zeal for that

colony, his associates, and his strong dislike of

Catholics led him astray in Maryland. In a

painting in the State Capitol of Virginia he ap-

pears with long flowing hair, high forehead,

penetrating eyes, large straight nose, agreeable

mouth, pointed mustache, and short narrow

beard.

[Much has been written about Claiborne, but the most
reliable sources of information are B. C. Steiner, Be-
ginnings of Md. (1903) ; Archives of Md., vols. I, III,

IV, and V; Va. Mag. of Hist, and Biog. (1893- ) ;

and The Calvert Papers. J. H. Claiborne, Wm. Clai-

borne of Va. (191 7), is dominated by pride of ances-
try.] N.D.M.

CLAIBORNE, WILLIAM CHARLES
COLES (1775-Nov. 23, 1817), governor of

Louisiana, was born in Sussex County, Va.,

son of William and Mary (Leigh) Claiborne,

and brother of Nathaniel Herbert Claiborne

[q.v.]. After a brief period of instruction at the

Richmond Academy and at William and Mary
College, at the age of fifteen he secured a posi-

tion under the clerk of Congress and continued

therein for a few years. Upon the advice of

John Sevier [#.£'.], having already displayed

some oratorical ability, he returned to Virginia

and studied law. Thence he moved to Sullivan

County, Tenn., where he speedily gained a large

criminal practise. He was a member of the con-

vention that in 1796 framed a constitution for

Tennessee. Under the new state government he

was appointed a judge of its supreme court by

Gov. Sevier. In August 1797, he was elected to

Congress to fill out the term of Andrew Jack-

son and was reelected for the next regular peri-

od, although still under the constitutional age.

In his second term he held the vote of his state

for his friend Jefferson in preference to Aaron
Burr. Shortly thereafter the President made
him governor of Mississippi Territory. He mar-
ried his first wife, Eliza W. Lewis of Nashville"

(who died in 1804), and reached his new post

at Natchez, on Nov. 23, 1801. In the new ter-

ritory he had to intervene in the factional quar-

rels that had divided the people under his pred-

ecessor and was obliged to organize new coun-

ties, settle land claims, and suggest measures

for public health, for controlling the negroes

and for public instruction. Most of his initial

measures stood the test of time. He also acted

as superintendent of Indian Affairs and sought

to maintain peaceful relations with the Span-

iards to the southward. The ordinary difficulties

of his task were greatly increased by the pro-

spective cession of Louisiana to France and by

the closing of New Orleans, in the fall of 1802,

to American trade from up the river. Never-

theless his course as territorial executive proved

satisfactory to his superiors.

In the latter part of 1803 he was associated

with Gen. James Wilkinson as commissioner to

receive the province of Louisiana from the

French, and was sent to New Orleans as its gov-

ernor. Here he found himself in a far more
difficult position. For a few months he was a

sort of proconsular representative of Jefferson.

He had no precedents to guide him, little knowl-

edge of the habits, customs, and laws of the

people over whom he was placed and no ac-

quaintance with their language. The Creole pop-

ulation felt resentful at their unexpected trans-

fer to American rule, distrusted their new exec-

utive and, when disappointed, were inclined to

berate and ridicule him (J. Q. Adams, Memoirs,

I, 315). Their discontent was further increased

by the action of Congress in dividing the ter-

ritory of Louisiana and in prohibiting the slave
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trade. Claiborne was a man of good motives,

pleasing appearance, mild temper, scrupulously

honest and diligent. At times he seemed irreso-

lute and was likely to magnify the difficulties

that confronted him. His kindly disposition, his

evident honesty and his later marriage alliances

with Creole families, by his second wife Claris-

sa Duralde, and his third wife, Suzette Bosque,

did much to remove these initial handicaps ; but

he never escaped bickerings with his legislative

and administrative associates. In the early years

of his administration he had to meet the puzzling

problems caused by Burr's uncertain movements
and the hostile advance of the Spaniards, in

1806, beyond the Sabine. In the ensuing com-
plications at New Orleans he acquiesced in the

arbitrary course of Gen. Wilkinson and shared

in the opprobrium visited on that general. He
was severely wounded in a duel with Daniel

Clark [q.v.~\ in the summer of 1807. When
Madison determined to annex West Florida, in

1810, Claiborne was selected to take possession

of the district of Baton Rouge and later to incor-

porate it with Louisiana, of which state he had

become governor. On the eve of the War of

1812, he found his measures for defense of the

new state complicated by the activities of politi-

cal refugees from Mexico, by filibusters who
wished to take part in the revolt there, and by
smugglers and pirates operating along the coast.

The people at large and the legislators failed to

respond to his urgings in behalf of adequate de-

fense. Thus when invasion actually occurred

he and his fellow officials received little con-

sideration from the impetuous Jackson. Clai-

borne's own letters may have given the General

an unfair view of the situation, but after the re-

pulse of the British, he warmly defended the

loyalty of the state, which had finally rallied to

the defense of New Orleans, and thus strongly

commended himself to his fellow citizens, whom
Jackson had flouted. On Jan. 13, 1817, he was
elected to the United States Senate, but died

before he could take office. At his premature

death he had at least achieved an honorable

record on a disturbed frontier during a transi-

tional period of uncertainty and turmoil.

[The principal sources for Claiborne's activities are
The Official Letter Books of W. C. C. Claiborne (6
vols., 1917), and The Mississippi Territorial Archives,
1798-1803 (1905), both ed. by Dunbar Rowland. The
original documents on which these volumes are based
are to be found in Jackson, Miss., and in the State
Dept. and the Lib. of Cong., together with supplemen-
tary material lacking in the printed text. The corre-
spondence, both printed and manuscript, of Claiborne's
contemporaries, particularly of Jefferson, Madison, and
Jackson, contains many important references to him,
as do the volumes of the Am. State Papers and the
Annals of Congress. For secondary works the most

Clap
important are : N. H. Claiborne, Notes on the War in
the South (1819) ; J. F. H. Claiborne, Miss, as a Prov-
ince, Territory, and State (1881) ; I. J. Cox, The West
Fla. Controversy (1918) ; Chas. Gayarre, Hist, of La.,
IV (1885); and W. F. McCaleb, The Aaron Burr
Conspiracy (1903).] ITC
CLAP, THOMAS (June 26, 1703-Jan. 7,

1767), Congregational clergyman, for more
than twenty-six years head of Yale College, first

as rector, and afterward, under the revised char-

ter of 1745, as president, was born in Scituate,

Mass., the son of Stephen and Temperance Clap,

and a descendant in the third generation of

Thomas Clap, who came to Dorchester, Mass.,

from England in 1633, moved to Weymouth, and
later settled in Scituate. He prepared for col-

lege in part under Rev. James McSparran \_q.v.~]

an Episcopal missionary of Rhode Island, grad-
uated from Harvard at the age of nineteen, and
later, it is said, studied theology with McSpar-
ran. He was called to the Congregational
Church, Windham, Conn., Feb. 22, 1726, and
was ordained on Aug. 3. On Nov. 23, 1727, he
married Mary, fifteen-year-old daughter of his

predecessor, Rev. Samuel Whiting. She died

Aug. 9, 1736, and on Feb. 5, 1740, he married
Mary (Haynes), twice a widow, first, of Elisha

Lord; and second, of Rosewall Saltonstall. He
was elected rector of Yale College Oct. 31, 1739,
and installed Apr. 2, 1740. While at Windham
he had become known as a rigid Calvinist, and
a strict disciplinarian. "He impressed himself

upon the community by his scholarly accom-
plishments, his force of character, and his in-

domitable will." He ruled with a rod of iron and
his people endured it, although it was remarked
that when in 1739 he accepted the presidency

of Yale College, "they acted like boys let out

of school" {Windham's Bi-Centennial, 1692-
1892, 1893, p. 25).

These characteristics gave him success as an
administrator, but made his career a stormy one.

Under his rule the college had notable expan-
sion. He drafted a more liberal charter, granted
in 1745; drew up a code of laws, approved in

1745; prepared catalogues for the library; and
secured the erection of new buildings. His stiff

theological convictions and high-handed meth-
ods, however, brought trouble to himself and un-

popularity to the college. He was unfriendly to

Whitefield and the movement ht inaugurated.

Owing to dissatisfaction with the preaching and
theology of the Rev. Joseph Noyes of the First

Church, which the students attended, in 1753 at

the corporation's request President Clap under-

took to preach Sundays in the college hall until

a professor of -divinity could be secured. This

alleged irregular proceeding, which resulted iu
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1757 in the establishment of the Church of

Christ in Yale College, together with the cor-

poration's requirement that every future officer

of the college should publicly assent to the ortho-

dox faith as stated in the Westminster cate-

chism and the Saybrook Confession, awakened

violent resentment in the colony. President Clap

defended his position in The Religious Constitu-

tion of Colleges, Especially of Yale College in

New Haven (1754). Bitterly attacked by Dr.

Benjamin Gale [q.v.], he replied in The An-

swer of the Friend in the West to a Letter from

a Gentleman in the East, Entitled The Present

State of the Colony Considered (i755); and

further supported his own and the corporation's

action in A Brief History and Vindication of

the Doctrines Received and Established in the

Churches of New England (1755). Opposition

to his policies culminated in a memorial to the

General Assembly in 1763, praying for an act

authorizing appeal from the authority of the

college to the Governor and Council, and the

appointment of a commission of visitation to

inquire into the affairs of the college. To this

attempt at state control President Clap made an

elaborate and effective reply. Dissension arose

among the tutors and students, however, and the

latter petitioned the trustees for his removal on

the ground that he was in his dotage. Condi-

tions became chaotic, and in the summer of

1766 the president finding himself "tired and

fatigued," his health "not so firm as formerly,"

and desirous of enjoying the "sweets of retire-

ment and private life," he resigned. The cor-

poration urged him to continue in office, but

at commencement in September he retired. He
lived but a few months longer.

"As to his person," writes President Stiles,

"he was not tall
;
yet being thick set, he appeared

rather large and bulky. ... He was a calm,

still, judicious, great man." His learning was

extensive, and he was especially versed in alge-

bra, optics, and astronomy. His publications in-

clude a sermon preached at the ordination of

Rev. Ephraim Little (1732), and An Introduc-

tion to the Study of Philosophy (1743) ; A Let-

ter to Mr. Edzvards Expostulating with Him
for his Injurious Reflections in a Late Letter to

a Friend (1745) ; An Essay on the Nature and

Foundation of Moral Virtue and Obligation

( 1765) ; The Annals or History of Yale College

to the Year 1766 (1766) ; Conjectures upon the

Nature and Motion of Meteors (1781).

[Ebenezer Clapp, Record Clapp Family in America
(1876); Ebenezer Baldwin, Annals Vale College

(1831); F. B. Dexter, Biog. Sketches Yale College
with Annals College Hist., vols. I (1885), II (1896),
III (1903) ; Lit. Diary of Ezra Stiles (1902) ; Wm. B.
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Sprague, Annals Am. Pulpit, vol. I (1857) ; Naphtali
Daggett, The Faithful Serving of God and Our Gen-
eration, the only Way to a Peaceful and Happy Death,
a Sermon occasioned by the Death of Rev. Thos.
Clap (1767)-] H.E. S.

CLAPP, ASA (Mar. 15, 1762-Apr. 17, 1848),

shipmaster and merchant, the second son of

Abiel and Bathsheba (Pratt) Clapp, was born

in Mansfield, Mass. His father, a farmer, was
accidentally killed while Asa was still a boy, thus

depriving the latter of an opportunity for more
than a rudimentary education. He enlisted in

the Revolutionary army on May 23, 1776, and
thereafter served several short terms of enlist-

ment, for the most part in Rhode Island. Near
the end of the war, he went to Boston, there tak-

ing up the life of a mariner. He served as

an officer on a letter-of-marque, probably the

Charming Sally, commanded by Capt. Dunn, be-

ing wounded in one of several desperate en-

gagements. Later, while in the merchant ser-

vice, he was at Port-au-Prince during the negro

revolution, and gave aid to the white residents.

In 1787 he was married to Eliza Wendell Quin-

cy, daughter of Dr. Jacob Quincy of Boston and
niece of Dorothy (Quincy) Hancock. After

passing several years at sea, gaining necessary

capital in the West Indian trade, he settled down
as a merchant in 1798 in Portland in the District

of Maine (until 1820 a part of Massachusetts).

In this business he was so successful, in spite of

some eccentricities and the lack of formal edu-

cation, that in 1809 he paid taxes in Portland

second only to those of his senior partner, Mat-
thew Cobb. Although his trade, which extend-

ed to Europe, the East and West Indies, and

South America, was seriously affected by the

embargo of 1807, Clapp supported the Govern-

ment. In the unsettled days after the embargo
was lifted, his ships were detained in the Sound
by the Danes {American State Papers, Foreign

Relations, III, 523, 529-31, 562-63), suffering

damages for which, in 1831, he submitted a claim

totaling with interest $124,520.50 (Manuscript

Letter-book). When war came in 1812, he again

supported the Government, subscribing, it is said,

half his fortune to the national loan. He was one

of nine owners of the privateer Mars, commis-

sioned Jan. 4, 181 5. Appointed one of the com-

missioners to obtain subscriptions to the capital

stock of the Second Bank of the United States

in 1816, he became the largest subscriber in

Maine. In politics, he was first a Jeffersonian

and later a Jacksonian. In 181 1 he was a mem-
ber of the council of Massachusetts. Having
strenuously advocated the separation of Maine
from Massachusetts, he was a member of the

convention which framed the constitution of the
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new state in 1819. From the records it appears

that he did not take a prominent part. He was
a member of the House of Representatives of

Maine from 1820 to 1823. As the wealthiest

man in Maine and a lavish dispenser of hospi-

tality, he entertained many notables at his man-
sion (built 1794, taken down 1925) on Con-
gress St., Portland. The Eastern Argus for

July 22, 1817, describes his reception to Presi-

dent Monroe. When Lafayette visited Portland,

Clapp was a member of the reception committee.

In 1847 President Polk and his Secretary of

State, James Buchanan, called on the aged mer-

chant.

[See Ebenezer Clapp, Record Clapp Family in Amer-
ica (1876), 158-62; Freeman Hunt, Lives of the Mer-
chants (1856), 539-53 ; Portland Advertiser, Apr. 22,

1848 ; an article by C. H. Farley in the Portland Sun-
day Press and Times, Oct. 27, 191 8. The Me. Hist.

Soc. owns an oil portrait of Clapp as well as his busi-

ness papers, 1825-48. The family Bible and other
relics are owned by a descendant, Mr. Gist Blair of
Washington, D. C] r g m.

CLAPP, GEORGE ALFRED. [See Dock-
stader, Lew, 1856-1924.]

CLAPP, WILLIAM WARLAND (Apr. 11,

1826-Dec. 8, 1891), journalist, author, was born

in Boston and died in that city. His father, de-

scended from Thomas Clapp who arrived in

New England in 1633, was William Warland
Clapp, and his mother Hannah W. Lane. There

is little record of the boy's early training. He
spent much of his youth about the office of one

of his father's papers, the Saturday Evening Ga-

zette, and "he was educated partly in France."

He was back in America at the age of twenty-

one, in time to be put in charge of the paper with

which he had in a sense come to maturity. He
owned and operated this publication from 1847
to 1865, when he abandoned it for the editorship

of the Boston Journal, a position which he oc-

cupied till within a few months of his death. He
was most successful as a journalist whether

judged as executive or editor. A staunch Re-

publican in his affiliations, he was so just in

what he wrote for his paper that he was listened

to with interest by people of all parties ; through-

out New England and especially in the districts

north of Boston it may be said that the Journal

was for many years the standard newspaper.

Aside from his profession, his most notable in-

terest was in the theatre. In 1853, collecting

some articles of his that had appeared in the

Gazette, he published A Record of the Boston

Stage, a solemn but full and dependable history.

The Puritans, he said, held the theatre to be

"the abode of a species of devil, who, if allowed

once to exist, would speedily make converts,"

Clark

but he himself was of no such opinion. He im-
plied, indeed, that "a first class theatre in Bos-
ton, properly built and conducted, would prove
a boon to the public and a fortune to the mana-
ger." Around 1857, he wrote or adapted sev-

eral plays, La Fiaminna (from the French)
;

John Gilbert and his Daughter, A Dramatic
Trifle ; and My Husband's Mirror, A Domestic
Comedietta. His literary methods were not

subtle, and the moral at the end of one of his

compositions, at least, was driven in with dras-

tic obviousness, but the effect in general was
light and pleasing. In 1880, he printed privately

a short monograph on Joseph Dennie. He was
keenly interested in flowers; he participated in

philanthropic and scholarly organizations, and
in politics to such a degree that he became an
officer in the militia, an alderman of Boston,

and a state senator. He was married in 1850 to

Caroline Dennie, by whom he had three children.

[Ebenezer Clapp, Record Clapp Family in America
(1876) ; Boston Post, Dec. 9, 1891 ; Boston Transcript,
Dec. 9, 1891.] J.D. W.

CLARK, ABRAHAM (Feb. 15, 1726-Sept. 15,

I 794)> surveyor, lawyer, farmer, signer of the

Declaration of Independence, was a leader of

the dour, sensible American middle-class. About

1678 one Richard Clark, shipwright, of South-

old, Long Island, moved to Elizabethtown, N.

J. His grandson Thomas, charter alderman and
patriotic magistrate of Elizabethtown, became in

due time the father of Abraham, his only child,

locally known later as "Congress Abraham" to

distinguish him from others of the same name.

Studious by nature, too frail for farm work, and

much indulged by his parents, the boy got only

a local smattering of "education in the English

branches" (Sanderson's Biography of the Sign-

ers to the Declaration of Independence, edited

by R. T. Conrad, 1847). A natural bent for

mathematics led him into surveying and this

to an informal study of the law as a means of

arbitrating and settling land disputes. His zeal

in giving legal advice free, and his preference

for the common law, made him known as "The
Poor Man's Counsellor" and deepen the sus-

picion that he never was admitted formally to

the bar. The New Jersey legislature (1784)

passed "An Act for Regulating and Shortening

the Proceedings of the Courts of Law." This

was popularly known as "Clark's Law," and he

was quoted as saying, "If it succeeds it will

tear off the ruffles from the lawyers' wrists."

His social-political point of view, through life,

resembled that of a seventeenth century Eng-

lish "Leveller."

About 1749 he married and brought home to
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his father's house near Elizabethtown, Sarah

Hatfield, by whom he had ten children, none

of whom rose to eminence. Ten years after his

death she was thriftily conducting his ances-

tral farm located at what is now Chestnut St.

and Ninth Ave., Roselle, N. J. With her solid

cooperation he was able to take part in nearly

thirty years of public service. Under the Crown
he was high sheriff of Essex County and clerk

of the Colonial Assembly. In December 1774,

adhering to the patriot cause, he became a mem-
ber of the New Jersey Committee of Safety

and later its secretary. In May 1775, he sat in

the New Jersey Provincial Congress which

drafted the State's first constitution, and ap-

pointed him, June 22, 1776, a delegate to the

Second Continental Congress. He had been out-

spoken for separation from Great Britain and

was sent to uphold that view at Philadelphia

where he voted for and later signed the Declara-

tion of Independence. Despite continued "want

of health" and numerous domestic distractions,

the British forces on Staten Island being only

a few miles from his home, he was thrice re-

chosen to Congress, besides interim service in

the New Jersey legislature. His opposition to

lawyers' privileges, to "commutation of pay"

for army officers, and to the unlimited issue of

paper money, had made him numerous and for-

midable enemies in politics, but these seem to

have affected neither his industry nor his in-

fluence. He served on innumerable committees,

prepared many reports in his own hand, and

was almost invariably present to vote. He was
especially active in keeping the disaffected out

of public office and in raising supplies for Wash-
ington's army.

After the Revolution, New York discrimina-

tions against New Jersey commerce led Clark to

remonstrate with Gov. Clinton, to urge closer

union among the states, and to go as a delegate

to the Annapolis Convention in 1786. Repre-

senting the broader views of his state as to the

constitutional problem confronting the nation,

he was elected to the Philadelphia Convention

of 1787, but ill-health prevented his attendance.

Opposed to the new Constitution until after

the adoption of the Bill of Rights, he was kept

out of the First Congress, serving 1789-90 as

a commissioner to settle New Jersey's accounts

with the Federal Government, but was elected to

the Second and Third Congresses. In these his

hard-sense industry persisted. His pungent and
invariably brief remarks are still worth reading

and give a clear picture of the man.
While watching the erection of a bridge in

his meadow on Sept. 15, 1794, he suffered sun-

stroke, drove his cousin home, and died two
hours later. His grave and monument are in

the cemetery of the Rahway Presbyterian

Church of which he was long a member.

[Clark's letters and papers are not published. The
usual accounts of him are from the Hatfield Manu-
script (N. Y. Hist. Soc). The best single source is

Abraham Clark by Ann Hart Clark (San Francisco,

1923), a somewhat confused genealogical compilation.]

W.L.W.

CLARK, ALVAN (Mar. 8, 1804-Aug. 19,

1887), astronomer, maker of astronomical lenses,

was born in Ashfield, Mass., the fifth of the ten

children of Alvan and Mary (Bassett) Clark.

He was a direct descendant of Thomas Clark of

the Mayflower. The farm of one hundred acres,

on which he was reared, was "one of the rough-

est and most rocky in that rough and rocky

town." But two fine trout brooks ran through

the farm and on these were a sawmill and a

grist-mill. The first school-house in the district

was built on the farm. The school, the farm, and
the mills gave the boy occupation until he was
about seventeen. He then (1824-25) put him-

self "at work in good earnest to learn alone

engraving and drawing" and made small por-

traits with "a pretty satisfactory measure of

success." In a newspaper used as a wrapper for

some brushes that he had ordered from Boston

he found an advertisement, headed, "Engravers

wanted." He at once set off for Boston and se-

cured a position as engraver of rolls for calico

printers in East Chelmsford (now Lowell) at

eight dollars per week. Soon thereafter he mar-
ried Maria Pease of Ashfield, on Mar. 25, 1826.

He was able to supplement his income "a little

by painting and cutting stamps," and was for-

tunate enough to meet his "money promises all

along, and have a fair reserve for a rainy day."

While working at his trade in Lowell, and later

in Providence, New York, and Fall River, he

kept up his painting. He finally gave up en-

graving and opened a studio in Boston, where
he successfully followed the profession of por-

trait painter for many years.

At the age of forty he took up the study of

optics. His son George Bassett Clark was then

at Andover studying to be an engineer. He
found that the boy had become greatly inter-

ested in the casting and grinding of mirrors

for telescopes and had already cast a small mir-

ror. And then, in his own words, "I was at some
pains to acquaint myself with what had been

done, and how done, in this curious art, that

my son could have the benefit of my maturer

judgment, in giving effect to his experiments."

This was the start of the renowned firm, Alvan
Clark & Sons, makers of the world's largest
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telescopes. Although they began with reflectors

they soon turned to the manufacture of refrac-

tors. Their 6-inch and 8-inch lenses were mar-

vels of excellence, "but the encouragement was
small" until Clark aroused the interest of W.
R. Dawes of England, by reporting the discov-

ery of two difficult double stars. As soon as it

became known how good the glasses were there

was no difficulty with the sales. Soon the firm

was making 12-inch objectives. One went to

the Vienna Observatory, one to Wesleyan at

Middletown, Conn., and one to the Lick Ob-
servatory. Then came the 18-inch, originally

intended for the University of Mississippi, but

now at the Dearborn Observatory in Evanston,

111. A 23-inch for Princeton, 26-inch telescopes

for the Naval Observatory and for the Uni-

versity of Virginia, and a 30-inch for the Pul-

kovo Observatory soon followed. Clark lived

to see the completion, but not the installation, of

his greatest objective, the 36-inch for the Lick

telescope. His firm not only made objectives

but completely mounted telescopes as well. Dur-
ing the thorough testing to which the telescopes

were subjected before being delivered, Clark

discovered a number of difficult and interest-

ing double stars. He received the Rumford
medal of the American Academy of Arts and

Sciences.

["Autobiography of Alvan Clark," New Eng. Hist,

and Geneal. Reg., Jan-July 1889; Wm. W. Johnson,
Clarke-Clark Geneal. (1884); Wm. W. Payne, "The
Life and Achievements of Alvan Clark," Sidereal Mes-
senger, Sept. 1887 ; "The Late Mr. Alvan Clark," Ob-
servatory, Sept. 1887 ; August Krisch, Astronomisches
Lexikon (Vienna, 1901).] R. S. D.

CLARK, ALVAN GRAHAM (July 10, 1832-

June 9, 1897), maker of astronomical lenses,

astronomer, son of Alvan [q.v.] and Maria

(Pease) Clark, was born in Fall River, Mass.,

and educated in the public schools of Cambridge,

Mass. As a boy he was apt at everything re-

quiring keen vision and exactness, and he

showed a deep interest in astronomy while still

at school, where he received prizes for essays

on casting and grinding mirrors. At the age of

twenty he was taken into partnership with his

father and brother George, in the firm of Alvan

Clark & Sons, makers of astronomical lenses.

In 1865 he was married to Mary Mitchell Wil-

lard. When the 18-inch glass now in the Dear-

born Observatory was finished, Clark turned

the telescope upon Sirius and discovered the

companion which had already revealed its pres-

ence by its effect upon the motion of Sirius.

For this discovery he was awarded the La-

lande Medal of the French Academy of Sciences.

He was also the discoverer of sixteen double

stars. After the death of his father and of his

brother, he carried on the business of the firm

and under him it achieved its greatest fame, in

the construction of the 40-inch lenses of the

Yerkes telescope, the largest in the world. The
making of these lenses was a much greater un-

dertaking at that time than it would seem now,

and the shipping of them in a carefully padded

box, fixed on springs, in a parlor car, was a

source of much anxiety. When they were de-

livered, Clark said he felt as if he had been re-

lieved of a crushing load. Less than ten days

after he returned from the trip with the lenses he

died.

[N. Y. World, June 10, 1897 (repr.- in Observatory,
XX, 291-93) ; Astronomischc Nachrichten, CXLIV,
31 ; E. S. Holden, "Death of Alvan G. Clark," in Pub.
Astronomical Soc. Pacific, IX, 152; S. W. Burnham,
"Double Stars Discovered by Mr. Alvan G. Clark" in

Am. Jour. Sci., Apr. 1879.] R. S.D.

CLARK, ARTHUR HAMILTON (Dec. 27,

1841-July 5, 1922), master mariner, historian,

was born in Boston. His father, Benjamin Cut-

ler Clark, was a leading merchant-shipowner,

and one of the earliest yachtsmen of New Eng-
land. Arthur graduated from the Boston Latin

School in 1857, helped to win a famous regatta

on the Charles as member of the Volant crew,

and in December shipped as apprentice seaman
on the clipper ship Black Prince. He returned

as her third mate in March i860, after a voyage

around the world. The following summer he at-

tended a commercial school in Boston, rowing
up twelve miles from Nahant every pleasant

day, and winning three races for single wherries

in rowing regattas. In December i860 he be-

came second mate of the clipper ship Northern

Light on a voyage to San Francisco, and on re-

turning joined the Black Prince as first mate on

a government transport charter, staying with her

on a China voyage. Clark got his master's cer-

tificate in 1863 in Far Eastern waters, where he

remained two years, then traveled in Europe, and

in July 1866 sailed the 27-ton sloop yacht Alice

from Nahant to the Isle of Wight in twenty days.

That winter he took out the S. S. Manchn from

New York to China, commanded her in the

China seas for two years, and became a well-

known figure in the Treaty Ports. His presence

of mind once saved his next command, the paddle

steamer Suwonada, from foundering ; but in Jan-

uary 1872 she struck an uncharted rock in Hai-

tan Straits. Clark promptly ran her aground on

a sand spit, and beat off a flotilla of Chinese pi-

rates until rescued by the U. S. S. Ashuelot. He
commanded the Indiana of th<? American Line

(New York-Liverpool) from 1874 to November

1876, when he resigned to become the London
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representative of several American marine insur-

ance companies (1877-90). Returning to Amer-
ica as passenger on the William R. Grace, he sur-

vived a shipwreck off the Delaware Capes. He
organized the marine transportation department

of the World's Columbian Exposition, and in

1895 was appointed Lloyd's agent in New York,

where his wide knowledge of marine affairs,

good judgment, and sense of honor made him
universally respected. From early life he had

been a collector of ship pictures, models, and

maritime history. He now tried his hand at writ-

ing, publishing The History of Yachting, 1600-

1815 (1904), and The Clipper Ship Era, and
Epitome of Famous American and British Clip-

per Ships . . . 1843-1869 (1910), a brilliant and

accurate work containing some of the best de-

scription and narrative in the literature of the

sea. After retiring from the Lloyd's agency in

1920 he purchased a house at Newburyport,

Mass., where he died, July 5, 1922.

[Manuscript memoir by Robt. J. Clark ; Capt. Clark's
scrap-books in Essex Institute ; Fred. A. Wilson, Some
Annals of Nahant, Mass. (1928).] S.E.M.

CLARK, CHAMP (Mar. 7, 1850-Mar. 2,

1921), speaker of the House of Representatives,

was born near Lawrenceburg, Anderson County,

Ky., the second child and only son of John Hamp-
ton Clark of New Jersey and Alethea Jane Beau-

champ of Kentucky. He early dropped his

baptismal names James Beauchamp, adopting

Champ. He was educated at Kentucky Univer-

sity, Lexington, and at Bethany College, W. Va.,

graduating from the latter institution in 1873.

In college he laid the foundations of a wide ac-

quaintance with classical and other literature

which was later one of his distinctions as a pub-

lic man. Following his graduation, he was for

a year president of Marshall College, Hunting-
ton, W. Va., the first normal school of the state

;

then he turned to law, and in 1875 completed a
course at the Cincinnati Law School. After

brief residences at Wichita, Kan., and Kansas
City, he removed in 1876 to Louisiana, Mo., and
in 1880 to Bowling Green, in both of which
places he was city attorney. At Louisiana he

also edited the Daily News, and subsequently

bought, and edited for a year, the Riverside

Press, a Democratic paper. His first incursion

into national politics was as a Democratic presi-

dential elector in 1880. From 1885 to 1889 ne

was prosecuting attorney for Pike County. He
sat in the Missouri legislature in 1889-91, where
he was chairman of the Committee on Criminal

Jurisprudence and took a prominent part in the

reorganization of the state university, whose
administration had become a political issue.

At the Trans-Mississippi Congress at Denver
in May 1891 he headed the Missouri delegation.

Elected as a Democrat to the Fifty-third Con-
gress (1893-95), he continued to sit in the

House until his death, except for the Fifty-

fourth Congress (1895-97), when he met de-

feat in the Republican wave which swept over

his state. He entered the House with a local

reputation as an orator, and won a wider recog-

nition by a much-applauded speech at Tammany
Hall, New York, on July 4, 1893, before he took

his seat, but his later manner in debate, while

witty and forcible, often trenched upon the

bounds of courtesy. His standing in the House
was attested by long service on the committees

of Foreign Affairs and Ways and Means, but

he showed his political independence by ardently

supporting the war with Spain and strongly op-

posing the annexation of Hawaii. For several

years he was the trusted lieutenant of John Sharp
Williams [q.v.], the Democratic minority leader

of the House, and succeeded to the leadership of

his party in the Sixtieth Congress (1907-09).
His most conspicuous achievement in Congress

was his successful leadership of the fight against

Speaker Joseph G. Cannon [q.v.~\, and the arbi-

trary control of legislative procedure which had
come to be known as Cannonism. At the open-

ing of the Sixty-second Congress (Apr. 14,

191 1 ) he was elected speaker by a House which,

for the first time since 1893, had a Democratic
majority, and he held the office by successive

elections until March 1919. In the pre-conven-

tion campaign of 1912 he had the support of

Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska, and California as a

Democratic candidate for president at the state

primaries, and at the Baltimore convention in

June received 440^ votes on the first ballot

against 324 for Woodrow Wilson, his nearest

competitor. He continued to lead until after the

14th ballot, when he lost the support of William

J. Bryan, who dominated the convention, and
who charged him with representing reactionary

interests. Thereafter his vote fell off, and on the

final ballot he received only 84 votes. Bryan's al-

legation was later admitted to have been un-

founded. Notwithstanding his defeat, Clark sup-

ported Wilson in the ensuing campaign. In May
1917 he took the floor in opposition to the Selec-

tive Draft Act. He was again minority leader in

the Sixty-sixth Congress (1919-21), but was
defeated for reelection in the "great and solemn

referendum" called for by Wilson in 1920. He
was married, on Dec. 14, 1881, to Genevieve

Bennett of Aux-Vasse, Calloway County, Mo.

[The main authorities for Clark's life, aside from an
official sketch in the Biog. Cong. Dir. (1913) and the
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Jour. House of Representatives and Cong. Record, are
W. R. Hollister and H. Norman, Five Famous Mis-
sourians (1900), and a sketch by W. D. Bassford in

M. G. and E. L. Webb, Famous Living Americans
(191 5). Both are uncritical and laudatory. Clark's
own reminiscences, My Quarter Century of Am. Poli-
tics (2 vols., 1920), is chiefly valuable, save for his com-
ments on persons and events, for his earlier years.
Obituaries were published in the N. Y. Times and N.
Y. Tribune, Mar. 3, 1921. The former paper also con-
tains, under date of Mar. 6, 1921, Chas. W. Bryan's
account of the elimination of Clark in the 1912 con-
vention.] W.M.

CLARK, CHARLES (1810-Dec. 18, 1877),

Confederate soldier, governor of Mississippi, be-

longed to a family which reaches back to the first

settlement of Maryland. His grandfather was a

Revolutionary soldier, and his father was a pio-

neer settler in what is now the city of Cincin-

nati, Ohio. Here Charles Clark was born. After

finishing his education in Kentucky, he removed
(about 1831) to Mississippi, and engaged in

teaching in Natchez and in Yazoo and Jefferson

counties. In the latter county he became a de-

voted friend of Gen. Thomas Hinds, an ex-con-

gressman and a hero of the War of 1812, who
was one of the most influential men in south Mis-

sissippi. Clark entered politics as a Whig, and
was elected on that ticket to represent Jefferson

County in the legislative sessions from 1838 to

1844. At the beginning of the Mexican War he

organized the Thomas Hinds Guards, which be-

came part of the 2nd Mississippi Regiment of

Volunteers, of which he later became colonel.

In the great party and sectional conflicts which
culminated in the Compromise of 1850, Clark

followed the lead of Henry Clay. About that

time, he removed to a plantation in Bolivar Coun-
ty, Miss. His new constituents elected him to

represent them in the legislative sessions from
1856 to 1861. Meantime (1857), he was defeat-

ed as the Whig candidate for Congress by his

old commander, Reuben Davis. In the late fif-

ties he changed his views on secession, and be-

came a Democrat. He was chosen a delegate to

the Democratic State Convention of i860, and
to the national conventions at Charleston and
Baltimore, in which latter conventions he sup-

ported the Breckinridge faction. As a candidate

for delegate to the Mississippi Secession Con-
vention, Clark declared for secession without de-

lay, but was defeated by Miles H. McGehee, who
insisted that before taking such a step Missis-

sippi should await the cooperation of other

Southern states. In the convention, McGehee
found the sentiment for immediate secession so

strong that he changed his position and voted

with the majority. After the state seceded, Clark

was elected one of the first four brigadier-gen-

erals of Mississippi, and was later advanced to

the rank of major-general. When the state

troops were turned over to the Confederacy, he

became brigadier-general in the Confederate

army. He was wounded in the battle of Shiloh,

but was soon able to reenter the service. In the

attack on Baton Rouge (July 1862), he was
wounded so severely that his comrades could not

move him from the field, and he became a Fed-

eral prisoner. He was taken to New Orleans for

treatment, and his wife (Ann Eliza Darden)

was allowed to pass through the lines to nurse

him. As he was never afterward able to walk

without crutches, he had to retire from military

service. He was elected governor of Mississippi,

practically without opposition in 1862, and was
reelected in 1864. When Gen. Richard Taylor

surrendered at Meridian (May 4, 1865), Clark

issued a call for the legislature to meet in special

session. In his last message to this body he re-

ferred to the assassination of President Lincoln

as follows : "For this act of atrocity, so repug-

nant to the instincts of our hearts, you feel, I

am sure, in common with the whole people, the

profoundest sentiment of detestation." The leg-

islature was in session only about an hour, when
the report came that Gen. Osband, of the Fed-

eral army, had received orders to arrest the mem-
bers. Clark was taken to Fort Pulaski, near Sa-

vannah, Ga., as a prisoner, but was soon re-

leased and permitted to return to his home. In

reply to an invitation to address the new legis-

lature (Oct. 18, 1865), he wrote- that he was
"still a prisoner of State and on parole," and that

it would be improper for him to accept the invi-

tation, but he expressed a hope that the State

would soon be restored to "equal political rights

with her sister States." When his party returned

to power (1876), he was appointed chancellor

of his district, which position he held until his

death a year later.

[Sketches will be found in Dunbar Rowland, Mis-
sissippi (1907), I, 437—45 ; Biog. and Hist. Memoirs of
Miss. (1891), I, 549-62; R. Lowry and Wm. H. Mc-
Ardle, Hist, of Miss. (1891), 350-53. Important facts

may be gleaned from Jas. W. Garner, Reconstruction
in Miss. (1901) ; Reuben Davis, Recollections of Miss,
and Mississippians (1889). Manuscript sources may
be found in the Miss. Dept. of Archives and Hist.,

though some important papers are still in the hands of
Clark's descendants.] F.L. R.

CLARK, CHARLES EDGAR (Aug. 10, 1843-

Oct. 2, 1922), naval officer, was born at Brad-

ford, Vt., the son of James Dayton and Mary
(Sexton) Clark, the latter being the daughter

of Maj. Hiram Sexton of Vermont, an officer in

the War of 1812. On the paternal side, Clark

was descended from a prominent Massachusetts

colonial family. Appointed to the U. S. Naval

Academy, Sept. 29, i860, through the influence
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of Senator Morrill of Vermont, he made his first

voyage on board the historic frigate Constitu-

tion, when the midshipmen were transferred from

Annapolis to Newport in 1861. Under the stress

of war, promotion came fast. Joining the Ossi-

pee of Farragut's fleet, Clark commanded the

forward gun division of that vessel in the furi-

ous fight on Aug. 5, 1864, with the powerful Con-

federate ironclad Tennessee and her consorts in

Mobile Bay, resulting in her capture and the

sealing up of the important port of Mobile. He
also shared in the bombardment of Fort Morgan.
In 1865 he was assigned to the steamer Vander-

bilt of the Pacific Squadron, and in 1867 was
transferred to the Suwanee, witnessing in her the

bombardment of Valparaiso by the Spanish fleet

and its defeat by the batteries at Callao. The
Suwanee was wrecked July 7, 1868, near the

northern extremity of Vancouver Island, and

Clark was left in command of a party of rescued

sailors on Hope Island until taken off by the

steamer New World. On Apr. 8, 1869, he was
married to Marie Louise Davis, daughter of W.
T. Davis of Greenfield, Mass. Between this time

and the beginning of the Spanish-American

War, he followed the usual routine of alternating

periods of sea and land service. Promoted to

commander, Nov. 15, 1881, he commanded the

steamship Ranger and was in charge of the sur-

vey of the west coast of Mexico and Central

America from 1883 to 1886, and ten years later

was at the head of a squadron of six war vessels

and two revenue cutters, which cruised in Bering

Sea to enforce the regulations agreed upon by
the Paris Tribunal. Promoted captain, June 21,

1896, he was assigned, a short time before the

outbreak of the war with Spain, to the command
of the battleship Oregon.

As "Clark of the Oregon," he became one of

the best-known and most admired officers of the

United States Navy. In the expectation that war
might break out at any moment, and in doubt re-

garding the strength of the Spanish naval re-

sources, the Navy Department ordered the Ore-

gon, then in the Pacific, to join the fleet in the

Atlantic with all possible dispatch. In accord-

ance with this, Clark left San Francisco on
Mar. 19, 1898, and on May 25 reported to Ad-
miral Sampson off the coast of Florida after a
v tyage through Magellan Strait, his ship ar-

riving in first-class condition and ready to go
into battle immediately. This voyage, while its

actual significance was exaggerated in the eyes

of the public, is still considered to have been a
triumph of naval discipline, engineering, and
planning.

Joining the fleet of Admiral Sampson off San-

tiago de Cuba, the Oregon took part in the ensu-

ing efficient blockade of that port, in which the

cruisers of the Spanish Squadron under Admiral
Cervera were contained. In the battle of July 3,

in which the Spanish Squadron was annihilated,

the Oregon's part was noteworthy. In the pursuit

of the fleeing Spanish cruisers along the coast

she outstripped all her sister ships except the fast

cruiser Brooklyn, overhauling and causing the

beaching of the fleetest of the enemy's ships, the

Colon, after a successive exchange of fire with

the other enemy cruisers, all of which felt the

accuracy and power of her guns. Clark was
highly commended by naval experts for the con-

dition and the masterly handling of his ship, and,

together with his fellow battleship commanders,

was promoted five numbers in his grade.

On July 7, 1898, after the removal of the Span-

ish menace to the American coast, Clark, still in

command of the Oregon, was appointed chief of

staff to Commodore J. C. Watson \_q.v.~\, who
was ordered to command a special squadron of

the battleships Iowa (replaced by the Massa-
chusetts) and Oregon, the auxiliaries Yosemite,

Dixie, and Yankee, three colliers, and the flag-

ship Newark. This Eastern Squadron, or "Fly-

ing Squadron," as it was popularly called, was
to proceed to the coast of Spain for the purpose

of compelling the fleet under Admiral Camara to

abandon its voyage to the Philippines and to re-

turn to Spain, where it could be easily destroyed

by the more powerful American force, and the

war thus brought to a close. The Eastern Squad-
ron, however, never put to sea, as the mere threat

of its departure caused the return of Camara to

Spain, where he remained in idleness until the

close of the war. In the autumn of 1898 Clark

was granted leave of absence to regain his im-

paired health, but returned to active duty in

March 1899, as commandant of the League Isl-

and Navy Yard, Philadelphia, afterward becom-

ing governor of the Naval Home near that city.

He was promoted rear admiral June 16, 1902,

and retired for age Aug. 10, 1905.

[The chief source is Clark's autobiography. My Fifty
Years in the Navy (1917). See also F. E. Chadwick,
Relations U . S. and Spain : Spanish-American War
(191 1) ; L. R. Hamersly, Records Living Officers U. S.
Navy and Marine Corps (7th ed., 1902) ; House Doc.
No. 3, 55 Cong., 3 Sess.] £.B.

CLARK, CHARLES HEBER (July 11, 1847-

Aug. 10, 1915), author, was born at Berlin, Md.,

the son of an Episcopalian clergyman, William

J. Clark, who as an abolitionist and Northern

sympathizer drifted unprosperously from one

Maryland parish to another and finally withdrew

from the ministry. His son, "brought up on
sweet potatoes and among negroes," got hie
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schooling at Georgetown, D. C, began life at

fifteen as an office boy in a Philadelphia commis-
sion house, later served two years in the Union
army, and on his return to Philadelphia in 1865

found work as a reporter on the Philadelphia In-

quirer, where by luck and some ability he rose

in two months' time to be editorial writer and

book reviewer. The rest of his life was given to

Philadelphia journalism, with authorship and

politics as by-products. At different times he

wrote for the Evening Bulletin as musical and
dramatic critic, for the North American as edi-

torial writer during the presidential campaign

of 1904, and for the Textile Record, of which he

was for some years sole proprietor. His literary

repute depended almost entirely on his first book,

Out of the Hurly Burly (1874), a collection of

humorous sketches of life in a suburban town.

For thirty years the horseplay and labored ex-

travagance of the book found an appreciative

audience both in America and in England. He
followed it with Elbow Room (1876), Random
Shots ( 1879), and The Fortunate Island ( 1882),

a volume of short stories, and after a long in-

terval brought out three novels, Captain Bluitt:

a Tale of Old Turley (1901), In Happy Hollow

(1903), and The Quakeress (1905), and a sec-

ond collection of stories, By the Bend in the

River (1914). Many of these works were writ-

ten under the pseudonym of "Max Adeler." As
a novelist Clark was not very competent, his

chief merit being a genuine fondness for his

backgrounds, which were either his boyhood

Maryland or Conshohocken, on the Schuylkill,

where he made his home. He was one of the

organizers of the Manufacturers' Club of Phila-

delphia and for ten years its secretary, much of

his own income being derived from investments

in the enterprises of his former Sunday-school

pupil, J. Elwood Lee. In political economy he

called himself a disciple of Henry C. Carey

[q.v.~\, and as an advocate of a high protective

tariff, for which he harangued voters and lob-

bied before the Ways and Means Committee at

Washington, he was recognized by other manu-
facturers as a profound student of their prob-

lems. In person he was tall and gaunt, with the

preternaturally sober face popularly attributed

to humorists. He loathed his reputation as a

humorist and tried to live it down. His first

wife was Clara Lukens of Conshohocken, who
died in 1895; in 1897 he married Emily K.

Clark, who survived him.

[Who's Who in America, 19 14-15 ; C. H. Garrett in

Book Buyer, Sept. 1902; E. P. Oberholtzer, in Book
New~ Ho., Jan. 1916; Phila. Evening Bulletin, Aug.
10, 1915 ; Phila. Inquirer, North American, Public
Ledger, and Press, Aug. 11, 19 15.] G. H.G.

CLARK, CHARLES HOPKINS (Apr. 1,

1848-Sept. 5, 1926), editor, son of Ezra and
Mary (Hopkins) Clark, came of a long colonial

ancestry. He was born at Hartford, Conn., was
graduated at the Hartford Public High School

in 1867 and at. Yale College, with the B.A. de-

gree in 187 1. On Oct. 1 after graduation he en-

tered the office of the Hartford Courant, pub-

lished and edited by Gen. Joseph R. Hawley and
Charles Dudley Warner. Gen. Hawley had a

predilection for politics amounting to infatua-

tion. His associate editor, Warner, devoted his

life to letters. Thus Clark received his journal-

istic training where passionate political thought

went hand in hand with good writing. Hawley
fired the young recruit's native delight in poli-

tics and fixed his enthusiasms upon the Repub-
lican party. Warner blue-penciled his copy.

When Hawley was elected United States sena-

tor in 1881, Clark became the paper's chief po-

litical writer. In 1890 Hawley retired as pub-

lisher, Warner became president of the Hart-

ford Courant Company and Clark its secretary.

In 1892 he was made vice-president. Warner's

death in 1900 made Clark editor of the paper

while Hawley became president of the publish-

ing company. Hawley died in 1905 and the

next year the editor became president and pub-

lisher as well.

Clark made his newspaper the medium for ex-

pressing his own individuality, and by a selec-

tion of news and by impassioned editorials, a

daily brief for his party. Like Dana, Greeley,

and Watterson, he became a forceful and militant

practitioner of that dogmatic personal journal-

ism which now is almost entirely a thing of the

past among daily newspapers. So trenchant was
his pen, so devastating his wit, so delicious his

sarcasm and irony, that his dynamic and imperi-

ous personality stood out in every issue. Men in

public life and fellow editors spoke of "Charlie

Clark's paper" as frequently as they called it by
name. In fact the Courant was Clark and Clark

was the Courant. Never caring to be a candi-

date for office, still he fought the battles of the

Republican party each day of every year. His

newspaper became a power in Connecticut and

an influence far beyond the borders of his state.

From 1910 until his death Clark was a direc-

tor of the Associated Press, and from 1910 to

1925 a fellow of the Corporation of Yale Univer-

sity. He delivered the Bromley Lectures on

Journalism at Yale in 1906 and contributed to

the Critic, Scribner's Magazine, and the North

American Review. Eight consecutive Republi-

can national conventions, beginning with that

of 1888, Clark attended as a reporter, and at all
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subsequent conventions of the party he was a

delegate-at-large from Connecticut. He was a

director of three large insurance companies and

long a devoted officer in many quasi-public insti-

tutions for cultural development or social better-

ment. He was married twice: first, on Dec. 15,

1873, to Ellen Root of Hartford, who died on

Feb. 28, 1895; second, on Nov. 15, 1899, to Ma-
tilda Colt Root, a sister of his first wife. He died

in Hartford, having completed fifty-four years

of continuous service with his paper.

[Hartford Courant, Sept. 6, 1926 ; I. O. Woodruff,
Biogs. Class of 1871, Yale Coll. (1914); Yale Univ.
Obit. Record Grads. (1927); Encyc. of Conn. Biog.

(1917) ; Biog. Record Hartford County (1901).]

G.B.A.

CLARK, DANIEL ( 1 766-Aug. 16, 1813), mer-

chant and territorial delegate, was born in Sligo,

Ireland, and for a time attended Eton and other

English schools. In December 1786 he came to

New Orleans, where he was associated with an

uncle of the same name as merchant and land-

holder. The two owned properties in the neigh-

boring districts of Baton Rouge and Natchez,

and formed commercial connections with the up-

per Ohio and with Philadelphia. The younger

Clark also served as clerk in the local office of

the Spanish governor and was looked upon as

an enterprising man of wealth, who was socially

and politically ambitious but thoroughly honest

and public-spirited. In 1798, when the Natchez

district was transferred to the United States and

organized as the Territory of Mississippi, both

men renewed with Gen. Wilkinson, who accom-

panied the American troops thither, a business

and social connection that had been established

some ten years before. The younger Clark then

became an American citizen. For a few months

the Spanish governor permitted him to act in

New Orleans as temporary American consul.

In that capacity he submitted a partial report on

the early commerce between Kentucky and New
Orleans {Annals of Congress, 10 Cong., 1 Sess.,

p. 2731). He served as intermediary between

the governor and Wilkinson and Andrew Elli-

cott, the American boundary commissioner, and

helped to bring the trading activities of Philip

Nolan to the attention of Jefferson.

On July 16, 1801, Jefferson appointed Clark

regular consul at New Orleans. Some months
later, after a visit to the seat of government,

where he dropped some hints of Wilkinson's ear-

lier intrigues with the Spaniards, he made a hur-

ried trip to France, and held interviews with the

officials who were about to take possession of

Louisiana {American State Papers, Foreign Re-
lations, 11, 526). After his return, early in 1803,

he continued his efforts to establish American
control in New Orleans. He concerted measures

with friends in that city to thwart the French

Commissioner, Laussat, and tried to prevail

upon Wilkinson and Gov. Claiborne to embody
the regulars and the militia of Mississippi Ter-

ritory and occupy New Orleans before the

French arrived in force. Later, during the brief

interregnum of the French Commissioner, he

organized in connection with that official a local

force to guard the city. He made two trading

voyages to Vera Cruz in 1805-06 that were pop-

ularly supposed to have some connection with

the Burr Conspiracy. When Burr first visited

New Orleans in 1805, he bore a letter of intro-

duction from Wilkinson to Clark, and the latter

soon warned Wilkinson of the wild rumors that

were beginning to cluster around Burr's move-
ments. In the following year Claiborne at first

charged Clark with complicity in the conspiracy

but later retracted the charge. At that time, as

earlier, he was a bitter opponent of Claiborne,

and their animosity finally brought about a duel

in the summer of 1807, in which the Governor
was seriously wounded.

In 1806 Clark was elected as delegate to Con-
gress from Orleans Territory. While serving in

that capacity he openly broke with Wilkinson

and later secured for the committee of Congress

that investigated the General's conduct much of

its material. This service provoked a bitter at-

tack on him and in reply he published his book,

Proofs of the Corruption of Gen. James Wilkin-

son (1809), which furnishes much evidence of

the General's treachery. Clark served only one

term in Congress and withdrew from mercantile

activities during the closing years of his life.

Between 1801 and 1806 he had formed with

Madame Zulime Des Granges an irregular con-

nection, of which two daughters were born and
which gave rise some twenty years after his

death to a half-century of litigation over his

estate.

[The most important source for Clark's services and
character is his Proofs of the Corruption. This may be
supplemented by Chas. Gayarre, Hist, of La., vol. Ill

(1854), vol. IV (1866) ; Am. Hist. Rev., XXXII, 801-
24; XXXIII, 331-59; Quart. Tex. State Hist. Asso.,
VII, 308-17 : Jas. Wilkinson, Memoirs of My Own
Times, vol. II, passim (1816). The essential facts as
to his personal relation with the mother of his chil-

dren are given in Gaines vs. New Orleans, 6 Wallace,
642-7 18. For his correspondence with Wilkinson pre-
ceding the acquisition of Louisiana, consult in the War
Dept., "War Office, Letters Received, 1804 and Prior
Years."]

I J C

CLARK, DANIEL (Oct. 24. 1809-Jan. 2,

1891), politician, jurist, was the son of Benja-

min and Elizabeth (Wiggin) Clark. He was
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born at Stratham, N. H., and educated in the

district school, Hampton Academy, and Dart-

mouth College, graduating from the latter in

1834. His father was a farmer and blacksmith

and because of limited means, Daniel, like many-

other young men of that period, was obliged to

pay for his own education by teaching school

during the winter months. After graduation he

studied law, was admitted to the bar, began prac-

tise at Epping, and in 1839 moved to Manches-
ter. This town was about to enjoy a prolonged

period of industrial development, and he soon

acquired a considerable practise. For the rest

of his life he was active in Manchester affairs,

holding several local offices and trusteeships and
between 1842 and 1855 serving five times as

representative in the legislature, being in charge

of the bill for the incorporation of the city in

1846. He was also active in various business en-

terprises and was for some years a director of

the Amoskeag Corporation. Politically, he was
a Whig, and when that party disintegrated he

was one of the active organizers of the Repub-
lican party. In 1857 he was chosen to serve out

the unexpired term of Senator James Bell and,

being reelected for a full term, was for nine

years one of the prominent figures in Washing-
ton affairs. He was an accomplished speaker

and debater, ranked by S. S. Cox, a veteran

member of the lower house, with Sumner, Fes-

senden, Seward, Trumbull, and other notables in

"a galaxy of ability" ( Union-Disunion-Reunion

:

Three Decades of Federal Legislation, 1885).

Early in his senatorial career, in the course of

the Kansas debate, he declared, "We have had
enough of bowing down, and the people in my
region have got sick of it" (Congressional Globe,

35 Cong., 1 Sess., App., p. 107). These words
are the key to his subsequent course. He was an

uncompromising foe of slavery and secession and
his attitude in 1861 was criticized by many who
believed that reconciliation was still possible. He
was prominent throughout the war period and
his service on the committees on finance, claims,

and judiciary was especially important in view
of their war-time responsibilities. In 1866 he

failed to receive renomination, apparently large-

ly because of New Hampshire's adherence to the

doctrine of rotation in office. On July 27, 1866,

President Johnson appointed him United States

judge for the district of New Hampshire, al-

though Gideon Welles remarked "On every Con-
stitutional point that has been raised, Clark has

opposed the President . . . and has been as mis-

chievously hostile as any man in the Senate"

(Diary, 191 1, II, 565). Clark resigned from the

Senate and spent the remainder of his life on

Clark

the bench, declining at the age of seventy, be-

cause of excellent health, to take advantage of

the provisions of the retirement act. He had an
excellent standing as a jurist and frequently was
called to sit in other courts on the New England
circuit. His political activity was, of course,

largely at an end but he served as president of

the constitutional convention of 1876. He was
married twice: on June 9, 1840, to Hannah W.
Robbins, daughter of Maxcy Robbins of Strat-

ham, who died in 1844; and on May 13, 1846, to

Anne W., daughter of Henry Salter of Ports-

mouth.

[C. H. Bell, Bench and Bar of N. H. (1894) ; J. B.
Clarke, Manchester (1875) ; I. W. Smith, Granite Mo.,
July 1887; J. O. Lyford, Life of Edward H. Rollins
(1906).] W.A.R.

CLARK, FRANCIS EDWARD (Sept. 12,

1851-May 26, 1927), Congregational minister,

founder of the Young People's Society of Chris-

tian Endeavor, the son of Charles Carey Symmes
and Lydia (Clark) Symmes, was descended on

both sides from old Massachusetts Puritan stock.

He was born at Aylmer, Quebec, where his fa-

ther, a citizen of Massachusetts, was located as a

civil engineer and timber surveyor. Bereft of

father, brother, and mother before he was eight

years of age, the boy was adopted by his uncle,

the Rev. Edward W. Clark, then pastor of the

Congregational Church of Auburndale, Mass.,

and his name was legally changed to Francis Ed-
ward Clark. He prepared for college at Kimball

Union Academy in Meriden, N. H., and was
graduated from Dartmouth College in 1873, and

from Andover Theological Seminary in 1876.

He then married Harriet E. Abbott, daughter

and grand-daughter of ministers, and a descen-

dant of John and Priscilla Alden.

Clark became pastor of the Williston Church
at Portland, Me., a small offshoot which began

to grow rapidly under his vigorous leadership.

Here, on Feb. 2, 1881, he organized the 'Willis-

ton Young People's Society of Christian En-
deavor." This was planned, he said, "to be an

out-and-out Christian society." Its characteris-

tic features were the pledge taken by members,

not only to endeavor to lead a Christian life, but

to pray to God and read the Bible every day, and

to attend and "take some part, aside from sing-

ing," in every meeting ; the monthly consecration

meetings ; and the committees through which the

young people undertook active participation in

the work of the church. The plan immediately

transformed the young people's prayer-meeting,

hitherto a relatively formal and lifeless affair.

The idea spread rapidly, partly because there

was general interest in the more effective or-
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ganization of young people for Christian ser-

vice, partly because of Clark's ability as an ad-

vertiser. In August 1881 he contributed to the

Congrcgationalist an account of his society, and

in 1882 he published a pamphlet and a book de-

scribing the plan. In 1883 he became pastor of

the Phillips Church in South Boston ; but he re-

signed the pastorate four years later, to devote

his whole time to Christian Endeavor work. The
United Society of Christian Endeavor was in-

corporated under the laws of Maine in 1885, and

transferred to Massachusetts in 1887. The Gol-

den Rule, a religious weekly, was purchased in

1886 by Clark and a group of friends, who or-

ganized the Golden Rule Company. Clark be-

came editor of the paper, which he made the

organ of the Christian Endeavor movement,

though not owned by the United Society. Its

name was changed to Christian Endeavor World

in 1897. Clark's income from this paper, to-

gether with the proceeds of his other writings,

enabled him to give his services without salary

to the promotion and oversight of the Christian

Endeavor movement. He was, in 1887, made

president of the United Society of Christian En-

deavor, an office which he held for thirty-eight

years. In 1888 he went to England, at the invi-

tation of the British Sunday School Union, to

tell of the new organization for young people.

That was the first of many journeys to many

lands in the interest of his cause. A World's

Christian Endeavor Union was organized in

1895, and incorporated in 1902; of this he was

president from the beginning. In 1919 he re-

signed as editor of the Christian Endeavor World

and was made honorary editor. His last Euro-

pean journey was to preside at the convention

of the World's Christian Endeavor Union at

London in 1926, where delegates from forty na-

tions, many of which had been at war a decade

before, gathered in the interest of Christian fel-

lowship and international good-will.

Clark was a prolific and interesting writer.

Thirty-seven titles are contained in the list of

books written by him which is appended to his

autobiography, published in 1922. Among the

more important are : The Children and the

Church (1882) ; Our Journey Around the World

(1894) ; World-Wide Endeavor (1895) ; A New
Way Around an Old World (1900) ; Christian

Endeavor in All Lands (1906) ; The Continent

°f Opportunity (1907); Old Homes of New
Americans ( 1913) ; The Holy Land of Asia Mi-

nor (1914) ; In Christ's Own Country (1914) ;

In the Footsteps of St. Paul ( 1917) ; Our Italian

Fellow Citizens (1919); Memories of Many
Men in Many Lands (1922).

[The best sources are the files of Golden Rule and
Christian Endeavor World and Dr. Clark's own books,
cited above. Interesting side-lights are given in The
Evolution of an Endeavorer (1924), the autobiography
of his long-time associate, Wm. Shaw.] L.A. W.

CLARK, GEORGE ROGERS (Nov. 19, 1752-

Feb. 13, 1818), conqueror of the Northwest dur-

ing the American Revolution, was the son of

John and Ann (Rogers) Clark, both of them na-

tive Virginians. He was born two miles east

of Charlottesville. When he was five years of

age, his parents, after selling their farm, re-

turned to the southwestern corner of Caroline

County. Here, for a quarter-century, they lived

on a small plantation which was bequeathed to

them by an uncle, John Clark. Until the age of

nineteen when he began the study of surveying

under the direction of his grandfather, George
had acquired little in the way of a formal educa-

tion. He read history, however, and geography,

and took a marked interest in natural phenomena,

to which there are frequent references in his

letters.

Early in June 1772, having already achieved a

reputation for courage, Clark set out from Pitts-

burgh with a few other adventurers on an ex-

ploring expedition in canoes, down the Ohio
River. He was then six feet in height, strong of

body, and is further described as having red

hair and black penetrating sparkling eyes. After

spending some time in locating parcels of land

at the mouth of the Kanawha, he returned to his

home. The next spring he returned with a com-
pany of men to the mouth of Fish Creek, on the

Ohio, one hundred and thirty miles below Pitts-

burgh. With a single companion, he then de-

scended the river on an exploring trip, an addi-

tional one hundred and seventy miles. The two
spent the winter alone on Fish Creek devoting

their time to hunting, cutting rails, girdling

trees, and burning brush in preparation for the

cultivation of the land. The next season Clark

gave attention also to surveying farms for the

settlers who were coming to the region in in-

creasing numbers. In 1774, as captain of militia,

he took part in Dunmore's War, and, after the

treaty at Camp Charlotte, set out for the Ken-
tucky River, where he was engaged in surveying

lands for the Ohio Company.
Quickly accorded a place of leadership among

Kentuckians, he devoted his energy to the es-

tablishment of orderly government ; to offset-

ting the design of Judge Richard Henderson

who aimed to set up a proprietary colony (Tran-

sylvania) with Boonesborough as its capital;

and to acquainting Patrick Henry, the governor

of Virginia, with the necessity of placing Ken-
tucky under the protection of that State. Should
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this be done, he declared, not only would the

population of Kentucky increase rapidly but

trade would develop and a respectable body of

fine riflemen would furnish an effective guar-

antee for the safety of the interior counties

against the attacks of Indians. In response to

Clark's challenge that "if a country was not

worth protecting, it was not worth claiming,"

the Virginia Council voted five hundred pounds

of powder for the protection of Kentucky. This

assistance was timely, for at the close of the year

1776, Kentuckians, cooped up in their three

stockaded forts, Harrodsburg, Boonesborough,

and Logan's Fort, were forced to defend them-

selves against a succession of Indian expedi-

tions which had been organized at Detroit by

Lieutenant-Governor Henry Hamilton. Thus,

it was hoped, at the opening of the Revolution,

to establish British control over the country west

of the Alleghany Mountains. To Clark, who was
commissioned a major, was entrusted the organ-

ization of the militia for defense. Having con-

ceived a plan for the conquest of the Illinois

country, he secured the approval of Gov. Henry
and the Assembly for the enlistment of troops.

As lieutenant-colonel, he set out with his little

army of one hundred and seventy-five men from

Fort Massac, ten miles below Louisville. An
overland march of six days, two of them with-

out food, through unbroken forests and trackless

plains, brought them to Kaskaskia which was
surprised and captured July 4, 1778. By early

August, the American flag was also floating over

Cahokia and Vincennes and with rare tact Clark

had won the allegiance of the French villagers

and neighboring Indian tribes. Detroit was his

next goal.

Upon hearing of Clark's success, Hamilton
prepared an expedition consisting of one hun-

dred and seventy-five white troops, two-thirds of

them being French volunteers, and sixty Indians,

with which he set out on Oct. 7, for the recap-

ture of the Illinois posts. On the way, his force

was increased to the number of five hundred by

accessions from the Indians. Panic seized the

French at Vincennes on the approach of the

enemy and Capt. Leonard Helm, having only a

single American soldier to guard the fort, sur-

rendered. Had Hamilton pushed forward at

once, it seems probable he could have regained

control over the other Illinois villages. But he

delayed on account of the midwinter floods.

Clark, on the contrary, resolved to risk all he

had gained by at once taking the offensive and
attempting the reduction of Vincennes. The
winter march of one hundred and eighty miles,

at times across plains and through overflowing

12
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rivers, of this army of one hundred and seventy
men, one-half of them French volunteers ; the

capture of Vincennes; and the surrender of

Hamilton with seventy-nine of his followers,

Feb. 25, 1779,. have furnished topics for many
historians and novelists. In the well-known let-

ter to his friend, George Mason, a leading law-
yer of Virginia, Clark wrote : "If I was sensible

that You wou'd let no Person see this relation I

wou'd give You a detail of our suffering for

four days in crossing those waters, and the man-
ner it was done ; as I am sure You wou'd Credit

it ; but it is too incredible for any Person to be-

lieve except those that are as well acquainted
with me as You are or had experienced some-
thing similar to it" (Illinois Historical Collec-

tions, VIII, 140).

The undertaking of such a project, the skill

with which it was executed, and the persever-

ance in overcoming obstacles, seemingly insur-

mountable, excited the praise even of Hamilton.
Courage born of desperation was manifested by
men and leaders alike, for all were fully conscious

that failure would mean the loss not alone of

the Illinois country but also of Kentucky.
The summer following, Clark was forced to

forego the march against Detroit. As he ex-

pressed the situation, "Detroit lost for want of

a few men." While establishing his headquar-
ters in the newly erected Fort Nelson, at the

falls of the Ohio (Louisville), his plans compre-
hended two main objectives—to raise a force in

Kentucky, "with the hopes of giving the Shaw-
nees a drubbing" and to make a "bold push" and
reduce Detroit and Michilimackinac. During the

year 1780, he was engaged in foiling the plan in-

stituted by the British for the recapture of the

Illinois country and the Falls of the Ohio and
then of Pittsburgh and Fort Cumberland. If

successful, the whole region west of the Alle-

ghany Mountains would have become British

territory. Moreover, conditions east of the

mountains must have been materially changed,

for the British rangers and their hordes of Indian

allies would then have been free to join the ranks

of the British in Virginia and the South. In

response to entreaties from St. Louis and Caho-
kia, Clark hurried to the latter post with a small

body of troops. He claimed for his men and him-

self the honor of having saved St. Louis and the

rest of Louisiana for the Spanish—Spain hav-

ing entered the war as an enemy of Great Brit-

ain. After the retreat of the main body of the

enemy, Clark set out for Harrodsburg, in order

to prevent the advance of an even more formida-

ble force of British and Indians under Col.

Henry Bird. Within seven weeks after leaving
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Cahokia, one thousand volunteers responded to

his orders to assemble at the mouth of the Lick-

ing River. By a forced march, they reached

Piqua where they overtook several hundred In-

dians. After a fierce engagement, the Indians

fled and Col. Bird also retreated.

For upward of two years after the surrender

of Cornwallis, Oct. 19, 1781, war in the West
continued. After the terrible defeat of the Ken-
tuckians at the battle of the Blue Licks, Aug. 18,

1782, Clark, who had taken no part in the en-

gagement, instituted a plan for a retaliatory ex-

pedition against the Shawnee. On Nov. 4, as

brigadier-general under Virginia, he led an ex-

pedition against their stronghold at Chillicothe

which was completely successful. By this stroke,

he not only saved the frontier settlements from

the danger of attack but he held the British on

the defensive at Detroit.

By the terms of the treaty concluded at Paris,

Sept. 3, 1783, the old Northwest was ceded to

the United States. No reference is made in the

diplomatic papers to the conquest of Clark as a

factor in reaching the final agreement. If his

position at the close of the Shawnee campaign

is considered, it is evident he was virtually in

military control of the Northwest during 1782

and 1783. This stroke marked the final aggres-

sive movement in his offensive-defensive policy.

At no time were the British prepared to reduce

Fort Nelson although they were aware that it

constituted the key between the East and the Illi-

nois Country and Kentucky; that it dominated

western trade ; and was the center for operations

against Detroit.

For a number of years after the Revolution,

Clark served as a member of the Board of Com-
missioners (much of the time acting as chair-

man) which supervised the allotment of lands in

the Illinois grant. These lands, one hundred and
fifty thousand acres, located north of the Ohio
across from Louisville, were granted by Virginia

to the soldiers of Clark for their services during

the Revolution. Clark also served with Richard

Butler and S. H. Parsons on a commission for

making a treaty with the Indians of the North-

west, and at Fort Mcintosh, January 1786, the

Indians acknowledged the sovereignty of the

United States over the territory ceded by Great

Britain.

Because of depredations by the Wabash tribes

at Vincennes and in Kentucky, Clark led a re-

taliatory expedition against them during the

summer of 1786. Owing to a mutiny of certain

of the Kentucky troops, it proved a failure. Be-
fore returning to Kentucky he provided a force

of one hundred men for the protection of Vin-

cennes. To secure the necessary food and cloth-

ing for this garrison, he ordered the seizure of

goods which had been brought by three Spanish

merchants to Vincennes for trade. The act was,

in general, approved throughout the West, for

no progress had been made by the Government
of the United States toward securing their de-

mands for the free navigation of the Mississippi

River. The opportunity was seized by James
Wilkinson, former brigadier-general in the Con-

tinental Army, to make an attack on the reputa-

tion of Clark, who stood in his path toward

preferment in Kentucky. A man of daring and

selfish ambition, proficient in corruption and in-

trigue, Wilkinson succeeded in his scheme. Pub-

lic favor was never again accorded Clark by Vir-

ginia nor by the federal government. Thus, at

thirty-five years of age, Clark was without

means of support, although the State of Vir-

ginia was in his debt some twenty thousand dol-

lars for his pay as an officer and for money he

had advanced to secure supplies for his troops.

Early in 1788, with the hope of improving his

condition, he proposed founding a colony in

Louisiana opposite the mouth of the Ohio. But

his demand that political and religious freedom

should be granted the colonists was not accepta-

ble to the Spanish government. During the sum-

mer of 1 791, Dr. John O'Fallon, an adventurer,

proposed to take possession of lands which had

been granted by the State of Georgia to the

South Carolina Yazoo Company. This grant,

over which the Spanish claimed jurisdiction, ex-

tended from the mouth of the Yazoo River along

the Mississippi almost to Natchez. Clark was to

lead an armed force of one thousand men on this

expedition, but President Washington issued a

proclamation forbidding the project.

In 1793, the French government accepted the

proposal made by Clark that he should lead an

expedition on behalf of France, for the conquest

of Louisiana. It failed because of the demand by

Washington that Genet, the French minister to

the United States, should be recalled. The Pres-

ident also issued a proclamation which forbade

any American citizen to enlist for such a project.

When, in 1798, as a result of the X. Y. Z. affair,

war between France and the United States

seemed imminent, a strong minority of the Re-

publican party were opposed. Any seeming al-

liance with Great Britain was especially ob-

noxious to them. This spirit was particularly no-

table in the communities west of the Alleghanies

where the influence of Thomas Jefferson was
marked. Once more, the French government
planned for the reconquest of Louisiana. Clark,

as general in the French army, was to raise vol-
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unteers for the purpose. Refusing to surrender

this appointment, on the demand made hy United
States officers, he took refuge in St. Louis.

Upon his return to Louisville he lived for a

time in the home of his youngest brother Wil-
liam. In 1803 he built a cabin at Clarksville.

This village near the falls, on the Indiana side of

the Ohio River, was located on the land which
had been assigned by Virginia to Clark's Illinois

Regiment. Here he spent his time, as chairman
of the commission, in apportioning lands and in

running a grist-mill. That he at times drank to

excess and lost some of his power and influence

cannot be denied. Evidence is lacking, however,

to prove that he was, for the most part, a "sot"

after the Revolution, a statement which has been
concurred in by some historians. During the

year 1791 he completed the writing of his Mem-
oir which consists of one hundred and twenty-

eight closely written pages of manuscript. This

document, now in the possession of the Wiscon-
sin Historical Society, is essential to a full un-
derstanding of the conquest of the Northwest.

About the same time, he prepared a lengthy

statement on the origin of the mounds in the

Ohio and Mississippi valleys. In this letter, pub-
lished for the first time by H. R. Schoolcraft, in

Archives of Aboriginal Knowledge, IV (i860),

he developed a theory which, unknown for three-

fourths of a century, is now universally accepted

by archaeologists, namely, that the builders of

the mounds were the ancestors of Indian tribes

then occupying that region. Another significant

letter was written by him (1798) which has al-

ways been accepted as proof regarding the state-

ments made in the famous speech of Logan, an
Indian chief at the time of Dunmore's War.
Because of a stroke of paralysis and the ampu-

tation of his right leg, Clark went to live with
his sister Lucy, the wife of Maj. William Cro-
ghan, at Locust Grove, near Louisville (1809).
There he died and was buried with marked cere-

monial on the part of his former companions in

arms and by other citizens of Louisville. The
funeral oration was given by Judge John Rowan
who also wrote an obituary which is a summary
of the significance of the conquest of the North-
west (Western Courier, Louisville, Feb. 21,

1818). A marble tablet about two feet high
marks his grave in Cave Hill cemetery. The
United States Government in 1928 appropriated

$1,000,000 for a memorial to Clark at Vincennes.

[H. W. Beckwith, Colls. III. State Hist. Lib., vol. I

(1903); F. J. Turner, "Geo. Rogers Clark and the
Kaskaskia Campaign, 1 777-1 778," Am. Hist. Rev.,
VIII, 491-506; J. A. James, "Geo. Rogers Clark Pa-
pers," III. Hist. Colls., vol. VIII (1912) and vol. XIX
(1926), containing copies of the original Clark letters
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which are in the Draper Coll. of the Wis. State Hist.
Soc., in the Va. Archives, and in a number of other
places; W. H. English, Conquest of the Northwest,
1777-83, and Life of Geo. Rogers Clark (1896) ; Tem-
ple Bodley, Geo. Rogers Clark (1926), notably eulogis-
tic; J. A. James, Geo. Rogers Clark (1928) ; Theodore
Roosevelt, Winning of the West, vols. I, II (1889) ;

E. G. Mason, Chapters from III. Hist. (1901) ; R. G.
Thwaites, How Geo. Rogers Clark Won the Northwest
( J 903)-] J.A.J.

CLARK, GEORGE WHITEFIELD (Feb.

15, 1831-Nov. 10, 1911), Baptist clergyman, was
born in South Orange, N. J. He was related to

Abraham Clark [q.v.~\, signer of the Declaration

of Independence from the State of New Jersey.

His parents, John B. and Rebecca (Ball) Clark,

were loyal Baptists and gave their son strict re-

ligious training. He was converted and joined

the Northfield Baptist church, at the age of

twelve. In the public schools of his native town
he prepared for college, but taught school at the

age of seventeen. He graduated from Amherst
College in 1853, and received the degree of A.M.
from the college three years later. In 1855 ne

graduated from Rochester Theological Semi-
nary, was ordained to the Baptist ministry, and
married Susan C. Fish, a minister's daughter,

of Halifax, Vt. His pastorates included New
Market, Elizabeth, and Somerville, N. J., and
Ballston, N. Y. An indefatigable student, his

persistent and ardent studies brought about a

failure in his health, and he resigned his pas-

torate at Someryille in 1877. From 1880 he was
a missionary colporteur of the American Bap-
tist Publication Society in New Jersey. From
house to house he plodded, selling and giving

away Bibles, tracts, and religious books and
earnestly carrying the gospel into homes

—

preaching and holding prayer-meetings as oppor-

tunity offered. To the end of his life he was a

real home missionary, carrying on work among
Sunday-schools and weaker churches, native and
foreign, white and colored. But by instinct and
training he was a scholar and a writer. In the

theological seminary he was an enthusiastic stu-

dent of Hebrew and Greek under Prof. T. J.

Conant \_q.v.~], the celebrated Oriental scholar.

This study he kept up all his life. At Amherst
College he was class poet and a year after grad-

uating from the seminary he edited a Baptist

hymn-book, The Harp of Freedom (1856). He
also wrote The History of the First Baptist

Church, Elizabeth, N. J. (1863). His life ambi-

tion and chief work was the writing of a com-
plete commentary on the New Testament. His
object was to prepare a popular commentary on

a critical basis for Sunday-school teachers and
others not able to go to the original sources.

There resulted his New Harmony of the Four
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Gospels (1870) ; Notes on the Gospel of Mat-

thew (1870); Notes on the Gospel of Mark
(1872) ; Notes on the Gospel of Luke (1874) ;

Notes on the Gospel of John (1879) ; Harmonic
Arrangements of the Acts of the Apostles

(1884) ; Brief Notes on the New Testament,—
The Gospels (1884) ; Notes on the Acts (1892) ;

Commentary on Romans and Corinthians

(1897); Galatians to Philemon (1903). This

whole New Testament work was combined into

Clark's People's Commentary in nine volumes,

O. P. Eaches writing the last two volumes on

Hebrews to Second Peter and 1 John to Reve-

lation. This, Clark's magnum opus, was com-

pleted in 1910 just before his death.

[Geo. Whitefield Clark's autobiographical Struggles
and Triumphs of a Long Life (19 14) ; Amherst College

Bull., Obit. Rec., June 1912; Rochester Theol. Scm.
Gen. Cat. (1910) ; Biog. Rec. Alumni Amherst College

(1883) ; Ann. Reports Bapt. Pub. Soc. from 1880 on-

ward.] T.C.R.

CLARK, GREENLEAF (Aug. 23, 1835-Dec.

4, 1904), jurist, born in Plaistow, N. H., was of

Puritan stock, being a lineal descendant of Na-

thaniel Clarke who settled in Newbury, Mass.,

early in the seventeenth century. His parents

were Nathaniel Clark, a resident of Plaistow,

prominent in public affairs, and Betsey (Brick-

ett) Clark. He received his early education

there and at Atkinson Academy, N. H., from

which he proceeded in 1851 to Dartmouth Col-

lege, graduating in 1855. After reading law for

a short time at Portsmouth, N. H., he completed

his course at the Harvard Law School, gradu-

ating LL.B. in 1857, and was admitted to the

Suffolk bar the same year. He commenced prac-

tise at Roxbury, Mass., but in the fall of 1858 re-

moved to St. Paul, Minn. At first entering a law

office as clerk, he was connected with several

firms during the next seven years. In 1865 he

became a partner of Horace R. Bigelow, and

was joined in 1870 by Judge Flandrau, the firm

name becoming Bigelow, Flandrau & Clark.

From the outset they were associated with im-

portant corporation interests. They held a re-

tainer as general counsel for the St. Paul & Pa-

cific Railway Company and its subsidiaries, prior

to and throughout its reorganization as the St.

Paul, Minneapolis & Manitoba Railway Com-
pany in 1880. They were attorneys for the Min-

nesota Central, the St. Paul & Chicago, and the

Southern Minnesota Railway companies, and

also the Milwaukee & St. Paul system, later

known as the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway Company. The majority of these were

"land grant" companies, and the volume of legal

business accruing in connection with their oper-

ation was enormous. Clark's special province

Clark

was in connection with organization, acquisition

of rights of way, and construction contracts, in-

cluding the preparation of trust deeds, securities,

and contracts. His draftsmanship was superb,

and "his important railway contracts and mort-

gages were models" (H. H. Stevens, post). He
was appointed associate justice of the supreme

court of Minnesota, Mar. 14, 1881, but retired

on Jan. 12, 1882. During his tenure of office, the

attempted repudiation of the state railroad bonds

came before the court and the decision that the

state must recognize and pay them was in great

measure due to his opinion. On leaving the

bench he resumed practise in St. Paul, and,

though not holding any general retainers, was
again engaged mainly in legal work for railroad

corporations. He retired from practise in 1888,

and died on Dec. 4, 1904, at Lamanda Park, near

Los Angeles. As a lawyer he was not erudite

but eminently safe. Endowed with an infinite

capacity for taking pains, he explored and ex-

hausted every contingency and possessed re-

markably sound judgment.

[Geo. K. Clarke, Geneal. Descendants Nathaniel
Clarke of Newbury, Mass. (2nd ed., 1885) ; Colls. Minn.
Hist. Soc, XII, 697 ; H. H. Stevens, ed., Hist, of Bench
and Bar of Minn. (1904), p. 16 ; W. B. Hennessy, Past
and Present of St. Paul, Minn. (1906), p. 770; C. C.

Andrews, ed., Hist, of St. Paul, Minn. (1890), p. 257 ;

Green Bag, IV, 109.] H.W. H.K.

CLARK, HENRY JAMES (June 22, 1826-

July 1, 1873), zoologist and botanist, son of Rev.

Henry Porter and Abigail Jackson (Orton)

Clark, was born at Easton, Mass. His father

was a Swedenborgian clergyman and a life-long

friend of the Rev. Henry James [q.v.~\, father of

Henry and William James. While the young

Clark was still a lad his father removed to

Brooklyn, N. Y., where he lived many years and

where the son received much of his early train-

ing and was fitted for college. Entering the Uni-

versity of the City of New York he was gradu-

ated there in 1848. From college he went as a

teacher to White Plains, and while engaged in

the study of botany, made observations upon the

structure of Chimaphila and Mimulus. These

and subsequent observations upon the flora of

the neighborhood attracted the favorable notice

of Asa Gray, who invited him to Cambridge.

Thither he went in 1850, and for a time was a

pupil and private assistant at the Botanic Gar-

den. While a student there he taught, for a sin-

gle term, the academy at Westfield. Soon after

this the lectures of Louis Agassiz developed in

him a taste for zoological studies. He was grad-

uated from the Lawrence Scientific School,

summa cum laude, in 1854, and during the same

year was married to Mary Young Holbrook of
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Boston by whom he had eight children. Imme-
diately after graduation he became the private

assistant of Prof. Agassiz. Three years later

Agassiz called him "the most accurate observer

in the country." "Clark," says Jules Marcou,

"was the favourite pupil of Agassiz. ... In the

eyes of Agassiz everything and every one in his

laboratory was second to Mr. Clark. ... In

fact Clark was his right hand during almost

twelve years" (Life, Letters and Works of Louis

Agassiz, 1896). In June i860 he was appointed

assistant professor of zoology in the Scientific

School at Harvard, a position which he held

until 1865. Following this appointment he went

abroad for a time mainly in pursuit of health,

traveling in England, France, Germany, and

Switzerland, visiting the leading universities

and museums, and meeting many scientific work-

ers, including Gegenbaur, Haeckel, Huxley, and

Owen.
After Clark became a student of Agassiz his

love for botany remained undiminished. He
studied it in later years from the side of plant

histology and morphology in connection with

and as illustrating the histology and morphology

of animals. It prepared him for his studies on

spontaneous generation, on the theory of the cell,

on the structure of the protozoa and the nature

of protoplasm. His discovery of the flagellated

cells of living sponges and demonstration of their

animal nature was a great step in advance of

previous observers, and his work on the pro-

tozoa and ccelenterata was a valuable contribu-

tion to science. Notwithstanding his constant

researches, and lectures at the Museum of Com-
parative Zoology, Clark found time to prepare a

course of lectures—embodying the results of his

micro-physiological studies—which he delivered

at the Lowell Institute in 1864. These were pub-

lished the following year, under the title of Mind
in Nature ; or the Origin of Life, and the Mode
of Development of Animals. This work, based

on structure and development in the animal

kingdom, is crowded with original observations

and testifies to years of the severest labor and in-

dependent thought. Between 1856 and 1862 he

was associated with Agassiz in the preparation

of the anatomical and embryological portions of

the great work entitled Contributions to the Nat-

ural History of the United States of America

(4 vols., 1857-62). To these volumes he was a

large contributor, most of the histological and

embryological portions of the work being his

;

more than half the plates illustrating the em-

bryology and histology of the turtles and aca-

lephs bear his name. Unfortunately, a contro-

versy arose between Agassiz and himself over
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the authorship of this work, which led Clark to

publish a pamphlet entitled A Claim for Scien-

tific Property (1863). At the expiration of his

term of office he finally left Cambridge.
In 1866 he accepted the chair of botany, zool-

ogy, and geology at the Pennsylvania State Col-

lege, where he remained for three years, leav-

ing it in 1869 for similar duties at the Univer-
sity of Kentucky. Neither of these posts was
agreeable to his taste, chiefly because of the

pressure of college work, which left him but

little time for abstract investigations. It was,
therefore, with great readiness that he accepted

the call to the Massachusetts Agricultural Col-

lege in 1872. But his work was now interrupted

by a severe illness. Never robust, his assiduous

and confining labors had seriously impaired his

health. After much suffering, he died on July

1, 1873, at the age of forty-seven.

Clark was admirably adapted by nature for

doing histological work of the highest order. He
possessed that philosophic insight of the true

naturalist which often enables him to divine

much further than he can perceive in the trac-

ing of relationships and to anticipate "what the

microscope is to reveal. In the use of the micro-

scope itself, he showed not only mechanical skill

and ingenuity, but a patience, caution, and ex-

perience in difficult points in histology, which
undoubtedly placed him at the head of observers

in this country and rendered him perhaps in-

ferior to few in Europe. He suggested many im-

provements in the microscope which were car-

ried out by Spencer and Tolles. Five years after

his death, the Smithsonian Institution published,

as one of its Contributions to Knowledge, his

monograph of The Lucernarice and Their Allies

(1878)—a beautiful memoir, though a frag-

ment of what was designed to cover at least fif-

teen parts, two parts only having an actual ex-

istence. A list of Clark's published writings will

be found in the first volume of the Biographical

Memoirs of the National Academy of Sciences,

and in the Catalogue of Scientific Papers com-
piled by the Royal Society of London.

[W. S. Clark, Eleventh Report, Mass. Ag. College,

1874, pp. 14-15 ; A. S. Packard, Jr., in Nat. Acad. Sci. ;

Biog. Memoirs, I, 317—28; Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and
Sci., IX, 328-30 ; Gen. Cat. Mass. Ag. College (1886),
pp. 103-07; F. Tuckerman, in Science, May 10, 1912.]

F.T—n.

CLARK, HORACE FRANCIS (Nov. 29,

1815-June 19, 1873), lawyer, banker, railroad

executive, was born in Southbury, New Haven
County, Conn., the son of the Rev. Daniel A.

Clark, a Presbyterian minister, and of Eliza

(Barker) Clark. His early education was ob-

tained at the Mount Pleasant Classical Institu-
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tion at Amherst, Mass. He then entered Wil-

liams College and graduated in 1833. Soon adopt-

ing law as a profession he studied in the office

of Prescott Hall, and was admitted to the New
York bar in 1837 making his home in New York
City. In 1856 he was elected a member of the

Thirty-fifth Congress and was reelected, as an

independent candidate, to the Thirty-sixth Con-

gress. Identified with the "Hardshell" wing of

the Democratic party, he nevertheless dissented

from the policy of President Buchanan in regard

to Kansas, and supported the views of Senator

Douglas. On leaving Congress he resumed the

practise of law but abandoned it when railroad

interests began to occupy most of his attention.

In 1857 he became a director in the New York
& Harlem Railroad and at the same time began

to acquire stock in other railroads in the man-
agement of which he soon began to exert an in-

fluence. He became president of the Lake Shore,

Michigan Southern & Northern Indiana Rail-

road and of the Union Pacific Railroad Company,

besides being a director in five other railroads

and holding much stock in still others. His rail-

road holdings were so large that his operations

exerted an influence upon the New York Stock

Exchange, the term "Clark Stock" being applied

to those companies in which his holdings were

the largest. He was also a member of the execu-

tive committee of the Union Trust Company of

New York and was chairman of the executive

committee of the Western Union Telegraph

Company. In many of his railroad ventures he

was associated with Commodore Cornelius Van-
derbilt, having married his daughter Marie
Louise on Apr. 13, 1848.

[Calvin Durfee, Williams Biog. Annals (1871);
Henry K. White, Hist, of the Union Pacific Ry. (1895),
p. 55 ; Nelson Trottman, Hist, of the Union Pacific

(1923), pp. 53-54, 69, 100; Clark's testimony before
the Congressional Committee investigating the Union
Pacific Railroad Co. and the Credit Mobilier in House
Report No. 78, 42 Cong.. 3 Sess. ; N. Y. Herald, June
20, 1873 ; N. Y. Times, June 21, 1873 ; Harper's Week-
ly, July 12, 1873.] J.H.F.

CLARK, JAMES (Jan. 16, 1779-Sept. 27,

1839), congressman, judge, governor of Ken-

tucky, was born in Bedford County, Va., near

the Peaks of Otter. When a boy, he was brought

by his parents, Robert and Susan Clark, to Ken-
tucky where the family settled in Clark County

on a farm near the Kentucky River. He re-

ceived his education from Dr. Blythe who later

made a name for himself on the faculty of Tran-
sylvania College (Biographical Cyclopedia of

the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 1896, p. 577).
He returned to Virginia to study law with his

brother. Christian, and after completing his stud-

ies made an extended trip into the West look-

ing for a suitable place in which to begin the

practise of his profession (Lewis and Richard

Collins, History of Kentucky, 1877, p. 133). He
finally came back to Winchester, Clark County,

Ky., and was admitted to the bar there in 1797.

He was a successful lawyer, but politics at-

tracted him. In 1807 he was elected to the state

House of Representatives, and was reelected in

1808. In this he was following in the footsteps of

his brother, Robert, who had represented Clark

County in the legislature for several years. In

1810 he was appointed a judge of the Kentucky
Court of Appeals and remained on the bench

for two years. In 1813 he was elected to the

lower house of Congress and was reelected for

a second term in 1815. His two terms were with-

out distinction, and he brought them to a close

by resignation in 1816 {Debates and Proceed-

ings, 14 Cong., 2 Sess., p. 230). In 1817 he was
appointed judge of the circuit court of Kentucky
and served in that position until his resigna-

tion in 1824. He attracted national attention

by a decision declaring the popular replevin law

of Kentucky unconstitutional. For this decision

he was summoned before the Kentucky legis-

lature but refused to appear, making his defense

in writing. A subsequent attempt to remove him
by legislative action was defeated (Charles Kerr,

editor, History of Kentucky, vol. II, 1922, p.

623). In 1825 he was again elected to Congress

to fill the place made vacant by Clay's accep-

tance of a position in the cabinet, and was re-

elected in 1827 and 1829. The Debates and Pro-

ceedings of Congress indicate that he was not an

active member, rarely speaking, and apparently

exerting no influence upon legislation. As a

neighbor and friend of Clay he became a bitter

enemy of Andrew Jackson and was active in

organizing the Whig party in Kentucky. In

1831 he declined a nomination for Congress

and the next year was elected to the Kentucky
Senate, holding the position for four years.

Here he made his best legislative record and
definitely contributed to state history by his

work as chairman of the committee on internal

improvements {Senate Journal, 1832-33, 1834-

35). He was chosen speaker of the Senate in

1835. In 1836 he was elected governor of Ken-
tucky on the Whig ticket but died in 1839 before

the completion of his term. His administration

was a good one without being brilliant. He was
married to a widow, Mrs. Thornton {nee Buck-
ner). His long public career, unbroken from
1808 to 1839, made him the best known man in

Kentucky after Henry Clay. He was a man of

culture and independence, courageous, of con-

siderable logical powers, and, in the last part of
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his life, a bitter partisan. His most definite im-

pression on his time was made as circuit judge.

[The brief sketch of Clark in the Biog. Cong. Dir.
is of value because it supplies the day and month of his
birth, otherwise practicably unobtainable. The year
given for his birth (1757) is a palpable absurdity, the
correct date being that given by Collins. His political

attitude is revealed in the Circular Address of Jas.
Clark to his Constituents (1831), while information as

to his judicial conduct is to be found in Niles' Reg.,
June 22, 1822. There is considerable material on Clark
in the possession of the Clark County Hist. Soc. at

Winchester, Ky.] r S. C.

CLARK, JOHN (Feb. 28, 1766-Oct. 12, 1832),

governor of Georgia, was born in Edgecomb
County, N. C. As a boy he came with his dis-

tinguished father, Elijah Clarke [q.v.~\, to

Wilkes County, where most of his life was
spent. He served under his father in campaigns

against the Tories, was a lieutenant at fifteen

and a captain at sixteen years of age. After the

Revolution he received, as did his father, a gen-

erous grant of bounty lands. At twenty-one he

was made major in the state militia, and

fought in a battle against the Creek Indians,

named in his honor the battle of Jack's Creek.

Shortly after, he married Nancy Williamson,

daughter of Micajah Williamson, a prominent

man of some substance before the losses of the

Revolution.

The main interest of posterity in the career

of Clark centers in the long and bitter strife of

the Clark and Troup parties in Georgia, in

which Clark, almost unlettered, and followed by

the democratic, small-farmer, frontier element

of the population, maintained himself and his

faction successfully against the redoubtable

James Jackson, William H. Crawford, and

George M. Troup, aristocratic and cultured

champions of the wealthy planters of the coast

and large farmers of the uplands.

Gen. Elijah Clarke—the son dropped the final

"e," perhaps as an affectation of democratic

sentiment—was more or less implicated in the

Yazoo affair, and James Jackson's scathing ar-

raignment of all Yazooites drove them into a

sort of defensive organization under Clark. This

became more defined as time went on, and when
Jackson won to his cause the adhesion of Wil-

liam H. Crawford, then a brilliant and promi-

nent young lawyer of the uplands, the Clark

faction hitherto supreme in that section began to

fear for their laurels. A deliberate plot seems

to have been hatched to dispose of Crawford by

a duel. Peter Lawrence Van Allen of Elberton,

a young New Yorker, Federalist, and Yazooite,

was put up to goad him into an encounter. The
duel came off, but it was Van Allen who fell.

In 1806, new ground of offense having arisen

Clark

from a sarcastic speech of Crawford in the

Georgia legislature, Clark challenged and met
Crawford in a famous duel at High Shoals. At
the first fire Clark was untouched, and Craw-
ford's left wrist, which should have been held in

safety behind him, was painfully shattered.

Clark insisted on proceeding, but the seconds ob-

jected. Before Crawford's wound had healed,

Clark sent him another challenge, but as no
new casus belli had arisen Crawford, under the

code, could without loss of honor decline.

In the following year Crawford was sent to

the United States Senate, to enter upon his bril-

liant national career. The place left vacant in

Georgia politics was filled by George M. Troup.

The two factions soon became known as the

Troup and Clark parties, violent antagonists

contesting every election with varying success.

The War of 18 12 brought a lull, but on the re-

turn of peace the strife broke out with increased

bitterness. It became intense in 1819, when
Clark announced himself as a candidate for gov-

ernor. Troup, now a United States senator, re-

signed his seat in order to oppose him. Clark

won in the ballot of the legislature by thirteen

votes. Two years later the Troup forces made
a strenuous effort to defeat Clark for a second

term. Clark won again, by a margin of only

two votes. The ensuing two years were made a

continuous intensive campaign. The Clark party

put up. Matthew Talbot against Troup. On the

day of election, amid breathless excitement, the

ballots stood 81 to 81 with four still to be count-

ed. These, one after another, proved to be for

Troup. In 1825 Clark again in person became

a candidate against Troup. In the meantime a

constitutional amendment had transferred the

election from the legislature to the people. The
Clark faction claimed credit for this democratic

change. The older centers in general voted for

Troup; the newer and frontier settlements for

Clark. After weeks of waiting, as the returns

came slowly in to Milledgeville it was learned

that Troup had received a majority of 683 votes.

Curiously enough the newly elected legislature

contained a majority of Clark men, indicating

that Clark would have triumphed if the sys-

tem had not been changed. Although the two
factions continued their antagonism for years

to come, Clark ceased henceforth to take any

active share in it. His party assumed the name
"Union Party" and later were absorbed in the

Democrats, while the Troup party called them-

selves first the "States Rights" party and 'later,

singularly enough, became Whigs. Clark ac-

cepted from the President an appointment as

Indian Agent and in 1827 removed to Florida.
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He and his wife both died of yellow fever at St.

Andrew's Bay in 1832.

[Contemporary newspapers, especially the Ga. Jour.
of Milledgeville (file 1810-37 in the Univ. of Ga.
Lib.) ; Edward J. Harden, Life of Geo. M. Troup
(1859) ; G. R. Gilmer, Sketches of Some of the First

Settlers of Upper Ga. (1855) ; Win. H. Sparks, Memo-
ries of Fifty Years (1870) ; W. F. Norlhen, ed.. Men
of Mark in Ga., II (1910), 163-67; U. B. Phillips, Ga.
and States Rights (1902) ; L. L. Knight, Ga.'s Land-
marks, Memorials and Legends, II (19 14).] j „ y *,

CLARK, JONAS (Dec. 14, 1730 o.s.-Nov. 15,

1805), Congregational clergyman, patriot, was

for fifty years pastor of the First Parish Church,

Lexington, Mass. Born in Newton, Mass., the

son of Thomas and Mary (Bowen) Clark, and

a descendant of Hugh Clark, an early settler of

Watertown, Mass., later of Roxbury, he gradu-

ated from Harvard in 1752, and was called to

Lexington, May 19, 1755. Here he was or-

dained Nov. 5, 1755, and here he spent the re-

mainder of his days. In appearance and beha-

vior he was the typical New England parson,

friendly to all but never forgetful of his clerical

dignity. He preached sermons considered long

even in his time, and it is said that he once

prayed in public for two hours. His voice was

an organ of power which could be heard far be-

yond the walls of the meeting-house. On Sept.

21, 1757, he married Lucy Bowes, daughter of

Rev. Nicholas and Lucy (Hancock) Bowes,

by whom he had thirteen cnildren, one of whom
died in infancy. Early each morning he stood at

the foot of the stairs in his homestead, and sum-

moned his family in these words, "Polly, Betsey,

Lucy, Liddy, Patty, Sally, Thomas, Jonas, Wil-

liam, Peter, Bowen, Harry— Get up ! Woe to

the delinquent !" (F. H. Bowen, Lexington Epi-

taphs, 1905). Pie was a man of method and in-

dustry, able to support his large family only

by supplementing his salary of eighty pounds

and twenty cords of wood with the income of a

well-managed sixty-acre farm.

Back of almost everything of importance that

happened in Lexington during the Revolution-

ary period lurked the influence of Jonas Clark.

It also extended beyond the town. He was the

close friend and adviser of Samuel Adams and

John Hancock, who were frequently at his

house, where, indeed, they slept, strongly guard-

ed, on the night before the battle of Lexington.

The spirit his parishioners displayed on that oc-

casion has ever since been attributed in no small

degree to the ideas and feelings he had inculcat-

ed. To him they looked for guidance on every

political question that arose. Tt was he who pre-

pared the instructions to the representative of

the town with respect to the Stamp Act (Charles

Hudson, History of the Town of Lexington,

1 91 3, I, 69). These were the first of a notable

series of papers written by him, expressing the

sentiments of the town, the last of which was
one condemning "Jay's Treaty." All are in-

scribed on the town records. In 1799 he was
appointed delegate to the convention for draw-
ing up a state constitution, where he served on
important committees. Some knowledge of his

views and ability may be gathered from his pub-

lished sermons which include : The Importance

of Military Skill, Measures for Defense, and a

Martial Spirit in a Time of Peace (1768) ; The
Fate of Blood Thirsty Oppressors and God's

Tender Care of His Distressed People (1776),
an appendix to which contains an account of the

battle of Lexington; A Sermon Preached Be-

fore John Hancock . . . May 30, 1781, being the

First Day of General Election (1781) ; A Ser-

mon Preached to a Religions Society of Young
Men in Lexington (1761); A Sermon on the

Use and Excellency of Vocal Music in Public

Worship (1770) ; a sermon on the death of Rev.

Samuel Cooper, and several ordination sermons.

[Chas. Hudson's Hist, of Lexington (1913) contains
a number of Clark's writings. See also Vital Records
Newton, Mass. to 1850 (1905) ; Wm. B. Sprague, An-
nals Am. Pulpit, vol. I (1857) ; Proc. Lexington Hist.
Soc, vol. IV (1912); Proc. . . . Commemoration
Two Hundredth Anniversary Incorporation Lexington
(1914) ; John Clark, Records Descendants Hugh Clark,

of Watertown, Mass. (1866).] H. E. S.

CLARK, JONAS GILMAN (Feb. 1, 1815-

May 23, 1900), philanthropist, a descendant of

Hugh Clark, who settled at Watertown, Mass.,

early in the seventeenth century, was the son of

Elizabeth and William Smith Clark. He was
born at Hubbardston, near Worcester, Mass.

One of a family of eight children, he absorbed

what learning he could from the district school

in the winters and toiled early and late on his

father's farm in the summers. From sixteen to

twenty-one he served an apprenticeship in the

carriage-maker's trade and after he came of age

he set up for himself in the manufacturing of

carriages, exchanging his product with the near-

by farmers for hard wood that he made into chairs

to sell in Boston and elsewhere for cash. Later he

found the tinware business profitable and opened

hardware stores at Lowell and Milford ; but in

1851-53 he sold these and engaged in the ship-

ping of furniture and other goods to California

and the selling of miners' supplies during the

gold excitement in that state. He accumulated

money and invested it in San Francisco and

New York real estate. A temporary breakdown
in health caused him to take a European trip in

1 86 1. He had been a member of the famous
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Vigilantes, organized to put down lawlessness

in San Francisco, and was one of the five men
who formed the Union League of California

during the Civil War, thus cooperating with

those who were active in holding the state loyal

to the Union. He was prominent also in the

work of the United States Sanitary Commission.

During and after the war he invested heavily

in government bonds. His investments in New
York and Boston real estate were increasingly

profitable. During the fifteen years following

the Civil War he lived much of the time in New
York City, and in 1881, he sold to John D.

Rockefeller nine lots on Fifth Ave., New York
City, at a profit of over sixty-six per cent.

A series of journeys to Europe opened Clark's

eyes to some of the benefits of schooling to the

individual and the state. As his contacts with

educated men increased there gradually took

form in his mind certain more or less definite

plans for a contribution to higher education in

America. These began with nothing more ambi-

tious than a scheme to enable young men in

Massachusetts towns to have the advantage of

college training at lower cost than was possible

in existing New England colleges. Conversa-

tions with President Eliot of Harvard, Presi-

dent White of Cornell, and other university au-

thorities expanded these ideas as time went

on. In 1880 Clark became a resident of Worces-

ter, Mass., and soon decided that the school or

schools which he intended to found should be in

that city. During eight years he spent all his

leisure time in visiting foreign universities and

technical schools. The purpose to found an in-

stitution that should aim definitely at the expan-

sion of knowledge came to possess his mind. By
1887 he was ready to name his board of trus-

tees and to announce the founding of Clark Uni-

versity. His original gifts for this purpose, in-

cluding notes and buildings and grounds, totaled

$1,000,000—the largest amount ever given in

New England, up to that time, by any individual

for education. The university was to be, in the

words of its founder, "without any religious,

political or social tests." The corner-stone of

the first building was laid in October 1887; in

the following year Dr. G. Stanley Hall \_q.v.~\,

of Johns Hopkins University, was called to the

presidency, and on Oct. 2, 1889, the institution

was formally opened. The members of the facul-

ty brought to their tasks an unusual zest, which

quickly gave the infant university a renown that

became more than national. Yet for an institu-

tion that promised and attempted great things

the available money resources were painfully in-

adequate. The founder's extreme reticence and
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refusal to" take his trustees into his confidence

helped to bring about a situation that appeared

to president, trustees, and faculty alike as noth-

ing less than tragic. After the death of Clark in

1900, however, it was found that his will left the

residue of his estate to the University and pro-

vided for the establishment of Clark College,

with a separate president. Early in life Clark

had married Susan Wright of Hubbardston,

who was a most loyal and helpful companion
throughout his career. She was devotedly inter-

ested in the University and herself founded fel-

lowships and scholarships in it.

[John Clark, Records Descendants Hugh Clark, of
Watertown, Mass. (1866) ; In Memoriam: Jonas Gil-

man Clark (1900), authorized by the widow; Calvin
Stebbins, Pubs. Clark Univ. Lib., Apr. 1905 ; Edmund
C. Sanford, Ibid., Feb. 1924 ; G. Stanley Hall, Life and
Confessions of a Psychologist (1923), pp. 260 flf.]

W.B. S.

CLARK, JOSEPH SYLVESTER (Dec. 19,

1800-Aug. 17, 1861), Congregational clergy-

man, a descendant of Thomas Clark of the May-
flower, and the son of Seth and Mary (Tupper)

Clark, was born and brought up on the ancestral

farm at Manomet Ponds, South Plymouth,

Mass. He began teaching at seventeen, and this

with study and farm work occupied his time till

he was twenty-two, when he entered the Am-
herst Academy and a year later Amherst Col-

lege where he graduated with the valedictory in

1827. He graduated at Andover Seminary in

1831, his course being interrupted by a year

spent as tutor at Amherst. On Dec. 2j, 1831,

he was married to Harriet B. Bourne of New
Bedford, Mass. Six days previously he had been

ordained at the Congregational Church in Stur-

bridge, Mass., where he remained until Dec.

20, 1838. From 1839 to 1857 he was secretary

of the Massachusetts Missionary Society. He
became corresponding secretary of the Congre-

gational Library Association in 1853, and its

financial agent in 1857, devoting the remainder

of his life to its interests. His understanding of

people and his rare tact made him a success-

ful pastor. As a preacher he was practical and

helpful rather than brilliant. His knowledge of

rural life contributed to his efficiency as a secre-

tary. He was a strong Congregationalist and

was saturated with the civil and ecclesiastical

history of New England. While at Sturbridge

he wrote a careful and painstaking Historical

Sketch (1838) of that town. The literary monu-
ment of his secretaryship was A Historical

Sketch of the Congregational Churches of Mas-
sachusetts from 1620 to 1858 (1858), a thor-

ough and scholarly work of permanent value.

He did not live to complete the further volume on
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the same subject for which he had gathered the

materials. Although a Calvinist, he was opposed

to controversy and inclined to be charitable to-

ward the beliefs of others. His interests were

historical rather than theological. The Con-

gregational Library, founded by him, became a

great source collection of denominational his-

tory. He was editor-in-chief of the Congrega-

tional Quarterly, to whose first number, Janu-

ary 1859, he contributed three articles. From
1852 he was alumni secretary of Andover Semi-

nary. A devoted Amherst alumnus, he was a

trustee from 1852, secretary of his own class,

and was appointed, just before his death, to

write the history of the college.

[Edwards A. Park of Andover, a classmate of Clark
and life-long friend, wrote a thorough and compre-
hensive article on him in the Cong. Quart., vol. IV,
no. 1, Jan. 1862. A briefer article is in the Congrega-
tionalist, Aug. 23, 1861.] F.T. P.

CLARK, LEWIS GAYLORD (Oct. 5, 1808-

Nov. 3, 1873), editor, twin brother of Willis

Gaylord Clark [q.v.~\, was born in Otisco, N. Y.

Eliakim, his father, a descendant of Lieut. Wil-

liam Clark of Massachusetts, after serving in the

Revolutionary War, migrated to Onondaga
County, N. Y., and married the daughter of

Lemon Gaylord, an early settler in 'the same
region from Connecticut. The twin brothers

spent a happy, rural childhood, acquiring a last-

ing love for nature. They won an early reputa-

tion for ingenious pranks and for prodigious

feats of memory. The formal education at the

local school was supplemented by paternal in-

struction at home, Eliakim Clark being a man
of philosophical and literary tastes. The Rev.

George Colton, a maternal relative, furnished

additional training in the classics. Probably the

chief influence on their youthful ambitions was
that of their uncle, Willis Gaylord, locally cele-

brated as editor of the Genesee Farmer and Al-

bany Cultivator. Upon reaching maturity, both

brothers determined upon literary careers. By
1830 Willis had established himself in Phila-

delphia, and two or three years later Lewis
reached New York City, an obscure aspirant to

fame. Early in 1834 he contributed an article

to the Knickerbocker Magazine, the periodical

with which his career was henceforth to be

associated. Established in 1833, the Knicker-
bocker (originally Knickerbocker) Magazine
had been successively under the editorships of

Charles Fenno Hoffman, Timothy Flint, and
Samuel D. Langtree. Learning that the maga-
zine was in the market, Clark and his friend

Clement M. Edson secured financial backing,
and in the spring of 1834 became the proprietors

of the Knickerbocker. Under Clark's editorship,

which was to cover more than a quarter of a

century, the periodical rapidly won popularity

and prestige. Its avowed policy of promoting

"a national literature" attracted to its pages most
American writers then prominent. Clark soon

inaugurated his monthly Editor's Table, which
became a permanent and favorite section of the

magazine. Subscriptions increased; but under-

capitalization and "delinquent subscribers" kept

the financial status of the Knickerbocker inse-

cure.

In October 1834, Clark married Ella Maria
Curtis, then in her eighteenth year. The mar-
riage was a happy one, Mrs. Clark devoting her-

self to their growing family, which eventually

numbered four daughters and two sons. Their

home was also the frequent scene of festive gath-

erings. Clark, always fond of social intercourse,

had become a popular citizen of literary New
York, and a thorough-going metropolite. He
was elected to the St. Nicholas Society (1840),
and in 1846 was one of the founders of the Cen-
tury Club. At public dinners and literary assem-

blages the presence of "Clark of the Knicker-
bocker" became indispensable. His literary

friendships were numerous, including a con-

genial intimacy with Irving. His friendship

with Dickens, begun by correspondence, was
personally cemented during the latter's Amer-
ican tour in 1842 (W. G. Wilkins, Charles Dick-

ens in America, 1911). Through the forties and
fifties the Knickerbocker Magazine flourished.

Its policy of avoiding controversial issues won
favor. In its pages names of established writers

mingled with those of the rising generation.

The Editor's Table, with its sub-section of local

Gossip, grew in importance and size. Success

(except financial) was attained. To remedy the

single deficiency, a group of Knickerbocker con-

tributors collaborated upon a memorial volume,
published in 1855 as The Knickerbocker Gallery,

the proceeds from which helped to buy a taste-

ful cottage at Piermont, N. Y., where Clark
spent his last years. In 186 1 the Knickerbocker
succumbed to the financial panic of the War, a
change of proprietorship keeping it precarious-

ly afloat. New editors failed to improve matters,

and in 1863 Clark was invited to reassume his

duties. This arrangement lasted for several is-

sues only; his second retirement barely antici-

pated the end of the magazine. He continued to

write, contributing to Harper's and other pub-
lications personal and reminiscent articles. For
a period he held a position in the New York
Custom House. A brief illness following a para-

lytic stroke in 1873 resulted in his death. He is

l Z7
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buried in Nyack Cemetery. His widow sur-

vived him twenty years.

Clark's editorial duties allowed him little lei-

sure for independent authorship. The following

books bear his name on the title-page : The Lit-

erary Remains of the Late Willis Gaylord

Clark (1844), with an Introductory Memoir;
The Knickerbocker Sketch-Book (1845), a v°l~

ume of selections ; Knick-Knacks from an Edi-

tor's Table (1852) ; The Life, Eulogy, and

Great Orations of Daniel Webster (1854). His

literary characteristics were sentimental tender-

ness, gentle humor, and leisurely philosophizing,

in a graceful and sometimes patrician style.

[W. W. Clayton, Hist, of Onondaga County, N. Y.

(1878) ; D. H. Bruce, Onondaga's Centennial (1896) ;

Harper's New Mo. Mag., Mar. 1874; N. Y. Evening
Post, Nov. 4, 1873 ; N. Y. Times, Nov. 5, 1873 ; N. Y.
Tribune, Nov. 5, 1873 ;

personal information from Mr.
Give Mecklem of New York City, grandson of Clark.]

CM.

CLARK, MYRON HOLLEY (Oct. 23, 1806-

Aug. 23, 1892), governor of New York, was

born on a farm in the town of Naples, Ontario

County, a son of Maj. Joseph and Mary (Sut-

ton) Clark. His family was of New England

origin, his grandfather, Col. William Clark, hav-

ing migrated from Berkshire County, Mass., to

western New York after the Revolution. As
a boy he had only the meager schooling that

was obtainable in new settlements. He served

an apprenticeship as a cabinet-maker. Early in

life he was married to Zilpha Watkins. A suc-

cessful campaign for sheriff, in 1837, helped

to make him known to the voters of the county.

After completing his term of office, he entered

the hardware business in Canandaigua, the

county seat, but retained his interest in public

affairs and in taking an advanced position in the

temperance and other reform movements of the

day gradually extended his reputation beyond

local bounds. He was one of a small group of

Whig politicians prepared to unite the several

diverse groups of radical voters to at least a

temporary victory. His opportunity came when
his Senate district sent him to Albany to up-

hold the cause of prohibition in the legislature.

He was joined then by other legislators equally

zealous but not all as convincing speakers as he.

Out of this situation came a prohibition bill

which passed both Senate and Assembly (1854)

and for which Clark received the chief credit.

Gov. Seymour promptly vetoed the measure,

chiefly on the ground that it deprived persons

of property unconstitutionally. Early in the

summer Clark was proposed for the governor-

ship by some of the temperance groups. An
anti-Nebraska mass-meeting at Saratoga in Au-

gust adopted a platform written by Horace Gree-

ley. Clark expressed his adhesion to that plat-

form and in the following month was nominated
not only by the regular Whig convention at

Syracuse but by the Free Democracy, the Anti-

Nebraska party, and the Temperance party,

each holding its own delegate convention at Au-
burn. Clark accepted ail four nominations and
always held that the Republican party of New
York was thereby originated (Myron H. Clark

to A. N. Cole, Aug. 12, 1884, quoted in F. Curtis,

The Republican Party . . . 1854-1904, 1904, I,

204). The ensuing campaign for the governor-

ship was one of the most complicated in the his-

tory of New York politics. The Clark coalition

won the election by a plurality of 309 votes. Clark

thus came to the governor's chair as an avowed
radical in the politics of that day, bent on the

placing of a prohibitory liquor law on the stat-

ute-books. Back of him stood about one-third

of the state's voters and a legislature in sym-
pathy with his aims. A prohibition bill was
passed, signed by Clark, and partially enforced

for about eight months, until it was declared un-

constitutional by the court of appeals. Clark was
not renominated at the end of his term because

the leaders of his party were convinced that he
could not be elected. Sentiment on the liquor

question had undergone a change. Clark was
appointed collector of internal revenue under
the Lincoln administration. After serving in

that office for some years he lived in retirement

at Canandaigua. Once he emerged as a third-

party Prohibitionist candidate for the governor-

ship, but that was his last public appearance.

[See Chas. F. Milliken, Hist, of Ontario County, N.
Y. and its People (1911) ; obituary in Ontario County
Times (Canandaigua, N. Y.), Aug. 24, 1892. An ac-
count of the campaign of 1854 is given in the Mcmo'-r
of Thurlow Weed (1884), p. 247. Reasons for the sup-
port of Clark's candidacy for the governorship by the
temperance press are given in the Jour. Am. Temper-
ance Union, July 1854. Clark's defense of the pro-
hibitory law which he signed as governor is contained
in his annual message of 1856 {State of N. Y.: Mes-
sages from the Governors, 1909), vol. IV, ed. by Chas.
Z. Lincoln. The adverse decision of the court of ap-

peals is in Wynehamer vs. People (1856), 13 N. Y.,

378.] W.B. S.

CLARK, SHELDON (Jan. 31, 1785-Apr. 10,

1840), friend of learning, was born and spent

practically his entire life in Oxford, Conn., a

farming community about fifteen miles from

New Haven. He had a mind of unusual vigor,

and from boyhood was eager for an education;

but his father having died, he was brought up

by his grandfather, Thomas Clark, a hard-head-

ed, parsimonious farmer, who regarded school-

ing as a waste of time. Except for a brief peri-

od of instruction at Litchfield in 1805-06, his
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only opportunity to acquire knowledge was

through his own reading on Sundays, stormy

days, and in the long nights of winter. His re-

spect for his grandfather's wishes was reward-

ed, however, at the former's death ; for he left

his grandson an estate valued at $20,000. Be-

ing now about twenty-six years old, he went to

Prof. Benjamin Silliman [q.v.~\ of Yale and

asked if he might have any of the advantages of

the college without being a regular member of

the institution. Through the latter's influence,

he was permitted in 1811-12 to pursue a course

of study connected with President Dwight's

classes and the lectures in natural philosophy

and chemistry.

While engaged in this he determined that he

would devote his life to the encouragement of

literature and sciences in the only way circum-

stances had made possible for him. Returning

to his farm, he plowed his stony fields, fatted his

calves, lent his money, and, spending little upon

himself, accumulated thousands of dollars, all

of which he devoted to the cause of education.

Tn 1823 he gave to Yale the sum of $5,000 to be

placed at interest until it should become the

foundation of a professorship. It is now the

foundation of what is known as the Sheldon

Clark Professorship of Philosophy. For the

establishment of a scholarship Clark donated in

1824 $1,000, to be invested and allowed to ac-

cumulate for twenty-four years. To replace, by
a better one, the telescope of the college which

was lost in the wreck of the packet-ship Albion

in 1822, he gave sums of money amounting
finally to $1,200. In 1835 he had the satisfac-

tion of learning that Halley's comet had been

first observed in this country through the tele-

scope he had provided. He also remembered the

college liberally in his will, becoming at his

death by far the largest individual contributor

thereto.

He was respected and influential in his com-
munity, representing it in the General Assem-
bly of 1825 and in several subsequent sessions.

He read and wrote much, leaving behind numer-
ous manuscripts on economic matters and more
especially upon moral and metaphysical sub-

jects; some of these had been printed and sent

to eminent men. His death which came when
he was but fifty-five years old was caused by a

fall from a scaffolding in his barn. Letters and
papers left by him are preserved in the library of

Yale University.

[This sketch is based chiefly upon an article by Benj.
Silliman in the Am. Jour. Sci., July-Sept. 1841, which
is accompanied by portrait. See also Henry Barnard,
Am. Jour. Ed., XXVIII, 887.]

H.E. S.

CLARK, THOMAS MARCH (July 4, 1812-

Sept. 7, 1903), bishop of the Episcopal Church,

bore his father's name, and was a descendant of

Nathaniel Clark who settled in Newbury, now
Newburyport, Mass., sometime before 1670.

Here Thomas was born, and among his early

recollections was that of seeing his father's

richly laden ships come in from distant lands.

His mother, Rebecca, was a daughter of Abra-

ham Wheelwright, who had been a Revolution-

ary soldier, a seafaring man, and later a partner

in a profitable business with the West Indies.

He was a descendant of John Wheelwright
\_q.vJ], banished with Anne Hutchinson from
Massachusetts in 1637. Both Clarks and Wheel-
wrights were rigid Presbyterians, and Thomas
was brought up under Calvinistic teachings,

which came back to trouble him even in his later

years. Educated in his home town, in an acad-

emy in Framingham, and in Phillips Andover, at

the age of fourteen he was a freshman at Am-
herst. Here, he says, "I neglected my studies to

such a degree during the first two terms as to

render it disadvantageous for me to remain

there." In 1828 he entered Yale, graduating in

1831. After a period of teaching, during which
he was the first principal of the Lowell, Mass.,

high school, he entered Princeton Theological

Seminary, and in 1835 received, in his old home
church, Presbyterian licensure to preach. He
supplied the Old South Church, Boston, for a

few months, but on Feb. 3, 1836, was ordained

deacon in the Episcopal Church, and priest

the following November. This change was pre-

cipitated, he says, "by consciousness of my un-

fitness to express in extemporaneous prayer the

sentiments of an intelligent congregation whose
Christian experience had in a great many cases

been matured before I was born" (Reminis-

cences, p. 33). He had outgrown Calvinism,

however, and the ancient liturgy appealed to

him strongly. From 1836 to 1843 ne was rector

of Grace Church, Boston, where, Oct. 2, 1838, he

married Caroline, daughter of Benjamin How-
ard. Called to St. Andrews, Philadelphia, in

1843, he remained there till 1847, when he re-

turned to Boston to become assistant at Trinity,

thinking that Bishop Eastburn, then in charge,

was about to relinquish the parish. After "four

years of mossy quietude" and waiting, he accept-

ed a call to Christ Church, Hartford. In 1854,

greatly to his surprise, he was elected bishop of

Rhode Island, and on Dec. 6, was consecrated

at Grace Church, Providence, of which he also

acted as rector until 1866.

For forty-nine years he filled the office of bish-

op, and from 1899 till his death, that of presiding
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bishop of the Episcopal Church in the United

States. His simplicity, genuineness, sane judg-

ment, broad sympathies, and irenic temper made
him trusted and beloved by all classes, and dur-

ing his administration his diocese had peace and

growth. His humor and wit were irrepressible,

but always kindly. A massive, magnetic person,

with a deep rich voice, and unfailing resource-

fulness, he became one of the most popular

preachers and lyceum lecturers of the country.

He was among the first to discard the old-fash-

ioned pulpit style, and speak directly and plainly.

Succeeding Henry Ward Beecher, he contrib-

uted an article a week to the New York Ledger,

for ten years, receiving a hundred dollars for

each. During the Civil War he was an active

member of the Sanitary Commission, and an

occasional consultant with President Lincoln.

He was a representative of this country at the

first Lambeth Conference in 1867, and in 1876

officiated in many of the American churches in

Europe. He was a Broad-Churchman and one

of Bishop Brooks's most intimate friends, but

evangelical in his faith and preaching, and while

condemning excesses of ritual, not intolerant

toward the High Church party. Among his pub-

lications are a series of lectures to young men,

Early Discipline and Culture (1855) ; and Pri-

mary Truths of Religion (1869), designed to

meet unsettled conditions of mind. Widely read

once, it has little help for doubters of a later

day. Worthy of mention, also, is John Whopper,

a tale of the extraordinary adventures of a news-

boy, published anonymously in 1871, and some-

times credited to Edward Everett Hale. It was
republished in 1905 with an introduction by

Bishop Henry C. Potter. In 1895 Clark pub-

lished his Reminiscences, a book of much charm

and value. He died in Newport, and was buried

in St. Mary's churchyard, South Portsmouth,

R.I.

[Mary C. Sturtevant, Thos. March Clark (1927) ;

Henry C. Potter, Reminiscences of Bishops and Arch-
bishops (1906); Who's Who in America, 1903-5;
Providence Jour., Sept. 8, 9, 1903.] H.E.S.

CLARK, WALTER (Aug. 19, 1846-May 19,

1924), jurist, was the son of David Clark, later

brigadier-general of North Carolina militia, and

of Anna M. (Thorne) Clark. He was born in

Halifax County, N. C, where the Clarks and

Thornes had lived and prospered since leaving

Virginia three generations before. Broad lands,

books, and influential connections were his heri-

tage, and with them a keen sense of personal and

civic responsibility. Eager and quick of mind,

the lad at six had read the Bible through, "stand-

ing at his mother's knee." At fourteen, aided by

a year ( 1860-61 ) at Capt. Tew's Military Acad-
emy, he was drill-master in the Confederate

army; at sixteen he was adjutant of the 35th

North Carolina Regiment, with a reputation for

coolness and capacity won at Antietam and Fred-

ericksburg. Leaving the army from February

1863 to June 1864, he graduated at the state uni-

versity. Reenlisting immediately, he was thence-

forth major (temporarily lieutenant-colonel) in

the fighting Junior Reserves, and thus was skir-

mish commander against Sherman in the state's

biggest battle. After the war, turning promptly

to the law—at the state university, in a Wall
St. office, and at the Columbia Law School

—

Clark had graduated and was practising at twen-

ty-one. He served as Halifax magistrate, as aide

to Gov. Worth, as counsel to local railroads, and
as editorial director of the Democratic Raleigh

News; he attracted attention through his "Mud-
cut Circular" (1880) and his sketch of Metho-

dism in North Carolina (1881); he married

(1874) Susan Washington Graham (daughter

of the former secretary of the navy), by whom
he had seven children ; he toured Europe ( 1881 ) ;

and he built up—in Raleigh after 1873—an ex-

tensive law practise. Appointed in 1885, and

elected the next year, a superior court judge,

in 1888 he threatened to contest the governor-

ship but accepted instead a place on the supreme

court bench, by appointment in 1889 and elec-

tion in 1890. Toying with the Populists in 1894

and thus, alone of the Democrats, holding over

under the Fusionist regime, he was unbeatable in

his campaign for chief justice in 1902 notwith-

standing opposition of business interests which

supported the Republican candidate. He con-

tinued chief justice until his death.

During these forty years Clark's was always

"the youngest mind on the bench." "Every age,"

he said, "should have laws based upon its own
intelligence and its own ideas of right and

wrong." Authorities and precedents, according-

ly, suffered severely at his hands ; and when his

colleagues refused to follow, men said, "Judge

Clark's dissenting opinion of to-day becomes the

law of to-morrow." Taxation of railroads de-

spite old exemptions, adequate local support of

public schools despite apparent constitutional

limitations, inclusion of water supply among the

"necessary" expenses of municipalities, a severe

narrowing of the doctrine of "contributory neg-

ligence," legislative control over offices notwith-

standing office-holders—these illustrate his pecu-

liar influence and its direction. During this pe-

riod were prepared his Annotated Code of Civil

Procedure in several editions, his highly com-

mended "Appeal and Error" running a thousand
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pages in the Cyclopedia of Law and Procedure

(1901), and his standard Supreme Court Re-

ports, with annotations and index, in 164 vol-

umes. Permitting himself social life only in the

Church and in Masonry and toiling far into

early morning hours, he translated Constant's

Memoirs of Napoleon in three volumes (1895),

collected and edited sixteen volumes of the State

Records (1895-1901), and inspired as well as

edited the Histories of North Carolina Regi-

ments in five volumes (1901). A clear and in-

cisive writer, his political thinking was formu-

lated in multitudinous addresses and magazine

and newspaper articles. Although he was an ex-

tensive farmer and always identified with pro-

gressive farm movements, his radicalism was
probably motivated by his intellectual committal

to democracy. In behalf of this he branded

Blackstone and Coke as bad influences, con-

demned "usurpation" by an irresponsible fed-

eral judiciary, advocated woman's suffrage, and

justified Taft's playful remark that he would not

"trust the Constitution with Judge Clark over

night." "Big Business" was his bete noir. He
still-hunted for the peanut trust in Halifax,

fought the tobacco trust's influence in Trinity

College, tried to curb the power trust—wished,

indeed, to outlaw the nefarious things. The tre-

mendous significance of the state's economic re-

generation seemed to escape him. Lacking per-

sonal attractiveness to the masses, he met over-

whelming defeat in the Senatorial primary of

19 12; and having then fought the state party

machine, he received only the minor recognition

of appointment to the National War and Labor
Board from President Wilson. But his place as

the progressive intellectual leader of his people

during a most plastic period seems assured.

[Sketches appear in S. A. Ashe, ed., Biog. Hist, of
N. C. (1908), pp. 67-76; in the Charlotte Observer,
and the Raleigh News and Observer, May 20, 1924;
and in the N. C. Bar Ass. Report, 1925. A campaign
biography by D. P. Waters appeared in the Carolina
Democrat and was reprinted in 1912; Some Campaign
Letters deal with the opposition to Clark in 1902. His
numerous private papers are with the Historical Com-
mission in Raleigh ; they contain few letters by him and
no autobiographical material.] C.C. P.

CLARK, WILLIAM (Aug. 1, 1770-Sept. 1,

1838), explorer, governor of Missouri Territory,

Indian agent, was the ninth child of John and
Ann (Rogers) Clark of Virginia. He was born

at the family home in Caroline County, Va.,

whither his parents had removed fifteen years

earlier from Albemarle County. There was a

family tradition that the children inheriting the

red hair of a certain ancestress would become
persons of force and vitality; of the red-headed

Clarks—George Rogers [q.v.~\, Lucy (mother of

Clark

George Croghan), William, and Frances (moth-

er of John O'Fallon)—the tradition proved true.

In later life William's name among his Indian

wards was "Red Head." The boy grew up in his

Virginia home, the customary home of a planter

with many acres and slaves, enjoying life in the

open, with little formal education, but trained

by contact with men of affairs, and by constant

observation of natural phenomena. He learned

to ride and hunt, to survey a piece of land, to

notice acutely the habits of wild birds and ani-

mals, to draw a little, to make maps, and to man-
age men. He acquired without knowing it the

manners and accomplishments of a Virginia gen-

tleman, yet there was always about him some-

thing of the frontiersman, a bluff, direct manner
of speaking and acting, which made him at home
in the backwoods, where much of his life was
spent.

Clark grew up in the stirring times of the Rev-

olutionary War ; he was not six years old when
his oldest brother Jonathan became a major in

the Virginia line. At Germantown his brother

John was taken prisoner by the British, and lin-

gered many months in prison, finally dying in

1783 of the effects of his imprisonment. From
over the mountains came echoes of the daring

deeds of his second brother George Rogers
Clark, of his capture of the Illinois and Vin-

cennes ; then in the spring before "Billy" was
nine his cousin John Rogers passed through

Caroline County escorting the British officers

taken at Fort Sackville by the audacious courage

of the conqueror of the Northwest. The next

year Brother George came home himself, was
commissioned a general and sent back to pro-

tect the western settlements. Finally after the

close of the Revolution the Clark family, greatly

to the joy of its younger members, decided to re-

move to Kentucky. They left their Caroline

County home in the autumn of 1784, were de-

tained during the cold months near Redstone on

the Monongahela, and in the lovely spring days

of 1785 floated down the Ohio in a flat boat, tak-

ing horses, stock, negroes, furniture, and all the

equipment for a new home. At Louisville Gen.

Clark received his parents, brothers, and sisters

with great pleasure. Soon a house was built on

a large tract of land outside of the town, which
was called thenceforward "Mulberry Hill"

;

there young William grew strong and tall until

he was over six feet in height. This home he

inherited by the will of his father after both

parents died in 1799, and there he lived until he

started on the expedition to Oregon.

Although the war with Great Britain was over

and the United States was no longer a group of
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colonies but an independent nation, Indian war
continued on the western border and took its toll

of the lives of many men who were neighbors of

the Clarks at "Mulberry Hill." In 1785 Gen.

George Rogers Clark was one of a commission

of three to draw up a treaty with the tribesmen

beyond the Ohio ; but in spite of all their efforts

the peace was a fictitious one and the next year

Gen. Clark led a punitive expedition against the

Indians on the Wabash. It is probable, but not

certain, that William, then a large strong lad of

sixteen, accompanied his brother on this occa-

sion. Certain it is that he went on a similar ex-

cursion in 1789 when Col. John Hardin led two

hundred militia against the White River Indian

towns near the Wabash. They left Louisville on

Aug. 5 and were away sixteen days, falling in

with a party of Indians with whom they had a

skirmish, and carrying the wounded whites back

to Vincennes. All the following winter was
spent in defense of the Kentucky settlements,

when William was associated with his brother-

in-law, Col. Richard Clough Anderson, with

Col. Hardin, and with other experienced Indian

fighters (Clark's manuscript diary of this year is

in the Missouri Historical Society at St. Louis).

The next year (1791) Clark was again on an

excursion with notable soldiers. A letter to his

eldest brother says, "Your brother William has

gone out as a cadet with Gen. Scott; he is a

youth of solid and promising parts and as brave

as Caesar" (Draper Manuscripts, 2L28, Wiscon-

sin Historical Library). With Charles Scott on

this expedition were John Hardin, James Wilkin-

son, and other soldiers with whom Clark was as-

sociated for several years. The army crossed the

Ohio at the mouth of the Kentucky and started

across country to the Ouiatanon towns ; it was
gone from May 23 to June 16 and returned home
without loss (William Clark's manuscript diary

in the Wisconsin Historical Library). That fall

occurred Gen. St. Clair's disastrous defeat on the

Miami, and all the frontier was defenseless be-

fore the attacks of the marauding Indians.

Clark's traditions and training were military ; he

offered himself for the regular service, was com-
missioned Mar. 7, 1792, lieutenant of infantry,

and was attached to the 4th Sub-legion on the

army's reorganization in September of that year.

For four years Clark was an army officer under

the command of Gen. Wayne. In September

1793 he was placed in charge of a rifle corps, in

which were several Chickasaw Indians, for in

June of that year Clark had been ordered to take

ammunition and provisions to the Chickasaw

tribesmen near Memphis, who were wavering

between allegiance to the Americans or to the

Spanish. The Spanish governor reported of

him on this occasion that he was "an enterprising

youth of extraordinary activity" (Spanish man-
uscripts in Draper Collection 42AJ76; Clark's

manuscript journal in Missouri Historical So-

ciety at St. Louis).

During the winter of 1793-94 Clark was in

charge of a detachment at Vincennes and on an

excursion up the Wabash was frozen in for

twenty days, and had to depend upon his rifle

for subsistence. He was then stationed at Cin-

cinnati and, when Wayne began his march into

the Indian country, was ordered to bring up pro-

visions. About eighteen miles north of the Ohio
his detachment was attacked by an Indian party

with which he had a severe but successful skir-

mish, finally joining Wayne at Greenville be-

fore the last of May (Draper Manuscripts,

2L33). Then Clark continued with Wayne until

his victory in August over the allied Indians at

Fallen Timbers, a campaign minutely described

in Clark's journal and letters (Draper Manu-
scripts, 2L34, 35, 36, 37; 5U33). On this cam-
paign Meriwether Lewis \_q.v.~\, having just en-

tered the army, served in the same division with

Clark.

Before resigning from the army, Clark was
sent on a second mission down the Mississippi,

this time with a flag of truce to the Spanish of-

ficers at Natchez, protesting against the fortifi-

cation of Chickasaw Bluffs by Spain (Clark's

manuscript journal in Missouri Historical So-

ciety at St. Louis ; Spanish manuscripts in

Draper Papers, 42J200). Clark made friends

with the Spanish governor, Gayoso de Lemos,

who three years later granted him a passport to

visit New Orleans.

Army life had begun to pall upon Clark even

before the Indian submission, but at the earnest

request of his superiors, he remained in commis-

sion until July 1, 1796, when he resigned and

returned to "Mulberry Hill" and to the leisure of

private life. During the next few years he trav-

elled widely, visiting Virginia, New Orleans,

and the new capital at Washington City. Most
of these travels were in the interest of his brother

George Rogers Clark, who had lost heavily dur-

ing his Revolutionary services, and whose ac-

counts Virginia refused to settle. Thereupon he

was sued, his lands attached, and William had

much difficulty in saving anything from the

wreck of his brother's fortune.

In 1803 Clark received an unexpected letter

from his friend Capt. Lewis, which changed his

whole life ; by the acceptance of the invitation it

carried, his service for his country expanded

to important proportions. Lewis proposed that
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Clark should accompany him in leading an expe-

dition which President Jefferson was sending

to explore the continent and to find a route to the

Pacific Ocean. The plan made an instant appeal

to Clark, and he threw himself into the prepara-

tions with all the enthusiasm and vitality he pos-

sessed.

During the winter of 1803-04, the expedition

was recruited in Illinois, nearly opposite St.

Louis, and on May 14, 1804, it set out in several

hoats up the Missouri River. The entire sum-

mer was occupied in reaching the home of the

Mandan Indians in North Dakota. At these vil-

lages the explorers wintered, sent back superflu-

ous men and possessions to St. Louis, and as

early as possible in the spring of 1805 began the

ascent of the upper Missouri. Fortunately they

obtained as a guide, Sacajawea \_q,v.~\, an Indian

woman from an upper river tribe, who not only

piloted the expedition, but secured the good-

will of her tribal friends. From them the ex-

plorers obtained horses and crossed the conti-

nental divide. Then, having reached the head-

waters of the Columbia, they built canoes and

descended that river to its mouth. There they

made camp almost within sound of the ocean

and spent the ensuing winter.

It had been planned to return to the states by

sea, but no merchant vessels having come to the

mouth of the Columbia, Lewis and Clark were

obliged to retrace their route by land. On the

return journey they found other mountain pass-

es, and Clark descended the Yellowstone River,

meeting Lewis at its mouth. They reached St.

Louis Sept. 23, 1806, to the great delight of the

whole country which had given them up for

lost.

The success of the expedition, although Lewis

was in ultimate command, was really due to the

combined qualities of the two leaders, who
worked in complete harmony and supplemented

each other at every point. Clark had more en-

terprise, daring, and resource than Lewis, as he

had had more frontier experiences. By his quick

thought and action he more than once saved the

expedition from disaster. He was the map-
maker, and also the artist, drawing birds, fish,

and animals with meticulous care. The explorers

kept separate diaries, as did several of their men,

and immediately upon their return Clark began

putting these records into definite shape for pub-

lication. The issuance of the book was delayed

until 1814, when after careful editing by Nicho-

las Biddle and final revision by Paul Allen the

journals of the expedition were given to the

world.

Clark resigned from the army Feb. 27, 1807,

and was at once appointed brigadier-general of

militia for Louisiana ( later Missouri) Territory

and superintendent of Indian affairs at St. Louis,

where he thereafter made his home.
Thither in January 1808, he brought his bride

Julia Hancock of Fincastle, Va., for whom he

had named the Judith River in far distant Mon-
tana. Occupied with the new community in

which he had cast his lot, with his Indian wards
who continually sought him out in his St. Louis

home, and with the cooperation he was giving to

his friend Gov. Lewis, he was startled to learn

of the latter's death on a journey to Washington,

and gratified that the President, should appoint

him as Lewis's successor, an honor he felt at this

time obliged to decline. He was appointed gov-

ernor of Missouri Territory in 18 13.

His duties and responsibilities were greatly in-

creased by the War of 1812, when it became his

duty in conjunction with Gov. Edwards of Illi-

nois and Gov. Harrison of Indiana to protect the

frontiers from the incursions of the Indians,

most of whom were allied with the British. Har-
rison had every confidence in Clark's military

skill; in 1813 he wrote of him, "Having served

several years with this gentleman and having a

perfect knowledge of his character and talents,

I do not hesitate to say that in the kind of war-
fare in which we are engaged I had rather have
him with me than any other man in the United

States"-

; and when it was decided that Clark

should stay at St. Louis, Harrison declared that,

"Missouri may be safely confided to the military

talents of Governor Clark" (Draper Manu-
scripts, 3X31, 4X73).

In 1814 Clark led an expedition into what was
then the enemy's country by advancing up the

Mississippi River with about fifty regulars and
three times as many volunteers, to Prairie du

Chien, at the mouth of the Wisconsin River.

There he threw up a log fort and ran up the

American flag, the first one to float over any
building in what is now Wisconsin. Clark named
the little post Fort Shelby in honor of the vet-

eran governor of Kentucky; then the time of

many of his volunteers being about to expire he

retired to St. Louis, leaving a gunboat named
the Governor Clark and a small garrison to de-

fend the place. Fort Shelby was attacked a

month later by a large force of British and In-

dians and forced to surrender. Two supporting

expeditions were also defeated near Rock Island.

With the close of the war it fell to Clark's lot,

in connection with Auguste Chouteau and Ni-

nian Edwards, to reconcile the western Indians

by a series of treaties. This was successfully ac-

complished, and for years thereafter Clark was
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greatly occupied with Indian affairs. He re-

ceived delegations of chiefs at his home, held

councils with them, occasionally escorted some
of them to Washington ; he appointed agents and

factors ; sent messages to the various tribes ; and
in 1825, in conjunction with Gov. Lewis Cass, at-

tempted to bring about permanent peace by the

treaty of Prairie du Chien, which defined the

tribal boundaries and arranged for conciliation

among many tribes. This peace was often bro-

ken ; twice when in 1827 the Winnebago, and in

1832 the Sauk tribe led by Black Hawk, went on

the war-path. Clark was instrumental in subdu-

ing these uprisings, and in checking other incipi-

ent ones by his prestige with the red men and his

skill in treating with them. He had a large col-

lection of Indian and natural curiosities, which

formed a kind of museum in his St. Louis home.

His first wife died in 1820 leaving four chil-

dren of whom only two sons, Meriwether Lewis
Clark and George Rogers Hancock Clark, sur-

vived their parents. In 1821 William Clark mar-
ried a cousin of his first wife, Harriet Kennedy,
widow of Dr. Radford. Their son was Jefferson

Kennedy Clark, who died in St. Louis in 1902,

leaving a considerable sum for a monument to

his father, which was dedicated in 1908.

Clark passed his last years peacefully in his St.

Louis home, which was the center of hospitality

for both red men and white. In 1820 he was
talked of for state governor, but was not elected

;

in 1824-25 he was surveyor general for Illinois,

Missouri, and Arkansas; in 1828 he laid out the

town of Paducah, Ky. ; throughout all the period

he held his Indian superintendency, and made
constant pleas to the government at Washington
for humanity and justice to the aborigines. He
died at the home of his eldest son, his wife having
passed away before him. He was buried with
military and Masonic honors (having joined the

order in 1809) . His collections were given to the

St. Louis Natural History Society and have been
for the most part lost.

[There is no adequate biography of Clark but his ca-
reer is sketched in the several editions of his travels,
and Wm. R. Lighton has a brief biography of both
Lewis and Clark in the Riverside Series (1901). See
also Harlow Lindley, "Wm. Clark, the Indian Agent,"
in Miss. Valley Hist. Asso. Proc, 1908-09, pp. 63-75 ;

also R. G. Thwaites, "Wm. Clark," in Mo. Hist. Soc.
Colls., II, 1-24. After the Hist, of the Expedition under
the Commands of Captains Lewis and Clark (Phila.,
1 814; Dublin and London, 181 7) appeared, no good
edition was issued until that of Elliott Coues, Hist, of
the Expedition under the Command of Lewis and Clark
(4 vols., 1893). R.G. Thwaites edited the Original Jours.
Lewis and Clark Expedition (8 vols., 1904-05). Clark
manuscripts are in the Wis. Hist. Lib., Draper MSS.;
the Mo. Hist. Soc. at St. Louis ; and in the Kan. Hist.
Soc, Topeka, which has the letter-books for his Indian
agency. The journals of the expedition are in the Am.
Philosophical Soc, Phila.] L P K

Clark

CLARK, WILLIAM ANDREWS (Jan. 8,

1839-Mar. 2, 1925), senator, was born in Fayette

County, Pa. His parents, John and Mary (An-
drews) Clark, were of Scotch-Irish ancestry.

His boyhood was spent on a farm and was varied

in winter by attending short sessions of school.

In 1856 the family moved to Iowa. William en-

tered an academy at Birmingham and later

studied law at Iowa Wesleyan College. In 1856

he went to Missouri to teach school. Three years

later, when civil war was devastating the state,

he drove a team to Colorado and started to work
in the gold quartz mines there. In 1863 he went
to Bannack in what is now Montana, attracted by
reports of rich discoveries of gold on Grass-

hopper Creek. He soon joined a stampede to

Horse Prairie Creek where he washed out $1,500

in gold. With this for capital he shipped in a load

of provisions from Salt Lake City and started a

store at Virginia City. There was a heavy de-

mand for tobacco in Montana, and the price was
high. Clark went in search of a supply and at

Boise City, Idaho, found it. He bought several

thousand pounds and hauled the cargo to Last

Chance Gulch (now Helena) where he sold it at

a good profit. In the fall of 1866 he went on
horseback to the Pacific Coast and bought a large

stock of goods which he took to a new store at

the mining camp of Elk City. He had learned the

trails, and the next year he obtained the con-

tract for carrying the mails between Missoula

and Walla Walla. This was a hazardous enter-

prise, as the route lay over rugged mountains and
across the lands of hostile Indians, but Clark

made a success of the undertaking. By this time

he had become wealthy. He entered into part-

nership with R. W. Donnell of New York and

S. E. Larabie of Montana in banking and whole-

sale merchandise. The firm's first bank was es-

tablished at Deer Lodge in 1870 and another bank
was started at Butte in 1877. With prosperity at-

tending him, Clark in March 1869 married Kate
L. Stauffer from near his old home in Pennsyl-

vania. In 1872 he bought the Original, Colusa,

Mountain Chief, and Gambetta mining claims

at Butte. He then went to the School of Mines
at Columbia University for a year to study min-

ing. Upon his return he built the "Old Dexter"

stamp mill, the first of its kind in Butte, then

formed the Colorado and Montana Smelting

Company, and built the first smelter in Butte.

He established the huge Butte Reduction Works
;

he acquired the Elm Orlu, the greatest of the

Butte mines ; and he extended his mining inter-

ests to Arizona where he purchased the United

Verde mine and its wonderful smelter. Other

projects also claimed his attention. He built the
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San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake Railroad

and sold it to the Union Pacific, of which com-

pany he became a director. He organized the

Los Alamitos Sugar Company and built a large

sugar factory near Los Angeles.

Clark early became active in Montana politics.

His prestige as a miner made him a leader of the

mining interests, but he found a rival in Marcus

Daly [q.v.1, once his friend but eventually his

implacable enemy. Both men were Democrats

and both fought to control the Democratic party.

This rivalry dominated the mining and political

history of Montana during the 8o's and oo's.

Clark began his political career as president of

the constitutional convention of 1884 and pre-

sided with dignity and fairness. In 1888 he was

nominated for delegate to Congress. Opposed

by Thomas H. Carter, then unknown, he believed

that he had the support of Marcus Daly, but

when the returns came in, he was found to be

defeated by about 5,000 votes and where Daly's

influence was strong his defeat was overwhelm-

ing. In 1889 Clark again presided over a conven-

tion that was to frame a constitution for the new
state; and again he presided with fairness, al-

though there was complaint from the small num-

ber of farming members that the miners were

running the convention in their own interests

(Proceedings and Debates of the Constitutional

Convention, 1889, pp. 472-74). When the state

was admitted, Clark was indorsed by the Demo-
crats for United States senator. The legislative

vote was close and both parties claimed the

election. The United States Senate however

seated the Republicans. In 1893 Clark was again

a candidate for the Senate and now Daly was
openly fighting him. It appears that both sides

spent money lavishly. On the last day of the

session Clark had six Republican votes but was
three votes short of election, and amid cries of

fraud from the Daly group the legislature ad-

journed and left the state with but one senator.

The next episode in the feud was the fight over

the state capital. Daly had been crowded out of

Butte and had built Anaconda only a few miles

away, desiring to make this city the capital.

Clark was willing to further this ambition if

Daly would support him for United States sena-

tor ; but they could come to no agreement and
Clark threw his support to Helena, which was
eventually chosen. In the legislature which met
in 1899 tne Democrats had a large majority, but

neither Clark nor Daly controlled it. There was
a deadlock for many days, and stories were rife

of huge bribes offered for votes for Clark (see

testimony of Fred Whiteside and Henry L.

Myers in Senate Report No. 1052, Pt. I, 56

Clark

Cong., 1 Sess.). One member dramatically pro-

duced $30,000, which he said had been given him
with which to purchase votes. The Daly men
stood firm, but finally eleven Republicans voted

for Clark, and he was declared elected. Peti-

tions against seating him were presented to the

United States Senate. Clark denied any fraud

but admitted the expenditure of $140,000 in the

campaign. After an exhaustive investigation

the Senate committee on elections reported

unanimously, "That William A. Clark was not

duly and legally elected to a seat in the Senate

of the United States . .
." Before action could

be taken on this report Clark resigned. He was
immediately appointed by Acting-Governor A.

E. Spriggs to fill the unexpired term but did not

present himself for the oath of office. In 1901

he was elected to the Senate without much op-

position. As senator he ably opposed the Roose-

velt conservation policy, urging that the fed-

eral government turn over its forests to the

states wherein they were located (Congressional

Record, 59 Cong., 2 Sess., p. 3724). He also

opposed that provision of the Hepburn Act

which prohibited railroads from carrying the

coal produced in their mines (Ibid., 59 Cong., 1

Sess., p. 6564). He was one of the leaders in

defeating the bill to organize Arizona and New
Mexico as one state. When his term was over

he quietly retired from the Senate. His first

wife having died in 1893, he married, on May
25, 1901, Anna E. La Chapelle, of Butte, Mont.

In his palatial but much-ridiculed home in

New York, popularly called "Clark's Folly," he

built up a notable art gallery. Along with some
indifferent material, it contained a number of

works by Titian, Van Dyck, Rembrandt, Franz

Hals, and Rubens ; a representative collection

of the best work of the English school, with

outstanding paintings by Reynolds, Hogarth,

Gainsborough, and Raeburn; some of the fin-

est products of the Barbizon School in France;

and an especially fine Cazin collection. The gal-

lery also held a small but fine group of sculp-

ture, some rare Gobelins and Beauvais tapes-

tries, and many specimens of antique lace, and
rare rugs (from statement of C. Powell Minni-

gerode, director of the Corcoran Gallery of Art,

which now possesses the Clark collections).

Clark was a man of unusual and contradictory

characteristics. Refined and even fastidious in

manner, he could nevertheless deal with all

classes of people. With intellectual and artistic

dreams he was coldly practical in finance and
politics. He was self-reliant and always formed

his policies and directed their execution with

little regard for the opinions of others. He
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owned outright practically every enterprise in

which he was interested, and he built up one

of the greatest mining businesses in the West.

[The most detailed sketch of Clark is in Progressive
Men of the State of Mont. (1901). A biased and un-
friendly view is given by C. P. Connolly in "The Story
of Mont.," McClure's Mag., vols. XXVII, XXVIII.
There is a sketch by H. R. Knapp in the Cosmopolitan,
Feb. 1903. Much valuable information is contained in

the files of the Butte Miner. The Cong. Record, 56 to

59 Congresses, contains a number of Clark's speeches.

Information as to his art collection may be found in

Bull. Metropolitan Mus. of Art, N. Y., May 1925 ; Art
News, Apr. 11, Aug. 15, Dec. 5, 1925 ; Mar. 31, 1928;
Frank Jewett Mather in The Arts, Apr. 19, 1928; N.
Y. Times, Mar. 11, 1928.] P. C. P.

CLARK, WILLIAM BULLOCK (Dec. 15,

1860-July 27, 1917), geologist, son of Barna A.

and Helen (Bullock) Clark was born at Brat-

tleboro, Vt. His earliest American ancestors

were Thomas Clark who arrived at Plymouth in

1623 on the ship Ann; Richard Bullock who
came to Salem in 1643 ! ar*d John Howland who
came to Plymouth on the Mayflower. Clark re-

ceived his early training under private tutors

and at the Brattleboro high school, from which

he graduated in 1879, entering Amherst College

in 1880 and graduating in 1884. Prof. B. K. Emer-

son of Amherst was an inspiring force in turning

Clark's mind toward geology. Immediately after

graduation, Clark went to Germany, where he

devoted himself to geological studies under Pro-

fessors Groth, Rothpletz, and Zittel and received

his degree of Ph.D. at the University of Munich
in 1887, after which he gained experience in

field work with the official surveys of Prussia

and Great Britain. He returned to America in

the fall of 1887, and entered at once upon the

duties to which he had been appointed as in-

structor in geology in Johns Hopkins University

in Baltimore, advancing rapidly through the

academic grades until in 1894 he became full

professor and head of the department, a position

he continued to occupy until his death. In ad-

dition to his professional duties, Clark became in

1888 an assistant geologist on the United States

Geological Survey, and in 1892 was appointed

director of the Maryland State Weather Service.

In 1896 he was elected State Geologist of Mary-
land, in 1906 executive officer of the State Board

of Forestry, and in 1910 State Road Commis-
sioner ; these offices he continued to hold for the

remainder of his life. In addition, he was ap-

pointed in 1900 to represent the state in the re-

survey of the Maryland-Pennsylvania or Mason-
Dixon line and in 1908 was adviser to the gov-

ernor at the White House conference on con-

servation. He also rendered efficient service for

sixteen years as president of the Henry Watson
Children's Aid Society and was a member of the

executive committee of the Maryland Associa-

tion for the Prevention of Tuberculosis and
vice-president and chairman of the executive

committee of the Alliance of Charitable Agen-
cies of Baltimore. He was president of the

Association of American State Geologists, a

foreign correspondent of the Geological Soci-

ety of London, and a member of the National

Academy of Sciences, the American Philosophi-

cal Society, the Philadelphia Academy of Natu-
ral Sciences, the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences, the Deutsche Geologische Gesell-

schaft, the Paleontologische Gesellschaft, Mining
and Metallurgical Society of America, and the

American Association for the Advancement of

Science. He died suddenly and unexpectedly at

his summer home in North Haven, Me., July 27,

1917. He was married on Oct. 12, 1892, to Ellen

Strong, daughter of Edward A. Strong of Bos-

ton.

Clark's early geological work involved a study

and exploration of the sedimentary deposits of

southern Maryland. For several years he car-

ried on this work at his own expense; later,

under the auspices of the United States Geo-
logical Survey, he prepared a bulletin on the

Eocene Deposits of the Middle Atlantic Slope in

Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia and mono-
graphs on the Mesozoic and Cenozoic Echino-

dermata of the United States. During his ad-

ministration of the state survey, there were is-

sued over thirty volumes of reports dealing with

building stones, clays, coals, limestones, and
other mineral deposits, and in cooperation with
the federal bureaus there were prepared and
published fifty-seven county maps. As a teacher

Clark was eminently successful. "There are not

a few graduates of his department who have said

that he was the most potent influence in their

lives" (J. M. Clarke, post). He insisted on thor-

ough groundwork and permitted no specializa-

tion until the student had covered the entire

broad field of science, organic as well as inor-

ganic. He was a man of wide interests, with a

large and influential circle of acquaintances, and
of such varied accomplishments that it was more
than once said of him that he would have suc-

ceeded in life whatever calling he might have
adopted.

[E. B. Mathews, Report Geol. Survey of Md., vol.

X ; J. M. Clarke, Bull. Geol. Soc. of America, vol.

XXIX (1918), p. 21
;
personal recollections and corre-

spondence ; full bibliography of Clark's publications in

Nickles, Bull. 746, U. S. Geol. Survey.] G P M.

CLARK, WILLIAM SMITH (July 31, 1826-

Mar. 9, 1886), Union soldier, scientist, college

president, son of Dr. Atherton and Harriet

(Smith) Clark, was born in the town of Ash-
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field, Mass., and received his early education

there and at Williston Seminary, Easthampton.

Graduating- from Amherst College in 1848, he

returned to Williston Seminary, where he taught

the natural sciences from 1848 to 1850. He
then went abroad and for the next two years

devoted himself to the study of chemistry and

botany at Gbttingen, receiving from that uni-

versity the degree of Ph.D. in 1852. On his

return to the United States, he was offered by

Amherst College the professorship of chemis-

try in 1852, to which was added the chair of

zoology in 1853 and that of botany in 1854, the

two latter being relinquished in 1858. He was

also a member at large of the Massachusetts

State Board of Agriculture from 1859 to 1861.

On the outbreak of the Civil War he hastened

to offer his services in the field, and in August

1861 received a commission as major in the

21st Massachusetts Volunteers. A born leader

of men, he was quickly promoted lieutenant-

colonel in February 1862 and colonel in May
1862, and was recommended by Gen. Burnside

"for a well-deserved promotion" as brigadier-

general in September of the same year. He took

part in many engagements. At the battle of

Chantilly, losing his way and becoming sepa-

rated from his regiment, accompanied by only a

handful of men, he was surrounded by the Con-

federates and ordered to surrender. Rather

than encounter the horrors of Andersonville or

Libby, a desperate effort was made to escape,

but all were shot down except himself. Bullets

whistled through his cap and clothing, but un-

hurt he reached the cover of the woods, and lay

concealed within the enemy's lines for three

days, suffering from hunger and exposure,

until finally he reached the Union forces in

safety, and was welcomed as one returned from

the dead, for he had been reported among the

fallen. After his military service was over, he

returned to his professorship at Amherst, and

was also a presidential elector and secretary

of the electoral college in 1864, and a repre-

sentative to the General Court in 1864, 1865, and

1867.

In the latter year he accepted the presidency

of the Massachusetts Agricultural College. This

and the professorship of botany and horticul-

ture he held from 1867 to 1879. Since he was a

forceful and persuasive speaker, it was largely

owing to his efforts in town meeting and in the

General Court that Amherst was selected as the

seat of the Massachusetts Agricultural College.

He was virtually its first president, as his pred-

ecessors, French and Chadbourne, had been

able to do little more than take the initiatory

steps. It was left for Clark therefore to or-

ganize and establish the new college, and dur-

ing his administration it greatly prospered. A
man of ardent temperament, active mind, enter-

prising spirit, and boundless energy, he brought

to the lecture-room intense enthusiasm and per-

sonal magnetism, which quickly established a

bond of sympathy between teacher and pupil.

While still connected with the Massachusetts
Agricultural College, he was invited by the Jap-
anese government to establish and organize the

Imperial College of Agriculture, at Sapporo,

Japan, and during the years (1876-77) of his

residence there continued to preside over the in-

terests of both colleges. He then became inter-

ested in the project of a "floating college," and
being made president, bent all his energies dur-

ing the next two years to develop the scheme of

uniting scientific study with a tour around the

world. This enterprise, owing to the death of

its originator, was abandoned. Clark subse-

quently engaged in mining operations, but these

proved disastrous to himself and others.

The author of several chemical papers in Lie-

big's Annalen in 1851 and 1852, he contributed

not a few articles to the reports of the Massa-
chusetts State Board of Agriculture, and also

published a monograph on The Phenomena of

Plant Life (1875), a work in which he received

valuable aid from the investigations of two of

his colleagues, Prof. Peabody and Dr. Goess-
mann. He was married, on May 25, 1853, to

Harrietta Keopuolani Richards, daughter of the

Rev. William Richards, of the Sandwich Is-

lands, and adopted daughter of Hon. Samuel
Williston of Easthampton. He had eleven chil-

dren, eight of whom survived him.

[Mass. Ag. College Reports, 1868-79; Ibid., 1887;
W. S. Tyler, Hist, of Amherst College (1873), pp. 421-
23, 426, 581 ; Amherst College Biog. Record, 1821-
1921 (1927) ; Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., vol. XXI,
pt. II, pp. 520-23 ; D. P. Penhallow, in Science, n.s.,

XXVII, 172-80.] F.T—n.

CLARK, WILLIAM THOMAS (June 29,

1831-Oct. 12, 1905), Union soldier, carpet-bag

representative from Galveston, Tex., was born
in Norwalk, Conn., the son of Levi and Fanny
Clark. His school life was cut short at the age
of thirteen, when on account of the poverty of

his parents he was thrown on his own resources.

For a few years he did odd jobs in his home
town, then taught school and studied law. In

1854 he removed to New York and was admitted

to the bar. Two years later he was married to

Laura Clark of Hartford, and went to Daven-
port, Iowa, where he practised law in the firm

of Judge Dillon, later one of the counsel for

the Gould interests. At the beginning of the
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Civil War, with the assistance of a chaplain, a

drummer, and a fifer, he raised the 13th Iowa
Regiment and went to the front, himself as ad-

jutant of the command with the rank of cap-

tain. He took part in many of the western

battles, receiving in 1864 a gold medal inscribed

"Shiloh, Siege of Corinth, Corinth, Port Gib-

son, Raymond, Jackson, Champion's Hill, Vicks-

burg." Almost from the beginning he was a

staff officer. When Gen. McPherson took com-
mand of the Army of the Tennessee he made
Clark his adjutant-general, and it was Clark

who brought to Sherman the first news of the

tragic death of McPherson before Atlanta. As
chief of staff, Clark seems to have been ener-

getic and efficient. In the fall of 1865, now a

brigadier-general by brevet (July 22, 1864), he

was transferred to Texas, where the Americans

were watching the progress of the war against

Maximilian. On the Rio Grande he became in-

terested in a scheme by which the liberal gen-

eral, Mejia, was to hand over Matamoras to the

Americans in return for a subsidy of $200,000

(Official Records, ser. I, vol. XLVIII, pt. 2, p.

1259). The plan, eagerly advocated by Clark,

won the initial favor of Sheridan in New Or-
leans and of Grant in Washington, both of

whom were anxious for intervention against

Maximilian, but was blocked by President John-

son and Secretary Seward, who preferred the

slower and less dangerous methods of diplo-

macy.

Clark now resigned from the army, and in 1866

was in Galveston, helping to organize one of the

first national banks in Texas, of which he became
cashier. About this time he began to take an

active part in the creation of union leagues

among the negroes and came into close affilia-

tion with G. T. Ruby, the mulatto leader of the

Galveston negroes. In 1869, Clark was elected

to Congress from the Third District of the now
"reconstructed" State of Texas. In Congress his

speeches were frank and complete expositions

of the political philosophy of the carpet-baggers

but had little influence on legislation. His plan

to sell a vast region in western Texas to the

nation for a sum of forty millions of dollars, to

be used to subsidize various railroads (in which
Clark was reputed to be interested) and to ad-

vance negro education, was regarded by con-

servative newspapers as a mere attempt to add
to the resources of a corrupt administration.

When he came up for reelection in 1871, the

conservative forces were for the first time well

organized and ably led, and the election resulted

in a plurality of more than three thousand votes

in favor of the Democratic candidate, D. C.

Clark

Giddings of Brenham. E. J. Davis, the Repub-
lican governor, had, however, small difficulty in

changing these figures into a narrow victory for

Clark, who was seated pending an investiga-

tion. But, largely owing to the wide publicity

given the whole matter by Horace Greeley of

the Tribune, on May 13, 1872, Clark was ex-

pelled by the unanimous vote of a Republican
House and Giddings was seated in his stead.

The incident was an important step in what was
later to be called the "regeneration of the

South."

At the close of his congressional career, Clark
secured a post in the Bureau of Internal Reve-
nue, in which he served until his death in 1905.

The old general was justly proud of his army
record and his military bearing. For forty years

he always wore the same type of slouch hat and
the same type of high top boots. In Texas, he
will be remembered as "the last of the carpet-

baggers."

[Clark's speeches in Congress, 1870-72, and espe-
cially his farewell address on May 13, 1872 contain
biographical references ; his life in the army has been
traced in the Official Records, especially after he be-
came chief of staff ; for his life in Texas see the state
newspapers, especially the Galveston Daily News and
Flake's Daily Galveston Ball. ; the story of the con-
tested election of 1871-72 may be followed in the
Cong. Globe, 42 Cong., 2 Sess., and the N. Y. Tribune,
Jan.-May 1872; these may be supplemented by N. G.
Kittrell, Governors Who Have Been and Other Public
Men of Tex. (1921), pp. 95-96, and C. W. Ramsdell,
Reconstruction in Tex. (1910), p. 286 ; for his later life

see Who's Who in America, and an obituary in the
N. Y. Tribune, Oct. 13, 1905.] r G. C.

CLARK, WILLIS GAYLORD(Oct. 5, 1808-

June 12, 1841), poet, editor, and publicist, was
the son of Eliakim Clark and the twin brother

of Lewis Gaylord Clark \_q.v.~\. He was named
after his uncle, Willis Gaylord, whose father,

coming to Otisco in 1801, was the third settler

in that hamlet (Joshua V. H. Clark, Onondaga,

1849, H> 339~44)- I fi his early education he was
materially aided by the Rev. George Colton, a

maternal relative, and found in his father's li-

brary a somewhat remarkable collection of books

on philosophical subjects and on poetry. Go-
ing to Philadelphia, he found employment in an

editorial capacity on several literary and reli-

gious periodicals before he became permanently

associated with Relfs Philadelphia Gazette as

editor. In 1836 he married Anne Poyntell

Caldcleugh, a niece of Samuel Relf, formerly

publisher of the Gazette (Frederic Hudson,

Journalism in the United States from 1690-

1872, 1873, p. 79). After Clark became the chief

editor he changed the paper from an advocacy

of Jacksonian democracy to a championship of

Whig principles. A leader in Philadelphia jour-
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nalism, he became through his contributions

to the leading literary monthlies the fore-

most Philadelphia poet of his day. Writing in

Graham's Magazine Edgar Allan Poe remarked

that in all that Clark wrote there was "a deep

abiding sense of religion" and that Clark was
"almost the first poet to render the poetry of

religion attractive" (E. P. Oberholtzer, The
Literary History of Philadelphia, 1906, p. 301).

Possibly Clark's most distinguished poems were

"The Spirit of Life," read before the Franklin

Society of Brown University, Sept. 3, 1833, and

"The Past and Present," read before the Athe-

nian Society of Bristol College, July 23, 1834.

Always a popular speaker before college audi-

ences, he last appeared in this role, on July 4,

1840, when he delivered an address on the char-

acters of Lafayette and Washington before the

Washington Society of Lafayette College. Some
of his best prose works may be found in the de-

partment, "Ollapodianna," which he conducted

in his brother's magazine, the Knickerbocker.

His name appears frequently as a contributor

to American annals such as the Souvenir, the

Token, the Keepsake, etc. In one special field

his services should not be overlooked : he was
the first to advocate in print an international

copyright (Knickerbocker Magazine, vol. XIX,
No. 4, p. 384). His published volumes include

The Literary Remains of the Late W . G. Clark,

edited by L. G. Clark (1844), and The Poetical

Writings of Willis Gaylord Clark (second and
complete edition, 1847). Unusually sad must be

the concluding note because both Clark and his

wife died of consumption when both should

have been in their prime.

[The best account of Willis Clark is unquestionably
that by his brother, Lewis Clark, in the Knickerbocker,
Apr. 1842. An extended review of some of his poetry
appeared in 1857 in the Am. Quart. Rev., XXII, 450-
72. An obituary together with an editorial appreciation
may be found in the Phila. Ledger and Daily Tran-
script, June 14, 1841.] J.M.L.

CLARKE, Sir CASPAR PURDON (Dec.

21, 1846-Mar. 29, 1911), architect, archeologist,

art connoisseur, and museum administrator, al-

though born a British subject at his father's

home in Richmond, County Dublin, Ireland,

and retaining his nationality after coming to

New York to live, nevertheless played an im-

portant role in the art history of the United

States. The second son of Edward Marma-
duke Clarke, of an old Somerset family, and
Mary Agnes, daughter of James Close of Ar-
magh, Ireland, he studied at Gaultier's Collegi-

ate School, Sydenham, and at a private school in

Boulogne, and graduated in 1865 from the archi-

tectural department of the National Art Train-

ing School, South Kensington; but is said to

have owed most to his contact in early life with

Sir Woolaston Franks. For his forty years of

service to the South Kensington Museum and
other departments of his Government—not only

at home, but in Europe, India, and the Orient

—

for his principal buildings, published work, hon-

ors received by him, and portraits painted of

him, the reader is referred to a two-column ar-

ticle in the Dictionary of National Biography
(Second Supplement, ed. by Sir Sidney Lee).

Passing to 1905, the trustees of the Metropoli-

tan Museum of Art in New York were then

seeking a man to fill the vacant directorship who
should be a recognized art expert and in sym-
pathy with the educational side of museum
work, especially as it touched the arts and crafts.

These were all among the specialties of Sir

Purdon, whose versatility seemed unlimited. It

was said that with him judgment was an in-

stinct ; "were he blindfolded, he would know
spurious objects from their odour." He was also

expert in technical processes, knew how every-

thing was made, and enjoyed taking infinite

pains, saying, "I could make a cobweb with-

out breaking it." He seldom had to answer, "I

don't know," and his memory was perfectly in-

dexed. He had been the patron saint of arti-

sans since at the age of twenty-four he had or-

ganized and conducted evening art classes for

them in various parts of England. Knighted in

1902, he had been director of the great Victoria

and Albert Museum (formerly the South Ken-
sington) since 1896, and was in his fifty-ninth

year; but to the surprise of his compatriots he

accepted, in January 1905, the New York posi-

tion—lured chiefly by its constructive possibili-

ties. American criticism at the choice of a Brit-

isher soon evaporated under his charm of per-

sonality, simplicity, and kindliness. Soon every

branch of the art fraternity was frequenting

the Museum and interviewing its always genial

and entertaining director ; the industrial art

education began; the public acquired the Mu-
seum habit ; the critics became friendly. But

his health broke. In 1909 he was given a year's

leave of absence from which he never returned,

resigning in June 1910, but remaining the Mu-
seum's European correspondent until his death

about eight months later. In 1866 he had mar-
ried Frances S. Collins, who survived him. He
left but a modest estate and his widow was pen-

sioned by the British government. He was a Ma-
son of high degree. In appearance, he was of me-
dium height, very active, bright of eye, ruddy of

countenance, "smiling pleasantly over his gold-

rimmed glasses." A fascinating talker, a ready
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and lucid writer, a fluent lecturer, a tactful gen-

tleman.

[Harry Furniss, "Some Walking Encyclopaedias,"
Windsor Mag., Mar. 1905 ; John Lane, Sir Caspar Pur-
don Clarke (1905) ; Metropolitan Museum of Art Bull.,

Ii 3~5i V, 164-65, VI, 73, 108; Quatour Coronati
Lodge, XXIV, 118-24; Frank Jewett Mather, Jr., in
Burlington Mag., VII, 479-80.] F. B.H.

CLARKE, ELIJAH (1733-Jan. 15, 1799),

Revolutionary soldier, adventurer, was born in

Edgecombe County, S. C. He was probably of

Scotch-Irish origin, and had the characteristics

of a pioneer ; he was strong and active, brave and

resolute, uneducated, but a leader in stirring

times. In 1774 he had removed to Wilkes Coun-

ty, Ga., and when the war shifted to the South,

he became one of the leading partisan command-
ers. He was colonel of militia, serving at times

under Pickens, and was brigadier-general in

1781-83. His name occurs in various skirmishes

of the far South, at Alligator Creek in 1778

where he was wounded; at Kettle Creek in 1779,

where he shared with Pickens the credit of the

victory, displaying foresight in occupying the

higher ground ; at Musgrove's Mill in August

1780, where he was severely wounded and had a

narrow escape ; at Fish Dam and Blackstocks in

October 1780; at Long Cane, where he was
again wounded ; and at Beattie's Mill, where he

defeated the British leader Dunlap. He served

at both sieges of Augusta—in September 1780

when he was repulsed, and the next year when he

cooperated with Pickens and Lee in the reduc-

tion of the town. In recognition of his services

Wilkes County and the legislature of Georgia

granted him an estate.

After the war Clarke by turns negotiated with

the Indians and fought against them, inflicting a

defeat at Jack's Creek, Walton County, Ga., in

1787. In 1793 he became involved in the schemes

of Genet, the intriguing minister of France, di-

rected against Spain. Clarke entered the French

service and received a commission as major-

general, a salary of $10,000, and -some means for

the carrying out of the plans. It was his part to

enlist Georgians, Creeks, and Cherokees, but

there was little fighting; Genet was soon re-

called, and Fauchet his successor stopped the

undertaking. The next year Clarke was impli-

cated in a still more serious affair. He led a

force into Creek territory across the Oconee
River. His motives, according to a biographer,

were "not quite clear." But the Georgians were
"land-hungry" ; they were irritated with the

Creeks and with the attitude of the Federal gov-

ernment, and Clarke claimed to be defending the

rights of his state. A few forts were erected, and

some towns were laid out. These proceedings
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brought him to the notice of the law, but he was
popular with Georgians, and was acquitted by a
Wilkes County tribunal. He continued his proj-

ect, and the "Trans-Oconee State" received a
constitution and a committee of safety. The
Federal government, through a letter from Ham-
ilton to the governor of Georgia, then made rep-

resentations. A blockade along the Oconee was
established by Georgia troops, and Clarke, de-

serted by most of his followers, surrendered. At
a time subsequent to 1794 he was accused (prob-

ably without foundation) of scheming, with Brit-

ish encouragement, against Florida. He was
also charged with complicity in the Yazoo land

frauds. His general reputation in the state did

not suffer, however, in consequence of these

events. On his death, in Wilkes County, the

commander of militia issued a general order for

mourning. A county in the state bears his name,
and a monument at Athens stands in his honor.

He was married to Hannah Arrington and was
the father of John Clark \_q.v.~\.

[E. M. Coulter, "Elijah Clarke's Foreign Intrigues
and the 'Trans-Oconee Republic,' " Proc. Miss. Val-
ley Hist. Asso., X, 260-79 ; Absalom H. Chappell, Ga.
Miscellanies (1874) ; C. C. Jones, Hist, of Ga. (1888) ;

W. F. Northen, ed., Men of Mark in Ga., I (1907), 40-
45 ; G. R. Gilmer, Sketches of Some of the First Set-
tlers of Upper Ga. (1855), P- 39-1 E.K.A.

CLARKE, FRANCIS DEVEREUX (Jan.

31, 1849-Sept. 7, 1913), educator of the deaf,

was the eldest of the four children of William J.

and Mary Bayard (Devereux) Clarke \_q.v.~\ of

Raleigh, N. C. His father, an eminent lawyer

and judge of the state courts, was also distin-

guished for bravery as an officer in the Mexican
War, and later became a colonel in the Confed-

erate army. His mother was a brilliant writer

of both prose and poetry. The family was de-

scended on the father's side from Scotch ances-

try, and on the mother's from Scotch and from

French Huguenot strains. Both families ap-

peared in the Carolinas in the seventeenth cen-

tury, and were prominent in theology, teaching,

and the law. Francis began his education in the

primary schools of Raleigh, but moved with the

family to San Antonio, Tex., when he was seven

years old. Here he was under the instruction of

Oliver D. Cooke, a former teacher in the Amer-
ican School for the Deaf. His mother's failing

health improved and the family returned to Ra-

leigh at the opening of the Civil War. Francis

entered Davidson College, but after two years of

study left to join the Confederate navy as a mid-

shipman, at the age of thirteen. He served with

distinction on various ships, including the battle-

ship Tennessee. At the close of the Civil War,

though only sixteen years of age, he had risen to
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the rank of lieutenant. For three years he en-

gaged in business in North Carolina with a

brother, but felt a call to sea service, and went

to New York City with the purpose of joining

the merchant marine. His old tutor, Oliver D.

Cooke, then a teacher in the New York Institu-

tion for the Deaf, persuaded Francis to call upon

Dr. Isaac L. Peet, principal of the New York In-

stitution, and to observe the work being done

for the education of deaf children in this insti-

tution. Dr. Peet was so pleased with the young

man's intelligent questions that he offered him

a place as instructor in his school, and Clarke

accepted.

On Sept. 24, 1873, Clarke was married to Celia

Laura Ransom of Kalamazoo, Mich., niece of the

then chief justice of the state, who later became

governor. Miss Ransom was a teacher of the

deaf at the time of their marriage. Although

Clarke was also much interested in engineering,

receiving the degree of Master of Arts in course

from Columbia University in 1873 and the de-

gree of Civil Engineer in 1875, and working for

a brief time as a civil engineer in North Caro-

lina, he nevertheless remained with Dr. Peet

until 1885, and then accepted the superintendency

of the Arkansas Institute for the Deaf at Little

Rock. He found there a small school, not well

provided with buildings or equipment. He re-

vised the course of study, increased the pupilage,

and rebuilt the plant in the seven years that he

remained. In September 1892 he was invited to

take charge of the State School for the Deaf at

Flint, Mich. Here again he showed his energy

in rebuilding and enlarging an institution. He
added a kindergarten department, a physical edu-

cation department, a normal department, a farm

of 350 acres, and he introduced poultry raising,

farming, and gardening for the students. He re-

vised the course of study and made many addi-

tions to the buildings and equipment, so that the

Michigan School took first rank among the state

institutions for the education of the deaf in the

United States. One of his last acts was the lay-

ing of the corner-stone of the handsome new ad-

ministration building for which he had obtained

sufficient funds after a hard fight in the state leg-

islature. He died a few weeks later from heart

failure, leaving this excellent school, with its

many successful graduates, as a monument to

his energy and wisdom.

Clarke was honored by election to the Execu-
tive Committee of the Conference of Superin-

tendents and Principals of American Schools

for the Deaf in 1900. He was one of the incor-

porators of the Convention of American Instruc-

tors of the Deaf and was a regular contributor of
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articles on the education of the deaf to the Amer-
ican Annals of the Deaf. Among these are

"Courses of Study and Textbooks," "Founda-
tion Work in Arithmetic," "Kindergarten for

the Deaf," "The Training of Teachers." One of

his most important works was a book entitled

Michigan Methods, which is a valuable treatise

on primary work for deaf children.

[Jas. M. Stewart in the Am. Annals of the Deaf,
LVIII, 534-41 ; A. S. Eickhoff in the Mich. Mirror,
Oct. 23, 1913 ; Detroit Free Press, Sept. 8, 191 3 ;

per-
sonal acquaintance.] p jj

CLARKE, GEORGE (1676-Jan. 12, 1760),

colonial official, was the son of George Clarke of

Swainswick, Somersetshire, near Bath. He was
in early youth articled to an attorney. In 1701

he was a resident of Dublin where he became in-

volved in a quarrel with a merchant, for which
he had to pay damages of three guineas. He was
a nephew of William Blaithwait whose well-

known influence in matters of patronage in con-

nection with plantation affairs was doubtless re-

sponsible for Clarke's appointment to the office

of Secretary of the Province of New York. Ar-
riving in New York on July 23, 1703, he re-

mained, except for a brief visit to England in

1705, for forty-two years. He was therefore very

far from being an absentee sinecure-holder. Of
no brilliance of gifts or striking force of char-

acter, it was rather by a long course of steady

attention to the opportunities of his position in

the province, coupled with painstaking assiduity

in keeping contact with important sources of po-

litical and social influence in England, that he
finally became a significant figure in New York
provincial history. On his journey to England
in 1705 he was married to Anne Hyde, who was
distantly related to the Clarendons and so to

Queen Anne and to Lord Cornbury, who was at

that time governor of New York. Subsequent

to his marriage he took up his residence on Long
Island where he purchased nearly 100 acres of

land and erected a villa. Here he spent a great

portion of his time, leaving the details of his of-

fice to be attended to by his deputy. As land-

marks in his official career may be mentioned his

appointment in 1716 to membership in the Coun-
cil of New York, and, in 1718, to the commission
to run the Connecticut boundary line, and as

deputy for New York to the Auditor General

of the Plantations, Horace Walpole. Probably

through this latter connection he became a fre-

quent correspondent of the Duke of Newcastle.

By 1736 he had amassed a considerable fortune,

in small part from the fees of his offices, but much
more as a result of extensive dealings in land,

for which those offices afforded peculiarly favor-
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able opportunities. Throughout these same years

he had consistently made himself useful to the

successive governors in the domain of provincial

politics, and yet, till Cosby's administration,

1732-36, he had managed to keep on fairly good
terms with the provincial leaders. The peculiar

circumstances of his accession to the headship

of the provincial government as lieutenant-gov-

ernor in 1736, after the violent excesses of the

Cosby administration, brought him, however,

to the center of a local situation full of dangerous

popular passion. By adroit management, made
possible by his acquaintance with the local scene,

he was able after a time to reduce the tension.

But he was obliged to yield entirely to the ambi-

tions of the Assembly for complete control of

provincial finance. It was while he was lieuten-

ant-governor that the precedent was firmly es-

tablished of supporting the provincial govern-

ment by annual grants of revenue instead of for

terms of three or five years, and of making spe-

cific appropriations by legislative act instead of

appropriations in general terms supplemented by

resolves requesting particular applications. The
attainment of this precedent by the Assembly
constituted a crisis of the first order of impor-

tance in the constitutional development of New
York as a royal province. Clarke also abandoned

the practise, formerly prevalent, of presiding in

the Council when the latter sat as a legislative

body. His "interest" at home proved insuffi-

cient to obtain for him more than the commis-
sion as lieutenant-governor and he was succeed-

ed in the headship of the province by George
Clinton to whom the seals and commission were
delivered September 1743. Henceforth Clarke

took no further part in public affairs. On his

voyage home in 1745 he was taken prisoner by
the French, but his losses incident to this occa-

sion as well as those from the "Negro Plot" fire

in New York in 1741 were made up—and more,

according to his enemies—by a Parliamentary

donation. He was said to have made a fortune

of £100,000 in America. He certainly was able

to purchase a handsome estate in Cheshire, and
at his death was buried in Chester Cathedral.

[Voyage of Geo. Clarke, Esq. to America, with in-

troduction and notes by E. B. O'Callaghan (Albany,
1867), being vol. II of N. Y. Colonial Tracts; Letters

of Isaac Bobin, Esq., Private Secretary to Hon. Geo.
Clarke, ed. by E. B. O'Callaghan (Albany, 1872), being
vol. IV of N. Y. Colonial Tracts ; J. W. Leonard, Hist,

of the City of N. Y. (1910), pp. 199-203 ; Wm. Smith,
Hist, of the Province of N. Y. ('829) ; H. L. Osgood,
Am. Colonies in the Eighteenth Century (1924).]

C.W.S.

CLARKE, HELEN ARCHIBALD (Nov.

13, 1860-Feb. 8, 1926), author, editor, musician,

was born in Philadelphia, the daughter of Hugh
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Archibald and Jane (Searle) Clarke. On her

father's side she was of Scotch ancestry ; on her

mother's of English. Hugh Clarke, who was
born in Hamilton, Ontario, was a music-teacher

and later professor of harmony in the University

of Pennsylvania ; his father and grandfather had
been musicians in Edinburgh. His wife was
born in London and was brought when a child

to Canada ; she too had musical tastes. Their

daughter was trained in music almost from baby-

hood, received a certificate for proficiency in that

art from the University of Pennsylvania in 1883,

and played and composed music her life long.

The best known of her compositions is probably

"The Hidden Dark." Music, however, was to

be her avocation, editing and writing her main
occupation. Deeply interested in poetry, she and
her friend Charlotte Endymion Porter in 1888

launched a periodical called Poet Lore, which
was to be "devoted to Shakespeare, Browning,
and the Comparative Study of Literature." The
coupling of the names of Shakespeare and
Browning, and the broad program implicit in the

third object of the magazine's devotion, indi-

cate the inclusive enthusiasms of its editors and
the atmosphere of American Victorian culture in

which Poet Lore was to flourish. It was started

amid the benedictions of Walt Whitman, Ed-
mund Clarence Stedman, Richard Hovey, and
Bliss Carman, and, besides numerous articles

on Shakespeare and Browning, delighted and
thrilled its readers by printing translations of

Maeterlinck, Strindberg, Gorky, D'Annunzio,

Ibsen, and other European writers, who, at that

time, were known only as names to most Amer-
ican readers. Early in the nineties Miss Porter

and Miss Clarke transferred their paper to Bos-

ton, where Dana Estes, the publisher, had of-

fered them office room in exchange for three

pages per issue of advertising space. There the

two lived until Miss Clarke's death, spending

their summers regularly at Miss Porter's estate

on Isle au Haut, Me., and giving themselves

whole-heartedly to editing, writing, lecturing,

and Browning. In 1896 they edited a two-volume

edition of Browning's poems, in 1897 a volume

of Clever Tales, translated from several lan-

guages, and an edition of The Ring and the

Book, in 1898 an edition of Browning's complete

poetical works in twelve volumes, in 1900 a vol-

ume of Browning Study Programmes and an

edition in six volumes of Mrs. Browning's com-

plete works, and in 1912 an edition of Shake-

speare in twelve volumes. Miss Clarke also aid-

ed her friend with the first three volumes of a

larger undertaking, the First Folio Shakespeare

in forty volumes. They sold Poet Lore in 1903
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to Richard G. Badger, but continued to edit it

for some time thereafter. Once her editorial

responsibilities were over, Miss Clarke gave

more time to writing. Her chief publications

are: Browning's Italy: a Study of Italian Life

and Art in Browning (1907) ; Browning's Eng-

land: A Study of English Influences in Brown-

ing (1908); A Child's Guide to Mythology

(1908); Longfellow's Country (1909); Hatv-

thorue's Country (1910) ; A Guide to Mythology

for Young Readers (1910) ; Ancient Myths in

Modern Poets (1910); The Poets' New Eng-
land (1911); and Browning and His Century

(1912). In 1915 appeared Balaustion's Eurip-

ides, a dramatic version of "Balaustion's Adven-

ture" and "Aristophanes' Apology." Miss Clarke

was an honorary member of the Boston Brown-
ing Society and of the New York Browning So-

ciety, and had lectured at the Boston Public Li-

brary only a week before her sudden death.

[Charlotte E. Porter, "A Story of Poet Lore," Poet
Lore, XXXVII, 432-53 ; Who's Who in America, 1926-

27 ; Boston Transcript, Feb. 9, 1926 ; Gen. Alumni Cat.

I'niv. of Pa. (1917) ; birth certificate from the Phila.

Dept. of Public Health ; letter from Miss Porter, Mar.
6, 1928.] G.H.G.

CLARKE, JAMES FREEMAN (Apr. 4,

1810-June 8, 1888), Unitarian clergyman, was

named after his step-grandfather, Dr. James

Freeman, minister of King's Chapel, Boston

( 1 "87-1 835), who had married the widow of

Samuel Clarke. His mother, Rebecca Parker

Hull, was a daughter of Gen. William Hull

\q.v.~\. His father, Samuel Clarke, seems to have

been a "handy man," able to do many things

passably but to make a living at none. Shortly

after the birth of his son in Hanover, N. H., he

removed to Newton, Mass., and established him-

self near the families of James Freeman and the

Hulls so that although the boy was brought up

in Dr. Freeman's household, there was scarcely

any separation from his immediate family. His

grandfather also took charge of his early educa-

tion, kindling intellectual interests and teaching

him right methods of study. He entered the Bos-

ton Latin School in 1821 and there prepared for

Harvard, from which he graduated in the class

of '29 celebrated in the poems of Oliver Wendell

Holmes. After graduating from the Harvard
Divinity School in 1833, and receiving ordina-

tion in Boston (July 21, 1833), he went directly

to Louisville, Ky., where he was minister of a

Unitarian church from Aug. 4, 1833, to June 16,

1840. During his residence in Louisville he was
editor from April 1836 to October 1839 of the

Western Messenger in which appeared notable

contributions from many of Clarke's eastern

friends, including Dr. Channing and Emerson.
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Returning to Boston, he founded there a new
Unitarian church modestly named The Church
of the Disciples, of which he became pastor on

Feb. 28, 1841. The founding of this church made
almost as much stir in Boston as that of the Brat-

tle Street Church nearly a century and a half

earlier and for similar reasons, the chief of

which was its exceptional recognition of the

power of the laity. The value of this innovation

was signally shown during the period from Aug.

11, 1850, to Jan. 1, 1854, when notwithstanding

the sale of the church property and the absence

of the minister on account of ill health, the or-

ganization held together with occasional ser.

vices, especially the communion services, con-

ducted by lay members of the church. These

years, broken by a trip abroad, were spent by

Clarke in Meadville, Pa., where he acted as min-

ister of the local Unitarian church which had

been founded in 1825 principally by Harm Jan
Huidekoper whose daughter Anna he had mar-

ried in August 1839. With restored health, he

returned to Boston in 1854 and resumed his

duties as minister of the Church of the Disci-

ples. In this position he speedily won the full

and unbroken confidence not only of his clerical

colleagues, but also of the community which he

served in various ways. He was a member of the

State Board of Education (1863-69) ; trustee of

the Boston Public Library (1879-88) ; non-resi-

dent professor in the Harvard Divinity School

(1867-71), and lecturer on ethnic religions

(1876-77) ; member of the Board of Overseers

of Harvard College (1863-72, 1873-85, 1886-

88). In addition, he was active in behalf of tem-

perance, anti-slavery, and woman suffrage. Such
labor he refused to regard as "outside activity,"

deeming it rather his part, as minister of the

church, of its due contribution to the life of the

city.

Dr. Clarke's most notable characteristic was a

remarkable balance and wisdom. He was right-

ly numbered among the Transcendentalists, but

his thought was simple and his style lucid. His
Transcendentalism appeared chiefly in his confi-

dence in the universality of truth and goodness

among men, and in his earnest efforts to discover

it in all persons, sects, and religions. A con-

vinced and devout Christian, he studied appre-

ciatively other religions also {Ten Great Reli-

gions, pt. I, 1871, pt. II, 1883) ; a loyal Unitarian,

he was sympathetic with other denominations,

aiming to give full credit to all that his fellow

Christians of whatever name were contributing

to human welfare. The same discriminating in-

sight taught him to discern the best in indi-

viduals and to labor to free it from base entan-
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glements. He was a wise, discriminating, sym-
pathetic and irenic friend and teacher

;
quick to

praise, slow to blame ; more eager to cherish

good than to crush evil ; a rare combination of

particular loyalties and universal sympathies.

He was a prolific writer: sermons, newspaper
and review articles streamed from his facile pen

almost beyond enumeration. Besides Ten Great

Religions, he published: The Christian Doctrine

of Forgiveness of Sin (1852); The Christian

Doctrine of Prayer (1854) ; Orthodoxy: Its

Truths and Errors (1866); Common Sense in

Religion (1874) ; Essentials and Non-Essen-

tials in Religion (1878) ; Self-Culture (1882) ;

Anti-Slavery Days (1884) ; The Problem of the

Fourth Gospel (1886).

[The beginning of an Autobiography is contained in

the first six chapters of Jas. Freeman Clarke (1891) by
Edward Everett Hale. See also the sketch by Clarke's
daughter Lilian Freeman Clarke, in Heralds of a Lib-
eral Faith, III, 67—75 I

a memoir by Andrew Preston
Peabody in Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc., Mar. 1889 ; tributes

from friends and contemporaries in the Christian Reg.,

June 14, 1888.] W.W.F.

CLARKE, JAMES PAUL (Aug. 18, 1854-

Oct. 1, 1916), governor of Arkansas, United

States senator, was the son of Walter and Ellen

(White) Clarke. He was born in Yazoo City,

Miss., and was educated in the schools of Missis-

sippi and in the law school of the University of

Virginia, where he received the degree of LL.B.

in 1878. The next year he opened a law office in

Helena, Ark. On Nov. 10, 1883, he was mar-

ried to Mrs. Sallie (Moore) Wooten of Moon
Lake, Miss. From 1887 to 1895 he served as rep-

resentative, senator, attorney-general, and gov-

ernor. His administration as governor was un-

eventful except for the passage of some popu-

listic legislation, such as a law to tax national-

bank -notes and United States treasury notes in

circulation as currency. He declined a second

term and in 1897 moved to Little Rock and re-

sumed the practise of law. In 1903 he was elect-

ed to the United States Senate as a Democrat to

succeed J. K. Jones and was reelected in 1909.

In 1914, under popular election, he narrowly

missed defeat in the Democratic primary, but

was triumphantly elected at the general election.

In 1913 he was elected president pro tempore of

the Senate and was reelected in 19 15, although

he had opposed some of the administration mea-
sures and did not always vote with his party.

During his first term in the Senate his "un-

qualified independence" caused him to break

with his party in its opposition to Roosevelt's

policy on Panama Canal legislation, and the

President declared that Clarke was largely in-

strumental in securing its passage. He support-
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ed the Bristow amendment for popular election

of United States senators with federal control,

although his party was for state control. He con-
tributed largely to the defeat of the Ship Pur-
chase Bill (1915), an administration measure,
and secured several important modifications in

the bill before it was finally passed. He bitterly

opposed the Adamson eight-hour law (1916),
another administration measure, in which he was
supported by only one Democratic senator. He
was an ardent advocate of Philippine indepen-

dence and pushed through the Senate a bill prom-
ising independence in a short time, but it failed

in the House. Although Clarke was somewhat
conservative in certain things he was progres-

sive in others. He favored full control of the

railroads. When the Hepburn Bill (1906) was
under consideration he advocated physical valu-

ation as a basis for rate making, the giving of

the Interstate Commission final power over rates

without any right of appeal to the courts, and
the prohibition of any preliminary injunction

against the enforcement of new rates proclaimed

by it {Congressional Record, 59 Cong., 1 Sess.,

pp. 6104-27). In 1908 he opposed the Aldrich

Currency Bill as premature. He voted for the

exclusion of Reed Smoot and William Lorimer.

He supported employers' liability and work-
men's compensation legislation, the exemption
of farmers and laborers from the anti-trust law,

the literacy test for immigrants, and the taxation

of trading in cotton futures. He served on sev-

eral important committees, being chairman of

the Committee on Commerce. He made few set

speeches, but participated freely in debate and
exercised considerable influence on legislation.

He died at Little Rock and was buried in Oak-
land Cemetery.

[D. T. Herndon, Centennial Hist, of Ark., vol. I

(1922); Ark. Senate and House Journals, 1887-95;
memorial addresses on the life and character of Jas. P.
Clarke, in Cong. Record, 14 Corig., 2 Sess., p. 3546;
Who's Who in America, 1916—17 ; Biog. Dir.Am. Cong.
(1928) ; Ark. Gazette and Ark. Democrat, Oct. 2, 1916.]

D.Y.T.

CLARKE, JOHN (Oct. 8, 1609-Apr. 28, 1676),

Baptist clergyman, statesman, was the son of

Thomas and Rose (Kerrich) Clarke. His ma-
ternal grandfather was William Kerrich, of a

Suffolk family, while the Clarkes belonged to

Bedfordshire. John was born in Westhorpe,

Suffolk, the sixth of eight children and the mid-

most of five sons, four of whom ultimately set-

tled in Newport, R. I. No definite contact with

any educational institution has been traced un-

less a John Clarke of the University of Leyden

is to be identified with him ; but his intellectual

outlook reveals a breadth of view not entirely
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ascribable to self-training, while various evi-

dences point to some erudition. He was prob-

ably married before he left England ; his first

wife, Elizabeth Harris, may have brought him

some dowry. Much later a legacy came from

her father out of the manor of Wrestlingsworth.

Clarke landed in Boston in November 1637,

just after the General Court had taken its last

rigorous action against the Antinomians. His

unselfishness stands out clearly as he placed

himself among the defeated supporters of the

"covenant of grace," who recognized him at

once as a leader. He and the others went first

to Exeter, N. H., and in the next spring he

went with a party to Providence, where they

were courteously received by Roger Williams,

with whom they conferred about their plans.

The result, after Clarke had consulted with the

Plymouth authorities, was the decision to settle

at Aquidneck. Clarke was one of, eighteen who
on Mar. 7, 1638, signed a compact incorporating

themselves into a body politic. Although Cod-

dington was selected as governor, Clarke, as

physician and preacher, was equally a leader. A
year later, these two with a few others moved to

the southern end of the island, settling New-
port. Clarke's original relations with the Bap-

tists are as obscure as is the early history of the

church at Newport. He may have had contact

with Anabaptists in Holland; he may have

been among those in Rhode Island who, accord-

ing to Winthrop, "turned professed anabaptists"

in 1 641. From 1644, at the latest, he was pastor

of the Baptist Church in Newport.

The best-known incident in the career of

Clarke was his visit with John Crandall and

Obadiah Holmes to Lynn, Mass., when on July

20, 1651, while holding a religious service in

the house of William Witter, a non-resident

member of the Newport church, they were ar-

rested. Brought first to the public service of

worship, where Clarke expressed "his dissent

from their order," the next day they were taken

to Boston for trial. The specific charges against

Clarke were unauthorized p'reaching, disrespect

in the assembly of worship, administering the

Lord's Supper to persons under discipline, and

denying the lawfulness of infant baptism. All

three were sentenced to be fined or be whipped.

A friend, without Clarke's knowledge, paid his

fine of £20.

Later that same year, Clarke was sent with

Roger Williams to England to protect the inter-

ests of the colony. In this they were so success-

ful that Williams soon returned to America, but

Clarke remained for ten years or more. In the

fall of 1654 the assembly of freemen sent him a

letter of thanks. A recent writer ("The English

Career of John Clarke," Baptist Quarterly,

1923, pp. 192 ff.) ingeniously identifies Clarke

with a man who was somewhat implicated in the

Fifth Monarchy movement, but by the time of

the overthrow of the Venner rebellion had com-
pletely dissociated himself from the extremists.

It seems doubtful, however, whether the Rhode
Islander would have proceeded so rapidly in his

task of securing the charter for that colony if

he had not been quite free from political suspi-

cion. Of greater importance is the charge that

Clarke was willing to use unworthy methods to

advance the interests of Rhode Island. The
basis of the charge is probably the pique of some
Massachusetts leaders at his diplomatic suc-

cesses, and at the worst, it represents his enemies'

interpretation of an attitude capable of a quite

different explanation. It is possible that Clarke

returned to America for a short time in 1661 ; he

was in England on Apr. 7, 1663, when he had in

his possession the agreement with Connecticut

as to the boundary between that colony and
Rhode Island. During this year he was largely

instrumental in securing the royal charter for

Rhode Island. He returned to Newport in 1664,

when he again received the thanks of the colony.

While continuing to serve as minister and phy-

sician, he was elected to the General Assembly

and thrice was elected deputy governor. He re-

tired from political activity in 1672. The previ-

ous year he had married, as his second wife, Jane

Fletcher, who died within about a year ; soon

thereafter he married Sarah Davis, who survived

until 1692.

The democratic character of the charter of

Providence Plantation (1647) and of the Code

of Laws at once adopted is traceable fully as

much to Clarke as to Williams. Captious criti-

cism has interpreted the recognition of the au-

thority of Christ in the Compact of Mar. 7, 1638,

as a limitation even upon toleration ; but Clarke's

attitude in Boston earlier and his influence later

upon the legislation in Rhode Island show that

for him nothing less than liberty of conscience

was compatible with that authority ; while his

petition to King Charles II (probably 1662)

contained the immortal sentiment
—

"a most

flourishing Civill State may stand, yea, and best

be maintained . . . with a full liberty in reli-

gious concernments" (Records of the Colony of

Rhode Island and Providence Plantations, vol. I,

1856, pp. 485-91).

[The Story of Dr. John Clarke (191 5), by T. W.
Bicknell is more pretentious than satisfying. Clarke's
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111 Newes from New Eng. (London, 1652, reprinted in

Mass. Hist. Soc. Colls., 4th ser., vol. II, 1854) is to

some extent autobiographical and embodies his account
of the Lynn episode. This affair is most fully treated
in H. M. King, A Summer Visit of Three Rhode Isl-

anders to the Mass. Bay in 165 1 (1896). The criticism

of Clarke's conduct in England may best be traced in

Jas. Grahame, Hist, of the U. S. (2nd ed., 1856, I,

224 ff.) ; there is nothing to substantiate Chalmers's
statement upon which Grahame relied. A Concordance
of the Bible which Clarke prepared and which was li-

censed for printing seems not to be extant ; it has some-
times been confused with Holie Oyle for the Lampes of
the Sanctuarie (London, 1630), an earlier work by an
Anglican divine of the same name. The Newport Hist.

Soc. has considerable material, including Clarke's will

and a Life of Clarke (MS.) by the Rev. Samuel Adlam,
but this contains little information not otherwise
available.] W. H.A.

CLARKE, JOHN MASON (Apr. 15, 1857-

May 29, 1925), paleontologist, was born one of

six children, in Canandaigua, N. Y. His father

was Noah Clarke whose ancestors William

Clarke and his wife Sarah came to America in

1630 on the sailing vessel William and John and

settled in 1636 in Dorchester, Mass. His mother

was Laura Mason (Merrill) Clarke of Castle-

ton, Vt, whose ancestors were among the May-
flower company. John Clarke's scientific tenden-

cies were early manifested and doubtless in part

inherited, for his father for fifty years taught the

sciences in Canandaigua Academy of which he

was principal. Environment was, however, also

favorable. "Born of a father who was a lover

and teacher of nature, and in a village whose

rocks are replete with Devonian fossils, he began

collecting the latter when he was but six years

of age" (Schuchert, post). He received his early

training at the Canandaigua Academy and en-

tered Amherst College in 1874 to graduate in

1877. During the following year he taught in

the Canandaigua Academy, but in 1878 returned

to Amherst as a temporary assistant to Prof.

B. K. Emerson. In 1880 he taught science class-

es in the Utica Free Academy whence he was
called to become instructor in geology, mineral-

ogy, and zoology at Smith College. At the end

of the college year ( 1883) he went abroad, study-

ing with Prof, von Koenen in Gottingen, return-

ing in the autumn of 1884 with the expectation

—

unrealized—of resuming his teaching at Smith.

The year was spent in lecturing on science and

teaching German in the Massachusetts Agri-

cultural College. On Jan. 1, 1886, he received

an appointment as assistant to Prof. James Hall,

state paleontologist, at Albany, N. Y. Here he

continued for the remainder of his life, teaching

also in the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and

on Hall's death in 1898 succeeding him as state

paleontologist. He was instrumental in bring-

ing about the mapping of nearly one-half the sta-

tion on a scale of one mile to the inch and
brought the knowledge of New York geology

and its mineral industry to a condition of which
it may be said that "no equal area in America
is so completely known and understood." He
was also in 1904 made director of the State Mu-
seum and of the Science Department, Univer-
sity of the State of New York. Under his direc-

tion was completed the new museum building in

191 3 and the installation of its collections, form-

ing what has been said to be the best State

Museum in America, containing upward of 7,000

types of specimens of invertebrate fossils in-

valuable to the scientific worker, and a remark-
ably fine series of restorations of early geo-

logical invertebrate forms. A reproduction to

scale of the Gilboa Devonian forest furnishes an
unrivaled picture of the oldest forest known.

Clarke was a man of culture, a ready speaker

and toward the latter part of his life a writer of

no ordinary charm and ability. He became one
of the world's authorities on the Devonian Age
and the author of some 150 papers on various

scientific subjects. He received the Hayden
Gold Medal of the Philadelphia Academy of Sci-

ences, the Spindiarofr prize of the International

Geological Congress in Stockholm, the Thomp-
son Medal for distinguished service in geology

from the National Academy of Sciences and the

gold medal of the Wild Life Permanent Pro-

tective Fund. He was the recipient of numer-
ous honorary degrees and belonged to nearly a

score of learned societies. A delightful conver-

sationalist and good raconteur, he was usually

in amiable mood but was capable of intense likes

and dislikes and was a master of sarcasm. He
was twice married : first to Mrs. Emma Sill,

nee Emma Juel of Philadelphia ; second to Mrs.

Fannie V. Bosler, also of Philadelphia.

[Chas. Schuchert, Bull. Geol. Soc, vol. XXXVII, no.

1, 1926, pp. 49-93, containing full bibliography 'of
Clarke's publications ; C. R. Keyes, Pan American Ge-
ologist, vol. XLIV, no. 1, 1925, pp. 1-16; personal in-

formation.] G. P. M.

CLARKE, JOHN SLEEPER (Sept. 3, 1833-

Sept. 24, 1899), actor, theatrical manager, was
born in Baltimore, Md., of English parents, the

grandson of Stephen Clarke, a London mer-

chant. He was educated in a private school and

studied law in the office of a Baltimore attorney,

but having acquired a taste for dramatics, he

began his career as a comedian at the Howard
Athenaeum (Boston) in Paul Pry (1851) and in

1852 appeared in She Would and She Would Not
at the Chestnut Street Theatre in Philadelphia,

where he later succeeded the elder John Drew
[q.v.], as principal comedian (1853). He then
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became low comedian at the Front Street The-

atre in Baltimore (1854), took the role of Dig-

gory in The Spectre Bridegroom at the Metro-

politan Theatre in New York (May 15, 1855)

and returned to Philadelphia as leading come-

dian at the Arch Street Theatre (August 1855),

which theatre was afterward leased by Clarke

and William Wheatley (June 1858). On Apr.

28, 1859, Clarke married Asia, daughter of Ju-

nius Brutus Booth \q.v.~]. Retiring from the

management of the Arch Street house in 1861

he went to New York, where he appeared in

Babes in the Wood (Apr. 1, 1861) and The
Toodlcs (Aug. 19, 1861), which latter per-

formance established his reputation. The Win-
ter Garden reopened Aug. 18, 1864 under the

management of William Stuart, with Clarke in

the role of Maj. Wellington de Boots in Stir-

ling Coyne's Everybody's Friend. Clark and

Edwin Booth [q.v.~\ then went into partnership

with Stuart, Clarke selling out to Booth short-

ly before the destruction of the theatre by fire

in March 1867. For a number of years Booth

and Clarke controlled the Walnut Street Theatre

in Philadelphia, where Clarke frequently ap-

peared in The Toodles, as Asa Trenchard in

Our American Cousin, and in many other plays,

occasionally making trips through the South.

For one season (1866-67) the two controlled

the Boston Theatre. On Oct. 16, 1867 Clarke

made his first London appearance at the Royal

St. James's Theatre as Maj. de Boots in a new
version of Everybody's Friend, rewritten for

him by Coyne and renamed A Widow Hunt.

He then played Bob Tyke in The School of Re-

form (Nov. 20, 1867) and appeared at the Royal

Princess's Theatre as Salem Scudder in The Oc-

toroon (Feb. 10, 1868), after which he made a

tour of Great Britain and Ireland. Returning to

London for an engagement at the Royal Strand

Theatre (Nov. 6, 1868-Mar. 18, 1870), he

played Maj. de Boots in A Widow Hunt, Gos-

ling in Fox v. Goose, Babington Jones in John
Brougham's Among the Breakers (166 nights),

Timothy Toodles in The Toodles (201 nights),

and Dr. Pangloss in The Heir at Law. He then

crossed the Atlantic to play The Toodles and

A Widow Hunt at Booth's Theatre in New York
(Apr. 18, 1870), made a tour of the principal

American cities, and returned to London to ap-

pear m The Heir at Law (July 29, 1871) for

150 nights and in the ever popular Toodles at

the Royal Strand. He then made another trip

to the United States, after which he played Dr.

Ollopod in The Poor Gentleman at the Royal

Strand (Mar. 9, 1872) and opened the Charing

Cross Theatre, Nov. 7, 1872, playing Bob Acres

in The Rivals. He later took over the Holborn
Theatre, which he opened Apr. 4, 1874, appear-

ing as Phineas Pettiephogge in The Thumb-
screw. In the autumn of 1878 he assumed the

management of the Theatre Royal, Haymarket,
where he resuscitated The Rivals (Oct. 3,

1878), after which he produced The Crisis ( Dec.

2, 1878) and Albery's adaptation of Lcs Four-
chambault (Apr. 14, 1879), the latter being a

failure. Rewritten and produced as Brag (June
12, 1879), its immediate failure caused a sudden
revival of Dion Boucicault's The Life of an
Actress four days later. Clarke then sold the

Haymarket and later went to Philadelphia to

take over the Broad Street Theatre (1881). In

England once more he divided his time between
English country theatres and the Royal Strand
in London, where his occasional appearances

included The Heir at Law (Nov. 18, 1882),

The Comedy of Errors (Jan. 18, 1883), A
Widoxv Hunt (Apr. 25, 1885), and Cousin
Johnny (July II, 1885). He retired from the

stage in 1887 but ten years later assumed the

management of the Strand, where he produced

The Prodigal Father (Feb. 1, 1897).
Clarke had a rare command of an audience, his

spectators delighting in his exuberant humor,
droll transitions of expressions and oddities of

accent. His intense earnestness made a ludi-

crous, eccentric character seem natural, for his

mimicry was not merely of clothes but of char-

acter and modes of thought and feeling. He
was more successful in presenting characters in

old comedy than in creating new parts.

[D. Cook, Nights at the Play (London, 1883) ; Ac-
tors and Actresses of Gt. Britain and the U. S., ed.

by B. Matthews and L. Hutton (1886), vol. V; J. B.
Clapp and E. F. Edgett, Players of the Present, Pt. I

(1899); Atlantic Mo., June 1867; Lippincott's Mag.,
Nov. 1881 ; Theatre (London), Feb. 1883, Sept. 1885;
Athcnceum (London), Feb. 6, 1897, Sept. 30, 1899;
Era (London), Sept. 30, 1899 ; N. Y. Tribune, Aug. 21,

1861, Aug. 19, 1864, Apr. 19, 1870; London Morning
Post, Oct. 17, 1867 ; London Daily Telegraph, Oct. 17,

Nov. 21, 1867, Feb. 11, 1868, May 10, 1869, Feb. 7,

1870, Mar. 11, Nov. 9, 1872, Apr. 6, 1874, Oct. 4, Dec.

4, 1878, Apr. 15, June 17, 1879, Nov. 20, 1882, Jan.

19, 1883, Apr. 27, July 15, 1885; see also sources for

Edwin Booth.] p g r

CLARKE, JONAS. [See Clark, Jonas,

1730-1805.]

CLARKE, JOSEPH IGNATIUS CON-
STANTINE (July 31, 1846-Feb. 27, 1925),

journalist, playwright, was born at Kingstown,

near Dublin, Ireland, the son of William and

Ellen (Quinn) Clarke. His father, a barrister,

died while James was still a small boy, and in

1858 the mother moved with her children to
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London. James had attended several Catholic

schools in Ireland; in London he managed to

get a little more instruction, including some
French and Latin, before going to work in the

shop of the Queen's Printers. In spare hours

he explored the city, delighting as an imagina-

tive boy would in its museums and galleries, its

venerable buildings, and its ceaseless, surging

crowds. In his sixteenth year he obtained, by

a stroke of good luck, a sinecure in the Civil

Service, and a career of unruffled though frugal

respectability seemed opening before him when
his Irish patriotism drew him in 1865 into the

Fenian movement. For a time he was by day a

sleek, top-hatted young clerk in the Home Office,

and by night a hirsute, collarless ruffian who was
one of the two "head centers" in London of the

Irish Republican Brotherhood. He was work-

ing with admirable impartiality and efficiency

for both Government and its enemies when the

disastrous Clerkenwell explosion of Dec. 13,

1867, which according to his own story (post,

pp. 43-59) he had done his best to prevent,

aroused the authorities. Before long the trail

led to his door. Clarke, however, was foolhardy

enough to continue in his position, and when he

did make his escape to Paris in February 1868

it was by a nip-and-tuck race with the police.

Paris offering at best a precarious livelihood,

he went in April to New York, where he was
met by his eldest, brother Charles, and soon

found work on the Irish Republic, a weekly pa-

per. That autumn he was inveigled half-joking-

ly into making a speech or two for Grant and
Colfax, attracted the attention of Republican

managers, and was sent to Missouri on a speak-

ing campaign. After the election he began writ-

ing at space rates for the New York Herald, was
taken on the staff, went to the Pacific coast in

1 87 1 to report a murder trial and to interview

Brigham Young, and continued on the Herald
until 1883, acting in turn as night, dramatic,

literary, musical, and sporting editor, and dis-

playing a resourcefulness and versatility that

gave him a high reputation among newspaper-

men. He was managing editor of Albert Pulit-

zer's Morning Journal 1883-95, editor of the

Criterion, a literary and social weekly, 1898-

1900, Sunday editor of the Herald 1903-06, and

publicity director of the Standard Oil Company
1906-13. His career as a playwright began with

Heartease (in collaboration with his friend

Charles Klein) in 1896; his other stage plays

were : For Bonnie Prince Charlie, The First

Violin, Her Majesty, Lady Godiva, The Great

Plumed Arrow, and The Prince of India. He was

also the author of : Robert Emmet, A Tragedy

( 1888) , Malmorda, a Metrical Romance ( 1893)

,

The Fighting Race and other Poems and Bal-

lads (1911), various occasional poems, and
Japan at First Hand (1918), based on materials

gathered during a trip to the Orient in 1914.

His best-known poem, "The Fighting Race" (in

the New York Sun, Mar. 17, 1898) was prompt-

ed by the list of Irish dead in the battle-ship

Maine. Its refrain : "Well, here's thank God for

the race and the sod ! Said Kelly and Burke and
Shea," was greatly admired in Irish-American

literary circles. His last public appearance was
at a dinner given in his honor at the Hotel Astor,

Feb. 28, 1924, by the American Irish Historical

Society, of which he had been president 1913-

23. He died a year later, after a lingering ill-

ness, and was survived by his wife, Mary Agnes
Cahill, whom he had married in New York, June

18, 1873.

[The chief source is Clarke's posthumously published
autobiography, My Life and Memories (1925). See
also E. J. McGuire, "Memorial of Jos. I. C. Clarke,"
in Jour. Am. Irish Hist. Soc., vol. XXIV, 227-40

;

N. Y . Times, Feb. 28, Mar. 6, 1925 ; Who's Who in
America, 1Q24-2S.I G. H. G.

CLARKE, MARY BAYARD DEVEREUX
(May 13, 1827-Mar. 30, 1886), author, was
born in Raleigh and died in New Bern, N. C.

Her parents were Thomas Pollock Devereux, of

North Carolina, and Katherine Anne Johnson

of Connecticut. She was descended from many
distinguished ancestors, among whom, in addi-

tion to five colonial governors, were Jonathan

Edwards and Dr. Samuel Johnson, first presi-

dent of what is now Columbia University. When
her mother died the child was still young, and

her father, a lawyer and planter of considerable

wealth, employed an English governess to super-

intend her education. It is said that this per-

sonage at length subjected her charge to the

full course of instruction prescribed at Yale.

She learned to read with discrimination and to

write gracefully. She had some command of

modern languages, and she conversed with so

much erudition, yet so much gaiety, that she im-

pressed acquaintances as one of the few women
in America who, "without being a blue-stock-

ing, was thoroughly educated." In 1848, she

married William J. Clarke. In 1854, she pub-

lished Wood Notes, a collection of North Caro-

lina poetry, some of which, under her pseudo-

nym, Tenella, she had written herself. Her con-

tributions are romantic and imitative, but at

times, in their reference to North Carolina, they

give evidence of a wholesome clarity of outlook.

An indisposition which was declared tubercular
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in origin caused her to spend the winter of 1854-

55 in Havana—a residence described in her

"Reminiscences of Cuba," published in the

Southern Literary Messenger, September-De-

cember, 1855. Here she danced much, rode

horse-back, and attended countless plays and

parties, but she was none the less glad, when the

climate of San Antonio was judged better for

her, to forsake a "land of despotism for the home
of liberty and equal laws." That liberty, under

the frontier and half-military surroundings in

which she and her family found themselves,

proved in the event sometimes more inclusive

than she had anticipated. At the outbreak of the

Civil War, her husband went into the Con-

federate army, and she with her four children

returned to North Carolina. Here she wrote

quantities of patriotic verse, which appeared

from time to time in the newspapers. Much of

this, "along with other work, was published in

1866 as Mosses from a Rolling Stone or Idle

Moments of a Busy Woman. The war having

destroyed her family's one-time affluence, she

recognized that she was under the necessity of

earning money, and followed this necessity ardu-

ously but bravely for the remainder of her life.

In 1865 she became for a while an editor of the

Southern 'Field and Fireside. Later she con-

tributed to The Old Guard and The Land We
Love, and she reviewed books for Harper, Ap-
pleton, and Scribner. She published a long nar-

rative poem, Clytie and Zenobia (1871), trans-

lated a French novel, composed a libretto, Mis-

kpdecd, and wrote "Sunday-school hymns at five

dollars a piece." Poverty and illness caused her

great despondency, from which, though always a

faithful Protestant, she sought relief at times

from Rome and at other times from the Ethi-

cal Culture Society. She became paralyzed, and

a month before her death her husband suc-

cumbed to an illness which had long held him
powerless.

[E. G. Reade in J. Raymond, Southland Writers
(1870); W. Hall, in M. B. Clarke, Poems (1905);
B. L. Whitaker in E. A. Alderman and J. C. Harris,
Lib. of Southern Lit. (1907), II, 915-35] J.D. W.

CLARKE, MARY FRANCIS (Mar. 2, 1803-

Dec. 4, 1887), Roman Catholic nun, was born in

Dublin, Ireland, the daughter of Cornelius and
Catherine (Hyland) Clarke. Her mother was
the daughter of an English Quakeress ; her fa-

ther was a prosperous dealer in leather. A fire,

however, destroyed most of his property, and
anxiety brought on a paralytic stroke that left

him for the rest of his life an invalid. On Mary,
the eldest of his four children, fell the burden of

supporting the family. She took charge of the

leather business and carried it on successfully.

While ministering to victims of the cholera epi-

demic of 1831 she became acquainted with Mar-
garet Mann, Rose O'Toole, Elizabeth Kelly, and
Catherine Byrne, who like herself were in-

clined toward the life of a religious. Under her

leadership they opened "Miss Clarke's School"

on Mar. 19, 1832, for Catholic children who were

too poor to attend a convent school. Their under-

taking prospered, but persuaded by an American
priest that in the New World was a larger op-

portunity to serve God the little group migrated

in 1833 to America, the voyage from Liverpool

to New York occupying fifty-one days. As they

were about to land at New York their store of

money rolled out of their purse and was lost

overboard. Undaunted by this misfortune they

proceeded to Philadelphia, as they had planned,

and there on Sept. 10, 1833, they first met Ter-

ence James Donaghoe, an Irish priest and a

man, among other virtues, of remarkable dis-

cernment in things spiritual. He secured their

services as teachers in his parish, and under his

inspiration and guidance the informal commu-
nity became, with the consent of Bishop Ken-
rick, the Sisters of the Blessed Virgin Mary.
The act of consecration was performed on All

Saints' Day, 1833. Father Donaghoe became
Director of the Order, and Sister Mary Clarke

its Superior. Father Donaghoe drew up the con-

stitutions of the Order. Until 1843 the Sisters

lived in Philadelphia, maintaining their school

and contending with a poverty that sometimes

meant actual hunger. In June 1843, at the press-

ing invitation of Bishop Matthias Loras, five of

the Sisters went to Dubuque, la., and so evi-

dent was the need of them in the western dio-

cese that the rest followed before the end of

the year. Father Donaghoe was made vicar-

general of the diocese. Dubuque was then a

frontier settlement of some 700 people ; wolves

and Indians still roamed the prairie. Amid these

primitive conditions the Sisters devoted them-

selves to teaching, and although their convent

was burned by a crazed incendiary May 22,

1849, the Order grew in numbers and effective-

ness. It received several testimonies of Papal

favor, the Decree of Final Approbation and Con-
firmation being issued by Pope Leo XTII on

Mar. 15, 1885. Mother Clarke led a life hidden

entirely from the world and largely even from
her own Sisters, but the order that she founded
is some index of her character. Charity, sim-

plicity, and humility are the virtues enjoined on
its members, with absence of censoriousness as
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the form of charity especially to be cultivated.

[In the Early Days: Pages from the Annals of the
Sisters of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary (191 2) ;

minor accounts in E. T. Dehey, ed., Religious Orders
of Women in the U. S. (1913), and in F. T. Oldt, ed.,

Hist, of Dubuque County, Iowa (n.d.).] q jj G.

CLARKE, McDONALD (June 18, 1798-

Mar. 5, 1842), the "Mad Poet," was born in

Bath, Me. ; but, by the age of nine, he was living

in New London, Conn., sheltered by his mother,

with John G. C. Brainard \_q.v.~\ as playmate.

In manhood, Clarke remembered his boyhood

as an unhappy one, on account of peculiarities

of his own that made him subject to the taunts

of other boys. When he was twelve, the death

of his mother left him alone, grief-stricken, and

apparently without resources. Nothing is known
of the interval following until his appearance on

Broadway in New York on Aug. 13, 1819. Here
he soon became a familiar figure about town

:

tall and slight in body, with a striking face, well-

formed mouth, aquiline nose, grayish-blue eyes

shadowed with melancholy, characteristically

clad in a long dark-blue frock coat with a large

turn-over collar enlivened by a red silk necker-

chief. His personality was vivid and his tem-

perament volatile. Music could affect him to

tears, social injustice or fashionable folly to

wrath ; and suffering to sympathy or sentimen-

tality. Terse and witty in repartee, he easily

routed those who attempted to make sport of his

eccentricities. Not even his friends knew where

to draw the line in his case between mild in-

sanity and deliberate pose, but the character of

his madness in later life dispels the idea that he

was a mere poseur. His insanity, however, was
harmless to others and he possessed no vices.

He attended the fashionable Grace Church on

Broadway regularly. His marriage to Mary
Brundage, an actress, which was opposed by her

mother, was accomplished by elopement. Their

extreme poverty finally made separation neces-

sary. Clarke, constantly penniless and living

often on the bounty of his friends, impoverished

himself by a generosity, frequently freakish, to

those more in need than himself. Friendly by
nature, he sought to cultivate companionships

which his mental disorder intervened to limit.

Nevertheless he won a measure of regard from
Fitz-Greene Halleck who frequently helped him
over hard places, and commemorated him in a

humorous poem, "The Discarded." During the

last year of his life, Clarke became almost con-

stantly insane; and, on Mar. 5, 1842, he was
drowned in water running from an open faucet

in a cell of the Asylum on Blackwell's Island.

He seems to have been a prolific writer, but

Clarke

much of his verse received only ephemeral pub-
lication, and in consequence most of the editions

are now rare. Any object or incident in his

neighborhood could form the nucleus of a poem,
and many a belle of the town, not always to her
delight, found herself the subject of his writings.

His verse is frequently grotesque in its irregu-

larity, expressing scornful and even violent in-

dignation against snobbery or social injustice;

but it is also often genuinely humorous, tender,

or intelligently satirical. Little or none of his

verse is remembered to-day save the couplet

:

"Now twilight lets her curtain down
And pins it with a star."

[A brief essay on Clarke is to be found in Jas. Grant
Wilson, Bryant and His Friends (1886), pp. 398-99.
The most complete biographical account is contained
in an article by Wm. Sidney Hillyer in the Mo. Illus-
trator, XII, 357. Some facts may also be gleaned from
Clarke's prefaces to his publications, which include the
following : A Review of the Eve of Eternity and other
Poems (1820) ; The Elixir of Moonshine (1822)'; The
Gossip; or, a Laugh with the Ladies, a Grin at the
Gentlemen and Burlesques on Byron, a Sentimental
Satire; with Other Poems: in a Series of Numbers,
No. 1 by McDonald Clarke (1823) ; Sketches (1826) ;

Afara, a Poem (1829) ; Death in Disguise; a Temper-
ance Poem, from The Mss. of Mr. McDonald Clarke

( J 833) ; Poems of McDonald Clarke (1836) ; and A
Cross and a Coronet (1841). Duyckinck also lists

Afara, or the Belles of Broadway (2nd series, 1836).]

A.L.B.

CLARKE, REBECCA SOPHIA (Feb. 22,

1833-Aug. 16, 1906), writer of children's books

under the pseudonym Sophie May, was born in a

white-columned, red brick house, with a back-

ground of hills, in Norridgewock, Me., on the

Kennebec River, and there she made her home
during her seventy-three years of life. Her par-

ents were Asa and Sophia (Bates) Clarke, both

descended from pioneer settlers of that portion

of the Massachusetts Colony which later became
Maine. She attended the Norridgewock Fe-

male Academy where she was considered a pre-

cocious child, and her journal, kept between the

ages of nine and eleven, contains comments on

sermons, debates, and lectures on astronomy and

phrenology. An early tendency to verse-mak-

ing was discouraged by her mother, for which

she was afterward grateful. Tutors of Greek and

Latin completed her formal education. At
eighteen she secured a position to teach in

Evansville, Ind., the home of a married sister.

Growing deafness caused her resignation and

her return to her birthplace, where, at the age

of twenty-eight, she wrote her first article, at

the request of a friend in Memphis, Tenn., us-

ing the nom de plume Sophie May. Her first

stories were written for the Little Pilgrim, edit-

ed by Grace Greenwood, and became the Little

Prudy series, which when published in book
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form brought her only fifty dollars a volume.

Other stories were written for the Congrcga-

tionalist. When her Dotty Dimple books were

ready for publication, she was offered a hundred

dollars a volume, but by this time she had be-

come more sophisticated and secured a ten per

cent basis. She wrote over forty books for chil-

dren, of which the most successful, in six vol-

umes each, are: Little Prudy Stories (1863-65)

Dotty Dimple Stories (1867-69) ; Little Prudy 's

Flyaway Series (1870-73); Quinnebasset Se-

ries (1871-91); Flaxie Frizzle Stories (1876-

84); Little Prudy's Children Series (1894-

1901). Several novels for adults, among them

Drone's Honey (1887) and Pauline Wyman
(1897), met with slight success. The charac-

ters in her stories were all drawn from life, the

adults from Norridgewock people, the children

from her own nephews and nieces, and Norridge-

wock furnished nearly all her settings. The boys

and girls of her books are natural, fun-loving,

sometimes naughty beings, instead of the stiff

perfections of most juvenile literature of her

time. Thomas Wentworth Higginson said

:

"Real genius came in with Little Prudy." Chil-

dren of a later day, however, care little for

Sophie May's books, with their lack of plot, their

"baby talk," and their obvious moralizing. Re-

becca Clarke was in her youth considered beau-

tiful ; she had wavy black hair, very dark blue

eyes, and an expression which showed kindly in-

terest in others and zest in life on her own ac-

count. She and her sister, Sarah J. Clarke, with

whom she lived, were concerned in all activities

for the welfare of their native town. They often

spent their winters in Baltimore, or California,

or Europe, but the summers always brought them
back to Norridgewock. Shortly before her death

in the old family home, Rebecca Clarke pur-

chased and presented to Norridgewock a hand-

some building for a public library.

[Who's Who in America, 1906-07 ; Florence Waugh
Danforth, "Sophie May, a Pioneer Writer of Juvenile
Books," in the Magazine Section of the Lcwiston
(Me.) Jour., Feb. 2, 1924; a typed article, with ex-
tracts from Rebecca Clarke's childhood journal, by
Mrs. Henrietta Wood, a summer resident of Norridge-
wock, in the Me. State Lib. ; Frances Willard and Mary
A. Livermore, Am. Women, vol. I (1897), pp. 178-79;
Boston Transcript, Aug. 17, 1906, Daily Kennebec
Jour., Aug. 18, 1906, Portland Daily Press, Aug. 18,

*9°6 -l S.G.B.

CLARKE, RICHARD (May 1, 1711-Feb. 27,

1795), Boston merchant, Loyalist, was the son
of William and Hannah (Appleton) Clarke of

Boston, where he was born, and not, as some-
times stated, of Francis Clarke of Salem. On
May 3, 1733 he married Elizabeth Winslow who
has been variously said to be the daughter of

Edmund, Isaac, and Col. Edward Winslow. It

is probable that she was the Elizabeth, daughter

of Edward Winslow and Elizabeth his wife,

whose birth of Feb. 16, 1712 is recorded in the

Boston records (Boston Births, 1700-1800, p.

87). Both Richard Clarke and his wife were of

distinguished ancestry and occupied high social

position. Richard had graduated from Harvard
in 1729 and became one of the most prominent

merchants in Boston, his firm at the time of the

Revolution including his two sons, Jonathan
and Isaac, under the name of Richard Clarke &
Sons. Jonathan was in London in 1773 and
Richard Clarke & Sons were named as factors

for the East India Company and were among
the consignees of the tea which was thrown into

Boston Harbor in December of that year. On
Nov. 2, they had received a letter signed "O. C,"
ordering them to appear at the Liberty Tree
the following Wednesday at noon to make a

public resignation of their commission as fac-

tors. On Wednesday morning some of the other

consignees, including Thomas Hutchinson, Ben-
jamin Faneuil, and Joshua Winslow, met the

Clarkes at their warehouse in King St. A mob
of about five hundred had gathered at the Lib-

erty Tree and, as the merchants did not appear,

a considerable number gathered in front of the

warehouse. Nine of them went in as emissaries

to induce the merchants to yield, and, when they

refused to do so, the mob attempted to storm the

building but was repulsed. When Jonathan ar-

rived from England there was a gathering of

friends at the Clarkes' house in School St. to

welcome him, which was the occasion of an-

other attack by the mob. The Clarke firm at

first refused to sign the Non-Importation Agree-
ment, but afterward consented. Richard Clarke

was also one of the signers of the Address to

Gen. Gage. The family had become extremely

unpopular with the Whigs, and when, on one

occasion, Isaac went to Plymouth to collect some
debts, he was attacked and forced to make a

midnight escape. Susannah Farnum Clarke,

one of Richard's four daughters, had married

John Singleton Copley [q.v.~\, the artist, in 1769
and had gone to live with him in London. In

view of the growing difficulties in Boston, Clarke

decided to go to England also, and after a re-

markable voyage of only twenty-one days land-

ed there on Dec. 24, 1775, and, until his death,

lived at Copley's house. With one of his sons

he joined the Loyalist Club of London. The fam-
ily was on the American proscription lists, but in

his will Clarke disposed of considerable prop-

erty, including Bank of England stock and
American securities.
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[J. H. Stark, Loyalists of Mass. (1910) ; L. Sabine,
Loyalists of the Am. Revolution (1864) ; Mass. Colo-
nial Soc. Pubs., vols. VII (1905), XIII (1912), in

which Clarke's will is given in full, XIX (1918) ; New
Eng. Hist, and Gcneal. Reg., vols. V (1851), XXXIII
(1879), XXXIV (1880), XLVI (1892) ; "Letters and
Papers of John Singleton Copley and Henry Pelham,"
Mass. Hist. Soc. Colls., vol. LXXI (1914); Proc.
Mass. Hist. Soc., XVI, 475 ; David-Parsons Holton,
Winslow Memorial (1877).] T.T.A.

CLARKE, ROBERT (May 1, 1829-Aug. 26,

1899), publisher, the son of Peter Clarke and
Margaret (Henderson) Clarke, was born in

Annan, Dumfrieshire, Scotland. In 1840 he came
with his parents to Cincinnati where he was edu-

cated at Woodward College. He soon displayed

an interest in literary and scientific subjects, and
as bookkeeper for William Hanna probably de-

veloped the neat, methodical habits so charac-

teristic of the later man. His first venture into

the business field was the opening of a second-

hand book-shop at the corner of Sixth and Wal-
nut Sts., which in time became the favorite re-

sort of literary men in the city. With the retire-

ment of the publishing firm of H. W. Derby in

1858 Clarke succeeded to their business and or-

ganized the firm which in 1894 was incorporated

as the Robert Clarke Company. The directors of

the new company were all members of the old

firm. Under the skilful guidance of its organizer,

the Robert Clarke Company became an influen-

tial power in the publishing world, especially in

the West. It was the first company "to import

books in any considerable number from Europe
to the Ohio Valley" and "the leading firm in the

West for the publication of law books." One of

Clarke's business proverbs was : "Keep a little

ahead of the public," and this he endeavored to

carry out (W. H. Venable, post, p. 21 ). He spe-

cialized in bibliographies, especially in the fields

of American history and archeology, and how
well the firm succeeded in its efforts is evidenced

by the fact that Justin Winsor declared that the

Americana catalogues of the Robert Clarke Com-
pany were the most complete published in Amer-
ica (Winsor, Narrative and Critical History of

America, vol. IV, 1884, p. 198). In addition to

his activities in the printing, binding, and book-

selling trade Clarke was both author and editor.

He wrote a pamphlet entitled, The Pre-Historic

Remains Which Were Found on the Site of the

City of Cincinnati, Ohio, with a Vindication of

the Cincinnati Tablet ( 1876) , and edited, in large

part, the Ohio Valley Historical Series, in seven

volumes (1868-71), published over the protests

of his partners. The collection and publication

of this series was probably his best work. His
love of books caused him to be an indefatigable

collector of rare Americana. Ex-President R. B.

Hayes was the purchaser of one of his collections

and another, consisting of over 6,000 volumes,

was sold to William A. Proctor who presented

it to the University of Cincinnati. In 1896 Clarke
retired from business, made a tour of the globe,

and devoted his remaining years to study and
writing. Always interested in furthering the ad-

vancement of history and literature, he made his

home in Glendale a center of intellectual activity

;

his modest, unassuming manner attracted a host

of friends. He died unmarried.
[The best sketch of Clarke's life is the article by Wm.

H. Venable in In Memoriam : Being a Condensed Ac-
count of a Meeting of the Members of the Glendale Ly-
ceum and Other Friends of the Late Robert Clarke
Held in His Memory at Glendale, Oct. 7, 1899 ; see also
C. F. Goss, Cincinnati, the Queen City (4 vols., 1912) ;

article on Clarke in Ohio Archeol. and Hist. Quart.,
Apr. 1900 ; Cincinnati Enquirer, Aug. 27, 1899.]

R.C.M.

CLARKE, THOMAS SHIELDS (Apr. 25,

1860-Nov. 15, 1920), sculptor and painter, son

of Charles J. and Louisa (Semple) Clarke, was
born in Pittsburgh, Pa. He entered the School

of Science at Princeton in 1878 where he re-

mained for the full four years though he did not

receive his degree of B.S. until 1892. While at

Princeton he was instrumental in establishing

the college comic paper, the Tiger, and later

when studying at the Art Students' League in

New York he did illustrations for various maga-
zines. After a year in New York he went to

Paris where he studied drawing at the Academie
Julien under Boulanger and Lefebvre. For three

years he was at the £cole des Beaux Arts study-

ing under Gerome, after which he sought instruc-

tion under Dagnan-Bouveret. He likewise spent

some time in Rome and Florence. But painting

soon became of secondary importance to him, and

sculpture began to occupy more and more of his

time. He exhibited at a number of Salons, at first

only paintings : "The Milk Path, Holland," Sa-

lon of 1885 ; "A Fool's Fool" (now in the Penn-

sylvania Academy), Salon of 1887; "Night Mar-
ket, Morocco" (Philadelphia Art Club), Salon

of 1892. To the Salon of 1893 he sent a plaster

fountain group, "The Cider Press," the bronze of

which is now in Golden Gate Park, San Fran-

cisco. A smaller group of the same subject had
been awarded a medal of honor at the Madrid In-

ternational Exhibition of the year before. To the

Chicago Exposition of 1893 he sent, besides the

bronze group of "The Cider Press," a number of

paintings: "A Fool's Fool" and "The Night

Market," which had already been exhibited in

Paris ; "A Gondola Girl" ; "Portrait of Madame
d'E." ; "Morning, Noon and Night," a triptych

which was awarded a medal. Medals were also

given him at Atlanta, San Francisco, and
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Charleston. For the temporary arch erected in

New York in honor of Admiral Dewey's return

he executed the statue of Commodore McDon-
ough. He designed, for the gunboat Princeton, a

bell which was given by the Princeton alumni.

One of his most important commissions was for

four caryatids, representing the seasons, on the

Appellate Court Building, New York (c. 1899).

Belonging to his maturer style also is the "Alma
Mater" at Princeton. Work of a different sort

was the mural decoration of the library of a pri-

vate house in Pittsburgh.

In 1887 Clarke had married Adelaide Knox at

Geneva, Switzerland. There is still record of a

painting in which he used her and their little girl

as models. Although he did not have to depend

on his profession for his means of support, he

was extremely industrious. At one time he had

a home at Lenox, Mass., but he never lost touch

with New York, where he became a member of

the National Sculpture Society in 1893, of the

Architectural League in 1898, and an associate

of the National Academy of Design in 1902. He
was a member of the Princeton, Century, and
Salmagundi clubs. It was in New York, at the

Post-Graduate Hospital, that he died.

[Arthur Hoeber, in Brush and Pencil, Aug. 1900 ;

Lorado Taft, Hist, of Am. Sculpture (1903) ; Am. Art
Annual (1920); Who's Who in America, 1920-21;
Thieme-Becker, Allgemeines Lcxikon dcr Bildenden
Kunstler, vol. VII (1912) ; Princeton Alumni Weekly,
Dec. 15, 1920.] E.G.N.

CLARKE, WALTER (c. i638-May23, 1714),

colonial governor of Rhode Island, was the son

of Jeremiah (or Jeremy) Clarke and his wife

Frances (Latham) Dungan, the former of East

Farleigh, Kent, and the latter of Kempston, Bed-

ford, England. Jeremiah came to New England

about 1637 and settled at Newport, R. I., where

Walter was born. The son became prominent in

the colony and was an office-holder most of his

life. He was a deputy in 1667, 1670, 1672 and

1673; an assistant in 1673-75 and 1699; deputy-

governor from May 1679 to May 1686 and from

May 1700 to his death in 1714; he also served

as governor from May 1676 to May 1677, from

May 1686 to June 29, 1686 (when the charter

was suspended), and from January 1696 to

March 1698.

On Dec. 22, 1686, Sir Edmund Andros [q.v.~\

named him as one of the seven men from Rhode
Island to serve on his Council, and eight days

later demanded of them the delivery of the colo-

nial charter. Clarke and his colleagues replied

that it could not be brought from Newport be-

cause of the bad weather. In November of the

following year when Andros went to Rhode Isl-

and with the intention of obtaining possession of
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the charter, Gov. Clarke sent it to his brother

with orders that it should be hidden in some
place outside the Governor's knowledge, and
when Andros was courteously entertained at the

Governor's house, the document could not be

found. The Governor, however, surrendered the

seal of the colony, which Andros broke. When
Andros left, the charter was returned to Clarke,

who retained it until the fall of Andros. He de-

clined to surrender it to a committee of the As-
sembly (though he told them they might break

into the chest which contained it) and he did not

deliver it up until after the election of May 1690.

After the fall of Andros, Clarke was one of the

two men to sign a call to the people to meet and
consult as to whether or not they would resume
their former charter government ( Apr. 2^, 1689)

,

and on May 1 signed the declaration proclaiming

that they had done so. He was, however, ex-

tremely cautious and when called upon to serve

as governor declined to do so, the colony remain-

ing without a chief executive for ten months,

during which time, the Deputy Governor, who
had more courage, acted in that capacity. In

1698 when Lord Bellomont [Richard Coote,

q.v.], was examining into conditions in Rhode
Island, he inquired closely into Clarke's possible

connection with piracy. As a Quaker, Clarke

had refused to take the required oaths under the

Acts of Trade and it was suggested that he be im-

peached as an example. He resigned his office

in 1698 in favor of his nephew, and the Quaker
regime came to an end. In that same year a

small tract, called Lithobolia, or the Stone

Throzving Devil, was published in London, re-

counting the remarkable and terrifying happen-

ings in the home of George Walton in New
Hampshire where devils or witches had been

throwing around stones, cooking utensils, crow-

bars and other objects. Clarke was one of the

witnesses who attested the truth of the facts

(New England Historical and Genealogical Reg-
ister, October 1870). Clarke was married four

times : first, in 1660, to Content Greenman, who
died Mar. 2J, 1666; second, in February 1667/8,

to Hannah Scott, who died July 24, 1681 ; third,

in March 1682/3, to Freeborn (Williams) Hart,

who died Dec. 10, 1709; fourth, on Aug. 31, 171 1,

to Sarah (Prior) Gould, who died in 1714. He
had, in all, nine children, three by his first wife

and six by his second, but all of his male issue

died in infancy. He was buried in the Clifton

burial ground at Newport.

[S. G. Arnold, Hist, of the State of R. I. (2 vols.,

1859-60) ; New Eng. Hist, and Gcneal. Reg., vol.

LXXIV (1920) ; R. I. Court Records, vol. II (1922) ;

Records Colony of R. I. and Providence Plantations
(1856-62) ; G. A. Morrison, The "Clarke" Families of
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R. I. (1902) ; Robt. N. Toppan, "Andros Records" in
Proc. Am. Antiq. Soc, n.s., vol. XIII ; Newport Hist.

Mag., Jan. 1883.] J.T.A.

CLARKE, WILLIAM NEWTON (Dec. 2,

1841-Jan. 14, 1912), Baptist clergyman, theo-

logian, son of the Rev. William and Urania

(Miner) Clarke, was descended from Jeremiah

Clarke, one of the founders of Newport, R. I.,

and from Thomas Miner, who came with Win-
throp to Massachusetts Bay. He was born in

the Baptist parsonage in Cazenovia, N. Y., and

spent his boyhood in that village except during

the short pastorate of his father at Whitesboro,

which intervened (1852-54) between two pas-

torates at Cazenovia. Clarke entered the Oneida

Conference (Cazenovia) Seminary, graduating

in 1858, the youngest of his class. He was ad-

mitted to sophomore standing in Madison Uni-

versity, received the degree of A.B. in 1861 and

graduated two years later from the Theological

Seminary. The spiritual and scholarly character

of his first pastorate, at Keene, N. H., led to his

call to the First Baptist Church in Newton Cen-

ter, Mass., where the faculty and students of

Newton Theological Institution formed a part

of his congregation. He began his Newton pas-

torate in May 1869 and on Sept. 1 married Emily

A. Smith at Waverly, Pa. From the beginning

of his pastorate, he was making that independent

study of the doctrine of the Atonement which

was to lead him away from the traditional static

view of theology and make him a recognized

interpreter of a new day. He remained eleven

years at Newton, but sensing some dissatisfac-

tion among the older parishioners whose ideas

were too fixed for change, he accepted a call to

the Olivet Baptist Church, Montreal. Here was
the most cosmopolitan environment of any place

of his residence and his mind expanded with the

broader outlook upon life. The main scholarly

task of his Montreal pastorate was a Commen-
'tary on Mark ( 1881 ) , which he had been request-

ed to write. Early in 1883, he fell on icy steps

and injured a knee which treacherously caused

several later falls in which his right elbow also

suffered, producing handicaps of motion and
considerable suffering, very real but to which he

rarely alluded. A call to the chair of New Testa-

ment interpretation at the Baptist Theological

School in Toronto seemed providential and he be-

gan teaching there in the autumn of 1883. These
were quiet years spent largely in the intimate

study of the New Testament ; but his duties in-

cluded the teaching of homiletics and he was in

constant demand to preach in the churches. In

the spring of 1887, Clarke returned to the pas-

torate, going to the scene of his college days,

Clarkson

Hamilton, N. Y. On the death of President Ebe-
nezer Dodge, he undertook to carry on some of

his work in theology in the Seminary and in

June 1890 accepted the election to the J. J. Jos-

lin Professorship of Christian Theology.

On assuming full charge of the course in sys-

tematic theology, Clarke began at once to write

out his own views, furnishing his students mani-
folded copies of the material as needed. During
two periods of absence, chiefly in California, he
was able to prepare his lecture manuscript for

printing (1894) for limited circulation; after

careful revision, it was published as An Outline

of Christian Theology (1898). This was an
epoch-making book, for it was the first broad
survey of Christian theology which frankly ac-

cepted the modern view of the world, substituted

vital, dynamic phraseology for the mechanical

and static, and subordinated theology to the

Christian religion itself, which was to be dis-

cerned both by a historical approach to the

Scriptures and by the experiential evidence of

all times. From August 1901 to June 1902
Clarke was in Europe. At Oxford he began his

treatise on The Christian Doctrine of God
(1909), but he made an entirely new start after

returning home. Much of the next seven years

was devoted to this work in addition to his regu-

lar teaching. In 1903 he gave a Dudleian lecture

at Harvard and in 1905 the Taylor lectures at

Yale. In 1908, he resigned his professorship, but

a lectureship in Christian Ethics was provided

that the Seminary might continue to have his ser-

vices. On account of the frailty of his own and
Mrs. Clarke's health, they spent his last winters

in Florida, where, at Deland, he died suddenly

on the forty-eighth anniversary of his ordination.

Among his more important works not previously

mentioned are : Can I Believe in God the Father

?

(1899) ; What Shall We Think of Christianity?

(1899) ; A Study of Christian Missions (1900) ;

The Use of the Scriptures in Theology (1905) ;

Sixty Years with the Bible (1909), a spiritual

autobiography; The Ideal of Jesus (1911).

[Wm. Newton Clarke ; a Biography, with Additional
Sketches by His Friends and Colleagues (1916), writ-
ten and edited by his widow, outlines Clarke's career
and interprets his life and thoughts. Evaluations of his
work will be found in the Outlook, Jan. 27, 1912, and
by Shailer Mathews in Am. Jour. Theol., July 1912.]

W.H.A.

CLARKSON, COKER FIFIELD (Jan. 21,

1811-May 7, 1890). editor, born at Frankfort,

Me., was the son of Richard Perkinhon and Mary
(Simpson) Clarkson. His paternal grandfather

came to America in 1779, settling in New Hamp-
shire, where his son Richard was born in 1782.

Richard Clarkson married the daughter of a
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Continental soldier and moved to Maine in 1806;

he served in the War of 1812. In 1820 the fam-

ily removed to Indiana settling about thirty

miles northwest of Cincinnati. At seventeen

years of age, Coker Clarkson began to learn the

printer's trade and in a few years he became the

owner of a newspaper (the Indiana American)
which he conducted successfully until 1854. In

the following year he moved to Iowa and settled

in Grundy County where he developed a highly

cultivated farm. On Apr. 2, 1833, ne married

Elizabeth Goudie, who died in 1848; in 1849 he

married Elizabeth Colescott, who survived him.

In the summer of 1856 he was chosen a delegate

to the state constitutional convention but de-

clined to accept because of his brief residence in

the state. He was a member of the Iowa delega-

tion to the Republican convention of i860 and
was one of the earliest supporters of Lincoln.

In 1863 he was elected to the state Senate and
served four years.

In 1870 with his sons, Richard and James S.,

Clarkson purchased the Iowa State Register,

published at Des Moines. As its agricultural

editor, in which capacity he served for two dec-

ades, he was one of the pioneers in agricultural

education in Iowa, becoming known to the peo-

ple of the state as "Father" Clarkson. He was the

leading spirit in the notable contest between the

farmers and the Barbed Wire Syndicate, which,

supported by capitalists, had formed a combina-

tion to control the manufacture and sale of

barbed wire. Clarkson understood the situation,

and in concert with others called a public meet-

ing, at which he made a vigorous opening speech.

He described the controversy and proposed the

organization of a Farmers' Protective Associa-

tion to resist the syndicate. The Association was
formed and a factory established to supply the

farmers without purchase from the syndicate.

The legal contest which followed was the most
stubborn in the history of the state, the farmers

being represented by Albert B. Cummins [q.v.~\,

later governor and senator. The struggle lasted

for several years, but the syndicate was finally

broken.

Clarkson continued to live in Grundy County
until 1878 when he removed to Des Moines. He
continued his editorial work until his last illness,

although he disposed of his interest in the paper

to his sons a few years after the purchase. In

physique he was large and commanding ; his con-

victions were deep and abiding, and his opinions

were held with tenacity. His morals were rigid,

but he prescribed for others nothing that he was
not willing to require of himself. For nearly

seventy years he was a loyal Methodist. In early

Clarkson

life a Whig, a friend of Henry Clay and zealous

opponent of Andrew Jackson, he joined the Re-
publican party when it was organized, and re-

mained an ardent supporter of it for the rest of

his life. In one of his letters he declared, "I

never split my ticket to vote for a Democrat in

forty-four years."

[E. H. Stiles, Recollections and Sketches of Notable
Lawyers and Pub. Men of Early Iowa (1916), pp. 504-
06 ; B. F. Gue, Hist, of Iowa ( 1903), vol. IV, pp. 53, 54
(portrait) ; C. Cole, Hist, of the People of Iowa ( 1921 ),

p. 435 ; Daily Iowa State Reg., May 7, 8, 10, 14, 1890.]

F.E.H.

CLARKSON, JOHN GIBSON (July 1, 1861-

Feb. 4, 1909), baseball player, was born in Cam-
bridge, Mass. His father, Thomas Clarkson, an

enthusiastic sportsman, gave his sons valuable

athletic coaching. John G. Clarkson early dis-

played ability as pitcher for the Beacons and

other baseball teams about Boston, and of his

three brothers two, Arthur and Walter, were
also professional pitchers of ability. Attracting

the attention of A. C. Anson [q.v.~\, manager and
captain of the Chicago Club of the National

League, John Clarkson was induced by him in

1884 to sign a contract. On Mar. 4, 1884, he was
married to Ella M. Barr. From the beginning

of his professional career, he met success and

speedily became the winning pitcher of Anson's

white-hosed champions. In 1885 he won fifty-

five out of the seventy games which he pitched

for Chicago, one of the best records ever made.

In 1889, together with his catcher, the aggres-

sive Michael J. Kelly [q.v.~\, he was sold by the

Chicago management to Boston for what was
then regarded as the phenomenal price of $10,-

000. The transaction aroused much discus-

sion, and Clarkson and Kelly became famous

as "the Ten Thousand Dollar Battery." For
Boston Clarkson won that year fifty-three games
out of seventy-two. And in 1891 and 1892 the

work of Clarkson and Kelly virtually gained the

pennant for Boston. In 1892 Cleveland secured

the services of Clarkson, but; he soon afterward

retired. Later he conducted a cigar store in Bay
City, Mich., until his health failed in 1906. He
died at Waltham, Mass. For several years before

his death he is said to have been insane.

This famous athlete was not an unusually large

man, standing but 5 feet 9 inches and weighing

168-170 pounds. His hair was very dark, but

his eyes were gray. In the history of baseball

Clarkson stands as the first great exponent of

the modern school of pitchers who study the

weaknesses of batters and secure their results by

control, change of pace, and outguessing their

victims rather than by mere speed and curves.

Clarkson possessed great speed when he chose
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to use it, but he was a clever baseball general

who preferred to win by intelligence. At that

time pitchers were forced to work day after day,

and Clarkson was one of the first to demonstrate

that something other than physical strength was
necessary to carry on and win games. His cool-

ness at critical stages was proverbial, and he

was never more deadly than "in the pinches."

Clarkson's chief rival was Tim Keefe of the New
York Giants, a pitcher who used somewhat simi-

lar methods, and the duels between these two real

artists were famous. But though Clarkson played

"inside ball" he remained a thorough sports-

man who would not tolerate trickery or decep-

tion. This high conception of sporting ethics

made him one of the most popular players of his

generation.

[The Spalding and Reach Baseball Guides for the
years of Clarkson's activity contain his records. Obit-
uaries appeared in the iV. Y. Times, N. Y. Herald, and
Sun, Feb. 5, 1909. Valuable information for this arti-

cle was furnished by Walter Clarkson and by the vet-

eran sportsman George Wright of Boston.] jr p.T.

CLARKSON, MATTHEW (Oct. 17, 1758-

Apr. 25, 1825), Revolutionary soldier, New York
philanthropist, was the son of David and Eliza-

beth (French) Clarkson, and the great-grandson

of Matthew Clarkson, who came from good fam-

ily connections in England to New York in 1690,

as secretary of the province. The descendants of

the Secretary intermarried with leading provin-

cial families and otherwise won a strong posi-

tion in the mercantile and political affairs of the

community. In the Revolutionary period they

early took a strong patriotic stand, and young

Matthew participated as a volunteer in the bat-

tle of Long Island. Later he was aide-de-camp to

Arnold, was wounded at Fort Edward, and be-

haved with gallantry in the battle of Saratoga.

( His likeness is among the figures in Trumbull's

painting in the Capitol rotunda at Washington.)

Following his chief to Philadelphia, he became

involved in a heated newspaper controversy with

Thomas Paine over the Silas Deane affair, his

precise relationship to the matter in dispute be-

ing somewhat obscure. In the early part of 1779,

owing to his refusal in disrespectful terms of a

summons from the President and Executive

Council of Pennsylvania, he received a reprimand

from Congress, which body, however, at the same

time granted his request for opportunity to serve

in southern territory. He was attached to the

staff of Gen. Lincoln, and served with him until

the end of the war, and also as assistant to the

latter during his term as secretary of war. Clark-

son's military career included later service as

brigadier-general and then as major-general of

New York state militia. Naturally he was called

Clausen

Gen. Clarkson and was an early member of the

Cincinnati. He was married twice : first, on May
24, 1785, to Mary Rutherfurd; second, on Feb.

14, 1792, to Sarah Cornell. His life after retire-

ment from active military service was that of a

public-spirited citizen of means and leisure. He
was a regent of the State University of New
York ; a member of the Assembly for one term

( 1789-90) , during which he introduced a bill for

the gradual abolition of slavery in the state

;

United States marshal (1791-92) ; a member of

the state Senate for two terms (1794 and 1795) ;

one of the commissioners to build a new prison

(1796-97) ;
president of the New York Hospital

( 1799) ; and president of the Bank of New York
(1804-25). He was the Federalist candidate for

the United States Senate in 1802, but was de-

feated on the joint ballot by DeWitt TTlinton.

Aside from his military record perhaps the

most characteristic aspect of his career concerns

his connection with the numerous societies and

"movements" for public improvement which

were coming into existence in New York City

in the half-century after independence. His in-

tegrity, his high social position, personal ami-

ability, and ample means all combined to give

him prominence in this relation. The long and
extremely varied list of organizations in which

he was a leading figure quite justifies DeWitt
Clinton's remark : "Whenever a charitable or

public-spirited institution was about to be estab-

lished Clarkson's presence was deemed essential.

His sanction became a passport to public appro-

bation."

[W. W. Spooner, ed., Historic Families of America
(1907), pp. 282-85 ; The Clarksons of N. Y. (2 vols.,

privately printed, 1876) ; Jours. Continental Cong., vol.

XIII ; Martha J. Lamb, Hist, of City of N. Y. (1881).]

C.W.S.

CLAUSEN, CLAUS LAURITZ (Nov. 3,

1820-Feb. 20, 1892), pioneer Lutheran clergy-

man, was born on the island of Aero, Denmark,

the son of Erik and Karen Pedersen Clausen. He
was destined for the law, but abandoned it for

theology after he had fallen under the influence

of the Grundtvigian (Lutheran) awakening. In-

terrupted in his studies by a recurrence of ill

health, he went to Norway where he hoped to

qualify as missionary to Africa. Failing in this,

he undertook to go to Muskego, Wis., as a teach-

er. There he was ordained to the American Lu-

theran ministry on Oct. 18, 1843. He lost no

time in entering upon the strenuous duties of his

ministry. On the day after his ordination he

"conducted the first of fifty-four funerals in a

period covering the four last months of 1843.

This terrible toll of death was taken from the

small Muskego settlement alone" (J. Magnus
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Rohne, Norwegian American Luthcranism up

to 1872, 1926, p. 60). His field covered practi-

cally all of Wisconsin, and, later, much of north-

ern Iowa and southern Minnesota. In spite of

severe headaches from which he suffered con-

stantly, he was a minister in every sense of that

word ; he could draw a deed or draw a tooth ; he

was as good a judge of land as of human nature

;

yet he always remained a worthy and democratic

man of God.

Clausen remained at Muskego less than three

years ; at Luther Valley, seven years. There, in

1846, his first wife, Martha F. Rasmussen, died.

Within a year he married Mrs. Bergette Hjort

{nee Brekke), who died in 1887. <

In 1851 he joined Rev. H. A. Stub and Rev.

A. C. Preus in forming a synod of which he was
elected "superintendent." Forced to undo this

work, he took a perfunctory part in organizing

the so-called Norwegian Synod in 1853. In the

same year he led a party of immigrants to St.

Ansgar, Iowa, serving as pastor to this group

which expanded into a settlement fifty miles wide

and two hundred miles long. From 1856 to 1859

he served as immigrant commissioner of Iowa.

At the outbreak of the Civil War he enlisted as

chaplain for the 15th Wisconsin Regiment, but

had to retire in 1862 after suffering shell shock

in the bombardment of Island No. 10. Estranged

from the Norwegian Synod over questions of

Sabbath observance, he left it in 1868, and helped

to form the Norwegian-Danish Conference in

1870, being elected first president. Frequent

strokes and hemorrhages in the head forced him
to resign his pastorate at St. Ansgar in 1872.

After three years of complete mental rest in Vir-

ginia, he preached for two years in Philadelphia,

and then took up active work at Blooming Prai-

rie, Minn., where he served until his retirement

from the ministry in 1885. In 1890 he took ac-

tive interest in the formation of the United Nor-

wegian Lutheran Church, one of the contracting

parties being his beloved Conference. His last

years were spent at Austin, Minn., or in travel,

of which he was very fond. He died on a visit

to his son at Paulsbo, Wash.
Clausen established and edited the religious

journal Maanedstidende (Monthly Times) and
the secular paper Emigranten, and was a life-

long contributor to the secular and religious

press. He wrote two brochures, the so-called

Gjenmale (Rebuttal) to the church council of

the Norwegian Synod in the slavery controversy,

and his Tilsvar (Reply) to Prof. Sverdrup's at-

tack in the struggle between the "old" and "new"
tendencies in the Conference.

[In English there are, besides the work by Rohne
quoted above, biographies by "H" in Jens C. Jensson
(Roseland). Am. Lutheran Biogs. (1890) ; R. B. Ander-
son, The First Chapter of Norwegian Immigration, Its
Causes and Results (2nd ed., 1896) ; O. N. Nelson,
Hist, of the Scandinavians and Successful Scandina-
vians in the U. S. (1897) ; O. M. Norlie, Hist, of the
Norwegian People in America (1925). In Norwegian
there are biographies by Svein Strand in Symra (De-
corah, Iowa, 1913); Thrond J. Bothne, "Kort Udsigt
over det Lutherske Kirkearbeide blandt Nordmandene
i Amerika," appended to Hallvard G. Heggtveit, [llus-

trcret Kirkehistoric (Chicago, Takla ed., 1898) ; Johan
Arndt Bergh, Den Norsk Lutherske Kirkes Historic i

Amerika (Minneapolis, 1914) ; O. M. Norlie, Norsk
Lutherske Prestcr i Amerika 1843-1913 (Minneapolis,

1914), a translation and revision of which was pub-
lished as Who's Who Among Pastors in All the Nor-
wegian Lutheran Synods of America, 1843-1927

( I 928).] J.M.R.

CLAXTON, KATE (1848-May 5, 1924), ac-

tress, was born in Somerville, N. J., the daugh-

ter of Spencer Wallace Cone, a lawyer whose

literary inclinations led him to spend more time

in the writing of plays, editorial work, and speak-

ing in public, than at the bar. Her grandfather,

the Rev. Spencer H. Cone [g.7\], had been an

actor before he became a clergyman. Her mother

was Josephine Martinez, daughter of a Spaniard,

Tomas Martinez, and of Margaret Terry. Kate

was educated at private schools in New York,

and at the age of seventeen, according to her

own statement, was married "ill advisedly" to

Isadore Lyon (New York Dramatic Mirror, in-

terview, Dec. 8, 1894; W. W. Cone, Some Ac-
count of the Cone Family, 1903). Her early

stage aspirations received no parental encour-

agement, and she went to Chicago, where she

thought there would be less family opposition

to her desire to become an actress, and in that

city, at the Dearborn Street Theatre, on Dec.

21, 1869, she made her debut as Mary Blake in

Andy Blake. A week later she joined Lotta's

company at McVicker's Theatre in Chicago, and

before long she was back in New York, a full-

fledged actress. She joined Augustin Daly's

company at the Fifth Avenue Theatre, where

she first appeared on Sept. 13, 1870, as Jo, in

Man and Wife. She remained there through

more than two seasons, but rarely played any
thing but inconspicuous characters. An engage-

ment by A. M. Palmer at the Union Square The-

atre, during which she acted Georgette in Fer-

nande and Mathilde in Led Astray, resulted in

her being cast for the part of Louise, the blind

girl, in The Two Orphans. This melodrama
from the French, in which there is abundant

action, pathos, bitter anguish, and a conflict be-

tween love and duty, was produced on Dec. 26,

1874. For the rest of her life she was identified

with this play throughout the country. She was
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acting in it in 1876, at the Brooklyn Theatre

on the evening it was destroyed by fire with a

loss of more than two hundred lives. She sought

other plays and characters, notably : The World
Against Her, Booties's Baby, The Sea of Ice,

and Cruel London, but the public invariably de-

manded her Louise in The Two Orphans and

nothing else. In that character she had the

advantage of the sympathy of impressionable

audiences for a hapless girl, placed in a series

of overwhelming misfortunes from which she

emerged triumphant, and she played it always,

in later life as well as in youth, with a sim-

plicity that won the hearts of multitudes. In

1878 she was married to Charles A. Stevenson,

an English actor whose professional life was
passed almost wholly in this country and who
was for many years a member of her company.
The marriage was annulled in 191 1. She died in

New York City.

[T. Allston Brown, Hist, of the N. Y. Stage (1903) ;

J. B. Clapp and E. F. Edgett, Players of the Present
(1901); Arthur Hornblow, Hist, of the Theatre in
America (1919); N. Y. Commercial Advertiser, July
30, 1885 ; obituaries in N. Y. Herald-Tribune, N. Y.
Sun, and AT. Y. Times, May 6, 1924 ; Who's Who in
America, 1924-25.} E. F. E.

CLAY, ALBERT TOBIAS (Dec. 4, 1866-

Sept. 14, 1925), Orientalist, the son of John
Martin and Mary Barbara (Sharp) Clay, was
born at Hanover, Pa. He was graduated from
Franklin and Marshall College in 1889 and from
the Lutheran Theological Seminary at Mount
Airy, Pa., in 1892. He entered the graduate

school of the University of Pennsylvania in

1892, working under Professors Hilprecht, Pe-

ters, and Jastrow, and received the degree of

Ph.D. in 1894. From 1892 to 1895 ne was also

instructor in Hebrew in the same university.

In 1893 he was ordained to the ministry in the

Lutheran Church and in 1895-96 was pastor of

St. Mark's Church, South Bethlehem, Pa. On
June 11, 1895, ne was married to Elizabeth Som-
merville McCafferty of Philadelphia. In 1896
he became instructor in Old Testament theology

in the Lutheran Theological Seminary, Chi-

cago. In 1899 he was recalled to the University

of Pennsylvania as lecturer in Assyriology and
assistant curator of the Babylonian section of the

University museum. Here he remained until

1910, being promoted through the various grades

of professorships until in 1909 he became pro-

fessor of Semitic philology and archeology.

From 1904 to 1910 he was instructor in He-
brew at Mount Airy Lutheran Seminary. When,
through the gift of the late J. Pierpont Mor-
gan, the Laffan Professorship of Assyriology

was founded at Yale, Clay was called in 1910

to fill the chair, a position which he occupied

until his death.

Clay was chiefly noted as an editor of cunei-

form texts. His first volume, Business Docu-
ments o.f Murashu Sons of Nippur dated in the

Reign of Artaxerxes I (1898), was published

conjointly with Prof. Hilprecht, but he after-

ward published three other volumes in the series

of the Babylonian Expedition of the University

of Pennsylvania, edited by Hilprecht, and two
in the Publications of the University Museum,
Babylonian Section, which succeeded it. He also

published four volumes of texts in the library of

J. Pierpont Morgan. At Yale he organized and
built up the Babylonian Collection, in connec-

tion with which he inaugurated the publication

of a series of volumes of texts, to which he him-
self contributed two volumes. A third volume,

prepared by him, appeared after his death. All

these texts were copied with accuracy and
beauty. In addition to these publications, Clay
brought out a 'valuable volume on the proper

names of the Cassite Period in Babylonia, and,

in connection with the late Prof. Jastrow, 'An
Old Babylonian Version of the Gilgamesh Epic
on the Basis of Recently Discovered Texts

(1920). Four volumes of which he was espe-

cially proud were : Amurru, the Home of the

Northern Semites (1909); The Empire of the

Amorites (1919) ; A Hebrew Deluge Story in

Cuneiform (1922) ; and The Origin of Biblical

Traditions (1923). In these he developed an
original theory of the antiquity of the Amorites
and their importance as the originators of the

civilization of western Asia. His training had
not fitted him for such historical investigations,

and it is sufficient to say that the theory is already

disproved. In addition to his books, he contribut-

ed to many scientific journals and publications,

and by his enthusiasm and encouragement stimu-

lated scientific activity in others. Several ris-

ing Assyriologists were his pupils and contribut-

ed to the Yale Oriental Series which he founded.

He also projected a series of translations of

Semitic inscriptions, to which a large number
of American scholars had promised to contribute

volumes. His untimely death occurred, how-
ever, before the first volume was published. The
American Oriental Society has arranged to

carry forward the enterprise as a memorial to

him.

Clay was twice annual professor in the Amer-
ican School in Jerusalem; once in 1919-20, and
again in 1923-24. On the first of his visits to the

East he was sent to Iraq by the Mesopotamian
Committee of the Archeological Institute of

America to ascertain the practicability of estab-
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lishing an American School of Oriental Re-

search in that country, and on the second he was

sent by the American Schools of Oriental Re-

search as the first annual professor, and pro-

fessor in charge of the school in Bagdad, which

he formally opened in November 1923. During

the first of his sojourns in Jerusalem, by his

enthusiasm and tact, he brought together the

Orientalists resident there, differing as they did

both in race and religion, and persuaded them

to form the Oriental Society of Palestine, pat-

terned on the American Oriental Society. The
Society has ever since published a quarterly

journal which contains much valuable scien-

tific work. Clay's training, while giving him a

keen appreciation of all evidence which bore on

textual interpretation, prevented him from at-

taining a similar scientific point of view with

reference to questions of ethnology and history.

On these he was to the end a dogmatist and

propagandist. His youthful enthusiasm, which

he retained all his life, made him many friends

to whom he was devoted. He did much for the

advancement of Oriental studies in the United

States, and especially for his own subject, As-

syriology.

[Who's Who in America, 1924-25 ; C. C. Torrey,
"In Memoriam Albert T. Clay," Bull. Am. Schools Ori-

ental Research, no. 19, Oct. 1925 ; J. A. Montgomery,
"In Memoriam Albert T. Clay," with a selected bibli-

ography by Ettalene M. Grice, Jour. Am. Oriental Soc,
no. 4, vol. XLV, Dec. 1925 ; G. A. Barton, "Albert

Tobias Clay," Am. Jour. Archeology, No. 1, XXX, 97-

99, Jan.-Mar. 1926 ; W. F. Albright, "Prof. Albert T.

Clay," Jour. Palestine Oriental Soc, VI, 175-77; P-

Dhorme, "A la memoire du professeur Albert Clay,"

Ibid., 169-72.] G. A. B.

CLAY, CASSIUS MARCELLUS (Oct. 19,

1810-July 22, 1903), abolitionist, the young-

est son of Green Clay \_q.v.~\, and Sally (Lewis)

Clay, was born on his father's estate, "White

Hall," in Madison County, Ky. His ancestry

was Scotch, English, and Welsh ; and in him

was so strange a mixture of manly vigor, un-

faltering honesty, indiscreet pugnacity, and the

wild spirit of the crusader, as to make him one

of the most remarkable of the lesser figures in

American history. When very young he fought

his mother, his schoolmaster, and a slave com-

panion; the day before his wedding he caned a

rival in the streets of Louisville ; and when
ninety-three years old, suffering under the hal-

lucination that people were plotting against his

life, he converted his ancestral mansion into a

fortified castle, protected by a cannon. His ca-

reer was turbulent in politics, in the army, with-

in the circle of his family, and in all his social

and diplomatic relations. In 1841 he fought a

duel in Louisville with Robert Wickliffe, Jr.

;

Clay

four years later he so mutilated with a bowie

knife Sam M. Brown as to be indicted for may-
hem ; in 1850 he stabbed to death Cyrus Turner;
and in his old age he shot and killed a negro. In

all his early political campaigns he carried a

bowie knife and two pistols.

Clay was given the best opportunities of his

day for an education, first receiving instruction

from Joshua Fry in Garrard County, and later

under the same master at Danville. He was
then sent to the Jesuit College of St. Joseph
in Nelson County. He attended Transylvania

University for a time, and in 1831 with letters

of introduction to President Jackson and to the

principal men of note in the East he entered the

junior class in Yale College, where he was
graduated the next year. He returned to Ken-
tucky and studied law at Transylvania but never
took out license to practise. Wealthy and ambi-
tious for a political career, he was elected to

the state legislature from Madison County in

1835 and in 1837, being defeated in 1836 on his

advocacy of internal improvements. He now
moved to Lexington and in 1840 was elected to

the legislature to represent Fayette County.
The following year he again ran, contrary to the

advice of his distant kinsman, Henry Clay, and
was defeated on the question of slavery. Though
his father had been a large slaveholder, Clay
had early developed a bitter hatred toward the

institution, and, inspired by William Lloyd Gar-
rison whom he had heard at Yale College, this

hatred became a crusading passion. In his de-

feat for the legislature he saw the blatant tyran-

ny and implacable opposition of the slaveholders,

and he resolved to rid Kentucky of the evil. In

June 1845 he set up in Lexington a newspaper
which he called the True American and began
his campaign. Foreseeing trouble he fortified his

office with two four-pounder cannon, Mexican
lances, and rifles, and strategically placed a keg
of powder to be set off against any attackers. In

August a committee of sixty prominent Lex-
ingtonians visited his establishment while he

was absent, boxed up his equipment, and sent

it to Cincinnati. He continued to publish his

paper from this new location, and later, chang-

ing its name to the Examiner, he moved it to

Louisville.

Although Clay had opposed the annexation of

Texas, in 1846 he volunteered among the first

of those who were to invade Mexico, believing

that since his country was at war it was his duty

to fight, and feeling that a military record would
help him politically. He fought with bravery in

a number of engagements and was taken prisoner

at Encarnacion in January 1847. After many
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harrowing experiences he was set free, return-

ing to Kentucky to share in a resolution of com-
mendation by the legislature and to receive a

sword presented by his fellow citizens. In poli-

tics he began a strong follower of Henry Clay,

but, during the campaign of 1844, became
estranged from him on the issue of abolitionism.

In the next presidential campaign he supported

Taylor from the beginning, and in 1849 he made
a determined effort to build up an emancipation

party in Kentucky by holding a convention in

Frankfort and running for governor. In the

election he received 3,621 votes, enough to de-

feat the Whig candidate. On the birth of the

Republican party he joined it, voting for Fre-

mont in 1856 and for Lincoln in i860. In this

latter year he had a considerable following for

the vice-presidency. He was on terms of close

friendship with Lincoln, and, having been led to

understand that he might have the secretaryship

of war, was greatly chagrined when he did not

receive it. To pacify him Lincoln offered him
the diplomatic post at Madrid, which he refused.

Later he accepted the Russian post. On his way
east he reached Washington in April, at the time

when it was cut off and undefended. He quickly

grasped the situation and raised 300 men for

the protection of the city and government, for

which service he might have received appoint-

ment as major-general in the Federal army had
he not preferred to continue to Russia. In 1862

he was recalled and made a major-general, but

he refused to fight until the government should

abolish slavery in the seceded states. He re-

turned to Kentucky in the fall of 1862 on a
mission to the legislature, did some fighting,

and left for Russia again in 1863, where he re-

mained until 1869. He fell out with President

Grant and joining the Liberal Republicans sup-

ported Greeley in 1872. Disagreeing with the

policy of reconstruction, he supported Tilden in

1876, but in 1884 he was for Blaine. After re-

turning from Russia he retired to his estate in

Madison County and in his old age, a few weeks
before his death, the Richmond court adjudged
him a lunatic. He was married to Mary Jane
Warfield of Lexington in 1832, but was divorced

from her in 1878. On his final return from
Russia he brought to his home a Russian boy,

whom he named Launey Clay, refusing to dis-

close his parentage. Shortly before his death
he married a young girl from whom he soon
secured a divorce.

[A vivid account of Clay's career is set forth in his
Life of Cassius Marcellus Clay; Memoirs, Writings
and Speeches ( 1886), vol. I. A second volume was pro-
jected but never published. Biog. Memoranda Class of
1832 Yale Coll. (1880) contains sketch "communicated

Clay

by himself." In 1848 his speeches were brought out by
Horace Greeley under the title of Speeches and Writ-
ings of C. M. Clay. All of Clay's papers prior to the
Civil War were burned during the conflict. Incom-
plete sketches of him may be found in R. H. and L. R.
Collins, Hist, of Ky. (1874), and Biog. Encyc. of Ky.
(1877).. A short sketch is in Who's Who in America,
1901-02. An account of the last days of his life and
an obituary appear in Lexington (Ky.) Leader, July
6-9. 23> 1903- Files of his True American are pre-
served in the Lexington Pub. Lib.] E. M. C.

CLAY, CLEMENT CLAIBORNE (Dec. 13,

1816-Jan. 3, 1882), lawyer, senator, Confederate

diplomat, a member of a distinguished family in

the Tennessee Valley of Alabama, was born near

Huntsville, the son of Clement Comer Clay

\_q.v.~\, and Susanna Claiborne (Withers) Clay.

He was graduated from the University of Ala-

bama in 1834, served as private secretary to his

father, the Governor, engaged for a time in edi-

torial work on the Huntsville Democrat, and
entered the University of Virginia as a law stu-

dent under the celebrated John B. Minor, re-

ceiving his degree in 1839. After a brief ser-

vice in the state legislature (1842, 1844, 1845),
he became judge of the county court of Madison
County, resigning in 1848 to resume the active

practise of his profession. He made an unsuc-

cessful campaign for a seat in the lower house of

the federal Congress in 1853 but soon afterward

won election as a Democrat to the United States

Senate, defeating his fellow townsman, R. W.
Walker. He was unanimously reelected in

1859. In the Senate, he was an ardent defender

of the principle of state rights and a vigorous

supporter of the political philosophy of John C.

Calhoun. While a member of the state legis-

lature, he had married, on Feb. 1, 1843, at

Tuscaloosa, Virginia C. Tunstall, who became
"one of the brightest ornaments" of Washington
society during her husband's service, a member
of a coterie comprising Mrs. James Chesnut of

South Carolina, and Mrs. Roger A. Pryor of

Virginia.

With the secession of his state from the Union,
Clay withdrew from Congress in February 1861,

and returned to Alabama. On the organization

of the Confederate government, Jefferson Davis,

with whom he had served in the United States

Senate, tendered him the post of secretary of

war, but Clay declined and secured the appoint-

ment for his fellow townsman, Leroy Pope
Walker. The legislature of Alabama elected him
to the Confederate Senate, but at the end of his

two years' term he failed of reelection. In April

1864, he was appointed by Davis a member of a

secret and confidential mission to Canada, the

other members being Jacob Thompson of Mis-
sissippi and James P. Holcombe of Virginia.
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This mission was directed to initiate informal

negotiations with the Federal government

which, it was hoped, would lead to formal nego-

tiations of peace between the United States and

the Confederacy. Early in July the commis-

sioners entered into correspondence with Hor-

ace Greeley, seeking through him a safe-con-

duct to Washington and an interview with

President Lincoln. At first Lincoln seemed to

favor such a conference but soon decided against

it, on the ground that the commissioners were

not authorized to treat. For nearly a year Clay

was in Canada, but, despairing of any result from

his mission, he returned South just before the

war closed. While lie was preparing to set out

on horseback for Texas with Gen. Wigfall, to

join Gen. Richard Taylor, he learned in La-

grange, Ga., where he was the guest of Ben-

jamin H. Hill, that Lincoln had been assassi-

nated and that President Johnson had offered a

reward for his arrest. Clay was accused, with

Davis and others, of inciting and encouraging

the assassination of Lincoln, of conspiring, while

in Canada, to release Confederate prisoners of

war on Johnson's Island, and of plotting raids

from Canada against the territory of the United

States. Though urged to attempt an escape,

Clay refused, rode 170 miles to Macon, Ga.,

and surrendered to the commanding officer of

the United States troops. He was taken with

Davis and others to Fortress Monroe, where he

was kept in solitary confinement for nearly a

year. Mrs. Clay and his friends were zealous

in their efforts to secure a trial for him, and Clay

appealed directly to President Johnson, a former

colleague. He was finally released, a broken

man, on Apr. 17, 1866, without opportunity to

defend himself against the charges preferred

against him. The remaining years of his life

were spent quietly in the practise of the law
and in efforts to restore his health. Apparently

he took no active part in the struggle over the

reconstruction of the state and did not enter

again actively into political life.

[See Willis Brewer, Alabama (1872) ; Wm. Garrett,
Reminiscences of Public Men in Ala. (1872) ; Thos.
M. Owen. Hist, of Ala. and Diet, of Ala. Biog., vol.
Ill (1921) ; Virginia Clay-Clopton, A Belle of the Fif-
ties (1905), edited by Ada Sterling, a eulogistic and
highly colored picture of Clay by his wife. Clay's ex-
periences in Canada are set out in the Official Records
(Army), 2 ser., VIII ; accounts of his prison life in
Fortress Monroe may be found in John J. Craven,
Prison Life of Jefferson Davis (1866), and in F. H.
Alfriend, Life of Jefferson Davis (1868). The story of
his arrest is in Trans. Ala. Hist. Soc. (1897-98), vol.

II. For the genealogy of the Clay family, see J. E.
Saunders, Early Settlers of Ala. (1899). Mrs. Clay's
efforts to secure the release of her husband are re-

counted in D. S. Freeman, Calendar of Confed. Pa-
pers (1908).] T.H.J.
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CLAY, CLEMENT COMER (Dec. 17, 1789-

Sept. 7, 1866), governor of Alabama, United

States senator, son of William Clay, a Revolu-

tionary soldier, and Rebecca Comer, was born in

Halifax County, Va., and removed as a boy to

Grainger County, Tenn., where his early educa-

tion was obtained. He was graduated from the

East Tennessee College (now the University

of Tennessee) in 1807, read law under Hugh
Lawson White, in Knoxville, and was admitted

to the bar in 1809. Two years later he removed
to Huntsville, then in the Mississippi Territory,

the center of Virginian influence in the Tennes-

see Valley, where he engaged successfully in the

practise of his profession and where, in 1815, he

married Susanna Claiborne Withers. Clement

Claiborne Clay [q.v.~\, also a lawyer and man
of affairs, was his son.

Though primarily devoted to the practise of

law, Clay gave much time to public service for

more than thirty years of his life. He was first

a private and then adjutant of a battalion in the

Creek War of 18 13; he was a member of the

territorial legislature of Alabama in 1817-19;

and he was chosen in 18 19 as a delegate to the

first constitutional convention of Alabama, serv-

ing notably as chairman of the committee which
drafted the first organic law of the state. Im-

mediately upon the organization of the judiciary

of the new commonwealth, he became chief jus-

tice (1820-23), resigning to resume his private

practise. In 1827 he was elected to the state

legislature and served as speaker of the lower

house. He was elected to membership in the

lower house of Congress in 1829 and served

thereafter by successive reelection without op-

position until 1835. He was instrumental in se-

curing the passage of preemption laws for

settlers and "relief laws" for the benefit of dis-

tressed purchasers of government lands in Ala-

bama. He took an active part in the debates on
national affairs during his six years of service

in the House, supporting Jackson in his attacks

on the Bank, in his removal of the deposits, and
in his opposition to nullification in South Caro-

lina, though he refused, as a believer in state

sovereignty and state rights, to vote for the

Force Bill. After his nomination by the Demo-
crats for the governorship in 1835, he gave his

support to Van Buren for the presidency, al-

though his personal preference was for his

friend and law teacher, Judge Hugh Lawson
White. Because of this, the supporters of White
in Alabama made a determined fight against him,

but Clay was successful before the people, defeat-

ing Gen. Enoch Parsons by 13,000 votes, the

largest majority given up to that time to any
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candidate for the governorship. In the spring of

1836, during the first year of Clay's term as

governor, the state had serious difficulties with

the Creek Indians, and, though Clay was charged

with inactivity and neglect of duty in his han-

dling of the situation, he appears to have been

active and energetic in cooperating with the

federal troops in removing the Indian peril from

the state. In the latter part of his administra-

tion, he was seriously hampered by the bad

economic conditions, culminating in the panic of

1837. Despite these difficulties and criticisms,

he was chosen before the expiration of his term

as governor to the seat in the Senate made va-

cant by the appointment of Senator McKinley
to the Supreme Court bench. Clay supported the

administration and served satisfactorily but

without notable distinction till 1841, when finan-

cial stress and illness in his family caused his

resignation.

On his return to Alabama, he was commis-

sioned by the legislature to prepare a digest of

the Alabama laws, which he completed in 1843;

in that year he served for a few months by ap-

pointment as a member of the state supreme
court; and, in 1846, he was one of the commis-
sioners appointed to wind up the affairs of the

state bank. He then returned to his private law

practise in which he was engaged without fur-

ther interruption for the remainder of his life.

Though he was an ardent advocate of the seces-

sion movement, he took no active part in the

Civil War. When Huntsville was occupied by
Federal troops, Clay's home was seized, his

property was dissipated, and he himself was
kept for some time under military arrest. He
died in Huntsville in 1866.

[W. Brewer, Alabama (1872) ; Wm. Garrett, Remi-
niscences of Public Men in Ala. (1872) ; Thos. M.
Owen, Hist, of Ala. and Diet, of Ala. Biog., vol. Ill

(1921).] T.HJ.

CLAY, EDWARD WILLIAMS (Apr. 19,

1799-Dec. 31, 1857), etcher, engraver, carica-

turist, the son of Robert Clay and Eliza Wil-
liams, was born in Philadelphia of well-to-do

parents. His father was a sea captain, and his

grandfather, Curti^ Clay, a merchant of his

native city. It is asserted ( Scharf and Westcott,

II, 1063), that Edward Williams Clay was a

midshipman under Commodore Perry, but his

name does not appear in the Navy Register.

While studying art he was for a time an ac-

countant (Philadelphia Directory, 1824). The
following year, on Mar. 12, he was admitted to

the Philadelphia bar as an attorney. His name
does not appear in the Philadelphia directories

for 1825 or 1828, but in that of 1829 he is de-
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scribed as "artist," and evidently practised art

there until 1836. Very few examples of his etch-

ing or other work survive. For the American
Monthly Magazine, 1824, he furnished a draw-
ing, engraved by C. G. Childs, and in 1827 he
made the drawing of Sedgeley Park, for Childs'

s

Views of Philadelphia, but did not engrave it.

In 1828-29, he n*ade a series of comic etchings,

entitled Life in Philadelphia, which were pub-
lished by W. Simpson and S. Hart & Son, Phila-

delphia. They pictured with good-natured but
telling satire the efforts of the negroes of that

day to imitate the extravagant conduct of the

whites. After the manner of Cruikshank, he
projected in 1829 a series of oblong caricatures,

entitled Sketches of Character, published by R.

H. Hobson, Philadelphia. Only No. 1 appears
to have been issued. This is a biting, almost
savage attack upon the careless, shiftless militia

of his time. It is entitled, "The Nation's Bul-

wark—A Well Disciplined Militia," and shows a
nondescript body of militiamen being drilled.

For the same publisher in 1830 he etched four

pages of a comic song, "Washing Day," the vi-

gnettes illustrating the verses. There is also in

existence a single lithographed caricature by
Clay which bears the date 1831, and indicates

that he was experimenting with the new process,

having produced two lithographs the preceding
year for the Memoirs of the Old Schuylkill Fish-
ing Company. The caricature mentioned, which
shows Henry Clay, who had been nominated by
the national Republicans, in the guise of a simian,

is entitled, "The Monkey System or every one
for Himself." Joseph Hopkinson is introduced
grinding out "Hail Columbia !" on a hand organ.

In 1837 Clay went to New York where in 1839
he was drawing on stone for John Childs, lithog-

rapher. Later he went to Europe to study art,

but his eyesight failed him and he abandoned his

profession on his return to this country. From
1854 to 1856 he was register of the court of

Chancery and clerk of the orphans' court of Del-

aware. He died in New York City in 1857, and
was buried in Christ Church burial ground,
Philadelphia. He engraved several plates, the

best being the portrait of the Rev. Joseph East-

burn. Clay was an artist who had a fresh, origi-

nal manner and a fancy that was not bound by
convention; his only fault was that he made far

too few drawings.
[The chief authorities are David M. Stauffer, Am.

Engravers (1907) ; J. T. Scharf and T. Westcott, Hist,
of Phila. (1884), vol. II ; a manuscript "Hist, of Lithog-
raphy in Phila.," by Jos. Jackson ; directories of Phila.
and N. Y.]

j j

CLAY, GREEN (Aug. 14, 1757-Oct. 31, 1826),

soldier, legislator, son of Charles Clay of Welsh
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descent, was born in Powhatan County, Va. His

opportunities for schooling were meager, but he

obtained from experience an education of great

practical value. Because of a disagreement with

his father and lured on by the stories he had

heard of Daniel Boone's exploits beyond the Alle-

ghanies, he migrated to Kentucky about 1777.

Having some knowledge of surveying and liking

it, he entered the office of James Thompson, a

surveyor, where he learned his subject well. In

1 78 1 he was made a deputy surveyor for Lincoln

County. Impressed by the ease with which good

land might be obtained, he immediately began to

make use of his opportunities. A system that per-

mitted any number of surveys of the same tract

brought about much confusion, and Clay, with

his expert knowledge of former surveys and his

unusual memory for markers, was in great de-

mand. As was the custom of the day he exacted

a half of the land called for by the warrants he

surveyed. When the lands in central Kentucky

were largely taken up, he carried on surveys in

the western part of the state, suffering great

hardship and many dangers. As a result of his

sagacity and good business sense he amassed a

fortune. He settled in Madison County and built

up an estate which he called "White Hall." In

1787 he was made one of the trustees for the town
of Boonesborough. Though not primarily inter-

ested in politics, he was elected to the Virginia

legislature in 1788 and in 1789. When Kentucky
became a state he represented Madison County
in 1793 and in 1794 in the lower house of the leg-

islature and was a member of the Senate from
T 795 t° l 79&- In l&°7 he was again a member
of the Senate and was elected its speaker. When
in 1799 a second constitution for Kentucky was
to be made, he represented Madison County in

the convention and took an active part in the

proceedings. Upon the outbreak of the second

war with Great Britain he became a major-gen-

eral in the state militia, and after Winchester's

defeat at Frenchtown he was placed at the head

of 3,000 Kentuckians and sent to the relief of the

American forces at Fort Meigs. Cautious in his

movements, on reaching the fort he constructed

flatboats with side protections and floated down
the Maumee. A detachment, through rashness,

was cut to pieces by the Indians, but the main
forces reached the fort and raised the siege.

Clay was now in command of the fort, and a little

later beat off an attack by Proctor and Tecumseh.
As the enlistment of his troops expired within a

short time he did not participate in the invasion

of Canada. After going as far as Detroit, he re-

turned to Kentucky. He was an able business

man and an excellent farmer, using the best

Clay

methods of his day. He married Sally Lewis who
bore him three sons and four daughters,—the

best-known of his children being Cassius Marcel-

lus [q.z'.~\ and Brutus J. Clay. Clay County in

Kentucky was named in his honor.

[Life of Cassius Marccllus Clay; Memoirs, Writ-
ings and Speeches (Cincinnati, 1886) ; Lewis and R.
H. Collins, Hist, of Ky. (1882) ; Biog. Encyc. of Ky.
( l877)~\ E.M.C.

CLAY, HENRY (Apr. 12, 1777-June 29,

1852), congressman, senator, secretary of state,

was descended from English ancestors who came
to Virginia shortly after the founding of James-
town but did not rise to any position of impor-

tance in the colony. His father, John Clay, was
a Baptist minister, who moved from Henrico

County to the frontiers of Hanover County in

search of a district more hospitable to the prac-

tise of his religion. His mother was Elizabeth

Hudson, who came of a family of no greater

prominence than the Clays. Henry Clay was
born in the midst of the Revolution in a region

overrun by war, in that part of Hanover County
generally referred to as The Slashes. He was the

fourth son, and next to the youngest child, in a

family of eight—three daughters and five sons.

Of these children only two sons besides Henry
lived far beyond the age of maturity. His father

died in 1781 leaving the family little more than

the respectability of his name. As Henry was
only four years old at the time the influence of

his father could have affected him very little. To
his mother he owed much. He always held her

in affectionate remembrance. His formal educa-

tion consisted of three years before the master of

The Slashes log school, Peter Deacon, whom
Clay always pleasantly recalled. In 1791 Clay's

mother married Henry Watkins, a man who came
to regard his step-children kindly and who took

a particular interest in Henry. He moved the

family to Richmond where he was a resident,

and soon secured for Henry a position in a retail

store kept by Richard Denny, where the young
clerk remained for a year. Feeling that Henry's

capacities recommended him for a higher posi-

tion, his step-father secured work for him in

the office of the clerk of the High Court of Chan-

cery, and here Clay remained for the next four

years, until 1796. Though somewhat ungainly in

appearance, he attracted attention by his open

countenance and industry, and thereby recom-

mended himself to Chancellor George Wythe,
who made him his amanuensis to copy the court's

decisions when not busied in the clerk's office. In

his contact with Wythe, Clay secured good coun-

sel and intelligent direction of the reading which

he had begun in Denny's store. All his surround-
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ings and his proclivities suggested to him the

study of law. This he began in 1796 in the office

of Attorney-General Robert Brooke, and within

a year he secured his license to practise. During

this time he lived in the home of the Attorney-

General and had unusual opportunities to meet

the people of prominence in the Virginia capital.

While his introduction to Richmond had been

far more fortunate than he could have had rea-

son to expect, he felt that conditions were set-

tled there and competition too keen. The same

lure that had drawn so many others to the new
state of Kentucky also tempted him. Added to

this was the fact that his mother was now living

there, having left Virginia the year Kentucky

became a state. In 1797 Clay moved to Lexing-

ton, the outstanding city of all the West in cul-

ture and influence. His reputation as an attor-

ney-at-law was soon made and his clients became

numerous. As a criminal lawyer, he came by

common consent to have no equal in Kentucky.

It has been repeatedly stated that no person was
ever hanged in a trial where Clay appeared for

the defense. He used every trick in argument and

procedure in addition to his great skill as an ora-

tor. Infrequently he appeared as prosecutor for

the state, once serving under protest for a short

time as attorney for Fayette County, but by pref-

erence he usually acted for the defense. It was
not long before the law became to him the means

to a much more important end, the regulation of

the political and constitutional relations of Ken-

tucky. His first appearance in a political capacity

was in 1798 when he followed George Nicholas

in a denunciation of the sedition law before a

great throng in Lexington. This speech, which

was never forgotten by those who heard it, was
a fitting introduction to his new constituents.

In 1803 in a contest against Felix Grundy, he

was elected to the legislature, where he con-

tinued until 1806. He had by this time become

typically Western in his point of view, and when
it seemed that the United States might at the last

moment be cheated by Spain out of the prize of

Louisiana, he became as greatly excited as any

other Kentuckian over the possibility of march-

ing on New Orleans.

In this new community, so little acquainted

with the sanctity of law and of established usages,

Clay generally took a conservative stand. In

1804 when a fight was made to repeal the charter

of the Kentucky Insurance Company in which

banking powers had been secured by a stratagem,

he championed the cause of the corporation by
arguing that a contract was involved and could

not be broken except by the agreement of both

parties ; and in 1807 when the animosity against
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England was so bitter that rhe legislature was
about to exclude from Kentucky courts the cita-

tion of English precedents, he was able to limit

the application of the law to the period after July

4, 1776. While Clay was still completely identi-

fied with Kentucky affairs, Aaron Burr made his

second visit to the West (1806) and came vio-

lently into conflict with Joseph Hamilton Daveiss

[q.v.~\, a Federalist and the federal district at-

torney for Kentucky. When Daveiss sought an

indictment against Burr, Clay agreed to come
to the defense of the latter who appeared to be

the object of persecution. Clay was also moved
to take this course because he did not like Da-
veiss, with whom he had come near fighting a

duel in 1803. Before the first hearing was held,

Clay had been elected to the United States Sen-

ate to fill the unexpired term of John Adair and

now felt that he should have double assurance of

Burr's innocence in the form of a written state-

ment. This Burr gave him. Later when, on

going to Washington, he was persuaded by Jef-

ferson of Burr's guilt, he felt that he had been

tricked, and never afterward spoke to Burr. In

the meantime, when Burr's associate, Harman
Blennerhassett, came through Lexington and

was proceeded against in a civil matter, Clay de-

fended him. Although Clay's enemies later at-

tempted to implicate him in the Burr schemes,

he never suffered in the eyes of the people on ac-

count of these charges.

Clay spent the short session of 1806-07 in the

United States Senate, where he appeared on the

floor as a supporter of internal improvements.

When he returned to Kentucky, it was with a

pleasant feeling toward national politics. The
importance which the legislature had attached to

him in 1806 had by this time been increased ; and

when the next year Fayette County returned him

to the legislature he was elected speaker. He re-

mained in this body until he was reelected in 1809

to fill out another unexpired term in the United

States Senate. His interests were unmistakably

becoming national; and when in 1809 he intro-

duced in the Kentucky House a set of resolutions

praising Jefferson's embargo measures and the

general accomplishments of the President, Hum-
phrey Marshall brought in a substitute set and

started a debate which soon became acrimonious.

Later, when Clay introduced a resolution in fa-

vor of home manufactures, Marshall's language

became so obnoxious that Clay challenged him

to a duel, which was fought in Indiana, across the

river from Louisville. Both were wounded.

In 1809 Clay returned to Washington, never

again to serve his state officially in any other

than a national capacity, except in 1822 when he
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went to Richmond in company with George M.
Bibb to secure an agreement with Virginia on

the occupying claimants' law, and in the follow-

ing year when again with Bibb he appeared for

Kentucky before the Supreme Court in Washing-

ton in the case of Green vs. Biddle and lost.

From the beginning he took an active part in the

discussions in the Senate, here supporting some

policies from which he never after swerved and

others upon which he completely changed his

views. He laid the beginnings of the founda-

tions of his celebrated American system in 1810

when he spoke in favor of promoting home manu-

factures; also, following the instructions of the

Kentucky legislature as well as carrying out his

own views, he opposed the re-chartering of the

United States Bank, charging it with being a

money power dangerous to free institutions and

holding it to be unconstitutional. These doc-

trines he later entirely abandoned. He made his

first entry into matters of foreign policy when he

upheld the Perdido River as the eastern boundary

of the Louisiana Purchase. Much of his enthu-

siasm and inspiration in official life came from

his feeling that he was a direct agent and de-

fender of the people; hence it was only natural

that in 1810 he should decide to exchange the

Senate for the House of Representatives and

should make the following announcement: "In

presenting myself to your notice, I conform to

sentiments I have invariably felt, in favor of the

station of an immediate representative of the

people" {Lexington Gazette, May 15, 1810). He
was elected from the district of which Fayette

County was a part, and which came to be known
as the Ashland district, from the name of his

home near Lexington. His strong nationalism

was by this time unmistakable and was by no

means incompatible with his equally strong ad-

vocacy of Western interests. He' entered the

Twelfth Congress as the leader of the young,

unterrified "war hawks," determined to uphold

the national honor against Great Britain whether

on the high seas or west of the Alleghanies. He
was elected speaker, and intrenched in this posi-

tion he proceeded to prepare for war by appoint-

ing "war hawks" to prominent committees, urg-

ing President Madison on to a stern course, advo-

cating military preparation, and arousing gen-

eral enthusiasm with such flourishes as the asser-

tion that the Kentucky militia alone could take

Montreal and Upper Canada. He pushed Madi-
son into war and stood valiantly behind him.

When in 1814 it seemed that Great Britain might

be willing to engage in peace parleys, Madison
added Clay and then Gallatin to the commission

composed of Adams, Russell, and Bayard, and
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the negotiations at Ghent were started. As Clay

had had Western interests in mind in getting into

war, he was not now going to forget them in get-

ting out of the war, especially when it came to

trading them for Eastern benefits. The confer-

ence almost collapsed when Adams insisted on

giving England the free navigation of the Mis-

sissippi in exchange for the Newfoundland fish-

eries. Clay saved the Mississippi, won a cer-

tain secret contempt in the mind of Adams, and

after visiting Paris and London, returned in

1815, convinced that the United States was now
one of the powerful nations of the earth. He was
reelected to his position in Congress, which he

had abandoned the year before, and was again

made speaker, to both of which positions he was

reelected until 1821, resigning the latter in Octo-

ber 1820, and refusing to stand for election to the

former after Mar. 4, 1821.

Unquestionably Clay had been greatly broad-

ened by his European experiences, and his power

and influence were much increased. Madison

sought to reward him by offers of the Russian

post and the secretaryship of war, both of which

he refused, largely because he was now intent on

consolidating his position of leadership in Con-

gress. He hoped to receive the secretaryship of

state from Monroe, who became president in

1817, but this had been reserved for Adams, who
thereby became, according to the custom of the

times, the designated successor to the presidency.

Instead, Monroe successively offered Clay the

ministry to England and the secretaryship of

war, both of which he declined. He soon found

easy means to become a critic of the national ad-

ministration and with one exception maintained

this role for the rest of his life. His position in

Kentucky being now paramount, his confidence

in himself and in his country awakened in him an

ambition for the presidency which haunted him

to his dying day, making of his life an unending

series of disappointments. He developed and set

forth a program of nationalism, including sur-

veys for canals and highways and the building

of them, the re-chartering of the United States

Bank, protection for American industries, and

a policy of national defense in keeping with the

grandeur and glory of his country. The Bank
was re-chartered and the protective principle

was incorporated in the tariff of 1816, but Clay

was never to see his program of internal im-

provements carried out.

His impetuosity soon precipitated him into

conflicts with the President and various other

prominent leaders. He incurred the most mo-
mentous and bitter enmity of his life when in 1819

he left the speaker's chair to attack Andrew Jack-
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son for his invasion of Florida. Jackson never

forgave him for his offense. Already critical of

Monroe's administration and impelled by a sym-
pathy for the South American revolutionists,

Clay began in 1818 his campaign for the recogni-

tion of their independence, and by his eloquence

and persistency made himself a hero in South
America second only to Simon Bolivar. Not be-

ing a part of Monroe's administration, he was
unconcerned with the effect his speeches were
having on the Florida treaty which was then

being negotiated with Spain, and when this doc-

ument came up for ratification he attacked it for

its failure to include Texas. His sympathy for

the Greeks struggling against Turkey for their

independence he strongly expressed in 1824, re-

gardless of the fact that American interference in

European affairs was incompatible with the posi-

tion his country had taken in the recently an-

nounced Monroe Doctrine.

In the Missouri Compromise debate the dan-

gers of a divided country first rudely shocked

the nation, and propelled Clay into a new role,

which he was to play thereafter. The essence

of the struggle to him was not the extension or

restriction of slavery, but the continuance of the

Union of equal states. If Congress could lay re-

strictions on slavery in Missouri, its power might

extend to any subject. Herein lay the funda-

mental danger to the Union. Through the com-
promise suggested by Senator Thomas, Clay saw
the question practically settled, and in 1820 he

returned to Kentucky to look after his private

affairs, and to be absent from much of the ses-

sion beginning in the fall. Trouble broke out

anew when Missouri sought to exclude free ne-

groes, from her boundaries. Clay hastened back

to Washington in January 1821 and succeeded in

pushing through the House a compromise plan,

substantially the same as that which Senator

Eaton had introduced in the Senate. He returned

to Kentucky at the end of the session, in March
1 82 1, not to reappear in Congress until he should

come as an avowed candidate for the presidency.

His private affairs in Kentucky engaged his at-

tention for the next two years, during which
time he enjoyed the almost universal acclaim of

Kentuckians. In 1822 a joint meeting of the leg-

islature nominated him for the presidency, and
other states soon followed. He was also reelected

to Congress, where he served from 1823 to 1825,

being again the choice of that body for speaker.

He now set about consolidating a national pro-

gram calculated to secure his election. It was
during this period that he developed fully his

American system of protective tariffs and inter-

nal improvements. The tariff bill of 1820 had
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failed, but in 1824 he secured the passage of the

highest protective tariff enacted up to that time.

In the presidential election of 1824 he received

the smallest number of votes cast for any of the

four candidates and was thereby eliminated by
the Constitution from those to be voted upon by
the House, which body chooses the president

when no one receives a majority of the electoral

college. Clay had carried Kentucky by an over-

whelming vote against Jackson, his nearest com-
petitor, who had received a plurality in the na-

tion. Jackson had grievously wounded the feel-

ings of Kentucky in 18 15 when he had accused

the Kentucky troops at New Orleans of cow-
ardice, but even so he was much more attractive

to Kentuckians than Adams, whose enmity shown
at Ghent was well known. The legislature in-

structed Clay to vote for Jackson when the

House should take up the election of the presi-

dent, instructions which Clay ignored by voting

for Adams and effecting his election. For this

rebellious conduct Clay suffered his first eclipse

in Kentucky, temporary though it was. Jackson
and his friends were furious, charged Clay with

making a bargain with Adams, and when Clay

accepted the secretaryship of state were irretriev-

ably convinced of his duplicity. Clay and his

friends labored throughout the rest of their lives

to disprove this slander, but it dogged his tracks

in every subsequent campaign. When he re-

turned to Kentucky he found considerable hos-

tility, but the warmth of the welcome extended by

his friends soon convinced him of the solidarity

of his position. He bitterly attacked Jackson,

and repeatedly asked how the winning of a mili-

tary victory and the possession of an imperious

and dictatorial spirit could possibly be a recom-

mendation for the civil leadership of the nation.

Yet many of Clay's friends could never shake off

the feeling that the alliance with Adams was a

most unnatural one.

As secretary of state, Clay was thoroughly

loyal throughout to the Administration. He
served the full term and perhaps never spent a

more miserable and uninteresting four years in

all his life. He was by nature opposed to the rou-

tine of administrative work, finding his chief de-

light in the excitement of debate and parliamen-

tary maneuvers. Much of the time he was ill, and

but for his loyalty would have resigned. No
problems of great importance in foreign affairs

arose, though he made a host of minor commer-
cial treaties. The best-known incident of his in-

cumbency was the Pan-American Congress, in

which he sought to have the United States par-

ticipate. The enemies of the Administration start-

ed an acrimonious debate in Congress over the
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instructions to the delegates, which delayed their

departure so long that they arrived too late. Out
of this controversy grew a harmless duel between

Clay and John Randolph of Roanoke, precipi-

tated by the cutting sarcasm of the latter.

In the election of 1828 Clay supported Adams,
though he was unable to convince his own Ken-
tucky of the New Englander's worth. Jackson

carried the state and the nation, and Clay was
temporarily disheartened when he saw the gov-

ernment handed over to a military chieftain. He
refused to accept a position on the Supreme
Court, and returned wearily over muddy roads

to Kentucky, with his simple faith in the good

sense of the people much shaken. The ardor of

his reception, however, soon brought a return

of the warm glow and enthusiasm that were

characteristic of him. In company with his

friend, John J. Crittenden, he toured western

Kentucky, where he was received with unexpect-

ed acclaim. He also visited New Orleans twice

within the next two years, his progress up and

down the Mississippi reaching the proportions

of a triumphal procession. Yet with all this man-
ifestation of support, he was tempted to become

a quiet country gentleman. At this time he

wrote a friend, "My attachment to rural occupa-

tion every day acquires more strength, and if it

continues to increase another year as it has the

last, I shall be fully prepared to renounce forever

the strifes of public life" (Calvin Colton, ed., Pri-

vate Correspondence of Henry Clay, 1856, p.

261). But in 1830 the legislature again nomi-

nated him for the presidency and in order to place

him in a more strategic position sent him to the

Senate in 183 1. Crittenden resigned to make a

place for him. Clay now began to weld together

all the elements of protest against Jackson and
to develop his program. In the debate leading to

the tariff of 1832 Clay restated at great length

the protectionist argument. He presented to

Jackson a bill which to his amazement the Presi-

dent signed. As another move in his campaign
he decided that the Second United States Bank
should be re-chartered. He pushed the bill

through Congress, and Jackson vetoed it. Final-

ly, he wished to settle the question of public lands

and the problem of the surplus by distributing the

proceeds of land sales among all the states ac-

cording to population. The bill was finally passed

( 1833), but Jackson met it with a pocket veto,

and at the beginning of the next Congress gave
the reasons for his action. Clay then attacked

Jackson from every angle and harassed him by
leading the Senate to reject the President's nomi-

nations, the most conspicuous example being that

of Van Buren as minister to London. Clay was
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nominated by the anti-Jackson men in Baltimore

in December 1831, but in the election the next

year he was disastrously defeated. The popular

appeal of the vigorous Jackson and the activities

of the anti-Masons combined to bring about his

discomfiture. Again Clay almost despaired of the

popular good sense, but he soon found a menacing
problem that required his best thought and ef-

forts. South Carolina had assumed a threatening

attitude toward the tariff, and when the law of

1832 was passed, nullified it. Jackson's threats

disturbed Clay almost as much as did Calhoun's

nullification, for he feared lest Jackson should

precipitate a civil war. He soon had ready the

compromise tariff of 1833, which gradually re-

duced the rates. Substituting it for the admin-
istration bill, he secured its passage with the aid

of Calhoun and his friends. Again he had ef-

fected a compromise in a menacing situation and

perhaps saved the Union from disruption.

Throughout the rest of Jackson's official life

Clay battled against him, as an overwhelming
threat to the liberties of the people. For the pur-

pose of curtailing Jackson's power, he advocated

amendments to the Constitution which if adopted

would have been of lasting harm to the country.

When the President sought to hurry the destruc-

tion of the bank by the removal of the deposits,

Clay in 1834 introduced and secured the passage

of resolutions of censure. In January 1837, how-
ever, these were expunged from the record, an
event which so unstrung Clay that he gloomily

declared, "The Senate is no longer a place for a

decent man." When Jackson's brusque language

angered the French and came near precipitating

war, Clay as chairman of the Committee on For-

eign Relations in the Senate smoothed out the

affair satisfactorily. In 1836, however, he felt

that no one could stop the headlong course of the

Jackson party, and looked upon the election of

Van Buren as so inevitable that he did not offer

himself to the Whigs as a candidate. He chose to

remain in the Senate, to which the Kentucky
legislature elected him for another term.

Following the panic of 1837, which soon burst

upon the country, Van Buren brought forward

the sub-treasury system to take the place of Jack-

son's "pet banks." Clay opposed the measure,

here parting company with Calhoun who sup-

ported it and rejoined the Democrats. There-

after Clay and the South Carolinian engaged in

many tilts on the floor of the Senate. Van Bu-
ren's administration proved so unsatisfactory

to the country that the Whigs felt certain of

victory in 1840 and Clay fully expected the

nomination. But a new schemer with new tricks

now appeared prominently in American politics.
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Thurlow Weed, by his astute maneuvers in the

Whig convention at Harrisburg, threw the nom-
ination to William Henry Harrison, a question-

able military hero thirty years removed from his

exploits and an incomparably less able leader

than Clay. John Tyler, a Democrat of the old

school and an admirer of Clay, became the vice-

presidential candidate. Though Clay was en-

raged when he learned of Weed's trickery he

campaigned vigorously for the ticket. The
Whigs won and Clay rejected the offer of the

secretaryship of state in order better to assume

the leadership of the new administration. He in-

troduced in the Senate a set of resolutions which

he expected to be accepted as the party program,

consisting of the repeal of the sub-treasury sys-

tem, the re-chartering of the United States Bank,

the distribution among the states of the pro-

ceeds from the public lands sales, and the passage

of a new tariff. But when Tyler succeeded to

the presidency on the death of Harrison exactly

one month after assuming office, he soon showed
the Whigs how completely they had been cheat-

ed out of their victory. Clay, indeed, succeeded

in getting the sub-treasury system repealed, but

when he sought to have the United States Bank
re-chartered he found Tyler unsympathetic. He
so amended his measure that he thought it would

secure the President's approval, and after putting

it through Congress was almost stupefied to see

Tyler veto it. He had no better success with the

tariff, and in 1842 resigned his position in the

Senate, making on Mar. 31 a farewell address

which created a profound effect on his audi-

tors.

If Clay had revived the idea of retiring to Ash-

,

land and settling down to the stock farming

which he so much enjoyed, he was soon dispos-

sessed of the thought, for his reception in Ken-
tucky was so vigorous as to constitute a man-
date for the presidency in 1844. Enthusiasm for

him was equally marked throughout the rest of

the country. The year he retired from the Senate,

two years before the election, various states be-

gan to nominate him. He made a few trips out

of Kentucky, notably one to the states north of

the Ohio. In Dayton it was estimated that 100,-

000 people gathered to hear him. Long before

1844 it was conceded that Clay would be the

Whig nominee, and it was no less an accepted

fact in Clay's mind that Van Buren would re-

ceive the Democratic nomination. When Van Bu-
ren chanced to visit Ashland, the two prospec-

tive candidates appear to have agreed to elimi-

nate the question of Texas from the campaign.

Accordingly, on the same day in the latter part

of April, after Clay had made a trip through the
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lower South, both he and Van Buren issued

statements opposing immediate annexation (for

Clay's letter, see NHes' Register, 1SKYI, 152-53).

A few days later Clay was nominated by accla-

mation in the Whig national convention. Van
Buren, however, lost the Democratic nomination

to Polk, as the Democrats were determined on
expansion. The apparent enthusiasm of the coun-

try for annexation and the widespread impres-

sion that'he was favoring the abolitionists, led

Clay to restate his position in what came to be

called the "Alabama letters." In these he de-

clared that slavery was not involved one way or

the other in the Texas question, and that he

would be glad to see Texas annexed, if it could

be done "without dishonor, without war, with

the common consent of the Union, and upon just

and fair terms" {Ibid., LXVI, 439). Owing to

this ill-advised maneuver, Clay lost New York,

and thereby the election, to Polk. "Never before

or since has the defeat of any man in this coun-

try brought forth such an exhibition of heart-

felt grief from the educated and respectable

classes of society as did this defeat of Clay"

(James Ford Rhodes, History of the United

States, 1902, I, 84).

Polk's success brought annexation, at the

hands of Tyler, and war with Mexico. Clay felt

that the declaration of war was an outrage, yet

after war was declared he supported it. His fa-

vorite son, Henry, was killed at Buena Vista.

Much concerned over the ultimate outcome of

the war, Clay made a speech in Lexington on
Nov. 13, 1847, in which he called upon Con-
gress to disclaim any intention of annexing

Mexico and to announce the purposes of the

war. During this period of retirement he made
two trips to the East and was received with al-

most unbounded enthusiasm in New York,

Philadelphia, and in other cities. Again the

clamor began to arise for his nomination in

1848. Convinced of support, he announced his

candidacy in April 1848. But there were many
Whigs who felt that he could not be elected, and

some of these were in Kentucky. A Kentucky

Whig wrote John J. Crittenden, Jan. 2, 1847,

that "the Whig party cannot exist, or with any

hope of success, so long as Mr. Clay continues

his political aspirations" (Mrs. C. Coleman, Life

of John J. Crittenden, 1871, I, 266). Crittenden's

desertion brought to an end a long-standing

friendship. Gen. Zachary Taylor was nomi-

nated, and Clay, disconsolate because he did not

control even the Kentucky delegation, felt that

the Whig party had destroyed itself by its own
act. The folly of nominating a military hero who
had no qualifications for civil leadership had
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been repeated. Clay definitely refused to take

part in the campaign.

After Taylor's election, when the problems

growing out of the war and the sectional strug-

gle had nearly driven the country to disunion, he

returned to the Senate ( 1849) in a last effort to

ward off disaster. Spurning Taylor's weak
course, he set forth in detail his plan for gradual

emancipation in the Pindell letter of 1849 and

introduced in the Senate his well-known series

of resolutions. In the debate in the Senate he

made his greatest and last effort to save the

Union, begging the radicals, in both North and

South, to abandon a course which could mean
only disruption. He particularly warned the

South against secession, declaring that no such

right existed and that he would advocate force in

opposing it. Clay hoped that the compromise

measures would definitely settle the sectional

struggle ; but to make doubly sure he with forty-

four other members of Congress signed a pledge

to oppose for public office any one who did not ac-

cept the settlement. In the summer of 185 1 he

returned to Kentucky by way of Cuba, hoping

the Southern climate would help a racking cough

with which he was now afflicted, but he found

no relief. In the fall he was back in Washing-

ton, determined, it seemed, to die in the service

of his country. On the following June 29,

death closed his career. His remains were taken

to Lexington by way of Baltimore, Philadel-

phia, New York, Albany, Buffalo, Cleveland,

and Cincinnati, amid national mourning. He
was buried in the Lexington cemetery.

No man in American public life has had more
ardent supporters or more bitter enemies than

Clay, and no one has depended more for his

happiness on the friendship of the people. His

mastery of Kentucky's emotions and reason was
complete and lasting on every public question

except that of slavery. Kentucky absorbed his

strong Unionism but refused to adopt his plan

of emancipation. Clay obtained much pleasure

from his Ashland home with its six hundred

acres and fifty slaves ; but however often he

might resolve to abandon public life, the im-

portunities of his friends and his love of debate

changed his mind. When his home was in danger

of being sold for his debts, unknown friends

throughout the country raised $50,000 with

which which they settled his obligations. He was
not by nature a religious man, though he joined

the Episcopal Church in later life (1847). He
fought duels, but he afterward came strongly

to oppose that method of vindicating honor. In

common with his contemporaries, he played

cards, was fond of horse-racing, and liked good
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liquors, though he did not drink to excess. In

appearance he was tall, with a high forehead,

gray eyes, and a large mouth. His voice was
engaging, and in debate he employed every

movement of his body with grace and skill, even

using his snuff box to great advantage. His per-

sonal magnetism was remarkable ; he seemed
never to be without a proper word or expression,

and always seemed to be perfectly at ease. En-
thusiasm and warmth characterized his speak-

ing, getting the best of his reason at times and
leading him into untenable positions. His knowl-
edge was not characterized by the profundity of

Webster's, nor did he have the philosophical

powers of Calhoun or the acquaintance with
the classics which Adams and Sumner possessed.

But in his understanding of human nature, in

his ability to appeal to the common reason, and
in his absolute fearlessness in stating his con-

victions, he was unexcelled by any of his con-

temporaries. He was married in 1799 to Lu-
cretia Hart, a daughter of Col. Thomas Hart of

Henderson's Transylvania Company, by whom
he had eleven children—six daughters and five

sons. All his daughters and one son died before

him. Another son became insane from an acci-

dent. Of the others, Thomas H. Clay was min-
ister to Guatemala under Lincoln and died in

1871 ; James B. Clay was charge d'affaires at

Lisbon under an appointment from Taylor, was
later elected to Congress, and died in 1863 ; and
John M. Clay became a farmer and was the last

surviving member of the family, dying in 1887.

[The letters and papers of Henry Clay are volumi-
nous. Many of them have been scattered among his
descendants, but the largest single collection is in the
Lib. of Cong. Among his published letters and speech-
es are the following: Richard Chambers,* ed., Speeches
of the Hon. Henry Clay, in the Cong, of the U. S.
(1842) ; Daniel Mallory, ed., Life and Speeches of Hen-
ry Clay (2 vols., 1843); Calvin Colton, ed., Private
Correspondence of Henry Clay (1856); Works of
Henry Clay (6 vols., 1856, repub., with additional mat-
ter, in 7 vols., 1896), and Monument to the Memory of
Henry Clay (1857). The principal biographies of Clay
are: Geo. D. Prentice, Biog. of Henry Clay (1831) ;

Epes Sargent, Life and Public Service of Henry Clay
(1842, repub. with additions, 1848) ; Calvin Colton,
Life and Times of Henry Clay (2 vols., 1846) ; Calvin
Colton, The Last Seven Years of the Life of Henry
Clay (1856) ; Carl Schurz. Henry Clay (2 vols., 1887) ;

Thos. H. Clay and E. P. Oberholtzer, Henry Clay
(1910) ; Jos. M. Rogers, The True Henry Clay (1902).
An estimate of Clay's service as speaker of the House
of Representatives is in M. P. Follett, The Speaker of
the House of Representatives (1909) and H. B. Fuller,

Speakers of the House (1909). The ancestry of Clay
has been most fully set forth by Zachary F. Smith and
Mrs. Mary Rogers Clay in The Clay Family (1899),
being no. 14 of the Filson Club Publications.]

E.M.C.

CLAY, JOSEPH (Oct. 16, 1741-Nov. 15,

1804), merchant, Revolutionary officer, and

member of the Continental Congress, was promi-
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nent among those young colonials of property

and position who espoused the Revolutionary

cause in Georgia. His father, Ralph Clay, was
a native of Yorkshire, England, and there, at

Beverley, Joseph was born. His mother, Eliza-

beth Habersham, was a sister of James Haber-
sham who emigrated to Georgia some five years

before Joseph's birth, became a leading citi-

zen, and served as royal governor during the

absence in England of Sir James Wright. It

was at the instance of this uncle that Joseph,

in his nineteenth year, sailed for Savannah. A
few years after his arrival, Joseph was placed by
his uncle in the general commission business in

partnership with his cousin James Habersham,

Jr., and a little later, still in association with

his Habersham relatives, he acquired interests

in rice plantations. He prospered from the first,

both as a merchant and as a planter, and at

various times was a member of the firms of

Joseph Clay & Company, Seth John Cuthbert
& Company, Clay, Telfair & Company, all of

Savannah, and a co-partner in the house of

William Fox & Company of Newport, R. I.,

although he always lived in Savannah. He has

been described as being prompt, energetic, and
competent. Early in his career, Jan. 2, 1763,

he was married to Ann Legardere, and one of

his sons, Joseph Clay [q.v.], attained some dis-

tinction in his state. Although Clay's fourteen

years out of England had been spent for the most
part in a loyal atmosphere under the tutelage of

a royalist uncle, he threw himself actively into

the conflict on the side of the revolutionists.

From the time when as a member of a commit-
tee appointed by the Savannah republican mass-

meeting of .July 27, 1774, he helped draft the

resolutions expressing the determination of

Georgia to associate herself with the sister colo-

nies in opposition to the acts of the British Par-

liament, until the end of the war, he held posi-

tions of responsibility in the civil government
and in the army. There is evidence that he was
considered by his contemporaries to be a valu-

able member of the Council of Safety which took

over the administration of the city of Savannah
in 1775, and he was placed upon the important

committees of the Provincial Congress of that

year. He also participated in the secret raid

upon the King's powder magazine on the night

of May 11, 1775, with a party which seems to

have been restricted in its personnel to the corps

d'elite of the revolutionary faction. As paymas-
ter-general of the Continental Army for the

Southern Department—to which position he was
appointed in 1777—he was both honest and ef-

ficient, and it appears that he had the confidence
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and esteem of Gen. Nathanael Greene, his com-
manding officer. He was included among the

twenty-five rebel leaders who were attainted for

treason by the royalist Assembly of 1780 in re-

taliation for similar action taken by the repub-
lican Assembly of 1778. He was a member of

the Continental Congress in 1778, 1779, and
1780, but was not conspicuous there.

At the cessation of hostilities he served for

one year (1782) as state treasurer, and in the

following year he was made a justice of his

county. In 1785 he was made a member of the

board created by the General Assembly to estab-

lish an institution of higher education, and thus

became one of the fathers of the University of

Georgia, the first state university to be char-
tered in America. Most of his time after the

war, however, was devoted to his private busi-

ness.

[C. C. Jones, Jr., Biog. Sketches Delegates from Ga.
to the Continental Congress (1891) ; Ga. Official and
Statistical Reg., 1923 ; "Letters of Jos. Clay," Ga. Hist.
Soc. Colls., vol. VIII (1913).] B.F.

CLAY, JOSEPH (Aug. 16, 1764-Jan. n, 181 1),

a Baptist clergyman who attained prominence
as such after having had a distinguished career

as a lawyer and jurist, was born in Savannah,
Ga., the son of Joseph [q.v.~\ and Ann (Legar-
dere) Clay. He had natural gifts of a high order

and the advantage of belonging to a family of

means, social standing, and political influence.

When twenty years old he graduated from
Princeton with highest honors, and later studied

law at Williamsburg, Va., under the celebrated

jurist and teacher, George Wythe (Georgia His-
torical Quarterly, September 1923, p. 211). On
Nov. 25, 1789, he was married to Mary, daugh-
ter of Thomas and Mary (Butler) Savage, of

Charleston, S. C.

He was a man of fine personal appearance,

above the average height, with a kindly face, and
eyes of singular beauty. His ability and elo-

quence soon brought him into prominence in his

native state, where he engaged in the practise of

his profession. He was one of the most influ-

ential members of the convention of 1795, which
revised the Georgia constitution, and the original

draft of the constitution which was framed in

the convention of 1798 was from his pen. On
Sept. 16, 1796, he was commissioned United

States district judge for the District of Georgia.

Letters to President Washington from the great

Carolinian, Chancellor DeSaussure, from the

Postmaster-General at that time, Joseph Haber-

sham, and from Representative Abraham Bald-

win, indorsing Clay for this office have been pub-

lished (Ibid., pp. 209-12). On Feb. 24, 1801, he
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was commissioned United States circuit judge

for the 5th Circuit, under the "Midnight Judges

Bill." By the repeal of this act which took ef-

fect July I, 1802, he was legislated out of office

(30 Fed. Cas., 1367).

An Episcopalian by early training, he was
converted to Baptist doctrines in 1803, and

joined the church in Savannah of which Dr.

Henry Holcombe was pastor. He was soon

called to be his assistant, and in 1804 he was
ordained. From this time on, he devoted him-

self almost wholly to religious work. As a mem-
ber of the General Committee of the Baptist

Association of the state, he worked to promote

education and missionary effort. A visit to New
England in the autumn of 1806, where he

preached in various cities, resulted in his being

called to become an associate of the aged Dr.

Samuel Stillman of the First Baptist Church,

Boston, with right of succession. He accepted,

and on the death of Dr. Stillman became pas-

tor, being installed Aug. 19, 1807. Mr. Clay

himself preached the sermon, which was on the

nature and duties of the ministry (A Discourse,

Delivered in the First Baptist Meeting House in

Boston . . . by Joseph Clay, A.M., on the Oc-
casion of His Installation, 1807). Failing health

caused him to resign in 1809. Death came
to him in his forty-seventh year, and he was
buried in the Granary Burying Ground, Bos-
ton.

[Montgomery Cumming, Tabic of the Descendants of
Joseph Clay of Savannah, Ga. (1897) ; Lawrence Park,
Maj. Thos. Savage of Boston, and His Descendants
(19 14) ; Gen. Cat. Princeton Univ. (1908) ; Jour, of
the Convention of the State of Ga. (1795) ; Jas. M.
Winchell, Two Discourses Exhibiting an Hist. Sketch
of the First Bapt. Ch. in Boston (2nd ed., 1820) ; Hist,

of the Bapt. Denomination in Ga. (1881, comp. for the
Christian Index), esp. chs. v and vi ; N. E. Wood,
Hist, of the First Bapt. Ch. of Boston (1899) ; Win. B.
Sprague, Annals Am. Pulpit, VI (i860).] H E S.

CLAY, MATTHEW (Mar. 25, 1754-May 27,

1815), congressman, the son of Charles and
Martha (Green) Clay, was born in Halifax

County, Va., before the establishment of Pitt-

sylvania County out of the western portion of

Halifax. His father and Henry Clay's grand-

father were brothers and were the sons of

Henry Clay, one of the confederates of Nathaniel

Bacon, the colonial Virginia rebel {Virginia

Magazine of History and Biography, VII, 124-

25). In the Revolution, Matthew served as en-

sign in the 9th Virginia Regiment in 1776, be-

ing promoted second lieutenant in 1777 and first

lieutenant in 1778. In the latter year he was
transferred to the 1st Virginia Regiment, and
served as regimental quartermaster. Trans-
ferred once more, to the 5th Virginia, in 1781,
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he retired in 1783. He was a member of the

Society of the Cincinnati.

After representing Pittsylvania County in the

House of Delegates from 1790 to 1794 he was
elected to the national House of Representatives

as a member of the Republican party, and served

from 1795 to 1813, and from Mar. 4, 1815 until

his death. In a "sensible speech," as Benton
called it, in which he urged a reorganization of

the militia, Clay declared, "I defy any man
to say that I ever gave other than a republican

vote, or did any other than a republican act,

while acting as a public man" (T. H. Benton,

Abridgment of the Debates of Congress from
1789 to 1856, 1857-61, III, 659-63). He was
apparently much interested in the military or-

ganization, notwithstanding his republicanism.

He urged that enlistments should be made for a
longer period than was customary at the time

{Annals of Congress, 12 Cong., 2 Sess., p. 490).
He believed firmly that the United States was
justified in entering upon the War of 18 12, and
declared : "I am not for stopping at Quebec or

anywhere else ; but I would take the whole con-

tinent from them, and ask no favors. ... If

we get the continent, she must allow us the

freedom of the sea" {Ibid., p. 498). He sup-

ported Jefferson in the purchase of Louisiana

and in the establishment of a government for

that territory {Ibid., 8 Cong., 1 Sess., p. 550)
and opposed the re-charter of the United States

Bank {Ibid., 11 Cong., 2 Sess., p. 826). From
the personal property and land tax books of

Pittsylvania County (Manuscripts in Virginia

State Library) it appears that in 1813 Clay was
the owner of fifteen slaves and held land in the

county to the extent of 1,176 acres, valued, for

taxation purposes, at $1,058.57, and on which,

with all of his personalty, he paid $20.14 tax.

He was twice married, his first wife being Polly

Williams and his second, Saunders. He
died at Halifax Court House, Va., and was bur-

ied in the family burying-ground in Pittsylvania

County.

[A portrait of Matthew Clay, marked no. 39, came
into the possession of Hampton L Carson of Philadel-
phia in 1898, as one of the St. Memin Collection (Wm.
and Mary Coll. Quart., IX, 146). For biographical
data see : W. H. Powell, List Officers Army U. S.,

1779-1900 (1900), p. 22; Lineage Hist. Reg. Officers
Continental Army (1914); Biog. Dir. Am. Congress
(1928).] E.L.F.

CLAYPOLE, EDWARD WALLER (June
1, 1835-Aug. 17, 1901), geologist, educator, was
born at Ross, Herefordshire, England, the eldest

of the six children of Edward Angell Claypole, a

Baptist minister, and Elizabeth (Blunt) Clay-

pole. His early training is said to have been se-
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vere and protracted and largely in classical lore,

in which his father was very proficient. In 1852,

at the age of seventeen, he passed the matricula-

tion examination of the University of London,

but owing to certain restrictions did not receive

his B.A. degree until ten years later. His first

inspiration toward natural history was due to the

influence of two sisters of his mother who en-

couraged him to collect plants and fossils from
near-by quarries. He began teaching while quite

young (in 1852) at Abingdon, and in 1866 be-

came tutor in the classics and mathematics at

Stokescroft College in Bristol. His liberal ten-

dencies in matters pertaining to evolution soon

brought him into difficulties. This, together with

the death of his wife in 1870 and his failure to

procure a professorship in mathematics, caused

him in 1872 to cross the Atlantic in the hope of

finding a more liberal atmosphere. In 1873 he

was appointed professor of natural history in

Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio, where
he remained for eight years, leaving in 1881 to

accept an appointment on the staff of the Ge-

ological Survey of Pennsylvania under Lesley.

He remained here but two years, accepting in

1883 an appointment as professor of natural

sciences in Buchtel College, Akron, Ohio. In

1898 he was appointed professor of geology and

biology at the Throop Polytechnic Institute at

Pasadena, Cal.

Claypole was more a naturalist of the old

school than a modern geologist, as is very evi-

dent from his bibliography in which are titles

ranging over nearly the whole gamut of the sci-

ences. A large portion of his geological pa-

pers dealt with stratigraphic and paleontologic

matters, though he wrote also on glacial ques-

tions and occasional physical problems, like the

"level of no strain" in the earth, the conditions

of the earth's interior, and Pennsylvania before

and after the elevation of the Appalachian Moun-
tains, in this last attempting to show that the dis-

tance along a straight line crossing the range

had been actually reduced by some 65 miles by
the process of folding. Perhaps his most epoch-

making discovery was that of fish remains in

Silurian rocks in Pennsylvania. His paper on
"The Devonian Formation of the Ohio Basin"

was awarded the Walker prize of the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology. He is repre-

sented to have been of a modest and retiring

disposition, caring nothing for display, thor-

oughly unselfish, and, though of a serious tem-

perament, full of good-fellowship. As a teacher

he had a genuine interest in his pupils, willing

to go to any length to help but demanding the

best in return. "Teaching was his profession and
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he taught all his working life except two years

when he was on the Geological Survey of Penn-
sylvania. For nearly a third of a century he
taught many things, nearly the whole curriculum

of an ordinary college at different times, and
everything with equal facility, but his specialty

was the natural sciences and particularly geol-

ogy. His early ambition was to be a civil engi-

neer, not a teacher. He might have made a

good engineer, but it is certain he was a teach-

er born, as truly as men are born gentlemen or

geniuses" (American Geologist, post).

Dr. Claypole was a member of the Geological

Societies of London, Edinburgh, and America,
the American Philosophical Society of Pennsyl-

vania, the American Society of Psychical Re-
search, and several smaller and local societies

devoted to various subjects. He married first,

in 1865, Jane Trotter of Coleford, England,
who died in 1870 before his coming to America,

leaving a young son and twin daughters but a

few weeks old; in 1879, while at Antioch Col-

lege, he married Katharine Benedicta Trotter

of Montreal, a second cousin of his first wife,

who survived him but a few days. He died

suddenly of a cerebral hemorrhage at Long
Beach, Cal., Aug. 17, 1901.

[Memoirs by J. B. Comstock and others in the Bull.
Geol. Soc. of America, XIII, 487, and the Am. Geolo-
gist, vol. XXIX ; the former containing full bibliogra-
phy of Claypole's publications.] G P M

CLAYTON, AUGUSTIN SMITH (Nov. 27,

1783-June 21, 1839), lawyer, congressman, born

at Fredericksburg, Va., was the fourth child of

Philip and Mildred (Dixon) Clayton. In 1784
the family removed to Georgia and settled in

Richmond County. After being graduated from
the University of Georgia in 1804, in the first

class graduated by that institution, which opened

in 1801, he studied law, was admitted to prac-

tise (1806), and settled in Athens. He was
married in 1808 to Julia Carnes, daughter of

Judge Thomas P. Carnes of Augusta. In 1810

he was commissioned by the legislature to com-

pile the Georgia laws from 1800 to 1810; his

compilation was published in 1812. After terms

in the General Assembly (1810-12) and three

years as clerk of the lower house, he was elected

judge of the western superior circuit court.

He held this office from 1819 to 1825, when he

was defeated for reelection. He was again elec-

ted to the judgeship in 1828. At that time the

northern portion of Georgia was still in the pos-

session of the Cherokee Indians, and the state

had begun to take steps to acquire the Chero-

kee lands. In 1827 the Cherokees adopted a

written constitution and claimed to be a sover-
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eign state, denying the right of Georgia to in-

terfere in any way with their autonomy. The
state's answer to this move was promptly made
in 1828 in the form of legislation extending

the jurisdiction of Georgia laws and courts over

Cherokee land and making it illegal for Chero-

kee courts to sit or their processes to be exe-

cuted. Jurisdiction over the Indian land was
divided between neighboring Georgia counties,

a part of the area being assigned to counties

in Clayton's circuit. A bitter struggle followed

between Georgia and the Cherokees over the

constitutionality of the state's legislation. Clay-

ton vigorously upheld the state's position. The
difficulty of the problem was accentuated in 1829

by the discovery of gold in the Indian land. The
country was invaded by a turbulent, lawless ele-

ment, some three thousand men going there

within the year. With the idea of controlling the

disorder the General Assembly enacted a law

(1831) making it illegal for any white men to

reside in Cherokee land unless a license from

the state were first obtained. Such migrants

were also required to swear allegiance to the

constitution of Georgia. Among these white

residents was a missionary named Worcester.

He and others refused either to apply for a li-

cense and take the oath of allegiance or to

leave the Cherokee nation. They were indicted

(1831) by the grand jury of Gwinnett County,

which was in Clayton's circuit. In the subse-

quent trial, the defendant, Worcester, denied

the jurisdiction of the court, contending that the

Cherokee nation was an independent state and

that Georgia was without authority to extend

the jurisdiction of state law over them. Clay-

ton overruled this plea; the defendants were
convicted and sentenced to four years in the peni-

tentiary. The Governor offered a pardon if

they would agree to abide by the law in future.

All accepted the offer of clemency except

Worcester and one other missionary. Worces-
ter appealed his case to the Supreme Court of

the United States. Clayton expressed in no un-

certain terms his resentment of the decision of

that court, which declared that the Georgia
law with reference to the Cherokees was un-

constitutional, null and void. Clayton was de-

feated for reelection to the judgeship in 1831

because of an unpopular decision in connection

with the Cherokees. The General Assembly had
enacted a law prohibiting Indians from digging

gold on their own land. In a test case Clayton

declared this law unconstitutional. The decision

was rendered shortly before the General Assem-
bly was called upon to elect a judge of the

circuit. There was no opposition to Clayton
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until the decision was rendered, but another can-

didate saw fit to take advantage of his momen-
tary unpopularity and Clayton was defeated.

Many Georgians of the period held that the In-

dians had no rights that a white man was bound

to respect when conflict arose between whites

and Indians. In politics Clayton was an un-

compromising adherent of the state sovereignty

school. His attitude toward the national gov-

ernment was clearly shown by his defiance of

the Supreme Court in connection with the

Worcester case. It was natural, therefore, that

when he entered Congress (1831) at a critical

moment in national history, he should throw
himself with great zeal into the tariff and bank
matters, always championing the strictest state-

rights position. His opposition to the tariff

rested on constitutional grounds and on the

claim that it fostered manufacturing at the ex-

pense of agriculture. He had been a member of

the company which, in 1828, erected at Athens

the first cotton-mill in Georgia (the mill is still

operating), and in buttressing his arguments he

was able to point to his own excessive profits,

the company having doubled its capital within

two years. On returning to Georgia in the sum-
mer of 1832, Clayton, Berrien, and others or-

ganized an anti-tariff convention to meet in the

fall. When the convention assembled, Clayton

was made chairman of a committee to prepare

resolutions on the tariff situation. The resolu-

tions, denouncing the tariff, Jackson's proclama-

tion, and the Force Bill, were adopted. Clayton

was in entire agreement with Calhoun as to

the right of a state to nullify acts of Congress

which the state thought exceeded the powers
that had been delegated to Congress. Indeed,

he was the only Georgia politician of the first

rank who was an avowed nullifier. On the other

important question of the period, that of re-

chartering the second Bank of the United States,

he was equally radical. Both in Congress and
in numerous communications to the press (writ-

ing under the pseudonym "Atticus"), he de-

nounced the Bank as a money monopoly, as in-

terfering in politics, as a subsidizer of the press

to gain support, as guilty of oppression, extor-

tion, and fraud, and as being largely foreign-

owned. In fact, he reflected the views current

in all agricultural sections about centralized

banking. He pointed out with great vigor the

faults of the Bank, but was totally unable to

see any of its virtues. He retired from Congress

at the end of the session in March 1835. Per-

sonally he was an agreeable and popular man
and was regarded by his contemporaries as a

jurist and statesman of ability. He was deeply
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interested in the University of Georgia, serving

for many years as trustee and secretary of the

board. Late in life he became a member of

the Methodist Church. In 1838 he was stricken

with paralysis and died the following year.

[S. F. Miller, Bench and Bar of Ga. (1858), con-
tains a reliable, though brief account of Clayton's life

and reproduces numerous extracts from his speeches,

judicial decisions, political pamphlets, and writings of
literary character. Wilson Lumpkin, Removal of the

Cherokee Indians (Savannah, 1907), treats fully Clay-
ton's connection with that interesting phase of Geor-
gia history. For an account of his activities in relation

to the tariff and Bank, see U. B. Phillips, "Ga. and
States Rights" in Ann. Report Am. Hist. Asso. for
1901 (1902), vol. II.] 1 R.P.B.

CLAYTON, JOHN (c. 1685-Dec. 15, 1773),

botanist, was born in Fulham, England, the son

of John Clayton, appointed attorney-general for

Virginia by the Crown. His uncle was Gen.

Jasper Clayton, governor of Gibraltar, and his

grandfather, Sir John Clayton, a barrister of

London belonging to a Yorkshire family. These

points are important in establishing the identity

of the botanist, who has been confused with Rev.

John Clayton, the rector of Crofton Church,

Wakefield, Yorkshire. The latter also went to

Virginia, and communicated to the Royal So-

ciety of London papers relating to the medical

botany and the ethnology of that colony, but he

left Virginia in 1686, nineteen years before

John Clayton the botanist arrived.

Soon after his coming to Virginia in 1705,

John Clayton was appointed assistant to the

clerk of Gloster (now Gloucester) County,

though he lived in what is now Mathews County,

on the Piankatank River, at an estate called

"Windsor." Later, he became first clerk of the

county, a position he held until his death. It

is said that he planted a fine botanical garden.

He was in correspondence with Gronovius, Lin-

naeus, Alexander Garden, and, probably, with

Peter Kalm and Peter Collinson, and sent seeds

and plants to John Bartram and others, and was

constantly collecting Virginia plants. After

many delays the results of his work were em-
bodied in the Flora Virginica by John Frederick

Gronovius. Because Clayton's herbarium speci-

mens formed the basis of this work it is often

asserted that it should be called Clayton's Flora

Virginica, but the final identification of the

specimens, the science and system of the book,

and the Latinity, were largely the work of Gro-

novius. Nevertheless Gronovius's Flora Vir-

ginica may be said to be also Clayton's master-

piece. It was printed by C. Haak at Leyden, the

first part appearing in 1739 ; the second not until

1743. In that same year there was a second

imprint issued, which explains why some copies
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of the first part bear the date 1743. A second

revised edition, edited by the elder Gronovius
and put through the press by Laurans Theodore
Gronovius, appeared in 1762, and represented

Clayton's more mature work. This edition is

important as appearing after the 1753 edition of

Linnaeus's Species Plantaram, which is taken as

the dividing line between medieval and modern
botany. According to the rules of modern bo-

tanical nomenclature the first edition of the

Flora Virginica is of merely historical interest,

but the second edition takes rank as true, modern
systematic work. It contains a map of Clayton's

travels which shows that he was seldom north

of the Rappahannock or south of the James, and
that his knowledge of the mountains did not ex-

tend beyond the Blue Ridge. He was thorough,

however, in his exploration of the middle Tide-

water districts, and recent botanical work shows
that as a field botanist he was more astute than

has been realized. In the last year of his life,

though of advanced age, he made his most ex-

tended trip, as far as Orange County.

Two volumes by Clayton's own hand, with

many drawings and a fine supporting herbarium,

were left by him at his death, but were destroyed

during the British raids in Virginia in the last

part of the Revolution. His letter-book, con-

taining his copies of letters to scientists, was
known to be in the possession of his descendants

until about thirty years ago. All efforts by Vir-

ginia antiquarians to trace it since have failed.

Most of the herbarium specimens which formed

the basis of the Flora Virginica and which were

of great importance to Linnaeus are now in the

National Herbarium in England.

Concerning Clayton's personal life not much
has been established. His public duties were

discharged faithfully and Gov. Page of Vir-

ginia in a letter to B. S. Barton (Jan. 18, 1808)

said Clayton was "a strict but not ostentatious

observor of the practices of the church of Eng-

land." Though parsimonious, he would pay

money for a new species of plant brought to him.

He was personally known to Benjamin Frank-

lin and Thomas Jefferson, and highly esteemed

by them.

[Confusion of Clayton the botanist with his distant

relative Clayton the cleric appears in the notice in the

Diet, of Nat. Biog. (James Britten in Jour, of Botany,
XLVII, 1909, 297-301). R. M. Slaughter's account in

H. A. Kelly and W. L. Burrage, Am. Medic. Biogs.

(1920) is not free from some of this confusion, and

J. M. Toner's Contributions to the Annals of Medic.

Educ. in the U. S. Before and During the War of In-

dependence (1874) cannot be accepted as wholly au-

thoritative. The best general account is still B. S. Bar-

ton, "Memorandums of the Life and Writings of Mr.

John Clayton the celebrated Botanist of Va." in Phila.

Medic, and Physical Jour., II (1806), 139-45, which
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was prepared with the assistance of notes by Gait,

Jefferson, Madison, and Page. Clayton*s letters are

found only in scattered collections. E. G. Svvem, who
has rendered assistance in the preparation of this no-

tice, published in the Wm. and Mary Quart., Oct. 1924,

the only letter of Clayton to Linnaeus in the collection

of the Linnxan Society of London, and in the same
periodical for Oct. 1926, printed one letter never before

made public] D. C. P.

CLAYTON, JOHN MIDDLETON (July

24, 1796-Nov. 9, 1856), farmer, lawyer, states-

man, was a descendant of the Quaker, Joshua

Clayton, who accompanied William Penn to

America. From his mother, Sarah Middleton of

Annapolis, Md., he derived conversational flu-

ency and charm ; from his father, James Clayton

of Delaware, an interest in law and politics. His

birthplace was the little village of Dagsborough,

Sussex County, Del., but when he was still an

infant the family removed to Milford, Kent Coun-

ty, where James Clayton engaged in the milling

and tanning business as well as in farming. At

home, John was well grounded in the Bible and

Shakespeare, and in academies at Berlin, Md.,

and Lewes and Milford, Del., he secured his

early schooling and preparation for Yale Col-

lege, from which he graduated in 18 15 with the

highest honors. Following this, he spent some

time in the law office of his cousin, Thomas
Clayton [q.v.~\, after which he attended the fa-

mous law school at Litchfield, Conn., for almost

two years. At Georgetown, Del., in November

1819 he was admitted to the bar, and soon began

practise in Dover. In 1822 he married Sarah

Ann, daughter of James Fisher, a physician of

Kent, Del.

Clayton's superior training, remarkable mem-
ory, great eloquence, charming manners, and

rare skill as a cross-examiner, won him a repu-

tation unrivaled in Delaware. He was counsel

in more than a thousand cases, some of them

nationally famous. He reached his majority in

the politically dull "era of good feeling," and

at first took little interest in partisan politics,

though, following family tradition, he allied him-

self with the Federalist group. He early devel-

oped, however, a deep love for his native Dela-

ware, and served it while still very young in

various state offices. The bitter Adams-Jackson
strife made him an ardent partisan. A Whig, he

remained loyal to the party until it went to pieces,

when he joined the embryonic Republican group.

His services to the local Whigs in 1828 won him
a seat in the national Senate. Though the young-

est member of that body, he at once became very

active, and soon established his reputation as an
orator, his first notable speech, made in 1830,

being in favor of the Foote Resolution. The next

year he began an investigation of the abuses in
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the Post Office Department, which resulted in

reform and reorganization. He had strong af-

fection for the Union, and supported Jackson in

the nullification controversy; but opposed the

President's bank policy, and voted for the resolu-

tion of censure against the removal of the de-

posits. An intense advocate of protection, he

aided Henry Clay greatly in putting through the

tariff bill of 1833. As chairman of the Senate

Judiciary Committee, he facilitated the settle-

ment of the boundary dispute between Michigan
and Ohio, which left the Upper Peninsula to the

former. In 1834 he was reelected to the Senate,

but, feeling that his family needed him, he re-

signed in 1836 and became chief justice of Dela-

ware. After two and a half years he left the state

bench to campaign for William Henry Harrison,

and for some time following Harrison's election

he devoted most of his energies to scientific farm-

ing near New Castle, and became noted as an ag-

riculturalist far beyond the borders of Delaware.

Though rather disgusted with the political

trend, in 1845 Clayton again accepted election to

the federal Senate, where he favored peace with

England and Mexico, but supported the Mexican
War after it had begun. From his position in

the Senate he took an active interest in the presi-

dential election of 1848. Though long a close

friend of Henry Clay, he felt that the latter had

no chance of election, and so gave his support to

Gen. Zachary Taylor. His reward was the port-

folio of the State Department. But the defection

brought a permanent coolness between himself

and Clay, and thereafter his closest political

friend and adviser was Gov. John J. Crittenden

of Kentucky. He was also in close confidential

relations with Richard Montgomery Bird, edi-

tor of the Philadelphia daily, the North Amer-
ican. In this paper, Clayton had a large financial

interest, and from it he usually received hearty

support for his policies.

When he joined Taylor's cabinet, Clayton was
one of the most attractive personalities in the

Capital. He was more than six feet tall and well-

built, with good features, dominated by large,

friendly gray eyes shaded by dark, bushy brows,

but his hair, worn brushed back in pompadour
style, was prematurely white. In conversation

he was brilliant ; in manners, polished. He was
unusually kind-hearted and unselfish ; but was
known at times to use questionable methods to

gain political ends ; and was somewhat wanting

in tact and patience, as well as in firmness and

stability of character.

As secretary of state, it was his policy to pay

strict regard to international obligations, as well

as to the rights of his own country, and to pro-
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mote assiduously American commerce. He, ac-

cordingly, did his utmost to prevent the depar-

ture of filibustering expeditions for Cuba, but

when a group of alleged filibusters were unjusti-

fiably seized on the Mexican coast by a Spanish

vessel, he vigorously contended for and ulti-

mately secured their release. Nevertheless, due

largely to the influence of Taylor, he made upon
Portugal extreme demands for indemnity for the

destruction of American vessels, refused arbi-

tration, and presented what was virtually an ulti-

matum of war ; and with France the United

States was brought to the very brink of conflict

over the merest trifle, by the Secretary's undip-

lomatic language and the arbitrary stand of the

President.

Clayton's commercial plans were more suc-

cessful and made for national progress and con-

tinental well-being. The program prepared at

his instruction for opening up trade relations

with the Orient was used a few years later by
Perry in his expedition to Japan. With England,

he made the famous Clayton-Bulwer Treaty,

which was doubtless his most important work.

The agreement, which perhaps averted war with

England, provided for a neutralized international

canal across Central America, and contained

pledges that ultimately forced Great Britain to

withdraw from large tracts of territory which, in

plain violation of the rights of the Central-Amer-
ican nations, it had been occupying upon the

Isthmus.

Taylor died, however, before the treaty could

be put into effect, and Clayton gave up his office,

July 22, 1850, and retired to his farm. But when
in 1852 Cass, Douglas, and others began to at-

tack the treaty which he had made with Bulwer,

Clayton again returned to the Senate, and ably

defended the document. He now worked with

great effort, for his health was rapidly declining

from kidney disease, and he realized that his ca-

reer was drawing to a close. The end came in

Dover, at the home of his niece, and he was
buried beside his wife and sons in the cemetery
of the local Presbyterian Church.

[The chief printed sources for the biography of Clay-
ton are the state documents of Delaware, the Cong.
Record, Cong. Globe, British Parliamentary Papers,
and U. S. documents, but a number of important letters

appear in C. Coleman's Life of John J. Crittenden
( 1 871), and in the Appendix to John Bigelow's Breaches
of Anglo-American Treaties (1917). The most impor-
tant sources are, however, still in manuscript form, in
the British and American archives, in the Papers of
Clayton himself, and in those of John J. Crittenden,
Geo. P. Fisher, and Wm. Larned Marcy, in the Lib. of
Cong., and those of Richard Montgomery Bird, in the
Lib. of the Univ. of Pa. No satisfactory biography of
Clayton exists. The most inclusive life, Jos. P. Comegys's
Memoir of John Middlcton Clayton (1882) is frankly
eulogistic and contains many errors of fact. The brief
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sketches by Wm. Elbert Wright in W. D. Lewis, Great
Am. Lawyers (1907), vol. Ill, and by J. T. Scharf, in

his H ist. of Del. (1888), vol. I, are based upon Comegys's
work. The most comprehensive account of Clayton's
career as secretary of state is Mary W.Williams's "John
M. Clayton" in vol. VI of Am. Secretaries of State and
Their Diplomacy (1928).] M.W.W.

CLAYTON, JOSHUA, (Dec. 20, 1744-Aug.

11, 1798), physician, governor of Delaware, was
a descendant of Joshua Clayton who accompanied

William Penn on one of his visits to this country

(H. F. Hepburn, The Clayton Family, 1904, and

T. J. Clayton, Rambles and Reflections at Home
and Abroad, 1893, p. 399). The younger Joshua's

father, James Clayton, settled with his wife Grace

in Cecil County, Maryland, where their son was
born. At one time the father was engaged in

milling in Kent County, Del. (H. C. Conrad,

History of the State of Delaware, 1908, III,

826, 903). The parents early destined their son

for medicine, but where he received his degree of

M.D. is not known. He was a student at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, however, from 1757 to

1762 {A Biographical Catalogue of the Matricu-

lates of College, 1894). About this time, he mar-

ried Rachael McCleary, an adopted daughter of

Richard Bassett [g.t'.], former governor of Del-

aware. He practised his profession quietly until

he was interrupted by the Revolution. His Quak-
er antecedents did not hinder him from taking

part in the war and on Jan. 6, 1776, he was elect-

ed second major of Bohemia Battalion, a body of

militia recruited from the inhabitants of Bohemia
Manor where he was then living. The battalion

was later incorporated into the Continental

Army, Clayton being commissioned colonel by

Washington and placed on his staff. His active

participation in the war seems to have been lim-

ited to the battle of Brandywine (George John-

ston, History of Cecil County, Maryland, 1881,

pp. 323, 326). After the war his career as a

statesman began with his election to the Dela^

ware House of Assembly in 1785 and again in

1787. A year previous to the last election he had

been made state treasurer. His rise to position

was rapid, for on May 30, 1789, he was elected

president of Delaware, to succeed Thomas Col-

lins, deceased. He held office in this capacity

until 1792, when a new constitution was adopted

and the title of president changed to governor.

Under this new constitution Clayton sought a

second term and in the fall of 1792 was victorious

by a majority of 307 over his opponent, Thomas
Montgomery. At the end of his second term,

Jan. 13, 1796, he resumed his practise at Bohe-

mia Manor in Delaware (Conrad, op. cit., p.

826) . A great part of his influence must have re-

sulted from his immense land holdings, some of
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which were acquired as early as 1791. It is esti-

mated that he and Richard Bassett, his wife's

foster father, owned about 20,000 acres in Bohe-

mia Manor (Johnston, op. cit., pp. 184-85; Hep-
burn, op. cit., p. 26). Clayton was again pressed

into public service with his election as United

States senator on Jan. 19, 1798. While in Phil-

adelphia in the summer of that year he was in

frequent consultation with Dr. Rush and other

physicians on the yellow-fever epidemic then

prevalent. He contracted the disease and retired

at once to his estate, where he died (Conrad, p.

827). Medical men may know of him principally

for his discovery of a substitute for Peruvian

Bark which became very scarce during the Revo-

lution. This consisted of a mixture of poplar

bark, the bark of dogwood root, and the bark of

white oak, and was said to be efficacious as a

remedy for gangrene and mortifications (James
Thacher, American Medical Biography, 1828,

1,225-26).

[In addition to references given above see sketch by
Douglas F. Duval in H. A. Kelly and W. L. Burrage,
Am. Medic. Biogs. (1920), and Biog. Dir. Am. Cong.
(1928).] C.W.G.

CLAYTON, POWELL (Aug. 7, 1833-Aug.

25, 1914), politician, governor of Arkansas, was
born in Bethel County, Pa., a son of John and

Ann (Clark) Clayton. He was educated in the

common schools, the Partridge Military Acad-
emy at Bristol, Pa., and in an engineering school

in Wilmington, Del. In 1855 he moved to Kan-
sas where he engaged in civil engineering, be-

coming city engineer of Leavenworth in 1859.

When the Civil War began, he volunteered,

serving first as captain of the 1st Kansas Infan-

try (May 29, 1861), later as colonel of the 5th

Kansas Cavalry. He served in Missouri and
Arkansas and was assigned to the command of

Pine Bluff after the capture of Little Rock

(1863) and repulsed an attack there by Gen.

Marmaduke. On Aug. 1, 1864, he was made
brigadier-general and was mustered out, Aug.

24, 1865. As a military officer he was fairly ca-

pable, but showed no remarkable abilities. On re-

tiring from the army, he bought a plantation near

Pine Bluff and became a cotton planter. He was
married, on Dec. 14, 1865, to Adaline McGraw
of Helena. When the new constitution was
drawn up by the convention under the congres-

sional plan of Reconstruction (1868), he cam-
paigned for its adoption and was elected governor

as a Republican for a term of four years. Upon
his election, he became Republican boss of the

state, a position which he virtually held for the

rest of his active life. He became a member of

the Republican National Committee in 1872 and

Clayton

served, with the exception of two years, until

his death.

Clayton was an able man, neither the worst

nor the best of the carpet-bag governors. Among
his acts which were severely criticized was the

institution of martial law under which he used

negro militia to hunt down the Ku Klux Klan at

a cost of $330,675, but he claimed that he stamped

out the order. He was also accused of corrupt

management of the bond issues authorized in aid

of railroads, and of aiding in election frauds. On
the last two counts he was impeached by the Ar-
kansas House in 1871, but the Senate was friend-

ly and the prosecution was dropped. On Jan. 10,

187 1, he was elected to the United States Senate,

but he refused to resign the governorship because

he did not want J. M. Johnson, the lieutenant-

governor, to succeed him. A way out was found

by "persuading" R. J. T. White to resign as sec-

retary of state and appointing Johnson to this

more lucrative position. Soon afterward White
received $5,000 in money and $25,000 worth of

railroad bonds as compensation for giving up
his position. Who supplied the funds was never

known, but Clayton sent White the certificate of

deposit. Clayton was again elected Senator and
now accepted, resigning the governorship in

March 1871. Many Democrats supported his

election to get him out of the governor's chair.

Soon after he reached Washington, he was in-

dicted. A majority of a Senate investigating

committee gave him a qualified exoneration, and
the prosecution was dropped {Congressional

Record, 43 Cong., Spec. Sess. of the Senate, vol.

I, 169-182). When the Democrats returned to

power in 1874, the bonded debt of the state was
$10,618,166, of which $6,900,000 had been issued

in aid of railroads under the law passed in Clay-

ton's administration and indorsed at the polls by

a. very large majority. The complaint was, not

against the loaning of the credit of the state, but

against the corruption connected with it. Clay-

ton's defense was that 315 miles of railroad had
been built. It was never proved that he got any
of the bonds. In the Brooks-Baxter "War" he

at first supported Baxter, but later turned to

Brooks and did all in his power to prevent Presi-

dent Grant from recognizing the Baxter govern-

ment. In Congress he was not a prominent lead-

er, neither was he an inconspicuous member. He
introduced a bill to repeal the tax on state bank-

notes (1874) and voted for Sumner's civil rights

bill. Returning to Arkansas in 1877, he estab-

lished his residence in Little Rock, but moved in

1882 to Eureka Springs, where he constructed

and became the manager of the Eureka Springs

Railway, president of the Crescent Hotel Com-
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pany, and a director in the Missouri & North
Arkansas Railroad. In 1884 he was nominated

by the Republican National Committee as tem-

porary chairman of the National Republican Con-
vention, but was defeated by John R. Lynch, col-

ored, of Mississippi, who was put up by Lodge,

Roosevelt, and other supporters of Edmunds. In

1897 he was appointed ambassador to Mexico and
held the position until 1905. About 1912 he

moved to Washington, D. C, and resided there

until his death.

[See the Official Records {Army) for Clayton's mili-

tary career. T. S. Staples's Reconstruction in Ark.
( 1923) gives the most scholarly account of his adminis-
tration. His own defense is contained in his book, The
Aftermath of the Civil War in Ark. (1915). See also

Who's Who in America, 1912-13 ; D. Y. Thomas, Ark.
in War and Reconstruction (1926) ; Foreign Relations
U. S., 1897-1905.] D.Y.T.

CLAYTON, THOMAS (July 1777-Aug. 21,

1854), jurist, was the son of Joshua Clayton

[q.v.~\. Although his father was in 1777 a resi-

dent of Delaware, Thomas was born at Massey's

Cross Roads, Md., to which place his mother,

Rachael (McCleary) Clayton, had been removed

to avoid the excitement occasioned by the march
of the British across Delaware. Thomas was
given a classical education at Newark Academy,
and then three years' legal instruction at Dover,

Del., after which he was admitted to the bar.

After completing his education he married Jean-

ette Macomb, and practised his profession for

about eight years, building up a considerable

reputation. The first recognition of his talents

was an appointment to the secretaryship of state

of Delaware under Gov. Truitt. Three years

later he was made attorney-general. In 1814 he

entered the field of national politics as represen-

tative in Congress from Delaware, but he was
defeated at the next election, having placed him-

self in the field as an Independent. An examina-

tion of the debates reveals not only his character

but the probable reasons for his defeat. Clayton

said that although "he would always regard the

wishes of his constituents with the highest re-

spect, when he had once made up his mind on
any question of great national policy, no consid-

eration would induce him to surrender his con-

science to their keeping" (Annals of Congress,

14 Cong., 2 Sess., pp. 648-49). In 1824, how-
ever, he was elected by a Federalist legislature to

the United States Senate to fill the unexpired

term of Caesar Rodney. In 1828 he was appoint-

ed chief justice of the court of common pleas. In

1832, after his office had been abolished by con-

stitutional amendment, he was nominated chief

justice of Delaware under exceptional circum-

stances. The constitution required that the su-
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preme court be composed of three judges, one
from each county in the state. With Clayton's

nomination, Kent County, his residence, had two
representatives and the county of New Castle

was unrepresented. It was therefore necessary

to nominate a judge from New Castle in order

to abide by the constitutional provision. This
added a fourth and superfluous judge to the su-

preme court. Many interesting stories are told

of Clayton's impartiality, sternness, and upright-

ness. His decisions bespeak a thorough knowl-
edge of the law and a power of keen analysis in

seizing upon the fundamental principles. In Jan-
uary 1837 he was chosen to fill the unexpired
term of his cousin, Senator John M. Clayton

[q.v.~\. His senatorial service continued until

1847. The record of his remarks indicates that

he was a moderate but independent Whig. Penn-
sylvania iron manufactures received his solici-

tous support, for he at one time introduced a res-

olution stating that a duty of twenty per cent

was not high enough (Congressional Globe, 27
Cong., 2 Sess., p. 281). When the Oregon ques-

tion was discussed he declared for preparedness

(Ibid., 29 Cong., 1 Sess., p. 59). The close of

this term marked the close of his public life. He
retired to his home in New Castle where he re-

mained until his death.

[Henry C. Conrad, Hist, of Del. (1908), pp. 961 ff

;

H. F. Hepburn, Clayton Family (1904), p. 27; Del.
Gazette (Wilmington), Aug. 25, 1854; J- T. Scharf,
Hist, of Del. (1888), I, 528 f.] C.W.G.

CLEAVELAND, MOSES (Jan. 29, 1754-
Nov. 16, 1806), pioneer, was born at Canterbury,

Conn., the second son of Col. Aaron and Thank-
ful (Paine) Cleaveland. He was descended from
Moses Cleaveland who migrated from York-
shire to Boston in 1635, and a few years later,

in company with some companions, founded Wo-
burn, Mass. Two uncles, the Rev. John Cleave-

land and the Rev. Ebenezer Cleaveland, were ex-

pelled from Yale College in 1745 for having vio-

lated its laws and those of the Colony by attend-

ing "Separatist" meetings, but were later given

their degrees. To Yale Moses was sent, gradu-

ating in 1777. In 1775, for about a month, he

had held a commission as lieutenant in a group

drawn "from sundry places to the relief of Bos-

ton in the Lexington Alarm." In January 1777,

before his graduation from Yale, he was com-

missioned ensign in the 2nd Connecticut Conti-

nental Regiment. In the following fall he en-

tered active service with Washington's army
where he continued until 1781. In December

1777, he was commissioned lieutenant and in

August 1799, captain in the corps of sappers and

miners. After the Revolution he maintained his
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interest in military affairs by membership in

the Connecticut Society of the Cincinnati and in

the Connecticut militia in which he rose to the

rank of brigadier-general. In 178 1 he entered

upon the practise of law in Canterbury. From
1787 until his death more than eighteen years

later, he represented Canterbury in the General

Assembly. He was also a member of the state

convention (1788) that ratified the Federal Con-

stitution. On Mar. 21, 1794, he was married to

Esther Champion, daughter of Col. Henry
Champion of Colchester, Conn.

With the return of prosperity, three or four

years after the Revolution, projects for settle-

ment of the West and for speculation in frontier

land were numerous. Cleaveland took a conspic-

uous part in this movement. He held two shares

in the Ohio Company which founded a settle-

ment at Marietta on the Ohio River. It was,

however, due to his part in the enterprise of the

Connecticut Land Company that he was to link

his name inseparably with the development of

the West. In 1795, the Connecticut Land Com-
pany purchased about three million acres of Con-

necticut's Western Reserve, agreeing to pay $1,-

200,000, interest to begin in two years, principal

due in five years. Each purchaser gave bond with

securities to meet his own obligation. Cleaveland

was one of the thirty-six who formed the com-

pany. His share amounted to $32,600. He was
chosen one of the seven directors, and superin-

tendent of the agents and men sent to survey and

settle the land. Accordingly, in June 1796, he

led out to the south shore of Lake Erie a party

of fifty-two persons, surveyors, commissary,

physician, boatmen, laborers, and settlers, two of

whom were women. The mouth of the Cuyahoga
River was selected for the principal settlement

and a plan for a city prepared and surveyed. The
surveyors named it Cleaveland. At the close of

the summer, Gen. Cleaveland's party returned

to Connecticut, reporting that three inhabitants

had been left in Cleaveland, a similar group at

Conneaut, and that progress had been made with

the survey of the company's lands. Cleaveland

never returned to the Western Reserve. Until

his death ten years later, his life was devoted to

his legal practise, his lands, and an ever active

interest in political and military affairs. In ap-

pearance he was of medium height, thick-set,

muscular. His complexion was so swarthy that

the Indians were inclined to regard him as one
of their own race. His companions on the west-

ern expedition called him Paqua, the name of

an Indian chief. His qualities of leadership are

evident in his expedition to the West, and in his

public life in Connecticut. If some of the stories

Cleaveland

about him are to be credited, he possessed a keen

sense of humor.
[The chief sources have been compiled and published

in part by Chas. Whittlesey in Early Hist, of Cleveland
(1867), pp. 250-52, passim, and more fully by Elbert

J. Benton in The Conn. Land Company and Accompany-
ing Papers (1916). H. P. Johnston, ed., Record of
Conn. Men in the Military and Naval Service During
the War of the Revolution (1889) ; F. B. Dexter. Biog.
Sketches Grads. Yale Coll., Ill (1903), 664-66, give
material not otherwise accessible. See also Edmund J.
and Horace G. Cleveland, Gcneal. Cleveland and Cleave-
land Families (1899). Cleaveland published Oration
Commemorative of the Life and Death of Gen. Geo.
Washington (1800). Unfortunately large portions of
his Journal and other papers known to have existed
have been lost.] E.J.B.

CLEAVELAND, PARKER (Jan. 15, 1780-

Oct. 15, 1858), scientist, was born in Byfield,

Essex County, Mass., of ancestry noted for ad-

herence to old Puritan principles and discipline.

His grandfather, Rev. John Cleaveland, and his

great-uncle, Ebenezer Cleaveland, were expelled

from Yale in 1745 for having attended religious

services conducted by a lay exhorter of the

Whitefield stamp, but they were later given their

degrees. His father, also Parker Cleaveland, was
a physician in Byfield, who achieved only small

success in medicine but more in politics, having

been the representative of the town of Rowley in

the Massachusetts convention of 1780; his moth-
er was Elizabeth Jackman. He attended Dum-
mer Academy, situated about two and a half

miles from his home, and in 1795, before he was
sixteen years old, entered Harvard. After being

graduated in 1799 he taught school in Haverill,

Mass., for a few months, and then in York, Me.,

for three years. During this time he read law,

but in 1803 decided to study for the ministry.

After a few months of theological reading, he re-

ceived an offer from Harvard College of a tutor-

ship in mathematics and natural philosophy.

This he accepted with alacrity, and remained at

Harvard until 1805, when he was chosen profes-

sor of mathematics and natural philosophy in

Bowdoin College, an institution opened three

years before in Brunswick, Me. This position he
held until his death.

He shortly undertook to give instruction in

chemistry, and in 1807, as a result of some ques-

tions asked him by local lumbermen, he became
interested in mineralogy. His Elementary Trea-

tise on Mineralogy and Geology, published in

18 1 6, was the first American work upon the sub-

ject, and attained a considerable degree of popu-
larity in this country and abroad. This was due
to the citation of American localities for min-

erals not previously given in European works,

and to the author's having followed the model of

Brongniary in classifying minerals according to

chemical composition rather than according to
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crystal form. A second edition was published in

1822, but since no later revision was made, the

book, which for a time had been the leading

American authority, was soon supplanted. Upon
the establishment of the Medical School of Maine
under the administration of Bowdoin College in

1820, Cleaveland began to give instruction in

materia medica in that institution, and at the

same time to attend to much of its administrative

work. The mineral cleavelandite, a variety of

the feldspar albite, discovered by Brooke at Ches-

terfield, Mass., in 1823, was named after him
(Annals of Philosophy, London, V, 381, May
1823). In 1827 he published a pamphlet, Agri-

cultural Queries, and between 1807 and 1859 he

kept a record of his meteorological observations

which, reduced and discussed by Charles Schott,

were published in Vol. XVI of the Smithsonian

Contributions to Knowledge (1870).

Cleaveland was an example of that type of col-

lege teacher, of pronounced personality, not with-

out idiosyncrasies, which was more common then

than it is to-day. The sonnet by Longfellow be-

ginning 'Among the many lives that I have

known," written in 1875, refers to him (Com-
plete Poetical Works, Cambridge Edition, p.

319)-

[The chief source is an address delivered by Leonard
Woods, president of Bowdoin College, and published in

the Me. Hist. Soc. Colls., VI (1859), 381. Shorter ac-

counts, drawn largely from the above, are to be found
in Nehemiah Cleaveland and Alpheus S. Packard, Hist,

of Bowdoin Coll. (1882), p. 126, and in L. C. Hatch,

Hist of Bowdoin Coll. (1927).] M.P.C.

CLEBURNE, PATRICK RONAYNE (Mar.

17, 1828-Nov. 30, 1864), Confederate soldier,

was born in the county of Cork, Ireland, son of

Joseph Cleburne, physician and farmer. On the

side of his mother, Mary Ann Ronayne, he was

alleged to be descended from Maurice Ronayne

who helped to wring from Henry IV greater lib-

erties in 1406. Young Patrick was instructed by

tutors and in a private school and at the age of

eighteen apprenticed himself to a druggist to

learn the trade. Because of his deficiencies in

Greek, Latin, and French he failed to pass the

examination set for him in the Apothecaries'

Hall, Trinity College, Dublin. This proved a

great humiliation, and Cleburne decided to hide

himself by enlisting in the 41st Regiment of In-

fantry. After three years of service he obtained

enough cash from his father's estate to purchase

his discharge and started for America, accom-

panied by a sister and a half-brother. He landed

at New Orleans in 1849 and went to Cincinnati,

wbere he became a druggist's clerk. After six

months he moved to Helena, Ark., to a similar

position, and two years later he became a part-
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ner. Here he found much time for study, conver-

sation, and debate in association with congenial

friends, several of whom rose to distinction; in-

deed, this small town later furnished seven gen-

erals to the Confederate army. In 1855, during

an epidemic of yellow fever, Cleburne remained

to nurse the sick when others fled. In 1856 he

was admitted to the bar and continued in practise

until the Civil War, by which time he had ac-

quired considerable property, chiefly in land. In

politics he was at first an ardent Whig, but when
that party gave place to the Know-Nothings, with

their anti-foreign principles, he went over to the

Democrats. In i860 he helped to organize the

Yell Rifles, a military company, and the follow-

ing January went with it to Little Rock to seize

the Federal arsenal. Gov. Rector had not planned

to seize it just at that time, but now demanded its

surrender to avoid further trouble. When Ar-
kansas seceded, the Yell Rifles volunteered and

Cleburne was soon made captain, then colonel of

the 1st (later the 15th) Regiment of Infantry.

Early in 1862 he was made a brigadier-general.

At Shiloh he won commendation for his valor

and skill. He was wounded while leading his men
in a fierce charge at Richmond, Ky., but was
nevertheless able to participate in the battle of

Perryville. On Dec. 12, 1862, he was made a

major-general and a few days later showed at

Murfreesboro that the confidence of his superiors

had not been misplaced. But his most distin-

guished service was during the fighting around

Chattanooga ; at Chickamauga his men captured

and held a position which had resisted several

other attacks, and at Missionary Ridge he re-

pulsed Sherman. At Ringgold Gap, at his own
peril, he saved Bragg's artillery and wagon train

from capture by pursuing the enemy for which

he received a vote of thanks from the Confederate

Congress.

The Confederate ranks were now being more

rapidly depleted than they could be filled. Laying

aside his rank and appealing to his men, Cleburne

succeeded in getting ninety per cent of them to

reenlist, but others were not equally successful.

Many foresaw disaster, unless something could

be done. Because of this Cleburne wrote a care-

fully prepared paper, advising that the slaves be

freed and used as soldiers. This was read to his

fellow officers, some of whom approved, but Gen.

Johnston, who had succeeded Bragg, declined to

forward it to Richmond on the ground that the

question was more political than military in char-

acter. Cleburne was greatly disappointed, but

had no idea of sending it over the head of his

superior. A fellow officer, however, thought that

so incendiary a paper should be reported, asked
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for a copy, and sent it to Richmond. President

Davis returned it with the indorsement that he

approved and appreciated the patriotic motive

of the signers—thirteen besides Cleburne had
signed—but that he deemed it inexpedient to

make the paper public and asked that it be sup-

pressed. Had this paper never been written, Cle-

burne, instead of Hood, might have succeeded

Johnston at Atlanta. His attention was called to

the fact that it might stand in the way of advance-

ment, but he persisted in putting what he believed

to be the good of his adopted country above per-

sonal ambition. He followed Johnston on to At-

lanta, fought with Hood in his three battles for

that city, retreated with him to Tennessee, and

died on the field at Franklin after his men had

carried two lines of the enemy works, a useless

sacrifice to Hood's ill-advised determination to

fight whenever the opportunity presented itself.

Lee compared him to "a meteor shooting from a

clouded sky," and he was known as the "Stone-

wall Jackson of the West." While not as de-

monstratively religious as Jackson—he was a

member of the Episcopal church—he was no less

scrupulously honest. He is said to have paid out

of his own pocket for chickens captured by his

men from loyalists in Kentucky. He was modest,

never pushing himself or his opinions forward.

He was a strict disciplinarian, yet commanded the

love and confidence of his men. He never mar-

ried.

[Official Records (Army), i ser. ; C. A. Evans, ed.,

Confed. Mil. Hist., X, 396-98; I. A. Buck, Cleburne
and His Command ( 1908) ; D. Y. Thomas, Ark. in War
and Reconstruction, 1861-74 (1926), pp. 341-47.]

D.Y.T.

CLEMENS, JEREMIAH (Dec. 28, 1814-

May 21, 1865), soldier, novelist, senator, came of

a well-to-do cultured Southern family. He was
born at Huntsville, Ala., the son of a Kentuckian,

James Clemens, who had migrated to the Ten-

nessee Valley in 1812 while it was yet a part of

the Mississippi Territory, and had married a

sister of Archie E. Mills. Clemens received ex-

cellent educational advantages for the times,

studying at La Grange College, in the Valley,

and being among the first students matriculated

at the University of Alabama on its opening in

1831 at Tuscaloosa. But he seemed never to

know just what he really wanted to be or to do.

His first choice was the law, and, on account of

family connections, he completed a law course in

Transylvania College, Lexington, Ky., and re-

turned to Alabama to practise his profession.

Not yet twenty years old, he married, on Dec. 4,

1834, a Huntsville girl, Alary L. Read. Before

he was well established at the bar, but not before

his promise as a lawyer had been recognized, he

was appointed a federal district attorney, served

for a short time in a volunteer company engaged
against the Cherokees, and represented his coun-

ty in the state legislature from 1839 to 1844, with

the exception of one term. These circumstances

seem to have shaped his life. Thereafter his law
practise was seriously interfered with by his pen-

chant for politics and his desire for a military

career. When the war for Texan independence

started, he left Alabama in 1842, in command of

a company of volunteers, and won promotion to

a lieutenant-colonelcy. A few years later, on the

outbreak of the war with Mexico, he entered the

regular army (Mar. 3, 1847) as major of the

13th United States Infantry, served effectively in

Mexico as chief of the depot of supplies, and re-

tired to civil life with the rank of colonel in 1848.

On his return to Alabama, he aspired to high po-

litical honors, and, though he suffered a rebuff at

the hands of the people of his own district when
he attempted to displace an Alabama war-horse,

Cobb, as representative in Washington, he was
successful later in the same year (1849) in win-

ning, as a Democrat, election to the seat in the

United States Senate vacated by the death of

Dixon H. Lewis, defeating Benjamin Fitzpat-

rick, an ex-governor and one of the strongest

men in the state. In the Senate, Clemens earned

a reputation as an able and eloquent debater,

though his name was not connected with any leg-

islation of national moment. He lost favor with

the people of Alabama by his ardent support of

the candidacy of Fillmore for the presidency in

1856 and did not again seek public office for sev-

eral years. In the meanwhile, his interests chang-

ing, he turned eagerly to the writing of historical

novels. In rapid succession he published : Ber-

nard Lilc : an Historical Romance of the Texan
Revolution and the Mexican War (1856) ; Mus-
tang Gray : a Romance (1858) ; and The Rizvls:

a Tale of the Times of Aaron Burr and Alexan-
der Hamilton (i860). The year of his death

(1865), Tobias Wilson: a Tale of the Great Re-
bellion, appeared, and it was generally understood

that in the last months of his life he was engaged
in preparing a history of the war in northern

Alabama, a book which was never completed. For
a brief time during 1859 he lived in Memphis,
where he edited the Memphis Eagle and En-
quirer, with no great success. When he returned

to Alabama, the people were seriously divided on
the question of immediate secession or delay and
cooperation with sister states of the South. Elect-

ed to the convention called to decide the ques-

tion, Clemens, with Robert Jemison, Jr., assumed
leadership of the cooperationists. At the organi-

zation of the convention he controlled 46 of the
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ioo delegates, but as other states acted his

strength ebbed, and, when the secession ordi-

nance was put on its passage, he could muster

only 39 in opposition. Having lost the fight,

Clemens then signed the ordinance, and, because

of his military prestige and in an effort to heal

the breach in the state, he was appointed major-

general of the "Republic of Alabama," a posi-

tion in which he never rendered any active ser-

vice. His Unionist tendencies brought him in-

creasing unpopularity as the war progressed, and,

an avowed Unionist in 1862, he moved to Phila-

delphia where he conducted a pamphlet cam-

paign against his state and advocated the reelec-

tion of Lincoln in 1864. He returned to Hunts-

ville toward the close of the war and died a few

weeks after peace was declared. He was a man
of genuine ability, gifted, but erratic and over-

ambitious, and at times his career was seriously

affected by his dissipated habits.

[Details of Clemens's career are furnished by Willis

Brewer, Alabama (1872) ; Wm. Garrett, Reminiscences

of Public Men in Ala. (1872) ; T. M. Owen, Hist, of
Ala. and Diet, of Ala. Biog., vol. Ill (1921). His posi-

tion on secession is found in Wm. R. Smith, Hist, and
Debates Convention People of Ala. (1861). For his

activities daring the war see letter from Hon. Jeremiah
Clemens issued in pamphlet form by the Union League
of Phila. (1864). Descriptions of his appearance and
personality are found in Virginia Clay-Clopton, A Belle

of the Fifties (1905). 1 T.H.J.

CLEMENS, SAMUEL LANGHORNE
(Nov. 30, 1835-Apr. 21, 1910), humorist, novel-

ist, better known by the pseudonym Mark Twain,

was born in the village of Florida, Mo., the son of

John Marshall Clemens and of Jane Lampton
his wife. The father, of Virginia stock, had been

married in Kentucky, had gone to Tennessee,

and after various removes had settled in Mis-

souri. Always full of visions of great wealth

which he expected sooner or later to acquire

through the rise in land values, he lived long

enough to educate his son in such expectations,

but died in 1847, leaving his wife and children

little besides a tract of land in Tennessee which

for many years kept them in a restless state of

hope. The mother, a woman of more practical

energy than her husband, was, however, a mem-
ber of a family which had an earldom in one of

its English branches and which not only in-

cluded certain American claimants to the title

but which also, in the person of a cousin (James
Lampton), furnished the model for Col. Sellers

of The Gilded Age. Samuel Clemens was thus

brought up in circumstances which early gave

direction to a form of optimism probably native

to him, as it was native to many residents of that

frontier. At the same time, these circumstances

kept him during his youth in the slack casual

society which was to serve as the background for

most of his best writings, and they deprived him
of the regular schooling which might have had
important, and possibly unfortunate, effects upon
his mind and style.

From 1839 till 1853 the boy lived at Hannibal,

Mo., to which the father had followed his de-

lusive star on his last move before his death.

Hannibal was on the Mississippi and was larger

than Florida so that it met the needs of a nature

which, though not precocious, widened rapidly

in experience. Some record of this boyhood, re-

arranged for the purposes of comedy, is to be
found in Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn,

though these books have to be often corrected

by reference to the facts before they can be

looked upon as in any sense autobiographical.

This being understood, it may be said that the

Judge of the stories owes something to Mark
Twain's father ; Aunt Polly, to his mother ; Sid

Sawyer, to his brother Henry ; the Negro Jim
to a slave known as Uncle Dan'l ; Huckleberry

Finn, to Tom Blankenship ; and Tom Sawyer,

to "a combination of three boys whom I knew"

—

one of whom was the author himself. Many
of the incidents of the books were taken over

from actual happenings, and the setting offers a

reasonably faithful description of Hannibal and
the neighborhood. On the whole it was a boy-

hood marked by adventure, not too dangerous,

and by unrestraint, not without touches of con-

science and punctilio.

The death of the elder Clemens when his third

son was only twelve years old forced the boy to

leave school in order to earn a part of the small

amount of money on which the widow and her

children had to live. Apprenticed to a printer,

he became expert at his trade, mastering there-

with certain of the niceties of composition which

many writers learn late, if ever. Printing led

him to reading, and reading to writing, first for

the newspaper which his elder brother Orion

edited and published in Hannibal, and then for

other papers elsewhere. More noteworthy was
his turn through the world as a journeyman
printer. During 1853 and 1854 he worked his

way to St. Louis, New York, Philadelphia, and

back to Keokuk, Iowa, where he was again

employed by his brother, who had left Hanni-

bal. By this time the youth's restlessness had

become a habit which was, presumably, a sign

that he needed some larger occupation. In 1856

he made plans to go to South America to seek

his fortune collecting cocoa along the Amazon,

paying part of his expenses by letters to a Keo-

kuk weekly. He got only as far as Cincinnati

and wrote only three instalments of The Adven-
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tures of Thomas Jefferson Snodgrass, which was
tiresome country journalism, quite without val-

ue. The next year, on the way to New Orleans

by boat, he got himself apprenticed to a river

pilot, and thus entered what has been called his

university.

The resemblance of the Mississippi to a uni-

versity lay in the fact that it compelled the young
pilot to become erudite in all that concerned the

course and behavior of the river, in the midst of

actual events, under the pressure of serious re-

sponsibilities. Perhaps the degree of actuality

and of responsibility in this training destroys the

resemblance. At any rate, Mark Twain learned

another craft which called for precision of

knowledge. And beyond that, he became familiar

with a world full of diversity and color, a world

which was very nearly an epitome of the United

States of the time, and which furnished him an

epic theme when afterward he gave his version

of it in Life on the Mississippi. But his year and

a half of apprenticeship and his two years and a

half as a licensed pilot brought him, at the time,

apparently no closer to authorship. He was
gathering material, not using it.

When the outbreak of the Civil War had

closed the river, the former pilot was obliged

to look for another occupation, and discovered

another world of adventure. He joined a volun-

teer company of young enthusiasts who were

not quite sure which side they meant to choose

and who broke up as soon as the war took on

professional aspects. By that time, Mark Twain,

tired of military life, had found a semi-official

post in civil life, as secretary to his brother

Orion, who in turn was secretary to the ter-

ritorial governor of Nevada. In 1861 the broth-

ers set out from St. Louis, by boat and overland

stage, for Carson City. Roughing It gives the

classic account, not only of Mark Twain's Far
Western experiences, again heightened for the

sake of comedy, but of the new frontier to which

the son of an older frontier was introduced.

The young Clemens, finding neither duties nor

salary attached to his position, became an ardent

prospector but an unsuccessful miner, and then,

in 1862, a reporter in Virginia City, with the

pseudonym Mark Twain, a river term (mean-
ing two fathoms deep) which had already been

used by an obscure pilot on the Mississippi.

At last his true career had begun. Few writ-

ers have ever had so much experience of life

with so little purpose to turn it into literature as

the printer-pilot had had during his preparatory

years. Even if there were no records to prove

this, it would be clear from his early ventures

into writing as a livelihood. Having no par-

ticular literary principles, he adapted himself

to the modes of frontier journalism, wrote bur-

lesques full of topical allusions, and played with
hoaxes and such trivialities. The birth in him
of a larger ambition came with the visit to Vir-

ginia City of Artemus Ward (Charles Farrar
Browne, q.v.), already famous as a humorous
lecturer. The Yankee encouraged the Westerner
and made him believe that he too might find d

hearing outside the narrow world which had
hitherto been all he aimed at. This encourage-
ment, as well as an absurd duel in which Mark
Twain became involved, sent him in 1864 to

California, where he again found work as a re-

porter and where he met Bret Harte [q.v.], al-

ready, however little known, a conscious man of

letters. There, in 1865, was written the story

of the Jumping Frog, which appeared in a

newspaper in New York and which prompt-

ly ran through the newspapers of the entire

country.

California, eager to be known for its native

literature, clutched at this small success. Mark
Twain was sent by a newspaper to the Sand-
wich Islands on a roving commission to write

about whatever interested him. He did this so

well that he greatly increased his personal repu-

tation, to which he added, on his return, by de-

livering lectures which their Rocky Mountain
audiences instantly declared to be as good as

Artemus Ward's. Recognition, in those days

and in that community, could not be fuller. On
the crest of it, Mark Twain set out to make a

journalistic tour around the world for another

California newspaper, traveled east by way of

the Isthmus, and in New York characteristically

changed his plans. After publishing his first

book, The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Cala-

veras County, and Other Sketches (1867), and
giving a triumphant lecture at Cooper Union, he

sailed on the Quaker City with a party of ex-

cursionists bound for the Mediterranean and

the Holy Land. The reports which he sent back

form the basis for the book which made him a

national figure, The Innocents Abroad (1869).

Probably no other book in American litera-

ture has ever been more representative than The
Innocents was of the age which produced it.

The United States, having arrived at something

like a settlement of its domestic affairs by a civil

war, was turning once more to thoughts about

the rest of the universe. The Quaker City ex-

cursion was a straw in the wind. Its members
were not many of them the sort of Americans
who had hitherto visited the Old World, but in-

stead were plain citizens, little addicted to his-

tory and yet hungry, in the defiant American
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way, for the sight of ancient things. They were
typical of a whole stratum of the American pop-

ulation which had been thrown up by the war to

a level on which traveling was a possibility.

Mark Twain, though a man of genius and fre-

quently bored by his fellows on the voyage, was
nevertheless very close to them, as he was to the

public at home which read what he wrote about

their adventures. He too, though now and then

genuinely awed by the monuments of antiquity,

was also defiantly American, disposed, if only

to strengthen his self-confidence, to laugh at

what he saw and to boast of the New World in

comparison with the Old. This was a traditional

habit of Americans, and the readers of his book

greeted in his narrative a quality which they

would have displayed themselves in the same
situation. Nor did the fact that they themselves,

displaying it, might have been merely peevish

and dull, make them less willing to be delighted

in a writer who was hilarious, surprising, and
eloquent, with a vast if irregular comic force.

The Innocents Abroad at once brought its au-

thor a reputation and a fortune. Indirectly it

brought him a wife. During the voyage he had

become acquainted with a young man named
Langdon who had with him a miniature of his

sister Olivia. With the picture Mark Twain
virtually fell in love, and on his return late in

1867 he completely fell in love with the original,

to whom he was married in 1870 at her fa-

ther's house in Elmira, N. Y. The effect of this

marriage upon the career of Mark Twain has

been much discussed. (See, particularly, The
Ordeal of Mark Twain, 1920, by Van Wyck
Brooks.) Without going too far into contro-

verted details, it may be agreed that his mar-

riage put an end to his Bohemian days, that it

brought him into contact with a very conserva-

tive bourgeois society, that his great affection

for his wife probably led him to consider her

opinions more tenderly than they always de-

served, and that several of his most striking

works were not published until after her death.

There is, however, little reason for claiming that

he resented or hated the pressure which his mar-

riage put upon him. Toward women he had the

conventional attitude of his time. After a cheer-

ful bachelorhood, without a single recorded love

affair, he settled down as any other American
Victorian might have done, accepted the suprem-

acy of his wife in all that concerned his private

existence, and proceeded to make, for his family,

as large a use of his talents as he could. He was
not by temperament a lone wolf prowling the

forests of the intellect. He was a frontiersman

who, having had his fill of the wilds, adapted

himself gratefully to the comforts of civiliza-

tion.

The civilization into which he settled did,

however, greatly condition his work for the next

two decades. All around this native Southerner,

now living and prospering in the North, was the

spectacle of a flushed, triumphant nation en-

gaged in a tremendous exploitation of its natu-

ral resources. Mark Twain saw in his experi-

ence a resource to be exploited by his talents.

His world wanted to hear about the Old South,

which was just then a favorite subject with

writers in both parts of the united country, and
about the Far West, which likewise stirred the

national imagination. Of these two subjects he
had a wide knowledge. Moreover, he had an
unusual range of talents. He could give lec-

tures ; he could write for newspapers and mag-
azines; he could sum up what he had to say

in books for larger and longer audiences. Out
of each of these literary processes he could take

a profit. His plans eventually ran to the manu-
facture of a type-setting machine which, he

thought, would enable him to profit by every-

body's printing. His inherited instinct for spec-

ulation was so fostered and stimulated by his

environment that he could have directed it into

other activities only if he had been sustained by a

profound culture, which he was not, or guided

by a ruthless critical code, which he did not

have.

Having made a magnificent success with The
Innocents Abroad, he proceeded in Roughing It

(1872) to exploit another chapter of his ex-

periences. This he followed with The Gilded

Age (1873), written in collaboration with

Charles Dudley Warner [q.v.~\, which was called

A Tale of To-Day but which actually made not

a little use of Mark Twain's recollections of

Hannibal in the days of his own youth. The
Gilded Age, however, touched upon contem-

porary life with a vigor of satire which did not

reappear in its next important successor, The
Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876). Astringent

critics have found in the turning away from

satire, particularly in the turning to boyhood

reminiscences, an evidence that the humorist

had been intimidated by his conservative family

and friends and had for that reason shirked his

obligations to be drastic. The question is one

about which debate can go on as long as Mark
Twain continues to be an issue with critics.

He himself would pretty certainly have been

surprised if anybody at the time had called his

change of subject-matter a change of front.

The impulse to satirize was only a part of his

mental constitution, so far as he was then aware.
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His theological, political, economic, and social

opinions were at best rough-and-ready, the spon-

taneous radicalism of the frontier, always sus-

ceptible to influence by the more intricate con-

ditions of a settled society, because not ground-

ed in any thoroughgoing set of principles. Nor
were Mark Twain's opinions, on any subject, all

that he had to work with. There was also an

immense delight in life in general, an omnivo-

rous relish for all the phases of comedy, a ten-

derness too quick to be invariably well-judged,

and an eager disposition to please his hearers

and readers as well as he pleased himself with

the exercise of his robust art. His comic energy,

while his powers were at their height, was his

nature rather than his purpose or his weapon.

To say, as it may be said, that his comic en-

ergy remained at its height for the twenty years

between The Innocents Abroad and A Connecti-

cut Yankee in King Arthur's Court (1889) is

not to insist that he was by any means always

at his best during that period. He was an un-

even writer, who poured out many pages as they

came and had later to decide, or to have it de-

cided for him, whether they deserved to be kept

and published, and how much they needed to be

edited. Besides his wife there was also Wil-

liam Dean Howells \_q.v.~\ to restrain him. If

there was about this pair of critics a good deal

that must have tended to keep Mark Twain's

genius within decorous bounds, it is likewise

true that he wrote with a violence which fre-

quently drove him into burlesque so fantastic

as to be dull. Until the unpublished manuscripts

have been exhumed and studied, whatever loss

there may have been can only be guessed at.

But certain of the published writings, such as

Mark Twain's Sketches, New and Old (1875)
and similar collections are plainly inferior to

Roughing It, The Gilded Age, Tom Sazvyer, A
Tramp Abroad (1880), and The Adventures of

Huckleberry Finn (1884), which themselves are

not of equal merit. To this period also belongs

1601 (written 1876), a pamphlet often surrepti-

tiously printed for no particular reason except

that its report of fireside conversation in the

time of Queen Elizabeth contains numerous ob-

scenities which are common in speech but not

in print. Like most memorable writers, Mark
Twain could not be forever writing classics.

He had to write as he was driven to, and pos-

terity has had to choose what to remember him
by.

Without much question he touched his peak

for these middle years in the first part of Life

on the Mississippi and in Huckleberry Finn.

They were both concerned with the river which

ran as preeminently through his life as it runs

through its own valley. The subject liberated

him from the flat lands on either side. Remem-
bering this section of his youth, he could work
at his best resource with his best talent. It was
his best resource because he knew more about

the Mississippi than about anything else and
because he had learned what he knew at a time

when his perceptions and his memory were keen-

est. It was his best talent that he employed in

both books, the talent for humorous autobiogra-

phy. From the beginning of his career, whether

in conversation, lecturing, or writing, he had al-

ways tended to this form. A traveler and a man
of adventures, he told, or pretended to tell, what
he had gone through. The aim of his method,

of course, was not history but amusement. A
joke told at his own expense was twice as good

as a joke about somebody else. Events which

he had, or claimed to have, witnessed could be

made twice as interesting as events he had only

heard about. Nor did he necessarily think of

the narrator as strictly himself, that is, as Sam-
uel Langhorne Clemens. The "I" of his lectures

and books was Mark Twain, a personage who,

however often identified with the man who used

the pseudonym, was occasionally a mere fiction

of the comedy.. The narrator of Huckleberry

Finn is, indeed, neither the actual Clemens nor

the invented Mark Twain, but he also delivers

himself in the first person, so that the devices

and effects are much the same as in the avowedly

autobiographical chapters of Mark Twain's his-

tory.

It should here be pointed out that the element

of humorous autobiography in Mark Twain goes

a long way toward accounting for his style. It

was a style largely governed by his ear. While
he need not be called first a speaker and second

a writer, yet he had learned as a speaker to fit

his rhythms and his diction, his tempo and his

pauses, to listening audiences, and he appears

always to have written to the sound of his own
words. This everywhere colors his work, par-

ticularly when he becomes angry or eloquent.

And it serves also to explain certain defects of

taste which appear. Speaking, he could verge

upon burlesque or rodomontade with compara-
tive safety, able with his matchless voice and
his smiling presence to make his hearers under-

stand that he too saw the danger and that he

enjoyed the perilous edge. Writing without this

advantage, he too often took the same risks,

with the consequence that a reader out of

hearing and out of sight has only a part of the

writer's endowment to judge by and so notices

faults which naturally seem greater as each
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decade removes the reading public a little further

from the idiom in which the lecturer spoke.

The custom of adapting himself so closely to

his audiences might have had one fatal effect

on him if he had been no more than the enter-

tainer he was for a long time thought to be.

Like Bret Harte, Mark Twain, introduced to the

world as a curiosity from the Far West, en-

countered the temptation to go on indefinitely

working a single vein at the insistence of his

readers and his editors. But Mark Twain had
too much energy and too wide a range of inter-

ests to fall into that familiar American trap.

He refused to confine himself to the Mississippi

cycle. The Prince and the Pauper has its scene

laid in the England of the Elizabethan age.

A Tramp Abroad returned to the method of The
Innocents Abroad with an account of a walking

trip which the author took with Joseph H.
Twichell [q.v.~] through the Black Forest and
the Alps in 1878. A Connecticut Yankee in King
Arthur's Court extended this method to an in-

vestigation of the chivalric past. The Yankee
is only another figurehead used to vary the meth-

od of humorous autobiography. But the Yankee
is close enough to Mark Twain to have his sym-

pathy throughout his adventures. As The In-

nocents drew comedy from the presence of

simple, rowdy Americans in remote places, so

the Yankee drew comedy from the presence in

an ancient world of an intensely modern, utili-

tarian, scientific American. Though scholars and

romancers have been hurt by the liberties which

Mark Twain took with the Arthurian legend,

his comic estimate of chivalry is perhaps not so

far from justice as it has been called. In any
case, it is comedy, not history.

The Yankee marks the last appearance of the

rough, sky-larking vigor of this middle period.

Possibly the frontier humorist had been sub-

dued by the various influences engaged in

reducing him to something more easily measur-

able. Certainly he had won increasing consid-

eration from sober critics, and he had received

academic recognition in the form of an honorary

degree of Master of Arts from Yale in 1888.

But more possibly all that had happened was
that Mark Twain, now several years past fifty,

had begun to lose some of that energy which,

hitherto, had furiously impelled him. What
looks like the rise of his critical faculties may
have been only the decline of his bodily powers.

There can be no question that he had been under

a heavy strain. His pretense of idleness in all

the chapters of his autobiography was only hu-

morous. After The Innocents he had lived for

two years (1869-71) in Buffalo, writing for

Clemens

the Buffalo Express, a newspaper of which he
was part owner, and for the Galaxy, a magazine
published in New York. For the next seven-

teen years he had lived in Hartford, from which
several of his books were issued by subscrip-

tion. All that time he wrote constantly as well

as violently. He poured out his strength in

numerous lectures, traveling to Europe as well

as through much of the United States. He ac-

cumulated personal relationships which drained
off much of his energy. He experimented with
the stage, on which the dramatic versions of his

novels had some success. He invested heavily
in various speculative schemes with no success

at all. He became his own publisher by putting

money into the firm of Charles L. Webster &
Company, which prospered for a time but which
was to fail disastrously in the end. It is no
wonder that the teeth of life, gnawing at even
so powerful a figure, gradually began to wear it

away.

The decade of the nineties saw Mark Twain
working with less steady nerves and therefore

with less steady and unified an output than he
had shown during the two previous decades. He
returned to the saga of Col. Sellers in The Amer-
ican Claimant (1892), and to the saga of Tom
Sawyer in Tom Sawyer Abroad (1894) and in

Tom Satvyer, Detective (1896). In them, as in

The Tragedy of Pudd'nhead Wilson and the

Comedy, Those Extraordinary Twins (1894),
there was that large element of the incredible

or the melodramatic to which the humorist re-

sorted when he was not working with his hands
full of familiar material. Either he had exhaust-

ed the vein of boyhood reminiscence or else, as

is more likely, he had lost the kind of interest

in it which could fully arouse his imagination.

Now a citizen of the whole world, he was a long

way from the Mississippi, so far that he could

imagine himself into feeling at home in medie-

val France, and could put profound emotions

into his Personal Recollections of Joan of Arc
(1896). In various respects, however, this book

is evidence that there was a mood of youth still

persisting in Mark Twain. Joan was the char-

acter in history who had first made him want

to read. For years he had planned to write some-

thing about her, and had put more conscious re-

search into the theme than he had ever put into

any other. She was the supreme illustration of a

type of woman which he had adored as a child

and which as a young man on a rough frontier

he had continued to reverence in the fashion of

such frontiers in the United States. Nor was

his attitude toward Joan as a virgin, his sort

of secular Mariolatry, a mere obedience to a
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fashion. It was the quintessence of that tender-

ness which was as much a part of him as his

early boisterousness and his later bitterness. And
of course his tenderness was only intensified, in

the Personal Recollections, by the contrast which

he had to draw between Joan and the malign

stupid forces which overwhelmed her.

Writing- to Howells in 1899 Mark Twain
said: "I have been reading the morning paper.

I do it every morning—well knowing that I

shall find in it the usual depravities and base-

nesses and hypocrisies and cruelties that make
up civilization, and cause me to put in the rest

of the day pleading for the damnation of the

human race." The teeth of life had been gnaw-
ing cruelly for a decade. He had not only wast-

ed a fortune in money on the type-setting

machine before, after many years of hope, the

venture was abandoned at the end of 1894, but

he had wasted, what was more valuable to an

artist, time and energy which could never be

recovered. That same year had seen likewise

the failure of his publishing house and his own
bankruptcy. Determined to pay his debts,

Mark Twain had promptly set off on a tour

around the world, to lecture as he went, though

by now he hated lecturing with all the distaste

of a man who, at odds with the human race, was
obliged to live by making it laugh. His daugh-

ter Susy had died during his absence. Besides

these personal shocks there had been the philo-

sophical disturbances likely to come to an

American in Asia, in the spectacle of societies

too old and disillusioned to have any confidence

in the future, resigned to the endless repetition of

a barren and meaningless process. Each chap-

ter of Following the Equator (1897), the rec-

ord of the tour, is opened with a maxim of Pud-

d'nhead Wilson, that village unbeliever whose

unbelief, in this book as in the one devoted to

him, embraces the universe. "Prosperity is the

best protector of principle." "Let me make the

superstitions of a nation, and I care not who
makes its laws or its songs either." "Everything

human is pathetic. The secret source of humor
is not joy but sorrow. There is no humor in

heaven." "Pity is for the living, envy is for

the dead."

The year 1898, in which Mark Twain finished

paying off his debts, was nevertheless the dark-

est year of his life, if his writings may be al-

lowed to furnish the evidence. Then he wrote

The Man That Corrupted Hadleyburg (pub-

lished 1900), What is Man? (first printed, pri-

vately, 1906), and The Mysterious Stranger

(not published till 1916). The first is a story

exhibiting the effects of greed in a smug pro-

vincial town—a story which on the surface is

specific enough but which manages, thanks tc

the inclusive contempt and pity with which it

was written, to have the general bearings of alle-

gory. The second is a kind of theological dia-

logue in which it is argued that the behavior of

men is entirely without freedom of choice, each

act like each decision following irresistibly from
precedent circumstances, and all to be ascribed,

evil and good alike, to whatever gods may have

bungled their creation and have refused to cor-

rect or destroy it. The third brings a devil into

human affairs, in sixteenth-century Austria, lets

him comment upon the bad workmanship of the

heedless gods, and through him prophesies the

time when life shall have been bettered by pass-

ing into nothingness. As a work of art The Man
That Corrupted Hadleyburg is the best of the

three. The Mysterious Stranger is only a frag-

ment, and What is Man? is by no means so novel

or so troubling a discourse as Mark Twain
thought it. In his dialectic he did not know how
to go beyond such self-made skeptics as Paine

and Ingersoll, just as, when in 1868 he wrote

Captain Stormfield's Visit to Heaven (published

1909), he had carried his criticism of the idea

of immortality no further than to a burlesque of

the vulgar conceptions of heaven. But of course

the dialectic of Mark Twain is less to be con-

sidered than the presence in him of this natural

pessimism. It was the pessimism of a represen-

tative American who, without the aid of subtle

philosophies, had drawn his doctrines from his

observations. It is as typical of one mood of the

United States as the standard optimism is of

another.

If no one of Mark Twain's remaining years

was apparently so dark as 1898, it is because

after that midnight of his mind he grew in resig-

nation, not despising mankind less but pitying it

more. He continued to be a restless traveler,

both in America and Europe, and he allowed

himself now to comment freely upon numerous

contemporary matters, often with a fury which

must have been increased by his knowledge that

the public found something humorous in the

most serious things he had to say about even

the Philippines, the Boxer indemnities, the Bel-

gian rule in the Congo. The demand for his

books was great, many of his short pieces were

issued as separate volumes, and consequently

he seemed to be even more active a writer than

he was. His only full-length books written after

1900 were Christian Science (1907), his analy-

sis of what he thought a menacing new cult,

and Is Shakespeare Dead? (1909), an unim-

portant addition to the Baconian controversy.
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But he delivered many speeches on all sorts of

occasions, and after 1906 he worked steadily at

dictating his autobiography upon which was to

be based the official life. The death of his wife

in 1904 and of his daughter Jean in 1909 caused

him a grief too great to be eased by any bitter-

ness. He gradually let go of the world, which
during his last days gave him as many honors as

he could endure or would accept. What he most
valued was perhaps the degree of Doctor of

Literature conferred upon him by Oxford in

1907. His death, at his house "Stormfield," in

Redding, Conn., caused a more universal regret

than has ever followed the death of any other

American man of letters.

This regret was accompanied by a revaluation

of Mark Twain's work which has made the pos-

thumous figure very different from the living

figure of the humorist. Alive, he could never

correct the first impression of him, that he was
chiefly a fun-maker. Dead, he has come to be

regarded, at least by one school of opinion, as a

tragic character, a victim of a national miscon-

ception, an artist cheapened by an overpowering

demand for cheap wares. Though his early

writings are still read, nearly as much as ever,

his later writings are held to be the truer ex-

pressions of his mind and art. The change is due

in part to the books published after his death.

The Mysterious Stranger, What is Man? and
Other Essays (finally published, not merely

printed, in 1917), Mark Twain's Letters (1917),

Mark Twain's Autobiography (1924), with its

Preface as from the Grave—all have served to

reveal the inner life of rage and contempt, of

dissent and disillusion, of despair and pity which

he chose to cover up from most of the world dur-

ing most of his career. Yet these documents by
themselves would not have been enough with-

out the evidence furnished in the authorized

biography which, published in 1912, not only

touched a high point in biographical writing

but also raised an issue. A newer generation,

engaged in a critical study of American culture,

seized upon Mark Twain's life as proof of the

claim that the United States seldom produces

authentic genius and subdues or neglects it when
the phenomenon occurs. The debate called a

special attention to the posthumous books and

continues to make them seem intrinsically more
valuable than they perhaps are. In the long run

they are almost certain to be fused, in the repu-

tation of Mark Twain, with his life rather than

with his completed work. They supply the under-

tones which, without them, might never have

been detected in the earlier books, but which,

no matter how much they may have been sup-

Clement

pressed, are actually there, and which make it

easier to be sure that Mark Twain, despite the

dissipation of his energies, belongs with the

great humorists—even with the great humorists
who have known, better than he did, how to

direct their powers.

[The principal source of information about Mark
Twain is the authorized Mark Twain: A Biography
(1912, 3 vols.) by Albert Bigelow Paine, who con-
densed this material in A Short Life of Mark Twain
(1920), and in Mark Twain's Letters (1917, 2 vols.)
and in Mark Twain's Autobiography (1924, 2 vols.)
printed the chief written sources. Further material is

to be found in Wm. Dean Howclls: Life in Letters
(1928, 2 vols.), ed. by Mildred Howells. Full lists of
Mark Twain's publications are given in the Paine
Biography (III, 1674-84) and in The Cambridge Hist,
of Am. Lit. (1921, IV, 635-39), the second giving also
a list of biographical and critical works. Of these My
Mark Twain (1910), by Wm. Dean Howells, and The
Ordeal of Mark Twain (1920), by Van Wyck Brooks,
are indispensable. See also Friedrich Schonemann,
Mark Twain als literarische Personlichkcit (Jena,
1925) ; F. W. Lorch, "Mark Twain in Iowa," in Iowa
Jour, of Hist, and Politics, XXVII, 408-56 (1929).]

C.V-D.

CLEMENT, EDWARD HENRY (Apr. 19,

1843-Feb. 7, 1920), journalist, son of Cyrus and
Rebecca Eiske (Shortridge) Clement, was born

in Chelsea and died in Concord, Mass. His con-

nection with the Civil War being limited to

visits to a brother at the front in South Caro-

lina, it was possible for him to be duly graduat-

ed from Tufts College in 1864. He had such

great faith in the development of the negro

under freedom that in 1865 he took up residence

where he could observe that development at first

hand, in Savannah. Journalism had fascinated

him for many years, and the state of Georgia be-

ing at the moment under alien control, he was
able to procure work with the Savannah Morn-
ing News. In 1867 when the ex-Confederates

had to a degree come back into power, the editor

regretfully sent the boy home,—the paper's cli-

entele, he explained, would not countenance a

reporter from Boston. Despair over the South

was soon alleviated by a succession of journal-

istic enterprises which took Clement in 1867

to New York with the Tribune, in 1869 to

Newark with the Daily Advertiser, and in 1873

to Elizabeth with the Daily Journal. In 1875, he

returned to Boston as associate editor of the

Transcript, and in that capacity, before becom-

ing editor-in-chief in 1881, he acquired a last-

ing interest in dramatic and artistic criticism.

His retirement in 1906 was not for the sake of

inactivity. He followed sedulously the fortunes

of various oppressed races ; he took part in so-

cieties to prevent imperialism and vivisection,

and to better the condition of Boston work
horses; and, in addition to a play, The Princess

Matilda, he wrote poetry and magazine articles
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on subjects ranging from the social ideals domi-

nant on the planet Mars, to Boston journalism

in the nineteenth century. To the day of his

death lie contributed to the Transcript a column

called the "Listener," and in his old age he de-

voted himself fervently to painting,—especial-

ly to portraiture. He was radical to the extent

of opposing the trusts and many aspects of or-

ganized religion, but in matters that touched

more intimately upon his affections,—the integ-

rity of the family, for instance, and the suprem-

acy of Tennyson as a poet—he was conservative

enough to hate Samuel Butler with a perfect

hatred. The Transcript spoke of him at the time

of his death as mild but determined, fluent and

expository rather than forceful, an idealist, a

typical example of the "Boston upbringing." He
was married twice : in 1869, to Gertrude Pound

of New York, who died in 1895 ; and in 1898 to

Josephine Hill Russell of Boston.

[E. H. Clement, "Vinland," a poem in something
like Old English meter, in H. S. Harsford, Discovery
of the Ancient City of Norumbega ( 1889) ; "Warren of

the West," New England Mag., Oct. 1906; "Boston
Journalism in the Nineteenth Century," New England
Mag., Nov. 1906-Sept. 1907 ; "At the Needle's Eye,"

sonnet, Cosmopolitan, Jan. 1908 ; The Bull Run Rout
(1909) ; "The Martian Gospel," N. Y. Nation, June 27,

1907 ; Who's Who in America, 1920-21 ; Boston Eve-
ning Transcript, Feb. 9, 1920.] J.D.W.

CLEMENTS, JUDSON CLAUDIUS (Feb.

12, 1846-June 18, 1917), congressman, judge,

the son of Dr. Adam Clements and Mary (Park)

Clements, was born on his father's farm in Walk-

er County, in the extreme northwestern corner

of Georgia. After attending the ordinary schools

of the time and serving in the Confederate army

( 1864-65), he matriculated in the law school of

Cumberland University at Lebanon, Tenn., in

1868. He was admitted to the bar in Georgia in

1869. Locating in La Fayette, Walker County,

he there practised his profession until 1892. Be-

tween 1872 and 1876 he was a member of the

Georgia legislature ; was a state senator for one

year, 1877; and from 1881 to 1891 represented

his district in Congress. At the time of his elec-

tion to Congress, he was president of the Rome
& Northern Railway Company, and it was nat-

ural that in Congress his primary interest should

be in transportation matters. He helped perfect

the Interstate Commerce Act and was appointed

by President Cleveland to membership on the In-

terstate Commerce Commission in 1892. Cleve-

land's successors reappointed him four times, so

that he had twenty-five years' consecutive ser-

vice in that important regulatory body. On Mar.

17, 191 7, the officers and employees of the Com-
mission celebrated the completion of Clements's

quarter-century of service. The speeches made

by the chairman and others, and the numerous
telegrams received by Clements, attest the value

placed upon his work by those best fitted to judge

it. Three months later he died in his seventy-first

year. All witnesses agree that his official conduct

was characterized by a high degree of strength,

courage, fairness, and sagacity. In an obituary

notice the Washington Evening Star bracketed

him with Henry G. Turner and Charles F. Crisp,

as the ablest men Georgia had sent to Congress

since the Civil War, and said that "he had mas-
tered as perhaps no other person the large,

complicated and important question of railroad

transportation." He was twice married : first, to

Elizabeth Wardlaw, who died in 1875 (W. J.

Northen, Men of Mark in Georgia, vol. IV, 1908,

pp. 14-20), and second, on Dec. 2, 1886, to Liz-

zie Dulaney of Louisville, Ky., by whom he had
three daughters.

[The Interstate Commerce Commission has preserved
a record of the services of Clements, as well as a check
list of his more important speeches and writings. Among
the records is a pamphlet entitled Testimonial of the

Officers and Employees of the Interstate Commerce
Commission to Hon. Judson C. Clements upon the Com-
pletion of Twenty-five Years of Service with the Com-
mission. This publication contains the speeches referred
to above. See Who's Who in America, 1916— 17, and
obituaries in Atlanta Jour, and Evening Star (Wash-
ington), June 18, 1917.] R. P.B.

CLEMMER, MARY (May 6, 1839-Aug. 18,

1884), author, was born in Utica, N. Y. She was
the daughter of Abraham Clemmer, a descendant

of Alsatian Huguenots settled in Pennsylvania

about 1685, and of Margaret (Kneale) Clemmer,

born on the Isle of Man. During Mary Clemmer's

girlhood, her father removed to Westfield, Mass.,

and she received her education at the Westfield

Academy, an excellent school. Abraham Clem-

mer, with the temperament of a poet, had been

obliged to enter business, in which he never at-

tained success. Family poverty and rapidly-ar-

riving younger brothers and sisters brought

early responsibilities and shortened Mary Clem-

mer's childhood. These causes also had some-

thing to do with her marriage when she was only

sixteen to a man much older than herself, the

Rev. Daniel Ames, a Presbyterian minister, from

whom she was divorced in 1874. She lived suc-

cessively in Massachusetts, Minnesota, New
York City, Harper's Ferry where she witnessed

the entrance of the Confederate army in 1862

and was herself for a brief time a prisoner, and

in Washington, where she worked in army hos-

pitals.

Mary Clemmer's literary work began early,

with a poem sent by her Westfield teacher to the

Springfield Republican and there published.

When barely twenty, she began contributions to
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newspapers, in her effort, successful from the

start, to provide support for herself and her par-

ents. While living in New York she became the

friend of Alice Cary [q.v.~\, between whose char-

acter and her own there were many resemblances.

From this friendship resulted the Memorial of

Alice and Phoebe Cary (1873), a sympathetic

and well-written work. Mary Clemmer always

desired to write novels and felt that she was capa-

ble of writing better ones than she ever achieved.

Her first novel, Victoire (1864), though crude

and emotional, shows some ability in interpre-

tation of character ; her second, Eirene; or a Wo-
man's Right ( 1871 ) , introduces war scenes about

Harper's Ferry; her third, His Two Wives

(1874), diffuse and unconvincing, was often

credited with being partly autobiographical, but

without justification. When health began to fail,

she was writing another novel, which was never

finished. What was probably her best work took

the form of letters to newspapers on topics of

public interest. In 1866 she began contributions

to the New York Independent, called "A Wo-
man's Letters from Washington." These con-

tinued until within a few months of her death

and furnished some of the material for her two
books, Outlines of Men, Women, and Things

(1873), and Ten Years in Washington (1874).

In 1869 she entered into a three-year contract to

write a daily column for the Brooklyn Daily

Union, and at the end of the time was proud that

she had not once failed to send her column. Dur-

ing the last year she received a $5,000 salary, at

that time large for a woman. In 1882 her col-

lected poems were published under the title

Poems of Life and Nature. Her poetry is charac-

terized by deep religious feeling and love of na-

ture but not by originality of imagination or tech-

nique.

In 1876 Mary Clemmer brought her parents to

Washington and established a home on Capitol

Hill, where on Mondays her drawing-room was
always filled with callers. In 1878 she was in-

jured in a runaway accident, and henceforth

suffered continuously from severe headache and

carried on her literary work with difficulty. In

1883 she was married in St. John's Church,

Washington, to Edmund Hudson, editor of the

Army and Navy Register, and went with him on

a European trip. On her return her health seemed

better, but improvement was brief and she soon

died, after a cerebral hemorrhage. She is buried

in Rock Creek Cemetery, Washington.

Mary Clemmer was slender, graceful, digni-

fied. She liked to trace her blue eyes, light-brown

hair and high coloring to her Manx ancestry.

Her extreme sensitiveness was perhaps an inher-

itance from her idealistic father. A conscien-

tious, thorough worker, she was also fearless and
vehement in expressing her opinions on political

and social questions and because of this often

aroused antagonism. She was intensely patri-

otic, intensely Northern. She felt keenly the va-

rious forms of injustice from which women suf-

fered and wrote much on the subject, but was
not greatly interested in the suffrage and took no
part in organized movements. Her style is some-
times ornate and sentimental.

\_A Memorial of Mary Clemmer (1886), by her hus-
band, Edmund Hudson ; "Mary Clemmer," in Our Fa-
mous Women (1884), based on material supplied by
Mary Clemmer herself ; obituaries in the Nation, Aug.
21, 1884; the N. Y. Commercial Advertiser, Aug. 19,
l884-3 • S.G.B.

CLEMSON, THOMAS GREEN (July 1,

1807-Apr. 6, 1888), mining engineer, founder of

Clemson College, was born in Philadelphia where
his father was a merchant. As a student in the

Philadelphia public schools and in a laboratory

he became deeply interested in chemistry, an in-

terest which took him to Paris about 1826. There
he entered a practical laboratory and attended lec-

tures at the Sorbonne by Thenard, Gay-Lussac,

and DuLong. In 1827 he entered the laboratory

of Robiquet. Through the influence of the Amer-
ican Consul at Paris he was admitted as auditeur

libre to the Ecole des Mines Royale (1828-32).

He was examined at the Royal Mint of France
and received a diploma as assayer. From about

1832 to 1839 he was engaged in Paris, Philadel-

phia, or Washington as consulting mining engi-

neer, developing a profitable practise, and during

this period he contributed numerous articles to

the publications of various learned societies. In

Washington he came to know the family of John
C. Calhoun, in 1838 was married to Calhoun's

eldest daughter, Anna Maria, and became asso-

ciated with his father-in-law in Southern agri-

culture and gold mining. In 1844 he left his plan-

tation upon being appointed by President Tyler

to the post of charge d'affaires in Belgium. In

this post, which he held until 1851, he negotiated

important commercial treaties, attempting to pro-

mote direct cotton trade between Southern ports

and the German states through Antwerp ( Letters

to Calhoun). He was a keen observer of the

growing European interest in agricultural and

technical education. From 1853 to 1861 he made
his residence at "The Home," near Bladensburg,

Prince Georges County, Md., near Washington.

He was engaged in planting and assaying, and

probably was representing the Belgian govern-

ment in a professional way. During this time he

was a frequent contributor of articles on scien-

tific agriculture and agricultural education, and
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was influential in the establishment of the Mary-
land Agricultural College in 1856. Three years

later he was appointed superintendent of agricul-

ture by Jacob Thompson, secretary of the inte-

rior. In this position he urged both the estab-

lishment of an independent bureau of agriculture

and the establishment of land grant colleges. Re-

signing his post Mar. 4, 1861, because of his

Southern sympathies, Clemson soon entered the

service of the Confederate government. When
he was paroled four years later he was super-

visor of mines and metal works of the Trans-Mis-

sissippi Department. From 1865 to 1888 he lived

in South Carolina at Pendleton or at Fort Hill,

the latter being the home of the Calhouns. Dur-
ing the greater part of these years he was en-

gaged, with almost passionate zeal, in an at-

tempt to raise funds "for aid to found an insti-

tution for the diffusion of scientific knowledge

that we may once more become a happy and pros-

perous people." Finally, despairing of attaining

his end during his life, he left by will to the

State of South Carolina the bulk of his estate, in-

cluding Fort Hill, which he and his wife had
purchased. When the State of South Carolina

accepted his bequest and Clemson College was
established, there was brought to fruition the

great aim of his life.

Clemson had a very striking personality. He
was six feet six inches in height, well propor-

tioned physically, and a man of broad intellectual

interests. He was a member of many learned so-

cieties, and received the decoration of the Order
of Leopold and the French Legion of Honor.
Something of a violinist, he was also an amateur

in oil painting, and collected in Belgium about

forty paintings, some of which are considered of

rare value.

[Am. Farmer, 1855-98; Charleston News and Cou-
rier, Apr. 9, 1888 ; Yates Snowden, ed., Hist, of S. C,
vol. II (1920) ; Patent Office Reports, 1859-60; manu-
script letters of Clemson to Calhoun, in Clemson Ag.
College ; recollections of personal acquaintances.]

E.W.S.

CLERC, LAURENT (Dec. 26, 1785-July 18,

1869), educator of the deaf, was the third of a

family of five children born to Joseph Franqois

Clerc and Marie Elizabeth Candy, at La Balme,

near Lyons, France. His father and a number of

ancestors before him had served as mayors of La
Balme, and his father also held the offices of no-

tary public and judge. A fall into the fire when
Laurent was about a year old resulted in deaf-

ness. At the age of twelve his formal education

was begun at the Institute for the Deaf and Dumb
in Paris, presided over by the Abbe Sicard.

Clerc's first teacher was a brilliant deaf man,
Massieu, but during most of his eight years of

schooling he was under the instruction of the

Abbe himself. An apt scholar, at twenty he was
an assistant teacher in the Paris Institute, where
he finally became an instructor of the highest

class.

In 1815, during a trip to London by Sicard,

Massieu, and Clerc, to exhibit their methods,

they met Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet, who had
come from America to study the art of teaching

the deaf. The latter was invited to visit the Paris

Institute, and did so in 1816, after he had found

he could get little help in England. Gallaudet,

after finishing his study of the Paris school,

asked permission of Abbe Sicard to take back

young Clerc with him to aid in establishing a

permanent school for the deaf in the United

States at Hartford, Conn. Finding that Clerc

wished to go, Sicard released his brilliant young
teacher, who left with Gallaudet on June 18, 1816,

arriving in New York on Aug. 9. During the

voyage of almost two months Clerc studied Eng-
lish with Gallaudet. who in turn received lessons

in the language of signs from Clerc. Within
three months after beginning the study of Eng-
lish, Clerc was able to present a written address

in this language in Boston on the needs of the

deaf, which was clear, convincing, and gram-
matically correct. He spent several months with

Gallaudet in visiting the large cities of New
England and the middle states, and in appearing

before state legislatures, for the purpose of show-
ing the possibilities of educating the deaf and the

need of establishing an institution for their in-

struction in America. He was everywhere re-

ceived with attention and kindness, and in a

short time a considerable sum of money was
raised by Gallaudet and Clerc for opening the

first permanent school for the deaf at Hartford,

now known as the American School for the

Deaf. This school opened its doors on Apr. 15,

1817. Gallaudet was made principal of the school

and Clerc a teacher, and within a year thirty-two

deaf pupils were under their instruction. In 1819,

largely owing to the favorable impression made
by Clerc upon Congress, the latter granted to the

school 20,000 acres of wild land, later sold for

$300,000. During the same year Clerc married

Eliza Crocker Boardman of Whiteborough, N.

Y., a beautiful and brilliant young woman who
had lost her hearing in early childhood and had

studied at the school. Although he visited his

native land in 1820, and again in 1835 and 1846,

he returned each time to his labors. In 1858, at

the age of seventy-three, he closed his active

work as teacher and retired, though he was con-

stantly in attendance at meetings of deaf people

throughout New England, and continued his in-
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terest in the Hartford school. He was the author

of a number of addresses and articles in regard

to the education of the deaf, which appeared in

the American Annals of the Deaf (I, 62, 113,

170; II, 84, 203; III, 56; VI, 57, 95; VII, 23;
and X, 51).
[W. W. Turner, "Laurent Clerc," Am. Annals of the

Deaf, XV, 14-25 ; information furnished by Mrs. Char-
lotte G. Heaton. grand-daughter of Laurent Clerc.]

P.H.

CLEVELAND, AARON (Oct. 29, 1715-Aug.

11, 1757), clergyman of the Congregational and
later of the English Church, was born in Cam-
bridge, Mass., the son of Aaron and Abigail

(Waters) Cleveland. His father kept a tavern

in Cambridge, was a contractor and builder, and

in time grew well-to-do by speculating in land

at Charlestown and elsewhere. In 1738 he moved
to East Haddam, Conn., where he rose to be cap-

tain in the militia and was described in the tax

list as a "gentleman." At the time when his son

entered Harvard College, however, he was still

a publican. Students were graded according to

their social position, and accordingly young
Aaron Cleveland ranked only thirty-second in a

class of thirty-eight. To compensate him for his

lowly station he had inherited from his father a

large, powerful, and handsome body. His feats

of strength and his popularity with the belles of

Cambridge and vicinity eclipsed the fame of

whatever intellectual attainments he may have

displayed. He swam from Cambridge to Boston

and back again without resting, knocked sense-

less a bully who had journeyed all the way from
Boston to try the manhood of the collegians, and
excelled in general as a swimmer, wrestler, and

skater. He graduated in 1735; on Aug. 4, 1739,

married Susannah, daughter of the Rev. Aaron
Porter of Medford, Mass. ; and in the same year

accepted a call to the Strict Congregational

Church of Haddam, Conn. There he proved to be

a witty, scholarly, and earnest pastor, but his

Whitefieldian tendencies were too much for some
of his parishioners, dissension arose, and in 1746
he resigned, much to the regret, it would seem,

of most of his congregation. He was pastor of

the South Church in Maiden, Mass., 1747-50,

when he went to the newly settled town of Hali-

fax in Nova Scotia to organize the congregation

known as Mather's Church. By 1754 he had be-

come convinced of the correctness of the Episco-

pal position, resigned his charge, went to Eng-
land, where he was ordained by the Bishop of

London, and became a missionary of the Society

for the Propagation of the Gospel. The ship on

which he returned went aground on Nantucket

Shoals ; while assisting the sailors Cleveland was
struck by a wave and injured severely. He

Cleveland

sought to organize a parish at Lewes, Del., but

abandoned the field as unpromising. On July 1,

1757, he was commissioned by the Venerable So-

ciety to take charge of the church at New Castle,

Del. He proceeded thither, was received with

cordiality, and set out for Norwich, Conn., to

bring his family. At Philadelphia he became ill

and found shelter and care at the home of his

friend Benjamin Franklin, who was then absent

in Europe. He died in Franklin's house.

[B. Rand, "Rev. Aaron Cleveland," in New Eng.
Hist, and Geneal. Reg. (1888), XLII, 73-78; E. J.
and H. G. Cleveland, Geneal. Cleveland and Cleaveland
Families (Hartford, Conn., 1899) ; "C. D. Cleveland,"
in W. B. Sprague, Annals Am. Pulpit, vol. V (1859) ;

Harvard Quinquennial Cat., 1636-191$ (1915).]
G.H.G.

CLEVELAND, BENJAMIN (May 26, 1738-

Oct. 1806), Revolutionary soldier, was born in

Prince William County, Va., the son of John and
Martha (Coffee) Cleveland. His parents later

moved to Orange County, Va., where Benjamin
married Mary Graves and showed great fondness

for gambling and horse racing. About 1769 Ben-

jamin, his brother Robert, and his father-in-law

moved to North Carolina, settling on Roaring
Creek, near the Blue Ridge, where Benjamin be-

gan farming, assisted by his father-in-law's ser-

vants. Much of his time was spent in hunting

and about 1772 he and some equally adventurous

friends went to Kentucky on a hunting expedi-

tion, but near the Cumberland Gap they were
plundered by the Cherokees and ordered off the

Indian hunting grounds. With the outbreak of

the Revolution he became ensign, and later

lieutenant and captain, of the 2nd Regiment of

North Carolina militia. Later serving with the

county militia in the local warfare of western

North Carolina, he commanded "Cleveland's Bull

Dogs," called by the Loyalists "Cleveland's Dev-
ils." Administering stern justice, his harsh treat-

ment of Loyalists earned for him a reputation for

brutality in a partisan warfare characterized by

inhumanity, summary hangings, and mutilation.

In the summer of 1776 he acted as a scout on the

western frontier and served as a captain in Gen.

Rutherford's campaign against the Cherokees

(Colonial Records of North Carolina, X, 882).

He also acted as chairman of the Surry County

Committee of Safety and after the organization

of Wilkes County he became justice of the coun-

ty court and was elected to the House of Com-
mons (1778). During the winter campaign of

1778-79 in Georgia he served with Gen. Ruther-

ford but returned home after the defeat of Gen.

John Ashe [q.v.~\, at Briar Creek, was promoted

colonel, and was elected to the state Senate. With
the invasion of North Carolina by Maj. Patrick

Ferguson of the 71st Highlanders in September
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1780, Cleveland, with 350 militia, joined Col.

William Campbell, Col. Isaac Shelby, Col. John
Sevier [qq.v.~\, and other militia leaders at Quak-

er Meadows, near the Catawba River. As the

officers were of equal rank it was agreed that

the command should rest with the board of colo-

nels, and Col. Campbell was elected officer of the

day to execute the board's decisions. Ferguson

evaded battle and began withdrawing toward

Charlotte, hoping to rejoin Lord Cornwallis, but

was pursued and defeated in the battle of King's

Mountain, Oct. 7, 1780, Cleveland commanding
the left flank of the Continental forces. After the

battle the army encamped at Bickerstaff's, where

Cleveland was conspicuous in securing the exe-

cution of a number of captured Loyalists who
were accused of being thieves, house-burners,

parole-breakers, and assassins. At the close of

the Revolution, Cleveland, having lost his plan-

tation, "Round About," on the Yadkin, "by a bet-

ter title," moved to the Tugaloo region of west-

ern South Carolina, where he served for many
years as a justice of the Pendleton (now Oconee)

county court. As a judge he had great contempt

for technicalities and the arguments of lawyers

and often slept while on the bench, his colleagues

prodding the enormously fat judge whenever his

snoring interfered with litigation.

[Jas. Ferguson, Two Scottish Soldiers (Aberdeen,
1888) ; Wm. Moultrie, Memoirs of the Am. Revolution
(1802) ; H. Lee, Memoirs of the War in the Southern
Dept. of the U. S. (1812) ; Southern Lit. Messenger,
Sept. 1845; Am. Rev., Dec. 1848; N. C. Univ. Mag.,
Sept. 1854 ; B. F. Perry, Biog. Sketches of Eminent Am.
Statesmen (1887) ; L. C. Draper, King's Mountain and
Its Heroes ( 1881 ) ; F. Moore, Diary of the Am. Revolu-
tion (i860) ; E. J. and H. G. Cleveland, Gcneal. Cleve-
land and Clcavcland Families (1899).] F.E.R.

CLEVELAND, CHAUNCEY FITCH (Feb.

16, 1799-June 6, 1887), lawyer, governor, con-

gressman, was born at Hampton, Conn., the son

of Silas and Lois (Sharpe) Cleveland. After re-

ceiving a common-school education, he studied

law with Daniel Frost of Canterbury, Conn., for

three years, and in August 1819 was admitted to

the Windham County bar. He became clerk of

the probate court (1827), probate judge (1829),

prosecuting attorney (1833), and state bank

commissioner (1837). Between 1826 and 1866

he was twelve times elected to the General As-

sembly from the town of Hampton and was speak-

er of the House in 1835, 1836, and 1863. Elected

governor of Connecticut in 1842 and 1843, ne in-

terested himself in social reform and recom-

mended and carried through an act abolishing im-

prisonment for debt, a child-labor law, and ap-

propriations for a "Retreat" for the insane poor

at Hartford. During the Dorr insurrection in

Rhode Island, he twice refused to honor the req-

uisition of Charter Governor King for Thomas
W. Dorr \_q.v.~\, charged with treason against

the State of Rhode Island, on the ground that

Dorr was a political refugee and not a fugitive

from justice (Providence Daily Journal, Sept. 2,

1842). Nominated for Congress, he was defeat-

ed in 1838 and 1840 but was elected to the Thirty-

first and Thirty-second Congresses, where he de-

fended the United States Supreme Court, asked

that the franking privilege of members of Con-
gress be curtailed, and opposed Clay's compro-
mise measures of 1850 including the Fugitive

Slave Bill. He was strongly anti-slavery, twice

receiving the nomination of Free-Soilers for

Congress, simultaneously with the Democratic
nomination, and went so far in obeying the reso-

lutions of the Connecticut legislature against the

extension of slavery as to compare Daniel Web-
ster with Benedict Arnold. A leader of the Dem-
ocrats in Connecticut, he bolted his party in the

mid-fifties, joined the new Republican party,

acted as one of the vice-presidents of the Repub-
lican conventions of 1856 and i860, and served

as Republican presidential elector in i860. In

the following year he was appointed by Gov.
Buckingham to the delegation representing Con-
necticut in the peace conference that met in

Washington, Feb. 4-27, 1861, at the invitation

of the State of Virginia. After the war he re-

turned to the Democratic fold and was a Demo-
cratic presidential elector in 1876. He abandoned
his law practise about 1879 ar>d died at Hamp-
ton of apoplexy at the age of eighty-eight. He
was married, first, to Diantha Hovey, Dec. 13,

1821, by whom he had two children. She died,

Oct. 29, 1867, and on Jan. 27, 1869, he was mar-
ried to Helen Cornelia Litchfield.

[Pub. Acts, State of Conn., May Scss. 1842, chapters
xxiii and xxviii ; Resolutions and Priv. Acts, State of
Conn., May Sess. 1842, p. 52, May Scss. 1843, p. 28

;

Cong. Globe, 31, 32 Cong. ; Roll State Officers and Mem-
bers of Gen. Assembly of Conn. (1881) ; L. E. Chitten-
den, Report Debates and Proc. . . . Conference Con-
vention (1864); E. J. and H. G. Cleveland, Geneal.
Cleveland and Clcavcland Families (1899); E. D.
Larned, Hist, of Windham County, Conn., vol. II

(1880) ; Hartford Daily Courant, May 8, Oct. 27, 1842,
May 6, 1843 ; Hartford Times, June 7, 1887.]

F.E.R.

CLEVELAND, GROVER. [See Cleveland,
Stephen Grover, 1837-1908.]

CLEVELAND, HORACE WILLIAM
SHALER (Dec. 16, 1814-Dec. 5, 1900), land-

scape architect, writer, was born and brought up
in Lancaster, Mass., a direct descendant of Moses
Cleveland who came from Ipswich, England, in

1635. Horace's father, Richard Jeffry Cleveland

[q.v.], who had married his cousin Dorcas Cleve-

land Hiller in 1804, was a skilled and daring sea
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captain gifted with no little literary ability. Al-

though his early prosperity was occasionally in-

terrupted, he lived in ample and hospitable fash-

ion ; and with his wife, whose interest in educa-

tion was exceptional, was instrumental in secur-

ing superior educational advantages for his boys

by bringing about the establishment of a classical

school in Lancaster first presided over by Jared

Sparks. Horace therefore had both an hereditary

and inculcated taste for writing. A further lit-

erary influence was his near relative, Henry R.

Cleveland, one of the members of the famous

"Five of Clubs," to which Longfellow and Sum-
ner belonged. As a young man, fond of reading,

Horace Cleveland deeply appreciated the ad-

vantage of frequent intercourse with these older

men (mentioned in his Social Life and Litera-

ture Fifty Years Ago, published anonymously

in 1888).

While his father was vice-consul at Havana,

Cleveland saw active service on a coffee planta-

tion. On his return he studied civil engineering,

but after a few years devoted himself to agricul-

ture, settling on a farm near Burlington, N. J.

Almost immediately (Sept. 4, 1842) he married

Maryann Dwinel at Bangor, Me., by whom he

had two sons. In 1854 he removed with his fam-

ily to the vicinity of Boston, living first in Salem

and then for ten years in Danvers. He formed a

partnership with R. Morris Copeland to pursue

the profession of "Landscape and Ornamental

Gardening." In 1857 the firm entered the com-
petition for the design of the newly acquired Cen-

tral Park in New York, but lost to Olmsted &
Vaux. With Frederick Law Olmsted, Cleveland

later formed a warm friendship. In 1864 he pub-

lished a pamphlet, Hints to Riflemen. In 1869,

he established himself in Chicago, and published

his first Western professional paper, Public

Grounds of Chicago; How to Give Them Char-

acter and Expression. His early work in Chi-

cago was especially on South Park and Drexel

Boulevard.

Some of his most important contributions to

civic improvement were made at this time, espe-

cially in his practise outside of Chicago, which

extended to Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa,

and Kansas. A pamphlet, A Few Hints on Land-
scape Gardening in the West (1871), in the na-

ture of a professional announcement, records a

loose partnership with W. M. R. French, for the

civil engineering phases of Cleveland's practise.

In 1873 ne published a little book, Landscape
Architecture as Applied to the Wants of the

West; with an Essay on Forest Planting on the

Great Plains, which shows the deep insight into

civic needs which twenty years of professional

practise had developed. In 1882 he published a

pamphlet, The Culture and Management of Our
Native Forests, giving his further experience.

In 1886 he removed to Minneapolis where his

public park and private work had been increasing

steadily. A notable fruit of his efforts was the

scenic preservation of the Falls of Minnehaha,
although his recommendations for a regional

park system comprising both St. Paul and Min-
neapolis were too far in advance of public opinion

to succeed. There are two pamphlets on this sub-

ject (1885 and 1887) interesting in the history of

American city planning. Minneapolis proved a
far more congenial home than Chicago, and
Cleveland's activities radiating from there were
astonishing for a man over seventy. In 1886 he
published Voyages of a Merchant Navigator, an
extremely interesting account of his father,

based on the latter's Narrative of Voyages and
Commercial Enterprises (1842). In 1898, hav-
ing returned to the vicinity of Chicago, he con-

tributed a paper, Influence of Parks on the Char-
acter of Children, to the second meeting of the

American Park and Outdoor Art Association,

of which he was made an honorary member. He
died in Hinsdale, 111., and was buried in Minne-
apolis.

Among Cleveland's best known works were
designs for Roger Williams Park in Providence,

R. I.; the Minneapolis park system; the Oma-
ha park system; the grounds about Natural
Bridge, Va. ; Sleepy Hollow Cemetery, Concord,
Mass. ; Washington Park, Chicago ; Como Park,

St. Paul ; Brookside Suburb, Indianapolis; and a
design for Jekyll Island, Ga., as a winter resort.

Cleveland was a broad-minded, far-seeing pio-

neer, who, aligning himself with and drawing
constant inspiration from the leadership of Olm-
sted, helped to spread the gospel of foresight and
planning in the rapidly developing West.

[A brief autobiographical notice may be found in E.
J. and H. G. Cleveland, Geneal. Cleveland and Cleave-
land Families (1899), vol. II. The Voyages of a Mer-
chant Navigator contains autobiographical material.
Many of the facts here given have been gleaned here
and there in Cleveland's other writings and from un-
published letters written to Frederick Law Olmsted in
the eighties. See also A. T. Andreas, Hist, of Chicago
(1884) ; I. Atwater, Hist, of Minneapolis, Minn.
(1893); Chas. Eliot, Landscape Architect (1902);
Frederick Law Olmsted, Landscape Architect (1922) ;

Chicago Tribune, Dec. 7, 1900. The Codman Collec-
tion at the Boston Pub. Lib. contains most of Cleve-
land's professional publications.] T. K H
CLEVELAND, RICHARD JEFFRY (Dec.

x 9> 1773-Nov. 23, i860), merchant navigator,

was born in Salem, Mass., the eldest child of

Stephen and Margaret (Jeffry) Cleveland. His

father, when sixteen years old, had been kid-

napped on the streets of Boston and impressed
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into the British navy; later he helped to design

and equip Revolutionary privateers and held one

of the first naval commissions issued hy the Con-

tinental government. At fourteen his son left

school to enter the counting-house of Elias Has-

ket Derby [<?.v.], and at eighteen went to sea

as captain's clerk. A year later he completed a

voyage as second mate, the first mate, Charles

Derby, being nineteen, and the captain, Nathan-

iel Silsbee [q.vJ], not yet twenty. He himself

was a full-fledged captain at twenty-four. In

1797, finding himself footloose in Havre with

$2,000 in his pocket, and eager to provide for the

comfort of his aging father, he embarked on the

series of daring voyages and trading ventures

to which he owes his fame. When he returned

to Salem, May 13, 1804, he brought with him a

fortune of $70,000. In the interim he had sailed

twice around the globe, had engaged in a num-

ber of successful commercial transactions, had

matched wits with Indians on the Alaskan coast

and with British, French, and Spanish officials

and naval men on the high seas and in a half-

dozen far-flung ports, had had a close escape

from Malay pirates, had quelled a mutiny on the

China coast, and—most brilliant of all—had per-

formed three extraordinary feats of navigation

in small sailing vessels. With a crew of four

miscellaneous incompetents and an inexperi-

enced Nantucket boy as mate, he had taken a

cutter-sloop of forty-three tons from Havre to

the Cape of Good Hope (Dec. 21, 1797-Mar. 21,

1798). In a vessel only slightly larger, with a

short-handed, disaffected crew, he beat his way,

in midwinter, in the monsoon season, from Can-

ton to Norfolk Sound on the Alaskan coast (Jan.

10-Mar. 30, 1799). Finally, in a boat of only

twenty-five tons, he sailed from Balasore Roads,

near Calcutta, to the Isle of France (now Mauri-

tius) in forty-five days ( Mar. 29-May 14, 1800).

It was at Mauritius that he met his life-long

friend and partner, William Shaler [q.v.]. He
married his cousin, Dorcas Cleveland Hiller,

Oct. 12, 1804, bought a beautiful estate in Lan-

caster, Mass., and looked forward to a serene

domestic life amid his books and flowers ; but in

1806 he was compelled to go to sea again, the

enterprises in which his winnings were invested

having come to grief, and at sea he remained,

except for short intermissions, until the end of

1821. During these years he made and lost sev-

eral fortunes. Twice his ship and cargo were con-

fiscated : in the Caribbean by the notorious Ad-
miral Cochrane of the British navy, at Naples

by Napoleon. Throughout these years he acted

with his old foresight and competence, but his

luck was almost uninterruptedly bad. When his

Cleveland

friend Shaler was made consul at Havana in

1828, Cleveland went with him as vice-consul

and shared equally in the perquisites of the office.

Shaler died there of cholera in 1833 ; Cleveland

was ousted from his post by President Jackson,

and found a berth for a while in the Boston Cus-

toms House. From 1845 till his death he made
his home with his son, Horace W. S. Cleveland

[q.v.~\, first at Burlington, N. J., and after 1854

at Danvers, Mass., where he died. Cleveland

was no mere trader and adventurer. He was one

of the greatest of the great race of New Eng-
land sea captains—intrepid, skilful, clean, tem-

perate, honest—but regard for Spanish trade

regulations and for the nice conduct of neutrals

in wartime was no part of his code. He was in-

terested in art, literature, and education, was a

thorough gentleman, and a born writer.

[The chief source is Cleveland's own Narrative of
Voyages and Commercial Enterprises (2 vols., 1842), a
fascinating book. There is additional information in

H. W. S. Cleveland, Voyages of a Merchant Naviga-
tor . . . comp. from the Jours, and Letters of the Late
Richard J. Cleveland (1886). See also R. D. Paine,
The Ships and Sailors of Old Salem (rev. ed. 1924).
The Narrative was republished in 1855 anonymously
as Voyages and Commercial Enterprises of the Sons of
New Eng.~\ G. H.G.

CLEVELAND, STEPHEN GROVER (Mar.

18, 1837-June 24, 1908), President of the United

States, was the fifth child of a country clergyman

of the Presbyterian Church. His father, Rich-

ard Falley Cleveland, a graduate of Yale College

and of the theological seminary at Princeton,

was descended from a Moses Cleaveland who ar-

rived in Massachusetts in 1635. His mother,

Ann Neal, was born in 1806 and married in

1829 in Baltimore. She met her husband while

he was tutor in that place. Her father was a

publisher of whose antecedents little is known
except that there was an Irish strain in his blood.

Cleveland was born in the parsonage at Cald-

well, N. J. (Americana, VII, 150), and was
named for the parson who had preceded Richard

Falley Cleveland there. In 1841 he was taken

by his family to Fayetteville, N. Y., where his

father had a church. The family moved again in

1850 to Clinton, N. Y. ; and here when the father

died in 1853 Grover was forced to undertake

the larger part of his own support. He had al-

ready worked in a general store, and now he

found a position in the New York Institution for

the Blind ; but life was hard and living was
'rather precarious for him until he entered the

family of an uncle of his mother, Lewis Allen,

at Black Rock, near Buffalo. He resisted the

Whig tendencies rife in western New York, and
became a Democrat before he became a voter.

He studied law, was admitted to the bar in
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1859, and in 1863 became assistant district at- ers watched for, and saw evidence of the same
torney of Erie County. Financial burdens, and
the need to aid his mother, kept him out of the

army in the Civil War—to his political disad-

vantage. But he helped make it possible for

two of his brothers to serve. His practise of

law grew reasonably, as did his repute as a de-

pendable, steady workman. The post of sheriff

of Erie County came to him unsought—to his

further political disadvantage since the neces-

sity of the post required him to execute two
murderers. He began his long career of mak-
ing friends through his enemies by relieving

Erie County of the burden of dishonest con-

tractors. "We love him most for the enemies he

has made," said Gen. Edward S. Bragg of Wis-
consin, in seconding the nomination of Cleve-

land for the presidency in 1884 (Wisconsin

State Journal, July 10, 1884).

Grover Cleveland was forty-four years old, a

bachelor lawyer of moderate means and slight

prominence when in 1881 the Democratic party

"catered to the better class" by nominating him
for mayor of Buffalo. Elected to reform the city

administration, he reformed it. Before his term

was out he began to be known as the "veto

mayor," and his partisan associates were some-

what dismayed by the degree of reform that they

had let loose in electing him. His reputation

served him well in 1882. In this year, foreseen

as a Democratic year because of the scandals that

had injured the Republican party, and the Star

Route trials that were immediately before the

public, young Democrats were in many places

brought to the ticket to make it easier for Re-

publicans to vote it. In New York, in the per-

ennial struggle to control the Republican state

organization, where the grip of Conkling was
now broken, the secretary of the treasury,

Charles J. Folger, was nominated for governor

as an Arthur man. Cleveland was no more than

a local favorite for the Democratic nomination

until it occurred to the state organization (and to

Daniel Manning of Albany, in particular) that

the best strategy for the campaign would be

the nomination of a new man, little known, and

dissociated from the taint of membership in the

inner ring. Cleveland was nominated at Syra-

cuse, Sept. 22, 1882, and was elected with the

aid of many thousand Republican votes as an

"unowned candidate" (McElroy, Grover Cleve-

land, 1923, I, 45). He became governor of New
York on Jan. 3, 1883.

For the next two years Albany, as often, was
a vestibule to the White House. Cleveland was
under scrutiny as any man must be who over-

turns political order in New York. His admir-

stubborn honesty that had given them satisfac-

tion and him local prominence in Buffalo; his

political associates watched with less comfort his

independence of judgment and his refusal to

play politics as a game of spoils, patronage, and
party regularity. One of his vetoes (New York
Times, Mar. 3, 1883), that of a five-cent-fare

bill for the elevated railroads of New York City,

brought him into opposition to a popular move-
ment that had for the moment the support of

young Theodore Roosevelt, then in the Assem-
bly. The lowering of the rate from ten cents to

five was desired ; but was unfortunately an ob-

vious violation of the State's charter contract

with the companies, and to Cleveland's simple

and direct mind there was no alternative to a

veto. Roosevelt, on his second thought, sustained

the veto and made apologies for his indorsement

of the measure ; and together Roosevelt and
Cleveland worked for municipal reform legisla-

tion for New York City which, when passed in

March 1884, became at once useful for the me-
tropolis and proof of Cleveland's willingness for

non-partisan cooperation. In his relations with

Tammany Hall Cleveland made valuable ene-

mies while governor. His fight with John Kelly,

then leader of Tammany, turned upon the con-

tinuance in politics of state Senator Thomas F.

Grady. Cleveland won the fight, as well as the

hostility of the Tammany organization. The
latter proceeded, in the spring of 1884, to op-

pose the drift of the Democratic party toward

the nomination of the governor as president of

the United States.

It is unlikely that Cleveland would have been

nominated or elected president had it not been

for James G. Blaine. That Republican statesman,

outstanding among the leaders as the Civil War
receded, had a record that was defaced by sus-

picions of near-corruption that he had never

been able to dispel. An ambitious aspirant for

the presidency, Blaine found that these charges,

supported by the Mulligan letters, interfered

with his chances in 1876. The deadlock of the

convention in 1880 blocked Blaine, so that there

was no occasion for his enemies to make great

use of the charges in this campaign. As 1884

approached, Blaine was the great aspirant again

;

and the group that had opposed him for eight

years was vigorous in attack and threat. The
threat was that in the event of his nomination

they would lead a secession into the Democratic

party, if only that party would nominate a suit-

able man. Blaine was, in spite of this, nomi-

nated ; the insurgents seceded and were given the

enduring name of "mugwumps" (M. Sullivan,
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Our Times, II, 1927, 382, traces the word to the

New York Sun, Mar. 23, 1884) ; and when the

Democratic convention came together in Chi-

cago, July 8, 1884, the delegates knew that if

Cleveland should be their choice there would be

a chance of enough Republican support to elect

him. They also beheld the Tammany delegation

opposing him at every point. The opposition was
as valuable as the promise of support, for Tam-
many had a bad name ; and Cleveland was nomi-

nated on the second ballot, with Thomas A.

Hendricks of Indiana for the vice-presidency.

The hope of the mugwumps for a canvass in

which the spotted record of Blaine could be

opposed by the clean name of Cleveland was soon

destroyed. The mugwump attacks on Blaine had

gone far beyond the evidence in viciousness and

bitterness, and had inspired his supporters to

eager search for similar material for a counter-

attack. On July 21, 1884, a Buffalo paper gave

first publication to what had been found. The
story, which had been hawked among the news-

papers for several days, purported to show that

some eight years previously the Democratic can-

didate had become the father of an illegitimate

child, which he had since supported (Chicago

Tribune, July 22, 23, 1884). For the rest of the

canvass much of the Republican press published,

enlarged, and falsified the case of Maria Hal-

pin (who was the woman named) ; and made
much of the alleged personal immorality of

Cleveland. When the Democratic managers, dis-

mayed at the scandal, inquired of Cleveland what

they should do, he answered, briefly for once,

"Tell the truth" (Harper's Weekly, Aug. 16,

1884, p. 528). A novel, embodying parts of the

situation, and presenting its hero in an heroic

light, became a best-seller a few years later when
Cleveland had been made president for a second

term (P. L. Ford, The Honorable Peter Stirling,

1894). How far the scandal hurt him or affect-

ed the campaign cannot be known ; it was at least

partly offset by the accident that befell Blaine

when on Oct. 29 the indiscreet Dr. Burchard
used the fatal words "rum, Romanism, and re-

bellion" as a description of the common bond
among Democrats. Cleveland was attacked, also,

for his failure to serve in the Civil War and
for the substitute he hired to take his place when
he was drafted ; in spite of the fact that Blaine

had equally abstained from service. Cleveland

was, however, elected by a plurality of about

23,000 votes over Blaine, although he had a

minority of all the votes cast. His administra-

tion of the presidency must be judged in light

of the fact that although the Democrats con-

trolled a majority in the new House of Repre-

Cleveland

sentatives, the Senate continued Republican. At
no time was there a possibility of a one-party

control of the government, with President, Sen-

ate, and House of the same political faith (H. C.

Thomas, The Return of the Democratic Parly to

Power in 1884, 1919).

At the age of forty-eight Grover Cleveland

took office, the first Democratic president after

the Civil War. "He is a truly American type of

the best kind," wrote James Russell Lowell,

who was acquainted with enough types to know
(to R. W. Gilder, Dec. 26, 1887, in C. E. Nor-

ton, Letters of James Russell Lowell, 1894, II,

344). He was still a bachelor, and his unmarried

sister, Rose Elizabeth Cleveland, lived with him
in the executive mansion. A rather short and
unimpressive man, he made up in bulk what he

lacked in height and weighed over 250 pounds

when inaugurated (C. R. Lingley. "Character-

istics of President Cleveland," in Political Sci-

ence Quarterly, XXXIII, 255). He was clean-

shaven, except for a small mustache, at a time

when American statesmen generally went beard-

ed. He was reticent and unexpansive, except in

the private society of his intimates ; but the actor

Joseph Jefferson, with whom he fished and near

whom he lived in his summer place, "Gray
Gables" on Buzzard's Bay, testified that he was
a mimic of high order, told a good story, and
might have been a great actor (O. S. Straus,

Under Four Administrations. From Cleveland

to Taft, 1922, p. 115). The close friendship that

he maintained for many years with Richard

Watson Gilder suggests that although he was
without much formal education he had traits

that made him companionable to cultivated men
;

his choice of Princeton as a home for his years

of retirement confirms this. But it was the task

of his friends constantly to combat the hostile,

and apparently untruthful, gossip, that he was
habitually intemperate. More than once, after

he had married, it was necessary for the wife of

one of his cabinet members to assert the un-

truthfulness of the slander that in drunken fits

he beat his wife (Mrs. William C. Whitney, Mil-

waukee Sentinel, Dec. 13, 1888) ; and even Mrs.

Cleveland was driven to assert that she was
happy (to Mrs. Maggie Nicodemus, June 3,

1888. McElroy, Grover Cleveland, I, 286). The
persistence of slander and attack showed the re-

sourcefulness of the political opposition (which

was as likely to be Democratic as Republican),

and the craving of the press for sensation.

Cleveland's marriage, June 2, 1886, to Frances

Folsom, daughter of his former law partner Os-

car Folsom, was "news" interesting to the pub-

lic and oppressive to the persons concerned. No
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detail was too small for the ubiquitous reporters,

and Cleveland was outraged by the "colossal

impertinence" with which his private life was
pried into by the press (McElroy, I, 187).

There were five children by this marriage, of

whom all but one survived him.

The history of the Democratic party for the

twenty-five years before 1885 was not such as

to produce a large group of recognized and avail-

able party leaders from whom might be select-

ed an impressive cabinet. Only Thomas F. Bay-

ard, who became secretary of state, and who had
been Cleveland's chief rival for the nomination,

had a name that meant much to Americans at

large ; and his prominence owed much to the

generations of service rendered by his forebears

in Delaware. Daniel Manning, the anti-Tam-

many New Yorker who had "invented" Cleve-

land, received the Treasury. William C. Endi-

cott of Massachusetts went to the War Depart-

ment and paid part of Cleveland's debt to the

independents. William C. Whitney, New York
business man and son-in-law of the Ohio Stand-

ard Oil magnate, Senator Henry B. Payne, took

over the Navy. The Post Office was given to

William F. Vilas of Wisconsin, railroad mag-
nate and orator. To the southern Democrats,

who had seen little of office for so many years,

went the Interior Department, to Lucius Q. C.

Lamar of Mississippi ; and the office of attorney-

general, to Augustus H. Garland of Arkansas.

The last two appointments received violent de-

nunciation from the Republican press ; but

Cleveland subsequently promoted Lamar still

further to the Supreme Court. In 1888 Melville

W. Fuller of Chicago was appointed to be chief

justice of the United States. The minor ap-

pointments tested the sincerity of Cleveland's

pledge for a "practical reform in the civil ser-

vice" (to G. W. Curtis, Dec. 25, 1884, McEl-
roy, I, 124). His party had advocated this re-

form for many years, so long as there was no

prospect of success ; but with the inauguration of

Cleveland the political "bread line" formed at

once, and Democrats of every order demanded
jobs, to throw Republicans out, or as party re-

wards, or for the health of their wives, or frank-

ly because they needed the money. They had

been kept away from such opportunities for

twenty-four years. Cleveland had made no prom-

ise of such complete disregard of political con-

siderations as would have lifted him out of all

contact with the standards of his time; but his

slow and reluctant compliance with partisan de-

mands, and the steady support that he gave to

the work of the Civil Service Commission mark
a definite break from the practise of presiden-
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tial politics that had long prevailed. He induced

Congress to repeal the Tenure-of-Office Act that

had hobbled presidents since 1867, and he main-
tained with acidity and success the independence

of the president in appointments. But the de-

voted civil-service reformers were not satisfied,

and the party politicians were enraged. Cleve-

land disliked and suffered under the criticism of

disappointed politicians but was not diverted by
it from his chosen course, and could never under-

stand why the public would not see his duty as

he saw it.

An even more unpopular duty than that which
guarded the public offices led Cleveland to pro-

tect the Civil War pensioners from the attack of

fraudulent claimants and cheap political senti-

mentalists. The Arrears of Pensions Act (1879)
had made it profitable for veterans to search for

excuses that would place them on the lists. They
could now receive not only current pensions, as

allowed by law, but back pensions from the time

of discharge until the time of going on the pen-

sion list. In many cases these arrears ran into

hundreds or thousands of dollars. A swarm of

astute attorneys discovered the easy money to be

made by aiding veterans to get pensions ; and the

more dubious the evidence, the larger were the

fees. Congress was willing, with the surplus in

the treasury, to pass in the form of private bills

many claims that, for lack of authority, or lack

of fact, could not be granted through the ordi-

nary channels of the pension bureau. No con-

gressman liked the unpleasant notoriety that

might attach to a refusal to vote a pension to

a soldier, however undeserved. Such bills de-

scended upon Cleveland in a flood. In the spring

of 1886 he began to read these bills and the pa-

pers that accompanied them, and to veto those

that were without merit. Many were so com-

pletely bad as to be a scandal upon the Congress

that voted them
;
pensions to deserters, pensions

to men who had not been in the army, pensions

for injuries received many years after the war
was over. In February 1887, he vetoed a gen-

eral pension bill based upon the new principle

of allowing relief to veterans, not because of

wounds incurred in the service, but "upon the

ground of service and present disability alone"

(J. D. Richardson, Messages and Papers of the

Presidents, VIII, 549). The persons interested

in such legislation turned upon Cleveland as an

enemy to old soldiers ; and many of them, run-

ning for office, promised friendship as a bait for

soldier votes. In May 1887, Cleveland made a

damaging error in judgment. Upon a recom-

mendation from the War Department he ordered

the return to the states of their origin of such
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Confederate battle-flags as were in the posses-

sion of the government. In 1905 President

Roosevelt accomplished this return with general

approval, but the time was not ripe for it in 1887

;

and a Democrat was not the proper agent for

such a friendly gesture. In Ohio a soldier can-

didate for governor gained votes by asserting

that "No Rebel flags will be surrendered while I

am Governor" (J. B. Foraker, Notes of a Busy
Life, 1916, I, 242) ; and the commander of the

Grand Army of the Republic declared, in vio-

lent denunciation, "May God palsy the hand that

wrote the order !"

The great surplus revenue that began to ac-

cumulate in the United States Treasury after the

resumption of specie payments (1879) constitut-

ed the most embarrassing of the problems of in-

ternal policy for President Cleveland. It was a

certain incentive to extravagance, and invited

the opposition to attack the government for over-

taxing the people
;
yet it could not well be less-

ened without legislation revising and reducing

many of the customs duties and thereby stirring

up the same opposition to resist a departure from

the principles of protection. Within the Demo-
cratic party the years 1881-87 brought about

the overthrow of the Randall Democrats, who
were generally protectionists, and the rise to

power of the Carlisle-Mills group who indorsed

varying degrees of tariff reform. Cleveland,

never a free trader, was led to an attack upon the

tariff because he was embarrassed by the sur-

plus, and because he believed that tariff rates had

come to be evidence of improper favoritism to

the protected industries. He gave his support to

Carlisle, who had been elected speaker of the

House in 1883, and who was reelected in 1885

and 1887; and when Congress met for the ses-

sion of 1887-88 the message of the President

was a comprehensive broadside against the ex-

isting rates, and an invitation to revise them.

The debates of 1888 over the proposed Mills

bill were the result ; a second result was the de-

cision of the Republican party to undertake an
aggressive movement in favor of even more pro-

tection. The conventions of 1888 were held be-

fore the tariff debate was over. Cleveland was
renominated ( with Allen G. Thurman of Ohio
as vice-president), and his friends were able

to persuade the convention to indorse the Mills

bill as a proper Democratic tariff. Benjamin
Harrison and Levi P. Morton were nominated
by the Republican convention. The political

waters were muddied in the closing days of the

canvass, as they were in 1884, by a political trick

or roorback that this time took the form of the

Murchison letter. This letter, released to the

Cleveland

press at Los Angeles, Oct. 21, 1888, was the con-

sequence of a trap that had been baited for Sir

Lionel Sackville-West, the British minister in

Washington. Sir Lionel incautiously fell into it,

and gave great glee to Republicans by writing to

an unknown correspondent, Murchison, that a

vote for Cleveland would be useful to England.

Cleveland dismissed the minister for his in-

discretion ; but the damage was done, for the let-

ter appeared to sustain one of the Republican

contentions, that tariff reduction was a British

policy, and was perhaps inspired by British gold.

In spite of having a plurality of the popular

vote, Cleveland lost the election.

In 1889 Cleveland retired to New York, to re-

sume the practise of law and to seek such privacy

as is allowed to ex-presidents. He was forced

to undertake gainful work, because he had no
private fortune ; but his associates testified that

he was indifferent to fees and profits. He en-

joyed his family, his fishing trips, his summer
home, and an increasing amount of respect and
attention from his fellow citizens. In 1890 the

revulsion against the protective tariff moved on
of itself to an overwhelming defeat of the Repub-
licans at the polls. The extreme McKinley Tar-
iff (1890) had uncovered dangerous discontent

in the West and the South ; and tariff opponents

turned more and more to Cleveland to resume
his leadership. There was much spontaneity in

the popular demand that he should be the Demo-
cratic candidate again in 1892, although some of

his friends played a skilful hand in nursing it

(G. F. Parker, post, p. 136). The movement
gained such volume in 189 1 that Cleveland's

great New York rival, David B. Hill, sought to

head it off by holding the Democratic conven-

tion to select delegates to the national convention

early in the year. The "snap" convention did its

work Feb. 22, 1892, and was a boomerang for

Hill. He gained control of the New York dele-

gation with ease, but his opposition did now what
John Kelly's had done in 1884. It advertised

Cleveland not only among tariff reformers but

also among friends of the Australian ballot and
enemies of "boss" rule. The Cleveland move-
ment swept the party, and the Chicago conven-

tion approved it on the first ballot. Adlai E.

Stevenson of Illinois was nominated for vice-

president. Tariff reduction was confirmed as the

major issue of the canvass. In the ensuing strug-

gle it was not hard to defeat the Republican

ticket, Benjamin Harrison and Whitelaw Reid,

for Harrison had lost control of the party lead-

ers. He was losing votes as well, for Republi-

cans in the western states were still angry about

the McKinley bill and were seeking financial re-
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lief through the agency of free-silver coinage.

Some of them turned Democrat, and more than

one million of them seceded for the time and
voted in the new People's party. But it was im-

possible for Cleveland, when reelected, and re-

inaugurated in 1893, to satisfy the voters who
had chosen him. A great financial panic was im-

minent, and the sufferers from it were calling

for impossible relief ; there was still a protec-

tionist minority within his own party, ably led

by Senator A. P. Gorman of Maryland ; and the

free-silver coinage that was demanded by west-

ern and southern populist elements was a form

of currency inflation that he bitterly disapproved.

As far back as 1885, Cleveland had gone

squarely on record against inflation (Letter to

A. J. Warner, Feb. 24, 1885, New York Herald,

Feb. 28, 1885). He now continued this attitude in

the face of the financial crisis that broke in

April 1893, and instead of surrendering to the

demand for free silver he summoned the Fifty-

third Congress, Democratic for once in both

Houses, to repeal the Sherman Silver Purchase

Act 1890, which was the most visible and con-

crete of the elements of financial unsoundness.

He secured the repeal of this act, with the sup-

port of many Republican votes, but thereby he

broke his party and drew upon himself the

permanent hostility of the inflationist wing.

It was not, for many years, common knowledge

that at the moment when the special session

of 1893 was called, the life of the President

was uncertain because of the diseased condi-

tion of the roof of his mouth. This was suc-

cessfully operated on, and his convalescence was
concealed from the public (Dr. W. W. Keen, in

Saturday Evening Post, Sept. 22, 1917). When,
in the winter after the panic, Congress under-

took the fulfilment of the Democratic pledge for

tariff reduction, the animosities left from the

fight on silver prevented harmony on any pro-

gram. The protectionist Democrats stood out

against revision and forced the drafting of a

bill (the Wilson bill) that was so little a com-

pliance with the pledge that Cleveland openly

denounced it as "party perfidy and party dis-

honor." He was not willing to sign it ; but the

situation of the treasury was such that he did

not dare veto it and thus forego the chance of

improving revenue. He permitted the Wilson

bill to become a law without his signature ; and

he himself became a president without a party

for the remaining years of his term.

The cabinet of the second administration

showed a greater familiarity with the problem

of government and a wider acquaintance among
Democratic leaders than did that of the first

Cleveland

term. It was not bitterly partisan, for at its

head was Judge Walter Q. Gresham, who had
only recently left the Republican party. John
G. Carlisle, as secretary of the treasury, had to

wrestle with the panic. The War Department
was given to Daniel S. Lamont, private secre-

tary of the first administration. Richard Olney
of Massachusetts was attorney-general ; Wilson
S. Bissell, an old law partner of the President,

was postmaster-general ; Hilary A. Herbert, who
while in Congress had been chairman of the

committee on naval affairs, was secretary of the

navy; Hoke Smith of Georgia was at the In-

terior; J. Sterling Morton of the Nebraska
sound-money wing was secretary of agriculture.

But Cleveland himself was unquestionably the

dominant figure of the cabinet, and he still con-
tinued somewhat to slow down administration

by his inability to delegate authority, or to act

upon any judgment but his own. The typical

stories tell of his long hours of patient work over
papers in minor cases, and of his briefs and notes

upon matters that, soundly administered, would
never have got beyond the desk of some subordi-

nate. In his first term he often answered White
House telephone calls ; he never grew to be en-
tirely comfortable with secretaries. The volu-

minous long-hand memoranda that he drew up
would have been invaluable sources for the his-

torian, had he not regarded them as personal,

taken them into retirement with him, and de-

stroyed many of them.

Out of the treasury, whose plethoric condi-

tion had caused him so much care in his first

term, came the problem of a shrinking balance,

that threatened even to disappear. Receipts fell

away because of business depression. Gold was
hoarded by its nervous owners, who paid their

debts to the government in paper money when-
ever they could. It was not only impossible to

make receipts balance expenditures in any fis-

cal year of the second term, but it was uncertain

whether the treasury could continue its policy of

redeeming on demand every type of currency in

gold. The gold reserve, upon which this policy

depended, fell below 100 millions in April 1893.

Thereafter Cleveland, through Carlisle, kept it

alive only by the desperate means of four bond
issues, aggregating $293,000,000. Even with

these it was difficult to draw gold into the trea-

sury as rapidly as it was drained out. The Re-

publican opposition made much of this embar-

rassment, charging Cleveland with running the

government on borrowed money in time of

peace ; the Democratic opposition, desirous of a

silver or a paper basis, made equal use of it to

indicate Cleveland's close alliance with the great
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financial interests. His large capacity for tak-

ing punishment was needed, and was adequate.

An aftermath of the panic of 1893 was the

railroad strike of 1894, in which the American

Railway Union, engineered by Eugene V. Debs,

undertook to tie up railway traffic by a strike in

sympathy with the employees of the Pullman

Company. The center of the strike was in the

vicinity of Chicago, where the boycott on the

Pullman palace cars originated. There was vio-

lence in the train yards, but the governor of

Illinois, John P. Altgeld, believed that the vio-

lence was under control. The federal govern-

ment intervened in two ways, both of which were

novel: an injunction was issued by a federal

court restraining the strikers, and Cleveland,

upon application of federal officials, sent troops

from the regular army to Chicago, to enforce the

laws. The strikers had interfered with the free

flowing of the mail service. Altgeld asked in

vain for the withdrawal of the troops from his

state, and criticized their presence as "this un-

called for reflection on our people"; but Cleve-

land had his way.

Cleveland's dominance of the StatelDepartment

revealed itself first in Gresham's withdrawal

of American recognition from the revolutionary

government in Hawaii, and in his refusing to

have anything to do with the overturning of the

native monarchy there. The American residents

had engineered the revolution in the final weeks

of the Harrison administration, believing that

prompt recognition and speedy incorporation in

the United States would follow. Had the phrase

then been current, Cleveland would have been

correctly described as vigorously anti-imperial-

ist. He showed the same temper between 1895

and 1897, during the Cuban insurrection, when
American filibustering expeditions were organ-

izing for Cuban service, and American arms
salesmen were trying to make deliveries of con-

signments of munitions of war. Part of the

American press whipped up an enthusiasm for

the Cuban patriots, and played in detail upon the

excesses of the royalist troops and the sufferings

of non-combatants. Congressmen were openly

sympathetic. But the President tried to enforce

the neutrality law, and refused to be driven by

sentiment into a war with Spain. Even with both

houses joining in concurrent resolutions for Cu-
ban recognition, he declined to be forced. He
was strongly American, however, when he be-

lieved that the facts called for sharp action ; and
he brought England and the United States to the

verge of war by intervening in the old quarrel

between England and Venezuela over their joint

boundary. In this, in a message to Congress,

Dec. 17, 1895, Cleveland gave new precision to

the interpretation of the Monroe Doctrine, main-

taining the hegemony of the United States in the

Americas, and the vital interest of the United

States in having boundary disputes with Euro-

pean countries settled without risk of aggran-

dizement. England yielded the point, believing

that Cleveland was correctly interpreting Amer-
ican opinion ; and the matter was steered into an
amicable arbitration. In the reaction of relief at

the passing of this danger, Cleveland and Olney,

now secretary of state, negotiated a general arbi-

tration treaty with England ; but the Senate mu-
tilated this until it was no longer useful.

Long before the end of the second term, Cleve-

land and his official family were outside the dom-
inant currents of the Democratic party, and west-

ern and southern demands were driving the party

into a campaign for free silver. There was much
denunciation of him before and during the con-

vention of 1896. After the nomination of Wil-
liam J. Bryan, the Cleveland Democrats, who
could not bring themselves to vote for Maj. Wil-

liam McKinley the Republican candidate, and
who would not vote for Bryan, organized a gold

Democratic convention that nominated indepen-

dent candidates. For these they voted, in protest

to the course of their party. In the following

March, Cleveland retired to a modest home in

Princeton, N. J., and here maintained his resi-

dence for the rest of his life.

As a private citizen, Cleveland became a pub-

lic and impressive figure. After a very few
months the animosities began to fade, and opin-

ion began more and more to turn to him as one
of the few independent and disinterested voices

in America. He was in demand for speeches and
articles, and spent much of his time in preparing

the autobiographical essays which he delivered

as lectures, and later printed as Presidential

Problems. He found time for friendship and rec-

reation, and for active participation in the af-

fairs of Princeton University, which had made
him one of its trustees. On three more occasions

he came prominently into the circle of great

events. In 1902, during the anthracite coal

strike. President Roosevelt turned to him for

aid, and sought his cooperation in a public com-
mission that was to investigate this phase of the

labor controversy (J. B. Bishop, Theodore

Roosei'clt and His Time, 1920, I, 204). The
project fell through because of difficulties over

personnel, but for a moment it brought together

in a common non-political purpose the outstand-

ing figures of the two great parties. In 1904 there

was talk of a third term for Cleveland, not so

much because of a change among radical Demo-
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crats as because the enemies of Bryan saw little

chance of a victory without the use of Cleve-

land's name. Cleveland enjoyed the anxiety that

this talk caused among the friends of Bryan (Mc-
Elroy, II, 321 ), but had no intention of trying to

profit by it. In 1905 he undertook the heavy duty

of assisting in the reorganization of the Equita-

ble Life Assurance Society after the damaging
revelations that had been brought out by Charles

E. Hughes for the Armstrong investigation in

New York. Thomas F. Ryan had purchased the

control of the stock in the company, in order that

reorganization might have a free hand ; and

Cleveland became one of the three trustees to

whom the management was intrusted. With these

affairs on his hands, his life was full until, in his

seventy-first year, he died. His death came in the

interval between the Republican and Democratic

conventions of 1908, and brought about a pause

in the preparations of partisanship. There were
gestures of esteem from nearly every American
group, but these were fewest from the radical

followers of Bryan who were preparing to nomi-

nate him for a third campaign. In the ensuing

canvass much use was made of a forged letter in

which Cleveland was made to indorse William

H. Taft instead of the Democratic candidate

(New York Times, Sept. 12, 1908).

[Robert McElroy, Grover Cleveland the Man and the
Statesman (2 vols., 1923), is easily the most important
work on Cleveland, and has been executed with con-
science and intelligence. It reveals that Cleveland kept
a diary of his fishing trips, but left his files of corre-
spondence in deliberate disorder (II, 389). The most
important writing by Cleveland, apart from his state

papers which may be found in J. D. Richardson, Mes-
sages and Papers of the Presidents (1920), vol. VIII,
was his Presidential Problems (1904). There are many
campaign and fugitive biographies, listed by McElroy
(II, 400), and there is a multitude of special articles on
him ; but the best of the personal books are Geo. F.
Parker, Recollections of Grover Cleveland (1900), and
Richard Watson Gilder, Grover Cleveland, A Record of
Friendship (19 10).] F.L.P n.

CLEVENGER, SHOBAL VAIL (Oct. 22,

1812-September 1843), sculptor, was born on a

farm near Middletown, Ohio, where his father,

a New Jersey weaver, had settled in 1808. His

mother is said to have been related to John Han-
cock. The year following Shobal's birth his par-

ents moved to Ridgeville and later to Indian

Creek. Shobal was the third child of a family of

ten, and until his fifteenth year he worked on the

farm in summer and attended school occasionally

in winter. When fifteen he was sent to learn

stone-cutting with his brother who was employed

on the canal at Centerville. Here young Cleven-

ger contracted a fever and was forced to return

home. When he had recovered he went to Louis-

ville and then to Cincinnati. On the market house

of the latter city was a female figure in wood

which aroused his admiration and a desire to

emulate it. He placed himself under a stone-

cutter, David Guion (Guiou, Guino, Guio) with

whom he remained about four years. Tradition

records that Clevenger criticized an angel's head

carved by his master who thereupon challenged

him to do better. Clevenger did, and was there-

after entrusted with the ornamental work of the

shop. In order to procure models to study he
crept into the graveyard on moonlight nights and
took impressions in clay from some of the sculp-

tured tombstones, especially of allegorical reliefs

and a statue of Grief by John Airy, on the monu-
ment to Gen. Ganno. Soon after he left Guion he

married Elizabeth Wright of Cincinnati and

went to Xenia where he set up for himself, but

receiving only a few commissions he returned to

Cincinnati and again worked for his former mas-

ter. He soon, however, formed a partnership

with a man named Basset. E. S. Thomas, editor

of the Evening Post, attracted by some of his

work, gave him a commendatory notice in his

paper. When Hiram Powers \_q.v^\ was about to

return from Washington with a model of Chief

Justice Marshall from which he was to carve a

bust, Clevenger said he "would cut the first bust

from stone in Cincinnati, if he couldn't cut the

best," and accordingly made one of Thomas, cut

directly from the stone without any model (c.

1836). From this time on his reputation seems

to have increased, and commissions multiplied.

Nicholas Longworth became interested in him
and enabled him to follow a course of anatomical

lectures at the Ohio Medical College. During

this period he made a number of busts from

the fine-grained freestone of the region, among
them one of William Henry Harrison. At Lex-

ington, Ky., he made those of Clay and Gov.

Poindexter. Visiting Washington, Philadelphia,

New York, and Boston, he modeled, in plaster,

busts of Washington Allston, Isaac P. Davis, and

Joseph Hopkinson which are in the Pennsylvania

Academy of the Fine Arts'; and busts of Clay,

Edward Everett, W. H. Harrison, Philip Hone,

and Webster, plaster casts of which are in the

New York Historical Society's collection. Mar-

bles of Allston, John Davis, and Lemuel Shaw,

the two latter dated 1839, are in the Boston Athe-

naeum. Besides these he is said to have made

busts of J. Q. Adams, Van Buren, Biddle, Wood-
bury, Dr. James Jackson, Jeremiah Mason, H. G.

Otis, and Joseph Tilden. His bust of Webster

was represented on the fifteen-cent stamp.

In the spring of 1840 he went again to New
York where he made busts of Samuel Ward,

Ward's daughter, Gov. Wolcott of Connecticut,

and Chancellor Kent (plaster casts of the last two
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are in the New York Historical Society's collec-

tion), and in October 1840, Longworth having

supplied the means, he sailed for Havre. After

spending a few days in Paris he went on to Flor-

ence. In the spring of 1842 he had trouble with

his eyes, but after visiting Rome he returned to

Florence and made busts of Powers and Louis

Bonaparte as well as an idealized bust called

"The Lady of the Lake." He began, in October

of that year, what was to prove his last work. It

was a nude, life-size figure of an Indian warrior,

which has since entirely disappeared. On account

of the subject it caused, at the time, a consider-

able sensation and was even called the first dis-

tinctively American sculpture. When the model

was practically completed, the sculptor's health

failed, and in June 1843 his physician pronounced

the disease consumption, brought on, some say,

by the inhalation of marble dust. On Sept. 17 he

sailed for home with his wife and his three chil-

dren. A day or two after passing Gibraltar he

died. His youngest son, Shobal Vail Clevenger

[q.v.], attained some distinction as a psychiatrist.

Clevenger's work consisted almost entirely of

busts, and in these he showed a carefulness and

exactitude in portraiture and a skilful use of the

chisel. Though somewhat deficient in general

education, he profited by association with his sit-

ters, some of whom were men of culture. They
were attracted by his personality, for he was
frank and unaffected, industrious and patient in

the pursuit of his art. In appearance Tuckerman
described him as "a compact and manly figure,

with a certain vigor of outline [that] promised

more continuity of action than is often realized

by artists."

[The exact date of Clevenger's death is variously
given as Sept. 23, 27, and 28. The more important
sources of information concerning him are : Southern
Lit. Messenger, Apr. 1839; Sculpture and the Plastic
Art (1850); H. T. Tuckerman, Book of the Artists
(1867) ; Lorado Taft, Hist, of Am. Sculpture (1903) ;

Boston Transcript, Nov. 13, 1843 ; N. Y. Tribune, Nov.
ii, 1843 I U. S. Mag. and Democratic Rev., Feb. 1844 ;

and the biography of his son, The Don Quixote of Psy-
chiatry (1919), by Victor Robinson.] E.G.N.

CLEVENGER, SHOBAL VAIL (Mar. 24,

1843-Mar. 24, 1920), psychiatrist, son of Shobal

Vail Clevenger \_q.v.~\ and his wife, Elizabeth

Wright of Cincinnati, was born in Florence,

Italy. But six months old when his father died,

he was cared for during part of his early child-

hood by relatives in the United States. He joined

his mother and stepfather Thwing in New Or-
leans to begin his schooling, but a visitation of

yellow fever in 1853 scattered this family, and a

relative in St. Louis put him to work as a bank
messenger ( 1855). Several years later he served

as clerk and interpreter for Senor Aguirre who

Clevenger

was engaged in freighting goods between Kan-
sas City and Mexico ; and when the Civil War
broke out he enlisted in a Kansas City company
but was soon transferred, at Nashville, to the

United States Engineer Corps, in which he

had much experience in building railways and

bridges. Having secured some money after the

close of the war by service as a claims agent, he

married a college girl, Mariana Knapp, and mi-

grated to Montana where he functioned as justice

of the peace, probate judge, court commissioner,

and revenue collector. He was later a govern-

ment surveyor in the Dakotas and civil engineer

in charge of building the South Dakota Railway.

He also installed telegraph lines and telegraphed

weather reports to the Smithsonian Institution.

He contributed articles on scientific subjects to

Van Nostrand's Engineering Magazine and pub-

lished a Treatise on Government Surveying

(1874) which went through several editions.

For years he had collected evidence of corrup-

tion in the Land and Indian departments and
early in the seventies made a trip to Washington
for the joint purpose of securing contracts and
submitting his evidence, but the results were so

unsatisfactory that he returned home determined

to change his profession. Although he was made
superintendent of the government observatory

at Fort Sully, he began to read medicine with an

army post surgeon, Dr. Bergen ; then, having

lost his government position through politics,

he worked as a steamboat clerk to get funds for

his medical project. He finally obtained his M.D.
from the Chicago Medical College (1879), and
with his large family settled in that city as a gen-

eral practitioner. He began to specialize in neu-

rology and psychiatry and to write articles under

these heads. In 1883 he secured the position of

special pathologist to the Cook County Insane

Asylum at Dunning and began to make case rec-

ords and autopsies on the brains of the insane.

The corruption which prevailed in such institu-

tions was shameless, and, although he was an ap-

pointee of the political machine, he began to ex-

pose the abuses in the Chicago Inter-Ocean but

was unsuccessful in obtaining the cooperation of

the press, pulpit, bar, clubmen, business men, or

any other group. He resigned when a pistol bul-

let had imperilled his family and devoted him-

self to private practise, serving for a time as neu-

rologist to the Alexian Brothers' and Michael

Reese Hospitals. In ,1884 appeared his Compara-
tive Physiology and Psychology, and his classic

work, Spinal Concussion (1889), gave him an in-

ternational reputation. He lectured in various

capacities at the Art Institute, School of Phar-

macy, and Law School, but never held a chair in
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a medical college, although he received offers

from eastern institutions. In 1893 Gov. Altgeld

appointed him superintendent of the Illinois East-

ern Hospital for the Insane at Kankakee and he

planned great reforms in the treatment of the in-

sane, based on the belief that insanity is often

due to or aggravated by physical ailments. He
gave up his private practise and hospital appoint-

ments for this work, but, as he would not adjust

himself to political exigencies, he was soon forced

to resign and return once more to private life.

He wrote much and testified in many cases in-

volving medical jurisprudence, also maintained

a large correspondence with Eastern psychia-

trists and brain specialists, and published the fol-

lowing works : Medical Jurisprudence of Insan-

ity (2 vols., 1898) ; The Evolution of Man and
His Mind (1903) ; Therapeutics, Materia Med-
ica and the Practice of Medicine (1905), and the

autobiographical Fun in a Doctor's Life (1909).

Tiring of the city, he lived for many years at

Park Ridge, 111. When finally he sought to re-

sume his practise it was without success, and his

last days were spent in narrow circumstances.

His wife died in the autumn of 1910 and he mar-
ried an orphan whom the Clevengers had taken

into their home. He died of cerebral hemorrhage

on his seventy-seventh birthday.

Clevenger had the usual defects of versatility.

Numerous patented inventions brought him but

little money, the best known being his book-

typewriter and his brain model for teaching. As
a psychiatrist he was ahead of his time and popu-

larized new concepts of mental disease such as

paranoia and katatonia. As a biologist he ranked

high and added to the conception of evolution,

especially in connection with the difficulty of man
in adapting himself to the upright position. In

his hatred of sham he sometimes went too far, as

when he condemned certain neurologists for belief

in the efficacy of electrotherapy. He was often in-

consistent, for he testified in court cases while de-

ploring the principle of factional expert testimony

and fought the spoils system of which he was
the beneficiary. His reform efforts were always

single-handed and hence foredoomed to failure.

[Clevenger received the distinction of an extensive
biography entitled The Don Quixote of Psychiatry
(1919), by Victor Robinson. See also Western Medic.
Reporter, 1893, p. 151 ; Jour. Am. Medic. Asso., Apr. 3,

1920, p. 963 ; article by H. A. Kelly and W. L. Burrage,
Diet . Am. Medic. Biog. (1928).] E. P.

CLEWELL, JOHN HENRY (Sept. 19, 1855-

Feb. 20, 1922), Moravian clergyman, educator,

was born in Salem, N. C. His father, John David
Clewell, was of Huguenot ancestry; his mother

was Dorothea Shultz. John Henry passed

through the elementary schools of Salem and

entered the Moravian College and Theological

Seminary in Bethlehem, Pa., from which he
graduated, receiving the degrees of A.B. and B.D.
in 1875 and 1877 respectively. He planned to en-

ter the Moravian ministry but before doing so

he spent two years at Union Theological Semi-
nary in New York. Upon his ordination as a dea-

con of the Moravian church in 1879 he went to

Ohio to take charge of the Uhrichsville church.

While serving here he also founded the Port
Washington (Ohio) church in 1880, and became
a presbyter in the Moravian church. In June
1882 he married Alice Cornelia Wolle of Bethle-

hem, Pa., by whom he had five sons. In 1884 he

was called to the place of his birth to become the

assistant principal of Winston-Salem Academy
and College, a Moravian institution for girls ; in

1888 he became principal, and later president.

For twenty-five years he labored in this institu-

tion, traveling extensively in the West and the

South in the interest of the school. In 1899 he

went to Europe to attend the General Synod of

the Moravian church. In 1900 he received the

degree of Ph.D. from his alma mater. Among
his outstanding achievements in the South was
the organization of the Association of Presidents

of Women's Colleges in the South. That he was
effectively assisted by Mrs. Clewell is testified by

the beautiful Alice Clewell Memorial dormitory

on the Winston-Salem campus. He was so suc-

cessful in raising the academic standards of Win-
ston-Salem and in building it up generally that

he was offered the presidency of the Moravian
Seminary and College for Women at Bethlehem,

Pa., and accepted the position in 1909. His prob-

lem at Bethlehem was to develop a strong insti-

tution in spite of restricted financial resources.

This he succeeded in doing through a working
arrangement with Lehigh University whereby
certain members of its faculty were able to give

a portion of their time to teaching in the Mora-
vian College for Women. He remained president

of the school to the time of his death. In 1902 he

published his History of Wachovia in North Car-

olina, which is an account of the Moravian
church in this region for a period of 150 years.

Though not a great scholar or one of the coun-

try's foremost educators, Clewell played a rather

important role in the education of women in the

United States for almost forty years.

[Files of the Moravian, the official publication of the

Moravian church ; Clewell 's own Hist, of Wachovia
(1902), which gives a sketch of his activities at Win-
ston-Salem ; the bulletins of the two colleges ; and an
unprinted memoir by his son, Clarence E. Clewell of

the Univ of Pa.; Who's Who in America, 1922-23;
obituaries in the Moravian, Mar. i, 1922, the Globe
(Bethlehem, Pa.), and Evening Bull. (Phila.), of Feb.

21, and the Public Ledger (Phila.) of Feb. 22, 1922.]

L.H.G.
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CLEWS, HENRY (Aug. 14, 1834-Jan. 31,

1923), financier, author, was one of the seven

children of James Clews, a Staffordshire potter,

who chanced to visit the United States about the

year 1850. He had been intended from birth for

the ministry. His father's visit, on which Henry
accompanied him, was designed for the purpose

of obtaining data for the manufacture of his china

and of establishing a plant in the United States.

This china bore, on various of the graceful pieces,

now much sought by collectors, early colonial

scenes. It was of a beautiful delft blue. To-day

it is held principally by connoisseurs and mu-
seums. Henry Clews, however, was interested

neither in china nor in the ministry. Becoming
attached to the conditions of life in New York,

he persuaded his father to place him in business

in that city. His education, obtained in English

public schools, had been better than the average

;

and it was not difficult for him to obtain an imme-

diate start as a clerk with the firm of Wilson G.

Hunt & Company, which at that time was one of

the largest firms of woolen importers in New
York. The experience proved to be all that he

had expected, and he remained engaged in it

some eight years ; but long before the end of

that period, it became obvious that he was more
interested in the financial side of the establish-

ment than in its merchandising activities. He ac-

quired a thorough knowledge of credits, dis-

counts and commercial paper and became so well-

known in this field that he eventually left the

woolen business, and opened an office in Wall

Street as a note broker and private banker in a

firm organized as Stout, Clews & Mason. Be-

fore the opening of the Civil War he had become
well-known both in that business and in ancillary

branches of banking and investment, and his rep-

utation had gained some foothold in Europe.

Civil War finance offered to Clews, as it did to

many other investment bankers of the day, a

great opportunity for large turnover and sub-

stantial profits. Secretary Chase, the war head

of the Treasury Department, gave a substantial

part of the public business to the firm, which had

become Livermore, Clews & Mason (later Liver-

more, Clews & Company) , located at 32 Wall St.,

now the site of the United States Assay Office.

By the close of the war, this firm ranked second

only to the house of Cooke & Company, in the

amount of government bonds taken and disposed

of to investors. The prestige obtained in this

way, and the new clientele which appeared with

the fresh industrial growth after the close of the

war, still further enlarged the business of the

house of Clews. In 1877 the firm name became
Henry Clews & Company. In 1882 the establish-

ment was transferred to the Mills Building just

opposite the Stock Exchange on Broad St..

where it remained for forty-one years. The out-

standing characteristic of the firm's policy was
abstention from commitment to new promotions,

flotations and the like, the business being steadily

conducted along rather limited lines, though on
a large scale, as a stock-trading and banking es-

tablishment, with emphasis upon the customer's

margin phase of the business. In furtherance of

his position as a student of, and leading dealer

in, stocks, Clews published a weekly circular

which for years was widely known as an authori-

tative interpretation and forecast of market con-

ditions.

Partly as a result of his youthful education and
partly as a matter of business development, Clews
early interested himself in public questions, chief-

ly of a financial nature, and at one time acted as

currency adviser to the Government of Japan,

later receiving a decoration for his service. His
Twenty-eight Years in Wall Street (1887, re-

vised and enlarged as Fifty Years of Wall Street,

1908), is a collection of connected reminiscences,

sketches, and discussions on various matters

which attracted his attention in the course of his

business and his Wall Street Point of View
(1900) was an exposition of the financial atti-

tude of New York toward public questions. A
volume of Speeches and Essays Financial, Eco-
nomic and Miscellaneous (1910) was also issued

under his name. Owing to his increasing promi-

nence in the community he was, during the life

of President Grant, close to the administration

and was offered an appointment in it, and, al-

though he never accepted public office, he con-

tinued to play a part behind the scenes in connec-

tion with the affairs of the Republican party. He
became associated with numerous charitable and
civic societies and was at one time president of

the Peace and Arbitration Society, the forerun-

ner of later and better-known efforts to promote
the causes indicated. He married, during his

early years, Lucy Madison Worthington of Ken-
tucky. Of about average height, he possessed

a gravity and sobriety of mien which gave the

impression of membership in the ministerial pro-

fession, for which he had been intended, rather

than the more mundane occupation of a broker.

[See, in addition to the writings of Clews himself,
Chas. Morris, Makers of N. Y. (1895), p. 115 ; Men of
Affairs in N. Y. (1906), p. 55; Jour, of Commerce
(N. Y.), Feb. i, 1923 ; N. Y. Times, Feb. i, 1923.]

H.P.W.
CLIFFORD, JOHN HENRY (Jan. 16, 1809-

Jan. 2, 1876), lawyer, railroad president, w;is

born in Providence, R. I., the son of Benjamin
and Achsah (Wade) Clifford. After graduating
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in 1827 from Brown University, he studied law

with Timothy G. Coffin of New Bedford, Mass.

In 1830 he was admitted to the bar of Bristol

County, and became an attorney in New Bedford,

with which city he was closely identified during

the remainder of his career and in which he built

up an extensive practise. In 1835 he made his

entry into politics, being chosen as a representa-

tive to the General Court, and consequently made
the acquaintance of Gov. Edward Everett. In

1839 Everett appointed him district attorney for

southern Massachusetts, an office which he held

for ten years. Gov. Briggs named him in 1849 as

attorney-general of the Commonwealth, and Clif-

ford won a reputation a year later for his clever

prosecution of Prof. Webster of Harvard Col-

lege, for the murder of Dr. Parkman.

In 1853 Clifford ran for governor on the Whig
ticket, and, although he did not receive a major-

ity of the popular vote, he was afterward elected

by the legislature and served one term. Declin-

ing a renomination, he was reappointed by Gov.

Emory Washburn as attorney-general and con-

tinued in that office until 1858. During the Civil

War he vigorously supported Lincoln's policies.

In 1862, when he was elected to the state Senate,

he was at once made president of that body. He
retired in 1867 from his profession and became

president of the Boston & Providence Railroad,

a position which he retained until his death. It

was under his administration that a new terminal

was erected in Boston.

Clifford declined appointments from President

Grant as minister to Turkey and minister to Rus-

sia, but consented to be a member of the United

States Commission on the Fisheries under the

Arbitration Treaty with Great Britain. He was
an Overseer of Harvard College, 1854-59 and

1865-68, and president of the Board of Over-

seers, 1869-74. As governor, he officiated at the

induction of President Walker in 1853, and, as

president of the Board of Overseers, at the in-

auguration of President Eliot in 1869, giving an

address on each occasion. He was a trustee of

the Peabody Education Fund and an intimate

friend of its founder, George Peabody.

His long experience in public affairs eventual-

ly broke his health. A trip to Florida in 1873

and another to Europe in 1875 brought him re-

lief, but on Thanksgiving Day 1875, he had a

sudden attack of heart trouble, and died in New
Bedford, Jan. 2, 1876. He was married on Jan.

16, 1832, to Sarah Parker Allen, daughter of

William Howland Allen of New Bedford, and a

lineal descendant of Myles Standish. Naturally

genial and urbane, he possessed a high degree of

personal magnetism which drew friends to him.

Although he was not in any sense a hard work-
er, he had rare facility in acquiring knowledge
and was a man of broad interests and culture.

[The best account of Clifford is a memoir by Robert
C. Winthrop in Proc. Mass. Hist. Soc, 1876—77. See
also Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., 1875-76; Provi-
dence Daily Jour., June 21, 1876.] C M F

CLIFFORD, NATHAN (Aug. 18, 1803-July

25, 1881), jurist, was born in Rumney, N. H.,

where the Cliffords had been settled for three

generations. His father, Deacon Nathaniel Clif-

ford, remembered as a serious man even by the

standards of that serious part of the country, was
a small farmer ; his mother, whose maiden name
was Lydia Simpson, possessed the enterprise and
energy which her son is said to have inherited

from her. At fourteen Nathan, the oldest child

and only son of a family of seven, having finished

the village- school course, was permitted, after

some opposition from his family, to attend Ha-
verhill (N. H.) Academy, where he earned his

living by teaching district school and giving sing-

ing lessons. His father's death in 1820 ended his

hopes of entering Dartmouth College, but he

found means to spend a year at the "Literary In-

stitution" at New Hampton, N. H. He then

studied law in his native village in the office of a

local practitioner, Josiah Quincy. Admitted to

the bar in 1827, he determined to commence prac-

tise in Maine and he selected as a permanent place

of settlement Newfield, a village of about a thou-

sand inhabitants in the southwestern corner of

the state. During his first year of residence he

married Hannah, the seventeen-year-old daugh-

ter of Capt. James Ayer, one of the leading citi-

zens.

In 1830 Clifford entered politics as a success-

ful candidate on the Democratic ticket for the

lower house of the Maine legislature. In an As-

sembly largely composed of new men, Clifford,

with his huge physique, robust health and ag-

gressive willingness to work, forced his way rap-

idly to the front. Consciousness of his lack of

higher education made him a painstaking stu-

dent, and he developed marked ability for for-

mulating and defending the philosophy of Jack-

sonian democracy. He was thrice reelected to the

Assembly, serving during his last two terms as

speaker, and in 1832 was a delegate to the Na-

tional Democratic Convention in Baltimore. In

1834 the office of attorney-general of the state

becoming vacant, Clifford successfully sought

it as a reward for his party services. In 1837

he was an unsuccessful candidate in the party

caucus for the nomination for United States sen-

ator. In 1838 he was elected to the national

House of Representatives where he served two
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terms. Here he displayed the same activity and

devotion to duty as in the legislature. Many of

his speeches on economic questions were pre-

pared with great care and showed far more than

the usual grasp of principles and statistical data.

In 1843 when Maine was redistricted he failed

of renomination and retired to Newfield, some-

what disgruntled at his treatment by his party.

Three years later President Polk appointed him
attorney-general of the United States at the in-

stance of the Maine senators.

When Clifford came to Washington at forty-

three, he was still a New England countryman.

His interests centered in his Newfield home
where his wife and family remained because the

smallness of his means would not permit their

living in Washington. Several days before the

opening of the Supreme Court term at which he

was to make his first appearance as attorney-gen-

eral, he surprised the President by tendering his

resignation. "I told him," wrote Polk, "if he re-

signed now it would be assumed by his political

opponents that he was not qualified and would

ruin him as a public man" {Diary, Dec. 13, 1846).

Clifford accordingly withdrew his resignation

and in a few days regained his self-confidence by

winning his first case before the Supreme Court.

In addition to his legal duties, Clifford found him-

self involved in delicate political tasks. Polk and

his secretary of state, Buchanan, were at vari-

ance over the conduct of the Mexican War. Clif-

ford enjoyed Buchanan's confidence, but agreed

with the President's policy, so that he became a

helpful intermediary between the two. Polk

showed appreciation of his tact and fidelity by en-

trusting him at the close of the war with a diplo-

matic mission to Mexico. The treaty of peace

which had been concluded by Commissioner
Trist had been amended by the Senate, and it be-

came necessary to secure the Mexican govern-

ment's consent to the amendments. A. H. Sevier,

chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee of

the Senate, was designated to conduct the nego-

tiations, and Clifford was joined with him in

the commission and ordered to proceed at once

to Mexico. After ratifications of the amended
treaty were exchanged, Clifford was commis-
sioned to remain in Mexico as minister plenipo-

tentiary to inaugurate the relations between the

two countries on a peaceful footing. With the

defeat of the Democrats at the presidential elec-

tion of 1848 and the coming of the Whigs into

power, he was recalled.

On his return, Clifford moved to Portland,

Me., where he practised law for the next eight

years. His practise does not seem to have brought
him financial independence and his means con-

tinued small, but he was retained in a number of

important cases, including Luther vs. Borden

(7 Howard 1), in which he made an argument
before the United States Supreme Court for the

losing side. In 1850 and in 1853 he was an un-

successful candidate for the United States Sen-

ate, long the object of his ambition. His close

connection with Buchanan made it natural that

when the New England seat on the Supreme
Court became vacant during Buchanan's presi-

dency through the resignation of B. R. Curtis,

Clifford should have been named as his succes-

sor. But since his affiliations were with the pro-

slavery wing of the Democrats, the nomination

aroused bitter opposition. In the end it was con-

firmed by the Senate by the narrow margin of 26

votes to 23, and on Jan. 21, 1858, he took his seat

on the Court of which he was to be a member
for the remaining twenty-three years of his life.

He set about his new duties with the same
thoughtful and studious industry which he had
displayed in his previous offices, and from the

beginning most of his opinions were elaborate

legal essays which because of their comprehen-

siveness and learning were widely cited as au-

thorities by other courts.

In all, Mr. Justice Clifford wrote the opinion

of the Supreme Court in 398 cases. He also

wrote 8 concurring and 49 dissenting opinions

and dissented without opinion in 42 cases, an un-

usual proportion of dissents which indicates the

hard-headedness of his character. He wrote no

opinion for the Court on a question of foremost

constitutional importance, his specialities being

commercial and maritime law, Mexican land

grants and procedure and practise. Some of his

dissenting opinions, however, express decided

constitutional views, and in one case he estab-

lished on circuit a major constitutional precedent

affirmed on appeal by the Supreme Court in

Collector vs. Day (11 Wallace 113), holding that

the national government may not tax the salary

of a state officer. He was unwilling, however, to

extend this principle as far as the Court and dis-

sented from the holding in U. S. vs. B. & O.

R. R. Co. (17 Wallace 322) that railroad bonds

owned by a municipality are exempt from federal

taxes; and in the Franchise Tax Cases (6 Wal-
lace 594, 611, 632), following Marshall's view
that the subject of a tax is the criterion of its

constitutionality, he upheld the validity of a

state tax laid upon franchises although the mea-
sure of the tax was assets which included United

States bonds. This tendency to seek sharp divid-

ing lines of power between federal and state au-

thority led him to differ from his colleagues in

taking the position, likewise inspired by Mar-
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shall, that federal power over interstate and for-

eign commerce absolutely excludes regulation by
the states (Hall vs. De Cuir, 95 U. S. 485). The
same tendency toward definiteness inspired his

dissent in Loan Association vs. Topcka (20

Wallace 655), perhaps his major constitutional

contribution, in which he denied the power of the

courts to set aside legislative acts as contrary to

"natural justice" or on any other ground than

clear-cut constitutional provision. From the

same point of view his dissent in the Legal Ten-
der Cases (12 Wallace 457) was based not on the

ground that Congress was prevented from mak-
ing greenbacks legal tender by any vague pro-

jection of the "obligations of contracts" clause,

but that the power could not be deduced from

any definite constitutional grant. On the great

constitutional issues growing out of the Civil

War and Reconstruction he voted naturally with

the "conservative" majority of the court which

after 1870 became a minority. He concurred

without opinion in ex parte Milligan (4 Wallace

2), ex parte Garland (4 Wallace 333), and Hep-
burn vs. Griswold (8 Wallace 603), and dis-

sented without opinion in the cases like ex parte

Virginia (100 U. S. 371) allowing federal inter-

ference with state authorities to protect the po-

litical rights of negroes. Although attacked by

Blaine in a political speech in 1876 as "an in-

grain hungry Democrat, double-dyed and dyed-

in-the-wool, and coarse wool at that," his judg-

ments were never regarded by competent mem-
bers of the profession as marred by party bias,

and even the New York Tribune referred to him
as "a jurist of learning and integrity."

After the death of Chief Justice Chase on

May 7, 1873, a long wrangle ensued over the

selection of a successor, during which Clifford

presided over the Supreme Court as senior as-

sociate justice until Chief Justice Waite took

his seat on Mar. 4 of the following year. In 1877
he was again called upon as senior associate

justice to preside over the Electoral Commis-
sion which canvassed the votes in the disputed

Hayes-Tilden election. On the first question sub-

mitted to the Commission, that involving the

vote of Florida, Clifford wrote a careful dissent-

ing opinion in favor of the view that it was with-

in the province of the Commission to examine

extrinsic evidence to determine the validity of

the returns. The decision of the Commission to

the contrary by a strict partisan vote apparently

convinced him of the hopelessness of what he

regarded as a fair outcome, and he wrote no

more opinions. He considered Hayes a usurper

of the presidential office and refused to enter the

White House during his administration. While
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free from bias in his judicial duties, Clifford

always remained a loyal party man, and hoped
for the election of a Democratic president who
might appoint his successor. For this reason
he refused to avail himself of his legal right to

retire, and went on carrying the burden of his

heavy duties, the last link between the Court and
the days of Democratic ascendency before the

Civil War. Even after he had been incapacitated

by an apoplectic stroke in 1880 he refused to

resign. He lingered as an invalid for a year
and died July 25, 1881.

[Philip Q. Clifford, Nathan Clifford, Democrat (N.
Y., 1922), includes many of Clifford's letters, and an
adequate account of his political career and private
life. His judicial career can be traced only through the
contemporary Supreme Court Reports and the three
volumes of Clifford's Reports, containing his opinions
delivered on circuit.]

J.Di.

CLIFFTON, WILLIAM (1772-December
I 799)» Poet » was born of Quaker stock at Phila-

delphia. His father was a "wealthy mechanic"
of Southwark who perhaps had an interest in

shipbuilding. The boy was well educated, but of

delicate frame, and the rupture of a blood-vessel

at the age of nineteen caused him to abandon
hopes of an active commercial career. Possessed

of a competency, he seems to have devoted the

rest of his brief life to literary and social pursuits.

His favorite pleasure was shooting, which prob-

ably contributed to prolong his life. He was a

skilled musician, and an accomplished painter.

We are told that he was of medium height,

well-proportioned, that his eye was animated,

and his face handsome. These last details are

certainly confirmed by a portrait painted by Rob-
ert Field, of which D. Edwin's engraving (D. M.
Stauffer, American Engravers, 1907, no. 729)
is given as the frontispiece to CI iffton's Poems
(N. Y., 1800) and in the Analectic Magazine,

June 1814—and of which the woodcut in Duyck-
inck's Cyclopedia is a bad reversed copy. Though
living a retired life, Cliffton could not escape

the political excitement of his times, and sided

naturally enough with the more conservative

party in Pennsylvania, which supported Wash-
ington, and favored the mother-country England
in her struggle with regicide, Jacobin, and free-

thinking France. When the more radical poli-

ticians were urging the United States to join

France against Great Britain, Cliffton was a

member of the Anchor Club, a small band of lit-

erary gentlemen who met for social purposes and

to advocate war with France. For this body he

wrote some prose papers upon the necessity of

an established American navy and "Some Ac-

count of a Manuscript . . . entitled Talleyrand's

Descent into Hell"—a mixture of prose and
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verse, which pictures the pains of the revolution-

ary leaders in the next world, and the happiness

of the martyr Louis XVI in Elysium. The
Anchor Club soon dissolved. But Cliffton wrote

Other poems—chief among them The Group,

which was published as a pamphlet at Philadel-

phia (1796). It is a savage attack on Gallatin,

containing much of the wit and coarseness to

be expected in a follower of Pope and Churchill.

"Rhapsody on the Times" recounts the adven-

tures of an Irish ne'er-do-weel agitator who is

kicked into the water for his pains in pointing

out the faults of America to some citizens—all

showing the influence of Peter Pindar's Odes
and the poetry of the Anti-Jacobin. "The Chi-

meriad" is a satire on the ideal republics, so

pleasing in the books of philosophers, that they

have been happily left there. "The Address of

the Devil to the United Irishmen," and their

"Reply," poems first printed in the Philadelphia

Gazette of the United States, wittily parody the

style of councils with the Indians—instead of

belts of wampum the chieftain of Hell and his

earthly followers exchange halters, and "strings

of lies and blasphemies." Upon Lord Nelson's

victory of the Nile, Cliffton wrote a "Song" to

the "hearts of oak," to be sung at a Philadelphia

festival. It shows considerable lyric gift, as does

the warlike "Soul of Columbia." In gentler vein

are his "II Penseroso," which reminds one of

Gray and Collins, "The Flight of Fancy," which
has a foretaste of Joseph Rodman Drake, the

song, "Mary will smile," written for Miss Broad-
hurst to sing at the theatre, and the lyrical "To
a Robin," "To Fancy," "To Sleep," and the

song on "Friendship, Love, Wine, and Song."

For the Philadelphia edition of William Gif-

ford's Baviad and Mceviad, Cliffton wrote an in-

troductory "Epistle" to the critic author, a piece

showing his poetic gifts of smooth and forceful

verse at their best. It is dated May 13, 1799.

In December Cliffton died at the age of twenty-

seven. A collected volume of Poems, Chiefly

Occasional, was printed at New York the next
year. Cliffton had perhaps more feeling, more
quality, than any other American writer of his

day save Freneau, and though inferior in genius

to Drake and E. C. Pinkney, he ranks with them
among the chief losses to American literature

by early death.

[The source of most of our knowledge of Cliffton
is the anonymous introduction to the edition of 1800.
See also G. C. Verplanck's article in the Analcctic
Mag., June 18 14; E. P. Oberholtzer's Lit. Hist, of
I'hila. (1906), and Wm. Abbatt's edition of The Group
published as Mag. of Hist., Extra No. 92 (1923).]

T.O.M.
CLIFTON, JOSEPHINE (1813-Nov. 21,

1847), actress, was born in New York. She was

the daughter of a Mrs. Miller, but was reared in

the home of Thomas Hamblin, manager of the

Bowery Theatre, where she made her debut on
Sept. 21, 1 83 1, as Belvidera in Otway's Venice

Preserved. This was followed by appearances in

the same role at the Chestnut Street Theatre,

Philadelphia, and as Lady Macbeth at the Wal-
nut Street Theatre in the same city. In 1834,

after a successful tour of the United States, she

set out for London, the first American actress

to attempt to star in England. She appeared as

Belvidera at Drury Lane, thus breaking the

ground for Charlotte Cushman a decade later,

and then for Mrs. Mowatt. In 1837, Nathaniel

P. Willis wrote a tragedy for her, Bianco- Vis-

conti, which she produced at the Park Theatre,

New York City. H. P. Phelps (post) records

her season in Albany in 1837, and lists her parts

as Bianca, Mrs. Haller, Clari, Juliet, Lady Free-

love, and Jane Shore. He also records that "she

seemed likely at one time to rival Charlotte

Cushman," but that as she grew older, "she be-

came so lymphatic as almost to preclude study.
"

Possibly her physical condition in later years

was brought on by the revival of a long-dead

scandal concerning her mother which was dug
up by a scurrilous sheet called the Polyan-

thus,—the revelations so preying on the mind
of Miss Clifton's younger sister, Louisa Mis-
souri, as to cause her death at the age of seven-

teen in 1838. From this time the scattered rec-

ords of Miss Clifton's appearances grow fewer

and fewer. In July 1846, she married Robert

Place, manager of the American Theatre in New
Orleans, and died suddenly the following year.

Her body was taken to Philadelphia and laid in

the same grave with that of her sister. There
was no reference to her in either the New York
or Philadelphia papers at the time of her death.

The New Orleans Picayune (Nov. 22, 1847),
had a short editorial notice, in which it remarked
on the fact that she had not acted "in late years,"

but added that no player had enjoyed a career

"less checquered by the vacillation of public

taste," and that she was popularly styled "The
magnificent Josephine." This appellation, and
the fact that she was once regarded as a rival of

Charlotte Cushman, suggest a woman of beauty,

talent, and forceful personality. But no ade-

quate critical descriptions of her acting are

available, and she remains a forgotten and faint-

ly tragic figure.

[T. Allston Brown, Hist, of the Am. Stage (1870) ;

H. P. Phelps, Players of a Century (1880); F. C.
Wemyss, Chronology of the Am. Stage (1852).]

W.P. E.

CLINCH, CHARLES POWELL (Oct. 20,

1 797-Dec. 16, 1880), author, was the son of
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James Clinch, a wealthy ship-chandler of New
York City. After a public school education, he

obtained a post as secretary to Henry Eckford

[q.v.], prominent marine architect and father-

in-law of Joseph Rodman Drake [q.v.1, the poet.

Through his employer he met Drake, Fitz-

Greene Halleck [q.v.~\, and other New York
writers with whom he formed warm friendships.

In 1835 he was elected a member of the state

legislature, and his absences in Albany on this

duty made the only break in his life-long resi-

dence in New York City and its environs. In

that same year, fire plagued the city, and Clinch,

who had invested heavily in insurance stocks,

lost a fortune. In 1838 he obtained a place as

inspector in the New York Custom House, be-

coming deputy collector and then assistant col-

lector. He rendered indefatigable and faithful

service for forty years, refusing on principle to

act upon cases arising out of the importations of

A. T. Stewart [q.v.~\, his brother-in-law. In

1876 he retired and moved from Staten Island

back to New York City, where he died on Dec.

16, 1880. A likeness, taken late in life, pictures

an exceedingly handsome man with bushy white

hair, a clear eye, and a determined mouth.

During the long years of a busy life, Clinch

acted as literary and dramatic critic and editorial

writer for the press, prepared public addresses,

and wrote plays, including The Spy (1822), a

dramatic romance based on Cooper's novel of

that name; The Expelled Collegians; and The
First of May, which was produced at the Broad-

way Theatre. The manuscript of The Spy bears

the marks of practical use, but it is uncertain that

the play was professionally produced. The stiff-

ness of its dialogue and its use of formal solilo-

quies sufficiently account for any want of marked
appeal to the public taste. Clinch's critical prose

possesses ease of manner, and his public ad-

dresses must have had a certain rhetorical force

in delivery. On July 4, 1823, he delivered before

the Fire Department of the City of New York
an Oration on the 47th Anniversary of Amer-
ican Independence, which was subsequently pub-

lished.

When in 1819 Drake and Halleck were writ-

ing the clever series of verse satires, known
under the collective name of The Croakers, upon

the political and social life of New York City,

Clinch, with four other friends, assisted in pre-

serving the anonymity of the two poets by copy-

ing the verses before they were sent to the New
York Evening Post in which they received publi-

cation. He especially admired the poetry of Hal-

leck and Bryant and dedicated a poem to the

memory of the latter. The Knickerbockers, in

Clingman

turn, apparently considered him a clever and
worthy member of their group. Clinch's rela-

tionship to them did not prohibit, now and then,

a certain rivalry, as when both Halleck and
Clinch submitted manuscripts, published in 1821,

in competition for the prize address on the oc-

casion of the opening of the Park Theatre in

New York City.

[References to Clinch occur in Jas. Grant Wilson,
Life and Letters of Fitz-Greene Halleck (1869), and,
at greater length, in his Bryant and His Friends (1886).
See also Hamilton W. Mabie, The Writers of Knicker-
bocker N. Y. (1912) ; Evening Post (N. Y.), Dec. 16,

1880; N. Y. Times, Herald, Tribune, World, Sun, all

of Dec. 17, 1880.] A.L. B.

CLINGMAN, THOMAS LANIER (July 27,

1812-Nov. 3, 1897), political leader in North
Carolina during the ante bellum period, was born

in Huntersville, Surry (now a part of Yadkin)
County, N. C. His ancestry represents various

racial strains. His father, Jacob Clingman, was
of German stock; his mother, Jane, was the

daughter of Capt. Francis Poindexter, of French

descent, and Jane (Patillo) Lanier, daughter of

Rev. Henry Patillo, Scotch Presbyterian clergy-

man of North Carolina and widow of Col. Rob-

ert Lanier. There was also Indian blood in the

Poindexter family, Thomas Poindexter, father

of Capt. Francis Poindexter, having married

Elizabeth Pledge, daughter of a Cherokee chief-

tain. When Thomas Clingman was four years

old his father died, and his early training was di-

rected by his mother and uncle, Francis Alex-

ander Poindexter. In 1832 he graduated at the

University of North Carolina, leading his class.

He then studied law at Hillsboro under William

A. Graham [q.v.~\. Returning to his native coun-

ty, he represented Surry in the legislature of

1835, but soon after removed to Asheville, Bun-

combe County, where he resided for sixty years.

He devoted his life to politics and the develop-

ment of the mountain region of North Carolina.

In 1840 he was a member of the state Senate

from Buncombe and in 1843 was a member of

the Twenty-eighth Congress from the mountain

district. In the following Congress he did not

appear but from the Thirtieth to the Thirty-

fifth (1847-58) he continuously represented his

district and from 1858 until the opening of the

Civil War was in the Senate.

In the earlier part of his career he was a

staunch Whig, inclined to independent action.

Thus he was one of the few Southern Whigs
who voted against the exclusion of abolition

petitions. At various times he denounced the

Democratic party and John C. Calhoun in strong

language. As a result of one of these outbursts

he fought a duel with William L. Yancey in 1845,
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Yancey missing fire and Clingman firing over

his opponent's head. In the discussion on the

Wilmot Proviso, Clingman upheld the theoreti-

cal right of Congress to regulate slave property

in the territories and also the practical necessity

of making half the new territories slave and

half free. In 1848 he began to distrust the atti-

tude of the Northern Whigs toward the slavery

question and his distrust was confirmed on a visit

to the Northern states in the autumn of 1849.

On his return to Washington in December of

that year he undertook to arouse Southern senti-

ment by a letter to Senator Foote of Mississippi,

a Democrat, urging preparation for resistance

"in a manner commensurate with the violence of

the attack." He did not, however, support Cal-

houn in the effort to form a Southern bloc in

Congress, but was instrumental in the filibuster-

ing which resulted in the election of Howell

Cobb [q.v.~\ as speaker of the Thirty-first Con-

gress. As an adjustment of the slavery con-

troversy he favored the extension of the northern

boundary of Missouri to the Pacific as the divid-

ing line between free and slave territories, and

did not support any of the compromise measures

of 1850, except the fugitive-slave law. In the

next election, his failure to vote for the com-

promise measures and his inclination to support

the right of secession cost him many votes, and

he was reelected by a reduced majority. In 1852

he definitely left the Whig party, carrying his

district with him into the ranks of the Democ-
racy. In 1 86 1 he was a delegate from North

Carolina to the Confederate States convention

at Montgomery, Ala. In August 1861 he was ap-

pointed colonel of the 25th North Carolina Vol-

unteers, and in 1862 he became a brigadier-gen-

eral. After the close of the Civil War he at-

tempted to resume his seat in the Senate, from
which he had been expelled after the opening of

hostilities, but he was not allowed to do so.

Thereafter he served in no political capacity save

as member of the North Carolina constitutional

convention of 1875. He devoted much of his

energy in his later years to exploiting the re-

sources of western North Carolina. He never

married.

[No formal biography of Clingman exists, but his
niece, Mrs Jane P. Kerr, contributed an excellent per-
sonal sketch, "Brig.-Gen. Thos. L. Clingman," to the
Trinity Archive, Mar. 1899. Supplementing this is John
S. Bassett, "Cong. Career of Thos. L. Clingman," in

Papers of Trinity Coll. Hist. Soc., 4 ser., 1900. The
Speeches and Writings of Thos. L. Clingman (1877),
is a selection of his speeches and essays, and J. M.
Huger, Memorandum of the Late Affair of Honor
(1845), treats of the duel with Yancey.] \y k g

CLINTON, DeWITT (Mar. 2, 1760-Feb. 11,

1828), statesman, philanthropist, savant, was

born at Little Britain, Orange County, N. Y.

Charles Clinton, a scion of an English family

long domiciled at Longford, Ireland, had led a

party of immigrants to America in 1729 and to

this region of New York in 1731, where he set

up as a surveyor, farmer and land speculator.

Two of his sons were destined to fame : George

[<7.?\], as the first governor of New York State

and his elder brother James [q.v.'], a major-gen-

eral in the Revolutionary War. The latter was
father of DeWitt Clinton, second son of his mar-
riage with Mary DeWitt, daughter of an old

Dutch family. DeWitt was educated at Rev.

John Moffat's grammar school, then for two
years at the Kingston Academy which, under

John Addison, was the leading school of that

grade in the state, and finally at Columbia Col-

lege, where he graduated A.B. at the head of his

class in 1786. The college as he knew it is de-

scribed in his address delivered in 1827 before

the alumni (W. W. Campbell, post, pp. 1-19).

He studied law with Samuel Jones, Jr., and was
admitted to the -bar, but made little immediate

use of his legal learning except in his private

land transactions in western New York. Ac-
customed from earliest youth to the discussion

of public affairs, while still a law student he en-

listed actively in the interest of his uncle, the

Governor; in November 1787 he published

through the New York Journal a series of let-

ters over the signature "A Countryman" oppos-

ing the proposed United States Constitution, and
wrote a report of the ratifying convention at

Poughkeepsie with a strong Anti-Federalist

bias. Shortly after he had completed his three

years of legal study, he accepted the post of

private secretary to his uncle, and soon to these

duties were added those of secretary of the board

of regents and of the board of fortification. Thus
at about the age of twenty he had arrived at

a position of considerable political influence

without having been obliged to serve an ap-

prenticeship in the humble ranks of party work-

ers, a circumstance which may account for cer-

tain defects as a tactician which he showed in

later life.

With the fall of his party in 1795 he lost his

offices and thereupon carried forward a pro-

gram of study in natural science under the im-

pulse and guidance of Professors S. L. Mitchill

and David Hosack of Columbia, but still found

time actively to oppose the administrations of

President Adams and Gov. Jay. In 1797 he was
elected to the Assembly and the following year to

a four-year term in the state Senate. Under the

constitution of 1777 the Assembly chose annu-

ally four senators to sit with the governor as a
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council of appointment, having at its disposal

some fifteen thousand offices, civil and military.

To this Clinton was elected in 1801. It had been

customary for the governor to propose appoint-

ments and for the other members of the council

to advise, ratify, or reject. Clinton vigorously

disputed this interpretation of the constitution,

claiming that any member could introduce

names, and he and Gov. Jay debated their re-

spective positions in written argument before

the Assembly. The matter was left to a con-

stitutional convention which, controlled by the

governor's opponents, sustained Clinton's inter-

pretation, he having made the principal speech

before it on that side. Now virtually in control

of the council, he took the lead in supplanting

Federalists with Republicans, on principle, and

thus has been blamed by historians as the fa-

ther of the spoils system in the United States.

As a matter of fact such practises in the gov-

ernment of New York date from a hundred years

earlier ; under Clinton's direction the system

was doubtless more radical, and yet even this

was partially justified by the exclusive policy

which had been pursued by the retiring Federal-

ists (H. L. McBain, DeWitt Clinton and the

Origin of the Spoils System in New York, 1907,

p. 158). "The meekness of Quakerism," he re-

marked, "will do in religion, but not in politics"

(letter quoted in S. P. Orth, Five American
Politicians, 1906, p. 90).

On the resignation of John Armstrong from

the United States Senate, Clinton was appointed

(Feb. 19, 1802) to be his successor. He served

through two annual sessions, making a long and

creditable speech against the proposal intro-

duced by the Federalists to seize New Orleans,

whose Spanish governor had lately denied to

Americans of the Mississippi Valley the neces-

sary right to land goods on those wharves pre-

paratory to ocean shipping {Annals of Congress,

7 Cong., 2 Sess., pp. 105-56), and introducing

the Twelfth Amendment providing for the pres-

ent method of electing president and vice-presi-

dent {Ibid., 8 Cong., 1 Sess., p. 16). Though he

had made an excellent beginning as a senator

he resigned his office in October 1803 to accept

that of mayor of the City of New York. He was
moved to do this, apparently, by the feeling that

he could be of use to his uncle, that the office was
one of dignity and importance, proportionately

greater then than now, and possibly because

the emoluments, which through accumulation of

fees then amounted to about $15,000 annually

(D. R. Fox, Decline of Aristocracy in the Poli-

tics of New York, 1918, p. in), would restore

his finances then, as frequently, disordered by

generosity and neglect. At any rate it removed
him from national politics when he might have
played a great role, and made New York the

theatre of his effort. It was, as his contem-
poraries came to realize, the turning point in his

career (J. D. Hammond, History of Political

Parties in the State of New York, 1842, I, 197-
200 ; W. H. Seward, Works, 1884, IV, 211).
He was mayor of New York from 1803 to

181 5 with the exception of two annual terms

(1807-08 and 1810-11); no mayor since has

served so long; probably no mayor has done
more for the city. Just as when an assembly-

man he had concerned himself with better laws

on sanitation, the relief of prisoners for debt, the

abolition of slavery, the promotion of steam
navigation, the encouragement of agriculture,

etc., so now he was the chief organizer of the

Public School Society (1805), the chief patron

of the New York Orphan Asylum, and of the

New York City Hospital (Hosack, post, pp. 46-

50). He was faithful in attendance upon fires, a

requirement of his office, fearless in quelling

mobs, and indefatigable in inspecting markets,

docks, etc. (Renwick, post, pp. 73-74). He ob-

tained $100,000 as an appropriation for defense

and supervised the erection of fortifications on
Governor's Island and elsewhere about the city.

He adopted a firm tone in dealing with officers

of British war-ships who attempted to impress

sailors in the harbor (on the Leander affair of

1805, see manuscript letters to Clinton) and to

blockade the Narrows in order to prevent the

escape of French ships. It was during his ad-

ministration that the city adopted the plan. fol-

lowed in its subsequent development over Man-
hattan Island. He was the last mayor to pre-

side in the mayor's court, subsequently made
into the court of common pleas {New York Civil

List, 1884, p. 258). While mayor he was also a

state senator (1806-11) and then lieutenant-

governor (1811-13).

After his return to New York in 1803 Clin-

ton was considered the most powerful political

leader in the state. He virtually dictated the

nomination of Morgan Lewis for governor in

1804. In 1800 the three factions of the Republi-

can party, the Clintonian, the Livingstonian, and

the Burrite, had united behind Jefferson. To
DeWitt Clinton, indeed, is attributed a pam-

phlet then published by "Grotius," A Vindication

of Thomas Jefferson from charges of infidelity.

But the Burrites had been read out in 1804, and

before Lewis's three-year term was finished Clin-

ton had broken with the Livingston faction

which the Governor represented, and in 1807

he succeeded in electing his candidate, Daniel
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D. Tompkins, over Lewis. He was now con-

sidered somewhat of a heretic by the national

administration. Influenced by the New York
merchants, he at first opposed the embargo, but

retreated from this position before a definite

break with Jefferson had been forced. In 1809,

fearing the influence of the Tammany Society,

always in harmony with Virginia leadership,

he attempted to win over the old Burrites and

approached their leader, John Swartwout—albeit

he had once fought a duel with him (Clinton-

Post letters,- Harper's Magazine, Mar. 1875)

—

but again drew back, because of the jeers of

the Tammany "Martling," or "Bucktail," faction

which quoted his utterances on Burr in 1804.

He was thus earning a reputation as a political

trader ( D. S. Alexander, A Political History of

the State of New York, 1906-09, I, chaps. XIV-
XVI).

This impression was deepened in the presi-

dential campaign of 18 12. Clinton was enough

of an insurgent to have attracted the attention of

certain Federalists. His strong dislike of "mob
rule," expressed in a charge in his mayor's court

during the Columbia College riot case (D. R.

Fox, Decline of Aristocracy, pp. 162-66), had

pleased such observers, as well as his supposed

favor of a Federalist project, the Merchants'

Bank. About seventy Federalist leaders from

many states gathered in New York, Sept. 15,

1812, for consultation as to a candidate; they

were not strictly delegates and they kept the

privacy of a caucus, yet they more closely re-

sembled a modern nomination convention than

any gathering before (J. S. Murdock, Amer-
ican Historical Review, July 1896). Led by H.

G. Otis, the meeting passed resolutions favorable

to Clinton as a candidate, though they did not

formally nominate him, owing to the opposition

of Rufus King and others. He had already been

nominated by the Republicans of the New York
legislature, the first important challenge to the

mode of nomination by congressional caucus.

His position seemed equivocal ; his agents

recommended him among New England Feder-

alists as a man who would stop the war with

England which had begun in June, while with

Republicans they maintained that he would
fight it more vigorously than his rival, Madison

(J. D. Hammond, History of Political Parties

in the State of Nczv York, 1842, I, 353, 399-

450). He was defeated by an electoral vote of

128 to 89, getting all votes east of the Delaware
except the eight from Vermont, together with

five of Maryland's eleven. Had Pennsylvania

voted with her northern neighbors, Clinton

would have been president. His consorting with

Clinton

Federalists seemed to ruin his prestige with his

own party in New York. He was not renomi-

nated for lieutenant-governor; in 18 15 he was
removed from his office of mayor.

The politician being rebuked, the statesman

emerged. Clinton now devoted himself to pro-

moting the project of a state canal from the

Great Lakes to the Hudson. The advantages of

some such scheme had been apparent to many
minds, but it was Clinton who by calculation and

by effective presentation established its prac-

ticability. He had been appointed one of the canal

commissioners in 1810 and with some of his col-

leagues had journeyed across the state to Buffalo

when they satisfied themselves that a canal could

be built to Lake Erie, a safer route in case of war
with Great Britain than would be one which in-

cluded Lake Ontario. In 181 1 with Gouverneur

Morris he tried unsuccessfully to gain federal aid

for the project; the War of 1812 necessitated

postponing its serious consideration either at

Washington or at Albany. Now in 1816, how-
ever, Clinton believed the time propitious and,

aiding in the organization of public meetings

throughout the state, he presented a memorial to

be sent to the legislature favoring the enterprise

as a state work. '

After obtaining many signatures he went per-

sonally to Albany to urge the acceptance of his

plan, which outlined not only the main features

of the engineering process, but the commercial

benefits to be expected and the method by which

it might be financed, all the result of long study.

On Apr. 17, 1816, the legislature adopted the

plan, and a new canal commission, of which

Clinton was also a member, set to work to survey

in detail the ways and means by which Lakes

Erie and Champlain might be connected with the

Hudson. Clinton and Stephen Van Rensselaer,

though like the others giving full time to these

duties, would accept no compensation. Gov.

Tompkins resigning in March 1817 to become
vice-president, Clinton was nominated as his suc-

cessor by the first state convention, made up of

Republican legislators supplemented by dele-

gates from districts not so represented by Repub-

licans, and, despite the opposition of the Tam-
many Society, he was elected by a vote of 43,310

against Peter B. Porter with 1,479.

As governor he prosecuted the building of the

canal both by his writing, as in the "Tacitus"

papers published in 182 1, and by constant per-

sonal contact with the work. He stood here for

constructive leadership and active government,

thus drawing many old Federalists to his sup-

port ; inevitably he acknowledged this in official

favor. Martin Van Buren, now leading the Tarn-
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many-Virginia wing of the party, seized upon
this circumstance to brand Clinton as a Federal-

ist, built up a strong opposition of disgruntled

politicians, and, supporting Rufus King, long

disliked by Clinton, for reelection to the United

States Senate, even pulled into these opposition

ranks a group of "high minded Federalists," who
soon berated Clinton in their organ the New
York American. As a result Clinton was re-

elected governor in 1820 over Vice-President

Tompkins by only a narrow margin of 1,457

votes out of 93437. Party strife was at high

pitch. Though Clinton appreciated that the con-

stitution of 1777 had grave defects, especially the

council of appointment, he hesitated to recom-

mend a new convention, then being proposed,

which almost certainly would be in the hands of

his opponents ; and though he finally indorsed

the project, he found that his hesitation had still

further impaired his popularity. He did not at-

tempt a campaign for reelection in 1822, retiring

on Jan. 1, 1823, the strongest man in the public

life of New York, but the weakest, for the mo-
ment, in partisan support. The "Albany Re-

gency" directed by Senator Van Buren was su-

preme.

On Apr. 12, 1824, in a wave of party frenzy

the Regency men removed Clinton from his office

of canal commissioner which he had held since

1810, an act so wanton as to develop a strong re-

action in Clinton's favor throughout the state

(Hosack, Memoir, pp. 464-81). The Anti-Re-

gency element, now organized as the People's

party promptly adopted him as candidate for

governor and he was elected in November by a

vote of 103,452 against 87,093 for Samuel Young.
Thus, appropriately, he was governor when the

canals were completed in 1825—the Erie, 362

miles, and the Champlain, 71 miles—and took a

prominent part in the celebration of the event by
which New York City rather than New Orleans

became the port of the Northwest. President

Adams offered him the post of minister to Eng-
land, but he declined. He apparently had presi-

dential aspirations and was later (1827) put in

nomination by a convention at Steubenville,

Ohio. But he could hardly have commanded sup-

port throughout the North, because of his state-

rights views.

He offended many by his distribution of pat-

ronage, others by his choice of local-improve-

ment projects to advocate; he disliked Adams
and favored Jackson, though many of his sturdi-

est supporters were Adams men ; he was an ac-

tive Mason, having been elected to the highest

station in the American order in 1816, and hence

was objectionable to many in the western coun-

ties affected by the Anti-Masonic excitement be-

ginning in 1826. Consequently in the election of

that year his former majority was much reduced,

the vote standing, Clinton, 99,785, and William
B. Rochester, 96,135. His messages to the legis-

lature reveal an energetic and highly intelligent

mind, though some of his recommendations, as

for normal schools and a legal code, were made
long before the state was ready for them.

A picture of Clinton as a politician only would
be singularly distorted. He was perhaps the most
effective personal force for public education in

the history of the state. Besides his work in the

Public School Society of New York City of

which he was the first president, he was probably

the leading promoter of the Lancasterian schools

in America (J. F. Reigart, The Lancasterian

System, 1916, p. 17). He was a naturalist of real

attainment, discovering a native American wheat,

and a new fish, the Salmo Otsego, and publishing

papers on pigeons, swallows, rice, etc., and he
was a member of many scientific societies in

this country and abroad. His Introductory Dis-

course ( 1814) was certainly one of the best sum-
maries of the state of scientific knowledge in

America that appeared in the early years of the

century. He was the second president of the

American Academy of Art, pronouncing an "ele-

gant" discourse before it in 1816. In 1817 he was
elected president of the New York Historical

Society of which he had been a founder, and in

181 1 delivered before it an address on the Six

Nations. He had secured its charter in 1809 and
five years later a grant of a lottery fund from
the state. While governor he inaugurated the

work of translating the state's Dutch archives.

He was co-founder of the Literary and Philo-

sophical Society in 1816, New York's first at-

tempt to rival the American Philosophical Soci-

ety in Philadelphia, and continued as its presi-

dent until his death. He was also actively identi-

fied with the Lyceum of National History, the

Humane Society, the Society for the Promotion

of Useful Arts, etc. In 1820 he published a Mem-
oir on the Antiquities of the Western Parts of

the State of New York. He was vice-president of

the American Bible Society (Address in Camp-
bell, 297-308), where he several times presided

in the absence of the president John Jay, and held

the same office in the Education Society of the

Presbyterian Church. Yet he was no bigot; in

1806 he succeeded in having removed the po-

litical disabilities of Roman Catholics in New
York, and while mayor set a precedent by re-

specting the secrets of the confessional when a

priest was on the witness stand ( Renwick, p. 91 )

.

His sudden death, Feb. 11, 1828, at his resi-
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dence in Albany simplified political alignments

in New York, restoring.the clear distinction of a

dozen years before, but it removed a great leader.

He was inept in intrigue, overbearing in manner,

demanding support but indifferent to supporters,

cynical as to the virtue of others, and hence per-

sonally unpopular. At the same time he was gen-

erally admired and respected as a man of liberal

ideas and administrative competence. His princi-

ples associated him with democrats, his tastes

with aristocrats. He expressed himself on all oc-

casions as the friend of state rights, yet other in-

terests that he cherished, such as internal im-

provements and the growth of manufacturing,

demanded another theory of government. Having
long disliked Virginia, he could not easily gain

great influence in the Democratic party; even

had his principles allowed him he could not have

risen to leadership among the National Republi-

cans since that would have meant cooperation

with Adams, of whom he was inordinately jeal-

ous. Death came, perhaps, when he had done

what he was fitted best to do.

After some partisan wrangling the legislature

voted $10,000 for his minor children. He had
been married twice, first on Feb. 13, 1796, to

Maria Franklin, daughter of the prominent New
York Quaker merchant, Walter Franklin, by
whom he had ten children, four sons and three

daughters surviving at the time of her death

in 1818. On May 8, 1819, he married Cath-

arine Jones, daughter of a New York physician,

Thomas Jones, who survived him. In appearance

he was impressive, being six feet tall and of such

proportions as to give him the sobriquet "Mag-
nus Apollo."

[David Hosack, Memoir of DeWitt Clinton (N. Y.,
1829), the first biography published, is a mere memorial
discourse, but the Appendix, pp. 136-530, has much in-
dispensable material. Jas. Renwick, Life of DeWitt
Clinton (N. Y., 1840), is the best narrative. W. W.
Campbell, Life and Writings of DeWitt Clinton (N. Y.,

1849), devotes but ten pages to the life, being valuable
chiefly for the Private Journal of 18 10, pp. 27-204, not
published elsewhere. Cuyler Staats, Tribute to the
Memory of DeWitt Clinton (Albany, 1828) contains a
collection of editorial comments upon his death. Clin-
ton's writings, mentioned in the sketch, are published
separately and in Campbell. His communications to the
legislature are printed in C. Z. Lincoln, ed., Messages
from the Governors (Albany, 1909), vols. II, III. His
manuscript correspondence is largely in the Columbia
Univ. Lib. and the N. Y. Pub. Lib. His diary is in the
N. Y. Hist. Soc. E. A. Fitzpatrick, Educational Views
of DeWitt Clinton (191 1), analyzes his cultural contri-
bution in general.] D.R. F.

CLINTON, GEORGE (c. 1686-July 10, 1761),
colonial governor, came of a family long distin-

guished for public service. He was a younger son
of Francis Clinton, sixth earl of Lincoln, and of

Susan, daughter of Anthony Penniston of Ox-
fordshire. Through his brother, the seventh earl

of Lincoln, and his nephew, the ninth earl, he was
connected by marriage with the Pelham family,

the most prominent members of which, Thomas
Pelham-Holles, Duke of Newcastle, and Henry
Pelham, were leaders of the Whig aristocracy of

the eighteenth century. It was through this con-

nection with Newcastle that Clinton secured

most of the important appointments of his career.

He entered the navy in 1708 (British Museum,
Additional MSS., 32,693, fos. 245-48) and at-

tained his captaincy in 1716. During the next

twenty-five years he received various naval as-

signments, the most important of which were
those of commodore of the convoy to Newfound-
land and governor of that island in 1731 and
of commodore and commander-in-chief of the

squadron in the Mediterranean in 1737. On Dec.

10, 1743, Clinton was promoted to be rear ad-

miral of the red squadron and on the following

June 23 was advanced to be vice admiral of the

white. On Apr. 23, 1745, he rose to be vice ad-

miral of the red, and on July 15, 1747, he received

his final promotion to the rank of admiral of the

white. From 1757 until his death he was the

senior flag officer of the navy. As a naval officer

he had almost no opportunities to distinguish

himself, and apparently his abilities in this di-

rection were little above the ordinary. After at-

taining the rank of rear admiral he never served

at sea.

During the latter years of his captaincy, he had
become increasingly dissatisfied with his pros-

pects and especially with his meager income. Al-

though he had expressed a desire to "live by the

sea," he began, about 1739, to press Newcastle
for the governorship of New York, a post in

which he believed he might live at ease on shore

while ridding himself of the heavy debts which
he had incurred. At first Newcastle was inclined

to put him off, but Clinton's financial situation

grew steadily worse and his fear of his creditors

increased until he wrote that he was "obliged to

a way I never knew before, of going out very

early in a morning and not returning till dark

night, afraid what may happen" (Additional

MSS., 32,693, fo. 268). Finally Newcastle yield-

ed, and on July 3, 1741, Clinton's commission as

governor passed the seals. After an unusually

long delay in departure, he arrived in the prov-

ince on Sept. 20, 1743, and at once assumed the

administration. One of the greatest weaknesses
of his character—his entire dependence on others

for advice and support—immediately displayed

itself. Largely through the influence of James
De Lancey [q.v.~\, chief justice of the. province

and its leading politician, he endeavored to con-

ciliate the Assembly by permitting the passage
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of an annual revenue law, instead of one of per-

petual duration or for a term of years as his in-

structions directed. The outbreak of war with

France in the following year and the exigencies

of civil administration, enabled the Assembly to

gain further advantages, especially in financial

matters. A personal quarrel with De Lancey in

the spring of 1746 threw the Governor into the

hands of Cadwallader Colden [q.v.], the senior

councillor and a bitter enemy of the chief justice.

For the next four years Colden controlled the

Governor's policy and drafted most of his mes-

sages to the Assembly with unfortunate results to

Clinton's popularity. Always more interested in

military than in civil affairs, Clinton permitted

the legislature to assume entire control of all ap-

propriations, contrary to his instructions, and

even to dictate the appointment of officers. On
the other hand, the Assembly's refusal to advance

the money necessary for the pay of the troops

raised for the abortive expedition to Canada in

1746 and 1747 or for gifts needed to secure the

cooperation of the Iroquois, gave the Governor

an excuse to draw upon the home government for

about £84,000, a large part of which, according

to his opponents, found its way into his own pri-

vate fortune. The truth of this charge cannot

now be fully determined, but it seems certain that

Clinton was not entirely scrupulous in the meth-

ods he employed to gain that financial profit

which was his chief incentive in securing the

governorship. At the close of the war in 1748

he made a gallant attempt to regain the author-

ity which he had lost. Fortified by the advice of

Gov. Shirley of Massachusetts, he put aside his

naturally indolent and easy-going ways and re-

fused to approve the Assembly's money bills un-

less it would surrender the executive powers

which it had seized. But his frantic appeals for

help from home went unanswered, due to the in-

competence of the Board of Trade and its con-

cern with other matters. After two years of dead-

lock, without salary from the province or en-

couragement from England, Clinton gave way
and conceded all the advances which the Assem-

bly had made. The last three years of his admin-

istration were passed in comparative quiet. But,

meanwhile, the Board of Trade had revived under

the leadership of the Earl of Halifax and had de-

termined upon a vigorous effort to restore the

prerogative in New York. For this purpose a

new governor was deemed necessary. Clinton

was therefore superseded on Oct. 10, 1753, by

Sir Danvers Osborn, a brother-in-law of Hali-

fax. Subsequent governors, however, never re-

covered more than a small part of the authority

which Clinton had lost, and his administration

thus brought a permanent weakening of the

royal government in the province and a corre-

sponding increase in popular control. His failure

was due in part to conditions brought by the war,

but more particularly to his own dependence on

ill-chosen advisers, to his reluctance to exert

himself in a struggle with the Assembly, and to

the absence from his character of those qualities

which make a successful politician. "Easy in his

temper but uncapable of business," wrote a son

of a member of his council, "he was always
obliged to rely upon some favorite. In a prov-

ince given to hospitality, he erred by immuring
himself in the fort, or retiring to a grotto in the

country, where his time was spent with his bottle

and a little trifling circle, who played billiards

with his lady and lived upon his bounty" (Smith,

post, II, 158). He returned to England with £80,-

000, was made governor of Greenwich Hospital

and sat in parliament from 1754 to 1760 as a mem-
ber for the borough of Saltash. He died July 10,

1 76 1, survived by his widow, Anne, daughter of

Major-General Peter Carle, by one daughter,

and by a son, later distinguished as Major-Gen-
eral Sir Henry Clinton, K.B., commander-in-
chief of the British forces during a large part of

the American Revolution.

[The most important body of material on Clinton's
administration in New York is in Docs. Relative to the
Colonial Hist, of the State of N. Y., ed. by E. B. O'Cal-
laghan, vol. VI (1855), which contains his correspon-
dence with the English officials as well as other docu-
ments, including an exhaustive report by the Board of
Trade on his relations with the Assembly. Other letters

relating to his governorship are printed in "The Let-
ters and Papers of Cadwallader Colden," N. Y. Hist.

Soc. Colls., vols. L-LVI (1917—23), and in The Papers
of Sir Win. Johnson, vol. I (1921). The unpublished
papers of the Clinton family are located at the William
L. Clements Lib., Ann Arbor, Mich. Clinton's letters to

Newcastle regarding his appointment as governor are

in the Brit. Mus., Additional MSS., 32,692-32,699
(Newcastle Papers VII-XIV). Extended notice of

Clinton's family and of himself is given in Arthur Col-

lins's Peerage, of which the best editions for this pur-

pose are those of 1756 (II, 128-68) and 1779 (pp. 243-

79), and a generally accurate sketch of his naval career

appears in John Carnock's Biographia Navalis (1796),
IV, 59-62. Wm. Smith's "Hist, of N. Y.," N. Y. Hist.

Soc. Colls., 1829-30, contains a vivid and, on the whole,

fair account of Clinton's administration. Since Smith

was the son of a contemporary political leader and was
in after years himself a member of the provincial coun-

cil, his work is especially valuable. The best recent ac-

count of part of Clinton's administration is in H. L.

Osgood, Am. Colonies in the Eighteenth Century, vol.

IV (1924), Chap. X.] L.W.L.

CLINTON/GEORGE (July 26, i73Q-Apr.20,

1812), Revolutionary soldier, statesman, served

seven times as governor of the State of New
York and was twice elected vice-president of the

United States. His father, Charles, born in 1690

in the county of Longford, Ireland, organized

a group of colonists, came to America, and final-

ly, in 1731, settled at Little Britain in Ulster
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County, N. Y. Here, eight years later, George
was born. During a short period in 1758 he

served on the Defiance, a privateer sailing from
New York. As a subaltern in his father's regi-

ment he was a member of the successful expedi-
' tion led by Col. John Bradstreet against Fort

Frontenac on Lake Ontario. After having stud-

ied law under William Smith in New York he re-

turned to Ulster County where he practised with

reputation if not with distinction. Elected to the

Provincial Assembly in 1768, he became the rival

of Philip Schuyler in the leadership of a revolu-

tionary minority. His ostentatious defense of

Alexander McDougall, who posed as the John

Wilkes of America, augmented his reputation as

a fiery young radical and defender of freedom of

speech and of the press. By his marriage to Cor-

nelia Tappen on Feb. 7, 1770, he allied himself

with the Wynkoops, a family politically powerful

in Ulster County.

Having been a member of the corresponding

committee appointed by the Assembly, Clinton

was elected a delegate to the Second Continental

Congress, and in December 1775 he became brig-

adier-general of militia. He voted for separation

from Great Britain, but military duties in New
York caused his absence at the signing of the

Declaration of Independence. At the beginning

of the war he was one of the few leaders in the

colonies who possessed military experience, and

he was entrusted with measures necessary to the

defense of the Hudson River. He was a man of

vigor and courage, but he proved to be deficient

in military ability. His defense of Fort Mont-

gomery was so unskilful that its capture was eas-

ily accomplished by the British ; nor did he make
any serious efforts to prevent the burning of

Esopus by the enemy in the fall of 1777. In

March of that year he had written the New York
Convention that he contemplated resigning his

military command because "from fatal Experi-

ence I find that I am not able to render my Coun-

try that Service which they may have Reason to

expect of me" {Public Papers, I, 643). In the

same month he was commissioned brigadier-gen-

eral in the Continental Army. In the elections to

state office in June 1777, Clinton, despite the

plans of political leaders, defeated Philip Schuy-

ler and was elected both governor and lieutenant-

governor. The election was a surprise to the

ruling class
; John Jay wrote that "Clinton's fam-

ily and connections do not entitle him to so dis-

tinguished a pre-eminence." He resigned the

lieutenant-governorship and, after a series of de-

lays incident to his military duties, he was inau-

gurated governor at Kingston on July 30, 1777.

This was the beginning of a series of six succes-

sive terms as governor. Although he had failed

to win renown on the battle-field he had been able

to inspire the people with confidence and to urge

them on to significant efforts in the revolutionary

struggle. Fie managed the difficult finances of the

state adroitly and dealt with the troublesome In-

dian situation in western New York with consid-

erable success. He was also popular because he

dealt severely with the Loyalists in New York.

Clinton is chiefly remembered as a great war
governor and as the father of his state ; but he

was also one of the most vigorous of the oppo-

nents of the adoption of the Federal Constitution.

As early as 1781 he had disapproved of the legis-

lative grant to Congress of the import duties col-

lected in the port of New York and in 1783 he

secured the passage of a law providing that, al-

though the duties were to be given to Congress,

they were to be collected by officials of the state.

This unfriendliness to a national revenue was
later to become a determined opposition to a na-

tional government. Many facts contributed to his

advocacy of state sovereignty. He well under-

stood the commercial advantage of New York
state's geographical situation and believed that

it made too great a sacrifice for the few advan-

tages it would gain from union. Nor did he wish

to diminish the state's and his own political pow-
er. Clinton had used the immense patronage that

the constitution conferred upon the governor to

build up a powerful political machine. He "pre-

ferred to remain the most powerful citizen of

New York rather than occupy a subordinate place

under a national government in which his own
state was not foremost" (John Fiske, Essays His-

torical and Literary, 1902, 1, 118). In September

1787 Congress submitted a draft of the proposed

federal constitution to the legislatures of the vari-

ous states. Writing under the name of "Cato,"

Clinton published seven letters against adoption

in the New York Journal from September until

the following January. The author of these let-

ters was attacked by Hamilton in two letters

written by "Caesar" to the Daily Advertiser in

October. In his opening address to the legisla-

ture Clinton did not even mention the ratifica-

tion of the constitution, the important question

for legislative consideration. It was under the

leadership of Egbert Benson that a resolution

providing for a convention was finally passed. Of
this convention, held at Poughkeepsie the follow-

ing June, Clinton was president. It was not until

the constitution had been ratified by the necessary

number of states and he had lost the support of

Melancthon Smith that he acquiesced in the rati-

fication by the New York convention.

With the possible exception of that offered bj
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Jay in 1786, there had been no considerable oppo-

sition to the various elections of Clinton to the

governorship. In 1789, however, the contest be-

tween Robert Yates [q.v.~\ and Clinton was sharp

and bitter. A large majority in Ulster County,

whose vote he controlled, gave Clinton a total

majority of over four hundred votes, but he was
alone in surviving the close election. Prepara-

tions were at once begun for the next election

;

here Clinton displayed the abilities of a master

politician. He appointed his late opponent chief

justice ; and in his attempt to attach brilliant and
promising young men to the ranks of the Anti-

Federalists he made Aaron Burr attorney-gen-

eral. In 1 79 1 he was able to obtain the election

of Burr as United States senator, and it was
partly through Burr that he was able to secure

the support of the powerful Livingston family.

The 1792 election was the most bitter that the

state had yet experienced. Jay was again the op-

ponent of Clinton and received a majority of the

votes cast for the governorship; but through a

notoriously unjust and partisan decision, the state

canvassers ruled out the ballots of three counties

on technicalities and awarded the election to Clin-

ton. If Clinton had thus established a vicious

precedent in usurping the governorship, it was
the conversion of the Council of Appointment

into a great political machine by his opponents

under the leadership of Philip Schuyler that led

to twenty years of political corruption and scan-

dal. Clinton was quickly shorn of his great pow-

ers as governor by the Federalist Assembly. In

1795, when defeat would have been inevitable, he

declined to become a candidate for governor

again. He sensed the changes that were about

to come in the politics of New York ; and he

dreamed of offices of greater honor and prestige.

He did not again participate actively in poli-

tics until 1800, when political control of the state

passed from the Federalists to the Republicans.

This was brought about partly by the election of

Jefferson to the presidency and partly by the

strength of the coalition ticket that Burr had

selected against Hamilton. Clinton was elected

to his seventh term as governor. As early as 1804

his friends began to work for his election as vice-

president and in February 1804 he replaced Burr

on the Republican ticket ; while in the state elec-

tions Morgan Lewis, supported by the Clinton

and Livingston factions, defeated Burr for the

governorship. Clinton was elected vice-president

and went into comfortable retirement until 1808

when he definitely entered the presidential con-

test, as an insurgent Democrat with a policy high-

ly acceptable to the Federalists, for whose sup-

port on a coalition ticket he was bidding. This

Clinton

alliance the Federalists seriously considered, but

with the reestablishment of Democratic harmony
in Pennsylvania the strength of Clinton outside

of New York vanished and there was little that

the Federalists could gain by a coalition (see S.

E. Morison in American Historical Review,
XVII, 744-58). Clinton was returned to the

vice-presidency on the Republican ticket with
James Madison, whom he held in contempt and
toward whom, in 1809, he was openly hostile.

His last conspicuous act was to break the tie in

the Senate (Feb. 20, 181 1) by casting his vote

against the bill to re-charter the Bank of the

United States (Henry Adams, post, V, 336-37).
He died in office, Apr. 20, 1812.
[No adequate biographical treatment of Clinton ex-

ists. Hugh Hastings's introduction in vol. I of the Pub-
lic Papers of George Clinton is discursive and incompe-
tent, as are the twenty-one papers on Clinton by Benj.
Meyer Brink in Olde Ulster, vols. IV-VI (1908-10).
Vol. X of the Public Papers contains a list of biograph-
ical articles and of Clinton MSS. ; to the former should
be added scattered references in Papers and Annual
Reports of the Am. Hist. Asso., and to the latter, MSS.
in the Henry E. Huntington Lib. and in the Lib. of
Cong. The Public Papers of George Clinton (10 vols.,

printed by the State of N. Y., 1899-19 14) print many
MSS., since destroyed by the fire of 191 1. Valuable are
Henry Adams, Hist, of the U. S. (1889-91) ; J. D. Ham-
mond, Hist, of Political Parties in the State of N. Y.
(2 vols., 1846 ed.) and D. S. Alexander's Political Hist,

of the State of N. Y . (2 vols., 1906) ; see also Essays on
the Constitution of the U. S. (1892), ed. by P. L. Ford
and the Works of Alexander Hamilton (1885-86), ed.

by H. C. Lodge.] p.M,

CLINTON, GEORGE WYLIE (Mar. 28,

1859-May 12, 1921), negro bishop, was born in

Cedar Creek Township, Lancaster County, S. C.

In the midst of the Black Belt where negroes

were reduced to a lower plane than in the case

of those better circumstanced in the border states,

he had little opportunity for mental development.

Having an intelligent father, however, he learned

some of the fundamentals before the Civil War.
Immediately after freedom, his mother, having

also the same interest in the thorough education

of her son, engaged in hard labor that he might

be properly equipped for life. Desiring more
thorough training than that which he had ob-

tained immediately after freedom, he was among
the first to become a student at the University of

South Carolina when its doors were thrown open

to negroes. He remained there from 1874 until

1877 when the negroes were ejected as a result

of legislation restricting the use of the university

to the whites. Interrupted thus in his studies,

Clinton entered upon teaching and continued in

this work for twelve years. Believing that he

would have to perform other duties of importance,

he always had the impression that he should have

a professional career. While engaged in teaching,

therefore, he read law for some months in the of-
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fice of Allison & Connors of Lancaster County.

Uniting with the study of Blackstone that of the

Bible, he became more deeply interested in the

latter. While he learned sufficient law to be use-

ful in drafting papers in one or more cases, he

tended to restrict himself to the study of the

Scriptures. Experiencing a call to the ministry,

he was licensed as the local preacher of the A. M.
E. Zion Church in 1879, ar>d was admitted to the

Traveling Association, Nov. 21, 1881. As a min-

ister, he held some of the most important appoint-

ments in the South Carolina Conference, and

served also with distinction in Pittsburgh. Mean-
while, he was also making a number of literary

contributions to various newspapers and maga-

zines. In connection with his pastorate in Pitts-

burgh, he edited the Afro-American Spokesman,

a paper devoted to all matters of interest to the

negro. In this capacity he impressed upon the

public opinions which were helpful to negroes

throughout the nation in shaping a new program

for their future. He was, therefore, able to in-

duce his denomination to establish in 1890 the

homiletic publication, the Quarterly Review of

the A. M. E. Zion Church. After developing this

magazine to the extent that it was recognized

as important in filling a distinct place in the re-

ligious life of the denomination, he was made
editor of the Star of Zion, a weekly organ. Be-

coming a stronger factor in his church as a result

of his increasing influence, he was elected and
consecrated bishop in 1896. In this commanding
position among his people he became a national

figure with influence extending far beyond the

limits of his denomination. Educators and social

uplift workers of both races sought his opinion

on matters of policy and procedure. His sim-

plicity, his common sense, and his sympathy for

humanity endeared him to those who knew him.

He participated in the Southern Sociological

Congress, and was conspicuous in the work of the

Interracial Commission of the South and in that

of the Federal Council of the Churches of Christ

in America.

[J. W. Hood, One Hundred Years of the African M.
E. Zion Church (1895), pp. 268-74; I. G. Penn, Afro-
Am. Press (1891), pp. 309-12.] C.G.W.

CLINTON, JAMES (Aug. 9, 1733-Dec. 22,

1812), Revolutionary soldier, was born in Ulster

(now Orange) County, N. Y. He was the sixth

child of Charles and Elizabeth (Denniston) Clin-

ton, and the brother of George Clinton [g.v.],

Revolutionary governor of New York. At the

time of the French and Indian War he was a

captain in the militia and accompanied Brad-

street's expedition against Fort Frontenac. By
1775 he was a lieutenant-colonel. He was elected

deputy to the Provincial Congress of New York
from Ulster County in May 1775. On Oct. 25,

1775, he was commissioned colonel in the New
York state troops and was assigned in command
of the 3rd Regiment. During the preceding sum-

mer he had accompanied Gen. Montgomery's ex-

pedition to Quebec, leading six badly equipped

companies. He participated in the disastrous at-

tack on Quebec in December 1775. When the

American troops withdrew from Canada in the

following spring, Clinton returned to New York,

and was commissioned brigadier-general in the

Continental Army in October. He was stationed

at Fort Clinton in the highlands of the Hudson,

where he remained superintending the erection

of defensive works until the following summer.

In Oct. 1777, the British under Sir Henry Clin-

ton made a desperate effort to cooperate with

Burgoyne's expedition which was marching

south from Canada. Sir Henry with three thou-

sand British attacked and captured Forts Clin-

ton and Montgomery which were defended by

James Clinton with six hundred Americans.

James Clinton was wounded by a bayonet during

the assault, but escaped capture, drawing off

most of his troops. In November 1778, he was
ordered to Albany to act against the Tories and

Indians harrying the frontier. He remained at

that post until June 1779, when, the activities of

the Indians and Tories having culminated in the

massacres at Cherry Valley, N. Y., and Wyo-
ming, Pa., Washington determined to take action

against them. Gen. Sullivan was detached from
headquarters with a force which marched across

Pennsylvania, and Gen. Clinton was directed to

march a similar force across New York. By July

Clinton had his troops and baggage intact at Ot-

sego at the foot of the lake which he dammed.
Washington expressed some concern at Clinton's

elaborate preparations, but when the word came
from Sullivan, Clinton broke the dam and on the

force of the accumulated waters floated his whole

force down-stream into Pennsylvania and effected

a junction with Sullivan's troops. Together the

two completely defeated the Indians under Brant

and the Tories under Butler near Newton, Pa.

(probably the present Elmira, N. Y.), devastated

the Indian country and destroyed the Indian

crops as far north as the Finger Lakes. In the

next year Clinton was placed in command of the

Northern Department with headquarters again at

Albany. Here he remained until Washington and

Rochambeau completed their plans for the great

coup of the summer of 1781. As they started

south, Clinton and his brigade joined the main
army and participated in the siege of Yorktown.
Clinton's force was attached to Lincoln's divi-
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sion, and, according to the newly discovered Reg-

ister of the Continental Army, counted at this

time over 1,110, a much larger number than

heretofore has been allowed by historians. Clin-

ton's brigade received the surrendered British

colors at Yorktown. In 1785, he was appointed

a member of the Commission to settle the bound-

ary between New York and Pennsylvania. Clin-

ton married, first, Mary DeWitt in 1764, by

whom he became the father of DeWitt Clinton

[q.z 1

.] ; and, second, Mrs. Mary Gray. He was a

member of the New York convention called to

ratify the Federal Constitution, and voted against

the ratification because the constitution contained

no bill of rights. He died and was buried at Little

Britain, Orange County, N. Y.

[Sources for Clinton's military career are: letters in
the Calendar of Hist. MSS. Relating to the Revolution
Office Secretary of State N. Y. (1868) ; The Writings
of Geo. Washington, ed. by Jared Sparks (1834) ; Writ-
ings of Geo. Washington, ed. by W. C. Ford (1889-
93); Am. Archives (4 and 5 ser., 1837-51); Manu-
script Reg. of the Strength of Forces of the Continental
Army in the Wm. L. Clements Lib. ; Public Papers of
Geo. Clinton (1899-1914); Corres. Am. Rev., ed. by
Jared Sparks (1853). Additional biographical informa-
tion is contained in John Frost, The Am. Generals
(1852); Wm. W. Campbell, Lecture on the Life and
Military Services of Gen. Jas. Clinton (1839 ; read be-

fore N. Y. Hist. Soc. in February of that year) ; and in

works on DeWitt Clinton.] '

R. G.A s.

CLOPTON, DAVID (Sept. 29, 1820-Feb. 5,

1892), jurist, was a member of a well-known

Virginian planter family. Dr. Alford Clopton, a

physician and a member of the Georgia legisla-

ture, married Sarah Kendrick, and their son

David was born in Putnam County, Ga., where
his father was practising. His early education

was obtained at the county schools, and at Eaton-

ton and Vineville, Macon County, to which lat-

ter place his father moved in 1831. He entered

Randolph-Macon College in 1836 and graduated

with honors in 1840. Taking up the study of law

at Macon, he was admitted to the Georgia bar

in 1841 and commenced practising in Griffin,

Ga. In 1844 he removed to Tuskegee, Ala.,

where he practised for a period of twenty-two

years. Few details of his professional labors at

this period have been preserved; but he was
active in political circles. In 1859 he was, de-

spite his written protest, nominated by the Dem-
ocratic party to represent Montgomery district

in Congress, and was elected after a spectacu-

lar contest. He sat in the House till Jan. 21,

1861, when, Alabama having passed the ordi-

nance of secession, he retired together with the

other Alabama members. On the outbreak of

war he enlisted as a private in the 12th Ala-

bama Infantry, subsequently becoming assistant

quartermaster and captain. That autumn he was

Clopton

elected as representative of his district in the

Confederate Congress, was reelected in 1863,

and continued in that body till the collapse of the

Confederacy. In March 1866 he moved from
Tuskegee and made his home in Montgomery.
In 1874, he took a vigorous part in the anti-car-

pet-bag campaign of that year, addressing meet-

ings in every quarter of the state. In 1878, he

was, without his knowledge, nominated by the

Montgomery County Democrats for the state

House of Representatives and elected by a phe-

nomenal majority. He was chosen speaker of

the House but at the conclusion of his term de-

clined reelection. This was in accord with the

life-long distaste for legislative honors which
had been expressed on several occasions in his

reluctance to accept nomination for office. In

1884 he was appointed associate justice of the

supreme court of Alabama by Gov. O'Neil, and
at the end of his term in 1886, being nominated
by the Democratic party, was elected without

opposition, continuing to hold office till his death.

Judicial office was the measure of the only am-
bition he ever felt, and on the bench he dis-

played qualities of mind which commanded con-

fidence. A finished speaker, he was careful, pa-

tient, receptive, eminently fair, and an indefati-

gable worker. He died in Montgomery. He was
married first, to Martha E. Ligon, sister of Rob-
ert F. Ligon, lieutenant-governor of Alabama;
second, to Mrs. Mary F. Chambers ; and third,

to Mrs. Virginia Clay, widow of Judge C. C.

Clay.

[Willis Brewer, Alabama (1872) ; T. M. Owen, Hist,
of Ala. (1921), III, 352; Ala. State Bar Asso. Report,
1895, p. xc ; Green Bag, IV, 141 ; Memorial Record of
Ala. (1893), II, 644.] H. W. H.K.

CLOPTON, JOHN (Feb. 7, 1756-Sept. 11,

1816), congressman, was born in St. Peter's

Parish, New Kent County, Va. He was son,

grandson, and great-grandson of three genera-

tions of William Cloptons, the first of whom
came as an immigrant into the colony and settled

in York County, where he was constable in

1682. John Clopton entered the University of

Pennsylvania in 1773, graduating in 1776. Dur-

ing the Revolution he served as captain of Vir-

ginia militia and became a member of the Cin-

cinnati. He married Sarah Bacon, a descen-

dant of Nathaniel Bacon, the rebel ( William and

Mary Quarterly, X, 268-70). Representing New
Kent County in the Virginia House of Delegates

for three sessions, 1789, 1790, 1791, he was
elected to the national House of Representatives

in 1795 from the district including Richmond,

though the election was contested and the com-

mittee declared him elected by only six votes
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over Burwell Bassett, in an election in which

854 votes were cast—70 of which were defective.

Beginning in 1795 he sat in Congress until his

death, with the exception of the Sixth Congress,

when John Marshall defeated him by 108 votes.

The campaign between Clopton, Republican, and

Marshall, who at the earnest solicitation of

Washington became the Federalist candidate, is

considered by many Virginians to have been the

most stirring congressional election ever held in

the state (Virginia Magazine of History and

Biography, XXIX, 176-77). In December 1799
Clopton was elected a member of the privy coun-

cil of Virginia. As a member of Congress he

consistently supported the Jeffersonian program.

He advocated the revision of the Federalist ju-

diciary act and denied the existence of judi-

cial vested rights, held out to the last for the

embargo "until a majority of the great body of

the people . . . should prefer war itself to a

longer continuance of it," reversed his position

of 1798 by voting for an army in 1808 upon Jef-

ferson's recommendation, denied the power of

the federal government to charter banks, and
strongly supported the War of 1812. Fearing the

tendency toward enlargement of federal powers,

he proposed in 1806 an amendment to the "neces-

sary and proper" clause to the effect that it "shall

be construed so as to comprehend only such laws

as shall have a natural connection with and im-

mediate relation to the powers enumerated in the

said section, or to such other powers as are ex-

pressly vested by the Constitution in the Gov-
ernment of the United States or in any depart-

ment or office thereof" (H. V. Ames, Proposed
Amendments to the Constitution of the United

States, pp. 167-68). He also transmitted from
the Virginia General Assembly a proposed

amendment providing for the recall of senators

by their state legislature (Ibid., pp. 64, 328).

The personal property and land tax records of

Clopton 's county indicate that in 1810 he owned
18 slaves and 450 acres of land, and that he paid

a tax of $18.59.

[In addition to references above, see short sketch in
Eticyc. of Va. Biog., ed. by L. G. Tyler, vol. II (19 15).]

E. L.F.

CLOSSON, WILLIAM BAXTER (Oct. 13,

1848-May 31, 1926), painter, engraver, was born
at Thetford, Vt, a son of David Wood and Abi-
gail (Palmer) Closson. As a youth he was
clerk in a Vermont railroad office when, dur-

ing a visit to Boston, he saw some wood-en-
gravers' tools which he borrowed, and with which
in the early morning before going to work he
taught himself to engrave. Having sent some
proofs to a Boston engraver he was invited to

become an apprentice at three dollars a week

—

one-third of the salary he was already earning

in Vermont. Closson accepted the offer and lived

on his stipend until it was considerably in-

creased. He studied in the evening drawing
classes of the Lowell Institute and gained facil-

ity in portraiture. His employer S. G. Kil-

burn sent him to New York to solicit work. At
the Century Company's office young Closson's

engravings were highly approved, but he learned

that the company dealt only with individual

artists, not with firms. Returning to Boston he

opened a studio and began engraving indepen-

dently for the Century Company, Harpers, and
Boston book publishers. A friendship formed
with George Fuller led to Closson's engraving

"Winifred Dysart," a very popular work. In

1882 Harper & Brothers sent him to engrave

masterpieces in European galleries. This em-
ployment lasted several years. Closson in each

case familiarized himself with his subject by
making at the gallery a painted copy from which
he engraved at his studio. In 1886 appeared L.

Prang & Company's Homes and Haunts of the

Poets, with etched portraits by Closson. He also

engraved many of his own compositions, such

as "The Water Nymph," "Night Moths," and
"Evening in the Woods." About 1888 he de-

vised a method of printing from intaglio plates,

examples of which were exhibited at the Keppel

Gallery, New York, in 1890. Two circumstances

caused Closson rather abruptly to give up his

burin : the close application required of the en-

graver had affected his eyesight, and the devel-

opment of the half-tone practically ended in this

country opportunities for artistic engraving on

wood. The artist, who had been awarded medals

for his engravings at the Paris Exposition, 1889,

and the World's Columbian Exposition, 1893,

and who as a member of the Society of Amer-
ican Wood Engravers participated in the award
of a Grand Diploma of Honor for a joint ex-

hibition at Vienna, began to devote himself to

painting in pastel and oil. He married in 1907
Grace W. Gallaudet of Washington, D. C. Of
quiet unassertive personality, he was liked by
fellow artists. His style of painting, usually

festive and somewhat reminiscent of Watteau
and Monticelli, found general appreciation. An
important exhibition of his paintings and wood
engravings was hung at the Worcester Art
Museum, July 10-Aug. 10, 1914. A Closson

Memorial Exhibition was held at the Robert C.

Vose Galleries, Boston, May 9, 1924.

[The best appreciation of Closson as a painter is by
his friend Wm. Howe Downes in the Catalogue Closson
Memorial Exhibition, 1927. He is evaluated as engraver
by Geo. Howes Whittle, The Printing Art, Apr. 1918.
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See also Frank T. Robinson, New Eng. Artists (1888) ;

W. J. Linton, Hist, of Wood-Engraving in America
(1882); Boston Evening Transcript, June 1, 1926.
Date of birth supplied by Mrs. Closson.] p yy C.

CLOUD, NOAH BARTLETT(Jan.26, 1809-

Nov. 5, 1875), planter, politician, was born at

Edgefield, S. C, the son of Noah and Margaret
(Sweringen) Cloud. He prepared himself at

Philadelphia for the practise of medicine, and
at the age of twenty-six married Mary M. Bar-

ton, also of Edgefield. His father having died

in 1838, he set out for Alabama in '1846. He
made his new home at La Place, Macon Coun-
ty, and became a cotton planter of the Black

Belt. He immediately took an active interest in

the Chunnenugga Horticultural Society of Ma-
con County, one of the oldest organizations of its

kind in the Southwest. In 1852, at a conven-

tion in Macon, Ga., held for the purpose of form-

ing an agricultural society for the Cotton States,

Cloud and a group of Alabama friends decided

to establish an agricultural monthly at Mont-
gomery. The first number of the American Cot-

ton Planter accordingly appeared in January

1853. In 1857 the magazine was combined with

the Soil of the South and continued its career

until the war put an end to its existence in 1861.

Cloud's work as editor was of primary impor-

tance in the agricultural history of Alabama.
An agricultural society for the state was organ-

ized, and the formation of county societies and
the holding of county fairs was urged upon the

people. The importance of raising more stock

and of using more fertilizer upon cotton planta-

tions was stressed. The question of education

also engaged the editor's attention, and he ad-

vocated more practical instruction for the ag-

ricultural part of the population than was afford-

ed by the colleges and academies of the time.

Cloud opposed secession, but served as a sur-

geon in the Confederate army (Records Divi-

sion, Adjutant General's Office, Washington, D.

C). In 1868 he was elected superintendent of

public instruction in Alabama under the car-

pet-bag government. In this capacity, it became
his duty to establish a system of free schools for

the state, including schools for the negroes. It

is not surprising that Cloud was the object of

much local hostility, for the carpet-bag admin-

istration was thoroughly honeycombed with cor-

ruption. That his work was not on a higher

level than that of his associates is shown by
the fact that the judiciary committee of the

carpet-bag Senate accused him of malfeasance in

office (Alabama Senate Journal, 1869-70, p.

419). Failing of reelection in 1870, he passed

from the public view, and died at Montgomery

Clough

in 1875, unnoticed by the community in which
he had spent the active years of his life.

[Cloud's political activities in the Reconstruction pe-
riod have caused him to be neglected by local historians,
and no previous biographical notice of his life has ap-
peared. The principal sources for this sketch are the
files of the Am. Cotton Planter (1853-61), Walter L.
Fleming's Civil War and Reconstruction in Ala. (1905),
and the Cloud family Bible in the possession of Mr. S.
R. Cloud of Montgomery.] T P A

CLOUGH, JOHN EVERETT (July 16, 1836-

Nov. 24, 1910), Baptist missionary, was born
near Frewsburg, Chautauqua County, N. Y.
His father, Cyrus Clough, was of Welsh de-

scent, and his mother, Mariah Sturgeon, Scotch-.

English. They were both pioneers by disposi-

tion, and in 1844 the family moved westward
and settled for two or three years in Winnebago
County, 111., where they suffered hardship and
poverty. Moving on to Strawberry Point, a

claim staked by them in Iowa, they found better

fortune. There John acquired a little schooling

and a taste for more. From 1853 to 1857 he

worked with a party of surveyors in Minnesota
and Dakota and saved' money for further educa-

tion. In the fall of 1857 he entered the Burling-

ton (Iowa) Institute, but owing to the loss of his

sayings in the financial crisis of that winter,

he was soon "working his way." An interest in

religion developed in him and he joined the

Baptist Church in February 1858. The Civil

War interrupted the work of the Institute.

Clough was not drafted, however, nor did he

wish to enlist. On Aug. 15, 1861 he married

Harriet Sunderland, with nothing very definite

in mind as to a career. His family persuaded
him to finish his college course at the newly
founded Upper Iowa University. Entering the

senior class there in the fall of 1861, he gradu-

ated the following June with the B.A. degree.

For a year he taught at Colesburg, Iowa, public

school, and then took up the work of colporteur-

age with definitely religious service in mind.

In quest of theological training he attended a

"Ministers' Institute" in Chicago, and while

there offered himself for foreign missionary

work. He was accepted and assigned to the

Telugu Mission, India. After ordination on Nov.

20, 1864 in Burlington, Iowa, he started at once

with his wife for the East, sailing from Boston

Nov. 30 on the James Guthrie, and arriving at

Nellore, Madras Presidency, Apr. 22, 1865.

At Nellore, Clough began at once the study of

the vernacular and early set about the writing

of tracts, such as Where are You Going? and

Messages for All. In the midst of this work
there came to Nellore a letter from one Yerra-

guntla Periah, a Madiga leather-worker, of a
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village near Ongole, asking for Christian teach-

ing-. It was decided that the Cloughs should ac-

cept the invitation. Thus was his own life-work

determined as a missionary among the outcastes,

and a large body of converts made possible for

the Mission. On Sept. 17, 1866 Mr. and Mrs.

Clough arrived to take up residence in Ongole.

Within a month he organized a Baptist church

and began to receive numerous members into

it. A "mass movement" was soon under way.

The converts came at first by tens, then, in

1869, by hundreds, and after that by thousands.

The terrible famine of 1876-78 spread its dis-

tress over the Telugu area, affecting the lower

classes most of all, but Clough was able to en-

rol his Madigas in Government famine-relief

projects. During this period he deemed it wise

to refuse baptism to many thousands who sought

admission to the Church. In June 1878, how-

ever, he began again to exercise the rite, and

within six weeks 9,000 converts were baptized.

At the close of the year the total membership of

the Ongole Church was nearly 13,000, repre-

senting some four hundred villages, and in 1883

there were 21,000 members over a field so large

that division became necessary.

Clough's service in India was interrupted by

several furloughs in America. In 1873 he raised

$50,000 for the founding of a Telugu theological

institution; in 1883 he secured $10,000 to build

the Ongole mission high school, and $15,000 for

mission houses in Ongole and Madras ; and in

1890 he raised $50,000 for sending out new mis-

sionaries to new stations, and $50,000 to estab-

lish Ongole College. His first wife died in 1893,

leaving two sons and three daughters, and in

1894 he married Emma Rauschenbusch, of the

Mission. Until 1902 he continued active mis-

sionary service but during 1901 and 1902 he

suffered painful accidents which led to the cur-

tailment of his work and a visit to America.

In 1905 he was forced to retire from India alto-

gether. He died in Rochester, N. Y., and was
buried in Newton Center, Mass.

[Clough's autobiography entitled Social Christianity
in the Orient (1914), ed. by his second wife; Emma
R. Clough, John E. Clough (1902); C. C. Creegan,
Pioneer Missionaries of the Ch. (1903) ; H.C.Mabie, in

Missionary Rev. of the World, Feb. 191 1.]
J. C. A.

CLOUGH, WILLIAM PITT (Mar. 20, 1845-

Aug. 17, 1916), lawyer, railroad executive, was
descended from John Clough of Watertown,
Mass., who came from England in the ship Eliza-

beth in 1635. He was born at Freetown, Cort-

land County, N. Y., the son of William Parks
Clough and Sabrina (Vunk) Clough, a member
of an old Dutch family. In 1848 the family

moved to Erie County, Pa., where his early edu-

Clough

cation was received. He later entered the North-
western State Normal School at Edinboro, Pa.,

taking a classical course, and graduating in

1862. He then became a school-teacher, read-

ing law at intervals, following which he went to

Oil Creek, Venango County, Pa., in 1865 and
spent two years in that region. He was mar-
ried on May 19, 1867 to Dacia Alathea Green of

Erie County, Pa. In June of the same year he
removed to Minnesota, settling at Rochester,

where he entered a law office. Admitted to the

bar of Olmstead County, Minn., July 3, 1868, he
practised in Rochester till June 1872, when he
moved to St. Paul, and, in association with

John M. Gillman, acquired an influential legal

connection. In 1873 he was an unsuccessful

Democratic candidate for the office of state at-

torney-general, but the nomination was made in

his absence and without his acquiescence. In

1880 he became western counsel for the North-
ern Pacific Railway. In this position his out-

standing ability attracted the attention of James

J. Hill [q.v.], then president of the St. Paul,

Minneapolis & Manitoba Railway, who induced

him to join the executive of the latter as assis-

tant to the president, June 1, 1887. From that

time he continued a close associate with Hill in

all his enterprises, and was one of his most
trusted legal advisers. He became second vice-

president Jan. I, 1888, remaining with the com-
pany until its absorption early in 1890 by the

Great Northern Railway Company, of which he
was then elected vice-president. For some years

Hill and J. Pierpont Morgan were considering

means whereby the Great Northern, Northern
Pacific, and Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
railroads might be brought under a unified con-

trol. Finally with that object in view the North-
ern Securities Company was formed in Novem-
ber 1901, and Clough, who had taken a leading

part in the formulation and working out of the

plans, became its fourth vice-president and gen-

eral counsel, with headquarters in New York
City. On the dissolution of the Northern Se-

curities Company he continued in New York
City as Hill's personal representative, and,

when the latter resigned the vice-presidency of

the Northern Pacific Railway in July 1912, was
elected to that office, becoming two years later

chairman of the board of directors. Of a retir-

ing disposition, he avoided publicity, and in later

life was little known outside his immediate circle

of business associates.

[C. C. Andrews, ed., Hist, of St. Paul, Minn. (1890),
pt. II, p. 50; St. Paul Hist, and Progress (1897), p.

,59; Minn. Hist. Soc. Colls., vol. XIV; Railway Age
Gazette, Aug. 25, 1916; B. H. Meyer, Hist, 'of the
Northern Securities Case (1906).] H.W.H.K.
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CLYMAN, JAMES (Feb. i, 1792-Dec. 2.7,

1881), trapper, pioneer settler, and chronicler,

was born in Fauquier County, Va. He grew up

a farm 'boy, acquiring little education but be-

coming an adept in woodcraft and marksman-
ship. About 1806 the family moved to Pennsyl-

vania and then to Stark County, Ohio. Young
Clyman served as a mounted ranger throughout

the Indian campaigns of the War of 1812, re-

turning to farm work at its close. In 1818 he

left home, drifting westward and working at

various occupations. Early in 1823 he went to

St. Louis, where, as a clerk, he joined Ashley's

second expedition to ascend the Missouri. He
was in the battle with the Arikaras, June 2,

when he barely escaped with his life, and also

in the second battle, Aug. 11. In September he

left the Missouri with the Smith-Fitzpatrick

party that reached Green River in February or

March 1824—probably the first whites to trav-

erse South Pass and certainly the first to trav-

erse it from the east. Returning by the pass,

and becoming separated from his companions on

the Sweetwater, he walked the 600 miles through

a hostile and unknown region back to the Mis-

souri, arriving at Fort Atkinson in September.

Here he seems to have met Ashley's first over-

land expedition, with which he again went to

the mountains. He was one of the four men who
in the early spring of 1826 circumnavigated

Great Salt Lake.

In October 1827 he returned to St. Louis.

With the proceeds from the sale of his furs he

bought a farm near Danville, 111., and with a

partner started one of the first stores in the

town. He was a soldier in the Black Hawk War
of 1832, for a time with Abraham Lincoln in

Jacob Earley's company, and continued in the

service until 1834. His roving disposition led

him next to the Wisconsin frontier, where he

acquired his title of colonel at the hands of

Gen. Henry Dodge and where he was severely

wounded in an encounter with an Indian. The
Danville and Milwaukee settlements alternately

claimed him until after the winter of 1842-43,

when he started on a horseback trip for his

health. At Independence, Mo., in the spring of

1844, he decided to try the West again and ac-

cordingly set out with one of the emigrant trains.

Arriving at the Willamette in October, he re-

mained in Oregon for a time, but in the follow-

ing year went to California. In the spring of

1846, learning of Fremont's difficult position, he

offered to raise for the Pathfinder a company of

mounted men, but on the declination of the offer

started east with a party of disappointed emi-

grants.

Clymer

Arriving at Independence in July, he spent the

next eighteen months in visiting friends. But in

1848 he again headed west, this time as guide
to an emigrant party which included the Me-
combs family. Arriving in California in Sep-
tember, the Mecombs settled at the town of

Napa, and Clyman remained with them. On
Aug. 22, 1849, in the first marriage performed in

the town, he was united to Hannah Mecombs,
thirty years his junior. His thirty-seven years

of roving, trapping, and fighting were done. In

1850 he acquired the land on which he estab-

lished his own ranch, and his subsequent life

was uneventful. He died at his Napa home.
Clyman was more than six feet tall, raw-

boned and angular, with stooping shoulders and
a long, narrow head. His hair was dark brown,
his complexion ruddy, and his eyes were small,

dark blue, and piercing. In manner he was dig-

nified and courteous, and his disposition was
exceptionally generous and helpful. Except at

the hands of H. H. Bancroft he had received

little attention from historians until Mr. C. L.

Camp assembled and annotated his manuscripts,

which have proved one of the richest sources of

early Western history.

[C. L. Camp, "Jas. Clyman, His Diaries and Remi-
niscences," Cal. Hist. Soc. Quart., vol. IV, nos. 2-3,
vol. V, nos. 1-4, vol. VI, no. 1 ; reprinted and en-
larged as Jas. Clyman, Am. Frontiersman (1928).]

W.J.G-t.
CLYMER, GEORGE (Mar. 16, 1739-Jan. 24,

18 13), signer of the Declaration of Independence

and of the Constitution, was a prosperous and
well-connected Philadelphia merchant of inde-

fatigable energy in the service of his state and
nation in the early formative period. Descend-

ed from a Bristol, England, immigrant grand-

father (Richard Clymer) and father (Christo-

pher Clymer) and a Philadelphia mother (Deb-

orah Fitzwater Clymer), he lost both parents

in 1740, and came under the guardianship and
educational direction of an uncle, William Cole-

man, a friend of Franklin and prosperous mer-
chant. Living in Coleman's house with access

to his large library, he acquired an early taste

for reading. He began a business career first as

clerk, then partner, then successor and legatee of

his uncle's business. After association with Rob-

ert Ritchie, he was later taken into partnership

by Reese Meredith and his son, establishing the

firm of Merediths & Clymer, and continuing as

partner, after the death of the elder Meredith,

until 1782. He had married Reese Meredith's

daughter Elizabeth in 1765, and at the Mere-

dith home had become acquainted with the

young George Washington who was a frequent

visitor there. A contact was thus established that

!
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lasted through the Revolution and Clymer's sub-

sequent career in public service. An early and

ardent patriot, Clymer attended all revolution-

ary meetings, becoming captain of volunteers in

Gen. Cadvvalader's brigade, and, as chairman of

a committee of the "Philadelphia Tea Party"

(1773), forcing the resignation of the merchants

appointed by the British to sell the tea. He be-

came a member of the Pennsylvania Council

of Safety, was one of the two first continental

treasurers (July 29, 1775-Aug. 6, 1776), and

then entered Congress as a Pennsylvania dele-

gate. He supported the continental loan, was

one of the first subscribers and solicitors for it,

exchanged all his specie for continental cur-

rency, and paid a special visit to Boston to gain

further revolutionary information and inspira-

tion. Appointed with Rush, Wilson, Ross, and

Taylor (July 20, 1776) to replace Pennsylvania

delegates who refused to sign the Declaration of

Independence, Clymer, though not present when
it was adopted, realized "his dearest wish" when

he signed the document, for he had been among
the first to advocate complete independence from

Britain. His valuable business acumen was

utilized on varied special and standing commit-

tees in both the Continental and the first United

States congresses. Commissioned (Sept. 26,

1776) with Stockton to inspect the Northern

Army at Ticonderoga he advocated expansion

of Washington's powers. Left with Robert Mor-

ris and George Walton as a committee for con-

gressional business in Philadelphia when the ad-

vance of the British drove the government to

Baltimore (December 1776), he worked so in-

cessantly that if he visited his family, twenty-

five miles distant in Chester County, it was

only for a night and he was back at his desk

the next morning. After his reelection to Con-

gress (Mar. 12, 1777), his service on the boards

of war and of the treasury and on the commit-

tee to protect Philadelphia was so strenuous

that after three months he was obliged, tem-

porarily, to retire. He was again on duty with

Livingston and Gerry as a commissioner to in-

vestigate and remedy the difficulties in Washing-

ton's commissariat (July II, 1777), and he con-

tinued to serve in Congress until after Sept. 14,

1777, although then not reelected. As commis-

sioner of prisoners he received the Hessian cap-

tives and sent to Allentown those able to travel.

The British after their victory at Brandywine

ransacked his house, on a detour from their

march to Philadelphia, for the purpose of ter-

rorizing his family and destroying his furniture

and store of liquors. The expedition organized

by Congress to reduce Detroit and prevent an

Indian war was the result of a report made by

Clymer and two fellow commissioners sent,

Dec. 11, 1777, to Fort Pitt to investigate dis-

orders inspired by the British. From Nov. 24,

1780 to Nov. 12, 1782 he was for the third time

in Congress, laboring almost continuously as

chairman or member of special or standing com-
mittees, such as those of commerce or finance.

Called from a brief retirement at Princeton,

whither he had gone to educate his children, as

a legislator of Pennsylvania he wrote the re-

port for mitigating the penal code, lessening

capital crimes, and restricting public employ-

ment of convicts. He was one of the petitioners

for a bicameral legislature and a supporter of

the old constitution of the Confederation. As a

Pennsylvania delegate to the Federal Conven-

tion he spoke little but to the point, served upon
important financial committees, and signed the

Constitution. He carried his rigid republican-

ism into the first United States Congress (No-
vember 1788), supporting Washington, but favor-

ing liberal naturalization, and a pro-French and

Jeffersonian economic policy. Declining reelec-

tion, he fulfilled two successive commissions to

which Washington appointed him and retired

from public life July 31, 1796, after an almost

unbroken service of over twenty years, and
preferment which he had never solicited. Sul>

sequently he promoted community interests as

first president respectively of The Philadelphia

Bank and of the Academy of Fine Arts, and
in 1805 as vice-president of the Philadelphia

Agricultural Society, retaining these offices till

his death in 1813. Diffident, retiring, no ora-

tor, speaking seldom and briefly but with deep

reasoning, he never sought nor bought office,

and "was never heard to speak ill of any one."

[John Sanderson'3 verbose and monotonous sketch
of Clymer in his Biog. Signers Declaration of Inde-
pendence (2nd ed., Philadelphia, 1826, III, 145-95 ; rev.

ed., Philadelphia, 1865) remains the chief source. Scat-
tered information may be gleaned from Max Farrand's
Records Federal Convention (1913), II, 322, 328, 363,

3.66, 375. 415. 442, 4SO, 477, 562, 563, 664 ; Jours. Con-
tinental Cong., XVIII, 1090-94, 98; 1 100-14, 15, 21,

55, 65, 66; 1203; 1229; Pa. Mag. of Hist, and Biog.,

XI, 300, 301, 304; XIV, 92; XVIII. 41, 347; XXII,
286

; J. C. Fitzpatrick, ed., Geo. Washington's Diary
(1925), III, 221, 222,; IV, 72; Jared Sparks, ed., Writ-
ings of Geo. Washington (1838-39), IV, 253, 256,

552; D. R. B. Nevin, Continental Sketches of Distin-
guished Pennsylvanians (1875), pp. 51-59. See also

Jas. R. Macfarlane, Geo. Clymer . . . His Family and
Descendants (1927).] J.C.B.

CLYMER, GEORGE E. (1754-Aug. 27,

1834), inventor, was born on his father's farm

in Bucks County, Pa., of a Swiss family which

had emigrated from Geneva early in the eigh-

teenth century. He attended the district schools

and at the same time assisted with the farm work
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in which he showed a particular skill in the main-

tenance of the mechanical equipment. When
sixteen years old he took up carpentry and join-

ing, and within a short time devised a unique

plow especially adapted to the local soils. He
continued at his chosen trade in his home neigh-

borhood for at least twenty-five years, during

which time he applied his ingenuity and inven-

tive skill in numerous ways. About 1800 he

moved to Philadelphia and became much inter-

ested in the erection of the first permanent

bridge across the Schuylkill River, particularly

in the construction of the piers. To clear the

coffer-dams he devised a pump superior to any

then available. It had a capacity of 500 gallons

of water per minute and was capable of trans-

porting sand, gravel, and stone. For this he re-

ceived a United States patent Dec. 22, 180 1, and

later obtained a British patent. He then turned

his attention to the improvement of the printing-

press, particularly the iron hand-press devised

by the Earl of Stanhope. After sixteen years

of concentrated effort he introduced his im-

proved press, which he called the "Columbian,"

and which exhibited the greatest amount of im-

provement ever attained in any one instance in

hand-printing machines. It was also the first

real American invention in printing. Its el-

bowed pulling bar and diagonal connecting rod

which changed a horizontal movement into a

perpendicular one, combined with its main lev-

er, applying its force directly to the form, com-

mended it to all pressmen as it required con-

siderably less strength and effort on their part

to obtain perfect work. Another unusual fea-

ture of Clymer's press and one that made it al-

ways recognized was its ornamentation, all of

cast-iron—a Hermes on each pillar, alligators

and other reptiles on the levers, and, surmount-

ing the whole, an American spread eagle. The
eagle, however, was more than an ornament for

it acted as a counterweight to lift the platen

after printing. Much as the press was desired

by American printers they were too poor at

this early date to pay the price ($400), so Cly-

mer took it to England in 1817 where it was
immediately taken up by experienced printers

and was in great favor for many years. For this

invention Clymer received from the King of

the Netherlands a gold medal valued at one

hundred golden ducats and a present from the

Czar of Russia following the introduction of the

Columbian press in that country. Somewhat
later, a few of the presses were used in the

United States. For business reasons, presum-

ably, Clymer spent most of his time after 1818

in Europe, particularly England, and died in

Coalter— Coan

London in his eightieth year. He was married

to Margaret Backhouse, daughter of Judge
Backhouse of the Durham Iron Works in Penn-
sylvania and was survived by three daughters.

[Am. Diet. Printing and Bookmaking (1894) ; J. L.
Ringwalt, Am. Encyc. Printing (1871) ; J. W. Moore,
Moore's Hist., Biog., and Misc. Gatherings—Relative
to' Printers, Printing, Publishing and Editing (1886) ;

W. F. Cleaver, Five Centuries of Printing (1927);
Waldemar Kaempffert, Pop. Hist, of Am. Invention
(1924)-] C.W. M.

COALTER, JOHN. [See Colter, John, c.

1775-1813.]

COAN, TITUS (Feb. 1, 1801-Dec. 1, 1882),

missionary to Hawaii, was the youngest child

of Gaylord Coan, a farmer of Killingworth,

Conn., and of Tamza (Nettleton) Coan, an

aunt of Asahel Nettleton [q.v.], a distinguished

evangelical preacher. From the age of four until

twelve he attended district school, and was later

among the pupils of the local pastor, the Rev.

Asa King. In time he went to the academy at

East Guilford (now Madison), Conn. After

graduation from the academy and until the

spring of 1826 he taught school in his own and
neighboring towns. He then went to western

New York and took charge of the school at Riga,

where on Mar. 2, 1828, he was received into

the fellowship of the Presbyterian Church, then

under the pastoral care of his oldest brother,

George. Coming under the influence of the

evangelist Charles G. Finney [q.v.~\, he decided

upon the ministry as his life-work and entered,

in June 1831, the middle class of Auburn Theo-

logical Seminary. On Apr. 17, 1833 he was
licensed by the Cayuga County Presbytery as a

minister of the Gospel. On Aug. 4 he was or-

dained as a missionary of the American Board

and was dispatched on an expedition to Pata-

gonia, sailing Aug. 16, 1833. He returned on

May 7, 1834 and reported the futility of mission-

ary endeavor there. He was married on Nov.

3 to Fidelia Church, and on Dec. 5 he and his

wife sailed from Boston on the ship Hellespont

for service in the Sandwich Islands. They land-

ed at Honolulu on June 6, 1835, and were enter-

tained at the home of the Rev. Hiram Bingham
[q.v.~] . During the meeting of the Hawaiian mis-

sion which was then in session at Honolulu the

Coans were assigned to Hilo on the east coast

of the island of Hawaii. Thither they proceeded

at once.

Coan's work in Hilo and in Puna, the district

contiguous on the south, was mainly evangelistic

and pastoral. He was soon master of the new
language and able to give himself to preaching.

On Nov. 29, 1836 he set off on his first tour of

the island. His thirty-day trip kindled a move-
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ment similar in many ways to the work of Net-

tleton and Finney in America. Succeeding tours

added impetus. Shortly the natives began flock-

ing into Hilo, and throughout the island a great

revival took hold. At Hilo in particular the situ-

ation took on in 1837-38 the character of a huge

camp meeting with daily services, prayer meet-

ings, classes, and the like. Coan himself reports

"men praying, confessing, and breaking off their

sins by righteousness . . . thieves brought back

what they had stolen . . . quarrels were recon-

ciled . . . The lazy became industrious. Drunk-

ards stopped drinking . . . Adulteries ceased, and

murderers confessed." The largest number of

converts was gathered in during 1838-39. All

told, from April to April, 5.244 were admitted

to baptism. Reckoning up to 1880, however,

the net total for the Hilo Church was only some

1,200, for dismissals, deatht, and a general re-

• action took a heavy toll. Coan seemed to some
of his colleagues to exercise less caution than

circumstances required in the reception of new
members. He was among the first to advocate

a native mission to the Marquesas Islands, and

as a delegate of the Hawaiian Missionary Society

made two voyages thither (i860, 1867). He took

an interest also in the natural phenomena about

him. His observations recorded in his Adven-
tures in Patagonia (1880) and Life in Hawaii
(1882) were written in a "lucid, direct, and vir-

ile" style, somewhat in contrast with his frequent-

ly conventional and exclamatory treatment of re-

ligious subjects (W. F. Blackman, The Making
of Hawaii, 1899, p. 80). He returned but once to

America, and then (1870) in the interest of his

wife's health. She died in 1872 on their return

to Hilo, and in 1873 he married Lydia, the young-
est daughter of the elder Hiram Bingham. Nine
years later he died, smitten with paralysis toward
the close of his eighty-second year.

[R. Anderson, Sandwich Islands Mission (1870) ;

Lydia Bingham Coan, Titus Coan (1884).] T.C A

COATES, FLORENCE EARLE (July 1,

1850-Apr. 6, 1927), poet, was born in Philadel-

phia, the daughter of George H. and Ellen Fran-
ces (Van Leer) Earle. Her father, a noted law-

yer, was the son of Thomas Earle, a philanthro-

pist descended from a Rhode Island family dating

from the migration of Ralph Earle in 1634. Flor-

ence was educated at private schools in New
England and at the Convent of the Sacred Heart
in Paris. For over a year she studied music in

Brussels with the tenor Dupre, intending to de-
vote herself to music and art. In 1872 she was
married to William Nicholson, who died in 1877.
Her interest in poetry began several years after

Coates

her marriage on Jan. 7, 1879, to Edward Horner
Coates ( 1846-1921 ) , financier and publicist, who
from 1890 to 1906 was president of the Pennsyl-

vania Academy of the Fine Arts. They both took

an active interest in local literary affairs, enter-

tained Matthew Arnold at their Germantown
home, and were among the founders of the Con-
temporary Club (1886). Mrs. Coates was pres-

ident of the Browning Society of Philadelphia

from 1895 to 1903, and again in 1907-08. Eager
to promote Anglo-American friendship, she par-

ticipated in the activities of the Transatlantic

Society of America, the Society of Mayflower
Descendants, and the Colonial Dames of Amer-
ica. She wrote an Ode on the Coronation of King
George V (1911). In 1915 she was elected poet

laureate of Pennsylvania by the state Federation

of Women's Clubs. For many years she contrib-

uted short poems to leading American magazines

and to the London Athencenm. Her only prose

works of interest were two essays on Matthew
Arnold, one appearing in the Century Magazine
for April 1894, the other in Lippincott's Maga-
zine for December 1909. The poems appeared in

collected editions in 1898 and (two volumes) in

1916, many early poems being omitted from the

latter edition. Other volumes of verse were

:

Mine and Thine (1904) ; Lyrics of Life (1909) ;

The Unconquered Air and Other Poems (1912) ;

and Pro Patria (1917). Some of her best poetry

is found in the fine nature poems inspired by her

Adirondack summer home, "Elsinore," at St.

Regis Lake, and among the patriotic poems writ-

ten during the Great War. Her work was es-

sentially lyrical in quality. She took her literary

life rather seriously. "The business of art," she

held, "is to enlarge and correct the heart and to

lift our ideals out of the ugly and the mean
through love of the ideal. . . . The business of

art is to appeal to the soul" (New York Times,

Magazine Section, Dec. 10, 1916). With her

finished workmanship and careful technique,

there was also an element of restraint, character-

istic of a lyric talent that develops relatively

late in life. Her occasional poems were usually

most felicitous and justified her state laureate-

ship, but her appeal was to the understanding

minority. In other days Mrs. Coates, with her

distinctive social standing, her keenness of mind,

her sense of humor, and her stately suavity of

manner, would have presided as a grande dame
over a literary salon. Her portrait by Violet

Oakley, entitled "The Tragic Muse," won the

gold medal of honor at the San Francisco Expo-
sition. During her later years, Mrs. Coates en-

tertained Mrs. Humphry Ward and other noted
visitors at her town home on Spruce St., Phila-
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delphia. She died in Philadelphia in her seventy-

seventh year.

[Who's Who in America, 1926-27 ; Book News, Dec.
1898 and Dec. 1917; Public Ledger (Phila.), May 11,

1913, Apr. 29, 1917; obituaries in Phila. and N. Y.
newspapers, Apr. 7, 1927; Mentor, June 15, 1920;
Public Ledger (Phila.) Dec. 12, 1915 ; Pliny Earle, The
Earlc Family (1888).] j L_fj #

COATES, GEORGE HENRY (June 23,

1849-Oct. 18, 1921), inventor, manufacturer,

was born in Windsor, Vt., the only son of Henry
Moss and Orra Natalia (Cone) Coates. After at-

tending the local public schools and Windsor
Academy, during which time he developed a

marked mechanical bent (his father being the

village blacksmith), Coates left home at the age

of eighteen to secure a better education and ex-

perience in the mechanical arts. He went to

Worcester, Mass., found employment with the

Ethan Allen Firearms Company, and because of

his aptitude quickly rose to the position of shop

foreman. From the very beginning, too, of his

residence in Worcester he attended night school

at Worcester Polytechnic Institute, studying ma-
chine design and mechanical drawing. His abil-

ity in the latter is evidenced by the fact that he

won several prizes for his drawings at public ex-

hibitions in Boston, receiving on one occasion

the highest award for a colored drawing of a

Corliss engine. Upon completing eight years'

service with the Ethan Allen company, Coates

resigned about 1875 and went into business for

himself as an expert machinist. One of his first

jobs was that of repairing hair-clippers then im-

ported from England and France, and so skilful

was his work that his fame spread, his jobs mul-
tiplied, and he made clipper-repairing his spe-

cialty. Coates soon saw that there were oppor-

tunities for making improvements on the import-

ed clipper and from the extent of his repair busi-

ness realized that a market existed for such a

product. He had some slight experience in inven-

tion and in securing patents in that in 1874 he

was a co-patentee of a fire kindler. Accordingly

in 1876 he devised and received his first patent

for an adjustable hair-clipper, which was so

much better than the imported variety that one

of his New York repair customers immediately

ordered five hundred. This marked the begin-

ning of Coates's clipper business which he imme-
diately established in Worcester and which under

his direct administration developed from a base-

ment shop to a modern manufacturing plant of

well over an acre of floor space and with estab-

lished markets all over the world. In addition

to managing the plant Coates continued active in

experimental and inventive work. Between 1880

and 1905 he obtained eight patents for clipper im-

Coates

provements. He devised an animal hair shears

in 1885 and a fingernail cutter in 1886, but his

most important invention was that of a flexible

shaft. This he patented in 1892, but he made nu-
merous improvements on it in the succeeding
years. The device made it possible to transmit

power to a machine tool to do work in difficult

places such as drilling holes under water or

grinding the inside of a complicated steel casting.

Through Coates's several improvements of his

flexible shaft as much as 150 horse-power have
been transmitted, while shafting to transmit

power to clippers as well as to delicate dental ma-
chinery became available also. The last patent,

issued to him in 1920, when he was seventy-one

years old, was an improvement on this device.

He also perfected and patented a number of

unique tools all of which found a waiting market.

Amongst these were a breast drill, drill press,

mechanical hummer, and screw-driver. The lat-

ter is power-driven at high speed through a flex-

ible shaft and is used by chair builders and others

having to insert large numbers of screws.

Coates was much interested in civic matters in

Worcester and served for five years on the board
of aldermen, one year as president. He married
Adelaide Long of Biddeford, Me., on June 23
1872, who with a son survived him.

[Ellery Bicknell Crane, Gencal. and Personal Mem-
oirs of Worcester County, Mass., vol. I (1907) ; Chas
Nutt, Hist, of Worcester and Its People, IV (1919)
800 ff. ; Boston Transcript, Oct. 19, 1921 ; Patent Office

Records.] CM.
COATES, SAMUEL (Aug. 24, 1748-June 4,

1830), merchant, philanthropist, was more suc-

cessful as a citizen than as a merchant. He was
born in Philadelphia of an old Quaker family de-

scended from Thomas Coates who emigrated

from England probably after the year 1680. His

father, also Samuel Coates, died when Samuel,

Jr., was nine weeks old, and his mother, Mary
Langdale Coates, allowed his uncle, John Reynell,

to adopt him. He was given a good classical and

business education and at nineteen was put in

charge of a small commercial business which he

handled so well that at the end of three years it

was terminated so that he might enter into part-

nership with his uncle as a member of the firm of

Reynell & Coates. His first wife, Lydia Saun-

ders, whom he had married in 1775, died in 1789

;

and in 1791 he married Amy Hornor.

After the withdrawal of his uncle from active

business life, Samuel Coates formed a partnership

with his brother, Josiah Langdale Coates ; but

the brother withdrew to establish himself as a

grocer, and after 1785 Samuel Coates was in

business for himself. He prospered, but after he

became interested in philanthropic enterprises
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he neglected his business and it dwindled away.

When he finally paid all his debts and gave up

his business he had but a small competence in-

stead of a fortune.

One of his chief interests was the Pennsylvania

Hospital. He was elected a manager in 1785 and

president of the board of directors in 1812. He
gave forty-one years of unremitting attention to

the affairs of this hospital and during the fearful

yellow-fever epidemic of 1793 was one of the

few citizens of means who remained in the city

to gather together the forces with which to com-

bat the scourge. His portrait, by Sully, is still in

the possession of this institution. For a period

almost as long, 1 786-1823, he gave his services

to the body entitled "The Overseers of the Pub-

lic Schools, founded by charter in the town and

county of Philadelphia," which was the ruling

authority managing what were called "the Quak-
er Schools." In 1800 he was elected a director of

the first Bank of the United States and was still

a director at the time its affairs were wound up

in 1812. He was under the average size, but of

an athletic figure, with a large chest and head,

and heavy hair. He was cheerful and sociable,

genial and entertaining, fond of children, who
were also fond of him. His death occurred in the

house at the corner of Walnut and South Front

Sts., which had been his place of business since

1791.

[Mary Coates, Family Memorials and Recollections

(1885); Stephen N. Winslow, Biogs. of Phila. Mer-
chants (1864) ; Henry Simpson, Lives of Eminent Phil-

adclphians (1859).] E.Y.

COBB, ANDREW JACKSON (Apr. 12,

1857-Mar. 27, 1925), jurist and teacher of law,

was born at Athens, Ga., at a time when his fa-

ther, Howell Cobb \_q.v.~[, was a member of the

cabinet of President Buchanan. His mother,

Mary Ann Lamar, was a cultured member of a

distinguished family. In his youth Andrew ac-

quired a taste for study and graduated from the

University of Georgia with honors (Phi Beta

Kappa) at nineteen ; within the following year

he completed the law course of the same institu-

tion and, soon after, began the practise of law in

Athens. On Mar. 3, 1880, he was married to

Stark Campbell, a daughter of Col. Jesse Camp-
bell of Griffin, Ga. She died in 1901.

At twenty-seven Cobb became a professor of

law at the University of Georgia where he re-

mained until 1893, when he moved to Atlanta to

practise law and also to become dean of the At-

lanta Law School. At thirty-nine he was made
an associate justice of the supreme court of Geor-

gia, and almost at once became conspicuous for

the lucidity of his opinions. He was especially

capable in clarifying adjective law and did much
to simplify and systematize the rules of pleading

and practise. His decisions have been cited and

followed more often, within a similar period of

time, than those of any other Georgia jurist.

Outside of his state he is perhaps best known for

his opinion in the case of Paz'esich vs. New Eng.

Life Insurance Company (122 Ga. 190), which

established for the first time in America the prin-

ciple that an individual has "a right of privacy"

for the invasion of which he may recover dam-
ages without proof of any special loss.

After serving twelve years upon the supreme
bench Cobb returned to Athens and resumed the

practise of law. In 1917, however, he again ac-

cepted judicial appointment, this time as judge

of the superior courts for the western circuit of

Georgia. His judicial temperament, ripe experi-

ence, and great learning were ideal qualities for a
trial judge, and he served with distinction, but

the western circuit then was the most populous

in the state and the task proved too great a bur-

den for his waning strength, so he resigned in

January 192 1 and resumed his work as a teacher

of law at his alma mater.

He was a slender man of medium height and
with classical features. His manners were gen-

tle, his nature tranquil, but at times he could be-

come aroused to impetuous action. During the

World War, when opposition appeared in Geor-

gia to the selective service act and other admin-

istrative measures, he vigorously denounced all

who opposed the policies of President Wilson
and contributed no little to the defeat of a Geor-

gia senator who had allied himself with the "ir-

reconcilables" in the Senate. It is perhaps not

too much to say that his words carried more
weight with the people during the critical years

191 7 and 1 918 than those of any other person in

Georgia. He died suddenly in his sixty-ninth

year.

[Memorial to Judge Cobb, 162 Ga. 843 ; Atlanta Con-
stitution, Mar. 28, 1925 ; private information. Cobb's
opinions are to be found in 100-128 Ga. Reports.]

B.F.

COBB, DAVID (Sept. 14, 1748-Apr. 17, 1830),

Revolutionary officer, judge, politician, was born

at Attleborough, Mass. His parents were Thom-
as and Lydia (Leonard) Cobb. Graduating at

Harvard in 1766, he studied medicine in Boston,

and practised his profession at Taunton. In the

opening scenes of the Revolution, he was secre-

tary of the Bristol County convention, member
of the General Court, and of the provincial con-

gress. Serving for a while as surgeon of a Mas-
sachusetts regiment, he became, Jan. 12, 1777,

lieutenant-colonel of Henry Jackson's regiment
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(later the 16th Massachusetts) ; he was promoted

to be colonel, was appointed to the 5th Massachu-

setts, Jan. 7, 1783, and was made brevet briga-

dier-general, Sept. 30, 1783. He took part in the

battles of Monmouth, Quaker Hill, and Spring-

field, and during the last two years of the war he

was one of Washington's aides. In this capacity

he had the honor of going to meet Rochambeau
with letters from the Commander-in-Chief in

June 1781, and of treating with Sir Guy Carleton

in regard to the evacuation of New York in 1783.

His active service ended in November of that

year, though he was made major-general of mili-

tia in 1786. After the war he held a number of

public offices. During his term as judge of the

court of common pleas in Bristol County, 1784-

96, Shays's Rebellion broke out. Attacks on

court-houses were made by mobs, in Taunton as

in other towns, and Cobb's attitude was pro-

nounced. It is reported that he said, "I will hold

this court if I hold it in blood; I will sit as a

judge, or I will die as a general"; and again,

drawing a line as he placed a field-piece in front

of the court-house, he said, "If you want these

papers you must come and take them, but I will

fire on the first man that crosses the line" (quoted

in Proceedings of the Massachusetts Senate,

post). Cobb was speaker of the Massachusetts

House of Representatives, 1789-93, and a Fed-

eralist member of Congress, 1793-95. Removing
to Maine (then a part of Massachusetts) , he set-

tled as a farmer in Gouldsboro, and promoted the

opening of lands for colonists from Massachu-

setts. He continued to be active in politics
;
presi-

dent of the state Senate, 1802-05 ; member of the

council; lieutenant-governor 1809; and member
of the Board of Military Defence in 1812. His

last judicial office was that of chief justice of

Hancock County. He died at Boston in 1830.

[Francis Baylies, memorial address delivered July 2,

1830, at the Taunton Lyceum, printed in the New Eng.
Hist, and Gencal. Reg., Jan. 1864 ; Samuel C. Cobb,
biog. sketch in Memorials of the Soc. of the Cincinnati

of Mass. (1873); S. W. Williams, Am. Med. Biog.

(1845) ; Barnstable (Mass.) Patriot, Aug. 5 to Sept. 2,

1862
; Jared Sparks, The Writings of Geo. Washington

(1834-37) ; Proc. of the Mass. Senate, Feb. 23, 1882.]

E.K.A.

COBB, ELIJAH (July 4, 1768-Nov. 2, 1848),

sea captain, took an active part in the events

which made American commerce at once excit-

ing and lucrative during the first three decades

after the Revolution. He was born on Cape Cod
in the part of Harwich which later became

Brewster, Mass., the son of Capt. Scottow and

Mary Freeman Cobb. His father died at sea in

1774, leaving his mother nearly destitute with six

small children. In 1783, Elijah packed his ward-

robe in a gin case and set out for Boston, where

he signed as cook and cabin boy on a ship to

Surinam. He continued at sea and by 1794 he

was captain of a ship bound for Cadiz. After

dodging the Algerine pirates, he was captured

by a French ship and taken into Brest. With his

characteristic determination and acumen, he hur-

ried to Paris and secured the release of the ship

from Robespierre, whom he later saw guillotined.

He returned to France again with a cargo of

grain and then engaged in rum-running off the

Irish coast, dropping hogsheads of rum into the

Cove of Cork and hoisting aboard a bag of guin-

eas in return. Loading at Malaga, in 1808, he

first heard of the Orders in Council and his ship

was held up by the British at Gibraltar, but he

escaped by bribing an official. In 1812 he arrived

at Norfolk, Va., to learn that the Embargo was
to go into effect in thirty-six hours. Hastily un-

loading his ship in a storm, he rushed aboard a

cargo of flour and secured a last-minute clear-

ance from the collector of customs who vainly

pursued him into Hampton Roads on the hour

when the act went into effect. The flour sold at

Cadiz at a very high price. On a return voyage
he received his first news of the War of 1812 off

Newfoundland, when his ship was seized by the

British and he was carried into St. John's, later

being released on a cartel. After this he remained

ashore at Brewster until the end of the war, when
he resumed trade with Europe and then made
two trips to the African coast in 1818 and 1819.

His cargo seems to have been oil and ivory, with

no trace of rum or slaves. In 1820, he retired

from the sea and settled at Brewster where he be-

came one of the leaders of the community, serv-

ing as town clerk, state representative and sena-

tor and inspector-general, with the rank of brig-

adier-general. He was a devoted Universalist.

His memoirs bear the laconic entry that in 1793

he "went to the Cape & got married," but the

records give no further details of his wife than

that her name was Mary and that she bore him

four children. A pastel drawn in France in 1794
tallies with the description of Cobb's "tall,

straight fine figure." He was credited with sturdv

integrity in addition to the unusual shrewdness

and determination which he showed.

[The principal source for Cobb's life is his interest-

ing, matter-of-fact autobiography to 1812, edited with a

foreword by Ralph D. Paine under the title Elijah Cobb,
1768-1848, a Cape Cod Skipper (1925). The book in-

cludes a sketch of the remainder of his life, written by
his grandson, and numerous original letters. The pastel

portrait serves as a frontispiece and also appears in J.

Henry Sears, Brewster Ship Masters (1906), with

abridged extracts from the autobiography, pp. 10-20.

Genealogical details will be found in Vital Records
Brewster, Mass. (1904), pp. 25, 87, 236, and in May-
flower Descendant, Jan. 1910, p. 156, Apr. 1911, p. 98J

R.G.A—n.
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COBB, FRANK IRVING (Aug. 6, 1869-Dec.

21, 1923), newspaper editor, was the son of Mi-

nor H. Cobb and his wife Mathilda, who left a

farm in New York State to settle in Shawnee
County, Kansas, the birthplace of their son,

Frank. Unable to make the new farm pay be-

cause of a plague of grasshoppers, the Cobb fam-

ily moved to a new settlement in the wilds of

Michigan where the son grew up amid the rough

men of a lumber camp. His education came from

rural schools—supplemented by a course at the

Michigan State Normal. Pedagogue for a term

or two at Martin, Mich., he sought and secured a

position as school superintendent. Under twenty-

one when he presented himself, he was greeted

with, "We expected a man of at least thirty." His

reply was, ''If I were thirty I wouldn't work for

you at fifteen hundred a year." With these words

he turned on his heel, walked out, and accepted a

position as reporter on the Grand Rapids Herald

at a salary of six dollars a week—later becoming

a political correspondent and finally city editor.

After working on a rival newspaper, the Grand
Rapids Daily Eagle, he went to the Evening

News of Detroit where his first job was that of

political correspondent. At twenty-seven an edi-

torial writer, he was scarcely past thirty when
appointed its chief editorial writer—a position

held for four years. His editorials were so terse

that they attracted the attention of Joseph Pu-

litzer of the New York World who, suffering

from an affliction of the eyes, was seeking some

one to take charge of the editorial department.

Coming to New York in 1904, Cobb became the

confidential adviser to Pulitzer, who soon put him
in control of the editorial page, though the title

of editor-in-chief was not his until after Pulitzer's

death (Oct. 29, 191 1). The World, being a fight-

ing organ or campaign sheet, was exposing cor-

ruption in the insurance world as well as in mu-
nicipal affairs. Into these conflicts' Cobb thrust

his pen with telling effect—often at the risk of

libel suits. The Democratic convention at Balti-

more in 1912 found Cobb fighting against odds,

local and national, to make Woodrow Wilson the

Democratic nominee for president. Editorials

printed in the World at this time made Wilson a

life-long friend. About eight years later (Mar.

4, 1920), Cobb broke his office rules of short edi-

torials to print "Woodrow Wilson—An Inter-

pretation." The editorial, which later appeared

in pamphlet form, was considered by many Dem-
ocratic leaders an exceptionally able pen por-

trait of the war president. This pamphlet and
editorials in the World were about all that came
from Cobb's pen except two magazine articles.

To the Atlantic Monthly for November 1921 he

contributed an article dealing with the military

expenditures still made though the Great War
had ended, and in Harper's Magazine for June
1923 he printed an article which showed that the

self-governing nations, emerging from the World
War, were rejecting congressional government
in favor of parliamentary government. Offered

a cabinet position by President Wilson, he de-

clined it but did go with Colonel House to report

the situation overseas. Asked by his wife whether
the cabinet offer had not tempted him, he replied,

"That kind of power is merely temporary anyhow
and I have as much as I want on the World."
He declined many honorary positions which were
offered to him. He was, however, a Chevalier of

the French Legion of Honor and the Belgian Or-
der of Leopold, but never displayed their ribbons

on the lapel of his coat. Interested in promoting
higher journalistic standards, he was active in

the American Society of Newspaper Editors of

which he was a director and the first vice-presi-

dent. To his editorial room, always open, came
great political leaders but his most cordial wel-

come was saved for the ordinary man of the

street. To put the latter at ease he wore a shabby

office coat. He was married first in 1897 to Delia

S. Bailey, and second, on Oct. 2, 1913, to the well-

known newspaper woman, Margaret Hubbard
Ayer. Living and working in New York City,

his heart was always at the little farm which he

owned near Westport, Conn.
[Lindsay Denison contributes to Cobb of "The

World''—A Leader in Liberalism (1924) an opening
chapter, "Cobb, The Man." The book is a collection of
editorials selected by John L. Heaton with a foreword
by Woodrow Wilson. Obituaries may be found in the
leading newspapers of New York City and of Detroit
for Dec. 22, 1923, see especially the World (N. Y.) and
the Detroit Free Press. There are many references to

Cobb in Don C. Seitz, Jos. Pulitzer, His Life and Let-
ters (1924)-] J.M.L.

COBB, HOWELL (Sept. 7, 1815-Oct. 9.

1868) , senator, was the son of John A. and Sarah

(Rootes) Cobb. The elder Cobb was an exten-

sive planter in Jefferson County, in the cotton

belt of middle Georgia, and it was there that

Howell was born. While he was yet a small boy

the family removed to Athens, Clarke County,

the seat of the University of Georgia. The Cobbs,

therefore, while retaining their farming inter-

ests in Jefferson and other counties, became iden-

tified with northeast Georgia. Howell Cobb was
born into a family which, by reason of its wealth,

social prestige and the ability of its members,

occupied a secure position in the small group of

planters who dominated the political life of the

South throughout the ante helium period. His
formative years were spent in an atmosphere of

culture and among people in whom there was a
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long tradition of public service. His grandfather

(John Cobbs) came to Georgia from Virginia in

1783 and immediately assumed a position of im-

portance in politics, serving six years in the

House of Representatives, being a member of the

Executive Council of the state and a delegate to

the Constitutional Convention of 1795. John
Cobbs's sons (John A. and Howell) dropped the

"s" from the name. John A. (the father of the

subject, of this biography) served several terms

in the state legislature ; Howell, the elder, was
a member of Congress (1807-13) and his son,

Thomas W., was a United States Senator (1824-

28). Furthermore, Howell Cobb's kinspeople,

the Jacksons, Lamars and others, had long been

among the leading families in the state, socially

and politically. His early marriage (1834), im-

mediately after graduating from the University

of Georgia, to Mary Ann Lamar, daughter of

another wealthy middle Georgia planter, mate-

rially strengthened his resources. Leisure and

comparative freedom from financial worries en-

abled him to devote his life to public affairs.

After two years' private study he was admitted

to the bar in 1836. His opportunity to enter pub-

lic life came in 1837. In that year the legislature

elected him to the office of solicitor-general of

the Western Circuit. This circuit lay in the

northeastern portion of Georgia. It was econom-

ically a poor section, occupied by the small white

farmer element, but these sturdy people were po-

litically well educated. They took a keen interest

in national and state politics, and, though re-

moved from the politically dominant plantation

areas, they kept informed of the trend of affairs.

They were strongly Unionist in feeling and had

little economic interest in slavery. During Cobb's

three years as solicitor he came constantly before

the people. On the expiration of his last term as

solicitor-general, he entered the race for Con-

gress in the last election on a general ticket, and

was successful (1842). Congress during the

same year established the district system and at

the 1844 election Cobb was returned for the sixth

district, which was practically coterminous with

the judicial circuit in which he had been solicitor.

He was not yet twenty-seven years of age when
first elected, and he represented this district at

various times until he became a member of Bu-
chanan's cabinet in 1857. His freedom from ran-

corous sectional outbursts, the broad national

spirit that he showed on all occasions, coupled

with his thorough knowledge of constitutional

questions, and his ability as a debater, quickly

established him in Congress, and, on the death of

Drumgoole of Virginia, he was elected (1848)

as parliamentary leader of his party in the House.

Cobb
During the entire period of Cobb's service in

Congress territorial expansion and the sectional

struggle over the extension of slavery was the

dominating issue. He upheld the constitutionality

of the annexation of Texas ; he defended Polk's

administration for the declaration of war against

Mexico ; and as soon as it became apparent that

the United States would defeat Mexico and de-

mand a huge cession of territory, he urged that

the slavery question be settled by the extension

of the Missouri Compromise line to the Pacific.

Calhoun, meanwhile, was urging the Southern
members of Congress to dissociate themselves

from the Northern wings of the two parties and
form a Southern bloc for the protection of their

interests. At a meeting of Southern senators and
representatives in January 1849, ne produced his

well-known "Southern Address," calling for

united action of all Southerners. But the Whig
members refused to cooperate, only two of them
signing the Address. Cobb and three other Dem-
ocrats also declined to fall in with Calhoun's plan,

and issued another address, written by Cobb.

The gist of it was that the united national Democ-
racy was a far better guarantee of justice to the

South than any sectional party could be. The po-

sition thus taken alienated large numbers of

Cobb's Southern Democratic colleagues, but in-

creased his popularity with the Northern wing of

the party. So much so, indeed, that, after one of

the most spectacular fights ever seen in Congress,

Cobb was elected speaker of the House in Decem-
ber 1849, on the sixty-third ballot. He was,

therefore, presiding officer of the House during

the critical debates on Clay's compromise mea-
sures. Shortly after the passage (in September

1850) of the various measures, Cobb, alone of

Southern Democrats, signed a paper circulated

among members pledging its signatories not to

support any candidate for office who was not op-

posed to the renewal in any form of the slavery

agitation. When news of the passage of the

compromise measures reached Georgia, Gov-
ernor Towns immediately summoned a state con-

vention to meet in December 1850 to deliberate

on Georgia's course. The campaign which fol-

lowed was as stirring as any in Georgia history.

Whigs and Union (or Cobb) Democrats, were

arrayed against the Southern Rights wing of the

Democratic party. Cobb took the stump along

with notable Whig leaders, such as Toombs and

Stephens, for the Union and compromise. The

result was an overwhelming Unionist victory. It

is significant to note that, while the Whig lead-

ers in this movement were following the natural

tendencies of their party and, therefore, risked

nothing, Cobb staked his entire political future.
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The popularity thus lost was never regained. He
was pursued by the relentless hatred of the South-

ern Rights Democrats for many years.

During the convention the Unionists organ-

ized themselves into a new party, taking the name
"Constitutional Union." It was composed of

Whigs and Cobb Democrats. The bulk of the

Democratic party likewise reorganized under

the name of "Southern Rights Party." The next

year, 1851, was an election year in Georgia. The
Southern Rights Democrats named Charles J.

McDonald, an extremist, as their candidate for

governor, and in their state convention (in May)
declared for the sovereign (i.e., constitutional)

right of a state to secede from the Union. The
Union Party held its convention in June and was
immediately confronted by this question of the

abstract right of secession. The convention de-

clined to commit itself on the issue, because there

was a serious difference of opinion among the

leaders. Some upheld the constitutional right to

secede ; others thought that such a right was
merely revolutionary in its nature and not consti-

tutional. Cobb was nominated for governor. The
ensuing campaign was quite as heated as that for

the election of the delegates to the convention in

the preceding year. The same ground was fought

over anew, that is to say, secession and the "final-

ity" of the compromise were the issues. Cobb
was constantly heckled about the secession ques-

tion and his position has generally been regarded

as a straddle. Though he spoke all over Georgia

for the Union cause, he yet could not bring him-
self to the point of avowing that, if elected gov-
ernor, he would use force to put down a seces-

sion movement. Nevertheless he was elected by
the greatest majority that had ever been given a
candidate up to that time, and the result of the

election was taken to mean that Georgia had
spoken emphatically against disunion and seces-

sion. This is the high point of Cobb's career.

Some of the leaders, in organizing the Union
Party in the state convention of 1850, had hoped
to make the new party a national organization.

Cobb, however, regarded the Georgia Union
Party as a temporary organization to meet the

emergency presented by the compromise mea-
sures, and after Georgia had been brought to ac-

cept the compromise he preferred to resume the

old alliance with the national Democracy. For
this and other reasons the idea of a national

Union Party failed. The Southern Rights wing
of the Georgia Democracy had arrogated to itself

the position of sole Democratic regularity. They
had control of the machinery and read Cobb out

of the party. The Whig element in the Union
Party returned to their normal affiliation and

Cobb was thus left stranded with few followers

except the North Georgia Union Democrats. It

so chanced that at the expiration of his term as

governor the legislature was called upon to elect

a successor to Senator Dawson, the Whig incum-
bent, and a candidate for reelection. Cobb en-

tered the contest, but was overwhelmingly de-

feated by the Whigs and the Southern Rights

Democrats (1854).

The following year Cobb was returned to Con-
gress by the 6th District. He was instrumental

in the nomination and election of Buchanan, his

close personal friend, and the President named
him secretary of the treasury. During his in-

cumbency the crisis of 1857 occurred and Cobb's

handling of treasury matters received high praise

from the New York papers. After the election

of Lincoln to the Presidency in i860, Cobb, in a

letter to the people of Georgia (Dec. 6, i860,

"Toombs, Stephens and Cobb Correspondence,"

pp. 505 ff.) advocated immediate secession; and
he was one of the most prominent supporters of

secession in the campaign preceding the Secession

Convention, which met in January 1861, though
he was not a member of the Convention. When
the seceding states met in convention in Mont-
gomery to organize the Southern Confederacy,

Cobb was made its chairman. Many thought he

would have been a better choice for the presi-

dency than Jefferson Davis. Want of military

training and the enmity which had been engen-

dered against him because of his former Unionist

principles stood in the way of his election. Dur-
ing the following summer he organized the 16th

Georgia Regiment, and went to the front as a

colonel. Though temperamentally and by train-

ing unfitted for the life of a soldier, he yet served

with distinction, was promoted to a brigadiership,

and in 1863 became a major-general. He was at

that time assigned to the command of the Dis-

trict of Georgia. Political motives seem to have
determined this step. Conflict between Gov. Jo-
seph E. Brown [q.v.] and President Davis made
it necessary that a strong supporter of the gov-
ernment should be on the ground. WT

hen the Con-
federacy collapsed Cobb surrendered at Macon
to Gen. Wilson. After the war he formed a law
partnership at Macon with James Jackson, a rel-

ative and close friend, and resumed the practise

of his profession, practically abandoned for poli-

tics twenty-five years before. He was an uncom-
promising opponent of the Congressional Recon-

struction policies. During this period, while on a

visit to New York, he died suddenly on Oct. 9,

1868.

[Cobb left a great collection of letters and papers now
in the possession of his daughter, Mrs. A. S. Erwin of
Athens, Ga. This collection has been twice gone
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through, once by U. B. Phillips, in whose "Toombs,
Stephens and Cobb Correspondence," Am. Hist. Asso.
Annual Report, 191 1, vol. II, were included the most
important documents in the Erwin Collection, and later

by R. P. Brooks, who printed in "Howell Cobb Papers,"
Ga. Hist. Quart., vols. V, VI, a large number of papers
and letters unused by Prof. Phillips. In his "Planta-
tion and Frontier," Doc. Hist. Am. Industrial Soc, vol.

I (19 10), Prof. Phillips incorporated many letters

bearing on plantation and slavery conditions, written to

or by Cobb and taken principally from the Erwin Col-
lection. Files of the Southern Banner, a weekly pub-
lished in Athens, and commonly regarded as Cobb's or-

gan, are available for part of the ante bellum period.

The best sketch of Cobb is that written by his kinsman,
Jos. R. Lamar, Associate Justice of the United States

Supreme Court, for Men of Mark in Ga., Ill (1911),
566 ff. Judge Lamar in a footnote (p. 569) gives a list

of biographical sketches of Cobb preceding his own. R.

P. Brooks in "Howell Cobb and the Crisis of 1850,"

Miss. Valley Hist. Rev., IV, 279-98, has made a study

of Cobb's part in the compromise agitation.] r p g

COBB, JONATHAN HOLMES (July 8,

1799-Mar. 12, 1882), lawyer and silk manufac-

turer, was born at Sharon, Mass., the eldest of the

ten children of Jonathan and Sibbel (Holmes)

Cobb. His father was a prosperous innkeeper

and farmer and the eldest son had the advan-

tage of an excellent preparation at Milton Acad-

emy and a college course at Harvard. He grad-

uated from that institution in 18 17 in a class

which included George Bancroft, Caleb Cushing,

and Stephen H. Tyng. After graduation he com-

menced the study of law in the office of William

Dunbar of Canton, Mass., where he remained

about a year, when he went to Charleston, S. C.

In that city he pursued his studies in the office of

Benjamin S. Dunkin and at the same time opened

a classical and English school. An outbreak of

yellow fever in 1819 led him to return to Massa-

chusetts and enter the law office of Jabez Chick-

ering. From there he was admitted in 1820 to the

Norfolk County bar, the commencement of a dis-

tinguished legal career. In addition to a legal

practise in Dedham and Boston, Cobb was reg-

ister of probate for Norfolk County, 1833-79, and

town clerk of Dedham for thirty consecutive

years, declining a reelection in 1875. For forty

years he was an active magistrate in Norfolk

County. He was widely known in his own day as

an expert in the production and manufacture of

silk. When the morns midticaulis, a new form of

the mulberry tree, was introduced into the

United States in the decade of the twenties, he

was among the earliest and most enthusiastic ex-

perimenters. After a period of intensive experi-

mentation he so convinced the state legislature

of the practicability of silk production in Massa-
chusetts that they commissioned him to write a

manual on the subject and appropriated $600 to

cover publication. The result was A Manual
Containing Information Respecting the Growth
of the Mulberry Tree with Suitable Directions

Cobb

for the Culture of Silk (1831). This little book
came out at the height of the moms multicaidis

boom and was widely read. The Congress of the

United States ordered the printing of 2,000 copies

for distribution, and the book went through four
editions by 1839. Before the last edition was
printed Cobb was in a position to give directions

as to the production of silk from the tree to the

finished product for he had successfully accom-
plished the whole process in Dedham. In 1837
he established a silk-mill which in the following

year operated sixteen throwing machines of one
hundred spindles each and turned out $35,000
worth of sewing silk as well as a "considerable

quantity of narrow goods" {Manual, 4th ed., p.

152). This factory, which was destroyed by fire

in 1844, was one of the earliest in the United
States, and to Cobb as much as to any single in-

dividual must go the credit of arousing an inter-

est in the manufacture of silk.

Cobb was active in many local projects. He
was a founder and treasurer (1831-34) of the

Dedham Institution for Savings, editor for some
years of the Village Register and for forty years

a deacon in the First Church of Dedham. He
was married on Sept. 26, 1822, to Sophia Dog-
gett of Roxbury.

[Wm. R. Cutter, Geneal. and Personal Memoirs Re-
lating to Families of Boston and Eastern Mass. (1908),
III, 1220. See also New Eng. Hist, and Geneal. Reg.,
XXXVI, 231 ; D. H. Hurd, Hist, of Norfolk County
(1884), and the Manual mentioned above.] H U F

COBB, LYMAN (Sept. 18, 1800-Oct. 26[?],

1864), educator andauthor,the son of Elijah Wil-
liam and Sally (Whitney) Cobb, was born in Len-
ox, Mass., but lived chiefly in New York State.

Little is known of his early life and education,

but in some of his publications Cobb mentions
himself as "Master of Arts." He was author of

numerous texts, chiefly in spelling, reading, and
arithmetic, millions of copies of which are said to

have been sold. His spelling-books created the

greatest stir. The first of these appeared about

1821 (American Journal, Ithaca, Oct. 17, 1821),

and was followed at intervals by revisions, intro-

ductions, and sequels. He published a Critical

Review of Noah Webster's Spelling Book, which

many held was inspired by malice and a desire

to increase his own sales. This he stoutly denied.

The Critical Review was answered by Webster

in an eight-page pamphlet, To the Friends of

American Literature. Each side was able to

point out numerous errors in the other, though

Cobb's agents defied "anyone to show a variation

from the true dictionary of Walker," an abridg-

ment of which, by Cobb, was published at Ithaca

in 1829. In the early forties Cobb had another
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controversy over spelling-books, this time with

Charles W. Sanders [q.v.].

Among- his most significant books was The

Evil Tendencies of Corporal Punishment ( 1847),

wherein he discussed thirty "objections" to, and

offered forty "substitutes for and preventives of,

the use of the rod." This work was warmly com-

mended by Gallaudet, Mann, Russell, and Gris-

com ; and Cobb's views were reechoed in hun-

dreds of articles opposing the old practise. His

Pestalozzian bias is also seen in a statement that

he did not want pupils to "become disgusted or

fatigued" with monotonous reading. The Juve-

nile Reader No. 1 (1830) was recommended as

"interesting, moral and instructive" ; illustrations

were used in some of his books; but it must be

admitted that by the time the New Sequel or

Fourth Reading Book (1843) was reached, an

excessive aridity and formality had crept in, de-

spite the author's ambitious efforts. In the North

American Reader (1835) he made a patriotic ap-

peal, the "pieces" being "chiefly American."

Most readers, he said, do not include "a single

piece or paragraph written by an American citi-

zen. Is this good policy? Is it patriotism?"

Though his books were widely used and received

favorable comment, as in the American Journal

of Education, their merits were perhaps exag-

gerated and excessively advertised {e.g., Maine
Palladium, May 16, 1827, p. 4). Cobb married

Harriet Chambers of Caroline, Tompkins Coun-

ty, N. Y., in 1822. He died at Colesburg, Pa.,

where he lies in an unmarked grave. His books

are the most reliable evidence of his life, and his

only monument.

[Am. Annual Cyc, 1864; J. T. Scharf, Hist. West-
chester County (1886) ; Chas. E. Allison, Hist, of Yon-
kers (1896) ; Hist. Genealogy of the Lawrence Family
(1858) ; numerous letters from members of the family

to the writer ; obituary in the Ithaca Jour., Mar. 1 , 1 865.]

T.W.

COBB, SYLVANUS (July 17, 1798-Oct. 31,

1866), Universalist clergyman, was the son of

Ebenezer and Elizabeth Cobb, both descendants

of Elder Henry Cobb who came to Plymouth on

the second voyage of the Mayflower. The year

before Sylvanus was born his parents went in an

ox-wagon as pioneers to Norway, Me. As a boy

he cut hoop-poles at a cent each to provide him-

self with books and stationery. During the War
of 1812 he early exhibited his journalistic and

political tendencies by writing poetry and prose

in support of the Republican or War party. The
first Universalist Church in Maine was built

in Norway and in his sixteenth year he espoused

that faith. It was a controversial era when hos-

tility to Universalist doctrine was strong and
vigorous. When Cobb received his first certifi-
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cate to teach school the "orthodox" preacher

wrote a "P. S." that the young man was legally

qualified but he could not consistently commit a

child to the care of one of his religious senti-

ments. In 1820 the young man went to Ports-

mouth, N. H., to study with Rev. Sebastian

Streeter preparatory to entering the Universalist

ministry, to which he was ordained in Winthrop,

Me., June 28, 1821. While pastor at Winthrop
and Waterville, he became the chief pioneer and

missionary of Universalism in the state of

Maine. The first Parish Church of Maiden,

Mass., became Universalist instead of Unitarian

by calling Cobb to its ministry in 1828. All the

time he was at heart a journalist and he began

to publish in Waltham, Mass., The Christian

Freeman and Family Visiter in 1839. In reli-

gion it stood for the Universalist faith and also

for total abstinence and anti-slavery. Both were
unpopular causes. He was accused of mixing
politics and religion, as he had been accused

in his pulpit. Already he had served two terms

each in the Maine and Massachusetts legisla-

tures, and in politics and reform he was always

found with the advanced liberals. He became

champion and confessor of the Universalist

faith, and carried on his polemics with earnest-

ness and ability. He reviewed in his paper Dr.

Edward Beecher's Conflict of the Ages. Two
great debates were also conducted in the Free-

man, one with the orthodox Calvinist, Dr. Nehe-

miah Adams, on "The Scripturalness of Future

Endless Punishment," and the other on "Human
Destiny" with Rev. C. F. Hudson who support-

ed the annihilationist theory. These were re-

published in book form. After twenty-three years

he sold out the Freeman, which soon became the

property of the Universalist Publishing House.

While editing the paper he had also preached in

Universalist churches in Waltham and East

Boston. One of his constructive contributions

was his Compcnd of Divinity ( 1846) , a thorough

and concise epitome of the Universalist doctrine,

while his New Testament of Our Lord and Saz>-

ior Jesus Christ: with explanatory notes and

practical observations (1864) shows his ability

as a theologian. Standing well over six feet in

height, broad shouldered, full chested, he had a

commanding presence and a massive head. He
had not the characteristics of a popular preach-

er, but rather strength and solidity of thought,

closely knit and logical. Weight of argument

was his chief weapon instead of brilliance or

elegance of style. Severe in denunciation and

condemnation of error or evil, he was kind of

heart and of large charity. The last years of his

life were spent in Boston where he died. He was
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married on Sept. 10, 1822 to Eunice Hale Waite
of Hallowell, Me., by whom he had nine chil-

dren, one of whom, Sylvanus Cobb [q.v.], was
his father's biographer.

[The chief source is The Autobiography of the First
Forty-One Years of the Life of Sylvanus Cobb, D.D.;
to which is added a Memoir by his eldest son, Sylvanus
Cobb, Jr. (1867). The Christian Freeman and Family
Visiter also has much autobiographical material.]

T.C.R.

COBB, SYLVANUS (June 5, 1823-July 20,

1887), novelist, the eldest of the nine children

of the Rev. Sylvanus Cobb [q.v.'] and his wife,

Eunice Hale Waite, was born in Waterville,

Me. From his parents, who were of deep-root-

ed New England stock, he acquired certain

Yankee and Puritan traits—resourcefulness,

thrift, uprightness, and piety—that, softened by
the sentimentality of the period and undisci-

plined by any intellectual or aesthetic training,

shaped his character and colored his writing.

His boyhood and youth were spent in Maiden,

Mass. He was scribbling fiction at the age of

eleven and displayed his lifelong regard for

grammar and the mechanics of style almost

equally early by getting himself expelled from

high school for disputing with the teacher over

a nice problem in parsing. His father had him
learn the printer's trade, but at seventeen the boy

ran away from home and enlisted at Boston

(February 1841) in the navy. Service on the

United States frigates Brandywine and Fair-

field gave him glimpses of various Mediter-

ranean ports and a nautical vocabularly that

later was a useful part of his literary parapher-

nalia. Discharged from the navy at Hampton
Roads (March 1844), he returned home and on

June 29, 1845, was married to Jane Head of

Waltham, Mass.

In May 1846, with his brother Samuel he

started the Rechabite, a paper devoted—appar-

ently in the order of decreasing intensity—to

"temperance, moral elevation, literature, and
general intelligence." Although Cobb's fiction

began to appear in the second number, the real

feature of the Rechabite was its amazingly vitu-

perative attack, in the name of temperance, on

innumerable prominent New Englanders and on

such national figures as Henry Clay, Daniel

Webster, and President Polk, who was accused

of turning the executive mansion at Washington
into "a free tippling house."

From 1850 on Cobb devoted himself assidu-

ously to the manufacture of popular fiction. His
stories invariably contained the maximum
amount of excitement compatible with strict

morality. A facile style, an unfailing knack for

simple characterization and for devising melo-
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dramatic incident against romantic backgrounds,
and complete harmony in sentiment and ideas

between the author and his enormous—and enor-
mously naive—audience, made his work im-
mediately and continuously popular. From 1850
to 1856 he was on the staff of Gleason's Flag
of Our Union and Pictorial Drawing Room,
writing 36 novelettes and 200 short stories for

the two magazines, besides doing much work
for other publications. From March 1856 till

his death (July 20, 1887) he wrote for Robert
Bonner's New York Ledger. To the Ledger he
contributed 130 novelettes, 30 Forest Sketches,

72 Forest Adventures, 102 Sketches of Adven-
ture, 57 Scraps of Adventure from an Old Sail-

or's Logbook, 573 other short stories, and 2,305
shorter items. Not content with writing for a
living, for thirty-five years he kept a diary, in

which he never failed to note the state of the

weather. He was almost six feet tall and weighed
almost two hundred pounds. With his broad,

smooth forehead, long hair, and flowing beard,

he was an impressive figure. From 1869 till

his death he made his home in Hyde Park,

Mass.
;
previously he had lived at Norway, Me.

As literature his work is of no value, but as the

first American to apply quantitative methods to

the production of fiction, he has his place in the

general history of American printed matter.

[The only account of Cobb's life is a Memoir of Syl-
vanus Cobb, Jr. (1891), by Ella Waite Cobb (his daugh-
ter)-] G.H.G.

COBB, THOMAS READE ROOTES (Apr.

10, 1823-Dec. 13, 1862), lawyer, soldier, was
the son of John A. and Sarah (Rootes) Cobb
and was born in Jefferson County, Ga. Like his

elder brother, Howell Cobb \_q.v.~\, after being

graduated from the University of Georgia he

studied law and was admitted to the bar ( 1842).

His reputation as an advocate and constitutional

lawyer was high. To talent he added a truly

prodigious capacity for work. Few men of his

age made so many books. From 1849 to 1857

as a supreme court reporter he edited twenty

volumes. His digest of Georgia Laws (1851)

was in fact a codification of the laws of the state.

It was unique in America both by reason of its

method, its comprehensiveness, and the clear-

ness of its language. In addition he wrote An
Inquiry into the Law of Negro Slavery (1858)

and A Historical Sketch of Slavery from the

Earliest Periods (1859). He was a regular con-

tributor to newspapers in Georgia and the North.

In November i860, after the election of Lin-

coln was definitely known, Cobb addressed the

General Assembly of Georgia advocating imme-

diate secession. It is said that, because of his
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force and eloquence, he was the most potent

influence in taking Georgia out of the Union

(Alexander H. Stephens, A Constitutional View

of the Late War Between the States, 1870, II,

321). The legislature declined to take upon it-

self the responsibility for so momentous a step

in the absence of any expression of popular opin-

ion, but passed an act requiring the governor to

summon a special convention in January fol-

lowing. Thereupon Cobb went about preaching

a crusade for secession. He was elected to mem-
bership in the convention and took an active part

in its proceedings. After the convention had

adopted the ordinance of secession, it proceed-

ed to revise the constitution of Georgia. Cobb

was made chairman of the committee for that

purpose, and internal evidence in the proceed-

ings of the convention indicates that he prac-

tically controlled the work of revision. The
convention elected both the Cobbs as delegates

to represent Georgia in the Montgomery con-

vention of the seceding states. There Thomas
Cobb was made a member of the committee on

the permanent constitution, and contributed his

wide knowledge of constitutional law to the

making of the constitution. But, though with-

out military training, he felt a call to the active

service of the Confederacy. He retired from

the Montgomery convention, receiving a com-

mission as colonel (August 1861) and organized

"Cobb's Legion." In November 1862, he was
promoted to brigadier-general, and was killed

at the battle of Fredericksburg in December of

that year. Gen. Lee spoke in terms of high

praise of his character, accomplishments, and

ability as an officer. He was married to Marion,

the daughter of Chief Justice Joseph Henry
Lumpkin of the Georgia supreme court. The
Lucy Cobb Institute, founded by Cobb, was
named for a daughter who died when fourteen

years of age. Only three of Cobb's children

reached maturity, all daughters—Callendar, mar-

ried to A. L. Hull of Athens ; Belle, married to

Harry Jackson of Atlanta, and Marion, married

to Hoke Smith, senator and member of Cleve-

land's cabinet.

[The Southern Hist. Asso. Pubs., vol. II, 1907, Nos.
3-6, contain numerous Cobb letters edited by his son-in-
law, A. L. Hull. R. P. Brooks, of the Univ. of Ga.,
has a much larger mass of Cobb papers in typed form,
the originals having in some way been lost. There is

not in print any life of Cobb beyond inadequate sketch-
es in various biographical dictionaries. The most am-
bitious of these is that of A. L. Hull in Men of Mark in
Ga., vol. Ill (191 1 ). Cobb's famous speech of Nov. 12,

1860, was printed by the state in Confcd. Records State
of Ga., I (1909). 157-82. This volume also contains
the full proceedings of the secession convention in
which Cobb played a leading part. Cobb's Digest Statute
Lazes State of Ga. (1851) is in all large law libraries.
His other works are hard to locate.] r p g
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COBB, WILLIAM HENfcY (Apr. 2, 1846-

May 1, 1923), clergyman, librarian, was the de-

scendant of Massachusetts Puritan and Pilgrim

ancestors, and the son and grandson of Congre-

gational clergymen. His parents were Rev. Le-

ander and Julia Ann (Scribner) Cobb. He was
born and received his early education in Marion,

Mass., but completed his preparation for col-

lege at Rochester Academy, Rochester, Mass.

He graduated from Amherst in 1867. After

teaching for two years in Wilmington, Del., he

studied at Princeton Theological Seminary,

1869-70, and graduated at Andover in 1872. He
was pastor of Congregational churches at Chil-

tonville, Mass., 1872-76 ; Medfield, Mass., 1876-

78; Uxbridge, Mass., 1878-87. From 1887 to

his death he was librarian of the Congregational

Library in Boston. Cobb was master of many
languages including Hebrew, which was his spe-

cialty. As an Old Testament scholar he had an

international standing, his especial field being

the book of Isaiah, upon which he left an un-

finished work at the time of his death. He was
an authority on the history of Congregationalism

and an indefatigable collector of the literature

of the Puritan and Pi-lgrim movements, in which
department the Congregational Library became
under his headship one of the most complete col-

lections in existence. He was a member of the

Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis,

1 890-1 9 1 5, and its recording secretary for the

same period. On his retirement he declined an

election to the presidency of the society. He was
an editor of the Journal of Biblical Literature,

1889-1915. His publications include: A Criti-

cism of Systems of Hebrew Metre ( 1905 ) , which
was awarded a prize by Manchester College,

Oxford; The Meaning of Christian Unity

(1915) ; and Seven Centuries Illustrated in the

Congregational Library (1921). He also pub-

lished many articles in the Bibliotheca Sacra and
the Journal of Biblical Literature, as well as the

article "Metre in the Bible," in the Jewish En-
cyclopedia.

Cobb was slight in stature, below the medium
height, with reddish hair and beard which be-

came gray in his latter years. His portrait paint-

ed toward the close of his life may be seen in the

Congregational Library. His memory was re-

markable, and his habits were those of the me-
thodical and painstaking scholar. He was mild

and modest in demeanor, had a fine sense of

humor, and qualities that secured for him warm
and enduring friendships. On Oct. 30, 1872, he

married Emily W. Wiggins of Philadelphia, who
survived him with two sons and two daughters.

[Princeton Theol. Sent., Necrological Report, 1924 ;
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Congreg. Year Book, 1923; Nation (N. Y.), Feb. 10,

1916; Congregationalist, May 10, 1923; and the Min-
utes of the Society of Biblical Literature and Exe-
gesis ; information as to certain facts from a daugh-
ter.] F. T. P.

COBBETT, WILLIAM (Mar. 9, 1763-June
18, 1835), journalist, publicist, was born at

Farnham, Surrey, the third of the four sons of

George and Ann (Vincent) Cobbett. His ca-

reer as a whole belongs to English history, but

from October 1792 till June 1800 and again from
May 1817 till the end of October 1819 he lived as

a political refugee in the United States. He is

one of the founders of American party jour-

nalism. The United States occupied a large

place in his imagination though not in his af-

fection; he had friends there; and his interest

in the country was life-long.

On his first arrival in America he settled with

his bride, Ann Reid, at Wilmington, Del., but

soon moved to Philadelphia, where he lived in

decent obscurity by teaching English to French

emigres. The ovations and oratory attendant on

Joseph Priestley's landing at New York ignited

his British patriotism. The Observations on the

Emigration of Dr. Joseph Priestley (Philadel-

phia, Thomas Bradford, 1794) created a furore

the greater because the author of the pamphlet

remained anonymous. Republicans were aghast

;

Federalists applauded; and Cobbett bounded

gleefully into vituperative journalism. His par-

tisan rivals retaliated and he was blackguarded

in pamphlet after pamphlet, but he was pleased

rather than abashed by such attentions and in-

undated his enemies in his own incomparable

Billingsgate. A Bone to Gnaw for the Demo-
crats (2 pts., 1795), A Kick for a Bite (1795),
A Little Plain English Addressed to the People

of the United States (1795), A New Year's

Gift for the Democrats (1796), The Life and

Adventures of Peter Porcupine (1796)—he had

adopted the name, on an opponent's suggestion,

in 1795—and The Gros Monsqiieton Diploma-

tique or Diplomatic Blunderbuss (1796) exem-
plify in their titles the spirit of his writing but

do not exhaust the list of his publications. Hav-
ing quarreled with the grasping Bradford, he

opened on July 11, 1796, a bookseller's shop of

his own and advertised the occasion by filling

his window with portraits of George III, Lord

Howe, and other obnoxious personages. The
mob threatened to tar and feather him and to

burn the house over his head, but his effront-

ery was unconquerable. On Mar. 4, 1797, he

launched Porcupine's Gazette and Daily Adver-
tiser to advocate alliance with England, war
against France, and perdition for Republicans.

The savage, sarcastic humor of the paper ex-
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ceeded anything that Philip Freneau had done
or that Benjamin Franklin Bache could do. It

attained a large circulation but made little mon-
ey. Meanwhile he had several narrow escapes

from prosecution ; such powerful men as Thom-
as McKean \_q.v.] and Edward Shippen were
among his enemies; and President John Adams
thought seriously of deporting him. Catastrophe

finally came. During the yellow-fever epidemic
of 1797 Dr. Benjamin Rush treated his patients

to violent purges and copious bleeding, and Cob-
bett on politico-medical grounds made a terrific

onslaught upon him. Rush sued for libel, and
after a delay of two years the case came to trial

and Cobbett was mulcted of $5,000. It is clear

that Rush was libeled and deserved to be libeled,

but the trial was unfair. Anticipating the worst,

Cobbett had already retreated to New York,
whence he issued a new paper, The Rush-Light.

which the philosophical Priestley found very

amusing. Cobbett, however, was tired of the

game, homesick, and uncertain about his future.

Assured of a friendly reception, he returned in

June 1800 to England.

He was driven from England again by the sus-

pension on Mar. 4, 18 17, of the Habeas Corpus
Act. Landing at New York on May 5, he retired

the next day to an inn on Long Island, rented a

small farm at Hyde Park in North Hempstead,
and settled down to his favorite routine of agri-

culture and authorship. He had little appetite

now for American affairs. He did try, however,

to get the Pennsylvania legislature to reim-

burse him for the losses he had suffered in the

courts ; and he disputed vehemently with Morris

Birkbeck \_q.v.~\ over the feasibility of colonizing

Englishmen on the prairie lands of the West.

Birkbeck's accusation, repeated by certain histo-

rians (E. E. Sparks, The English Settlement in

the Illinois, 1907, p. x; T. C. Pease, The Fron-

tier State 1818-48, 1918, p. 14), that he was in

the pay of eastern land dealers, rests only on

hearsay. Cobbett himself was happy only when
his feet were planted on English soil ; he could

not conscientiously urge any Englishman to seek

liberty and happiness in the States. During these

two years of comparatively undisturbed work
he came to his full stature as a writer. A Jour-

nal of a Year's Residence in the United States

(pt. I, 1818; pts. II and III, 1819) records some

of his experiences. On May 20, 1819, his house

burned ; and the next autumn, with the unblessed

bones of Thomas Paine [q.v.] in his baggage, he

returned home.

[E. I. Carlyle, Wm. Cobbett: A Study of his Life as

Shown in his Writings (1904), and G. D. H. Cole,

The Life of Wm. Cobbett (1925), are excellent and in-

dispensable and between them furnish ample guidance
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to Cobbett's own writings and to other writings about
him. See also Jasper Yeates, Reports of Cases Ad-
fudged in the Supreme Court of Pa., vol. II (1818;
1871); Francis Wharton, State Trials of the U. S.
during the Administration of Washington and Adams
(1849) ; J. T. Rnlt, Life and Carres, of Jos. Priestley

(1831-32), II, 43-2; A Memorial . . . of Dr. Benjamin
Rush . . . Written by Himself (privately printed, 1905),

pp. 72-74; The Poems of Philip Prcueait (Princeton,

N. J., 1902-07), III, 167-69; J. V. N. Ingram, Check
List of Am. Eighteenth Century Newspapers in the Lib.

of Cong. (1912).] G.H.G.

COBURN, ABNER (Mar. 22, 1803-Jan. 4,

1885), business man, governor, philanthropist,

was born in that part of the town of Canaan,

Me., now a part of Skowhegan. His father, Ele-

azar Coburn, was a skilful land-surveyor and an

owner of large tracts of timberland. He also

took considerable interest in politics, was a Fed-

eralist and a Whig, and served several terms in

the legislature. He married Mary Weston, a

grand-daughter of one of the earliest settlers of

Somerset County, Me. Of their fourteen chil-

dren, Abner was the second. He spent most of

his youth on his father's farm but attended the

common schools, studied for a few terms at

Bloomfield Academy and taught a winter school

before he was twenty. For a few years he as-

sisted his father in surveying and thus acquired

a good knowledge of the art and also of the

timberlands of central Maine. In 1825 he set

up for himself but in 1830 joined his father and

a younger brother, Philander, in forming the

firm of E. Coburn & Sons, for buying lands and

dealing in lumber on the Kennebec River. In

1845 Eleazar Coburn died and the firm was re-

organized under the name of A. & P. Coburn.

The firm became the largest landowner in the

state. It also acquired large timber holdings in

Wisconsin, and Abner Coburn obtained fifty

thousand acres of timberland by virtue of con-

nection with the Northern Pacific Railroad.

The Coburn brothers were held in the highest

regard by the vigorous, independent woodsmen
in their employ, whom they always treated fairly

and many of whom they helped to go into busi-

ness for themselves and then by timely aid in

periods of financial stringency, saved from ruin.

In 1854 the Coburns began to interest themselves

actively in the railroad development of central

Maine, by their personal influence and business

prestige turning failure into success. Abner
Coburn is said to have instantly granted a re-

quest for a loan of $200,000 to save the Maine
Central Railroad from bankruptcy. When a

Boston interest obtained control of the Maine
Central it made Coburn president of the new
subsidiary, probably expecting him to be little

more than a rubber stamp whose use would con-

ciliate local feeling. Coburn, however, not only
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managed the Maine Central with great efficiency

and economy but firmly resisted attempts to sac-

rifice the interests or the dignity of his road.

Like his father, he took considerable interest

in politics. He served three terms in the state

legislature as a Whig, helped found the Repub-
lican party of Maine, and was twice a member
of the Executive Council. In i860 he was a

formidable candidate for the Republican nomi-
nation for governor, having the special support

of the friends of James G. Blaine, but he was
defeated by Congressman Israel Washburn. In

1863 Gov. Washburn declined to run again and
Coburn received the Republican nomination on
the first ballot and was elected. It was, how-
ever, a year of Democratic reaction throughout
the country and Coburn's majority was much
smaller than that received by Washburn at either

of his elections. As governor Coburn gave
Maine a clean, honest, business-like administra-

tion, making appointments and awarding con-

tracts with regard to the interest of the state

rather than that of the politicians. This helped

to deprive him of the renomination usually given

to governors; even some men who admired his

independence believed that it would be unwise
to present as a candidate a man who had aroused
such opposition. More important was the fact

that the Republican party gave way to a "Union"
convention and that the chairman of their state

committee, James G. Blaine, strongly favored

the choice of a worthy War Democrat, Samuel
Cony, who was nominated and elected. Coburn
held no other important political office but was
chosen presidential elector in 1884 and while

attending the meeting of the Maine electors was
seized with an illness from which he did not

recover.

Among Coburn's chief characteristics were
calmness, self-reliance, and generosity. He once
received news of the loss of hundreds of thou-

sands of dollars, without giving the slightest

sign of agitation. His closest friend, whom he

made an executor of his will, knew no more of

his affairs than did a mere acquaintance and
was not even informed of his appointment as

executor until after Coburn's death. Coburn was
generous to a fault in helping individuals in dis-

tress but he never spoke of the aid which he

gave. By his will he left over a million dollars

to religious, educational, and charitable institu-

tions, much the greater share going to Baptist

foundations. Three institutions in which Coburn
took great interest during his life and which he

remembered generously in his will have given

special evidence of their gratitude. Colby Col-

lege and the University of Maine have each a
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Coburn Hall and the Waterville Classical In-

stitute changed its name to that of the Coburn
Classical Institute.

[Chas. E. Williams, Life of Abner Coburn, A Rev.
of the Pub. and Private Career of the Late Ex-Gov. of
Maine (1885), is a mere compilation of a eulogistic

nature but contains valuable material. Consult in L.

C. Hatch, Maine, A History (1919), II, 447-54; Gail-
lard Hunt, Israel, Elihu and Cadwallader Washburn:
A Chapter in Am. Biography (1925), p. 108; G. A.
Gordon and S. R. Coburn, Geneal. Descendants of Ed-
ivard Colburn-Coburn (191 3) ; Bangor Daily Whig and
Courier, Jan. 5, 6, 15, 1885.] L. C. H.

COBURN, FOSTER DWIGHT (May 7,

1846-May 11, 1924), agricultural editor, author,

and administrator, was born at Cold Springs,

Jefferson County, Wis., the son of Ephraim W.
and Mary (Mulks) Coburn. His early life was
spent on the farm and his formal education was
such as his home town supplied. At the age of

eighteen he served in the Civil War as corporal

in an Illinois regiment and soon after, in 1867,

moved to Kansas and became a farm laborer and

farmer in Franklin County. But as his char-

acter and ability were soon widely recognized,

his engagement in farming was largely super-

seded by other work as a writer, adviser, and
administrator. Thus from 1882 to 1887 he was
editor-in-chief of the Livestock Indicator, pub-

lished at Kansas City, Mo. Later he became an

editorial writer on the Kansas City Gazette and

one of the editors of Country Life in America.

He prepared and published some thirty volumes

of the reports of the Kansas State Board of

Agriculture with special papers on certain sub-

jects.

He was the author of Swine Husbandry

(1877) ; Alfalfa (1901) ; The Book of Alfalfa

( 1906) ; Swine in America (1909) ; Uncle Sam's
Farm Book (191 1), a manual; Coburn's Manu-
al; a Complete Guide to the Farmer's Cyclo-

pedia (191 5) ; and Hozv to Make Money with

Hogs (1915). His Swine in America was trans-

lated into Portuguese in 1913, by the ministry

of agriculture of Brazil. His official positions,

too, were many. Thus from 1894 to 1914 he was
secretary of the Kansas State Board of Agri-

culture ; for a time he was a member of the

Board of Regents of the State Agricultural Col-

lege and president of the Board. He was also

a member of various state commissions, agri-

cultural societies, and philanthropic organiza-

tions. He was a director of various financial

institutions, the Prudential Trust Company,
Prudential State Bank, and the Bank of Topeka.

Believing that he could be of greater service in

his chosen field for which he was admirably

equipped, he refused to be a candidate for the

governorship in 1898 and declined the appoint-

ment of the governor as United States senator.

On Sept. 8, 1869 he married Lou Jenkins of

Franklin County, Kan. He was a man "of the

people," devoted to the advancement of agri-

culture, with a natural ability and integrity

which, without preliminary discipline in edu-

cational institutions, made him a wise leader

in agricultural affairs. Quiet and unassuming,

understanding his limitations, he was a man of

high ideals and of deep religious feeling. He de-

voted himself solely to the interests of a busi-

ness which he loved and understood, in a state

of whose advancement he was proud. In 1909
he received the honorary degrees of M.A. from
Baker University and of LL.D. from the Kansas
Agricultural College, and after his death a tab-

let to his memory was placed in the Memorial
Hall at Topeka.

[Kansas, a Cyc. of State Hist., vol. Ill (1912) ;

Twenty-fifth Biennial Report Kan. State Board of Ag.
(1926), pp. 272—78; Breeder's Gazette, May 29, 1924;
Topeka Daily Capital, May 12, 1924; Geo. A. Gordon
and Silas R. Coburn, Geneal. Descendants of Edward
Colburn-Coburn (1913), pp. 359-61.] E. H.T.

COCHRAN, ALEXANDER SMITH (Feb.

28, 1874-June 20, 1929), manufacturer, sports-

man, philanthropist, was born in Yonkers, N. Y.,

where his father, William Francis Cochran,

owned an estate of some six hundred acres. His

mother, Eva (Smith) Cochran, was the daugh-

ter of the founder of Alexander Smith & Sons

Carpet Company. Cochran attended St. Paul's

School, Concord, N. H., and was graduated from

Yale College in 1896. Some years after gradua-

tion, he told William Lyon Phelps that "the thing

he missed most in his undergraduate days was
good conversation" (letter from W. L. Phelps

to the New York Times, June 24, 1929). For

fourteen years he devoted himself to the affairs

of the carpet company which had made the for-

tunes of his family, serving as president from

1902 until 19 10. Liberal policies won him the

loyalty of his workmen. He shortened their hours

of labor and inaugurated a system by which they

received semi-annually a bonus of from five to

fifteen per cent of their wages. After his resigna-

tion from the presidency, he served as a director

of the company until 1919. He inherited great

wealth from his parents and uncle, and newspaper

writers used to refer to him as "the world's most

eligible bachelor." The title was revived, not

without malice, at the time of his marriage, in

September 1920, to Mme. Ganna Walska, the

Polish singer. They were divorced in 1922.

Wealth and leisure enabled him to indulge a taste

for travel and to pursue his interests as sportsman

and collector. A journey through Persia, in I9°7>

bore fruit in a collection of illuminated manu-
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scripts of Persian poetry, which he presented to

the Metropolitan Museum of Art. His library of

rare editions in the field of English literature of

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was one

of the finest in the world. Distinction as a sports-

man often brought his name before the public. In

1910 he sailed his schooner yacht Westward
across the Atlantic, raced her at Cowes, and de-

feated the Kaiser's Meteor for the Jubilee prize

at Kiel. His yacht Vanitie, built to defend the

America's cup in 1914, did not race against the

Shamrock, as he had hoped, for the war prevent-

ed the meeting. Late in 1914, he volunteered to

carry dispatches between the American embas-

sies at London and Berlin, but on his first trip he

was arrested at Bentheim and spent a night on

the guard-room floor (J. W. Gerard, My Four
Years in Germany, 1917, p. 424). Subsequently

he turned his steam yacht Warrior over to the

British navy, was commissioned commander in

the Royal Naval Reserve (February 1916), and

served as captain of the Warrior in West Indian

waters and the North Atlantic. At the close of

the war, he received the decoration of Com-
mander of the Order of the British Empire. He
died at Saranac Lake, N. Y., of pulmonary tu-

berculosis, which had threatened his life for many
years. One of his classmates has described him
as "a reserved, unassuming sort of chap, with a

face that may strike you as cold until you see his

smile . . . generous but not to be imposed upon

;

very pleasant ; conscientious ; decisive ; only mod-
erately social ; only moderately happy" ( Clarence

Day, Jr., The '96 Half-Way Book, 1915, p. 86).

He gave large sums for the founding of the

Sprain Ridge Memorial Hospital, the Sherman
Memorial Dispensary of Saint John's Riverside

Hospital, and the College of Preachers of the

Washington Cathedral, to which he left a bequest

of $1,000,000. His will provided for gifts of from
$1,000 to $ro,ooo to employees of the Alexander
Smith & Sons Carpet Company; and he left a
quarter of a million to Saint Paul's School, Con-
cord. Perhaps his most interesting monument is

the Elizabethan Club at Yale, established in 191

1

in accordance with ideas formulated by Cochran
himself. He provided the club with a house, a
generous endowment, and a library consisting of

his own magnificent collection of rare editions in

the field of Elizabethan and Jacobean literature.

The club has been an unqualified success, and on
every afternoon the portrait of Queen Elizabeth,

which was part of the founder's gift, looks down
upon an animated company of undergraduate and
faculty members, enjoying the sort of conversa-
tion that Alexander Cochran had missed in his

own college days.

[Accounts of Cochran's activities, with photographs
and personal impressions, are to be found in the un-
usually well edited publications of the Class of 1896 at

Yale, particularly in the volume cited above and in the
Quarter-Century Record (1924). His talents as a col-

lector are reflected in the list of rare editions in the club
library, included in The Book of the Yale Elizabethan
Club, 1912, pp. 29-40, and in the Cat. of the Coll. of
Persian MSS. . . . Presented to the Metropolitan Mu-
seum by Alexander Smith Cochran (1914), prepared by
A. V. Williams Jackson and Abraham Yohannan. The
collections are described, in some detail, in the Yale
Alumni Weekly, Dec. 8, 191 i,and in the Nation (N. Y.),

June 19, 191 3. Obituary notices appeared in the lead-

ing New York newspapers on June 21, and in the Yale
Alumni Weekly on J uly 5, 1929.] R. D.F.

COCHRAN, JOHN (Sept. 1, 1730-Apr. 6,

1807), physician, was born in Sadsbury, Pa., of

Scotch-Irish ancestry. His father, James, and his

mother, Isabella, were akin, both Cochrans who
had emigrated from Ireland. John was fortunate

in having his early schooling under that remark-

able classical scholar and Presbyterian divine,

Dr. Francis Allison [q.v.'] ; his study of "physic

and surgery" was under Dr. Thompson at Lan-

caster, Pa. During the French and Indian War
(1754-63), he entered the British service as

surgeon's mate in the hospital department, and

was with Bradstreet when he marched against

Fort Frontenac. Acquaintance with Maj. Philip

Schuyler in this campaign led him to settle at

Albany and to marry (Dec. 4, 1760) Mrs. Ger-

trude Schuyler, widow of Peter Schuyler. He
soon moved to New Brunswick, N. J., where he

became one of the founders of the New Jersey

Medical Society and later (1769) its president.

A devout Presbyterian and a zealous Whig he

could not remain an idle spectator of the Ameri-

can Revolution, and volunteered his assistance

in the hospital service. He collaborated with Dr.

Shippen in preparing a plan for establishing mili-

tary hospitals (Papers of the Continental Con-

gress, in the Library of Congress, No. 22, folio

9) that was submitted to Congress Feb. 14, 1777.

Washington observed his diligence and fidelity

particularly in the case of smallpox patients and

wounded soldiers, and recommended him to Con-

gress as "highly deserving of notice, not only on

account of his abilities, but for the very great as-

sistance which he has afforded . . . merely in the

nature of a volunteer." He was appointed physi-

cian and surgeon-general in the middle depart-

ment, Apr. 10, 1777, and subsequently chief phy-

sician and surgeon. He was vehement in his de-

nunciation of the inefficiency which at first char-

acterized the hospital department. "It grieves

my soul," he wrote (letter to Jonathan Potts,

dated Mar. 18, 1780, in Chronicles of the Coch-

rans, 1915, p. 97), "to see the poor, worthy, brave

fellows pine away for want of a few comforts,

which they have dearly earned. I shall wait on
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the Commander-in-Chief, and represent our sit-

uation, but I am persuaded it can have little ef-

fect, for what can he do ? He may refer the mat-

ter to Congress ; they to the Medical Committee,

who will probably pow-wow over it awhile and
nothing more be heard of it." Director-General

of the hospitals of the United States was the final

responsibility (Jan. 17, 1781) given to him by
Congress. His experience in British service en-

abled him to make great improvements in the

army hospitals.

The war over, he removed to New York.

When Washington became president "a cheerful

recollection of his (Cochran's) past services"

suggested his appointment (1790) as commis-
sioner of loans, and he was provided with office

space in Federal Hall for this work (Minutes of

the Common Council of the City of New York,

May 27, June 3, 1793, II, 10-11, 13). Finally

compelled by a paralytic stroke to resign the of-

fice, he retired to Palatine, N. Y., where he died.

["Biog. Memoir of the Late John Cochran" (with
portrait) in Am. Medic, and Philosophical Reg. (1814),
2nd ed., I, 465-68 ; E. J. Marsh, "Biog. Memoir of John
Cochran, M.D.," in TV. /. Medic. Reporter (Burlington,
1849), II, 25-28 "Ida Cochran Haughton, Chronicles of
the Cochrans (2 vols., 1915-25) ; Jas. E. Pilcher, Sur-
geon-Generals of the Army of the U. S. A. (1905).
There are frequent references to Cochran in Jour, of the
Cont. Cong., 1777—81, and a few original documents in

Papers of the Cont. Cong, in the Library of Congress.]

A. E. P.

COCHRANE, ELIZABETH. [See Seaman,
Elizabeth Cochrane, 1867-1922.]

COCHRANE, HENRY CLAY (Nov. 7, 1842-

Apr. 27, 1913), officer of the United States Ma-
rine Corps, was born at Chester, Pa., the son of

James L. and Sarah Jane (Gillespie) Cochrane.

He was educated in the Upland Normal School

and the Friends' Central High School at Phila-

delphia. Appointed to the Naval Service and

sworn in as a second lieutenant in the late sum-
mer of 186 1, because of his youth he was not for-

mally commissioned until Mar. 10, 1863. He was
in almost constant action, however, and in Janu-

ary 1863 was officially commended for cool-

ness and courage. He continued in active duty

throughout the Civil War and received several

official commendations for meritorious services.

He was commissioned first lieutenant on Aug.
20, 1865.

As with all marines, his duty included tasks in

times of peace as well as war, and in October

1867 he rendered exceptional service during an
epidemic of Asiatic cholera. The Commandant
of the Marine Corps, Gen. Zeilin, commended
him in the following words : "The moral courage

displayed by yourself and command is as praise-

worthy as the most conspicuous gallantry on the

field of battle" (L. R. Hamersly, Records of Liv-
ing Officers of the U. S. Navy and Marine Corps,

7th ed., 1902, p. 483). During the following dec-

ade, Cochrane performed his work faithfully in

various parts of the world and in July 1877 had
command of the United States Arsenal at Wash-
ington, D. C, during the labor riots. He received

his captaincy on Mar. 16, 1879, and about the

same time published "The Naval Brigade and the

Marine Battalions in the Labor Strikes of 1877"

(United Service, January and October 1879).

From 1881 to 1884 he was Fleet Marine Officer

in the European Station, and in July 1882 he was
present at the British bombardment of Alexan-
dria, Egypt, where he later aided in the reestab-

lishment of the United States consulate.

Cochrane had command of the Marine detach-

ment sent by the United States to the Paris Ex-
position in 1889, receiving the order of Cheva-
lier of the Legion of Honor and an official com-
pliment from the Secretary of the Navy. The end

of the century found him a major (promoted Feb.

1, 1898) and in active and meritorious service in

the Spanish-American war. On Jan. 11, 1900,

he was commissioned colonel and the same year

was appointed governor of the Peninsula of Ca-

vite. So beloved was he by the natives that one

of the cities requested permission to name a

street for him. After service in the Boxer trouble

in China and routine duties in this country, he

was retired with the rank of brigadier-general

on Mar. 10, 1905. After returning to his native

city, he became actively identified with many
civic enterprises and for several years was
president of the board of trade. He was a mem-
ber of many societies, both civilian and military,

the latter including the Military Order of For-

eign Wars. He was also a noted lecturer and
orator. On June 30, 1887, he married Elizabeth

F. Lull, daughter of Capt. E. P. Lull, U. S. N.,

and they had a daughter and a son, the latter be-

coming an officer in the United States Navy.
[Who's Who in America, 1912-13 ; U. S. Navy Reg.,

1913, 1914; R. S. Collum, Hist, of the U. S. Marine
Corps (1903) ; obituaries in the Army and Navy Jour.,

May 10, 1913, and N. Y. Times, Apr. 28, 1913.]

A.R.B.

COCHRANE, JOHN (Aug. 27, 1813-Feb. 7,

1898), politician, was born in Palatine, Mont-

gomery County, N. Y., the son of Walter Liv-

ingston Cochrane and Cornelia Wynchie ( Smith)

Cochrane and grandson of John Cochran [q.v.~\,

surgeon-general in the Revolutionary War.

Walter Livingston Cochrane added the final "e"

to the family name. John was educated in the

New York schools, and in Union and Hamilton

Colleges, graduating from the latter in 1831. He
was admitted to the bar in 1834, and after 1846
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practised law in New York City. Beginning his

political life as a Democrat, he belonged to the

Barnburner wing of New York Democracy and

with that faction favored the Free-Soil move-

ment in the late 1840's. Within the next few

years, however, he returned to the regular Demo-
cratic ranks, campaigning in 1852 for the elec-

tion of Pierce. For this service he was appointed

surveyor of the port of New York. As a state-

rights Democrat he was elected to the House of

Representatives of the Thirty-fifth and Thirty-

sixth Congresses (Mar. 4, 1857-Mar. 3, 1861).

Here he was at one time chairman of the Demo-
cratic Caucus. He spoke frequently on routine

matters as well as on matters of public interest,

was especially concerned with the burning ques-

tions of slavery, and national versus state sov-

ereignty, and on these issues always upheld the

Southern view-point.

In i860, he was a delegate to the Charleston-

Baltimore Convention of the Democratic party,

a member of the Cagger-Cassidy Delegation

which that convention seated. Though person-

ally opposed to the nomination of Douglas, Coch-

rane voted for him, forced to do so by the unit

rule governing the delegation. After the nomina-

tion, as a loyal Democrat he promised to support

the nominee, hoping, he said, to "compensate the

reluctance of the past by the cordiality of the

future." Believing that the North was respon-

sible for the discontent of the South, he favored

conciliatory measures to heal the breach between

the two sections of the country. As late as Mar.

14, 1861, while speaking in Richmond, Va., he

promised that if Virginia "would present her ul-

timatum to New York" that state would "sus-

tain her" (New York Tribune, Mar. 15, 1861).

He did not favor secession, however, and when
the war came he supported the Union. At the

great Union Square meeting on Apr. 20, 1861,

he stated his views in words that gave great of-

fense to his Southern admirers (New York Her-
ald, Apr. 21, 1861). He joined the army, raising

a regiment of which he was made colonel. In

1862 he was made a brigadier-general of volun-

teers but was forced by ill health to retire on Feb.

25, 1863. Shortly after this, a war Democrat, he

was elected attorney-general of New York on

the ticket of the Republican-Union party, whose
platform indorsed the administration of Lincoln.

But he became dissatisfied with many of Lincoln's

policies, and in 1864 joined some equally dissat-

isfied Republicans in the movement that resulted

in the Cleveland Convention of May 31, 1864.

By this convention he was nominated for vice-

president with John C. Fremont for president.

Their nomination and platform met with little

response from the country, so in September both

withdrew. Cochrane immediately campaigned
for Lincoln, speaking in Philadelphia and at-

tacking the Chicago platform (New York Trib-

une, Oct. 11 and 12, 1864). In 1872, he joined

the Liberal Republican party and went as a dele-

gate to the Cincinnati Convention where he was
largely responsible for the nomination of Horace
Greeley.

Cochrane held city offices, and in 1869 was
collector of Internal Revenue in the sixth New
York district. He was a member of Tammany
Hall and in 1889 its Sachem. He belonged to

various patriotic societies, among them the So-
ciety of the Cincinnati of which he was president

at the time of his death.

[De Alva Stanwood Alexander, Political Hist, of
N. Y. (3 vols., 1906-09), shows his connection with
N. Y. politics. The obituary notice in the N. Y. Times,
Feb. 9, 1898, gives a complete account of Cochrane's
life. See also Gustavus Myers, Hist, of Tammany Hall
(1901) ; and M. Halstead, Hist, of the National Political
Conventions of the Current Presidential Campaign
(i860)

; J. G. Nicolay and John Hay, Abraham Lincoln
(1890), IX, 42-44; E. McPherson, Political Hist, of
the U. S. A. During the Great Rebellion (1864) ; Biog.
Dir. Am. Cong. (1928) ; Ida Cochran Haughton, Chron-
icles of the Cochrans, II (1925), 80.] ^ B M r

COCKE, JOHN HARTWELL (Sept. . 19,

1780-July 1, 1866), planter, publicist, was born
in Surry County, Va., son of John Hartwell and
Elizabeth (Kennon) Cocke, and sixth in descent

from Richard Cocke, who first appeared in Vir-

ginia from southern England in 1628. He in-

herited a fortune as well as refinement and native

ability from his forebears, and after attending

William and Mary College (1794-99), he chose

the life of a country gentleman at "Bremo" in

Fluvanna County, to which he removed about

1803. He married on Dec. 25, 1802, Ann Blaus

Barraud of Norfolk, by whom he had several

children, among them Philip St. George Cocke
\_q.vJ\. Progressive and prescient in all things,

he promoted new agricultural methods, the

founding of agricultural societies, the develop-

ing of waterways and steam navigation, and vari-

ous public improvements. He attacked the prac-

tise of making tobacco the principal crop and
published a monograph, Tobacco (i860), to

prove it ethically and economically "the bane of

Virginia husbandry." During the War of 1812

he rose in eighteen months from captain to brig-

adier-general, commanding the Virginia sol-

diery guarding Richmond, 1814-15, at Camps
Carter and Holley on the Chickahominy River.

"I find Gen. Cocke universally respected," wrote

his secretary, "and looked up to by the officers

under his command—a striking instance of the

triumph of talents and perseverance in the cause

of duty"' (A. C. Gordon, William Fitzhugh Gor-
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don, 1909, p. 82). His conduct as a soldier

brought him such reputation that his name was
canvassed for governor in the General Assembly
of 1814 until Cocke positively forbade its use

(Bruce, post, I, 158). In religious and social

movements his activities were unceasing and in-

fluential. He abetted Bible, Tract, and Sunday-

school societies, and served on the American
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions.

Slavery he denounced as a curse to common-
wealth and nation, predicting that Virginia would

make no progress toward prosperity until it and

tobacco tillage should be ended. From its organi-

zation in 1819 until his death he was senior vice-

president of the American Colonization Society,

formed to settle the slavery problem peaceably

by colonizing the negroes of the South in Africa.

He favored federal intervention and a constitu-

tional amendment providing funds for this pur-

pose; and in 1831 wrote of slavery as "the great

cause of all the great evils of our land." Duel-

ling and intemperance he likewise detested and

warred against with cogent reasoning or acid sat-

ire. In a drinking age, his was the most insistent

voice in his state demanding nation-wide prohi-

bition ; and when the American Temperance

Union succeeded the United States Temperance

Union in 1836, Cocke was elected president of

the new society. A friend to popular education,

he sponsored sounder primary and secondary

school systems, but his greatest service lay in his

efforts toward a state university, his share in its

physical development, and his thirty-three years

(1819-52) on its Board of Visitors. Without

playing so conspicuous a part in founding the

University of Virginia as did Jefferson and Jo-

seph C. Cabell, Cocke's contribution was sub-

ordinate only to theirs. He cooperated with Jef-

ferson on the important building committee, and,

though disapproving of various particulars of

Jefferson's architectural plan which contravened

his economical and conservative bent, never in-

terposed his objections; his suggestions were

uniformly constructive, and his experience and

practical counsel during the institution's infancy

proved invaluable. His inordinate modesty and

refusal to hold political office have helped unde-

servedly to obliterate his name from public mem-
ory. Although in his day he was widely known
and though his erect figure and impressively de-

termined countenance compelled respectful con-

sideration, few realized the solidity of his talents

and even enlightened contemporaries considered

his attitude toward slavery, tobacco, and temper-

ance extreme. Conscientious, tenacious of opin-

ion, boldly independent, and devoid of partisan-

ship, sectarian or sectional, he was impervious

Cocke
to the derision and contempt which his convic-

tions occasionally provoked : he formed conclu-

sions deliberately, and before his death saw es-

tablished many of the causes which he had upheld
against incisive opposition. Without being either

a prig or a Puritan, he was a zealous reformer

;

yet even those who impugned his principles ad-
mired his sincerity, catholic benevolence, and
alertness to civic responsibility. The causes
which he supported indicate him to have been
one of the most remarkable Virginians of his

generation in power of foresight, a pioneer of

modern social reform.

[Little has been written about John Hartwell Cocke,
the only adequate sketch of him being that in Philip A.
Bruce, Hist, of the Univ. of Va. (1920-22), I, 157-64.
His correspondence in MSS., now in possession of the
Cocke family of University, Va. ; the correspondence in
MSS. of Wm. Cabell Rives, his aide-de-camp in the
War of 1 812, in the possession of the Rives family of
Washington, D. C. ; the correspondence in MSS. of
Jos. C. Cabell, in the Univ. of Va. Library ; and the re-
ports and minutes of the University's Board of Visitors
are the most fertile sources of information about him.
For the Cocke genealogy, see Jas. C. Southall, "A Mem-
oir of the Cocke Family," in the Va. Mag. of Hist, and
Biog., vols. Ill, IV, and V. An editorial notice of Cocke
was published in the Richmond Whig, July 4, 1866.]

A.C.G.Jr.

COCKE, PHILIP ST. GEORGE (Apr. 17,

1809-Dec. 26, 1861), soldier, planter, writer on

agriculture, was born at "Bremo," Fluvanna
County, Va., third child of John Hartwell Cocke
\_q.v.~\ and his wife Ann Blaus Barraud. Inher-

iting the military and agricultural aptitude with-

out the reforming instinct of his father, after at-

tending the University of Virginia he entered

the United States Military Academy, where he

graduated with distinction in 1832; served as

second lieutenant and as adjutant in the 2nd Ar-
tillery at Charleston, S. C, 1832-33 ; and re-

signed, Apr. 1, 1834, to manage his extensive

plantation interests in Virginia and Mississippi.

To this occupation he devoted his energies until

the outbreak of the Civil War, but conducted his

seven plantations so systematically that he found

opportunity to advance Southern agriculture by

precept as well as practise. He had an elevated

conception of agriculture as a profession, and

while indorsing sound technical training insisted

that general culture was scarcely less desirable

for the planter. As president of the Virginia Ag-
ricultural Society (1853-56) he stimulated inter-

est in progressive farming, and pointed out the

opportunity of such a body not only for collecting

and disseminating useful farming knowledge but

also for serving as a farmers' protective associa-

tion. Besides publishing one volume, Plantation

and Farm Instruction (1852), and his Address

to the Virginia Farmers' Assembly (pamphlet,

1856), he contributed numerous short articles to
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the press. From its beginnings he gave freely of

time and money to the welfare of the Virginia

Military Institute, served for nine years on its

board, and founded there the first school of sci-

entific agriculture in the state. When Virginia

seceded he was appointed brigadier-general in

the state service and was assigned, Apr. 21, 1861,

the command of the important military district

along the Potomac. Commissioned a colonel in

the Confederate provisional army, after having

charge of the mustering of volunteer forces

throughout Piedmont Virginia, on May 9 he be-«

gan the concentration of troops at Manassas

Junction. He commanded the 5th Brigade of

Beauregard's army in the Manassas Campaign,

and was thanked by Beauregard for strategic

skill at Blackburn's Ford. At First Manassas,

with Evans's demi-brigade and unattached com-

panies also under his command, he was assigned

to the Confederate left, along Bull Run. Although

his projected advance upon Centreville was
abandoned because of the Federal flanking move-

ment, he sustained Schenck's attack on the Stone

Bridge and Lewis's Ford, sent regiment after

regiment to the support of Johnston, and in the

afternoon "led his brigade into action on the left

with 'alacrity and effect'" (Confederate Mili-

tary History, III, 586). After eight months' ac-

tive service, during which he was appointed brig-

adier-general in the Confederate provisional

army, he returned in shattered health to his home,

"Belmead," in Powhatan County, where, over-

wrought and naturally impetuous, he took his

own life. His untimely death evoked widespread

regret, official and personal, for he was known
as a skilful and chivalrous soldier, a modest and

benevolent citizen. He married, June 4, 1834,

Sally Elizabeth Courtney Bowdoin, by whom he

had four sons and seven daughters.
[Sources of information about Cocke are necessarily

varied. P. A. Bruce, Hist, of the Univ. of Va., 5 vols.

(1920-22) ; J. C. Wise, Mil. Hist, of the Va. Mil. Insti-
tute (1915) ; and the Special Report Superintendent Va.
Mil. Institute to the Gov. of Va., Feb. 4, 1862, trace his
relations with these two institutions. Confed. Mil. Hist.,

ed. by Clement A. Evans (1899), III, 585-86, Beaure-
gard's report of the first battle of Manassas in Confed.
Official Reports and elsewhere, and R. M. Johnston,
Bull Run: Its Strategy and Tactics (1913), furnish an
account of his military activity. His manuscripts, papers,

and letters are in the possession of his grand-daughters,
the Misses Cocke. University, Va. For his ancestry,

see Southall, "Memoir of the Cocke Family," in Va.
Mag. of Hist, and Biog., V, 78, July 1897. See also obit-

uary in the Richmond Whig, Dec. 28. 1861. An oil por-

trait of him hangs in the Va. State Lib., Richmond.]

A.C.G.Jr.

COCKE, WILLIAM (1748-Aug. 22, 1828),

soldier, legislator, Indian agent, lived a long and

colorful life on the frontier of the Old Southwest.

He was born in Amelia County, Va., the son of

Abraham Cocke, a descendant of Richard Cocke

who had come to Virginia from England as early

as 1628. William Cocke studied law but never

learned the rules of English grammar and his

spelling was his own. He was twice married ; to

Sarah Maclin and to the widow Kissiah Sims.

About the year 1774 he moved to the frontier

of settlement in the Holston Valley near the pres-

ent boundary between Virginia and Tennessee.

As captain of militiamen he helped guard the

frontier during Lord Dunmore's War. He fought

the Indians and the Tories during the Revolution

but was charged with cowardice. In 1775 he had

followed Daniel Boone into Kentucky and was
there a member of the House of Delegates of the

abortive colony of Transylvania. Two years

later he served with his "Dear Old & ever ad-

mired friend," Thomas Jefferson, in the Virginia

Assembly. In 1778 and on several subsequent oc-

casions he sat in the legislature of North Caro-

lina. When some of the western counties of

North Carolina (the present East Tennessee),

attempted during the years 1784-88 to establish

themselves as the State of Franklin, Cocke was
a leader in this movement for separate statehood.

He helped form the constitution for the short-

lived state ; he was a member of its legislature

;

he served on its Council of State ; he was one of

its brigadier-generals; he negotiated in its name
with the Cherokee Indians ; he was its unseated

delegate to the Congress of the United States,

where unsuccessfully he presented its memorial

for recognition ; and he was also its commissioner

to North Carolina in a futile attempt to persuade

the mother state to recognize its existence. When
the State of Franklin had ceased to exist, he re-

turned as a member to the North Carolina legis-

lature. When his western counties became the

Southwest Territory, Cocke was a member of

the territorial legislature and sponsored the bill

for the creation of Biount College (the present

University of Tennessee). In 1796 he was a

member of the convention that transformed the

territory into the State of Tennessee, and was
sent by this state to Congress as one of its first

senators. In 1809 he was defeated by Willie

Blount for governor of Tennessee, but the legis-

lature immediately chose him to be a judge of the

circuit court. For this office he was tempera-

mentally unfitted. He was emotional, passionate,

quick-tempered, intolerant. He loved his friends

and hated his enemies and quarreled with both.

He was an able orator but a poor judge. He was
charged with showing partiality to his friends,

impeached, and in 1812 removed from office.

Nothing daunted, he volunteered for the cam-
paign in East Florida, returned to take a seat in

the Tennessee legislature, and from this rushed
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off at the age of sixty-five to fight as a private

in the Creek War with such bravery as to win
the praise of Andrew Jackson. In 1814 he was
appointed United States Agent to the Chickasaw
Indians, but he failed to gain their confidence and
was soon superseded. He spent his remaining

years in Mississippi, and to round out his experi-

ence as a law-maker, he served in 1822 in the

legislature of that state.

[Wm. Goodrich in Am. Hist. Mag. (Nashville), July
1896, Apr. 1897; Jour. Am. Hist., V (191 1), 97-104;
Samuel C. Williams, Hist, of the Lost State of Frank-
lin (1924) ; State Records of N. C. (1895-1914) ; Am.
State Papers, Indian Affairs, vol. II (1834) ; Va. Mag.
of Hist, and Biography, Apr. 1897 ; Knoxville Gazette ;

Draper Papers at Madison, Wis. ; Monroe Papers, Jef-
ferson Papers, and Jackson Papers in the Lib. of Cong.]

P.M.H.

COCKERILL, JOHN ALBERT (Dec. 4,

1845-Apr. 10, 1896), journalist, was born in

Adams County, Ohio, the son of Joseph Randolph

and Ruth (Eylar) Cockerill. During the Civil

War his father was colonel of the 70th Ohio Vol-

unteers. Enlisting at fifteen, John saw service as

a drummer boy with the 24th Ohio Regiment,

1861-63, and upon being mustered out by the

War Department, reenlisted as a bugler in the

artillery. Before the war he had played "devil"

in a small printing office and after he left the army
he went to the Scion of Temperance, published

at West Union, Ohio. His first practical work
as a printer was with C. L. Vallandigham \_q.v.~\,

publisher of the Empire (later the Ledger) at

Dayton, Ohio, and his first reportorial work was
in 1870 in Cincinnati on the Cincinnati Enquirer

of which, in 1872, he became managing editor.

Four years later he left the editorial desk to be-

come a correspondent for the Enquirer in the

Russo-Turkish War. On his return to the United

States he joined the staff of the Washington Post

before going to Baltimore to become managing
editor of the Gazette in 1878. From that city he

was taken to St. Louis by Joseph Pulitzer to aid

in publishing the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. In

editorial charge while Pulitzer was in New York,

Cockerill had, in 1882, criticized editorially the

conduct of the law firm of Broadhead, Slayback,

& Haeussler for accepting a retainer of $10,000

from St. Louis in a suit against the Laclede Gas
Company only to abandon the city and defend

the corporation. On Oct. 5, he shot and killed Col.

A. W. Slayback after a fist fight started by the

latter to force an editorial retraction. Cockerill

insisted that he had shot in self-defense, but be-

cause of the bitter feeling the affair aroused left

on an extended trip. In the spring of 1883 he

resumed work with Pulitzer who, after the pur-

chase of the New York World, wanted his former

associate to take charge of the news end. Fertile

Cockran

in suggestions, Cockerill rose to be editor-in-

charge—a position he resigned in 1891 when his

request for a controlling share in the World was
refused. Then he purchased an interest in the

New York Commercial Advertiser with which
he remained until Sept. 28, 1894. He joined the

staff of the New York Herald early in 1895, and
was assigned to the Far East as a special cor-

respondent in China and Japan. Homeward
bound by way of Egypt, he was stricken with
apoplexy in Cairo where he died. Fearless and

» fiery, a typical Southwesterner "upon whom the

wear and tear of newspaper management made no
abrasion," he was a great fighting editor in the

period of the sensational press.

[Western chapters in Cockerill's life are given in
Encyc. of the Hist, of St. Louis (1899), ed. by Wm.
Hyde and Howard L. Conard, while Eastern chapters
are found in Jos. Pulitzer : His Life and Letters (1924),
by Don C. Seitz. This Is the Life! (1926), by Walter
H. McDougall, pp. 205 ff., contains the financial ar-
rangement between Pulitzer and Cockerill. See also
Elizabeth Bisland, Life and Letters of Lafcadio Hcarn
(1906) ; Bill Nye, His Own Life Story (1926) ; obitu-
aries in the N. Y . Herald and the World (N. Y.), Apr.
11 and 12, 1896; sketch in Mil. Order of the Loyal
Legion, Ohio Commandery , Circular No. 20, series of
l8 97-l J.M.L.

COCKRAN, WILLIAM BOURKE (Feb. 28,

1854-Mar. 1, 1923), lawyer, congressman, was
born in County Sligo, Ireland, the son of Martin

and Harriet (Knight) Cockran. He was edu-

cated in the schools of Ireland and later studied

in France. Although his parents intended him
to enter the Church, he was not so disposed, and

at the age of seventeen he came to New York to

live his own life. He first worked as a clerk in a

department store, then became principal of a pub-

lic school in Tuckahoe, N. Y., and devoted his

nights to the study of law. He was admitted to

the bar in 1876, practised for two years in Mount
Vernon, and then moved to New York. Leaders

of the Irving Hall Democracy, a faction opposed

to Tammany, made him their spokesman at the

Democratic State Convention at Albany in 1881.

Two years later, John Kelly, leader of Tammany,
invited him to join the Wigwam, and he was

made counsel to the sheriff of New York County.

In the Democratic National Convention of

1884, Cockran, a Tammany delegate, forced a

hostile convention to listen to his speech attack-

ing the nomination of Grover Cleveland. His

greatest dramatic triumph occurred during the

turbulent convention of 1892, when he was forced

to place David B. Hill in nomination at two

o'clock in the morning. Outside a terrible storm

was raging. Rain was pouring through the leak-

ing roof. Above the thunder and the jeers of the

impatient Cleveland majority was heard the bold

defiance of Cockran: "If New York's candidate
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and his supporters cannot receive fair treatment,

New York will withdraw from this convention."

Thereafter the Hill speakers were heard (Arthur

Wallace Dunn, From Harrison to Harding,

1922, vol. I, 95-96).

Cockran was first elected to the House of Rep-

resentatives in 1886, and again in 1890 and in

1892. In the following year he delivered an elo-

quent address against the free coinage of silver

(Congressional Record, 53 Cong., 1 Sess., App.,

p. 113), which was a forerunner of his break with

Bryan and the Democratic party on the silver

issue in the campaign of 1896. In that year he

campaigned for William McKinley. His "Sound
Money" speech in Madison Square Garden is re-

garded by many as the peak of his oratorical ef-

forts. His switch to McKinley and his return to

the Democratic fold in 1900 were made the target

for charges by the press that he was paid well for

his speeches (New York Journal, Oct. 26, 1897).

Cockran denied the charges on the floor of the

House emphatically and with dignity (Congres-

sional Record, 58 Cong., 2 Sess., pp. 5460, 5646,

5750).

In 1900 he returned to the Democratic party

and supported Bryan for president, making "the

brutal imperialism of McKinley" the issue. He
was elected to Congress again in 1904 and served

until the end of 1909. He had, in the meantime,

broken with Charles F. Murphy, who had become
leader of Tammany Hall, and he once more found

himself outside the party. He then embraced the

cause of Roosevelt, whom he had frequently de-

nounced in unsparing terms (see e.g., Congres-

sional Record, 58 Cong., 2 Sess., pp. 5654, 5656).

He campaigned effectively for the Progressive

ticket in 1912, although he himself was unsuc-

cessful in seeking election to Congress. After a

period of comparative political inactivity, he re-

turned to the Democratic party once more, and,

at the National Convention at San Francisco in

1920 delivered a ringing oration nominating Gov.
Alfred Smith of New York for the presidency

(New York Times, July 1, 1920). Later in the

year he was returned to Congress, where he
served until his sudden death, which occurred

on Mar. 1, 1923, the morning after his sixty-

ninth birthday dinner. He was married three

times; first, to Jackson, sister of the Rev.

Father Jackson of St. Anne's Church, New
York ; second, to Rhoda E. Mack, daughter of

Jonathan Mack ; third, to Anne L. Ide, daughter

of Gen. Henry C. Ide.

Cockran was a friend of organized labor and
opposed compulsory arbitration and labor injunc-

tions ("The Law's Delays," Ohio Law Reports,

VI, 381-416). Himself an immigrant, he fought

against any restrictions on immigration or nat-

uralization (Congressional Record, 59 Cong., 1

Sess., p. 9192, 1906; 67 Cong., 1 Sess., p. 518,

1921). He was outspoken in his condemnation

of the Eighteenth Amendment and the Volstead

Act, and led an unsuccessful attempt to place a

plank in the Democratic platform at the 1920

convention permitting the manufacture in homes
of cider, light wines, and beer (New York Times,

July 3, 1920; see also last public statement in

New York Times, Feb. 11, 1923).

He was a picturesque and commanding figure.

Tall, burly in his later years, with a leonine head,

deep-set eyes, a thoughtful forehead, a mobile

face, described as containing "something Span-
ish, Celtiberian as well as Celtic," he possessed

in addition a deep and resonant voice. An Irish

brogue gave an exotic quality to his speech. He
was a lawyer of ability. The most celebrated case

with which he was associated was that of Thom-
as J. Mooney, in whose behalf in 1918 he suc-

cessfully besought the intervention of President

Wilson to prevent execution of the death sen-

tence by the state of California.

[In addition to sources mentioned above, see W.
Bourke Cockran, Memorial Addresses Delivered in the
House of Representatives, 68 Cong., May 4, 1924 (1925) ;

N. Y. Times, N. Y. Herald, Mar. 2, 1923. Cockran pa-
pers, sixty-two portfolios and four bundles of MSS. in
the N. Y. Pub. Lib., comprise chiefly his speeches and a
collection of newspaper clippings relative to his death.]

R.B.M.

COCKRELL, FRANCIS MARION (Oct. 1,

1834-Dec. 13, 1915), Confederate soldier, sena-

tor, son of Joseph and Nancy (Ellis) Cockrell,

was born near the little village of Columbus,

fifteen miles from Warrensburg, Mo. His fa-

ther came from Kentucky to Missouri in 1831

and was the first sheriff of Johnson County.

Francis was reared on a farm, attended the rural

log school-house, entered Chapel Hill College,

Lafayette County, Mo., and graduated with hon-

or in 1853. He then studied law, was admitted

to the bar in 1855, and began the practise of his

profession at Warrensburg. At the outbreak of

the Civil War he allied himself with the South-

ern cause and enlisted. In a single year he rose

from the rank of private to that of brigadier-

general. He took part in many of the impor-

tant battles of the Civil War from Carthage to

Vicksburg and from Vicksburg to Mobile, was
five times wounded, and was three times taken

prisoner. When not in battle, he drilled his

troops so well that "Cockrell's Brigade" of fight-

ing Missourians was said to be one of the best-

drilled and most courageous brigades in the

Southern army. After the war, he returned to

Missouri and again began the practise of his
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profession in partnership with Gov. Thomas T.

Crittenden [<jw.], but his ambition soon led him
into politics. In 1872 he became a candidate for

governor of Missouri and although he was de-

feated in the Democratic state convention by

Charles H. Hardin it was only by one-sixth of

a vote. He made such an earnest campaign for

his successful rival that in 1874 he was chosen

United States senator to succeed Carl Schurz.

He served in this capacity from 1875 to 1905.

In the latter year, a Republican legislature, after

a factional deadlock, elected William Warner to

succeed him. President Roosevelt's comment on

this change was that the people of Missouri had

lost a faithful servant but that the government

would not lose him. On the day Cockrell left

the Senate, he was appointed by Roosevelt a

member of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion and remained a member until Dec. 31, 1910.

He was appointed United States commissioner to

adjust the boundary between Texas and New
Mexico in March 1910. Later he served as a

civilian member of the Board of Ordnance and

Fortifications. In the Democratic National Con-

vention in St. Louis in 1904 he was nominated

for the presidency by Champ Clark and William

J. Bryan.

While the greater part of Cockrell's service

in Congress was as a minority member his

opinion was valued as much by his Republican

colleagues as by those of his own party. There

was something about the man that drew people

to him and made them repose confidence in his

integrity, honesty, and ability. His political op-

ponents in Washington were glad to grant him
any personal favor, while in Missouri he was
idolized. He was intelligent and far-seeing and

his indorsement of any enterprise was evidence

of its merit. An uncompromising Democrat, he

held positions of honor and trust under two Re-

publican administrations. He was commanding
in appearance, being over six feet tall and weigh-

ing two hundred pounds. He usually wore a

linen duster and preferred a corn-cob pipe. He
had a remarkable memory and could call his

acquaintances by their first names without hesi-

tating. Simple in manner and dress, his figure

was a familiar one in every county in his state.

He was married three times : first, in 1853 to

Arethusa D. Stapp ; second, in 1866 to Anna E.

Mann; third, to Anna Ewing.

[W. B. Davis and D. S. Durrie, Illus. Hist, of Mo.
(1876), pp. 488-89 ; Bench and Bar of St. Louis, Kan-
sas City, Jefferson City and Other Mo. Cities (1884),
pp. 19-20; St. Louis Globe-Democrat, Dec. 14, 1915;
Kansas City Star, Dec. 13, 1915; Warrensburg Stand-
ard-Herald, Dec. 17, 191 5 ; Mo. Hist. Rev., X, 136-39.]

F. C. S—r.

Coddington

CODDINGTON, WILLIAM (1601-Nov. 1,

1678), governor of Aquidneck, was born in Bos-
ton, England. By his thirtieth year he had
achieved substance and position. At about the

same time as John Winthrop (1630), he came
to Massachusetts as an Assistant (director) in

the Bay Company. He himself relates that he

built in Boston the first good (brick) house. On
Aug. 6, 1633 he was chosen with others to over-

see the building of a sufficient cart bridge over

Muddy River and another over Stony River. On
Mar. 14, 1635 he was appointed to the commit-

tee on military affairs. During 1634-36 he was
the Bay Company's treasurer, and in 1636-37

was a deputy. In a secular way he was of the

John Winthrop order, shrewd and conservative

;

but in the way of religion he differed therefrom,

being touched with the new spirit—a spirit

found rather among the poor and lowly than

among the rich and mighty : the spirit of An-
tinomianism or salvation by grace. A devotee

of this spirit in the Bay Company was Mistress

Anne Hutchinson \_q.v.~\, and when in 1637 she

was haled before the Massachusetts General

Court for "traducing the ministers and their

ministry in this country," Coddington was bold

enough to enter protest in her behalf. Anne
Hutchinson was banished. As for Coddington,

banishment did not at once overtake him, but in

1638 he, together with Dr. John Clarke and
other liberals, withdrew to the island of Aquid-

neck (Rhode Island) which by help of Roger
Williams had been purchased from the Narra-

gansett Indian chiefs Canonicus and Mianto-

nomo. Here at Pocasset (Portsmouth) they set

up an Old Testament government of Judge and

Elders, electing Coddington judge. But hither

straightway came Anne Hutchinson and that

arch-heretic of early New England, Samuel

Gorton \_q.v.~\ ; whereupon in 1639 the Codding-

ton party in some dismay betook themselves to

the south side of Aquidneck and on May 16

founded Newport.

For a time Portsmouth and Newport main-

tained a divided life, but in 1639-40 they com-

bined, formally declaring the new commonwealth
a "Democracie or Popular Government" under

the "Powre of the Body of Freemen orderly

assembled, or the major part of them"; and

"none [was to] be accounted a delinquent for

Doctrine." Coddington was then elected gov-

ernor. His steadfast aim thenceforward was to

keep his colony of Aquidneck an independent

factor, and of that factor to keep himself the

head. In 1644 Roger Williams secured from

Parliament a patent uniting Aquidneck, or

Rhode Island, to his own mainland settlement of
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Providence Plantations. This patent Codding-

ton in 1651 succeeded in having set aside, so

far as Aquidneck was concerned, by obtaining

a patent creating Aquidneck a distinct colony

with himself as governor in perpetuity. In con-

sequence, not only were Williams and Provi-

dence Plantations alienated, but in large degree

Coddington's own followers, and, in October

1652, Parliament annulled the grant. Codding-

ton thereupon fled to Boston and temporized

;

but at length in 1656, during the regime of Oliver

Cromwell, resigned in toto his high pretensions.

"I, William Coddington," he wrote, "doe freely

submit to ye authoritie of his Highness in this

colonie as it is now united and that with all

my heart."

As a would-be autocrat, Coddington tried

every shift and failed. He made divers over-

tures to be taken, with his colony, under the

shelter of the New England Confederation, and

he sought the support of the Dutch of New
Netherland under Peter Stuyvesant. Failure,

however, did not attend him as a merchant.

At Newport, prior to 165 1, he built a "towne

house," and he conducted a large Newport
estate on which he bred sheep, cattle, and horses

;

the latter for shipment to Barbados. Late in life

he espoused Quakerism, and thus having clari-

fied himself anew, was, in 1674, 1675, and 1678,

honored with the chief magistracy of Rhode
Island and Providence Plantations as recon-

stituted under Charles II in 1663. He was thrice

married : ( 1 ) to Mary Mosely, who died in 1630

;

(2) to Mary , who died in 1647; (3) to

Anne Brinley, who died in 1708. He had thir-

teen children. In 1678 he died. Roger Wil-

liams (ever to Quakers little charitable) says

of him during King Philip's War : "A poor man
came to Mr. Coddington in these late bloody dis-

tresses and offers to buy a bushel of corn for his

poor Wife and Children in great want. Mr.
Coddington, though abounding, would not let

this poor soul have a bushel except he would pay

him a week's work for it. . . . Alas why doth

the Pope, Cardinals, Bishops, Doctors, Pres-

byters, Independents, Baptists, Foxians prate of

the Christian's name, and new and old England
talk of Religion?"

[J. O. Austin, Gencal. Die. of R. I. (1887) ; S. G.
Arnold, Hist, of the State of R. I. and Providence
Plantations, 1636-1780 (1859), vol. I; State of R. I.

and Providence Plantations at the End of the Century
(1902), ed., by Ed. Field, Index; I. B. Richman, R. I.:

its Making and its Meaning (2nd ed., 1908) ; H. E.
Turner, Wm. Coddington in R. I. Affairs (1878) ; New
Eng. Hist, and Geneal. Reg., XXVIII, 13, XXXVI,
138.] I.B.R.

CODMAN, JOHN (Oct. 16, 1814-Apr. 6,

1900), sea captain, author, was born in Dor-

chester, Mass., the son of John and Mary

(Wheelwright) Codman. His father, son of a

prosperous Boston merchant of the same name,

was pastor of the Second Parish in Dorchester

from 1808 till his death in 1847 and a sturdy up-

holder of the old orthodoxy against Unitarians

and other schismatics. His hospitable mansion
was a favorite gathering place for clergymen,

who would stop there on their way to Boston

and furnish the children of the family with an

extensive though disorderly theological educa-

tion by arguing doctrinal questions hot and
heavy from dinner till bedtime, the while making
devastating inroads into their host's supplies of

rum and smoking tobacco. To them young Cod-
man listened with interest, but with even more
interest to the reminiscences of his maternal

grandfather, a Newburyport sea captain. After

two years (1832-34) at Amherst College he

went to sea in a clipper ship. His nautical ca-

reer lasted till the close of the Civil War. He
made numerous trips to China and the East

Indies, during the Crimean War commanded the

William Perm, which carried troops from Con-
stantinople to the Crimea, and during the Civil

War was captain of the Quaker City, which
transported stores to Port Royal, S. C. Once,
when his ship had been run down in mid-ocean
by a larger vessel, he nevertheless succeeded in

bringing his command safely to New York ; for

this feat the underwriters presented him with a
silver service. In December 1864 he took the

steamer Cotopaxi to Rio de Janeiro and sold

her to the Brazilian government. The next year
he returned to Brazil and for a few months en-

gaged in the coastwise trade. On many of his

voyages he was accompanied by his wife, Anna
G. Day of New York, whom he had married
Nov. 3, 1847. Throughout his active life he was
an enthusiastic horseman, sometimes traveling

from Boston to New York on horseback. At
one time he owned a ranch in Idaho. He wrote
vigorous English, his books being Sailors' Life

and Sailors' Yarns (1847), "By Captain Ring-

bolt," Ten Months in Brazil (1867), The Round
Trip (1879), describing a tour of the western

states, Winter Sketches from the Saddle (1888),
and An American Transport in the Crimean
War (1896). He was also the author of numer-
ous pamphlets in favor of free ships and ship-

builders' materials and against subsidies for the

merchant marine. He died at his daughter's

home in Boston after a short illness.

[W. D. Orcutt, Good Old Dorchester (1893) ; Boston
Transcript, Apr. 7, 1900; W L. Montague, ed., Biog.
Record Alumni Amherst Coll. 1821-71 (1883). For his
father cf. also Hist, of the Town of Dorchester, Mass.
(1859), by a committee of the Dorchester Antiquarian
and Hist. Soc, and New Eng. Hist, and Gencal. Reg.,
LXVIII (1894), 409-13.] G.H.G.
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CODY, WILLIAM FREDERICK (Feb. 26,

1846-Jan. 10, 1917), scout, showman, better

known as "Buffalo Bill," was born on a farm in

Scott County, Iowa, the son of Isaac and Mary
Ann (Leacock) Cody. The parents were from
Ohio. The father, abandoning his farm, turned

to stage-driving for a time, afterward (1854)
moving with his family to Salt Creek Valley, in

the vicinity of Fort Leavenworth, Kan. On his

death, in the spring of 1857, the eleven-year-old

son undertook to fill his place as breadwinner.

He got work as a "cavvy boy" to one of the sup-

ply trains of the expedition against the Mor-
mons, and later as a mounted messenger with

the freighting firm of Russell, Majors & Wad-
dell. Until his twelfth year he had resisted all

efforts to induce him to learn his letters, but in

the winter of 1857-58 he entered school, where
he acquired the art of writing his name and of

reading simple words. In the following spring

he again found employment. The gold fever

drew him to Denver in 1859, but he came back

penniless. In April i860, he was hired as a

rider for the Pony Express, but it is uncertain

how long he continued. In the summer of 1861

he joined a local organization of Jayhawkers,

and in 1863 he served as a scout with the 9th

Kansas Cavalry in operations against the Kio-

was and Comanches. In the winter of the same
year his mother died. In the following Febru-

ary he enlisted in the army, serving as a scout

for Gen. A. J. Smith in Tennessee, and later as

a trooper in the operations against Price in

Missouri and as a scout on the plains.

On Mar. 6, 1866, he was married to Louisa

Frederici in St. Louis. From some time in 1867

to May 1868, he was employed by Goddard
Brothers, food contractors to the Kansas Pacific

railway construction camps, to furnish buffalo

meat, and by his remarkable exploits with the

rifle earned the nickname which he adopted and
by which he was ever afterward known. For
the next four years he did further service with

the army, becoming chief of scouts of the 5th

Cavalry. He had a nominal residence at Omaha,
and in the fall of 1872 was elected to the lower

house of the Nebraska legislature, but he declined

to serve. His friend, Col. Judson, "Ned Bunt-

line," who had already glorified some of his ad-

ventures in popular fiction, now wrote a play,

Scouts of the Prairies (or Plains, as it was some-
times billed), and Cody produced it, taking the

leading role for himself. During the first sea-

son, which opened in Chicago, Dec. 16, 1872, he

had with him in the cast "Texas Jack" Omo-
hundro, and in the next season "Wild Bill"

Hickok. In this play and in its two or three

successors, he kept to the stage, except for an
interval of scouting in 1874, until the close of the

season of 1875-76. The Sioux War brought him
back to the frontier, and he again became chief

of scouts of the 5th Cavalry. On July 17, 1876,

at War Bonnet Creek, west of the Red Cloud
agency, occurred the famous duel between Cody
and Yellow Hand, son of the Cheyenne chief

Cut-Nose. On the junction of Merritt with

Crook and, later, of the combined force with
Terry and Miles, Cody continued for a short

time to scout, performing some of the most dar-

ing exploits of his career. In the fall he was
again on the stage, playing to large audiences

in various parts of the country.

He had in the meantime formed a partnership

in the cattle business with Maj. Frank North,

and a large ranch was established sixty-five

miles north of North Platte, Nebr. About the

same time he bought a farm on the outskirts of

North Platte, and there for many years he made
his home. He continued on the stage until 1883,

when, in association with Maj. John M. Burke
and Dr. W. F. Carver, he started his "Wild
West" exhibition. In the following year Carver
withdrew, and Nate Salsbury became a part-

ner with whom Cody was to remain more or less

continuously for the rest of his life. In 1894
he acted as guide to Prof. O. C. Marsh's fossil-

hunting expedition to the Big Horn Basin. Here
Cody determined to settle. He received a large

land grant from the state, on which a town was
laid out which his friends insisted on naming
Cody, and he began soon afterward the devel-

opment of his famous ranch. His subsequent

years were divided between the ranch and the

show, which was frequently in financial diffi-

culties. At the close of the season of 1916 he and

his wife went to Denver. His health broke in

December, and in January the end came sud-

denly. His body was carried to the capitol, and

after being viewed by immense throngs, was
placed in a temporary vault. On June 3, in ac-

cordance with his expressed wish, it was buried

on the top of Lookout Mountain, near Golden.

His wife died in 1921 and was buried beside

him.

Much of the material for a biography of Cody
is found only in his own statements. It is no

derogation of his many substantial qualities to

say that he was an untrustworthy chronicler of

events. He dealt with facts in a large, free

way, and he had a tendency after he became

famous to make himself the central figure in the

episodes he recounted. Most of his statements

are inaccurate; many are preposterous; and he

sanctioned on the part of his publicity agents
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a gross indulgence in fiction. He was better

in action than in narration. His merits as a

scout have been widely attested, perhaps by no

one more authoritatively than by Gen. Eugene
A. Carr, onetime commander of the 5th Caval-

ry. In a letter of July 3, 1878, Carr wrote that

the eyesight of Cody was better than a good

field-glass ; that he was the best trailer within

the writer's knowledge—a perfect judge of dis-

tance and of the "lay" of a country—and that

he never tired, but was always ready to go. He
was conspicuous in his attire, and until late in

life he remained lithe and active, a masterful

rider and an expert shot.

[The most dependable work on Cody is that of Rich-
ard J. Walsh, The Making of Buffalo Bill (1928).
Other sources are Who's Who in America, 1916-17;
The Life of Hon. Wtn. F. Cody, Known as Buffalo
Bill; An Autobiography (1879), republished in many
guises ; Helen Cody Wetmore and Zane Grey, Last of
the Great Scouts (1899) ; Louisa Frederici Cody and
Courtney Ryley Cooper, Memories of Buffalo Bill ( 1 9 1 9) ;

Jos. Mills Hanson, Conquest of the Missouri (1909) ;

Homer W. Wheeler, Buffalo Days (1925); various
newspaper obituaries. See also the bibliography in

Walsh's work.] W. T.G t.

COE, GEORGE SIMMONS (Mar. 27, 1817-

May 3, 1896), banker, son of Adam Simmons
and Ann (Pease) Coe, was a descendant in the

sixth generation from John and Priscilla Alden,

and was born at Newport, R. I. His father was
a cabinetmaker, and could afford only a com-
mon schoool education for his son. At fourteen

the latter began working in a general country

store; in 1835 he transferred to a local bank

and there became a "general clerk," whose duties

involved sweeping out the establishment and act-

ing as messenger as well as keeping books.

Throughout these early years, however, the boy

maintained the habit of study and was able to

educate himself much beyond the point at which
he had been obliged to leave school. In 1838 he

was offered a place in the private banking house

of Prime, Ward & King in New York City.

There he remained until 1846, at which time his

firm sent him to Cincinnati as their representa-

tive in the development of new business. Re-
turning to the East after a comparatively short

stay, he became cashier of the Ohio Life Insur-

ance & Trust Company in New York City, an
enterprise with which he had been acquainted

during his residence in Ohio. This connection,

however, did not continue long, for he found
himself less interested in general finance than

he was in actual banking. After a venture as

partner in the private banking house of Gilbert,

Coe & Johnson which failed in 1854, in 1856
Coe was elected cashier of the American Ex-
change Bank, at last finding himself in a con-
nection which enlisted his full interest and en-

thusiasm. Within a few months he became vice-

president, and in i860 was elected president,

continuing to hold that office for thirty-four

years. In this capacity he was prominent among
those New York bankers who came to the

aid of the government in the disposal of

bonds at the critical period after the battle of

Bull Run.

During the years after Coe's return to New
York from Cincinnati, he was greatly interest-

ed in the project then under discussion for the

organization of a clearing house in New York.

It is often stated that the idea originated with

Coe, but the various plans for organization of

a clearing house which have been carefully col-

lected by the New York Clearing House Asso-
ciation do not include any by him. This fact

probably indicates that he acted in company
with others to develop and round out a notion

which was, in a certain sense, common property.

He served the organization in various impor-

tant phases of committee work and eventually be-

came president of it, and encouraged the steady

expansion of its service.

Besides this major interest and an active mem-
bership for thirty-seven years in the Chamber
of Commerce, he was a trustee or a director of a

number of New York corporations, president

of the American Bankers Association in 1881,

and a member of the Presbyterian Board of For-
eign Missions. On June 15, 1843, he was mar-
ried to Almira Stanley of New Britain, Conn.,

who died in 1880; his second wife was Mary E.

Bigelow of Englewood, N. J. It was in Engle-
wood that he died.

[The files of the New York Clearing House; Ann.
Report Chamber of Commerce State of N. Y ., 1896-97,
pp. 18-20; N. Y. Times, Evening Post (N. Y.), May
4, 1896 ; H. Hall, America's Successful Men of Affairs
(1895), I, 145 ; Henry F. Coe, Descendants of Matthew
Coe (1894). Of his own writings, the lengthy and
careful address, Is Resumption Complete? delivered be-
fore the Am. Bankers Asso., Aug. 7, 1879, and pub-
lished in that year, is probably the best example.]

H. P. W.

COE, ISRAEL (Dec. 14, 1794-Dec. 18, 1891),

brass manufacturer, was born at Goshen, Conn.,

the eldest son of Abijah and Sibyl (Baldwin)
Coe, and a descendant in the eighth generation

from Robert Coe, Puritan, who came to Amer-
ica in 1634, and settled with the first colony at

Wethersfield, Conn., in 1635. Abijah Coe, a

blacksmith, was successful enough to afford his

oldest son (who was seriously handicapped by
the loss of his right arm through a hunting

accident) an education in the district school at

Winsted, Conn., with two additional years

(1811-12) at Winsted Academy. In 1813 Israel

made his first venture in business as a clerk in
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the office of the Torrington Cotton Factory.

When this firm failed, the new proprietors, Wad-
ham & Thompson, made Coe their resident

manager in charge of the factory. In this posi-

tion Coe became rather prominent in the affairs

of the town and served as constable and collector.

On Sept. 17, 1817, he married Nancy Wetmore,
daughter of Ebenezer and Elizabeth (Miller)

Wetmore of Torrington. Wadham & Thomp-
son failed in 1821, and Coe moved to Water-
bury, Conn., where he kept a public-house and
took an active part in local politics, representing

Waterbury in the Connecticut House in 1824

and 1825. In this latter year he also made his

first connection with the brass industry as a

bookkeeper in the firm of "A. [Aaron] Bene-

dict," manufacturer of gilt buttons. In 1829 he

purchased the interest of one of the partners,

and a new partnership was formed under the

name of Benedict & Coe, with a capital of $20,-

000. This partnership expired in 1834, and Coe
withdrew to organize a business under his own
name, with Anson Phelps, John Hungerford,

and Israel Holmes as partners. The firm which

was soon called the Wolcottville Brass Com-
pany, was one of the earliest to roll brass for

its own use and for sale. It was also the first

in the country ( 1834) to make brass-ware by the

"battery" process. In this process kettles were
hammered into shape by repeated blows of a trip-

hammer under which the workman held the cast

brass blank in a concave anvil. Many pieces

were spoiled by cracking, and after workmen
brought from England by Holmes proved no

better than the native workers, Coe decided that

the trouble lay in the metal used. He according-

ly, in 1842, visited the two European establish-

ments using this process and obtained the prop-

er mixtures and annealing methods. Applying

this information to the battery process he made
it the most satisfactory method of manufacture

until it was superseded by the spinning process in

1851. In 1843 Coe again entered politics and
represented the Wolcottville district in the Con-
necticut Senate. In 1845 ne s°ld his interest in

the brass business and moved to Detroit where
he engaged in banking and the lumber business.

While in Detroit (1850) he was instrumental in

interesting Waterbury manufacturers in the

establishment of a copper smelter there. To this

end the Waterbury & Detroit Copper Company
was formed, and built the first smelter to handle

copper from the Lake Superior mines. In 1853
Coe moved to New York where he engaged in

other business and lost his fortune. He then

( 1867) went to live in Bloomfield, N. J., where
he remained twenty years, serving most of that
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time as a justice of the peace and commissioner
of deeds for Essex County. About 1887 he re-

turned to Waterbury, Conn., where he died at

the age of ninety-seven. Coe's first wife by
whom he had seven children, died on Aug. 30,

1838, and on Oct. 16, 1839, he married Huldah
DeForest.

[J. G. Bartlett, Robt. Coe, Puritan, His Ancestors
and Descendants (1911) ; W. G. Lathrop, Brass Indus-
try (1926) ; Joseph Anderson, Hist, of the Town and
City of Waterbury (1896); Samuel Orcutt, Hist, of
Torrington, Conn. (1878).] FAT
COERNE, LOUIS ADOLPHE (Feb. 27,

1870-Sept. 11, 1922), composer, teacher, the

son of Adolphe M. and Elizabeth (Homan)
Coerne, was born in Newark, N. J. His father,

of Dutch and Swedish extraction, was a man of

brilliant mind and an accomplished linguist.

After receiving his early education in Germany
and France, young Coerne moved with his fam-
ily to Boston, where he graduated from the Latin

School in 1888. He then spent two years at

Harvard studying harmony and counterpoint

with John Knowles Paine, and violin, outside,

with Franz Kneisel. In 1890 he went to the

Royal Academy of Music at Munich, where he

took organ and composition with Rheinberger,

and violin and conducting with Abel. In 1893

he graduated with highest honors. Returning

to Boston, he led a concert performance of his

symphonic poem "Hiawatha." He was then

called to Buffalo, as musical director of the Vo-
cal Society, the Liedertafel, and the Church of

the Messiah. From 1897 to 1899 he filled simi-

lar positions at Columbus, Ohio. On Dec. 14,

1897, he was married to Adele Turton. From
1899 to 1902 he was abroad, composing various

works, and completing and editing Rheinberger's

posthumous Mass in A Minor. Returning late

in 1902, he headed the music department at the

next Harvard summer school, and became as-

sociate professor at Smith College (1903-04).

During the years 1904-05 he did research work
at Harvard and in New York, as preparation for

his book, The Evolution of Modern Orchestra-

tion (1908)—a subject for which he was well

fitted by his own orchestral technique and mod-
ern style. This research won its author a Ph.D.

degree (1905), the first given at Harvard for

special work in music. Another sojourn abroad

(1905-07) enabled him to hear his opera

Zenobia, which was given at Bremen five times.

This is said to have been the first American

grand opera to be performed in Germany.

Coerne returned to Troy, N. Y., being an active

leader there for two years. He then became

director of the conservatory at Olivet College,

where he received the degree of Mus. Doc.
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His later wanderings took him to the University

of Wisconsin, as professor and director of the

music school, with outside work as church or-

ganist and chorus leader. A last change, in 191 5,

led him to New London, as professor in the Con-

necticut College for Women. For the final three

years of his life he was also editor of the school

and college department of the Oliver Ditson

Company. His death took place in Boston.

As a composer, Coerne was very active, with

150 opus numbers to his credit, and many other

works in manuscript. His melodic line is al-

ways well defined, and his harmonic settings

rich in character, though they have something

of the sameness of style that goes with a con-

stant attempt at modernist effects. His best

work was Zenobia, showing that queen first pre-

siding at a celebration of victories won by her

generals, then defeated by Aurelian, and final-

ly spurning his love, to die, rather unhistorically,

with her chancellor Selenos, the real object of

her affections. The first act, which includes

priestly rites, military display, dances of re-

joicing, and triumph over prisoners and tribute-

bearers, contains many clearly effective and

beautiful numbers, and has been classed with the

tonal pageantry of L'Africaine and A'ida. The
second and third acts, however, show a lack of

characterization, the modernist chords creeping

in throughout, where a contrast of emotional

styles would have been preferable. Coerne's

earlier opera, A Woman of Marblchcad, like his

cantata Skipper Ireson's Ride, owes its inspira-

tion to the history and literature of the old

colonial town. The Maiden Queen and The
Bells of Beaujolais are operettas. Another am-
bitious work was the ballet Evadne, a concert

suite from it consisting of a melodious intro-

ductory march, a droll "Clowns' Dance" in

bolero rhythm, a varied and well-contrasted in-

troduction to Act II, a "Valse de Salon," a spicy

"Devils' Dance," and a strong waltz finale,

working up to a great climax with the sudden

introduction of voices. The melodrama Saknn-
tala was a success in a field that deserves more
attention from composers, the spoken text

against a musical background being not only ef-

fective, but well suited to concert performance.

Coerne's incidental music to The Trojan Women
deserves mention also. For orchestra, besides

"Hiawatha," there are two overtures, a "Fan-
taisie," a "Tone Picture," a "Tone Poem," and
"On Mountain Crests." A "Jubilee March" for

military band became well known. For violin

Coerne wrote the "Romantic" concerto, a "Swed-
ish Sonata," and a "Concertino" with piano.

Other chamber works include various trios,

Cofer

concertos for small forces, a string quartet, and

a striking set of three piano trios in canon.

Among vocal works, his cantatas (mostly with

orchestra) include Beloved America, Until the

Day Break, The Landing of the Pilgrims, a

Dedication Ode, A Song of Victory, etc. The
Man of Galilee and The First Christmas are in

the sacred field, as are the Morning and Com-
munion Services, and a six-voiced Mass. Many
songs and piano pieces, with some anthems, part-

songs, organ pieces, and violin works, complete

a long and worthy list.

[In Menwriam: Louis Adolphe Coerne (n.d.) ;

Who's Who in America, 1922—23 ; Rupert Hughes,
"Music in America," Godcy's Mag., Oct. 1897, pp. 424-
25, and Contemporary Am. Composers (1900), pp. 262-
66 ; Grove's Diet, of Music and Musicians, Am. Supp-
(1928) ; Boston Transcript, Sept. 12, 1922.] A. E.

COFER, MARTIN HARDIN (Apr. 1, 1832-

Mar. 22, 1881), Confederate soldier, jurist, the

son of Thomas and Mary Cofer, was born at Eliz-

abethtown in Hardin County, Ky. His mother

was a daughter of Martin Hardin, for whom he

was named and from whom the county took its

name. His grandfather, William Cofer, came
from Virginia and settled in Bullitt County, Ky.,

in 1781. Martin's boyhood was spent upon a

farm and what little education he received at this

time came largely through his own efforts. When
twenty years of age he began teaching in the

common schools and at the same time commenced
the study of law. The next year he married Mary
E. Bush and removed to Illinois where he re-

mained three years, not returning however be-

fore he had been admitted to the Illinois bar. In

1856 he began to practise his profession in Eliza-

bethtown and continued there until the beginning

of the Civil War.
Being a Democrat and a Southern sympathizer

of pronounced views, he began to take an active

part in the heated controversy in i860. In this

year he became the editor of the Elizabethtown

Democrat and after the election of Lincoln tried

to bring about the secession of Kentucky. He
ran for the legislature in the August ( 1861 ) elec-

tion on the Southern Rights ticket and was de-

feated. Seeing no possibility now of forcing the

secession of the state, he took the short cut of

raising volunteers for the Confederacy. He
helped to organize the 6th Kentucky Infantry,

C. S. A., became its lieutenant-colonel, and

fought with it in every engagement except Mur-
freesboro up to Aug. 30, 1864, being severely

wounded at Shiloh in 1862. He was promoted to

a colonelcy in 1863 and the next year, when
Hood's army retreated from Atlanta into Ten-

nessee, he was made provost-marshal of the

Army of Tennessee. He showed great skill in re-
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organizing the scattered remnants of Hood's
army after the disastrous defeat before Nashville.

He then helped to lead them into North Carolina,

there to join Gen. Joseph E. Johnston in time

for the surrender near Durham.
After the war Cofer returned to Kentucky and

took up his practise of law at Elizabethtown. In

1867 he published A Supplemental Digest of De-
cisions of the Court of Appeals of Kentucky,
1853-67 , which became the standard authority

for the state. After serving as judge of the cir-

cuit court (1870-74), in August 1874 he was
elected associate justice of the state court of ap-

peals and held this position until 1881 when he

became the chief justice. Cofer was broad in his

sympathies and attitudes and exact in his infor-

mation. Not until March 1871 were his federal

disabilities removed, by an act of Congress, yet

two months later he violated Kentucky laws and
court decisions by admitting negro testimony

against white persons, holding that the Four-
teenth Amendment so required. He died in

Frankfort while yet in office.

[Lawyers and Lawmakers of Ky. (1897), ed. by H.
Levin ; Biog. Encyc. Ky. (1888) ; E.P.Thompson, Hist,

of the First Ky. Brigade ( 1868) and a new edition enti-

tled Hist, of the Orphan Brigade (1898). For further
facts concerning his life see R. H. and L. Collins, Hist,

of Ky. (1874), I, and S. Haycraft, Hist, of Elizabeth-
town, Ky., and Its Surroundings (1869).] E.M.C.

COFFEY, JAMES VINCENT (Dec. 14,

1846-Jan. 15, 1919), jurist, was born in New
York City, the son of James and Catherine Cof-

fey. His father was an Irish Nationalist and his

mother a devout Catholic. Her Catholicism per-

meated and influenced Coffey's entire career. He
had some ten years of formal schooling, in New
York, Bridgeport, Conn., and Nevada City, Cal.

His legal education he received in law offices in

New York City, Virginia City, Nev., and San
Francisco, being admitted to the bar of California

in 1869. Despite his brief formal education he be-

came a master of Latin classics. He never mar-

ried.

Coincident with the commencement of his legal

career, Coffey engaged in journalism, being for

six years the leading editorial writer on the San
Francisco Examiner. His editorials won recog-

nition from many Eastern journals. He had a

quality of Tightness and of fair judgment that

showed itself in this field of his labors as it later

did in his legal career. His early editorials, like

his later legal papers, were ably written in pure

English.

He was a staunch Democrat, spending two ses-

sions in the California legislature (1875-78)
where he was notable as a fighter against special

privilege. He sponsored many important mea-

Coffin

sures during these sessions, such as those which
placed the police and fire departments on a civil

service basis, which reduced the car-fare from ten

cents to five cents, and which subjected the rates

of common carriers to state regulation. Few bet-

ter speeches have been made on the question of

protecting the public from corporate greed than

that by Coffey in resisting the attempted "grab"

of the San Francisco waterfront by railroads.

His party never forgot his record in the legisla-

ture and proffered him many favors, among
others : the Democratic nomination for the Cali-

fornia constitutional convention ; the nomination

for attorney-general in 1879, which he declined;

the judgeship of the superior court of San Fran-

cisco; the nomination for justice of the supreme
court in 1890; and the nomination for Congress

in the 4th California district in 1900, which he de-

clined. He was also the choice of Democratic

members of the legislature for United States sen-

ator in 1899, but failed of election. In 1882 he

was elected judge of the superior court of San
Francisco County and was assigned to the pro-

bate department. He held this position continu-

ously for thirty-six years and was responsible

for many new features of probate administration.

He established the practise of setting attorney's

fees by using a regular schedule based upon the

value of the estate. Over $600,000,000 in estates

was administered in his court during his career

on the bench. Among these estates were those of

Spreckles, Sharon, DeLaveaga, Leland Stanford,

and Mark Hopkins. Coffey wrote several articles

urging reforms—many of them since adopted

—

to decrease the cost and complexity of legal pro-

cedure. His opinions as trial judge were pub-

lished in six volumes known as Coffey's Probate

Reports (Reports of Decisions in Probate, 1894-

1916). Had it not been for their partial destruc-

tion in the San Francisco fire of 1906, these de-

cisions would have filled twenty volumes. They
are extensively used as authority in California

courts to-day. They reflect a noble and generous

nature combined with a mastery of English dic-

tion and law.

[An outline of Coffey's career may be found in Who's
Who in America, 191 8— 19 ; the Recorder, a San Fran-
cisco legal newspaper, contains several short sketches of

him. The Bar Asso. of San Francisco published in 1920
a memorial pamphlet dealing with his life. The Nation,
a San Francisco Catholic newspaper, contains in the

issue for Feb. 19 19, a ten-column resume of his career

and character. See also San Francisco Examiner, Jan.

16, 1919] J.V.L.

COFFIN, CHARLES ALBERT (Dec. 30,

1844-July 14, 1926), president of the General

Electric Company, son of Albert and Anstrus

(Varney) Coffin, was born in Somerset County,

Me. He graduated from the Bloomfield (Me.)
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Academy, and began his business career in Bos-

ton. His interest centered in the shoe and leather

industry, and he soon helped to found the firm of

Coffin & Clough, a shoe-manufacturing estab-

lishment at Lynn. He was married in 1872 to

Caroline Russel of Holbrook, Mass. In 1883 he

became one of the Lynn Syndicate, formed for

the purchase of the American Electric Company
of New Britain, Conn., the head of which was
Elihu Thomson. The plant was moved to Lynn
and the name of the Company changed to the

Thomson-Houston Electric Company. Coffin

himself knew little about electrical matters at

this time, but he had a genius for organization

and the ability to surround himself with the very

best men in the technical field. He interested

himself keenly in the work of such men as Elihu

Thomson, Edwin J. Houston, and E. W. Rice.

In 1892 the Thomson-Houston Company was
consolidated with the Edison General Electric

Company of New York in which all the activities

and interests of Edison's incandescent lamp de-

velopment had been merged. Coffin was elected

president of the new firm, which took the name
of the General Electric Company, and he held

this office until 1913. From 1913 to 1922 he was
chairman of the board of directors. The growth

of the General Electric Company under Coffin's

leadership was phenomenal. In 1873 the Com-
pany's gross business was twelve million dollars

a year ; in 1920 it was almost a million dollars a

day. Coffin supported the work of the Company's

engineers in developing the Curtis Steam Tur-

bine which revolutionized the primary power
sources in electric light and power stations. He
indorsed the movement in 1901 to establish the

research laboratory which has contributed not

only to electrical development but to the advance-

ment of pure science. T. C. Martin and S. L.

Coles say : "Coffin stands supreme in contributing

more to create the magnitude of the whole elec-

trical industry than any one or many men, by his

encouragement of invention along useful lines,

by his financial powers, by his talent for organi-

zation, by his tireless energy, by his course in in-

troducing and his abilities in selling new appa-

ratus" (Story of Electricity, 1919, I, 82).

During the World War (1915) Coffin created

the War Relief Clearing House. After this was
consolidated with the Red Cross, he transferred

his tireless energy to the latter. In recognition

of his war work he was made an officer of the

Legion of Honor (France) ; commander of the

Order of Leopold II of Belgium; and a member
of the Order of St. Sava of Serbia. He aided in

the establishment of American scholarships for

France and was generous in assisting young peo-

ple, both in America and abroad, in their efforts

toward an education. The Charles A. Coffin

Foundation, created by the Board of the General

Electric Company at the time of his retirement

from active participation in its affairs, carries on

some of his educational work through the award
of fellowships to college graduates interested in

continuing their research activities. He was a

modest man who shunned publicity always and
who found joy in his domestic life, his books, and
his flowers.

[Electrical Record, Aug. 1926 ; Eng. News-Record,
July 22, 29, 1926 ; the Link (Gen. Electric Co.).] jr y.

COFFIN, CHARLES CARLETON (July 26,

1823-Mar. 2, 1896), war correspondent, writer,

gained fame under his pen-name, Carleton, and
found a direction for his later writing by his suc-

cess as a correspondent in the Civil War. He
was born in Boscawen, N. H., son of Thomas
Coffin and Hannah Kilburn, grew up on a farm,

and had only the education of village school and
academy. After his marriage to Sallie Russell

Farmer, Feb. 18, 1846, he worked at farming and

surveying for a time. In 1852, in association with

his brother-in-law, Moses Gerrish Farmer [q.z>.],

he installed in Boston the first electric fire-alarm

system. He had already tried his hand at writing,

and in 1853 definitely took up newspaper work,

serving as assistant editor of the Boston Atlas,

1856-57, and as correspondent of the Boston

Journal in the Middle West in 1854 and again in

1857 and i860. He was in Washington at the out-

break of war, made his first great success by his

eye-witness account of Bull Run, and from then

until the close of the war was almost constantly

at the front, with Grant in the West from Decem-
ber 1861 to June 1862, with the ironclads off

Charleston in April 1863, and with the Army of

the Potomac in almost all the important engage-

ments from the Wilderness to the fall of Rich-

mond. More than once, as at the capture of Fort

Donelson, at Gettysburg, and at the occupation

of Charleston, his telegraphic dispatches to the

Journal gave the first definite news. Nearly six

feet in height, an abstainer from liquor and to-

bacco, with handsome, open face, and a reputa-

tion for courage and absolute trustworthiness, he

had also the assurance essential to his profession.

"He was the cheekiest man on earth for the sake

of the Journal and the people of New England.

. . . He would talk to the commander as no civilian

could or would . . . and Grant always welcomed
it" (soldier's statement, Griffis, p. 94). "Carle-

ton" exploited his war experience in many vol-

umes : My Days and Nights on the Battlefield

(1864), Following the Flag (1865), Four Years

of Fighting (1866, republished, 1881 and 1896,
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as The Boys of '61
) , and a series entitled Drum-

beat of the Nation, Marching to Victory, Re-
deeming the Republic, Freedom Triumphant

(1888-91). He was in Europe for sixteen

months, 1866-67, and thence went eastward

through India, China, and Japan to San Fran-

cisco and thus home, describing his journey in

Our New Way Round the World ( 1869) . A pop-

ular book, The Seat of Empire (1870) was the

outcome of a subsequent tour in the West. Turn-
ing to books for youth, Coffin employed his vig-

orous, graphic style and familiarity with New
England life in The Boys of '76 (1876), The
Story of Liberty (1879), Old Times in the Colo-

nies (1881), Building the Nation (1883), and

Daughters of the Revolution (1895). He wrote

also lives of Garfield (1880) and Lincoln (1892) ;

two novels, Winning His Way (1866) and Caleb

KHnkle ( 1875) > and a History of Boscawen and
Webster (1878). His children's books, especial-

ly The Boys of '76, had a tremendous and de-

served popularity; several have been reissued in

recent years. Genial and warm-hearted, Coffin

had a host of distinguished friends, and was in

great demand as a popular lecturer, giving in his

lifetime some 2,000 public addresses. From Bos-

ton he was elected to the Assembly, 1884-85, and

to the state Senate, 1890. He was a gifted organ-

ist and musician, a devoted worker in the Shaw-
mut Congregational Church, Boston. In Febru-

ary 1896 friends gathered in his newly built

home in Brookline to celebrate the fiftieth anni-

versary of his happy though childless marriage.

His death from apoplexy came a fortnight later.

[W. E. Griffis, Chas. Carleton Coffin (1898) ; shorter
sketches in the Granite Mo., Apr. 1885 ; Book News
(Phila.), Feb. 1891 ; and in F. L. Bullard, Famous War
Correspondents (1914), pp. 380—86. In Memoriam:
Chas. Carleton Coffin (1896) contains addresses and bio-

graphical memoirs at the time of his death.] A.W.

COFFIN, CHARLES FISHER (Apr. 3,

1823-Sept. 9, 1916), Quaker minister, was de-

scended from Tristram Coffyn, Massachusetts

colonist (1642) and one of the original settlers

of Nantucket. Tristram's grandson, Samuel, was
the first of the family to join the Society of

Friends, from which date onward this branch of

the Coffin family produced many notable Quaker

leaders. William, son of Samuel, removed to

North Carolina in 1773. His grandson Elijah

Coffin (1798-1862) was a man of distinction and

influence. He was a school-teacher in his youth

in North Carolina, where he married Naomi
Hiatt, a highly gifted woman of an important

Quaker family. With her and his one-year-old

son, Charles Fisher Coffin, he migrated to Indi-

ana in 1824, where he was a pioneer school-teach-

er. He was later a banker in Cincinnati (for one

Coffin

year, 1833), and in Richmond, Ind. ; and for thir-

ty-one years was clerk of Indiana Yearly Meet-
ing of Friends. Charles Fisher Coffin was edu-

cated at first by his father and later in the early

Quaker schools of the pioneer period. He began
his career in the Richmond Bank, a branch of the

State Bank of Indiana, when he was twelve years

old, continuing his education during the eve-

nings. When he was twenty-one he took an
extensive journey of great educational value

through the Eastern states, becoming acquainted

with many distinguished persons, especially with
the spiritual leaders in the Society of Friends. In

1847, he was married to Rhoda M. Johnson of

Waynesville, Ohio, a woman of grace and talent,

who, like her husband, made a large contribution

to the moral and spiritual causes of their time.

Charles succeeded his father in the Richmond
Bank in 1859, in which position he had a distin-

guished business career until 1885, when he re-

tired and removed to Chicago. He was clerk

(presiding officer) of Indiana Yearly Meeting
of Friends (succeeding his father in this position

also) from 1857 to 1885, and during this period

he came to be recognized as one of the leading

Quakers in America. He was recorded a minis-

ter of the Gospel in the Society of Friends in

1866, and continued to preach, with effect and
charm and power, until his death at the age of

ninety-three. He had a large part in the develop-

ment of the Sunday-schools in Indiana, and took

a foremost place in the early evangelical move-
ment in the Society of Friends. He and his wife

were leaders in the creation of the Indiana Re-
form School and he was first president of the

board of control of the Indiana House of Refuge
for Juvenile Offenders, a position which he held

from 1867 to 1880. He spent the last thirty years

of his life in Chicago with the exception of two
years in London, England. At his death he left

many valuable papers and reminiscences about

western pioneer life, as well as extensive cor-

respondence with public men. These are in the

library of Earlham College, Richmond, Ind.

[Life of Elijah Coffin (1863), ed. by his daughter,
Mary C. Johnson ; Rhoda M. Coffin, Her Reminiscences
and Addresses (1910) ; Chas. F. Coffin, A Quaker Pi-
oneer (1923), comp. by Mary C. Johnson and Percival
B. Coffin ; the files of the Friends Rev. and the Am.
Friend.} R.M.J.

COFFIN, Sir ISAAC (May 16, i759"July 23,

1839), British admiral, born in Boston, Mass.,

was a son of Nathaniel and Elizabeth (Barnes)

Coffin. He was a descendant in the fifth genera-

tion from Tristram Coffyn who emigrated to

Massachusetts in 1642 and settled in Nantucket

in 1660. When eight years old he was sent to the

Boston Latin School where he excelled in nauti-
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cal science and in the school sports. His father

was the King's Cashier of the Customs at Boston

and was a man of great wealth. Isaac entered the

Royal Navy at the age of fourteen and was as-

signed to the brig Gaspee, then commanded by

Lieut. William Hunter. He advanced rapidly

and in 1778 was made a lieutenant and placed in

command of the cutter Placentia. He took part

in many naval engagements of the American war,

notably in Rodney's brilliant victory over De
Grasse in April 1782. The following June he be-

came captain of the Shrczvsbury of 74 guns. A
month later he refused to receive three youthful

lieutenants appointed by Rodney. He was tried

by court martial for contempt and disobedience

but was acquitted. The end of the war found the

royalist Coffin family scattered and his father

dead of the gout. Coffin went to England, had

his prize money invested judiciously, and spent

much of his time in France. In 1786 he was ap-

pointed to the Thisbe to take Lord Dorchester

and his family to Quebec. Upon his return it was

discovered that he had failed to comply with a

technicality that currrent abuse had made obso-

lete and he was suspended (David Hannay, Na-
val Courts Martial, 1914, pp. 98-104). Resenting

what he considered unjust treatment, he went to

Flanders and joined the Brabant patriots against

Austria. An appeal set aside his suspension and

restored his rank. Coffin had seriously crippled

himself while rescuing a sailor who had fallen

overboard; a further injury incapacitated him

for active service and he became resident com-

missioner at Corsica and later at Lisbon. In April

1804 he was appointed rear admiral and the fol-

lowing month was created a baronet. By regular

seniority he became a full admiral in 1814. In

March 181 1 he married Elizabeth Browne, the

only daughter of William Greenly of Titley

Court in Herefordshire. Coffin had wished for

an heir to his title and his fortune, but his jovial

manners and rough humor so distressed his fa-

ther-in-law and his wife's habit of writing ser-

mons far into the night so distressed him that a

separation was soon arranged. In 1818, through

the influence of Lord Darlington, Coffin was re-

turned to Parliament for the borough of Ilchester.

He remained there seven years and distinguished

himself by his rough, salty humor and his Latin

quotations. He was deeply interested in America
and his visits were frequent. He sent many Eng-
lish race-horses to improve the American breed.

He imported rare fruits and plants and brought
the first European turbot to New England wa-
ters. His most notable philanthropy was the Cof-
fin school at Nantucket. Started in May 1827, it

was first restricted to the descendants of Tristram

Coffyn but was later opened to the children of

Nantucket.

[Thos. C. Amory, Life of Admiral Sir Isaac Coffin,
Bart. (1886) ; N. Y.Gcncal.and Biog. Record, vol. XVII
(1886) ; Allen Coffin, Life of Tristram Coffyn (Nan-
tucket, 1881) ; John Marshall, Royal Naval Biography,
vol. I (London, 1823) ; J. K. Laughton in Diet. Nat.
Biog.] p.m.

COFFIN, JAMES HENRY (Sept. 6, 1806-

Feb. 6, 1873), mathematician, meteorologist, was
the third child of Matthew and Betsy (Allen)

Coffin, both of Martha's Vineyard, and sixth in

descent from Tristram Coffyn who came from

England in 1642. Matthew Coffin died in 1820

and the family, being destitute, soon was scat-

tered among relatives. James, who during his

earlier years had been feeble and sickly, had now
become strong enough to work on a farm, which
he did at times, though he planned soon to en-

ter the trade of musical-instrument and cabinet-

maker. In September 1821, however, while visit-

ing his uncle, the Rev. Moses Hallock of Plain-

field, Mass., his cousin, William Hallock, per-

suaded him to come and live with them and get

an education. He entered Amherst College in

September 1823, but an attack of the measles dur-

ing the first session injured his eyes for several

years and prevented his graduation until Aug.

2.J, 1828. During this period he supported him-
self mainly by tutoring at college and by teaching

during vacations. In 1829 he opened at Green-
field, Mass., a select school for boys and the next

spring added to it a manual labor department for

which he rented some 200 acres of land and hired

a farmer-superintendent. This was the beginning

of the Fellenberg Manual Labor Institution,

probably the first of its kind in the United States.

The results were excellent in every particular

save in respect to his own remuneration. This

was so meager that in 1837 he accepted the head-

ship of an academy in Ogdensburg, N. Y., which
he retained until Aug. 10, 1839. From 1840 to

1843 he was a tutor in Williams College. Here
he installed on the peak of Mt. Greylock an ap-

paratus for automatically recording the direction

and velocity of the wind, and continued his me-
teorological studies begun in 1838 at Ogdens-
burg. In October 1843, he became principal of

the academy at South Norwalk, Conn., where he
remained until Oct. 16, 1846, when he moved to

Lafayette College to take the chair of mathemat-
ics and natural philosophy, where he remained
for the rest of his life.

In that year he became a collaborator in the

work of the Smithsonian Institution, which pub-
lished the two works : Winds of the Northern
Hemisphere (1853); and Winds of the Globe

(1875), on which his scientific reputation chiefly
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rests. The second of these studies, a large

quarto volume involving years of work, was by
far the most exhaustive collection and the fullest

analysis of wind data that had been made, and
its main conclusions are good for all time. Coffin

was a highly respected and successful teacher,

and always, as from childhood, exceptionally

pious. He was twice married : to Aurelia Medici

Jennings in 1833 ; and to Abby Elizabeth Young
in 1851.

[J. C. Clyde, Life of Jas. H. Coffin (1881) ; A. Guyot,
•"Memoir of Jas. Henry Coffin," in Biog. Memoirs Nat.
Acad. Sci., I (1877), 257-64.] W.J.H.

COFFIN, JOHN (1756-June 12, 1838), Mas-
sachusetts Loyalist, was born in Boston, a son of

Nathaniel and Elizabeth (Barnes) Coffin. He
went to sea as a small boy and by the time he was
eighteen had been given command of a ship. In

1775, while in an English port, his ship was en-

gaged by the British government to carry troops

to Massachusetts, and arrived at Boston, with

nearly a whole regiment in command of Gen.

Howe, on June 15. Two days later the troops

were landed directly at Bunker Hill and Coffin

himself took part in the fight. For gallant con-

duct he was made an ensign on the field and after

the battle was presented to Gen. Gage, being

made a lieutenant shortly afterward. Howe prom-

ised him the command of 400 men if he could

raise them in New York. Coffin went to that

town upon the evacuation of Boston in March

1776, and there succeeded in raising the required

number among the Loyalists. He was thereupon

made commander of the "Orange Rangers," a

mounted rifle corps. With these he took part

in the battle of Long Island. In 1778 he ex-

changed into the New York Volunteers and the

same year transferred to the South where he

raised a corps of cavalry in Georgia. He dis-

tinguished himself in the battles of Savannah,

Hobkerk's Hill, and Eutaw Springs, in which

last his gallantry and good judgment won the

praise of his Continental opponent, Gen. Greene.

He was of assistance to Cornwallis at York-

town and at the close of the war that officer gave

him a handsome sword. It is said that the Colo-

nials had offered $10,000 for his head. At any
rate, failing to secure what he considered pro-

tection when Cornwallis surrendered, he cut his

way through to Charleston, where, during the

war, he had already met the girl who was to be-

come his wife, Ann Mathews, the daughter of

William Mathews of St. John's Island. On his

first stay there, he was almost caught by the

Colonials and there is a story that he escaped

only by hiding under a hoop-skirt.

When Charleston was evacuated by the British,

Coffin

Coffin succeeded in getting to New York where
he met old comrades and on Dec. 25, 1782, was
made major in the King's American Regiment
by Sir Guy Carleton. Before the evacuation of

New York he went to New Brunswick, Canada,
where he was joined by his young wife and four
negro slaves. Here at twenty-seven he started a
new life as a pioneer, clearing his farm himself.

In 1783 he bought a considerable tract of land
and the next year was settled about twelve miles
from St. John on his estate, which he called Al-
wington Manor, after the family home in Eng-
land. This comprised about 6,000 acres and be-

came a valuable property. He remained in the
army on half-pay, being made lieutenant-colonel,

Oct. 12, 1793 ; colonel, Jan. 26, 1797 ; major-gen-
eral, Sept. 25, 1803 ; lieutenant-general, Oct. 25,

1809; and general Aug. 12, 1819. In the War of

1812 he raised 600 men. He also served as mem-
ber of the Assembly, chief magistrate of King's
County, and member of the Council. He alter-

nated his residence between New Brunswick and
England and at his death, which occurred in New
Brunswick, was the oldest general in the British

army. His widow died at Bath, England, in

1839.

[L. Sabine, Biog. Sketches Loyalists of the Am. Rev-
olution (1864) ; J. H. Stark, Loyalists of Mass. (1910) ;

Brit. Army Registers; Gentleman's Mag. (London),
Sept. 1838.] J.T.A.

COFFIN, LEVI (Oct. 28, 1789-Sept. 16,

1877), a leader in operations of the "Under-
ground Railroad," was descended from Tristram
Coffyn, who came to New England in 1642 and
was one of the nine original purchasers from the

Indians of the Island of Nantucket. Levi was
born on a farm at New Garden, N. C, the young-
est of the seven children of Levi and Prudence
(Williams) Coffin. His mother's family was of

Welsh descent. Both of his parents were Quak-
ers. The boy, who was the only son, could not be

spared from necessary work on the farm except

for short intervals at the district school. He was
mainly taught by his father at home. When he

was twenty-one, he left for a session at a distant

school. He then taught for a winter, attended

school the following year, and taught at inter-

vals for several years thereafter. In 1821, to-

gether with his cousin Vestal Coffin, he organ-

ized at New Garden a Sunday-school for negroes.

This succeeded for a time but eventually the mas-

ters, becoming alarmed at Coffin's methods, kept

their slaves at home, and the school was closed.

On Oct. 28, 1824, Coffin was married to Cath-

arine White, a Quaker. Two years later, he

moved to Newport (now Fountain City), Wayne
County, Ind.—a village of about twenty families
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—where he was to live for more than twenty

years. Here Coffin opened a store. Very soon

after he came to Newport, he found that he was
on a line of the Underground Railroad through

which slaves often passed. Coffin let it be known
that his house would be a depot and immediately

fugitives began to arrive. When his neighbors

saw his fearlessness and success, they began to

help in clothing and sending the negroes on their

way, but they would not take the risk of shelter-

ing them. The Railroad was attended with heavy

expenses. These Coffin could not have borne had

he not been prosperous. He kept a team and

wagon always ready to carry slaves. Sometimes

one or two other wagons and teams were re-

quired. Journeys had to be made at night, often

through deep mud and bad roads and along sel-

dom traveled by-ways. A week seldom passed

without his receiving passengers. Coffin was

also at this time a member of a Committee on
Concerns of People of Color to look after their

educational interests, treasurer of a fund raised

to sustain schools and aid the poor and destitute,

and an active participant in the temperance move-

ment. Almost twenty years after he had gone to

Newport to live, he became interested in the free

labor question. In 1847, he agreed to go experi-

mentally to Cincinnati for five years and open a

wholesale free-labor goods store. A Quaker Con-

vention at Salem, Ind., had voted in 1846 to raise

$3,000 to begin such a project. A year after the

outbreak of the Civil War, Coffin began his work

for the freedmen and devoted his entire time to

this for the rest of his life. In May 1864 he went

to England for this purpose, and an English

Freedmen's Aid Society was formed. Over $100,-

000 in money, clothing, and other articles was

forwarded in one year from England and the

Continent. In 1867, Coffin was appointed dele-

gate to the International Anti-Slavery Confer-

1 ence in Paris, which was held on Aug. 26 and 27.

The last ten years of his life were passed in re-

tirement.

[Reminiscences of Levi Coffin, Reputed President of
the Underground R. R. (1876, 2nd ed., 1880) ; S. B.
Weeks, Southern Quakers and Slavery (1896) ; W. H.
Siebert, The Underground R. R. from Slavery to Free-
dom (1898) ; A Woman's Life-Work : Labors and Ex-

i periences of Laura S. Haviland (1882) ; Hist. Mag.,
< Sept. 1868; New Eng. Hist, and Gencal. Reg., Oct.

1848, Apr., July 1870 ; Am. Hist. Rcc, Jan. 1872, Jan.,
Feb. 1873 ; Internal. Rev., Aug. 1880 ; Cincinnati Daily

t

Gazette, Sept. 17, 20, 1877; Cincinnati Enquirer, Sept.

18,1877.] M.A.K.

COFFIN, LORENZO S. (Apr. 9, 1823-Jan.

17, 1915), philanthropist, was born on a farm
near Alton, N. H., the son of the Rev. Stephen
and Deborah (Philbrook) Coffin. His father

was a Baptist clergyman and farmer. Lorenzo

attended Wolfboro Academy, Wolfboro, N. H.,

and then studied for two years in the prepara-

tory department of Oberlin Collegiate Institute

(later Oberlin College). For a year he taught

at Geauga Seminary, a Free-will Baptist institu-

tion in Chester, Ohio, where James A. Garfield

and Lucretia (Randolph) Garfield were among
his pupils. He married Cynthia T. Curtis in 1848,

moved to Iowa in 1855, and bought government
land near Fort Dodge. His first wife died on
Apr. 20, 1856 and in February 1857 he married

Mary C. Chase. On Sept. 8, 1862, he enlisted in

the 32nd Regiment of Iowa Volunteer Infantry

and within two months was promoted from quar-

termaster-sergeant to chaplain. He left the ser-

vice in July 1863. Soon after his return to Fort
Dodge he was elected superintendent of schools

in which position he had the opportunity to de-

velop ideas of improvement in educational meth-
ods and in farming. He contributed often to the

agricultural journals, conducting in one of them
a column of advice on farm problems. Gov.
Sherman appointed him railroad commissioner
in 1883, a position he filled for five years. His in-

terest in railroad men had been awakened two
years before his appointment, when he was in-

strumental in securing the right of way for the

Fort Dodge & Des Moines Railroad to Ruthven.

His position as commissioner made frequent trips

necessary, and these he took, by preference, on
freight trains. He learned much of the lives of

railroad men and the hazards to which they were
exposed. The accident rate was very high at that

time, and he determined to do what he could to

lessen what seemed an unpardonable loss of life.

He found that the majority of fatal accidents on
freight trains were due to the hazards involved

in coupling the cars or in applying the brakes.

Self-couplers and air-brakes had been installed on

passenger cars, and he felt that they should be

established on freight trains as well. He wrote

articles on the subject, spoke from many plat-

forms, and sent letters to every religious and
family periodical in the country, until at last tests

were made in 1886 and again in the following

year. Westinghouse became interested and de-

vised a brake sufficiently strong to hold fifty

freight cars. These brakes were required by an

act of the Iowa legislature passed in 1890, and

Coffin turned his attention to national legisla-

tion. With the aid of D. B. Henderson and W.
B. Allison of Iowa, he had bills introduced in

Congress which were eventually passed. Acci-

dents to railroad employees had averaged from

20,000 to 30,000 annually. This number was re-

duced by sixty per cent after the safety devices

were installed. Coffin started a Temperance As-
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sociation among railroad men in 1893, was its

president after it was founded, and helped found

near Chicago, a Home for Aged and Disabled

Railroad Men of which he was president for

twelve years. On his farm near Fort Dodge he

built Hope Hall, No. 3, modeled on the Hope
Halls of Chicago and Flushing, N. Y., estab-

lished originally for discharged convicts by Mrs.

Maud Ballington Booth. He was the candidate

of the Prohibition party for governor in 1907,

and of the United Christian party for vice-pres-

ident of the United States in 1908.

[Hist, of Fort Dodge and Webster County, Iowa
(191 3), II, 148-62; B. F. Gue, Hist, of Iowa (1903),
vol. IV ; Annals of Iowa, 1901—03 ; Roster and Records
Iowa Soldiers in the War of the Rebellion (1908-11) ;

Chicago Daily Tribune, Jan. 5, 1894; Reg. and Leader
(Des Moines), Oct. 25, 1905, Dec. 6, 1908, Jan. 18,

1915 ; Who's Who in America, 1914-15.] M.A.K.

COFFIN, WILLIAM ANDERSON (Jan.

31, 1855-Oct. 26, 1925), painter, art critic, was

the son of James Gardiner and Isabella Catharine

(Anderson) Coffin of Allegheny, Pa., where

William was born. He was graduated from Yale

in 1874 when, as he told F. W. Coburn (Amer-

ican University Magazine, May 1895), "finding

the business life to which his father had destined

him intensely disagreeable, he could think of

nothing more pleasant than to return to New
Haven." Not knowing just what he wanted to

do, Coffin registered at the Yale Art School, and

became fascinated by the allurements of the

painter's profession. In 1877 he went to Paris

where he was a pupil of Leon Bonnat. In 1882

he opened a studio in New York, intending to be

a portrait painter. His devotion to landscape, in

which he attained his special distinction, resulted

from some successful exhibition pieces which he

painted in 1886 and 1887. His honors and prizes

were numerous, beginning with a Hallgarten

prize of the National Academy of Design in 1886.

He won a medal at the Paris Exposition in 1889

;

the Webb prize of the Society of American Art-

ists, 1891 ; the gold medal of the Art Club of

Philadelphia, 1898; silver medals of the Charles-

ton Exposition, 1902, and the Louisiana Pur-

chase Exposition, 1904. In 1901 Coffin served as

director of fine arts at the Buffalo Exposition.

He was a member of the advisory board of

the art department, Panama-Pacific Exposition,

1915. During the World War he was president

of the American Artists' Committee of One Hun-
dred to raise relief funds for the families of art-

ist-soldiers of France. He became a Chevalier

of the Legion of Honor in 1917. He was ap-

pointed by the French government in 191 9 pres-

ident of a committee to arrange an exhibition of

American paintings and sculptures at the Luxem-

Cogdell

bourg Museum. Coffin's influence as lecturer and
writer was considerable. He served as art critic

of the New York Evening Post and the Nation,

1886-91, and of the New York Sun, 1896-1900.

His landscapes, many of them painted in Pennsyl-

vania, were made intelligently and artistically;

his experiments with formal and decorative land-

scape were not uniformly successful. Examples
of his work may be seen at the Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art, New York City ; Brooklyn Museum
of Arts and Sciences ; National Museum, Wash-
ington; Albright Art Gallery, Buffalo; Brooks
Memorial Art Gallery, Memphis; and in other

public collections. He was never married.

[.The Art News, Oct. 31, 1925 ; Biog. Record of the
Class of 1874 in Yale Coll. (1912) ; Yale Univ. Obit.
Record (1926) ; Who's Who in America, 1924-25.]

F.W.C.

COGDELL, JOHN STEVENS (Sept. 19,

1778-Feb. 25, 1847), sculptor, painter, and law-

yer, was born in Charleston (or Georgetown), S.

C. The son of George Cogdell, a captain in a

South Carolina regiment, and Elizabeth Stevens,

mistress of a girls' school, he received his ground-

ing in English from his mother and later was
graduated from the College of Charleston. When
about seventeen, he entered the law office of

William Johnson, Jr., and in 1799 was admitted

to the bar. In June of the following year, for the

sake of his health, he made with his brother

Richard an eight months' voyage to the Mediter-

ranean. Prior to this trip he had shown no great

inclination for art although he had at times found

amusement in making copies of prints in water-

color. In Italy, however, his ambition was fired

by the paintings he saw, and by a visit to Ca-

nova. Though handicapped by ill health, he took

up oil painting and drawing from plaster casts

and soon tried painting from life, doing por-

traits of many of his friends as gifts. On his re-

turn to Charleston from Europe he began the

practise of law. He was successful and, in 1806,

he married Maria Gilchrist. In spite of his pro-

fession he found time to paint. As a gift to a

former instructor, the Rev. Simon Gallagher, he

painted a "Crucifixion" which the latter placed

in St. Mary's Church. He likewise did a picture

for the orphanage and numerous heads and

landscapes for his friends. He made several

visits to northern cities and on one of his trips

to Boston, in 1825, he was persuaded by Wash-

ington Allston to attempt modeling in clay. In

the following year he studied anatomy and made

a clay head of his professor. A number of his

earliest busts were exhibited at the Athenseum

in Boston—Dr. Holbrook, Stephen Elliott, La-

fayette, Gen. Moultrie (one cast given to Con-

gress, one also in the National Academy of De-
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sign), Scott (cast, dated 1834, owned by Charles-

ton Library Society), and Washington. He also

made busts from memory of Judge De Saus-

sure, Judge Elihu H. Bay, and Bishop England.

Greatly desirous of visiting Europe with his

wife, he had nearly accumulated the necessary

funds when a prominent New York banker in-

duced him to invest in his bank, which failed and

left Cogdell ruined. Fortunately he could fall

back on his profession and his position in the

customs. He had been elected to the state House
of Representatives in 1810, 1814, 1816, and 1818.

In this last year he was made comptroller gen-

eral of South Carolina but resigned during his

second term to become naval officer of the cus-

tom-house in 1821. From 1832 until his death

he was president of the Bank of South Carolina.

He seems not to have given up his art, however,

for he made a tablet to the memory of his mother

in St. Phillip's Church. The National Academy
of Design, besides the bust already mentioned,

has one of Gen. Ruckney and the Pennsylvania

Academy has two. Failing health compelled Cog-

dell to give up active employment some time be-

fore his death which took place in Charleston.

As a sculptor he is interesting in that he belongs

to an early epoch of American art and in that,

coming from a section where sculpture was little

known, he acquired through his own effort a

certain proficiency in that art.

[Wm. Dunlap, Hist, of the Rise and Progress of the

Arts of Design in the U. S. (new ed., 1918) ; A. S. Sal-

ley, Jr., article in the Charleston Sunday News, July 14,

1901 ; Charleston Courier, Feb. 26, 1847. Cogdell's mid-
dle name is variously given as Stevens and Stephano.
The date of birth is taken from C. Jervey, Inscriptions

on the Tablets and Gravestones in St. Michael's Church
and Churchyard, Charleston, S. C. (1906).] E.G.N.

COGGESHALL, GEORGE (Nov. 2, 1784-

Aug. 6, 1861), sea captain, author, was born in

Milford, Conn., the son of William and Eunice

(Mallett) Coggeshall. His father, an ardent

Revolutionary patriot, suffered on land and sea

the privations of the common soldier, was cap-

tured by the enemy, and endured the winter of

1779-80 in the prison ship Jersey, where, fam-

ished and half-frozen, he nearly succumbed to

smallpox. After the war he throve for a while

as a shipmaster; but, for trading with Marti-

nique one of his schooners with its cargo was

seized and sold by the British, for trading with

a British island another was taken and sold by

the French, and William Coggeshall was reduced

to poverty. His son, therefore, came naturally

by his patriotism and his hatred of foreign op-

pression, and equally so by his democratic prin-

ciples, his piety, his pride and skill in his calling.

Too poor to go to school, he began his seafaring

as soon as he was old enough to carry a message

Coggeshall

from the quarter-deck to the forecastle; at fif-

teen he made his first long voyage—to Cadiz as

cabin-boy in a schooner built at Milford and com-
manded by a Milford captain; in 1809 he re-

ceived his first command. For almost sixty years

he followed the sea. During the War of 18 12 he
distinguished himself as captain of the privateers

David Porter and Leo. The Leo was captured
off Lisbon by the frigate Granicus, whose com-
mander, Capt. William Furlong Wise (see arti-

cle on Wise in Dictionary of National Biog-
raphy) treated him courteously and delivered

him a prisoner to the authorities at Gibraltar. By
good luck and mother wit Coggeshall made his

escape from the fortress within two days and got

back safely to New York on May 9, 1815. The
career of an American sea captain, though hardly

less strenuous in peace than in war, had its do-

mestic side : Coggeshall was able to return to

Milford from time to time to visit his widowed
mother ; he gave employment as mates or cap-

tains under him to several of his brothers ; and
on some of his voyages he was accompanied by
his wife. He was twice married ; his first wife,

Sarah, died Oct. 3, 1822, his second, Elizabeth,

Mar. 6, 1851. In the .long hours of inactivity

at sea he read diligently and kept a careful jour-

nal, and on his retirement from the sea he turned

author. His books are : Voyages to Various

Parts of the World (1851) ; Second Scries of

Voyages to Various Parts of the World (1852) ;

Voyages to Various Parts of the World ( 2nd ed.,

1853, in two volumes, but only one volume ever

issued) ; Thirty-Six Voyages to Various Parts

of the World (3rd ed., 1858, revised, corrected,

and enlarged, the best edition) ; History of the

American Privateers and Lcttcrs-of-Marque

( 1856 ;
3rd ed., 1861 ) ; and An Historical Sketch

of Commerce and Naz'igation from the Birth

of the Saviour down to the Present Date ( i860)

.

A volume of Religious and Miscellaneous Poetry

has also been ascribed to him. Coggeshall wrote

a clear, terse, seamanly English flavored with a

dash of quaint elegance. His strength lies in his

details, which he drew in abundance from his

journals and records ; his best writing, in fact,

can stand comparison with the novels of Daniel

Defoe. His History of American Privateers is

still useful to students of naval history and con-

tains two stirring chapters on his own exploits.

As a compiler, however, he is generally tedious.

His last book, by its sanctimonious tone and

hodge-podge arrangement, shows that the cap-

tain's health was failing. He died soon after its

publication and was buried in his native town.

[Coggeshall's own writings are the only accessible

source of information about him. Mr. Clarence S. Brig-

ham of the Am. Antiq. Soc, and Coggeshall's cousin,
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Miss Martha Coggeshall of Milford, Conn., have collect-
ed some additional facts for this article. E. S. Maclay,
A Hist, of Am. Privateers (1899) retells the story of
the David Porter and the Leo.'] G H G
COGGESHALL, WILLIAM TURNER
(Sept. 6, 1824-Aug. 2, 1867), journalist, author,

seems to have been a direct descendant of that

John Coggeshall who came to America in the

Lyon in 1632, suffered some persecution in

Massachusetts Bay because of his support of

Anne Hutchinson, and later became first presi-

dent of Rhode Island (Rhode Island Historical

Magazine, October 1884, and W. T. Coggeshall,

Record of Facts, post, p. 14). William Turner
was born at Lewistown,' Pa., the third of the

twelve children of William C. Coggeshall, a

coachsmith, and Eliza Grotz, whose father had
come from Germany (Record of Facts, pp. 25-

28). On Oct. 6, 1842, he left Lewistown for

Ohio, arriving at Akron in November. Here he
became (1844-46) an editor and part owner of

a temperance paper, which underwent rapid

changes of name ( Samuel A. Lane, Fifty Years
and Over of Akron and Summit County, 1892,

p. 225). Meantime on Oct. 28, 1845 he had mar-
ried Mary Maria Carpenter ; and in the spring of

1847 (Coggeshall, Stories of Frontier Adven-
ture, "Dedicatory Letter") he removed to Cin-

cinnati, where he was connected with a number
of newspapers and magazines, the most impor-

tant of which was the monthly Genius of the

West (1853-56). During this Cincinnati period

he also published his earliest books ; and in 1852

he accompanied Kossuth from Cincinnati on the

remainder of his American tour, reporting his

speeches for the press (Kossuth to Coggeshall,

June 17, 1852). From May 31, 1856 (13th An-
nual Report of the library) to Mar. 24, 1862, he

was librarian of the Ohio State Library at Co-

lumbus, and in 1858-59, editor of the Ohio Edu-
cational Monthly. During the first year of the

Civil War he also acted as military secretary to

Gov. Dennison, and was assigned for a time to

secret service. Removing to Springfield, Ohio,

he was owner and editor of the Republic, 1862-

65 but was at Columbus as editor of the Ohio

State Journal during the greater part of the lat-

ter year. Early in 1866 he served as private sec-

retary to Gov. Jacob D. Cox.

On May 4, 1866, he was appointed American

minister to Ecuador, and officially announced his

arrival at Guayaquil on Aug. 2 and at Quito on

Sept. 8. The only notable event of his ministry

was his successful appeal to the government of

Ecuador, in opposition to the papal nuncio and

other authorities of the church, for the right of

Protestant burial for foreigners. Coggeshall

himself was already so ill of consumption that his

daughter Jessie (1851-68), who had accompa-
nied him from the United States and served as

interpreter and secretary, was practically in

charge of the legation ; and on Aug. 2, 1867, he
died at a country place near Quito. His body
was at first buried in consecrated ground, but
when the clerical revolution occurred soon after-

ward, was disinterred and placed in a public

warehouse. Later the remains of both Cogge-
shall and his daughter, who had died at Guaya-
quil on her way home, were returned to the

United States at the public expense, and buried
at Columbus, Ohio.

As a writer, Coggeshall addressed himself gen-
erally to the young, and fell naturally into a

strain of conventional moralizing. In his contro-

versial speaking and writing, however, he was
often vigorous : he argued effectively in support
of Lincoln in his political pamphlets and ap-

pealed skilfully to popular interest in his tract,

Need and Availability of the Writing and Spell-

ing Reform (1857). Other works, like his Lin-
coln Memorial (1865), were mere compilations.

His fiction, as in Oakshaw ( 1855), was awkward
and too intent on moralizing, but made some at-

tempt to avoid the easy appeal of blood and tears

popular in that day, and was concerned to a con-

siderable extent with character. The Protective

Policy in Literature (1859), a plea for section-

alism as a fruitful motive in literature, was, in

effect, an announcement of what was by far his

most important work, The Poets and Poetry of

the West ( i860), a comprehensive anthology for

the years 1789-1860, with brief biographical

sketches. His estimates of Western verse writers

are not critical, but the book is nevertheless a

valuable record. It was designed as the first of

a series of volumes, never continued, which
should constitute a survey of Western literature

and so offset the neglect which, as he thought, the

West had suffered at the hands of Griswold and

the Duyckincks. Both this work and The Pro-

tective Policy mark Coggeshall as a disciple of

William D. Gallagher [q.v.], who, with James
Hall and Timothy Flint [q.v.'], was a pioneer

partisan of a distinctly sectional literature for

what in those days was called the West.

[Perhaps the best, as- well as the most detailed, notice

is that in W. H. Venable's Beginnings of Literary Cul-

ture in the Ohio Valley (1891), based, to a considerable

extent, upon information furnished by Coggeshall's wid-

ow. A portrait is to be found in Ohio Arch, and Hist.

Quart., Jan. 1919, p. 104. Coggeshall's papers and dia-

ries, including his Record of Facts Pertaining to Cogge-

shall Family, are in the possession of his son-in-law,

Mr. T. A. Busbey of South Vienna, Ohio, who has sup-

plied some of the dates given above. For the events of

1866-69, see N. Y. Times, Jan. 25 and Sept. 9, 1867 ;

Cincinnati Daily Gazette, Sept. 6, 1867 ; Ladies' Reposi-

tory, Nov. 1867; House Ex. Doc. No. 1, 39 Cong., 2

Sess., pt. II, p. 477 ; and especially Cong. Globe, 40
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Cong., 3 Sess., 232-35 and 321. For the burial of Cog-
geshall and his daughter at Columbus, see Ohio State
Jour., Oct. 19, 1870.] R.L.R.

COGSWELL, JOSEPH GREEN (Sept. 27,

1786-Nov. 26, 1871), teacher and librarian, was
the son of Francis and Anstis (Manning) Cogs-

well and was born in Ipswich, Mass., where his

immigrant ancestor, John Cogswell, had settled

soon after having been wrecked off Pemaquid in

1635. His father died in 1793. Cogswell was
educated at the grammar school in Ipswich and

at Phillips Exeter Academy. He entered Har-

vard College at sixteen and graduated in 1806.

From 1807 to 1809 he studied law under Fisher

Ames and Judge Prescott, but a restless disposi-

tion and a love of travel led him to engage in a

succession of mercantile ventures in Southern

Europe, 1809-11, in which he experienced dan-

gers from bandits and pirates and from the con-

fiscation of ships and cargoes in Naples.

On Apr. 17, 1812 he married Mary F. Gilman,

daughter of Gov. John T. Gilman, of New Hamp-
shire, and began the practise of law in Belfast,

Me. His wife dying in July 1813, he gave up the

law and for two years was tutor in Latin at Har-

vard, but resigned on account of ill health. The
next five years (1815-20) were spent for the

most part in travel and study in Europe. At Got-

tingen (1817), Cogswell with Edward Everett

and George Ticknor [qq.v.~\ constituted the first

group of American scholars to resort to a Ger-

man university (T. W. Higginson in Harvard
Graduates' Magazine, VI, 1897, 6-18). At this

time he became somewhat intimate with Goethe,

with whom he corresponded for several years.

It was evidently due to his high regard for Cogs-

well that Goethe presented a set of his works to

Harvard in 1819 (Mackall, post). During the

following years (1817-20) in Italy, Switzer-

land, France, and England, Cogswell was in close

touch with the best society and with literary

men. Having intimate relations with Israel

Thorndike, a wealthy Boston merchant, whose

son was under his care, he was instrumental in

purchasing for the Harvard Library in 1818 the

valuable American library of C. D. Ebeling, the

librarian of Hamburg. In 1819 (February,

March) he contributed to Blackzvood's Edin-

burgh Magazine two anonymous essays: "On
the Means of Education and the State of Learn-

ing in the United States of America," and "On
the State of Learning in the United States of

America." (These were reviewed, in the North

American Review for September 1819 by Sidney

Willard, who considered them a gross exaggera-

tion of American deficiencies.) Returning to

America in the fall of 1820, Cogswell was ap-

pointed librarian of the Harvard Library and

Cogswell

professor of mineralogy and geology. He re-

classified the library, following Gottingen as a

model, and was eager to introduce further im-

provements {Life as Sketched in Letters, pp.
I 33~35)» but, discouraged by lack of support and
understanding on the part of the College gov-
ernment, he resigned in 1823, and with George
Bancroft [q.v.~\ established the Round Hill

School in Northampton, Mass., a school well

known for its strict but kindly discipline, its

thorough instruction on the plan of the German
gymnasium, and the vigorous outdoor life and
manly spirit it fostered. Financial difficulties

brought the school to an end in 1834. Hoping to

free himself from debt, Cogswell took charge of

a boys' school in Raleigh, N. C, but ill health

and lack of sympathy with Southern habits and
standards turned him again to the North after

two years.

From 1836 to 1838 he lived in the family of his

friend Samuel Ward in New York and tutored
his children. At the former's suggestion he
bought an interest in the quarterly New York
Reviczv to which he had already contributed a
long anonymous article on "National Education"
(July 1838). He partly edited the number for

January 1839, soon after became sole proprietor,

and conducted the Review until it was discon-

tinued with the number for April 1842. While
with the Wards he formed an acquaintance with

John Jacob Astor \_q.v.~\, and, gaining his respect

and confidence, became his adviser with regard

to the public library which Astor proposed to

establish in New York. Until Astor's death in

1848 Cogswell continued in close association

with the old man, who kept him occupied in buy-

ing books and making plans but never succeeded

in arriving at final decisions and in establishing

the library. In 1848, the trustees having organ-

ized, Cogswell was appointed superintendent and

devoted himself to the purchase of books (in-

volving four visits to Europe), to the erection of

the building (opened in January 1854, with a

stock of 90,000 volumes), and to the preparation

of printed catalogues, the latter a task which he

performed almost entirely by himself. The pre-

liminary Alphabetical Index to the Astor Li-

brary . . . and of the Proposed Accessions

(1851), was not only compiled entirely by Cogs-

well, but was also printed privately at his per-

sonal expense. He occupied rooms in the Li-

brary and his labors were unceasing. In De-

cember 1861, at the age of seventy-five, he re-

signed, being unable longer to perform his duties

to his own satisfaction, yet within a year he un-

dertook the compilation of a supplement to the

catalogue, which demanded long days of persis-
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tent work and was not completed until October

1866. On his trips abroad in the interests of the

library he had gratified a taste for art by accu-

mulating for himself a collection of drawings of

the old masters (see Original Drawings by the

Old Masters: The Collection formed by Joseph

Green Cogswell 1786-1871 ; with Introduction

and notes by George S. Hellman, 1915).

Having built a house in Cambridge for a be-

loved niece of his wife ( Mrs. David G. Haskins),

he made his home there when not visiting his

friends. In June 1871 he went for the last time

to New York to advise the trustees of the Astor

Library on the selection of a new librarian. He
died in Cambridge, in November of that year,

and was buried in Ipswich, his birthplace. His

later years were made happy by the loyalty and

affection of his former Round Hill pupils and

other old-time friends, who appreciated his in-

tellectual hospitality, his quick and keen percep-

tions, his wide attainments in literature and bibli-

ography, and his firm principles of duty.

[An intimate view of Cogswell is given in the private-

ly printed volume, Life of Jos. Green Cogswell as

Sketched in His Letters (1874), ed. by Anna Eliot Tick-

nor ; the earlier portion of his life is well told in T. F.

Waters, "Augustine Heard and His Friends" {i.e., J. G.

Cogswell and Daniel Treadwell), Ipswich Hist. Soc.

Pubs., No. 21 (1916) and the later portion in H. M. Ly-
denberg, Hist, of the N. Y. Pub. Lib. (1923), PP- i-SS-

For an account of the Round Hill School, see the Pro-
spectus of a School to Be Established at Round Hill,

Northampton (1823) ; Some Account of the School for

the Liberal Education of Boys Established on Round
Hill (1826), by Cogswell and Bancroft ; and Cogswell's

Outline of the System of Education at the Round Hill

School (1831) ; also J. S. Bassett in Proc. Am. Antiq.

Soc, n.s., XXVII (1917), 18-62; and F. C. Shattuck

in Proc. Mass. Hist. Soc, LVII (1924), 205-09.

Glimpses of Cogswell's life are found in Geo. Ticknor's

Life, Letters and Journals (1876). His relations with

Goethe are treated by Leonard L. Mackall in Goethe-

Jahrbuch, 1904, and in Essays Offered to Herbert Put-

nam by His Colleagues and Friends (1929), ed. by Wm.
Warner Bishop and Andrew Keogh ; see also Goethes

Gesprdche, ed. by von Biedermann (5 vols., 1909-11),

with further notes by Mackall. Other references are

noted in A. C. Potter and C. K. Bolton, "The Librarians

of Harvard College," Harv. Univ. Bibliog. Contribu-

tions, no. 52 (1897), p. 36, and in H. M. Lydenberg, "A
Forgotten Trail Blazer," in Essays Offered to Herbert

Putnam.'] W.C.L.

COGSWELL, WILLIAM BROWNE (Sept.

22, 1834-June 7, 1921), mining engineer, was

born at Oswego, N. Y., the son of David and

Mary (Barnes) Cogswell. His parents moved

to Syracuse when he was four years old. His

early education was acquired in private schools

at Syracuse and Seneca Falls and at Hamilton

Academy. When he was about twelve years old he

took some lessons in architecture under Luther

Gifford of Syracuse and plans drawn by Cogs-

well were used for the Globe Hotel, erected in

Syracuse in 1846-47. His fourteenth year was

spent with a railroad surveyor's party. He stud-
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ied civil engineering at the Rensselaer Polytech-

nic Institute for three years, but left in 1852
without a degree. In 1884, however, the Insti-

tute conferred upon him the degree of C.E. After
his work at Rensselaer he spent three years as an
apprentice in machine-shops at Lawrence, Mass.,

and from then until i860 he was actively en-

gaged in responsible positions in foundries or

machine-shops where his mechanical engineer-

ing abilities were marked. During the Civil War
he held an appointment as civil engineer in the

United States navy. He fitted out five repair

shops for stations on the Atlantic seaboard, as-

sembled equipment, and then converted an old

whaler into a floating machine-shop, of which
he took command. This enabled warships to be
repaired without leaving the spots where they

were participating in blockades of Southern
ports. In 1862 Cogswell was transferred to the

Brooklyn Navy Yard where he remained until

1866. After the war, supervisior of the construc-

tion and operation of the blast furnaces of the

Franklin Iron Works in Oneida County and
the completion of the Clifton Suspension Bridge
at Niagara Falls occupied him until 1873.

It is because of his share in the introduction

into this country of the Solvay Process of manu-
facturing soda, however, that Cogswell is best

known. His interest in "things under the earth"

was awakened in 1874, when he was placed in

charge of some lead mines at Mine La Motte,

Mo. In 1879, at a meeting of the American In-

stitute of Mining Engineers, he heard a paper

by Oswald J. Heinrich on "The Manufacture of

Soda by the Ammonia Process" {Transactions,

VII, 294 ff.). He conceived the idea of applying

the process patented by the Solvay brothers of

Brussels to the exploitation of the salt lands of

Onondaga County, N. Y. Going to Europe, he

succeeded in persuading Ernest and Alfred Sol-

vay of the soundness of his plan, and became

treasurer and general manager of the Solvay

Process Company formed in 1881. Later he be-

came its vice-president and managing director.

His company became the largest manufacturer

in the United States of soda ash and its deriva-

tives, and the production of soda became one of

the major industries of Onondaga County. It

was largely due to Cogswell's personal effort

(and in the face of much opposition) that the

vein of rock salt, fifty to a hundred feet in thick-

ness, and 1,200 feet below the surface, was located

twenty-two miles south of Syracuse at Tully.

He was interested also in other local enterprises,

especially in the development of the Hannawa
Falls Power Company.

Cogswell built the Hospital of the Good Shep-
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herd in Syracuse, and did much charitable work

in a quiet way. He had a deep interest in astron-

omy, and found recreation and pleasure in gath-

ering together a remarkable collection of precious

stones. He was married twice: in 1856 to Mary
N. Johnson, who died in 1877, and on Apr. 29,

1902, to Cora Louise Brown of New York City.

[Trans. Am. Inst. Mining and Metallurgical Engi-

neers, LXVI (1922), pp. 838-40; H. B. Nason, Biog.

Record Officers and Grads. Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst.

(1887) ; Railway Machinery, Sept. 1906; Franklin H.
Chase, Syracuse and Its Environs (1924), III, 380-83 ;

W. M. Beauchamp, Past and Present of Syracuse and
Onondaga County, N. Y. (1908), vol. II; Who's Who
in America, 1920-21 ; N. Y. Times, June 8, 1921.]

E.Y.

COHEN, JACOB DA SILVA SOLIS (Feb.

28, 1838-Dec. 22, 1927), physician and physicist,

was born in New York City, the eldest son of

Myer David Cohen and his wife Judith Simiah

da Silva Solis. His maternal grandmother was

Charity Hayes, daughter of David Hayes, Jr., of

Mount Pleasant, N. Y., and of his wife Esther

Etting, of Baltimore, so that Cohen was de-

scended from an old Jewish family and from an

old colonial family. In 1840 his parents moved

to Philadelphia, where he received his early edu-

cation, graduating from the Philadelphia Cen-

tral High School. During the session of 1857-

58 he attended the Jefferson Medical College. In

1858-59 he spent a year in Memphis, Tenn., re-

turning to Philadelphia in 1859 and resuming

his medical studies at the University of Pennsyl-

vania, from which institution he graduated in

i860. After graduation he was appointed one of

the resident physicians of the Philadelphia Hos-

pital, but resigned on the outbreak of the Civil

War to enlist in the United States army as a

private, soon being commissioned assistant sur-

geon in the 26th Pennsylvania Regiment. He
served with this regiment in Hooker's brigade,

but resigned in September 1861 to accept an ap-

pointment as acting assistant surgeon in the

United States navy. He accompanied Du Pont's

expedition to Port Royal and served in the South

Atlantic Blockade Squadron, for a time as acting

fleet surgeon. He resigned from the navy in

January 1864 and was requested by the surgeon

general of the United States to act as visiting

surgeon to the two military hospitals in Phila-

delphia. The Medical and Surgical History of

the War of the Rebellion, part III, vol. II

(1882), indicates that he successfully carried out

this work. He resigned in 1865, and, after a
brief residence in New York, returned to Phila-

delphia in 1866 and entered private practise.

On Feb. 10, 1875, he was married to Miriam
Binswanger, by whom he had nine children.

Among his first patients was a young girl

Cohen

with an obscure disease of the throat, and this

led him to make a study of the use of the laryn-

goscope, then just becoming known to the medi-

cal profession. He soon gained recognition as

an expert in this work. In 1867 he was ap-

pointed by the American Medical Association

chairman of a committee to investigate the value

of treatment by inhalation. He accumulated so

much material on the subject that he decided to

publish it in book form, which he did, as Inhala-

tion; Its Therapeutics and Practice (1867). In

1872 he published his well-known work Diseases

of the Throat, for a time the only work of its

scope in English, which he revised in 1879, un-

der the title, Diseases of the Throat and Nasal
Passages. Subsequent to this he published a

small monograph on croup. During the remain-

der of his life he contributed a number of articles

to medical literature, the best known being his

articles on the operative treatment of cancer of

the larynx (Medical News, vol. XLIII, 1883;

New York Medical Journal, vol. XLV, 1887, p.

682). He also contributed chapters to various

medical encyclopedias and systems. During this

period he taught in the Jefferson Medical Col-

lege and in the Philadelphia Polyclinic, of which
he was one of the founders. Cohen had two in-

terests outside of his professional work, the sci-

entific aspect of acoustics and the religious life

of his sect. He gave many popular lectures on
acoustics and taught that subject for many years

at the Stevens Institute of Technology in Ho-
boken. He was greatly interested in the tradi-

tional melodies of the Sephardic and Minhag,
and for many years took part in the services of

the Philadelphia synagogue which he attended.
[Information as to certain facts from Dr. Myer Solis-

Cohen. See also Who's Who in America, 1926—27 ; The
Jeffersonian (Phila., 1901) ; H. S. Morais, The Jews of
Phila. (1894) ; Jour. Am. Medic. Asso., Jan. 7, 1928;
Public Ledger (Phila.), Dec. 1927.] q g

COHEN, MENDES (May 4, 1831-Aug. 13,

1915), civil and railway engineer, was born in

Baltimore, his home throughout his life. His first

American ancestor settled in Lancaster, Pa., in

l 773- The close of the Revolution found the

family in Richmond, Va., and it was from that

city that David I. Cohen went to Baltimore to

enter the banking business. He was one of seven

persons who founded in 1844 the (second) Balti-

more Stock Board, which later became the Balti-

more Stock Exchange. He married Harriet

Rahmah Cohen, of Swansea, Wales, and Mendes
was their eldest son. Upon the death of his fa-

ther in 1847, Mendes, who had been under the in-

struction of a private tutor, entered the works of

Ross Winans [q.v.~\, builder of locomotives. In

185 1 he was made assistant to the engineer of the
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Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, and while there

worked out the method adopted for handling

traffic on the ten per cent temporary grade over

the Kingwood Tunnel, a remarkable achievement

in railroad operation. Another task assigned him
at that time was that of studying the alteration

of wood-burning locomotives to coal-burning,

and on Aug. 29, 1854, he presented a most com-
prehensive report on that subject. When only

twenty-four years old, he had already become
known as an especially capable railroad official,

and was appointed assistant superintendent of the

Hudson River Railroad. He was with that com-

pany until 1861, when he succeeded Gen. George

B. McClellan as operating head of the Ohio &
Mississippi Railroad, first as superintendent and

later as president and superintendent. Soon af-

ter the close of the Civil War he was engaged for

a short time on special work for the Philadelphia

& Reading Railway. From 1868 to 1871 he was
comptroller and assistant to the president of the

Lehigh Coal & Navigation Company, and from

1872 to 1875 was president of the Pittsburgh &
Connellsville Railroad, which was subsequently

consolidated with the Baltimore & Ohio system.

He retired in 1875 from official connections with

any companies, but continued his practise in

Baltimore as consulting engineer. The standard

of ethics which he maintained in all his work is

illustrated by his resignation from the presi-

dency of one road when figures which he had

furnished were altered before being presented to

the stockholders of the company.

A prominent figure among civil engineers, Co-

hen was elected president of the American So-

ciety of Civil Engineers in 1881, an honor which

he greatly appreciated. Nor in after years did

he ever lose interest in the many problems aris-

ing in its affairs as a growing institution. He
was a member of the board appointed in 1894 by
President Cleveland to report on a route for the

Chesapeake and Delaware Ship Canal. From
1893 to 1904 he was chairman of the Baltimore

Sewerage Commission. He was a member of

the Municipal Art Commission of Baltimore for

thirty-three years, and for many years also an
active member of the board of trustees of the

Peabody Institute. His acquaintance with his-

tory, especially that of Maryland, was remark-

able. For twenty-one years he was secretary of

the Maryland Historical Society, serving for

nine years as its president. He was also vice-

president of the American Jewish Historical So-

ciety from 1897 to 1902. Cohen was a serious,

religious man ; socially of the best, and a strong

and influential citizen in Baltimore. He was con-

sulted in all matters of great importance, and his

Coit

judgment, always given after deliberate consid-

eration, had great weight. He was survived by
his wife, Justina Nathan Cohen, who died in

1918.

[Trans. Am. Soc. Civil Engineers, vol. LXXXI
(1917) ; files of the Md. Hist. Soc. and the Md. Hist.
Mag., Mar. 1924; Engineering News, Aug. 19, 1915;
Am. Jewish Hist Soc. Pubs., no. 25 (1916) ; the Sun
(Baltimore), Aug. 14, 1915 ; Jewish Comment (Balti-
more), Aug. 20, 1915-] K.W. C.

COIT, HENRY AUGUSTUS (Jan. 20, 1830-

Feb. 5, 1895), Episcopal clergyman, schoolmas-
ter, was born in Wilmington, Del., the second of

the nine children of Joseph Howland and Har-
riet Jane (Hard) Coit, and the seventh in de-

scent from John Coite, a Welshman, who landed

at Salem, Mass., in 1636 and established a ship-

yard at New London, Conn., in 1650. His fa-

ther, a graduate of Columbia College, was con-

verted to Episcopal ianism while a student in

Princeton Theological Seminary and served as

pastor of churches in Wilmington, Del., Platts-

feurg, N. Y., and Harrisburg, Pa. By a happy
choice Henry Coit was sent at fifteen to St.

Paul's College at College Point, Flushing, L. I.,

where he felt to the full the moral and religious

power of William Augustus Muhlenberg \_q.v.'].

No other man so influenced his life and thought.

He matriculated at the University of Pennsyl-
vania in 1847 but was soon compelled to leave be-

cause of illness. To recruit his health he went to

Georgia as tutor in the family of Bishop Stephen
Elliott. Subsequently he taught under John Bar-
rett Kerfoot in St. James College at Hagers-
town, Md., and in a parish school at Lancaster,

Pa. He was ordained deacon by Alonzo Potter

at Lancaster Jan. 22, 1854, and priest in Phila-

delphia Dec. 3, 1854, and began home missionary

work at Ellenburg, Clinton County, N. Y. Mean-
while George Cheyne Shattuck the younger and

some associates projected a church school for

boys to be opened in Concord, N. H. Their first

choice having declined, they offered the rector-

ship of the school to Coit, who accepted it. On
Mar. 2J, 1856, he was married in Philadelphia to

Mary Bowman Wheeler, and one week later he

entered on his duties as the first rector of St.

Paul's School in Concord, N. H. He held the

rectorship until his death thirty-nine years later.

His school, which on its opening day consisted of

the rector and his bride with three pupils in a

lonely farmhouse, became one of the most suc-

cessful and most often imitated of American

boys' schools. Coit gave himself to the work

with complete singleness of purpose and with the

energy and resources of a man of genius. St.

Paul's School was his lengthened shadow ; with-

out striving to do so or even intending to do so,
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he dominated the pupils, the masters, and the

board of trustees. To him the purpose of educa-

tion was the formation of character, and charac-

ter that Miltonic union of true virtue and the

heavenly grace of faith which make up the high-

est perfection. What he actually accomplished

was, he knew, inexpressibly below his aims and

ideals, but it was sufficient to rank him with

Arnold of Rugby, Fellenberg of Hofwyl, and his

own teacher, Muhlenberg. He had a profound

understanding of boys, and a rich gift of humor;

and his strong, exquisite, unselfish, deeply reli-

gious personality left an enduring impress on

their minds. He made no innovations in the

course of study or the methods of instruction ; it

was his moral and religious influence over those

in immediate contact with him that made him a

great educator.

Coit had few intimate friends, lived much

within himself, and avoided the world. Calls to

various influential parishes and to the presi-

dency of Hobart and Trinity Colleges he de-

clined. Once he wrote a letter to a newspaper,

and once he was persuaded to contribute to The
Forum an article on boys' schools. The death in

1888 of his wife was a grievous loss to him ; his

own health visibly declined during 1894, and

on Feb. 5, 1895, he died after a brief illness. He
was buried in Concord. A volume of his School

Sermons was published in 1909. Joseph How-
land Coit, his brother, succeeded him as rector

of the School ; another brother, James Milnor

Coit, was for years one of the masters of the

School and later conducted the Coit School for

American Boys in Munich.

[J. H. Coit, Memorials of St. Paul's School (1891) ;

Univ. of Pa. Biog. Cat. of the Matriculates of the Coll.

1740-1893 (1894) ; obituary in Church Eclectic, Mar.
1895 ; J. P. Conover, Memories of a Great Schoolmaster

(1906) ; J. J. Chapman, "The Influence of Schools" in

Learning and Other Essays (1910) ; J. C. Knox, Henry
Augustus Coit (1915); O. Wister, "Dr. Coit of St.

Paul's" in the Atlantic Monthly, Dec. 1928.]
G.H.G.

COIT, HENRY LEBER (Mar. 16, 1854-Mar.

12, 1917), physician, was born at Peapack, N. J.,

the son of John Summerfield and Ellen (Neafie)

Coit. His father, a Methodist minister, died

while Henry was still a boy, and his mother

moved to Newark to bring up her children.

There Coit attended the public schools and went
from them to the New York College of Pharma-
cy, from which he graduated as valedictorian

with the class of 1876. After working for a few
years as a chemist with Tarrant & Company, he

entered the College of Physicians and Surgeons,

and upon his graduation in 1883 began his prac-

tise of medicine in Newark. In 1886 he married
Emma Gwinnell of that citv. Pediatrics had al-

ready become his chief interest when in 1889 the

difficulty of obtaining cows' milk of a uniform

high standard was forcibly brought home to him.

In seeking clean milk for his own dying baby
he saw the forty-quart cans from which the

city's milk was being casually ladled. The ex-

perience indicated to him his life-work. He lost

his own son, but his unremitting efforts to raise

the standards of cleanliness for milk and to im-

press on the public and on the medical profes-

sion the relation between milk and infant mor-
tality have saved the lives of countless children.

Failing, after persistent appeals, to obtain help

from the New Jersey legislature, he enlisted the

voluntary aid of physicians and dairymen. In a

paper read before the Practitioners' Club of

Newark on Dec. 5, 1890, he coined the term
"certified milk" and outlined the method by
which the initial cleanliness of milk might be

insured. His plan "provided for a commission
of medical men who, with the support of physi-

cians generally, should, by voluntary supervi-

sion, paid expert inspection, and final certifica-

tion, endeavor to influence a supply of milk pro-

duced under regulations imposed by themselves."

He formulated minute regulations for securing

clean hands, clean udders, clean pails, sterile

containers, healthy cows, safe workingmen, good
feed and fodder, suitable bedding, and proper

housing. In 1893 his plan was put into effect on

a dairy farm near Fairfield, N.'J., and was shown
to be practicable, in spite of the greatly increased

cost of production. To the dairyman the prin-

cipal danger came from the unscrupulous op-

position of large milk distributing companies.

The example of the Essex County Medical Milk

Commission was imitated in New York in 1896

and in Philadelphia in 1897 ; at the time of

Coit's death there were sixty such commissions

in the United States, and the movement had
spread to Canada, Europe, and Asia. An Ameri-

can Association of Medical Milk Commissions,

of which Coit was twice president, kept the com-
missions in touch with one another. The indirect

effect of these commissions in raising the gen-

eral standard of cleanliness among dairymen has

been enormous. Coit was also vice-president of

the International Society of Milk Dispensaries,

with headquarters in Brussels, and visited Eu-
rope four times as a delegate to medical con-

gresses.

The other great work of his life began in 1896

with the opening in Newark of the Babies' Hos-

pital, the second institution of its kind in the

United States. He had done much to make the

hospital possible, and to its welfare he gave time

and attention without stint, his last visit to it as
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attending physician being made on the day be-

fore his death from pneumonia. His death was

undoubtedly hastened by overwork. An epidemic

of infantile paralysis had visited Newark and its

vicinity the previous summer. Sacrificing his

vacation, Coit had taken active charge of the

medical relief work and had accomplished a task

that alone would entitle him to the gratitude of

his fellow citizens. His published papers are:

The Feeding of Infants ( 1890) ; The Care of the

Baby (1894); Causation of Disease by Milk

(1894) ; Clean Milk in its Economic and Medi-

cal Relations with Special Reference to Certi-

fied Milk ( 1908) ; The Public School as a Factor

in Preventing Infant and Child Mortality

(1912) ; and Certified Milk (1912).

[H. A. Kelly in Kelly and Burrage, Am. Med. Biogs.

(1920) ; N. Y. Times, Mar. 14, 1917 ; Newark Evening
News, Mar. 13, 14, 15, 1917; Newark Sunday Call, Mar.
18, 19 1 7 ; Archives of Pediatrics, XXXIV, 212.]

G.H.G.

COIT, THOMAS WINTHROP (June 28,

i8o3-June2i, 1885), Episcopal clergyman, theo-

logian, was born in New London, Conn., the son

of Thomas and Mary Wanton (Saltonstall)

Coit. On both sides of the family he was of

early New England stock. His father and his

father's father were physicians in New London.

Coit graduated from Yale College in 1821,

taught school for several years, attended An-
dover Theological Seminary 1823-24 and

Princeton Seminary 1824-25, was led by his

studies to withdraw from the Congregational

Church and to join the Episcopalian, was or-

dained a deacon by Bishop Brownell at New-
ton, Conn., June 7, 1826, and a priest by Bishop

Griswold at Salem, Mass., Nov. 15, 1827. On
June 28, 1828, he married a widow, Eleanor

(Forrester) Carlile of Salem, Mass. He was rec-

tor of St. Peter's, Salem, until 1829 and of

Christ Church, Cambridge, until 1835. In 1834

he began his career as a theologian by measuring

himself against no less an antagonist than An-
drews Norton ; his Remarks on Mr. Norton's

"Statement of Reasons" was, however, a be-

lated rejoinder, for Norton's Statement of Rea-

sons for Not Believing the Doctrine of Trini-

tarians had appeared in 1819, when Coit was
still a student in college. In 1834 he also pub-

lished his Holy Bible . . . Arranged in Para-

graphs and Parallelisms with Philological and
Explanatory Annotations, which was long prized

by students for the trustworthiness of its text. In

October 1834 he was called to the presidency of

Transylvania University at Lexington, Ky., on a

salary of $2,000 a year ; he was inaugurated July

1, 1835, and resigned in September 1837—pre-

sumably with relief, for the institution was dying
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of inanition and of denominational squabbles

among its trustees, and Coit had been unable to

ameliorate the situation. He edited in 1837 an

American edition of Townsend's New Testament-

Arranged in Historical and Chronological Order

and followed it in 1838 with a similar edition of

Townsend's Old Testatment. Subsequently he

was rector of Trinity Church, New Rochelle,

N. Y., 1839-49, professor of church history in

Trinity College, Hartford, Conn., 1849-54, rec-

tor of St. Paul's, Troy, N. Y., and lecturer in the

Berkeley Divinity School, Middletown, Conn.,

1854-72, and professor of church history in the

Divinity School from 1872 until his death in

1885. In that year he was able to report to his

bishop that he had performed all his teaching

duties punctually and had also preached regular-

ly in neighboring churches. In 1844 he submit-

ted to the joint committee which the General

Convention had appointed to prepare a standard

Prayerbook a report (reprinted in Jour, of the

Gen. Convention of the P. E. Church in the U. S.

1868) that displays minute liturgical scholarship

and excellent taste. His Puritanism, or a Church-

man's Defence against its Aspersions by an Ap-
peal to its own History (1845) was his best-

known work. The book combined sarcasm and
solid, well-documented learning in a way diffi-

cult to answer ; it had its day of fame and is still

readable. Coit also published lectures on the

Early History of Christianity in England ( 1859)
and various sermons. He was an able student of

the Bible, of liturgies, and of church history, a

zealous churchman, and the master of a dignified,

vigorous English. His theological library of

14,000 volumes now belongs to the Berkeley Di-

vinity School.

[F. W. Chapman, The Coit Family (1874) ; L. Salton-
stall, Ancestry and Descendants of Sir Richard Salton-
stall (1897) J Cat. of Grads. of Yale Univ. 1701-1892
(1892) ; Gen. Cat. of the Theol. Sem. Andover, Mass.,
1808-1008 (n.d.) ; Necrological Reports . . . of the

Alumni Association of Princeton Theol. Sem. 1875-89
(1891) ; R. Peter, Transylvania University (1896) ; W.
S. Perry, Hist, of the Am. Epis. Ch. 1587-1883 (1885) ;

Churchman, June 27, 1885 ; Hartford, Conn., Daily
Courant, June 23, 1885.] G.H.G.

COKE, RICHARD (Mar. 13, 1829-May 14,

1897), governor of Texas, United States senator,

was born in Williamsburg, Va. Descended from

John Coke who emigrated from England to Vir-

ginia in 1724, he was the son of another John

and Eliza (Hawkins) Coke. He received his

early education in the common schools of Wil-

liamsburg, entered William and Mary College in

1845, and graduated in 1849 with honors. He
studied law and was admitted to the bar. In

1850 he removed to Waco, Texas, then a new

village on the frontier. Here his personality,
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ability, and industry speedily won him recogni-

tion and he became known as one of the leading

lawyers of his section of the state before he was

thirty years old. In 1852 he married Mary Eliza-

beth Home of Waco. In 1858 difficulties arose

between the settlers on the frontier and the reser-

vation Indians on the upper Brazos and a gen-

eral war was threatened. In 1859 Coke was a

member of a commission, appointed by Gov.

Runnels, which induced the Indians to remove to

the Indian Territory, and restored peace. When
the great crisis of i860 arose, Coke favored se-

cession and was a member of the Texas secession

convention of 1861. In 1862 he raised for the

Confederate service an infantry company which

became a part of the 15th Texas Regiment, and

as captain of this company he served throughout

the rest of the war in Arkansas, Louisiana and

Texas. When the war ended, he returned to the

practise of law at Waco. Soon afterward he was

appointed by Provisional Governor A. J. Ham-
ilton judge of the district court. When the gov-

ernment of Texas had been reorganized in 1866

under President Johnson's policy, he was elected

an associate justice of the state supreme court

on the conservative ticket. He served only one

year, for in the summer of 1867, after the pas-

sage of the Reconstruction acts, he was included

in the wholesale removal of state officials by Gen.

Sheridan, the military commander, as "an im-

pediment to reconstruction." During the next

six years he added to his reputation as a lawyer

and became one of the leaders of the reorganized

Democratic party which was seeking to recover

control of the state from the radical Republicans.

In 1873, as the Democratic nominee for the gov-

ernorship, he defeated the Republican candidate,

Gov. E. J. Davis, by a vote of two to one. The
Republicans sought to retain control by con-

testing the legality of the election, and the Re-

publican state supreme court in the case ex parte

Rodriguez actually declared the election void.

The newly-elected state legislature assembled,

and Gov. Davis stationed negro militia in the

state-house and appealed to President Grant for

military support. Grant refused to interfere, and

Davis, to avoid armed conflict, vacated his office.

Coke was inaugurated on Jan. 15, 1874. His ad-

ministration was beset with many difficulties.

The retiring heads of departments had made no

reports ; the state government was in debt and

without funds ; the frontiers were unprotected

;

Indians ravaged the western settlements ; and

Mexican bandits raided the valley of the lower

Rio Grande. The whole state was suffering from

lawlessness, the product of years of war and civil

disturbances during the Reconstruction period.
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Coke set himself to remedy these evils. By ap-

pealing to the United States military authorities

and by the judicious use of rangers and state

militia he obtained protection against the Indians

and broke up the bands of outlaws. By encourag-

ing rigid economy he reduced the expenses of

the government and made a new beginning of the

public-school system. Reelected governor, he

was inaugurated in April 1876, and in the follow-

ing month he was elected United States senator.

As senator he endeavored to obtain federal pro-

tection for the Rio Grande frontier against Mex-
ican bandits and to assist in deepening the har-

bors of Texas ports. He supported the free-

coinage silver bill of 1878 and advocated the re-

peal of the Resumption Act. He seconded the

efforts of John H. Reagan to bring interstate

railways under federal control, and worked for

the Interstate Commerce Act of 1887. He op-

posed the Blair Bill for federal aid to local

schools on the score of constitutionality; and
fought the protective tariff, the suspension of

silver coinage, and the Force Bill. In all these

matters he had the confidence and support of the

great majority of his Texas constituents. He
was reelected without opposition in 1882 and
again in 1888. In 1894 he declined reelection

and spent the short remainder of his life at his

home in Waco, near which he had an extensive

plantation. Coke was a man of spotless integ-

rity, strong common sense, and unwavering fi-

delity to every trust reposed in him.

[Jas. D. Lynch, The Bench and Bar of Texas (1885) ;

C. W. Ramsdell, Reconstruction in Texas (1910); D.
G. Wooten, Comprehensive Hist, of Texas (1898),
vol. II; Dallas News, May 14, 15, and 16, 1897.]

C.W.R.

COKE, THOMAS (Sept. 9, 1747-May 3,

1814), Methodist bishop, was the only surviving

child of Bartholomew and Anne Phillips Coke.

He was born in Brecon, Wales, where his father

was a prosperous apothecary and small office-

holder. He looked back upon his youth as a pe-

riod of indiscretion, for he had been gay and

handsome and fond of dancing, cards, and liquor.

A troubled conscience at times caused him to

wrestle with the prevalent infidelity at Oxford,

but when he graduated from Jesus College in

1768 he was merely an academic Christian. When
his patient hopes of church preferment were
dashed, he obtained a small curacy at Road, Som-
ersetshire, in 1770, and later at South Petherton

in the same county. There, from the eloquence

and vehemence of his preaching, his parishioners

suspected that he was tainted with Methodism.

Meetings with Thomas Maxfield, one of Wes-
ley's lay preachers, and with Hull, a dissenting

minister of South Petherton, further attracted
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him to the Methodist group. In August 1776 he

met Wesley. His preaching became more fervent

and evangelical, and he was dismissed from his

church by the ancient ceremony of chiming. He
then joined Wesley and attended the Bristol con-

ference in 1777. During his ministry in London,

he assisted Wesley in his vast correspondence.

In 1782 he became the first president of the Irish

conference, an office which he held for many
years. Two years later he outlined the first Meth-

odist scheme for the establishment of missions

among the heathen, a work in which he was later

to become preeminent.

After long deliberation, Wesley drew up a plan

for the necessary organization of the Methodist

church in America, which he revealed to Coke

in February 1784. So unprecedented a measure

startled Coke and two months of reflection were

necessary to overcome his doubts. At Bristol, on

Sept. 2, Wesley ordained Richard Whatcoat and

Thomas Vasey as presbyters for America and

appointed Coke the first superintendent ; several

weeks later these three sailed from England "to

go and serve the desolate sheep in America." Ar-

riving in New York on Nov. 3, Coke preached

several times before proceeding to Philadelphia

where he was entertained by the governor. He
traveled southward into Delaware and at Bar-

ratt's Chapel in Kent County he was met by

Francis Asbury \_q.v.~\. When he had explained

the instructions of Wesley, Asbury professed to

be shocked and for a time refused to be ordained.

With his astute political sense, Asbury realized

what Coke hardly suspected: that the trend of

Methodism in America was away from Wesley.

Hence Asbury refused to exercise the duties of

his office unless elected by a majority of the

American itinerants. A general conference to be

held in Baltimore during Christmas week was
determined upon, and Coke went on a thousand-

mile preaching tour in Maryland and Virginia.

On Dec. 17 the leaders assembled near Balti-

more to prepare for the work of the conference,

and a week later, in Baltimore, the conference,

presided over by Coke but dominated by Asbury,

was opened. Coke and the two presbyters or-

dained Asbury on successive days a deacon, an

elder, and general superintendent, a title that

Asbury himself changed to bishop.

From 1784 to 1803 Coke made nine voyages

to America. He was tireless in his labors for

American Methodism ; and his lengthy and ar-

duous preaching tours were fruitful. Yet his

career in America was a series of conflicts and
misunderstandings. In his numerous disputes

with Asbury he was inevitably unsuccessful. His
solitary triumph over Asbury, who desired mere-

Coker

ly a Methodist school, was Cokesbury College,

founded at Abingdon, Md., in 1787 ; but even this

was not lasting, for in December 1795 the college

was completely destroyed by fire. When, during

the third conference, Coke suggested that the

continent be divided between himself and Asbury
as bishops, Asbury secured the passage of a res-

olution "consenting" that Coke remain in Eng-
land until recalled and limiting the exercise of his

duties as bishop. Although the control of Coke
in American Methodism was merely nominal,

Asbury remained jealous of the empty priority

of consecration that he enjoyed. A storm of

criticism broke upon both Asbury and Coke when
they, with considerable courage, took a firm stand

against slavery. In 1785 they presented an anti-

slavery petition to George Washington at Mount
Vernon. In June of 1789 Coke committed a se-

rious indiscretion when he assisted Asbury in

preparing a congratulatory address to Washing-
ton as president of the United States ; for this the

English conference at Bristol formally rebuked

him. His efforts to unite the Methodist and Epis-

copal churches in America in 1791 produced

great indignation and were as fruitless as were

his similar efforts in England eight years later.

He did not return to America after 1803. In 1790

the first Methodist missionary committee had
been formed in England with Coke as its head

;

when the missionary organization was revised

in 1804 Coke was made its president. His con-

spicuous success in the work of the foreign mis-

sions gained him a high and enduring place in

the history of Methodism.

[Extracts of the Journals of the Rev. Dr. Coke's Five
Visits to America (London, 1793) ; Samuel Drew, Life
of the Rev. Thos. Coke (London, 1817) ; J. W. Ether-
idge, Life of the Rev. Thos. Coke (London, i860) ; W.
A. Candler, Life of Thos. Coke (1923) ; Herbert As-
bury, A Methodist Saint: the Life of Bishop Asbury
(1927). For his later career, see Alexander Gordon,
"Thomas Coke," in Dictionary of National Biography.]

F.M.

COKER, JAMES LIDE (Jan. 3, 1837-June

25, 1918), manufacturer, philanthropist, was born

on a large plantation near Society Hill, S. C, an

old Welsh settlement, the son of Caleb and Han-

nah (Lide) Coker. He early manifested fond-

ness for agriculture, which remained one of the

primary interests of his life. After preliminary-

training at a local academy and at the South

Carolina Military Institute of Charleston, he en-

tered Harvard in 1857 for special work in soil

analysis and plant development. His courses un-

der Agassiz and Asa Gray delighted him, but

when he was given -by his father a substantial

estate near Hartsville, he returned the following

year to undertake actual farming. He organized

at once an agricultural society for the dissemina-
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tion of scientific ideas. On Mar. 28, i860, he

married Susan Stout of Alabama. At the out-

break of the war he volunteered and was com-
missioned captain of Company E, 6th South Car-

olina Infantry. After two years of hard fighting

in Virginia, he was transferred to Tennessee,

wounded at Lookout Mountain, promoted major,

and at Missionary Ridge was captured. Paroled

in July 1864, he returned to his ruined plantation.

A brief experience in the legislature, 1864-66,

taught him that he had no desire for public life.

He thereupon devoted himself to business. His

ventures were varied and uniformly successful.

He continued to farm for fifty years after his re-

turn and never once had an unprofitable season.

In 1866 he opened a small country store at Harts-

ville which grew in time into one of the largest

department stores of the state. From 1874 until

1 88 1 he was a member of Norwood & Coker,

dealers at Charleston in cotton and naval sup-

plies. In 1884 he organized the Darlington Na-
tional Bank. Five years later he built a small

railroad from Darlington to Hartsville, subse-

quently purchased by the Atlantic Coast Line.

In the same year he organized, with the aid of

his son, James L. Coker, Jr., the Carolina Fiber

Company, first corporation to make on a practical

scale wood pulp from the pine wood so common
in that section. A few years later he promoted
the Southern Novelty Company, manufacturing
from paper the cones and parallel tubes used by
yarn mills for shipping the yarn. In the nineties

he organized the Hartsville Cotton Mill, the

Hartsville Cotton-Seed Oil Mill, and the Bank
of Hartsville. Meantime, cooperating with his

son, David R. Coker, he developed on his farm
one of the South's principal experimental agen-
cies for seed-testing and plant development. With
the exception of four years spent in Charleston
from 1877, he lived at Hartsville.

Deeply though tolerantly religious, Coker was
interested in all phases of social welfare, particu-

larly in education. In 1908 he made an initial

1 subscription of $85,000 in land and $150,000 in

cash for the establishment of a college for women
in Hartsville. He added further donations ; and
it was due almost exclusively to his efforts that

this institution, now called Coker College, was
able to meet the requirements for standard col-

leges for women. Virtually bankrupt at the close

of the war, he accumulated one of the largest
private fortunes in the history of South Caro-
lina. He was the state's most versatile business
man, one of its most cultivated gentlemen, and
the foremost South Carolina philanthropist of
his generation.

[J. W. Norwood, "Major James Lide Coker" in H. T.
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Cook, Rambles in the Pee Dee Basin (1926), App.

;

Edwin Mims, "The South Realizing Itself" in the

World's Work, Oct. 191 1 ; James Lide Coker, Memo-
rial Exercises, Founder's Day, Coker Coll. (191 9).]

F.P.G.

COLBURN, DANA POND (Sept. 29, 1823-

Dec. 15, 1859), educator and author of numerous
school books, was born in West Dedham, Mass.

He was the youngest of a family of fifteen born

to Isaac and Mary Colburn (Dedham Records of

Births, Marriages and Deaths, vols. I and II,

147) both hardy New Englanders who reared

their children "to subsist by honest toil." His

early annals are brief. He obtained "a good Eng-
lish education" in the town school, showing an

early marked preference for mathematics and

exhibiting a philosophical turn of mind. The
neighborhood Lyceum, the school of Joseph Un-
derwood, and the Bridgewater (Mass.) Normal
School, where he came under the powerful influ-

ence of Nicholas Tillinghast [q.v.], furnished

the rest of his formal education.

Fresh from the discipline of the normal school,

he plunged into teaching, a profession he never

relinquished. First at Dover and Sharon, Mass.,

then at East Greenwich, R. I., and, finally, at

Brookline, Mass., he exhibited such a mastery of

common-school problems and such skill as a

teacher that he drew the attention of Horace
Mann. He was invited in 1847 to begin institute

work, which he carried on with the greatest suc-

cess till his death. He gave lessons in orthogra-

phy and geography, but in arithmetic he excelled

as a teacher. The path soon opened which led

him to become a teacher of teachers. After 1848,

when he became assistant in the Bridgewater in-

stitution, his work centered in normal schools.

After 1852, he taught in a private normal school

at Providence, becoming its principal in 1854,

when it was changed to the Rhode Island Nor-
mal School. Three years later he transferred,

with the State Normal School, to Bristol, where,

in 1859, at the height of his success, he was ac-

cidentally killed, a few days before he was to

have been married.

Colburn's popularity as a teacher owed much
to his keen imagination, boundless enthusiasm
for his subject, and love for those whom he
taught. His chief contribution to teaching was
in his emphasis on the rational rather than the

memory method. With him study was to be a
pleasure. As a true Pestalozzian, he surveyed
the Hill of Knowledge and sought to lay out new
approaches, avoiding unnecessary crags which
impeded the progress of beginners. In his text-

books illustrations relieved the usually tedious
pages. He published First Steps in Numbers
(1845), Decimal System (1852), Interest and

I
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Discount (1853), Arithmetic and Its Applica-

tions (1855), Common School Arithmetic

(1858), Child's Book of Arithmetic (1859), and
Intellectual Arithmetic (1859). Numerous ar-

ticles and accounts of demonstration lessons by
Colburn appeared in the Rhode Island School-

master ( 1855-59) and other educational periodi-

cals. In his brief life he outstripped the accom-

plishments of most contemporaries. His elab-

orate plans for the improvement of the teaching

of mathematics, which included more advanced

arithmetics, a geometry, and an algebra, were
frustrated by his death.

[The best published account is the Memoir of Dana
P. Colburn, republished from Barnard's Am. Jour, of
Education, March 1862. Sketches, with notices of his

death, appeared in the R. I. Schoolmaster, vol. VI,
i860, 26-28 ; Bristol Phcnix, Dec. 17, 1859 ; R. I. Pen-
dulum, Dec. 17, 24 ; and the Providence Jour., Dec. 16,

1859. The file of the R. I. Schoolmaster (1855-59)
throws light on many of Colburn's activities ; and Thos.
W. Bicknell, Hist, of the R. I. Normal School (1911),
gives an account of his service there.] T.W.

COLBURN, IRVING WIGHTMAN (May
16, 1861-Sept. 4, 19 17), manufacturer, inventor,

was born in Fitchburg, Mass., the eldest son of

Henry Joseph and Eliza Ann (Siner) Colburn,

both of English ancestry. The early history of

Massachusetts records the pioneer activities of

three Colburn brothers in textile manufacture

and their mathematical and inventive abilities.

Early in Irving's life these inherited character-

istics were revealed. His father, manager of a

machine works and an inventor of wood-work-
ing machinery, had a well-equipped mechanical

shop in his home, and here Colburn after school

spent all of his time. Electrical experimentation

especially attracted him, even before graduating

from high school, and after spending a few years

in the machine works with his father, he estab-

lished at the age of twenty-two Fitchburg's first

agency for the sale of electrical equipment. With-
in a year or two he began in a small way and as

a side issue, the manufacture of dynamos and
motors of his own design and, using one of his

machines, made the first electric lighting instal-

lation in Fitchburg. He also installed the city's

first telephone system. In 1891 Colburn organ-

ized the Colburn Electric Company in Fitchburg

to engage in electrical equipment manufacture.

The business thrived so well that four years later

a new and larger plant was built. Difficulties

then arose in securing working capital, chiefly

because Colburn was financially unknown, his

manufactured products having been sold under

the name of his distributor; and after three

years of unsuccessful effort to correct this error,

the business was discontinued. Colburn then

went to Toledo, Ohio, and like his father who
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had preceded him there, became interested in

glass manufacture. His innate inventive turn

led him to experimentation in the fashioning of

glass by mechanical means and eventually to

drawing continuous sheets ; and for the succeed-

ing nineteen years until his death, he was en-

grossed in the solution of these problems. His
work attracted to him world-wide attention and
was crowned with success just a year before he

died, when his process became the basis of the

commercially successful Libbey-Owens Sheet

Glass Company. While his headquarters were in

Toledo, Colburn conducted his preliminary work
from 1899 to 1907 in Frankford, Pa., patenting

a number of glass-working machines as they

were developed. For the next four years he was
at work in Franklin, Pa., chiefly on a process for

blowing tumblers and lamp chimneys, and it

was while thus engaged that he began his ex-

periment of mechanically drawing continuous

sheets of glass. His basic patent, No. 876,267,

was granted Jan. 7, 1908 and assigned to the

Colburn Machine Glass Company. After several

years of experimentation and the expenditure of

much money with no appreciable financial return

to his backers, Colburn sold his patents in 1912

to large financial glass interests in Toledo. With
his assistance the process was brought to perfec-

tion in 1916 and a $2,000,000 plant was built near

Charleston, W. Va. Colburn was married to

Ida E. Hamlin of Toledo, who survived him.

[Fitchburg Hist. Soc, correspondence; J. M. Killits,

Toledo and Lucas County, Ohio, vol. II (1923) ; Sci-

entific American, Supp., May 16, 1908.] C.W M.

COLBURN, WARREN (Mar. 1, 1793-Sept.

: 3> I833), author, was the firstborn of Richard

Colburn, a farmer of Dedham, Mass., and Joanna
Eaton, his wife. At the age of four he began

summer district school, and at seven or eight,

winter school at Milford, whither by that time

his parents had moved. About 1806 they moved
again to Uxbridge where he continued to attend

the winter terms of the district school. In the

course of this schooling he had revealed his in-

terest and expertness in arithmetic, and his

father to encourage this bent took into his family

an infirm schoolmaster, who was known as a

"good cipherer." The instruction Warren got

from him and at the district school constituted

all the book-learning he had until 1815. By that

time he had mastered the trades of weaver and

machinist and had been employed for five years

at the latter occupation. In the summer of that

year he began to prepare for Harvard College

which he entered in 1816. Here, too, he showed

a strong interest in mathematics along with phys-

ical science. His graduation thesis was "On the
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Benefit Accruing to an Individual from a Knowl-

edge of the Physical Sciences." He included in

his mathematical study calculus and the recently

published works of Laplace. During his college

course he taught winter terms of school at Bos-

ton, Leominster, and Canton, and on graduation

in 1820 opened a private school in Boston. It

was while he was teaching there that he wrote

his text-books in arithmetic. The earliest of these

bore the title, First Lessons in Arithmetic, on

the Plan of Pcstalozzi, with some improvements

(1821). This remained the title till 1826 when
it was changed to Colburn's First Lessons. In-

tellectual Arithmetic upon the Inductive Method

of Instruction. This title was retained thereafter.

In 1822 his second arithmetic appeared, Arith-

metic; Being a Sequel to the First Lessons in

Arithmetic. In 1825 he published An Introduc-

tion to Algebra upon the Inductive Method of

Instruction. His arithmetics, which almost im-

mediately leaped into public favor and came to

be used very widely both in this country and

abroad, are still being published. Though he

profited by Pestalozzi's theories, these books were

the product of his own experience as a teacher

and of his own genius. They transformed the

school study of arithmetic from a blind fol-

lowing of rules to a reasoned solution of prob-

lems excellently adapted to the stages of devel-

opment of the child's power, and marked the be-

ginning of a new epoch in the teaching of this

study. In 1823 Colburn gave up teaching to ac-

cept the superintendency of a cotton-mill at Wal-
tham and in the following year became superin-

tendent of the mill of the Merrimack Manufac-
turing Company at Lowell, Mass., remaining in

this position until his death. In the last years

of his life, 1830-33, he published a graded series

of Lessons in Reading and Grammar. In 1826

be was elected to the first school-board of Lowell
and was twice reelected. He was one of the

founders of the American Institute of Instruction

in Boston and made before them many addresses,

that of 1830 on "The Teaching of Arithmetic"
being especially memorable. He was elected a
fellow of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences and a member of the examining commit-
tee for mathematics at Harvard. From year to

year he delivered before local lyceums and me-
chanics' associations, which he helped much to

promote, lectures upon scientific subjects. From
1827 on he was a communicant in the Episcopal
Church which he served as warden. On Aug. 28,

1823, he married Temperance C. Horton, whom
he had had as a pupil while as college student he
was teaching in Canton. By her he had four sons
and three daughters. His disposition was char-
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acterized by its unvarying cheerfulness and se-

renity. Rather tall and well-proportioned, he

was attractive in appearance, suggesting intelli-

gence, refinement, and benevolence.

[The best sources are a biographical sketch by a con-
temporary, Theodore Edson, in Henry Barnard's Am.
Jour, of Educ, Sept. 1856, pp. 294-316; and Walter
Scott Monroe's monograph on the "Development of

Arithmetic as a School Subject," U. S. Bureau of Educ.
Bull., 1917, no. 10. See also Boston Transcript, Aug. 8,

1884.] W.J.C.

COLBURN, ZERAH (Sept. 1, 1804-Mar. 2,

1839), mathematical prodigy, son of Abiah and

Elizabeth (Hall) Colburn, was born in Cabot

and died in Norwich, Vt. When he was less than

six years old, it was discovered that he could

solve rapidly in his head any problem of arith-

metic that was assigned to him. His father, a

poor man already nearing fifty, recognized in

the child's unique ability a means of gaining a

livelihood for his wife and nine children. He
exhibited the prodigy throughout New England,

and as far south as Richmond, and in April

1812, leaving only a small debt-incumbered farm

as support for the family, set out with him for

England. In London, erudition, nobility, and

even royalty acclaimed the marvel of Zerah's

faculty; but Paris, "owing," Zerah thought, "to

the native frivolity and lightness of the people"

(Memoir, post, p. 74) received him without en-

thusiasm. His schooling was spasmodic, and no

more than moderately effective even in mathe-

matics. His French residence of eighteen

months, beginning July 18 14, was financially

disastrous, but half of it was spent under regu-

lar instruction at the Lycee Napoleon.

During 1816-19, public interest in mathemati-

cal prodigies having ceased, the boy attended

Westminster School, under the patronage of an

earl, a period in which he distinguished himself

chiefly by his rebellion against "fagging." An-
gered because funds which he thought properly

destined for himself were being diverted else-

where, the father quarreled with the Earl of

Bristol who had favored him. Soon, plagued by
poverty, he urged his son to redeem their for-

tunes by a career on the stage. Zerah complied

as usual, but poverty still followed them, and in

his extremity the boy turned school-master. The
father died in 1824 and soon afterward the son

returned to America. Here he gave his attention

so earnestly to religion that to his surprise he
was early pronounced "a child of grace" and re-

ceived into the Congregational Church (Ibid.,

PP- I 55
—56) . Doctrinal questions of free-will and

foreordination continued unanswered, and he
could not feel spiritually at home, until, affiliating

himself with the Methodists and becoming a min-
ister, he set out on a nine years' itinerancy in
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Vermont. In 1833, he published A Memoir of

Zerah Colburn Written by Himself, and in 1835,

he ended his official career as a minister to be-

come professor of languages in Norwich Univer-

sity. His prowess in mental arithmetic, though

somewhat impaired, remained with him always.

He was married on Jan. 13, 1829 to Mary Hoyt,

by whom he had six children. He died from tu-

berculosis.

[In addition to Colburn's Memoir, see G. A. Gordon
and S. A. Colburn, Geneal. of the Descendants of Ed-
ward Colburn-Coburn (191 3) ; P. C. Dodge, Encyc. Vt.

Biog. (1912).] J.D.W.

COLBY, FRANK MOORE (Feb. 10, 1865-

Mar. 3, 1925), editor, author, was born in Wash-
ington, D. C, of New England stock, the son of

Stoddard Benham and Ellen Cornelia (Hunt)

Colby. He graduated from Columbia University

in 1888; took his master's degree the next year

in political science ; was Seligman Fellow at Co-

lumbia, 1889-90, and acting professor of history

in Amherst College, 1890-91 ; returned to Colum-

bia as lecturer in history in the College and in-

structor in Barnard College, 1892-95 ; and then

went to New York University as professor of

economics. Meanwhile, to eke out his salary as

a teacher, he had begun to write for encyclo-

paedias and so drifted into what proved to be his

life-work. His first staff position was as editor,

1893-95, OI the history and political science de-

partment of Johnson's Encyclopaedia. He mar-
ried Harriet Wood Fowler of Amherst, Mass.,

Dec. 30, 1896, and in 1898 became editor of the

International Year Book, later named the New
International Year Book, of which he remained

editor until his death. In 1899 appeared his Out-

lines of General History, a succinct, well-devised

text-book, which in 1921 went into a fourth edi-

tion. In 1900 he gave up his academic post in or-

der to give all his attention to editing and writing.

He was an editorial writer for the New York
Commercial Advertiser, 1900-02, was on the

staff of the International Encyclopaedia, and was
American editor of Nelson's Encyclopaedia. With
Daniel Coit Gilman and Harry Thurston Peck
he was editor of the New International Encyclo-

paedia, 1900-03, and with Talcott Williams super-

vised the publication of the second edition, 1913-

15. He also edited the two supplementary vol-

umes of 1924 besides doing his annual work on
the Year Book. The bulk of the editorial respon-

sibility was in each case his. The merits of the

New International were largely due to his genius

for planning and organization and to the high

standards of literary expression to which he held

his contributors. Through his editorial labors he

exercised a salutary influence on popular educa-

Colby

tion in America. Though he once maintained

that it would be no homicide to shoot a man with

an "encyclopaedic mind" and was fond of com-
paring himself to a chute down which tons of

general information plunged annually in a long,

deafening roar, leaving only a trail of dust be-

hind, he was a man of broad and accurate learn-

ing. That learning came as a surprise at times

to readers of certain popular magazines who
never guessed that the author of witty, pungent

brief essays on books, plays, and manners was
anything besides a literary journalist. At one

time or another Colby wrote either as regular

contributor or as member of the staff for the

Bookman, Harper's Weekly, the New Republic,

Vanity Fair, the North American Review, and
Harper's Magazine. He collected some of his

magazine work in several volumes of essays

:

Imaginary Obligations (1904), Constrained At-

titudes (1910), and The Margin of Hesitation

(1921). His literary work is best represented,

however, in a two-volume collection of excerpts

and whole essays, gleaned from the entire range

of his magazine writing, which appeared after

his death. In his personal essays he is revealed

as an original, masculine mind expressing itself

with remarkable vigor and precision. He was
consciously a stylist, often rewriting his ideas

to bring them nearer to perfection. He was re-

served almost to the point of shyness, though an

excellent talker with those he knew well.

[International Year Book, 1925 ; Who's Who in
America, 1924—25 ; Columbia Univ. Gen. Cat. 1754—1912
(1912) ; Saturday Rev. of Lit., I, 615, Mar. 21, 1925;
N. Y. Herald-Tribune and N. Y. Times, Mar. 4, 1925 ;

C. Day, Jr., ed., The Colby Essays (1926).] q H.G.

COLBY, GARDNER (Sept. 3, 1810-Apr. 2,

1879), merchant, railway-president, philan-

thropist, was the son of Josiah C. Colby, of Bow-
doinham, Me. His fortune and ship-building

business swept away by the War of 1812, the elder

Colby died, leaving his widow, Sarah Davidson

of Charlestown, Mass., with four children to

support, of whom Gardner was the second. At

the age of twelve the latter was at work in a

potash factory at Waterville, Me. Lacking time

for school, he looked up at the Waterville Liter-

ary and Theological College with longing. After

failing in her small store ventures at Bath and

Waterbury the mother removed her children to

Boston, where Gardner was sheltered and board-

ed by a Mr. Stafford in exchange for such work

as he could do. After a year or so his mother

managed to establish a home once more. Gardner

had a few months at school and worked for Phelps

& Thompson, grocers, after school hours. At

fourteen his school days ended and for three

years he was a clerk in a dry-goods store at $150

284
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a year and his board. His interest in education

for others was demonstrated by his successful

solicitation of two scholarships of $75 each on

one Thanksgiving Day, while he was still a clerk.

With his savings and a small loan he rented a

store in Boston and immediately prospered in the

retail dry-goods business. Soon Gardner Colby

& Company were wholesale jobbers and import-

ers, interested in navigation and trade with

China. In 1850 Colby became a manufacturer of

woolens by the purchase of a half-interest in the

Maverick Mills at Dedham, Mass. During the

Civil War he was successful bidder on many gov-

ernment contracts for clothing. He retired from

business and established his home at Newton,

but becoming restless in retirement, undertook

the presidency of the Wisconsin Central Rail-

road. His own money and that of many friends

went heavily into this venture. Troublous times

came upon the country and he encountered great

difficulties, but lived to see the 340 miles of road

completed to Lake Superior. Wlien urged by

friends to give up, his reply was, "if I'm good for

anything, I'm good in a storm." The road being

completed in 1878 Colby returned to Newton,

where he died in the following April. In 1836 he

had married Mary Low Roberts of Gloucester,

Mass. Four sons and two daughters survived

him.

As treasurer of the Baptist Education Society,

treasurer of the Newton Theological Institute,

trustee of Brown University at Providence, he

rendered valuable personal service and contrib-

uted to these institutions constantly and pro-

gressively as his wealth increased. The Water-
ville Literary College was in desperate circum-

stances in 1864, with the student body either at

war or kept on the farms. Colby contributed

$50,000 upon condition that a total of $200,000

be raised. This timely act enabled the college to

continue, and in 1867 its name was changed by
the legislature of Maine to Colby University

(now Colby College).

{A Tribute to the Memory of Gardner Colby (Bos-
ton, 1879), containing a sketch of his "Life and Charac-
teristics" by his son the Rev. Henry F. Colby ; Boston
Herald, Apr. 3, 1879; E. C. Whittemore, Centennial
Hist, of Waterville (1902), pp. 78, 86, 302-03.] B.C.

COLBY, LUTHER (Oct. 12, 1814-Oct. 7,

1894), spiritualist, was born at Amesbury, Mass.,

the son of Capt. William Colby, a shipmaster,

and of Mary Colby, who survived her husband
many years. From boyhood he was the intimate

friend of his fellow townsman John Greenleaf

Whittier. At the age of fifteen he completed his

education in the common schools of his native

town and went to Exeter, N. H., to learn the
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printing trade. In the light of his subsequent

interests, it is worth noting that his first work
in printing was done on an edition of Scott's

Family Bible. In 1836 he moved to Boston and
began his twenty years' connection with the Bos-

ton Daily Post, during which time he advanced
from journeyman printer to night editor.

Through a fellow printer, William Berry, with

whom he became familiar while in the service

of the Post, he was introduced to Charles

Crowell, Mrs. J. H. Conant, and other spiritual-

ist mediums. As a result of noting the reports

of manifestations of the spirit world and of at-

tending seances where he received what ap-

peared to him indubitable testimony to the truth-

fulness of spiritualism, Colby joined with Berry

and in 1857, "in obedience to a company on high,

unfurled the Banner of Light," a weekly spiritu-

alist paper, "devoted to the advocacy of the Spir-

itual Philosophy and Phenomena." The avowed
purpose of the paper was the publication of

spirit messages through the mediumship of

Charles Crowell. Colby firmly believed that

truth could best be served by a careful publica-

tion of all alleged communications from the

"sphere of light" to the "mortal state," together

with the supposed evidence for them, and that

thereby man could come to know himself truly as

a spiritual being in his eternal relations, instead

of confining himself to sense knowledge of his

temporary material bonds. He had a fervent

conviction that the revelation of spiritual truth

by the Banner of Light would revolutionize the

world. Berry was killed in the Civil War;
Colby continued to serve as editor of the Ban-
ner of Light until his death.

The whole life of "Luther the veteran," was
centered in this paper and in his defense of the

unpopular cause of spiritualism. Though not

personally a prominent man or a writer of books,

his influence as editor of the Banner of Light

was widespread. The paper was his pride both

as to its high moral tone and as to its attempt

to serve nothing but the truth. Its typographical

form received his close attention, and the paper

was a model of neatness and accuracy. Personal-

ly, Colby was genial, honest, upright to the

core, and, though excitable and impetuous, ex-

tremely generous. He was of large stature, ro-

bust physique, and temperate habits. Of his

sincere belief in spiritualism there can be no
doubt. He possessed a mind comparatively free

from conventional dogmatism and narrowness,

and was given neither to theological speculation

nor to church practises. Throughout his editor-

ship he followed the liberal policy enunciated

in his first statement, that we "shall not believe
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everything but shall not refuse to listen to what
is said." The Banner of Light, through Colby's

instrumentality, was the foremost organ of spir-

itualism until its discontinuance in 1907.

[John W. Day, A Biographic Memorial of Luther
Colby (1895) ; The Banner of Light, esp. for Oct. 13,

20, 1894, in which memorial articles on Colby appeared ;

personal letter from Mary T. Longley, associated with
Colby in editorial and spirit message service 1879-93.]

H.W.S.

COLDEN, CADWALLADER (Feb. 7, 1688

N.s.-Sept. 28, 1776), Loyalist, lieutenant-gover-

nor of New York, philosopher and scientist, was
born in Ireland, while his mother was visiting

there, though he was of Scotch ancestry and the

son of Alexander Colden, a minister of Duns,

Berwickshire, Scotland. He was destined for

the church, but after he had received the degree

of A.B. from the University of Edinburgh in

1705, he followed his stronger inclinations and

went to London to study medicine. From there,

at the suggestion of an aunt, he made his way to

Philadelphia in 1710, where he practised medi-

cine and carried on a mercantile business. Ex-
cept for short business trips and a return to

his native country in 1715, when he married

Alice Christie (daughter of David Christie of

Kelso, Scotland) on Nov. 11 of that year, his

stay in Philadelphia was uninterrupted until

1 718, when he moved his family to New York.

The Governor of that province had met him, been

well impressed, and promised to make him the

next surveyor-general of the colony if he would

make his home there—a promise which was ac-

cordingly fulfilled in 1720. This proved to be

only the beginning of Colden's long public ca-

reer. In 1 72 1 he was appointed to the Gover-

nor's Council and in 1761 he became the lieu-

tenant-governor of the colony, offices which he

held until his death in 1776. Whether straighten-

ing out with industrious skill the tangle of the

colony lands ; demonstrating the ease with which

huge patents could be automatically reduced by
the exaction of legal quit-rents, which, in turn,

could be used as a salary fund to insure the in-

dependence of crown officials ; formulating an

Indian policy; or, discredited, living in watch-

ful retirement at his Orange County manor,

Coldengham, he never ceased to fight colonial

aggression with the same indomitable resolu-

tion which characterized everything he did.

His official duties, however, did not smother

his other interests, for the scope of his attain-

ments displays a remarkable versatility of mind.

He not only wrote treatises which embraced his-

tory, applied mathematics, botany, medicine, and
philosophy, but he carried on a correspondence

which included Linnaeus, Gronovius, Benjamin

Franklin, Peter Collinson, Alexander Garden,
and Samuel Johnson. Of his writings, The His-
tory of the Five Indian Nations Depending on
the Province of New York was his first im-

portant work, published originally in 1727, but

enlarged and reprinted in later editions. Strange-

ly enough, though Colden was closely associated

with the Indian tribes of New York, the book
was based on French sources, and is both dull

and confused. It was widely read, however,
and is still an authority on the subject. He was
also impressed with the great superiority of

the French in their knowledge of the country,

due to their superior instruments for map-mak-
ing. He devoted much time, therefore, though
without success, to the improvement of his own
map-making instruments and compiled a set of

astronomical tables from his own observation.

He also invented, though others had probably
preceded him, the process now known as stereo-

typing, an explanation of which is contained in

"An original paper of the late Lieut. Gov.
Colden, on a new method of Printing discovered

by him ; together with an original letter from the

late Dr. Franklin, on the same subject ; and some
account of Stereotyping, as now practised in Eu-
rope, &c. by the Editors of the Register" (Amer-
ican Medical and Philosophical Register, vol. I,

April 181 1, pp. 439-50).
Colden's interest in botany led him to master

the Linnasan system, according to which he clas-

sified the flora of the country surrounding Col-

dengham. The results of his study he sent to the

Swedish master who published in the Acta So-
cietatis Regies Scientiarum Upsaliensis for 1743

(1749), Plantce Coldenghamice in provincia

Novaboracensi Americes sponte crescentes, quas
ad Methodum CI. Linncei sexualem, anno 1742
&c. observavit et descripsit Cadwallader Col-

den," and a supplement with a corresponding

title in the Acta for 1744-50 (1751). As for

medicine, his first choice for a career, his pub-

lished works include an "Account of the Climate

and Diseases of New-York" (American Medical

and Philosophical Register, vol. I, January 181 1,

pp. 304-10), "Observations on the Fever which
prevailed in the City of New-York in 1741 and

2 written in 1743" (Ibid., pp. 310-30), "Ob-

servations on the Yellow Fever of Virginia,

with some remarks on Dr. John Mitchell's Ac-

count of the Disease" (Ibid., vol. IV, January

1814, pp. 378-87), and an "Extract of a letter

from Cadwallader Colden, esq. to dr. Fothergill

concerning the throat distemper. Oct. 1, 1753"

(American Museum, vol. Ill, January 1788, pp.

53-59) . In addition to these he wrote two papers

on the treatment of cancer, and another on the

:86
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medical properties of tar-water, which gained

him much local reputation.

In mental and moral philosophy he found

further outlet for his mind. "The First Prin-

ciples of Morality or the Actions of Intelligent

Beings," "An Introduction to the Study of Phy-

losophy wrote in America for the use of a young

Gentleman" (Peter De Lancey), and his trans-

lation of Cicero's letters were all worthy prod-

ucts of his pen. But it was in physics that he

found his chief joy. His pamphlets: Light and

Colors, An Inquiry into the Principles of Vital

Motion, The Cohesion of the parts of Bodies,

and An Introduction to the Doctrine of Fluxions

or the Arithmetic of Infinities, show the catho-

licity of his mind, but to him his magnum opus

was An Explication of the First Causes of Ac-

tion in Matter, And, of the Cause of Gravitation

(New York, 1745; London, 1746). The theorem

had been promulgated by James Bernonilli to-

ward the close of the preceding century, but

Colden seems, as Franklin believed, to have been

quite unaware of that fact. In 1748 an edition

with notes was printed at Leipzig and Hamburg.

In 1751 a revised edition, The Principles of Ac-

tion in Matter, the Gravitation of Bodies, and the

Motion of the Planets explained from those

Principles, was published in London. The edi-

tion was well-launched, but its implied criticism

of Newton was resented and there was much
counter criticism which Franklin attributed to

the reluctance of Europeans to learn from "us

Americans." Once more revising and enlarg-

ing the Principles, he sent the manuscript in

1762 to Robert Whyte, professor of medicine at

the University of Edinburgh, asking him to de-

posit it in the university library if he thought it

unworthy of publication. Dr. Whyte advised

against immediate publication and there our

knowledge of this revision rests. The old edi-

tion, however, continued to be read, Buffon in

1778 asking Thomas Jefferson to replace his

own lost copy.

In August 1760, the death of Colden's keen-

est opponent, James De Lancey, who had been

made lieutenant-governor despite Colden's many
requests for the office, called the latter to take

command of the government, a summons eagerly

obeyed by this indomitable man of seventy-three.

Because he immediately undertook to enforce the

laws against smuggling merchants and grasp-

ing landowners, and was determined to hold

the judiciary under some restraint, he was
soon fighting as he had never fought before.

Meanwhile, his commission as lieutenant-gov-

ernor had come, under which he ruled the prov-

ince for fourteen years save for the brief ad-

Colden

ministrations of several governors. Late in 1764

came the news of the Stamp Act and Colden

was asked by a most restrained assembly to join

it in requesting a repeal. He replied evasively,

and later refused to sign addresses to King,

Lords, and Commons, for, notwithstanding the

precedent set by the other colonies and the disre-

spect shown him in public, he proposed to en-

force the law. The result was that on Nov. 1,

1765, a mob burned Colden's effigy along with

one of the devil and destroyed some property.

Urged by prominent citizens, Colden. then prom-

ised to leave the stamps alone and later under

some pressure yielded them to the mayor, an ac-

tion promptly censured by the home govern-

ment. The Stamp Act was shortly after re-

pealed, but no reply came to Colden's claim for

damages for nearly three years. Yet, despite

his difficulty in getting his financial claim satis-

fied, the excitement caused by further taxation

and the quartering of the regulars, Colden suc-

ceeded in keeping a fair balance between radicals

and conservatives until the Boston Port Act led

to the Continental Congress at Philadelphia.

The next Assembly was controlled by the Loyal-

ists, but they were defeated by the popular demon-
stration which elected the delegates to the second

Congress. Soon after, the battle of Lexington vir-

tually ended British government in the colonies,

and Colden retired to his Long Island estate,

"Spring Hill," where he died. He was devoted

to his family, and attributed his labors to a de-

sire to give his children leisure for scholarly

pursuits. His daughter Jane [q.v.~\ achieved un-

usual distinction for a woman of her time, and

his son David was a scholar of recognized stand-

ing. His daughter Elizabeth married Peter De
Lancey with whose brother, James De Lancey
[q.v.'], Colden had contended for the office of

lieutenant-governor.

["The Colden Letter Books," N. Y. Hist. Soc. Colls.,

vols. IX, X (1877-78) ; "Letters and Papers of Cadwal-
lader Colden . . . 1711-1775," N. Y. Hist. Soc. Colls.,

vols. L-LVI (19.18-23) ; E. B. O'Callaghan, The Docu-
mentary Hist, of the State of N.-Y. (4 vols., 1850-51 ) ;

Wm. Smith, The Hist, of the Late Province of N.-Y.,
from its Discovery, to the Appointment of Gov. Colden
in 1762 (2 vols., 1829) ; "Letters on South's Hist, of
N. Y." by Cadwallader Colden in N. Y. Hist. Soc.
Colls., vol. I (1868), pp. 179-235; Edwin R. Purple,
Geneal. Notes of the Colden Family in America (1873) >

Alice M. Keys, Cadwallader Colden, a Representative
Eighteenth Century Official (1906); L. Woodbridge
Riley, Am. Philosophy, the Early Schools (1907), pp.
329-72 ; Proc. of the Exec. Council (MS.)

; Jour, and
Proc. of the Gen. Assembly.] A. M.K.

COLDEN, CADWALLADER DAVID
(Apr. 4, 1769-Feb. 7, 1834), lawyer, mayor of

New York City, was the grandson of Cadwal-
lader Colden [g.7'.], Loyalist lieutenant-gover-

nor of New York on the eve of the Revolution.
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He was born at Flushing, N. Y., the son of

David and Ann (Willett) Colden. He received

his early education at Jamaica, N. Y., and, in

the year 1784, at a classical school near London.

Upon the death of his father in that year, he re-

turned to New York City and began the study of

law, which he subsequently pursued intensively

at St. John, N. B., under the expert guidance

of the crown counsel, William Wylly, Loyalist

emigre (Colden letters ; Edward A. Jones, Amer-
ican Members of the Inns of Court, 1924, p.

227), and again, on his return to New York, at

Kinderhook. Colden was admitted to the bar in

1 791, and two years later he married Maria,

daughter of Rt. Rev. Samuel Provost, first Prot-

estant Episcopal bishop of New York. Down
to the War of 1812 he practised law in Pough-

keepsie, N. Y., and in New York City; and

served in the capacity of district attorney of New
York City in 1798 and 1810 (Hugh Hastings,

ed., Military Minutes of the Council of Appoint-

ment of the State of New York, 1783-1821, 1901,

pp. 1 109 ff.). The New York law reports (see,

for example, 1 Caines, 9 Johnson, passim) bear

tribute to his ability and growing reputation in

the stalwart age of Emmet, Wells, and Ogden.

As a member of the committee on the judiciary

in the state Senate in 1825, Colden made a vig-

orous plea for the simplification of procedure and

the codification of the law. Although in his ear-

lier years he had manifested a reverence for the

English system of jurisprudence, he now as-

sailed its "useless and antiquated" formalities

and fictions (Journal, 48 Senate, 1825, pp. 320-

21). The report of the committee foreshadowed

the legal revolution of the next decade.

Though a Federalist, Colden supported the

War of 1812, and served as colonel in the state

militia, subsequently (1819) being raised to the

rank of major-general (Council of Appointment,

pp. 1748, 2013). Elected to the state Assembly

in 1818 with the indorsement of Tammany Hall,

he openly supported Gov. DeWitt Clinton, who,

as head of the council of appointment, was
wreaking political vengeance on that organiza-

tion. Colden was rewarded by being appoint-

ed mayor of New York City to succeed Jacob

Ratcliffe (Council of Appointment, pp. 1858-

59). In this capacity he served from 1818 to

1820. In 1 82 1 he successfully contested the elec-

tion of Peter Sharpe to Congress (Annals of

Congress, 17 Cong., 1 Sess., p. 520). During his

term he seldom departed from his "usual course

of silence," but in 1822 he made a vigorous ad-

dress in the House attacking the fugitive-slave

law (Ibid., p. 1379), in line with his earlier in-

dorsement of the plan of Gov. Tompkins for the

Colden

emancipation of slaves in New York (Journal,

Colden letters, 40 Assembly, pp. 126, 137, 239).
In his term in the New York state Senate, 1825-

27, Colden actively sponsored relief for the poor,

and juvenile welfare, and his expert knowledge
was marshalled in attacks on fanciful canal proj-

ects, and in urging further development of the

port of New York (see, for example, Journal,

48 Senate, pp. 64, 75, 93 ; 50 Senate, 1 Sess., pp.

33, 490).
Colden was intensely interested in navigation

and internal improvements. In 1825 he drew up
for the city of New York a Memoir on the com-
pletion of the New York canals. In this (p. 51)
he expressed his conviction that the Erie Canal

would make New York the greatest commercial

metropolis in the world. His Life of Robert Ful-

ton (1817), is an uncritical but detailed survey

of the inventor's career, which minimizes the

contributions of earlier pioneers in the field of

steam navigation. During the years 1817-19,

Colden was engaged in the production of a num-
ber of polemical tracts supporting the patent

rights of Fulton and the steamboat monopoly.

He died in Jersey City, N. J.

[Edwin R. Purple, "Notes Biog. and Geneal. of the
Colden Family," in N. Y. Geneal. and Biog. Record,
vol. IX (1873), PP- 161-83, contains a brief note on
Colden, as does Lorenzo Sabine, Biog. Sketches of the

Loyalists of the Am. Revolution, vol. I (1864). The
N. Y. Hist. Soc. has a number of important Colden
letters. For specific sources see references in the body
of the article.] r g ]y[

COLDEN, JANE (Mar. 27, 1724-Mar. 10,

1766), was the first woman in the New World
to be distinguished as a botanist. Both her par-

ents were Scotch, and members of families

wherein education was a tradition and not a

luxury. Her father, Cadwallader Colden \_q.v.~\,

was a graduate of Edinburgh University, a cor-

respondent of Linnaeus, and distinguished as a

scientist as well as a statesman. Her mother was
Alice Christie, the daughter of a clergyman at

Kelso, Scotland. Gov. Colden took up his resi-

dence at Coldengham, nine miles from New-
burgh, N. Y., when his daughter Jane was four

years of age, and she grew up on this great es-

tate, whose hospitable owners were hosts to all

the notable visitors of the day. Her father was an

ardent botanist, and made a special study of the

flora of Orange County in which there is evi-

dence of his daughter's collaboration. From Col-

dengham John Bartram and his son William

[qq.v.~] explored the near-by mountains, and

made a survey of the flora of the Catskills, and

to Coldengham came Peter Kalm, the celebrat-

ed traveler and favorite pupil of Linnaeus.

Jane, the fifth child in a family of ten, re-

ceived her entire education from her father and
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mother. She early showed a love of botany and

shared with her father an enthusiasm for the

great Swedish botanist, Linnaeus, and a mastery

of his system which is recorded with admiration

in many contemporary letters. Peter Collin-

son wrote to Linnaeus (May 12, 1756), "I but

lately heard from Mr. Colden. He is well ; but,

what is marvellous, his daughter is perhaps the

first lady that has so perfectly studied your

system. She deserves to be celebrated." And
Dr. Alexander Garden wrote to John Ellis (Mar.

2 5» I 7S5)»
"
n°t only the doctor himself is a

great botanist, but his lovely daughter is greatly

master of the Linnaean method, and cultivates it

with assiduity." John Ellis hinted to Linnaeus

(Apr. 25, 1758) that, as he had named a plant

Coldcnia after the father, it would be a com-
pliment to call Fibraurea or Yellow Root for the

daughter. He suggested "Coldenella or any
other name that might distinguish her among
your genera." Linnaeus had already named the

plant in question Helleborus Trifolius, but ap-

parently said "civil things" about Jane Colden

in a letter to Ellis.

Gov. Colden taught his daughter to take the

impression of the leaves of plants in printers'

ink, and she seems also to have made drawings.

Ellis wrote to Linnaeus (Apr. 25, 1758) that

"she has drawn and described 400 plants in your

method only," and she may have been the author

of other articles. Peter Collinson notes that

in the second volume of Edinburgh Essays "is

published a Latin botanic dissertation by Miss
Colden," and mentions in another letter to Lin-

naeus "a curious botanic dissertation by Miss
Jane Colden" which may refer to the same work.
The records of her life are fragmentary ; on
Mar. 12, 1759, she married Dr. William Far-
quhar, described by her brother as "An old

widower, but very worthy good Scotchman," by
whom she had a child who died in 1766. Her
husband practised medicine in New York City

and long survived her.

[Edwin R. Purple, Gcneal. Notes of the Colden Fam-
ily in America (1873) ; A Selection from the Corre-
spondence of Linnaus, etc. (1821), edited by Sir Jas.
Edward Smith ; Memorials of John Bartram and
Humphrey Marshall (1849); Dr. Howard A. Kelly,
"Some American Medical Botanists" (1914); Samuel
W. Eager, An Outline Hist, of Orange County (1846-
47) ; "Account of Jane Colden," by S. W. Eager in
The Ncwbnrgh Telegraph, Apr. 25, 1861 ; "The Colden
Letter Books" and "Letters and Papers of Cadwallader
Colden," in AT. Y. Hist. Soc. Colls., vols. L-LVI (1918-
23)] M.P. S.

COLE, CHESTER CICERO (June 4, 1824-

Oct. 4, 1913), jurist, teacher of law, was born
in Oxford, N. Y., the youngest of the eleven

children of Samuel and Alice (Pullman) Cole.

He attended the public schools and academy at

Oxford until he was thirteen, and for five years

was a clerk in a general store. He read law in

the office of a local lawyer for two years, then

entered the Harvard Law School, from which he

graduated in June 1848. The same month he

was married to Amanda M. Bennett of Oxford,

by whom he had seven children. After his gradu-

ation he went to Marion, Ky., was admitted to

the bar, and during a period of nine years gained

a high reputation in criminal law. The cam-
paign of 1856 and the controversies that fol-

lowed led Cole to move to Des Moines, Iowa,

where he lived until his death. He associated

himself with the Democratic party in Iowa and
continued with that party throughout the cam-
paign of i860. In 1859 he was a candidate for

the state supreme court and in i860 for Con-
gress, but was defeated in both contests. At the

outbreak of the Civil War he allied himself

with the Union men in support of the govern-

ment and left the Democratic party, which was
dominated by Southern sympathizers. He sup-

ported William M. Stone for governor on the

Republican ticket in 1864, and in recognition of

his labors in behalf of the Union, he was appoint-

ed a judge of the supreme court. He was twice

reelected and served for twelve years. In 1876
he returned to the practise of law.

With Judge George G. Wright, his associate

in the supreme court, he organized the Iowa Law
School in Des Moines in September 1865. The
school was conducted with marked success for

three years, after which it was merged with the

law department of the State University at Iowa
City. Cole served as professor for seven years.

Upon his return to Des Moines in 1875, leading

citizens urged upon him the organization of a

law school in the capital city, pointing out that

every consideration of convenience and advan-

tage to students required the establishment of

such a school. It was opened in September 1875.

In 1881 Drake University was established in Des
Moines and at the request of its founders the

law school was affiliated with it. For all but

about five or six years from 1875 to J9°7 Cole

was dean of the school. During all of this time

he was actively engaged in the practise of law.

In 1907 after a service of forty-two years, he was
awarded a retiring allowance by the Carnegie

Foundation, in recognition of his work as a

teacher of law, and was made dean emeritus of

the law school. He continued his practise until

he was eighty-seven years of age. Cole was one
of the most widely known lawyers in Iowa. At
his best he had few equals and no superiors as

a trial lawyer. As a judge his opinions were
models—terse, well phrased, pointed and strong.
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He was remarkable for his talents, and for his

unceasing industry, not only in his prime, but

in his old age. When he received the announce-

ment of the Carnegie award in 1907, he de-

scribed himself as "only eighty-three years of

age" and as not feeling "any necessity of retir-

ing."

[E. H. Stiles, Recollections and Sketches of Notable
Lawyers and Public Men of Early Iowa (1916), pp.
472-80; Proc. Iowa Bar Asso. ( 1914), vol. XX, pp. 18-

20; B. F. Gue, Hist, of Iowa (1903), vol. IV, pp. 56-
57; the Register and Leader (Des Moines), Oct. 5, 7,

1913; Who's Who in America, 1908-09; Bench and
Bar of Iowa (1901), pp. 68-71.] F. E. H.

COLE, FRANK NELSON (Sept. 20, 1861-

May 26, 1926), mathematician, the son of Otis

and Frances Maria (Pond) Cole, was born at

Ashland, Mass., of old New England stock. His

father was a farmer, an expert judge of stand-
' ing timber, and for a time interested in manufac-

turing. Moreover, he had a taste for mathemat-

ics and was a lover of flowers and trees. From
both parents Cole inherited a taste for learn-

ing and a stability of character which showed
themselves all through his life. After graduating

from the high school he was tutored for a short

time by a clergyman and then, with financial as-

sistance from a friend, he entered Harvard in

1878. Here he was soon recognized as a man
of unusual ability and was granted scholarships

which not only made it possible to secure the

A.B. degree with highest honors (1882), but to

go to Leipzig for the purpose of pursuing his

studies in the seminar of Prof. Felix Klein

(1883-85), and to return to Harvard where he

received the degrees of M.A. and Ph.D. in 1886.

He was married in Germany on July 26, 1888,

to Martha Marie Straff.

Cole lectured at Harvard from 1885 to 1887,

from 1888 to 1895 was instructor and then as-

sistant professor at the University of Michigan,

and was professor of mathematics at Columbia

from 1895 to the time of his death. From 1908 to

1923 he was secretary of the Faculty of Pure Sci-

ence at Columbia. He was secretary of the Amer-
ican Mathematical Society for more than twenty

years, and was editor-in-chief of its Bulletin from

1897 until shortly before his death. His published

contributions to mathematics began with an es-

say on the general equation of the sixth degree

(1885), and included memoirs on Klein's Iko-

saeder (1889); the linear functions of a com-

plex variable (1890); the theory of groups

(1891-1924) ; number theory (the factoring of

267 — 1 by the aid of quadratic remainders) ; and

triad systems. He also translated Eugen Netto's

work on the theory of substitutions ( The Theory

of Substitutions and Its Applications to Algebra,

1892). As a man Cole was admired by all who
penetrated a certain reserve that was natural to

him; as an executive he was faithful to every

duty ; as a teacher he was lavish of the time that

he would give to those who proved their worth

;

and as a friend he was loyal to the last. He loved

to take long walks in the country, studying trees

and wild flowers, and at the time of his death was
planning to retire from his university work and
lead a rural life.

[Information as to certain facts from members of
the family and from a colleague, Prof. Thomas S. Fiske
of Columbia. See also obituaries in Am. Mathematical
Monthly, XXX, 238; Am. Math. Soc. Bull., 2 ser.,

XXXII, 300, 580 f. ; E. D. Harris, A Geneal. Record of
Daniel Pond (1873), p. 122; Who's Who in America,
1920-21.] D.E.S.

COLE, JOSEPH FOXCROFT (Nov. 9 ,1837-

May 2, 1892), painter, was, "after Hunt, the first

Boston artist who studied in Paris." When he

returned from Paris, Hunt bought four of Cole's

paintings and helped him to a career that was
eminently successful (Knowlton, post, p. 33).
While Hunt's priority as "the first Boston artist

to study in Paris" may be denied, it is unques-

tionable that he and Cole were pioneers in calling

the attention of New England people to the mer-

its of French painting. Cole's part in this service

has had, perhaps, less general recognition than it

deserves. He was born at Jay, Me., a son of Sam-
uel and Selinda (Allen) Cole. His parents

moved to Boston when he was seven years old.

After public-school education Cole served an ap-

prenticeship at the Bufford Lithograph establish-

ment, where he had as associates Joseph P. Baker

and Winslow Homer (William Howe Downes,
Winslow Homer, 191 1, p. 27). While he worked

at lithography Cole saw in Boston many English

and German paintings but "had no desire to be-

come an artist" (Robinson, post, p. 45). Once,

however, he saw a landscape by Constant Troyon
which aroused in him an intense desire to paint

after the French formula. In i860 his savings

permitted him to go to Paris where he enrolled

himself as a pupil of Lambient. After a sketching

tour in Italy he returned to Boston where he sold

enough pictures to enable him to continue his

studies. In 1865 Charles Jacques received him

as an advanced student and assistant, employing

him to paint from pencil sketches pictures which

the master finished and signed. Cole exhibited

pictures of his own at the 1866 Salon and the In-

ternational Exposition of 1867. His summers

were spent in Normandy and Belgium. In the

latter country he married Irma de Palgrom, a

singer of international celebrity. Returning to

the United States he occupied a studio in the Cen-

tury Building, Boston, and a house at Melrose.
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In 1873 the family went to Paris where they re-

mained four years. During this time Cole ex-

hihited paintings in the Salons of 1873, T 874, and

1875. He sent to the Philadelphia Centennial

three pictures: "Cows Ruminating," "Scene in

Normandy," and "Melrose Twilight." Return-

ing home, in 1877 he built a house and a studio

on Mystic Lake, Winchester, Mass., where, ex-

cept for brief trips to Europe and to California,

he passed the rest of his life. Here he painted his

serious, low-toned landscapes, and advocated

among his professional associates and friends

the formation of collections of nineteenth-century

French art. "One can hardly estimate," says F.

T. Robinson, "the influence which Cole, in con-

nection with Hunt, 'Tom' Robinson, A. H. Bick-

nell and Henry Sayles, has had on the arts of the

two continents." Among those whom Cole in-

structed was his daughter, Adelaide Cole Chase,

a distinguished portrait-painter of Boston. He
belonged to the Society of American Artists and
was well represented in public and private collec-

tions when he died in middle life. He was buried

in Wildwood Cemetery, Winchester. The Win-
chester library owns two of his most successful

landscapes: "Coast of Normandy" and "The
Aberjona."

[Frank T. Robinson, Living New England Artists
(1888) ; Helen M. Knowlton, Art Life of Wm. Morris
Hunt (1899) ; obituaries in Boston Evening Transcript
and Boston Daily Globe, May 3, 1892.] F.W.C.

COLE, THOMAS (Feb. 1, 1801-Feb. 11,

1848), artist and poet, one of the first painters to

interpret the romantic beauty of American land-

scape, and a pioneer of the "Hudson River

School," was born in England at Bolton-le-Moor,

Lancashire, the seventh of eight children of

James and Mary Cole. His father, a woolen man-
ufacturer, was a man of fine tastes but poor busi-

ness ability, born at Haynford, Norfolk. Failing

in business, he moved to Chorley, and Thomas
was sent to school at Chester. His father wished

to make him a lawyer or iron manufacturer, but

he preferred to enter a calico factory as an en-

graver of simple designs, where association with

an old Scotsman developed his romantic tastes.

Accompanied by his youngest sister Sarah,

Thomas enjoyed wandering about the parks and
old ivy-mantled halls in his leisure moments,
playing his flute in picturesque solitudes, while

Sarah added the charm of song. An omnivorous
reader, he came upon a book which awakened
his interest in the beauties of the North American
states. Influenced by the boy's enthusiasm and
thinking that he might repair his shattered for-

tunes, the elder Cole sailed with his family for

Philadelphia, arriving July 3, 1819. Here, with

a stock brought with him, he opened a small dry-

goods shop, while Thomas took up wood-engrav-

ing which he had already practised at Liverpool.

In the fall, the family moved by way of Pittsburgh

to Steubenville, Ohio, while Thomas remained at

Philadelphia enjoying the brilliant colors of his

first American autumn along the banks of the

Schuylkill and Delaware rivers. On Jan. 4, 1820,

with a companion, he sailed for St. Eustatius in

the West Indies. In this mountain island of the

tropics, which appeared to him a dream of para-

dise, he made a number of sketches. He returned

home in May to join his family at Steubenville,

making the entire journey from Philadelphia on
foot. For two years he aided his father in the

manufacture of wall-paper, engraving the blocks

and relieving these tasks by wanderings in the

then primeval wilderness along the Ohio.

Although addicted to literary and poetic com-
position, he now decided to make the brush rather

than the pen his chosen means of expression.

With materials procured from a chair-maker

whose wares he decorated, he made several exper-

imental portraits of his father and friends. His
real delight was in landscape, but portraiture then

offered the only means of gaining a livelihood.

When twenty-one, in February 1822, with a

green baize bag containing a few clothes, colors,

brushes, and a stone muller for grinding paint,

slung over his shoulder, and not forgetting his

beloved flute, he started on foot for St. Clairsville,

thirty miles away. Here his experiences lacked

financial success, and another walk of three days

brought him to Zanesville, whence, after an even
more discouraging sequel, he went on seventy-

five miles to Chillicothe. An encouraging begin-

ning here ended in disappointment, and, hearing

of his family's intended removal to Pittsburgh,

he joined them at Steubenville, where he painted

some scenery for a local dramatic club. The fol-

lowing spring found him in Pittsburgh helping

his father in the manufacture of oilcloth, and
sketching along the banks of the Monongahela.

In November 1823 he went to Philadelphia and
there passed what he called "the winter of my dis-

content," working meanwhile at the Pennsylvania

Academy of the Fine Arts, and writing, besides

poems, a story, "Emma Moreton," which ap-

peared in the Saturday Evening Post. His fam-
ily had moved to New York and he joined them,

painting in the garret of his father's house in

Greenwich St. Several paintings placed in a shop
kept by a Mr. Dixey were sold, and three others,

the results of excursions up the Hudson to Wee-
hawken, the Palisades, and the Highlands, found

notable purchasers in the artists Col. John Trum-
bull, A. B. Durand, and William Dunlap ; and the
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poet William Cullen Bryant added his apprecia-

tion and patronage. Durand said, "His fame

spread like wildfire." He took rooms at Catskill,

painting from nature in the mountains beside the

Hudson. His poetic bent found expression in

two Miltonic landscapes, "The Garden of Eden,"

and "Expulsion from Paradise," which he exhib-

ited at the National Academy Exhibition of 1828.

The generosity of Thomas Gilmor of Balti-

more enabled him to visit England in 1829. There

he met the poet, Samuel Rogers, and the painters,

Sir Thomas Lawrence and Turner, who received

him kindly, and his pictures were exhibited at the

Royal Academy and British Institution. Other-

wise, however, his English visit, which lasted

nearly two years, was somewhat depressing. He
went on to Paris, and from Marseilles to Genoa
and Leghorn (1831-32). Florence he found "a

painter's paradise," and at Rome he took a stu-

dio on the Pincian Hill formerly occupied by

Claude Lorraine. From Naples he went to Paes-

tum, sketching its ancient temples. Sailing from

Leghorn, he returned to New York in November
1832. He exhibited his works in rooms at the

corner of Wall St. and Broadway, and Luman
Reed commissioned him to paint "The Course of

Empire" : five canvases depicting growth from

"Primeval Nature" through "Pastoral Life" to

"Wealth and Glory," and decline through "War"
and "Desolation." These pictures, which Bryant

considered "the most remarkable and character-

istic of his works," and which Fenimore Cooper

said, "ought to assure the reputation of any man,"

were completed in October 1836. They are now
in the museum of the New York Historical Soci-

ety. He married Maria Bartow on Nov. 22, 1836,

and settled at Catskill, painting from nature and

occupied with his allegorical works. For Sam-
uel Ward, in 1839, he began "The Voyage of

Life," four subjects: "Childhood," "Youth,"

"Manhood" and "Old Age," afterward in posses-

sion of John Taylor Johnson. These became well

known through engravings by Smillie, and are

still found in many American homes. Of simpler

and less elaborate design than the "Course of Em-
pire," they are more purely imaginative.

In 1 84 1 Cole again visited England, thence

going to France, Switzerland, Rome, and Sicily,

where he painted studies of Mount Etna. He re-

turned to America by way of the Rhine and Rot-

terdam in 1842. He visited the Adirondacks in

1846 and Niagara in 1847, dividing his time be-

tween the direct study of nature and the composi-

tion of pictures which became more abstractly

religious in character. A series, "The Cross and
the World," was begun, but while painting "The
Pilgrim of the Cross" he was seized with inflam-

Coleman
mation of the lungs and died at Catskill. Cole

holds an important place in the development of

American art. He was the master of F. E.

Church [q.z>.]. William Cullen Bryant, in an ora-

tion delivered before the National Academy of

Design in New York, May 4, 1848, eulogized him
not only as a successful painter of actual land-

scapes, but also as giving evidence of "an ardent

imagination" in the more symbolic productions

of his brush.

[Louis L. Noble, Life and Works of Thomas Cole
(1856) ; W. C. Bryant, "Eulogy," in Orations and Ad-
dresses (1873); H. T. Tuckerman, Artist Life or
Sketches of Am. Painters (1847), p. 116; G.W.Greene,
Biog. Studies (i860), pp. 74-120.] R.J.W.

COLEMAN, CHARLES CARYL (Apr. 25,

1840-Dec. 4, 1928), painter, was born in Buffalo,

N. Y., the son of John Hull and Charlotte Au-
gusta Coleman. He early evinced talent as an
artist and began his study with William H. Beard

\_q.v.~\, who had a studio in Buffalo. When he

was nineteen years old, he went abroad for fur-

ther study in Paris, but returned to America after

three years to serve in the Union army during

the Civil War. He was badly wounded and suf-

fered intensely, but he returned to Europe in

1866 and worked in Paris and Rome with Wil-

liam Hunt and Elihu Vedder [q.v.~\, the latter a

close friend. They made a trip together into Brit-

tany stopping first at Dinan and at Vitre on their

way back to Paris. Although Paris had become
the favorite place for study for young Americans,

Eugene Benson lq.v.~\, Vedder, and Coleman
found charm in the classic dignity of Rome. Here
Coleman lived with George Simmonds, occupy-

ing the Keats apartment which has now become

a shrine, sacred to the two poets Shelley and

Keats. Though keeping his apartment in Rome,

Coleman made his home finally on the Island of

Capri. Vedder lived near by, each choosing for

his home an old villa snuggled against steep hills,

with terraces vine-clad, orange trees on the

slopes, wide windows that swept the Bay, where

to "see Naples and die, means to live in God's

Paradise." Coleman was particularly interested

in Vesuvius. Whenever the old volcano burst

forth, he was ready with canvas and brush to

record the various atmospheric effects and

changes made by the volcano on the clouds and

the surface of the Bay of Naples. His picture of

the last great eruption which continued for sev-

eral days is a historic record of real value. It is

owned by the Brooklyn Museum. His "Vesu-

vius from Pompeii" is in the Detroit Institute of

Arts. One of his earliest pictures was a study of

Vedder in Coleman's studio. He painted a por-

trait of Walter Savage Landor, through the in-

fluence of Kate Field. Elihu Vedder in his Di-
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gressions, told many interesting stories of sketch-

ing with him. On one occasion at Bordighera,

Coleman had put a "chalk mark" on some par-

ticularly attractive view. They apparently re-

spected each other's "chalk marks," but when
he began his sketch Vedder sat down behind him

to paint the same scene. Vedder said: "I made
one of my best sketches and had finished it before

Coleman had hardly begun to draw his in.

Whereupon Coleman was enraged, shut up his

box and left, but he claimed my picture as his

own, since he had discovered the place." His

work, not only in oil but in water-color and pas-

tel, covers a wide range of subjects. Portraits

and figure pieces occupied him in the early part

of his career ; later, landscapes and architectural

subjects. He also painted flowers very success-

fully, understanding color and mass arrangement,

and he became famous for his religious pictures

and picturesque views throughout Italy. One
of his most charming paintings, bought by the

Buffalo Fine Arts Academy, is a moonlight view

of the village of Capri. He was an associate of

the National Academy of Design, New York ; a

member of the National Arts Club and the Play-

ers, New York ; and an associate member of the

Newspaper Artists Association. He received a

Bronze Medal at the Columbian Exposition at

Chicago in 1893, and the Silver Medal at the

Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo in 1901.

Soon after his death the Brooklyn Museum gave

a special memorial exhibition of his work for

which they assembled a large collection. His

funeral at Capri, where he died in his villa "Nar-

cissus," was attended by the public officials and
the American colony at Capri.

[Samuel Isham, Hist, of Am. Painting (1927) ; Elihu
Vedder, Digressions of V. (1910) ; Ulrich Thieme, AU-
gemeines Lexikon dcr Bildcnden Kiinstlcr (1912), VII,
197; Lars Gustaf Sellstedt, Art in Buffalo (1910), p.

120; N. Y. Times, Dec. 6, 1928; Art News, Dec. 15,

1928 ; Am. Art Annual, 191 7 ; Who's Who in America,
1910-11.] H.W.

COLEMAN, LEIGHTON (May 3, 1837-Dec.

14, 1907), Episcopal bishop, son of the Rev. John
and Louisa Margaretta (Thomas) Coleman, was
born in Philadelphia where his father was rector

of Trinity Church. After attending St. James's

Grammar School and the Episcopal Academy of

Philadelphia, he spent five years in business, and

then entered the General Theological Seminary
in New York where he graduated in 1861. From
i860 to 1862 he was missionary at Randall's and
Blackwell's Islands, N. Y. Being ordained priest

in the latter year, he was for the next seven years

successively rector at St. Luke's, Bustleton, Pa.

;

St. John's, Wilmington, Del. ; St. Mark's, Mauch
Chunk, Pa. ; and Trinity, Toledo, Ohio. Going

abroad in 1879 on account of his wife's health,

he remained for nearly seven years, residing

chiefly at Oxford, engaging in clerical work, and

serving for three years as organizing secretary

of the Church of England Temperance Society.

Returning to the United States, after a brief pas-

torate at Sayre, Pa., he was elected bishop of

Delaware and was consecrated Oct. 18, 1888. He
was the first incumbent of the office who was not

at the same time rector of a church, and conse-

quently he was able to devote all his energies to

diocesan and other public interests. With a

strongly-developed journalistic instinct he wrote
much for the daily press. He was also the author

of the following books : History of the Lehigh
Valley (1872) ; The Church in America (1895) >

A History of the American Church (1902). A
staunch upholder of temperance and law and or-

der, he was a prominent Mason and a member of

numerous historical, patriotic, educational, and
social organizations within and outside of the

Episcopal Church. He was a stiff churchman of

the Oxford type and outspoken in the expression

of his views. But his genial humanity put him on
a friendly footing with all schools and classes,

making for him a large place in the hearts of the

people of Delaware. In his latter years, on ac-

count of his flowing white beard and venerable

appearance, he was affectionately called "Santa
Claus" by the children of Wilmington. He was
a confirmed pedestrian, making long walking
trips in the states of Maryland and Virginia, on
which he concealed his identity and made friends

among all classes of people. His portrait in oil

may be seen at "Bishopstead," the Episcopal Res-

idence in Wilmington. He was married in 1861

to Frances Elizabeth du Pont of Wilmington,
who died Mar. 17, 1902. One son survived his

parents.

[The entire number of the Delaware Churchman for

Jan. 1908 is devoted to Bishop Coleman. An outline of
his life is also found in Who's Who in America, 1906-
07. The Outlook for Dec. 28, 1907, has an appreciative
editorial, and large space is devoted to his life and ser-

vices by the Churchman of Dec. 21, and the Living
Church for Dec. 21 and 28 of the same year.] F.T. P.

COLEMAN, LYMAN (June 14, 1796-Mar.

16, 1882), educator, writer of theological works,

was born in Middlefield, Mass., the son of Dr.

William Coleman and his wife Achsah Lyman.
With only a common-school foundation he pre-

pared himself for college while working on his

father's farm, entered Yale against strong pa-

ternal opposition, maintained himself there large-

ly by his own exertions, and graduated in 1817.

For three years he was principal of the Latin

Grammar School in Hartford, and for the next

four years tutor and student of theology at Yale.
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His contact during these years with eminent

scholars and theologians did much to overcome

his shyness and to shape his life purposes. On
Oct. 19, 1825, he was ordained at the Congrega-

tional Church at Belchertown, Mass., where he

remained till Sept. 4, 1832. This, his only pas-

torate, under which the church prospered great-

ly, was marked by activities on behalf of the

Sunday-school (then a new institution), the

cause of missions, and temperance reform. Re-

turning to what he considered his true vocation,

Coleman was for five years principal of Burr

Seminary, Manchester, Vt, and for five years

the head of the English department, Phillips

Academy, Andover, Mass. In 1842-43 he spent

nearly two years in Europe, studying for seven

months under Neander in Berlin. He then be-

came instructor in the classics at Amherst for

three years, professor of German in the College

of New Jersey (now Princeton) for two years,

and then principal of the Presbyterian Acad-

emy in Philadelphia for nine. In 1856 he paid

his second visit to Palestine and Egypt, and in

1861 he became professor of the classics at La-

fayette College, Easton, Pa., where he remained

till his death. He was married twice : on Sept.

21, 1826, to Maria Flynt of Monson, Mass., who
died on Jan. 11, 1871 ; and in October 1873 to

Marion B. Philleo, who survived him.

His principal publications are : The Antiqui-

ties of the Christian Church, largely translated

from the German (1841); The Apostolic and

Primitive Church, with a preface by Neander
under whose inspiration it was written (1844) ;

An Historical Geography of the Bible (1849) ;

Ancient Christianity Exemplified (1852) ; His-

toric Text-Book and Atlas of Biblical Geography

(1854) ; Prelacy and Ritualism (1869) ; Gene-

alogy of the Lyman Family (1872). He also

wrote many articles on miscellaneous subjects

and his Wall Map of Palestine issued in the lat-

ter fifties was long a standard authority. For

some years the oldest active college professor in

the United States, he was a man of commanding
presence, courteous demeanor, warm sympathies,

and strong convictions. Firmly grounded in the

old faith, he was nevertheless hospitable to new
ideas in theology.

[Autobiographical sketch in Lyman Coleman, Gene-
alogy of the Lyman Family (1872) ; A. H. Kellogg, A
Sermon Commemorative of the Life and Character of
the Rev. Lyman Coleman (1882) ; P. W. Lyman, Ser-
mon Delivered in Belchertown, Mass., Mar. 19, 1882;
Obituary Record Grads. Yale College, 1882.] F.T. P.

COLEMAN, WILLIAM (Feb. 14, 1766-July

14, 1829), the most effective Federalist journal-

ist of the period of Hamilton's leadership, was
born in Boston in poverty and, according to Jere-

miah Mason, in the poorhouse. His unusual

promise attracted the attention of people of means
who made it possible for him to enter Andover
Academy, where he acquired a taste for standard

authors, and a love for Sterne and Junius. He
then studied law under Robert Treat Paine at

Worcester, interrupting his studies to march with

the militia in Shays's Rebellion, and began the

practise of his profession at Greenfield, Mass.

His tastes being literary and political, he wrote

much for the Impartial Intelligencer, which he

established, and served in the Massachusetts

House in 1795 and 1796. Financially ruined

through speculations in the Yazoo land frauds,

he moved to New York City, with no other rec-

ommendation than an honorary degree from
Dartmouth College, a letter from Robert Treat

Paine, and a slight personal acquaintance with

Hamilton. A partnership of short duration with

Aaron Burr was followed by a more advan-

tageous one with John Wells, who introduced

him into literary and political circles. A vacancy

occurring in the clerkship of the circuit court, at

the instance of Hamilton he was appointed over

an applicant with superior claims. Thenceforth

until Hamilton's death he was intimately identi-

fied with the political fortunes of his benefactor.

Swept out of office by the Democrat victory of

1800, he was made editor and proprietor of the

Evening Post, established for political purposes

by Hamilton and his friends. It immediately be-

gan to fashion the thought of the Federalist press,

particularly through its semi-weekly edition, the

New York Herald, which had a national circula-

tion. Coleman had made promises to abstain from

scurrility in his prospectus, but he was soon as-

sailing Jefferson and his policies with as much
abandon as had characterized Duane's attacks on

Adams, and his insinuations against Jefferson's

private morals were as indecent as they were

false. He persevered in the pro-English policy of

his party, advocated a strong navy, ridiculed Gal-

latin as a financier, but supported Jefferson in the

Louisiana Purchase, while seeking to deprive him

of the credit. During the first Jefferson adminis-

tration, Coleman was under the direct influence

of Hamilton, who frequently met him by appoint-

ment at late hours in the night to dictate edi-

torials ; and Hamilton contributed anonymous ar-

ticles, such as the series of Lucius Crassus on

Jefferson's first message to Congress. However,

after Hamilton's death there was no marked de-

terioration in the editorial discussions of the

Post.

During Jefferson's second administration,

Coleman bitterly denounced his foreign policy as

anti-English ; fought the embargo ; attacked Clay,
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the leader of the war party, as "a liar and dema-

gogue" ; and sought to discredit and prevent the

floating of the Gallatin loan. With war declared,

he editorially discouraged the recruiting of fed-

eral regiments and called the war "unjust." He
did not, however, participate in the Hartford

Convention, albeit charged by Theodore Dwight,

secretary of the convention, with having sought

admission. After 1816 he ceased to be an uncom-

promising partisan. He had supported the state

administration of DeWitt Clinton and favored

him for the presidency in 1812. Four years later

he was persuaded that the Jeffersonian policies

were too popular to make war upon them wise,

and he was soon defending Monroe as one "more

generally acceptable to all classes . . . than any

other man . . . since . . . Washington." Com-
ing under the spell of the personality of Vice-

President Tompkins in 1819, his antipathy for

Democrats faded, and he supported William H.

Crawford for president in 1824, largely because

of a dislike for John Quincy Adams, and in 1828

he supported Jackson against Adams because of

the more moderate tariff views of the former. His

death occurred in the first year of the Jackson

regime.

A ready writer, much given to literary ailu-

sions, trained by the law to an intelligent discus-

sion of legislative and constitutional questions,

Coleman made his influence widely felt. An ex-

cellent conversationalist, jovial, naturally kindly,

and easily moved to pity, he was much loved by

his associates. Despite his opposition to duel-

ing, he was forced to fight Capt. Thompson, har-

bor-master of New York, in 1803 and the en-

counter at the foot of Twenty-first St. resulted in

the death of the Captain. After Hamilton's death,

Coleman, at Mrs. Hamilton's request, published

a compilation of tributes, Facts and Documents
Relative to the Death of Major General Hamil-

ton; and in 1810 he published a pamphlet of 123

pages attacking Madison for refusing further

communications from the British minister.

[There is no biography of Coleman. The most satis-

fying sketch is that by Allan Nevins in The Evening
Post: A Century of Journalism (1922). A good char-
acterization is that of Wm. Cullen Bryant in "A Brief
Hist, of the Evening Post" in N. Y. Evening Post: One
Hundredth Anniversary (1902). The Memoir of Jere-
miah Mason (1917) contains Coleman's confession to

Mason of Hamilton's dictation of editorials. Frederick

J. Hudson, Hist, of Journalism in the U. S. (1873), and
Geo. Henry Payne, Hist, of Journalism in the U. S.

( 1920), throw light on Coleman's role in the journalism
of his time.] C. G. B.

COLEMAN, WILLIAM TELL (Feb! 29,

1824-Nov. 22, 1893), merchant, San Francisco

Vigilante, was born near Cynthiana, Harrison

County, Ky. His father was Napoleon B. Cole-

man, a lawyer and at one time a member of the

legislature. Of his mother little is recorded. The
boy was but nine when his father died, a bank-

rupt ; and thereafter, with few opportunities for

schooling, he had to work for the support of the

family. At fifteen he went to Jacksonville, 111.,

where he was employed by an uncle, one of the

chief engineers for a system of railroads project-

ed by the State ; but the collapse of the State's

program the following year threw him adrift. At
St. Louis he found work in the lumber trade,

leaving it two years later to enter St. Louis Uni-

versity as a preparation for the career of a law-

yer. His health failing, he went to Louisiana in

1844, but shortly afterward returned and then

went to Wisconsin. Regaining his health after

several years, he decided on an overland journey

to California. With his brother he arrived at

Sutter's Mill, Aug. 4, 1849, and at once engaged

in the buying and selling of cattle, making also

some ventures in real estate. For several months
he kept a store at Placerville, and later, with two
partners, at Sacramento. In June 1850 he closed

the Sacramento store and with one of his part-

ners started the merchandising firm of William

T. Coleman & Company in San Francisco. He
was for a time a member, and sometimes the pre-

siding officer, of the executive committee of the

Committee of Vigilance of 1851, where he op-

posed the extremism of Sam Brannan and others.

Though resigning from the executive committee

after two months' service, he continued to be a

member of the general organization and also of

its mysterious and shadowy Committee of Thir-

teen which five years later was to bring another

vigilance movement into being. In August 1852,

in Boston, he married Carrie M. Page, and there-

after for about three years made his home in New
York, where he established an eastern branch of

his firm.

He returned to San Francisco in January 1856,

to find that social conditions had relapsed into a

state similar to that which preceded the citizens'

uprising of 185 1. The assassination of James
King of William, editor of the Bulletin, by a New
York ruffian, James Casey, on May 14, brought

on a new crisis. A call from the old Committee
of Thirteen was published, and on the following

day a new Committee of Vigilance was formed,

and Coleman was made president of its executive

committee. In an article in the Century Maga-
zine, published thirty-five years later, he makes
the doubtful statement that absolute authority

was given him and that without this grant of

power he would not have accepted the place. The
Committee began work promptly. On May 18

the sheriff, realizing the popular strength of the

movement, surrendered Casey and another mur-
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derer, Charles Cora, to the Committee. They
were put on trial on the 20th, found guilty on the

21st, and publicly hanged on the 22nd. For three

months the Committee, with every evidence of

general approval, though facing the proclamation

of Gov. Johnson, who on June 3 declared San
Francisco County in a state of insurrection, con-

tinued its work of trying criminals. On Aug.
18, after having hanged four of them, exiled

twenty-three, and frightened many others into

leaving the city—a record curiously similar to

that of 185 1, it held a great parade and then dis-

banded.

Coleman again became a resident of New York
City, remaining there for several years. At the

conclusion of the Civil War he returned. On Dec.

16, 1865, he received the complimentary vote of

26 legislators for the United States senatorship.

He was frequently besought to accept public of-

fice, but always declined. During the anti-Chi-

nese agitation of 1877, which brought on rioting

and some destruction of property, he came to the

front as the head of a Committee of Safety. Arm-
ing his volunteers at first with weapons from the

War Department, but immediately thereafter

discarding these arms and substituting hickory

pick-handles, he organized a large force for the

preservation of order. It was a brief episode,

for the danger, which had become acute on July

23, had passed by the 26th, and by the 28th the

Pick-Handle Brigade was dissolved. Coleman's

various activities had brought him into national

prominence. In the months immediately preced-

ing the national campaign of 1884 he was en-

thusiastically supported for nomination as a

presidential candidate by Charles A. Dana in the

New York Sun. In 1886 his house failed with

large liabilities. Though by a temporary adjust-

ment the creditors were paid at forty cents on the

dollar, Coleman declared that he would in time

pay every one in full, a promise he fulfilled in

the year before his death. He died in San Fran-

cisco, survived by his widow and two sons.

Coleman is described by Bancroft as "tall, large,

symmetrical in form, with a high intellectual

forehead and eyes of illimitable depth and clear-

ness" and of a presence "always imposing."

The dedication of the second volume of the his-

torian's Popular Tribunals (1890) addresses

the Vigilante as "the chief of the greatest popu-

lar tribunal the world has ever witnessed" ; and
the work praises him in high terms.

[H. H. Bancroft, Popular Tribunals (1890) ; G. W.
Sullivan, Early Days in Cal. (1888) ; S. S. Eldredge,
ed., Hist, of Cal. (191 5) ; Wm. Tell Coleman, "San
Francisco Vigilance Committees," Century Mag., Nov.
1891 ; "Sherman and the San Francisco Vigilantes,"
Century Mag., Dec. 1891 ; T. H. Hittell, Hist, of Cal.

(1897) ; Mary Floyd Williams, ed., "Papers of the San

Francisco Committee of Vigilance of 185 1," Pubs.
Acad. Pacific Coast Hist., vol. IV (1919), and "Hist.
of the San Francisco Committee of Vigilance of 1851,"
Univ. of Cal. Pubs, in History (1921) ; San Francisco
Examiner, Nov. 23, 1893.] W. J.G t.

COLES, EDWARD (Dec. 15, 1786-July 7,

1868), abolitionist, governor of Illinois, was
born on a plantation, "Enniscorthy," in Albe-

marle County, Va. His father, Col. John Coles,

who was a slaveholder and of good family, had
served in the Revolution and enjoyed the friend-

ship of many of the foremost Virginia statesmen

of the time. Edward was given an exceptional

education and training, even for an aristocratic

Virginian of that period. After being prepared

by private tutors, he first attended Hampden-
Sidney College, and later William and Mary,

where he failed to graduate, however, owing to

a physical injury. From 1809 to 181 5 he served

as private secretary to President Madison and

in 1816 he was sent by the President to Russia

on a diplomatic mission. His European jour-

ney also afforded him opportunity for travel in

Germany, France, and the British Isles. The
trend of Coles's later career was determined by

a strain of idealism in his character which led

him early in life to champion the anti-slavery

cause, on moral and humanitarian grounds.

Upon the death of his father in 1808, he had
fallen heir to a plantation and a number of slaves,

but this did not alter his attitude. In 1814 he

corresponded with Jefferson on the subject of

slavery and a letter of Jefferson's, dated Aug.

25, 1814, has become famous as one statement

of the anti-slavery view-point (Washburne,

Coles, Alvord ed., pp. 24-27). Being, as one of

his friends expressed it, "an experimental phi-

losopher," Coles determined to remove to free

soil and emancipate his slaves. He had made
two preliminary journeys to the Northwest, first

in 18 1 5 and again in 1818, and had decided to

settle at Edwardsville, 111., the state having been

admitted to the Union in 1818.

He set out in the spring of 1819, carrying his

negroes with him. With an instinct for the dra-

matic, he informed them of their emancipation

during the journey down the Ohio River. Upon
arriving in Illinois, he executed formal deeds

of emancipation and assisted his former slaves

to make a new start in life. On Mar. 5, 1819, he

was appointed register of the Land Office at Ed-

wardsville, a position which enabled him to ex-

tend his acquaintance among the people of the

state. He is described at this time as "a young

man of handsome, but somewhat awkward per-

sonal appearance, genteelly dressed, and of kind

and agreeable manners" (Ibid., p. 49). In 1822,

only three years after his arrival in the state,
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Coles was elected governor, though by a very

narrow margin. His success may be attributed

in part to the appearance of slavery in Illinois

politics. Though nominally free territory, slav-

ery virtually existed, and there was evidence of

a desire to extend the institution. Coles natu-

rally represented the forces opposed to this

movement. In his first message to the Assem-
bly, he urged the adoption of measures which

would abolish slavery in fact as well as in name.

The challenge was taken up by the pro-slavery

faction, which passed a resolution calling for a

referendum upon the question of holding a con-

vention to amend the constitution. It was
understood that one purpose of this move was
to legalize slavery. A bitter struggle ensued,

with Coles leading the anti-convention forces.

In a letter to a friend he wrote at this time, "I

assure you, I never before felt so deep an inter-

est in any political question. It preys upon me
to such a degree, that I shall not be happy or

feel at ease until it is settled" (Ibid., p. 122).

The convention project was decisively defeated

at the polls in August of 1824, and the menace

of slavery was averted. As governor, Coles was
greatly interested in the furthering of internal

improvements and in the promotion of agri-

culture. As early as 18 19 he had taken the in-

itiative in organizing the first state agricultural

society. In national politics he was at first a

Republican. In 1824 he favored Crawford for

the presidency, but later he became an opponent

of Jackson. Aside from his career as governor

he met with little success in state politics, being

defeated for the United States Senate in 1824

and for Congress in 1831. Apparently he did

not find life in a frontier state congenial, for

a few years after retiring from the governor-

ship in 1826, he removed to Philadelphia, prob-

ably in the fall of 1832. There he passed the re-

mainder of his life, years which were happy,

prosperous, but uneventful from a political

standpoint. On Nov. 28, 1833, he was married

to Sally Logan Roberts. He died in 1868 at the

age of eighty-two, having witnessed the fulfil-

ment of his life-long hope, though at the cost of

civil war. In helping to prevent the extension

of slavery into the Northwest, it is evident that

he himself played no small part in the emanci-

pation movement.

[The best account of Coles's life is Elihu B. Wash-
burne's Sketch of Edward Coles (1882). It includes
a full history of the convention struggle of 1824 and is

valuable for the documents which it contains. This
Sketch has been reprinted, along with additional docu-
mentary material, under the title "Gov. Edward Coles,"
as vol. XV (1920) of the Colls, of the III. State Hist.
Lib., edited by C. W. Alvord. Some of Coles's corre-
spondence as governor is contained in E. B. Greene and
C. VV. Alvord, Governors' Letter Books, 1818-1834

(1909), vol. IV of the ///. Hist. Colls. See also Solon

J. Buck, Illinois in 1818 (1917), and Theodore C.
Pease. The Frontier State, 1818-1848 (1918), the lat-

ter being vol. II of the Centennial History of Illinois.

In the absence of any considerable body of manuscript
material, early Illinois newspapers constitute one of
the most valuable sources regarding his political ac-

tivities.] VV. E. S—s.

COLFAX, SCHUYLER (Mar. 23, 1823-Jan.

13, 1885), vice-president of the United States,

was born in New York City. His paternal grand-

father, William Colfax, was commander of

Washington's body-guard during the Revolution-

ary War (William Nelson, in the Proceedings

of the New Jersey Historical Society, 2 ser.,

IV, 145-52). His maternal grandmother, Hester

Schuyler, was a cousin of Gen. Philip Schuy-

ler [q.v.]. His father, Schuyler Colfax, who
married (Apr. 15, 1820) Hannah Stryker of

New York, died Oct. 30, 1822, and in 1834 his

mother married George W. Matthews of Balti-

more. In 1836 the family removed to New
Carlisle, Ind., where Matthews, who became
auditor of St. Joseph County in 1841, appointed

his stepson deputy auditor at South Bend, an

office which he held for eight years. Colfax

found time to serve as assistant enrolling clerk

of the state Senate (J842-44) and as correspon-

dent of the Indiana State Journal (Indianapo-

lis), and also studied law, but was never admit-

ted to the bar. Having bought an interest in

the South Bend Free Press in 1845, ne changed

the name of the paper to St. Joseph Valley Reg-

ister, made it the Whig organ of northern In-

diana, and retained his interest in it until short-

ly after he became speaker of the House of

Representatives. His political activities began

early. He made campaign speeches for Clay in

1844, was secretary of the Chicago Rivers and
Harbors Convention in 1847, delegate to the

Whig national convention of 1848, and sat

in the state constitutional convention of 1850.

In 185 1 he was defeated as a Whig candi-

date for Congress, notwithstanding a unani-

mous nomination, but was a delegate to the

Whig national convention of 1852. When the

Republican party was formed he joined it, and

took an active part in organizing the new party

in Indiana. In December 1855, he entered the

House of Representatives of the Thirty-fourth

Congress (1855-57) as a Republican, and served

continuously until the end of the Fortieth Con-

gress (Mar. 3, 1869). From the Thirty-eighth

to the Fortieth Congress, inclusive (1863-69).

he was speaker of the House. On June 21,

1856, he made a speech, of which more than a

million copies were said to have been circulated,

opposing the use of the army in Kansas until

the laws of the Territory should have received
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congressional approval. His longest and most

important service, prior to the speakership, was
as chairman of the Committee on Post Offices

and Post Roads, in which capacity he directed

the reorganization and extension of the over-

land mail service to California. He was strong-

ly urged for postmaster-general under Lincoln,

hut was passed over on the ground, as Lincoln

wrote, that he was "a young man, is already in

position, is running a brilliant career, and is

sure of a bright future in any event" (Hollister,

post, p. 175). On Apr. 8, 1864, he left the speak-

er's chair to move the expulsion of Alexander

Long of Ohio, who had spoken in favor of recog-

nizing the Confederacy. The resolution was
later changed to one of censure.

His position as speaker, together with his

"advanced ideas on Negro suffrage" (W. A.

Dunning, Reconstruction Political and Eco-

nomic, 1907, p. 129), commended Colfax as a

candidate for vice-president in 1868, and at the

Chicago convention, after the fifth ballot, when
he received 541 votes, his nomination was made
unanimous (E. Stanwood, History of the Presi'

dency, I, 321), and he was later elected. An offer

of the secretaryship of state in August 1871

was declined. Consideration of his availability

as a presidential candidate by the Liberal Re-

publicans in 1872 aroused the opposition of ad-

ministration leaders, and at the Philadelphia

convention he was defeated for renomination on

the first ballot, the vote standing 321^ for Col-

fax and 364^ for Henry Wilson {Ibid., I, 348).

Shortly thereafter he declined an offer of the

editorship of the New York Tribune. He was
implicated in the Credit Mobilier scandal, the

investigation showing that he had agreed to ac-

cept twenty shares of stock in the company and
had received a considerable sum in dividends.

His denial of the charge was not convincing,

and in his examination before the committee

"it is impossible to believe that he told the truth"

(Rhodes, VII, 13-15). He escaped formal cen-

sure on the ground that his misconduct, if any,

had been committed before he became vice-

president, but although he claimed to have been
"fully exonerated" {Biographical Directory of

the American Congress, 1928, p. 834), his po-

litical standing was ruined. His part in the

Credit Mobilier affair was somewhat overshad-

owed by the disclosure that he had received in

1868 a campaign gift of $4,000 from a contractor

who had supplied envelopes to the government
while Colfax was chairman of the Committee on
Post Offices and Post Roads. He continued after

his retirement to be in demand as a lecturer, and
devoted much time to the Odd Fellows, of which

Colgate

order he had been a member since 1846. He
died suddenly at Mankato, Minn., and was buried

at South Bend. His first wife, Evelyn Clark of

New York, whom he married Oct. 10, 1844, died

at Newport, R. I., July 10, 1863. On Nov. 18.

1868, he married Ellen W. Wade, a niece of

Benjamin F. Wade of Ohio [q.v.~\.

[The chief authority, aside from the Jour, of the
House of Representatives, the Cong. Globe, and the re-
ports of House committees, is O. J. Hollister, Life of
Schuyler Colfax (1886), able and thorough but over-
friendly. A. Y. Moore, The Life of Schuyler Colfax
(1868), a campaign biography, is valuable for the texts
of speeches, letters, newspaper comment, etc. The
Poland and Wilson reports on the Credit Mobilier scan-
dal form House Report No. 77, 42 Cong., 3 Sess. ; their

facts and findings are judiciously summarized and ap-
praised in J. F. Rhodes, Hist, of the U. S., VII (1906),
ch. 40.] W. M.

COLGATE, JAMES BOORMAN (Mar. 4,

1818-Feb. 7, 1904), stock-broker, philanthro-

pist, was the son of William [q.v.~\ and Mary
(Gilbert) Colgate and was born in New York
City. He attended school in the city and in

Connecticut until he was about sixteen, when he

began work in the commission house of Boor-

man, Johnson & Company. He went to Europe
in 1841, and on his return the following year was
employed by a wholesale dry-goods house. In

1852 he formed a stock-brokerage partnership

with John B. Trevor, under the firm name of

Trevor & Colgate. Five years later the firm

added a bullion department, to which Colgate

gave most of his time. During the Civil War
the firm served in some degree to regulate the

ratio of value between gold and paper, thus pre-

venting the hoarding of specie, and in various

ways helped to sustain the credit of the govern-

ment. In 1873 tne name was changed to James
B. Colgate & Company, which is still retained.

During the earlier stages of the resumption of

specie payments the firm conducted the largest

specie and bullion business of any house in the

United States. Colgate was one of the founders,

and for a number of years the president, of the

New York Gold Exchange and in his last years

vice-president and a director of the Bank of

the State of New York. He was an advocate of

the remonetization of silver during the years

1890-97, and despite the adverse sentiment of

nearly all his business colleagues, vigorously

maintained his position with tongue and pen.

He was married twice : first, about 1847 to Miss

Hoyt of Utica, N. Y., who died a few years

later, and, in 1857 to Susan F. Colby, who, with

a daughter and a son, survived him. Like his

father, he was a Baptist. Becoming prosperous at

an early period of his business career, he fol-

lowed his father's example of contributing gen-

erously to educational and religious institutions.
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With his partner Trevor he built the Warburton

Avenue Baptist Church in Yonkers. He made
many gifts to Madison University in Hamilton,

N. Y., and in 1873, with the assistance of his

brother Samuel, built and endowed in the same
village Colgate Academy, thereafter serving for

a number of years as the president of its board

of trustees. On the combining, in 1890, of the

University and the Academy, the institution was
named, in honor of his father, Colgate Univer-

sity. He is said to have made a substantial gift

to it every year, and during the period of thirty

years to have given to it and to its predecessors

more than a million dollars, as well as a sub-

stantial donation to Colby Academy, at New
London, N. H., the home of his wife. He had a

wide range of interests and was a member and

supporter of several societies for the further-

ance of knowledge and art.

[Who's Who in America, 1903-05 ; TV. Y. Times,
TV. Y. Tribune, and TV. Y. Herald, Feb. 8, 1904; in-

formation as to certain facts from Jas. C. Colgate.]

W.J.G—t.

COLGATE, WILLIAM (Jan. 25, 1783-Mar.

25> J 857), manufacturer of soaps and toilet

preparations, was born in the parish of Holling-

bourn, Kent, England, the son of Robert and

Sarah (Bowles) Colgate. In March 1795, the

father, threatened with arrest for his too ardent

advocacy of the French Revolution, sailed with

his family for Baltimore. He bought and culti-

vated a farm near Baltimore, but lost it through

a defect in the title. His son William had some
schooling both in England and in America. At
fifteen he went to work, probably for a tallow-

chandler, and in 1804 he left Baltimore for New
York, finding employment with Slidell & Com-
pany, then the largest tallow-chandlers in the

city. Before long he became business manager
of the firm. In 1806 he started his own estab-

lishment in Dutch St., which from the first was
successful. He was married, in 181 1, to Mary
Gilbert, a woman highly praised for her culti-

vation, charm, and benevolence. By 1812, worth

$5,000, he considered himself wealthy, and his

after-years are said to have been of uninter-

rupted prosperity. About this time he began the

manufacture of starch, subsequently abandoned,

and for many years his establishment included

one of the largest starch plants in America.

Though the manufacture of soap in this country

was then in its crude beginnings, the finer quali-

ties being made by secret process in England and
France, the industry grew enormously during
the first four decades of the century, and Col-

gate's business shared in this expansion. The
discoveries of Chevreul in 1841, revealing the

true principles of saponification, were quickly

Colgate

utilized by Colgate and others, greatly trans-

forming the industry and prompting the manu-
facture of many new varieties of toilet and shav-

ing soaps. In 1847 the factory was moved to

Jersey City, and three years later the making of

"fancy" soaps was established on a large scale,

to be followed in later years by a wide range of

toilet preparations.

Out of his first profits Colgate bought a farm
in Delaware County, N. Y., for his father. When
he began business he resolved to devote ten per

cent of each year's net earnings to benevolence

—

a resolve adhered to throughout the remainder of

his life, though the percentage was often doubled

and even trebled. His main interests were edu-

cation, religion, and temperance. He was a lib-

eral supporter of the Hamilton Literary and

Theological Seminary, at Hamilton, N. Y., and

its successor (1846), Madison University, which
in 1890 became Colgate University. In his twen-

ty-fifth year he joined the Baptist Church. He
aided in organizing the first Bible society formed
in New York and in 1816 in organizing the

American Bible Society. In 1836, however, ob-

jecting to some of the methods of the latter so-

ciety, he resigned and helped to organize the

American and Foreign Bible Society, of which
for thirteen years he was the treasurer. By 1838

he had come to regard sectarianism as an ob-

stacle to the progress of Christianity. With-
drawing from his church, he joined with others

in organizing the society which built the Taber-

nacle, a society which adopted no creed, but only

a simple covenant. In the same year he admit-

ted to partnership his son Samuel. Until about

a year before his death he continued actively in

business. He died at his home in New York
City, leaving three sons: Samuel (1822-97),

who succeeded to the business and greatly ex-

tended it, James Boorman [q.v.~], and Robert.

In the manufacture of soaps and toilet prep-

arations in the United States Colgate was a pio-

neer. He combined shrewd judgment with clear

vision, and he seems never to have made a seri-

ous commercial blunder. Even during the ruin-

ous times of the War of 1812 he prospered. He
was noted, among other things, as the possessor

of an exceptionally sunny temperament. He was
just in his dealings ; to his employees he was
liberal, and he was known as a friend of the

workingman. His hospitality was lavish, and to

the causes he had at heart he was a generous

contributor.

[Samuel Colgate, "Am. Soap Factories," in One
Hundred Years of Am. Commerce (1895), ed. by C. M.
Depew ; TV. Y. Tribune, Mar. 26, 1857 ; W. W. Everts,
Wm. Colgate, the Christian Layman (1881) ; informa-
tion as to certain facts from Jas. C. Colgate.]

W.J.G—t.
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COLLAMER, JACOB (Jan. 8, 1791-Nov. 9,

1865), judge, United States senator, postmaster-

general, was born in Troy, N. Y., third of the

eight children of Samuel Collamer, member of

an early Massachusetts family, and Elizabeth

Van Ornum, of colonial Dutch descent. The
family moved to Burlington, Vt., when Jacob

was about four. Here he prepared for college

under members of the faculty, and graduated

from the University of Vermont in 1810. At
once he began the study of law at St. Albans, Vt.,

under Mr. Langworthy and later under Ben-

jamin Swift, afterward senator. His studies were

interrupted by his being drafted into the de-

tailed militia service in 1812. He served as

lieutenant of artillery and as aide to Gen. French,

with whom he went to Plattsburg, arriving in

the evening after the battle was over. Admitted

to the bar in 1813 he practised at Randolph Cen-

ter until he removed to Royalton in 1816. He
married Mary N. Stone of St. Albans, daughter

of Abijah Stone, on July 15, 1817. He served

four terms in the legislature as representative

of Royalton, and was one of the assistant judges

of the supreme court of Vermont from 1833 until

1842 when he declined reelection. As delegate

to the Vermont constitutional convention (1836)

he actively supported the movement to substitute

a state Senate for the old Governor's Council.

"That amendment has been largely attributed to

the ability and zeal with which he urged it"

(Barrett, post). This year he moved to Wood-
stock, Vt., his home for the rest of his life. His

national career began in 1842 when, after a close

and hotly contested election, he was chosen mem-
ber of the House of Representatives for the

2nd Congressional District. Reelected in 1844
and 1846, he declined a fourth election. As repre-

sentative he made speeches on the annexation of

Texas, the Mexican War, and the tariff, his ad-

dress on "Wools and Woolens" attracting most

attention. Recommended for a cabinet position

by a legislative caucus, he became postmaster-

general in the cabinet of President Taylor

(1849). His service was short, for upon the

death of President Taylor in July 1850 he re-

signed with the rest of the cabinet.

A few months after his return home, the Ver-
mont legislature elected him, under the recently

remodeled judicial system, circuit judge for the

2nd judicial circuit. In 1854, a candidate of the

young Republican party as an anti-slavery

Whig, he was elected senator. As a Republican

he belonged to the conservative wing. In the

Thirty-fourth Congress he served on the Com-
mittee on Territories under the chairmanship of

Senator Douglas, and on Mar. 12, 1856 made a

Collens

vigorous minority report on the disorders in

Kansas, defending the character of the free-

state leaders. He was one of three New England
senators to vote against the tariff bill of 1857.
In i860 Vermont presented his name to the Re-
publican convention for the presidential nomi-
nation, but after the first ballot, on which he re-

ceived ten votes, his name was withdrawn. In
the same year he was reelected to the Senate
"with almost unprecedented unanimity." He
and Fessenden refused to vote against the Crit-

tenden compromise of the winter of 186 1, though
they did not vote for it. He drafted the bill, en-

acted July 13, 1861, which, according to Senator
Sumner, "gave to the war for the suppression of

the rebellion its first congressional sanction and
invested the President with new powers" (Ad-
dress of Senator Charles Sumner, Dec. 14,

1865). On the problems of Reconstruction he
held that Congress should control. While not
an orator, and rarely speaking in the Senate, he
was always listened to with attention, the logic

of his arguments commanding respect. From
June 1855 to October 1862 he was president

—

the last—of the Vermont Medical College at

Woodstock, in which he had lectured on medical
law. He died at his home in Woodstock after

a brief illness. Judge James Barrett, long his

law partner, said of Collamer, "His mind was
made up of a clear and ready perception, acute-

ness of discrimination, a facile faculty of analy-

sis, an aptness and ease in rigid and simple logic,

excellent commonsense, and withal a most tena-

cious memory of facts."

[The chief source is the Memorial Address read by
Judge Jas. Barrett before the Vt. Hist. Soc, Oct. 20,
1868 (Rutland, 1868; Woodstock, 1868). Consult also
Addresses on the Death of Hon. Jacob Collamer de-
livered in the Senate and House of Representatives,
Dec. 14, 1865 (1866) and Addresses on the Presenta-
tion of the Statue of Jacob Collamer of Vermont, by
Jas. M. Tyler, Geo. B. Long, and Alexander H.
Stephens, delivered in the House of Representatives
Feb. 15, 1 88 1 (1881) ; and Henry Swan Dana, Hist, of
Woodstock, Vt. (1889).] C. R. W.

COLLENS, THOMAS WHARTON (June

23, 1812-Nov. 3, 1879), jurist, writer, known to

his contemporaries as T. Wharton Collens, was

born in New Orleans, the son of John Wharton
Collens and Marie Louise de Tabiteau. For a

while he was employed as a printer. As a young

man he contributed to the city papers a number
of articles dealing with social problems in which

he had become interested. Some of these ap-

peared in the True American, edited during the

thirties by his kinsman, John Gibson, "the faith-

ful and bold." At this time Collens was a fol-

lower of Robert Dale Owen in his peculiar deis-

tical doctrines and social theories. The philoso-
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phy of Fourier also made a deep appeal to him.

Turning to the study of law, young Collens was
admitted to the har in 1833. His rise to promi-

nence in the courts of his native city was rapid.

The following year (1834) he held the position

of clerk and reporter of the state Senate. He
further served as chief deputy clerk of the fed-

eral circuit court (1836-38), and as district

attorney for the Parish of Orleans (1840-42).

As a result of his ability, industry, and fidelity,

criminal law was administered during this time

with marked vigor. His reward came in being

designated as presiding judge of the city court of

New Orleans (1842-46). Later he served as

judge of the first district court (1856), and

after the Civil War he was twice elected judge

of the seventh district court (1867-73). He then

resumed the practise of his profession. He was
also a member of the convention which framed

the constitution of 1852. Though opposed to se-

cession, Collens cast in his lot with the Confed-

eracy. A close student, with quick and pene-

trating faculties, and habits of unusual methodi-

cal industry, his decisions while judge were ac-

cepted by the bar with marked respect. As a

writer Collens is remembered by his "Lines to

the Memory of Father Turgis," printed among
other places in the Living Writers of the South

(1869). At the age of twenty-four he brought

out an historical tragedy in five acts entitled

The Martyr Patriots; or Louisiana in 1769 (see

The Louisiana Book : Selections from the Liter-

ature of the State, 1894, ed. by Thomas Mc-
Caleb). This drama was performed in the old

St. Charles Theatre in 1836. In addition to "Hu-
manics" and the "History of Charity," his most

pretentious work is The Eden of Labor; or the

Christian Utopia (1876). In the introduction to

this volume the author states that his intention

is "to carry to legitimate and ultimate conse-

quences, the fundamental principles admitted by

all economists, viz., 'Labor is the real measure

of the exchangeable value of all commodities and

services,' and to show that the principle and its

application rest still deeper upon the rights of

God, and the law of neighborly love propounded

by our Lord Jesus Christ." From this it is seen

the author had left far behind the theories of his

youth. At one time he had attained the rank of

grand master in masonry, but for a number of

years before his death he was a devout Catholic.

His wife, Amenaide Milbrou, by whom he had
eight children, died before him. In person Col-

lens was a man of courtly manners and address,

making himself an agreeable social companion.

He spoke French by choice, saying that it was
impossible to converse well in any other lan-

Colles

guage. A little above medium height in stature,

with dark hair and eyes, indicative of his Cre-

ole origin, his features were prepossessing, if not

handsome.

[There is a brief sketch in McCaleb's book referred
to above. The bare facts of Collens's career are listed

in The South in the Building of the Nation ( 1 2 vols.,

1909-10), VII, 323; XI, 221, where his name is mis-
spelled Collins. See obituaries in the Daily Democrat
(New Orleans), and New Orleans Times, Nov. 9,

1879]
J. E.W—n.

COLLES, CHRISTOPHER (1738-Oct. 4,

1816), engineer, inventor, and promoter of in-

ternal improvements, was born in Ireland prob-

ably in 1738. His education, which appears to

have been thorough, was directed by Richard

Pococke, Anglican bishop and distinguished ori-

ental traveler. After the bishop's death in 1765

Colles, who early manifested an interest in

science, came to America. In 1772 he lectured

in Philadelphia on pneumatics and the follow-

ing year in New York on inland navigation. Al-

ways planning new devices and new ways of

doing things, he suggested in 1774 that New
York City replace its wells and springs with a

water system. To this end he proposed the erec-

tion of reservoirs and the piping of the city's

streets. All his proposals in this connection were
seriously considered but the state of the city's

finances and the disturbances occasioned by the

Revolution resulted in their indefinite postpone-

ment. From 1775 to 1777, when Baron von Steu-

ben arrived, Colles was an instructor in the artil-

lery department of the Continental Army and

taught the principles of projectiles. He was one

of the first persons in America to design a steam-

engine and was also one of the first to attempt

to build one; although the undertaking failed

for want of adequate funds, the design was
heartily approved by David Rittenhouse and

the American Philosophical Society.

From early manhood Colles was deeply inter-

ested in internal improvements, particularly

canals. He seems to have been the first to pro-

pose linking the Great Lakes with the Hudson
River by means of natural and artificial water-

ways and to point out the great social, economic,

and political advantages that would accrue from

such an improvement. The scheme received wide

publicity. In 1785 its author memorialized the

legislature in its behalf, and shortly afterward

the project was enthusiastically indorsed by the

New York Chamber of Commerce. This indorse-

ment, together with the support which the pro-

posal received in other quarters, resulted in the

introduction in both Houses of the state legis-

lature of a bill "for improving the navigation of

the Mohawk River, Wood Creek and Onondaga
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River, with a view to opening an inland naviga-

tion to Oswego and for extending the same if

practicable to Lake Erie." Many were in favor

of passing the bill and putting Colles in charge

of the work. Incidentally, he had already trav-

ersed much of the territory through which the

proposed waterways would extend and had sur-

veyed a portion of the Mohawk River. Many
years later (1808) he proposed construction of

a canal between New York and Philadelphia

which would be built entirely of timber and

would be above ground. He was also deeply in-

terested in roads and road-building and during

the late eighties made an extensive personal sur-

vey of the roads of New York and Pennsylvania.

In 1796 he went into business in New York City

where he manufactured such articles as rat and

mouse-traps, paper hangings, fireworks, band-

boxes, and colors. He also dealt in furs and In-

dian goods. But he was too much interested in

invention and science to make a success of either

merchandising or manufacturing. During these

years he supplied Blanchard & Brown, pub-

lishers of the Mathematical Correspondent, with

astronomical calculations, made proof glasses,

and invented a number of useful devices. Dur-

ing the War of 1812 he constructed and oper-

ated a semaphoric telegraph on Castle Clinton.

A man of lovable character, pleasing personal-

ity, and absolute honesty, Colles stood in high

esteem. Unfortunately, he was usually in pe-

cuniary difficulties, and was, therefore, compelled

to rely on the assistance of friends. An appoint-

ment in the customs service, where he was as-

signed the duty of testing the specific gravity of

imported liquors, helped to relieve the financial

strain; and eventually, through John Pintard,

one of his closest and most influential friends, he

was made superintendent of the American Acad-

emy of Fine Arts. As a publisher of scientific

t
^~ "" and semi-scientific essays and pamphlets Colles

J ^N<was fairly prolific. His chief works were : Sylla-

V» _ ads of Lectures on Natural Philosophy (1773) ;

^ ^ Proposals for the Settlement of Western New
^» r^1 York and for the Improvement of Inland Navi-

T^ A gation between Albany and Oswego (1785) ; A
^N Survey of the Roads of the United States of

^^America (1789) ; The Geographical Ledger and
^ ^Systematized Atlas; Being a United Collection

of the Topographaical [sic] Maps Projected by

One Universal Principle and Laid Down by One
Scale (1794) ; Proposals of a Design for Inland

Communication of a New Construction (1808) ;

and Description of the Universal Telegraph

(1813).
[Little biographical material regarding Colles is to be

had other than that found in his own writings and in

the newspaper publicity which his numerous inventions

\

Collier

and proposals received. Brief mention is made of him
and his work in histories of New York City, the more
important of which are Mrs. Martha J. Lamb's Hist.

of the City of N. Y. : Its Origin, Rise and Progress
(1877-80), II, 577, and The Memorial Hist, of the City

of N. Y. from Its First Settlement to the Year 1892
(1893), ed. by Jas. Grant Wilson, scattered references
in vols. Ill and IV. New York City newspapers of the

time also contain brief obituaries, of which that in the

N. Y. Evening Post, Oct. 5, 1816, is typical.]

H.J.C.

COLLIER, HENRY WATKINS (Jan. 17,

1801-Aug. 28, 1855), jurist, governor of Ala-

bama, was the son of James and Elizabeth (Boul-

din) Collier, both members of prominent Vir-

ginia families. He was born on the ancestral

plantation in Lunenburg County, but when he

was a year old his parents removed to the Abbe-

ville District of South Carolina, and, in 1818, to

the newly opened cotton lands of the Tennessee

Valley, in Madison County, Ala. Henry received

his basic education in the famous school of Dr.

Moses Waddel [q.z'.~\ at Willington, S. C, where
Calhoun, McDuffie, Petigru, and Longstreet also

were instructed. After the removal to Hunts-

ville, Ala., he took up the study of law at Nash-

ville under the tutelage of Judge John Haywood
of the supreme court of Tennessee. He was ad-

mitted to the Huntsville bar in 1822, and the fol-

lowing year went to Tuscaloosa, Ala., to practise

law. Here, in 1826, he married Mary Ann Bat-

tle of North Carolina, a sister of one of his Tus-

caloosa colleagues. Collier was at this time a

well-knit young man with ample brow and kindly

gray eyes. His bearing was dignified, his man-
ner reserved, and his temperament judicial.

Though apparently lacking in the qualifications

of a Western politician, he espoused the Demo-
cratic cause, and was elected to the legislature

in 1827. During the next year he was elected

by that body to membership in the highest court

of the state. When the supreme court was sep-

arately organized for the first time in 1832, Col-

lier was retained on the circuit bench. In 1836

the governor gave him an appointment ad in-

terim to the supreme court, and at its next session

the legislature confirmed the governor's choice

and elected him to the place. He was elected

the following year to the chief justiceship and

served in that capacity for twelve years. Lack-

ing brilliant mental qualifications, he performed

his judicial duties with laborious care and left

himself little time to look after his private inter-

ests as a planter (Garrett, post, p. 718). He was

a faithful Methodist, and became one of the lead-

ing supporters of his denomination in Tuscaloosa.

That a man lacking in oratorical or political

gifts should be nominated for the governorship

in 1849 and elected by a vote of 36,350 to 364

indicates not only the dominance of the Demo-
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cratic party in the state at that time, but also the

power within the party of its conservative lead-

ers. This was not the brand of democracy which
Andrew Johnson represented during the same
period in Tennessee. As governor, Collier re-

tained the placid dignity which had characterized

him as judge. When he was renominated in

1851, he refused to take the stump, saying that

he would stand on his record alone. The ques-

tion of the compromise measures of 1850 was
the leading issue in the campaign. William L.

Yancey represented the extreme Southern fac-

tion which opposed compromise, while B. G.

Shields stood for unconditional submission to

the Union. Collier stood for the compromise and

the Georgia platform, refusing to go to either

extreme represented by the other two men. He
was elected by a large majority. In matters of

state policy, Collier stood for the free banking

system, and for educational and judicial reforms.

He took a keen interest in the humanitarian

movement which was in progress at the time,

and, visited by Dorothea L. Dix [q.v.~\, used his

influence to secure in the state penitentiary sys-

tem some of the reforms which she advocated.

On his retirement from the governorship he was
offered a seat in the Senate of the United States,

but his health had been undermined by hard
work and he died while seeking to regain his

strength at Bailey Springs, Ala., in 1855.

[Thos. M. Owen, Hist, of Ala. (4 vols., 1921) ; W.
Brewer, Alabama (1872) ; Wm. Garrett, Reminiscences
of Public Men in Ala. (1872), pp. 718-20 ; B. F. Riley,
Makers and Romance of Ala. (n.d.) ; obituary in the
Independent (Gainesville, Ala.), Sept. 8, 1855. The
Journal of the Ala. House of Representatives for 1849-
50 contains Collier's message for that year.]

T.P.A.

COLLIER, HIRAM PRICE (May 25, 1860-

Nov. 3, 1913), author, was the son of Robert

Laird Collier, a distinguished Unitarian clergy-

man of Maryland stock, and Mary Price. He
dropped his first name and was generally known
as Price Collier. He was born in Davenport,

Iowa, at the home of his mother's parents. After

the death of his mother in 1872, his father took

him to Europe, where he spent five years at

school in Geneva and Leipzig and became pro-

ficient in French and German. After graduation

from the Harvard Divinity School in 1882, he
was for nine years a Unitarian minister at Hing-
ham and elsewhere in Massachusetts. In 1891 he
left the ministry to take up writing. Of slen-

der but athletic build, five feet eleven inches in

height, he was a good shot, played all games well,

and loved outdoor life. For a time after 1891 he
was in the West, and his first book, Mr. Picket
Pin and His Friends (London, 1894), was an

account of the Sioux Indians and reservation

life. On Aug. 8, 1893, he married Katharine D.

Robbins and sailed for England, where he was
European editor of the Forum. Returning to

America in 1895 he made his permanent home
in Tuxedo Park, N. Y., and devoted himself to

writing and study. A sharply critical volume
purporting to be written by a Frenchman, Amer-
ica and the Americans from the French Point of

View, was published, at first anonymously, in

1897; A Parish of Two, a story told in letters

and written in collaboration with Henry G. Mc-
Vickar, appeared in 1903. Collier also contrib-

uted the chapters on riding to a book on Driving
and Riding (1905) for Macmillan's Sportsman's

Library. During the Spanish War he was in ac-

tive service as an ensign in the navy. Afterward
he was secretary of the Outing Publishing Com-
pany. His book England and the English from
an American Point of View, published serially

and in book form in 1909, was the first to gain

him a wide audience, and suggested the direction

of his later writing. His subsequent years were
spent largely in travel with Mrs. Collier in Eu-
rope, South America, India, China, and Japan.

In 191 1 appeared The West in the East from an

American Point of Viezv, followed in 19 13 by
Germany and the Germans from an American
Point of Viezv. At the time of his death he had
spent the summer with his wife and two daugh-
ters in Scandinavian countries, contributing ar-

ticles to Scribners. He died suddenly of heart

failure while shooting on the estate of Count
Wedell on the island of Fiinen, Denmark. Ap-
pearing just before the World War, his book on
Germany attracted general attention. Though
not unfriendly or intentionally unfair, it was,

like all his other writing, plain-spoken, incisive,

a trifle over-positive. In his earlier book on Eng-
land he had declared that "the Germans since

1870 have taken the place of the English as the

boors of Europe," and he also predicted their

defeat in a war against England. Hence there

was a furor when he was received with special

favor by the Kaiser. He had a faculty for pre-

senting a wealth of information in popular, at-

tractive style, spiced with sharp observation and
comment. His zest for fact appears in his own
statement that he got more keen enjoyment out

of a census report than from a novel {Germany
and the Germans, p. 185). He stated his beliefs

vigorously, and some of his characteristic be-

liefs were in capital punishment, athletics, war,
the Kaiser, and the House of Lords. He attacked

socialism, and though intensely patriotic, was
critical of much in modern American life.

[Obituaries in the N. Y. Times, Nov. 4 and Nov. 9
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< editorial), 1913 ; Outlook, Nov. 15, 191 3 ; brief sketch

and portrait in Rev. of Revs. (N. Y.), June 1911. Col-

lier's writings contain some biographical material, and
Mrs. Collier has supplied information as to certain

facts.] A.W.

COLLIER, PETER (Aug. 17, 1835-June 29,

1896), agricultural chemist, a son of Jacob and

Mary Elizabeth Collier, was born at Chittenan-

go, N. Y., where he passed his childhood and

youth. Between the ages of fourteen and nine-

teen he was engaged for some portion of his time,

first in a drug store and then in selling merchan-

dise. Fitted for college at Late's Polytechnic In-

stitute in his home town, he entered Yale Col-

lege and graduated in the class of 1861. He then

took graduate work in chemistry at Yale and

became a special student under Prof. S. W. John-

son. Here he acquired his interest in the appli-

cations of chemistry to agriculture. He was

made an assistant in chemistry and took the de-

gree of Ph.D. in 1866. In the following year he

was appointed professor of chemistry, mineral-

ogy, and metallurgy in the University of Ver-

mont, and of toxicology and chemistry in the

medical school. In 1870 he received the degree

of M.D. and became the dean of the medical

faculty. His special interest in agriculture and

knowledge of the relations of chemistry to this

and other commercial interests was recognized

by his election the next year as secretary of the

state board of agriculture, mining, and manu-
facture. He became more and more engaged in

the problems of the farm and in promoting agri-

cultural education ; and with all his other duties

found time to conduct a series of farm institutes

throughout the state. In 1873 he visited the In-

ternational Exposition at Vienna as one of the

United States commissioners and made an ex-

tended report on the fertilizer materials in the

exposition.

He resigned his positions in Vermont in 1877

to become chief chemist in the United States De-
partment of Agriculture. His chief work here,

besides a study of grasses and forage crops made
jointly with the department botanist, was an
elaborate and careful investigation of sorghum,

the problems of its growth and the commercial

production of sugar from it, which was the first

really important chemical research work done in

the department. In 1883, with a change in the

administration, he left the agricultural depart-

ment and devoted his time to writing a work
embodying the results of his investigations : Sor-
ghum, Its Culture and Manufacture, economical-

ly considered as a Source of Sugar, Syrup and
Fodder ( 1884). After four years of residence in

Washington, D. C, he was chosen in 1887 direc-

tor of the New York Agricultural Experiment

Station at Geneva, N. Y., succeeding Dr. E.

Lewis Sturtevant. His management of the sta-

tion directed investigation along lines which,

without impairing its scientific character and

value, made very direct appeal to the farmers of

the state because of its practical applications.

His labors resulted in finally fixing the character

and great practical value of the institution in the

minds of its patrons and supporters. During his

administration the equipment of the station was
much increased, its staff increased three-fold,

and work on special projects was begun in differ-

ent parts of the state. Attacked by a fatal and
lingering illness, he resigned in 1895 and went
to Ann Arbor, Mich., where he died. On Oct. 18,

1 87 1 he had married Caroline Frances, daughter

of Hon. Andrew A. Angell of Scituate, R. I. His
wife and a daughter survived him. An excellent

portrait of Collier, the gift of a classmate, is

owned by Yale University. In private life he was
a man of personal charm, ready wit, and prized

either as a casual acquaintance or as a familiar

friend.

[Records of Yale Class of 1861, especially Second
Supp. to the Twenty-five Years' Record (1897) ; Reports
of the U. S. Commissioner of Agriculture, 1877-83;
Reports of the N. Y. Agric. Station, 1888-95 ; sketch by
W. H. Jordan in L. H. Bailey, Cyc. Am. Agriculture,
vol. IV (1909), PP- 563-64-] E.H.J.

COLLIER, PETER FENELON (Dec. 12,

1849-Apr. 24, 1909), publisher, son of Robert C.

and Catherine (Fenelon) Collier of Myshall,

County Carlow, Ireland, came to America at

the age of seventeen. He had studied in Irish

schools, and his parents had wished him to pre-

pare for the priesthood. Arriving in the United

States shortly after the close of the Civil War,
he went to Ohio and in the course of time en-

tered St. Mary's Seminary at Cincinnati, main-

taining himself meanwhile by doing carpentry

work at Dayton. Before he became of age, how-
ever, he had given up the idea of following the

priesthood as a career. Early in the seventies he

went to New York City and engaged himself to

a firm of publishers of Catholic books as a sales-

man. While in that employment he developed a

plan of selling on instalment payments, but as

this did not commend itself to his employers he

went into business independently and as a pub-

lisher of Catholic books was notably successful.

He then, with a limited capital, undertook the

publication of standard works of popular appeal

at low prices, with instalment payments. Him-
self a man of literary taste, he was not content to

purvey books of inferior quality. He began in

1877 with sets of Dickens and Shakespeare.

These were manufactured under contracts with

New York printers and binders, but about 1880
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Collier began to assemble a plant of his own and

this shortly grew into one of the most com-

plete and best-equipped printeries in the country.

During the last thirty years of his life, his firm

printed and sold more than 50,000,000 books.

Many standard works sold at an average price

of from fifty to sixty cents a volume. More than

seventeen per cent of the total sales were his-

tories. Among novelists, Dickens alone account-

ed for nearly 6,000,000 volumes and Cooper for

1,500,000. Of encyclopedias, nearly 2,000,000

volumes were printed and circulated. Branch of-

fices in thirty-two of the chief cities controlled

ninety-six sub-branches, with managers, sales-

men, deliverers, collectors, and clerical force.

The manufacturing plant in New York employed

over 700 persons and had a capacity of 20,000 vol-

umes a day. The presses were equipped with new
improvements as fast as they could be installed.

To the end of his life, Collier was the driving

force in this huge establishment. In 1888 he

founded a periodical called Once a Week, which

was replaced in 1896 by Collier's Weekly, a jour-

nal that quickly attained, through able editorship,

a commanding rank among publications of its

class. It "discovered" a number of short-story

writers of distinct merit and by its independent

attitude in politics won a constituency of serious

readers throughout the country. It refused ad-

vertisements of beer, whiskey, or alcoholic liq-

uors, as well as of patent medicines and articles

making claims to medicinal effects, and invest-

ments promising extraordinary returns. For its

comment on the course of a "society" publication

in New York the publisher and editors of Col-

lier's were sued for libel. In the case against

the writer of the offending article the jury

found for the defendant. The other actions were

dropped.

Collier was always known as an "out-of-doors"

man. For years he was master of the Meadow-
brook Hunt on Long Island and later was active

in a New Jersey hunting club, the owner of

noted horses, and a polo enthusiast. It was often

said of him that he played as hard as he worked.

It was his pride to be the circulator of meritori-

ous books in humble homes, and hardly less was
it his ambition to live as a true sportsman. Col-

lier was married in 1873 to Katherine Dunn, of

County Carlow. Their son, Robert, was respon-

sible editor of Collier's Weekly in its early years.

[In Memoriam : Peter Fcnelon Collier (privately
printed, 1910) ; editorial, Collier's Weekly, May 8,

1909 ; data supplied by George J. Kennedy, of Peter F.
Collier & Son.] W. B. S.

COLLIER, PRICE. [See Collier, Hiram
Price, 1860-1913.]

Collins

COLLINS, EDWARD KNIGHT (Aug. 5,

1802-Jan. 22, 1878), ship-owner, was descended

from Joseph Collins, son of a starch maker, who
in 1635 came from Ireland with his family and

settled in Lynn, Mass. One of Joseph's sons

moved to Cape Cod where for several genera-

tions his descendants followed the sea. About

1800, Capt. Israel Gross Collins on a trip to Eng-

land married Mary Ann Knight and brought

her back to Truro. There she died five months

after the birth of her only son, Edward Knight

Collins, who was to become the leader of the

most ambitious and spectacular attempt of the

American merchant marine to challenge British

supremacy (Shebnah Rich, Truro-Cape Cod,

1883, pp. 391, 522). At fifteen, Edward went to

New York where he was to reside for the rest

of his life. After serving as a clerk for the house

of McCrea & Slidell, he went to the West In-

dies as supercargo in a joint venture. For a

while, he and his father conducted a general

commission business before he entered on his

important life-work, the management of packet

lines. He took over and improved the line to

Vera Cruz and in 1831 secured control of the

New Orleans line. Five years later, he started

the "Dramatic Line" from New York to Eng-
land, so called because the ships were named
after famous actors. His continued success in

these ventures gave him a high reputation for

ability and made him one of the wealthiest men
in New York.

Foreseeing that steam would soon replace sails,

Collins began to study its possibilities. When
England made its subsidy mail contract with

Samuel Cunard in 1838, he is reported to have

urged upon Van Buren the need of a steam navy
of subsidized mail steamers. The President is

said to have replied curtly that this country need-

ed no navy at all, much less a steam navy (New
York Herald, Jan. 23, 1878). The Cunard Line

prospered from its very first trip to Boston in

1840. Congress, convinced that American sub-

sidies were necessary to combat this "monopoly,"

in 1845 authorized government aid through mail

contracts to lines which would build potential

warships (Statutes at Large, V, 748-50). Con-

tracts were soon made for lines to Bremen and

Havre and to the Pacific coast via Panama, but

the most important effort to "drive the Cunard-

ers out of business" developed from a proposal

made by Collins on Mar. 6, 1846 (Senate Docu-
ment 237, 29 Cong., 1 Sess., p. 6). On Nov. 1,

1847, Collins and his associates, James and Stew-

art Brown, made a contract with the postmaster

general. They were to build, under naval super-

vision, five steamships of specified size, which
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were to make twenty round trips annually, car-

rying mails between New York and Liverpool.

For this, they were to receive $385,000 annually

for ten years, dating from the first trip (Statutes

at Large, IX, 187, 378; House Executive Docu-
ment 91, 32 Cong., 1 Sess., p. 36). Five weeks
later, they organized the United States Mail

Steamship Company, generally known as the

"Collins Line" (Ibid., p. 76). Collins spent more
than two years building four ships which were

to surpass in size, speed, and splendor anything

then afloat. Sparing no expense and exceeding

the government requirements, he gave them hulls

of oak and pine averaging nearly 2,800 tons and

engines of 1,500 horse-power (C. B. Stuart, On
Naval and Mail Steamers, 1853, passim). Ser-

vice began on Apr. 27, 1850 when the Atlantic

sailed from New York, followed in the course of

the year by the Pacific, Arctic, and Baltic. Their

superior speed was at once apparent, and Ameri-

can periodicals proudly published records, show-

ing that their average runs were shorter than

the Cunarders' by a full day (Hunt's Merchant's

Magazine, September 1851, p. 380; March 1852,

pp. 379-8i; April 1853, p. 506). They at-

tracted the cream of the passenger trade and

their competition forced a radical reduction of

the British freight rates. Such speed and ser-

vice were expensive, and in 1852 Congress in-

creased the Collins subsidy to $33,000 a round

trip for fortnightly service, a total of $858,000

annually (Statutes at Large, X, 21). During

their first four years, the Collins ships out-

stripped all rivals and were the pride of the

American merchant marine, which was then at

its peak and nearly equal to that of Great Britain.

Then came a series of disasters, caused per-

haps by the emphasis on speed. On Sept. 27,

1854, the Arctic collided in the fog with a small

French steamer off Cape Race. The liner soon

sank with nearly all on board, the victims in-

cluding the wife, son, and daughter of Collins.

In spite of this blow, he continued his service

and in 1855 launched the Adriatic of 4,114 tons.

Then came the second disaster. The Pacific

sailed from Liverpool in January 1856 and was
never heard from again. Seven months later,

Congress gave Collins the coup de grace. On
the motion of Representative Norton of Illinois,

the extra subsidy granted in 1852 was withdrawn
with six months' notice, and the same motion
stipulated that a contract be made with Cornelius

Vanderbilt to run a rival line at about the origi-

nal rate (Congressional Globe, 34 Cong., 1 Sess.,

pp. 2162-66, 2219-22; Statutes at Large, XI,
102). Crippled by the heavy loss in ships and
subsidy, Collins struggled to maintain the ser-

Collins

vice but missed several sailings. The panic of

1857 hastened the end of the company, which
had never paid a dividend, and on Apr. 1, 1858,

the three remaining ships were sold at auction
for $50,000 to satisfy creditors (Hunt's Mer-
chant's Magazine, May 1858, p. 630). Collins

survived this failure twenty years, living in

somewhat reduced circumstances and turning his

attention to the development of coal and iron
properties in Ohio. Scoville described him in

i860 as "rosy, hearty and not careworn as when
he had those mighty American steamships rest-

ing on his single shoulders" (Old Merchants of
New York, 1863, p. 140). In 1876 he sold his

country seat at Larchmont and bought the house
on Madison Avenue where he died. His first

wife, lost on the Arctic, was Mary Ann Wood-
ruff. He later married a widow, Mrs. Sarah
Browne, who survived him with three sons.

[The best account of Collins's life is the detailed obit-
uary in the New York Herald, Jan. 23, 1878. In addi-
tion to sources cited above see Congressional documents,
particularly Sen. Report 267, 32 Cong., 1 Sess., and
files of New York newspapers for the period. A very
good secondary account of the Collins Line may be
found in the Hist, of Merchant Shipping and Ancient
Commerce, vol. IV (1876), pp. 202-28, by Wm. S. Lind-
say, a contemporary British ship-owner. The Catalogue
of Portraits in the Chamber of Commerce of the State
of N. Y. (1924) contains a reproduction of Collins's
Portrait] R.G.A—n.

COLLINS, FRANK SHIPLEY (Feb. 6,

1848-May 25, 1920), botanist, unlike most Amer-
icans of his calling did not gain his love of the

natural sciences through direct and intimate con-

tact with nature, but had an urban upbringing

into which a certain amount of botanical train-

ing entered as a formal part of his education.

Born in Boston of an old New England family,

the son of Joshua Cobb and Elizabeth (Carter)

Collins, he was largely educated at home, his

health being very delicate, by two aunts who add-

ed to their knowledge of literature and languages

a distinct interest in botany. The boy attended

high school, graduating in 1863, and tried sev-

al small mercantile positions, but from 1864 he

was practically an invalid because of violent asth-

ma, and occupied himself in studying harmony
and musical classics. Then, to quote his wife,

Anna Lendrum Holmes, whom he married in

1875,
"
at twenty-five, and out of a job, he bor-

rowed a thousand dollars from a scandalized

grandfather and took a seven months' vacation in

Europe," principally to attend concerts in the

chief musical centers. Shortly after his return

he entered the Maiden Rubber Shoe Company as

a bookkeeper, and rapidly rose to the position of

manager, a post which he held till 1913, when he

retired, only to be recalled to it in the wartime

pressure of 1918 as an efficiency expert.
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About 1875, on a visit to Magnolia, Mass., his

ittention was attracted by some "sea mosses"

or marine algae, which were being sold on postal

cards as souvenirs of the seaside resort, and

which bore scientific names so palpably wrong

that Collins amused himself by trying to set them

right. This led rapidly to an intensive study of

the algae, a subject whkrh had engaged no promi-

nent specialists in America for more than a gen-

eration. His first note-books record the species

found in the tidal pools no farther away than

Lynn Beach. In the next forty-five years his in-

terests broadened and intensified, so that he be-

came the authority upon the algae of the New
England coast. His personal knowledge of the

flora of the Bermudas and his studies upon the

collections of other workers from all the North

American coasts brought him greater fame in

his avocation than he ever achieved in his busi-

ness life. He began to lecture and write on the

algae in 1879. His series of New England algo-

logical studies appeared in Rhodora from 1899

to 191 1. The Green Algae of North America,

with its subsequent supplements, first issued in

1909 by Tufts College, was a notable work

which opened the most neglected branch of al-

gology, while his Working Key to the Genera of

North American Algae, published by Tufts Col-

lege in 1 9 18, went far toward popularizing the

whole subject.

Collins achieved recognition in Europe as the

foremost American algologist of his time; he

completely revised the algological collections of

Harvard, the Missouri Botanical Garden, and

the Boston Society of Natural History ; and he

issued, at great labor and expense, many com-

plete sets of typical specimens of all the Ameri-

can marine algae. His works upon the life his-

tories of algae, a subject fraught with especial

importance in the biological theories of sex,

were pioneering studies of great value. He never

possessed college training himself, but his in-

stinct for languages and his natural scientific

ability made him as valued a member of the ma-
rine biological stations at Woods Hole, Mass.,

and South Harpswell, Me., as the most academic

of students. In person he was urbane, culti-

vated, and courteous. He died at New Haven,

while still in the service of his business house.

The names Collinsiclla tubcrculata, Setchell and

Gardener, a genus of green algae, and Phceosac-

cion Collinsii, Farlow, a species of brown algae,

: commemorate his many years of scientific devo-

tion.

[Sketch by \V. A. Setchell in Am. Jour. Botany, Jan.
1925 , obituary in Jour. N. Y. Botanical Garden, July

D.C.P.1920 ; Who's Who in America, 1920-21.]

Collins

COLLINS, JOHN (Nov. 1, 1717-Mar. 4,

1795), third governor of the State of Rhode

Island, was born at Newport, the son of Samuel

and Elizabeth Collins. He stood forth as a

staunch advocate of the independence of the Brit-

ish colonies in America. An admirer of George

Washington, he was selected by the governor of

Rhode Island in 1776 to carry a letter to Wash-

ington soliciting counsel. Later (1782) he was

made bearer to the President of Congress of a

statement of Rhode Island's reasons for reject-

ing the Impost Act. During the American Revo-

lution, Rhode Island was for the most part an

agricultural community and as such opposed the

restrictions of a national government. Within the

state the agriculturists contended vigorously for

a paper currency. Collins espoused their cause

and in 1786 was elected governor. During his

encumbency the issuance of paper money, which

had been intermitted since 1750, was resumed.

It was provided by law that should any creditor

refuse to accept the bills of the state the debtor

might secure a discharge by depositing the

amount of his debt with one of the judges of the

state superior court or the court of common
pleas. This law led to. the suit of Trevctt vs.

Wecdcn, one of the most remarkable cases in the

history of American jurisprudence, which re-

sulted in a decision looking toward the right of

courts to declare legislative enactments uncon-

stitutional (I. B*. Richman, Rhode Island, A
Study in Separatism, 1905, pp. 78-81). Collins

represented Rhode Island in the Continental

Congress in 1778 where he served until May
1781, when he was superseded by William Ellery.

He was, however, reelected in 1782 and held the

position until 1783. Rhode Island, up to 1790,

vigorously fought against the calling of a con-

vention to decide upon entering the Federal

Union, but in that year (Jan. 17) gave its sanc-

tion to such a call by a majority of one vote in the

Senate. This vote was cast by Collins, who had

come to realize the importance of a Federal con-

nection. The vote cost him his popularity and
the governorship. Later, however, he was elect-

ed to Congress but did not take his seat. He
was married to Mary, daughter of John Avery
of Boston.

[Biog. Cyc. of Representative Men of R. I. (1881) ;

Samuel G. Arnold, Hist, of the State of R. I. and Provi-
dence Plantations (i860), vol. II; Edward Field, ed.,

State of R. I. and Providence Plantations (1902), vol.

I ; J. R. Bartlett, ed., Records of the State of R. I. and
Providence Plantations (1863), vol. VIII; Vital Rec-
ord of R. I., VII (1895), 53; XII (1901), 45, 288.]

T O "P

COLLINS, JOHN ANDERSON (fl. 1810-

1879), abolitionist and social reformer, was born

at Manchester, Vt., attended Middlebury Col-
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lege in his twenty-fifth year, and left it, with-

out graduating, to enter Andover Theological

Seminary. This was the period of the rising tide

of sentiment against slavery. Feeling, both bit-

ter and warm, with regard to the question ran

high at Andover. Collins is said to have played

a leading part in revealing the so-called "Cleri-

cal Plot" to the abolitionists. This incident prob-

ably had an influence in his ensuing abrupt de-

parture from the seminary and his installation

as general agent of the Massachusetts Anti-

Slavery Society. The Society sent him abroad to

try to rouse sympathy for its work in England

and to try to raise funds for carrying on propa-

ganda. He carried letters of introduction from

William Lloyd Garrison, commending him as "a

free spirit, a zealous advocate" who had made

large sacrifices for the cause. But his lot was

no more easy than that of the other abolitionists.

A group that included one particularly virulent

clergyman went to great lengths to discredit him

abroad, and on his return, accused him of im-

porting "foreign gold to destroy the govern-

ment" and of "disloyal and subversive propa-

ganda,"

From July 1840 to November 1841, Collins

edited the Monthly Garland, a small magazine

dealing with slavery, for which he wrote most of

the material. Like many others of his enthusi-

astic temperament he was particularly attracted

to the various Utopian doctrines newly imported

from Europe, and he came to feel that the aboli-

tion of physical slavery was only a small part of

a greater social reformation that was to free

mankind. In 1843 he planned a series of "pic-

nics" and the "hundred conventions" that were

designed to rouse the country to the cause of the

abolitionists. To the dismay of his backers, he

began to follow the anti-slavery meetings with

"constructive meetings" at which he preached a

kind of Fourieristic doctrine. For reasons both

diplomatic and conservative, he was reprimand-

ed. He then decided to resign in order to devote

himself to the founding of a commune. Garrison

parted from him with regret. Collins, with two
or three other enthusiasts, selected a farm at

Skaneateles, N. Y., for. the experiment, and he

made a large part of the cash payment on the

farm, giving his note for the rest. He then issued

a call in the newspapers to others "of like mind"

to join him, announcing a creed in which he

denied all religious doctrines, denounced individ-

ual property, and advocated a social system

founded on the negation of all force, admitting

marriage only if accompanied by the right of

easy divorce, and prescribing universal education

and vegetarianism. This creed, which was some-

what modified later, aroused the usual stormy

discussion far and wide. A group gathered about

Collins, composed chiefly of those who saw an

opportunity for free maintenance. The colony

did not prosper, and Collins's disillusionment and

disappointment were keen. In May 1846, he de-

cided to liquidate. He next appears in California

in 1849. In 1852, with John Wilson, he organ-

ized a company to mine the sands of the Kla-

math River. Many unfortunate investors lost all

they had in the scheme. J. S. Hittell (History of

City of San Francisco, 1878, p. 273) gives Col-

lins credit for honestly believing in the plan. He
was living in California as late as 1879 but he

seems to have abandoned his schemes of philan-

thropy and social improvement (Noyes, His-
tory of American Socialisms).

[See the files of the Liberator ; F. J. and W. P. Garri-
son, William Lloyd Garrison : the Story of His Life
Told by His Children, 4 vols., 1885-89; Edmund N.
Leslie, Hist, of Skaneateles and Vicinity (1882).]

K.H.A.

COLLINS, NAPOLEON (Mar. 4, 1814-Aug.

9> T 875), naval officer, was born in Pennsylvania,

and appointed midshipman from Iowa on Jan.

2, 1834. Promoted lieutenant, Nov. 6, 1846, he

was on the sloop Decatur in the Mexican War,
taking part in the attacks on Tuxpan and Ta-
basco. In the Civil War he commanded the gun-

boat Anacostia in the Potomac, May 28-Aug. 30,

1861, and then the gunboat Unadilla in the south

Atlantic blockading squadron, participating in

the capture of Port Royal and subsequent opera-

tions on the southeastern coast until the sum-
mer of 1862. He was promoted commander July

16, 1862, and afterward cruised in the Bahamas
in the Octorara. In this service he was notably

energetic, making twelve captures from Novem-
ber 1862 to June 1863. One of these, the British

schooner Mont Blanc, taken near the tiny British

possession Sand Key, brought protests from

England and a reprimand, in Secretary Welles's

opinion unjustified, for Collins (Diary of Gideon

Welles, 1911, I, 417-23). Sent to Brazilian wa-

ters in the steam-sloop Wachnsett in January

1864, Collins there performed the exploit for

which he is chiefly remembered, the capture of

the Confederate raider Florida. The Florida en-

tered Bahia, where the Wachnsett was lying,

Oct. 5, 1864. While her captain and many of her

crew were ashore, Collins at dawn of the 7th at-

tempted to ram her, and after striking only a

glancing blow, fired several volleys of small arms

and forced her surrender. Then, despite remon-

strances from a Brazilian corvette anchored

near-by, he towed her out of the harbor and

brought her to Hampton Roads. On Brazil':

protests Collins was ordered to take the Florida
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back to Bahia, but sbe was leaking, and after

collision with an army transport she sank on

Nov. 28, the sinking being declared accidental

by a court of inquiry. Collins's action was what

his government wanted, and he found some ex-

cuse in privileges permitted the Alabama in

Brazilian waters. Apologies, however, were nec-

essary, and Collins on Apr. 7, 1865, was sen-

tenced to dismissal. This sentence was not ap-

proved by the secretary, and in July 1866, he was

made captain. In June 1867, while cruising in

Eastern waters, his vessel, the Sacramento, was

wrecked without loss of life on a sljoal in the

Bay of Bengal. Collins was suspended, but was

reinstated Mar. 13, 1869, Secretary Welles com-

menting that he was "an honest, straightforward,

patriotic man," though without, in his opinion,

"particular love or aptitude for the service"

(Ibid., Ill, 120, 554). Collins was commission-

ed commodore Jan. 16, 1871, and was lighthouse

inspector until August 1874, when he became

rear admiral and took command of the South

Pacific Squadron. He died of malignant pustula

at Callao, Peru. During his last cruise Admiral

Collins made himself very popular in Latin-

American countries, a Panama paper remarking

that "no visitor ever produced such a feeling of

fondness." He was buried in Callao, but in 1876

his body was brought home.

[Official Records (Navy), esp. 1 ser., vols. I—III, and
see general index ; obituary notes in Army and Navy
Jour., Aug. 28, Sept. 11, 18, 1875, June 17, 1876.]

A.W.

COLLINS, PATRICK ANDREW (Mar. 12,

1844-Sept. 14, 1905), politician, was born at

Ballinafauna, near Fermoy, County Cork, Ire-

land. His mother was the second wife of Bar-

tholomew Collins, a "strong farmer," who leased

two hundred acres. Among the more opulent

members of the Irish peasantry, Bartholomew
Collins was a man of some education and was
active in local Nationalist and Catholic politics.

He died in 1847 and in March 1848 Mrs. Collins

landed in Boston, having disposed of her rights

in the lease. Patrick was then too young to re-

member his native land but his knowledge of it,

gained from his elders, must have been colored

by the catastrophe of the famine in the midst of

which his father died. Mrs. Collins settled in

Chelsea, Mass., and there Patrick went to school.

His first school days were unhappy : his school-

mates and their elders were affected by the preju-

dices of the "Know-Nothing" period and the

boy suffered verbal and physical assaults on his

faith and race. Thenceforward, intolerance rank-
ed with English tyranny in Collins's mind.

In 1857 Mrs. Collins moved to Ohio and for

Collins

two years Patrick worked in the fields and
around the coal-mines. In 1859 he returned to

Boston and became apprenticed to an upholster-

er. He quickly became a capable and highly paid

workman, and, as a charter member of the local

union, acquired a reputation for loyalty to his

fellows that later stood him in good stead when
labor troubles threatened Democratic unity. He
became a Fenian in 1864 and soon attained some
prominence, but the collapse of the movement
convinced him Ireland had little to hope from
violent conspiracy. His ability as a speaker be-

coming known, Collins was chosen delegate to

the Democratic State Committee and elected to

the General Court in 1867. He served in the

lower house in 1868 and 1869, and in the Senate

1870 and 1 87 1, where he strove to abolish the

special "Catholic Oath" and to secure Catholic

chaplains for jails and hospitals. In 1867 he en-

tered the law office of a Boston Democrat, James
A. Keith, and began to attend the Harvard Law
School. He graduated LL.B. in 187 1 and open-
ed his own office that year. In 1874 his services

in the election of Gov. William Gaston were re-

warded by the rank of judge-advocate-general,

from which office came the title "General" which
Collins had too much sense to like. He was a
delegate to the convention which nominated
Tilden for the presidency, but his chief services

to his party were on behalf of Charles Francis

Adams, Democratic candidate for governor, who
was distrusted by the Irish because of his alleged

neglect, while minister to London, of Irish-

American prisoners detained as Fenians by the

British government. Collins, in an able speech

at Marlboro, recanted his own previous utter-

ances and declared that Irish-Americans should
vote on American issues only. When, in 1880,

Parnell toured the United States on behalf of the

Irish Nationalist Party, Collins actively associ-

ated himself with the appeal for funds. As presi-

dent of the American Land League, he was a
conservative influence, setting himself against

all incitement to crime or palliation of it (J. J.

Roche, Life of John Boyle O'Reilly, 1891, p.218).
Rather against his will Collins was elected to

Congress in 1882. He found Washington ex-
pensive and his work in the House futile, ren-

dered more so by the loose procedure. He served
three terms but escaped in 1888. In the election

of 1884 Collins at first shared the dislike of many
Irish Democrats for Cleveland, but won over in

a personal interview, campaigned for the party's

candidate in speeches at Albany and elsewhere,

taking the same position he had at Marlboro,
eight years before. His services in staying the

desertion were very great and his friends expect-
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ed for him a place in the cabinet, which was not

offered. There was no breach, however, and Col-

lins had abundant minor patronage to distribute.

He was chosen to preside over the convention

which renominated Cleveland in 1888. After the

latter's defeat, Collins was active in Massachu-

setts politics in the election of Gov. Russell. In

1892 he again helped to nominate and elect

Cleveland (Michael E. Henessy, Twenty-Five
Years of Massachusetts Politics, 1917, p. 31).

The consul-generalship in London was the only

reward Collins could afford to accept and, after

assurances that the ex-Fenian would be persona

grata to the British government, he was appoint-

ed. His office enabled him to save a little and

kept him out of the election of 1896 fortunately,

as he had little sympathy with the silver doc-

trines of Bryan. He entered heartily into the

anti-imperialist campaign of 1900, and in 1904,

put Olney's name before the Democratic con-

vention.

By this time, however, his interests were chief-

ly in Boston politics. Defeated in his first may-
oral campaign in 1899 by a split in the Demo-
cratic ranks, he was elected in 1901 and in 1903,

the support of many independents offsetting dis-

affection bred in some members of his own party

by his strict notions of public duty. As mayor,

he stood for economy, probity, and home rule.

He resisted all attempts to plunder the public,

whether engineered by city workers or by corpo-

rations, and opposed the imposition by the legis-

lature of special burdens on the city. Failing

health limited his activities but his sudden death,

at Virginia Hot Springs, was a surprise and
shock even to his intimate friends. He was
survived by his wife, Mary Carey of Boston,

whom he had married in 1873. Though Collins

was neither a great lawyer nor statesman his

probity of character and his loyalty to his

church, his party, his native and adopted coun-
tries, gained him general esteem. A monument
was erected to him in Boston by public subscrip-

tion in 1908.

[Collins's friend and secretary, M. P. Curran, pub-
lished The Life of Patrick A. Collins with Some of His
Most Notable Public Addresses (1906). It is uncritical
but honest. Collins wrote a brief autobiography for the
Boston Globe in 1893, which was first published on Sept.
X S» J 90S. All the Boston newspapers devoted much
space to his career on the days immediately following
his death. The Globe and the Herald articles are the
best of these. Some of Collins's speeches, e.g., those
at Marlboro (1876) and Albany (1884), were printed
as campaign leaflets. Others are to be found in the Pro-
ceedings of the Democratic Conventions of 1888, 1892,
1904.] D.W.B.

COLLYER, ROBERT (Dec. 8, 1823-Nov. 30,

1912), clergyman, was born in Keighley, Eng-
land. He was the son of Samuel and Harriett

Collyer

(Norman) Collyer, originally workhouse chil-

dren from London and Norwich respectively,

bound out till their majority in a cotton-mill at

Blubberhouses in Yorkshire. Robert was brought

up in Blubberhouses, where he went to school

about two years in all, and at the age of eight was
set to work in the cotton-mill where he remain-

ed until fourteen. He was then apprenticed to

a blacksmith at Ilkley, seven miles distant, and
for many years followed blacksmithing as an oc-

cupation. In June 1846 he married Harriet Wat-
son of Ilkley, who died on Feb. 1, 1849, leaving

one son. Her death turned his thoughts toward
religion. He had been reared in the Church of

England; but he now became a Methodist, and
soon discovered that he had a talent for preach-

ing which he exercised constantly, meanwhile
continuing to work at the forge. On Apr. 9,

1850 he married Ann Armitage of Ilkley and the

same day set sail for America, where he obtained

work as a blacksmith at Shoemakertown, seven

miles from Philadelphia. There he worked con-

stantly at his trade, read incessantly, and ridding

himself of his Yorkshire dialect, became widely
acceptable as a Methodist lay-preacher. During
these years he became a strong abolitionist. He
also began to find himself out of line with the

current orthodox doctrines of Hell, Total De-
pravity and the Atonement, and under the influ-

ence of Lucretia Mott and Dr. William H. Fur-
ness of Philadelphia, moved toward Unitarian-

ism. His Methodist license was withdrawn in

January 1859 and in February he was called to

Chicago to be minister-at-large to the First Uni-
tarian Church. He was ordained to the Unitari-

an ministry in May and became pastor of the new
Unity Church on the North Side. Here his suc-

cess was immediate. The earlier buildings were
outgrown and an elaborate stone structure, one

of the largest Protestant churches in Chicago,

was dedicated in 1869. This was destroyed in

the great fire and rebuilt on a larger scale. All

the different social classes of Chicago were rep-

resented in the congregation. In i860 Collyer

was appointed to administer relief to the vic-

tims of the Iowa cyclone. During the Civil War
he was a staunch upholder of the Union and

prominent in the work of the Sanitary Commis-
sion, visiting many southern battlefields. After

the great Chicago fire of 1871 he was an out-

standing leader in the work of relief and recon-

struction. He was a prime mover in establishing

the Liberal Christian League in 1866, to pro-

mote the welfare of the masses and to provide

for them popular religious services. In 1862 and

1863 he received calls from Theodore Parker's

congregation in Boston, and in 1864 from the
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Second Unitarian Church in Brooklyn and the

Church of the Messiah in New York City. All

these he declined but in 1879 accepted the second

call of the latter church, where he was pastor un-

til 1903 and then pastor emeritus until his death.

He always preached on the simple themes of the

personal religious life, reading his sermons from

manuscript in English of Anglo-Saxon purity.

As a lecturer he was very active, among his well-

known lectures being "The True George Wash-

ington," "From Anvil to Pulpit," and "Clear

Grit." Besides several volumes of sermons, his

works include: Life of A. H. Conant (1868);

Ilklcy; Ancient and Modem (1885); Father

Taylor (1906), and his lecture, Clear Grit

(1913). Large and tall, he had a massive head

crowned with an abundance of gray hair, and his

ruddy face of almost classic symmetry expressed

the strength, sweetness, and light of his character.

[Dr. Collyer published an autobiography, Some Mem-
ories (1905). Other biographical works are, John H.
Holmes, The Life and Letters of Robt. Collyer (1917) '>

Robt. Collyer; A Memorial (pub. by Unity Church, Chi-

cago, 1914), and a pamphlet with the same title (pub. by

the Church of the Messiah, N. Y., 1914)-] F.T.P.

COLMAN, BENJAMIN (Oct. 19, 1673-Aug.

29, 1747), Boston clergyman, was the second son

of William and Elizabeth Colman who emigrated

from England and settled in Boston shortly be-

fore his birth. He attended school under Ezekiel

Cheever [q.v.], entered Harvard in 1688, and

graduated with high honors in 1692. After hav-

ing supplied the pulpit at Medford for six

months, he returned to Harvard to continue his

theological studies and remained there until he

received his degree of A.M. in 1695. In July of

that year he sailed for England, having en route

the diverting experiences of capture by a French

privateer and incarceration for a short time in a

French prison. In England he became acquaint-

ed with many prominent non-conformist divines

and preached regularly at Bath.

Meanwhile at home in Boston a somewhat

radical religious movement had been begun un-

der the leadership of certain laymen such as the

Brattles. They decided to organize a new church

differing from the three already in existence in

certain points of worship. Among other points,

they advocated doing away with the public rela-

tion of personal religious experience, and insti-

tuting the reading of the Bible and the reciting

of the Lord's Prayer. William Brattle, John
Leverett, Simon Bradstrcet [qq.v.'j, and others

in the movement sent urgent letters to Colman in

England inviting him to become the minister of

the new Brattle Street Church. He accepted,

and, knowing that the ministers of the other

three churches in Boston would not welcome

Colman

him into fellowship, he had himself ordained by

the London Presbytery (Aug. 4, 1699), as sug-

gested by his Boston correspondents. He sailed

soon after and by Nov. 1 was in Boston, a clergy-

man in good standing according to Presbyterian

ideas but not in the eyes of the stricter Congrega-

tionalists. On Nov. 17 the associates of the Brat-

tle Street Church issued a manifesto proclaim-

ing their firm adherence to the doctrines of the

Westminster Confession and stating that they

were desirous of fellowship with the other Bos-

ton churches. The Mathers and others of the

conservative group were bitterly opposed to the

innovators, but by Jan. 31, 1700 a partial recon-

ciliation was effected and Colman himself soon

became a conservative, though the controversy

continued. In itself the episode amounted to lit-

tle and the various churches became indistin-

guishable in doctrine but the later effects were
important, for the movement was the apparent

cause of the attempt on the part of the Mathers

and others to secure a stricter ecclesiastical gov-

ernment in Massachusetts, an attempt later

checked by John Wise [g.v.].

Colman was one of the most prominent clergy-

men of his day and place, active in civil as in

religious affairs. He was a Fellow of Harvard
from 1 717 to 1728 and an Overseer until his

death, was offered and refused the presidency

in 1724, and was the main instrument in secur-

ing for the college the Hollis, Holden, and other

benefactions. He also assisted Yale College, was
much interested in the mission among the Housa-
tonic Indians and other charities, was a defender

of inoculation, and a strong believer in the evan-

gelistic movement known as the Great Awaken-
ing. He was well known in England where his

correspondents included such men as Isaac

Watts, and in 1731 he was given the degree of

D.D. by Glasgow University. His writings were

prolific and number over ninety separate titles.

On June 5, 1700 he married Jane, daughter of

Thomas and Jane Clark, who died Oct. 26, 1731

;

on May 6, 1732 he married the thrice widowed
Sarah (Crisp) Clark who died Apr. 24, 1744;

and on Aug. 12, 1745, ne married another widow,

Mary Frost, who survived him.

[W. B. Sprague, Annals Am. Pulpit, vol. I (1857),
containing a detailed bibliography ; "Memoir of Rev.
Benj. Colman, D.D.," New Eng. Hist, and Geneal. Reg.,
Ill, 105-22, 220-32; "Colman Papers," Ibid., IV, 57-
61 ; J. Quincy, Hist, of Harvard Univ. (1840) ; Ebe-
nezer Turell, Life and Character of Benj. Colman
(1749), with bibliography; S. K. Lothrop, Hist, of the
Church in Brattle St. (1851) and Memorial of the
Church in Brattle Square (1871) ; VV. Walker, Creeds
and Platforms of Congregationalism (1893), which
cites many authorities ; a number of other references in

Proc. Mass. Hist. Soc. ; Colonial Soc. of Mass. Pubs. ;

and New Eng. Hist, and Geneal. Reg.] J.T.A.
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COLMAN, HENRY (Sept. 12, 1785-Aug. 17,

1849), Unitarian minister and agricultural

writer, was born in Boston, Mass., the son of

Dudley and Mary (Jones) Colman. He gradu-

ated from Dartmouth College in 1805, studied

theology under the Rev. James Freeman of Bos-

ton and the Rev. John Pierce of Brookline, Mass.,

and on June 17, 1807, was ordained pastor of the

Congregational Church in Dedham, Mass. He
resigned in 1820, and the same year published

a volume of sermons, Sermons on Various Oc-

casions, widely circulated in this country and re-

printed in England. Until 1825 he taught a school

in Boston. He gave vigorous expression to his

Unitarian views in controversy with Trinita-

rians. An attempt to place him over a church in

Salem, Mass., creating a dissension, his followers

withdrew and organized the Independent Con-
gregational Church in Barton Square. A church

edifice was built, where he was installed pastor

in February 1825. Here he served until 183

1

when, partly because of impaired health, he re-

signed. In 1833 he published a second volume of

sermons, Sermons on Various Subjects Preached

at the Church in Barton Square, Salem.

Having a decided taste for farming, Colman
took a farm in Deerfield, Mass., and proceeded to

give practically his entire attention to agricul-

ture. His published articles and addresses on
that subject soon attracted attention. Appointed

commissioner by Gov. Edward Everett in 1837

to make an agricultural survey, he visited all

parts of the state and extended his inquiries into

neighboring states. Much valuable material was
secured, presented in four reports covering over

1,100 pages, printed by the state from 1838 to

1841. In 1843 Colman published a treatise on

raising swine which is included in H. L. Ells-

worth's Improvements in Agricultural Arts . . .

of the United States. His experience in the sur-

vey of Massachusetts had admirably equipped

him for a larger project. In April 1843 he went

to England and spent three and one-half years in

studying the agricultural conditions of Great

Britain. In November 1846 he went to the Con-

tinent and made similar studies in France, Hol-

land, Switzerland, and Italy, returning to Eng-
land in 1848, and to America in the fall of that

year. The report of the agricultural survey is

partly contained in his European Agriculture and

Rural Economy from Personal Observation. The
first edition appeared in 1844, a second in 1849,

a third in 1850 in two volumes containing 972
pages, and three further editions were issued,

the sixth in 1857. There was, also, separately

printed, Agriculture and Rural Economy in

France, Belgium, Holland, and Switzerland

Colman
(London, 1848). After his return Colman pub-
lished European Life and Manners in Familiar

Letters to Friends (2 vols. 1st ed. 1849, 2nd ed.

1850). His health now failed and his eyesight

became impaired. Hoping to improve his physi-

cal condition, he went to England, but without
benefit. He died in Islington, now a part of Lon-
don. He was tall and well proportioned, of com-
manding presence, active mind, and keen intelli-

gence. Although not without faults of temper,

he displayed great kindness of heart. He was
married on Aug. 11, 1807, to Mary, daughter of

Thomas Harris of Charlestown, Mass.
[Geo. T. Chapman, Sketches of the Alumni of Dart-

mouth College (1867) ; Hist, of the Town of Hingham,
Mass., vol. I (1893) ; L. H. Bailey, ed., Cyc. of Am. Ag-
riculture, IV, 564; Cultivator, n.s., VI, 321 ; Mo. Re-
ligious Mag., VI, 481-501.] E.H.T.

COLMAN, JOHN (Jan. 3, 1670-c. 1753), mer-

chant, in Boston, Mass., was the son of William
and Elizabeth Colman of London, and the grand-

son of Matthew and Grace of Satterly, Suffolk,

England. The father, William, migrated to the

Bay Colony in 1671 in the ship Arabella. John
early engaged in mercantile pursuits and appar-

ently was a merchant of some standing, though

not preeminent. In 1698 Colman was one of a

group of twenty to whom Thomas Brattle con-

veyed Brattle's Close, upon which was built in

1699 the Brattle Street Church. He was also a

member of the committee of proprietors who, in

the same year, invited his brother, Benjamin Col-

man [q.v.], to become their minister. He was ac-

tive in town affairs, served as selectman, as a

member of various town committees, and was
justice of the peace. In the second decade of the

century the currency disorder in Massachusetts

overshadowed all other public questions, with

sharp division of opinion as to methods of reform.

Colman identified himself with those who would

permit private banks to be organized with power

to issue and loan bills on real-estate mortgages.

In 1714 he was one of the eight signers of A
Vindication of the Bank of Credit Projected in

Boston from the Aspersions of Paul Dudley,

Esqr. in a Letter by him Directed to John Bur-

ril, Esqr., Late Speaker to the House of Repre-

sentatives for the Province of the Massachusetts

Bay in New England. In 1720 he published The

Distressed State of the Town of Boston, etc.

Considered In a Letter from a Gentleman in the

Town, to his Friend in the Countrey. He recog-

nized the evils of a fluctuating currency, but op-

posed any severe restriction of credit. He favored

a private bank, and if this were not feasible, the

emission of bills of public credit for the con-

struction of public works and encouragement of

industries. In particular he criticized a recent
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law giving creditors the right to charge interest

on book debts, and designed to break up the

practise of trusting debtors for long periods of

time. This pamphlet was advertised in the News-
Let tcr, Apr. ii, 1720. The Council of the prov-

ince held that the pamphlet reflected upon the

government and had a tendency to disturb the

public peace. Colman was arrested and gave

bonds. On July 5 his recognizance was dis-

charged. This pamphlet provoked several re-

plies. Colman again entered the controversy in

July 1720, with a second brochure, The Dis-

tressed State of the Town of Boston Once More
Considered—With a Scheme for a Bank Laid

Down; and Methods for Bringing in Silver

Money Proposed. In it he recommended the es-

tablishment of a land bank open to partnership

by all in the province who owned land ; and that,

on pledge of land or mortgage, notes be given

equal to two-thirds of the land value, for which

six per cent interest in notes be charged. The
profits from the loans were to be devoted to the

purchase of silver which in turn was to be held

as a fund until it equaled the original value of

the notes. This would be accomplished, it was
estimated, in twenty years. The proposal, how-
ever, made no headway. In 1739 the plan of a

land bank was revived. Several hundred per-

sons formed a partnership to issue notes to be

loaned to the shareholders at three per cent in-

terest and annual payment of one-twentieth of

the principal, either in notes or commodities at

fixed prices, and the project received the ap-

proval of the provincial legislature. It was
quickly suppressed by the English government,

but not until 150,000 or more of notes had been

issued. It is not clear how large a part Colman
had in the administration of the bank. He was
one of the partners, and his name was intimately

associated with its brief career. On July 19, 1694,

Colman was married by the Rev. Cotton Mather
to Judith Hobbey, daughter of William Hobbey,

a merchant, and sister of Sir Charles Hobbey
(Boston Births, Baptisms, Marriages, and
Deaths, 1630-99, 1908, p. 217). He died at the

age of eighty-three (New England Historical

and Genealogical Register, XXXVII, 58).

[Scattered references may be found in Andrew Mc-
Farland Davis, ed., Colonial Currency Reprints, 1682-
1751 (4 vols., 1910-11); in the indexes of the New
Eng. Hist, and Gencal. Reg., and in Proc. Mass. Hist.

Soc. Colman's writings are most conveniently found in

the edition of Currency Reprints referred to above, and
in Tracts Relating to the Currency of the Mass. Bay
(1902), pp. 233-46; 347-82, also edited by Davis.]

D.R.D.

COLMAN, LUCY NEWHALL (July 26,

1817-Jan. 18, 1906), abolitionist, lecturer, de-

scended from Nicholas Danforth, an English-

Colman
man emigrating to New England in 1634, was
born at Sturbridge, Mass., the second of four

daughters of Erastus and Hannah (Newhall)

Danforth. Her mother was a descendant of John
and Priscilla Alden. Her father, a fur-trader and

blacksmith, was a prominent Universalist lay-

man and she early entered that church ; later,

dissatisfied with the dogmas of all Christian

churches, she became a Spiritualist. Her edu-

cation in public schools was scanty ; at the age

of twelve, thrown on her own resources, she

became a teacher. When eighteen she married

John Mabrey Davis, who died of tuberculosis

six years later. They lived in Boston, where
Mrs. Davis supplemented her education through

the cultural advantages there available. After

her husband's death she taught in a girls' school

in Philadelphia. In 1843 she married a railroad

engineer, Luther N. Coleman (he apparently

spelled his name thus although his widow later

used the name Colman). In 1852 Coleman was
killed in a railroad accident ; the circumstances

following upon this tragedy were such as to em-
bitter his widow and intensify her sympathies

with the cause of woman's rights. After much
effort she secured a position as teacher of "the

colored school" of Rochester, N. Y., at a meager
salary. A year later, unaided, she accomplished

its abolition, thereby removing educational dis-

crimination against the negroes of Rochester.

In another position she publicly used her influ-

ence against corporal punishment in schools. A
long-standing desire to strike at slavery led her

to abandon teaching and to secure through

friends appointments as an anti-slavery lecturer.

She spoke in New York, Pennsylvania, Michi-

gan, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio ; endured various

hardships in the crude homes and country hotels

of ante-bellum days ; attacked slavery always in

vigorous, even violent language ; defied social and

religious conventions ; exposed sham. Though
encountering determined opposition—misrepre-

sentation, insults, and grave perils—she escaped

actual physical harm. She adopted a young col-

ored woman for a time as a fellow traveler.

Sometimes she mingled in her protests the

wrongs of blacks and the wrongs suffered by

woman. After the outbreak of the Civil War she

became matron of the National Colored Orphan
Asylum at Washington, where she substituted

kind treatment and sanitation for mismanage-
ment. She served as superintendent of certain

colored schools supported by the New York Aid
Society in the District of Columbia, instructing

the pupils in morals and cleanliness. She secured

interesting interviews for Sojourner Truth with

Presidents Lincoln and Johnson. Later she re-
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turned to New York State, making her home
after 1873 in Syracuse, where she was active in

the Spiritualist Society and as a Freethinker.

She joined the J. S. Mill Liberal League, be-

coming a contributor to the Truth Seeker. In

appearance she was a small woman, whose face

gave evidence of intelligence, independence, and
determination. She died in Syracuse after a five

years' illness, and was buried in Rochester.

[Sources for Mrs. Colman's career are her own Rem-
iniscences (1891) ; John J. May, Danforth Genealogy
(1902) ; Frances E. Willard and Mary A. Livermore,
Am. Women (1897) ; Syracuse (N. Y.) directories,

1873-1906.] R.S.B.

COLMAN, NORMAN JAY (May 16, 1827-

Nov. 3, 191 1), agricultural journalist, first sec-

retary of agriculture, was born near Richfield

Springs, N. Y., the son of Hamilton and Nancy
(Sprague) Colman. He attended an academy
in a neighboring town, and then went to Louis-

ville, Ky., where he taught school. While there

he also studied law and received the degree of

LL.B. from the law department of the University

of Louisville. After graduating from law school

he went to New Albany, Ind., and began the prac-

tise of his profession. Within three years he

was elected to the office of district attorney, but

as he had never intended to follow the law as a

permanent profession, he resigned his office and

removed to St. Louis. He was a Unionist during

the Civil War, serving as lieutenant-colonel of

the 85th Missouri Militia. As a boy Colman had

read the old Albany Cultivator to which his fa-

ther was a subscriber and had made up his mind
that some time he would publish such a paper.

He purchased a country house, and in 1865 be-

gan the publication of an agriculture paper, Col-

man's Rural World. In the same year he was
elected to the Missouri legislature, and after

serving with distinction in that body received

the Democratic nomination for lieutenant-gov-

ernor of Missouri in 1868. He was defeated in

the election as was the entire Democratic ticket,

but in 1874 he was again nominated for the same
office and elected. Colman interested himself in

the welfare of the Missouri state university at

Columbia, and was for sixteen years a member
of the board of curators of that institution. At
the same time he served as the head of many ag-

ricultural organizations, some of state, some of

Middle Western, and some of national character.

He was a member of the Missouri state board of

agriculture from the time of its organization in

1865 until his death in 191 1. Because of his broad
and practical knowledge he was appointed United
States commissioner of agriculture by President

Cleveland in 1885. As commissioner he so im-

proved the work of the bureau and so enlarged

Colman
its scope that on Feb. 11, 1889, it was elevated in

dignity and power to an executive department,

with its secretary as a member of the president's

cabinet. During his term of office Colman was
author of the Hatch Bill, creating experiment
stations in states and territories, supported by
federal aid, and thus has sometimes been called

the "Father of the Experiment Station." After
his retirement as secretary of agriculture he lived

at his country home and devoted his time to the

editorial management of his journal. His elec-

tion as president of the National Editorial Asso-
ciation and of the Missouri Press Association is

evidence of the esteem in which he was held by
the profession of journalism.

[W. B. Davis and Daniel Durrie, An Illus. Hist, of
Mo. (1876), pp. 489-91 ; Mo. Hist. Rev., XIX (1925),
404-08 ; H. L. Conard, Encyc. of the Hist, of Mo., II

(1901), 53-54; biographical sketch and obituary notice
in Colman's Rural World, Nov. 15, 191 1.] p q 55 r

COLMAN, SAMUEL (Mar. 4, 1832-Mar. 26,

1920), painter, was born in Portland, Me., the

son of Samuel and Pamela Atkins (Chandler)

Colman. His father, a bookseller and publisher

in Portland in comfortable circumstances, moved
to New York and opened a publishing house on
Broadway, where he published, among others,

the poems of Willis and Longfellow, well printed

and illustrated with engravings which aroused

interest in this form of art. The place was a pop-

ular resort of authors and artists and may have

had the effect of directing the dawning talents

of the boy who often spent his time there after

school. He early became a pupil of Asher B.

Durand [q.v.~], one of the successful landscape

painters, and he made rapid progress, when only

eighteen exhibiting at the New York Academy
of Design a painting which was highly com-
mended. At twenty-seven he was elected an as-

sociate of the National Academy. He painted

Hudson River and Lake George scenery, and
was a close friend of many painters belonging to

the Hudson River school. In i860 he went abroad

for two years, studying in Paris and Spain.

When he returned to the United States he was
made a full Academician and in 1866 was elected

first president of the American Water-color So-

ciety, of which he was one of the founders. He
went again to Europe in 1871, visiting Holland,

Normandy, Brittany, Switzerland, and England,

and remaining four years. On his return he ex-

hibited forty-five sketches from nature. At one

time he lived at Irvington-on-Hudson, where he

painted some charming river views, impressed by

the effect of veils of fog and smoke and long

masses of boats. His "Tow-boats in the High-

lands, Hudson River" has a Turneresque quality.

His style both in oil and water-color was broad
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and effective, and his coloring was brilliant. He
made many contributions to the exhibitions of the

National Academy and the Water-color Society,

and three of his pictures were exhibited at the

Paris Exhibition of 1878. He was one of the

original members of the Society of American

Artists. His studio in New York was in the

building on the corner of Twenty-fifth St., and

Fourth Ave. It is described as richly decorated

with rare tapestries, Chinese pottery, and Japa-

nese armor. He was a collector and connoisseur

of Oriental art. In his later years he lived and

painted at Newport, R. I. Publications by Col-

man include Nature's Harmonic Unity (1912),

edited by C. A. Coan, and in collaboration with

Coan, Proportional Form (1920). He is repre-

sented in the Metropolitan Museum, New York
Public Library, Union League Club, Chicago Art

Institute, and in many notable private collec-

tions. In 1862 he was married to Anne Law-
rence Dunham, and in 1903 to Lillie Margaret

Goffney. He died in New York City.

[G. W. Sheldon, Am. Painters (1881) ; C. E. Clement
and L. Hutton, Artists of the Nineteenth Century
(1884); editorial, Art World, July 1917; Am. Art
News, Apr. 3, 1920 ; Who's Who in America, 1920-21.]

H.W.
COLQUITT, ALFRED HOLT (Apr. 20,

1824-Mar. 26, 1894), statesman, soldier, was the

eldest son of Walter T. Colquitt \_q.v.~\ and Nancy
(Lane) Colquitt. He was born in Walton Coun-

ty in the north central section of Georgia. He
graduated from the College of New Jersey

(Princeton) in 1844, studied law, and was ad-

mitted to the bar. On the outbreak of the Mexi-

can War he entered the army and served through-

out as a staff officer with the rank of major. Re-

turning to Georgia at the conclusion of the war
he settled in Macon and entered upon the practise

of his profession. He was married in May ( 1848)

to Dorothy Tarver, daughter of Hartwell Tar-

ver, his father's step-brother. She died in 1855

and he then married Sarah, the widow of Fred

Tarver. The first Mrs. Colquitt received from

her father a plantation in Baker County. The
Colquitts removed there and Alfred H. Colquitt

was identified with Baker County throughout

the remainder of his life. Like many another

Georgian of the ante bellum period, Colquitt was
at once lawyer, politician, and farmer. His fa-

ther, Senator Walter T. Colquitt, had just fin-

ished his political career with an effort to bring

about secession in connection with the struggle

over the compromise measures of 1850. The
father was always an extreme pro-Southern

Democrat and the son took the same position.

With a reputation already established as a bril-

liant orator, he entered politics in 1853 as a Dem-

Colquitt

ocratic candidate for Congress from the 2nd Dis-

trict, opposing the incumbent, James Johnson,

who was a Unionist. Colquitt defeated Johnson

easily and took his seat in the thirty-third Con-

gress. During his term in Congress Colquitt

made one set speech, on the Kansas situation, in

which he presented a historical account of the

long struggle over the extension of slavery {Con-

gressional Globe, 33 Cong., 1 Sess., App., pp. 749
ff.). On account of his wife's poor health he did

not offer himself for reelection. In 1859 he was
again in the political arena as a member of the

Georgia legislature. He became an elector on

the Breckinridge and Lane ticket in the presiden-

tial campaign of i860. Elected to membership in

the secession convention, he helped carry the

state out of the Union and when the war broke he

immediately entered the Confederate army as a

captain of infantry. He developed considerable

military ability and was promoted to colonel, then

to brigadier-general, and finally to the rank of

major-general. His most noteworthy service was
in command of the Confederate forces at the bat-

tle of Olustee in Florida in 1864, in which he won
a signal victory.

On the return of peace Colquitt resumed his

vocations of law and farming. He was a bitter

opponent of the congressional Reconstruction

policies and of ex-Gov. Joseph E. Brown \_q.v.].

He continued active in state politics, serving as

president of the Democratic state convention

in 1870. During the same year he was elected

president of the state agricultural society, strong

evidence of his popularity. In 1876 he re-

ceived the Democratic nomination for governor

and was elected by the greatest majority ever

given a gubernatorial candidate up to that time.

His four-year term of office was characterized by

able reorganization of the state finances, large

reduction in the floating debt and the bonded

debt, economy in administration and reduction

in the tax rate. Colquitt made many enemies

during his incumbency of the governorship. Few
public officials have been subjected to more scan-

dalous misrepresentation. Largely for the pur-

pose of obtaining public vindication of his poli-

cies, he again became a candidate for the gov-

ernorship in 1880. The ensuing campaign is

memorable in Georgia history for its rancor. The
public excitement was much heightened by an in-

cident that occurred in May 1880. Gen. John B.

Gordon suddenly resigned from the United

States Senate and immediately Colquitt appoint-

ed ex-Gov. Joseph E. Brown, who at that time

was held in general detestation by thousands of

Georgians. The cry of bargain and corruption

was raised. The allegation was that Gen. Gor-
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don resigned in return for a promise of the presi-

dency of the state-owned Western & Atlantic

Railroad, then under the control of Brown, and
that Colquitt won ex-Gov. Brown's political sup-

port by appointing the latter as senator. These

charges seem to have been groundless. After a

hard fight in the Democratic state convention,

Colquitt secured the nomination and was later

elected. On the expiration of his second term

(1882) he was appointed to fill the unexpired

term of United States Senator Benjamin H.
Hill, who died in office, and he served from 1883

to his death in 1894. A contemporary historian

who knew intimately nearly all the public men
of his time, says that Colquitt was an unusually

astute politician, true to his friends, and gov-

erned by a strong sense of duty. Like his fa-

ther, he was a licensed Methodist preacher. He
was an early champion of temperance, and took

keen interest in all religious and moral issues.

He was president at one time of the International

Sunday School convention.
[Wm. J. Northen, Men of Mark in Ga. (191 1), vol.

Ill ; Memoirs of Judge Richard H. Clarke (1898), ed.

by L. B. Wylie. I. W. Avery, Hist, of the State of Ga.
from 1850 to 188 1 (1881), is an account of the period
by a Colquitt partisan ; Mrs. Wm. H. Felton, in My
Memoirs of Georgia Politics (1911), gives a view un-
favorable to Colquitt. See also Atlanta Constitution,
Mar. 26, 27, 1894.] R. P. B.

COLQUITT, WALTER TERRY (Dec. 27,

1799-May 7, 1855), lawyer, statesman, was born

in Halifax County, Va., the son of Henry and

Nancy S. (Holt) Colquitt. While he was still a

small boy he was taken by his father to Georgia,

where they settled in Hancock County, later

moving to Walton County. After attending the

College of New Jersey (Princeton) for a time,

Walter Colquitt studied law in Milledgeville,

Ga., then the state capital, and was admitted to

the bar. After a brief residence in Sparta, Ga.,

he removed to Cowpens in Walton County. His

entrance into politics was as a candidate for

Congress (1826) on a "Troup Party" ticket; he

was defeated by a plurality of thirty-two votes.

In the same year he was appointed judge of the

Chattahoochee superior court circuit, was re-

elected in 1829, and returned to the private prac-

tise of law in 1832. After two terms (1834
and 1837) in the state Senate, Colquitt was elect-

ed (1838) to the Twenty-sixth Congress as a

state-rights Whig. The Troup party was a state-

rights organization controlled by the planter

aristocrats. In the early thirties it was merged
with the national Whig party, which, in its in-

ception, was a coalition of Andrew Jackson's

enemies. When Calhoun in 1840 returned to the

Democratic party, he was followed by Colquitt,

who became a leader of the radical wing of the
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Georgia Democracy, the Union wing being led

by Howell Cobb. The Democrats returned Col-

quitt to Congress in 1842 and shortly thereafter

he was elected to the United States Senate. In

the House Colquitt made "an exceedingly elo-

quent speech of great length" in opposition to

the reception of Abolition petitions. He favored

the establishment of the Independent Treasury

system, incidentally taking occasion to denounce

the Second Bank of the United States as "a great

moneyed institution for the support of men
who were too idle to earn their bread by indus-

try and too proud to work." He opposed as an
infringement on state rights the bill to district

states for the purpose of choosing congressmen.

As a senator he favored the annexation of Texas,

the Mexican War, and the acquisition of ter-

ritory from Mexico. He advocated congressional

non-interference with slavery in the territories.

In January 1848, for some reason now un-

known, Colquitt resigned his seat in the Senate.

Two years later he was one of a dozen eminent

Georgians who participated in the Nashville

Convention, in opposition to the pending terri-

torial settlement. Thoroughgoing resolutions

were adopted against Clay's Omnibus Bill, and

Colquitt advised the Southern states to prepare

for war. After the adjournment of the Nashville

Convention the Georgia campaign of 1850 oc-

curred for the election of members to the im-

portant convention of that year. It was this

convention that was called upon to decide

whether Georgia would or would not support the

compromise measures. In the campaign Col-

quitt was a crusader for the Southern rights po-

sition. He advocated secession ("Correspon-

dence of Robert Toombs, Alexander H. Stephens,

and Howell Cobb," House Document No. 968,

62 Cong., 3 Sess., pp. 207, 214), but after this

campaign took no further part in the turbulent

politics of the period. A contemporary historian

regarded him as the most versatile and brilliant

public man the state had produced. In addition

to his political activities, he was a local Metho-

dist preacher and a very impressive speaker,

Three times married, on Feb. 3, 1823, to Nancy
H. Lane; in 1841 to Mrs. Alphia B. (Todd)

Fauntleroy, who died a few months later; and

in 1842 to Harriet W. Ross, Colquitt had twelve

children. Among the six of the first union was

Alfred H. Colquitt \_q.v.~\, governor and United

States senator.

[I. W. Avery, Hist, of the State of Ga. from 1850
to 1881 (1881), is the most important source; Memoirs
of Judge Richard H. Clarke (1898), ed. by Lollie Belle

Wylie, contains a brief account of the Colquitts, father

and son ; Stephen F. Miller, Bench and Bar of Ga.

(1858), contains a sketch based on family information.]

R. P. B.
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COLSTON, RALEIGH EDWARD (Oct. 31,

1825-July 29, 1896), Confederate general, was

born and received his early education in Paris,

where Dr. Raleigh Colston, Sr., a former resi-

dent of Berkeley County, W. Va. (then in Vir-

ginia), lived for many years with his wife, Eliza-

beth Marshall. In 1842 young Colston was sent

to the United States, and the next year entered

the Virginia Military Institute, where he gradu-

ated in 1846. While still a student he acted as

an instructor in French, and upon his gradua-

tion he was immediately appointed assistant pro-

fessor. In the same year he married Louise

Meriwether Gardiner, widowed daughter of

John Bowyer of "Thorn Hill," near Lexington,

Va. He was advanced to a full professorship in

1854. At the outbreak of the Civil War he was
appointed colonel of the 16th Virginia Infantry,

and on Dec. 24, 1861, was made brigadier-gen-

eral. He commanded a brigade in the Penin-

sular campaign from April to June 1862, when
he was disabled by illness from which he did

not recover until December. In April 1863, on

the application of his former fellow professor, he

was assigned to a brigade in Stonewall Jack-

son's corps. He commanded the division at

Chancellorsville. He afterward served under

Beauregard in the defense of Petersburg in

1864, and then commanded at Lynchburg. Left

without resources upon the return of peace, he

established a military school at Wilmington,

N. C, and conducted it successfully until offered

an appointment as colonel in the Egyptian army,

in which several veterans of the late war, both

Union and Confederate, held commissions. He
served for six years in Egypt. Twice during that

period he conducted extensive exploring expedi-

tions in the Soudan. On the second of these,

while in the heart of the desert, he was injured

by a fall from his camel, and paralyzed from the

waist down. He refused to return to Cairo, how-
ever, for he was the only American with the

command, and knew that if he abandoned it the

expedition would fail. For days he was carried

forward in a litter, until he reached El Obeid,

where he connected with another force sent out

from lower Egypt, to whose leader, Maj. Henry
G. Prout, afterward distinguished as an engi-

neer, he turned over his command. After six

months' rest at El Obeid he started back, and
reached Khartoum after a three-hundred-mile

journey, in a litter as before. He returned to

the United States in 1879, when the American
officers were discharged. His savings, unwisely

invested on the advice of friends, were soon
completely lost. Impoverished and crippled, he
secured a clerkship in the War Department in

Colt

Washington, which he held until complete disa-

bility overcame him in 1894. There was no
pension system for civil servants in those days,

and he spent the last two years of his life in the

Confederate Soldiers' Home in Richmond, suf-

fering greatly, but always patient, cheerful, and
companionable. A man of wide culture, kindly

nature, and high character, he had the faculty of

winning the ardent devotion of those who knew
him. He was revered alike by his college stu-

dents, his brother officers and soldiers of the Con-
federate army, and his Arab followers in Egypt.

iConfcd. Mil. Hist., Ill (1899), 586-87; L. G. Ty-
ler, Encyc. Va. Biog. (191S), HI, 49-50; Official Rec-
ords {Army), i ser., vols. XI (pts. i, 3), XVIII, XXV
(pts. 1, 2), XXXV (pt. 1), XXXVI (pt. 2) ; information
furnished by Col. Jos. R. Anderson of Lee, Va., from
personal knowledge and extensive collection of mate-
rials for the history of Va. Mil. Inst.] -p. M. S.

COLT, LeBARON BRADFORD (June 25,

1846-Aug. 18, 1924), jurist, senator, was born at

Dedham, Mass., the son of Christopher and The-
odora Goujand (DeWolf) Colt. He traced his

ancestry to John Colt of England, who came
to America with Rev. Thomas Hooker in 1636

and settled in Hartford, Conn., in 1638. On his

mother's side he was descended from the De-
Wolf family of Bristol, R. I. His maternal

grandfather was Gen. George DeWolf, who in

1810 built the beautiful mansion, "Linden Place,"

at Bristol, where the grandson lived many years,

and where he died. His father was engaged in

the silk business at Dedham, Mass., and after-

ward at Paterson, N. J. Later the household

was moved to Hartford, where LeBaron and his

younger brother Samuel Pomeroy, between

whom and himself there existed a life-long de-

votion, grew up. LeBaron attended the public

schools in Hartford, prepared for college at

Williston, and was graduated from Yale in 1868

with the degree of A.B. He was graduated in

law at Columbia in 1870, spent a year abroad,

and began the practise of law in Chicago as a

member of the firm of Palmer & Colt. On Dec.

17, 1873, he married Mary Louise Ledyard,

daughter of Guy Carlton and Elizabeth (Mor-
ris) Ledyard of Chicago. In 1875 he moved to

Bristol, R. I., and from that time to 1891 was
a law partner of Francis Colwell at Providence.

He was elected as a Republican to the lower

branch of the General Assembly in 1879 and
again in 1880, and on Mar. 21, 1881, though not

yet thirty-five, was appointed by President Gar-
field judge of the United States district court

for the district of Rhode Island. On July 5,

1884, President Arthur made him judge of the

United States circuit court for the 1st judicial

district (Maine, New Hampshire, Massachu-
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setts, and Rhode Island), and in 1891 he be-

came presiding judge of the new circuit court

of appeals for the 1st circuit. Among the im-

portant cases which he decided were the Bell

telephone suits. He remained on the bench till

1913. He made an extraordinary impression

upon his legal contemporaries by his judicial

mind, broad knowledge of the law, fondness for

his work, and intellectual clarity.

Elected to the United States Senate from

Rhode Island, as a Republican, by the General

Assembly in 1913 and by the people in 1918, he

served from Mar. 4, 1913, to the day of his

death. He immediately took rank in the Senate

as an authority on legal and constitutional ques-

tions. He did not often address the Senate, but

was an eloquent and impressive speaker, as a

published volume, Addresses (1906), testifies.

As chairman of the Committee on Immigration

he was in charge of a new immigration bill, but

refusing to acquiesce in its provision for Jap-

anese exclusion, which he considered to be in

violation of the "gentleman's agreement" be-

tween Japan and the United States, he turned

over the direction of the bill to Senator Reed
of Pennsylvania, and with one other senator,

voted against the exclusion provision. He fa-

vored the acceptance of the League of Nations

Covenant with the Senate reservations and op-

posed the Panama Canal Toll bill as an attempt

to settle a judicial matter by statute. When it

was proposed to appropriate $20,000,000 for

Russian relief, he answered the argument that

the proposal was unconstitutional by declaring

that the Constitution must be elastic enough to

supply the great fundamental wants of society.

A confirmed student of history and the science

of government, Colt believed that "America's

solution of the great problem of government is

based upon the realization of the common sense

of the average man, or the collective sense of

the multitude of average men, as the active, con-

trolling force," and was confident of the future

prosperity of the Republic. Possessed of a re-

markable combination of humor and charm, he

was tall, spare, dignified in bearing, and looked

the part of a judge and a senator.

[Information as to certain facts from the family

;

personal acquaintance and talks with friends ; Provi-
dence Journal, Bristol Phoenix and other papers, Au-
gust 1924; memorial addresses in Congress in Cong.
Record, 68 Cong., 2 Sess., pp. 2079, 3782 ; H. P. Wright,
Hist, of the Class of 1868, Yale Coll. (1914) ; Yale
Univ. Obit. Record, 1925.] H. R. P.

COLT, SAMUEL (July 19, 1814-Jan. 10,

1862), inventor, manufacturer, the third child of

Christopher and Sarah Caldwell Colt, was born

in Hartford, Conn., where his father, a manu-
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facturer of cotton and woolen fabrics, was pros-

perous and well known. The first six years of his

life were happy and normal, but before he was
seven his father failed in business, and his moth-
er died of consumption. Upon his father's sec-

ond marriage less than two years later, a real

home was lost to him. For three years after

his mother's death he lived about with his fa-

ther and paternal aunt, avoiding school as much
as he possibly could. In 1824, his father sent

him to Ware, Mass., to the dyeing and bleaching

establishment which he operated. Here he led

a varied existence, working in the factory, at-

tending school, and laboring on various farms.

In spite of himself he progressed in school and
when he was thirteen he was sent to a college

preparatory school at Amherst, Mass. His mis-

chievousness was his eventual undoing, how-
ever, for in 1830 he was taken from school and
sent to sea as a plain seaman. A voyage of one

year, to India, apparently sufficed, and upon his

return he again went to work in his father's

bleaching establishment in Ware. This time he

took great interest in the chemical work of the

plant, but a year later he told his father that he

was leaving to "paddle his own canoe." For
the next three years nothing was heard of him
directly, but from newspaper accounts through-

out the East, it was learned that Colt, under the

name "Dr. Coult," was making a livelihood by

giving popular lectures in chemistry, with prac-

tical demonstrations of the effects of laughing-

gas. From his earliest youth explosives and

firearms had always interested him, and on his

voyage to Singapore he whittled out of wood a

model showing his idea of a multi-shot firearm

of the revolving barrel type. The perfection of

this idea seems to have been uppermost in

his mind from the time he made this first wooden

model. In 183 1 he constructed two pistols, one

of which exploded; in 1832 he sent a description

of his idea to the Patent Office in Washington

;

and in 1833 he constructed, in Baltimore, both a

pistol and a rifle on the principle for which he

subsequently obtained patents in England and

France, when he wandered over there in 1835.

Within a month after his return from Europe,

on Feb. 25, 1836, he secured his first United

States patent. His invention was the first prac-

tical revolving fire-arm and embodied as its lead-

ing feature the automatic rotation of the cylin-

der in cocking by a pawl on the hammer engag-

ing a ratchet on the end of the cylinder. With-

in three months a company was formed to manu-

facture the revolver at Paterson, N. J. While

it was accepted by individuals, Colt was unsuc-

cessful in persuading the army and navy to adopt
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it. His business failed in 1842, and he lost his

patent rights to others. Following- this he turned

his attention to the development of the submarine

battery upon which he had been working. Dur-

ing the next five years, with the aid of govern-

ment funds, he successfully demonstrated his

system of destroying vessels even when under

sail. He introduced electricity as the agent for

igniting the powder, and advanced the submarine

a step forward. At this time, too, he engaged in

submarine telegraphy and put into operation a

system from New York to Coney Island and
Fire Island Light in 1843. At the outbreak of the

Mexican War, Colt received an order for one

thousand pistols from the Federal Government.

He immediately began their manufacture at

Whitneyville, near New Haven, and bought back

his patent rights as quickly as possible. Follow-

ing his initial invention he obtained further pat-

ents for improvements on Aug. 29, 1839, and on
Sept. 3 and 10, 1850. In 1848, after a year at

Whitneyville, he returned to Hartford and began

to manufacture his revolver there, renting a
three-story building for the purpose. The busi-

ness grew rapidly and between 1854 and 1855 ne

built his own immense armory at Hartford and
continued to direct its affairs until his death.

On June 5, 1856, he married Elizabeth H. Jar-

vis, the oldest daughter of Rev. William Jarvis of

Middletown, Conn.

[J. D. Van Slyke, Representatives of New Eng.
(1879) ; Armsmcar, A Memorial (1866), ed. by Henry
Barnard ; Henry L. Abbott, The Beginning of Modern
Submarine Warfare (1881) ; F. von Ehrenkrook, Hist,

of Submarine Mining and Torpedoes, in Professional
Papers of the Engineer School of Application U. S.
Army, vol. I ; Submarine and Land Telephone Systems
of the World (U. S. Treasury Dept., Bureau of Statis-
tics, Jan. 1899) ; E. W. Byrn, Progress of Invention in
the Nineteenth Century (1900).] C W M.

COLTER, JOHN (c. 1775-November 1813),

trapper, explorer, was born in or near Staunton,

Va., the son of Joseph and Ellen (Shields) Col-

ter. His grandfather Michael and great-grand-

father Micajah seem to have spelled the name
Coalter. The earliest record of him is that of

his formal enlistment in Lewis and Clark's com-
pany, Oct. 15, 1803, at Louisville. The captains

mention him frequently in the journals, and he

was repeatedly chosen for especially hazardous

services. On the return journey, at the Mandan
villages, he asked to be released in order to join

two trappers ; and the captains, as a token of

appreciation, consented, Aug. 16, 1806. In the

following summer he was met at the mouth of

the Platte by Manuel Lisa's trapping party and
was persuaded to return with them.

On their arrival at the mouth of the Big Horn,
Nov. 21, where Lisa began the building of a

Colter

trading post, Fort Raymond, Colter was dis-

patched on a mission to the Crows and other

tribes south of the Yellowstone. Afoot and alone,

"with a pack of thirty pounds weight, his gun
and some ammunition" (Brackenridge), he set

out on this daring venture, through a region

wholly unknown to white men. The tracing let-

tered "Colter's route in 1807," on Clark's map
in the Biddle-Allen edition of the journals, cred-

its Colter with penetrating to a point southwest

of Jackson Lake and with traversing Yellow-

stone Park. Defects of the map have prompted

considerable speculation regarding this journey,

but it seems safe to conclude that since the chart-

ing is based upon information not only from
Colter, but from Lisa, Drewyer, and Maj. An-
drew Henry (the last-named of whom had win-

tered to the west of Jackson Lake in 1810-1
1 ) , the

route traced is approximately correct. How much
of the journey was motived in a passion for dis-

covery and how much in mere obedience to Lisa's

orders cannot be said, but Chittenden chooses

to stress Colter's merit as an explorer (Amer-
ican Fur Trade of the Far JVest, 1902, p. 717).

From Fort Raymond, in the spring of 1808,

Colter journeyed to the Three Forks of the

Missouri, a region rich in beaver. It was guard-

ed from intrusion, however, by hostile Black-

feet, and in a battle between these Indians and
a party of Crows and Flatheads, on whose side

he fought, Colter was badly wounded. The en-

counter in this locality by which he is most
widely known and in which his companion, John
Potts, was butchered, occurred in the fall of the

same year. Dangers, however, according to

Thomas James the trapper and trader, "had for

him a kind of fascination"; he had no sooner

recovered from his injuries than he again ven-

tured to the place, and again he had a narrow
escape. Later he descended the Yellowstone and
the Missouri to the Hidatsa village, at the mouth
of the Knife, to recuperate. Here the great ex-

pedition of the St. Louis Missouri Fur Company
found him in September 1809, and he was en-

gaged to guide the party of Menard and Henry,
which James joined at Fort Raymond, to the

Three Forks. It arrived Apr. 3, 1810, and began
the erection of a stockade. An escape, nine days

latei, from an attack in which five men were
killed, at last decided Colter to quit. With two
companions he started for St. Louis about the

2 1st, arriving there before the end of May.
He was not again to see the wilderness. After

reporting to Clark and telling his story to Brad-
bury, Brackenridge, and others, he took up a
farm, probably on his bounty land, near the

present village of Dundee, on the Missouri
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River. He married a young woman whose first

name was Sally but whose surname has not been

discovered. His death, which according to James
was due to jaundice, probably occurred at the

farm. Colter, says James, "was about . . . five

feet ten inches in height and wore an open, in-

genious [ingenuous] and pleasing countenance

of the Daniel Boone'stamp. Nature had formed

him, like Boone, for hardy indurance of fatigue,

privations and perils." James says further that

"his veracity was never questioned among us,"

and that "his character was that of a true Amer-
ican backwoodsman."

[Researches of the writer, 1922-23, in collaboration

with Miss Stella M. Drumm ; Thomas James, Three
Years Among the Indians and Mexicans (1846, repub-
lished in 1916) ; John Bradbury, Travels in the In-

terior of America, etc. (1817); H. M. Brackenridge,
Views of Louisiana (1814) ; information from Colter's

great-grandniece, Mrs. Janet Logan of Salt Lake City,

and Dr. E. B. Trail of Berger, Mo. H. M. Chittenden,

both in his history of the fur trade and in The Yellow-
stone National Park (1920 ed.), devotes considerable

space to Colter. See also John Colter, by Stallow Vin-
ton (1926).] W.J.G-t.

COLTON, CALVIN (Sept. 14, 1789-Mar. 13,

I 857), journalist, politician, author, was a mem-
ber of a family of some distinction in colonial

Massachusetts. Quartermaster George Colton

had represented Springfield in the General Court

(1677) and his son married the sister of Roger

Wolcott, governor of Connecticut, 1750-54.

Capt. Simon Colton, grandson of the Quarter-

master and grandfather of Calvin Colton, served

as an officer in the French and Indian War.

Luther Colton (1756-1803) was a major in the

American army during the Revolution. He mar-

ried Thankful Woolworth, and Calvin Colton,

their son, was born at Longmeadow, Mass. He
prepared for college at Monson Academy and

was graduated from Yale in 1812. Entering

Andover Theological Seminary, he completed

the three-year course in two years. He served

as missionary in western New York and then

held Presbyterian pastorates at LeRoy and Ba-

tavia. The death of his wife, Abby North (Ray-

mond) Colton (Feb. 1, 1826) and the failure

of his voice led him to give up the ministry.

Later, having taken orders in the Episcopal

Church (1836), he served for one year, 1837-

38, as rector of the Church of the Messiah in

New York City. His numerous religious writ-

ings, which include History and Character of

American Revivals of Religion (1832), Church

and State in America (1834), Protestant Jesuit-

ism (1836), The Genius and Mission of the

Protestant Episcopal Church in the United

States (1853), are °f small value either as his-

tory or as theology. In 183 1 he went to Eng-
land where he remained four years as corre-
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spondent for the New York Observer. His de-

scriptive narratives of travel are of much real

value. He wrote a Manual for Emigrants to

America (1832) ; The Americans (1833), a de-

fense of his country against the criticisms of

Capt. Basil Hall and Mrs. Trollope ; Tour of the

American Lakes, and Among the Indians of the

North-West Territory, in 1830 (1833), personal

observations on aboriginal life accompanied by
facts relative to the origins of the Indians, de-

tails of their wars, and of their treaties with

Great Britain and the United States ; and Four
Years in Great Britain (1835).
Next Colton played with political pamphlet-

eering. He wrote much under the nom-de-plume
"Junius," in support of Whig policies, and was
editor of the True Whig in Washington, 1842-

43. Among his pamphlets, some of which ap-

peared over his pseudonym "Junius," are: Abo-
lition a Sedition (1839) ; Colonization and Abo-
lition Contrasted (1839); Reply to Webster

(1840); One Presidential Term (1840); The
Crisis of the Country (1840) ; and The Junius

Tracts (1843-44), a series of ten essays on pub-

lic lands, the currency, the tariff, expansion, etc.

Summoned to Ashland, Ky., in 1844 he became
the official biographer of Henry Clay, and editor

of his works. The Private Correspondence of

Henry Clay (1855), and The Works of Henry
Clay (1856-57) are still standard. His Life and
Times of Henry Clay (1846), and The Last

Seven Years of the Life of Henry Clay (1853)
are superseded by later biographies. Already

known as an advocate of protection, in 1848 he

published a protectionist work, Public Econo-
my for the United States. It was a strange mix-
ture of views gained through earlier experi-

ences—religious, editorial, and political—but

was favorably received and resulted in the estab-

lishment of a chair of Public Economy at Trinity

College, Hartford, which was offered to Colton

and which he held from 1852 until his death.

Here his main endeavor was to "give form to"

the various phases of the protective system. In

A Lecture on the Railroad to the Pacific (1850),

delivered at the Smithsonian Institution, Aug.

12, 1850, he advocated a transcontinental rail-

road on the religious ground that through it

the human family, dispersed at the Tower of

Babel, might be reunited. Yankee acquisitive-

ness and a facile pen made Calvin Colton a

prodigious writer—prolific, rather than pro-

found. A protagonist of the Anglican Church,

the protective tariff, slavery, and the Whig
party, he was a man of moment in the "Fabulous

Forties" of American history. Colton died in

Savannah, Ga.
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[F. B. Dexter, Biog. Sketches Grads. Yale Coll., vol.

VI (1912) ; Nathan Crosby, Ann. Obit. Notices, 1857,
pp. 96-97 ; J. H. Hotchkin, Hist, of Western N. Y.
(1848), pp. 547-48; Am. Ch. Rev., X, 309-10 (1857-
58); International Monthly Mag., Aug. 1851; Long-
meadow Centennial (1884), Geneal. app., 27, 29, 33,
30 ; Geo. W. Colton, Quartermaster Geo. Colton and
His Descendants, 1641-1911, Lancaster, Pa., 191 2.]

E.F.H.

COLTON, ELIZABETH AVERY (Dec. 30,

1872-Aug. 26, 1924), educator, was the daughter

of James Hooper Colton, a Confederate soldier

of Massachusetts ancestry and of Eloise Avery,

a descendant of a North Carolina family of some
distinction. Her father was a missionary to the

Choctaws in the Indian Territory, where Eliza-

beth was born, the eldest of eight children. In

her later life are to be seen the influence of the

minister's home, with its cramped means and

large demands, and its traditions of conscien-

tiousness, altruism, and love of learning. She
prepared for college in the public schools of

Jonesboro, N. C, and in a private "college" at

Statesville. A year or two of teaching, to support

herself and get means to go to college, preceded

her entrance to Mount Holyoke in 1891. After

two years her father died, and Elizabeth under-

took in part the support and education of the

younger children. She taught three years in vari-

ous places, and then became head of the depart-

ment of English in Queen's College at Charlotte,

N. C. The six years spent here seem to have de-

termined her later career. The low standards of

the school contrasted painfully with what she had

seen in the East, and she felt the inadequacy of

her own training to remedy the situation. In

spite of her responsibilities and her limited means
she attended summer school in the universities

of North Carolina, Tennessee, and Chicago. By
1902 she was able to return to college. She re-

ceived the B.S. degree at Teachers College in

1903, and the A.M. at Columbia in 1905, teach-

ing meanwhile for a year in the Horace Mann
School. She then spent three years as an instruc-

tor at Wellesley.

Meanwhile she was evidently cherishing her

ambitions to aid in the educational regeneration

of the South. In 1903 she had become a charter

member of the Southern Association of College

Women; and in 1908 an invitation to Meredith

College (Raleigh, N. C.) as head of the depart-

ment of English furnished her opportunity. She
was personally well fitted for the leadership of

college women. She was of slight build and at-

tractive appearance, well-groomed and modish

in dress, vivacious and witty, and buoyant and
carefree in temperament even in her years of

heavy responsibility and physical pain. To gen-

erosity and disregard of her personal welfare,
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which won intense personal devotion, she added
unbending devotion to principle as she saw it,

and a keen relish for a fight in a righteous cause.

In 1910 she became chairman of the committee

on college standards of the Southern Associa-

tion of College Women, and for the next eight

years was a recognized leader in the campaign.
She became secretary in 1912, and president in

1914. In a series of incisive pamphlets she ex-

posed the pretensions of the many so-called col-

leges for women in the South, insisting upon
standards of equipment, faculty scholarship and
recording, and fully recognizing such merit as

she found. Her chief papers were on "The Ap-
proximate Value of Recent Degrees of Southern
Colleges" (Meredith College Bulletin, 1914),
and one which largely superseded it, "The Vari-
ous Types of Southern Colleges for Women"
(Bulletin 2 of the 1916 Publications of the South-
ern Association of College Women). These
evoked a storm of criticism and "more than one
presidential threat of a libel suit" (Journal of

the American Association of University Women,
January 1925). The opposition alleged that her
findings were based on inadequate data, were
contradicted by the results of official inspection,

were unfairly discriminatory, and were prompt-
ed by personal motives (Letters of H. E. Stout,

R. R. Thompson and J. C. Guilds). Even in her

own school a faction thought her a fanatic and a
pedant. Time has, however, largely justified her.

In 1919 her health broke down and she resigned

her public leadership. Two years later she gave
up teaching and spent the rest of her life in a

vain search for health. Before her death she had
the satisfaction of knowing that her campaign
was on the road to success.

[The only important published sources for the life of
Elizabeth Avery Colton are obituary notices. One in
the Jour, of the A. A. U. W., Jan. 1925, is reprinted,
with supplementary eulogies, in the Meredith Coll.
Quart. Bull., June 1925. It appears also in the Mount
Holyoke Alumna: Quart., Apr. 1925. The notice in the
Biblical Recorder, Sept. 3, 1924, is independent. The
official records of Columbia University, of Teachers
College, and of the Mount Holyoke Alumns Asso. fur-
nish a partial chronology. Certain personal data are
from letters of her brother, H. C. Colton of Nashville,
and of her associates, Emily H. Dutton, Dean of Sweet-
briar College, and Sophie C. Hart of Wellesley.]

W.J.G—d.

COLTON, GARDNER QUINCY (Feb. 7,

1814-Aug. 9, 1898) , anaesthetist, younger brother

of Walter Colton \_q.v.~\, was the tenth son and

twelfth child of Walter and Thankful (Cobb)

Colton. The father, a poverty-stricken weaver

of Georgia, Vt., was descended from George Col-

ton, who came from England about 1650 and

settled in Springfield, Mass., and from his son,

Capt. Thomas Colton, the Indian fighter. Owing
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to eye trouble Gardner Colton received a scanty

education and, at sixteen, he was apprenticed

for five years to a chairmaker of St. Albans, Vt.,

at five dollars a year, after which he went to

New York City as journeyman maker of cane-

seated chairs. With his brother's financial as-

sistance he later (1842) studied medicine under

Dr. Willard Parker of New York but did not

take a degree. During his studies he learned of

the exhilarating effects of nitrous oxide inhala-

tion, and in 1844, with borrowed money, he gave

in New York a public demonstration of its ef-

fects at which the gate receipts were $535. With
this encouragement he set out to give demonstra-

tions in other cities. On Dec. 10, 1844, at Hart-

ford, Conn., a similar demonstration aroused the

interest of a dentist, Horace Wells [q.v.~\, who,

after Colton had extracted one of his teeth

"under" nitrous oxide, used the anaesthetic in his

dental practise and thus became one of the claim-

ants in the subsequent controversy on anaesthesia

(see sketch of W. T. G. Morton). Colton always

gave Wells the credit of first suggesting the

practical use of nitrous oxide. He gave many
other public demonstrations, and in 1863, lec-

tured again in New Haven. On this occasion Dr.

J. H. Smith, a dentist, became interested, and to-

gether he and Colton extracted 1,785 teeth in

twenty-three days, with the use of nitrous oxide.

Colton then removed to New York (July 1863),

where he established, with John Allen, the "Col-

ton Dental Association," which had for its sole

object painless extraction of teeth under nitrous

oxide. No records were kept during the first six

months, but from Feb. 4, 1864, to Jan. 1, 1867,

17,601 individuals registered, and two or three

teeth were extracted from each. In 1866 branch

associations were opened in Philadelphia, Balti-

more, St. Louis, Cincinnati, Brooklyn, and Bos-

ton. Colton probably administered nitrous oxide

gas, or caused it to be given, at least 25,000 times,

without a fatality. While lecturing on the tele-

graph for its inventor, S. F. B. Morse [g.^.],

Colton devised an electric motor which was ex-

hibited at Pittsburgh in 1847. The model is fully

described in G. B. Prescott's Dynamo-Electricity

(1885) and is now preserved in the Smithsonian

Institution but it was never patented. Though
the idea of using electricity for propulsion was
probably original with Colton, it was not new,

for Thomas Davenport \_q.v.~\ had patented an
electric railway motor in 1837. In February

1849 Colton joined his brother in the gold fields

of California and for a few months practised

medicine there. Later he was appointed by Gov.
Riley justice of the peace at San Francisco. He
accumulated a small fortune while in California,

Colton

but on his return to the East he soon lost it by a

bad investment and had to support himself by re-

porting sermons for the Boston Transcript. In

i860 he published a series of war maps, which
bore his name. He died in Rotterdam, Holland.

Though a wide reader, he wrote only a few
ephemeral pamphlets, and he is to be remembered
chiefly for his services in perfecting the use of

anaesthesia.

[Obituary by C. S. McNielle in Dental Cosmos, Oct.
1898, pp. 874-75 ; J- H. Hunt, "Who Discovered Anees-
thesia?" in Tri-State Medic. Jour., Mar. 1897, pp. 128-
30 ; three pamphlets by himself : A True Hist, of the
Discovery of Ancrsthcsia ; A Reply to Elisabeth Whit-
man Morton (1896) ; Boyhood and Manhood Recollec-
tions : the Story of a Busy Life (1897) ; and Boyhood
Recollections : a Story with a Moral (1891) ; L. W. Ne-
vius, The Discovery of Modern Anesthesia (1894) ; G.
W. Colton, A Geneal. Record of the Descendants of
Quartermaster Geo. Colton (1912) ;

private informa-
tion.] J.F.F.

COLTON, GEORGE RADCLIFFE (Apr.

10, 1865-Apr. 6, 1916), governor of Porto Rico,

customs expert, was a son of Francis and Frances

A. (Garey) Colton and was born in Galesburg,

111. He was a descendant in the eighth genera-

tion of Quartermaster George Colton who emi-

grated from England before the middle of the

seventeenth century, served in King Philip's

War, and lived to become a trusted and promi-

nent citizen of Massachusetts. At an early age

young Colton went West where he worked as a

ranchman in New Mexico; then, when about

twenty years old, he moved to Nebraska and en-

tered the banking business, eventually becoming

cashier and manager of the Central Nebraska

National Bank of David City, Nebr. He served

a term as a member of the state House of Repre-

sentatives from David City and in 1897 was a na-

tional bank examiner. In October 1889 he was
married to Jessie T. McLeod. He had affiliated

himself with the National Guard of his state and

at the outbreak of the Spanish-American War
was one of those instrumental in organizing the

1st Regiment of Nebraska Volunteer Infantry.

He saw service in the Philippine Islands as lieu-

tenant-colonel of his regiment and, upon the

American occupation of the Islands, organized

the customs service at Manila and remained in

this work until 1905 when he was sent to Santo

Domingo to organize a customs receivership

under the modus vivendi between the United

States and the Dominican Republic. In 1907 he

was reassigned to the Philippines where for two

years he acted as Insular Collector of Customs.

While in this position he drafted and presented

to Congress a new tariff for the Philippines. This

was enacted at a special session of Congress in

1909. In November of that year Colton went to

Porto Rico as governor of the Island. He held
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this post for four years, returning to the United

States in November 1913. He then became con-

nected with banking interests in this country.

He was regarded as an authority on matters re-

lating to customs duties and tariffs. He ren-

dered valuable service to his country at the time

when tariff revision was a pressing need, and

brought his expert information to the problems

of tariff protection or free trade, especially as

they pertained to the insular possessions of the

United States, and the Pan-American countries.

[Geo. W. Colton, A Gciieal. Record of the Descendants
of Quartermaster George Colton (19 12) ; the Neb. Blue
Book, 1926 ; Bull, of the Pan-American Union, Apr.
1916 ; Evening Star (Washington, D. C), Apr. 7, 1916 ;

the N. Y. Times and Washington Post, Apr. 8, 1916.]

E.Y.

COLTON, WALTER (May 9, 1797-Jan. 22,

1851 ) , theologian, journalist, author, was born

in Rutland County, Vt., the third of twelve chil-

dren of Deacon Walter Colton and Thankful

(Cobb) Colton, and brother of Gardner Quincy

Colton \_q.v.~\. He was descended in the fourth

generation from Quartermaster George Colton,

a prominent citizen of colonial Massachusetts,

who came from England before 1650. When
Walter was an infant, his father, a weaver by

trade, moved his family to Georgia, a village on

Lake Champlain. As a lad, young Colton was
sent to an uncle in Hartford, Conn., to learn cab-

inetmaking. Here, in 1816, he was received into

the church and soon thereafter entered the Hart-

ford Grammar School to prepare for college and

the ministry. He pursued his studies in Yale Col-

lege with credit from 1818 to 1822, winning the

Berkeleyan Prize in Latin and delivering the

valedictory poem at graduation. He then en-

tered Andover Theological Seminary, where he

devoted much time to literature, writing a sacred

drama and a "News Carriers' Address" for

which a Boston newspaper gave him a two-hun-

dred-dollar prize. Graduating in 1825, he was
ordained an evangelist in the Congregational

Church and then made professor of moral philos-

ophy and belles-lettres in the Scientific and Mil-

itary Academy at Middletown, Conn. As chap-

plain, he often preached to the students ; his eu-

logy, delivered at the Academy after the funeral

of Commodore Macdonough, is particularly note-

worthy. Meanwhile, he wrote several articles

for the Middletown Gazette, thus becoming ini-

tiated into journalism. Resigning his profes-

sorship in 1830, he went, at the request of

friends of the American Board of Commissioners

for Foreign Missions, to Washington to edit

the American Spectator and Washington City

Chronicle. This paper had been established to

prevent President Jackson from removing the

Indians from Georgia, where the Board had a

mission. Jackson prevailed, however, and the

newspaper came to an end. Colton sometimes

preached at the church where Jackson wor-

shipped. A friendship developed notwithstand-

ing their political differences, and Colton was
frequently a White House guest. The President,

learning that Colton's health had been impaired,

offered him a naval chaplaincy. This was ac-

cepted, and on Jan. 29, 183 1, he began his first

cruise, on the Vincennes to the West Indies.

Early in 1832 he went to the Mediterranean in

the Constellation, Commodore George C. Read.

The experiences and observations of this three-

years cruise Colton recorded in his Ship and
Shore; or Leaves from the Journal of a Cruise

to the Levant (1835), and A Visit to Constanti-

nople and Athens (1836). In the spring of 1835

he was assigned to the naval station at Charles-

town, Mass., where he prepared his manuscripts

for publication, ministered to seamen, and often

preached in the pulpits of Charlestown and Bos-

ton. He was appointed, in 1837, historiographer

and chaplain of the South Sea Surveying and
Exploring Squadron, and while in Washington
preparing for his new duties he edited the Col-

onization Herald for several months. The per-

sonnel of the exploring expedition had to be re-

organized and Colton resigned his post largely

on the score of health. Then, early in 1838, he be-

came chaplain of the naval station at Philadel-

phia, where with the consent of the Navy Depart-

ment he was also co-editor of the Independent

North American. But the change of politics at

Washington incident to President Harrison's

death prevented his editing a paper hostile to the

new administration, and he then devoted himself

exclusively to his chaplaincy. On June 26, 1844,

he married a distant relative, Cornelia B. Col-

ton of Philadelphia. In the late summer of 1845,

he was ordered to sea in the Congress, Commo-
dore Robert F. Stockton, bound for the Pacific.

This voyage in the Pacific Squadron flagship af-

forded Colton material for another book, Deck
and Port ; or Incidents of a Cruise in the United

States Frigate Congress to California (1850).

Though a chaplain, he was appointed, July 28,

1846, alcalde, or chief judge, of Monterey and
neighboring territory, by the military authori-

ties; and on Sept. 15, the citizens confirmed his

appointment with their votes. During his tenure

of office, he established The Californian, the

first newspaper to be published in California;

built its first school-house, and a public building,

which was named "Colton Hall" in his honor;

and in a letter to the Philadelphia North Ameri-
can and United States Gazette, first publicly an-
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nounced to the East the discovery of gold in the

Sacramento Valley. On his return home in the

summer of 1849, he prepared for the press his

Three Years in California, 1846-1849 (1850),
and tried to regain his health, but after a long

period of severe illness, he died in Philadelphia.

Colton wrote numerous sermons and other ad-

dresses, newspaper articles, and pamphlets ; but

his travel books on Constantinople, Greece, and
California constitute his most important writings.

[The chief sources of information concerning Col-
ton are, in addition to his books of travel, the "Mem-
oir" by Henry Theodore Cheever in his edition of Col-
ton's The Sea and the Sailor, Notes on France and
Italy, and Other Literary Remains (1851); George
Woolworth Colton, A Geneal. Record of the Descen-
dants of Quartermaster George Colton (1912); and
obituary in the North American and United States Ga-
zette (Phila.), Jan. 23, 1851 ; the United States Navy
Register ; Laura B. Everett, "A Judge Lindsey of the
Idle Forties," in the Survey for Apr. 5, 1913.]

C.L.L.

COLVER, NATHANIEL (May 10, 1794-

Sept. 25, 1870), Baptist clergyman, reformer,

was born in Orwell, Vt. His father and grand-

father both bore the same name, and both were
Baptist preachers and pioneer farmers, descen-

dants of Edward Colver, who came to Massachu-

setts from England in 1635. His mother, Esther

Dean, daughter of John and Thankful Dean, was
also of early Colonial stock. When he was a year

old his parents moved to northeastern New
York, near what is now Champlain, and in 1810,

to West Stockbridge, Mass. The family was
large and the boy was brought up under the

toughening conditions of frontier life. Two win-

ters' schooling comprised his education, and the

only books in his home were the Bible, Psalm-
book, and speller. He learned the tanner's trade,

joined the troops assembled to defend New York
against the British in 1814, and, on Aug. 27,

1815, married Sally Clark. Soon after he was
converted and became a preacher. He was or-

dained in West Clarendon, Vt., his first regular

parish, in 1819, and for the next twenty years

served small churches in Vermont and New
York. His first wife died Jan. 27, 1824, and Jan.

26, 1825, at Plattsburg, N. Y., he married Mrs.

Sarah A. Carter.

He had natural oratorical ability, derived

probably from his mother whose family was noted

for its public speakers, herself, it is said, a wo-
man of unusual intellectual qualities. His mind

was vigorous, and quick to acquire, and he pos-

sessed a ready wit and platform resourcefulness.

From the start he drew large audiences. In-

heriting through his paternal ancestors a restless,

independent, fighting spirit, he naturally became

a vigorous champion of reform. Having joined

the Masons and finding that he disapproved of

Colver

some of their principles and requirements, he

repudiated the order in 1829, and thereafter op-

posed secret societies as wrong morally and dan-

gerous politically. He was also active in the

cause of temperance, and especially in behalf of

abolition, to which he gave practically all his

time in 1838 and a part of 1839, serving for a

period as an agent of the American Anti-Slavery

Society.

Addresses delivered in New England brought

him to the attention of certain Boston Baptists

who desired to establish a church with free seats,

and particularly opposed to slavery and intem-

perance. Such a church, the First Free Baptist,

later known as Tremont Temple, was organized,

with Colver as minister. Here from 1839 to 1852

he had a notable pastorate, and acquired an

enviable reputation as a preacher, being regarded

as one of the attractions of the city. He was
recognized also as one of the ablest advocates of

abolition. John Quincy Adams said he was the

best off-hand speaker he had ever heard. A dele-

gate to the World Anti-Slavery Convention at

London in 1840, he attracted favorable attention

there. In a sermon published in 1850, The Fugi-

tive Slave Bill, or God's Lazvs Paramount to the

Laws of Men, he urged disobedience to the law

as a sacred duty.

Pastorates in South Abington (Whitman),
Mass. ; Detroit ; Cincinnati ; and Chicago followed.

He kept up his attacks upon slavery, and a ser-

mon, preached in Cincinnati, Dec. 11, 1859,

"Slavery or Freedom Must Die." The Harper's

Ferry Tragedy a Symptom of Disease in the

Heart of the Nation, was published in i860. Ap-
preciating the need of theological education in

the West, both in Cincinnati and Chicago, he

gathered together groups of young men con-

templating the ministry and instructed them. He
was active in the establishment of the Chicago

Baptist Theological Institute in 1865, the object

of which was the creation of a theological sem-

inary in connection with the first University of

Chicago, and pending its opening he was ap-

pointed to give instruction in doctrinal and

practical theology at the University. In 1867 he

established at Richmond, Va., the Colver Insti-

tute for the training of colored ministers, which

survives in the theological department of the

Virginia Union University. An oil painting of

Colver hangs in one of the halls in Tremont Tem-

ple, Boston ; another in the Divinity School of

the University of Chicago, bearing the inscrip-

tion "A Founder of the Divinity School."

[J. A. Smith, Memoir of Rev. Nathaniel Colver, D.D.

(1873) ; F- L. Colver, Colver-Culver Genealogy (1910),

from which some dates, differing from those given else-
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where, are taken
; J. L. Rosenberger, Through Three

Centuries (1922) ; T. W. Goodspeed, Univ. of Chi. Biog.
Sketches, vol. I (1922).] H E S

COLVER, WILLIAM BYRON (Sept. 26,

1870-May 28, 1926), editor, chairman of the

Federal Trade Commission, was the son of By-
ron Henry and Josephine (Nohle) Colver and
was horn at Wellington, Ohio. He attended the

public schools of Cleveland and later studied law
at Ohio State University. He practised law for

only a short time, however, before he became re-

porter on the Cleveland Plain Dealer in 1894.

In 1897 he was married to Pauline Simmons of

Cleveland. From the Plain Dealer he went to

the Cleveland Press and in 1898 became New
York and Washington correspondent for the old

Scripps-McRae League. When Tom L. John-
son [q.v.~\, a close personal and political friend,

launched his famous three-cent-fare fight, Colver

withdrew from journalism for a few years to de-

vote his energy to the civic cause in Cleveland.

He was one of a group of a half-dozen men who,
under Johnson's leadership, fought for the pub-
lic control of street-car lines. He served for a

year of this period as tax inquisitor for Cuya-
hoga County, and for another year as secretary

of the Municipal Traction Company of Cleve-

land. In 1907 he returned to newspaper work as

editor of the Newspaper Enterprise Association.

Five years later he resigned to become editor-in-

chief of the "Clover Leaf" publications of the

Northwest. In 1917 he was appointed by Presi-

dent Wilson to the Federal Trade Commission of

which he was a member for three and a half

years, serving for one year as chairman. This

position developed into a war-time post of grave

responsibility and his associates gave him great

credit for his practical vision in setting up prin-

ciples to govern competition and prevent unfair

practises in trade. Concerning his work here the

New York Times said (May 29, 1926) : "Out-

standing in Mr. Colver's incumbency of the Fed-

eral Trade Commissionership were his fight

against the excess profits tax which he believed

to be uneconomic, and his opposition to the great

packing interests which he felt had an unwhole-

some control of the meat industry." He served

also as a member of the Price Fixing Committee
of the War Industries Board. In 19 19 he organ-

ized the Scripps-Howard Newspaper Alliance,

the Washington editorial bureau for all Scripps-

Howard papers, and until his retirement from

active work in 1924 he served as general editori-

al director of the Scripps-Howard newspapers,

in which position he assisted in starting or in-

spiring many of the policies of these papers.

It was in newspaper work rather than in pub-

lic office that Colver achieved his greatest suc-

Colvin

cess. As a writer of editorials which bristled

with purpose and were packed with solid and ac-

curate information, he waged many a campaign
for public causes. During the Taft administra-

tion his editorial skill exposed the celebrated

power-site and forest exploitation. He wrote
stirring editorials on the Teapot Dome exposures
and chided the newspapers that they had done so

little to expose the unfair practises for which the

public continually suffered and which every

newspaper man in Washington knew existed. He
was of the firm belief that the publisher and the

editor had different functions, and that it was the

editor's duty to get all the news and then really

serve the public by giving it all the news in the

most readable and interesting way. He preached
the gospel of terse, bright newswriting and saw
vast possibilities for the tabloid sheets. These, he
believed, need not be sensational papers but

should offer an attractive economical form in

which brevity could be conserved and displays

made without waste of material.

[Information from Mr. Lowell Mellett, editor, the
Scripps-Howard Newspaper Alliance, Washington, D.
C. ; article by Marlen Pew in The Editor and Publisher,
June S, 1926; Who's Who in America, iqzd-zj ; Eve-
ning Star (Washington), and Washington Daily News,
May 29, 1926. For his connection with Tom Johnson
see Tom L. Johnson, My Story (1911), ed. by E. J.
Hauser.] jr y.

COLVIN, STEPHEN SHELDON (Mar. 29,

1869-July 15, 1923), educator, author, was the

son of Stephen Colvin, a loom manufacturer, and
Clara Turner Colvin. He was born in Phenix,

R. I., and received his early education in private

schools, completing his preparation for college in

Worcester Academy. He graduated from Brown
University with the degrees of Ph.B. ( 1891 ) and

A.M. (1894). During a part of the period of his

graduate work at Brown he was engaged in re-

porting for the Providence Journal and the Ei'c-

ning Bulletin. He became instructor in rhetoric

at Brown in 1892, serving in this position until

1895. He was married in 1891 to Edna F. Booth-

man of Riverpoint, R. I. She died in 1893. He
was married again in 1895 to Eva M. Collins of

Providence. During the next two years he stud-

ied philosophy at the universities of Berlin and
Strasburg and prepared a thesis on Schopen-

hauer's Doctrine of the Thing-in-Itself and his

Attempt to Relate it to the World of Phenomena
(published 1897). He received the degree of

Ph.D. at Strasburg in 1897.

After his study in Germany, he filled the posi-

tion of instructor in English in the Worcester

high schools for four years, from 1897 to 1901.

During this period he attended the seminars of

G. Stanley Hall [q.v.~\ at Clark University,

where he became absorbed in the applications
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of psychology to education. His later interest in

high-school education is to be traced to his stud-

ies with Hall. In igoi he became assistant pro-

fessor of psychology at the University of Illinois

and remained in this position until 1903. After

a year (1903-04), during which he served as

assistant professor of philosophy at Brown Uni-
versity, he returned to the University of Illinois

as associate professor of psychology. He was
later promoted to a professorship and to the

headship of the department, which position he

held until 1912. At the University of Illinois he

was associated intimately with William C. Bag-
ley, in collaboration with whom he prepared a

book entitled Human Behavior (1913). Much of

his writing during this period dealt with prob-

lems in the field of educational psychology, the

most important being The Learning Process

(191 1 ). In this book he stated his position on

the subject of formal discipline, which was at that

time much discussed. He vigorously defended

the position that there are general mental habits

and that through these transfer of training takes

place.

In 19 1 2 he was called back to Brown as pro-

fessor of educational psychology. He continued

in this position until 1923, assuming in 1919 the

duties of director of the School of Education in

addition to those of his professorship. At Brown
University he inaugurated the plan of adminis-

tering intelligence tests to all students and of fol-

lowing these tests with personal guidance on an

extended scale. He also assisted the State De-
partment of Education of Rhode Island as in-

spector of high schools in developing the secon-

dary schools of the state. He published a book

entitled Introduction to High School Teaching

( 1917), which is extensively used as a text-book

in teacher-training institutions in all parts of the

country. In 1923 he went as professor of educa-

tion to Teachers College, Columbia University,

where he had for a number of years given courses

during the summer. He had suffered from a

heart lesion for some time, and during his first

year at Teachers College he died suddenly of a

severe angina. In addition to the books men-
tioned, Colvin published a number of important

papers, especially on mental tests of college stu-

dents and high-school seniors. All his writings

are characterized by careful attention to details

and by a strict empiricism. He exercised a

strong influence in the direction of a conservative

use of mental tests as substitutes for the conven-

tional college-entrance examinations. His con-

tributions to the literature of methods of teach-

ing have done much to systematize and improve

instruction in American high schools.

[Jour. Nat. Educ. Asso., Nov. 1923, p. 379 ; Teachers
Coll. Record, Nov. 1923, p. 504; Brown Alumni Mo.,
Oct. 1923, p. 83.] C.HJ.
COLVOCORESSES, GEORGE MUSALAS
(Oct. 22, 1816-June 3, 1872), naval officer, was
born in Chios, Greek Archipelago, son of Con-
stantine and Franka (Grimaldi) Colvocoresses.

Brought to Smyrna by the Turks after a massa-
cre on the island in 1822, he was ransomed by
relatives and sent with nine other boys in the

American brig Margarita to Baltimore. Through
the Greek Relief Committee, Capt. Alden Par-

tridge, head of Norwich (Vt.) Academy, took

the lad and entered him in his school, where he

gained a good education, remaining until his ap-

pointment as midshipman, Feb. 21, 1832. As a

passed midshipman he accompanied the Wilkes
Exploring Expedition (1838-42) in the South

Seas and Antarctic, making also an overland

journey from Oregon to San Francisco in con-

nection with the expedition, September-October

1841, and returning by the East Indies. These
experiences are described in his Four Years in

a Government Exploring Expedition (1852),

a popular book at the time, which went to five

editions. Commissioned lieutenant, Dec. 7, 1843,

he was in the Pacific Squadron during the Mexi-
can War ; in the Mediterranean, 1847-49 1 on the

African Coast, 1851-52; and then, after two
years' duty in New York, executive of the Le-

vant in the East India Squadron, where he led

a landing force in the capture, Nov. 20-22, 1856,

of the barrier forts below Canton. In the Civil

War, with the rank of commander (July 1,

1861), he commanded the storeship Supply un-

til 1863, and then the sail-sloop Saratoga.

Though the Saratoga was of little value for

blockading, Colvocoresses drilled his large crew

thoroughly, and when sent to the Georgia coast

in the spring of 1864 he led three landing parties,

Aug. 3, 16, and 25, breaking up a coast-guard

organization meeting on the 3rd and taking

twenty-six prisoners, and on the 16th capturing

twenty-nine cavalrymen. For these exploits he

was thanked in general orders by Admiral Dahl-

gren (Official Records. Navy, XV, 637), who
also protested to the department upon the with-

drawal of Colvocoresses in September. In 1865-

66 he commanded the St. Mary's on the west

coast of South America, and on one occasion by

a sharp warning against injury to American

property protected Valparaiso from bombard-

ment by a Spanish squadron. He was retired as

captain Jan. 11, 1867. Five years later he was

shot and killed by thieves on a street in Bridge-

port, Conn., while about to take a steamer on a

business trip from his home in Litchfield, Conn.,

to New York. Colvocoresses had a quick mind
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and attractive personality and in later years often

gave lectures on his voyages and subjects from
natural history. On May 17, 1846, he married

Eliza Halsey, niece of Commander T. Freelon,

U. S. N., by whom he had three daughters and a

son, George Partridge, born at Norwich, Vt.,

who entered the navy and rose to rear admiral.

On July 19, 1863, after his first wife's death, he

married Adeline Swasey, a sister of Mrs. Alden
Partridge.

[An account of Captain Colvocoresses appears in G.
M. Dodge and W. A. Ellis, Norwich Univ., 1819-1911
(1911), II, 85 ; Official Records (Navy) ; Navy Regis-

ters 1833-69 ; N. Y. Herald and other papers, June 5-9,

1872 ; letter describing his coming to America, by his

son, Portsmouth (Va.) Star, May 2, 1923.] A.W.

COLWELL, STEPHEN (Mar. 25, 1800-Tan.

15, 1871), political economist, was born in

Brooke County, Va. (now W. Va.), and gradu-

ated from Jefferson College, Pa., at the age of

nineteen. He studied law under Judge Halleck,

in Steubenville, Ohio, was admitted to the bar,

and practised for seven years in St. Clairsville,

Ohio, and then in Pittsburgh until 1836. In that

year he gave up the practise of law and became

an iron manufacturer, first at Weymouth, N. J.,

and later at Conshohocken on the outskirts of

Philadelphia. For twenty-five years he had par-

ticular occasion to weigh the results of the tariff

policy as it affected iron manufacturers, and this

practical experience vitalized much of the writ-

ing on economics to which his legal training gave

precision of thought and expression. In his stud-

ies pertaining to the technical side of the science,

especially the treatment of the subject of money
and exchanges, Colwell's view-point was that of

the school of Henry C. Carey \_q.v.~] ; he set forth

always the advantage of protection to industry,

and assailed the quantity theory of money. With
him, however, economics was also a theory of

benevolence. He was an active Presbyterian, and

the close interrelation of his economics and his

religion was signalized by his attacks upon cur-

rent orthodoxy in both fields. His religion was
infused with the guiding principle of human
helpfulness ; his strictures on the merely pious

(in such works, for instance, as New Themes for

the Protestant Clergy, 185 1) drew sharp com-

ment from his critics, though the course of years

brought general acceptance of his contentions.

He was a trustee of the University of Pennsyl-

vania and of Princeton Theological Seminary.

To the former institution he bequeathed his li-

brary of political economy, composed of upward
of 6,000 items, almost half of them pamphlets sep-

arately bound. He coupled with this gift the con-

dition that the University should found a chair

of social science, but his family waived the con-

Coman
dition. He secured the establishment at Prince-

ton of a chair of Christian ethics ; and was hope-

ful that this chair should develop and popularize

the social implications of Christianity. His inter-

ests were many, and increased with his marked
success in business. He was a director of the

Camden and Atlantic, the Reading, and the

Pennsylvania Central railroads. An active mem-
ber of the Colonization Society, he strove to per-

suade the South that slavery was an unwise and
unprofitable institution. During the Civil War
he did his best to support the Union cause

;

he was active in the work of the Sanitary Com-
mission and the Christian Commission, guaran-
teeing funds for the relief of the wounded and
sick, and himself visiting the battle-fields and
hospitals. He presided over the first formal

meeting which led to the organization of the

Union League. Afterward he gave generously of

time and money to the Freedmen's Aid Society.

His life was probably shortened by intensive

work on the preparation in 1865 of six reports

on the subjects of trade and taxes for the United
States Revenue Commission, of which he was a
member. He died in Philadelphia.

[Henry C. Carey, "A Memoir of Stephen Colwell," in
Proc. Am. Philos. Soc, XVII (1871-72), 195-209 ; this

contains a list of Colwell's writings : see also, obituary
in Phila. Public Ledger, Jan. 17, 187 1.] B M

COMAN, CHARLOTTE BUELL (1833-
Nov. 11, 1924), artist, was born in Waterville,

N. Y., the daughter of Chauncey Buell. She
early evinced great artistic talent and began her

studies in America with James R. Brevoort

[g.t'.], a successful landscape painter and a mem-
ber of the National Academy. She went abroad

and studied in Paris with £mile Vernier and
Harry Thompson, later going to Holland. She
devoted herself chiefly to painting landscapes,

after the manner of the great landscapists, Corot,

Daubigny, and others, but was not imitative, hav-

ing her own distinct manner in color and con-

ception. She sent to the Centennial Exposition

in Philadelphia in 1876 a picture entitled "A
French Village," which received loud praise and
to the Paris Exposition in 1878 another land-

scape, "Near Fontainebleau." She remained

abroad six years. Many awards and prizes came
to her, among them a medal at the Midwinter
Exposition in San Francisco in 1894, the Shaw
Memorial Prize at the exhibition of the Society

of American Artists in 1905, the second prize at

the exhibition of the Society of Washington
Artists in 1906, the Burgess Prize from the New
York Woman's Art Club in 1907. She was made
an Associate Academician in 1910 and was a

member of the New York Watercolor Club and
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of the National Association of Women Painters

and Sculptors. Her pictures are owned in Bos-

ton, New York, and Paris, and several exhibits

of her work have been held. She is represented

in a number of permanent collections : in the

Metropolitan Museum, New York; in the Na-
tional Gallery, Washington, by a landscape

"Early Summer"; in Dallas, San Antonio, Fort

Worth, the Artists Club, and elsewhere. She
died at Invalid's Rest Sanitarium, Yonkers, in

her ninety-first year.

[Clara E. Clement and Laurence Hutton, Artists of
the Nineteenth Century and Their Works (1907) ; Am.
Art Annual, 1923-24; Who's Who in America, 1912—

13 ; Ulrich Thieme, Allgemeincs Lexikon der Bildenden
K Hustler, VII (1912), 266; Art News, Nov. 15, 1924;
N. Y. Times, Nov. 13, 1924.] H.W.

COMBS, LESLIE (Nov. 29, 1793-Aug. 22,

1881), soldier, politician, was the son of Capt.

Benjamin Combs of Stafford County, Va., and

of Sarah Richardson of Annapolis, Md. His

father first went to Kentucky in 1775, returned to

Virginia to fight in the Revolution, and going

again to Kentucky in 1782 settled in Clarke

County across the Kentucky River from Boones-

borough {Biographical Encyclopedia of Ken-
tucky, 1878, p. 79). Leslie was educated by Rev.

John Lyle, a well-known Presbyterian minister

and teacher. He was serving as deputy county

clerk of Jessamine County when the War of 1812

began. He joined the Kentucky troops and was
a scout in the River Raisin campaign (A. C.

Quisenberry, Kentucky in the War of 1812, 1915,

P- 53)- On tne expedition to relieve Fort Meigs
in May 1813 he was captain of a company of

scouts, was severely wounded, and taken prisoner

(L. and R. H. Collins, History of Kentucky,

1874, II, 196). After the war he read law in

a private office in Lexington and was admitted

to the bar in 1818 (Robert Peter and Wm. H.
Perrin, History of Fayette County, Kentucky,

1882, p. 349). After practising law for a short

period, he was elected to the lower house of the

Kentucky legislature in 1827 and remained a

member through 1829. He was later a member
of the House in 1833, 1845-47, and 1857-59
(Collins, II, 170). In 1846 he was speaker of the

Kentucky House of Representatives. He was a

candidate for congressman in 185 1 but was de-

feated by John C. Breckinridge \_q.v.']. In 1836

he was appointed colonel of the ten companies of

Kentucky militia raised to protect the Sabine

frontier, but the troops were ordered discharged

before they began their march (Niles' Weekly
Register, Aug. 27, 1836, 431). Combs was a

Whig in politics as long as that party existed in

Kentucky. In Aug. i860 he was a candidate, on

the Bell-Everett ticket, for clerk of the court of
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appeals and was elected by an overwhelming
majority. This position he held for six years.

He was a pronounced Unionist at the beginning

of the Civil War and exerted himself to prevent

the secession of Kentucky. He was not an ex-

tremist, however, and as the war went on he
became very bitter in his protests against mili-

tary rule in Kentucky (Official Records, Army,
1 ser., vol. XXXIX, pt. 2, p. 240). After the war
he lived in retirement at Lexington until his

death. Combs was an able lawyer of rather wide
reputation. His service in the Kentucky legisla-

ture was without special incident although he

was active in internal-improvement measures.

He was a useful legislator though not a brilliant

one, and his popularity was attested by his huge
majority for clerk of the court of appeals in i860.

In 1819 he was married to Margaret Trotter of

Fayette County and after her death married

(1849) Mary Elizabeth Brownell of Connecti-

cut. There were eleven children of the first mar-
riage and three of the second.

[In addition to references given above see "Narrative
of the Life of Gen. Leslie Combs of Ky." in Am. Whig
Rev., Jan., Feb. 1852, repr. in pamphlet form ; obituary
in the Courier-Journal (Louisville), Aug. 23, 1881

;

Robt. B. McAfee, Hist, of the Late War in the Western
Country (1816). The Official Records spell his name
"Coombs."] R. S.C.

COMBS, MOSES NEWELL (i7S3-Apr. 12,

1834), manufacturer, philanthropist, was a na-

tive of Morris County, N. J. Toward the end of

the Revolutionary War, a veteran of "several se-

vere engagements," he took up his residence in

the village of Newark. As a tanner and shoe-

maker, he quickly attained success, and with a

shipment in 1790 of 200 sealskin shoes from his

shop to Georgia the export trade of the city of

Newark may be said to have started. Although

not the first tanner or shoemaker in the com-

munity, Combs has been called the "Father of

Newark industries," for "it was through him that

the town's industrial system was formed" (Ur-

quhart, post, I, 516). In later years he received as

high as $9,000 for a single order of shoes, and

"silver was showered on him so plentifully," he

said, that he did not know what to do with it (W.
H. Shaw, post, I, 572). The shoe and leather

business has always been a basic Newark indus-

try, and many men, such as Luther Goble, later

prominent in Newark buisiness life, served their

apprenticeship under Combs. In addition to his

leather interests Combs was treasurer of the

Springfield-Newark Turnpike Company (1806)

and one of the founders and directors of the

Newark Fire Insurance Company. Of a philan-

thropic turn of mind, Combs "strenuously ad-

vocated three things many years ahead of his
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time: emancipation of slaves, temperance and

universal education" (Urquhart, post, I, 517). In

1794 he opened an evening school for his own
and other apprentices, the tuition fee being $2.50

for each scholar from November to March. This

nominal tuition fee was soon abolished and for

years Combs supported the institution as a free

school. It was in existence as late as 1818 when
announcement was made of a "School for Edu-

cating the Children of the Poor in Newark," with

Moses N. Combs as president, one of his sons,

David, as treasurer, and another son, Isaac, as

a trustee. It is stated (Urquhart, post, I, 518)

that this school "was probably the first night

school in the United States, and was one of the

first free schools in the country, (and possibly

the first)."

The religious interests of Combs were very

deep. Differing with Dr. Alexander MacWor-
ter and the majority of the First Presbyterian

Church of Newark because of their willingness

to accept the "half-way covenant," Combs led

an exodus from the Newark church to the Pres-

byterian Church of Orange. Finding the dis-

tance to Orange too great, Combs and his associ-

ates after several years held services in one of the

buildings attached to his tanning plant, and here

Combs preached to them. During 1797 he is-

sued a few numbers of a magazine containing a

variety of essays on the Bible. His church after

some years disintegrated, the members return-

ing to their original Newark communion. Combs
was a man of strong personality and extreme in-

dividuality bordering on eccentricity, but was
conceded to have been one of the most valuable

citizens of his community in his day. Soon after

his arrival in Newark, he fell in love with Mary
Haynes, daughter of one of the leading men of

the village and married her against her father's

will. She bore him thirteen children.

[Frank J. Urquhart, A Hist, of the City of Newark,
N. J. (1913), I, 514-20 and Wm. H. Shaw, Hist, of
Essex and Hudson Counties, N. J. (1884), I, 571-72,
contain material on Combs. See also the Newark Eve-
ning News, Nov. 24, 1014, and the Newark Sunday Call,

Oct. 24, 19 1
5. The Newark Daily Advertiser for Apr.

16, 1834, notes his death.] H.U.F.

COMER, BRAXTON BRAGG (Nov. 7, 1848-

Aug. 15, 1927), business man, governor of Ala-

bama, was the fourth son of John Fletcher

Comer, judge of the superior court of Georgia,

and Catherine Drewry. The Comers came of

English and Irish stock, said to have been sup-

porters of the Cromwellian regime. They settled

in Virginia in colonial times and moved to
' Georgia in the early part of the nineteenth cen-

tury, and thence to Barbour County, Ala., where

they engaged in planting, lumbering, and grist-

milling, achieving marked business success.

Braxton received his early education in a private

school, and attended the University of Ala-

bama during the last year of the war, taking part

in the student defense of the University against

Gen. Croxton's invasion. After the burning of

the University, he returned to his father's planta-

tion. The following year he entered the Univer-
sity of Georgia, but was soon forced to retire be-

cause of ill health. After recovering his health,

he entered Emory and Henry College, Va., where
he received the A.B. and A.M. degrees with dis-

tinction in natural science. From college he re-

turned to Barbour County and engaged in plant-

ing and merchandising at Comer Station. There
he demonstrated his business capacity by devel-

oping large and successful farming and country-

store interests, during the difficult years immedi-
ately following the Reconstruction regime. He
was married on Oct. 4, 1872, to Eva Jane Harris,

member of a prominent family of Cuthbert, Ga.
In 1890 he moved to Birmingham from Anniston
where he had for five years been engaged in the

wholesale grocery and commission business. He
became president of the City National Bank and
engaged in corn and flour milling and in farm-
ing. As the cotton-manufacturing industry grew,

and Comer's alert mind envisaged the possibili-

ties of it, he abandoned banking and concentrated

upon cotton-milling.

As merchant, manufacturer, and shipper,

Comer had first-hand knowledge of the deleteri-

ous results of railroad rate discriminations. In

1904 he plunged into politics with a view to re-

moving this abuse, being elected president of the

railroad commission upon a platform of railroad

rate regulation. Not contented with the work
he was able to do as commissioner, he entered the

race for governor in 1906 and won, after a heated

and colorful campaign. In a manner that was
typical of his blunt business methods and his im-

placable spirit, he called upon the legislature to

abolish the "debauching lobby" maintained by
the railroads at Montgomery and to pass laws

for a thorough regulation of the railroads in

the interest of equity as between them and

the people. In compliance with his instruc-

tions, the legislature passed a series of acts,

known as the "railway code," and taxed the prop-

erty of railroads and other public-service corpo-

rations on the same principle that other property

was taxed. He also secured the adoption of a

tax-adjusting system in order to obtain a fairer

assessment of property values. A state-wide pro-

hibition law and a child-labor law were passed;

and large appropriations were made to the state

schools and to eleemosynary institutions. His
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most enduring achievement however was in the

field of public education. Operating upon the

principle that the future citizens of the state

must be considered as well as the contemporary

tax-payers, he led the legislature into making
unprecedentedly large appropriations for colleges

and schools. A system of county high schools

was established which constitutes the backbone

of the state's secondary-school system. In recog-

nition of his services to education, some of the

college buildings, erected out of funds provided

by his administration, were named for him and

he is known in Alabama as the "educational gov-

ernor."

At the end of his term, in 191 1, Comer retired

from politics, devoting his time to his large busi-

ness interests. He sought the governorship again

in 1914, but in a second, or "run off," primary his

conservative enemies combined against him and

defeated him. He gave the remainder of his life,

save the year 1920 when he served by appoint-

ment in the United States Senate in a vacancy

caused by the death of Senator J. H. Bankhead,

to business, earning a fortune from his cotton-

mills. He was born a fighter, a man of incor-

rigible independence and individuality, and pos-

sessed of an imposing figure and a vivid person-

ality. He throve on contest, and at the time of

his death was pronounced by an opposition pa-

per (Montgomery Advertiser) as "easily the

most audacious executive who ever ruled Ala-

bama."
[A. B. Moore, Hist, of Ala. and Her People, vols. I,

II (1927) ; T. M. Owen, Hist, of Ala. and Diet, of Ala.

Biog. (1921), vol. Ill; manuscript prepared by Gov.

Comer a few months before his death.] j± B.M e.

COMSTOCK, ANTHONY (Mar. 7, 1844-

Sept. 21, 1915), reformer, born in New Canaan,

Conn., was the son of Thomas Anthony Com-
stock and Polly (Lockwood) Comstock. His fa-

ther was a farmer and owner of a sawmill in

New Canaan. His mother bore ten children and

died when he was ten years old, being always

thereafter the chief object and image of his devo-

tion. He was brought up under strict Congrega-

tional discipline, and attended the public schools

until his eighteenth year. In that year he be-

came a clerk in a general store at Winnipauk,

Conn., where an incident occurred which in his

later life he liked to consider prophetic of his

whole career. He shot and killed a mad dog

which was running the streets ; and shortly af-

terward he conducted a solitary crusade against

the owner of the dog, who illegally took groceries

in exchange for whiskey. Comstock broke into

the premises one night and emptied all the liquor

on the floor. He often referred to the persons he

subsequently prosecuted as mad dogs endanger-

ing the community. On Dec. 31, 1863, he en-

listed as a volunteer in the Union army, taking

the place of his brother Samuel who had been
killed at Gettysburg. He served a year and a

half quietly in Florida, where in his intervals of

leisure he kept a diary which has been preserved.

He kept a similar record of his thoughts and
deeds in later years, but this early document (fre-

quently quoted in the biography by Broun and
Leech) is particularly interesting as showing
him possessed of a curious, vague sense of sin.

A photograph of Comstock dating from this peri-

od (Broun and Leech, p. 30) reveals a set of se-

verely contracted facial muscles of the sort asso-

ciated with acute conscience and the determina-

tion to exorcise sin from the whole of the sub-

ject's environment. After Comstock was mus-
tered out in the summer of 1865 he returned home
to New Canaan, but soon became clerk in a store

at New Haven. Satisfied neither with this po-

sition nor with one which he held for a few
months at Lookout Mountain, Tenn., he finally

found his way to New York, where he worked
as shipping clerk and salesman for various dry-

goods houses until in 1873 he abandoned business

for the profession of reforming." He was mar-
ried in January 187 1 to Margaret Hamilton, ten

years his senior, whom he likened to his mother
and who bore him one daughter, Lillie, in De-
cember 1871. The child died the following sum-
mer ; an adopted daughter, Adele, took her place.

The family lived first in Brooklyn and later in

Summit, N. J.

As early as 1868, Comstock, inspired by a cam-
paign of the Young Men's Christian Association

against obscene literature, had secured the ar-

rest of two publishers, one of whom, Charles

Conroy, he pursued for many years. He wore to

his grave, under his famous divided whiskers, a

scar inflicted by Conroy's knife in 1874. In

1 87 1 he offered his services as crusader to the

Y. M. C. A. and helped form a committee for the

Suppression of Vice which subsidized him in

his many operations against publishers and book-

sellers. In 1873 he went to Washington, forced

the passage of new postal legislation preventing

the communication of obscene matter through the

mails, received an appointment as special agent

of the Post Office Department, returned to New
York, and was made secretary of the newly cre-

ated Society for the Suppression of Vice. He
remained agent and secretary until his death, tak-

ing no pay from the government until 1906,

when he was required to accept $1,500 a year.

Utterly incorruptible and tirelessly zealous in the

pursuit of what he considered his duty, he spent

the rest of his years in furious raids upon pub-
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lishers of obscene and fraudulent literature,

quacks, abortionists, gamblers, managers of

lotteries, dishonest advertisers, patent-medicine

venders, and artists in the nude. It is clear that

he did not know how to distinguish between good

art and bad, or indeed between art and morals.

He was a notably unsubtle man, and has been

rightly called an enemy of much that is valuable

in literature and life. But as a prosecutor of

frauds and quacks he did useful work, and as a

censor of books and post-cards he removed from

circulation many items which have not been

missed.

His fame grew rapidly until he was a national

figure, generally lauded for his work but in cer-

tain quarters ridiculed and reviled. His first

conspicuous drive was against Victoria C. Wood-
hull [q.v.] and Tennessee Claflin, two gifted and

emancipated sisters of New York who in 1872

used their Weekly to attack Henry Ward Beech-

er, then in the limelight of the Tilton scandal.

Comstock had them arrested and angrily pursued

their defender, George Francis Train [q.v.~\, a

wealthy and eccentric New Yorker. The case

won him notoriety mingled with derision ; but he

was never daunted. His labors against what he

defined as vice took him over the country as far

as St. Paul and St. Louis ; he inspired the found-

ing of the Watch and Ward Society in Boston

in 1876; he made New York the headquarters of

all effort in the nation to exterminate the forces

believed to be undermining American youth

;

and when necessary he wrote books to vindicate

his calling. His methods of attack were direct

and ruthless. When Madam Restell, a wealthy

abortionist and contraceptionist of New York
whom he had tricked into a confession of her

trade and imprisoned, took her own life in 1878,

she was the fifteenth suicide he was willing to

place to his credit ; and there were several others.

He encountered effective opposition first in the

eighties, when his persecution of such men as

Ezra Heywood and De Robigne M. Bennett

[qq.v.~\ for their advanced opinions as expressed

in certain pamphlets aroused the articulate ire

of freethinkers in the National Liberal League

and the National Defense Association. The word
"liberal" was always synonymous for him with

"quack" and "libertine," and although the op-

position from this source gained a certain popu-

lar strength he was not deterred in 1905 from
proceedings against Bernard Shaw's Mrs. War-
ren's Profession, partly perhaps in pique because

the author of the play had coined in his honor

the opprobrious word "comstockery." He was
ever an active enemy of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll.

In 1887 he raided Knoedler's Art Gallery in
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New York in order to suppress certain paintings

he had decided were indecent; and in 1906, this

time in the face of widespread criticism, he took

action against the Art Students' League. His
death occurred soon after his return from Cali-

fornia, where he had been the United States dele-

gate, appointed by President Wilson, to the In-

ternational Purity Congress. His personal fea-

tures—a thick, powerful trunk, short legs, bald

head, whiskered chin, and uncompromising eyes

—are preserved in countless cartoons. He ate

heavily, collected stamps, and loved children.

[Comstock published two books, Frauds Exposed
(1880) and Traps for the Young (1883), and several
pamphlets, of which Morals Versus Art (1888) is the
most interesting. His activities are fully described in

the Annual Reports of the Society for the Suppression
of Vice (1874-1916). Charles Gallaudet Trumbull's
Anthony Comstock, Fighter (1913) is mostly adulation ;

Anthony Comstock, Roundsman of the Lord (1927), by
Heywood Broun and Margaret Leech, is informing and
critical.] M.V-D.

COMSTOCK, ELIZABETH L. (Oct. 30,

1815-Aug. 3, 1891), Quaker minister, philan^

thropist, was born at Maidenhead, Berkshire,

England, daughter of William and Mary Rous.

It was a gifted family, with a long line of Quak-
er ancestors. One of Elizabeth Comstock's sis-

ters, Lydia Rous, was a prominent educator in

the English Quaker schools and for many years

governess in John Bright's home in Rochdale.

Elizabeth Rous was educated in a Quaker school

in Croydon and afterward taught both in Ack-
worth School and in her old school in Croydon.

She was married in 1847 to Leslie Wright, who
died two years later, leaving one daughter, Caro-

line. In 1854, the mother and daughter emigrat-

ed to Canada and settled in Belleville, Province

of Ontario, where there was a meeting of the So-

ciety of Friends, and it was in this community
that Elizabeth Wright (as she then was) began

her public ministry. In 1858 she was married to

John T. Comstock. They moved that year to

the United States and settled in Rollin, Mich.,

where there was a pioneer Quaker community.

Here Elizabeth Comstock's striking gifts of

speech and spiritual leadership were quickly

recognized and she was recorded a minister of

the Society of Friends. Rollin was on one of the

lines of the famous Underground Railroad for

the transmission of fugitive slaves from the

South to Canada, and Mrs. Comstock threw her-

self with passionate zeal and moral fervor into

the work of helping slaves to gain their freedom.

She became from this date, a devoted Abolition-

ist and life-long helper of the colored race. Mean-
time, she was developing her powers as a public

speaker. In the Quaker gatherings in the west-

ern states, she was learning to hold and move
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large audiences. She threw herself in this period

of development into the "causes" of the day and
became a vigorous advocate of peace, of tem-

perance, of prison reform, and of enlarged rights

and privileges for women. She early discovered

that she had a peculiar gift for working effec-

tively with prisoners. She traveled extensively,

carrying on this work of kindness and friend-

ship and she influenced many lives in the jails

and prisons of the country.

She proved to be even more effective during

the Civil War in the hospitals and in the prison

camps, where she comforted and brought mental

relief to thousands of distressed soldiers. As the

progress of the war liberated the slaves, Mrs.

Comstock spent much of her time visiting the

"contraband" camps, alleviating the distress of

the destitute, and helping to organize the exten-

sive work of relief undertaken by the Society

of Friends. In 1864, she had a remarkable visit

at the White House, ending in a favored season

of divine worship with President Lincoln, con-

ducted after the manner of the Quakers (see Life

and Letters, ch. XI).

Elizabeth Comstock was regarded at the close

of the war as one of the foremost of the noble

women of the country who had dedicated them-

selves to the work of spiritual ministration, both

among the wounded soldiers and among the

vast throngs of "contrabands." She had become

also a powerful platform speaker in behalf of

great causes and reform movements. When the

great migration of negroes into Kansas occurred

in 1879-80, Elizabeth Comstock, under Gov. St.

John of that state, took a very important part in

organizing the temporary relief and in providing

for the permanent care of. the refugees. Her
work takes a high rank in the long story of

Quaker contribution to the welfare of the colored

race. In 1885, she settled in Union Springs, N.

Y., where she had her home until her death in

1891. She traveled extensively in the United

States and in England in her service of preach-

ing and she continued her spiritual work with

prisoners well on into old age.

[The chief sources are Life and Letters of Elizabeth

L. Comstock, comp. by C. Hare (1895) ; files of Friends
Review, 1855-91 ; R. M. Jones, Later Periods of Quak-
erism (1921).] R.M.J.

COMSTOCK, GEORGE FRANKLIN (Aug.

24, 1811-Sept. 27, 1892), jurist, was the son of

Serajah Comstock, a native of Litchfield, Conn.,

who, after serving through the Revolutionary

War, settled on a farm near Williamstown, Os-
wego County, N. Y. Here George Franklin was
born. His early education at the district school

was scanty and at the age of fourteen when his

father died, he had to earn his own living. He

Comstock

taught school, attended Ellisburg Academy in

Jefferson County for a short time, and by heroic

measures saved sufficient money to enter Union
College, Schenectady, Apr. 28, 1832, where he

graduated with high honors in 1834. He then

obtained a position as classical instructor in a

private school at Utica, studying law at the same
time, but shortly after moved to Syracuse, N. Y.,

where he entered the law office of Noxon and
Leavenworth, also engaging in private tuition

in order to pay his way. On his admission to the

bar in 1837, he was taken into partnership by his

principals. In 1847 ne was appointed reporter

of the New York court of appeals—being the

first to occupy that position—and acted as such

for three years, publishing Reports of Cases Ar-
gued and Determined in the Court of Appeals of

the State of New York (vols. 1-4, 1849-51). In

1850 President Fillmore nominated him solicitor

for the treasury, but he held the position only a

few months, retiring with the change of admin-
istration. He had always been a consistent Whig
and was nominated by that party and elected a

judge of the state court of appeals, Nov. 6, 1855.

He held office till Dec. 31, 1861, being chief jus-

tice during the last two years of his term, but

on seeking reelection lost in the Republican sweep
of that time. Though only on the bench six

years "he left an indelible impress upon the juris-

prudence of the State." His professional con-

temporaries pronounced him a great judge and

posterity has confirmed the verdict. He was not

"safe" in the sense of adhering to formula and

he was original inasmuch as he evinced no rev-

erence for precedent, but his judgments were
always luminous, framed with a logical precision

which carried conviction, constructed with the

utmost care, and distinguished on occasion by an

unusual research. It is said that he devoted an

entire vacation to preparing his masterly opinion

in Bissell vs. Michigan, etc. R. Co. (22 N. Y.

258) re the liability of a corporation for an act

ultra vires causing personal injury. He resumed

active practise at Syracuse, where for the ensu-

ing thirty years he had an undisputed monopoly

of the important legal business. Such was his

reputation that, though he never had an office in

New York, he was frequently retained in that

city in cases involving big interests in vital is-

sues. Not an advocate in the popular sense, he

did not show to great advantage in jury causes,

perhaps because, as he said, "as a general thing

I have no faith in juries." He was, however, a

profound equity lawyer, particularly on the sub-

ject of trusts and was retained in all the big

testamentary litigation of the period, including

the contest involving Commodore Vanderbilt's
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will. Perhaps the most spectacular of his legal

triumphs was in connection with William M.
Tweed, whose cumulative sentence to the peni-

tentiary for one year on each of twelve counts

of the indictment was reduced on habeas corpus

to one year only with a corresponding diminu-

tion of the fine which had accompanied the sen-

tence. He was a delegate-at-large to the state

constitutional convention of 1868 and took an

outstanding part in the proceedings, being large-

ly responsible, with Folger and Andrews, for the

new judiciary article as it subsists to-day. Al-

ways intensely interested in educational matters,

in 1869 he initiated the movement which resulted

in the removal of Genesee College to Syracuse

and its re-organization as Syracuse University.

He contributed munificently to its endowment
and was a member of the Board of Trustees for

over twenty years. He also actively cooperated

in many commercial enterprises in Syracuse,

the ill success of some causing him serious em-
barrassment in his later years. He died at Syra-

cuse, Sept. 27, 1892. His wife was Cornelia,

daughter of his partner, B. D. Noxon of Syra-

cuse. His only excursion into the realm of let-

ters was an edition of Kent's Commentaries on

American Lazu ( 1867), undertaken at the re-

quest of the Chancellor's heirs.

[The best commentary on his life and career is that

by Prof. Thaddeus David Kenneson in W. D. Lewis, ed.,

Great Am. Lawyers, vol. VI (1909). An intimate per-

sonal sketch, perhaps too eulogistic, is contained in

Landmarks of a Lawyer's Lifetime (1914), by Theron
G. Strong, pp. 228-40. See also JV. Y. State Bar Ass.
Report, 1893, p. 130; Green Bag, II, 286, IV, 548, and
Memorial Hist, of Syracuse, N. Y'., by Dwight H. Bruce
(1891), pp. 79 and 438.] H.W.H.K.

COMSTOCK, HENRY TOMPKINS
PAIGE (1820-Sept. 27, 1870), for whom the

Comstock Lode at Virginia City, Nev., was
named, was born in Trenton, Ont, Canada, the

fifth and youngest child of Noah and Catherine

(Tompkins) Comstock. Contrary to statements

usually made about him, he came from one of the

best families in Connecticut and had good blood

on both sides of his family. His father was born

in Warren, Conn., about 1790, the son of a Con-

gregational minister at that place, a descendant

of William Comstock who came from England

in 1635 and was the founder of all the Comstock

lines in America. This ancestor was in the Pe-

quot War (1637), being one of the twenty-six

from Wethersfield, Conn., in Capt. John Mason's

company, which took the Indian fort at Mystic,

Conn., May 1, 1637. The old New London mill

which is still in operation was built in 1650 by
Comstock and others. Noah Comstock went in

early life to Cooperstown, N. Y., then to Tren-

ton in Ontario, and thence to Cleveland, Ohio,

and to Blissfield, Mich. He was engaged in the

lumber and hotel business. Thus Henry grew
up amidst constantly renewed pioneer surround-

ings and inherited a desire for frequent removals

ever farther and farther to the West. He first

went to Nevada from Santa Fe in 1856, having

been previously engaged in trapping for the

American Fur Company and having served in

the Black Hawk, Patriot, and Mexican wars.

He was drawn into the mad rush of fortune

hunters on the Pacific Coast which resulted from

the discovery of gold at Sutter's Mill in Cali-

fornia. Early in the fifties prospectors found

gold near Dayton in the "Washoe" mining area

and in search of more precious metal they fol-

lowed up the wash of Mount Davidson. The
Grosch Brothers of Philadelphia are commonly
credited with the first discovery of silver, but

they met an untimely death before the world had

become acquainted with these happenings. Pos-

sibly Comstock learned of the ledge from them.

At any rate, after their death he claimed by right

of discovery and previous location the ground
where the Comstock lode was found. He soon

sold his holdings for small sums, the Burning
Moscow going for only forty dollars. He left

Nevada in 1862 and seems to have followed the

life of a prospector and road-builder in eastern

Oregon, Idaho, and Montana. He accompanied
the Big Horn expedition in 1870 and in the same
year testified as a witness for the Ophir Company
in a law suit in Nevada. For this latter service

he was well paid. As he was going back to Boze-

man, Mont., on horseback he met his death. The
report was circulated that he had committed

suicide, but those who knew him best have al-

ways believed that he was murdered for the

money he carried. He was buried at Bozeman.

Mont.

[Correspondence of L. W. Comstock of Wellesley
Hills, Mass. ; Second Biennial Report Nev. Hist. Soc.

(191 1 ) ; H. H. Bancroft, Hist, of the Pacific States of
North America, Vol. XX, Nev., Colo., Wyo. (1890),
pp. 97 ff. ; popular accounts in Myron Angell, Hist, of
Nev. (1881) and Sam P. Davis, Hist, of Nev. (1913).]

J.E.W—r.

CONANT, ALBAN JASPER ( Sept. 24, 1821-

Feb. 3, 1915), artist, archaeologist, second of the

five children of Caleb and Sarah (Barnes) Co-

nant, was born in Chelsea, Vt. His ancestor,

Roger Conant, came over from England in 1623,

and became an important functionary in the gov-

ernment of colonial Massachusetts. As a child,

Alban helped his father both on his farm and—at

sign painting—in his trade as carpenter. Later,

by teaching in a country school he accumulated

a little money and "attended a first-class insti-

tution in St. Lawrence County, where he took
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an eclectic course" (Barns, p. 704). He was
given to writing poems and drawing little

sketches, and in June 1844, fired by the talk of a

rusticating landscape artist, he went down to

New York. Then, having studied art for about

a year, he went to Troy, N. Y., in order to prac-

tise it and teach it to others—or, if the client pre-

ferred, to teach either vocal or instrumental mu-
sic. In 1845 he was married to Sarah M. Howes
of Chelsea, Vt., and in 1857, he and his wife, hav-

ing gone West for the benefit of her health, de-

termined to settle in St. Louis. He found plenty

of work to do, and a rising interest in art which

needed only some one like himself as a leader.

Largely through his influence the Western Acad-

emy of Art was established in i860. Aside from

acting as a promoter of such interests, he made
himself valuable in Missouri as a curator of the

state university, especially in connection with its

courses in agriculture and mining. During the

Civil War, largely in Springfield and Washing-
ton, he did several portraits of distinguished peo-

ple—Lincoln, Stanton, and, perhaps at this time

also, Henry Ward Beecher. His wife died in

1867, and in 1869 he married Brianna Constance

Bryan of San Francisco. He was for many years

interested in archaeology. In 1876 he published

The Archeology of Missouri, and in 1879 Foot-

prints of Vanished Races in the Mississippi Val-

ley, carefully written essays which, in spite of his

lack of scientific training, have yet a value as

among the first investigations along these lines

undertaken in America. At the time of their pub-

lication they were widely read and even trans-

lated in Europe. In 1893 he contributed to a sort

of "album," Liber Scriptorum, a reminiscent but

not especially unique section called "My Ac-
quaintance with Abraham Lincoln." Toward
1885 he transferred his residence to New York,

where he lived for the remainder of his life. His
last picture, "The First Gun at Fort Sumter,"

was completed in 1910. In religious matters he

was a devout Baptist, but so "catholic" withal,

says an old account, "so much of a Presbyterian,

so much of a Methodist, and so much of a Chris-

tian [i.e. Campbellite], that all good Christians

recognize his brotherhood and bid him God-
speed" (Barns, p. 706).
[Commonwealth of Mo. (1877), ed. by C. R. Barns;

F. O. Conant, Hist, and Geneal. of the Conant Family
( 1887) ; Who's Who in America, 1914-15 ; N. Y. Times,
Feb. 4,1915.] J.D.W.

CONANT, CHARLES ARTHUR (July 2,

1861-July 5, 1915), journalist, author, economic
adviser, was born in Winchester, Mass., son of

Charles E. and Marion (Wallace) Conant, and
direct descendant in the ninth generation of

Conant

Roger Conant, acting governor of the Massachu-
setts Bay Colony, 1632. Educated in the public

schools and by private study, he early entered

journalism on the Boston Post and from 1889 to

1 90 1 was Washington correspondent of the New
York Journal of Commerce, Springfield Repub-
lican, and other newspapers, specializing in fi-

nance and banking. He was also early interested

in politics and in 1893 was the Democratic can-

didate in his district for Congress and in 1896
delegate to the Gold Democratic Convention.

Throughout his journalistic career he was an
earnest advocate of "sound currency" and in op-

position to the silver wing of his party. He en-

joyed the acquaintanceship and confidence of

treasury officials and international bankers and
was recognized as an expert on topics relating

to banking and currency, and a staunch up-

holder of the gold standard. In 1901 he was se-

lected by Elihu Root, secretary of war, and ap-

pointed by President McKinley to investigate

and report upon the monetary system of the Phil-

ippines, recently acquired from Spain. His rec-

ommendations were adopted by Congress and the

system so established is still in effect. The new
silver pesos of the Philippines were long called

"Conants," and at one time the paper currency

issued carried his vignette. His interest in the

Islands was further seen in his service on the

Board of Directors of the Manila Railway, and
a journey in financial diplomacy brought him
into relations with the Vatican and a personal in-

terview with Pope Pius X with reference to com-
pensation for the friars' lands in the Philippines.

From 1902 to 1906 he served as treasurer of the

Morton Trust Company, New York, but he was
constantly being called upon for service in pub-

lic affairs. In 1903 he went to Mexico as an ad-

viser in changing the monetary system from a

silver to a gold basis. In the same year he was
made member of the Commission on Interna-

tional Exchange which was constituted, at the

request of the governments of Mexico and China,

for the cooperation of the United States in an

effort to bring about a fixed relationship between
the moneys of the gold-standard and silver-

standard countries. The report of this Commis-
sion was published as House Document No. 144,

58 Cong., 2 Sess. Three years later, in 1906, he

was chosen a member of the special committee

of the Chamber of Commerce of New York on

currency reform which made a report advocat-

ing the establishment of a central bank. His

active interest in sound monetary practise was
again shown when he was an official delegate

of the United States to the International Con-

ference on Bills of Exchange held at The Hague
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in 1910 and 1912. His report of the conference

of 1910 was published as House Document No.

768, 61 Cong., 3 Sess. In 1911-12 he assisted

Nicaragua in reforming its currency, and a sim-

ilar service for the Republic of Cuba occupied

his energy for several months before his death.

For many years he was editor of the depart-

ment devoted to foreign banking and finance of

the Bankers Magazine, and in addition to a con-

tinuous flow of articles in magazines and pro-

ceedings of conventions and associations, he

wrote A History of Modern Banks of Issue

(1896), one of the earliest histories in this field,

which passed through five editions ; The United

States in the Orient (1900) ; The Nature of the

Economic Problem (1900) ; Alexander Hamil-

ton (1901); Wall Street and the Country

(1904) ; Principles of Money and Banking (2

vols., 1905), translated into French by Dr.

Georges-Levy; Banking System of Mexico

(1910), published by the National Monetary

Commission ; National Bank of Belgium ( 1910),

also published by the National Monetary Com-
mission. Conant was unmarried. He had a

strong personality, was modest, very diligent in

application to his duties, enterprising, a devoted

public spirit, and witty. His independence was
shown in bolting the Democratic Bryan ticket

in 1896. Besides membership in numerous so-

cieties in the United States he was a member of

the Societe d'ficonomie Politique de France. He
died in Havana, and was buried at Winchester,

Mass.
[Published data are found in Who's Who in America,

1903-05, in the obituaries in Jour, of Commerce (N.Y.),
and N. Y. Times, July 7, 1915; Bankers Mag., Sept.

1915; and in F. O. Conant, Hist, and Geneal. of the
Conant Family (1887). The date of Conant's death is

given variously as July 4, 5, and 6.] D.R. D.

CONANT, HANNAH O'BRIEN CHAP-
LIN (Sept. 5, 1809-Feb. 18, 1865), writer,

translator, was the eldest daughter of the Rev.

Jeremiah Chaplin, D.D., first president of

Waterville (now Colby) College, Waterville,

Me., and his wife, Marcia S. O'Brien. She was
born in Danvers, Mass., where her father was
pastor of the Baptist church before his removal

to Waterville. On July 12, 1830 she was mar-
ried in Waterville to Rev. Thomas Jefferson

Conant \_q.v.~\. Her education was obtained in

the public schools and through private study

with her father, under whose tuition she became
a proficient scholar in the oriental languages.

After her marriage she assisted her husband in

his work, besides doing a vast amount of writing

for the papers and periodicals. In 1839, while
tbe family was living at Hamilton, N. Y., she

became editor of the Mother's Monthly Journal

of Utica, which she continued for practically the

remainder of her life. She was the author of

The Earnest Man; a Sketch of the Character and
Labors of Dr. A. Judson, the First Missionary

to Burmah (1855) and The English Bible; a

Popular History of the Translation of the Holy
Scriptures into the English Tongue (1856). In

addition, she translated a number of works from
the German, the more important of which are

:

Lea; or, The Baptism in Jordan (1844), by G.

F. A. Strauss ; The Epistle of Paul to the Philip-

pians Practically Explained ( 1851 ), by A. Nean-
der ; The First Epistle of John Practically Ex-
plained (1852), by A. Neander; Erna, the For-
est Princess; or Pilgrimage of the Three Wise
Men to Bethlehem (1855), by G. Nieritz ; The
New England Theocracy ; a History of the Con-
gregationalists in New England to the Revivals

of 1740 (1859), by F. H. Uhden. Mrs. Conant
was a woman of strong intellectual powers and
a well-trained classical scholar who used the

French and German languages with almost the
familiarity of a native. In matters of art she had
wide knowledge, sound judgment, and excel-

lent taste. She was a lover of nature and had a
deep sense of the moral meanings of the natural
world. But she was modest and sensitive and
made no display of her learning. She had a great
capacity for friendship and the family home in

Brooklyn was the center of a choice social cir-

cle. In spite of her scholarly occupations, she
was a woman of domestic tastes, and was the
mother of ten children.

[Materials for the life of Mrs. Conant are in part the
same as those for her husband. The best bibliography
of her writings is found in Allibone's Dictionary of Au-
thors, suppl. vol. I (1891). Articles on her life and
character are found in the Watchman (Boston), Mar.
2, 9, 1865. In the latter number is an excellent and in-
forming tribute by Henry Ward Beecher. There is also
an article in the Examiner (N. Y.), Feb. 23, 1865.]

F.T.P.

CONANT, HEZEKIAH (July 28, 1827-Jan.

22, 1902), inventor, manufacturer, was the son
of Hervey and Dolly (Healy) Conant and was
born on his father's farm in Dudley, Mass. He
was descended from Roger Conant who came to

America in 1623, founded Salem, Mass., and was
the first governor of that colony. Up to the age
of seventeen Conant's life was divided between
school and farm work. He left his home in 1844,

went to Worcester, Mass., and entered a news-
paper office where in the course of the succeed-

ing two years he learned the printer's trade.

Finding this not entirely to his liking, Conant
next entered a machine-shop in Worcester and in

two years learned the machinist's trade. He had
saved a little money during this time and with
his savings reentered his former school, Nichols
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Academy, for a year's additional study. He then

returned to the machine-shop and devoted his

evenings to the study of mechanical engineering,

acquiring by the time he was twenty-five a local

reputation as a professional mechanical expert.

On Aug. 24, 1852, he took out his first patent,

a pair of "lasting pinchers" for the use of shoe-

makers. Following this he became a journeyman
machinist, working in shops in Boston and

Worcester, and finally, about 1855, in Hartford,

where he entered the Colt Firearm manufactory.

Here he assisted Christian Sharp, the rifle inven-

tor, and devised an improvement in projectile

molds. The following year Conant invented and

patented the "gas check" for breech-loading fire-

arms which was immediately adopted by the

United States and British governments. That

same year, too, he devised a machine for Samuel

Slater & Sons for sewing the selvage on doe-

skins. In 1857 Conant became interested in

thread manufacture, devising and patenting in

1859-60 one machine for dressing sewing-thread

and another automatic machine for winding

thread on spools. Within two months after secur-

ing these patents, about Feb. 1, i860, he succeed-

ed in selling a half-interest to the Willimantic

Linen Company in Willimantic, Conn., which

concern engaged him as its mechanical expert.

Here he remained nine years, in the course of

which time he instituted many improvements in

the plant of his company and went abroad to

study thread-manufacturing methods, especially

in England and Scotland. In 1868 he removed

to Pawtucket, R. I., and organized the Conant

Thread Company. Less than a year later he suc-

ceeded in effecting a combination with the lead-

ing thread manufacturers of Europe, the J. & P.

Coats Company of Paisley, Scotland, by which

that firm became a partner in his Pawtucket en-

terprise. With the additional capital thus made
available, Conant's plant was immediately en-

larged to manufacture the Coats thread, and be-

tween 1870 and 1881 five additional mill build-

ings were erected. Until 1893 the establishment

was known as the Conant Thread Company, but

thereafter it was operated as one of the branches

of the J. & P. Coats Company, Ltd. At the time

of Conant's death the works covered forty acres,

employed 2,400 persons, and represented a capital

investment of close to $5,000,000. While much of

the machinery in the plant was of English manu-
facture, Conant devised many improvements,

some of which he patented. He was largely in-

terested in a variety of Rhode Island enterprises,

being a prominent director of industries allied to

his as well as of banks. He was married three

times : first, on Oct. 4, 1853, to Sarah Williams

Conant

Learned; second, in November 1859, to Harriet

Knight Learned, to whom were born a son and
daughter; and third, on Dec. 6, 1865, to Mary
Eaton Knight. He was survived by his widow
and two children and was buried in Dudley, Mass.

[Representative Men and Old Families of R. I., vol. I

(1908), pp. 69-71 ; Pawtucket Past and Present (1917O,
by Slater Trust Co. ; obituary in Pawtucket Evening
Times, Jan. 22, 1902; F. O. Conant, Hist, and Geneal.
of the Conant Family (1887), pp. 465-69; Patent Of-
fice records.] C.W. M.

CONANT, ROGER (c. 1592-Nov. 19, 1679),

early settler of New England, was the youngest
of the eight children of Richard and Agnes
(Clarke) Conant of East Budleigh, Devonshire,

England. He was baptized on Apr. 9, 1592 in All

Saints' Church in East Budleigh. The family

seems to have been of the lower middle class, in

fairly comfortable circumstances. Roger appears

to have gone to London when about eighteen

years old, and there he became a salter. On Nov.
11, 1618 he married a certain Sarah Horton of

whose family nothing has been ascertained. By
her he had at least nine children, the youngest
being named Exercise. In 1623 he emigrated to

Massachusetts with his wife and his son Caleb,

the latter subsequently returning to England
and dying there. It is probable that they sailed

for America on the Ann, which carried Roger's

brother Christopher and which arrived at Plym-
outh Colony, with John Oldham, as "partic-

ulars," that is as independent of the "common
stock" system of the first settlers. Before long,

there was trouble between some of the newcom-
ers and the original group. Oldham and Lyford

were ordered out of the community, and Conant
soon followed voluntarily. In religion he was
not a Separatist but merely a Non-Conformist
and he seems not to have been altogether happy
with the Pilgrims. In 1624 he settled at Nantas-

ket and it was probably while there that he used

the island in Boston Harbor which long bore his

name. Becoming acquainted with the Rev. John
White and other members of the Dorchester

Company who had been trying to establish a set-

.

tlement on Cape Ann, late in the autumn of 1625,

at their request, he removed to their fishing set-

tlement as manager or governor. He did not like

the location and in the next autumn about forty

of the settlers joined him in settling at Naum-
keag (Salem). Conant continued as governor.

In 1627 the colonists sent an agent to England

to solicit a patent. It was obtained, however, in

March 1628, by an English group with more am-

bitious ideas, and John Endicott [q.v.~\ came

over with about fifty settlers, superseding Conant

as governor. There was much ill-feeling at first

but Conant submitted and became a loyal member
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of the new organization. In 1634 he was elected

to represent Salem in the General Court. Two
years later he moved to Beverly. He acquired a

moderate amount of land, tried various adven-

tures, such as trading with the Indians, and be-

sides being for a while justice of the quarterly

court, occupied many minor public offices, indica-

tive of the deserved confidence and esteem of

his neighbors. He was an honest, conscientious

man who did useful work in the seedling days of

the colony, and his self-control when Endicott

arrived saved the colony from what might have

been a ruinous struggle.

[F. O. Conant, Hist, and Gcncal. of the Conant Fam-
ily (1887) ; J. VV. Thornton, The Landing at Cape Ann
(1854) ; J. B. Felt, "Notice of Roger Conant," New
Eng. Hist, and Gcncal. Reg., II, 233-39. 32Q-35-]

J.T.A.

CONANT, THOMAS JEFFERSON (Dec.

13, 1802-Apr. 30, 1891), philologist, translator

of the Bible, was descended from Roger Conant

who came to Massachusetts in 1623 and became

one of the founders of Salem. A descendant of

the sixth generation was John, a Vermont

pioneer and leading citizen of Brandon, whose

wife was Charity Waite Broughton. Their son

Thomas Jefferson was born in Brandon, edu-

cated at Brandon Academy and graduated at

Middlebury College in 1823. After two years

spent in the study of philosophy with Prof. R. B.

Patton in New York, he became tutor in the

classics at Columbian College, Washington, D.

C. From 1827 to 1833 he was professor of lan-

guages at Colby College, Waterville, Me. He
spent the period 1833-35 in the neighborhood of

Boston engaged in the study of Hebrew and

other oriental languages, and it was during this

period (May 1834) that he was ordained to the

Baptist ministry. From 1835 to 1841 he was pro-

fessor of Hebrew and Biblical Criticism at the

Hamilton Literary and Theological Institution

at Hamilton, N. Y. During this period (1841-

42) he spent more than a year in Europe investi-

gating methods of university teaching and in

philological study. From 1850 to 1857 he was
professor of Biblical Literature and Criticism

at Rochester Theological Seminary. In the latter

year he moved to Brooklyn, N. Y., where he re-

sided till his death. Here he engaged in the re-

vision of the English Bible for the American
Bible Union. In 1873 ne was chosen a member
of the American Revision Committee, cooperat-

ing with the Old Testament Company of the

Convocation of Canterbury, which produced the

Revised Version of 1881. His first elaborate

production, The Latvs of Translation, was the

keynote of his whole career. His translation of

Roediger's edition of the Hebrew Grammar of

Conaty

Gesenius first appeared in 1839, and, enlarged

and revised in subsequent editions, became for

many years the standard in Europe and America.

His great work was the translation of the Bible,

upon which all his scholarly energies were spent.

As an interpreter of the text in pure, simple, and
forceful English, he has no equal. In addition to

those mentioned, his principal works are as fol-

lows : The Book of Job ('1857) ; The Gospel of

Matthezv (i860); The Entire New Testament

(1867) ; The Book of Genesis (1868) ; The Book
of Psalms (1868); The Book of Proverbs

(1872) ; The First Thirteen Chapters of Isaiah

(1874) ; The Historical Books of the Old Testa-

ment, Joshua to II Kings ( 1884). He was a thor-

ough and inspiring teacher, a man of unaffected

piety, genial, tender and affectionate in his fam-
ily circle, and loyal to his friends. On July 12,

1830 he married Hannah O'Brien, eldest daugh-
ter of Rev. Jeremiah Chaplin, D.D. [q.v.~], first

president of Waterville (now Colby) College,

Waterville, Me.
[Material for the life of Conant is found in the Cat-

alogue of the Officers and Students of Middlebury Col-
lege 1800-1900 (1001) ; Lauren (Middlebury College,
1900), containing portrait; Watchman (N. Y.), May
7, 1 89 1 ; F. O. Conant, Hist, and Genealogy of the Co-
nant Family (1887).]

' FTP
CONATY, THOMAS JAMES (Aug. 1, 1847-

Sept. 18, 1915), Roman Catholic prelate and
educator, the son of Patrick Conaty and Alice

(Lynch) Conaty, was born in Kilnalec, Ireland,

the eldest of eight children. When he was three

years of age his family emigrated to the United

States and settled in Taunton, Mass. He attend-

ed the public schools there and entered Montreal

College in 1863 where his high-school education

was completed. He qualified as a student of Holy
Cross College, Worcester, in 1866 and was grad-

uated in 1869. He made his theological studies

immediately thereafter in the Sulpician Sem-
inary of Montreal and was ordained to the priest-

hood for the diocese of Springfield in 1872. After

seven years of service in the ministry he was ap-

pointed pastor of the Sacred Heart parish of

Worcester where he served until 1897. During
this period he displayed an active interest in civic

as well as ecclesiastical life. His gifts as an ora-

tor attracted wide attention. He became a leader

in his community and exerted far-reaching influ-

ence in movements that dealt with educational,

moral, and social problems. He was particularly

active in the work of total abstinence and was
president of the Catholic Total Abstinence Union
of America from 1888 to 1890. He was an ar-

dent supporter of constitutional efforts for the

freedom of Ireland. Conaty served on the Board
of Education of Worcester for fourteen years
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and on its Library Board for six years. He was
one of the founders and president, 1893-97, °f the

Catholic Summer School of America established

originally at New London, Conn., and later per-

manently located at Cliff Haven, N. Y. He was
active in founding the association of Catholic col-

leges later known as the National Catholic Edu-
cation Association, and was its president, 1899-

1903. He established in 1892 and edited until

1897, the Catholic Home and School Magazine
and he published a volume, New Testament Stud-

ies (1898), for secondary schools. Appointed

Rector of the Catholic University of Washington
in 1897, Conaty was made Domestic Prelate in

1898 and was consecrated Titular Bishop of

Samos by Cardinal Gibbons in 1901. At the ex-

piration of his term as Rector of the Catholic

University he was appointed to the See of Mon-
terey and Los Angeles. During his twelve years

as Bishop there, Los Angeles developed with

great rapidity. The traditions of broadminded-

ness and civic activity which had characterized

Conaty's earlier life were continued with notable

effect throughout the entire period of his incum-

bency of the See of Monterey and Los Angeles.

At the same time he multiplied parishes, devel-

oped Catholic secondary schools, created a Cath-

olic Teachers' Institute, and multiplied agencies

of social service in keeping with the rapid growth

of the city. In addition to these local activities,

Conaty took particular interest in the preserva-

tion of the Old Missions and other historical

Catholic landmarks of California. He person-

ally aided in much of the restoration work to

which popular interest led, and cooperated heart-

ily with other agencies in the state that aimed to

develop an interest in its history and its monu-
ments of Christian civilization. His death called

forth notable tributes to his character and his

work from all sides.

[Obituaries in JV. Y. Times, Sept. 19, 1915 ; Los An-
geles Times of the same date. See also Official Catho-
lic Directory, 191 6 ; Who's Who in America, 1914-15.]

WJ.K.

CONBOY, SARA AGNES McLAUGHLIN
(Apr. 3, 1870-Jan. 7, 1928), the first woman to

be admitted to the inner councils of the Ameri-

can labor movement, was born in Boston, Mass.,

to Michael and Sara (Mellyn) McLaughlin. At
the age of eleven she went to work in a candy

factory to help her widowed mother support her

smaller brothers and sisters. There for sixty

hours of work a week she received $2.50. Thence

she went into a button factory where wages
were slightly higher and work steadier, and, after

that, into a carpet mill. As a highly skilled weav-
er she eventually received eighteen dollars for a

sixty-hour week that might, as the law then

Condit

stood, call for night as well as day work. She
was in the mill when she married Joseph P.

Conboy, a Boston letter carrier. Within two
years she was a widow, working at a loom in a

Roxbury mill to support herself and her infant

daughter. Shortly thereafter under her leader-

ship the poorly-organized operatives struck for

recognition of the United Textile Workers and
higher wages. The strike was bitterly fought,

but ended in victory for the strikers and Mrs.

Conboy was started on what was to win for her

international recognition as a labor leader and a

proponent of legislation to protect child life and
women in industry. Following the strike she

became first an organizer of the United Textile

Workers and later secretary-treasurer. In the

latter capacity most of her time was spent rais-

ing money for an organization usually in need

of funds. Just how much she raised she herself

could not tell, but it is no exaggeration to say

that the total was well in excess of $1,000,000.

Between times she pleaded with legislators, and
more than any other woman was responsible for

legislation limiting the hours of labor for wo-
men and prohibiting their employment at night.

To the American Federation of Labor, in whose
conventions she was a prominent figure for more
than twenty years, Mrs. Conboy brought the

view-point of the woman. In it she early gained

the confidence of men like Samuel Gompers,

John Mitchell, and James Duncan lqq.v.~\, who
depended much upon her judgment. From her

there were no secrets. In token of its apprecia-

tion of her service the Federation in 1920 gave

her the highest honor ever extended a woman

—

that of delegate to the British Trades Union
Congress—an honor for which heads of the

most powerful unions contest year in and year

out. At the beginning of her career as a labor

leader Mrs. Conboy was in her early thirties,

a trim, upstanding, blue-eyed woman, full of

energy and enthusiasm. With the years came

weight and gray hair, but to the end she was

handsome. With the years also came polish and

a knowledge of practical economics of which

many a university man might be proud. "Aunt

Sara," as she was affectionately termed by men
years older than she, was always essentially femi-

nine, soft-voiced, and smiling. Perhaps it was

as a conciliator of warring groups of hard-fisted

and harder-headed men that she was of greatest

value to organized labor.

[Who's Who in America, 1926-27 ; World (N. Y.),

Jan. 8, Brooklyn Eagle, N. Y. Times, Jan. 9, 1928.]

JJL.
CONDIT, JOHN (JulyS, 1755-May 4, 1834),

surgeon, congressman, was descended from one

John Condit, Condict, Conduit, or Cunditt, who
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ieft Wales and came, about 1678, to Newark,

N. J., where later he bought land from the Law-

rences on the Mill Brook Plain. His descen-

dants were active in New Jersey politics, jail

reform, medicine, and constitution-making. One

of them, Samuel, married in 1754 Mary, daugh-

ter of Joseph Smith of Orange, N. J., and became

the father of John Condit, born in 1755. Edu-

cated in local schools, he studied medicine pri-

vately with Dr. Jonathan Dayton of Springfield.

On June 29, 1776, the New Jersey Provincial

Congress "Ordered That Dr. John Condit be

Surgeon" in Van Cortlandt's regiment of

Heard's Brigade (American Archives, 4 Ser.,

VI, 1633). He soon resigned, having married

Abigail, daughter of Joseph Halsey, by whom
he had four sons and one daughter. She died in

1784 and in 1785 he wed her sister Rhoda, by

whom he had two sons and one daughter. Be-

ing of "sterling integrity and of amiable dis-

position, fearless, energetic and thorough in

everything he undertook" (Shaw, post, I, 304),

he attained "a large success as a physician"

(Wickes, post), though he did not join his fel-

low practitioners in the New Jersey Medical So-

ciety until 1830, when he was made an honorary

member. He was also something of a sports-

man, raised fine horses and "was perpetually on

the road" (Ibid.). In 1785 he was influential in

founding the Orange Academy of which he be-

came a trustee. Condit entered politics after

the Revolution, serving as assemblyman in the

New Jersey legislature 1788-89, as Council

member 1790-98, in the United States House of

Representatives 1799-1803, in the United States

Senate 1803-17, and in the House again, 1819-

20. Few men have served twenty years in Con-

gress so inconspicuously, the normal entry be-

ing, "Mr. John Condit of New Jersey appeared

and took his seat." His politics were consis-

tently anti-Federalist and Republican (Demo-
cratic), favoring strict administration and less

government but opposed to popular excitement

or mob rule in affairs of state. Nevertheless, in

opposition to the stand of his party, in 181 1 he

favored the re-charter of the United States Bank.

In the New Jersey legislature Condit usually

came late to sessions but served on road and

boundary committees and had charge (1791-95)

of counting and burning cancelled loan-office

certificates and old State money in the treasury.

His twenty-four line report (Nov. 2, 1795) on
"the prerogative and secretary's office" (Journal

of the New Jersey Council, 1794-99, 1st and
2nd sitting of 20th session, p. 7) shows the quali-

ty of the man and the quiet methods of work
which inspired such long confidence. A typical

Condon
eighteenth-century legislator he outlived his age.

Public service having broken up his practise, he

was appointed assistant collector of the port of

New York, in Jersey City, but was removed
from office in 1830 because of his criticism of

President Jackson's financial policies. Long a

skeptic, he "cordially embraced the truths of the

Gospel" as paralysis ended his days in peace.

[Jotham H. and Eben Condit, Geneal. Record of the
Condit Family (rev. ed. 1916) ; Wm. Shaw, Hist, of
Essex and Hudson Counties, N. J. (1884), I, 304;
Stephen Wickes, Hist, of Medicine in N. J. and of its

Medic. Men from the Settlement of the Province to

A. D. 1800 (1879); David L. Pierson, Hist, of the
Oranges to 1921 (1922), II, 112, 249, 284 f.] YV L W
CONDON, THOMAS (Mar. 3, 1822-Feb. 11,

1907), Congregational clergyman, geologist,

was born at Ballinafana, near Fermoy, Ireland,

the son of John and Mary (Roach) Condon.
His father was a stone-cutter. When Thomas
was eleven years old, the Condons emigrated to

the United States, settling first in New York
City and later on a farm in Michigan. At one
time the boy worked for a florist whose gardens
occupied the present site of the New York Pub-
lic Library. Later he attended Cazenovia Semi-
nary, taught school at Camillus and at Skane-
ateles, made a collection of paleozoic fossils, and
in 1849 entered Auburn Theological Seminary.
He helped support himself in Auburn by teach-

ing inmates of the state penitentiary. Owing
to his Irish origin he was unable to secure a

call to a congregation. Upon his graduation in

1852 he offered himself therefore to the Home
Mission Board of the Congregational Church
and was assigned to Oregon Territory. On Oct.

31, 1852, he married Cornelia J. Holt of Colden,

Erie County, and that same autumn he and his

bride sailed from New York on the clipper Trade
Wind. In spite of storms and a fire in the hold

the Trade Wind carried them safely round Cape
Horn and north again to San Francisco, whence
they proceeded by steamer to Portland. The rest

of their lives was spent in Oregon. Condon was
ordained immediately and entered on twenty

years of missionary and pastoral labor : at St.

Helen's 1853-54, Forest Grove 1854-57, Albany

1857-62, and The Dalles 1862-73. Gentle, ear-

nest, simple, resourceful, friendly, he won the

regard of every one, even of the gamblers and
saloon-keepers of The Dalles, and his wife proved

an able helper in his work. Meanwhile, how-
ever, a Bible was no more essential to his kit

than a geologist's hammer. Accompanying par-

ties of soldiers, he made excursions into the

Indian country and succeeded in recording,

though not with complete accuracy, the geology

of a large part of eastern Oregon. He was made
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professor of geology and natural history in

Pacific University of Forest Grove in 1873 and

in the University of Oregon at Eugene in 1876.

He was a beloved and influential teacher. At
first he was obliged to give instruction in a

variety of subjects, but as the University grew
he was able to devote himself more and more
to his favorite subject of paleontology. His first

important discovery was made in 1867, when a

well-digger brought him a fossil bone which he

recognized as the distal end of the humerus of

a horse ; his last was in 1906, when he found a

fossil sea-lion which he named desmatophoca

orcgonensis. He was the first paleontologist to

explore the rich fossil-bearing formations of the

John Day Valley. To railroad builders, land-

owners, the state legislature, and visiting ge-

ologists he gave freely of his time and knowl-

edge, never expecting compensation and seldom

getting it. Several well-known scientists im-

portuned him for fossils, failed to return speci-

mens that had been entrusted to them as loans,

and even neglected in their publications to give

him proper credit for his discoveries. Condon,

on the other hand, was unfailingly generous to

them and either ignored or never noticed their

attempt to deprive him of his due. Apparently

he found it an effort to write : he contributed a

few articles to the Overland Monthly and to the

Portland Morning Orcgonian, as state geologist

presented a Preliminary Report to the Legis-

lative Assembly (Salem, 1874), and gathered

these few writings into his one book, The Two
Islands and What Came of Them (Portland,

1902; revised as Oregon Geology, 1910). In

him the scientist, the teacher, and the lover of

men were blended. What he learned through pa-

tient and minute study of the rocks, he taught

with an enthusiasm and sweep of general knowl-

edge that kindled the minds of his students.

But the wider public, he believed, also had
claims upon him. He delivered lectures up and
down the coast, in which the new scientific

knowledge centering in the doctrine of evolu-

tion was winningly presented to audiences that

dreaded the effect of such theories upon estab-

lished beliefs. More than any other man, he
was lD the Pacific Northwest the interpreter of

the fruits of Darwinism and the conserver of

the best in revealed religion. In his later years

he was venerated as one of the grand old men
of the state. His wife died in September 1901

;

in 1905 he was made professor emeritus ; he died

two years later at the home of his daughter.

Condon Butte, in Lane County, is named for

him.

[Gen. Biog. Cat. of Auburn Theol. Sem. 1818-1918

(1918) ; C. W. Washburne, "Thomas Condon" in Jour,
of Geology, XV, 280-82 (1907) ; E. S. Meany, "Profes-
sor Thomas Condon" in Pacific Monthly, XVI, 565-69
(1906) ;

L. M. Scott, Hist, of the Oregon Country
(1924), III, 86, 87, 169 ; Portland Morning Oregonian,
Feb. 12, 14, 1907; L. A. McArthur, Oregon Geographi-
cal Names (1928) ; E. C. McCornack, Thomas Condon,
Pioneer Geologist of Oregon (1928) ; letter to author
from Condon's daughter, Ellen Condon McCornack,
Dec. 6, 1928. Prof. Jos. Schafer is authority for the
characterization of Condon as scholar and lecturer.]

G.H.G.

CONE, MOSES HERMAN (June 29, 1857-

Dec. 8, 1908), merchant, manufacturer, was the

son of Herman Cone, who was born in 1828

at Altenstadt-on-the-Iller, Bavaria, and came to

America as a youth, settling at Richmond, Va.
Here he married Helen Guggenheimer, who as

a child had come with her parents from Huer-
ben, Wiirtemburg, and settled near Natural

Bridge, Va., where her father was a merchant.

Herman Cone later engaged in the retail gen-

eral merchandise business at Jonesboro, Tenn.,

where his son Moses, eldest of thirteen children,

was born. Herman Cone moved to Baltimore in

1870 and, after two partnerships in the whole-

sale grocery business, he bought a business of

his own and associated his four oldest sons with

him in the firm of H. Cone & Sons. Moses, who
had attended the public schools of Baltimore,

entered his father's business at an auspicious

time for his later career. Baltimore then en-

joyed the bulk of the Southern wholesale trade,

and the South was on the eve of the industrial

development which has since become conspicu-

ous. Among the customers of H. Cone & Sons

were many Southern cotton-mills which main-

tained mill villages and company-owned stores

for trade with the operatives. The connection

between the Cones in Baltimore and the South-

ern cotton-factories began in the incidental ac-

ceptance of bale goods by the wholesale grocers

in payment of accounts of mill stores. Gradu-
ally mills came to ask the Baltimore firm to sell

their product through the South on commission,

and this increased the intimacy of Moses Cone
with the cotton manufactures of the section. He
was struck with the lack of standardization and

the difficulties attending the marketing of "ne-

gro plaids," a favorite product of the Southern

mills. He spent the year 1890—a year of marked

depression in the cotton-goods trade—in the

first significant attempt to combine Southern

mills in a selling organization intended to con-

trol the product to the extent of making the goods

more uniform and improving the styles. The
Cone Export & Commission Company was

consequently formed in 1891, establishing its

office in New York City. After much organizing

work and many disappointments on the part of
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Moses Cone, about forty mills in the Carolinas

and Georgia and other Southern states joined

the venture. The wholesale grocery firm in

Baltimore was dissolved, Herman Cone joining

his sons in the new undertaking. The selling

agency did not succeed in the completeness with

which it was planned, but the Cones soon began

to acquire interests in Southern cotton-mills,

the first being at Asheville, N. C. In 1893 the

main office of the Cone Export & Commission

Company was established at Greensboro, N. C,
and two years later Moses Cone, particularly in

association with his brother Caesar, began the

erection of denim-mills on a large tract on the

edge of the town. These are now the largest

denim-plants in the world. The company has

been conspicuous for the extent and complete-

ness of its welfare work in the villages estab-

lished for its operatives. Cone married Bertha

M. Lindau of Baltimore in 1888. In 1901 he

acquired an estate of 3,750 acres at Blowing

Rock, N. C, and was one of the pioneers in the

western part of the state in the growing of

apples on a large scale.

[See Commercial and Financial Chronicle, Sept. 12,

1891 ; Daily Commercial Bulletin (N. Y.), May 14,

1891 ; Dry Goods Economist, May 23, 1891 ; obituaries

in Jewish Comment (Baltimore), Dec. 11, 1908; Char-
lotte (N. C.) Daily Observer, Dec. 9, io, 1908; Ashe-
ville (N. C.) Gasettc-Ncws, Dec. 10, 1908; News and
Observer (Raleigh, N. C), Dec. 10. 1908.] B.M.

CONE, ORELLO (Nov. 16, 1835-June 23,

1905), New Testament scholar, author, was born

in Lincklaen, Chenango County, N. Y. His par-

ents, Daniel Newton and Emily ( Sadd) Cone,

early recognized that he was a natural student,

and sent him for his schooling to the academy

at New Woodstock, and later to Cazenovia

Seminary in Madison County. His intellectual

appetite thus whetted, young Cone undertook to

pursue college studies by himself, while teaching

in private schools. Later he was enabled to

supplement this study by a partial course at St.

Paul's College at Palmyra, Mo. In this institu-

tion he was also for three years (1858-61) an

instructor. After further study he entered in

1864 the Universalist ministry and became pas-

tor of the Universalist Church of Little Falls,

N. Y. While serving here, he met and married

(Oct. 4, 1864) Mariamne Pepper, daughter of

Luke Pepper, one of his parishioners. In 1865

he became professor of Biblical Languages and
Literature in the Theological School of St. Law-
rence University, Canton, N. Y. This appoint-

ment determined his career. In this new and

agreeable relation he soon established within

his own denomination a reputation for accurate

and critical scholarship. For many years no

volume of the Universalist Quarterly appeared

that did not contain one or more articles from
his pen. Within his own communion Cone was
considered as belonging to the progressive wing.

He edited a volume entitled Essays Doctrinal

and Practical by Fifteen Clergymen (1889)
which was supposed to present the views of the

more liberal scholars of his church. Higher
Criticism was far from popular, even in a so-

called liberal communion. He was frequently

assailed as a "destructive" critic but he refused

to be involved in controversy or to be deterred

from his studies and research. In 1880 he be-

came the president of Buchtel College, Akron,

Ohio (now the Municipal University of Akron).
Here he remained until 1897, as president and
professor of philosophical subjects. His heart,

however, was still with his New Testament stud-

ies. While at Buchtel he commenced bringing

out the series of books that gave him a reputa-

tion, internationally, as a thorough scholar and
critic of rare acumen. His first work in this

field, Gospel Criticism and Historical Christian-

ity (1891), was dedicated "To the believers who
fear criticism and to the unbelievers who ap-

peal to it." This was repeatedly declared by com-
petent scholars to be the ablest work in its field

that had, up to that time, appeared on this side

of the Atlantic. It was followed by The Gospel

and its Earliest Interpretations (1893). During

1897-98 Cone pursued his studies in Berlin,

Paris, and London. While in London he pub-

lished his chief work, Paul, the Man, the Mis-
sionary, and the Teacher (1898). This was
pronounced by Dr. H. J. Holtzmann of Stras-

burg, himself a foremost New Testament schol-

ar, to be the ablest monograph on Paul and his

teaching that had ever appeared in any lan-

guage—an unusual encomium.
After a brief pastorate at the Unitarian

Church of Lawrence, Kan. (1898-99), he re-

turned in 1900 to the Theological School of St.

Lawrence University as Richardson Professor

of Biblical Theology. During the remaining

six years of his life he published Rich and Poor
in the New Testament (1902), was editor of

the International Handbooks of the New Testa-

ment, and himself contributed one volume to the

series (Epistles to the Hebrews, Colossiaus,

Ephesians and Philemon, 1901). He also col-

lected and translated, in part, essays by his

friend Dr. Otto Pfleiderer of the University of

Berlin and published them under the title Evo-
lution and Theology and Other Essays ( 1900).

He was a constant contributor to various peri-

odicals. In conjunction with progressive schol-

ars in this country, he helped in 1892 to launch
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a religious quarterly called The New World and

was one of its editors. During the seven years

of existence of this journal, he wrote frequently

for its pages. In 1902 he was a professor at

the Harvard Summer School of Theology. Cone

was a man of dignified bearing and urbane man-
ners. "He loved the quiet and serious tasks of

learning," and was not so much a teacher as a

remarkable scholar and a keen, discriminating

critic. At home in many languages, especially

the German, he was "a theologian of wide read-

ing and rational conviction" (Forbes, post).

[The most adequate and appreciative sketch of Cone's
life is that by a New Testament scholar, his former
pupil and friend, H. P. Forbes, in The Necrology of
St. Lawrence Univ., 1904-06. See also: Wm. Whitney
Cone, Some Account of the Cone Family in America
(1903) ; Who's Who in America, 1903-05; an article

by Forbes in the Universalist Leader, July 1, 1905.]

J.M.A.

CONE, SPENCER HOUGHTON (Apr. 30,

1785-Aug. 28, 1855), Baptist clergyman, noted

as a preacher, and long a leader in his denomi-

nation, was born in Princeton, N. J., a descen-

dant of Daniel Cone who settled in Haddam,
Conn., in 1662, and son of Conant and Alice

(Houghton) Cone. As a boy he displayed a

liking for poetry and could recite long passages

from Shakespeare, Milton, and Dryden. At

Princeton, which he entered when he was twelve,

President Smith told him his voice would be

his fortune. After he had been two years in

college, his father, a Revolutionary soldier, re-

spectable but improvident, found himself reduced

to poverty and went mad. As the eldest son

young Spencer undertook to support the fam-

ily by teaching, finally becoming assistant to

Dr. James Abercrombie at his academy in Phila-

delphia. He also studied law, but his elocu-

tionary ability finally led him to go upon the

stage, and he made his debut at the Chestnut

Street Theatre as Achmet in the tragedy of

Mahomet. During the next seven years, he

played regularly in Philadelphia, Baltimore, and

Alexandria, where he enjoyed considerable

popularity. In 1812 he turned to journalism,

first entering the office of the Baltimore Amer-
ican as treasurer and bookkeeper, and later join-

ing with his brother-in-law, John Norvell, in

conducting the Baltimore Whig. In this capac-

ity he was a vigorous supporter of President

Madison's administration and the War of 18 12.

He also served under arms, being with Pinck-

ney's rifles in the battle of Bladensburg, and act-

ing captain of the company by whose fire Gen.

Ross was killed in the advance upon Baltimore.

The end of the war found him with a wife,

Sally, daughter of Robert and Mary Price Mor-
rell of Philadelphia, whom he had married May

Coney

10, 1813, and in financial difficulties. Friends

secured him a position in the Treasury Depart-

ment, Washington. A lively interest in religion

had taken possession of him in 1814, when he

had been converted to the Baptist faith, and
immersed in the Patapsco River through a hole

cut in the ice. He began to preach in a small

Baptist church at the Navy Yard, and soon at-

tracted such attention that in 181 5 he was li-

censed and made chaplain of Congress. In 18 16

he became pastor of the Baptist Church in Alex-

andria, where in spite of calls to much larger

places he remained seven years. From 1823 to

1841 he was associated with the Oliver Street

Church, New York, first as co-pastor and later

as pastor, and from 1841 till his death, was pas-

tor of the First Baptist Church of that city. Be-
sides being popular and effective as a preacher,

he took a leading part in the administrative

work of his denomination. From 1832 to 1841

he was president of the Baptist General Con-
vention, a representative body which shaped

the denominational activities at home and abroad.

He was prominent among those who in 1836 pro-

tested against the action of the American Bible

Society in refusing a grant for the publication

of the Bengali New Testament, which translated

baptizo according to Baptist usage, from which
action resulted the American and Foreign Bible

Society of which he was a founder, and the

head from 1837 to 1850, when he became presi-

dent of the American Bible Union. In 1824 he

brought out an edition of William Jones's The
History of the Christian Church. He published

The Backslider (1827) ; and was joint author

with William H. Wyckoff of The Bible Trans-

lated (1850) ; The Bible, Its Excellence, and

The New Testament . . . According to the Com-
monly Received Version . . . with Several Hun-
dred Emendations (1850).

[W. W. Cone, Some Account of the Cone Family
(1903) ; Edward W. Cone, Some Account of the Life

of Spencer Houghton Cone (1856) ; W. B. Sprague,
Annals Am. Pulpit, vol. VI (i860) ; Thos. Armitage,
Funeral Sermon on the Death of Rev. Spencer Hough-
ton Cone (1855) ; Christian Rev., Jan. 1856.] H. E. S.

CONEY, JABEZ (Oct. 21, 1804-Jan. 23,

1872), millwright and engineer, was born in

Dedham, Mass. One of the sixth generation of

Coneys descended from John Coney of Boston,

Lincolnshire, who settled in Boston, Mass., prior

to 1628, he was the second of eight children of

Jabez and Irene (Gay) Coney. His father was

a carpenter and builder ("housewright") and

the boy not only came to be an expert in his

father's trade but a machinist as well. He com-

menced business on his own account in Ded-

ham at an early age and before he was twenty-
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one had established a high reputation as a mill-

wright. Later he removed his shop to South

Boston where he set up as a machinist, devel-

oped a large business, and performed heavy con-

tracts for his day. The two largest contracts of

his concern were the building for the United

States government of the iron steamer McLean
in 1843 and five years later the machinery for

the warship Saranac, the first vessel to which

the navy applied steam. He is believed to have

constructed the first iron vessel ever built in

New England, the first large marine engine,

and the first gravel excavator. Overwork
brought a physical collapse and a paralytic

stroke in 1850, which forced him to suspend his

business at the height of its prosperity. Although

confined to his house as a cripple for twenty-

two years, he established a school for mechanics

where he fitted many for the navy and for other

positions. Harrison Loring, who built up a

foundry for marine engines and iron ships after

Coney's retirement, had served his apprentice-

ship in Coney's shop. In 1847 and 1850 Coney
represented Ward 10 (South Boston) in the

Boston City Council. His wife was Mary Whit-

ing (July 4, 1807-Feb. 20, 1847), whom he mar-

ried Oct. 25, 1827, and by whom he had three

children.

[Mary L. Holman, Coney Genealogy (in press)
;

J. J. Toomey and E. P. B. Rankin, Hist, of South Bos-
ton (1901), p. 235 ; T. C. Simonds, Hist, of South Bos-
ton (1857), p. 209, and Boston Post, Jan. 24, 1872.]

H. U. F.

CONEY, JOHN (Jan. 5, 1655-Aug. 20, 1722),

silversmith, was the first child of John Conney
[sic] and Elizabeth Nash, the daughter of the

butcher Robert Nash, who were married on June

20, 1654, in Boston. It is thought that John
Coney learned his trade from Jeremiah Dum-
mer \_q.v.~\, whose wife's sister, Mary Atwater,

became Coney's second wife. His first wife,

Sarah, died in 1694. Coney's silver displayed

fine workmanship and his house had a number
of apprentices, among them Apollos Rivoire,

lately arrived from France, David Jesse, and

Thomas Millner. The remaining records of his

life are few. He engraved the first plates for

paper money issued by Massachusetts Colony.

He was a member of the Second Church of Bos-

ton. In 1677 he signed a petition with his fel-

low "Handycraftsmen, a very considerable part

of the town of Boston," praying trade protection

in their several callings "whose outward sub-

stance doth depend on God's blessings, and many
of us not having estates any other way to ad-

vantage us." In September 1689 he was one of

the number of "Hogg-Reeves" of whom it was
recorded in the proceedings of the Town Meet-

Congdon

ing: "Ordered, that ye Selectmen send for and
quicken the Hogg-Reeves to the faithful dis-

charge of their offices, which is of late much
neglected." In 1666 he was one of twenty-six

signers of a petition to the elected Government
to "acknowledge the King's authority." In 1693

he was one of the fourteen "Tythingmen" chosen

to represent the fourteen militia companies, his

company being that of Capt. Penn Townsend.
His funeral sermon, still preserved, and dedi-

cated to his widow, was preached by his son-

in-law, the Rev. Thomas Foxcroft. A loving-

cup made by him and given to Harvard College

by Justice William Stoughton \_q.v.~\, who pre-

sided at the witchcraft trials, is considered one of

the finest examples of the art of the New Eng-
land silversmiths of colonial days. Coney's

marks were crude capitals, in a heart with a
cross below, or in a shield crowned, with a
coney below, or (probably Coney's) crude capi-

tals in an oval or a rectangle.

[Hollis French, A List of Early Am. Silversmiths
and their Marks (1917) ; E. Alfred Jones, Old Silver
of Am. Churches (1913) ; Thos. Hills, The Parentage
and English Progenitors of Nathaniel Coney (1906) ;

Francis Hill Bigelow, Hist. Silver of the Colonics and
its Makers (1917) ; C. Louise Avery, Am. Silver of
the XVII and XVIII Centuries (1920), being a cata-
logue of the Clearwater Coll. in the Metropolitan Mu-
seum ; S. G. Drake, Hist, and Antiquities of Boston
( l856)] K.H.A.

CONGDON, CHARLES TABER (Apr. 7,

1821-Jan. 18, 1891), poet, author, born in New
Bedford, Mass., was the son of Benjamin Taber
and Deborah (Hartt) Congdon. He began his

career by sweeping out the office of the New
Bedford Courier, the weekly paper published by
his father. Later, while carrying papers on the

village route, he composed his first poem, "Ode
to Commerce." From the local school he went in

1837 to Brown University for three years, which
he has described in detail in Reminiscences of a

Journalist (1880). Without graduating from
Brown (though he received the honorary de-

gree of A.M. in 1879) he returned to New Bed-
ford as reporter on the Daily Register, but went
back to Providence to edit the New Age, a. suf-

frage paper. He then made New Bedford his

home again, being first, editor of the Daily Bul-

letin and later, associate editor of the Daily Mer-
cury. His success on the latter paper explains

his call to Boston in 1854 to edit the Atlas, then

the leading Whig organ of New England. At
the personal request of Horace Greeley he went
to New York in 1857 to work on the Tribune,

where he became known as "Greeley's right hand
man." Some of his best work on that newspaper
may be found in "Tribune" Essays (1869), lead-

ing editorials contributed during the exciting
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years from 1857 to 1863. At the close of his

college days he published a poetical volume with

the sophomoric title, Flowers Plucked by a Trav-

eler on the Journey of Life (1840). During
his editorial years on the Tribune, from which

he resigned in 1882, he brought together a some-

what remarkable library which attracted con-

siderable attention for its Americana when it

was sold in 1891. Associates on the Tribune said

that Congdon wrote from the head while Gree-

ley wrote from the heart. On his arrival in New
York he became a constant contributor to the

periodicals of the day. His published articles

ranged from those in Vanity Fair, the great

humorous weekly edited by Artemus Ward, to

those printed in the serious, dignified North

American Review. A kinsman of William Cul-

len Bryant, he was naturally a contributor to the

Knickerbocker Magazine then edited by Lewis

Gaylord Clark {q.v.~\. For many years he was
the New York correspondent of the Boston Cou-

rier in which his contributions were signed

with the nom de plume "Paul Potter." Possibly

the most meritorious of all his poems was The
Warning of War (1862), which he delivered

before the United Societies of Dartmouth Col-

lege on July 30, 1862. While engaged in news-

paper work in New Bedford he married Char-

lotte M. Bayliss who died at the birth of their

only child, Alice B. Congdon. Beloved by all

newspapermen, he spent his declining years in a

New York hotel near Washington Square.

After his death from heart failure his body was
taken to his old home, New Bedford.

[Congdon's own Reminiscences of a Journalist

(1880) ; obituary in the N. Y. Tribune, Jan. 19, 1891.

Rare and unusual volumes in his library are described

in the catalogue printed just before its sale (1891).
See also Hist, of New Bedford (3 vols., 1918), ed. by
Z. W. Pease ; L. B. Ellis, Hist, of New Bedford and
its Vicinity (1892) ; Jas. M. Hartt, Geneal. Hist, of
Samuel Hartt . . . and Descendants (1903).]

J. M.L.

CONGER, EDWIN HURD (Mar. 7, 1843-

May 18, 1907), soldier, congressman, diplomat,

was the son of pioneering parents, born near

Galesburg, 111. Both his father, Lorentus E.

Conger, and his mother, Mary Hurd Conger,

were of thrifty American stock, endowed with

the ambition and common sense of a long line

of New York and Vermont ancestors. Having
prospered at farming and banking, they sent

Edwin to Lombard College, a Universalist

school in Galesburg, where he graduated from

the classical course in 1862. Reared as a Uni-

versalist, he never departed from that faith

(Progressive Men of Iowa, 1899, vol. II, p. 93).

As soon as he was out of college he hastened to

enlist, and on Sept. 2, 1862, was mustered into

the United States service as a first lieutenant of

Conger

Company I, 102nd Illinois Infantry. In Oc-
tober 1863 he was promoted to the rank of

captain and served in that capacity until the

end of the war. Although he was regarded as

"an intelligent officer" {Official Records, Army,
1 ser., XXIII, pt. 1, p. 323) and marched with

Sherman to the sea, the records credit him with

no particularly notable military achievements

(Records in Adjutant General's office, War
Department). Having graduated from the Al-

bany Law School, he married Sarah Pike on

June 21, 1866, and straightway opened a law

office in Galesburg. Two years later he moved
to Madison County, Iowa, where he operated a

large stock farm and engaged in banking so suc-

cessfully that he accumulated a modest fortune,

most of which was lost, however, through the

failure of friends and relatives whose notes he

had endorsed (Register and Leader, Des Moines,

May 19, 1907).

The same traits of character which made him
successful in business—a genial disposition, hon-

est dealing, and a knack for remembering people,

together with a wide personal acquaintance

—

were essential factors in his political career. Be-

ginning as a Madison County supervisor (1870-

y2,), he afterward served two terms as treasurer

of Dallas County and held the office of state trea-

surer for two terms. Meanwhile, in 1884, he was
elected to the Forty-ninth Congress from the 7th

district of Iowa, and was twice reelected (Iowa

Official Register). Like most members of the

Grand Army, he devoted much of his energy to

securing pensions for old soldiers, but in the Fif-

ty-first Congress, when the Republicans resumed

control, he became chairman of the Committee

of Coinage, Weights and Measures, and ranked

second on the committees on agriculture and

banking and currency ( Congressional Directory,

51 Cong., 1 Sess., pp. 137, 138). As a member
of the conference committee on the Silver Pur-

chase Act of 1890 he agreed to the elimination of

the free coinage provision. In harmony with his

constituents he favored the suppression of trusts

and advocated the taxation of "compound lard"

(Congressional Record, 51 Cong., 1 Sess., pp.

235- 7 l &7> 9°77)- Cm Sept. 27, 1890, Conger re-

signed from Congress, his appointment as min-

ister to Brazil being that day confirmed by the

Senate (Ibid., pp. 10573, 10794). After three

pleasant and rather uneventful years at Rio, he

was displaced by a deserving Democrat, but in

May 1897, ne was reappointed by his friend,

President McKinley. Then, in less than a year,

he was unexpectedly transferred to China (Ibid.,

55 Cong., 1 Sess., p. 1304; 2 Sess., p. 758). Ar-

riving in Peking in the early summer of 1898,
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he observed the development of the anti-foreign

feeling and, during the terrible weeks from June
20 to Aug. 14, 1900, when the Boxers besieged

the legations, he conducted himself with the cour-

age and firmness of a veteran soldier. After the

uprising, as before, Conger steadfastly refused to

demand concessions or aid other schemes for the

exploitation of the Chinese, with the result that

he won their confidence, respect, and high esteem.

For a few months he served as ambassador to

Mexico, but the expense of that post and his need

for rest caused him to quit the diplomatic service

on Oct. 18, 1905. "In zeal, efficiency and single-

minded devotion to public duty," wrote President

Roosevelt, "you have been the kind of official of

whom Americans have a right to feel proud, and
I congratulate the country on having had your

services" {Register and Leader, May 19, 1907).
[The most intimate biographical sketch of Edwin

Hurd Conger was printed in the Des Moines Register
and Leader, May 19, 1907, on the occasion of his death.
Letters from China (1909), written by his wife, Sarah
P. Conger, presents a vivid account of his activities as
minister to China. For a survey of his diplomatic ca-
reer, see John E. Briggs, "Iowa and the Diplomatic
Service," Iowa Jour, of Hist, and Politics, XIX, 347-
52.] J.E.B.

CONKLIN, JENNIE MARIA DRINK-
WATER. [See Drinkwater, Jennie Maria,
1841-1900.]

CONKLING, ALFRED (Oct. 12, 1789-Feb.

5, 1874), congressman, judge, author, was born

at Amagansett, two and a half miles from East-

hampton, Suffolk County, Long Island. His an-

cestor, John Conkling of Nottinghamshire, Eng-
land, married Elizabeth Allseabrook in 1625 and
ten years later emigrated to Salem, Mass., thence

removing to Long Island. Here a descendant,

Benjamin Conkling, married Esther Hand and
Alfred was their second child. He had a normal,

healthy, happy childhood with his two brothers

and two sisters. The district schoolmaster is said

to have exclaimed, when very angry with a cul-

prit, "You are as bad as Alfred Conkling !" From
the district school Alfred went to the village cler-

gyman to be tutored for college. He was gradu-

ated from Union College in 1810, and after grad-

uation entered the law office of Daniel Cady [q.v.~\

of Johnstown, Fulton County. Two years later

he was admitted to the bar and married Eliza, the

daughter of James Cockburn, a civil engineer.

Of this union three daughters and four sons were
born, the most noted of whom was Roscoe [q.v.~\.

In 1813 the Conklings removed to Canajoharie in

the adjoining county of Montgomery. Five years

afterward Conkling was elected district attorney

for this county. It is related that as he was pros-

ecuting a man for murder the defendant made

Conkling

the Masonic signal of distress. This debasing of

the principles of the order so disgusted Conkling

that he resigned forthwith from his lodge. Elect-

ed to Congress in 1820 as an anti-Jackson Demo-
crat, he served but one term, after which he set-

tled in Albany and resumed the practise of his

profession. When the "Albany regency" re-

moved DeWitt Clinton from the canal commis-
sion in 1824, Conkling wrote the vigorous reso-

lutions denouncing this outrage which were
adopted by an indignant mass-meeting. In 1825

Conkling was appointed by President Adams fed-

eral judge for the district of northern New York
and discharged the duties of this office with abil-

ity and justice for twenty-seven years. His opin-

ion in the case of Bradstret vs. Huntington

(1834) so impressed the Utica bar that sixteen

members petitioned for leave to print it, which
was granted. At the suggestion of William H.

Seward, Conkling moved in 1839 from Albany
to Auburn, where he received visits from many
eminent persons, including Chancellor Kent, Ex-
Presidents Adams and Van Buren, Governors
Throop and Seward, and Thurlow Weed. This

last described Conkling as "a tall, handsome man
with graceful manners." -He varied his judicial

duties with social pleasures, with addresses be-

fore colleges and literary societies, and with the

composition of works on legal and political sub-

jects. His publications include a eulogy on De-
Witt Clinton (1828) ; The Young Citizen's Man-
ual (1836) ; Treatise on the Organization and
Jurisdiction of the Supreme Circuit and District

Courts of the United States (1842); Jurisdic-

tion Law and Practise in Admiralty and Mari-

time Causes (1848) ; Powers of the Executive

Department of the United States (1866). The
last three were revised and republished at later

dates, the Powers of the Executive going through

five editions. Roscoe Conkling studied law un-

der his father, was admitted to the bar in 1850,

and argued his first case in his father's court that

same year. His brother said : "Although the

Judge was a very Brutus in his utter want of

partiality toward his son under the circum-

stances, young Conkling won his case." Presi-

dent Fillmore appointed Conkling minister to

Mexico in 1852. Upon his return in August 1853,

he went to Omaha, Nebr., where he practised law
for eight years. Returning to his native state

he lived first at Rochester, whence he moved to

Geneseo in the adjacent county of Livingston.

Literary pursuits occupied most of his time. He
had the gratification of seeing his son Frederick

win a colonel's commission in the Union army
and Roscoe become United States senator. The
last years of Alfred Conkling were spent in Utica,
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which was also Roscoe's home. Here he died in

his eighty-fourth year. A man of considerable

ability and high character, he also possessed un-

usual personal charm.

[There are a few letters to and from Conkling in the
N. Y. Hist. Soc. Other sources are the Autobiography
of Thurlow Weed (1884) ; A. R. Conkling, Life and
Letters of Roscoe Conkling (1889) ; I. B. Conkling,
Conklings in America (1913). Consult also the follow-
ing : D. McAdam, Hist, of the Bench and Bar of N. Y.
(1897-99) ; Biog. Encyc. of the State of N. Y. (1916) ;

W. F. Johnson, Hist, of the State of N. Y. Political and
Governmental (1922).] M.L.B.

CONKLING, ROSCOE (Oct. 30, 1829-Apr.

18, 1888), senator, was born at Albany, N. Y.,

but lived most of his life in Utica, N. Y. His fa-

ther was Alfred Conkling \_q.v^\ ; his mother,

Eliza Cockburn, was of Scotch extraction and
was noted for her beauty. His older brother,

Frederick, was congressman for a single term,

and a colonel in the Civil War. The family re-

moved to Auburn, N. Y., in 1839 and in 1842 Ros-

coe entered the Mount Washington Collegiate

Institute in New York City. He went to Utica

in 1846 to study law in the office of Spencer &
Kurnan, was admitted to the bar in 1850, and was
immediately appointed district attorney of Al-

bany. At the close of the term he entered into

partnership with Thomas H. Walker of Utica.

One of the great "spread eagle" orators of his

day, before he was thirty years of age he was a

familiar and valued figure at the Whig conven-

tions of his county and state. He became mayor
of Utica in 1858, was elected to Congress in the

autumn of the same year, and represented his

district at Washington, 1859-67, except for the

single term 1863-65. He married in 1855 Julia,

a sister of Horatio Seymour, Democratic gov-

ernor of New York in 1853 and 1863. He re-

mained temperate in a day when strong drink was
a pervasive enemy of American men, he detested

tobacco, and he built up his body by systematic

exercise and boxing, so that he enhanced the dig-

nity and impressiveness of a figure of which he

was inordinately proud, and which his jocose

critics described as the "finest torso" in public

life. On a notable occasion soon after his entry

into Congress, and not long after the attack on

Sumner in the Senate, he stood up beside the

crippled and sharp-tongued Thaddeus Stevens as

a body-guard, and discouraged interference. He
not only protected Stevens, but he agreed with

him, becoming a sturdy War-Republican, and an

advocate of vigorous repressive measures in the

Reconstruction period. His ambitions in Con-

gress and in the Republican party collided more
than once with those of James G. Blaine, and

produced a biting description by the latter, who
jeered at Conkling's "haughty disdain, his gran-

Conkling

diloquent swell, his majestic, super-eminent,

overpowering, turkey-gobbler strut" {Congres-
sional Globe, Apr. 30, 1866, p. 2299). The words
could not be forgotten.

The decision of William H. Seward, leader of

the New York Republicans, to remain loyal to

President Andrew Johnson, and to support the

latter in his Reconstruction policy, caused a break

in the party and gave opportunity for the appear-

ance of a leader among the radical Republicans

of the state. Conkling was elected senator in

1867, and in the following autumn dominated the

Republican convention, establishing an ascen-

dancy over Gov. Reuben E. Fenton. In the next

ten years, with the support of the federal patron-

age and the New York City "custom-house

crowd," he became the almost undisputed leader

of his party in the state, and an aspirant to

greater things. He was reelected to the Senate

in 1873 and 1879. In 1876 he was the favorite

son of New York as a candidate for the Republi-

can presidential nomination, in rivalry to James
G. Blaine, but met with disappointment when
Gov. Rutherford B. Hayes of Ohio secured the

nomination and became president in 1877. Conk-
ling's intimacy with and support of President U.

S. Grant, to which he owed much of his strength

as leader of New York, had procured for him in

1873 an offer of the post of chief justice of the

United States, to succeed Salmon P. Chase. He
had declined the honor, recognizing that his tal-

ents were those of a partisan rather than of a

judge. He was again later to be offered an ap-

pointment to the Supreme Court by his friend

Chester A. Arthur, and was again to decline.

Conkling was a bitter opponent of President

Hayes. He claimed to believe that the latter had
no right to his position, he had reason to fear that

the power of the Grant dynasty was broken, and
he was outraged by Hayes's selection of a New
Yorker whom he hated, William M. Evarts, as

secretary of state. He regarded the New York
patronage as his special preserve, and fought to

defend it when the treasury department under

John Sherman began to inquire into the manage-
ment of the custom-house and the services therein

of Chester A. Arthur and Alonzo B. Cornell

[qq.v.~\, who were Conkling's chief assistants in

the control of the party organization. He led the

opposition to the desires of Hayes to separate

civil service officials from the direction of party

affairs, and his presence and spirit pervaded the

New York Republican convention of September

1877, where the President was openly flouted. In

substance he asserted the privilege of a senator

to control the federal administration in his own
state; and he denied to a president the right to
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select and direct his subordinates. The Tenure of

Office Act, passed in 1867 to restrain Andrew
Johnson, made it harder for the President to win

his point; but eventually in 1879 Hayes had his

nay and got rid of Conkling's friends. New
York, however, remained loyal to its leader. Cor-

nell was made governor, Conkling was trium-

phantly reelected to the Senate, and another of

his lieutenants, Thomas C. Piatt [q.v.~\, was cho-

sen as the other senator in 1881. Arthur had

meanwhile risen to greater rewards.

Disgusted with Hayes, and anxious for the re-

turn of the old order of politics, Conkling was a

leader in the movement for the renomination of

Grant in 1880. His success went only far enough

to deadlock the Republican convention, and pre-

vent the nomination of either Blaine or Sherman.

Garfield, who was chosen after a long and de-

structive fight, represented the anti-Conkling or

"Half-Breed" wing of the Republicans; and the

selection of the "Stalwart," Arthur, for vice-

president failed to heal the breach. It was only

after much persuasion that Conkling ceased to

sulk in the canvass of 1880, and gave any support

to the ticket of Garfield and Arthur. His friends

and he believed, that as the price of his final and

lukewarm support, Garfield had made him sweep-

ing promises of presidential patronage; but to

this belief the selection of Blaine as secretary of

state gave contradiction. Within a few days after

the organization of the new administration,

Conkling was again in opposition, and again over

the right to control the jobs in the New York
custom-house. He fought the confirmation of

Garfield's appointees until defeat came to him in

May 188 1. He then resigned his Senate seat in

protest, May 14, 1881, and induced his colleague

to resign with him. He turned to the usually

pliant legislature at Albany for vindication and

reelection, but discovered that his power to domi-

nate it had departed. Even the open support of

Arthur, now vice-president, was in vain. For the

remainder of his life, Conkling was outside of

politics. He removed to New York City, and en-

tered into the practise of his profession, where he

made a large fortune and a great name. He died

in the spring of 1888, as the result of over-exer-

tion during a severe snow-storm. His personal

character and integrity were never challenged;

he was, said the New York Tunes (Jan. 18,

1879) . on the occasion of his third election to the

senate, "a typical American statesman—a man by
whose career and character the future will judge
of the political standards of the present."

[Robt. G. Ingersoll, Memorial Address on Roscoe
Conkling (1888), includes many obituary' notices. There
is a family biography by Conkling's nephew, Alfred R.
Conkling, The Life and Letters of Roscoe Conkling,

Orator, Statesman, and Advocate (1889). Many of the
details of his career may be traced in De Alva S. Alex-
ander, Political Hist, of the State of N. Y. (3 vols.,

1906-09), but no one has yet assembled and evaluated
the material upon his public life that fills the press from
1859 to 1881.] F.L.P n.

CONNELLY, CORNELIA (Jan. 15, 1809-

Apr. 18, 1879), foundress of the Society of the

Holy Child Jesus, was born in Philadelphia, Pa.,

daughter of Ralph Peacock, a merchant of means,

and Mrs. Mary (Swope) Bowen. She was of

English and Spanish ancestry, and displayed the

strong will and sound judgment of the former,

and the emotional traits of the latter. Both her

father and mother died during her girlhood, and
she was reared with every social advantage by
.her half-sister, a Mrs. Isabella Montgomery.
Her religious training was in the Episcopal

Church, and on Dec. 1, 1831, she married Pierce

Connelly, a young Episcopal clergyman, who
shortly became rector of Trinity Church, Natch-

ez, Miss. An interest in convent life led Mrs.

Connelly to make a study of Catholicism, and in

1835 both she and her husband decided to em-
brace the Roman Catholic faith. This same year

they started for Rome. Delayed in New Orleans,

Mrs. Connelly was received into the Church at

the Cathedral there by Bishop Blanc, but her

husband deferred the ceremony until their ar-

rival at Rome. After two years' residence in

Italy, Mr. Connelly became professor in the Col-

lege of St. Charles, Grand Coteau, La., while his

wife taught music in a near-by convent, where
her interest in such institutions was intensified.

With self-abnegating devotion, she took up the

practises of the religious life. In 1840 her hus-

band announced his desire to enter the priest-

hood. She had then had four children, two of

whom were living, and a few months later an-

other son, Pierce Francis [q.v.~\, the sculptor,

was born. The accomplishment of her husband's

desire was dependent upon her willingness for-

mally to separate from him, enter a convent, and
take a vow of perpetual chastity. Although de-

voted to her family, she consented to make the

sacrifice. Journeying to Rome again, husband

and wife met the preliminary requirements, and
the former was ordained priest, July 6, 1845.

At this time Bishop Wiseman was urging upon
church authorities the need of education for Cath-

olic girls in England. Mrs. Connelly was chosen

as peculiarly fitted to provide for that need. Act-

ing upon instructions she drew up rules and con-

stitution for a new Order, basing them upon those

of the Society of Jesus. Its principal object was
to be the education of girls of all classes, and
she chose for its name the Society of the Holy
Child Jesus. In 1846 she went to Derby, Eng-
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land, under the direction of Bishop Wiseman,
and founded the first House of the Order there,

later transferring it to St. Leonards-on-Sea,

Sussex. The rest of her life was dedicated to in-

suring the permanence and extension of the Or-

der. Trying obstacles arose, among them the at-

tempt of her husband to obtain control of the

Society through her, and later, after he had apos-

tatized, to compel her by legal process to live

with him. Her faith, persistence, and unselfish-

ness overcame all difficulties, however, and the

Society prospered and received the approval of

Rome. Much to her satisfaction, it was estab-

lished in the United States in 1862, and in 1867

she visited its convents there.

[A detailed account of her career is given in The Life

of Cornelia Connelly (1922), by a member of the Soci-

ety. See also sketch in Records of the Am. Cath. Hist.

Soc, vol. XXXI, pp. 1-42 (Mar. 1920).] H.E.S.

CONNELLY, HENRY (1800-July 1866),

governor of the Territory of New Mexico, pio-

neer trader, was the son of John Donaldson and

Frances (Brent) Connelly, and was born in Nel-

son (now Spencer) County, Ky. He was a de-

scendant of Thomas Connelly of County Armagh,

Ireland, who settled near Charleston, S. C, in

1689. He was trained in a school kept by a lo-

cally noted teacher, James Dozier, and later at-

tended Transylvania University, from which he

graduated as a doctor of medicine in 1828. In

the same year he began practise in Liberty, Mo.,

then one of the outermost towns of the frontier,

but in a few months closed his office and left with

a trading party for Santa Fe and Chihuahua. In

the latter city he became a clerk in the store of a

Mr. Powell, whom subsequently he bought out.

He seems to have been naturalized as a Mexican

citizen about 1832. He is said to have made many
trips between Chihuahua and Independence, Mo.,

at first with pack mules and later with his own
wagon trains, and to have been the first merchant

to take a wagon train (Apr. 1839-Aug. 1840)

from Chihuahua to Fort Towson and back. He
was married in Chihuahua about 1836 to a Mexi-

can woman, by whom he had three sons. She

died, probably in 1843, and Connelly took the

two surviving sons to the east to be educated.

He was in Santa Fe Aug. 12, 1846, when Capt.

Philip St. George Cooke entered the city in ad-

vance of Kearny's army, and he was chosen by

Gov. Armijo as his emissary to return with

Cooke and negotiate with the general. After the

flight of Armijo and the establishment of Ameri-

can rule he proceeded south. Arrested by the

Mexican authorities as the bearer of a letter

from Kearny to James Magoffin, he was taken to

Chihuahua, but was soon released. He then

moved to Peralta, in the present Valencia Coun-

Connelly

ty, N. Mex., resuming his American citizenship.

There he married Dolores Perea Chavez, a

widow, by whom three children were born to

him. In the period following the conquest he in-

duced the Mexican inhabitants, in spite of the

ugly mood evidenced by the Taos uprising in

1847, to accept and cooperate with the American
rule. In the movement to establish a state gov-

ernment he was elected governor, June 20, 1850,

but as Congress ignored the action and made
New Mexico a territory, he did not serve. Dur-

ing the following ten years he and Edward J.

Glasgow, his partner since 1843, built up the

largest business in New Mexico. In 1861 he was
appointed governor of the territory, and at the

outbreak of the Civil War his influence was de-

cisive in moulding public opinion against the

maneuvers of the Confederates. During the pan-

ic caused by the Confederate invasion, under

Gen. H. H. Sibley, and the Union disaster at

Valverde, Feb. 21, 1862, he acted with coolness

and determination, and his indefatigable efforts

in support of the army of defense contributed

greatly to the rout of the invaders. At the close

of his four-year term, President Lincoln reap-

pointed him. For some time his health had been

failing, and in 1863 he had visited the east for

medical treatment. Believing himself cured, he

resumed his duties, but before long his illness re-

turned. He died in office, at Santa Fe, from an

overdose of an opiate. H. H. Bancroft regards

him as "a man of good intentions, of somewhat
visionary and poetic temperament, of moderate

abilities and not much force." W. E. Connelly,

on the other hand, praises him warmly, and his

general estimate is supported by R. E. Twitchell.

As a pioneer trader Connelly was, according to

the former, "to this commercial new world what

Kit Carson, Fremont and others were in their

spheres of action." He was, moreover, "a gentle-

man of refinement and intelligence, honorable

and upright in all the relations of life."

[Hubert Howe Bancroft, Hist, of the Pacific States

of North America (1887) ; Wm. Elsey Connelly, ed.,

Doniphan's Expedition and the Conquest of New Mex-
ico and Cal. (1907); Ralph Emerson Twitchell, The
Leading Facts of New Mexican Hist. ( 1917) ; Stella M.
Drumm, ed., Down the Santa Fe Trail and into Mexico :

the Diary of Susan Shelby Magoffin, 1846-47 (1926).]

W.J.G-t.

CONNELLY, PIERCE FRANCIS (b. Mar.

29, 1841), sculptor, was born at Grand Coteau,

La., the son of Pierce Connelly and Cornelia

Peacock; the latter, as "Mother Cornelia Con-

nelly" \_q.v.~\, later became the foundress of the

Order of the Holy Child Jesus. A few months

prior to Frank's birth his father, formerly an

Episcopal clergyman, had announced his desire

to enter the Catholic priesthood. The little boy
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lived with his mother in a convent ; then with his

father in Italy where the Prince Borghese be-

came interested in him, and at five he was placed

in a school for boys at Hampstead, England. In

1850 his father renounced the Catholic faith and

reentered the Protestant Episcopal ministry, tak-

ing his three children to Italy with him and set-

tling in Florence, where for some years he was

rector of the American Protestant Episcopal

Church. Frank's artistic talent manifested itself

early and he was sent to Paris to study painting;

there he was a medalist of the Ecole des Beaux-

Arts. He later went to Rome to study and then

returned to Florence where, at the age of twenty,

he was so profoundly impressed by the sculpture

of Hiram Powers [q.v.] that he turned to that

medium. After working in Florence for a num-

ber of years he settled for a while in England

where he seems to have enjoyed somewhat of a

vogue, for he did numerous portraits of members

of the aristocracy. To the Royal Academy Exhi-

bition of 1871 he sent busts of Henry George,

Earl Percy, and Algernon George, sixth duke of

Northumberland. Besides these he did a full-

length statue of the Duchess of Northumberland

;

a bust of Princess Louise; and a bust of the

Marchioness of Lome, a replica of which is pre-

served in the Inner Temple in London. Busts of

the Duke of Northumberland and Lady Percy are

said to be in Alnwick Castle.

During the Centennial year, 1876, Connelly

came to America and was largely represented at

the exposition in Philadelphia, where he was

greeted as one of the most significant of Ameri-

can sculptors. The most important of his works

there was a bronze group, "Honor Arresting the

Triumph of Death," a reference to the fallen sol-

diers of the Civil War, which he had worked on

from 1866 to 1869 and which had been exhibited

in his studio in Florence the year of its comple-

tion. It is now in the Pennsylvania Academy.

"Ophelia" was a romantically treated and elabo-

rately detailed figure. Among his other works

were "St. Martin and the Beggar," "Thetis"

(1874, now m the Metropolitan Museum, New
York), "Queen Philippa," "Lady Clare," "Di-

ana Transforming Actaeon," "Viola," and "The
Thread of Life." At this period also he made
busts of the Countess Von Rosen, Mr. Lippincott,

and Mr. McKean. Most of his works are done

in marble with high finish and often with minute

detail. The very subject of the majority of them

illustrates his romantic tendency. After a few

months in America Connelly went to New Zea-

land where he reverted to painting again, and

made many sketches of the craters, lakes, and

glaciers of the country. An exhibition of his

Conner

paintings was held in Auckland in 1877. He like-

wise took up mountain climbing and explored

some hitherto almost unknown mountains. In

the early eighties he returned once more to Flor-

ence where his father died in 1883. Little of the

sculptor's later career is recorded ; he was in

Florence in January 1900, at the deathbed of his

sister Adeline who had turned Catholic again,

after their mother's death, and died praying for

her brother's conversion.

[The Life of Cornelia Connelly (1922) ; "Sketch of
the Life of Mother Cornelia Connelly," in Records Am.
Cath. Hist. Soc, XXXI, pp. 1-42 (Mar. 1920) ; Al-
gernon Graves, Royal Acad, of Arts, vol. II (1905) ;

C. E. Clement and L. Hutton, Artists of the Nineteenth
Century (3rd ed., 1885) ; Lorado Taft, Hist, of Am.
Sculpture (1903)-

]

E.G.N.
E.R.D.

CONNER, CHARLOTTE MARY SAN-
FORD BARNES. [See Barnes, Charlotte
Mary Sanford, 1818-63.]

CONNER, DAVID (1792-Mar. 20, 1856), na-

val officer, was born in Harrisburg, Pa., son

of David Conner, an Irishman who came to

the Wyoming Valley about 1750, and Abigail

Rhodes, of longer-settled English stock. At four-

teen the boy found employment with his brother

in a Philadelphia counting-house, while still con-

tinuing his studies. Appointed midshipman, Jan.

16, 1809, he took one or two merchant voyages

and then served from August 181 1 to May 1817,

in the famous sloop Hornet. Upon the capture

of the privateer Dolphin, July 9, 1812, Conner
entered her as prize-master, but the ship was
soon afterward retaken by the British. Ex-
changed and back in the Hornet, he was third

lieutenant in her victory over the Peacock, Feb.

24, 1813, being sent to the captured ship to res-

cue her crew and if possible keep her afloat,

and narrowly escaping when she sank. He was
first lieutenant in the victory over the Penguin,

Jan. 22, 18
1 5, suffering a grapeshot wound

through the hip which necessitated crutches for

nearly two years. His conduct in both actions

won particular commendation from his com-
manders, Lawrence and Biddle, and he was
awarded two Congressional Medals. During
1817-18 he was first lieutenant in the Ontario,

which took formal possession of Oregon. After

two years' duty in Philadelphia he rounded the

Horn in the little brig Dolphin, and had later

commands in the West Indies and Mediterra-

nean. Made captain Mar. 3, 1835, he was Navy
Commissioner, 1841-42, and then until May 30,

1843, head of the newly created Bureau of Con-
struction, Equipment, and Repair. From Decem-
ber 1843 to March 1847, he commanded Ameri-
can naval forces in the Gulf and Caribbean. The
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soul of courtesy, Commodore Conner was excel-

lently suited for the diplomatic problems preced-

ing hostilities with Mexico, and, though broken in

health by the climate, he gave himself unreserv-

edly to the greatly increased administrative tasks

created by the war. A blockade was established,

and in the summer and autumn of 1846 expedi-

tions were undertaken against Alvarado, Tobas-

co, Tampico, and other Mexican ports. Ham-
pered, however, by lack of light-draft steamers

and other means, he operated with a caution

which aroused great dissatisfaction in the fleet

and at home. What the navy could do was little,

but the weak opposition doubtless justified bold-

er measures. The verdict of his subordinate, W.
H. Parker, will probably stand, that Conner was

"an educated man and a brave officer . . . but

would not take the responsibilities that his posi-

tion imposed upon him" (Recollections of a Na-
val Officer, 1883, p. 53). Credit is due him for the

admirably managed landing of Scott's army, Mar.

9, 1847, in which the navy put ashore over 10,-

000 men in five hours, and for the plan of naval

cooperation in the capture of Vera Cruz ; but on

Mar. 21, the day before the final attack, he turned

over the squadron to his former second-in-com-

mand, M. C. Perry \_q.v.~\, in accordance with

orders brought by Perry from home. This

change was explicable as routine procedure, for

Conner was ill and had been at sea beyond the

usual period, but it was prompted also by desire

for more aggressive leadership. Upon the fall

of Vera Cruz, Mar. 29, Conner returned home,

where he declined a position as bureau chief, and

was made honorary member of the Cincinnati.

After recuperation in Florida he was comman-
dant of the Philadelphia Navy Yard, October

1849-June 1850. He was put on the Reserved

List in 1855 and died shortly afterward at his

home in Philadelphia. Conner is described as

slightly above medium height, erect and active,

with a presence commanding respect. He was
survived by his wife, a daughter of the celebrat-

ed Philadelphia surgeon Philip Syng Physick,

whom he married in 1828, and by two sons.

[An account of Conner's life and the chief documents
of his Mexican War service appear in his son P. S. P.

Conner's The Home Squadron under Commodore Con-
ner in the War with Mexico (1896). See also R.
Semmes, Service Afloat and Ashore in the Mexican
War (1851) ; H. Simpson, Lives of Eminent Philadel-

phians (1859) ; an excellent obituary sketch in the Na-
tional Intelligencer, Apr. 25, 1856; and controversial

notes on his work in the Mexican War in Army and
Navy Jour., Feb. 2, Feb. 23, Apr. 19, 1884. Three vols,

of MS. letters to Conner, chiefly 1842-47, are in the Lib.

of Cong.] A.W.

CONNER, JAMES (Sept. 1, 1829-June 26,

1883), lawyer, Confederate soldier, attorney-

general of South Carolina, was a grandson of

Conner

James Conner, who came from the north of Ire-

land to America about 1776, fought in the Revo-
lutionary War, and subsequently settled in Meck-
lenburg County, N. C, where he rose to con-

siderable prominence, and a son of Henry Work-
man and Juliana (Courtney) Conner. He was
born in Charleston, S. C, where his father had
established himself as a successful banker in the

early nineteenth century (see letters of H. W.
Conner to J. C. Calhoun in "Calhoun Corre-

spondence," American Historical Association

Report for the Year 1899, vol. II). Having cho-

sen to follow the legal profession in a commercial

community, he spent several months in a count-

ing house before entering college, and after

graduation from the South Carolina College

(1849) studied law under James L. Petigru

\_q.v.~\. Admitted to the bar in 1851 he soon ac-

quired a large practise. In these early years he
published three legal works : A Digest of the

Cases Decided in the Law Court of Appeals of

the State of South Carolina, 1835-54 (1855) ; A
Digest of Equity Reports of the State of South
Carolina, from the Revolution to December, 1856

(1857) in collaboration with C. H. Simonton;

and The History of a Suit at Law (1857), a

manual for the guidance of students. In 1856 he

was appointed United States attorney for the dis-

trict of South Carolina. In this office he drew
national attention by his vigorous prosecution of

the operators of the Echo, a vessel which had

violated the slave-trade law (The Case of the

Slaver Echo, reported by D. A. Levein, 1859).

Believing that the time had come for South

Carolina to secede, Conner resigned the attorney-

ship early in December i860. Though for a time

he occupied a seat in the secession convention

and consented to become titular district attorney

under the Confederate government, he devoted

himself chiefly to preparation for military ser-

vice. Having been elected captain of the Wash-
ington Light Infantry when that company was

made a part of Hampton's Legion, he distin-

guished himself at the first battle of Manassas and

was soon afterward promoted major (Official

Records, Army, I ser., II, 567). Because he was

not willing to be advanced in the Legion at the

expense of a superior officer he withdrew (June

1862) to become colonel of the 22nd North Caro-

lina Regiment. Except for a short period when

he was convalescing from a severe wound, he

served with this command until June 1, 1864

when he was commissioned brigadier-general.

He was assigned temporarily first to McGow-
an's, then to McGowan's and Lane's brigades,

and finally as acting major-general to McGow-
an's, Lane's, and Bushrod Johnson's brigades. In
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August 1864 he assumed permanent command of

Kershaw's brigade. In one of the actions at Ce-

dar Creek, Oct. 12, 1864 {Ibid., XLIII, pt. 1, p.

579), he suffered the loss of one of his legs and in

consequence was incapacitated for further active

duty.

After the war he married Sallie Enders ( 1866)

and resumed the practise of law. He was solici-

tor for the South Carolina Railroad and receiver

for the Greenville and Columbia Railroad Com-
pany. Except for the campaign of 1870 when he

supported the Union Reform party, he deliber-

ately abstained from politics until 1876 when,

although he opposed the "Straightout Move-
ment," he was a candidate for the office of at-

torney-general on the successful Hampton ticket.

During the heated campaign which followed, his

prudence averted serious trouble with the ne-

groes in Charleston. As attorney-general he per-

formed his most outstanding public service. It

fell to him to establish the legality of the Hamp-
ton government. This having been accomplished

and his health failing, he resigned in December

1877. His death occurred in 1883 m Richmond,

Va.
[A volume of obituary articles from leading Southern

newspapers, memorial addresses, etc., was published
shortly after Conner's death under the title James Con-
ner, In Mcmoriam. Permission to consult a quantity of

private papers was generously granted by his son, Henry
W. Conner, and a daughter, Mrs. Geo. H. Moffett, both

of Charleston, S. C. See also J. B. O'Neall, Biog.

Sketches of the Bench and Bar of S. C. (1859) ; J. F. J.

Caldwell, Hist, of a Brigade of South Carolinians

Known First as "Gregg's" and Subsequently as "Mc-
Gowan's Brigade" (1866) ; D. A. Dickert, Hist, of Ker-
shaw's Brigade (1899); Confed. Mil. Hist. (1899),
vol. V.] J.H.E.

CONNEY, JOHN. [See Coney, John, 1655-

1722.]

CONNOLLY, JOHN (1750-Feb. 6, 1825),

Roman Catholic bishop, was born at Slane, Ire-

land. Nothing seems to be known of his parents
;

yet the fact that he began his education at an

early age indicates that they were in good cir-

cumstances. He entered the Dominican Order

in youth and was sent to Rome, where, after bril-

liant studies and ordination (about 1775), he re-

mained until 1814. The first years of his priest-

hood were spent in teaching. Later he held vari-

ous posts of importance in his Order—among
them that of assistant to its General. He was also

a director of the Casanate Library, established

by Cardinal Jerome Casanate, which now be-

longs to the government and is one of the most

noted in the Italian capital. Many of the Ro-
man Catholic hierarchy, especially those in Eng-
lish-speaking countries, made him their agent

at the papal curia. Every charge entrusted to

him he executed with a prudence, fidelity, and

Connolly

success which not only won confidence and made
friends, but also caused him to be an outstand-

ing character among the clergy of Rome. His
letters reveal a clear, trained, and orderly mind.

More than once Father Connolly was mentioned
for a bishopric in his native land. In 1808, when
four new dioceses were erected in the United
States, Rome seriously considered him for that

of New York. His confrere, Richard Luke Con-
canen, who received the appointment, was held

in Europe by the French embargo, and died there

two years later. Meanwhile Pius VII was ex-

iled. One of his first acts on regaining his free-

dom, however, was to nominate Connolly the sec-

ond bishop of New York. Although consecrated

on Nov. 6, 18 14, he could not, because of the war
with England, reach his diocese for a twelve-

month.

The aged prelate set about his new task with

characteristic courage and vigor. His diocese

embraced all New York State and half of New
Jersey. He was pastor, missionary, and bishop

all in one. Racial antagonism combined with lay

trusteeism to give him considerable trouble in

New York City. The French and the Irish were
especially arrayed in hostile parties. Those who
held that the management of the temporalities of

the Church should rest with laymen, allied them-
selves with the French, and even sought to inter-

fere in matters purely spiritual. Despite the op-

position, acrimony, and unjust accusations of the

malcontents, Connolly maintained the even tenor

of his ways, defended his Episcopal rights, ac-

complished much good for religion, and left a

name that is still cherished. One of his early

acts was to establish an orphan asylum and intro-

duce Sisters of Charity. The sick and poor were
special objects of his goodness. Particularly did

he show himself a father to all during several

epidemics of yellow fever. He was the first Ro-
man Catholic prelate to urge the erection of a

diocese in each state and the promotion to the

miter only of clergymen adept in the English

language. Some historians, following the mis-

representations of Connolly's enemies, have been
unfair to him. Yet even these writers not only

admit that he was without personal blemish, but

also say that he was a man of great virtue. He
was held in high esteem by all classes and creeds

(New York Gazette and General Advertiser,

Feb. 10, 1825).

[Archives (ecclesiastical) : Propaganda and San
Clemente, Rome; Dublin and Tallaght, Ireland; Balti-

more, Md. Published sources: J. R. Bayley, A Brief
Sketch of the Cath. Ch. on the Island of N. Y. (1853) ;

R. H. Clarke, Lives of the Deceased Bishops, vol. I

(1872) ; A. Cogan, Diocese of Meath (Dublin, 1862-

70) ; Henry De Courcy and J. G: Shea, Hist, of the
Cath. Ch. in the U. S. (1856) ; J. G. Shea, Hist, of the
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Cath. Ch. in the U. S. 1808-43 (1890) ; Peter Guilday,

Life and Times of John Carroll (1922), and Life and
Times of John England (1927) ; Cath. Miscellany,

Charleston, for 1824-25.] V.F.O'D.

CONNOR, HENRY GROVES (July 3, 1852-

Nov. 23, 1924), judge, the sixth child of David

and Mary Catherine (Groves) Connor, was born

in Wilmington, N. C. His parents, the one of

Irish and the other of English descent, were both

natives of Florida. Three years after his birth

the family moved to Wilson, N. C. There he be-

gan his education in a private school, but the

death of his father cut short his formal school-

ing, and at fifteen he began to aid in the support

of his family. Entering a law office as clerk, he

began preparation for the bar and secured his

license in 1871. In the same year he married

Kate Whitfield of Wilson, by whom he had

twelve children. He was quickly successful in

practise and in 1884 was elected to the state Sen-

ate where he was chairman of the judiciary com-

mittee and secured the passage of the Connor

Act, requiring registration of deeds, which, more

than any statute in the history of the state, has

brought security of land titles. In 1885 he was

appointed superior court judge and served with

distinction, resigning in 1895 to return to prac-

tise. The following year the Republican and

Populist parties which had fused nominated him

for associate justice of the supreme court, but

he declined to take any part in a movement to

which he was politically opposed. In 1899 he

was a member and speaker of the lower house of

the legislature where he was a leader in formu-

lating the suffrage amendment to the constitu-

tion, which, by imposing an educational qualifi-

cation coupled with the "grandfather clause,"

was designed to eliminate the negro vote. In the

succeeding legislature he was again a member,

and as chairman of the committee on education

he fought boldly and successfully to aid Gov-

ernor Aycock in carrying out the party pledge

that educational opportunity would be given to

all. He opposed the majority of his party on the

question of impeaching three justices of the su-

preme court. All were later acquitted by the Sen-

ate. Party feeling was strong, but he lost no

strength, for his party nominated him in 1902 for

associate justice. Elected, he served until 1909

when President Taft, disregarding politics, ap-

pointed him federal district judge, a position

which he filled until his death.

Connor was a man of striking charm of per-

sonality combined with much strength. Warmly
human and cordial in personal intercourse, his

quiet and genial humor, mental alertness, wide

information, and breadth of interest, made asso-

ciation with him an experience to be prized. His

Connor

varied contacts, extensive reading, and eager in-

tellectual curiosity combined to keep him essen-

tially youthful. He looked, picturesquely, every

inch a judge, and though full of natural dignity,

there was about him no hint of aloofness. As a

trial judge he gained the confidence and affec-

tion of the state. As an appellate judge, by his

poise and balance, his humanity, and his well-

reasoned opinions, progressive, yet untouched by

radicalism, he confirmed the popular estimate of

him. As federal judge he performed undoubted-

ly his greatest judicial service. Federal courts,

since Reconstruction, had been viewed with dis-

like and distrust in North Carolina, as alien and

hostile agencies of government. But so great was
the confidence felt in him by all classes and par-

ties that during his service prejudice rapidly

disappeared. In addition to his numerous opin-

ions Connor wrote many valuable historical mon-
ographs. He was the author of John Archibald

Campbell, Associate Justice of the United States

Supreme Court (1920) which is an excellent

piece of biographical and historical work. He
also collaborated with J. B. Cheshire, Jr., in pre-

paring The Constitution of North Carolina, An-
notated (191 1 ). All his writings were marked
by an easy, graceful style and by clarity of

thought and expression.

[Frank A. Daniels, Henry Groves Connor: An Ad-
dress (1926) ; Reports of the N. C. Bar Asso., vol.

XXVII, 135-50 ; N. C. Reports ; N. C. newspapers, esp.

News and Observer (Raleigh), Nov. 24, 1924.]

J.G.deR.H.

CONNOR, PATRICK EDWARD (Mar. 17,

1820-Dec. 17, 1891), pioneer, soldier, Indian

fighter, was born in County Kerry, Ireland. His

parents brought him to New York when he was

a child. Beginning to work at an early age, he

had few opportunities for education. At nineteen

he enlisted in the army, serving in the Seminole

War and in various garrisons. In 1844 he re-

turned to New York, but early in 1846 went to

Texas, where he enlisted in the Texas Volun-

teers. He fought in the battles of Palo Alto and

Resaca de la Palma (May 8-9) ; was commis-

sioned a first lieutenant on July 7, a captain on

Feb. 12, 1847, and eleven days later took part in

the battle of Buena Vista. He resigned from the

army on May 24. In the winter of 1849-50 he

moved to California, where he engaged in min-

ing. At Redwood City, in August 1854, he mar-

ried Johana Connor, a native of his own Coun-

ty Kerry.

On the opening of the Civil War he enlisted,

and the governor appointed him colonel of the

3rd California Infantry. Directed to assume

command of the Military District of Utah (in-

cluding Nevada), he entered Salt Lake City
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with 700 men on Oct. 20, passing on a few miles

to a commanding site, where he established Camp
(afterward Fort) Douglas. The Mormons looked

upon the action as an intrusion, but Connor, con-

vinced that in the main they were unfriendly or

even seditious, disregarded their protests ; and in

several subsequent clashes between the church

and the government he compelled peace with a

tlireat of force. Indian depredations were fre-

quent, most of them traceable to a hostile band
of Bannocks and Shoshones. Learning the loca-

tion of their village, a fastness on Bear River,

near the present Franklin, Idaho, Connor set out

with 300 men during a spell of exceptionally se-

vere weather and on the morning of Jan. 29,

1863, with two-thirds of his force, attacked them,

capturing the village and killing most of the war-
riors. For this feat, which brought peace and

opened to settlement a region that had been har-

assed for fifteen years, he was appointed (Mar.

30) a brigadier-general of volunteers. In March
1865 he was assigned to a newly created com-
mand, the District of the Plains, with instruction

to cooperate, in a movement to be known as the

Powder River Indian Expedition, with two col-

umns from the Missouri River against the hostile

Sioux, Cheyennes, and Arapahos. With about

900 men and with James Bridger as guide, he set

out from Fort Laramie on July 30, reached the

Powder near the Dry Fork, in the southeastern

part of the present Johnson County, Wyo., where
he established Fort Connor (later Fort Reno),

and then pushed on to the Tongue. Here, on
Aug. 29, he surprised a large village of Arapa-
hos, winning a signal victory. But the other

two columns, unprovided with equipment, sup-

plies, or accurate maps, lost their way, and, af-

ter suffering terrible privations, disintegrated.

On Sept. 6 Connor started to return. Before

reaching Fort Connor he learned that he had
been made the scapegoat for the failure of the

campaign and had been relieved of his com-
mand. Incensed at this treatment, he returned

to Utah without making an official report. In the

general promotions dated Mar. 13, 1865, he had
been brevetted a major-general of volunteers.

On Apr. 30, 1866, he was honorably mustered
out of the service.

Connor established the first daily newspaper
in Utah, the Union Vidette; he was the owner
of the first stea/nboat on Great Salt Lake; and
he was an indefatigable promoter of the mining
industry of the territory. Reverses came to him,
for his business judgment was unequal to the

task of conducting the many and ambitious en-

terprises he initiated. In territorial affairs he
was steadfastly anti-Mormon. The Mormons

disliked him greatly; and Mormon histories,

while conceding his courage and military skill,

portray him as prejudiced, bellicose, and over-

bearing. The Gentiles, on the other hand, made
him their leader and acclaimed him with the

titles, "Father of the Liberal Party," and "Liber-

ator of Utah." He was, said the Salt Lake Trib-

une, the day after his death, "a mighty factor in

the last twenty-five years' history of Utah."
[F. B. Heitman, Hist. Reg. (1903) ; Grace R. Hebarcl

and E. A. Brininstool, The Boscman Trail (1922) ; Hu-
bert Howe Bancroft, Hist, of Utah, 1540-1886 (1889) ;

Orson F. Whitney, Hist, of Utah (1893) ; Salt Lake
Tribune, Dec. 18, 1891 ; "The Powder River Expedi-
tion of 1865," U. S. Army Recruiting News, Aug. i,

15, Sept. i, 15, Oct. 1, 1928.] W.J.G t.

CONOVER, OBADIAH MILTON (Oct. 8,

1825-Apr. 29, 1884), educator, lawyer, was born

at Dayton, Ohio, of Dutch ancestry, being sev-

enth in line of descent from Wolfert Gerrettse

van Kouwenhoven, who came to the first Dutch
settlement with Patroon van Rensselaer. By
some unknown process the name took on its pres-

ent form. His mother, Sarah Miller, came from

an old Kentucky family. He was graduated from
the College of New Jersey at Princeton in 1844;

taught Latin and Greek .at Lexington, Ky., and
Dayton, for two years, meanwhile studying law
in the office of Gen. Robert C. Schenck ; and
then returned to Princeton, being graduated

from the theological seminary in 1849. After

graduation he removed to Madison, Wis., where
the remainder of his life was spent. He became
editor of a literary and educational monthly, the

North-Western Journal, of which only a few
numbers were issued. When the first class was
organized at the University of Wisconsin, in

August 1850, there were two members of the

faculty, Chancellor Lathrop and Professor Ster-

ling, but in the second term Conover was ap-

pointed general tutor, being thus the third mem-
ber of the faculty in order of appointment. Two
years later he was made professor of ancient

languages and literature, which position he held

until 1858, when he was removed with his col-

leagues in the revolution and reorganization

which the University underwent in that year.

Renewing an earlier interest in the law, he was
admitted to the Dane County bar in 1859, and
two years later became assistant reporter to the

Supreme Court of Wisconsin. In 1864 he was
appointed reporter, which office he held for twen-

ty years. His continued interest in educational

matters is indicated by the fact that he was a

member of the Board of Regents of the Univer-
sity, 1859-65 ; was for some years State Librari-

an; and was commissioned to collect books, pic-

tures, and busts for the University abroad. In
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the later years of his life the condition of his

health did not permit him to undertake any but

his routine duties as reporter to the Supreme
Court. His chief interest lay in Greek literature,

but his relations to it were those of enjoyment

and culture. Apart from the published reports of

the Supreme Court, his writings consisted of oc-

casional papers prepared for the Madison Liter-

ary Club. Two poems, "Via Solitaria" and "Rec-

onciliation," often quoted, and frequently attrib-

uted to Longfellow, were products of his pen.

He was twice married: in 1849 to Miss Julia

Darst, who died in 1863, and in 1882 to Mrs.

Sarah Fairchild Dean. His death occurred in

London while on his return from a two years'

sojourn in Greece.
[Stephen K. Carpenter, Hist, of the Univ. of Wis.

1849-76 (1876) ; biographical sketches in C. W. Butter-
field, Hist, of the Univ. of Wis. up to 1879 (1879), and
in R. G. Thwaites, The Univ. of Wis., Its History and
Alumni (1900) ; memorial by Win. F. Allen in Trans.
Wis. Acad, of Sciences, Arts and Letters, vol. VII
(1883-87) ; family records kept by Conover's descen-

dants in Madison.] V. A. C. H.

CONRAD, CHARLES MAGILL (Dec. 24,

1804-Feb. 11, 1878), lawyer and statesman, was

born in Winchester, Frederick County, Va. On
the side of his father, Frederick Conrad, he was

descended from German stock that had come into

the Shenandoah Valley in the early eighteenth

century. On the side of his mother, Frances

Thruston Conrad, who was the daughter of

Charles Mynn Thruston, an Episcopal minister

in Virginia and a colonel in the Revolutionary

army, he was descended from English stock that

had settled in Virginia in the seventeenth cen-

tury. While he was a boy his father's family

moved to Mississippi and later to Louisiana, set-

tling near New Iberia. Charles was educated in

a school in New Orleans maintained by a Dr.

Huld, said to have been the founder of the -

first

English school in that city. He studied law in the

office of Abner L. Duncan in New Orleans and

began the practise of his profession in 1828. He
entered politics as a supporter of Andrew Jack-

son but shortly withdrew from the Democratic

party and became a Whig over the Bank issue.

At that time the Whigs were very strong in

Louisiana and Conrad soon began to take high

rank among them. He was a member of the

Louisiana state legislature for several terms and

was serving in that capacity when he was ap-

pointed to the United States Senate in April

1842, in place of Alexander Mouton who had re-

signed. He was defeated by the legislature for

reelection in January 1843, and hence retired in

the following March. In 1844 he was sent as a

delegate to the Louisiana state constitutional

convention, and in 1848 he was elected to Con-

gress from the Louisiana 2nd District. He took

his seat on Dec. 3, 1849 and served until Aug. 13,

1850 when he resigned to accept appointment by
President Fillmore to the office of Secretary of

War. He retired from that position at the close

of Fillmore's administration in March 1853.

During his brief term in Congress, the chief

issue before that body was the admission of

California as a free state. Conrad opposed the

measure except as one of the conditions of a gen-

eral compromise on the subject of slavery (Daily

New Orleans Crescent, Mar. 11 and Apr. 6,

1850). He had resigned his seat, however, be-

fore the compromise measures of 1850 were
agreed upon. In the memorable political cam-
paign of i860 he was active as a member of the

Constitutional Union Party and was appointed

one of the delegates from New Orleans to a state

convention in June, to ratify the Bell and Everett

national ticket and nominate candidates for state

offices. During the Civil War he played a promi-
nent political part in the Confederacy, serving

first as a delegate from the 1st district of Louisi-

ana to the Provisional Confederate Congress
that met at Montgomery in February 1861, and
later as a representative from Louisiana to the

first and second Confederate Congresses, 1862-

64. His large estate was confiscated but after

the close of the war he resumed the practise of

law in New Orleans and soon amassed a com-
petency.

Conrad was very intense in his convictions and
tenaciously persistent in support of whatever
cause he espoused. In his earlier years he was
somewhat belligerent in disposition and fought

a duel with a Dr. Hunt of New Orleans, brother

of Randall Hunt, a noted lawyer of the time, in

which he killed his antagonist. He had, never-

theless, a profound reverence for the majesty of

the law and the sanctity of the courts. He was
a man of small stature but of abounding energy.

Stricken with paralysis while testifying in the

federal circuit court at New Orleans, he died

a few days later. Conrad's wife was M. W.
Angela Lewis of "Woodlawn," Fairfax County,

Va., the grand-daughter of Fielding Lewis and

Elizabeth, sister of George Washington. On her

death she was buried at Mt. Vernon.

[Brief sketch in Alcee Fortier, Louisiana (1914), I,

251—52; obituaries, not altogether reliable, in news-
papers of New Orleans for Feb. 12 and 13, 1878 ; Biog.

Dir. of the Am. Congress (1928) ; some family data

from W111. Meade, Old Churches, Ministers, and Fami-
lies of Va. ( 1 85 1 ) .] E. M. V.

CONRAD, HOLMES (Jan. 31, 1840-Sept. 4.

1 916), lawyer, was born at Winchester, Va. His

father was Robert Young Conrad, a prominent

lawyer of Winchester, and state attorney-general
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from 1857 to 1862; his mother was Elizabeth

Whiting, daughter of Burr Powell. Holmes

Conrad's education was received at the primary

schools and Virginia Military Institute, whence

he proceeded in 1858 to the University of Vir-

ginia, graduating in i860. He then became a

school-teacher, but, on the outbreak of civil war,

enlisted as a private in Company A, 1st Virginia

Cavalry, Apr. 17, 1861, and saw active service

throughout the contest. Commissioned lieuten-

ant, he was appointed adjutant in August 1862,

and in 1864 became major and assistant inspec-

tor-general of Rosser's cavalry division, serving

as such till the termination of hostilities. In

1865 he commenced the study of law in his fa-

ther's office at Winchester, and on his admission

to the Virginia bar in January 1866, joined his

father in practise. A strong Democrat, the active

interest he displayed in political affairs assisted

in bringing him to the front, and in 1878 he was

elected to the Virginia legislature, serving till

1882. In the course of the next few years he be-

came one of the leaders of the Virginia bar, and

acquired an influential position in the councils of

the Democratic party. In 1893 President Cleve-

land appointed him assistant attorney-general of

the United States and in 1895 he became solici-

tor-general. On his vacating office in 1897 he

was retained by President McKinley on behalf of

the federal government in Morris vs. United

States, the "Potomac Flats Case," which in-

volved the title to the shore front of Washington

(174 U.S. 196). In October 1901 he joined the

law faculty of Georgetown University as lec-

turer on the history of English law, at a later

date taking over in addition the lectureship on

the history and development of law and com-

parative jurisprudence. In 1904 he was again

retained on behalf of the federal government as

special prosecutor in the Postal Fraud Cases.

During the last twenty years of his life he was
constantly engaged in appeals before the Su-

preme Court where his outstanding ability had
wide scope. He achieved his greatest success in

the last case he was engaged on, Commonzvealth
of Virginia vs. State of West Virginia, involv-

ing the amount of the contributive share that the

latter state should pay toward the public debt

of the former. Appearing as counsel for Vir-

ginia, Conrad's argument upon the demurrer in

the United States Supreme Court (206 U.S. 290)
was in professional circles considered remark-
able. Judgment was ultimately given against

West Virginia for $12,393,929.50 principal and
interest up to June 14, 1915 (238 U.S. 202). For
this complicated and long-drawn-out litigation

he was specially retained by the bond-holding

Conrad

creditors. Conrad was of striking appearance,

tall of stature with an erect military bearing

throughout his life. Though wielding great po-

litical influence in his state, he did not care for

public office. By nature somewhat of an aristo-

crat and reserved in manner, he was never what

the politicians termed a "good mixer." As a

lawyer he excelled in discussing constitutional

questions, and was at his best in appellate work
before the Supreme Court. He had an extreme

distaste for the routine of office work. He died

at Winchester. His wife was Georgia Bryan,

daughter of Thomas Bryan Forman of Bruns-

wick, Ga.

[A good summary of Conrad's life and professional
career appeared in Virginia State Bar Ass. Report, 1916,

pp. 101-06. See also Jas. S. Easby- Smith, Georgetown
I niversity (1907), and J. M. Callahan, Hist, of W. Va.

(1923), I, 623-27.] H.W.H.K.

CONRAD, ROBERT TAYLOR (June 10,

1810-June 27, 1858), journalist, jurist, and

dramatist, son of John and Eliza Conrad, was
born in Philadelphia, Pa. His father, a prosper-

ous publisher who printed Charles Brockden

Brown's Literary Magazine and brought out Joel

Barlow's Columbiad in sumptuous form, had
Robert trained for a legal career. Although

young Conrad was admitted to the bar in 183 1,

he was more interested in journalism and liter-

ature than in law. Accordingly he became asso-

ciated (1831-34) with the Daily Commercial

Intelligencer and wrote plays and poetry in his

spare time. Before he was twenty-two he saw
his first play, Conrad, King of Naples, success-

fully produced (Jan. 17, 1832), at the Arch
Street Theatre by James E. Murdoch. It was
afterward played by John R. Scott. Realizing

the dramatic possibilities offered by Jack Cade's

Rebellion (1450), Conrad worked on a blank-

verse play with Cade as hero, which he intended

to name The Captain of the Commons or The
Noble Yeoman, but which was announced for

production by A. A. Addams at the Walnut
Street Theatre on Dec. 7, 1835 as Ayhnere. Un-
fortunately Addams was intoxicated that evening

and the premiere was postponed until the 9th,

when David Ingersoll played the part of Cade.

Addams essayed the role on Feb. 1, 1836, but

failed. About this time Conrad was appointed

judge of the court of criminal sessions in Phila-

delphia, which diverted his attention from litera-

ture for several years. He found time eventually

to rewrite Aylmcrc as Ayhnere, or The Kentish

Rebellion, for Edwin Forrest [#.za], who pro-

duced it at the Forrest Theatre in New York,

May 24, 1 84 1, and at the Arch St. Theatre,

Philadelphia, on June 16, 1841. The clumsy title

was soon changed to Jack Cade, under which
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name the play had a permanent place in Forrest's

repertoire. Forrest was most successful in the

role, which he also played in Europe (1868).

After his death Jack Cade was produced by John
McCullough and as late as 1888 by Edmund Col-

lier. Others who assumed the part were Ed-
ward Eddy (1862, 1874) and Albert Roberts

(i877).

The success of Jack Cade made Conrad a liter-

ary figure in Philadelphia. In 1843 he was chair-

man of the committee of judges that awarded to

Edgar Allan Poe a prize of $100 for "The Gold

Bug" as the best story submitted to the Dollar

Magazine. He became (1845) an associate edi-

tor of the North American and in 1848 assisted

George R. Graham in editing Graham's Maga-
zine. He edited (1846) a revised, abridged edi-

tion of Biography of the Signers to the Declara-

tion of Independence, by John Sanderson and

others, originally published (1820-27) in seven

volumes. In 1847 Joseph Reese Fry prepared a

Life of General Zachary Taylor from material

collected by Conrad ; that work was reprinted in

1850 as Our Battles in Mexico. During those

years Conrad wrote various poems, including

"The Sons of the Wilderness," on the wrongs of

the Indians, and a series of sonnets on the Lord's

Prayer. These were published (Philadelphia,

1852) with the text of Jack Cade as Aylmere, or

the Bondman of Kent; and Other Poems.

In 1853 the Pennsylvania legislature passed an

Act enlarging the City of Philadelphia by adding

to it the twenty-nine districts, boroughs, and

townships comprising the rest of Philadelphia

County. Judge Conrad, as he was always called,

became the candidate of the combined Whig and

American parties for mayor of the newly consoli-

dated city. At the election (June 1, 1854) he de-

feated Richard Vaux, the Democratic candidate,

by 29,507 votes to 21,011. Conrad was sworn in

as the first mayor of greater Philadelphia on the

first Monday of July, 1854. He not only handled

with skill the difficult problems associated with

the consolidation, but enforced the rigorous Sun-

day laws that were now effective in all parts of

the newly acquired territory. He gained some
adherents by his strong support of current

Know-Nothing politics, requiring even his po-

licemen to be native-born Americans, but he

aroused bitter opposition by his strict adminis-

tration of the law. He served as mayor until the

expiration of his term in 1856, when he was ap-

pointed to the bench of quarter sessions by Gov.

Pollock and served until the following year. He
died at his home in Philadelphia. His Devotion-

al Poems (1862) were published posthumously

with an introduction by George Henry Boker

lauding Conrad's character and literary achieve-

ments. Among these later verses is "Sinai," a

series of poems in Spenserian meter on the Ten
Commandments. There is record of a third play

by Conrad, entitled The Heretic, written for

Forrest, produced at the Howard Athenaeum.

Boston, on June 1, 1863, and at the Broadway
Theatre, New York, on Sept. 17, 1866 (T. A.

Brown, A History of the New York Stage,

x9°i, F 5 I6). It was also played at the Arch
Street Theatre, Philadelphia, with Mrs. John
Drew in the cast. The text, like that of Con-
rad of Naples, has not survived. Though im-
pulsive at times, Conrad had a gracious manner
and an attractive scholarly bearing. He was an
accomplished orator of the old school, fond of

sonorous verbiage and rhetorical flights. His
rather stilted speeches on many notable occa-

sions are available in pamphlet form. Contem-
poraries hailed him as a dramatic poet of Shake-
spearian quality; fortunately he did not live to

witness the eclipse of his fame.

[See obituary sketches in Public Ledger (Phila.),
June 28, 1858, and other daily papers

; J. T. Scharf and
T. Westcott, Hist, of Phila. (1884), I, 715-20; Jas.
Rees, Life of Forrest ( 1874), pp. 431-39 ; F. C.Wemyss,
Twenty-six Years of the Life of an Actor and Manager
(1847), II, 245-52; A. H. Quinn, Hist, of the Am.
Drama from the Beginning to the Civil War (1923), pp.
251-52. M. J. Moses, Representative Plays by Am.
Dramatists (1925), II, 425-520, reprints Jack Cade with
an introduction.] J.L. H.

CONRIED, HEINRICH (Sept. 13, 1855-

Apr. 2y, 1909), actor, producer, and impresario,

was born at Bielitz, Austria, of Jewish parent-

age, the son of Joseph and Gretchen Cohn. He
early exhibited talent as an actor and was en-

rolled with the company of the Hofburg Theatre

in Vienna at the age of eighteen, later becoming

a leading character actor with traveling com-

panies. For one season he managed the Stadt

Theatre in Bremen. In 1877 or 1878 he came to

America to take charge of the Germania Theatre

in New York City, where he used the name
Heinrich Conried both on and off the stage. He
soon became co-manager of the Thalia Theatre,

bringing over the famous German actor, von

Possart, the first of a number of German stage

celebrities for whose introduction to the Ameri-

can public he was responsible. In 1892 he took

over the Irving Place Theatre, making it the cen-

ter of theatre-going activity for the German-
Americans of the city, then sufficiently numerous

to support an excellent German stock company.

To add lustre to the regular repertory, which

included German classics and modern comedy,

Conried invited as guest players some of the

foremost German actors of the day, among them

Sonenthal, Barney, Sorma, Odilon, and Schratt.
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The excellence of the productions at the Irving

Place Theatre gained him a large American sup-

port for his company, and he secured country-

wide recognition through performances of the

classics at the larger universities, interest in

which was enhanced through lectures which he

delivered. During this period, he also gave oc-

casional spirited performances of operettas by

Strauss, Milloecker, Suppe, and others, and in

1898 staged an elaborate production of Humper-
dinck's Die Kocnigskindcr, in its original form

as a drama with incidental music and songs. In

addition to this, he found time to assist Rudolph

Aronson in the production of light opera at the

Casino Theatre in its best days.

In 1903 he was appointed manager of the Met-

ropolitan Opera House (succeeding Maurice

Grau), a position which he filled for five years.

He inherited from his predecessor a brilliant list

of singers, and added to the roster many others

of equal renown, including Caruso, Chaliapin,

Ternina, Fremstad, and Farrar. He also brought

over Mottl and Mahler as conductors. His out-

standing single achievement at the Opera House

was the first performance, outside of Bayreuth,

of Wagner's Parsifal, which took place on Dec.

24, 1903. The publicity surrounding this event

was unprecedented in the annals of opera ;
praise

and dispraise were about equally distributed.

There was, moreover, some futile litigation by

the Wagner heirs to restrain the production. But

all of this helped to make the production a finan-

cial success of the first magnitude. There were

eleven performances in all, outside of the regular

season, the receipts for which are reported to

have been $186,308. Next in importance was his

production of Madame Butterfly by Puccini,

brought out with an excellent cast under the in-

spiring presence of the composer, and Humper-
dinck's Hansel und Gretel, to which the com-

poser also lent the dignity of his presence. Con-

ried's use of the Opera House for elaborate pro-

ductions of light opera—Johann Strauss's Die

Fledermans (in his second season) and Zigeu-

nerbaron (in his third)—aroused considerable

criticism.

As years wore on, there appeared dissension

in the ranks of the directors of the Opera, which

came to a head with the production of Richard

Strauss's Salome. This was performed only

once, and the directors of the real-estate com-

pany owning the Opera House put their caveat

on its repetition. In the last two years of his

regime, Conried encountered competition from

Oscar Hammerstein who had set up a rival com-
pany in the Manhattan Opera House, near by,

which threatened serious results to the monopoly

theretofore enjoyed by the Metropolitan. The
competition was enlivened by personal quarrels

over some of the artists who were enticed away
from Hammerstein. The increasing difficulties

of the situation, and his own ill health, led Con-
ried to resign his position in February 1908, leav-

ing soon for Austria in quest of renewed health.

He died there at Meran, in the Austrian Tyrol,

a year later. He had married Augusta Sperling

in 1884, who, with her son, brought his body
back to be interred in this country. While the

forces of partisanship for and against Conried

were active during his regime at the Metropoli-

tan Opera House, it now seems fair to say that

his lack of background, so far as the opera world

is concerned, militated against his complete artis-

tic success as an impresario, in spite of a record

of interesting events. But posterity will un-

doubtedly accord him unstinted praise for his

years of fruitful achievement at the Irving Place

Theatre and the invigorating influence of that

theatre's standards on the dramatic history of the

country.
[Montrose J. Moses, Life of Hcinrich Conried (1916) ;

Grove's Diet, of Music and Musicians, Am. Suppl.
(1920); The Art of Music (1915-17), ed. by Daniel
Gregory Mason and others,, vol. IV, pp. 149-51 ; H. E.
Krehbiel, Chapters of Opera (1908), and More Chap-
ters of Opera (191 9) ; Henry T. Finck, My Adventures
in the Golden Age of Music in New York ( 1926) ; N. Y.
Clipper and N. Y. Dramatic Mirror, both May, 1909 ;

Ncue Freic Presse, Abendblatt (Vienna), N. Y. Times,
Evening Post (N. Y.) and N. Y. Tribune, all Apr. 27,

1909-] LM.I.

CONSIDERANT, VICTOR PROSPER
(Oct. 12, 1808-Dec. 27, 1893), Fourienst, found-

er of a Utopian community in Texas, was born at

Sal ins (Jura), a remarkable son of a remarkable

father. The latter, Jean-Baptiste Considerant,

learned professor of the humanities and librarian

at Salins, in his efforts to preserve the college

buildings during a fire, deliberately permitted

two houses of his own, constituting his entire for-

tune, to burn to the ground. His son was equal-

ly public-spirited. Educated in the ficole poly-

technique (Paris) and the ficole de Metz, and

quickly advanced to captain in the engineering

division of the army, taking part in the war
against Algiers in 1830, he sacrificed a promising

military career at the call of a philanthropic

ideal. On Mar. 13, 1830, he published in the

Mcrcurc de France his adherence to the unpopu-

lar communistic theories of Fourier, and there-

with, at the age of twenty-one, began his life-

work. He resigned from the army and soon

made the personal acquaintance at Lyons of Fou-

rier himself, whose trusted lieutenant he became,

assisting him to establish a monthly magazine,

Le Phalanstcre (which became with No. 15 La
Rcforme Industriclle and in 1836 La Phalange).
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In fact, Considerant was the real founder of the

French cooperative movement, in a practical

sense, as Fourier himself had remained a theorist

with but few disciples. In a long series of works
Considerant expounded the philosophy of his

master, pruned of its extravagancies and patent

absurdities. Of these writings the most important

were : Destinee sociale (3 vols., 1834-44) ; Mani-
feste de I'ecole societaire (1841); Exposition

abregee du systeme Phalansterien de Fourier

(1845) ! Principes du socialisme (1847) ; Theo-
rie du droit de propriete et du droit au travail

(1848) ; Socialisme devant le vieux monde
(1849). After Fourier's death in 1837 Con-

siderant became the acknowledged leader of the

movement, winning many previous followers of

Saint-Simon, such as Jules Lechevalier and Abel

Transon. He established a Fourierist library in

Paris, and, in 1843, a Fourierist daily, La Demo-
cratic Pacifique. He was much ridiculed by the

conservative press, which, taking advantage of

an unfortunate speculation of Fourier to the ef-

fect that human beings in a state of perfection

would become endowed with tails equipped with

eyes, always portrayed Considerant, really a man
of much dignity, with a caudal appendage, and

delighted to tell of English visitors who came

desiring to witness his "perfection." Neverthe-

less his influence increased, and through the

financial assistance of Arthur Young, an Eng-
lishman, he established short-lived phalansteries

at Conde-sur-Vesgres and elsewhere. After the

Revolution of 1848 he was elected to represent

the Department of the Loire in the Constitutional

Assembly in which he introduced an abortive

measure to confer the franchise on women. In

1849 he was elected deputy of the Seine, but hav-

ing taken part in Ledru-Rollin's armed demon-
stration, on June 13, 1849, against Louis Napo-
leon's Roman expedition, he was accused of

treason and fled to Brussels.

In 1852 he paid a visit to America, where, in

New York, he obtained the support of Albert

Brisbane [q.v.~\ and subsequently journeyed,

largely on horseback, as far as the western part

of Texas. On his return he published Au Texas

(1854), full of extravagant enthusiasm for the

land, climate, and inhabitants of the new region.

Plans for colonization, temporarily halted by
Considerant's brief imprisonment in Belgium

on a charge of conspiracy against a neighboring

state, were completed immediately after his re-

lease, and a company was formed with a capital

of $300,000, which purchased 57,000 acres in

various parts of Texas. Headed by Considerant

himself, the first colonists in April 1855 formed

the settlement of Reunion, on the bank of the

Converse

Trinity River three miles west of Dallas, Tex.
Subsequent arrivals brought the number up to

between 350 and 500 settlers. Most of these were
artisans, with a large sprinkling of writers, mu-
sicians, and artists ; there were only two farmers
in the entire company. As might have been an-

ticipated, with two successive years of drought,
the cooperative community was soon in financial

difficulties. The opposition of a partially Know-
Nothing legislature was overcome by Conside-
rant's eloquent European Colonisation in Texas,
an Address to the American People, but the co-

operative feature was abandoned, and Conside-

rant with his wife and mother-in-law, Mme.
Clarice Vigoureux, herself a gifted Fourierist

writer, withdrew in disgust to San Antonio
where he became an American citizen. In 1869
he returned to Paris and died there in poverty

and obscurity in 1893. His colony had perished

even earlier, the company finally selling all its

assets in 1875. To-day an old cemetery with

crumbling headstones is the only vestige of Re-
union, but many of its descendants became nota-

ble in the subsequent history of the state.

[E. de Mirecourt, Les Contemporains (1853-58),
sketch no. 99 (1858) ; Rene Samuel, article in La Grande
Encyclopedic, vol. XII ; Pierre Larousse, Grand Dic-
tionnaire Univcrsel du XIXe Siecle, vol. IV ; Claude
Auge, ed., Nouveau Larousse Illustre, vol. Ill; Atha-
nase Cretien, Dictionnaire Universel (1849), ed. by
Maurice Lachatre ; Revue des Deux Mondes, Aug. 1,

1845 ; Louella Styles Vincent, "The Story of Old
Frenchtown," Dallas Morning News, Nov. 23, 1919 ;

W. S. Adair, "Old French Settlement near Dallas,"
Ibid., Mar. 26, 1922; Eusibia Lutz, "Almost Utopia,"
Southwest Rev., vol. XIV, no. 3 (Spring 1929).]

E.S.B.

CONVERSE, CHARLES CROZAT (Oct. 7,

1832-Oct. 18, 1918), composer, lawyer, was born

at Warren, Mass., the son of Maxey Manning
and Anne (Guthrie) Converse. After student

days he went abroad to take up theory and com-

position with Richter, Hauptmann, and Plaidy,

at Leipzig, where he stayed from 1855 to 1859.

He met Liszt, but was more influenced by Spohr,

who was interested in his work. Returning to

America, he entered the Albany Law School,

graduating in 1861, with the degree of LL.B.

From 1875 on he practised law at Erie, Pa., re-

ceiving a doctor's degree from Rutherford Col-

lege in 1895. He was also a partner in an organ

manufacturing concern. In composition, Con-

verse began with a set of six German songs, com-

posed abroad, which included the elegiac "Tau-

schung" and the expressive "Ruhe in der Ge-

liebten." More ambitious was his "American

Concert Overture," which treated the tune of

"Hail, Columbia" with a full orchestral setting

and development. This was performed at peace

jubilees and expositions, as well as at various
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concerts, but did not become a permanent classic

because of the somewhat simple conventionality

of the song. A "Festouvertiire" won some suc-

cess in 1870. His American national hymn, "God
for us," was written in rather obvious contrary

motion to "God Save the King." A cantata set-

ting of the 126th Psalm, given by Thomas in

1888 at a teachers' convention, won much notice.

It is closed with a five-voiced double fugue, of

such excellence that Sterndale Bennett, im-

pressed by its mastery, persuaded Cambridge
University to offer the composer the degree of

Mus. Doc, which, however, Converse did not

accept. His other cantatas, such as Spring Holi-

day, were less ambitious in style. Many of his

works remained in manuscript including two

symphonies, the oratorio The Captivity, several

suites, some overtures, three symphonic poems,

and a number of string quartets. Of these, the

overtures "Im Fruhling" and "Christmas" re-

ceived concert performances. Most widely known
was his hymn "What a friend we have in Jesus,"

which must have been printed many thousand

times if collections are included. Converse

wrote many other hymns, and made several com-

pilations. Among his songs, such examples as

"The Death of Minnehaha" and "The Virgin's

Cradle Song" show expressive intensity, but

such lyrics as "We miss thee at home," and "My
poor lost Geraldine," are frankly popular in style.

Converse published also a successful guitar meth-

od. He wrote many articles on various subjects,

sometimes using the pen name Karl Redan, or

anagrams such as C. O. Nevers or C. E. Revons.

Among these were "A Symposium on Church
Music : How can the New Music profit most

from the Old?" in the Homilctic Review (April

1899) ; "Music's Mother-tone and Tonal Ono-
matopy" (Monist, April 1895) ; "The Verse of

the Future" (Open Court, December 1905) ;

"Reminiscences of Some Famous Musicians"

(Etude, October 1912) ; and an attempt to intro-

duce a new pronoun, "thon," condensed from
"that one," to take the place of "he or she" and
"him or her" (see "thon" in Standard Diction-

ary). The idea was good, even though the article

caused no linguistic change. The composer's last

years were spent at Highwood, N. J., where he

died.

[Rupert Hughes, Contemporary Am. Composers
( 1900) ; Musical Observer, Dec. 1909 ; Grove's Diet, of
Music and Musicians, Am. Supp. (1928) ; Who's Who
in America, 19 18-19.

J

A E.

CONVERSE, EDMUND COGSWELL
(Nov. 7, 1849-Apr. 4, 1921), inventor, capitalist,

philanthropist, was born in Boston, the son of

James Cogswell and Sarah Ann (Peabody)
Converse. He graduated from the Boston Latin

School in 1869 and went to work as an appren-

tice in the McKeesport, Pa., plant of the National

Tube Works, of which his father was founder

and president. On Jan. 10, 1882, he was granted

Patent No. 252,020 for a lock-joint for tubing.

During the next six or seven years he perfected

his invention in its details and extended its ap-

plication, taking out eleven other patents of his

own and gaining possession of a number of

others. His coupling was the best on the market

for water and gas systems, and once it became
known it brought millions of dollars of business

to the company, of which he had become general

manager in 1889. He now turned his attention

from coupling tubes to coupling tubing com-
panies, with even greater benefits to himself. In

1892 he consolidated various tube manufactur-

ing companies under a New Jersey charter with

a total capitalization of $11,500,000. In 1899 he

and William Nelson Cromwell, acting as agents

for J. P. Morgan & Company, succeeded in merg-
ing about twenty iron and steel tube companies,

with others acquired later, into the National Tube
Company, which was incorporated at $80,000,-

000. When the United States Steel Corporation

was organized in 1901, Converse retired from

the field and gave himself to banking and its

ramifications. By this time he was a power in

financial circles, doing much to make New York
the banking center of the nation and responsible

for the rise of such men as Henry P. Davison,

Benjamin Strong, and Seward Prosser, who with

others were known as "Converse boys." He was
president of the Liberty National Bank 1903-07,

of the Bankers' Trust Company 1903-13, and of

the Astor Trust Company from its organization

in 1907 till its merger with the Bankers' Trust

in 1917. During the World War he again was
head of the Liberty National Bank, while its

regular president, Harvey D. Gibson, engaged

in Red Cross activities in Europe. He was a

director of many corporations (see Who's Who
in America, 1920-21). His first wife, Jessie

Macdonough Green of New York, whom he had

married Jan. 2, 1879, died in 1912; and on Jan.

30, 1914, he married Mary Edith Dunshee of

New York. In these latter years he withdrew,

so far as circumstances would allow, from his

financial interests, played golf, joined genealogi-

cal societies, and experimented with possibilities

of life that hitherto he had left untried. Conyers

Manor, his 2,000 acre estate in Greenwich, Conn.,

became a show place ; apples from its orchards

won prize after prize at pomological fairs. In

19 10, when the district between Rye, N. Y., and

Sound Beach, Conn., was suffering from a water

famine, he proved himself a good neighbor by
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turning over his large private lake at Stanwich

to the use of the public. In 1912 he bought for

$75,000 the Gainsborough portrait of Count

Rumford, who was a member of his mother's

family, and in the same year he gave $125,000

to the Harvard Graduate School of Business Ad-
ministration. In 1915 he gave the Converse

Memorial Library to Amherst College. In 1915,

also, he made his Greenwich estate into a bird

sanctuary. The winters he spent in a Pasadena

hotel, where he died unexpectedly of a heart at-

tack. His will was equally generous to public

institutions and to numerous friends and em-
ployees. According to the inventory and apprais-

al filed in the Probate Court of Greenwich, his

estate was valued at $30,769,867.
IN. Y. Times, Apr. 5, 13, 29, June 26, 1921, May 18,

36, June 8, 1922; N. Y. Tribune, World, Wall Street

Jour., Apr. 5, 1921 ; Who's Who in America, 1920-21
;

New Eng. Hist, and Geneal. Reg., vol. LXXVI (1922) ;

N. Y. Geneal. and Biog. Record, vol. LIII (1922) ; S. H.
Peabody, Peabody Geneal. (1909), p. 98 ; J. J. Putnam,
Family Hist, in the Line of Joseph Convers of Bedford
(1897), pp. 55, 58-59; E. O. Jameson, The Cogswells
in America (1884), p. 157; U. S. Pat. Off. Gazette,

Vols. 21, 22, 24, 27, 29, 33, 36, 39, 41, 42, 44, 46, 49, 50,

and 52.] G.H.G.

CONVERSE, JAMES BOOTH ( Apr.8, 1844-

Oct. 31, 1914), Presbyterian clergyman, author,

was born in Philadelphia, the son of the Rev.

Amasa Converse and of Flavia Booth. His fa-

ther, who was of New England birth and educa-

tion but had lived in the South, was proprietor

of a church paper, the Christian Observer, which

was suppressed by the federal government in

1861 because of Converse's vehement opposition

to "the spirit of anti-slavery infidelity." After a

short incarceration at Fort Delaware, Amasa
Converse made his way through the Union lines

and reestablished his periodical in Richmond,

Va. In spite of his father's difficulties James

managed to graduate from the College of New
Jersey (Princeton) in 1865 and in 1870 com-

pleted his preparation for the ministry at the

Union Theological Seminary in Richmond. He
was ordained the next year by the Presbytery of

East Hanover, was pastor for a short time on

the Eastern Shore of Virginia, helped to edit

his father's paper, which had been removed to

Louisville, Ky., 1872-79, engaged in evangelistic

work, and was pastor at Blountville, Ky., 188 1-

87. On June 30, 1874, he married Pamelia Hop-
kins Campbell of Paducah, Ky. In the summer
of 1877 he visited the British Isles, Paris, and

Switzerland, publishing his impressions the next

year as A Summer Vacation—Sketches and
Thoughts Abroad. His wife had died in October

1875, and on Feb. 14, 1881 (or 1882) he married

Eva Almeda Dulaney of Blountville. The turn-

Converse

ing point of his life came in 1886. Confined in-

doors by a snow-storm he happened upon Henry
George's Progress and Poverty. To him it was
still a new book and more than a mere book—

a

revelation. His thought quickened and his en-

thusiasm kindled by his reading of it, he turned

for further enlightenment, not to other treatises

on economics, but—as habit and culture made
inevitable—to his Bible. The results of his in-

quiry were published privately at Morristown,

Tenn., in 1889 as The Bible and Land, in which
he adopts as much of George's natural-rights

philosophy and theory of taxation as he was able,

by his exegesis, to find authority for in Holy
Writ. Few people could have read the book;

its only visible effect was to bring down on the

author such disrepute as a subversive thinker as

kept him for fifteen years from occupying a reg-

ular pulpit. Converse, however, with the support

of his wife, was resolutely true to his mission.

From 1890 to 1895 he published a periodical, the

Christian Patriot, to advocate the authority of

the Bible in civil affairs ; he printed notes on
Exodus in the New Era of Springfield, Ohio;
in 1899 he summarized his doctrines in Uncle

Sam's Bible, or Bible Teachings about Politics.

The little book is written as a series of discus-

sions among two clergymen, a lawyer, their

wives, and several other characters ; it contains

a slight tincture of autobiography and is written

with simplicity, reasonableness, and good humor.

Though a man of one idea, Converse was no

crank. During the last ten years of his life he

labored as a missionary in the valleys of East

Tennessee, where he set up schools and Bible

study classes and made himself beloved by the

mountaineers. His last appeal to a generation

too sophisticated, or too heedless to listen, was
There Shall Be No Poor ( 1914) published by his

wife after his death.

[C. A. Converse, Some of the Ancestors and Descen-
dants of Samuel Converse, etc. (1905) ; Who's Who in

America, 1914—15 ; Who's Who in Tenn. (1911) ; Chris-
tian Observer, Nov. 11, 1914; Knoxville (Tenn.) Jour,
and Trib., Nov. 1, 19 14; Gen. Cat. of Princeton Univ.

1746-1906 (1908).] G.H.G.

CONVERSE, JOHN HEMAN (Dec. 2, 1840-

May 31, 1910), locomotive builder, was born in

Burlington, Vt., the son of a Presbyterian min-

ister, Rev. John Kendrick Converse. His mother

was Sarah Allen, daughter of Hon. Heman
Allen, member of Congress from Vermont. John

prepared for college in the Burlington High

School. In 1861 he received the degree of A.B.

from the University of Vermont. In 1864 he

was employed as a railway clerk by the Chicagc

& Northwestern Railway Company. Two years

later he entered the employ of the Pennsylvania
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Railroad Company where he made the acquaint-

ance of Edward H. Williams, a General Super-

intendent. Williams took an interest in the young

man and when he became one of the proprietors

of the present Baldwin Locomotive Works of-

fered Converse a desirable position in the con-

cern. Three years later, in 1873, upon the retire-

ment of one of the firm's members, Converse

became a partner. In the same year he married

Elizabeth Perkins. When on July 1, 1909 the

partnership was dissolved and the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works was incorporated as a stock com-

pany under the laws of Pennsylvania, he was

elected its first president, which office he held

until the day of his death. Although he was

deeply interested in every development of loco-

motive design and construction, from the begin-

ning he was primarily concerned with general

financial and commercial administration. Per-

haps his greatest single financial coup occurred

when, as president of the Baldwin Locomotive

Works, he floated successfully $10,000,000 of first

mortgage bonds, bearing interest at five per cent.

Converse's activities were not confined solely

to locomotive construction, for he was a leader

in many financial, patriotic, benevolent, religious,

and educational projects. His financial contribu-

tions to many institutions, particularly the Uni-

versity of Vermont, were notable. He was elected

president of the trustees of the General Assembly

of the Presbyterian Church and vice-moderator

of the Presbyterian General Assembly at the St.

Louis meeting in 1901. For a long time he served

as a trustee of the theological seminaries at

Princeton and the University of Vermont. His

educational policy was far-sighted. By his writ-

ings and lectures, during the last fifteen years

of his life, he advocated widespread public intel-

lectual guidance by the universities of the coun-

try, believing that the universities could accom-

plish this result through the medium of circu-

lating libraries, extension schools, and a change

in the course of studies. He was interested in

educational institutions, not only for the general

culture obtained from the study of the humanities

but for the specialized courses dealing with the

social, political, and economic problems affecting

the well-being of society ; he believed that the

relative importance of the general-culture courses

had diminished because of the increasing number
of college graduates who were entering business

as their life-work, and because of the changed

nature of the methods of conducting business

enterprises. Some of his theories are expressed

in an address, The Twentieth Century Univer-

sity, delivered before the Associated Alumni of

the University of Vermont in 1898, and in a

Conway
paper "Higher Education for Business Pursuits

and Manufacturing," in the Annals of the Amer-
ican Academy, vol. XXVIII (1906). Those who
knew him well declared that Converse realized

the enormous power which his great wealth con-

ferred upon him and that he always tried to use

''his splendid talents and large resources in the

Service of God and man."
[History of Baldwin Locomotive Works 1831-1923

(1923); Obituary Record, University of Vermont, I,

157 (pub. 1895, Suppl., June 1910) ; John W. Jordan,
Colonial and Revolutionary Families of Pa. (1911), II,

I099l H.S.P.

CONWAY, ELIAS NELSON (May 17, 1812-

Feb. 28, 1892) was born in Greene County,

Tenn., the youngest of seven sons of Thomas and

Ann ( Rector) Conway. The family traced its his-

tory back to the Conways resident upon the Con-

way River in north Wales during the thirteenth

century. The first member of the family to come
to Virginia was Thomas, who arrived about

1740. He had only one son, Henry, who was an

officer in the Revolutionary War. To preserve

his slaves and other property from capture and
confiscation by the British, Henry put them in

charge of his son Thomas and John Sevier, son

of a companion in arms,, and sent them into Ten-

nessee. Here Thomas made his home and became

a member of the Senate of the State of Franklin

during its brief life. To him were born seven

sons and three daughters. To his sons he gave

all the educational advantages possible, not the

least of which was association with Andrew Jack-

son. All who lived beyond young manhood at-

tained some distinction. The three daughters

married into the Sevier family. When Elias was
only six years old his father moved with his fam-

ily to St. Louis and later settled in Saline County,

Mo. Here Elias was given the best educational

advantages to be found in Saline, Boone, and

Howard Counties. In 1833 he went to Arkansas,

whither his older brothers Henry W. and James
Sevier [q.v.~\, had gone in 1820, and at once en-

gaged in surveying the northwestern counties.

In 1835 President Jackson appointed him auditor

of the territory. When the territory became a

state, with his brother James as governor, he

was continued in this office, which he held for

fourteen years. A part of his duties as auditor

was to administer the public lands of the state.

The federal government was still issuing mili-

tary-bounty land warrants and a good many of

these were issued on lands located in Arkansas.

Many of the beneficiaries never saw their grants

and in course of time their lands were sold for

taxes. In 1840 Conway laid before the legislature

a well-prepared plan for giving these lands to

actual settlers. His plan was adopted by the
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legislature. It attracted a good deal of attention

outside the state and probably furnished a model

for the bills which finally led to the Homestead
Act of 1862.

In 1852 Conway was nominated for governor

by the Democrats and was elected by a majority

of 3,028 over Bryan H. Smithson, Independent

Democrat-Whig. He served two terms of four

years each. The chief problem confronting him
was to wind up the affairs of the Real Estate

Bank and the State Bank, and save the credit

and honor of the state. The bank had been char-

tered during the administration of his brother,

James S. Conway. No doubt some of the men
connected with the banks were honest, but con-

temporary investigations revealed a good deal

of corruption and the historian Hallum (post,

pp. 52, 57) reached the conclusion that the whole

affair was a swindle from the beginning. Both

banks suspended specie payments soon after

opening, but they controlled some of the most

influential* newspapers, kept friends in the legis-

lature, and through mortgages brought pressure

to bear on officials, including a member of the

supreme court, so that it was impossible to bring

them to book. Soon after his inauguration Gov.

Conway determined to wind up their affairs and

kept at the job for eight years without fear or

favor, though great efforts were made to block

the way. At the close of his administration

(i860) he was able to report that $1,090,000 out

of $3,199,000 in state bonds issued to these banks

had been retired. Conway took an active interest

in internal improvements, such as good roads,

levees to protect overflowed lands, and railroads.

Several railroad companies received land grants

and a part of the line between Little Rock and

Memphis was in operation by the close of i860.

The Governor urged the legislature to improve

educational conditions, but saw little accom-

plished beyond the organization of the state

school for the blind. He worked on the principle

of economy and at the close of his second term

reported a handsome surplus in gold and silver.

Although reared by a mother religiously austere,

he never joined any church. Drinking and gam-
bling were common in his day, but he neither

drank nor gambled. His success in public life

was due to his character and not to "politics,"

for he refused to campaign. After his term ex-

pired he took no further part in public life. He
never married.

[Dallas T. Herndon, Centennial Hist, of Ark. (1922),
esp. vol. I, pp. 479-504 ; John Hallum, Biog. and Pic-
torial Hist, of Ark. ( 1887), which gives the family gene-
alogy and biography as gathered from Gov. Conway, but
needs to be checked for accuracy ; Report of the Ac-
countants Appointed under the Act of Jan. is, 1855, to

Investigate the Affairs of the Real Estate Bank of Ark.

(1856) ; Report of the Accountants of the State Bank
of Ark. Made to the Governor in Pursuance of Law
(1858) ; W. B. Worthen, Early Banking in Ark. (1906) ;

Legislative Jours. ; Acts of 1840, 1844, 1846.]

D.Y.T.

CONWAY, FREDERICK BARTLETT
(Feb. 10, 1819-Sept. 7, 1874), actor, was born

at Clifton, England. His father, William A.

Conway, also an actor, came to the United States

in 1821, and committed suicide by leaping from a

steamship off Charleston, S. C, in 1828. Fred-

erick Bartlett had developed a "fair position"

on the English stage before he came to America
to try his fortunes. He opened here as Charles

Surface in The School for Scandal, at the Broad-

way Theatre, New York, on Aug. 19, 1850.

In October he appeared at the Walnut Street

Theatre, Philadelphia, as Claude Melnotte. His
acting attracted attention, and he was engaged

by Edwin Forrest to play Iago to that star's

Othello, and De Mauprat to his Richelieu (N. Y.

Times, Sept. 8, 1874). His first wife having

died, in 1852 he married an American actress,

Sarah Crocker, the sister of Mrs. D. P. Bowers
(Elizabeth Crocker) \_q.v.~\, also well known on
the stage. They were daughters of William

Crocker, a Methodist preacher of Ridgefield,

Conn. (D. W. Teller, History of Ridgefield,

Conn., 1878, p. 134). Two years later he played

Armand to the Camille of Jean Davenport Lan-

der, whose production of that play was the first

in America, preceding the more famous one by

Matilda Heron. Conway, not E. A. Sothern,

was accordingly the original Armand in Amer-
ica. Thereafter Mr. and Mrs. Conway played

much together, making joint starring tours, and,

as was then the fashion, appearing with the local

stock companies. In 1855 they played an engage-

ment at the Boston Museum, for example, be-

ing "supported" by such actors as William War-
ren—a far finer player than Conway. Here they

acted Morton's All That Glitters Is Not Gold.

In 1859 they leased Pike's Opera House in Cin-

cinnati, and endeavored to conduct a stock com-

pany there, but the venture failed. In 1861 they

visited London, acting at Sadler's Wells. In

1864, Mrs. Conway, who appears to have been

the executive member of the family, leased the

Park Theatre in Brooklyn, which became known
as Conway's Theatre, and was for many years

thereafter a fashionable amusement resort in

that city. Here they both appeared in the major-

ity of the bills, and here their two young daugh-

ters, Lillian and Minnie, made their debuts.

Programs of the theatre show that Conway
played Malvolio to his wife's Viola in 1864, but

that evidently Irish plays were more popular

than the classics, for we find records of The
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Colleen Bawn, Peep o' Day, or Savoumcen Dcc-

lish (its nature indicated by such scene descrip-

tions as "The dark valley—terrific leap for life !"

or "Twine the dear green flag with the Stars

and Stripes"), and Green Bushes, or the Hun-
ter of the Mississippi—a Romantic Irish Drama.

In the absence of the text, the connection between

Ireland and the Mississippi is not entirely clear.

There was also a "sensational drama" made
from the popular American story, Cudjo's Cave,

and Conway played Richelieu in The Three

Guardsmen. The programs suggest rather the

work of a routine stock company catering to a

romantic public taste than the productions of

original and creative artists. T. Allston Brown
(A History of the New York Stage, vol. I, 1903,

p. 384) says that Conway was "a good all-round

actor. He was considered the best John Mild-

may in Still Waters Run Deep ever seen on the

American stage, and he was excellent as Armand
in Camillc." Quite evidently he was popular,

too, in romantic Irish roles. But there is little in

his record to indicate more than the proficient,

routine leading man. A contemporary described

him as "somewhat pompous in manner." He died

at his summer home, Manchester, Mass. A
grandson, Conway Tearle, carried the name into

the moving pictures.

[T. Allston Brown, Hist, of the Am. Stage (1870) ;

J. N. Ireland, Records of the N . Y. Stage from 1750 to

i860, vol. II (1867) ; Eugene Tompkins, The Hist, of
the Boston Theatre, 1854-1901 (1908) ; Laurence Hut-
ton, Plays and Players (1875); obituaries and other
articles in Evening Post (N. Y.), Sept. 7, N. Y. Her-
ald and N. Y . Tribune, Sept. 8, and N . Y. Times, Sept.

8, 9, 10, ii, 1874; programs of Conway's Theatre,
Brooklyn.] \y p g
CONWAY, JAMES SEVIER (Dec. 9, 1798-

Mar. 3, 1855), governor, was born in Greene

County, Tenn., a son of Thomas and Ann (Rec-

tor) Conway. He went from Missouri to Ar-
kansas in 1820 with his brother under contract

to survey public lands, and became the first sur-

veyor-general of Arkansas Territory. In 1829

he was reappointed by President Jackson and
continued in office until the territory was admit-

ted to statehood. He soon became master of a

large cotton plantation and more than a hundred
slaves on the Red River in Lafayette County, but

continued his work in surveying, marking a part

of the western boundary of the territory in 1825
and cooperating with a commission from Louisi-

ana in 183 1 in surveying the southern boundary.
In both cases his work was well done. On Dec.

21, 1826, he married Mary J. Bradley, formerly
of Nashville. Conway's great ambition, to be-
come the first governor of the state, was realized

in 1836. No real parties had existed in the terri-

tory, but small groups and mass conventions

Conway
meeting in different counties asked him to run

for office. The ticket he headed was called "Dem-
ocratic-Republican," though this hyphenated

form was no longer used in the East. It support-

ed Van Buren. Absalom Fowler was nominated

in the same way on the "People's" ticket, which

supported Hugh L. White for president. It is

interesting to note that, while Conway received

5,338 votes and Fowler 3,222, Van Buren re-

ceived only 2,400, and White 1,238. The most

notable event of Conway's administration was the

passage of the acts chartering the State Bank and
the Real Estate Bank, and the issuance of state

bonds to put them on their feet. The speaker of

the House became the president of the Real Es-

tate Bank, but continued to hold his place as

speaker until he was expelled for killing a mem-
ber on the floor of the House. Gov. Conway has

been severely criticized (John Hallum, Bio-

graphical and Pictorial History of Arkansas,

1887, p. 52) for allowing "this piratical crew of

fortune seekers" to take the helm from him at the

start and "scuttle the financial fame of the state,"

but the most pressing need of the state was capi-

tal ; this was the only way the embryonic states-

men knew to get it, and other states were doing
the same thing. The failure of the banks and
their subsequent dark history could not be fore-

seen. No one has ever questioned the integrity

of Conway in connection with them ; he was a
man of unchallenged probity. In 1836, federal

funds to the amount of $25,000 were turned over
to him to pay Arkansas volunteers called into fed-

eral service. These funds he, because of illness,

turned over to an army officer who proved care-

less in his accounts, and a judgment was se-

cured against Conway for a considerable sum
unaccounted for. Congress, however, upon the

recommendation of Reverdy Johnson, chairman
of a committee to investigate, cancelled the debt

(Senate Document No. 126, 29 Cong., 2 Sess

;

Statutes at Large, IX, 687). Twice Gov. Con-
way urged the legislature to enter upon an educa-
tional policy. Upon the expiration of his term
( 1840) he retired to his plantation, where he died
and was buried. His brother, Elias N. Con-
way [q.v.~\ became governor in 1852 and un-
dertook to restore the credit of his state.

[Ark. Hist. Asso. Pubs., vol. I (1906), p. 233; Fay
Hempstead, Hist. Rev. of Ark. (3 vols., 191 1) ; D. T.
Herndon, Centennial Hist, of Ark. (3 vols., 1922) ;

Biog. and Hist. Memoirs of Southern Ark. (1890);
obituaries in the True Democrat (Little Rock), Mar.
14, 1855, and State Gazette and Democrat (Little
Rock), Mar. 23, 1855.] D. Y. T.

CONWAY, MARTIN FRANKLIN (Nov.
19, 1827-Feb. 15, 1882), free-state leader, first

congressman from Kansas, was the son of Dr.
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W. D. Conway and Frances, his wife, who lived

in Harford County, Md. He left school at the

age of fourteen and went to Baltimore, where he

learned the printer's trade. While working as a

compositor he aided in founding the National

Typographical Union, studied law, and was ad-

mitted to the bar. He was married to Emily
Dykes in June 185 1. Three years later they re-

moved to Kansas. As correspondent for the

Baltimore Sun he reported conditions in the new
territory for some time after his arrival. His

letters attracted attention and he soon became

one of the recognized leaders of the free-state

movement. He was elected a member of the first

territorial legislature but resigned without tak-

ing his seat. He took an active part in the Big

Springs convention, Sept. 5, 1855, which formu-

lated the platform of the free-state party. A few

weeks later he was elected a delegate to the To-

peka constitutional convention and wrote the

resolutions offered by that body. State officers

were elected under this constitution, and Con-

way was chosen one of the supreme court jus-

tices of the territory. In 1858 he was elected a

delegate to the Leavenworth constitutional con-

vention of which he was made president. In 1859

he was nominated for representative in Congress

by the Republicans and elected by a majority of

2,107 votes over John Halderman, his opponent.

Kansas did not become a state until Jan. 29,

1 86 1, and the Congress to which he had been

elected expired on Mar. 4 following. He served

during this short interval, being the first con-

gressman from Kansas, was promptly renomi-

nated, and elected again in June 1861. Con-

way was dubbed "the silver tongued orator of the

West" and "the Patrick Henry of Kansas"

(Kansas Historical Collections, V, 45; X, 186).

In the Thirty-seventh Congress he was noted for

his radical utterances on the slavery question.

Soon after the first session began he made a

speech in which he declared that the paramount

object qi the federal government should be im-

mediate and unconditional emancipation. Until

such a policy should be adopted, he said, he

would "not vote another dollar or man for the

war." "Millions for freedom but not one cent

for slavery," was one of his epigrams (Congres-

sional Globe, 37 Cong., 2 Sess., pt. 1, p. 87).

Failing to be renominated at the end of his

term in the Thirty-seventh Congress, he retired

to private life but kept up his interest in public

affairs. In the struggle between President John-
son and Congress, he strongly supported the

former. The President appointed him United
States consul at Marseilles, France, in June
1866. After his term of service ended he made

Conway
his home in Washington, D. C, where, on Oct.

11, 1873, he fired three shots at former Senator

Pomeroy, slightly wounding him. When arrested

Conway said, "He ruined myself and family."

The former Senator declared that there had
never been any trouble between them. Undoubt-
edly Conway was becoming unbalanced ; later his

mind gave way entirely as a result of disap-

pointed ambition, and he was confined in St.

Elizabeth's Hospital for the Insane, at Wash-
ington, where he died.

[D. W. Wilder, The Annals of Kan. (1886); An-
dreas, Hist, of Kan. (1883) ; F. W. Blackmar, Cyc. of
Kan. Hist. (1912) ; The Cong. Globe, 37 Cong., 2 Sess.,

pt. 1 ; Kan. Hist. Coll., vols. V (1896) ; VI (1900) ;

VIII (1904); X (1908); XI (1910); XIII (1915);
and XVI (1925).] T. L. H.

CONWAY, MONCURE DANIEL (Mar. 17,

1832-Nov. 15, 1907), preacher, author, was born

near Falmouth, Stafford County, Va., the son

of Walker Peyton and Margaret E. Daniel Con-

way. Through his mother he was descended from

the Moncures, and he was related to other dis-

tinguished Virginia families. His father was a

slave-owner, but unlike most neighbors of equal

prominence in the community was a devout

Methodist, and Moncure was brought up in the

strict traditions of that sect. After studying

at Fredericksburg Academy he entered Dickin-

son College, Carlisle, Pa., as a sophomore at the

age of fifteen, and four months later was ad-

vanced to the junior class. Here he was con-

verted to Methodism, somewhat deliberately, as

he would have us believe, since he knew that his

family wished him to have the experience. After

his graduation at the age of seventeen he studied

law for a time, but the reading of Emerson
turned his thoughts toward the ministry. He
first entered a Methodist conference in Maryland

and served two circuits there, travelling about

with perhaps as odd a collection of books as

Methodist preacher ever carried in his saddle-

bags : the Bible, Emerson's Essays, Watson's

Theology, Carlyle's Latter Day Pamphlets, Jere-

my Taylor's Holy Living and Dying, the Meth-

odist Discipline, and Coleridge's Aids to Reflec-

tion. The young circuit rider soon grew out of

sympathy with some of the doctrines of his de-

nomination, and at the age of twenty-one, much

to the disappointment of his family, he entered

Harvard Divinity School. While here he saw

something of Emerson, and met most of the lead-

ers of the Concord and Cambridge intellectual

groups.

On his graduation from the Divinity School

he became pastor of the Unitarian Church in

Washington. His views on slavery had changed

as rapidly as his theological views—in one of his
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early writings he had maintained that the negro

is not a man—and his outspoken anti-slavery

utterances in the pulpit finally led to his dis-

missal from the Washington church in 1856. He
was at once called to the First Congregational

Church of Cincinnati. On June 1, 1858 he was
married to Ellen Davis Dana, of Cincinnati, to

whose influence he credits much of his accom-

plishment to her death in 1897. During his resi-

dence in Ohio he wrote on all sorts of subjects

for all sorts of periodicals, including the Atlantic

Monthly. Through the year i860 he edited The

Dial, a Monthly Magazine for Literature, Phi-

losophy, and Religion—a journal for which he

secured contributions from such diverse men as

Emerson and W. D. Howells. In 1862 he re-

moved to Concord, Mass., and edited the Com-
monwealth (Boston), an anti-slavery paper with

more literary tendencies than Garrison's Libera-

tor. He had published several books and pam-

phlets dealing with the slavery question, and in

1863 he went to England to lecture in behalf of

the North. Early the next year he accepted the

pastorate of South Place Chapel, Finsbury, Lon-

don, an ultra-liberal congregation; and he main-

tained this connection until 1884. In these years

he traveled much and wrote much, even serving

as correspondent from the front for the New
York World during part of the Franco-Prussian

War. Among other activities were researches in

demonology, a subject on which he delivered a

series of lectures before the Royal Institution.

Conway early rejected all supernaturalism from

his theology. His religious views continued to

become more free and radical, and his political

ideas were individual, if not erratic. He advo-

cated a unicameral government, seeing grave

evils in a president and a second chamber. He
never admitted the wisdom of Lincoln's policies,

maintaining that Lincoln was something of an

apostate on the slavery question, that Virginia

would not have seceded if it had not been for his

unwise call for troops, and that he might have

ended the struggle and slavery at once, without

bloodshed, if he had issued an emancipation

proclamation in 1861. His Autobiography, while

not written in the tone of an apologia, shows how
his extreme changes of opinion and some of these

erratic views came naturally to a man of his

ancestry, temperament, and experiences. In 1884
he resigned his London pastorate and returned

to America, though he often visited Europe, and
from 1892 to 1897 was again pastor of South
Chapel. His later years were spent in study, writ-

ing, and travel. He died in Paris. Perhaps his

most scholarly work is his Life of Thomas Paine

(2 vols., 1892) and his edition of Paine's works

Conway
{The Writings of Thomas Paine, 4 vols., 1894-

96). Wherever he was Conway came in contact

with the leading men of the day—a fact that has

led some critics to accuse him of tuft-hunting;

but published correspondence seems to indicate

that those who knew him valued his acquaint-

ance. Among his more than seventy separately

published books and pamphlets are several on
slavery, on oriental religions, on demonology,

two novels, lives of Paine, Hawthorne, Carlyle,

Edmund Randolph, and others, his Autobiogra-

phy, Memories and Experiences (1904) and his

last important work, My Pilgrimage to the Wise
Men of the East (1906).

[The chief source of information concerning Conway
is his Autobiography. Both the appearance of this work
and the author's death called out many articles in re-

views and magazines. The South Place Mag., vol. XIII,
no. IV (London, 1908?) is a Conway memorial num-
ber. See also Edwin C. Walker, A Sketch and an Ap-
preciation of Moncure Daniel Conway (1908). Ad-
dresses and Reprints (1909), a collection of some of
his shorter works, contains a bibliography of over
seventy titles of books and pamphlets. No bibliography
of his contributions to periodicals has been compiled.]

W.B.C.

CONWAY,THOMAS (Feb. 27, 1735-c. 1800),

sometimes known as Count de Conway, general

in the Revolutionary War, was born in Ireland.

Taken to France at the age of six, he was edu-

cated in the latter country and joined the French
army in 1749. In 1772 he had reached the rank

of colonel in this service, having served in the

campaigns in Germany, 1760-61. In 1776 Silas

Deane, then representative of the United States

in France, recommended Conway, with a num-
ber of other French officers, for service in Ameri-
ca (Wharton, post, II, 202). He was said to

have been a skilful disciplinarian, particularly

with infantry. Conway came to the United
States from Bordeaux in April of 1777, and on
May 13 he was appointed brigadier-general in

the Continental Army. He was present at the

battles of Brandywine and Germantown. In Oc-
tober of 1777, Washington strongly opposed the

promotion of Conway to be major-general, on
the ground that it was unjust to the abler and
older American officers. He felt that Conway
was a general of no particular distinction, and
somewhat of a braggart (Washington, Writ-
ings, Ford ed., VI, 121). Upon his failure to be

promoted, Conway offered his resignation. The
Continental Congress refused to accept it, com-
missioned him major-general, and on the same
day, December 14, 1777, appointed him inspec-

tor-general. Emboldened by this evidence of

his influence in Congress, Conway entered into

correspondence with Gates and others in which
he criticized Washington. The contrast between
the victories of Gates and the defeats of Wash-
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ington in the summer of 1777 caused dissatisfac-

tion in Congress and a movement to oust the

Commander-in-Chief in favor of the victor at

Saratoga.

Through a leak in Gates's official family, for

which James Wilkinson was probably responsi-

ble, the affair came to Washington's knowledge.

Wilkinson apparently told a Col. McWilliams,

who told Lord Stirling, who passed on to Wash-

ington, the statement that Conway had said to

Gates, "Heaven has been determined to save

your country, or a weak General and bad coun-

sellors would have ruined it." Washington in-

formed Conway in a brief letter what had been

reported. In a longer letter to Gates, which

Washington sent through Congress, the Com-
mander-in-Chief apprized both Gates and Con-

gress of what had happened (Ibid., VI, 278; see

also Washington, Writings, Sparks ed., V, 516).

The conspirators in Congress seem at once to

have taken cover. Though the conclave who de-

sired the removal of Washington has gone down

in history as the "Conway Cabal," Conway was

probably not the prime mover in the conspiracy

but simply the one who was caught. The cabal

failed utterly of its purpose, and did no good to

either Gates or Conway. Meantime, in Janu-

ary of 1778, Congress proposed to send an expe-

dition to Canada, under the command of Lafay-

ette, with Conway as second in command. Lafay-

ette came immediately to headquarters, and, ac-

cording to Henry Laurens, "discovered a noble

resentment for the affront offered to his com-

mander Genl. Washington" (Burnett, post, III,

64). Lafayette refused to take Conway as his

second, and said if the matter was pressed, he

would return to France and take with him the

whole French contingent. So Kalb went as sec-

ond in command, superior to Conway, who final-

ly accompanied the expedition. On arriving in

New Hampshire, Conway began to intrigue for

a separate command, and was directed on Mar.

23> J 77^> to return to Peekskill and put himself

under the command of Major-General McDou-
gall. Meanwhile his friends in Congress turned

against him, and Henry Laurens, who had at

first thought highly of him, wrote that Conway's
"conduct respecting General Washington is

criminal and unpardonable, severely censured by

all the foreign officers" (Ibid., Ill, 209). On
Apr. 22, 1778, Conway again threatened to re-

sign. Congress, to his chagrin, accepted his res-

ignation, Apr. 28.

His conduct subsequent to this still further out-

raged the friends of Washington, so that on July

4, 1778, he had to fight a duel with General Cad-
walader. The latter's bullet struck Conway in

Conwell

the mouth and passed through the upper part of

his neck. It seemed at first that the wound would

be fatal, and while hovering between life and

death on July 23, Conway wrote Washington a

complete apology for all the injury he had done

(Washington, Writings, Sparks ed., V, 517).

However, he recovered and returned to France,

where he rejoined the army and in 1779 was sta-

tioned on the staff of the Army of Flanders. In

1 78 1 he went out in command of a regiment to

Pondicherry in India, where he became a mare-

chal-de-camp in 1784 and finally in 1787 gov-

ernor-general of the French possessions in In-

dia. In December of 1787 he was made a Com-
mander of the Order of St. Louis. In 1793 he

was back in France where he espoused the Royal-

ist cause, for which he was compelled to flee the

country. He died in exile. He married the

daughter of Marechal Baron de Copley.
[The documents on the "Conway Cabal" were gath-

ered by Jared Sparks in his Writings of Washington,
appendix, vol. V (1834). To this certain others were add-
ed by W. C. Ford in his edition of Washington's Writ-
ings, vol. VI (1890), and by the publication of the Jour-
nals of the Continental Congress for 1777 and 1778
(Lib. of Cong., 1907-08). A more substantial addition

was made by Dr. E. C. Burnett's investigation in the

Laurens Papers and his Letters of the Members of the

Continental Congress, vols. II and III (1923—26). See
also Francis Wharton, Revolutionary Diplomatic Cor-

respondence of the U. S., vol. II (1889) ;
James Wilkin-

son, Memoirs (1811) ; J. T. Austin, Life of Elbridge

Gerry (1828).] R.G.A—s.

CONWELL, HENRY (c. 1745-Apr. 22, 1842),

Roman Catholic bishop, was born in Moneymore,

Londonderry, Ireland. His studies for the priest-

hood were made in Paris. He was ordained

priest in 1776, and for twenty-four years before

coming to America he was vicar-general in the

ancient metropolitan see of Armagh. Appointed

bishop of Philadelphia by papal letters dated

Nov. 26, 18 19, he was consecrated in London by

William Poynter, the vicar apostolic of the

Southern District, on Sept. 24, 1820, and ar-

rived in Philadelphia about the end of Novem-
ber in the same year. Soon after his arrival some

domestic difficulties with a rebellious priest, Wil-

liam Hogan, opened a long-drawn-out contro-

versy which was, unhappily, the significant epi-

sode of Conwell's career. The lay trustees at St.

Mary's, which was then the cathedral church,

claimed the right to retain Hogan in his pastoral

office despite the fact that the bishop had de-

prived him of the exercise of faculties of the

priesthood. Litigation followed in which it was

shown definitely that the charter granted by the

legislature of the state gave the trustees no pow-

ers to choose or name their own pastors. It

was proved also that the canon-law title to "Pat-

ronage" claimed by the trustees did not exist in

the churches of America. The trustees now en-
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deavored to have the charter changed, but a de-

cision of the state supreme court in January

1822 rejected the proposed amendment. After

the middle of May 1821, the Cathedral, St.

Mary's, was closed to the bishop and the Catholic

congregation, the trustees taking the stand that

they had the sole right to the control and admin-

istration of temporalities. Those who remained

loyal to the bishop were forced to recede to St.

Joseph's Chapel which was enlarged for their ac-

commodation. Later it was found that legal title

to ground and buildings was still held in the

name of the original purchasers and their suc-

cessors by will, not in the name of the corpora-

tion or its trustees. In October 1826 an en-

deavor was made to come to an understanding

and terms of peace. An agreement was drawn up

defining the rights of each of the contending par-

ties. This pact was by previous consent submit-

ted to the Propaganda at Rome to be judged ac-

cording to the rules of the general law of the

Church. The agreement was rejected by the Sa-

cred Congregation as harmful to the rights of

Church government and the sacred ministry.

Bishop Conwell was now called to Rome to give

an account of the causes of the troubles in Phila-

delphia, and discuss a remedy. In the mean-

time the first Provincial Council of Baltimore

made a request that Francis Patrick Kenrick be

appointed coadjutor to the aged prelate and ad-

ministrator of the diocese. This request was
granted. Bishop Conwell returned, retaining the

title Bishop of Philadelphia but with no powers

of administration. He lived in retirement. Dur-

ing the closing years of his life he was almost

blind and quite deaf. He died in Philadelphia at

the age of ninety-six.

[M. I. J. Griffin, "Life of Bishop Conwell of Phila.,"
in Records of the Am. Cath. Hist. Soc, vols. XXIV-
XXIX (1913-18) ; The Works of the Right Rev. John
England (5 vols., 1849), ed. by I. A. Reynolds

;
pamph-

lets printed during the Hogan Schism, 1821—27, a series

of about seventy ; copies of unpublished correspondence
between Bishop Conwell, the Trustees at St. Mary's,
and the Congregation de Propaganda Fide, 1816-40;
obituaries in Public Ledger, North American and Daily
Advertiser, and U . S. Gazette of Phila., Apr. 23, 1842.]

F. E.T.

CONWELL, RUSSELL HERMAN (Feb.

15, 1843-Dec. 6, 1925), clergyman, was the son

of Martin and Miranda Wickham Conwell of

South Worthington, Hampshire County, Mass.

The father was an Abolitionist and their farm
home was a station of the "Underground Rail-

way" and sheltered many a runaway slave. It

was a plain home of poverty and hard work, but it

had a certain intellectual atmosphere and Rus-
sell developed early into an extensive reader. At
the age of fifteen he ran away and worked his
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way to Europe on a cattle ship. In 1859 he

graduated at Wilbraham Academy where he sup-

ported himself largely by his own exertions. Af-

ter a year spent in teaching, he entered Yale,

taking the academic and law courses together

and earning his expenses by work in a hotel. In

the fall of 1862 he raised Company F, Massa-

chusetts Volunteer Militia in the Hampshire re-

gion of the state. This company, of which he

became captain, was known as the "Mountain

Boys." His term of service was spent in North

Carolina and Virginia, and so great was his repu-

tation as a recruiting officer that he was asked to

raise Company D, 2nd Massachusetts Heavy
Artillery, of which he was elected captain. He
became lieutenant-colonel on the staff of Gen.

McPherson, where he saw much service and was
severely wounded at Kenesaw Mountain. He
was admitted to the bar in 1865, and went to

Minneapolis where he practised law and found-

ed the Daily Chronicle. After three years of pro-

fessional and civic activity his health failed and

he went abroad as immigration agent for Minne-

sota. After the recovery of his health he began

a career of intense activity in Boston as lawyer,

editor, lecturer, and author. He founded the

Somerville Journal and the Boston Young Men's
Congress.

In college he had become an avowed atheist,

but after his wound at Kenesaw Mountain he

turned to religion, and after the death of his

wife in 1872, this experience deepened. Taking

up a decadent Baptist church in Lexington,

Mass., he achieved a remarkable success. He
was ordained there in 1879, and after eighteen

months was called to the Grace Baptist Church
of Philadelphia, which was struggling with debt

and discouragement. Under his leadership this

church entered on a great career of prosperity,

and in 1891 dedicated its new home, the great

Baptist Temple, seating 3,000 people. Out of a

night school in the basement of the church, with

a corps of volunteer teachers, grew Temple Uni-
versity, a college for working people, which had
instructed more than 100,000 pupils in Con-
well's lifetime. He was also responsible for the

foundation of three hospitals. His famous lec-

ture, Acres of Diamonds , whose proceeds were
devoted to the education of more than 10,000

young men, was given more than 6,000 times. He
was prominent as a lecturer on a great variety of

subjects for more than sixty years. Among his

numerous books are campaign lives of Grant,

Hayes, Garfield, and Blaine, and biographies of

Spurgeon, Bayard Taylor, and John Wana-
maker. Other titles are: Lessons in Travel

(1870); History of the Great Fire in Boston
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Woman and the Laiv (1876) ; and Why

Lincoln Laughed ( 1922). In 1923 he was award-

ed the Bok Prize of $10,000 by the people of

Philadelphia. Conwell had the gifts of the popu-

lar orator and his appeal was preeminently to

the plainer sort of people. It has often been

pointed out that his ideals of success were noth-

ing more than the popular materialistic ideals of

his day, though he always coupled philanthropy

with money-getting, in precept and practise. In

1865 he married Jennie Hayden of Chicopee

Falls, Mass., who died in 1872. In 1874 he mar-

ried Sarah Sanborn of Newton Center, Mass.,

who died in 1910. The children were a son and

a daughter by the first marriage and a daughter

by the second.

[The authorized life of Conwell is Russell H. Con-
well and his Work (1917) by Agnes Rush Burr. This
book contains portraits and his famous lecture, Acres of
Diamonds. Other biographies are Albert H. Smith,
The Life of Russell H. Conwell (1899); Robert J.

Burdette, The Modern Temple and Templars (1894);
and R. Shackleton, Life and Achievements of Russell
H. Conwell (191 5). In addition to the above, a radical-

ly different view of Conwell and his work is presented

by W. C. Crosby in "Acres of Diamonds," an article in

the American Mercury for May 1928. Probably the

truth about him in some important respects lies some-
where between the view of this writer and that of the

more laudatory biographies.] -p. T. P.

CONYNGHAM, GUSTAVUS (c. 1744-Nov.

27, 1819), naval officer, was born in County

Donegal, Ireland. He was the son of Gustavus

Conyngham and his wife, a cousin, and the

daughter of Gabriel Conyngham. The family was

a landed one, of gentle origin, having descended

from William Cunningham, fourth earl of Glen-

cairn (d. 1547), in the peerage of Scotland. A
member of this family, Redmond Conyngham,

founded the shipping house of Conyngham and

Nesbitt in Philadelphia. He was a cousin of the

younger Gustavus, who emigrated to Philadel-

phia in 1763 and entered the service of his rela-

tive as an apprentice. Going to sea, he learned

navigation on board one of his cousin's vessels,

and within a few years was given the command
of another, the ship Molly. In September 1775,

he sailed from Philadelphia as master of the

brig Charming Peggy, for Europe, with a cargo

of flax-seed, intending to return with a ship-load

of military supplies. The desired articles were

purchased in Holland, but unfortunately the

British consul in Ostend was informed of their

character and prevailed upon the Dutch govern-

ment to prevent the sailing of the Charming
Peggy. Conyngham was stranded in Europe, but

being of a resourceful character was not long un-

employed. On Mar. 1, 1777 the American com-

missioners in Paris, filling out one of the blank

commissions of the Continental Congress, ap-

Conyngham
pointed him to the command of the American
lugger Surprise, and two months later he sailed

from Dunkirk on a cruise. Within a few days he

returned to port with two valuable prizes, the

British packet Prince of Orange and the brig

Joseph, with a cargo of wine, lemons, and
oranges. As the result of a protest made by the

British ambassador in Paris, the French govern-
ment seized the Surprise, released the prizes,

and arrested the American commander and his

crew. Conyngham soon obtained his release,

however, and on July 16 sailed on another cruise,

under a new commission from the American
commissioners, appointing him captain and com-
mander of the Continental cutter Revenge. He
cruised in the North and Irish seas and in the

Atlantic Ocean, taking many prizes, burning
some, and sending others into Spanish ports.

This bold adventuring into waters where British

supremacy had been seldom challenged caused
much excitement in London, greatly alarmed the

coast towns, increased the cost of insurance, and
made the name of Conyngham to be more dread-
ed than had been that of Thurot, the famous
French corsair, in the Seven Years' War. Prints

were issued in London and Paris caricaturing

him. One of these represented him as a ferocious

pirate of gigantic and powerful frame, with a belt

full of pistols, and in the right hand a sword of

great size. The legend beneath it described the

American captain as "la terreur des Anglais."

During the early part of 1778 Conyngham
cruised with much success out of Spanish ports.

One of his cruises extended as far as the Azores
and the Canary Islands. Finally, owing to Brit-

ish protests, the Spanish government became less

hospitable and Conyngham sailed for the West
Indies. Off St. Eustatius he captured two Brit-

ish privateers, with valuable cargoes. Turning
his prow homeward, he arrived in Philadelphia

on Feb. 21, 1779, with a ship-load of military

supplies. In eighteen months he had taken sixty

prizes (Neeser, post, p. xlvi). The Revenge was
now sold to some Philadelphia merchants, fitted

out as a privateer, and sent to sea with Conyng-
ham in command. Leaving the Delaware, he

sailed for a cruise off New York and soon after

arriving at his cruising grounds, was captured

Apr. 27, 1779, by the British naval vessel Galatea,

and later imprisoned in the "condemned dun-

geon." In the following July he was sent to Eng-

land in irons and confined first in Pendennis Cas-

tle, Falmouth, and later in Mill Prison, Plym-

outh. As a punishment for what the British

chose to regard as piratical depredations on their

commerce, his confinement was made unusually

severe. At first put in irons, often lodged at night
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in the "black hole," and at no time supplied with

proper and sufficient food, he underwent suffer-

ings from which he never fully recovered. The
Continental Congress retaliated by subjecting

an officer of the Royal Navy to close confine-

ment in the American prison in Boston. Twice

Conyngham attempted to escape. Finally, on

Nov. 3, 1779, he made a third attempt and suc-

ceeded in digging his way out of Mill Prison—"committing treason through his Majesty's

earth," as he expressed it. Reaching London he

found friends and money, went to Holland, and

at Texel embarked on the Alliance, flagship of

John Paul Jones, which after a cruise put into

Corunna. Here Conyngham took passage for

America on board the Experiment. On Mar. 17,

1780, this vessel fell into the hands of the enemy
and shortly the adventurous captain once more
found himself within the confines of Mill Prison.

A year elapsed before he was exchanged. He was

preparing at Nantes for a cruise in the ship La-

yona when the news of peace arrived. After the

Revolution Conyngham returned to the merchant

service. He tried to reenter the navy, but failed.

He petitioned Congress for compensation for

his Revolutionary services, but his prayer was
not granted. During the War of 1812 as a mem-
ber of the Common Council of Philadelphia he

assisted in the defense of that city. He and his

wife, Ann (Hockley) Conyngham, whom he

married in 1773, are buried in St. Peter's church-

yard, Philadelphia.

[The best account of Conyngham is found in R. W.
Neeser, '"Letters and Papers relating to the Cruises of
Gustavus Conyngham" (Naval Hist. Soc. Pubs., vol.

VI. 1 91 5 ) , introduction. This book and "The Tragedy
of the Lost Commission" by James Barnes in the Out-
look, LXXIII, 71-83 ( 1903), contain excellent portraits

and illustrations. Other sources are H. E. Hayden,
The Reminiscences of David Hayficld Conyngham
(1904); C. H. Jones, Capt. Gustavus Conyngham
( 1903) ; G. W. Allen, A Naval Hist, of the Am. Revo-
lution (1913I : S. Hazard, Hazard's Register of Pa.,

vols. V and VI (1830) ; and R. W. Neeser, Les Croi-

sieres du Capitaine Conyngham (1928).] C. O. P.

COODE, JOHN (d. 1709), adventurer, emerged

from obscurity when, in 1676, he took a seat in

the Maryland Assembly as a delegate from St.

Marys County. He immediately became active

in proceedings for the protection of the frontier

from the Indians. Subsequently he was charged

with accusing Catholics of committing murders

that were usually laid to Indians. He became an

associate of Josias Fendall as early as 1681. The
two were arrested that year on a charge of at-

tempting to stir up mutiny and sedition. Coode
was not found guilty but was reproved for his

"love to amaze the ignorant and make sport with

his wit." The governor and council requested

that Coode, while under indictment, be suspended

from his seat in the lower house of the Assembly.
In the dispute that arose from this request it was
stated that at a session of the St. Marys county

court in which Coode was sitting as a justice

of the peace he, who had once been a clergyman,

behaved so debauchedly and profanely that the

court issued an order to put him under bonds

to keep the peace ; that he contemptuously tore

and disobeyed the order ; that the proprietor

then vacated his commission as a justice of the

peace ; and that since then Coode had for re-

venge persisted in spreading false scandalous re-

ports, uttering mutinous and seditious speeches,

and threatening a force of ten thousand men to

subvert the government. Coode's opportunity

came in 1689 when a messenger's death caused

delay in an official recognition of the new Prot-

estant monarchs of England by the Catholic

government of Maryland, which the preceding

year had joyfully acclaimed the birth of a Catho-

lic heir to the English throne. The failure of

such recognition gave credence to an oft repeated

rumor that the Catholics were in a conspiracy

with the Indians to massacre the Protestants, and

in July of this year Coode, as captain of the mili-

tia of a "Protestant Association" with about

seven hundred men at his command, seized the

government. In a series of falsehoods, mixed
with some truth, he represented to the King that

the proprietor had forfeited his rights and that

the Association had acted only in the interest of

his Majesty's service and the Protestant religion.

Assuming the title of general he, in the name
of the King, called for the election of an Assem-
bly and to this body he and his associates sur-

rendered the supreme authority which they had

usurped. In August 1690 he sailed for England

to prove his charges against the proprietor, say-

ing on the way over that what he had done "was
in prejudice or revenge to the Lord Baltimore."

He was among those recommended by the first

royal governor to a seat in his council, but was
not appointed. He was elected to the Assembly
in 1696 but was denied a seat, on the ground that

he had once been a Roman Catholic priest and

was therefore ineligible. He then hatched a plot

against the governor, was indicted by grand jury,

and fled to Virginia. At this time he was char-

acterized as "so hainously flagitious and wicked

scarce to be paralleled in the Province." In 1701

he was pardoned on his own abject petition. He
was again elected in 1708, but, after sitting a

few days, was again excluded. He died in March

1709, leaving a widow (Eliza), three sons,

three daughters, and four plantations.

[The Archives of Maryland contain about all that is

known of Coode. The most important secondary sources

are B. C. Steiner, "Protestant Revolution in Maryland"
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in the Annual Report of the Am. Hist. Asso. for the
Year 189/, being House Doc. No. 577, 55 Cong., 2
Sess., and W. H. Browne, Ma1

., the Hist, of a Palatinate
(1884).] N.D.M.
COOK, ALBERT STANBURROUGH
(Mar. 6, 1853-Sept. 1, 1927), scholar, was sev-

enth in descent from Ellis Cook, who was settled

at Southampton, L. I., by the year 1644, and

whose great-grandson, Ellis, removed to Mor-
ris County, N. J., about 1747. Albert's father,

Frederick Weissenfels Cook ( 1802-74), of Mont-
ville, Morris County, had by a second wife, Sarah
Barmore (1824-96), three children, of whom
Albert, the eldest, owed qualities of heart to his

mother, and intellectual powers to his grand-

father, Silas Cook (d. 1852). At the age of five

he had read the Bible through, and used a dic-

tionary. At six he began an interrupted school-

ing, first under a Mr. Whittlesey; at twelve he
had some weeks, with a little French and Ger-

man, at Miss Crane's school in the neighboring

Boonton. He spent a year or more of his frail

boyhood working in New York City. At fifteen

he taught in a country school at Towaco ; at

Taylortown some of his pupils were older than

he. In after years he said that he would not take

a million dollars for his experience of poverty.

He graduated from the Latin-scientific course

in Rutgers College, at the head of the class of

1872, and remained for a year as tutor in mathe-

matics. Thereafter (1873-77) he taught at the

Freehold (N. J.) Institute, continued reading

poetry, privately studied Greek, and hoped to

become a teacher of English at Rutgers. On his

return from a year (1877-78) at Gottingen and

Leipzig, the promised position was refused him
because he had censured the mismanagement of

the Rutgers Grammar School. Jacob Cooper

\_q.v.~\ now recommended him to the Johns Hop-
kins University ; Cook here became associate in

English, and organized the department. Again
he went abroad (1881-82) to study Old Eng-
lish, first in London with Sweet, and then with

Sievers in Jena, where in 1882 he won the doc-

torate with honors. He returned to a professor-

ship in the University of California, whence he

exerted a yet visible influence upon the schools

of the state. In May 1889, he was called to Yale;

at his request, in October he was entitled pro-

fessor of the English language and literature.

For thirty-two years he was active in the profes-

sorship, not lecturing, but employing an induc-

tive dialectic that was effective in turning grad-

uate students into scholars. He was himself in-

defatigable in productive scholarship. When he

retired in 192 1 some of his best research, in the

background of Old English poetry, and in Chau-
cer, was yet to be done, Gradually beset by

Cook
angina pectoris, he still produced virtually to

the end, taking his work for a patriotic as well

as a Christian and universal duty. He was twice
married: in 1886 to Emily Chamberlain (d.

1908); and in 191 1 to Elizabeth Merrill. Lat-
terly he spent his summers at Greensboro, Vt.,

and there did much of his constructive work

—

with intensive hay-farming as an avocation.

Apart from travel abroad, numerous calls to

university chairs, honorary degrees, and the es-

tablishment of prizes in poetry and philosophy,

the chief items in his life were his scholarly

publications. Though seldom working at night,

in productive capacity he was amazing ; and his

effect upon his pupils was catalytic. Some sev-

enty-five Yale Studies in English (1898) partly

show his stimulus in training doctors of philos-

ophy, who have diffused his eclectic method. A
bibliography of over 300 titles speaks for his

own research. In Old English, besides adapting

Sievers's Grammar (1885, 1903), he published

an excellent First Book (1894, 1903) for begin-

ners, and edited Judith (1888, 1889, 1904), the

Christ of Cyncwnlf (1900), The Dream of the

Road (1905), Elcne, Phoenix, and Physiologus

(1919). His Literary Middle English Reader

(191 5) was a welcome innovation. He did much
for the study of the English Bible in its origins

and influence ; much also for the art of poetry

by editing the treatises of Sidney, Shelley, Hor-
ace, Vida, Boileau, Addison, Hunt, and New-
man. A sample of his scholarly method is The
Date of the Ruthwell and Bewcastle Crosses

(1913). His philosophy of scholarship may be

seen in a presidential address to the Modern
Language Association, The Province of English

Philology (1898) ; his ideals in The Artistic

Ordering of Life (1898) ; his style and personal

quality in his tribute to Jacob Cooper (1906). A
complete Bibliography of his writings up to 1923

was "printed for private circulation" at New
Haven in that year. His publications from then

on (some posthumous) are chiefly found in

Speculum, Modern Language Notes, the Philo-

logical Quarterly, and the Transactions of the

Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences.

This list gives no hint of his many briefer ar-

ticles and notes. His interests ranged from an-

cient to modern literature, and in English from

Caedmon to Kipling., He regarded the study of

language and literature as inseparable. He
united contrary powers, moving patiently, yet,

where possible, swiftly. Tender-hearted, he was

uncompromising enough not to be popular. He

had loyal friends, but was not prone to mingle

with scholars of his own age, although he main-

tained a large and spirited correspondence. He
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lavished himself on his accepted pupils, and,

hating folly and pretense, was quick to recog-

nize intelligent endeavor. His occasional praise

was remembered. The scholar and teacher in

him were at one; the affair of his life was the

advancement of learning, for the enrichment of

private and communal well-being.

{.Speculum, II (1927), 499-501 ; Kemp Malone in

The Johns Hopkins Alumni Mag., XV (1927), 1 16-18 ;

C. H. Whitman in Rutgers Alumni Mo., VII (1927).
28-30 ; C. G. Osgood in Jour. Eng. and Germanic Phi-

lology, XXVII (1928), 289-92 ; information from Mrs.

Elizabeth Merrill Cook ;
personal acquaintance.]

L.C.

COOK, CLARENCE CHATHAM (Sept. 8,

1828-June 2, 1900), art critic, author, journalist,

was born in Dorchester, Mass. He was the

fourth son of Zebedee and Caroline (Tuttle)

Cook, both of early American families. Gradu-

ating from Harvard in 1849, he studied architec-

ture at Newburgh, N. Y., but gave it up for

teaching and journalism. In September 1853,

he was married in New York to Louisa (De
Windt) Whittemore, a widow, and great-great-

grand-daughter of President John Adams. She

was intellectual and of artistic tastes, and the

marriage proved exceptionally happy. Cook

first attracted attention in 1863 by a series of

bold and satirical criticisms of a loan collection

of paintings at the Sanitary Fair, New York.

His spirited art column in the New York Trib-

une, 1863-69, was read by every one, but so

scathing, almost brutal, were his attacks on con-

temporary work that a delegation of his vic-

tims visited Horace Greeley to protest (to that

editor's amusement), and Cook was feared,

rather than loved, by American artists. In 1869

Greeley sent him to Paris as special correspon-

dent, but war broke out in 1870 and drove Cook
home, after some months in Italy. His Tribune

connection ceased in the early seventies, owing

partly to his resentment that Greeley's succes-

sor, Whitelaw Reid, had curtailed his space. In

1869 had been published his pamphlet on The
New York Central Park. Now came the follow-

ing: a translation of Viardot's Wonders of

Sculpture, with a chapter by Cook on American
Sculpture (1873) ; the text for a heliotype re-

production of Diirer's Life of the Virgin (1878) ;

an American edition of Liibke's History of Art

(1878) ; The House Beautiful (1878), his most

successful book ; What Shall We Do With Our
Walls? (1881) ; Art and Artists of Our Time

(3 vols., 1888) ; besides various contributions

to magazines and art books and, in 1882, a

pamphlet savagely attacking the Cypriote an-

tiquities of the Metropolitan Museum of Art

and the character of Cesnola under the title

Transformations and Migrations of Certain

Statues in the Cesnola Collection. He and Feu-

ardent, his friend and publisher, succeeded for

some years in shaking the confidence of the pub-

lic in the collection and the collector ; but they

were not archeologists and later Cypriote schol-

arship has sustained Cesnola (see sketch of

Luigi Palma de Cesnola). Cook failed to testi-

fy in the lawsuit of Fcuardcnt vs. Cesnola which

grew out of the controversy, writing the New
York Times that "he had no evidence to give as

to facts within his own knowledge"—certainly a

reflection upon his pamphlet—yet he continued

his vindictive attacks on Cesnola and the Mu-
seum from the editorial chair of The Studio,

which he occupied from 1884 to 1892, when his

name disappeared as editor. The magazine was
financially unsuccessful and often unable to ap-

pear, but from 1886 it was beautifully illustrated

by a variety of new processes, including photo-

etching, and Cook helped to introduce the use

of etching as a reproductive art. Publication

ceased in November 1894.

Clarence Cook ranks as a brilliant pioneer in

the professional criticism of art in America. If

his pen was dipped in gall, it may have been his

reaction to the undiscerning praise then in vogue.

He was among the first in America to appreciate

the Impressionists. His style was lucid and
when he was not on the war-path it was also

graceful and urbane. He was much in demand
as a drawing-room lecturer. Personally, he was
charming. All who knew him recall his pleasant

voice and manner, his gentleness and culture, the

atmosphere, altogether gracious and graceful,

that enveloped him.

Unternat. Studio, Nov. 1900, Supp., p. ii ; N. Y. Sun,
N. Y. Tribune, Evening Post (N. Y.), June 3, 1900;
interviews and correspondence with neighbors and ac-

quaintances.] p_ b, jr.

COOK, FLAVIUS JOSEPHUS (Jan. 26,

1838-June 24, 1901), lecturer, was descended

from Francis Cook, one of the Pilgrim fathers.

He was born in Ticonderoga, N. Y., the son of

William Henry and Merett (Lamb) Cook, and

grandson of Warner Cook of New Milford,

Conn. A farmer's boy, he attended schools in

the neighborhood of his birthplace, and read

every book he could obtain. To complete his

preparation for college he went to Phillips Acad-

emy, Andover, and entered Yale in 1858. In

1861 he broke down in health and was obliged

to leave, but later went to Harvard, where he

graduated with honors in 1865. Graduating

three years later from Andover Theological

Seminary, he remained there for another year of

post-graduate study. For two years he preached
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in the vicinity of Boston and then went abroad

for another two years, studying at several Ger-

man universities and traveling in Southern Eu-

rope, Egypt, and Palestine. On his return, hav-

ing modified "Flavius Josephus" into plain "Jo-

seph," he resumed preaching and also started

to lecture. In 1874 he was invited to lead the

Monday noon prayer-meetings in Tremont Tem-
ple. He accepted, and under his leadership they

increased so amazingly in attendance that a

year later they became the Monday Lectures.

In 1877 he married Georgiana Hemingway of

New Haven, Conn. For nearly twenty years,

Cook's Boston Monday lectures were one of the

striking features of that city. Year after year,

on Monday noon, Tremont Temple was thronged

to hear the lecturer "present the results of the

freshest English, German, and American schol-

arship on the more important and difficult topics

concerning the relation of Religion and Science,"

together with "Preludes on Current Reform."

As their fame increased the lectures were repeat-

ed elsewhere, were published in newspapers in

the United States and in England, were again

published in book form, and were translated into

various foreign languages. A great, burly man,

with a massive head covered with reddish hair

and beard, Cook spoke in an oracular manner
which greatly impressed his audience. The doc-

trine of evolution and the philosophical theories

connected with it were then disturbing the faith

of many. It was a great comfort to such to listen

to one who was ardently orthodox in his sym-

pathies, who seemed to have all knowledge at

his fingers' ends, and who made so clear and plain

that what the scientists and philosophers were
saying was either incorrect or entirely in har-

mony with revealed religion. But his statements

were not allowed to go unchallenged either by
theologians or by scientists. The latter were
especially severe, as may be inferred from the

titles of two criticisms of Cook, viz., "Spread

Eagle Philosophy" in The Popular Science

Monthly Supplement, June 1878, and "Theologi-

cal Charlatanism," by John Fiske in the North
American Review, March 1881. There is no rea-

son to doubt Cook's sincerity, but his learning

was not accurate or profound, and he was often

unfair to those whose views he opposed. Even
his friends also acknowledged that his belief in

his own learning and ability was exaggerated.

He was sensational in his methods ; but, in his

own fashion, he helped to convince his hearers

that science and philosophy are not at enmity

with religion and thus helped to combat obscur-

antism. Of the eleven volumes of his lectures

that were published in book form, the most popu-

Cook
lar was his Biology (1877). The others were
Transcendentalism (1877), Orthodoxy (1877),
Conscience (1878), Heredity (1878), Marriage

(1878), Labor (1879), Socialism (1880), Occi-

dent (1884), Orient (1886), and Current Reli-

gious Perils ( 1888) . Cook made a lecturing tour

of the world, speaking to great crowds in the

British Isles, India, Australia, and Japan. In

1895 ne started on a second world tour, but in

Australia he suffered a sudden stroke, from
which he never fully recovered. Brought back
to America, he was able after 1899 to lecture a
few times, but in 1901 he died as a result of the

grippe.

[The chief sources for the life of Cook are articles

in the Congregationalist, July 6, 190 1, and Zion's Her-
ald, June zi, 191 1. Obituaries were published in the
N. Y. Tribune, June 26, 1901, and various other jour-
nals of the day ; but his popularity had greatly declined,
so that his death did not attract widespread notice.]

T. D. B.

COOK, GEORGE CRAM (Oct. 7, 1873-Jan.

14, 1924), founder and director of the Province-

town Players, had a New England ancestry and a

Middle-Western background. His father, Edward
Everett Cook, was a lawyer in Davenport, Iowa

;

his mother, Ellen Katherine Dodge, a woman of

unworldly nature and liberal sympathies. From
her the son inherited qualities which were to

make him part artist and part seer. Educated

at the University of Iowa, Harvard, Heidel-

berg, and Geneva, he taught English literature

at the University of Iowa and later at Leland

Stanford. In 1902 he married Sara Herndon
Swain of Chicago, and the following year pub-

lished a quasi-Nietzschean romance, Roderick

Taliaferro, a Story of Maximilian's Empire.

Then, spurning the academic realm, he went

to the gardener's cottage on the family estate

and sought to support a literary life by chicken-

raising and truck-farming, to the chagrin of

his young wife and the scandal of local respec-

table society. The marriage did not long survive

this experiment. An enthusiasm for Nietzsche

had led him to an aristocratic Anarchism. Now,
drawn toward the local group of Socialists, he

revised upon Marxian lines his hopes of the

Superman, and in 191 1 produced a Socialist

novel, The Chasm. A second mariage, in 1908,

with Mollie A. Price of Chicago, who bore him

two children, Nilla and Harl, was broken up a

few years later. He went to Chicago, where he

was associate literary editor of the Evening'Post,

and then to New York, where in 1913 he mar-

ried Susan Glaspell of Davenport, a fellow writ-

er. Their summers were spent in Provincetown,.

Mass., seasonally inhabited by artists and writ-

ers ; and these, under Cook's leadership, organ-

ized the Provincetown Players, establishing in
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1915 a tiny Playwrights' Theatre in New York,

which within a few years had a profound in-

fluence upon the American stage. There had

been "little theatres" in America before; the

special distinction of this one was its complete

break with the tradition of producing exotic

European plays, and its program of discovering

and encouraging vigorous American talent of a

sort not welcome on Broadway. Its success was

such that Broadway proceeded presently to en-

rich itself with many of the talents thus brought

to light in the stable-theatre on Macdougal St.

What to another would have been a sufficient

achievement remained for Cook a disappoint-

ment. Seer more than artist, he had never been

fully articulate either in his novels or in his

plays, despite the grandeur of their conceptions

;

meanwhile his creative energies spilled over in

talk so luminous and profound, in friendships

so stimulating, that they conveyed to all who
knew him an impression of true greatness far

exceeding his tangible achievements. The little

theatre, too, fell short of his dream. "I am
forced to confess," he wrote, "that the attempt

to build up, by our own life and death, in an alien

sea, a coral island of our own, has failed."

Haunted by a sense of frustration, he left the

scene of what appeared to be his triumph, and

went away on his last pilgrimage. The Greece

of Pericles had been the earliest, and it was to

be the final, symbol of his hopes for a beautiful

world to be achieved by the travail of humanity.

Accordingly it was to Greece that he went, with

his wife, in 1921 ; and in Greece the seer was

instinctively recognized and honored. He frat-

ernized with poets and scholars and peasants;

he adopted the peasant costume ; he built a wall

of Cyclopean rock ; that was all : but when he

died, in 1924, the shepherds left their flocks

and gave him a funeral. "He belongs to us,"

they said. At the petition of the poets of Greece,

the government gave a stone from the sacred

ruins of Delphi to mark his grave ; the Pythian

games were reinstituted in his honor ; and he

has passed into the legends and songs of the

Greek peasantry.

[Susan Glaspell, in The Road to the Temple (1926),
has written a romantic but faithful and documented
biography of her husband. Greek Coins (1925), poems
by George Cram Cook, with Memorabilia by Floyd Dell,
Edna Kenton, and Susan Glaspell, contains prefatory
information concerning the Davenport, Provincetown,
and Greek periods of his life, and the poems have auto-
biographic value. The English and modern Greek edi-
tion of his play. The Athenian Women (1926), pub-
lished in Athens, contains a biographical sketch by
Leandros K. Palamas. Who's Who in America, 1922-
25, records the chief dates of his career. Personal mem-
ories dating from 1904 to 1921 are also drawn upon
here.] p D
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COOK, GEORGE HAMMELL (Jan. 5,1818-

Sept. 22, 1889), geologist and educator, the third

son of John and Sarah Munn Cook, was born at

Hanover, Morris County, N. J. His paternal an-

cestors were English who settled in Lynn, Mass.,

in 1640, but soon after removed to Southampton,

L. I., and later to Hanover. His early training

was gained at the common country schools. At
eighteen years of age, he was employed in sur-

veying for the Morris & Essex and Catskill &
Canajoharie railroads. In 1838 he entered the

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute at Troy, N. Y.,

where Amos Eaton [q.v.] was teaching geology

as he understood it. It is a fair assumption that

it was through Eaton's influence that Cook's

attention was turned toward geology. On his

graduation, in 1839, he was employed first as

tutor at the Institute, during which time he pur-

sued graduate studies and received the degree of

B.N.S. and M.S. Later he became adjunct pro-

fessor, and after 1842 senior professor. On Mar.

6, 1846, he married Mary Halsey Thomas. In

the same year apparently in doubt as to his call-

ing, or for lack of opportunity, he abandoned

teaching and for two years was engaged in the

business of glass-making in Albany. In 1848,

however, he returned to his profession and was
appointed professor of mathematics and natu-

ral philosophy in the Albany Academy, of which
he became principal in 1851. In 1852 his

geological qualifications received recognition

through his being sent under state auspices to

study salt deposits in Europe, with a view to the

development of those of Onondaga County. In

1853, he accepted the chair of chemistry and
natural science in Rutgers College, with which
institution he retained connection for the re-

mainder of his life. In 1854 he was appointed an
assistant to William Kitchell on the geological

survey of the state. In 1864, by act of the legisla-

ture, he was made state geologist, an office he con-

tinued to hold in connection with his professorship

in the college until his death. While state agri-

cultural colleges were being established under the

Morrill Act, Cook was successful in having the

New Jersey institution connected with Rutgers,

and became vice-president of the combination.

He was also active in the formation of a State

Board of Agriculture and became permanent-

ly a member of the executive board. In 1879 he

interested himself in the subject of agricultural

experiment stations and brought the matter be-

fore the state legislature, succeeding, the year fol-

lowing, in having one established in New Jersey.

He was made director of this station, and was of

influence later in promoting the Act of Congress

of 1887 creating like stations in all the states.
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Among' Cook's chief geological accomplish-

ments while on the Kitchell Survey were his re-

ports on the Greensand beds and the apparent

recent subsidence of the coast which was still in

progress, a fact made apparent by the buried

stumps and logs in the coastal swamps. As state

geologist, he worked out the structural relation-

ships of the beds of iron ore and of the fine and

potter's clays. Both of these were matters of

economic importance by means of which he

might have profited financially, had he been will-

ing to sacrifice his profession. Under his sur-

vey too, important work was done in tracing out

the continuation of the great terminal moraine

in the northern part of the state. The topo-

graphic and geologic maps issued under his ad-

ministration were among the best of any sur-

vey up to that date. The water power and water

supply of the state were made the subject of in-

vestigation and he early advocated the drainage

and reclamation, for the purpose of agriculture,

of the swamp lands along the Pequest and Pas-

saic rivers. In connection with this work he

was made president of the New Brunswick
Board of Water Commissioners and a member of

the State Board of Health.

His most important publications were his Ge-

ology of New Jersey (1872), a volume of 900
pages, and his Report on the Clay Deposits of

Woodbridge, South Amboy, and other places in

New Jersey (1878), the latter in collaboration

with J. C. Smock. His work, with the excep-

tion of that on the glacial moraine and the sink-

ing of the coast, was almost wholly of a prac-

tical nature. "His reports had the rare merit

of plain, concise, yet clear statement of the facts

which were understood by those for whom they

were written" (Smock, post, pp. 325-26). As
a teacher, Cook was beloved by his pupils to

whom he had the faculty of imparting confidence

in themselves and enthusiasm for their work.

With the public at large, he was respected as a

thoroughly upright and honest Christian gen-

tleman, one who was ever helpful and humane.

He won the confidence of legislatures by his

earnestness and honesty of purpose. He worked
hard, continuously, and faithfully with never a

selfish motive and died suddenly of heart failure

in the midst of his labor.

[G. K. Gilbert, "Memoir of Geo. Hammell Cook," in
Nat. Acad. Sci. Biog. Memoirs, vol. IV (1902) ; Com-
memorative Addresses by James Neilson, A. S. Hewitt,

J. W. Powell and others, June 17, 1890; an obituary
notice in the Bull. Geol. Soc. of America, vol. I (1890) ;

J. C. Smock, in the Am. Geologist, vol. IV (1889) ;

correspondence and personal information. Full bib-
liography of Cook's publications in J. M. Nickles,
"Geol. Literature on North America, 1785-1918," in

Bull. 746, U. S. Geol. Survey (1923).] G. P. M.

COOK, ISAAC (July 4, 1810-June 23, 1886),

politician, wine merchant, was born at Long
Branch, N. J. His father, Stephen Cook, a

Quaker farmer, was a Tory during the Revolu-

tion. His mother was the daughter of Daniel

Denniston, a patriot of some military note.

Cook's education must have been curtailed, for

before he was twenty he had served several

years in a New York mercantile establishment.

With a small amount of capital in hand he went
to Chicago about 1834. He invested his money
in the Rialto, a boarding-house with saloon at-

tached, on North Dearborn St. As his capital

grew he kept it invested in city property and he

soon became well-to-do. He became identified

with the Democratic politics of the city and state,

and from 1838 he was one of Senator Douglas's

foremost lieutenants. He was favored by the

party: in 1844 he was made agent of the canal

lands ; he served Cook County four years as sher-

iff and a like term as treasurer. In 1854 he had a

hand in founding the Chicago Daily Times, a

paper which came to the defense of Douglas

when other Democratic papers were repudiating

him for his part in the repeal of the Missouri

Compromise. Cook was appointed postmaster in

March 1855 by President Pierce. He was suc-

ceeded by William Price shortly after the inau-

guration of Buchanan. When the break came
between Douglas and the administration in 1858,

Cook supported President Buchanan. He was
reappointed postmaster on Mar. 9, 1858. In May
he was associated with others in the founding of

the Daily Chicago Herald in opposition to the

Times, the Douglas organ. In i860 rival Demo-
cratic conventions were held in the state for

choosing delegates to the Charleston convention.

The so-called "Danite" faction, led by Cook, re-

pudiated Douglas and the Freeport doctrine, and

upheld the Dred Scott decision and Buchanan's

stand on Kansas. A delegation, headed by Cook,

went to Charleston, but Douglas prevented their

being seated. Cook took up the cause of Breck-

inridge in the election of i860. Lincoln's victory

in that election brought an end to Cook's career

as a politician.

Cook's business interests were highly success-

ful. In 1853 he built the Young American Hotel

(later the Revere House) at the corner of Dear-

born and Randolph Sts. This was the first five-

story brick building in the city. For a time he

was assistant treasurer of the Chicago, Rock Isl-

and & Pacific Railroad. In 1859 he became presi-

dent of the American Wine Company of St.

Louis, and in 1861 removed to that city. Under

his energetic direction the company attained a

leading place in the wine industry of the country.
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Extensive vineyards in northern Ohio were

owned by the Cook interests. His name was

given to a variety of wine grape developed

through his selection. He was a connoisseur of

wines and maintained that his vintages did not

suffer by comparison with the more famous Eu-

ropean wines. He continued in the direction of

the wine interests until his death at Eureka

Springs, Ark., in 1886. Cook's wife was Harriet

Norton of English parentage. They had three

children, one of whom carried on the business of

the American Wine Company.

[Win. Hyde and Howard L. Conard, Encyc. of the

Hist, of St. Louis (1899), I, 479 ff. ; the Times (Chi-

cago), June 25, 1886; F. W. Scott, Newspapers and
Periodicals of Illinois (1910), p. 65; A. C. Cole, The
Era of the Civil War (1919).] W.T. U.

COOK, JAMES MERRILL (Nov. 19, 1807-

Apr. 12, 1868), capitalist, politician and financial

officer, was the son of James Cook, the head of an

established New York family settled in Saratoga

County, N. Y. The father was a lawyer and

judge living in Ballston Spa, where James Mer-

rill Cook was born. His family had the tradition

of education and professional training, and a gen-

eral liberal education was offered to James. As
his earlier schooling drew to a close, however, a

preference for business manifested itself, and re-

sulted in a transfer to New York City, where the

young man was appointed to a clerkship in a

commercial house. He retained close relation-

ship with affairs in his own town, nevertheless,

and when about thirty-one years of age returned

to Ballston Spa to live, where he became con-

spicuous in party politics, strongly advocating

Whig principles. Much of his time thereafter

was spent in running for, and in holding, elective

offices. He was chosen a member of the consti-

tutional convention of 1846, and his service in

that connection was followed by an election to

the state Senate in 1848. He served as state sena-

tor 1848-51. From that position he passed to a

place as state treasurer. An election contest led

to a decision in favor of his opponent, but after a

brief period out of office he was named state

comptroller, a place which he held from 1854 to

i855.

At this time, New York, in common with a

good many other states, was passing through a

period of banking disturbance. While the panics

and commercial stringencies of the decade 1850-

60 were not, even locally, due to the banking sys-

tem of the State of New York, that system at

least did not much alleviate them. Leading citi-

zens rightly ascribed an important influence upon

the financial stability of the State to the man-
agement and supervision of the banks. In these

circumstances Cook was offered and accepted

Cook
the position of superintendent of the state Bank-

ing Department in the year 1856. He was at

that time president of a local institution, the

Ballston Spa Bank, and, being a man of substan-

tial means, was a large stockholder both in it and

a number of other institutions. He was thus in a

very distinct way representative of the country

banking interests which have always been power-

ful in New York. His five years of service proved

a notable period in the history of the Banking De-
partment. He was able to restore a very substan-

tial degree of order among the banks and to re-

press and punish many frauds. Moreover his

annual reports showed an increasing mastery of

financial theory and his last two, those of Dec.

31, 1859, and Dec. 10, i860, were rightly viewed

as documents well above the prevailing level of

financial discussion. In these he furnished a

thoughtful discussion of the panics of 1857 and

1859 and a keen analysis of the characteristics of

the banking law of the state. His notable success

in the department of banking was followed by
another election to the state Senate in 1864. In

1858 he had been considered by the Republican

state convention as a candidate for the governor-

ship, for he represented the same ideas that were
entertained by William H. Seward, with whom
he was closely associated, but at his own sugges-

tion the candidacy was withdrawn. He was
throughout his life largely interested in the local

affairs, both business and political, of his own
county, and was in a real sense its leading

citizen.

[Hist, of Saratoga County, N. Y. (1899), esp. p.

196 ; De Alva S. Alexander, A Political Hist, of the
State of N. Y. (1906), II, 188, 247; E. A. Weimer,
Civil List and Constitutional Hist, of the Colony and
State of N. Y. (1889) ; obituaries in Albany Evening
Jour., Apr. 13, 1868; N. Y. Tribune, Apr. 14, 1868;
N. Y. Herald, Apr. 15, 1868; Banker's Mag., May 1868.]

H.P.W.

COOK, JOHN WILLISTON (Apr. 20, 1844-

July 16, 1922), educator, was born near Oneida,

N. Y. His father, Harry Dewitt Cook, decided to

seek his fortune in the new state of Illinois upon

learning that Congress had authorized the con-

struction of the Illinois Central Railroad. In

185 1, when John was seven, the family established

a home near Bloomington, and his father en-

gaged in the building of bridges for the railroad.

When the road was completed, he became a sta-

tion-master and grain-dealer. Later, he served

two terms in the Assembly, was a cavalry officer

in the Union army, and at the time of his death in

1873 was chairman of the State Railroad and

Warehouse Commission. His various interests

were not without formative influence on his son

who, outside of school-hours, assisted him in his

office work and accompanied him to political
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meetings. In the companionship of his father and
the latter's numerous acquaintances, John Wil-

liston Cook acquired the readiness of address and
genial manner which were so characteristic of

him in later life. His mother, Joanna Hall Cook,

who had been a school-teacher, instilled in him
early a love of books and study. After a period of

elementary schooling, he entered the Illinois

State Normal University. Graduating in 1865,

he became principal of the public school at Brim-
field, 111. A year later he returned to his alma
mater, where he remained for thirty-three years

—the first two as instructor in the training de-

partment, one as instructor in geography and his-

tory, seven as instructor in reading, and fourteen

as head of the department of mathematics. In

1890 he became president of the school, and re-

mained in that office until he resigned nine years

later. On Aug. 26, 1867, Cook married Lydia

Farnham Spofford of North Andover, Mass.

The daughter of a schoolmaster, she was quite

familiar with her husband's problems and gave

him much intelligent encouragement. The pe-

riod 1866-99 was crowded with plans and ac-

complishments. In 1874, Cook purchased an in-

terest in the Illinois Schoolmaster, which he ed-

ited for two years in collaboration with Edwin
C. Hewett. With the purchase of the Illinois

School Journal in 1883, Cook again essayed the

role of editor. At the end of the first year, he in-

vited R. R, Reeder to collaborate with him, and
this arrangement continued until 1886 when the

magazine was sold. Cook was an untiring work-

er, and the tremendous energy for which he was
noted served him in good stead during this pe-

riod of engrossing activity. His frequent arti-

cles on all phases of educational theory and prac-

tise and his numerous addresses in many states

won him national recognition as an educator. In

1880 he was elected president of the Illinois State

Teachers Association; in 1896, president of the

Normal Department of the National Education

Association; and in 1904, president of the Asso-

ciation. When the Northern Illinois State Nor-
mal School was established at De Kalb in 1899,

Cook was chosen as its organizer and first presi-

dent. Here he emphasized the training depart-

ment, and won his reputation as a teacher of

teachers. During this period he published his

Educational History of Illinois (Chicago, 1912),

and collaborated with Miss N. Cropsey in the

publication of a series of arithmetics. The varied

activities of his earlier years were continued with

unabated vigor until his resignation on Aug. 1,

1919. His death followed three years later.

[The chief source is Cook's own book, Educ. Hist, of
III. (1912), pp. 215, 216, 245, 246, 248, 249, 251, 259,

Cook
278, 447, 450, 451, 519, 540-41. See also Who's Who in
America, 1922-23 ; obituary notice in the Illinois
Teacher, Sept. 1922.] R F S

COOK, JOSEPH. [See Cook, Flavius Jo-
SEPHUS, 1838-I9OI.]

COOK, MARTHA ELIZABETH DUN-
CAN WALKER (July 23, 1806-Sept. 15, 1874),
author, editor, and translator, was born in North-
umberland, Pa., the daughter of Jonathan Hoge
and Mary (Duncan) Walker. Her father had
been a soldier in the Revolution, and was after-

ward in succession, a judge of the common pleas,

of the high court of errors and appeals of Penn-
sylvania, and of the federal district court. Robert

J. Walker [_q.v.~\, her brother, was governor of

the territory of Kansas under President Bu-
chanan, secretary of the treasury under Presi-

dent Polk, and, during the Civil War, a promi-

nent supporter of the Union cause. The family

moved to Pittsburgh when Martha was about

fourteen. She received most of her education

from her father, who had a classical as well as a

legal training. From him she derived intellec-

tual and literary tastes and a passion for justice

which she was never to lose. Her marked social

qualities made her an excellent conversationalist

and correspondent, and'enabled her to draw out

the best qualities of those who came in contact

with her. At the age of eighteen she married

Lieut. William Cook, later chief engineer of the

Philadelphia & Trenton Railroad (1836-65) and
brigadier-general of New Jersey militia from

1848 until his death (G. W. Cullum, Biographical

Register of the Officers and Graduates of the U.

S. Military Academy, 3rd ed., 1893). Mrs. Cook,

unsatisfied with a life filled solely with social du-

ties, devoted herself to study, the instruction of

her children, and literary pursuits. From 1863

to 1864 she was editor of the Continental Month-
ly, founded in 1862 by James R. Gilmore "to ad-

vocate emancipation as a political necessity," and

published in New York. To this periodical she

contributed numerous poems, sketches, and tales

of transitory interest.

Her admiration for the music and literature of

Poland, her sense of outraged justice in the po-

litical sufferings of that country, and of the debt

of America for the services of Polish emigres in

the Revolution made her a warm if occasionally

a somewhat sentimental advocate of Poland's

cause. She was ready at all times with sympathy

and with practical assistance and advice in aid

of Polish emigrants, thus rendering a service

which endeared her name to Poles at home and in

America. In 1871 she wrote an indorsement of

the Appeal to the Friends of Poland in the United

States of America by Count Ladislas Plater, for
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aid in establishing the Polish Historical Museum
at the Chateau of Rapperswyl, Switzerland. She

translated for American readers several works,

including, from the French, Franz Liszt's Life of

Chopin (Boston, 1863) ; from the German, Guido
Goerres's Life of Joan of Arc which she pub-

lished as a serial in the Freeman's Journal; and,

from the French and German, The Undivine

Comedy and Other Poems of Count Sigismund

Krasinski. This last work was published in

1875, after her death, "in accordance with her

desires and as a tribute of honor to disinterested

labor and love of abstract justice." With the ex-

ception of her rather desultory verse, Mrs. Cook's

literary activities seem to have been founded in

practical humanitarian aims rather than in the

pure joy of writing. Such examples of her style

as are available display a vigorous if somewhat
rhetorical manner. Her work, as a whole, bears

the stamp of sincerity rather than of great literary

value. She died in Hoboken, nine years after the

death of her husband.

[A brief character study and biographical sketch of
Mrs. Cook is contained in "In Memoriam," an editorial
note appended to her translation of The Undivine
Comedy and Other Poems (1875). In addition to the
publications mentioned above there is an eight-page
pamphlet in verse Affectionately addressed to Robert
J. Walker, Governor of Kansas, by his Sister, Mrs.
Martha Walker Cook (1857). Family history is found
in material on Robt. J. Walker. An extended obituary
was published in the N. Y. Tribune, Sept. 17, 1874.]

A.L.B.

COOK, PHILIP (July 30, 1817-May 20, 1894),

lawyer, Confederate soldier, congressman, was
the son of Philip and Martha (Wooten) Cook.

The elder Cook was born in Brunswick County,

Va., in 1775, and was taken as a boy to Georgia.

He served as a major in the 18th United States

Infantry in the War of 18 12 and at the close of

that war set up as a cotton planter in Twiggs
County, Ga., where he died in 1841. His son
Philip received his college training at Ogle-

thorpe University, an institution then located

near Milledgeville, the capital of the state, and
was subsequently graduated (1841) from the

University of Virginia Law School. For a good
many years after he took up his residence at

Oglethorpe in Madison County, Cook's life seems
to have been uneventful. On the outbreak of the

Civil War he volunteered as a private with the

Macon County Volunteers, his company being

assigned to the 4th Georgia Regiment at Ports-

mouth, Va. There he was made adjutant of his

regiment. After the Seven Days' battles about

Richmond he was commissioned lientenant-colo-

nel. His regiment passed through the battles of

Second Manassas and Sharpsburg, and he was
promoted to colonel. He was in the brigade of

Gen. George Doles, who was killed at the battle

of Cold Harbor in August 1864. Cook, promoted

to brigadier-general, succeeded Doles in the

command of the brigade. He was several times

wounded, the last time at Petersburg. He was
captured there and remained in the Petersburg

hospital until the close of the war. After the re-

turn of peace, Cook changed his residence to

Americus, Ga., where he practised law until his

retirement in 1880. He was a member of Con-
gress from 1873 to 1883. In 1890 he became sec-

retary of state of Georgia and was holding that

position at the time of his death in 1894. In pub-

lic service for twenty-three years, he had held

other offices, among them those of a state senator,

1859-60, and 1863-64, member of the constitu-

tional convention of 1865, and member of the

commission which erected the present capitol of

Georgia. In 1842 he married Sara, daughter of

Henry H. Lumpkin, of Monroe County. His son

Philip was secretary of state of Georgia from

1898 to 1918. One of Cook's contemporaries said

of him: "No man in Georgia was more entirely

beloved by the people of the state."

[W. J. Northen, Men of Mark in Ga. (1907-12), III,

298—300; Atlanta Constitution, May 21, 1894. There
is a good deal of confusion in the numerous sketches of
Cook with reference to the exact dates of his birth and
death. The figures here given were supplied from fam-
ily records by his grand-daughter, Mrs. Phinizy Cal-

houn of Atlanta.] R. p_ B.

COOK, ROBERT JOHNSON (Mar. 21,

1849-Dec. 3, 1922), publisher, rowing coach,

originator of the Bob Cook stroke, was born near

Cookstown, Pa., the son of John Bell and Ma-
tilda (Cunningham) Cook, both of Scotch-Irish

ancestry and descendants of pioneers of Western

Pennsylvania. When he was twenty years of

age, inspired and encouraged by his mother, he

quit his father's prosperous farm and enrolled

at Phillips Academy, Andover, Mass. He en-

tered Yale with the class of 1875, but had to

drop back to the class of 1876, with which he

graduated. After graduation, he read law in

Greensburgh, Pa., and in Pittsburgh and was
admitted to the Allegheny County bar in 1879.

After two years in law, and a year abroad he

became business manager of the Philadelphia

Press, a position which he held until 1897, dur-

ing that time changing a bankrupt paper to one

of the most prosperous journals in the country.

He was married on Apr. 26, 1881, in Allegheny

City, Pa., to Annie Glyde Wells, daughter of

Calvin Wells, then owner of the Philadelphia

Press. They had three daughters but were di-

vorced in 1897.

In the spring of his freshman year at Yale,

Cook wandered down to the boat-house, and
asked for a chance to row. The Yale boat club

in those days was an exclusive organization, in
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spite of the fact that the crew was being defeated

regularly. Cook's request was curtly refused and
he was told to keep away. His fighting spirit

was roused and day after day he haunted the

club. He had already established himself as the

best wrestler and boxer in college and no one

seemed eager for the job of throwing him out.

Finally the captain turned to diplomacy and put

Cook in a pair-oar with the strongest and best

oar in Yale, hoping in this way to discourage

him. In less than a quarter of an hour, Cook,

who had never before had his hands on an oar,

was pulling the veteran around in a circle. Two
weeks later, he was in the varsity boat. That
year Yale was again defeated and Cook was
elected captain for 1873. All summer and all fall

he brooded over the defeat. College rowing in

America was then in a very crude state and what
little style it possessed had been acquired from

professional scullers. The sliding seat was a

novelty and most of the crews were still sliding

on boards greased with tallow. It was not until

the Christmas vacation when Cook, too poor to

afford the expense of the trip home, sat in his

room reading Tom Brown at Oxford that he

had an inspiration which still guides American
college rowing. He resolved to go to England,

somehow, to study English rowing, interviewed

President Porter, and won the reserved and

scholarly old president's consent. The boat club

did not have a dollar in its treasury with which

to finance the expedition, but Cook and the same
undergraduates who six months before had shut

the door of the boat-house in his face, pawned
their watches and overcoats and sold their spare

furniture, and within a week he was on his way
to England. The square-jawed, broad-shouldered

young American was cordially received at Cam-
bridge, at Oxford, and by the London Rowing
Club. For six weeks he rowed every day and
spent the evenings with the coaches. He decided

that he would have to modify the orthodox Eng-
lish stroke to fit American boys, that they would
not be able to master the exaggerated body
swing without a waste of effort and exhaustion.

He therefore shortened it and counter-balanced

this by emphasizing the form in-board and the

finish of the stroke. He returned to New Haven
and produced a victorious crew in June. The
same year he won the single scull race. He was
captain and stroke for four years. From 1876

to 1897, Cook coached thirteen Yale eights,

twelve of which were victorious over Harvard.

Including the crews he coached as an undergrad-

uate, he won fourteen out of seventeen races

against Harvard ; two of these races were tri-

angular events in which Cook's crews were de-

Cook
feated by Cornell eights coached by Charles E.
Courtney [_q.v.~\.

In 1896 when Yale and Harvard broke off

athletic relations, Cook took the Yale crew to

Henley. The Leander Boat Club, composed of

former Oxford and Cambridge "Blues," called

from as far as South Africa their best oars. Yale
was beaten by a fraction of a boat length. The
experience convinced Cook that he had refined

his stroke too much and on his return he at-

tempted to follow the English stroke more
closely. About the same time new policies in his

business led to his retirement. He took the

change philosophically and became a traveler,

spending much of his time in Paris but returning

to the house at Belle Vernon, Pa., built by his

great-grandfather Col. Edward Cook more than
one hundred and fifty years before, to spend his

last days. Cook was not only a great teacher of

rowing but also of men. Industrious, coura-

geous, and honest, he left with hundreds of boys
who came under his teaching, an imprint of

sturdy character which they carried through
life. Many offers of generous remuneration from
other colleges came to him during the years of

his success, but he scorned them and gave to

Yale, with no thought of reward, his time and his

services for twenty-seven years.

[Richard M. Hurd, A Hist, of Yale Athletics (1888) ;

Lewis S. Welch and Walter Camp, Yale, Her Campus,
Class-rooms and Athletics (1899); Thirty-five Year
Class Book of Yale, '76

; Yale Alumni Weekly, Dec. 8,

IS, and 22, 1922; Public Ledger (Phila.), and N. Y.
Times, Dec. 4, 1922; Obit. Record of Yale Grads.,
1922-23 ; Biog. and Portr. Cyc. of Fayette County, Pa.
( l889)-^ A.H.B.

COOK, RUSSELL S. (Mar. 6, 1811-Sept. 4,

1864), clergyman, was born in New Marlboro,

Mass. After a diligent childhood, he set out on

the study of law. His main interests shifting to

religion, he entered the theological seminary at

Auburn, N. Y., and in January 1837 became pas-

tor of the Congregational Church at Lanesboro,

Mass. Trouble with his throat caused him in

1838 to abandon the ministry and engage in

work for the American Tract Society. Cook
brought to it a new spirit—a tireless and ex-

plosive determination not only to disseminate

publications but to implant principles every-

where, and instantly. He was made correspond-

ing secretary in 1839. During his term of office

he put into circulation more than a million vol-

umes. He visited here and there over the widest

areas, encouraging sales by appeal sometimes to

pure rivalry and sometimes to pure altruism.

He merged (1843) tne bi-monthly Trust Maga-
zine with his new monthly American Messenger,

and in twelve years increased the circulation
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from 10,000 to 200,000 copies, not counting

2,500 copies in German. He instituted The

Child's Paper in 1852 and in two years was

printing 300,000 copies. He popularized "col-

portage," a system by which evangelical itiner-

ants went about the sparsely settled country

selling books where possible and giving them

away if that course seemed preferable. The
scheme was suited to the America of 1841 in

which it originated, but it was also adopted in

parts of Europe. The Tract Society was widely

condemned in the fifties for its evasive attitude

regarding slavery, and indeed, while from a

large view-point its course may have been de-

fensible, it was actually shown in small and tan-

gible matters to have handled facts loosely. Cook

did not find time to reply. Personally, he was

moving hither and thither, like a shuttle, about

America, and in 1853 and 1856 he visited Eu-

rope. During his second visit, in Switzerland,

he was seized with an affection of the lungs

which necessitated his resigning from his duties

with the Tract Society, but, returning home, he

still devoted much energy to a Committee for a

Better Observation of the Sabbath, with head-

quarters in New York. He fought his disease

stubbornly, visiting in search of relief now Flor-

ida, now Maine. He died at Pleasant Valley, N.

Y. He was married four times : to Ann Maria

Mills of Auburn, in 1837; to Harriet Newell

Rand of Pompey Hill, N. Y., in 1841 ; to Harriet

Ellsworth, and to a Miss Malan.

[R. S. Cook, "Sketch of the Sabbath Reform," The
Christian Sabbath (1863) ; Am. Tract Soc, Am. Col-
porteur System (1843) ; Brief Hist, of the Organiza-
tion and Work (1855) ; W. Jay, Letter to the Am.
Tract Soc, in Relation to Slavery (1857) ; Unanimous
Remonstrance of the Fourth Congreg. Ch., Hartford,
Conn., against the Policy of the Am. Tract Soc. (1855) ;

Tables Turned (1855) ; Ann. Report Am. Tract Soc,
1865 ; Gen. Biog. Cat. Auburn Theol. Sem. (1918).]

J.D.W.

COOK, TENNESSEE CELESTE CLAF-
LIN, Lady (1845-1923). [See Woodhull,
Victoria, 1838-1927.]

COOK, WALTER (July 23, 1846-Mar. 25,

1916), architect, was born at Buffalo, N. Y., the

son of Edward and Catherine (Ireland) Cook.

He entered Yale as a freshman but transferred to

Harvard and there received the degree of A.B.

in 1869 and A.M. in 1872. He then went to Paris

and was one of the earliest Americans to take

advantage of the opportunities for architectural

training in the £cole des Beaux-Arts, where he

came under the influence of the gifted Van-
dremer, whose atelier was a center of inspira-

tional instruction. His preparation was broad-

ened by further study in the Royal Polytechnic

School at Munich. Returning to New York in

Cook

1877 he became the dominating factor succes-

sively of the architectural firms of Babb, Cook

& Willard ; Willard, Babb, Cook & Welch ; and

Cook & Welch. During his long career many
commissions were executed, the most notable

among which, designed wholly or in part by him,

were the De Vinne Press Building, the New
York Life Insurance Building, the residence of

Andrew Carnegie, and branch libraries for the

New York Public Library in New York City,

the stadium of the Pan-American Exposition in

Buffalo, and many residences. The Choir School

of the Cathedral of St. John the Divine charac-

terizes his mature style. In all of his designs

there is an evident fitting of the means to the

conditions, an application of modern methods

and their utilization in the most efficient manner.

He brought to the career of architecture a great

fund of collateral knowledge, administrative

ability, and educational ideals. His professional

performance was thorough and distinguished. It

notably influenced the achievement of his time.

These characteristics were recognized by his fel-

low architects in elevating him to the position

of president of the New York Chapter of the

American Institute of Architects and of the So-

ciety of Beaux-Arts Architects ; of fellow in the

Institute (1891); and finally of president for

two terms of the American Institute of Archi-

tects (1912-14). His intimate interest in the af-

fairs of the Institute was continued to the time

of his death, as a member of the Board of Direc-

tors. The city of New York made him a mem-
ber of the Municipal Art Commission (1905-

07), consulting architect of the Board of Esti-

mate and Apportionment, and of the Court House
Board. As an architectural adviser he was a

member, of the competition juries for the selec-

tion of architects for the New York Public Li-

brary and for the University of California. He
was also signally honored by election as a mem-
ber of the National Institute of Arts and Letters,

and as Academician and Chevalier of the Legion

d'honneur, France.

Walter Cook was "a man of rare qualifications,

of wide and genial culture, imbued with that

kind of personal dignity and charm which well

fitted him to represent the architects of this coun-

try on all occasions requiring tact and judgment,

executive and administrative ability. . . . He
was always simple and 'get-attable' [sic] with

a delightful sense of humor, gentle and kindly

though ever ready to fight when a principle was
involved" (Hastings, post). He was married in

Paris on Nov. 18, 1876, to Marie Elizabeth

Hugot of Fresnes, Yonne, France. She died in

1 888, and on Feb. 25, 1890, he was married to
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Louise Sprague Oakey. He died in New York
City.

[E. H. Bradford, in Eleventh Report of the Class of
1869 of Harvard Coll. (1919) ; Thos. Hastings, edi-

torial in the Am. Architect, Apr. 19, 1916; Ralph
Adams Cram, "Walter Cook—an Appreciation," in

Jour. Am. Inst, of Architects, June 1916; obituary in

N. Y. Times, Mar. 26, 1916; portrait in Arch. Record,
Feb. 19 1 2.] L. F. P.

COOK, ZEBEDEE (Jan. 11, 1786-Jan. 24,

1858), insurance man, horticulturist, was the

son of Zebedee and Sarah (Knight) Cook. He
was born in Newburyport, Mass., where his

father was a mast-maker, spent most of his active

business life in Boston, was a resident of New
York City for some years, and after his retire-

ment from business, returned to his native state.

Cook entered the insurance business in its in-

fancy in this country, opening a private office in

Boston after his commission business had failed.

From 1822 to 1827 he was president of the Eagle

Insurance Company of Boston. Nearly as great

as his interest in insurance, to which throughout

his life he devoted a large part of his energies,

was his interest in horticulture. On Jan. 9, 1829,

a letter written by him appeared in the New Eng-
land Farmer, calling attention to the fact that

New York, Philadelphia, and other cities had
horticultural societies and that Massachusetts

would benefit from such an organization. The
editor, as a result of this letter, called for a meet-

ing of interested citizens at Cook's insurance

office. A snow-storm filled the streets five or six

feet deep, on the day appointed for the meeting,

but sixteen men came in sleighs or on foot and

the Society was founded with Cook as one of

its vice-presidents. Later meetings were also

held in his office. He became the second pres-

ident of the organization, and his presidential

address, delivered before the second annual fes-

tival of the Society on Sept. 10, 1830, may be

found in the History of the Massachusetts Horti-

cultural Society. It was during the period of

Cook's activity in the Society that Mount Au-
burn was purchased and an experimental flower

garden and cemetery established. His interest in

horticulture found outlet in personal experiments,

too. At his home in Dorchester he had a large

garden where he grew successfully several kinds

of foreign grapes, apricots, peaches, and pears

(Justin Winsor, Memorial History of Boston,

vol. IV, 1883, pp. 618-19). He was a zealous

member of the Whig party and served in the

Massachusetts House of Representatives from

1835 to 1838. In the latter year he went to New
York to become president of the newly estab-

lished Mutual Safety Insurance Company of that

city, and later became president of the Astor In-
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surance Company there. Upon his retirement
from business he returned to his native state,

making his home in South Framingham, where
he died.

[Hist, of the Mass. Horticultural Soc. 1829-78
(1880), ed. by R. Manning; Wm. H. Sumner, A Hist,
of East Boston (1858) ; obituary notice from Boston
Courier, reprinted in N. Y. Times, Jan. 27, 1858 ; obit-
uary in Boston Daily Advertiser, Jan. 27, 1858; Wm.
Armstrong, The Aristocracy of N. Y. (1848); Vital
Records of Newburyport, Mass.] ]? y

COOKE, ELISHA (Sept. 16, 1637-Oct. 31,
l 7 l $), political leader, was the son of Richard
Cooke, tailor, who with his wife Elizabeth ar-

rived at Boston in 1634 or 1635, probably from
Gloucestershire, England. A man of some abil-

ity, Richard Cooke became freeman of the col-

ony, lieutenant in the artillery company, select-

man and deputy, and acquired a moderate estate.

Elisha, the second of his five children, entered

Harvard College and took his first degree in

1657, standing fifth in a class of seven. His mar-
riage in June 1668 to Elizabeth, daughter of

Gov. Leverett [q.v.~\, gave him the highest social

standing. He practised medicine and "was es-

teemed as a physician," but from 1673 when he
was made a freeman, his principal interest was
in public affairs. As deputy of Boston in the

General Court 1681-84 (speaker 1682-84), his

opposition to the extension or even the recogni-

tion of royal prerogative was so pronounced that

Edward Randolph [q.v.~\ recommended (June

14, 1682) that he be summoned to answer the

"Articles of High Misdemeanor" against the

colony. His uncompromising position against

surrendering the charter won popular approval,

and election as assistant in place of Joseph Dud-
ley [q.v.~\ in 1684. He continued to serve on the

Board of Assistants until the arrival of Dudley's

commission as president of New England. In

1689, Cooke took a leading part in the over-

throw and imprisonment of Andros and Dudley,

became a member of the Council of Safety and
resumed his office of assistant when the old

government restored itself. Randolph while im-

prisoned wrote Cooke, "Your treating Sir Ed-

mund Andros like a gentleman when you were

last at the Castle, shall be remembered with

respect." As colony agent in London (1690-92)

Cooke stood stiffly on his instructions to insist

on the old charter, and refused to approve the

new Province Charter. Accordingly his name
was omitted by Increase Mather \_q.v.~\ from the

first Council of the Province, which was ap-

pointed by the King, and although chosen to the

Council in 1693 by the General Court, he was

negatived by Gov. Phips whose appointment he

had opposed. Reelected in 1694, he obtained the

O
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seat by reason of Phips's absence, and retained it

through his administration and that of Lord

Bellomont. Cooke at this time was one of the

wealthiest men of Boston, and through his fam-

ily connections wielded considerable influence;

his home in School St. still was the recognized

center of a party equally opposed to clerical dom-
ination and royal prerogative. He took a lead-

ing part in thwarting Increase Mather's efforts

to obtain a new charter for Harvard College,

and in forcing him to resign the presidency.

When Cooke's old adversary Dudley became
royal governor (1702), he was remembered in

a sense contrary to Randolph's promise, for Dud-
ley not only ousted him from the superior court

bench where he had served capably for seven

years and from the probate court to which he

had been appointed the previous year, but nega-

tived his annual election to the Council until

17 1 5, when he was seventy-seven years old.

Five months later on Oct. 31, Cooke died, leaving

his son, Elisha Cooke, Jr. [q.v.] to carry on the

political influence of the family.

[The chief sources are Thos. Hutchinson, Hist, of
the Colony of Mass. Bay (3 vols., 1764— 1828) and A
Collection of Papers Relative to the Hist, of the Colony
of Mass. Bay (1769) ; and John L. Sibley, Biog. Sketch-
es of Grads. of Harvard Univ. (1873), vol. I. See also

E. Kimball, Public Life of Jos. Dudley (1911) and
Kenneth B. Murdoch, Increase Mather (1925). A red
chalk drawing of Cooke is in the gallery of the Am.
Antiquarian Soc] R. G. M.

COOKE, ELISHA (Dec. 20, 1678-Aug. 24,

I 73/)> physician and statesman, was the "great

Darling of his Countrey" for over twenty years

(Publications of the Colonial Society of Massa-
chusetts, XVII, 93n). Born in Boston, the

grandson of Gov. John Leverett and the son of

Elisha Cooke [qq.i'.~\, he was placed first in his

class at Harvard College in 1697. Like his

father, he became a physician, but his political

service began the year after his graduation when
he was appointed clerk of the superior court.

His marriage to Jane Middlecott, great-grand-

daughter of Gov. Edward Winslow [q.v.'], oc-

curred in 1703. He inherited his father's contro-

versy with the Dudley family and this flamed out

anew in 17 14 when the "private bank" was at-

tacked by Paul Dudley [q.v.], in a pamphlet Ob-
jections to the Bank of Credit lately Projected
at Boston. Cooke as one of the directors of the

proposed bank signed the Vindication . . . from
the Aspersions of Paul Dudley. Elected repre-

sentative from Boston by the land-bank party in

171 5, Cooke began a service of eighteen years.

He was chosen to the Council five years (1717,
1724-26, 1728). In 1716 he began his contro-
versy with Gov. Shute [q.v.'], whose first official

act approved the issue of £100,000 in bills of
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credit. After it reached the Governor's ears that

Cooke in conversation had called him a block-

head and intimated that the Governor was a tool

of Dudley, he removed Cooke "from his Clark's

place" and negatived him as councillor in 1718.

Meantime a violent quarrel had broken out be-

tween Cooke and John Bridger, Surveyor-Gen-
eral of the Woods, concerning the right to cut

timber in Maine. Cooke maintained that no royal

reservation of timber had been made when Maine
was purchased from Gorges and that the acts

of Parliament regarding naval stores did not

bind Massachusetts under the province charter.

The House, after sustaining this advanced posi-

tion, chose him speaker (1720). Gov. Shute
declared, "He has treated me ill and I do nega-
tive him." When the House refused to elect an-
other speaker, the Governor dissolved the as-

sembly. Before the new House convened (July

1720), Cooke published a pamphlet (A Just and
Seasonable Vindication) in which he insisted

that the House had an "indubitable, fudamental
Right to Chuse their Speaker" [sic] and denied
the governor's right of veto. Upon the departure
of Gov. Shute and the presentation of his griev-

ances before the Privy Council, Cooke was sent

to England (1723) to controvert the charges.

This mission was fruitless (Acts of the Privy
Council of England, Colonial Series, vol. Ill,

1720-45, pp. 93 ff.) and the Explanatory Charter
of 1726 definitely gave the governor the right to

disapprove the choice of the speaker. Cooke was
again chosen to the Council and when Gov. Bur-
net [q.v.'] arrived, directed the opposition to a
fixed salary. In 1731 Gov. Belcher [q.v.] ap-
pointed Cooke to the court of common pleas of

Suffolk County. He remained a member of the
House of Representatives but his popularity,

which had kept the people "steady in the ap-
plause of his measures" (Hutchinson, post, II,

378), began to decline because he seemed to

favor a fixed salary for Gov. Belcher. This in-

consistency is difficult to explain, since Belcher's

confidential letters repeatedly refer to Cooke as
his "inveterate enemy" and since the Governor in

l 7Z2> dismissed him from his judicial post. In
his opposition to royal prerogative, Cooke was
not an entirely impartial and disinterested cham-
pion of liberty, for he was involved in specula-
tive ventures in Maine timber lands ; but Belcher
asserted that he had "a fixt enmity to all Kingly
Governments." His death in 1737 and the de-
parture of Gov. Belcher mark the end of a politi-

cal period in Massachusetts Bay. Cooke and his

father inherited independent traditions of the
old colony and transmitted them to the era of
Adams and Otis. The younger Cooke was truly
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a leader, and the "masterly hand from School

Street" directed the political events of his gen-

eration.

[Cooke's A Just and Seasonable Vindication Re-
specting some Affairs transacted in the late General As-
sembly at Boston (1720), News from Robinson Cru-

so's Island with an Appendix relating to Mr. Cooke's

late Pamphlet (1720), Dudley's pamphlet, and the Vin-

dication of the Bank of Credit are reprinted in Andrew
McF. Davis, Colonial Currency Reprints, vol. I (1910).

The chief other sources of information about Cooke are

Thos. Hutchinson, Hist, of the Colony of Mass. Bay,

vol. II (1767); J. L. Sibley's MSS. relating to Har-

vard Graduates, Mass. Hist. Soc. ; Emory Washburn,
Sketches of the Judicial Hist, of Mass. (1840).]

E.A.J. J.

COOKE, GEORGE WILLIS (Apr. 23, 1848-

Apr. 30, 1923), Unitarian clergyman, writer and

lecturer on religious, social, and literary sub-

jects, was born in Comstock, Mich., the son of

Hiram and Susan (Earl) Cooke. Although he

became noted for the extent and variety of his

knowledge, his scholastic training was meager.

Until he was nineteen years old he attended dis-

trict school and worked on his father's farm.

Later he took a preparatory course at Olivet Col-

lege, Mich., spent two years at the Liberal In-

stitute, Jefferson, Wis., and studied for a time

at the Meadville Theological School, Meadville,

Pa. On June 20, 1872, he was ordained as a Uni-

tarian minister, and the same year he married

Lucy Nash of Rochester, Wis. He held pastor-

ates at Sharon, Wis., Grand Haven, Mich., Indi-

anapolis, Ind., Lexington, Mass., and at Dublin

and Francestown, N. H. He died in Revere,

Mass., at the home of his second wife, Rev. Mary
(Leggett) Cooke, to whom he had been married

but a week.

All his life he was an apostle of liberalism in

religion and active in social reform. In his first

parish he published a small but able paper, The

Liberal Worker, which indirectly led to his

being one of the founders and first editors of

Unity (Chicago), started in 1878. After 1899 he

devoted practically his entire time to writing and

lecturing, giving courses at the Rand School of

Social Science, New York, the Boston School

of Social Science, and single lectures and courses

throughout the country. Regarding the present

industrial and economic system as unjust, and

believing in what he called "collectivism" {i.e.,

in politics, democracy ; in industry, coopera-

tion; and in religion, brotherhood), he support-

ed the socialist movement.

He was a keen, appreciative, widely informed

literary critic, and in his day was considered the

best living authority on New England Transcen-

dentalism. In 1881 he published Ralph Waldo
Emerson, His Life, Writings, and Philosophy,

which soon became a standard work. He also

Cooke

prepared A Bibliography of Ralph Waldo Em-
erson (1908). His Early Letters of George

William Curtis to John S. Dwight (1898) and

his John Sullivan Dwight (1898) give an ex-

cellent picture of Brook Farm. He published

The Poets of Transcendentalism, an Anthology

(1903) and An Historical and Biographical In-

troduction to Accompany the Dial, 2 vols.

(1902). Other literary works of his include

George Eliot, a Critical Study of her Life, Writ-

ings, and Philosophy (1883) ; Poets and Prob-

lems (1886), a critique of Tennyson, Ruskin,

and Browning ; and A Guide Book to the Poetic

and Dramatic Works of Robert Browning

(1891). He also wrote the notes and introduc-

tion to the Riverside edition of Browning

(1899). In the theological and religious field, he

edited three volumes of Theodore Parker's

works, wrote Unitarianism in America (1902),

which was generally adopted as the standard his-

torical work on that subject, and in 1920 pub-

lished The Social Evolution of Religion. He
was a clear and vigorous writer, and his work
is marked by careful scholarship, keen discern-

ment, and good spirit. It is mainly expository

and interpretative, but as such has much value.

He contributed numerous articles to periodicals,

among them ten to The Chautauquan ( Septem-
ber 1909-May 1910) on "Woman in the Prog-

ress of Civilization," from material for an elabo-

rate book on this subject, which he left unfin-

ished.

[In Unity, June 14, 1923, there is an extensive and
informing appreciation of Cooke's character and work
by J. T. Sunderland. See also Who's Who in America,
1923—24; Unitarian Year Book (1923-24); Christian
Register, May 10, 17, and July 12, 1923; and Boston
Transcript, May 1, 1923.] H E S.

COOKE, HENRY DAVID (Nov. 23, 1825-

Feb. 24, 1881), journalist, banker, was born in

Sandusky, Ohio, a son of Eleutheros and Martha

(Carswell) Cooke, and a brother of Jay Cooke

\_q.v'.~\. Henry went to Allegheny College, Mead-
ville, Pa., and then to Transylvania University,

Lexington, Ky. Upon graduation (1844) he

was sent to Philadelphia to study law, for which

he had little liking. He contributed minor arti-

cles to various publications and in 1846 went to

Valparaiso to a place in the office of his brother-

in-law, William G. Moorhead, the consul. On
his way to Chile he was forced to stop a month

in St. Thomas and there became enthusiastic

over the possibilities of connection with Cali-

fornia by way of Panama. He wrote to newspa-

pers on this subject, and persuaded Moorhead

later to make an official report on it to Washing-

ton. His stay in Chile was brief and he went on

to California. There he had some success in
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trade but lost what money he made in unfortu-

nate speculations and in fires.

Returning East in 1849 he was for a time

financial editor of the United States Gazette in

Philadelphia, and then went back to Sandusky to

edit the Register, which his brother Jay later

helped him to buy. He made many friends,

among- them being Salmon P. Chase and John

Sherman \_qq.v.~\. In 1856 he went to Columbus

to edit the Ohio State Journal. This journal was
politically powerful but financially unprofitable,

and only party favors kept Cooke with it until

1861. At that time his friend Chase became sec-

retary of the treasury. As the Civil War began,

Jay Cooke, feeling the need of a personal repre-

sentative close to the administration, persuaded

Henry to sell his paper and move to Washington.

There with Harris C. Fahnestock, he was placed

in charge of the Washington office of Jay Cooke

& Company. Soon afterward he piloted through

Congress the bill authorizing the construction

of the first street railway in the District of Co-

lumbia ; then Jay Cooke organized the Wash-
ington and Georgetown Street Railway Com-
pany, with Henry as first president, and by the

summer of 1862 the railway was in operation.

Henry Cooke resigned shortly after to organize

the First National Bank of the District, another

Jay Cooke enterprise, and later helped to form

the National Life Insurance Company. More
and more of the business of financing the war
came to the company of Jay Cooke. Henry went

into the field with much success in the placing

of one bond issue and in 1864 went abroad to

interest foreign investors, a move he had long

urged as a means of drawing foreign sympathy

to the side of the North. All through the war he

was most valuable to the firm because of his

Washington contacts ; and his lavish entertain-

ing of newspaper correspondents brought coun-

trywide publicity for, and faith in, the bond
issues.

After the war he strongly urged his brother to

assist in the financing of the Northern Pacific

Railroad, and in 1870 he conducted the Northern
Pacific lobby before Congress. He had become
increasingly prominent in Washington affairs,

and when the District was given territorial gov-

ernment in 1871 he was appointed the first gov-
ernor. This position he resigned in 1873 at his

brother's urging, because he was involving the

firm too heavily in projects for the expansion

and improvement of the District. After Jay
Cooke & Company closed its doors in the panic
of 1873, Henry Cooke continued to reside in

Washington, participating in local affairs and
assisting various charities. Grace Chapel in

Cooke

Georgetown was his gift. Bryan, the District

historian, described him as "an agreeable man
of high personal character." His wife was Laura

Humphreys of Utica.

[W. B. Bryan, Hist, of the National Capital (1916) ;

E. P. Oberholtzer, Jay Cooke, Financier of the Civil

War (1907) ; National Republican (Washington, D.C.),
Feb. 25, 1881.] K. H.A.

COOKE, JAY (Aug. 10, 1821-Feb. 16, 1905),

banker, financier, came, in the paternal line, of a

family of which record is found in Salem, Mass.,

as early as 1638. The Cooks, or Cookes, re-

moved to Connecticut, then to New York State,

and then to the Western Reserve, where, in a

place which is now Sandusky, Ohio, Jay Cooke,

the third child and second son of Eleutheros and

Martha (Carswell) Cooke, was born. Eleu-

theros Cooke was a lawyer and was sent to Con-
gress, but life in the "West" at this time offered

few favorable opportunities to youth. Ambition,

if not need, inclined Jay when he was but four-

teen to seek employment as a clerk in a store in

his native town. In 1836 he found a position in

St. Louis, then little more than a French trading

post. But, his employers having been ruined in

the panic of 1837, he left in a few months to be-

come a clerk on a canal'packet line in Philadel-

phia. This move determined his career, for from
this employment in 1839 he passed to the bank-

ing house of E. W. Clark & Company, and hence-

forward banking was his business and Philadel-

phia was his home. He retired from the Clark

firm after the panic of 1857 and was quite at lib-

erty in 1861 to form a partnership of his own, Jay
Cooke & Company, which, until 1873, was one
of the most widely known banking houses in the

country.

The acquaintance which Jay Cooke's younger
brother, Henry David Cooke [q.v.~\, who had
conducted a newspaper in Columbus, had formed
at that place with Gov. Chase [q.v.] of Ohio,

in 1861 appointed secretary of the treasury, led

to relationships with the government which de-

veloped rapidly. Chase soon came to rely upon
the kindly, open, confident, and optimistic coun-

sel of the Philadelphia banker, as the financial

problems arising out of the Civil War multiplied.

The credit of the government was low, and the

Treasury was wanting in the funds to meet ordi-

nary public expenses, without taking into ac-

count the extraordinary demands which were
made upon it by the raising and equipment of

an army. The first attempt at selling bonds and
short-term notes was not very successful, but the

battle of Bull Run, in July 1861, awakened the

country, and, upon receipt of the news. Cooke
put on his hat, left his office, and visiting the

bankers of Philadelphia, in a few hours collected
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over $2,000,000 on the security of three-year

treasury notes, bearing interest at the rate of

7.30 per cent, or $7.30 a year for $100. In a few

days Chase, in company with Cooke, met the

bankers of New York, and, as a result of their

negotiations, the Associated Banks agreed to ad-

vance $50,000,000 to the government, to be re-

paid out of the sales of "seven-thirties." Cooke
at once converted his office into an agency for

advertising the loan and receiving public sub-

scriptions, a business which he later developed

to proportions attracting widespread notice.

In February 1862, Jay Cooke & Company
opened an office in Washington that the firm

might the better care for business growing out

of its connections with the government. In Oc-

tober 1862, when Chase's attention was occu-

pied with the "five-twenty" loan (a 6 per cent

loan which could be paid at the expiration of five,

and must be paid in twenty years) which he had

not been able to sell even at a discount, he ap-

pointed Cooke a treasury agent for the disposi-

tion of the bonds at par. From this time on the

"five-twenties" and their merits, said John Sher-

man '\_q.v.~], were made to stare "in the face of

the people in every household from Maine to

California." The entire loan of $500,000,000

was distributed before Jan. 21, 1864, when, in-

deed, after all the orders were received through

the mails, it was considerably oversubscribed.

More than 600,000, perhaps a million, citizens

had been persuaded to take shares in the public

debt.

Chase resigning in June 1864, William P.

Fessenden [q.v.] became secretary of the trea-

sury. The pecuniary straits of the government
were again severe, and necessity induced the new
secretary to turn in an obvious direction for re-

lief. He had been giving his attention to the

sale of a new issue of "seven-thirties," but it pro-

ceeded slowly, and Cooke was again on Jan. 28,

1865, appointed "fiscal agent" of the Treasury
Department. The machinery which had been
constructed for the distribution of the five-twen-

ties was reorganized. In seven months Secre-

tary Fessenden had, with difficulty, sold $133,-

000,000 of the seven-thirties ; Cooke, in less than
six months, sold $600,000,000 in government se-

curities of this issue.

The war having ended and business for the

government having been concluded, except for

some funding operations, Cooke found himself
with an organization not fully employed, and he
resolved to develop a large general banking busi-

ness, which, in 1866, led to the establishment of

a branch in New York, and in 1870, of a house
in London, where Hugh McCulloch [q.v], who

had been secretary of the treasury in the last

months of the Lincoln and during the Johnson
administrations, became the resident partner.

Many of the enterprises which after the war
sought the favor of bankers and capitalists, were
brought to Cooke's attention. One in particular

attracted him—the project for a Pacific railroad

over a northern route. The Central Pacific was
being advanced with government subvention

from Omaha to San Francisco. Cooke's support

was secured for a road having for its eastern

terminus a town called Duluth, at the head of

Lake Superior, for its western terminus, Ta-
coma, a site which was being prepared in a forest

of fir trees, on a fine harbor in Puget Sound.
Thus would the navigation of the Great Lakes be
connected overland with navigation of the Pa-
cific. The avidity of the nation for speculation

was spent, however, before the important object

in view could be realized. The road was com-
pleted to the Missouri River in the east and some
miles of the way had been finished on the Pacific

coast when, on Sept. 18, 1873, Jay Cooke &
Company were compelled to close their doors, out

of which event developed a general panic.

Cooke's misfortune, in view of valuable services

to the government during the war and the na-

tional character of the enterprise which bore him
down, awakened general sympathy, and public

gratification was not withheld when, in later life,

he recovered the estates which he had surren-

dered to his creditors, and a substantial income,

through his connection with mines in Utah and
by other successful investments. On Aug. 21,

1844 Cooke married Dorothea Elizabeth Allen,

a daughter of Richard Allen. Four children,

two sons and two daughters, were born to them.

[The chief source is Ellis Paxson Oberholtzer, Jay
Cooke, Financier of the Civil War (2 vols., 1907), based
upon the papers of Jay Cooke, a large collection, care-
fully arranged and preserved by the financier, and now
on deposit in the Library of the Hist. Soc. of Pa.]

E. P.O.

COOKE, JOHN ESTEN (Mar. 2, 1783-Oct.

J 9» I853), physician, was the first of eight chil-

dren born to Dr. Stephen Cooke of Philadelphia,

a surgeon in the Revolutionary War, who was
captured by the British and taken to the Bermu-
das, where he married, June 7, 1782, Catherine,

daughter of John Esten, chief justice, and at one

time acting governor. He was the elder brother

of John Rogers and Philip St. George Cooke
[qq.v]. The family continued to dwell in the

Bermudas until 1791 when it moved to Alex-

andria, Va., and later to Leesburg, in Loudoun
County in the same state. Cooke received a

good education although his biographers mention

no schools. He read Latin and used a Greek Tes-
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tament throughout his life. Having begun the

study of medicine under his father in Loudoun

County, he obtained his medical degree from the

University of Pennsylvania in 1805, his gradua-

tion thesis, which was published, being devoted

to an account of an epidemic of fever that pre-

vailed in his county in 1804. He practised for

years at Warrenton, Va., but in 182 1 moved to

Winchester. His Essays on the Autumnal and

Winter Epidemics (1829) which appeared in the

Medical Recorder in 1824 attracted much atten-

tion. With Dr. McGuire and others he had

planned to start a medical college at Winchester,

when, in 1827, he was called to the chair of

theory and practise of medicine at the Transyl-

vania University Medical School, Lexington,

Ky., to succeed his old classmate, Daniel Drake.

In the next year he published the first volume of

his Treatise on Pathology and Therapeutics,

which was later followed by the second volume.

This work is said to have been the earliest Amer-

ican systematic text-book on medicine. With

C. W. Short he began in the same year the Tran-

sylvania Journal of Medicine and the Associate

Sciences, and to this journal and the Medical

Recorder he contributed sufficient papers to

form, had they been republished, a large vol-

ume. His design seems to have been to emanci-

pate the United States from servile dependence

on European medicine and to establish an Amer-
ican medical literature, but this attitude was

ridiculed by the Eastern leaders of the profes-

sion. While in Lexington he changed his old

creed of Methodism to Episcopalianism and de-

fended this departure in his Essay on the In-

validity of Presbyterian Ordination (1829). In

1832, when his church established a theological

seminary, he was made professor of church his-

tory and polity and he also assembled an excel-

lent library for the seminary. In 1837 he moved
to Louisville where he was co-founder of the

Louisville Medical Institute, later known as the

University of Louisville, and was made its pro-

fessor of the theory and practise of medicine. He
was never popular either with the faculty or the

students. He made the liver responsible for most

of human ailments and insisted that the chief

remedies must be those which act upon that or-

gan. He gave enormous doses of calomel and

other purgatives, and he bled his patients freely.

His colleague Drake in the chair of clinical

medicine opposed such teachings, and Cooke's

withdrawal, which was a foregone conclusion,

took place in 1844. The rest of his life was spent

on a farm near the Ohio River. He had a total

disregard for the opinions of others and an in-

tolerance toward all that he regarded as error.
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He took great pains to get at the truth and his

reasoning powers were unusual, but he was un-

able to comprehend that his premises might be at

fault. He was wrapped up in clerical matters,

wrote on the ailments of the clergy, and at one

time contemplated publishing a popular manual

on disease.

[Memoir by Jas. Craik (also published in pamphlet
form) was printed in the Church Rev. and Ecclesiastical

Reg., July 1856, and reprinted in the Southern Literary
Messenger, Apr. 1857. See also biography by L. P.

Yandell in American Practitioner, July 1875 ; Western
Jour. Med. and Surg., Oct. 1854; and Jas. Craik, Hist.

Sketch of Christ Church, Louisville, Diocese of Ky.
(1862).] E.P.

COOKE, JOHN ESTEN (Nov. 3, 1830-Sept.

27, 1886), novelist and historian of Virginia, was
born in Winchester, Va., the son of John Rogers

Cooke [_q.v.~], and Maria, daughter of Philip

Pendleton of Berkeley County and a grandniece

of Judge Edmund Pendleton [<?.£'.]. After a boy-

hood in the Valley, chiefly at "Glengary" where

he roamed the farm with his younger broth-

ers, and admired the varied talents of his elder

brother, Philip Pendleton [q.vJ], John Esten was

taken to the family's new home in Richmond.

Here he attended school and was prominent in

a literary society. Unable to realize his hope of

attending the University of Virginia, he studied

law in his father's office and was admitted to the

bar in 185 1. In practise as in study law was
irksome and Cooke was constantly writing and

resolving not to write. The ready acceptance of

his work by the Southern Literary Messenger

and a check from Harper's (1852) led him defi-

nitely to adopt a literary career. In the next eight

years, Cooke produced a great number of fugi-

tive poems, essays, stories, and seven volumes of

fiction. His first novel, Leather Stocking and

Silk (1854), reflects his knowledge of the Val-

ley. The Virginia Comedians (1854), a story of

late Colonial Virginia, is distinguished alike by

dramatic quality and charm of diction, and is

probably the best work of its author. Henry St.

John (1859) is a sequel. Before Cooke was thir-

ty, his recognition was nation-wide, but his suc-

cess was clouded by the deaths, within a decade,

of his mother, father, and three brothers.

Cooke was an ardent secessionist, was a special

friend and admirer of Stuart, and served through

the entire war, surrendering with Lee at Appo-
mattox. His advocacy of winning the war rather

than defending Richmond may have cost him the

majority for which he was recommended by Stu-

art and by Lee. In the intervals of campaigning,

Cooke wrote a Life of Stonewall Jackson ( 1863),

and after the surrender used his experiences as the

basis of literature. Surry of Eagle's Nest ( 1866)

and its sequel Mohun (1869) combine stories of
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love and adventure with an essentially authentic

account of the struggle in Virginia. Wearing of

the Gray ( 1867) and Hammer and Rapier ( 1870)

are collections of essays on military subjects. A
Life of General Robert E. Lee (1871) is a mili-

tary rather than a personal biography.

After Appomattox, Cooke had returned to his

boyhood surroundings in the Valley. On Sept.

18, 1867 he married Mary Francis, daughter of

Dr. Robert Page of "Saratoga," Clarke Coun-

ty. Soon he moved to a near-by estate, "The

Briars," which became his home for the remain-

der of his life. Here, in the happy society of his

wife, his three children, and many visitors, he

divided his time between farming and writing.

When his Civil War vein was exhausted, he

sought in many fields the material for his ro-

mances. Most interesting to-day is The Heir of

Gaymount (1870) which urges intensive farm-

ing as the salvation of the post-war South. After

Mrs. Cooke's death (1878) the novels strike a

deeper human note, but show less of the enthusi-

astic dash which characterized the author's best

manner. Most widely known is My Lady Poka-

hontas ( 1885), a pleasing story of the settlement

of Virginia. Stories of the Old Dominion

(1879) is a fascinating book for boys and Vir-

ginia (1883) is a history, chiefly of the colonial

period. While his energy was still undiminished,

Cooke was stricken with typhoid fever, and died,

in his fifty-sixth year. He was at heart a chival-

ric Cavalier, who idealized the past and was un-

reservedly devoted to Virginia. His books are

what he wished them to be—entertaining and

pure. His popularity has suffered somewhat

from the unwinnowed abundance of his writings,

but his best romances of colonial Virginia and of

the Civil War will unquestionably survive.

[There is a sketch of Cooke by A. A. Link in Pio-

neers of Southern Literature, no. 5 (1898), and one
by M. J. Preston in the Critic, Oct. 16, 1886 ; the only

biography is John Esten Cooke, Virginian (1922), by

John O. Beaty.] J. O. B.

COOKE, JOHN ROGERS (1788-Dec. 15,

1854), lawyer, was the third child of Dr. Stephen

Cooke and Catherine (Esten) Cooke, and broth-

er of John Esten and Philip St. George Cooke

[qq.v.]. In 1791 he accompanied his parents to

Alexandria and thence to Leesburg, Loudoun

County, Va., where he received his early educa-

tion. In 1807 he held a commission in the Fred-

erick troop, which was raised in consequence of

the Chesapeake incident, and in 1812 saw ser-

vice in the coast defense. Having taken up the

study of law, probably at William and Mary Col-

lege law school, on his being admitted to the bar

(c. 1812) he commenced practise at Martins-
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burg (now W. Va.). Esteemed "the glass of

fashion of the scarcely more than border town"

(J. O. Beaty, post), his marriage, Nov. 18, 1813,

with Maria, da tighter of Philip and Agnes (Pat-

terson) Pendleton of Martinsburg, and grand-

niece of Judge Edmund Pendleton, assured him a

prominent position socially and otherwise, and
he established himself at Winchester, where he

practised for twenty-five years. In 1814 he rep-

resented Frederick County in the House of Dele-

gates, but served only one term. Great intel-

lectual endowments joined to remarkable powers
of speech fortified by wide reading quickly made
him the leading lawyer in transmontane Vir-

ginia. Elected a delegate from Frederick and
Jefferson counties to the Virginia constitutional

convention 1829-30, he was a conspicuous figure

in "one of the greatest assemblies of intellect

ever held on Virginia soil" (Chandler, post, p.

32). On the major question before the con-

vention, i.e., the future basis of representation in

the legislature, he and Doddridge were the lead-

ers of the Western party and his speeches, deal-

ing with the matter from the philosophical stand-

point of the natural rights of man and displaying

deep constitutional study, were among the ablest

in a brilliant series of arguments (see Proceed-

ings and Debates of the Virginia State Conven-
tion of 1829-30, pp. 53, 337, 342, 433, 549, 678,

69 1 ) . A member of the select committee of seven,

including Madison and Marshall, which drafted

the resulting compromise constitution, he was
the only western delegate who voted for it on its

final submission to the convention, his action

being bitterly assailed by Doddridge who accused

him of betraying the West. A contemporary de-

scribes him at this juncture as "thin in stature,

the full expression of a good face neutralized by

green glasses ; unknown in federal politics and as

yet in state . . . his mind thoroughly imbued

with the logic of the schools, and feeding on ab-

stractions as its daily bread ; versed in the minute

history of the state, and famous for the provoking

pertinacity with which he worried an opponent,

a dog-eared Hening in his hand" (H. B. Grigs-

by, post). The prominent part taken by him in

the convention brought a state-wide reputation

and in March 1840 he moved to Richmond where

he confined himself to work before the superior

and appellate courts, holding retainers in almost

every case of importance, including the Randolph

Will litigation. His speech in the latter case be-

fore the court of appeals was said by one of the

judges to have been the ablest ever delivered in

that court. Of his children, Philip Pendleton

Cooke [q.v.] and John Esten Cooke \_q.v.~\ at-

tained high distinction.
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[Information as to Cooke's career has been supplied

by his grand-daughters, Miss M. P. Duval of Charles

Town, W. Va. and Mrs. Carter Harrison of Univer-

sity, Va. The allusions to John Rogers Cooke in J. O.

Beaty, John Estcn Cooke, Virginian (1922), should be

revised in the light of this information. It is a family

tradition that Cooke attended Wm. and Mary College

and the College of New Jersey (Princeton) but no rec-

ord of such attendance has been found. H. B. Grigsby,

"The Virginian Convention of 1829-30," Va. Hist.

Reporter, vol. I (1854), P- 15. is appreciative. See also

Mary S. Kennedy, Scldens of Va. and Allied Families

(

1

9 11 ) , II, 265-67; Toner Coll., "Medical Men in the

American Revolution," vol. VIII, in MSS. Div., Lib. of

Cong. ; C. H. Ambler, Sectionalism in Va. from 1776

to 1S61 (1910), esp. pp. 166-77; Julian A. C. Chand-

ler, Representation in Va., Johns Hopkins University

Studies in Historical and Political Science, 14 ser., VI,

VII (1896) ; Daily Richmond Enquirer, Dec. 16, 1854.]

H.W.H.K.

COOKE, JOSIAH PARSONS (Oct. 12, 1827-

Sept. 3, 1894), chemist, teacher, author, was born

in Boston, Mass., and died in Newport, R. I. His

early life was spent in Boston where his father,

also Josiah Parsons Cooke, was a successful

lawyer. When he was six years old he lost his

mother, Mary (Pratt) Cooke, and was brought

up by a faithful friend of the family. As a boy he

was frail, reserved, and disinclined to outdoor

sports. He spent his spare time in reading and in

studying chemistry, in which his interest had been

aroused when as a lad he heard some lectures by

Benjamin Silliman before the Lowell Institute

of Boston (1839-43). Like all lovers of chem-

istry he read Mrs. Marcet's Conversations on

Chemistry, but the experiments performed by

Silliman kindled in him such enthusiasm that he

also fitted up a little laboratory in the cellar of his

father's home. Here he performed many experi-

ments, guided by Turner's Chemistry. In this

way he studied the science by the toilsome meth-

od of individual experiment, which he rigorously

followed and made his students follow during his

forty-four years of association with Harvard

University. He entered Harvard in 1844, pur-

sued the regular course, and after graduation in

1848 spent a year in Europe where he attended

lectures in chemistry by Dumas and Regnault.

Upon his return he was appointed tutor in mathe-

matics at Harvard. He had decided to devote his

life to chemistry, however, although his knowl-

edge of the subject was almost entirely self-ac-

quired. Elected Erving Professor of Chemistry

and Mineralogy in 1850 at the age of twenty-

three, he founded the two departments, developed

courses, procured teaching equipment, and won
the respect of his classical colleagues and the

financial support of the corporation. In 1858

Boylston Hall, the new chemistry laboratory,

was completed, largely through the zealous ef-

forts of Cooke, and chemistry started on a wid-

ened path. Assistants were appointed, the first

Cooke

one being Charles W. Eliot, and laboratory in-

struction was offered for the first time to a class

of undergraduates.

During the manifold duties incident to estab-

lishing and administering the department of

chemistry, Cooke found time to write and in-

vestigate, and between 1855 and 1893 to deliver

eight courses of lectures before the Lowell Insti-

tute. He also taught chemistry for a few years

in the Harvard Medical School. Of his eight

books, the more important are : Elements of

Chemical Physics (i860), which went through

three editions ; Principles of Chemical Philoso-

phy (1868), four editions; The New Chemistry

(1874), five editions and several translations;

and Laboratory Practice (1891). Several of

his other books deal with the relation between

religion and science. He published over forty

papers on his original investigations. Some early

papers were devoted to mineralogy, and one,

"The Numerical Relations between the Atomic

Weights" (American Journal of Science, 2 ser.,

XVII, 1854), dealt with the classification of the

elements. This was the first scientific attempt to

classify the elements by their atomic weights, and

foreshadowed the investigations on atomic

weights which occupied Cooke in later life and

prepared the way for the superior work in this

field done at Harvard. The first investigation of

the latter type was on the atomic weight of anti-

mony, and it led to three fundamental papers

(Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts

and Sciences, XIII, 1 ; XV, 251 ; XVII, 1 ; 1877-

81) and several subsidiary ones. The second (in

cooperation with Theodore W. Richards, Ibid.,

XXIII, 149, 182; 1887-89) was on the relative

atomic weights of oxygen and hydrogen, and was

a helpful contribution to the experimental pro-

cedure in this exacting work. Cooke wrote about

thirty other papers, which include fourteen on

chemical topics and nine on the biography of

celebrated men. His annual reports as director

of the chemistry laboratory contain helpful con-

tributions on the construction of laboratories, ar-

rangement of mineralogical specimens, contents

of courses, and methods of teaching science.

In i860 he married Mary Hinckley Hunting-

ton, of Lowell, Mass. They had no children, but

a nephew and a niece of Mrs. Cooke were mem-
bers of the family for many years. Cooke was a

member of many scientific societies including

the National Academy of Sciences and the

American Academy of Arts and Sciences. He
was active in the latter, being corresponding sec-

retary for nineteen years (1873-92), and presi-

dent for three years (1892-94). He was also a

resident fellow for forty-one years and librarian
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for eight. As a college lecturer he was luminous,

and despite a tremulous hand his experiments

were uniformly successful ; he was especially

popular with younger students. As a teacher he

was convincing in the lecture room, patient in the

laboratory, and persistent in making students

think for themselves. He exerted a wholesome

influence on American education, secondary and

collegiate, by his determined and energetic cham-

pionship of the study of science. As an investi-

gator he was singularly clear in thought, undis-

mayed by experimental difficulties, ingenious in

devising apparatus and methods, and keen in his

enthusiasm for research.

[Proc. Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., XXX (1894), 513-

47; Nat. Acad. Sci., Biog. Memoirs, IV (1877-1909),
175-83 ; Popular Science Monthly, X (1877), 491-95 ;

brief articles in the Am. Client. Jour., XVI, 566-68, and
the Harv. Grads. Mag., Ill (1894-95), I95-97-I

L.C.N.

COOKE, PHILIP PENDLETON (Oct. 26,

1816-Jan. 20, 1850), poet, story-writer, was the

eldest child of John Rogers Cooke [_q.v.~], a dis-

tinguished Virginia lawyer, another of whose

sons was John Esten Cooke [qv.~\, the novelist.

His mother was Maria Pendleton. Philip was

born at Martinsburg, Berkeley County, Va. (now

W. Va.). In his boyhood the family lived at and

near Winchester ("Glengary") and at Charles

Town ; his later years were passed in the ad-

joining county of Clarke, near Millwood, at his

home "The Vineyard," in the beautiful Shenan-

doah Valley. At fifteen he entered Princeton

College, where he devoted more time to reading

poetry than to the prescribed studies. Chaucer

and Spenser were favorites. After his graduation

( 1834) at Princeton, he read law with his father.

Before his twenty-first birthday he was married

to Willie Anne Burwell of Clarke County, and

admitted to the bar. Law was his profession

but literature and hunting were his master pas-

sions. His frequent letters to his father show
that he was intermittently reading Blackstone

and writing verse and prose romances, frequent-

ly hunting, and daily enjoying the noble scenery

of mountain and stream with a poet's fine sense

for the beauty of landscape and legend. The re-

gion was lovely, society was merry, and the

lawyer-poet was handsome and popular. Above
the average height, with "deep hazel eyes, dark

chestnut curling hair," and a musical voice, he

must have looked the poet far more than the

sport-loving country gentleman and village bar-

rister. His manly and affectionate nature is re-

flected in his letters to his father, upon whom
he relied for counsel and often for money. He
was singularly happy in his own family life.

For writing, however, he had little encourage-
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ment. Literature was looked upon as only an

elegant pastime. Toward the law he had good

intentions and for literary production he had a

positive urge, but he showed no sustained dili-

gence in the pursuit of either. If one takes into

account his social nature, the demands of an

uncongenial profession, his struggle to support

a growing family on an uncertain income, and

the lack of incentive to literary effort in the old

leisurely plantation life, the slenderness of

Cooke's achievement is not to be attributed main-

ly to lack of ambition. Under all the circum-

stances his accomplishment in letters is not in-

considerable for his brief span of thirty-three

years. There is evidence, indeed, that he was
turning more and more to literature and that,

had he lived another score of years, he might

have been one of the major poets and romancers

of the older South.

His earliest poems, written at Princeton, were
published in the Knickerbocker Magazine in

1833. From 1835 to his death in 1850 he occa-

sionally wrote for the Southern Literary Mes-
senger of Richmond, beginning with a series of

essays on English poetry. A famous poem,

"Florence Vane," which appears in most anthol-

ogies of American verse, was first published in

Burton's Gentleman's Magazine, Philadelphia,

for March 1840, and was soon translated into

several languages. In 1847, at the suggestion of

his cousin, John Pendleton Kennedy \_q.v.~\ of

Baltimore, Cooke collected some of his maga-
zine verses into a volume, Froissart Ballads and

Other Poems, which was published by Carey

and Hart, Philadelphia. He called the ballads

"versified transcripts from Froissart," but only

three are directly from the old chronicler. The
poems in this volume show a delicate sense for

form and rhythm and a rare freshness of image-

ry in descriptions of nature. Cook's four short

prose romances, "The Gregories of Hackwood,"

"The Two Country Houses," "John Carper the

Hunter of Lost River," and "The Crime of An-

drew Blair," and his satirical story of whimsical

humor, "Erisicthon," appeared in the Southern

Literary Messenger during 1848-49. His one

novel, or historical romance, "The Chevalier

Merlin" (unfinished), highly praised by Poe,

was running in the Messenger at the time of his

death. His stories have rapid movement, vivid

delineation, and the usual romantic coloring of

our earlier fiction. Both his poetry and prose re-

flect his acute interest in nature and outdoor

sport, which he always depicts with sureness and

sincerity. The one memorable lyric, "Florence

Vane," and several meritorious ballads form his

slight but real contribution to our literature.
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[The chief sources of information on Philip Pendle-

ton Cooke are : Letters to his father, now owned by his

nephew, Dr. Robt. P. Cooke of Lexington, Va. ; auto-

biographical fragment of John Esten Cooke, quoted in

John O. Beaty's John Esten Cooke, Virginian (1922) ;

editorial tribute by John R. Thompson in Southern
Literary Messenger, Feb. 1850; "Philip Pendleton

Cooke," by Rufus W. Griswold, in the same for Oct.

185 1 (reprinted from Intemat. Mag.) ;
"Recollections

of Philip Pendleton Cooke." in Messenger for June,

1858: "Philip Pendleton Cooke," by F. V. N. Painter,

Lib. of Southern Literature, vol. Ill (1909).]

J. CM.

COOKE, PHILIP ST. GEORGE (June 13,

1809-Mar. 20, 1895), soldier, author, the son of

Dr. Stephen and Catherine (Esten) Cooke, was

born at Leesburg, Va. He was the younger

brother of John Esten Cooke (1 783-1853) and

of John Rogers Cooke (1 788-1854) [qq.v.']. He

was named St. George in deference to his moth-

er's nationality, but he was appointed a cadet at

West Point under the name of Philip St. George,

through a mistake somewhat similar to that by

which Gen. Grant's name was altered when he

entered that institution. Graduating in 1827,

Cooke was commissioned in the 6th Infantry,

joined his regiment in Missouri, and served with

it for nearly six years at various western stations

and on expeditions into the Indian country. He
was engaged in the Black Hawk War of 1832.

The next year he was appointed first lieutenant

in the newly organized 1st Dragoons (now the

1st Cavalry), and two years later (May 31,

1835) became a captain. From frontier stations,

generally Fort Leavenworth, he went on many
expeditions into the remote West, including one

in 1845 through the South Pass of the Rocky

Mountains, when his command covered twenty-

two hundred miles in ninety-nine days. In the

war with Mexico, his service was with Kearny's

Army of the West, which achieved the conquest

of New Mexico and California by hard march-

ing more than by fighting. With an escort of

twelve men, Cooke preceded the army from the

rendezvous at Bent's Fort, on the Arkansas

River, to Santa Fe, three hundred miles distant.

It was intended that he should negotiate under

a flag of truce, but Mexican resistance collapsed

without much negotiation. Meanwhile reinforce-

ments for the army had been started forward,

including a battalion enlisted among the Mor-
mons who had recently been driven from Nau-
voo. Cooke was assigned to its command, with

the rank of lieutenant-colonel. His impression

of his battalion, when it arrived at Santa Fe, was
not favorable. "It was enlisted too much by fam-

ilies ; some were too old, some feeble, and some
too young ; it was embarrassed by many women

;

it was undisciplined ; it was much worn by travel-

ling on foot" (Conquest of New Mexico and

Cooke

California, p. 91). When he left it in California

nine months later, however, he had made it into

an efficient organization. He was promoted to

major of the 2nd Dragoons in 1847, lieutenant-

colonel in 1853, and colonel in 1858, being em-

ployed usually on the frontier as before, skir-

mishing occasionally with Apache and Sioux In-

dians, and taking part in the Utah expedition of

1857-58. He prepared a new system of calvary

tactics for the army, and was an observer of the

war in Italy in 1859-60.

His family "followed the State" in 1861. His

son, John R. Cooke, and his son-in-law, J. E. B.

Stuart, became general officers in the Confeder-

ate army. On both sides it was supposed that

he would probably do likewise, but his loyalty

was unshaken, and when a letter from a Con-

federate general was secretly delivered to him
in Washington he promptly handed it over to the

War Department. He was appointed a brigadier-

general in the regular army, Nov. 12, 1861, and

commanded a brigade of cavalry at Washington
until the Army of the Potomac entered upon the

Peninsular campaign, in which he commanded
the so-called Cavalry Reserve—a division of two

brigades. This was his only actual field service

during the war. He commanded the district of

Baton Rouge for a time, and later was general

superintendent of recruiting for the regular

army. After the war, besides other duties, he

commanded successively the departments of the

Platte, the Cumberland, and the Lakes. He re-

tired from active service in 1873. Besides his

Cavalry Tactics (2 vols., 1861 ; many later edi-

tions) he published Scenes and Adventures in

the Army (1857) and The Conquest of New
Mexico and California (1878). The former is

his autobiography from the time of his first com-
mission until 1845, interspersed with curious re-

flections, frequently thrown into the form of

dialogue, on subjects of every conceivable na-

ture. It is useful as a picture of life in the far

West during the period. The second of these

books is a strictly historical narrative, the more
valuable because largely made up of extracts

from the diary which he kept at the time. Cooke
was a stern disciplinarian, with a high sense of

honor and sincere religious feeling. He did not

lack a sense of humor, and was notably fond of

young people. His wife was Rachel Hertzog of

Philadelphia.

[In addition to Cooke's own publications see G. W.
Cullum, Biog. Reg. (3rd ed., 1891) ; Bull. Ass. Grads.
U. S. Mil. Acad., 1895, pp. 79-86; Frank A. Golder,
March of the Mormon Battalion (1928) ; Daniel Tyler,
Concise Hist, of the Mormon Battalion in the Mexican
War (1881) ; Official Records {Army), 1 ser., vols. XI
(pts. 1, 2, 3), XXVI (pt. i), XXXIV (pts. 2, 3), LI
(Pt- 0-] T.M.S.
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COOKE, ROSE TERRY (Feb. 17, 1827-July

18, 1892), story-writer, poet, was born on a farm

near Hartford, Conn. Her father, Henry Wads-
worth Terry, was the son of a Hartford bank

president and member of Congress ; her mother,

Anne (Hurlbut) Terry, was the daughter of

John Hurlbut, the first New England shipbuilder

to sail around the world. When Rose was six, her

parents removed to one of the finest houses in

Hartford, owned by Henry Terry's mother, and

there the girl learned to become a thorough New
England housekeeper. The life and festivals in

this home are described in some of her stories.

Because of a serious illness, she was not a strong

child and so was kept much outdoors where,

through the companionship of her father, she

became learned in the lore of woods, garden, and

sky. She could read at the age of three, and was

graduated from the Hartford Female Seminary

when she was sixteen. The same year she joined

the church and throughout her life was devoted

to church association. Following graduation, she

taught in Hartford, then in a Presbyterian school

in Burlington, N. J., then as a governess in a

clergyman's family. A call came for her service

at home and from this time her first interest was

domestic. The death of a sister threw upon her

the care of the sister's children, who became like

her own. At home, in her spare time, she began

to write stories and verse, but her literary work
was always of secondary importance in her own
estimation. Charles A. Dana introduced her

verses to the New York Tribune, and they were

later published in one volume, Poems (i860).

They show considerable variety both in subject

and metrical form, and include ballads and trans-

lations as well as poems on travel, the Civil War,
festival occasions, nature, religious subjects, and

subjective experience. It is the work of one

sensitive to beauty, both physical and spiritual,

but not over-emotional. Her meters, though

conventional, are free from stiffness. Perhaps

the best poems are those on New England scenes,

such as "My Apple Tree," "The Sheepfold,"

"The River," "The Snow-Filled Nest," "The
Two Villages," "Trailing Arbutus." Many of

her short stories, contributed to Harper's Maga-
zine, the Atlantic Monthly, and other periodicals,

were collected into the volumes Happy Dodd; or,

She Hath Done What She Could (1878), Some-
body's Neighbors (1881), Root-Bound and
Other Sketches (1885), The Sphinx's Children

and Other People's (1886), Huckleberries Gath-

ered from New England Hills ( 1891 ). She also

wrote a novel, Steadfast (1889). Her best sto-

ries are those of New England life and character,

which show a keen perception of human motives

and appreciation for the meaning in even a hum-
drum life. Her subjects are similar to those of

Mary Wilkins Freeman, but her outlook is free

from morbidity and full of humor. Her style is

simple and spontaneous. Her characteristic hu-

mor showed in the expression of her rather large

mouth and deep-set, dark eyes, and a phrenolo-

gist would have read intellect in her high fore-

head. Tall, with Spanish coloring and black hair,

she was striking, and in her youth was consid-

ered beautiful. Her wit and interest in people

and things brought her many friends. In 1873
she married Rollin H. Cooke, an iron manufac-
turer, and removed to Winsted, Conn. She con-

tinued writing and attempted novels, without

great success. In 1887 she and her husband re-

moved to Pitts field, Mass. An attack of pneu-
monia in 1889 left her an invalid and her home
was broken up. Successive attacks of influenza

followed and she died at Pittsfield in 1892.

[Harriet Prescott Spofford, who knew her, wrote an
article on Rose Terry Cooke published in Our Famous
Women (1883). See also Fred. L. Pattee, The Devel-
opment of the Am. Short Story (1923) ; brief mention
in Edward O'Brien, The Advance of the Am. Short
Story (1923), and in J. L. Onderdonk, Hist, of Am.
Verse, 1610—1897 (1901); sketch in Am. Women
(1897), ed. by Frances Willard and Mary Livermore

;

obituaries in Boston Transcript, July 19, Boston Her-
ald, July 20, and Critic, July 23, 1892.] S. G. B.

COOLBRITH, INA DONNA (Mar. 10, 1842-

Feb. 29, 1928), poet, the daughter of New Eng-
land parents, was born near Springfield, 111.,

and died in Berkeley, Cal. Her father died when
she was a child and she went with her mother to

live in St. Louis. There the young widow mar-
ried a newspaper man named William Pickett.

In 1849 the Pickett family went to California

and settled in Los Angeles. Ina attended such

public schools as the place afforded, read many
books, and delighted herself with the conversa-

tion of pioneering miners. About 1865 the fam-

ily moved to San Francisco. Ina was by this time

definitely "literary," and she accordingly went
into teaching as a means of contributing to the

family income. Her writings attained a local

reputation, and when in 1868 Bret Harte founded

the Overland Monthly, he engaged her as one of

his co-editors. To the first issue of the publica-

tion she contributed the poem "Longing," re-

stating the doctrine that one hour in a vernal

wood is more instructive than all the sages. In

the next issue, she published "Blossom Time," a

lyric exultant over the approach of spring. This

poem is typical of her work, and it remains the

specimen of it which is perhaps most generally

known. While associated with the Overland

Monthly she gave encouragement to the young

poet Cincinnatus Heine Miller, to whom she is
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said to have suggested his pseudonym, "Joaquin

Miller." A volume of poems under the title, A
Perfect Day and Other Poems appeared in 1881

;

The Singer of the Sea, a brief elegy, in 1894;

and Songs from the Golden Gate, a collective edi-

tion of her work, in 1895. Her writings were

from the first popular, though never, it appears,

remunerative. She was acclaimed by critics in

England as well as in America, and she was

about to set out for New York and eventually

London, when she was suddenly left with the re-

sponsibility of rearing a niece and a nephew.

From 1893 to 1897 she was ill, but with that

exception she worked from 1873 to 1906 as libra-

rian in Oakland and San Francisco—for twenty-

one years at the* Oakland Public Library, for two

years at the San Francisco Mercantile Library,

and for eight years at the San Francisco Bohe-

mian Club. The San Francisco fire destroyed

quantities of her manuscript and left her without

employment. Appreciative friends, however,

soon made provision for her. When the exposi-

tion was held in San Francisco in 1915, she con-

tributed to the occasion by summoning a World
Congress of Authors. In the same year, with

elaborate ceremony, she was crowned poet lau-

reate of California, pursuant to an act of the

state legislature. Though not a poet of high

rank she phrased beautifully some worthy and

agreeable thoughts, and she exemplified through-

out her life personal traits which have for a long

time been held admirable.
[Marian Taylor, "A Poet-Laureate Hostess," in Sun-

set Mag., Jan. 191 5 ; Marian Taylor, "Congress of Au-
thors and Journalists," and Josephine C. McCrackin,
"Ina Coolbrith Invested with Poet's Crown," in Over-
land Monthly, Nov. 1915 ; A. K. Lynch, "Ina D. Cool-
brith as the Literary Associate of Bret Harte," in Over-
land Monthly, Nov. 1920; Who's Who in America,
1922-23 ; Oakland Tribune, Feb. 29, 1928; N.Y. Times,
Mar. 1, 1928.] j D. W.
COOLEY, LYMAN EDGAR (Dec. 5, 1850-

Feb. 3, 1917), civil engineer, was born in Canan-

daigua, N. Y., the son of Albert Blake and Ach-
sah (Griswold) Cooley. He was graduated from

the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 1874 whh
a degree in civil engineering, and in December
of the same year was married to Lucena Mc-
Millan. Making his home in Chicago, Cooley

became one of the city's best-known consulting

hydraulic engineers. He began his professional

life as a teacher of engineering subjects at North-

western University (1874-77) and acted as the

associate editor of the Engineering News for

most of that period. After a year's work as as-

sistant engineer on the construction of a bridge

over the Missouri River at Glasgow, Mo., he had
his first experience on waterway problems when,

from 1879 to 1884, he served as assistant engi-
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neer on the Mississippi and Missouri river im-

provements. In September 1884 he began a year's

work as editor, with Merrick Cowles, of the

American Engineer. But at the end of a year he

left the editorial field to devote himself to engi-

neering features of waterway problems. He first

achieved prominence in promoting the undertak-

ing of the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal. He
was the first chief engineer of the enterprise and

when, through a political combination, he was

replaced by another, he was elected one of the

trustees of the district. His work in connection

with the Sanitary District in Chicago was almost

continuous from 1885 till within a year of his

death, when failing eyesight gave him difficulty.

He gave the initial form to the solution of the

problems pertaining to the Chicago Sanitary

Canal, its relation to lakes and rivers, its sani-

tary and constructive features ; and his opinions

and work met the test of experience and time.

In 1913, following the refusal of the Secretary

of War to permit an increase in the diversion of

water to 10,000 cubic feet per second through the

Canal, he prepared a volume containing a brief

of the facts and issues, published under the title

The Diversion of the Waters of the Great Lakes

by Way of the Sanitary and Ship Canal of Chi-

cago (1913)-

In 1895 Cooley had been appointed by Presi-

dent Cleveland a member of an International

Commission to make investigations for a ship

canal between the Great Lakes and the Atlantic

Ocean, and with James B. Angell of Michigan

and John E. Russell of Massachusetts made the

report that gave the first substantial basis to the

engineering merits of that enterprise. From that

time until his death he was prominent in connec-

tion with plans for deep-water navigation to

the Lakes. He was consulting engineer for the

Lakes-to-the-Gulf Deep Waterway Association

for several years ; served as an advisory engineer

in an investigation for the Erie Canal ; was a

consultant for the Denver Union Water Company
on the Cheesman Dam ; and did notable work in

connection with water-power enterprises and

water storage at Keokuk, Iowa. He was inter-

ested in the Isthmian Canal problem, visited

Panama and Nicaragua as consulting engineer

with the contractors' and engineers' expedition,

and in 1902 published Isthmian Canal. He also

served as a member of the United States Postal

Committee on Pneumatic Tubes for mail in

cities. Cooley was a prolific writer on engineer-

ing subjects, and his papers, particularly on

waterway problems, appeared for years in the

technical press. He also lectured on waterway
problems. He was active in the Society of West-
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ern Engineers, serving a year as its president,

and in the American Waterworks Association.
[Files of the Am. Soc. of Civil Engineers ; Engineer-

ing News, Feb. 8, 191 7; Engineering Record, Feb. 10,

1917 ; Who's Who in America, 1916-17 ; Cooley's pub-
lished books and papers.] jr Y.

COOLEY, THOMAS McINTYRE (Jan. 6,

1824-Sept. 12, 1898), jurist, was descended from

Benjamin Cooley, one of the selectmen of

Springfield, Mass., in 1646. He was born on a

farm near Attica, N. Y., the eighth of the thir-

teen children of Thomas Cooley and his second

wife Rachel Hubbard. That part of New York,

then being rapidly peopled, was as yet not far

advanced beyond the frontier stage ; comfort de-

pended on hard work and much of it. In later

life, when Cooley had won fame and pecuniary

competence, he rarely spoke, and even then re-

luctantly, of early hardships. Still, he had the

advantage of reasonably good schooling, sup-

plemented by his own reading; he apparently

read everything he could obtain, especially works

of history. He attended the public schools,

which were probably of a very simple character,

and later the Attica Academy, from which he

was graduated in 1842. There his formal edu-

cation ended, but through a long and busy life

he enriched his mind and spirit with books be-

yond the borders of his profession. It appears

that for some months each year, he taught school

in the neighborhood of Attica, even before leav-

ing the academy. In 1842 he began the study of

law, chiefly at Palmyra. The next year, deter-

mined to test his fortunes farther afield, he

moved to Adrian, Mich., where he continued his

studies, supporting himself by doing tasks of

various kinds till his admission to the bar in

January 1846. In December of that year, he

married Mary Elizabeth Horton, a woman of

unusual charm and character.

The next ten years had their share of anxiety.

Cooley was ambitious and at that time restless

;

at all events, not content with opportunities at

Adrian, he thrice tried other places, living for

brief periods in Tecumseh and Coldwater, Mich.,

and later in Toledo, Ohio; but after each ven-

ture he returned to the town where he had begun

the practise of his profession. His early connec-

tions were with the Democratic party, but soon

after the formation of the Republican party he

entered its ranks and was thenceforth associat-

ed with it though never as an extreme partisan.

In 1855 he formed a partnership in Adrian with

Charles M. Croswell, later governor of the state.

His fortunes began to brighten somewhat, his

law business increased, and in 1857 he was
chosen by the legislature of Michigan to com-

pile the state statutes. This work he did with

Cooley

great thoroughness and skill, and his success

doubtless brought his appointment (1858) as

official reporter of the supreme court of the

state. Though he had appeared but seldom be-

fore the supreme bench, there is probably truth

in what was said later by one of the jus-

tices : "We appointed him because we had no-

ticed in his management of cases, even in his

early standing at the bar, a very great discrimi-

nation in picking out and enforcing the strong

and important points in the case." Certainly

that discrimination was characteristic of every-

thing Cooley did ; and in his work as reporter it

was peculiarly exemplified. He held the posi-

tion till 1865, and edited eight volumes (5-12

Michigan Reports, covering the years 1858-64).

The impression made by his scholarship and in-

dustry won for him election to the state supreme
court (1864). The years of uncertainty and of

struggle were now behind him; ahead lay un-

ceasing toil, but also reputation and notable ac-

complishment. He was successively reelected

till his defeat in the spring of 1885. During his

more than twenty years of service, the court as

a whole had a reputation for ability and vigor.

Cooley's own work was of high order. At the

time of his death a writer in the American Law
Review (XXXII, 917) declared that his "nu-

merous judicial opinions . . . are in every respect

models ; they have been rarely equaled, never

surpassed by English or American judges."

When asked to select what he himself thought

his best opinion, Cooley named Park Commis-
sioners vs. Detroit, 28 Mich., 228 (1873).

Even before his judicial duties had begun, he

had taken another momentous step. When the

Law Department of the University of Michigan

was established in 1859 Cooley was chosen one

of the three professors of law, and in that year

he moved with his family to Ann Arbor, to be

associated with the University for the remainder

of his life. For a time he was secretary, later

dean of the department. His lectures were char-

acteristically clear, thoroughly organized, and

so straightforward and even apparently simple,

that the art and the drudgery involved in prepa-

ration were concealed from the listener. They

were commonly written and read to his classes

;

they were condensed, terse and telling, but

doubtless because of their very merits the stu-

dents often failed to realize that they were being

led unerringly by a master. In 1884 he gave up

his professorship in the law school, and the next

year reluctantly accepted the position of pro-

fessor of American history and constitutional

law in the Literary Department. This title he

held until his death, but after the first few years
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his connection with the University was not much
more than nominal or honorary.

Cooley wrote unceasingly, and his reputation

largely rested then, and rests to-day, on his suc-

cess as a publicist. The first work of importance,

still an indispensable companion for every one

interested in constitutional problems, was A
Treatise on the Constitutional Limitations zvliicli

Rest Upon the Legislative Power of the States

of the American Union (1868, 8th ed. 1927).

The volume is characterized by clarity of style

and perfection of organization ; though based on

precedent and authority, it is by no means lack-

ing in philosophic grasp or wanting in the pres-

entation of fundamental principles of jurispru-

dence and of social order. His presentation of

constitutional provisions designed to protect in-

dividual liberty was especially strong and influ-

ential. A much smaller work, The General Prin-

ciples of Constitutional Law (1880, 3rd ed.

1898), was for years widely used as a college

text-book. In 1870 he finished his edition of

Blackstone's Commentaries (1871) with intro-

duction and notes covering the main develop-

ments of English Law since the author's time

and indicating the differences between American
law and the English system. Next to his Limi-

tations, Cooley's most influential work was his

Treatise on the Law of Torts (1879, 3rd ed.

1906). It was long considered the authoritative

American treatment. Cooley himself thought this

book his best. He published an edition of Story's

Commentaries on the Constitution (1873) ; and

The Law of Taxation (1876, 4th ed. 1924). For

the series of American Commonwealths he wrote

Michigan, a History of Governments (1885, rev.

ed. 1905), a readable and accurate state history.

A considerable number of articles in periodicals

and a few public addresses of importance also

came from his pen. Of these and other miscel-

laneous writings a list is given in the Michigan

Law Journal, V, 373.

The later years of Cooley's life were largely

taken up with railroad affairs. He was called

on several times to act as arbitrator in disputes.

At the end of 1886 he was appointed receiver

of the Wabash lines east of the Mississippi, and
entered upon the task with characteristic en-

ergy, showing marked administrative capacity.

In the spring of 1887 he was asked by President

Cleveland to become a member of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, then being organized.

He accepted the position, became chairman of the

commission, and at once devoted to the diffi-

cult task his customary labor and interest. It

is plain from his letters, his diary, the reports

he prepared, and the testimony of his associates,
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that he bore the chief burden and in great de-

gree shaped the policy of the commission. To
state in brief compass the nature and effect of

his work is quite impossible ; it is fair to believe

that one of the Commission, writing at the time

of Cooley's retirement, did not exaggerate in say-

ing, "You have organized the National Commis-
sion, laid its foundations broad and strong and
made it what its creators never contemplated,

a tribunal of justice, in a field and for a class

of questions where all was chaos before." Worn
out with labor, he resigned in September 1891.,

The Reports of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission in its early years, all of them—except

in their purely statistical portions—presumably

written by Cooley, should be included among his

important contributions.

In great degree Cooley's essential character

was visible in his appearance ; his face bore a

look of earnestness and thought not uninfluenced

by a certain benignity. Quiet, even retiring,

very self-contained, he loved the companionship
of intelligent people, was fond of children, and
was interested in young men and their problems.

His most marked qualities, aside from calmness

and a dominating sense of justice, were his ca-

pacity for unremitting toil and the supreme care

with which he performed his tasks. He died at

Ann Arbor Sept. 12, 1898. His wife had died

eight years before.

[Diaries and letters covering a portion of Cooley's
life are in the library of the Univ. of Mich., where also
is a typewritten and incomplete biography by Henry
Wade Rogers, Cooley's successor as dean of the Law
School. In W. D. Lewis's Great Am. Lawyers, vol.

VII (1909), is an excellent sketch by H. B. Hutchins.
A trustworthy summary and estimate is C. A. Kent's
Address (pub. by the Univ. of Mich., 1899). Of value
are Am. Law Rev., XXXII, 916; Report Am. Bar
Asso., 1898, p. 674 ; Jerome C. Knowlton in Mich. Law
Rev., vol. V, Mar. 1907, p. 309.] a C. McL.

COOLIDGE, ARCHIBALD CARY (Mar. 6,

1866-Jan. 14, 1928), historian, was born in Bos-
ton, Mass., the son of Joseph Randolph and Julia

(Gardner) Coolidge. He came of a family that

included many names distinguished in the social

and commercial life of Boston. His paternal

grandmother was Eleonora Wayles Randolph, a

grand-daughter of Thomas Jefferson. On his

mother's side was a strain of French Huguenot
blood which added strength to the sturdy inde-

pendence of the father's Scotch-Irish inheri-

tance. He was graduated summa cum laudc

from Harvard College in the class of 1887, and
almost immediately decided to devote himself to

the scholar's life. Ample means, which in a less

resolute character might have tempted to waste
of energy, were to him only a stimulus to thor-

oughness and persistent effort. Family connec-

tions enabled him to spend the six years follow-
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ing graduation in a preparation of unusual

breadth and variety, not, however, excluding the

normal academic routine of study leading to

the degree of Ph.D. in history at Freiburg in

Germany in 1892. During these years he served

as acting secretary of legation at St. Petersburg,

1890-91 ; as private secretary to his uncle, the

United States minister to France, 1892 ; and as

secretary of the American Legation at Vienna,

1893. In this period also he acquired the com-

mand of European languages which was to

serve him so well in the varied activities of later

life. Returning to America in 1893 he accept-

ed an appointment as instructor in history at

Harvard. As a teacher of large classes his

method was formal, inclining to dryness, but re-

vealing always a personal judgment of men and

affairs and enlivened by rare touches of sedate

humor. In the closer intimacy of smaller stu-

dent groups he found his real opportunity and

called forth here the permanent loyalty of the

choicer spirits.

This long experience in making great historic

periods intelligible to unprepared students bore

fruit in the writings which made Coolidge's

literary reputation. He was not a prolific writ-

er, but as in personal conversation he held him-

self in reserve until he could speak with decision,

so he was never tempted into writing until he

had something definite to say. His most im-

portant books, The United States as a World
Power (1908), Origins of the Triple Alliance

(1917), Ten Years of War and Peace (1927),
were the outcome of lectures or the summary of

previously printed articles. His style was clean-

cut without ornament, almost conversational in

its directness and its half-humorous allusions.

In the year 1906-07 he went as Harvard Ex-
change Professor to France where he delivered

at the Sorbonne and at other French universities

the substance of his later volume, The United

States as a World Power. Widely read and
translated into French, German, and Japanese,

this may fairly be described as a classic in its

field. It was a timely reminder to Americans
and foreigners alike that our traditional policy

of aloofness in world affairs is no longer feasible

and must give place to a larger participation

in the common interests of the present day. At
the same time it avoided with excellent judg-

ment all dogmatism as to the forms which such

participation should take.

Coolidge's interest in books was not that of

the "collector" in the ordinary sense of the word.

He was rather concerned with the gathering of

books as the tools of scholarship. He began
early in his academic career to keep himself in-
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formed on the activities of the Harvard library,

then housed in an ancient building quite inade-

quate to its needs. He conceived then that ideal

of a university library to which he devoted a

great part of his energies as long as he lived.

He would be satisfied with nothing less than a

collection of books so large and so carefully

chosen that scholars in every field should find

there all printed material necessary for their

work. To this end he worked incessantly offi-

cially and unofficially, contributing largely of

his own wealth and convincing others of the

importance of the object he had in view. The
lack of a suitable building delayed the fulfilment

of his plans until in 1913 the large-minded gen-

erosity of Mrs. Eleanor Elkins Widener came
half-way to meet them. In the long and some-

times delicate negotiations necessary to combine
the architectural problem with the memorial
purpose of the donor, the needs of scholars, and
the convenience of the library staff, his grasp of

the whole situation and his unfailing tact con-

tributed largely to the final result. The Widener
Memorial Library stands as his most enduring

monument. It was eminently fitting that the

office of Director of the University Library,

created in 1910, should be entrusted to him.

From then until his death he guided with ad-

mirable judgment the work of the group of

trained assistants in whose hands were placed

the details of library administration.

In 1922, when the Council on Foreign Rela-

tions decided to start a new quarterly review

on a higher plane than had heretofore been at-

tempted, it selected Coolidge as editor-in-chief,

and for five years he conducted Foreign Affairs

with eminent success. His own articles, gener-

ally unsigned, dealt in authoritative fashion with

topics of immediate interest to thoughtful read-

ers. His gifts of learning and his personal qual-

ity found their natural expression in public

service. In 1908-09 he went as delegate of the

United States and of Harvard University to

the Pan-American Scientific Congress at Santi-

ago, Chile. In 1918 he served as special agent

of the United States in Sweden and Northern

Russia. During the Peace Conference of 1919

he acted as chief of mission in Paris and Vienna.

In 1 92 1 he was selected by Secretary Hoover as

negotiator for the Red Cross with the Soviet

government in Russia, to arrange for its dis-

tribution of supplies to the famine-stricken

people. Dignified and friendly in manner, modest

but unabashed in any society, he attached pupils

and subordinates to him by the sincerity and

openness of his character.

[C. K. Bolton, in the Boston Evening Transcript.
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Jan. 18, 1928: R. B. Merriman, in Harvard Grads.

Mag., June 1928 ; Reports of the Harvard College Class

of 1887 ; official Minute of the Faculty of Arts and Sci-

ences in Harvard University ;
personal acquaintance.]

E.E.

COOLIDGE, THOMAS JEFFERSON
(Aug. 26, 1831-Nov. 17, 1920), merchant, finan-

cier, diplomat, was born in Boston, the young-

est child of Joseph Coolidge, Jr., and Eleanora

VVayles Randolph. His father was seventh in

descent from John Coolidge, the immigrant, who
settled about 1630 in Watertown. His great-

grandfather on his mother's side was Thomas

Jefferson, third president of the United States.

Beginning his travels at an early age, Coolidge

attended boarding school in London, in Geneva,

and in Dresden. At the age of sixteen he re-

turned and entered the sophomore class at Har-

vard College "without difficulty." His Eu-

ropean ideas, formed during his early education

abroad, persisted for a number of years. "I be-

lieved myself," he later wrote, "to belong to a

superior class, and that the principle that the

ignorant and poor should have the same right

to make laws and govern as the educated and

refined was an absurdity." Graduating seven-

teenth in a class of sixty-odd (1850), he decid-

ed to devote himself to the acquisition of wealth.

Beginning his business career in foreign com-

merce, he soon showed a capacity for mercan-

tile affairs. In 1852 he married Hetty Sullivan,

daughter of William Appleton of Boston. They
had three daughters and a son. Weathering the

commercial crash of 1857, he was persuaded by

his father-in-law to accept the treasurership of

the Boott Mills, thus embarking on a life-long

activity in the cotton-spinning industry of New-

England, holding at different times the treasurer-

ship of the Lawrence Manufacturing Company,

and of the Amoskeag Mills, and directorships in

other New England manufacturing companies.

In touch with the banking world, he became

director of the Merchants National Bank of Bos-

ton, of the New England Trust Company, and

of the Bay State Trust Company, and one of

the original incorporators of the Old Colony

Trust Company of Boston. His business enter-

prise engaged him in the management of vari-

ous railroads, and he served for a short time as

president of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
road. He also devoted himself to the public in-

terest, serving as a member of the first Park
Commission, which laid out the park system of

the City of Boston. He was the donor to Man-
chester-by-the-Sea of a town library, and to Har-
vard College of the Jefferson Physical Labora-

tory. He also established a fund for research

in physics, and served for eleven years as a

Coombe
member of the Board of Overseers of Harvard

University. In 1889 he was appointed a mem-
ber of the Pan-American Congress. In 1892

he became minister to France, where his ability

to speak the language as a native, and his tact,

courtesy, and sound judgment won him the high

consideration of his associates. A change of ad-

ministration brought him home, where in 1896

he was appointed member of a Massachusetts

Taxation Commission. In 1898 he was appoint-

ed to the Joint High Commission of the United

States, Great Britain, Canada, and Newfound-
land, to examine the question of the Alaskan

boundary, the fisheries, the destruction of fur

seals, armaments upon the lakes, and transporta-

tion of goods in bond. His distinguished life of

business achievement and public service closed

in his ninetieth year.

[T. Jefferson Coolidge, 1831-1920, An Autobiography
(1923), Proc. Mass. Hist. Soc., LIV, 141-49 ; Harvard
Grads. Mag., Mar. 1921.] G.G. W.

COOMBE, THOMAS (Oct. 21, 1747-Aug. 15,

1822), Anglican clergyman, Loyalist, poet, was
born and educated in Philadelphia, being gradu-

ated from the College of Philadelphia in 1766.

While still in college, he evinced some measure

of literary ability by assisting, with others of

his fellow pupils, in translating some of the

Latin poems of his master, John Beveridge,

which appeared in the latter's Epistola Fa-

miliares (1765). Two years after graduation,

Coombe went to England, and one year later, in

1769, was ordained in the Church of England by
the Bishop of London. In 1771 he was appoint-

ed chaplain to the Marquis of Rockingham, but

he left England in 1772 to return to America.

In Philadelphia, serving as assistant minister

to the congregations of Christ Church and St.

Peter's, he soon distinguished himself as a

preacher. His sermon delivered on July 20,

J/zS. a general fast-day appointed by the Con-
tinental Congress, in which he advocated the

cause of the Colonies, aroused much attention

and received wide circulation in several editions.

Coombe's ordination oath did not permit him
conscientiously to go the whole length of the

Declaration of Independence, and his deporta-

tion to Staunton, Va., was decreed in 1777, to-

gether with that of other Tories. Coombe,
however, pleaded ill health, and the order, in his

case, was not enforced. In 1778 he was granted

permission to go to New York, and in the fol-

lowing year sailed for England where he passed

the remainder of his life. After a period of ser-

vice as chaplain to the Earl of Carlisle, Coombe
was appointed chaplain in ordinary to the King
and, in 1800, became prebendary of Canterbury.
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Eight years later, the Dean and Chapter of Can-
terbury appointed him rector to the united Lon-

don parishes of St. Michael's Queenhithe and
Trinity the Less. In these livings he gave re-

spected service for fourteen years, until his

death.

Both in America and in England Coombe
developed considerable contemporary reputation

for scholarly, eloquent, and forceful speaking.

Josiah Quincy, Jr., said of one of Coombe's ex-

temporary prayers, that "in point of sentiment,

propriety of expression, and true sublimity" it

excelled anything of the kind that he had ever

heard. A number of his sermons and addresses

were published. On Apr. 14, 1771, during his

first sojourn in England, Coombe preached at

St. Stephen's, Walbrook, for the benefit of the

children belonging to the St. Ethelberg Society,

a sermon which was published in London in

1772. After his return to America, his first pub-

lication, The Harmony between the Old and
New Testaments Respecting the Messiah (Phila-

delphia, 1774), was a consolidation of two ser-

mons preached before the united congregations

of Christ Church and St. Peter's on Christmas

Day, 1773, and "on the Sunday when the collec-

tion was made for the relief of the poor of those

congregations." One other discourse was pub-

lished in London in 1790, the Influence of Chris-

tianity on the Condition of the World, delivered

at Trinity Chapel, Conduit St., London, on Dec.

13, 1789.

Coombe's claim to the title of poet is based

primarily on The Peasant of Auburn; or, the

Emigrant (London, 1783). The poem is in con-

tent and form an imitation of the Deserted Vil-

lage of Goldsmith, to whom it was dedicated, and

was designed to recount the unhappy fortunes

of the emigrant from "sweet Auburn" when,

later, on the banks of the Ohio, his bright hopes

darkened to desolation, war, and death. The
volume included also a number of shorter poems.

He no doubt impressed his contemporaries more
as an Englishman than as an American; and
more as clergyman of character and ability than
as a poet.

[An obituary, printed in the Gentleman's Mag. (Lon-
don), Aug. 1822 gives the primary facts of Coombe's
professional career and of his publications in England.
See also Benj. Dorr, A Hist. Account of Christ Ch.,
Phila. (1841) ; Jas. S. M. Anderson, Hist, of the Ch.
of England in the Colonies and Foreign Dependencies
of the British Empire (London, 1845-56) ; Wm. S.
Perry, Hist, of the Am. Episc. Ch. 1507-1883 (1885).
In addition to the edition of The Peasant of Auburn
specified in the text, there was one limited to 150 copies
privately printed for the Aungervyle Society in 1887,
The Peasant of Auburn and Other Poems, ''attributed
to J. Coombe, D.D. circa 1786." Copies of either edition
are now rare.] ALB
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COOPER, EDWARD (Oct. 26, 1824-Feb. 25,

1905), manufacturer, public man, was born in

New York City, the son of Peter Cooper \_q.v.~\,

and Sarah Bedell. He attended the New York
public schools and entered Columbia University,

but before taking a degree he went abroad for

travel with his classmate Abram S. Hewitt
[q.v.'j, suffered shipwreck on the return voyage,

was rescued by a sailing vessel, and came back
to New York resolved to enter business. To-
gether with Hewitt, he organized Cooper, Hew-
itt & Company for the manufacture of iron and
steel in which he became expert, rising to a high
rank among the metallurgical engineers of

America. From his father he inherited marked
inventive talent which he cultivated by scien-

tific study of the iron and steel industry, with
fruitful results. Perhaps the most notable of

these was the invention of the regenerative hot-

blast stove for blast furnaces, one of the most
important improvements made in iron manufac-
ture in America up to that time, as it greatly in-

creased the iron output of a furnace and lessened

the cost. Neither for this nor for his other in-

ventions did he apply for patents; thus many
noteworthy improvements designed by him, such
as the Durham double bell and hopper, are not

generally known as his. Recognition, however,
meant little to him. He preferred that his col-

leagues and the public should benefit by his in-

genuity and have free use of his discoveries.

Keeping pace with the development of the iron

and steel industry in the United States, the firm

of Cooper, Hewitt & Company grew rapidly. It

succeeded to the iron interests of Peter Cooper
and added also the Trenton, Ringwood, Pequest,

and Durham Iron Works. In consequence Ed-
ward Cooper was sought for places of respon-

sibility and at various times served as a director

of the United States Trust Company, American
Sulphur Company, New Jersey Steel & Iron
Company, New York & Greenwood Lake Rail-

way, American Electric Elevator Company,
Chrysolite Silver Mining Company, and the Met-
ropolitan Opera House. His public career be-

gan when, in i860, he was chosen a delegate to

the National Democratic Convention held in

Charleston. In 187 1, he suggested to Gov. Sam-
uel Tilden, to whom he was a valued counselor,

that the accounts of "Boss" Tweed and his asso-

ciates, who then dominated New York City poli-

tics, be subjected to examination. The Governor
approved, and a vigorous investigation was or-

dered which ended in the complete downfall of

the "Tweed Ring." As a member of the Commit-
tee of Seventy, Cooper played a prominent part,

not only in the prosecutions but also in the re-
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form that followed. Although always a Demo-
crat, he was chosen in 1879 fusion candidate for

mayor by the Republicans and a wing of the

Democrats, and after an exciting campaign was
elected. During his administration he worked
energetically toward municipal reform. Like his

father, he devoted himself generously to the pub-

lic interests. Of Cooper Union, which was es-

tablished and endowed by his father, he became

a trustee and president of the board of trustees,

and labored unsparingly for its advancement.

He was married in 1863 to Cornelia Redmond,
who died in 1894. Cooper died in New York City

in his eighty-first year.

[R. W. Raymond, "Biog. Notice of Edward Cooper,!'
in Trans. Am. Inst. Mining Engineers, XXXVII ( 1907),
349-56 ; New York newspapers, Feb. 26, 1905. See also

sketch of A. S. Hewitt in vol. XXXIV (1904), and an
article on hot-blast stoves and hot-blast furnaces in vol.

XIV (1886) of Trans. Am. Inst. Mining Engineers;
M. H. Howe, Metallurgy of Steel (2nd ed., 189 1),

vol.1.] W.B.P.

COOPER, ELIAS SAMUEL (Nov. 25, 1820-

Oct. 13, 1862), surgeon, was born on a farm near

Somerville, Butler County, Ohio, the son of Ja-

cob and Elizabeth (Walls) Cooper, and a brother

of Jacob Cooper [q.v.]. Following a course in

medicine at Cincinnati, which he began at the

age of sixteen, he attended St. Louis University

at St. Louis, Mo., where he obtained his M.D.
degree in 1841. He began practise at Danville,

111., and at the age of twenty-two had become the

leading surgeon of the community. In 1844 he

moved to Peoria in the same state, where he prac-

tised for ten years. Following a year spent in

European surgical clinics, he went to San Fran-

cisco in 1855. Soon after his arrival, he was in-

strumental in organizing the Medical Society of

the State of California. In 1858 Cooper founded

in San Francisco the first medical college on the

Pacific coast, known as the Medical Department

of the University of the Pacific. In i860 he began

the publication of the San Francisco Medical

Press, a quarterly journal of medicine and sur-

gery, which was continued after his death by his

nephew, Dr. Levi Cooper Lane, who was asso-

ciated with his uncle in practise. It is in this

journal that most of Cooper's published writings

appear.

From the time of his arrival in San Francisco,

Cooper was recognized as a surgeon of skill and

originality. As professor of surgery his teaching

was marked by earnestness, without oratory. It

is noteworthy that he conducted a course in oper-

ative surgery upon animals. His claims to per-

manent recognition in surgery rest upon his use

of alcoholic dressings of wounds, the treatment

of diseased joints by free incision, the use of me-
tallic sutures for un-united fractures and free ex-
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ploration of the thoracic cavity after rib resec-

tion. Such aggressive leadership could not fail

to arouse jealousies and Cooper's later years were
somewhat embittered by a long-drawn-out suit

for malpractise in a case of Caesarian section.

The suit never came to trial. Cooper was a large,

powerful man, intensely earnest, vigorous in lan-

guage and quick to resent what he considered in-

justices. He read and wrote only medicine, he

thought only medicine and talked only medicine.

He slept little, saying that sleep was so much
time stolen from life and from his work. Such
utter neglect of the laws of health brought the

usual penalty of an early death. Soon after ar-

riving in California he had developed an obscure

nervous affection which later caused a bilateral

facial paralysis and intense neuralgic pains. In

the spring of 1862 he went to the mountains on
account of his condition ; in May he went sud-

denly blind, but later recovered some vision.

He died in San Francisco in October of that year.

He was never married. His medical school lived

until 1864, two years after the death of its found-

er. It was reorganized in 1870 as the Medical

College of the Pacific; again in 1880, as Cooper
Medical College, when Dr. Levi Cooper Lane
donated a site and erected an imposing building

for the school ; and in 1908 it was taken over by
Stanford University.

[Sketches of Cooper's life and works by Levi C.
Lane in the Sati Francisco Medic. Press, Oct. 1862 ; by
Washington Ayer, in the Occidental Medic. Times (Sac-
ramento), Oct. 1893 ; and by Emmet Rixford, in Am.
Medic. Biogs. (1920), ed. by H. A. Kelly and W. L.
Burrage ; information as to parentage from Prof. Lane
Cooper. A portrait of Cooper is contained in the collec-

tion of the Army Medical Library in Washington.]

J.M.P.

COOPER, EZEKIEL (Feb. 22, 1763-Feb. 21,

1847), clergyman, a pioneer in the establishment

of Methodism in the United States, was born in

Caroline County, Md., the son of Richard and
Ann Cooper, whom he describes as "plain peo-

ple, in easy and plentiful circumstances." He
was brought up in the Church of England, but

when thirteen years old became interested in the

type of religion exemplified by the Methodists,

through the preaching of Freeborn Garrettson

[q.i>.~\. It was not until several years later, how-
ever, after having experienced the inner strug-

gle which the evangelical theology of the day was
likely to engender, that he joined a Methodist so-

ciety. Garrettson made him a class-leader in Tal-

bot County, but he long hesitated to become a

preacher, though, he says, "I was bold in reprov-

ing, and zealous in inviting sinners in private to

turn to the Lord and seek the salvation of their

souls. My earnestness in this soon had such an

effect that it was seldom that any of my acquaint-
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ances would sin within my sight or hearing."

Finally, in 1784, he was brought to the attention

of Francis Asbury who appointed him to the

Caroline circuit. At the conference of 1785, held

at Baltimore, he was admitted on trial, and on

June 3, 1787, at John Street Church, New York,

he was ordained deacon by Bishop Asbury. His

ministry extended over sixty-four years, and cov-

ered a wide era, including Long Island, East Jer-

sey, Trenton, Baltimore, Annapolis, Alexandria,

the Boston district, of which he was superinten-

dent, New York, Brooklyn, Philadelphia, and

Wilmington. Throughout this long period of the

church's growth he was a recognized leader, ef-

fective as a preacher, powerful as a debater, noted

for his encyclopedic knowledge, and having the

confidence and warm affection of Bishop Asbury
until the latter's death. Physically he was a man
to attract attention, being over six feet tall and

heavy of frame, with large head, high forehead,

sharp features, and a large wen suspended from

his right jaw. He was extremely frugal, some

said penurious, and succeeded in leaving an es-

tate of $50,000. It was his business ability, no

doubt, which in 1779 led to his being appointed

agent of the Methodist Book Concern. When he

took charge it had no capital, and debts equaling

its assets ; when he left in 1808 it was on a firm

foundation with assets of $45,000. Even when in

a slave-holding community he vigorously op-

posed slavery, publishing in the (Annapolis)

Maryland Gazette in 1790-91 a series of letters

in advocacy of freedom, under the signature of

"A Freeman." A letter by him on the same sub-

ject, dated Apr. 18, 1791, appeared in the Mary-
land Journal, another in the Virginia Gazette of

Nov. 17, 1791, and one dated Nov. 28, 1791, in

the same paper. His only other publications seem

to have been, A Funeral Discourse on the Death

of that Eminent Man the Late John Dickens

(1799) and The Substance of a Funeral Dis-

course . . . on the Death of the Rev. Francis As-
bury (1819).

[Geo. A. Phoebus, Beams of Light on Early Method-
ism in America (1887) is based on a diary, letters, and
other MSS. left by Cooper. The appendix reprints sev-
eral of his letters on slavery. Standard histories of
Methodism contain numerous references to him. See
also Wm. B. Sprague, Annals Am. Pulpit, vol. VII
(1861) ; and W. F. Whitlock, The Story of the Book
Concerns (1903).] H.E.S.

COOPER, HENRY ERNEST (Aug. 28,

1857-May 14, 1929), lawyer, leader in the Ha-
waiian revolution, minister of foreign affairs of

the Republic of Hawaii, was of New England an-

cestry, though born in New Albany, Ind., the son

of William Giles Cooper and Harriet A. (Wel-

ler) Cooper. The elder Cooper having enlisted

in the Union army when the Civil War came on,

Cooper

Mrs. Cooper took her children back to her old

home in Boston. Henry was educated in the

schools of that city and graduated from Boston

University in 1878 with the degree of LL.B. In

the same year he was admitted to the bar. His
first professional employment was with a syndi-

cate organized in Boston for the construction of

a railroad in the southwestern part of the United

States. Through this circumstance he became
a resident of San Diego, Cal., where he was for

a time attorney for the Santa Fe Railroad. Dur-
ing the "boom" in that section he organized an
abstract and title company and made some real-

estate investments. On Oct. 2, 1883, he was mar-
ried to Mary E. Porter ; eight children were born

to them.

Cooper first visited Hawaii in 1890, returning

there a year later with his family to take up his

residence. During the stormy reign of Queen
Liliuokalani (1891-93), he became a member of

the annexation party and in the beginning of 1893

helped to organize the revolution which deposed

the queen and set up a republican government.

On the day of the overthow, as chairman of the

Committee of Safety, he read from the steps of

the government building the proclamation of the

Provisional Government. His services in this

movement were rewarded by his appointment as

one of the judges of the circuit court for the

island of Oahu, a position which he filled with

satisfaction. In November 1895 ne was appoint-

ed minister of foreign affairs of the Republic of

Hawaii and entered upon eight years of service

in the executive branch of the government, dur-

ing which period he administered, at one time or

another, either regularly or ad interim, most of

the important executive offices, including those

of acting president of the Republic and acting

governor of the territory. He held as many as

three positions simultaneously. On one occasion

he was minister of foreign affairs, superintendent

of public instruction, and acting president; at

another time he was secretary of the territory,

superintendent of public works, and treasurer ad

interim. He clearly demonstrated his capacity

for effective administration of public office. A
competent observer said of him, "He is positive

and active and as a rule has progressive views

on public matters." He had some bitter enemies,

however, chiefly among the native Hawaiians and

those who composed the old royalist party, who
disliked him not only because of his share in the

overthrow of the monarchy but because he was

a recent arrival thrust prominently into Hawai-

ian politics, being about the only important lead-

er in the revolutionary movement who was not

born in Hawaii or long resident in the country.
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After the inauguration of the territorial govern-

ment a newspaper representing this faction once

spoke of him as the Mark Hanna of Hawaii.

As minister of foreign affairs Cooper had to

carry on a diplomatic controversy with Japan,

arising mainly from the attempt of the Hawaiian
government to limit the immigration of Japanese

lahorers into Hawaii, and to handle the somewhat
delicate relations between Hawaii and the United

States during the years 1896-98. In the Jap-
anese controversy—which was never judicially

settled on its merits—he maintained that Ha-
waii's position was correct in its entirety and only

consented to the payment of an indemnity in

order to clear the way for annexation to the

United States. To the policy of annexation he

was ardently devoted and he sought in every

proper way to promote American interests. It is

believed that he, more than any one else, was re-

sponsible for the decision of the Hawaiian gov-

ernment to disregard neutrality at the outbreak

of the Spanish-American War and to place Ha-
waii squarely on the side of the United States.

He was the first secretary of the Territory of Ha-
waii ( 1900-03) and was one of the two men most
seriously considered by President Roosevelt for

appointment as governor in 1903. After retire-

ment from public office in that year, he engaged
in the practise of law. He had an important part

in the founding of the College (now University)

of Hawaii and was the first chairman of its board

of regents (1907-14). From 1910 to 1914 he

was first judge of the first circuit court (Oahu)
and then retired permanently to private life. The
last years of his life were spent on his walnut
ranch in California. He died at Long Beach, Cal.

[Men of Hawaii, vol. II (1921), ed. by J. W. Siddall

;

contemporary notices in Honolulu newspapers, espe-
cially obituary in Honolulu Advertiser, May 16, 1929;
reports of Hawaiian government departments ; corre-
spondence in Archives of Hawaii and Dept. of State.]

R.S.K.

COOPER, JACOB (Dec. 7, 1830-Jan. 31,

1904), college professor, was born on a farm
near Somerville, Butler County, Ohio, the son

of Jacob and Elizabeth (Walls) Cooper, and a

brother of Elias Samuel Cooper \_q.v.]. Working
by day and studying at night he prepared for col-

lege. After some time at other institutions he
entered Yale in the Junior class and graduated
with high honor in 1852. The next year he was
licensed in the Presbyterian ministry. From Ber-
lin in 1854 he received his Ph.D., and then stud-

ied theology at Halle and Edinburgh. In 1855 ne
became professor of Greek in Centre College,

Danville, Ky. This town was then rife with anti-

slavery agitation, and when the Civil War broke
out it became the center of opposition to the se-
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cession of Kentucky. To uphold the Federal

cause some professors of the college and of Dan-
ville Theological Seminary established the Dan-
ville Review (1861-65). Cooper was an editor,

and wrote fervent outspoken articles. In 1862 he

became chaplain of the 3rd Kentucky Infantry,

composed chiefly of mountain men, whom he

served with signal devotion. The next year he

returned to the college, which had before it sev-

eral years of extreme disturbance. His Kentucky
experiences gave Cooper a life-long intense in-

terest in politics, with a zealous attachment to

the Republican party.

In 1866 he joined the faculty of Rutgers Col-

lege. For twenty-seven years he was professor

of Greek, and for eleven, till his death, professor

of mental and moral philosophy. Besides teach-

ing, he gave the service of college pastor, preach-

ing often in the chapel, and also constantly in

churches. He impressed himself deeply on gen-

erations of students, and became in a remarkable

way identified with the life of the college. He
had large and various learning, and contagious

intellectual enthusiasms. A rare gift of personal

sympathy and many kindly acts won for him the

hearts of his students. His individuality of speech

and manner gave spicy interest to his teaching
and his other relations, and made him vivid in

memories. His influence in the college was in-

creased by his high place as a citizen of New
Brunswick. While decided and indeed militant

in his opinions, he was and is remembered for

great Christian goodness and friendliness. For
two years from 1883 he was importuned to be-

come professor in the University of Michigan,
but Rutgers would not release him. He received

the degree of D.C.L. from Jena in 1873. He was
an editor of Bibliotheca Sacra from 1897 to 1903.

He was married in 1855 to Caroline Macdill of

Oxford, Ohio, who died two years later. In 1865
he married Mary Linn of Cincinnati. Cooper's

published writings were chiefly his numerous
periodical articles, philosophical, theological, po-
litical, and biographical, covering forty years.

Many were reprinted as pamphlets. His list of

separate publications includes The Elcusinian

Mysteries (Berlin Ph.D. thesis 1854, revised edi-

tions 1876, 1895), The Loyalty Demanded by the

Present Crisis (reprinted from the Danville Re-
view, 1862), The Natural Right to Make a Will

(Jena D.C.L. thesis 1874, 1894), Biography of
George Ditfficld, Jr., D.D. (1889), Biography of

President Theodore Dzvight IVoolsey (1899),
all pamphlets.

[Who's Who in America, 1903-05; Obit. Record
Grads. Yale Univ., 1904; E. T. Corwin, Manual of the
Reformed Ch. in America (1902), containing a partial
lis) of Cooper's articles in periodicals; \V. H. S. Dem-
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arest, Hist, of Rutgers Coll. (1924) ; A. S. Cook, Ad-
dress on . . . Presenting to Rutgers Coll. a Portrait of
Prof. Jacob Cooper (1906) ; H. A. Scomp in Bibliotheca
Sacra, Apr. 1904; The Targum (Rutgers Coll., Feb. 4
and 1 1, 1904) ; Rutgers Alumni Mo., Jan. 1928 ; Coop-
er's writings.] R.H.N.

COOPER, JAMES (May 8, 1810-Mar. 28,

1863), lawyer, United States senator, was born
in Frederick County, Md. Owing to the strait-

ened financial circumstances of his parents he

was not able to go to college until 1829, when he

entered Mount St. Mary's College, Emmitsburg.
Three years later he was graduated from Wash-
ington and Jefferson College, after which he en-

tered the law office of Thaddeus Stevens at Get-

tysburg, Pa. He was admitted to the bar in 1834.

As a Whig in the federal House of Representa-

tives, where he served from Dec. 2, 1839, to Mar.

3, 1843, he was a strong supporter of the mea-
sure providing for the distribution of the funds

from the sales of public lands among the states

for internal improvements and of the Preemption

Act of 1841 {Congressional Globe, 2.7 Cong., 1

Sess., p. 143). From 1844 to 1848 he was in the

state legislature and he became speaker of the

Assembly in 1847. He was an aggressive candi-

date against Gen. Irvin for the Whig nomination

for governor but was not successful. In 1848, he

was appointed attorney-general of the state by

Gov. Johnston, in which position he served until

the legislature met in January 1849, when he ap-

peared again as a representative from Adams
County and was again chosen speaker. In this

year he was elected United States senator. As
senator probably his greatest claim to national

distinction was his membership on the Commit-
tee of Thirteen which framed the famous com-
promise measures of 1850. Ill health prevented

him from taking an active part in the work of the

Senate during the latter half of his single term.

He opposed the bill in 1853 granting federal aid

for a Pacific railroad on the ground that the bill

conferred too extensive powers on a corporation

{Ibid., 32 Cong., 2 Sess., App., p. 183). He spoke

against the Kansas-Nebraska Bill on Feb. 27,

1854 {Ibid., 33 Cong., 1 Sess., App., p. 505). At
the outbreak of the Civil War he became a mem-
ber of the Brengle Home Guard of Frederick,

Md., where he had returned to reside at the close

of his senatorial term. He was authorized by the

War Department to raise and organize a regi-

ment of infantry in Maryland {Official Records,

Army, 3 ser., I, 138, 618). On May 17, 1861, he
was commissioned a brigadier-general in the vol-

unteer service and. was placed in command of

Camp Wallace near Columbus, Ohio, which had
been established by Gen. Lew Wallace as a camp
for paroled soldiers organized for service against

the Indians in the Northwest. Later he was made
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commander of Camp Chase, near Columbus,
where he died.

[In addition to references given above see some men-
tion, not wholly favorable, of Cooper's political life in
A. K. McClure, Old Time Notes of Pa. (1905), written
by a contemporary of Cooper, who characterizes him
as a "weak man . . . and unbalanced by the distinction
he had attained. He was a fluent and adroit speaker,
but he was not a man of forceful intellect and was great-
ly lacking in well balanced judgment." Obituaries ap-
peared in the Ohio State Journal, Mar. 31, 1863, and the
Capital City Fact, Mar. 28, 1863, both of Columbus.]

F. C. S—n.

COOPER, JAMES FENIMORE (Sept. 15,

1789-Sept. 14, 1851), novelist, was born in Bur-
lington, N. J., the son of William Cooper [q.v.]

and of Elizabeth Fenimore his wife. William
Cooper was descended from a Quaker ancestor

who had crossed the Atlantic in 1679 and had
founded the family tradition of landowning on a

large scale. Elizabeth Fenimore was of Swedish
descent. The father of the novelist at the close

of the Revolution had acquired a tract of land

along the upper Susquehanna and had established

a settlement called Cooperstown. To it in 1790
he brought his family, and there between 1796
and 1799 he built Otsego Hall, which was long

the most notable private residence in that part of

New York state. A man of fortune and standing,

he represented his district in Congress, and in

his mode of life maintained the dignity expected

of a border aristocrat. His son, the eleventh of

twelve children, grew up in circumstances which
were as near to being manorial as the age and
place could afford. At the same time, since the

village of Cooperstown lay on the very edge of

the forest, was indeed surrounded by it, the fu-

ture romancer early became familiar with the

magic of the wilderness as well as with the rough
makeshifts of the frontier. The divided elements

of the pioneer and of the gentleman, which were

always to struggle in his mind, were equally de-

veloped by his childhood.

His formal education tended to confirm him
in a kind of Federalist pride. From the village

school in Cooperstown he was sent in 1800 to

Albany, where he was a pupil in the household

of the rector of St. Peter's and the companion of

young gentlemen much like himself in upbring-

ing and in prospects. The rector, a good scholar

and a good churchman, was also a man of the

world who was neither republican nor even

American in his sympathies, and who cherished a

special prejudice against New England. When
Cooper, after two years at Albany, went to Yale

to enter the class of 1806, he carried with him his

own pride and, apparently, some of his late teach-

er's prejudice. He took college lightly, resisted

its obligations, got little out of its advantages,

and was dismissed in his third year. It was then
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decided that the boy, now sixteen, should go to

sea in preparation for entering the navy, which

at the time had no naval academy. Accordingly

he shipped before the mast in 1806, on board a

vessel which sailed from New York, changed

cargo in London, proceeded to the Straits of Gi-

braltar, returned to England, and reached Amer-

ica again in 1807. With this training in seaman-

ship Cooper was able to get a commission as

midshipman. He served for a brief period on the

Vesuvius in 1808, and spent the winter on Lake

Ontario with a party engaged in building a brig

for inland use against the British in Canada.

During 1809 he visited Niagara Falls with his

commanding officer, was for a short time himself

in command on Lake Champlain, and was ordered

back to the Atlantic, to the Wasp. The next year

he was granted a furlough for twelve months, at

the end of which he resigned his commission and

left the navy for good.

These years, which submitted Cooper to all the

technical discipline he was ever to have, had not

won him away from his impulse toward the life

of a country gentleman, and he seems to have felt

no regret at giving up his profession. His imme-

diate excuse was that on Jan. 1, 181 1, he had been

married to Susan Augusta De Lancey at Ma-
maroneck, N. Y. Not only was the young wife

unwilling to share her husband with the sea, but

she was also, as a member of a land-holding fam-

ily, predisposed to a country life. The two set-

tled at once into a domestic serenity not easy to

match in the history of literature. Cooper man-
aged to hold the firmest principles in general re-

specting his rights over his household and yet to

yield them in the gentlest way on any special oc-

casion. That is to say, he loved and admired his

wife, who was a woman of tact, who made him
comfortable and happy, and let him work as much
as he wished, provided he did it where she chose.

After their marriage they lived until 1814 with

or near the elder De Lanceys at Heathcote Hill

in Mamaroneck. In that year they moved to

Cooperstown, where Cooper selected a farm,

"Fenimore," just outside the village and began

to build a house. In 1817, however, his wife per-

suaded him to go back to Westchester, a more
civilized county. There he lived at Scarsdale, in

a house on Angevine Farm overlooking Long
Island Sound, until 1822, when he left the coun-

try for New York in the interest of his new ca-

reer as writer.

Up to the age of thirty Cooper had never even

thought of the literary profession. His family

and his farms had sufficiently occupied him, and
he had been content to live as did other men in

his class. There must have been, however, some
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growing restlessness in him, some longing for

the life of movement and adventure which he had
given up on his marriage at twenty-one. Almost
any accident might have suggested to him that he

could combine domestic peace with heroic activ-

ity by becoming a writer of romances. The par-

ticular accident which did suggest it was one

which must have happened to many men. Read-

ing a novel aloud to his wife one day, Cooper

said he could write a better one. She challenged

him to do it. Here, in most instances, the matter

would have ended. But this restless squire was
one case in ten thousand, a man of genius whose
gifts were none the less real because they were
unsuspected by him or by anybody else. He first

tried his hand at Precaution (1820), a conven-

tional novel with its scene laid in England and
with all its action mere gentility and propriety.

The reception of the book did little to encourage

its author, but he did not need encouragement.

His gathered energy, which had to have an out-

let, had found one, and for the next thirty years

it poured itself into a powerful stream of novels,

romances, and criticism.

Having no definite literary aims of his own
when he wrote Precaution, Cooper had fallen

into a familiar mode without any sense that he

was misdirecting his talents. With his next book

he vigorously asserted himself. His setting was
to be American, his chief character the very es-

sence of native patriotism. Starting with the

story of an actual spy who during the Revolution

had served John Jay against the British, then in

possession of New York, Cooper enlarged this

somewhat shadowy figure with all the additions

of romance. Harvey Birch in The Spy (1821)

is cunning, mysterious, eloquent in both words

and silences, dedicated to his cause, driven by
patriotism as by a demon, and lonely as a hero

in a Byronic poem. The fact that Birch plays

like a shuttle of secrecy back and forth between

the British and the American lines allowed Coop-

er to exhibit both sides in the struggle and to

represent the topography and manners of West-
chester County in considerable detail. He had

already hit upon the formula of flight and pur-

suit which recurs in most of his romances, keep-

ing up the characteristic suspense and display-

ing the characteristic panorama. He had also

revealed his attitude toward characters from the

lower social classes : he thought he looked upon
them as one democrat upon another, but there

was really an element of condescension, however
generous, in his evident gratification at being

able to prove that a plain man may be as much a

hero as a gentleman. What was most important

of all, Cooper had found in himself and had
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shown to his readers that large vigor of narra-

tive without which no man can be a great ro-

mancer and on account of which any man can be

forgiven any minor defect.

The Spy met with a prompt success. New edi-

tions were called for, in England as well as in

America ; a dramatic version was on the New
York stage within a few months ; a French trans-

lation appeared in less than a year. The first out-

standing American novel, it did not then suffer

from its stately, not to say stilted, language and

its lofty sentiments, not to say top-heavy affecta-

tions. Contemporary readers took such qualities

in a romance as much for granted as they took

contemporary costumes on men and women.
They saw only the flesh and blood of heroic

actions, set in a new world not hitherto seen

under any such heroic light. Cooper, who hardly

guessed he was writing in a fashion, and who be-

lieved that he was dealing with a life full of real-

ity, was stimulated by his audience to go on as

he had begun. He never used any narrative meth-

od but that of rapid improvisation, and his only

concern was to hit upon some new and interest-

ing story to tell.

This must not be taken to mean that he thought

of fiction as existing for its own sake. He was a

country gentleman, not a Bohemian, and he was
constitutionally didactic. Literature in those

days of the Republic could not easily help feeling

that it had duties to perform. But Cooper, though

he did lard his plots with incidental morals, had

such a wilderness of life to transform into fiction

that he had to work on a scale which kept him in

motion. After the Spy he again struck out some-

what at random. The Pioneers (1823) owes

more of its continued fame to its connection with

the Leather-Stocking series than to its individual

merits. Cooper had not yet imagined Natty

Bumppo and Chingachgook to the plane of ro-

mantic elevation on which they were subsequent-

ly to move. He regarded them as picturesque

figures rather than as universal symbols, and he

gave them only a reasonably important part in

his drama of that frontier which he remembered
from his childhood in Cooperstown and which he

now depicted, as he said, exclusively to please

himself. Next he turned to yet another region of

his youthful memories and wrote The Pilot

(1823), avowedly to prove that a sailor could

write a better novel than the landsman Scott had
written in The Pirate, but actually, no doubt, to

make a fresh escape into a lost world of adven-

ture. Once more Cooper used conventional, By-
ronic elements, in his John Paul Jones, and he

flamed with patriotism as in The Spy. But The
Pilot contained another exciting pursuit and
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flight, another arresting simple hero, Long Tom
Coffin, and another thrilling background, exhib-

ited with such contagious magic that Cooper,

though he could not know it, was setting the

mode for all later stories of the sea, and more or

less determining their tone.

These three successes made him a personage

in the new, tentative literature of the age. He
founded the Bread and Cheese Club in New
York, a literary society which his reputation no
less than his vigorous character enabled him to

dominate. He served on the committee which
welcomed Lafayette back to the United States in

1824, and he received in that year the honorary
degree of Master of Arts from Columbia Col-

lege. In the expansive mood which came to him
with such recognition he planned to become a

national romancer by writing the Legends of the

Thirteen Republics, one story for each of the

original states. He wrote, however, only Lionel

Lincoln (1825), dealing with Boston in the days

of Bunker Hill. His account of the battle was ad-

mirable, but on the whole the book was dull, anc

it generally failed to please. The dislike which
Cooper felt for the New England character, a

dislike which he formed early and which he seems

to have encouraged in himself, handicapped him
when it came to writing a romance. The idea

of satire had not occurred to him, nor was he, as

his later work was to show, happy in that vein.

He was obliged to create largely out of his affec-

tions, with the help of knowledge which he had
picked up before he began to write. His first three

experiments, after Precaution, had indicated most
of the ground on which his imagination was at

home : the New York past, the Northern frontier,

the high seas. Outside of these territories he was
seldom to show his capacities at their best.

Although the Natty Bumppo of The Pioneers

had been only a preliminary sketch, he had so in-

terested the public that Cooper, urged by his

friends, decided to go further with his most strik-

ing character. It must be borne in mind that

Daniel Boone had died in 1820, and that he had

been glorified by Byron in Don Juan shortly after

The Pioneers appeared. While Boone cannot

strictly be said to have been the original of Natty,

they were at least alike in that each of them

had chosen the wilderness in preference to the

settlements. This, at a time when Americans

were becoming sharply conscious of a clash be-

tween the wilderness and the settlements,

seemed intensely dramatic. About Boone there

was not much more to tell ; at any rate, his

biographers did not tell it. Natty Bumppo,

bound by fewer limits of actuality, could be

freely elaborated. In The Last of the Mohicans
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(1826), Cooper took the hero back to the deeds

of his prime, during the French and Indian

War. In The Prairie (1827), Leather-Stock-

ing was made to appear in his old age, sunk

from scout to trapper, beyond the Mississippi

in the wilderness where Boone had taken refuge

from the crowding world. In the one, the scout

is endowed with all the finished competence

which in Cooper's time it was already tradi-

tional to ascribe to frontiersmen. In the other,

the trapper has assumed the wide benevolence

which it was then traditional to think of as the

result of living and reflecting in the wilderness.

As Cooper had thought more and more about

his childhoood, the magic of the forest had

grown upon him. It had become the symbol

of whatever was spacious and elevated, and so

naturally the breeding-ground of heroism and

wisdom. The prairie he did not know from ex-

perience, but he imagined it as a sea of land,

a kind of combination of the two wildernesses

he did know. With as much movement and ad-

venture as in any of the previous romances,

The Last of the Mohicans and The Prairie had

also a dignity and a poetry which were new.

Still another enrichment came from the various

Indians in the stories. They have never, even

by Cooper himself, been considered realistic,

nor have they needed to be. They have always

stood as figures of romance, creatures of the

wild, dark aborigines neither lifted nor cor-

rupted by civilization. Conceived in that uni-

versal mood of chivalry which, when an enemy
has ceased to threaten, impels the descendants

of the victors to pay homage to the defeated,

Cooper's Indians have been accepted in the

same mood. Their craft, their nobility, their

eloquence—these are the tribute and compen-

sation given them in a sort of poetic justice.

It will, however, be noted that Chingachgook

and Uncas, to whom Cooper devoted his chief

praise and sympathy, are the allies of Leather-

Stocking.

Having touched the peak of his accomplish-

ment and having won international fame, Coop-

er entered another chapter of his career. The
Prairie, indeed, had been written in Paris, to

which he had taken his family in 1826. He
went, nominally, as United States consul at

Lyons, in order not to seem an expatriate, but

he soon allowed this nominal appointment,

which involved no duties and no fees, to lapse,

and gave himself up to travel, authorship, and
controversy over the relative virtues of Amer-
ica and Europe. His travels included brief

stays in England in 1826 and 1828, a longer

visit to Switzerland in 1828, temporary resi-
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dences in Italy during 1828-30, an excursion to

Munich and Dresden in 1830, and a return

after the July revolution to Paris, where he
lived until his return to New York in 1833.

Besides The Prairie he published, during his

absence, The Red Rover (1828), The Wept of

Wish-ton-Wish (1829), The Water-Witch

(1831), romances all of which have their

scenes laid in America or on the sea in Amer-
ican ships ; and the European romances. The
Bravo (1831), The Heidcnmaucr (1832), and
The Headsman (1833), "in which," he said,

"American opinion should be brought to bear

on European facts." His Notions of the Amer-
icans (1828), purporting to be a series of let-

ters written home by an Englishman traveling

in the United States, was the work of a home-
sick American defending his country from the

misunderstandings he had met in Europe. His
Letter of J. Fenimore Cooper to General La-
fayette (1831), a pamphlet arguing that repub-

lics are more economical than monarchies, was
the work of an enthusiastic partisan. There
can be no question that Cooper, educating him-
self in cosmopolitanism, remained all the time

a genuine, even a bumptious, patriot, so far as

he was conscious of his own feelings. But
neither can there be any question that at the

same time he was being stiffened in certain of

his early prejudices, to a degree that promised

trouble when he should once more be back
among the people whom he had tended to roman-
ticize while he was away from them. The matter

is important, not merely because the shock of

reality affected Cooper as a citizen, but because

it affected him as an artist also. Writing from
Paris to his brother in 1831 he had said: "Now
my longing is for a wilderness—Cooperstown
is far too populous and artificial for me, and it

is my intention to plunge into the forest, for

six months in the year, at my return. I will

not quit my native state, but shall seek some un-

settled part of that." At his actual return two
years later Cooper found that not only Coop-
erstown but the entire country repelled him.

He suddenly missed the simplicity, the decorum,

the private and public virtue, the enlightened

patriotism which he held to be innate in re-

publicans and which during his absence he

had declared to be natural to Americans. He
failed to realize that he, more than American
society, had changed. Those elements in him
which had imagined Leather-Stocking now
longed for the wilderness. Only, he discovered

that the wilderness of his fantasy had ceased to

exist, if it had ever existed. He was imprisoned

in the settlements. Had Cooper been a pure
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romancer, able at will to lose himself in the

universe of his creation, he might have endured

his disappointment and his prison. But his

temper was by no means so detached. A man
of action, he had to take a hand when he saw
things, as he thought, going badly. For the

next ten years he devoted much of his strength

to angry criticism, suppressing the pioneer in

himself while the gentleman in him fought to

reform the settlements.

The trouble started with Cooper considerably

in the wrong. Always sensitive to adverse

criticism, he had bitterly resented it from his

countrymen while he was abroad defending

them, and, little of it as he had really to endure,

he came home smarting with what he believed

to be many grievances. He declined the public

dinner at once proposed for him in New York,

thus letting slip an opportunity to learn of the

esteem in which he was genuinely held by the

very persons whose opinion he cared for. Stub-

bornly aloof, he insisted that there were no
longer any Americans of the old breed. Un-
fortunately, in the first book after his return,

A Letter to his Countrymen (1834), he wrote

too much like a man vexed by reviewers, and,

more unfortunately still, like a gentleman angry

at being dealt with by mere journalists. There-

after, even when he was less petulant in his

disquisitions, he had the disadvantage of hav-

ing formerly made himself ridiculous. But
he did not stop with answering his reviewers.

In a rush of savage books he poured out his

judgments concerning Europe, to which he had
preferred his mythical America, and concern-

ing America, to which he now preferred a

mythical republic such as has never had a place

on any map: The Monikins (1835), a leaden

satire on England and America, Sketches

of Switzerland (1836), Gleanings in Europe

(1837), devoted to France, Gleanings in Eu-
rope: England (1837), Gleanings in Europe:
Italy (1838). He tried direct exposition of his

thesis in The American Democrat (1838), and
he illustrated it at length in the two novels

Homeward Bound (1838) and Home as Found
(1838), in which a family of Americans, re-

turning to their native land after a patriotic

absence, suffered a disillusionment like Coop-

er's. In all these works he displayed the en-

ergy which was his essential characteristic,

and he produced the effect which invariably

follows when a powerful man lays about him
without regard to consequences. In many of

his accusations of vulgarity, stupidity, dishon-

esty, and cruelty he was more than justified,

but he was almost always wrong at least to
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the extent of being wrong-headed. Homeward
Bound and Home as Found, for instance, of-

fered him a fine occasion for showing high illu-

sions in a tragic downfall. Instead, they showed
a patriotism so confused with snobbishness in

the returning Americans as to be beyond sym-
pathy or respect. Gentlemen and ladies who
assert their claims too volubly cannot be taken

as quite authentic.

In the touchy state of American opinion

which then prevailed Cooper was bound to

rouse the fury of his compatriots, and he would
have been overwhelmed if he had been less

robust. The public took its revenge by neg-

lecting his books for half a dozen years after

his return, as indeed they more or less de-

served. The newspapers replied to him in the

manner of the day, increasing their violence to

the point of libel. Cooper, who was a Demo-
crat in politics, thereupon began to bring suits

against the Whig papers of New York State,

argued his cases himself with remarkable skill

and vigor, and between 1837 and 1842 was so

regularly victorious that he taught the press

to speak with caution about his character and
his motives. At the end of the period he stood

vindicated but alone. Even in Cooperstown,

where after 1834 he had made his residence in

Otsego Hall, he had quarreled with his fellow

townsmen over the possession of a piece of land

which was his but which they believed to be

theirs. Moreover, his earnings had been cut

down, not only by the nature of his controver-

sial books but by the movement of taste away
from the type of romance to which his earlier

books belonged. Nevertheless, he had somehow
managed to keep alive those elements in his

mind which were profoundly concerned with the

world of adventure. Litigation or no litigation,

he had written a solid work of scholarship on

The History of the Navy of the United States of

America (1839). More remarkably still, he had

been able to abandon himself to his imagination

long enough to write The Pathfinder (1840)

and The Deerslayer (1841).

Opinions differ as to whether The Pathfinder

and The Deerslayer are better than The Last of

the Mohicans and The Prairie. Certainly, how-

ever, the element of poetry is not so great in the

later pair as in the earlier, written before Coop-

er had suffered his disillusionment. Any gain

must be looked for in the characterization, in the

skill with which new qualities in Leather-Stock-

ing are displayed. For this gain, which does ap-

pear, there was a reason connected with the

fact that the books carried on a kind of epic.

Cooper had now gone far enough from the origi-
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nal conception of his hero to realize that there

was still much to be brought out or explained.

Though it was impossible to make the mature

conception uniform throughout, it was possible

to put into the series, as a whole, the same total

of characteristics that it might have had if the

whole could have been foreseen from the begin-

ning. The fourth and fifth stories of the cycle

have therefore rather more than their share of

deliberate craft in portraiture. In The Path-

finder the scout is seen falling in love, failing

to win the girl of his choice, and surrendering

her to another with a good grace which shows

that, after all, he was properly married to his

wilderness. In The Dccrslayer he is seen in the

fresh morning of his youth, resisting the temp-

tations of the world with the integrity of a for-

est saint, and for the first time finding human
blood on his blameless hands. Between them

the two novels complete the outline and add the

light and shade to the most truly epical figure in

American fiction.

The Leather-Stocking Tales should of course

be read in the order in which they take up suc-

cessive episodes in their hero's life: The Deer-

slayer, The Last of the Mohicans, The Path-

finder, The Pioneers, The Prairie. Thus read,

they reveal the unfolding character of Natty

Bumppo without serious discrepancies, though

The Pioneers remains the weakest link in the

chain. Since Leather-Stocking's nature was in

no way complex, it could be represented only in

its relation to outward events, only through the

deeds with which he rose to meet the circum-

stances which assailed him. Cooper, consequent-

ly obliged to discover or invent a multitude of

circumstances, did not hesitate to invent. He
not only regarded the frontier as somewhat bar-

ren of materials for his purposes ; he consciously

held, as he said in discussing the work of Scott,

that invention in a romancer is a higher facul-

ty than that "of creating a vraisemblance." The
amount of history in the series, indeed, should

not be underestimated, for it is considerable. But
the real triumph of Cooper is the variety of his

invention, the power with which, isolating his

few characters in the wilderness, he contrives to

fill their existences, at least for the time being,

with enough actions, desires, fears, victories, de-

feats, sentiments, thoughts to make the barren

frontier seem a splendid stage. How relatively

dry was his original matter may be noted in

The Pioneers, which itself marks a long advance

upon what any previous writer had been able to

do with the frontier, and perhaps an advance
upon the reality itself. The later novels in the

series did more than transcribe ; they transmuted.

Taking what he wanted from a region in which
his imagination moved happily, Cooper did with

it what he wanted, until he had added a new clas-

sic territory to the heroic world.

If, in the fresh burst of creative energy which
succeeded his quarrelsome digression, he had
turned again to other of his characters besides

Leather-Stocking and his companions there

might have been another series to stand with

Cooper's masterpiece. Instead, he ranged wide-

ly during the prodigious years from 1840 to

1846. Mercedes of Castile (1840) went back to

the first voyage of Columbus. The Tzvo Admi-
rals (1842) concerned itself with the British

navy before the American Revolution. The
Wing-and-Wing (1842) told the story of a

French privateer in the Mediterranean at the

end of the eighteenth century. Ned Myers
(1843) was the biography of an actual sailor

who had served with Cooper before the mast
and who long afterward had come to the famous
novelist with the story of his life. Lives of Dis-

tinguished American Naval Officers (1846) made
further use of the studies begun for the History

of the Naz'y. The two parts of Afloat and Ashore

(1844

—

now known respectively as Afloat and
Ashore and Miles JJ'allingford) dealt with the

evils of impressment but also with the charms of

life in the New York of Cooper's own youth.

Wyandotte (1843) recounted the siege of a

blockhouse on the upper Susquehanna. Lc Mou-
choir (1843) was a chronicle of fashionable life

in Manhattan. Only in the three novels called,

as a whole, the Littlepage Manuscripts, did Coop-

er try to repeat the cyclic scheme employed

with Natty Bumppo. Of these the third, The
Redskins (1846), which touched upon the ques-

tion of anti-rentism then stirring in New York,

was both fantastic and dull. The second, The
Chainbearer (1845), was better by only one

striking character, the squatter Thousandacres.

The first, Satanstoe (1845), ignored a* first by the

press and neglected ever since by the public, was
the only novel of Cooper outside the Leather-

Stocking series which had the good temper and

the strong illusion of his work at its best. Trac-

ing the history of the Littlepage family through

three generations, Cooper seems to have been the

less tempted to wrangle the farther off he was
from his contemporaries. Satanstoe, represent-

ing the life of the New York gentry in the mid-

eighteenth century, must still be considered, for

both its matter and its manner, one of the most

distinguished of American historical novels.

Rarely, however, during this last decade of

his life was Cooper so amiable. The venom of

controversy persisted in him. He grew more and
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more bigoted in his theological opinions, which

were both orthodox and aristocratic. He cul-

tivated his animosity toward New England,

which furnished most of his later villains. He
was always ready to turn aside from his narra-

tive to harangue the age for its shortcomings.

Even the plots of his latest novels

—

The Crater

(1848), The Oak Openings (1848), The Sea
Lions (1849), The Ways of the Hour (1850)

—

were at the mercy of his various doctrines. He
had lost all touch with the magical, philosophi-

cal wilderness which had so long been a refuge

for his imagination. Yet it must be pointed out

that his rages were in some respects only a lit-

erary habit into which he had slipped. In his

private life he was reasonably serene. Though
he reduced his fortune by unsuccessful specula-

tions, he was never in any serious distress. He
was devoted to his wife and children, one of

whom, Susan Fenimore [q.v.], published an

agreeable book, Rural Hours, the year before her

father's death and afterward edited his collected

novels with valuable prefaces. Cooper kept up
relations with a few old friends, now and then

left his home on matters of business, and in

1847 traveled as far west as Detroit; but for the

most part he remained in Cooperstown, where
he died and was buried. Irving acted as chair-

man of the committee which arranged a memo-
rial meeting in New York, Bryant delivered the

eulogy, and Webster presided. These were great

names, and their presence on the occasion meant
that Cooper's countrymen would doubtless have
made peace with him if he had permitted it.

He himself was responsible, through his dying

injunction against any biography of him what-
ever, for the fact that his memory has continued

to be involved with the tradition of his quar-

rels, instead of being lifted out of that, as it

might have been, to a level on which his creative

qualities would alone have seemed important.
[A Discourse on the Life and Genius of Jas. Feni-

more Cooper (1852) by Wm. Cullen Bryant was pub-
lished shortly after Cooper's death. This was super-
seded by the prefaces furnished by Susan Fenimore
Cooper to the collected edition of the novels—the pref-
aces being later collected in Pages and Pictures from
the Writing of Jas. Fenimore Cooper (1861). Thos. R.
Lounsbury in his Jas. Fenimore Cooper (1883) brought
together all the facts then known and produced a bio-
graphical and critical study of genuine merit. Some
anecdotal information was added by Mary E. Phillips
in Jas. Fenimore Cooper (19 13). The most extensive
source of original information about Cooper is the Cor-
respondence of Jas. Fcnimore-Cooper (2 vols.; 1922),
edited by his grandson Jas. Fenimore Cooper. There
is a careful bibliography of the writings by and about
Cooper in The Cambridge Hist, of Am. Lit. (19 17), I,

530-34)] C.V-D.

COOPER, JAMES GRAHAM (June 19,

1830-July 19, 1902), naturalist, was born in

New York City, son of William and Frances

(Graham) Cooper, and was the eldest of six

children. When the boy was seven years of age
his father moved to New Jersey and established

his home near Hoboken. On his walks to and
from school the child availed himself of his

ample opportunities to study natural history,

and in the home he was equally fortunate. His
father, having inherited a competence, devot-

ed himself to a life of study and drew about

him such friends as Lucien Bonaparte, Thomas
Nuttall [q.v.], and John J. Audubon [q.v.],

ornithologists, John Torrey [q.v.], the botanist,

and Henry Schoolcraft, the historian. The elder

Cooper was a central figure of the group which
founded the Lyceum of Natural History of New
York, the forerunner of the New York Acad-
emy of Sciences. In 185 1 Cooper graduated
from the College of Physicians and Surgeons,

New York. He spent the next two years in the

hospitals of the city. The active period of Coop-
er's life as a field naturalist began in 1853, when
he signed a contract with Gov. Isaac I. Stevens

[q.v.], of Washington Territory, to act as one

of the physicians of the Pacific Railroad Survey
Expedition, detailed to explore for two years

the route along the forty-seventh and forty-ninth

parallels. Government employ as contract sur-

geon in the army, private collecting expeditions,

occupation as zoologist of the Geological Sur-

vey of California, and the writing of reports

filled his time thenceforth for a period of years

and brought him close familiarity with the geo-

graphic and biologic features of the Pacific Coast

region. As in his father's home Cooper had been

surrounded by noted men of science, so here dur-

ing his pioneer labors in the West he was equal-

ly fortunate, sharing his rich experiences in the

field with such gifted interpreters of science as

Hayden, Gibbs, and Asa Gray [qq.v.]. The writ-

ing of reports brought him into correspondence

with Spencer F. Baird and Elliott Coues [qq.v.].

Baird characterized Cooper's work, published in

conjunction with the Geological Survey of Cali-

fornia, as "By far the most valuable contribu-

tion to the biography of American birds that has

appeared since the time of Audubon" (S. F.

Baird, T. M. Brewer, and R. Ridgway, History

of North American Birds, 1874, Preface, p. v)
;

while Coues, in 1866, referred to Cooper as "sc

well known as an indefatigable and accurate

naturalist."

On Jan. 9, 1866, Cooper was married to Rosa

M. Wells at Oakland, Cal., and during that year

established himself in the practise of medicine

at Santa Cruz, Cal. In 1871 he removed to Ven-

tura County where he remained until 1875, re-

turning then to the vicinity of Oakland, where
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he spent his declining years at Hayward. He
p Mi shed many articles on conchology, botany,

nithology, mammalogy, geology, and paleon-

ogy. The authoritative chapter upon zoology

in T. F. Cronise's Natural Wealth of California

(1868), is by Cooper, as acknowledged in the

preface of the book. A pioneer collector of sci-

entific materials and writer on the natural his-

tory of California and Washington, Cooper left

an impress for all time on the records of these

Western states, by setting down painstakingly

the facts of geographic distribution in the days

when original conditions were untrammeled.

[W. O. Emerson, "Dr. Jas. G. Cooper, a Sketch,"
Bull. Cooper Oniith. Club (Jan., Feb. 1899); W. O.
Emerson, "In Memoriam: Dr. Jas. G. Cooper," and J.

Grinnell, "The Ornithological Writings of Dr. J. G.
Cooper," in Condor, IV, 101-05 (Sept.-Oct. 1902) ;

W. P. Taylor, "Notes on Mammals collected princi-

pal!)' in Washington and California between the years

1853 and 1874 by Dr. Jas. Graham Cooper," Proc. Cal.

Acad. ScL, vol. IX, no. 3 (July 12, 1919), pp. 69-121.]

J.G.

COOPER, JOSEPH ALEXANDER (Nov.

25, 1823-May 20, 1910), soldier, was the son of

John Cooper, a native of Maryland and a vet-

eran of the War of 1812. The latter removed to

Kentucky and settled as a fanner near Cumber-
land Falls in Whitley County, where his son

Joseph Alexander was born. A few years later

the family moved across the Tennessee line to

the adjoining county of Campbell where they

settled on Cove Creek and carried on farming.

In September 1847 Cooper enlisted in the 4th

Tennessee Infantry and served for the remainder

of the war against Mexico. After the war he

returned to Tennessee and engaged in farming

near Jacksboro in Campbell County until the

outbreak of the Civil War. He was a Whig in

politics and in common with the great majority

of his East Tennessee neighbors he opposed the

secession of his state. He was a delegate to the

union convention at Knoxville in 1861 and took

a prominent part in its deliberations and activi-

ties. After its adjournment he busied himself

with recruiting and drilling men in his county

for the Union army. In August 1861 he enlisted

at Whitesburg, Ky., and was mustered into ser-

vice as captain of the 1st Tennessee Infantry

(Temple, post, p. 105). Before the Civil War,
Cooper had been little more than a poorly edu-

cated, impecunious farmer without any great

significance even in his own county, but his war
record was brilliant and he rapidly rose to promi-

nence. As captain he fought in the mountains

of Kentucky and Tennessee during the fall of

1861 and the spring of 1862, and in March of

the latter year was made colonel of the 6th Ten-
nessee Infantry. His command saw hard service

in the battles of Murfreesboro, Chickamauga,

cooper
and Chattanooga. He became involved in a quar-

rel with his brigade commander, Brigadier-Gen-

eral Spears, and finally joined with his fellow of-

ficers in having Spears court-martialed for

Southern sympathies (Official Records, 1 ser.,

vol. XXXII, pt. 2, p. 34). In July 1864 Coop-
er was made brigadier-general and led the 2nd
Division of the 23rd Corps in Sherman's attack

on Atlanta. P"rom this time to the end of the

war he took part in the operations in East Ten-
nessee. In May 1865 he was made brevet major-

general. Throughout the war Cooper's services

were greatly appreciated by his superior officers,

not only for his ability as a fighter but even more
for his influence among the East Tennesseans

and his personal knowledge of East Tennessee

geography.

He was mustered out of service at Nashville,

Jan. 15, 1866 (F. B. Heitman, Historical Regis-

ter and Dictionary of the United States Army,
1903). In 1868 he was an unsuccessful candidate

for senator from Tennessee (J. T. Moore, Ten-
nessee, the Volunteer State, 1923, I, 534). In

1869 Grant appointed him collector of Internal

Revenue for the Knoxville District, in which
position he continued for ten years. In 1880 he

removed to Stafford County, Kan., and engaged
in farming until his death. Cooper was a mem-
ber of the Baptist church and for more than

thirty-five years was a deacon. He helped or-

ganize the South-Central Baptist Association of

Kansas in 1889 and served for many years as

moderator of the Association. He was twice

married: on Apr. 9, 1846, to Mary J. Hutson,
who died in 1874, and on Jan. 21, 1875, to Mary
J. Polston. He died in his eighty-seventh year,

and was buried in the National Cemetery at

Knoxville, Tenn.
[Full details of the war record of Cooper are to

be found in the Official Records {Army) ; Oliver P.
Temple, Notable Men of Tenn. (1912), deals largely
with his part in the Knoxville Convention. Details of
his life in Kansas have been supplied by the Kan. State
Hist. Soc. See also tribute to Gen. Cooper in Daily
Jour, and Tribune (Knoxville), Sept. 13, 1895 ; obitu-
ary in Leavenworth Times, May 21, and Chattanooga
Daily Times, May 22, 19 10. and extensive obituary
material in Daily Jour, and Tribune (Knoxville), May
22 and 26, 1910.] R. S. C.

COOPER, MARK ANTHONY (Apr. 20,

1800-Mar. 17, 1885), business man, politician,

came of a Virginia family which migrated to

Georgia and settled in Hancock County in the

heart of the black belt. His father was Thomas
Cooper; his mother, Sallie Cooper, a descendant

of an Italian who, having been driven out of his

native land, perhaps for religious reasons, settled

in Holland. His son, Mark Anthony, was sent

back to Italy to be educated, but ran away to

sea, was captured by Algerian pirates, escaped to
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an English ship, and eventually reached Vir-

ginia where he became the progenitor of an
important American family.

Mark Anthony Cooper was born in Hancock
County, Ga. He was prepared for college at a

noted private academy in the neighborhood, at-

tended the University of Georgia for a time, then

migrated to the University of South Carolina,

where he was graduated with an A.B. degree in

1819. Leaving college he studied law and was
admitted to the bar at Eatonton, Ga., in 1821.

Though successful in the practise of law, his real

bent was toward a business career. He was one

of the few who foresaw the great possibilities

that lay in the state's natural resources and set

to work to develop them, at a time when nearly

everybody was interested primarily in farming.

In 1833 ne organized a cotton-mill company and
erected near Eatonton the second water-driven

cotton factory in the state. It was capitalized at

$50,000. Two years later he sold his stock in

this concern, removed to Columbus, Ga., and
organized a bank, capitalized at $200,000. As a

member of the state legislature in 1833 he was
a warm advocate of the project to charter a

railroad. The charter was granted to the Georgia

Railroad & Banking Company, which built a

road connecting Augusta with Atlanta. Later

Cooper was an important factor in the building

of the East & West Railroad in northwest

Georgia. His work as a developer spread from

cotton-milling, banking, and railroading to the

production of iron. Purchasing an interest in a

small furnace near Etowah, in Bartow County,

he renovated and extended the plant, and supple-

mented it by erecting a rolling mill and a nail

factory. In conjunction with this enterprise he

erected a flour mill. He connected his settle-

ment by a four-mile railway with the Western

& Atlantic to Chattanooga, and proceeded to

develop coal mines. The entire business, occupy-

ing some 12,000 acres and embracing these vari-

ous industries, in time became his sole property.

In 1836 he volunteered for the Seminole War,
and was commissioned major of a battalion

raised in Macon, Ga. He entered the Twenty-
sixth Congress (1839) as a Whig, but when
Calhoun led an important Whig group back into

the Democratic party in 1840, Cooper with W.
T. Colquitt \_q.v.~\ and others, having become dis-

satisfied with the growing nationalistic and anti-

slavery tendencies of the national Whig party,

followed him. Cooper was reelected to the next

two Congresses, but resigned in 1843 to become

the Democratic candidate for governor. He was
defeated by George W. Crawford [q.v.~\, and

thereafter he took no further part in politics.

Cooper

Cooper was married to Mary Evalina Flournoy,

in 1 82 1, but his bride lived only three or four

months after the marriage. In 1826 he was again

married, this time to Sophronia A. R. Randle,

and to them there were born seven daughters

and three sons, two of whom were killed in the

Civil War. Cooper died at Etowah, Ga., in his

eighty- fifth year.

[There is an account of Cooper by his grandson,
W. G. Cooper, in W. F. Northen, Men of Mark in

Ga., vol. II (19 10), which is reproduced almost ver-
batim in L. L. Knight, Ga. and Georgians, IV (19 17),
2097. See also L. L. Knight, Georgia's Landmarks,
Memorials, and Legends (1913), I, 290; obituary in

Atlanta Constitution, Mar. 20, 1885.] R. P. B.

COOPER, MYLES (February 1737-May 20,

1785), clergyman, Loyalist, second president of

King's College, N. Y., was the son of William

and Elizabeth Cooper of Wha House Estate,

seven miles from Millom, in Cumberland Coun-

ty, England. At the age of sixteen he entered

Queen's College, Oxford, and received the de-

gree of B.A. in 1756, and M.A. in 1760. In the

latter year he became an usher in Tonbridge

School. On Mar. 2, 1760, he was ordained a dea-

con ; and a year later was elected chaplain of

Queen's College, Oxford, and ordained priest. In

this same year (1761) he published a volume of

poems, written by himself and others, with the

title Poems on Several Occasions. He was act-

ing as the curate of a church near Oxford, when
the Archbishop of Canterbury named him, in re-

sponse to an inquiry of the governors of King's

College, as a man capable of serving as vice-pres-

ident and succeeding to the presidency. In the

expectation of receiving this appointment he

sailed for New York in 1762; but the governors,

finding no authority in the charter for appointing

a vice-president, made him an assistant to the

president, professor of moral philosophy, and a

fellow of the College. After the resignation of

President Samuel Johnson [q.v.~\ in 1763, he was

chosen president (Apr. 12, 1763). His adminis-

tration was notably successful. Changes in the

curriculum and the rules of discipline to conform

to Oxford ideas were made; a grammar school

was started as a feeder for the College ; a medical

school and a hospital were founded; and large

grants of land were secured. It was Cooper's am-

bition to change the College into a royal Ameri-

can university. In 1771 he went to England to

secure a charter and endowment for such an in-

stitution, but the most that he could accomplish

at the time was a remission of quit-rents on cer-

tain tracts of land held by the College and a gift

of books from Oxford for the library.

Meantime he had become one of the outstand-

ing churchmen in the American Colonies. In

1765 he presided at the convention of Episcopal
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clergymen of New York and adjoining colonies,

lie thrice toured the southern colonies to secure

the support of the clergy for an American Epis-

copate. He was also an active member of the So-

ciety for the Propagation of the Gospel in For-

eign Parts. When the IVhip For The Whig was
started in 1768, he contributed to the paper, never

losing an opportunity to promote the interests of

the Church and to give vent to his intense dislike

of dissenters. He thought Whitefield a "common
disturber of the peace of the Church" and his dis-

ciples either "Knaves or Madmen."
Cooper was a not less ardent supporter of the

royal government. As local opposition increased,

he put his pen at the service of those Loyalists

who believed that nothing should pass unan-

swered "that had a tendency to lessen the respect

or affection that was due to the Mother Coun-

try." In 1772 he and John Vardill, a tutor in the

College, published two pamphlets, "Causidicus"

and "Causidicus Mastix," in reply to an address

of President Witherspoon of Princeton in which,

they asserted, he had spoken disparagingly of the

English universities. He and Vardill were also

the authors of "A Series of Papers Signed Popli-

cola." In the bitter controversy that preceded the

break with England, Cooper was accused of

writing nearly every Loyalist pamphlet ; but none

of the pamphlets usually accredited to him were

his work ( see correspondence of Dr. T. B. Chan-

dler and his memorial to the Royal Commission

on Loyalist Claims). It is possible that he wrote

the poem entitled "The Patriots of North Amer-
ica" (1775). Certain it is that he became one of

the most detested Loyalists in New York. When,
then, news came of the bloodshed at Concord and

Lexington, he fled for his life to a British frigate

in the harbor ; and again on May 10, 1775, while

Alexander Hamilton, then a pupil, harangued

the mob from the College steps. On May 25, 1775,

he sailed for England never to return. Of this

last experience he wrote a dramatic description

in some "Stanzas" published in the Gentleman's

Magazine, July 1776 (see also MS. diary of Dr.

T. B. Chandler in General Theological Semi-

nary, N. Y.).

For a time Cooper returned to Oxford as Fel-

low at Queen's College. From 1778 until his

death he was senior minister of the new English

Chapel at Cowgate near the University of Edin-

burgh. He also was given various church liv-

ings in England and a pension by the Crown for

his services to state and church. Though he him-

self never married, he bore heavy financial bur-

dens to aid the families of his widowed sister and

of his elder brother. Cooper had a jovial and so-

ciable nature. He always lived well, keeping his

garret well stocked with liquors "of a most deli-

cate Texture" ; and he seems to have paid for his

love of the table by a chronic ailment which
caused his sudden death at luncheon.

[An unpublished monograph by Clarence H. Vance,
Esq., of New York, based on extensive use of manu-
script material, supersedes other accounts of Cooper's
career. Two anonymous articles in Analcctic Mag., July
1819, and Am. Medic, and Phil. Reg., Jan. 1813, contain
some information about his "life and character." See
also Jos. Foster, Alumni Oxonicnses, vol. I (1887).]

A.J.

COOPER, PETER (Feb. 12, 1791-Apr. 4,

1883), manufacturer, inventor, philanthropist,

the son of John and Margaret (Campbell) Coop-
er, was born at Little Dock St., New York. The
Cooper family was of English stock. Obadiah
Cooper, Peter Cooper's great-great-grandfather,

came to America and settled at Fishkill-on-Hud-

son in 1662. John Cooper, Peter's father, born

about 1758, a lieutenant in the Continental Army,
at the close of the war went into business, first in

New York, later in Peekskill, Catskill, and New-
burgh. He was successively a hatter, a brewer,

a store-keeper, and a brick-maker—in all of

which he was aided by his son Peter, who, by the

time he was sixteen years old, was already a
veteran in experience. Though the lad was lack-

ing in formal education, for he had attended

school for only a year, his varied training in af-

fairs fitted him well for business success. At sev-

enteen, he was apprenticed at twenty-five dollars

a year and board to John Woodward, a New
York coach-maker, who voluntarily paid him
fifty at the end of the third year and seventy-five

at the end of the fourth, and when his apprentice-

ship was over, offered to lend him money to start

a business of his own. Peter declined the offer,

and instead found employment, first in a manu-
factory of cloth-shearing machines, then as trav-

eling salesman, and later as owner of a new
cloth-shearing machine. He continued prosper-

ously in this business until the close of the War
of 1812, and, when peace was followed by smaller

profits, he sold out and opened a retail grocery

store at the corner of the Bowery and Rivington

St. On Dec. 18, 1813, being then twenty-two

years of age, he married Sarah Bedell of Hemp-
stead, a Huguenot, educated by the Moravians of

Pennsylvania, with whom he lived happily for

fifty-six years until her death in 1869.

Deciding that manufacturing was his field,

Cooper bought a glue factory, together with a

twenty-one-year lease of the ground on which it

stood, near the site of the old Park Avenue Hotel.

With this business he found his opportunity and
was soon supplying the American market with

American-made glue and isinglass whicb bet-

tered the foreign imports. So complete was his
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success that he won a monopoly of the trade in

this line, but he continued his frugal ways, and

was, for many years, his own stoker, secretary,

bookkeeper, executive, and salesman. Eventual-

ly the business outgrew even his energy, and he

entrusted part of the direction to his son Edward
and his son-in-law, Abram S. Hewitt [qq.v.].

If the glue factory was the foundation of his for-

tune, the bulk of the latter came originally from
the iron works which he set up at Baltimore.

There, in 1828, with two partners, he bought

3,000 acres of land within the city limits and

erected the Canton Iron Works. The Baltimore

& Ohio Railroad upon whose success much of

the value of this land depended, was on the verge

of failure. The route followed by the few miles

of track was so twisting and hilly that Stephen-

son, the English engineer, declared it impossible

for an engine to run on it. Cooper was not dis-

mayed. "I'll knock an engine together in six

weeks," he said, "that will pull carriages ten miles

an hour." The engine—the first steam locomo-

tive built in America—was made, and, in spite

of its diminutive size which gave it the nickname

of "Tom Thumb" and the "Teakettle," actually

pulled a load of over forty persons at more than

ten miles an hour. On Sept. 18, 1830, it raced

with a noted horse from Riley's Tavern to Balti-

more and would have won but for a leak in the

boiler caused by excessive pressure.

The Canton Iron Works afforded a striking

example of Cooper's good judgment and good

fortune in business matters. When he sold the

property in 1836 he accepted in payment stock

of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad at forty-five

dollars a share which he soon afterward sold for

two hundred and thirty dollars. His interests

now expanded rapidly, until within two decades

they included a wire manufactory in Trenton,

N. J., blast furnaces in Philipsburg, Pa., a rolling

mill and the old glue factory in New York, foun-

dries at Ringwood, N. J., and Durham, Pa., and

iron mines in northern New Jersey. In 1854, in

his Trenton factory, the first structural iron for

fireproof buildings was rolled—an achievement

which contributed to the winning of the Bes-

semer Gold Medal awarded him in 1870 by the

Iron and Steel Institute of Great Britain.

To Cooper belongs much of the credit for the

final success of the New York, Newfoundland &
London Telegraph Company, which he served

as president for twenty years, during which he

was the chief supporter of Cyrus Field \_q.v.~].

His confidence in the ultimate success of the

project never weakened notwithstanding repeat-

ed failures and many deficits which it fell to him
to meet when every one else drew back. He be-
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came president, likewise, of the North American
Telegraph Company which at one time owned
or controlled more than half of the telegraph lines

of the country. As an inventor, Cooper possessed

genius which might have made him an earlier

Edison had it been joined to the necessary tech-

nical training. His first invention was a wash-
ing machine, followed by a machine for mortising
hubs, and others for propelling ferry-boats by
compressed air, for utilizing the tide for power,
and for moving canal barges by an endless chain
run by water-power. He made use of gravity as

a source of power in an endless chain of buckets
in one of his mines.

It is, however, chiefly as a philanthropist that

Cooper is remembered. During his service on
the Board of Aldermen of New York, he was an
early advocate of paid police and fire departments,

sanitary water conditions and public schools. In

the broader field of national politics, he support-

ed the Greenback party and consented to run on
its ticket for president in 1876, with, it would ap-

pear, little hope of election, in order to bring be-

fore the public his views on the currency. His
greatest monument is the Cooper Union or Coop-
er Institute at Astor Place, New York City,

which he founded in 1857-59 "f°r the advance-
ment of science and art." It is unique in the com-
bination it offers of the ideal and practical in

education. Free courses are given in general sci-

ence, chemistry, electricity, civil, mechanical, and
electrical engineering as well as in art. There
are also free lectures of a very high order and the

Institute maintains an excellent reading-room
and library service. Cooper died on Apr. 4, 1883,

and was sincerely mourned by the city which he

had so well served. At a reception given in his

honor in 1874, he said: "I have always rec-

ognized that the object of business is to make
money in an honourable manner. I have endeav-

oured to remember that the object of life is to do

good." To this creed he remained faithful.

[R. W. Raymond, Peter Cooper (1901) ; John Celi-

vergos Zachos, Sketch of the Life and Opinions of Peter
Cooper (1876) ; W. Scott, Peter Cooper, the Good Citi-

zen (1888) ; Howard Carroll, Twelve Americans, Their
Lives and Times (1883) ; C. Edwards Lester, Life and
Character of Peter Cooper ( 1883).] yv. B. P.

COOPER, SAMUEL (Mar. 28, 1725-Dec. 23,

1783), clergyman, was a son of Rev. William

and Judith Sewall Cooper and was born in Bos-

ton where he attended a grammar school and en-

tered Harvard College from which he graduated

in 1743. In December of that year he was elected

to the pastorate of the Brattle Square Church in

Boston which was the scene of his life-work.

This, the fourth church of the Puritan order to

be established in Boston, was founded in 1699
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and was frequently called the "Manifesto"

Church from the title of the document which set

forth the principles of its founders. Dr. Ben-

jamin Colman [q.v.~\ was the first pastor. In

1715 Rev. William Cooper was chosen as his

colleague, and at his death in 1743, apparently

at the earnest desire of the aged Senior Pastor,

Samuel was called to succeed his father, doing

part duty till his ordination, May 21, 1746. On
the death of Dr. Colman, Aug. 29, 1747, he be-

came sole pastor, and remained such till his

death. He was given the degree of D.D. by the

University of Edinburgh in 1767.

Cooper was an able and eloquent preacher, a

sympathetic and untiring pastor, and under him

Brattle Church was strong and flourishing. His

orthodox Calvinism showed signs of softening at

certain points, and in his pulpit style also he was

accounted in advance of his time. His only liter-

ary output consists of a small number of ser-

mons and miscellaneous pamphlets of which Pal-

frey rates his sermon of 1780, On the Commence-

ment of the Constitution, as his best, and his

Dudleian Lecture of 1774, The Man of Sin, a

diatribe against the Papacy, as "the most indiffer-

ent." It was during his pastorate, in 1773, that

the society built its second edifice on the old site.

This building, regarded at its erection as the most

splendid and costly church in Boston, was used

by the British as a barrack during the siege, and

was struck by a cannon ball the night before the

evacuation. It was restored and used as a house

of worship until its removal in 1871.

Cooper was active in the cause of American

freedom and intimately associated with its lead-

ers. As early as 1754 he wrote a pamphlet, The

Crisis, against a government excise, and before

and during the Revolution he was a constant

contributor to the newspapers and an orator on

the popular side. The celebrated inflammatory

Hutchinson Letters passed through his hands,

but were published against his advice. He be-

came obnoxious to the British authorities and

an order was issued for his arrest along with

other leaders. But being warned, he fled from

Boston on Sunday, Apr. 8, 1775, and did not re-

turn until after the evacuation (W. H. Sumner,

History of East Boston, 1858). It is commonly
asserted that Cooper did not allow his political

activities to interfere with his pastoral duties.

Some doubt is thrown on this in William Tudor's

Life of James Otis (1823) where it is stated

that because of his neglect of his sermon prepara-

tion he became notorious in clerical circles for

his frequent pulpit exchanges.

His portrait represents the typical clergyman
of the period, in wig, gown, and bands. But the
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face indicates less austerity of character than is

commonly associated with the eighteenth-cen-

tury New England divines. He had polished

manners, an elegant diction, and a voice of great

sweetness and power. He was a fluent speaker

and would probably have been a fine extempo-

raneous preacher had he chosen to cultivate that

art. His learning was extensive rather than deep

(Emerson Davis, "Sketches of Congregational

Ministers in New England," manuscript in the

Congregational Library). He was prominent in

public affairs and had a wide circle of friends.

His intimacy with Adams and Franklin brought

him foreign friends and correspondents, and he

was much sought after by visitors who came to

New England from France and other European

countries. He was the first vice-president of the

Academy of Arts and Sciences, instituted by the

General Court in 1780. The Society for the Pro-

motion of the Gospel among the Indians found

in him a constant patron. He declined the pres-

idency of Harvard College in 1774, but was a

member of the Corporation from 1767 and was
active in raising funds for the restoration of the

Library after the fire of 1764. Several portraits

of Cooper were painted by Copley, the best

known of which is in the possession of the Mas-
sachusetts Historical Society. He married Ju-

dith, a sister of Dr. Thomas Bulfinch [q.z'.], by

whom he had two daughters.

[The principal authorities for the life of Cooper are :

W. B. Sprague, Annals Am. Pulpit, vol. I (1857) ; S. K.
Lothrop, A Hist, of the Church in Brattle St., Boston
(1851) ; J. G. Palfrey, A Sermon Preached in the

Church in Brattle Square, Boston, July 18, 1824 ; Rec-
ords of the Church in Brattle Square (1902).] pp. p.

COOPER, SAMUEL (June 12, 1798-Dec. 3,

1876), Confederate general, was born at Hack-

ensack, N. J., the son of Samuel and Mary ( Hor-

ton) Cooper. His great-grandfather had come
from Dorsetshire to Massachusetts, and his

father, also a Massachusetts man, served as a

major of artillery in the Continental Army.
Cooper entered the Military Academy from New
York on May 25, 1813, and was commissioned

in the artillery, Dec. II, 1815. He served in gar-

rison with troops at intervals, and was promoted

to first lieutenant and captain of artillery in 1821

and 1836. He was early selected for staff duty

at headquarters of the army, however, and most

of his service, aside from an expedition against

the Seminoles in 1841-42, was in Washington.

He was appointed an assistant adjutant-general,

with the rank of major, in 1838, was made lieu-

tenant-colonel in 1847, and was appointed ad-

jutant-general of the army, with the rank of

colonel, in 1852, partly in consequence of his

highly efficient conduct of business in the War
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Department during the Mexican War. Having
married a grand-daughter of George Mason, he

acquired a country place in Fairfax County, Va.,

near the homes of his wife's relatives and also

convenient to his duties in Washington. These
family connections, together with a close friend-

ship with Jefferson Davis which had grown up
when the latter was secretary of war, had made
him wholly Southern in his feelings and sym-
pathies, in spite of his Northern birth and an-

cestry, so that on the outbreak of the Civil War
he resigned his commission, Mar. 7, 1861, and
went to Montgomery to offer his services to the

Confederacy. To a newly established govern-

ment, which had to create a complete military

organization while engaged in fighting a great

war, Cooper's long administrative experience

was invaluable. He was at once made adjutant-

and inspector-general of the army, and was ap-

pointed to the full rank of general as soon as that

grade was created by Congress. He was the

senior officer of the Confederate Army through-

out the war. When the Confederate government
left Richmond in April 1865, he accompanied the

President and cabinet until the party finally

broke up, and then surrendered himself, turning

over to his captors all of the records of the War
Department which he had been able to remove
and transport. The preservation of a great quan-

tity of valuable historical material was thus due
to his foresight and care. After his parole and
release he returned to his estate at Cameron,
near Alexandria, Va., where he resided in retire-

ment until his death.

[G. W. Cullum, Biog. Reg. (3rd ed., 1891) ; Confed.
Mil. Hist. (1899), L 616-17 ; article by Gen. Fitzhugh
Lee in Southern Hist. Soc. Papers, vol. Ill (1877), pp.
269-76 ; F. B. Heitman, Hist. Reg. and Diet, of the
U. S. Army (1903), I, 326.] T.M.S.

COOPER, SARAH BROWN INGERSOLL
(Dec. 12, 1836-Dec. 11, 1896), philanthropist,

founder of kindergartens, was born at Cazenovia,

N. Y., the daughter of Capt. Samuel Clark In-

gersoll and Laura (Case) Ingersoll. She was a
cousin of Robert G. Ingersoll \_q.v.~\, and pos-

sessed a gift of eloquence almost equal to his.

She was graduated from Cazenovia Seminary,
one of the earliest coeducational institutions in

the country. One of her classmates was Leland
Stanford \_q.v.~], founder of Stanford University.

At the age of fourteen she began school-teaching

but soon thereafter entered the Troy Female
Seminary for further study. From here she

moved to Atlanta, Ga., and accepted a position as

governess in the family of Gov. Schley. In At-
lanta, on Sept. 4, 1855, she married Halsey Feni-

more Cooper, formerly a professor at Cazenovia,

sometime editor of the Chattanooga Advertiser,

who held during his life various offices under

the federal government. In 1869 Mr. and Mrs.

Cooper, with their daughter Harriet, located in

San Francisco, where Mrs. Cooper began her

career of public work. Following Cooper's death

in 1885, mother and daughter became constant

companions and co-workers, imbued with a de-

votion passing all ordinary affection. Entirely

self-forgetful, no sacrifice was too great for these

women. But the strain finally told on Harriet,

who developed intermittent attacks of profound
melancholia until her mind gave way. After sev-

eral unsuccessful attempts to take her own and
her mother's life, the daughter succeeded in as-

phyxiating them both on the eve of her mother's

sixtieth birthday.

Mrs. Cooper's public work was of wide scope.

She was president of the Women's Press Asso-
ciation, treasurer of the World's Federation of

Women's Clubs, and a director of the Associated

Charities. She was one of five eminent women
elected to the Pan-Republican Congress during
the Chicago World's Fair. Returning to San
Francisco, she helped to organize the Woman's
Congress, serving as president for two years pre-

ceding her death. Her title to national recogni-

tion, however, rests primarily on her organiza-
tion of the Golden Gate Kindergarten Associa-
tion in 1879, and her founding of some forty-

four free kindergartens throughout San Fran-
cisco. For this she collected an endowment fund
of $300,000. Her work marked the first attempt
at kindergarten training on so large a scale and
it acted as a stimulus to similar activity in a

number of American cities. It was her aim "to

lay the foundation for a better national charac-
ter by founding free kindergartens for neglected

children." During her life the Association had
conferred its benefits upon eighteen thousand
children. The years 1870-95 mark the period

of the introduction and extension of kindergarten

education in America. Throughout the period

Mrs. Cooper was an outstanding figure among
five or six of the notable workers in the United
States. When, in 1892, the International Kinder-

garten Union was organized at Saratoga, N. Y.,

she was elected its first president as a recogni-

tion of her leadership.

[Annual Reports, 1888-91, 1899, of the Golden Gate
Kindergarten Ass., also Kindergarten Mag., Feb. 1897 ;

Gertrude De Aguirre, "A Woman from Altruria," in

Arena, May 1897 ; Portraits and Biographies of Promi-
nent Am. Women (1901), ed. by Frances E. Willard
and Mary A. Livermore ; Lillian Drake Avery, A Gene-
alogy of the Ingersoll Family in America (1926) ; San
Francisco Chronicle, Dec. 12, 1896.] \y W. K.

COOPER, SUSAN FENIMORE (Apr. 17,

1813-Dec. 31, 1894), the child of James Fenimore

[q.v.] and Susan (De Lancey) Cooper, was for
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nearly half her life very closely associated with

her father, accompanying him on his travels, and

acting as his amanuensis for all his later hooks.

During the last years of his life she kept a jour-

nal (1848-50), extracts from which formed her

most important work, Rural Hours (1850).

There is little of biographical interest in these

notes. Their popularity rested on the freshness

and pleasantness of her observations of signs

and seasons. There is a natural grace and sin-

cerity in her records of melting snow, bluejays

and woodpeckers, old Dutch superstitions, house-

cleaning, and "fresh lettuce from the hot-beds."

An observation of haymaking leads her to re-

flections on the position of women in America.

She is chronicler of the county fair, and of the

disappearing Indian. In the four years between

its publication and that of Thoreau's Walden

( 1854) her book ran through six editions, and

new editions appeared in 1868 and 1887. Her

later volumes of nature notes, Rhyme and Reason

of Country Life (1854), and Rural Rambles

(1854), seem to have had only single editions.

The superiority of Rural Hours may be ascribed

to its birth from the last years of association

with her father, for, she tells us, "In his own gar-

den he took very great pleasure, passing hours at

a time there during the summer months. . . .

It was his great delight to watch the growth of

the different plants, day by day. His hot beds

were always among the earliest in the village"

(J. F. Cooper, The Crater, Household Edition,

1880, Preface, pp. 10-11). The author of Rural

Hours was invited to edit the American edition

of Country Rambles, by the well-known English

naturalist, John Leonard Knapp. This volume,

with her notes, appeared in 1853. She published

Mount Vernon, a Letter to the Children of Amer-
ica in 1859, and two years later prepared Pages

and Pictures From the Writings of James Feni-

more Cooper (1861). She also wrote prefaces

for the Household Edition of her father's works

(1876-84). A study of her comments and inter-

pretations reveals the intensity of her daughterly

devotion. In her old age she published William

West Skilcs, a Sketch of Missionary Life in

Vallc Crucis in Western North Carolina, 1842-

1862 (1890).

Meanwhile she had devoted herself to nu-

merous charitable works, the most important of

which was the Orphan House of the Holy Sav-

ior which she founded in 1873 in Cooperstown.

This institution, beginning with five inmates, in

ten years grew under her personal superinten-

dence to a large institution with buildings for the

housing and education of nearly one hundred

boys and girls. It has been stated that the or-
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ganization of the Girls' Friendly Society in

America grew out of and was suggested by Miss

Cooper's work in the Orphan House of the

Holy Savior (Evening Post, New York, Dec. 31,

1894), but the official publications of the Girls'

Friendly Society ascribe its origin in this coun-

try to other causes.

[Throughout Miss Cooper's prefaces and notes to her
father's works, and her comments on excerpts in Pages
and Pictures, may be found reminiscences of her family

life. See also John S. Hart, Female Prose Writers of
America (1855), p. 413; Correspondence of Jas. Fcni-

more Cooper (1922), ed. by J. F. Cooper ; Ralph Bird-

sail, Fenimore Cooper's Grave and Christ Churchyard
(191 1 ), pp. 70-72; The Critic, Jan. 5, 1895 ; Harper's

Monthly Mag., Mar. 1895 ; Boston Transcript and Eve-
ning Post (N. Y.), Dec. 31, 1894; N. Y. Times and
N. Y. Herald, Jan. 1 1895.] J.R.T.

COOPER, THEODORE (Jan. 13, 1839-Aug.

24, 1919), civil engineer, bridge-builder, was

born at Cooper's Plain, Steuben County, N. Y.,

where his father, John Cooper, Jr., was a physi-

cian. Both his father and his mother, Elizabeth

M. (Evans) Cooper, were from Pennsylvania.

Theodore attended the Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute and was graduated from it in 1858 as

a civil engineer. After his graduation he acted

as an assistant engineer on the Troy and Green-

field Railroad and the Hoosac Tunnel. At the

outbreak of the Civil War, he enlisted in the

United States navy as an assistant engineer.

The gunboat, Chocura, on which he was sta-

tioned, took part in the siege of Yorktown and

the battles of West Point and York River, and

acted as a guardship in the Potomac during the

Chickahominy campaign. At the cessation of hos-

tilities, Cooper was detailed as an instructor in

the department of steam engineering at the Naval

Academy. He remained in the service of the

navy until 1872. In that year he began his work
in bridge construction, to which profession he

was to contribute worthily. He was appointed by

Capt. James B. Eads [q.v.] as inspector, at the

Midvale Steel Works, for the steel being made
for the St. Louis bridge, and afterward went to

St. Louis to take charge of the erection of the

bridge. After some further experience with the

Delaware Bridge Company and the Keystone

Bridge Company, Cooper established himself as

a consulting engineer in New York City. Some
of the bridges he designed were the Seekonk

Bridge at Providence, the Sixth Street Bridge

at Pittsburgh, the Second Avenue Bridge over

the Harlem River, New York City, the New-
buryport Bridge over the Merrimac River, and

the Junction Bridges over the Allegheny River.

He was one of five engineers appointed by Pres-

ident Cleveland in 1894 to determine the span

of the Hudson River Bridge. He acted as a

consultant for the New York Public Library
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and the Quebec Bridge, and did work for the

Suburban Rapid Transit Company, the New
York and Boston Rapid Transit Commissions,

and the Harlem River Commission. The results

of his experience were put in permanent form
through his contribution of several papers on
phases of bridge construction to the Transac-

tions of the American Society of Civil Engi-

neers. The Engineering News-Record said of

Theodore Cooper : "His name became univer-

sally familiar to bridge engineers through his

system of locomotive and train loading for bridge

design. Composed of a wheel system, repre-

senting the heaviest locomotive of that time,

followed by a uniform load whose amount in

pounds per foot bore a simple relation to the

driving-axle load, this system proved so con-

venient, and was so excellently adapted to modi-

fication for increasing weight of trains and en-

gines by simple multiplication, that it quickly

won a commanding position. . . . Theodore

Cooper also exerted a strong influence toward

bringing about the adoption of wheel-load analy-

sis for railway bridges instead of uniform-load

or other methods, and the moment tables which
he published made it possible to carry out the

analysis rapidly and conveniently."

[Trans. Am. Soc. Civil Engineers, vol. LXXXIV
(1921); Engineering News-Record, Aug. 28, 1919;
N. Y. Times, Aug. 25, 1919.] E. Y.

COOPER, THOMAS (Oct. 22, 1759-May 11,

1839), agitator, scientist, educator, was born in

Westminster, England, the son of Thomas Coop-
er, a man of means and standing. He was thor-

oughly grounded in the classics and sent to Ox-
ford, where he was matriculated from University

College in February 1779. His failure to take a

degree was perhaps due to his unwillingness to

sign the Thirty-nine Articles. But for his father's

insistence upon the law, he would probably have

become a physician. He attended anatomical

lectures in London, took a clinical course in the

Middlesex Hospital, and later at Manchester at-

tended patients under direction. His mature life

in England was spent chiefly in Lancashire,

where he became a member of a firm of calico-

printers which ultimately failed, traveled the

northern circuit as a barrister, and dabbled in

philosophy and chemistry. His scientific attain-

ments doubtless warranted his nomination to

the Royal Society by his friend Joseph Priestley

[q.v.'] but his radical philosophy rendered him
unacceptable to that body. Certain ponderous

essays of his, published at Manchester, reveal

him as a materialist in philosophy, a Unitarian in

theology, and a revolutionist in political theory.

Temperamentally an agitator rather than a phi-
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losopher, he soon identified himself with the

movements, which proved unsuccessful, for the

abolition of the slave-trade and the repeal of the

Corporation and Test Acts. Upon the occasion
of a visit to Paris in 1792, he instituted corre-

spondence between the Manchester Constitutional

Society, in which he was prominent, and the

Jacobins. Attacked in the House of Commons
by Burke for this action, he replied in a vehe-
ment pamphlet which was at the same time a
tirade against the "privileged orders." The con-
servative reaction in England against the French
Revolution did not directly endanger him but
convinced him that freedom of thought and
speech were no longer possible in the land of his

birth. Disgusted also with the Terror in France,
he looked to America as the land of promise.
After a preliminary visit, he removed to the

United States in 1794 with his friend Priestley

and settled near him at Northumberland, Pa.
Here he practised law, served unofficially as a

physician, and remained for several years in

relative obscurity. By 1799, however, he was
definitely associated with the Jeffersonian oppo-
sition to the Federalist administration, and dur-
ing 1800 was conspicuous as a pamphleteer. He
attacked chiefly the Sedition Law, under which
he was himself convicted in May 1800 and sen-

tenced to serve six months in prison and pay a

fine of $400. Throughout the rest of his life

he sought the repayment of this fine, which, after

his death, was refunded to his heirs with inter-

est. Republican success brought him no political

reward commensurate with his abilities and de-

serts, but he served as commissioner in Luzerne
County, Pennsylvania, from 1801 tp 1804, and
as a state judge from 1804 to 181 1. A chief

feature of state politics during this period was
the attack made upon the judiciary by the more
radical democrats. Cooper, for the first time in

his life, was identified with the conservative fac-

tion. His observation of the practical operations

of democracy, indeed, had served to chill his

ardor and modify his political philosophy. The
hostility of the radical faction to him resulted in

his removal from the judiciary by the governor

in 181 1 on joint address of the two houses of

the legislature, following charges of arbitrary

conduct for which there was some foundation.

Driven from politics and disgusted with prac-

tical democracy, he returned to science and en-

tered upon the profession of teaching. Through

his long association with Priestley, he had been

afforded unusual opportunities for the study of

chemistry, which appealed to him as the most

useful of the sciences. Elected in 181 1 to the

chair of chemistry in Carlisle (now Dickinson)
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College, he remained here until 1815. The fol-

lowing year he became professor of applied chem-

istry and mineralogy in the University of Penn-

sylvania, where he remained until 1819. This

period of his life, devoted to science and learn-

ing to the exclusion of politics, was very fruitful

in publication. He was a skilful, and might have

become a great, investigator, but served chiefly

as a disseminator of useful scientific information.

The American Philosophical Society had earlier

welcomed him into its membership, and (c. 1817)

a "University of New York" conferred on him

the honorary degree of M.D., which he ever

afterward flaunted. Jefferson, whose friendship

with him had ripened with the years and who
described his abilities in superlatives, was desir-

ous that he become the "corner-stone" of the

new University of Virginia, and procured his

election to its faculty. Owing, however, to cleri-

cal opposition and the delay in the opening of

the university, Cooper never assumed the posi-

tion, greatly to the disappointment of his patron.

In January 1820 Cooper entered upon the last

and most fateful period of his life, when he be-

came professor of chemistry in South Carolina

College (now University of South Carolina).

Elected president shortly afterward, he main-

tained his connection with the college until 1834

and added greatly to its distinction. Besides

chemistry and mineralogy, he taught political

economy, in which he was distinctly a pioneer

in America. He was a prime factor also in the

establishment of the first school of medicine and

the first insane asylum in the state. Throughout

his tenure of office, he was the target of clerical

attack, chiefly on the part of the Presbyterians.

The controversy was an episode in the age-long

conflict between science and theology, but was
accentuated by Cooper's ill-concealed contempt

for the clergy as a class. He was nominally suc-

cessful in the struggle, not so much because of

any general acceptance of the principles of bibli-

cal criticism and the doctrines of materialism

that he championed, but because of his identifi-

cation with the extreme state-rights party, to

which he had rendered conspicuous service. Now
a realist and a utilitarian in politics, though still

a foe to tyranny, he defended slavery, repudiated

the social philosophy of his old friend Jefferson,

and supported with powerful economic argu-

ments the Southern position on the tariff. He
became the academic philosopher of state rights

and, as a teacher and writer, exerted a profound

and lasting influence. In 1827, in a speech against

the tariff, he urged that South Carolina calcu-

late the value of the Union, and aroused thereby

a tempest of protest within the state and out of
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it. He favored nullification and regarded the

outcome of the famous controversy as unsatis-

factory because it was a compromise. Valuing
union too little because he loved liberty too well,

he was one of the first to sow the seeds of se-

cession. After his retirement from the college in

1834, he edited the statutes of the state, supported

the second Bank of the United States against

Jackson, and carried on a lengthy intrigue with
Nicholas Biddle looking toward the candidacy

of the latter for the presidency in 1840. Vigorous
almost to the end, he died May 11, 1839, and was
buried in Trinity Churchyard, Columbia, where
a stone was later erected to his memory by a
"portion" of his fellow citizens.

The influence of Cooper on his generation

was exercised chiefly by means of an extraor-

dinarily vigorous, versatile, and prolific pen. His
political pamphlets, of which his Reply to Mr.
Burke's Invective, etc. (1792), his Political Es-
says (1799), Consolidation (1824), and On the

Constitution (1826) have greatest significance,

are distinctly controversial in tone and are of in-

terest chiefly in connection with the specific

events and circumstances which called them
forth. All of them, however, have a certain per-

manent value in that they are characterized by a
passionate hostility to tyranny in any form. His
Lectures on the Elements of Political Economy
(1826) served as a pioneer American text-book,

but even this work emphasized contemporary
questions. His various anti-clerical pamphlets
are far from philosophical, but are extremely in-

teresting as an expression of aggressive modern-
ism. His Tracts (1789) represent the most sys-

tematic statement of his religious philosophy,

which remained essentially unmodified through-

out his life.

Even his controversial works attest his notable

scholarship, and his Institutes of Justinian

(1812) and Statutes at Large of South Carolina

(5 vols., 1836-39) remain as monuments to his

legal learning. His presidential addresses which
have been preserved disclose a noteworthy and
prophetic educational statesmanship. Most of

his scientific writings were designed to extend

popular scientific information on subjects of

practical concern. Thus he edited the Emporium
of Arts and Sciences (1813-14), published prac-

tical treatises on dyeing and calico printing, gas

lights, and the tests of arsenic, and edited several

European text-books in chemistry for the use of

American students. The most interesting of his

more theoretical writings are his description of

the scientific discoveries of Priestley (in Appen-
dix 1 of the latter's Memoirs, 1806), his Intro-

ductory Lecture on Chemistry (1812), and his
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Discourse on the Connexion between Chemistry

and Medicine (1818), in which, as usual, he was
forward-looking. These writings serve as a val-

uable index to the state of American scientific

knowledge in his day and reveal his own per-

sistent faith in salvation by enlightenment.

Cooper was twice married : first, in London, to

Alice Greenwood, who before her death in 1800

bore him five children; second, about 181 1, to

Elizabeth Pratt Hemming; also an Englishwo-

man, who bore him three children and survived

him. Physically, Cooper was small but impres-

sive. His head was so large that he is said to

have resembled a wedge. Brilliant in conver-

sation and loyal in friendship, he was terrible in

controversy. Too belligerent and forward-look-

ing to be agreeable to his age, he none the less

taught it the truth as he saw it, embodied most of

its noblest hopes and aspirations, shared its dis-

illusionments, and deserves to be ranked at least

among its minor prophets.

[The materials for this sketch have been drawn from
Dumas Malone, The Public Life of Thos. Cooper, 1783-

1839 (1926), which contains an extensive bibliography,

pp. 403-16, including a list of Cooper's own voluminous
writings, with comments. For a discussion of Cooper's

scientific work by an eminent chemist, see Edgar F.

Smith, Chemistry in America (1914), ch. VI, and Chem-
istry in Old Phila. (1919), pp. 62-81. For a discussion

of his philosophy of materialism, see I. W. Woodbridge
Riley, Am. Philosophy: the Early Schools (1907), bk.

V, ch. V. The Univ. of S. C. has a portrait of Cooper

and a bust, generally regarded as a caricature.]

D.M.

COOPER, THOMAS ABTHORPE (Dec.

16, 1776-Apr. 21, 1849), actor, theatrical man-

ager, was born at Harrow-on-the-Hill, England,

the son of Thomas Cooper, a prominent physi-

cian of Irish descent, and of his wife Mary Grace

Cooper. He received, according to one who
knew him, "an excellent English education at a

principal seminary" (W. B. Wood, Personal

Recollections of the Stage, 1855, p. 410). When
Dr. Cooper died in 1787, leaving his family des-

titute, William Godwin, whose mother was Mrs.

Cooper's first cousin, assumed the care and edu-

cation of Thomas. At sixteen the boy resolved

to be an actor. Godwin, approving this choice,

sought the advice of his friend Thomas Holcroft,

and on the latter's recommendation Cooper ap-

proached Stephen Kemble, then at Edinburgh.

After being sent on in very minor parts, he es-

sayed Malcolm in Macbeth, in which role he dis-

tinguished himself by forgetting the last speech

of the play. He was summarily dismissed. For

about three years he played with various pro-

vincial companies, and was then taken in hand by

Holcroft, who carefully coached him and secured

for him an opportunity to appear at Covent Gar-

den as Hamlet in October 1795. The critics

Cooper

warmly praised his efforts, but the manager of-

fered him an engagement for secondary charac-

ters only, which he indignantly refused. In 1796
Thomas Wignell, the Philadelphia director, en-

gaged him for three years.

Cooper made his American debut Nov. 11,

1796, at Baltimore, where the company was tem-

porarily stationed. He first faced a Philadelphia

audience, Dec. 9, as Macbeth and was favorably

received. Relations with Wignell becoming
strained, largely because Fennell was given more
important roles than himself, Cooper broke his

contract and, after some legal complications, went
over to the New York theatre in February 1798.

Here he was at once recognized as the unrivaled

tragic actor of America, despite a faulty memory
and careless study, which sometimes caused him
to appear at a disadvantage. After a temporary

return to Philadelphia he was back in New York
in 1801. From this time on, Cooper was a star

—one of the first in this country—rather than a

regular stock actor. His career was an important

step in the evolution from the stock to the star-

ring system.

When John Kemble retired from Drury Lane,

Cooper was secured to succeed him. He made his

first appearance Mar. 7, 1803, but he failed to

attract well-filled houses and was soon released.

His return to, the Park Theatre, New York, in

November 1804, was rapturously welcomed.

After spending the season of 1805-06 largely at

Boston, he became lessee of the Park Theatre.

In the fall of 1808 he sold a share of his interests

to Stephen Price, and, being thus partially re-

lieved of managerial duties, contracted to play

half of each week at Philadelphia, the other half

to be devoted to New York. Driving his own
fast horses, he was able, by a relay arrangement,

to leave one town after the evening performance

and be in the other in time for morning rehearsal.

In June 1810 he again sailed for England, where

he acted with success in some of the provincial

towns, and engaged the celebrated George Fred-

erick Cooke for a series of appearances in Amer-

ica, a project which proved extremely profitable

to the New York managers.

Cooper's first wife, formerly Mrs. Joanna

Johnson Upton, having died in 1808, he was mar-

ried on June 11, 1812, to Mary Fairlie, daughter

of Maj. James Fairlie. She was said to be the

most brilliant and beautiful belle of New York.

This marriage gave Cooper a prominent position

in the society of the town, and, having made a

fortune through the theatre, he took up his resi-

dence in a fashionable section of the city, where

he lived and entertained in a most lavish style

and associated with the leading literary and pro-
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fessional people of the day. About 1815 he with-

drew from the management of the Park and gave
himself entirely to starring engagements. Again,
in 1827, he appeared at Drury Lane, but was re-

ceived with discourtesy, perhaps because of prej-

udice against American talent, and he refused to

play a second night. By degrees enthusiasm for

Cooper in the United States waned as younger
actors arose and his own powers declined through
advancing years and, it may be, a too great fond-

ness for stimulants. His once large fortune hav-
ing been dissipated by extravagant living, and
the receipts from his profession having sadly

. shrunk, friends came to his aid by arranging, in

1833-34, a series of notably successful benefits

in several cities to provide a fund for the support

of his family. In 1834 Cooper brought his daugh-
ter Priscilla before the public, but her stage

career was cut short by her marriage to Robert

Tyler, son of John Tyler, later president of the

United States. Cooper last appeared on the

New York stage on Nov. 24, 1835, at Hamblin's

benefit ; his retirement from the theatre is thought

to have occurred in 1838 (Odell, post, IV, 72,

74). During his final years he held several gov-

ernment posts, which he secured through the

patronage of President Tyler, among them an

inspectorship in the New York Custom House.
He died at Bristol, Pa., at the home of his daugh-
ter, Mrs. Tyler, after an illness of four months.

He was survived by six daughters and one son,

all children of his second wife.

During a period of at least thirty years Cooper
was the most conspicuous figure on the American
stage. His hold is not difficult to explain. He
possessed extraordinary beauty of face and form,

and a magnificent voice. In his great roles, such

as Macbeth and various Roman characters, he

was remarkable for the majesty and grandeur

of his acting. If he was at times addicted to

shouting and rant, if he relied upon impulse

more than art, at his best he created an impres-

sion of unforgettable power. One qualified critic

said : "I still think his Macbeth was only in-

ferior to Garrick's, and his Hamlet to Kemble's ;

while his Othello, I think, was equal to Barry's

itself" (John Bernard, Retrospections of Amer-
ica, 1887, p. 268). Cooper did not confine him-
self wholly to tragic characters ; Charles Sur-

face in The School jor Scandal was one of his

most effective parts, and he even attempted Fal-

staff with considerable success. His energy was
as great as his gifts : he is known to have ap-

peared in at least 164 different plays and is said

to have acted, prior to 1830, in every state then

in the Union. Off the stage as well as on, Cooper

was a favorite. His utter fearlessness, his tire-
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less vitality, his astonishing skill with a gun and
a horse, his prodigal liberality, his devotion to

his family, even his reckless betting, all con-
tributed to make him one of the most engaging
of American actors.

[The date of Cooper's birth is taken from his tomb-
stone at Bristol, Pa. The names of his parents are from
the baptismal record of the parish church at Harrow-
on-the-Hill. Nearly all that is known about his life is

found in the writings of his associates, such as A Hist,
of the Am. Theatre (1832) by Wm. Dunlap, and the
works of Wood and Bernard cited above. This material
with additions is assembled in A Memoir of the Profes-
sional Life of Thos. Abthorpe Cooper (1888), by T. N.
Ireland. See also G. C. D. Odell, Annals of the N. V.
Stage, vols. I-IV (1927-28).] O S C

COOPER, WILLIAM (Dec. 2, 1754-Dec. 22,

1809), jurist and extensive landowner, was
born in Byberry, Pa., where his great-grand-

father, James, coming from Stratford-on-Avon
in 1679, purchased a plantation in addition to

other land in and around Philadelphia. After his

marriage to Elizabeth Fenimore of Rancocus, N.

J. (Dec. 12, 1775), he lived in Burlington, N. J.,

until he settled (1789) on the shores of Otsego
Lake, and founded the town that bears his name.
When he was ready to start for this wilderness
in central New York, his wife refused to budge
from the chair where she was sitting and hold-

ing her infant son, James. Picking up the chair,

he placed it, with its occupants, on the waiting
wagon. In securing tenants for his land he
adopted the policy of instalment payments in-

stead of annual rents, on the theory that a man
having a proprietary interest would stick to the

soil in spite of hardships. In lean years he ac-

cepted payments in maple sugar and wood-ash

;

to improve the morals in a "rough and ready"

community, he persuaded Trinity Church (New
York) to grant $1,500 for a church in Coopers-
town ; through donations, headed by his own,
he erected a seminary; by judicious use of a
little rum he built roads and bridges; he fur-

nished the money to buy a printing-press and
type for a newspaper. An advertisement in the

Otsego Herald (December 1797) showed that he

was selling land not only for himself but also for

the Hartwick, the Hillington, the Jew, and the

Schuyler patents. He later bought land both in

the northern and the western parts of the state.

In his real-estate transactions Alexander Hamil-
ton was his attorney. Defeated once but twice

elected to Congress (1795-97; 1 799-1 801), he

was the first judge of Otsego County ( 1791 ). An
ardent Federalist, he always campaigned next

to the ground, was said to have won votes by

embracing "the toothless and the decrepit," and
after the election of 1792, when votes from Ot-

sego and other counties were, at the instigation
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of Aaron Burr, rejected by the official canvass-

ers in order to elect Clinton governor, he was
charged, in a petition presented to the state legis-

lature, with unduly influencing the voters in

Otsego County, a charge later dismissed as frivo-

lous and vexatious. Cooper died in Albany as

the result of a blow struck from behind, by a

political opponent ; he was buried at Coopers-

town. A curious mixture of silk hose and leather

stockings, he made Otsego Hall the finest home
west of the Hudson, but he was always willing to

go to any shanty on his settlements to show his

ability as a wrestler. Portraits by Gilbert Stuart,

John Trumbull, and an unknown artist, show
that he was unusually handsome. He failed to

foresee that canals would supplant natural water

routes and that streams would shrink with banks

cleared of timber, but he said truthfully, "I have

settled more acres than any other man in Amer-
ica. There are forty thousand souls holding di-

rectly or indirectly under me."
[A genealogy prepared by W. W. Cooper (c. 1885)

gives interesting facts about Cooper's ancestors. The
Chronicles of Cooperstown (1838), by his son, Jas.
Fenimore Cooper [q.v.~\, record his struggles to estab-

lish his "pioneer" town. A chapter, "Some Old Letters,"

in The Legends and Traditions of a Northern Country
(1921), by his great-grandson, Jas. Fenimore Cooper,
tells about his extensive real-estate transactions. A
scarce volume, A Guide in the Wilderness ; or the Hist,

of the First Settlements of the Western Counties of
N. Y., with Useful Instructions to Future Settlers

(Dublin, 1810), by himself, though published after his

death to aid settlers, contains much autobiographical
material told with a charm rarely surpassed by the tales

of his son. The best notices about his last days are
found in the December issue of the Cooperstown Fed-
eralist, the paper for which he bought the press and the

type. In To Commemorate the Foundation of the Vil-

lage of Cooperstown (1907) there is a sketch of Wm.
Cooper by his great-grandson, J. F. Cooper.] J.M.L.

COOPER-POUCHER, MATILDA S. (Feb.

2, 1839-Apr. 5, 1900), educator, was a native of

Blauveltville, N. Y. She received her education

at Hardcastle's Institute at Nyack, Clinton Lib-

eral Institute, and the Albany State Normal

School. After graduating from the latter in

1856 she was immediately retained by the Os-

wego board of education to teach in one of the

senior schools of that city. Although shortly

transferred to work in the primary grades, she

was recognized at once as a teacher of unusual

ability. Thus, when the city training school,

later to be recognized as the famous Oswego
State Normal School, was organized under Dr.

Sheldon, Miss Cooper was secured as one of the

critic teachers. At a somewhat later date she

was made teacher of language and methods. She

became active in the National Education Asso-

ciation and her services as an institute lecturer

were in demand beyond the borders of the state.

She was almost a right hand to Dr. Sheldon while
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she was in charge of the records of scholarship

and attendance and of the teacher placement
work. In the latter work she distinguished her-

self by her uncanny ability to remember details

about students past and present. Along with her

other duties she undertook those of preceptress

of the Normal Boarding Hall, a post most exact-

ing in its demands on tact, sympathy, and judg-
ment. In this office she came into very close

personal contact with many of the students and
through it exercised a significant influence over
their characters. She contributed no small share

toward the success of the Normal School. When
the Quarter-Centennial Anniversary of the Os-
wego Movement was celebrated in 1886 her ex-

perience was of great value in furnishing bio-

graphical material. On this anniversary she re-

signed from active work in the school. After the

conclusion of the semester of 1886 she returned

to her home in Nyack, N. Y., to comfort and care

for her parents in their declining years. When
these both died in 1889, she returned to Oswego,
as the wife of Dr. Sheldon's successor, Isaac B.

Poucher, whom she married Feb. 4, 1890. They
had been co-workers at Oswego for a long time.

The same exactness and orderliness which had
characterized Miss Cooper's work as critic,

teacher, statistician, and preceptress were now
transferred to home making. She now found

time to take an active interest in church and
social affairs of the town. It was while perform-

ing her duty as a director of the Oswego Hos-
pital that death came upon her suddenly after

only a few hours of illness.

[Sketch by Mary Sheldon in Hist, of the First Half
Century of the Oswego State Normal and Training
School (1913) ; Hist. Sketches Relating to the First
Quarter Century of the State Normal and Training
School at Oswego, N. Y. (1888) ; Oswego Daily Times,
Apr. 5, 14, 16, 1900. N. H. Dearborn, The Oswego
Movement in Am. Educ. (1925) and Nat. Educ. Asso.,

Jour, of Proc. and Addresses, 1900, add little. Brief es-

timates of Miss Cooper's work are found in A. P. Hol-
lis, The Contribution of the Oswego Normal School to

Educ. Progress in the U. S. (1898), and Autobiography
of Edwin Austin Sheldon (1911), ed. by Mary Sheldon
Barnes.] J.S.B.

COOTE, RICHARD (1636-Mar. 5, 1701),

Earl of Bellomont, colonial governor, was the

son of Richard Coote and Mary, daughter of Sir

George St. George, Bart. He succeeded his

father as Baron Coote of Coloony, in the Irish

peerage, in July 1683. His father, uncle, and

grandfather had distinguished themselves as

soldiers in Ireland, and as supporters of the Res-

toration in 1660. In corresponding fashion Rich-

ard, the second baron, was an early and warm
supporter of the movement in favor of the Prince

of Orange in 1688, attained to friendly personal

relations with William, and received substan-
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tial marks of his favor. He was sworn treasurer

and receiver-general to the Queen, Mar. 27,

1689, and having been attainted by the Jacobite

Parliament at Dublin, was advanced, Nov. 2,

1689, to the dignity of Earl of Bellomont, in the

Irish peerage, receiving also extensive grants

from the Irish forfeited estates. By his marriage

to Catherine, daughter of Bridges Nanfan,

landowner, of Bridgemorton, he acquired an in-

terest in Worcestershire, and he was member of

Parliament for Droitwich from 1688 to 1695.

His appointment in 1697 to be governor of New
York, Massachusetts, and New Hampshire, with

command of the militia during the war in Rhode

Island, Connecticut, and the Jerseys {Documents

Relative to the Colonial History of the State of

New York, IV, 261-62), was said to have been

due to the King's high estimate of his integrity

and resolution (William Smith, History of Nezv

York, 1814, p. 150). A more unified conduct of

the affairs of the English plantations on the

northern frontier of the American continent,

particularly in matters of defense, was regarded

as imperative, while scarcely less pressing were

the problems presented by the American disre-

gard of the imperial trade laws, and the encour-

agement said to be given to piracy, especially in

New York.

Bellomont's administrations in New England,

where he spent fourteen months, May 1699 to

July 1700, were comparatively uneventful, and

through no fault of his own the cause of inter-

colonial union cannot be said to have been ad-

vanced by his lordship's tri-provincial governor-

ship. The situation in New York, where he

arrived on Apr. 2, 1698, after a long and stormy

passage, was one of extreme difficulty. In that

province evasion of the trade regulations and

complicity with piratical operations were com-
plicated with the political consequences of the

passionate Leislerian feud, which had been rag-

ing for over seven years. This internal distur-

bance was of perilous significance for all the

English colonies on the American continent by
reason of the close connection of the New York
government with the Iroquois confederacy, the

pivot upon which turned the fate of the issue be-

tween the French and the English in North
America.

The precipitate vigor of the Earl's proceedings

soon aroused the antagonism of the mercantile

community, the landed interest, and the few but

highly placed Anglicans of the province. Though
personally of aristocratic bearing, he found him-
self maneuvered into the appearance of leading

the Leislerian "democracy" against the pillars

of provincial society as that had hitherto de-
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veloped. Moreover his opponents had powerful

friends in England, and spared no efforts in their

attempt to undermine the Earl's support from

home. In this they failed, but Bellomont was
obliged, as indeed was every governor who tried

to realize the imperial ideal, to carry on a strug-

gle on two fronts. By unrelenting exercise of

executive prerogatives he was able to put a con-

siderable restraint on the dealings of New York
merchants with pirates. But for the enterprise

of promoting an orderly development of pro-

vincial affairs in accordance with the aims of

the English government, it would seem that he

was not especially well fitted. Free from personal

avarice, high-spirited, prone to quick judgment
and action, he was lacking in the deliberate

prudence, the capacity for indirect methods, and
especially the patience, which the conditions in

New York at that time seemed to require. On the

other hand, the observations expressed in his

voluminous correspondence with the English
authorities displayed alertness of perception and
far-sighted imagination in estimating the poten-

tialities of the "plantations," and on several im-
portant features of colonial policy his representa-

tions bore fruit in orders later issued from White-
hall. Regulations for the granting of land and
for facilitating the policy of naval-stores produc-
tion are cases in point. Especially comprehen-
sive and far-seeing were his ambitions for the

development of Indian relations, but, in this

matter, as in regard to his whole administrative

career, the shortness of his time in America pre-

cludes definitive judgment. For the student of

English colonial administration in America
Bellomont's administration is exceedingly sig-

nificant and suggestive, but its actually perma-
nent results elude exact estimate. Bellomont died
Mar. 5, 1701, and was buried with public honors
in the chapel of the fort, near the site of the pres-

ent Bowling Green in New York. When this

building was demolished in the late eighteenth

century, his coffin was interred in St. Paul's

churchyard, but without monumental notice.

[The chief sources of information concerning Bello-
mont's American career are to be found in the archives
of the provinces concerned, and in the Public Record
Office in London. Much of this material is accessible
in the Calendar of State Papers, America and West In-
dies, and Calendar of Treasury Papers, and in the Docs.
Relative to the Colonial Hist, of the State of N. Y ., vol.
IV (1854). The chief biographical sketches are F. de
Peyster, Life and Administration of Richard, Earl of
Bellomont (1879) ; and the chapter by A. G. Vermilye
in Jas. G. Wilson, Memorial Hist, of the City of N. Y .,

vol. II (1892). See also Herbert L. Osgood, The Am.
Colonies in the Eighteenth Century (1924), vol. I, ch.
VIII and pp. 466-72, 499-504, 530-42. For facts as to
his family and peerage, see J. B. Burke, A Geneal. Hist,
of the Dormant . . . and Extinct Peerages of the British
Empire (1866), pp. 133-35; A. de Vlieger, Hist, and
Geneal. Record of the Coote Family (1900).] C. W. S.
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COPE, CALEB (July 18, 1797-May 12, 1888),

merchant, financier, son of William and Eliza-

beth (Rohrer) Cope, was born in Greensburg,

Pa. His father died when Caleb was very young
and he was cared for by his mother and maternal

grandfather. He received a rudimentary educa-

tion in a one-story log-cabin school-house and at

the age of twelve or thirteen was bound out by
his mother to John Wells, a storekeeper, with

whom he served a four-year apprenticeship. In

1815 he went to Philadelphia where his uncles,

Israel and Jasper Cope, well-known merchants,

had offered him a home. To their training he

attributed much of his success. In 1820 his un-

cles discontinued their part of the business and
conveyed all their merchandise to Caleb Cope
and his cousin. The firm of Caleb Cope & Com-
pany, dealing principally in silks, became one of

the wealthiest in the country. In 1857, however,

came a panic and the failure of the firm. Cope
was forced to sell his country seat, "Spring-

brook," near Holmesburg, and then removed to

the St. Lawrence Hotel. He was one of the

founders and for many years president of the

Merchants Hotel Company, which in 1861 opened

the Continental Hotel, where Cope made his resi-

dence thenceforth. When the Civil War broke

out, the government selected him to represent it

in Europe for the purchase of supplies, but he
was unable to accept the post. In 1864 he was
elected president of the Philadelphia Saving
Fund Society in which he had been a director

since 1841, and to its service he successfully de-

voted the best efforts of the remaining years of

his life, living to see it become the largest insti-

tution of its kind in America.

In his earlier years Cope had served as a direc-

tor of the United States Bank, acting as its

president in the temporary absence of Nicholas
Biddle. He was one of the original trustees of

the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Company, and
the Philadelphia agent for the Bank of Kentucky.
He was a manager of the Pennsylvania Hospital,

of the Institution for the Instruction of the Blind,

and an active worker for other charitable or-

ganizations. He had an ardent interest in horti-

culture and at his country place was raised for

the first time in America the Victoria Regia, or

great American water-lily. He was twice mar-
ried : first, in 1835, to his cousin Abby Ann Cope
who died in 1845, and in December 1864 to

Josephine Porter of Nashville, Tenn. He was
one of the best-known and most highly respected

men of Philadelphia and though frequently

pressed to accept political honors, always refused

them.

[Sketch of Caleb Cope prepared by his son Porter F.

Cope for Encyc. of Contemporary Biog. of Pa. (1889),
vol. I, with corrections by Porter F. Cope

; Jas. M. Will-
cox, Hist, of the Phila. Saving Fund Soc, 1816-1916
(19 1 6), pp. 118-23

I
Gilbert Cope, Record of the Cope

Family (1861); J. W. Jordan, Encyc. of Pa. Biog.

(1914), II, 697.] e.Y.

COPE,EDWARD DRINKER (July 28, 1840-

Apr. 12, 1897), zoologist, paleontologist, a lineal

descendant of Oliver Cope who came from Wilt-

shire, England, about 1687, was born in Phila-

delphia. His parents, Alfred and Hannah (Edge)
Cope, were wealthy members of the Society of

Friends, and at the age of thirteen he was sent

to the Friends' School at Westtown, where he
received his early training, supplemented by a

single year at the University of Pennsylvania,

and by the assistance of private tutors. As a
mere boy he showed a strong love for the nat-

ural sciences, extraordinary powers of observa-

tion, and unusual ability in the discrimination of

characteristics essential in classification. His
note-books made before reaching the age of ten

were filled with sketches from life and notes that

would have done credit to one of twice his years.

In 1859 he went to Washington and studied rep-

tiles under S. F. Baird [q.v.~\ at the Smithsonian

Institution, and while there made his first con-

tribution to scientific literature in a paper "On
the Primary Divisions of the Salamandridae,

with a Description of Two New Species," which
appeared in the Proceedings of the Academy of

Natural Sciences of the same year. Returning to

Philadelphia, he entered upon his course at the

University under Joseph Leidy [q.v.~\ and at the

same time worked almost daily at the Academy,
paying particular attention to the reptiles and
pursuing his studies with such diligence that at

the age of twenty-two he was recognized as one
of the country's leading authorities in his field

(King, post, p. 2). In 1863-64 he spent several

months in study abroad. On his return he ac-

cepted the chair of comparative zoology and
botany at Haverford College, but he was obliged

by ill health to abandon the position in 1867.

He devoted the following twenty-two years whol-

ly to exploration and research. His studies in

vertebrate paleontology, the branch in which he

became most proficient, began in 1866 with the

reptilian (dinosaur) remains from the Green-

sand of New Jersey and the Cetaceans and the

other vertebrate remains of the Miocene deposits

of Maryland and Virginia. In 1868 he began

studies on the air-breathing vertebrates of the

upper Mississippi Valley and in 1870 became as-

sociated with Leidy in the description of fossils

collected by the Hayden Survey in Wyoming,
making in this, as it proved, the beginning of his

connection with the National Survey which last-
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ed throughout the life of the organization. In

1874 he became connected for a single year, as

paleontologist, with the Wheeler Survey west of

the one-hundredth meridian. In 1889, through

bad investments and loss of a considerable por-

tion of his fortune, he was led to accept the pro-

fessorship of geology and mineralogy in the

University of Pennsylvania, and in 1895, after

the death of Leidy, he assumed the chair of zo-

ology and comparative anatomy, which position

he held until his death.

Cope in his early youth was precocious almost

to the danger point. He became a tremendous

force in the anatomical world, an active, tireless,

and rapid worker, carried away by the impetu-

osity of his thoughts, the immensity of the work

to be done, and the excitement of competition

with O. C. Marsh, a rival in his field. His haste

occasionally led him into superficiality; Leidy

once charged him with having described a new
form which was without a skull, "wrong end to."

Nevertheless, it was said of him that his intui-

tion was better than his logic.

His literary fecundity was remarkable, amount-

ing in some cases to as many as fifty papers

within a single year. In all, he is credited with

600 separate titles, one of which, a monograph

of the Hayden Survey familiarly known as

"Cope's Primer," was a pudgy quarto volume

of 1,009 pages and 137 plates. From January

1878 he was owner and senior editor of the

American Naturalist. Concerning his work as

a whole one cannot do better than quote from

a contemporary : "The greatest and most endur-

ing monument to his fame will prove to be the

gigantic work which he accomplished among the

extinct vertebrates of the far West. ... It was

in the unraveling of the complexities of the fresh-

water Tertiaries that Cope's most splendid ser-

vices to geology were rendered" (W. B. Scott,

post, pp. 32, 35).

Cope's first honor was his election to member-

ship in the Philadelphia Academy of Natural

Sciences in 1861 when he was but twenty-one

years of age. In 1865 he became a curator and

in 1879 was elected a member of the council,

holding the office until 1880. He was a member
of the National Academy of Sciences and of the

American Association for the Advancement of

Science, and president of the latter in 1896. He
was married, on Aug. 14, 1865, to Annie Pirn, a

daughter of Richard Pirn of Chester County,

Pa. (The Friend, Oct. 14, 1865), by whom he

had one child, a daughter. His domestic ties

were not strong, however, and he died amidst the

clutter of his work rooms and surrounded by the

objects of his life study, in Pine St., Philadelphia.

Cope
[Addresses in Memory of Edward Drinker Cope

(1897), by Theodore Gill, Henry F. Osborn, and Wm.
B. Scott ; Helen King, "Edward D. Cope," accompanied
by a full bibliography of Cope's publications, in Am.
Geologist, Jan. 1899; Persifor Frazer, "Life and Let-

ters of Edward Drinker Cope," Ibid., Aug. 1900 ; J. S.

Kingsley in Am. Naturalist, May 1897 ; Henry Fairfield

Osborn, Impressions of Great Naturalists, rev.ed., 1928.]

G.P.M.

COPE, THOMAS PYM (Aug. 26, 1768-Nov.

22, 1854), merchant, philanthropist, the son of

Caleb and Mary (Mendenhall) Cope and a de-

scendant of Oliver Cope who emigrated from

England to Pennsylvania about 1687, was born

in Lancaster, Pa. He was given an education,

good for his time, which included the study of

English and German and a foundation in Latin.

His parents were both Quakers, and when he was
a boy of twelve, his father gave shelter to Major
Andre and other British prisoners who, sent to

Lancaster by Gen. Montgomery, could find no
one else willing to give them a place in which to

live. The populace grew so excited at this act

of their Quaker neighbors that they broke every

window in the Cope house. In later years they

redeemed themselves by assisting liberally in the

reconstruction of the house when it had been

accidentally destroyed by fire.

In 1786 Thomas Cope went to Philadelphia

and began a four-year apprenticeship to his

uncle, Thomas Mendenhall, a merchant. In 1790
the firm of Mendenhall & Cope was formed, but

it was dissolved two years later. Then Cope be-

gan business for himself, importing his own
goods and selling them. He was a prudent man,
and his rise in the business world was not as

rapid as it was sure and sound. In 1803 he
again formed a partnership in the firm of Cope
& Thomas. While thus engaged in business, he

laid the foundation for a line of packets to Eu-
rope. His first ship, the Lancaster, was built in

1807, and in 1821 he established the first regu-

lar line of packet ships between Philadelphia and
Liverpool. His mercantile success was such that

he became possessed of one of the large fortunes

of his day and his business passed on to his sons

and grandsons. He lived his long life in the

Quaker faith, creditably discharged many posi-

tions of public trust, and did much for the de-

velopment of Philadelphia. Having been ill with

yellow fever in the epidemic of 1793, on his re-

covery, and again during the return of the

scourge in 1797, he rendered much service, being

a manager of the Almshouse and one of the

"Guardians of the Poor" who carried food to the

homes of the sufferers. At the close of the cen-

tury he was a member of the City Council, and

as such was a promoter and staunch advocate of

the introduction of Schuylkill River water into
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the city, one of the most important health mea-

sures devised in his day. He served in the state

legislature in 1807, later refusing overtures

which might have led him to Congress, and was
an important member of the state constitutional

convention of 1837. He was one of the founders,

and for many years president, of the Mercantile

Library Company, and one of the first members
of the city's Board of Trade of which he was the

first, and for a period of twenty-two years end-

ing with his death the only, president. He was
instrumental in bringing about the completion

of the Chesapeake & Delaware Canal, and was
active in promoting the construction of the Penn-
sylvania Central Railroad. A close friend of Ste-

phen Girard, he was one of the executors of the

Girard will and later a director of Girard Col-

lege. Influential in securing Henry J. Pratt's

estate, "Lemon Hill," for a park for the city and
contributing heavily toward the purchase of the

Sedgeley estate for a similar purpose, he also

gave $25,000 to the Zoological Society, and $40,-

000 to the Institute for Colored Youth to found

a scientific school. He took great delight in so-

cial life, and his buoyancy of spirit made him a

favorite at the social gatherings of his day. He
was twice married, his first wife being Mary
Drinker of Philadelphia.

[Obituary in North American (Phila.), Nov. 23,

1854 ; Freeman Hunt, Lives of Am. Merchants (1857),
I. I03~3 I

I
Henry Simpson, Lives of Eminent Philadel-

phians (1859) ; Gilbert Cope, Record of the Cope Fam-
ily (1861) ; S. N. Winslow, Biogs. of Successful Phila.

Merchants (1864); Makers of Phila. (1894), ed. by
Chas. Morris.] E.Y.

COPE, WALTER (Oct. 20, 1860-Nov. 1,

1902), architect, was born in Philadelphia, the

son of Thomas P. and Elizabeth Wain (Stokes)

Cope. He was given the finest type of old-fash-

ioned Quaker training, in which strictness and

culture were combined. Upon graduating from

the Friends' School at Germantown, he entered

the office of a builder named Hutton and, subse-

quently, the architectural office of T. P. Chan-

dler, where he received his professional training.

In 1884 he went abroad for a year, bringing back

many sketches which showed his skilful drafts-

manship, sense of composition, and grasp of de-

tails. In 1886 he formed an association, later a

partnership, with John Stewardson [q.z>.]. Em-
len L. Stewardson became a partner in 1887.

The earliest important commission of the firm

of Cope & Stewardson was Radnor Hall at Bryn
Mawr College (1886). They subsequently de-

signed Pembroke, East and West, and Den-
beigh Halls at Bryn Mawr. This work, with

which the elder Stewardson had much to do,

revolutionized college building in America ; at

Cope

Bryn Mawr, for the first time, the English col-

legiate Gothic was adapted freely, beautifully,

and successfully to the problems of modern
American collegiate architecture (Seeler, post,

p. 289). Cope & Stewardson were given the

commission for the University of Pennsylvania

dormitory group in 1897, where they developed

further the use of the English collegiate Gothic,

this time in brick and stone, with details rich,

but occasionally, to the modern eye, heavy. The
quadrangle scheme adopted was carried out in a

masterly manner with a just balance of infor-

mality and directness. Later (1900) Cope &
Stewardson were made official architects of the

University. They began an epoch-making work
at Princeton in 1896 with Blair Hall and its great

arched tower (now containing memorial tablets

to both Cope and Stewardson) and the low
dormitories which flank it. This was the last of

the firm's designs prior to the death of John
Stewardson, who was drowned in January 1896.

Later work at Princeton included the Ivy Club

(1897), Stafford Little Hall (1899-1901), and
the enormous gymnasium (1903); and at the

University of Pennsylvania the Archeological

Museum (done in association with Frank Miles

Day and Wilson Eyre) and the Law School, a

great brick and stone building in a modified

Georgian style. Probably the finest of the edu-

cational work was that done for Washington
University in St. Louis, which was awarded to

the firm after a competition in 1899. This is

characterized by the most admirable restraint;

there are none of the facile tricks to which the

Tudor lends itself ; everything is of the most di-

rect simplicity, distinguished by exquisite pro-

portion and refined detail. Cope used many styles

with equal ease and freedom : for instance, the

Law School of the University of Pennsylvania is

Georgian ; the Lady Chapel of St. Mark's Church
and the choir screen of St. Luke's (both in

Philadelphia) are in the richest type of intimate

late Gothic ; the winning design in the competi-

tion for the Municipal Building in Washington
is in a severe classic of French character; and

the Cassatt house at Rosemont, Pa., with its

quiet stone and stucco walls and high slate roofs,

is a perfect example of Normandy inspiration.

In 1895 Cope spent several months in Spain.

The results appeared shortly in the Pennsylvania

Institute for the Instruction of the Blind, at

Overbrook, Pa., one of the earliest successful

adaptations in America of the more informal

type of Spanish renaissance. It is not obviously

stylistic, Italian motives abound, but the Spanish

influence is dominant in the quiet dignity of its

courts and in its broad, stucco wall surfaces.
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Cope was made a Fellow of the American In-

stitute of Architects in 1893, he was chairman of

the committee appointed by the Philadelphia

chapter to restore Congress Hall, the result of

his intense interest in the preservation and res-

toration of Philadelphia colonial relics, and he

directed the restoration of Stenton for the Colo-

nial Dames. He was a manager of the Steward-

son Travelling Scholarship in Architecture

(named after his partner), and was one of a

small group who volunteered their services as

lecturers on architecture in the early days of the

University of Pennsylvania School of Archi-

tecture. He was also largely responsible for the

foundation of the T-Square Club in Philadelphia.

Cope was distinguished by his love of nature,

his frankness, his larger grasp of a problem, his

charm and hospitality. He was "simple, direct,

sincere, and . . . studious" (Editorial in the

Architectural Review, IV, 273). In 1893 he

married Eliza Middleton Kane. They made
their home in Germantown.

[Editorial in Arch. Rev., Oct. 1902, p. 273 ; Edgar V.
Seder, "Walter Cope, Architect," an analysis of Cope's

work and personality, Ibid., Dec. 1902, p. 289 ; Am. Art.

Annual, 1903, p. 138 ; R. C. Sturgis in the Outlook, Apr.

4, 1903; Memorial Address by President M. Carey
Thomas of Bryn Mawr in the Bryn Mawr Lantern, Feb.

1905] T.F.H.

COPELAND, CHARLES W. (1815-Feb. 5,

1895), naval engineer, was born in Coventry,

Conn., the son of Daniel Copeland, a builder of

steam-engines and boilers in Hartford. Under

his father's guidance Charles received his first

lessons in the profession which was to become his

life-work. These were followed by a course at

Columbia College, after which, at the age of

twenty-one, he was appointed superintendent of

the West Point Foundry Association. There he

began the design of the machinery of the Fulton,

the first steam war-vessel to be constructed un-

der the direct supervision of the United States

Navy Department. In 1839 he received an ap-

pointment from the government under which he

signed himself "Naval Engineer" and was en-

trusted with the designs of the machinery for the

Mississippi and Missouri and later for the Sus-

quehanna, Saranac, and Michigan. In 1850, this

work for the government completed, he was ap-

pointed superintendent of the Allaire Works in

New York City, where he designed and super-

vised the construction of a large number of mer-

chant steamers, two of which, transatlantic

steamers of the Collins line, broke the record of

their day. During the Civil War, his experience

as a marine engineer was used by the govern-

ment in the adaptation of merchant steamers for

service in the Southern blockade. At the close
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of the war, he became the constructing engineer

for the United States Lighthouse Board, which

position he held nearly to the time of his death.

Copeland was simple and kindly in manner,

frugal in personal economy, untiring in industry

even to his latest days. His professional work

by no means absorbed all of his interest. He
was a lover and a reader of books and a dis-

criminating collector. He was a charter and life

member of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers and maintained an interested and

helpful relation to the work of this society.

[Trans. Am. Soc. Mechanical Engineers, XVI (189s),
1 191-92 ; obituaries in N. Y. Tribune, Hartford Times,
Feb. 7, 1895.] W.F.D.

COPLEY, JOHN SINGLETON (1738-Sept.

9, 1815), painter, was born, presumably, at Bos-

ton, Mass., a son of Richard and Mary Single-

ton Copley, both Irish. Allan Cunningham gives

the date of his birth as July 3, 1737 (The Lives

of the Most Eminent British Painters, Sculp-

tors, and Architects, 1830-33, V, 162), but the

published Boston Records have no entry con-

firming this date. Copley himself wrote, Sept.

12, 1766, to Peter Pelham, his step-brother, that

he had had "resolution enough to live a bache-

lor to the age of twenty-eight" ("Copley-Pelham

Letters," post, p. 48). His daughter, Elizabeth

Clarke Greene (in a letter quoted by William

Dunlap, post, I, 119) spoke of her father as "born

in 1738." Worthington C. Ford, editor of the

Copley-Pelham correspondence, and Frank W.
Bayley, a biographer, accept the evidence as in-

dicating that the artist "was born in 1738, and

not in 1737 as usually stated" ("Copley-Pelham

Letters," p. 48).

Copley's mother in his early boyhood kept a

tobacco shop on Long Wharf (Dunlap, III,

323). The parents, who according to the artist's

grand-daughter, Martha Babcock Amory, came
to Boston in 1736, were "engaged in trade, like

almost all the inhabitants of the North Ameri-
can colonies at that time" (Amory, post, p. 4).

The father was of Limerick ; the mother, of the

Singletons of County Clare, a family of Lanca-

shire origin. Letters from John Singleton, Mrs.

Copley's father, are in the Copley-Pelham col-

lection. Richard Copley, described as a tobacco-

nist, is said by several biographers to have ar-

rived in Boston out of health and to have gone,

about the time of John's birth, to the West In-

dies where he died. William H. Whitmore
(Notes Concerning Peter Pelham, 1867, p. 13)

gives his death as of 1748, the year of Mrs. Cop-

ley's remarriage. James Bernard Cullen (The
Story of the Irish in Boston, 1889, p. 190) says

:

"Richard Copley was in poor health on his ar-
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rival in America and went to the West Indies to

improve his failing strength. He died there in

172,7-" Neither of the foregoing dates has been

either confirmed or disproved.

Except for a family tradition of his precocity

in drawing, nothing is known of Copley's school-

ing or of the other activities of his boyhood.

His letters, the earliest of which is dated Sept.

30, 1762, reveal a fairly well educated man. He
may have been taught various subjects, it is

reasonably conjectured, by his future step-fa-

ther, who besides painting portraits and cutting

engravings eked out a living in Boston by teach-

ing dancing and, beginning Sept. 12, 1743, by

conducting an "Evening Writing and Arithme-

tic School," duly advertised. Certain it is that

the widow Copley, May 22, 1748, was married

to Peter Pelham [q.v.~\ and that at about that

time she transferred her tobacco business to his

house in Queen St., at which the evening school

also continued its sessions. In such a house-

hold young Copley may have learned to use the

paint brush and the graver's tools. Whitmore
says plausibly (p. 29) : "Copley at the age of

fifteen was able to engrave in mezzotint ; his

step-father Pelham, with whom he lived three

years, was an excellent engraver and skillful also

with the brush." Extant portraits by Peter Pel-

ham, both painted and engraved, excite admira-

tion and prove how unnecessary it is to surmise

that Copley had lessons from John Smibert, who
died in 1751 or Joseph Badger (1708-65), the

latter distinctly inferior as a craftsman to the

elder Pelham.

The artistic opportunities of the home and
town in which Copley grew to manhood should

be emphasized because he himself, and some of

his biographers, taking him too literally, have

made much of the bleakness of his early sur-

roundings. His son, Lord Lyndhurst, wrote

(Amory, p. 9) that "he (Copley) was entirely

self taught, and never saw a decent picture, with

the exception of his own, until he was nearly

thirty years of age." Copley himself complained,

in a letter to Benjamin West, Nov. 12, 1766:

"In this Country as You rightly observe there is

no examples of Art, except what is to [be] met
with in a few prints indifferently exicuted, from
which it is not possable to learn much" ("Cop-

ley-Pelham Letters," p. 51). Variants of this

thesis are found almost everywhere in his earlier

letters. They suggest that while Copley was in-

dustrious and an able executant he was physi-

cally unadventurous and temperamentally in-

clined toward brooding and self-pity. He could

have seen at least a few good paintings and

many good prints in the Boston of his youth.

Copley

The excellence of his own portraits was not

accidental or miraculous; it had an academic
foundation. A book of Copley's studies of the

figure, now at the British Museum, proves that

before he was twenty, whether with or without
help from a teacher, he was making anatomical

drawings with much care and precision. It must
be believed that through the fortunate associa-

tions of a home and workshop in a town which
had many craftsmen he had already learned his

trade at an age when the average art student of

to-day is beginning to draw.

Copley was fourteen or thereabout and his

step-father had recently died, when he made the

earliest of his portraits now preserved, a like-

ness of his half-brother Charles Pelham, good in

color and characterization though it has in its

background accessories which are somewhat out

of drawing. It is a remarkable work to have
come from so young a hand. The artist was only

fifteen when (it is believed) he painted the por-

trait of the Rev. William Welsteed, minister of

the Brick Church in Long Lane, a work which,

following Peter Pelham's practise, Copley per-

sonally engraved to get the benefit from the sale

of prints. No other engraving has been attribu-

ted to Copley. A self-portrait, undated, depict-

ing a boy of about seventeen in broken straw hat,

and a painting of "Mars, Venus and Vulcan,"

signed and dated 1754, disclose crudities of exe-

cution which do not obscure the decorative in-

tent and documentary value of the works. Such
painting would obviously advertise itself any-

where. Without going after business, for his let-

ters do not indicate that he was ever aggressive

or pushing, Copley was started as a professional

portrait-painter long before he was of age. In

October 1757, Capt. Thomas Ainslie, collector of

the port of Quebec, acknowledged from Hali-

fax the receipt of his portrait, which "gives me
great Satisfaction" (Ibid., p. 23), and advised

the artist to visit Nova Scotia "where there are

several people who would be glad to employ

You." This request to paint in Canada was later

repeated from Quebec, Copley replying: "I

should receive a singular pleasure in excepting,

if my Business was anyways slack, but it is so

far otherwise that I have a large Room full of

Pictures unfinished, which would ingage me
these twelve months if I did not begin any

others" (Ibid., p. 33).

Besides painting portraits in oil, doubtless af-

ter a formula learned from Peter Pelham, Cop-

ley was a pioneer American pastellist. He wrote,

Sept. 30, 1762, to Jean fitienne Liotard (1702-

90), the Swiss painter whose "Chocolate Girl"

now in the Dresden Gallery is internationally
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celebrated, asking him for "a sett of the best

Swiss Crayons for drawing of Portraits." The
young American anticipated Liotard's surprise

''that so remote a corner of the Globe as New
England should have any demand for the neces-

sary eutensils for practiceing the fine Arts" by

assuring him that "America which has been the

seat of war and desolation, I would fain hope

will one Day become the School of fine Arts"

{Ibid., p. 26). The requested pastels were duly

received and used by Copley in making many
portraits in a medium congenial to his talent.

Copley's fame was established in England by

the exhibition, in 1766—not in 1760, as stated

by Mrs. Amory, and not in 1774 as stated by

Michael Bryan in Dictionary of Painters and

Engravers ( 1898)—of "The Boy with the Squir-

rel," which depicted his half-brother, Henry Pel-

ham, seated at a table and playing with a pet

squirrel. This picture, which made the young

Boston painter a Fellow of the Society of Artists

of Great Britain, by vote of Sept. 3, 1766, had

been painted the preceding year. Copley's letter

of Sept. 3, 1765, to Capt. R. G. Bruce, of the

John and Sukey, reveals that it was taken to

England as a personal favor in the luggage of

Roger Hale, surveyor of the port of London. A
familiar story is to the effect that the painting,

unaccompanied by name or letter of instructions,

was delivered to Benjamin West (whom Mrs.

Amory describes as then "a member of the Royal

Academy," though the Academy was not yet in

existence). West is represented as having "ex-

claimed with a warmth and enthusiasm of which

those who knew him best could scarcely believe

him capable, 'What delicious coloring worthy of

Titian himself!" The American squirrel, it is

said, disclosed the colonial origin of the picture to

the Pennsylvania-born Quaker artist. A letter

from Copley was subsequently delivered to him.

West got the canvas into the Exhibition of the

year and wrote, Aug. 4, 1766, a letter to Copley

in which he referred to Sir Joshua Reynolds's

interest in the work and advised the artist to

follow his example by making "a viset to Europe
for this porpase (of self-improvement) for three

or four years."

West's subsequent letters were considerably

responsible for making Copley discontented with

his situation and prospects in a colonial town,

and the consequences were such that this may be

thought to have been a disservice to American
art. Copley in his letters to West of Oct. 13,

1766, and Nov. 12, 1766, gleefully accepted the

invitation to send other pictures to the Exhibi-

tion and mournfully referred to himself as "pe-

culiarly unlucky in Liveing in a place into which
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there has not been one portrait brought that is

worthy to be call'd a Picture within my memory."
In a later letter to West, of June 17, 1768, he dis-

played a cautious person's reasons for not rashly

giving up the good living which his art gave

him. He wrote : "I should be glad to go to

Europe, but cannot think of it without a very

good prospect of doing as well there as I can

here. You are sensable that 300 Guineas a Year,

which is my present income, is a pretty living in

America. . . . And what ever my ambition may
be to excel in our noble Art, I cannot think of

doing it at the expence of not only my own hap-

pyness, but that of a tender Mother and a Young
Brother whose dependance is intirely upon me"
(Ibid., pp. 68-69). West replied, Sept. 20, 1768,

saying that he had talked over Copley's pros-

pects with other artists of London "and find that

by their Candid approbation you have nothing to

Hazard in Comeing to this Place."

The income which Copley earned by his brush

in the seventeen-sixties was extraordinary for

his town and time. It had promoted the son of

a needy tobacconist into the local aristocracy.

The foremost personages of New England came
to his painting-room as sitters. He married,

Nov. 16, 1769 (not 1771, as stated by Dunlap)
Sussannah Farnum Clarke, daughter of Richard

[q.v.J and Elizabeth (Winslow) Clarke, the for-

mer being the agent of the East India Company
in Boston ; the latter, a New England woman of

Mayflower ancestry. The union was a happy
one, and socially notable. Mrs. Copley was a
beautiful woman of poise and serenity whose
features are familiar through several of her hus-

band's paintings. Copley had already bought
land on the west side of Beacon Hill extending

down to the Charles River (concerning his pur-

chases of which see Allen Chamberlain, post, pp.

50-96). The newly married Copleys established

their Lares and Penates in "a solitary house in

Boston, on Beacon Hill, chosen with his keen
perception of picturesque beauty" (Amory, p.

24). It was on the site, approximately, of the

present Boston Women's City Club. Here were
painted the portraits of dignitaries of state and
church, graceful women and charming children,

in the mode of faithful and painstaking verisimil-

itude which Copley had made his own. The
family's style of living at this period was that of

people of wealth. John Trumbull (1756-1843)
told Dunlap (I, 120) that in 1771, being then a

student at Harvard College, he called on Copley

who "was dressed on the occasion in a suit of

crimson velvet with gold buttons, and the ele-

gance displayed by Copley in his style of living,

added to his high repute as an artist, made a
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permanent impression on Trumbull in favor of

the life of a painter."

In town and church affairs Copley took almost

no part. He referred to himself (letter to West,

Nov. 24, 1770) as "desireous of avoideing every

imputation of party spirit. Political contests

being neighther pleasing to an artist or advan-

tageous to the Art itself." His name appeared

Jan. 29, 1771, on a petition of freeholders and in-

habitants to have the powder house removed

from the town whose existence it imperiled.

Records of the Church in Brattle Square dis-

close that in 1772 Copley was asked to submit

plans for a rebuilt meeting-house, and that he

proposed an ambitious plan and elevation "which

was much admired for its Elegance and Gran-

dure," but which on account of probable expen-

siveness was not accepted by the society. Cop-

ley's sympathy with the politicians who were

working toward American independence appears

to have been genuine but not so vigorous as to

lead him to participate in any of their plans.

It was known to earlier biographers (as to

Dunlap, see his vol. I, p. 121) that Copley at

one time painted portraits in New York. The
circumstances of this visit, which was supple-

mented by a few days in Philadelphia, were first

disclosed through Prof. Guernsey Jones's dis-

covery of many previously unpublished Copley

and Pelham documents in the Public Record

Office, London. From these letters and papers,

published by the Massachusetts Historical Soci-

ety in 19 14, it appears that in 1768 Copley paint-

ed in Boston a portrait of Myles Cooper [q.v.~\,

president of King's College, who then urged his

visiting New York. Accepting the invitation

later, Copley between June 1771 and January

1772, painted in New York thirty-seven por-

traits, setting up his easel, according to Dunlap

(I, 121) "in Broadway, on the west side, in a

house which was burned in the great conflagra-

tion on the night the British army entered the

city as enemies." Copley's letters to Henry Pel-

ham, whom he left in charge of his affairs in

Boston, describe minutely the journey across

New England, his first impressions of New York
which "has more Grand Buildings than Boston,

the streets much cleaner and some much broad-

er," and the successful search for suitable lodg-

ings and a painting-room ; thereafter they give

detailed accounts of sitters and social happen-

ings. The correspondence also contains Copley's

careful instructions to Pelham concerning the

features of a new house then building on his

Beacon Hill "farm," giving elevations and speci-

fications of the addition of "peazas" which the

artist saw for the first time in New York. Copley

Copley

at the time had a lawsuit respecting title to some
of his lands. His letters reveal a man who al-

lowed such disputes to worry him not a little.

Mr. and Mrs. Copley in September 1771 visit-

ed Philadelphia where, at the home of Chief Jus-

tice William Allen they "saw a fine Coppy of the

Titian Venus and Holy Family at whole length

as large as life from Coregio" ("Copley-Pelham
Letters," p. 163). Returning they viewed at

New Brunswick, N. J., several pictures attribut-

ed to Vandyck. "The date is 1628 on one of

them," wrote Copley ; "it is without dout I think

Vandyck did them before he came to England."
Back in New York Copley wrote, Oct. 17, re-

questing that a certain black dress of Mrs. Cop-
ley's be sent over at once. "As we are much in

company," he said, "we think it necessary Sukey
[his wife] should have it, as her other Cloaths

are mostly improper for her to wear" (Ibid., p.

168). On Dec. 15 Copley informed Pelham that

"this Week finishes all my Business, no less than

37 Busts ; so the weather permitting by Christ-

mas we hope to be on the road." Thus ended
Copley's only American tour away from Boston.

Accounts of his having painted in the South are

without foundation. Most of the Southern por-

traits popularly attributed to him were made by
Henry Benbridge \_q.v.~\.

His correspondents in England continued to

urge Copley to undertake European studies. He
saved an undated and unsigned letter from some
one who wrote : "Our people here are enrap-

ture'd with him, he is compared to Vandyck,
Reubens and all the great painters of Old." His
brother-in-law Jonathan Clarke, already in Lon-
don, advised his "comeing this way." West
wrote, Jan. 6, 1773 : "My Advice is, Mrs. Cop-
ley to remain in Boston till you have made this

Tour [to Italy], After which, if you fix your

place of reasidanc in London, Mrs. Copley to

come over."

Political and economic conditions in Boston

were increasingly disturbed. Copley's father-in-

law, Mr. Clarke, was the merchant to whom was
consigned the tea that provoked the Boston Tea
Party. Copley's family connections were all Loy-

alists. He defended his wife's relatives at a meet-

ing described in his letter of Dec. 1, 1773. He
wrote Apr. 26, 1774, of an unpleasant experi-

ence when a mob visited his house demanding
the person of Col. George Watson, a Loyalist

mandamus counselor, who, fortunately, had gone

elsewhere. The patriots having threatened to

have his blood if he "entertained any such Vil-

lain for the future," Copley exclaimed : "What a

spirit! What if Mr. Watson had stayed (as I

pressed him to) to spend the night. I must either
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have given up a friend to the insult of a Mob or

had my house pulled down and perhaps my fami-

ly murthered" (Ibid., p. 219).

With many letters of introduction, all of which

are published in the Copley-Pelham correspon-

dence, Copley sailed from Boston in June 1774,

leaving his mother, wife, and children in Henry

Pelham's charge. He wrote, July 11, from Lon-

don "after a most easy and safe passage." An
early call was upon West, to "find in him those

amiable qualitys that makes his friendship boath

desireable as an artist and as a Gentleman."

The American was duly introduced to Sir Joshua

Reynolds and was taken to "the Royal Accademy
where the Students had a naked model from

which they were Drawing." In London Copley

took no sitters at this time though urged to do so.

Shortly before leaving for Italy he "dined with

Gov'r Hutchinson, and I think there was 12 of

us altogether, and all Bostonians, and we had

Choice Salt Fish for Dinner."

On Sept. 2, 1774, Copley chronicled his arrival

at Paris where he saw and painstakingly de-

scribed many paintings and sculptures. His jour-

ney toward Rome was made in company of an

artist named Carter, described by Cunningham

(V, 167) as "a captious, cross-grained and self

conceited person who kept a regular journal of

his tour in which he set down the smallest trifle

that could bear a construction unfavorable to the

American's character." Carter was undoubtedly

an uncongenial companion. Copley, however,

may at times have been both depressing and

bumptious. He found fault, according to Carter,

with the French firewood because it gave out less

heat than American wood, and he bragged of the

art which America would produce when "they

shall have an independent government." Cop-

ley's personal appearance was thus described by

his uncharitable comrade : "Very thin, a little

pock-marked [presumably a souvenir of the Bos-

ton smallpox epidemic described by Copley in a

letter of Jan. 24, 1764], prominent eyebrows,

small eyes, which after fatigue seemed a day's

march in his head." Copley afterward wrote of

Carter (Dunlap, I, 129) : "He was a sort of snail

which crawled over a man in his sleep and left its

slime, and no more." Mrs. Amory relates that

"both parties were undoubtedly glad to separate

on their arrival at their destination." Oct. 8,

1774, found Copley at Genoa where he wrote to

his wife describing, among other things, the

cheapness of the silks : "The velvet and satin for

which I gave seven guineas would have cost four-

teen in London." He reached Rome, Oct. 26. "I

am very fortunate," he wrote, "in my time of

being here, as I shall see the magnificance of the

Copley-

rejoicing on the election of the Pope ; it is also

the year of jubilee, or Holy Year."

Copley's plan of study and mode of living at

Rome are described in several letters. He found

time for excursions. He visited Naples in Janu-

ary 1775, writing to his wife: "The city is very

large and delightfully situated but you have no

idea of the dirt, . . . and the people are as dirty

as the streets,—indeed, they are offensive to such

a degree as to make me ill" (Amory, p. 44).
The excavations at Pompeii greatly interested

him and in company with Ralph Izard of South

Carolina (whose family portrait he later paint-

ed) he extended his journey to Paestum. At
Rome early in 1775 he copied Correggio's "St.

Jerome" on commission from Lord Grosvenor,

and other works for Mr. and Mrs. Izard. About
May 20 he started on a tour northward through
Florence, Parma, Mantua, Venice, Trieste,

Stuttgart, Mayence, Cologne, and the Low Coun-
tries. From Parma he wrote to Henry Pelham
urging that the whole family leave America at

once since, "if the Frost should be severe and the

Harbour frozen, the Town of Boston will be ex-

posed to an attack ; and if it should be taken all

that have remained in the town will be consid-

ered as enimys to the Country and ill treated or

exposed to great distress." This anxiety was
groundless, for Mrs. Copley and the children had
already sailed, May 27, 1775, from Marblehead
in a ship crowded with refugees. She arrived in

London some weeks before Copley returned from
the Continent, niaking her home with her broth-

er-in-law, Henry Bromfield. Her father, Rich-
ard Clarke, and her brothers came soon after.

Copley happily rejoined his family and set up his

easel, at first in Leicester Fields (Ibid., p. 99)
and later (not immediately, as related by Dun-
lap, I, 129) at 25, George St., Hanover Square,
in a house built by a wealthy Italian and admi-
rably adapted to an artist's requirements. Here
Mr. and Mrs. Copley and their son Lord Lynd-
hurst lived and died.

As an English painter Copley began in 1775 a

career promising at the outset and destined from
personal and political causes to end in gloom and
adversity. His technique was so well established,

his habits of industry so well confirmed, and
the reputation that had preceded him from Amer-
ica was so extraordinary, that he could hardly

fail to make a place for himself among British

artists. He himself, however, "often said, after

his arrival in England, that he could not surpass

some of his early works" (Ibid., p. 76). This was
in effect the painter's own confession that the

pictures of his maturity did not always reach the

standard of the best of those of his youth. The
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deterioration of his talent was gradual, however,

and some of the "English Copleys" are superb

paintings.

Following a fashion set by West and others,

Copley began to paint historical pieces as well as

portraits. His first essay in this genre was "A
Youth Rescued from a Shark," its subject based

on an incident related to the artist by Brooke

Watson. Engravings from this work achieved a

popularity that has continued until the present.

For a place over the fireplace of the George St.

dining-room was painted the great family pic-

ture now at Boston, which, when first publicly

shown by Lord Lyndhurst at the Manchester ex-

hibition, 1862, was "pronounced by competent

critics to be equal to any, in the same style, by

Vandyck" (Ibid., p. 79). But the artist's fame

as a historical painter was made by "The Death

of Lord Chatham." The painting, however,

brought him denunciation from Sir William

Chambers, president of the Royal Academy, who
objected to its being exhibited privately in ad-

vance of the Academy's exhibition. In an open

letter Chambers accused Copley of purveying his

picture like a "raree-show" and of purposing

"either the sale of prints or the raffle of the pic-

ture." To this censure, obviously unfair to one

newly arrived in London and uninformed as to

the professional ethics of exhibiting, Copley one

morning wrote a caustic reply, and at evening

wisely threw it into the fire. Engravings from

the Chatham picture later sold well in England

and America.

Copley's adventures in historical painting were

the more successful because of his painstaking

efforts to obtain good likenesses of personages

and correct accessories of their periods. He trav-

eled much in England to make studies of old

portraits and actual localities. At intervals came

from his studio such pieces as "The Red Cross

Knight" ; "Abraham Offering up Isaac" ; "Hagar

and Ishmael in the Wilderness" ; "The Death of

Major Pierson" ; "The Arrest of Five Members
of the Commons by Charles the First" ; "The
Siege of Gibraltar" ; "The Surrender of Ad-
miral DeWindt to Lord Camperdown" ; "The
Offer of the Crown to Lady Jane Grey by the

Dukes of Northumberland and Suffolk" ; "The
Resurrection" ; and others. He continued to

paint portraits, among them those of several

members of the royal family and numerous Brit-

ish and American celebrities. Between 1776 and

1815 he sent forty-three paintings to exhibitions

of the Royal Academy, of which he was elected

an associate member in the former year. His

election to full membership occurred in 1783

(Cunningham, IV, 145).

Copley

The industry with which Copley labored over

his compositions was exemplary save that it

may at times have injured his health and dis-

position. "He has been represented to me by
some," wrote Cunningham (Dunlap, I, 142),

"as a peevish and peremptory man while others

describe him as mild and unassuming." Both
descriptions probably fitted Copley according

as he was nervous from overwork and worry
or was in a normal condition. His grand-daugh-

ter, Mrs. Amory, recalls that he usually painted

continuously from early morning until twilight.

In the evening his wife or a daughter read Eng-
lish literature for his benefit. He took but little

exercise—probably not enough for health. (See
his wife's letter, Amory, p. 301.)

He would have liked to return to America
but his professional routine prevented this. He
was politically more liberal than were his rela-

tives. He painted the Stars and Stripes over a

ship in the background of Elkanah Watson's

portrait, Dec. 5, 1782, after listening to George
Ill's speech formally acknowledging American
independence. "He invited me into the studio,"

wrote Watson in his Journal (Bayley, p. 255),
"and there, with a bold hand, a master's touch,

and I believe an American heart, attached to the

ship the Stars and Stripes ; this was, I imagine,

the first American flag hoisted in Old Eng-
land." Copley's contacts with New England peo-

ple continued to be many. He painted portraits

of John Adams, John Quincy Adams, and other

Bostonians who visited England. His daughter

Elizabeth was married in August 1800 to Gar-

diner Greene of Boston, a wealthy gentleman

whose descendants have preserved much of the

correspondence of the Copley family.

Prior to this marriage of his daughter, Copley

had sold his Beacon Hill estate to a syndicate of

speculators headed by Dr. Benjamin Joy. He
felt himself victimized when he learned that the

purchasers knew of a project of building the

State House at the top of the hill, and he sent

his son John Singleton Copley, Jr. (see sketch

in Dictionary of National Biography), then at

the beginning of his brilliant legal career, to Bos-

ton in 1796 seeking to annul the arrangement.

The letters which the future lord chancellor

wrote during his visit to the United States are

interesting reading but his quest was unsuccess-

ful. "I do not believe," he wrote to his father,

"that any person could have obtained from them

one shilling more." Despite this report the artist

made further efforts to recover his "farm."

The subject of his grievance frequently recurs

in the family correspondence, but it is not certain

that Copley had any reason to feel himself de-
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frauded. A memorandum prepared for him by

Gardiner Greene stated (Amory, p. 144) that

long after the land "had passed out of Copley's

possession it, or a part of it, was offered at no

higher price than was paid to his son." Allen

Chamberlain, whose Beacon Hill gives an ad-

mirable summary of the complicated negotia-

tions consequent upon this purchase, holds that

Copley was fairly compensated at a price three

times what he had paid for property from which

he had had rents of considerable amount.

In his last fifteen years, though painting per-

sistently, Copley experienced much depression

and disappointment. The Napoleonic wars

brought hard times. The household at 25, George

St., was expensive to maintain. The education

of a talented son was costly. It grieved the

father that after the young barrister began to

earn his way it became necessary to accept his

help in carrying the home. Lord Campbell

(Lives of Lord Lyndhurst and Lord Brougham,

1869) quotes the jurist as saying that "his father,

having lived rather expensively, accumulated lit-

tle for him." Mrs. Amory (p. 176) makes out

a case for Mrs. Copley's admirable management,

but it appears that a standard of living difficult

to maintain in the changed circumstances made

much borrowing inevitable. Copley was cha-

grined by the failure of his "Equestrian Portrait

of the Prince Regent" to "bring a financial re-

turn." Cunningham says, "No customer made

his appearance for Charles and the impeached

members." Other canvases involving years of

labor were unsold. Troubles with engravers

were many, whether the fault was theirs or the

painter's. Copley's letters to his son-in-law in

Boston usually concerned loans made to him and

frequently extended.

The aging artist's physical and mental health

gave anxiety. In 1810 he had a bad fall which

kept him from painting for a month (Ibid., p.

300). He incessantly bewailed the loss of his

Boston property. Mrs. Copley wrote Dec. 11,

1810: "Your father has been led to feel this

affair [his unsuccessful litigation to recover the

"farm"] more sensibly from the present state of

things in this country where every difficulty of

living is increasing and the advantages arising

from his profession are decreasing" (Ibid., p.

301). In October 181 1, Copley wrote to Greene

in distress, craving an additional loan of £600.

And on Mar. 4, 1812 he wrote : "I am still pur-

suing my profession in the hope that, at a future

time, a proper amount will be realized from my
works, either to myself or family, but at this

moment all pursuits which are not among the

essentials of life are at a stand" (Ibid., p. 304).

Copley

In August 1813, Mrs. Copley wrote that, al-

though her husband was still painting, "he can-

not apply himself as closely as he used to do."

She reported in April 1814: "Your father en-

joys his health but grows rather feeble, dislikes

more and more to walk ; but it is still pleasant for

him to go on with his painting." In June 1815,

the Copleys entertained as visitor John Quincy

Adams with whom they jubilantly discussed the

new terms of peace between America and Eng-

land. In the letter describing this visit the paint-

er's infirmities are said to have been increased

by "his cares and disappointments." A note of

Aug. 18, 18 1 5, informed the Greenes that Copley

while at dinner had had a paralytic stroke. He
seemed at first to recover. Late in August his

prognosis was favorable to his painting again.

A second shock occurred, however, and he died

on Sept. 9, 1815. "He was perfectly resigned,"

wrote his daughter Mary, "and willing to die,

and expressed his firm trust in God, through the

merits of our Redeemer." He was buried at

Croydon in a tomb belonging to the Hutchinson

family.

How sadly embarrassed Copley was in his

latest years was disclosed in Mrs. Copley's letter

of Feb. 1, 1816, to Gardiner Greene in which she

gave details of his assets and borrowings and

predicted : "When the whole property is disposed

of and applied toward the discharge of the debts

a large deficiency must, it is feared, remain." The
estate was settled by Copley's son, later Lord
Lyndhurst, who maintained the establishment

in George St., supported his mother down to her

death in 1836, and kept the ownership of many
of the artist's unsold pictures until Mar. 5, 1864,

when they were sold at auction in London. Sev-

eral of the works then dispersed are now in

American collections.

[Copious as is the Copley documentation no authori-
tative and exhaustive life of John Singleton Copley, cov-
ering both the American and the English periods, has
been published to date. The chief source book for the
artist's early years is the collection of "Letters and Pa-
pers of John Singleton Copley and Henry Pelham," ed-
ited by a committee of the Mass. Hist. Soc. consisting
of Chas. Francis Adams, Guernsey Jones, and Worth-
ington Ford, and published in Mass. Hist. Soc. Colls.,

vol. LXXI (19 14). The letters in this volume are print-
ed entire and the explanatory footnotes are numerous
and accurate. Martha Babcock Amory 's Domestic and
Artistic Life of John Singleton Copley (1882) is a
grand-daughter's tribute to a great artist's memory,
marred by a few minor inaccuracies and some infer-
ences not justified by the data presented, but replete
with well-selected extracts from the family correspon-
dence of the years 1800—15. The collection of docu-
ments which Mrs. Amory used in writing her biography
was the subject of litigation among descendants in 1922.
Augustus Thorndike Perkins in 1873 printed privately
his Sketch of the Life and Some of the Works of John
Singleton Copley, containing a list, generally accurate,
of Copley's paintings as then owned. Perkins's work
was the basis of The Life and Works of John Singleton
Copley (191 5), by Frank W. Bayley, which lists and
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describes many canvases attributed to Copley. Since
19 1 5 several works by Copley not then known have been
discovered and many changes in ownership have been
reported in the bulletins of the art museums, in Am. Art
News, and in other periodicals. Wm. Dunlap's Hist, of
the Arts of Design in the U. S., published in 1834, had
an entertaining, gossipy, and not altogether reliable ac-

count of Copley, some of the mistakes of which are cor-

rected in footnotes of the Bayley and Goodspeed edi-

tion, 1918. The accounts of Copley in Michael Bryan's
Dictionary of Painters and Engravers (1898) and in the

Dictionary of National Biography (1923) contain in-

accuracies and lacunae. One of the best literary appre-

ciations of Copley is in Chas. H. Caffin's The Story of

Am. Painting (1907). Descriptions of several of his

most famous paintings are in The Boston Museum of
Fine Arts (1934) and The Art of the National Gallery

(1906), both by Julia DeWolf Addison. The Boston

Pub. Lib. has a large scrapbook of correspondence and
newspaper cuttings relating to the purchase of the

painting of "Charles I Demanding the Surrender of the

Five Members," now in the trustees' room at the library.

The fifth report of the Record Commissioners of Bos-

ton, 1880, contains many references to Copley's real-

estate transactions and lawsuits. These are summa-
rized and explained in Allen Chamberlain's Beacon Hill,

1925] F.W.C.

COPLEY, LIONEL (d. Sept. 9, 1693), colo-

nial governor, was commissioned a captain of

royal foot-guards in 1676. Before this his home

had been in Wadsworth, Yorkshire, England.

When first stationed at the fortress of Hull,

about 1 68 1, he was commended by the Duke of

York as an honest man. He was a Protestant.

The governor of the fortress was a Catholic.

During the English revolution of 1688 the gov-

ernor purposed to fill all the offices with Catho-

lics. Copley, hearing of this, sent for the other

Protestant officers, and they unanimously agreed

to call the Protestant soldiers privately to arms

to seize the governor and his principal adherents.

The plan was successfully executed, the town

and fortress were secured for King William, and

Copley, promoted to the rank of colonel, was

made lieutenant-governor. He was commis-

sioned as the first royal governor of Maryland

on June 27, 1691, but his earliest instructions are

dated two months later, and he did not arrive in

the province until late in March or early in

April 1692. He was sworn in at a meeting of

the Provincial Council Apr. 6, 1692, and met

the Assembly on the 10th of the following month.

In his brief address to this body he urged that

the heats and animosities which had been rife

during the overthrow of the proprietary govern-

ment be laid aside and that adequate provision

be made for his salary. He approved bills for

the establishment of the Church of England, for

granting the Governor an annual revenue, for

the limitation of officers' fees, for the adminis-

tration of justice, for regulating the militia and

providing for defense, and for regulating trade

with the Indians. He refused to permit one of

the nominees for the Council to take a seat in

Copley

that body on the ground that he was the leader

of a small hostile faction. Three separate treaties

of peace were concluded by him with the Piscat-

away, Mattawoman, and Choptico Indians, all

dated May 14, 1692. In a dispute between the

Governor and the Secretary of the Council over

the right to the fees derived from the appoint-

ment of county clerks and over the right of their

removal, the home government decided in favor

of the Secretary. The Secretary also claimed

the fees derived from the sale of ordinary li-

censes, but the assembly gave these to Copley

as part of his annual revenue as governor. Cop-
ley stated that it was morally impossible for one

in his position to serve the king without bringing

complaint from Lord Baltimore, who under the

royal government was supposed to enjoy all the

territorial rights that had been his under the

proprietary government. Lord Baltimore's chief

grievance was that, by Copley's permission, the

Assembly had passed an act depriving him of a

fourteen-pence tonnage duty. Copley's wife died

in March 1692/93 and he himself in the Sep-

tember following, leaving two sons, Lionel and

John, and a daughter, Ann.
[Nearly all that is known of Copley is contained in

vols. VIII (1890) and XIII (1894) of Archives of Md.,
but see Calendar of State Papers, Colonial Ser., 1693-
96, pp. 572, 573 ; and for a secondary account of Cop-
ley's administration, J. T. Scharf, Hist, of Md. (1879),
vol. I. For an account of the seizure of Hull see John
Tickell, Hist, of the Town and County of Kingston
upon Hull (1796).] N. D. M.

COPLEY, THOMAS (1595-c. 1652), Jesuit

missionary, appears in the domestic records of

the Society of Jesus as Philip Fisher, which name
he assumed upon joining the Order. His grand-

father, Thomas Copley, was, at the close of the

reign of Mary I, a wealthy and influential Prot-

estant of Surrey, England, but became a Catho-

lic early in the reign of Elizabeth and was driven

into exile. William Copley, son of the exile, mar-

ried Magdalen, daughter of Thomas Prideaux,

and they were in Madrid, Spain, in 1595, when
Thomas was born. The family returned to Eng-

land in 1603, the year of the accession of James
I, and there Thomas was educated as a Catholic

until 161 1, when he went to Louvain for the

study of philosophy. Five years later he joined

the Society of Jesus. He returned to England

about 1623 and soon became prominent in the

affairs of the Society's London mission. When,
in 1633, Lord Baltimore was preparing to send

out the first colonists for a plantation in Mary-

land, Father Copley was the business manager

for the Society in cooperating with Lord Balti-

more and in founding a Maryland mission. He
remained in London "putting heat and spirit of

action" into the business until 1637, when he
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sailed for Maryland to give personal direction

to the missionary activities there.

Within a few months after his arrival in the

province, he was engaged in a struggle with

Lord Baltimore over the relation of church and

state. In founding Maryland, Lord Baltimore

was governed chiefly hy economic motives and

to that end he sought religious toleration and

the complete subordination of all sects to the civil

authorities. Father Copley contended that none

had done so much in "peopling and planting this

place" as he and his fellow missionaries, and he

desired for the mission many of the exemptions

from lay jurisdiction that had formerly been en-

joyed by the Church of Rome. He asked that

the missionaries be permitted to receive lands

as gifts from converted Indians ; that their

churches and their houses have the privileges of

sanctuary ; that they be exempted from the juris-

diction of lay courts, from taxes, and trade regu-

lations ; and he warned that he who placed re-

strictions on ecclesiastical liberties might incur

danger of excommunication. Lord Baltimore

was alarmed. He suspected that the missionaries

designed his temporal destruction by forming

an opposition party or by arming the Indians.

He appealed to the English Provincial for the

Society, and Copley was superseded as head of

the Maryland mission. In 1645, during the Clai-

borne and Ingle rebellion, Copley was seized and
carried to England where he was kept in prison

for two years. He was then tried on the charge

of coming to that country to seduce subjects of

the Commonwealth, and was banished. He re-

turned to Maryland and there the record of his

activities terminated in 1652. As head of the

Maryland mission Copley was characterized by
a contemporary as a man of good talents but

deficient in judgment and prudence.

[The Calvert Papers (1889) contain important in-
formation relative to Copley as head of the Md. mission.
Katharine C. Dorsey, Life of Father Thos. Copley
(1885), is valuable chiefly for information relative to
the Copley family. Thos. Hughes, Hist, of the Society
of Jesus in North America, vol. I (1907), contains a
more scholarly account of the conflict between Lord Bal-
timore and the Jesuit missionaries than that by Bradley
T. Johnson in The Foundation of Md. and the Origin of
the Act concerning Religion (188.5). Consult also Al-
fred P. Dennis. "Lord Baltimore's Struggle with the
Jesuits, 1634-49" in the Annual Report Am. Hist. Ass.
for 1900, and W. P. Treacy, Old Cath. Md. and Its
Early Jesuit Missionaries (1889).] N.D. M.

COPPEE, HENRY (Oct. 13, 1821-Mar. 21,

1895), soldier, educator, was the son of Edward
and Carolina Eugenia Raingeard DeLavillate

Coppee, who fled from Santo Domingo during

the great slave insurrection. His father, a physi-

cian, took up the practise of medicine in Georgia,

was one of the founders of the First Presbyte-

rian Church in Savannah in 1827, and was a

charter member of the Georgia Historical So-

ciety in 1839. Henry was born in Savannah, and
lived there until his fifteenth year, when he en-

tered Yale with the class of 1839. After two
years, however, he ceased to attend college. He
was employed in the construction of the Central

of Georgia Railroad, from Savannah to Macon,

and in the study of engineering until the age of

nineteen, when he entered West Point, from

which institution he graduated in 1845, eleventh

in his class. As brevet second lieutenant of artil-

lery he was assigned to garrison duty at Fort Co-

lumbus, N. Y., until the outbreak of the war
with Mexico, when he was transferred to the 1st

Artillery which was with Scott. In the progress

of the campaign he was promoted to the rank

of first lieutenant and after the storming of Cha-
pultepec was brevetted captain "for gallant and
meritorious conduct" in the battles of Contreras

and Churubusco.

In 1848 upon the conclusion of the war he was
married to Julia de Witt and returned to West
Point as assistant professor of French. After

a year he was transferred again to garrison duty,

this time at Fort McHenry, but the year follow-

ing saw his return to the military academy as

assistant professor of geography, history, and
ethics. Here he taught and also had charge of

the library until his resignation from the army
in 1855 and his acceptance of the chair of Eng-
lish literature and history at the University of

Pennsylvania. For eleven years he held this

post with distinction. During this period he be-

came identified with the American Philosophical

Society, of which he was an honored member

;

he also published a number of text-books and
collections of literature, among them: Elements

of Logic (1857) ; Elements of Rhetoric (1858),
which ran through eleven editions ; Gallery of

Famous English and American Poets (1859);
and Gallery of Distinguished English and Amer-
ican Female Poets (i860).

When the secession crisis preceding the Civil

War made the question of loyalty an imperative

one, Coppee made his choice for the Union rather

than for his native state. Although he did not

reenter the army, he threw himself with great

zeal into the cause for the Union and through

various writings on military science he sought

to contribute to the efficiency of the Northern
armies, publishing in 1862 his Manual of Bat-

talion Drill and a translation of Marmont's Es-
prit des Institutions Militaires and in 1863 his

Manual of Evolutions of the Line and Manual of

Courts-Martial. Tn 1864 he became the editor

of a new publication, The United States Service
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Magazine, a military periodical conceived along

broad and scholarly lines, which, however, went

out of existence two years later when Coppee

was led to relinquish the editorship as well as his

chair at the University of Pennsylvania to ac-

cept the presidency of the newly founded Lehigh

University.

From 1866 to 1875 Coppee acted not only as

the first president of Lehigh but also as pro-

fessor of history and literature. His chief in-

terests, however, were in teaching and writing,

and he therefore resigned the presidency in 1874,

continuing in office another year until a succes-

sor could be found, and then taking the title of

professor of English literature and international

and constitutional law. Upon the death of Presi-

dent Lamberton in September 1893, Coppee

became acting president and continued to serve

until the time of his death. During his connec-

tion with Lehigh University he published Grant

and his Campaigns. A Military Biography

(1866) ; Lectures in English Literature (1872) ;

English Literature Considered as an Interpreter

of English History (1873), which ran into nine

editions ; an American edition of La Guerre

Civile en Amerique by the Comte de Paris, in

four volumes (1875-78); and General Thomas

(1893), in the Great Commander series. His

most pretentious and solid literary effort was
the History of the Conquest of Spain by the

Arab Moors, which first appeared in The Penn
Monthly, a short-lived literary magazine of that

period, in 1873, and in 1881 was published in

two volumes, a second edition appearing in 1892

(see, for critical reviews, C. K. Adams, A Manu-
al of Historical Literature, 1882, and the Nation,

Apr. 21, 1881). He also was a contributor to

the North American Review, the Princeton Re-

view and the Church Quarterly. These various

literary efforts bespeak the breadth of Coppee's

knowledge and the wideness of his intellectual

interest. His manner of writing was easy and

flowing, if sometimes a little over-ornate; his

mentality was distinctly Gallic in its enthusiasm,

its imagination, its logical trends. His History

of the Conquest of Spain shows his strength and

weakness as a writer and scholar. It is delight-

fully written and a really valuable contribution,

but it will hardly take rank with the very best

contributions to historical literature both because

new sources have been made available since he

wrote and because he was occasionally inclined

to come warmly to the defense of the traditional

rather than submit it to the cold test of sup-

portable evidence.

As a young man Coppee was strikingly hand-

some and during his latter years he made a most

impressive and venerable appearance with his

white hair and flowing beard. By all testimony

he possessed an unusual charm of presence. He
was fond of reading Shakespeare, and the elite of

the Lehigh Valley eagerly gathered to hear him
interpret that master. He was a man of simple

faith and a devout churchman as is attested by

his Songs of Praise in the Christian Centuries

(1866) ; for many years before his death he

served as the warden of the Church of the Nativ-

ity in Bethlehem. At the time of his death he

was a regent of the Smithsonian Institution.

[The chief sources for the life of Coppee are the pub-
lications of the various institutions with which he was
identified during the periods of his connection ; G. W.
Cullum, Biog. Reg. (3rd ed., 1891) ; Centennial of the

U. S. Mil. Acad, at West Point (1902); Proc. Am.
Philosophical Soc. (1895) ; The Twenty-Year Book of
the Lehigh Univ. (1886) ; the memorial number of the

Brown and White of Lehigh Univ., Mar. 1895 ; in-

formation from personal acquaintances.] l. h. G.

COPPENS, CHARLES (May 24, 1835-Dec.

14, 1920), Roman Catholic priest, educator, was
born at Turnhout, Belgium, the son of Peter

Hubert and Caroline (Vaes) Coppens. He be-

gan his training in the Jesuit college of St.

Joseph in his native town and came to the

United States to continue it in the scholasticates

at St. Louis and at Fordham universities. He
entered the Society of Jesus in 1853 at Floris-

sant, Mo., and was ordained in New York by

Cardinal McCloskey in 1865. He was profes-

sor of Latin and Greek in St. Louis University

1855-59 ar>d in St. Xavier's College, Cincinnati,

1860-62, taught rhetoric in the normal school

at Florissant, Mo., 1863-75, and in St. Louis

University 1876-80, was president of St. Mary's

College at St. Mary's, Kan., 1881-84, was pro-

fessor of rhetoric again at Florissant, 1885-86,

and of philosophy in Detroit College, 1887-95,

in Creighton University at Omaha, 1896-1905,

in St. Louis University, 1906-08, and finally in

Loyola University in Chicago, where he died.

His sixty years in the classroom exerted a strong

influence on Jesuit education in America. Be-

sides contributing to the American Catholic

Quarterly Review, the American Ecclesiastical

Review, the Messenger of the Sacred Heart, the

Messenger, Men and Women, and the Catholic

Encyclopedia, Father Coppens was the author

of numerous text-books and devotional works

:

The Art of Oratorical Composition (1885);

A Practical Introduction to English Rhetoric

(1886) ; A Brief Text-Book of Logic and Men-
tal Philosophy (1891); A Brief Text-Book of

Moral Philosophy (1895) '< The Living Church

of the Living God (1902) ; A Systematic Study

of the Catholic Religion (1903) ; Mystic Trea-

sures of the Holy Mass (1904) ; The Protestant
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Reformation: How It was Brought About in

Various Lands (1907) ; Choice Morsels of the

Bread of Life, or Select Readings from the Old

Testament (1909) ; A Brief History of Philoso-

phy (1909); Who Are the Jesuits? (1911);
Spiritual Instruction for the Religious ( 1914) ;

The Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius Adapted

to an Eight Days Retreat and Six Triduums

(1916) ; and A Brief Commentary on the Little

Office of the Immaculate Conception of the Bless-

ed Virgin Mary (1916). Several of his text-

books have been widely used in Catholic schools

and colleges. They are admirably suited to their

purpose and are written in a style of unusual

lucidity and ease. In them, as in his devotional

works, Father Coppens made no significant de-

partures from Jesuit tradition as regards style

and matter. More originality was displayed in

his most important book, Moral Principles and

Medical Practice (1897; new and enlarged edi-

tion by H. S. Spalding, 1921). He was the first

to treat medical ethics and medical jurisprudence

from the Catholic point of view. His book deals

with matters highly controversial in a way to

provoke thought if not to secure assent. He was
slight of stature and seemingly fragile, delicate

of health, and so zealous and humble that "he

never lost a moment of time or spoke an un-

charitable word."

[Who's Who in America, 1920-21 ; Am. Cath. Who's
Who (1911); Cath. Encyc. and its Makers (1917),
with portrait ; brief obituary in America, Dec. 25,

1920.] G.H.G.

COPPET, EDWARD J. de. [See De Coppet,

Edward J., 1855-1916.]

COPWAY, GEORGE (1818-c. 1863), Chip-

pewa (Ojibway) chief, Wesleyan missionary,

author, was born in the fall of 1818 near the

mouth of the river Trent in Ontario, while his

parents were attending the government's yearly

distribution of presents. His Indian name was
Kah-Ge-Ga-Gah-Bowh and his father belonged

to the Crane, his mother to the Eagle tribe. His

great-grandfather was the first Chippewa to

settle in the Rice Lake district, which had for-

merly been territory of the Hurons. His father

was an hereditary chief of the Rice Lake Chip-

pewas, a medicine man, and an excellent hunt-

er. The family, like the other Indians of the

region, were able by hunting, fishing, and farm-

ing to gain only a bare subsistence. One win-

ter, while on a fur-gathering expedition, they

were snowed in in their wigwams and nearly

perished of hunger. Copway was taught to read

by the Rev. James Evans, an English Wesleyan
missionary, and in the summer of 1830 was con-

verted to Methodism. His mother, who had died

Coquillett

the previous February, and his father had both

become Christians. In June 1834 Copway was
sent as missionary's helper to the region south

of Lake Superior, and from that time till his

death he was engaged either in actual missionary

work among his scattered people or in lecturing

and gathering funds for the cause. His field

extended over what are now Michigan, Minne-
sota, Wisconsin, Iowa, and Illinois. He attend-

ed Ebenezer Academy near Jackson, 111., 1838-

39 and after finishing his schooling there made
an extensive, somewhat unceremonious, tour of

the East. On the journey from Boston to New
York he had for a traveling companion Father

Edward Taylor (Life, p. 136). Copway was tall,

handsome, and muscular, and had fine manners.

Once he carried more than 200 pounds of flour,

shot, coffee, and sugar on his back for a quar-

ter of a mile without resting; at another, in

1835, in order to fetch flour to his starving com-
panions he traveled 185 miles on foot in two
days. In the early summer of 1840 he married
Elizabeth Howell of Toronto. In 1850 he visit-

ed Europe, attended the Peace Congress at

Frankfurt, and took back books from Freilig-

rath, the German poet, to his' friend Longfellow

(S. Longfellow, Life of Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow, 1891, II, 212). For a while he en-

gaged in journalism in New York City. His
books are : The Life, History, and Travels of

Kah-Ge-Ga-Gah-Bowh (Albany, 1847, 2nd to

6th eds., Philadelphia, 1847 ; revised as Life, Let-

ters, and Speeches of Kah-Ge-Ga-Gah-Bowh,
New York, 1850, and as Recollections of a For-
est Life, London, 1850, 1851) ; The Traditional

History and Characteristic Sketches of the Ojib-

way Nation (London, 1850, Boston, 1851 ; later

published under the title Indian Life and Indian

History, 1858, i860) ; The Ojibway Conquest,

a Tale of the Northwest (1850) ; Organisation of

a New Indian Territory East of the Missouri

River (1850); and Running Sketches of Men
and Places in England, France, Germany, Bel-

gium, and Scotland (1851). He also helped the

Rev. Mr. Hall of Lapointe, Mich., in translating

the Gospel according to Luke and the Acts into

Ojibway. His own style is an amalgam of Wash-
ington Irving, St. Luke, and elements derived

from Methodist exhorters. In his earnest advo-

cacy of a new Indian territory he displayed the

vision of a statesman. He is said to have died

near Pontiac, Mich., about 1863.

[F. W. Hodge, Handbook of Am. Indians (1907) ;

Copway's own writings.] G H G

COQUILLETT, DANIEL WILLIAM (Jan.

23, 1856-July 8, 1911), entomologist, was the

sixth child of Francis Marquis LaFayette Co-
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quillett and his wife Sara Ann. He was born on

a farm at Pleasant Valley near Woodstock, 111.

He was educated at the country school and
taught there for one or two terms. While help-

ing his father on the farm he began collecting,

rearing, and studying insects. He bought books

on entomology with all of his spare money, and
began corresponding with A. R. Grote of Buf-

falo. He also studied birds, and in 1876, with

his brother's help printed on a hand-press The
Oology of Illinois. His first paper was on the

larvae of Lepidoptera, and was published in the

Canadian Entomologist for 1880. This article

attracted the attention of Cyrus Thomas, state

entomologist of Illinois, and Coquillett was en-

gaged to prepare an article on these larvae for

the entomologist's Annual Report. He was then

employed by Thomas until his health failed in

1882, when his parents took him to Anaheim,
Cal., where he recovered and continued his

studies of insects. In 1885 he was appointed a
field agent of the Division of Entomology of the

United States Department of Agriculture. Dur-
ing this employment he experimented with hy-

drocyanic-acid gas as a remedy for scale insects

and perfected its use. In 1887 he cared for the

first shipments sent by Koebele from Australia

of the beneficial ladybird beetle ( Vedalia or No-
vius cardinalis) . He handled them with extreme

care and succeeded in bringing about their ac-

climatization, with the result that they saved

citrus culture in California, by destroying the

white or cottony cushion scale which threatened

ruin to the growers. In 1893 he was brought to

Washington, and in 1896 was appointed custo-

dian of the Diptera in the United States National

Museum, holding this position until his death.

Aside from his important work with hydro-

cyanic-acid gas and his help in the acclimatiza-

tion of the Australian ladybird beetle, his achieve-

ments were mainly in the taxonomic study of the

true flies (Order Diptera). He was a tireless

worker, and his bibliography covers more than
two hundred and fifty titles. He was an extreme-
ly shy, retiring man, and although he belonged to

several scientific societies and contributed fre-

quently to their proceedings and transactions, he
never read a paper at a meeting. At the time of

his death he was probably the foremost dipterolo-

gist of the United States.

[Proc. Entomological Soc. of Washington,X.III (1911),
196-210, including a list of Coquillett's published writ-
ings ; Canadian Entomologist, Sept. 191 1; and Ento-
mological News, Oct. 191 1.] L O H

CORAM, THOMAS (1668-Mar. 29, 1751),
merchant, colony promoter, was the son of a mar-
iner of Lyme Regis, Dorsetshire, England. Left

Coram
motherless, he went to sea "at 1 1 years and [a]

half old until 5 years after" his father appren-

ticed him to a London shipwright. It was as a

shipbuilder, a factor for Thomas Hunt of Lon-
don, that he began an acquaintance with the colo-

nies which led Horace Walpole to describe him
in 1735 as "the honestest, the most disinterested,

and the most knowing person about the planta-

tions, I ever talked with" (Coxe, Walpole, 1798,

III, 243). In 1693 ne carried over a party of

shipwrights to Boston; and in 1697 he removed
for a time to Taunton, and set up a shipyard in

South Dighton, drawn thither by "the Vast
great plenty of oak and fir Timber, and Iron oar."

But his forthright personality and sturdy Angli-

canism soon involved him in quarrels and liti-

gation in that primitive Puritan community—

a

"generation of vipers," as he afterward described

his neighbors. He won his lawsuits, upon ap-

peal, and escaped two murderous assaults. In

1703 he took characteristic revenge by deeding

in trust fifty-nine acres—awarded him as in-

demnity by the Superior Court—for building a

Church of England edifice, "if ever hereafter

the inhabitants of the town of Taunton . . .

should be more civilized than they now are"

(Compston, post, p. 32).
Those ten stormy years served, however, to

fix Coram's interest in the material and spiritual

development of the colonies. He naturally sup-

ported various efforts to extend the Church of

England in New England, and himself projected

a King's College at Cambridge. But his Angli-

canism was not inflexible. At Boston he married

(June 27, 1700) a Puritan wife, Eunice Wayte
( 1 677-1 740). For years he corresponded with

the Boston divine, Benjamin Colman, and en-

listed the Associates of Dr. Bray and other agen-

cies to supply books for the New England mis-

sionaries to the Indians, and for other dissenting

ministers. The American projects of this "inde-

fatigable schemist" ranged from missionary ef-

forts "to Beat down the Old Goliah's [the]

French Jesuits," and plans for the relief of

distressed New England seamen in foreign ports,

to full-fledged enterprises of colonization. Prob-

ably no contemporary promoter showered so

many memorials upon the Board of Trade. He
returned to England in 1704, and at his own ex-

pense, so he claimed, solicited the act to encour-

age the making of tar and pitch in the planta-

tions (3 and 4 Anne, c. 10). For several years

he was employed in supplying the Admiralty with

American naval stores. He was a strong mer-

cantilist; as his first biographer remarked, "He
loved the daughters dearly : but he loved them as

daughters." In a memorial of 1732 he recom-
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mended the suppression of various colonial man-
ufactures in their infancy, though at other times

he pressed the claims of the colonial iron

manufacture. He vigorously espoused the com-
plaints of the London Company of Felt Mer-
chants against colonial competition, and lobhied

for the Hat Act of 1732 (5 George II, c. 22). In

Hogarth's portrait of Coram there appears con-

spicuously the hat which he accepted from time

to time as his sole fee from the Company.
For some years after the Peace of Utrecht,

Coram was engaged in the shipping trade, but in-

creasingly he devoted himself to philanthropic

projects : to his famous scheme for the Foundling

Hospital, chartered in 1739, and to his less suc-

cessful colonial plans. In 1713 he incited a group

of officers and soldiers, unemployed after the

wars, to petition for a grant of the eastern lands

between the Kennebec and the St. Croix, from
the Atlantic to the St. Lawrence. For thirty

years this was the favorite scene of his projects,

in which he proposed to employ Chelsea pension-

ers, Huguenots, convicts, Palatines, Ulster Scots,

and the "graduates" of the Foundling, to raise

hemp and provide naval stores. Several times

the Board of Trade indorsed his designs, but after

1717 the opposition of Massachusetts and of rival

claimants defeated his obstinate efforts to prove

the Crown's title to the Sagadahoc lands. From
the beginning, moreover, the Board of Trade had
preferred, for strategic reasons, that he colonize

Nova Scotia. Accordingly in 1735 Coram turned

his energies toward the settlement of unemployed
artisans in Nova Scotia and in one of the Baha-
mas. Meanwhile, as a friend and parishioner of

Dr. Thomas Bray \_q.v.~\, he had been drawn into

the Georgia Trust. But he had soon quarrelled

with the "Oglethorpians" for neglecting the re-

ligious aims of Bray, and over their land-tenure

system and "military rule"; and he now hoped

to draw off the Georgia malcontents to his north-

ern colony. In his own schemes, though he had
proposed as early as 1717 that the soil be vested

in eminent trustees, he had consistently urged a

singularly free government under the Crown,
"the Nearest to the English Government in

America." But such an establishment was ill-

adapted to a frontier colony. The Board of Trade
indorsed his Nova Scotia plan in 1737, but the

approach of war gave it the quietus. Coram lived

to see Halifax settled, but upon a footing con-

trary to his generous proposals.

[For a fuller account of Coram's career and his great
English philanthropy consult H. F. B. Compston, Thos.
Coram (1918). See also sketch in the Diet, of Nat.
Biog., XII, 194-95. On Coram in New England see an
essay by Hamilton A. Hill in Proc. Am. Antiquarian
Soc, n.s., VIII, 133-48, Apr. 1892; and another by
Chas. A. Reed in Old Colony Hist. Soc. Colls., II, 5-36.
A contemporary eulogy of some interest is [Richard

Brocklesby ?], Private Vertue and Public Spirit Dis-
play'd. In a Succinct Essay on the Character of Capt.
Thomas Coram (1751). The correspondence of Coram
with Benj. Colman, 1734-40, was printed by W. C.
Ford in Proc. Mass. Hist. Soc, LVI, 15-56. A memo-
rial on colonial manufactures is in Archives of the State
of New Jersey, 1 ser., V, 308-14. The Colonial Office

Papers, Public Record Office, contain much unpublished
material. On Coram and Georgia see also the Diary of
John Lord Viscount Pcrcival (3 vols., 1920-23).]

V.W.C.

CORBETT, HENRY WINSLOW (Feb. 18,

1827-Mar. 31, 1903), merchant, banker, rail-

road promoter, politician, the son of Elijah and

Melinda (Forbush) Corbett, was descended from

seventeenth-century English settlers of Massa-

chusetts. He was born at Westboro, Mass., but

spent his boyhood on a farm in Washington
County, N. Y., where he enjoyed the advantage

of a common school. He then attended an acad-

emy at Cambridge, N. Y., during parts of two
years, at the same time working in a store. Later

he received a few months more of formal school-

ing and another year of apprenticeship in the

mercantile line. In 1843 he entered the dry-goods

establishment of Williams, Bradford & Company
in New York City, remaining until 1850. Dur-

ing his seven years' service he so completely won
the confidence of his employers that they were
prepared to fit him out with an extensive line of

merchandise for the far West, and in October

1850 he sailed "round the Horn," arriving, Mar.

4, 1851, in Portland, Ore., then a small river town
of some four hundred inhabitants. The venture

proved highly successful and made the beginning

of Corbett's business career in Oregon which was
to continue for more than half a century. In com-
pany with Henry Failing, he established a large

wholesale hardware business, and also secured

control of the First National Bank of Portland.

He promoted the building and operation of river

steamboats; he assumed important responsibility

in the work of completing the Northern Pacific

Railroad ; he was deeply interested in the Ore-

gon-California Railroad ; he was, for a time, the

contractor for carrying the United States mail

between Sacramento, Cal., and Oregon. He was
a great builder, having at the time of his death

more structures to his credit in Portland than

any one else. He was always ready to invest in

worthy business enterprises in his home city and
finally, as a crowning service to Portland and the

Pacific Northwest, he took the lead in working
out plans for the Lewis and Clark Exposition to

which he also contributed a large sum of money.

He was first president of the exposition but died

before the work was completed. He was married

twice : in 1853 to Caroline E. Jagger of Albany,

N. Y., and in 1867 to Emma L. Ruggles of

Worcester, Mass.
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Corbett was a man of extraordinary personal

force. He was of conservative temper, and of rare

business acumen. He was always interested in

politics, transferring his allegiance early from

the Whig to the Republican party, and taking a

prominent part in insuring the triumph of Re-

publicanism in Oregon. In 1862 he was urged

to become a candidate for governor but refused.

In 1866 the legislature, in order to break a dead-

lock, elected Corbett to the United States Senate

where he served a single term, from Mar. 4, 1867,

to Mar. 4, 1873. He was a member of the Com-
mittee on Finance, of which John Sherman was
chairman, and his work centered in that commit-

tee's activities. The records show that Corbett

spoke almost exclusively on financial questions,

such as resumption, the repeal of the tax on raw
cotton, and the tariff. His speeches were always

informal, usually brief, but often crammed with

statistics. It cannot be said that he exhibited re-

markable qualities as a debater, a tactician, or

parliamentary leader. His forte was business

rather than statesmanship ; he had the gifts of the

executive, not those of the legislator.

[See the Cong. Globe for the years of Corbett's ser-

vice in the senate. Chas. Henry Carey, Hist, of Ore.,

gives in very concise form Corbett's business and po-
litical career. The best sketch of Corbett's life is by
Harvey W. Scott, as reprinted from the Oregonian in

Hist, of the Oregon Country, ed. by Leslie M. Scott

(1924), V, 183-88.] j.S.

CORBIN, AUSTIN (July 11, 1827-June 4,

1896) , capitalist, railroad executive, a descendant

of Clement Corbin who had settled in Connecti-

cut during the first half of the seventeenth cen-

tury, was born at Newport, N. H. His parents,

Austin and Mary (Chase) Corbin, were well-to-

do and had enjoyed educational advantages bet-

ter than the average, but until he reached his

twentieth year their son had no formal instruc-

tion beyond that afforded by the common schools

of the neighborhood. About that time, however,

he obtained employment in a Boston store and

later entered the Harvard Law School, from

which he graduated in 1849. He began law prac-

tise, but did not long continue in it. At that time

the West was calling to the young men of New
England in persuasive tones. Corbin was at-

tracted to Davenport in the new state of Iowa and
located there in 1851. Three years later the firm

of Macklot & Corbin opened a bank that was to

have a successful career during the period of

"wild-cat" banking that preceded the Civil War.
In the panic of 1857 it remained one of the few

unshaken financial institutions in Iowa. Corbin

had induced friends in the East to loan money
on Iowa farm lands as security. In a short time

lie built up in this way a profitable business,

Corbin

which was managed on conservative principles.

On the establishment of the national banking
system of 1863, the First National Bank of Dav-
enport, organized by Corbin, was one of the

earliest in the country to receive a charter and
is said to have been actually the first to open its

doors for business. Corbin's reputation for sound

banking soon extended beyond Iowa. His East-

ern connections continued to grow in importance

and in 1865 led to his removal to New York City,

where Austin Corbin & Company (after 1874
the Corbin Banking Company) opened an office.

At that time Corbin was well started on the road

to wealth, and, without great exertion, he might
have achieved his ambitions so far as his personal

fortune was concerned. A man of initiative and
vision, however, he was forming constructive ob-

jectives that involved far more than his individ-

ual profit. Not long after coming to New York
his attention was directed to the advantages of

Coney Island as an ocean resort within a short

distance from the city. Thinking of New York's

population in terms of millions, instead of the

hundreds of thousands then dwelling on Man-
hattan Island, Corbin looked forward to a day
when those millions would be carried safely,

cheaply, and quickly from the midsummer heat

of the tenements to the breeze-swept beaches of

Long Island. Transportation between New York
and the ocean-side resorts was a problem that

had never been worked out. The Long Island

Railroad at that time was an inefficient and un-

productive system that failed to meet even the

modest requirements of the day. Corbin got con-

trol of it, energized its operation, and in time

made it a useful servant of the public. Through
that and other rail connections he developed

transportation to Coney Island and neighboring

beaches so effectively that within a few years

they were the most popular resorts in the metro-

politan area. For a time, especially in the devel-

opment of the Manhattan Beach Railway, his

brother, Daniel Chase Corbin [q.v.~\, was asso-

ciated with him. His reorganization of the Long
Island Railroad having restored the earning

power of that corporation, Corbin began to be

regarded as a successful railroad executive. Un-
der his management, in the years 1886-88, the

Philadelphia & Reading, which had been in a

receivership, was rehabilitated and made a pay-

ing enterprise. Corbin's railroad operations were
all broadly constructive and planned for the fu-

ture of communities and industries. Some of his

projects were regarded as ahead of his time. He
was interested in a transatlantic steamship port

at the eastern end of Long Island, with a view

to cutting the time required for the passage from
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Europe to New York Harbor. He gave much
thought to a scheme of metropolitan subway
transit, even having borings made and bringing

an engineer from England to make plans, at his

own personal expense. He could obtain no con-

sideration for his project, however, and died long

before the New York subway had been built. The
last great enterprise of public interest in which he

engaged was the establishment near Newport,

N. H., of a game park eleven miles long and four

miles wide, embracing 26,000 acres. He spent

$1,000,000 in stocking this preserve with animals

and providing for their maintenance and increase.

Thrown from his carriage in a runaway accident

near his New Hampshire birthplace, he died

within a few hours from the injuries thus re-

ceived. He was married in 1853 to Hannah M.
Wheeler, who, with a son and a daughter, sur-

vived him.

[Harvey M. Lawson, Hist, and Gcncal. of the De-
scendants of Clement Corbin (1905) ; N. Y. Times, June
5, 1896; Hist, of Scott County, Iowa (1882); Iowa
State Register (Des Moines), July 18, Aug. 22, i860;
Century Mag., Oct. 1897; Wm. T. Bonner, TV. Y'., the

World's Metropolis (1924).] W.B.S.

CORBIN, DANIEL CHASE (Oct. 1, 1832-

June 29, 1918), financier, railroad president, son

of Austin and Mary (Chase) Corbin, was born

at Newport, N. H. He received a common-school

education and in 1852 secured a government con-

tract for surveying lands in Iowa. In 1858 he be-

gan similar operations in Nebraska and laid the

foundations of a substantial fortune by purchas-

ing land in the latter territory. The important

mining developments in Colorado in the early

sixties aroused his interest in the overland trade

and in 1862 he moved to Denver. He secured im-

portant contracts for supplying the quartermas-

ter's department at Fort Laramie, Wyo., and

operated wagon trains from the Missouri River,

via Denver, to places as far inland as Salt Lake
City. After three years in Denver he moved to

Helena, Mont., where for the next ten years he

was actively engaged in mercantile business and

also in banking as cashier and part owner of the

First National Bank, one of the pioneer institu-

tions of the Territory. In 1876 he moved to New
York and until 1882 was associated with his

brother Austin Corbin [q.v.~\ in the financing

and active management of the Manhattan Beach

Railway. This project was a success, and Daniel

Corbin also established financial connections

which were of great importance in subsequent

projects.

The approaching completion of the Northern

Pacific Railway brought about his return to the

Northwest to begin the most significant and con-

structive part of his career. In 1883 the great

importance of recent silver-lead discoveries in

the Cceur d'Alene district attracted his attention

to the Idaho Panhandle, and, three years later,

under contract with the Bunker Hill & Sullivan

Mining Company, he constructed one of the first

concentrating plants in the region. About the

same time he became interested in the transporta-

tion problems of the district and organized the

Cceur d'Alene Railroad & Navigation Company,
operating steamers on Lake Cceur d'Alene, and
constructing a railroad from the head of naviga-

tion to the adjacent mining town. This line was
completed in 1887 and was sold a year later to

the Northern Pacific, becoming a feeder of the

latter system and making an important contribu-

tion to the upbuilding of Spokane, Wash. Corbin

moved to Spokane in 1889 and was associated

with its various activities and those of the ad-

jacent region for the rest of his life. He grasped

the importance of the site as a strategic center

for transportation and distributing develop-

ments, based on the great agricultural, mineral,

and timber resources of the Inland Empire. In

1889 he began the construction of the Spokane
Falls & Northern Railway, building the line

northward through Colville to Northport on the

Columbia. Within a few years, in spite of the

acute financial stringency, he was able to secure

capital for the extension of the line to Rossland,

B. C, thus opening up another great mineral

area. In 1899 this line was absorbed by the

Great Northern.

Corbin was active in various local projects

and developments including British Columbia
mining, and organized the Corbin Coal & Coke
Company to handle his extensive properties m
the southern part of the province. He attempted

to promote sugar-beet culture in the lands south

of Spokane, but this development proved unsuc-

cessful, largely because of the scarcity of labor.

He was a director in the Old National Bank and
Union Trust Company, the leading financial in-

stitutions in eastern Washington. In 1905 he

began the construction of the Spokane Interna-

tional Railway, extending from Spokane through

the Panhandle to Eastport, Idaho, and connecting

with the Canadian Pacific Railway at Yahk, B.C.,

thus giving the city another transcontinental out-

let, opening up a great stretch of productive ter-

ritory, and tapping important coal areas. After

ten years of independent operation this line was
purchased by the Canadian Pacific in 1916.

Corbin spent almost sixty years in various de-

velopment projects beginning at a time when
frontier conditions still prevailed. He had the

shrewdness, sound judgment, tenacity of pur-

pose, and integrity characterizing many New
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England business men in the unprecedented

growth of the West. He avoided publicity and

was reputed to be irritable and brusque in man-
ner, although his associates testified to his loy-

alty to friends and employees, and also to a

great deal of unostentatious or anonymous char-

ity and kindness on his part. His business opera-

tions were constructive in character and likely to

leave a permanent impress on the history of the

Northwest. He married in i860 Louisa M. Jack-

son of Iowa, who died in August 1900. In 1907

he married Mrs. Anna (Larsen) Peterson, who
survived him.

[The Spokesman-Review (Spokane), June 30 and
July 1, 19 1 8, contains interesting obituary material and
editorial comment, as does Ry. Age (July 19, 1918), p.

154; see also H. M. Lawson, Hist, and Gcncal. of the

Descendants of Clement Corbin (1905); Edmund
Wheeler, Hist, of Newport, N. H., from 1766 to 1878,
with a Geneal. Reg. (1879) ; Nelson W. Durham, Hist,

of the City of Spokane and Spokane County, Wash.
(1912), vol. Ill ; Post-Intelligencer (Seattle), and Daily
Colonist (Victoria, B. C), June 30, 1918.] \y.A.R.

CORBIN, MARGARET (Nov. 12, 1751-Jan.

16, 1800), Revolutionary heroine, was the daugh-

ter of Robert Cochran, a Scotch-Irish pioneer in

western Pennsylvania. She was born in what is

now Franklin County. In 1756, at a time when
she was away from home, her father was killed

by Indians, and her mother carried off. She lived

during the rest of her childhood at the home of

an uncle. In 1772 she married John Corbin.

When the Revolution began he joined the First

Company of Pennsylvania Artillery as a matross

{Pennsylvania Archives, ser. V, vol. Ill, p. 948).

Margaret accompanied him, a custom not un-

usual at that period. At the battle of Fort Wash-
ington, Nov. 16, 1776, where Corbin was in

charge of a small cannon on a ridge later named
Fort Tryon, he was killed during an assault by
the Hessians. Margaret, who witnessed his fall,

took his place and courageously performed his

duties until she was severely wounded. After the

surrender of Fort Washington, she was not in-

cluded among the prisoners, but was allowed to

go to Philadelphia. Her injuries completely in-

capacitated her, and her serious condition came
to the attention of the Executive Council of

Pennsylvania, which, on June 29, 1779, granted

her $30 for her immediate necessities and re-

ferred her case to the Board of War {Minutes of

the Supreme Executive Council of Pennsylvania,

XII, 34). The Board reported favorably {Pa-
pers of the Continental Congress, no. 174, vol.

Ill, folio 501), and Congress, on July 6, 1779,
voted her "during her natural life or the con-

tinuance of said disability the one-half of the

monthly pay drawn by a soldier in the service

of these states . . . and now . . . one complete

Corby

suit of cloaths, or the value thereof in money"
{Journals of the Continental Congress, XIV,
805). This act enrolled her in the Invalid Regi-

ment, organized for garrison purposes, and her

name appears several times on the pay-roll, and
finally on the list of those discharged when it

was mustered out in April 1783 {Pennsylvania

Archives, ser. V, vol IV, pp. 40, 59, 65, 79, 90).
She spent the remainder of her life in West-
chester County, N. Y., near the scene of her

husband's death and her own heroism.

[Fort Washington (pub. by the Empire State Soc,
S. A.R., 1902) ; G. M. Pierce, "Three Am. Women Pen-
sioned for Mil. Service" in D. A. R. Mag., LI, 140 ; J. C.
Pumpelly, "Some of the Women Who Skillfully Planned
and Heroically Suffered in the Revolution" in Ameri-
cana, X, 818 ; R. Keim, "Heroines of the Revolution" in
Jour. Am. Hist., XVI, 31.] y r e

CORBY, WILLIAM (Oct. 2, 1833-Dec. 28,

1897), Roman Catholic clergyman, president of

the University of Notre Dame, Indiana, was the

son of Daniel Corby, a native of King's County,

Ireland, who came to America as a young man
and settled in Detroit. There William was born

and reared. After a boyhood in the common
schools and practical experience in his father's

business, he entered Notre Dame in 1853. Im-
pressed by the religious atmosphere of the place,

he joined in 1854 the Congregation of the Holy
Cross, an order of priests and brothers devoted

to education and charity, and decided to dedicate

his life to the cause of Christian education. He
pursued his studies with ardor, made his reli-

gious profession as a member of the congregation

in 1858, and was appointed Prefect of Discipline

in the University. Upon his ordination to the

priesthood in i860, he was made a professor and
director of the Manual Labor School at Notre
Dame, at the same time having charge of the

mission at South Bend, where he was the first

resident Catholic clergyman. In December 1861,

along with six other priests from Notre Dame,
he was commissioned by the Governor of New
York and served for three years as chaplain of

the famous Irish Brigade, with the rank of cap-

tain of cavalry. He performed faithful service

in all the campaigns of the Army of the Potomac,

his most conspicuous act being his general abso-

lution pronounced under fire on the field of

Gettysburg on the afternoon of July 2, 1863. At
the close of the war he took up vigorously his

work at South Bend, but was made vice-president

of Notre Dame in 1865 and in the following year

was elected its president and local superior of

his order. After an administration of six years,

marked by the establishment of a law school and

great general prosperity, he was transferred to

the presidency of the young and struggling Sa-
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cred Heart College at Watertown, Wis., which

he placed on a firm footing. In 1877 he was again

made president of Notre Dame and became a

powerful factor in its progress and advancement.

He rebuilt its buildings on a larger scale after

the fire of 1879, added a number of new depart-

ments, broadened the standards of learning, and

earned for himself the title of second founder of

the University. Retiring from the presidency in

1881, he became the Provincial General of his

order in the United States, and later First Assis-

tant General in All Parts of the World. He was

commander of the Indiana commandery of the

Loyal Legion and founder and commander of

Notre Dame Post, No. 569, G. A. R., the only

post composed entirely of members of a religious

order.

Father Corby was a modest man whose char-

acter combined simplicity and strength. He had

a high forehead, kindly eyes, and a distinguished

bearing. His portrait in oil may be seen at Notre

Dame. A bronze statue of Corby in the act of

pronouncing absolution was dedicated at Gettys-

burg in 19 10, and its replica stands on the campus

at Notre Dame. His Memoirs of Chaplain Life

(1894) is a vivid narrative of camp and battle-

field.

[Notre Dame Scholastic, vol. XXXI (1898); The
Class Day Book of '80 (Notre Dame, 1880) ; The Corby
Monument Committee (Phila., 1910) ; Ave Maria, vol.

XL (1898) ; J. G. Shea, The Cross and the Flag (1899) ;

David P. Conyngham, The Irish Brigade and Its Cam-
paigns (1867).] F.T.P.

CORCORAN, JAMES ANDREW (Mar. 30,

1820-July 16, 1889), Catholic priest, theologian,

editor, was born in Charleston, S. C. At the age

of fourteen he went to Rome to attend the Propa-

ganda College, and there, eight years later, he

was ordained by Cardinal Fransoni, being the

first native son of the Carolinas to enter the

priesthood. He had made a brilliant record, es-

pecially in languages. Latin came as fluently as

English, and he was thoroughly familiar with

the European tongues. A year's added study

gained for him the degree S.T.D., and he was
ready to return to Charleston in 1843, to begin

his notable services to the Church in America.

After a seasoning tour of teaching in the

Charleston Seminary, with the rectorship of the

cathedral and other pastoral duties added, when
preparations began for the Eighth Baltimore

Provincial Council of 1855, Corcoran came to

national prominence as a theologian. He was
made secretary of the Council and was so suc-

cessful that he was given a like post at the Ninth
Council in 1858. Charged with supervising the

progress and drawing up the decrees at these

Councils, which were in effect national gather-

Corcoran

ings, he left his stamp on the results of both.

Thus when the Second Plenary Council was held

at Baltimore, eight years later, he was promptly

chosen secretary-in-chief. Seven archbishops,

thirty-nine bishops or their procurators, and two

abbots signed the fourteen decrees of this Coun-

cil, all of which bore the mark of Corcoran's deep

knowledge and exactness as an interpreter of

conciliar decisions recognized by the whole body

of the Church as binding precedents. In 1868, the

American hierarchy unanimously named him
their theologian on the preparatory commission

for the Twentieth Ecumenical Council at the

Vatican, which he later attended. It was he who
drew up the "Spalding formula" on Papal Infalli-

bility, the chief matter dealt with at this gather-

ing. Following this period, he became professor

of theology at Overbrook Seminary near Phila-

delphia, which had just been opened. This post

he held until his death. When, however, the

American archbishops went to Rome in 1883,

preparatory to the Third Plenary Council, they

took Corcoran as their secretary, and at their re-

quest he attended their sessions. Returning, he

brought his experience and learning to bear once

more at the Council's meetings in Baltimore.

Corcoran's editorial periods were two in num-
ber. Immediately after his return from his stud-

ies in Rome, he became a co-editor of the United

States Catholic Miscellany, the pioneer Catholic

literary journal of the country. He continued

with the Miscellany for fifteen years, from 1846

to 1861, and it was in this period that an accident

denied him the authorship of a great work. Hav-
ing become engaged in an editor's controversy

over Luther, he gathered a wealth of material

and was well advanced in writing a life of the

outstanding figure of the Reformation when his

library burned, destroying both manuscript and
material. His second editorial period began in

1876, when he was chosen chief editor of the

newly-founded American Catholic Quarterly Re-
view. His contributions to this journal were
notable and successful. He was one of the editors

of the works of Bishop England (1849). In 1883
he was made a Domestic Prelate and the Propa-
ganda College conferred on him the degree D.D.

Corcoran was a pastor as well as a scholar.

When in 1862, Gen. Beauregard sent four doc-

tors to Wilmington, N. C, which was swept by

yellow fever, Corcoran unhesitatingly accom-

panied them. He labored with great fortitude

amid his disease-smitten flock, and continued as

their pastor until 1868.

[John J. Keane, "Monsignor Corcoran," in Am. Cath.
Quart. Rev. (Phila.), Oct. 1889 ; Rosary, vol. I (1891-
92) ; Cath. Encyc, vol. IV.] E.F.B.
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CORCORAN, WILLIAM WILSON (Dec.

27, 1798-Feb. 24, 1888), banker, philanthropist,

was the son of Thomas and Hannah (Lemmon)
Corcoran of Baltimore. His father was born in

Ireland in 1754, emigrated to America in 1783,

settled in Georgetown, D. C, in 1788, was magis-

trate, member of Levy Court, and postmaster.

William was educated in private schools, and for

one year at Georgetown College, now George-

town University. In 181 5 he insisted upon going

into the dry-goods store of two brothers, James

and Thomas Corcoran, in Georgetown. In 1817,

they established him in the same business under

the name of W. W. Corcoran & Co. In 18 19, the

firm added a wholesale auction-and-commission

business which suspended in 1823 with debts of

$28,000, which were then settled at fifty cents on

the dollar. Corcoran attended to his father's af-

fairs until 1830. From 1828 to 1836 he was en-

gaged with business of the branch Bank of the

United States and Bank of Columbia. In 1837 he

began a brokerage business in Washington and

in 1840 formed the banking firm of Corcoran &
Riggs, which has continued under various

changes of name and organization to the present

time. He served in the militia of the District of

Columbia as lieutenant, captain, lieutenant-colo-

nel, and colonel. On Dec. 22, 1835, he married

Louise Amory Morris, daughter of Commodore
Charles Morris, U. S. N.

The business of Corcoran & Riggs prospered

to such an extent that, in 1847, Corcoran paid the

creditors of W. W. Corcoran & Co. in full the

balance of the indebtedness existing at the failure

of that firm in 1823, with interest to date. In

1848, Corcoran & Riggs bid 103.02 for the entire

issue of $16,000,000, of the bonds of the United

States issued under act of Mar. 31, 1848, and

were awarded $14,065,550. On a trip to England,

in spite of discouraging initial experiences, Cor-

coran succeeded in placing $5,000,000 of these

bonds in London, with great enhancement of

the public credit. This success caused such a rise

in the market price of the bonds as to net a hand-

some profit to his firm, making the foundation of

his fortune. On Apr. 1, 1854, he retired from ac-

tive business and devoted himself until the time

of his death to the management of his properties

and to his philanthropic interests.

As was the case with a majority of the old and
leading residents of the District of Columbia,

his sympathies were with the South during the

Civil War, but this did not extend to any act of

opposition to Federal authority. He left the

United States in 1862 and remained abroad until

the close of the war. The Government's proposed

seizure of his residence in Washington was pre-

vented by the French Minister, who claimed the

right to occupy it under lease. Corcoran had be-

gun the construction of the Corcoran Gallery of

Art in 1859. During the Civil War the building

was occupied by the Quartermaster-General's

Office. This delayed the completion and inaugu-

ration of the gallery until Feb. 22, 1872. The act

of Congress of May 24, 1870, incorporated the

Gallery and provided compensation to the cor-

poration for the use of the building by the Gov-
ernment. Corcoran's gifts, including a bequest,

amounted to $1,600,000. His own considerable

collection formed the nucleus of the Gallery col-

lection. The building at Pennsylvania Ave. and
Seventeenth St. was purchased by the Govern-
ment by act of Mar. 3, 1901, and is now occupied

by the United States Court of Claims. The new
Gallery on Seventeenth St. between E St. and
New York Ave. was opened in 1897.

The Louise Home was founded by Corcoran
in 1869 as "an institution for the support and
maintenance of a limited number of gentlewo-

men, who have been reduced by misfortune."

His donations for this purpose, including a be-

quest, were $550,000. Other considerable gifts

during his lifetime were to The Columbian (now
George Washington) University, Ascension P.

E. Church toward a new church building, the

University of Virginia, William and Mary Col-

lege, Virginia Military Institute, Washington
and Lee University, Episcopal Theological Sem-
inary near Alexandria, Va., Protestant Orphan
Asylum of Washington, and the convent and
Academy of the Visitation of Washington. Be-
sides these larger benefactions, he continually

gave to regular and occasional beneficiaries a
large aggregate of gifts, of which a large pro-

portion were to residents of Virginia and other

Southern states who had been impoverished by
the Civil War. In 1883 he caused the remains of

John Howard Payne [q.v.~\, author of "Home,
Sweet Home," to be removed from Tunis and re-

interred in Oak Hill Cemetery in Georgetown,
and there erected a monument to his memory.
A portrait of Corcoran by Charles Loring El-

liott is in the Gallery of Art. He was of medium
height, heavy set ; of agreeable, kindly, and dig-

nified bearing and courtly manners. He dressed

with care and always wore gloves, carried a

gold-headed cane, and wore a red rose in his

button-hole. His wide circle of friends, extend-

ing over a long period of years, included Stephen

Decatur, George Bancroft, George Peabody,

Daniel Webster, William H. Prescott, Jefferson

Davis, Winfield Scott, Edward Everett, Charles

Sumner, and Presidents Millard Fillmore and

James Buchanan.
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[A Grandfather's Legacy (1879), containing a bio-

graphical sketch and letters; Evening Star (Washing-

ton), Feb. 24, 1888; M. E. P. Bouligny, A Tribute to

IV. IV. Corcoran (1874); W. B. Bryan, Hist, of the

National Capital (1916) ; U. S. Statutes at Large, IX,

217, XVI, 139, XXXI, 113s; Report of Secretary of

Treasury on state of finances, Dec. 1 1, 1848, House Ex.

Doc. No. 7, 30 Cong., 2 Sess. ; House Doc. No. 46, 23

Cong., 2 Sess.] W.B.K.

CORLISS, GEORGE HENRY (June 2, 1817-

Feb. 21, 1888), inventor, manufacturer, was the

only son of Hiram and Susan (Sheldon) Cor-

liss. He was born at Easton, Washington Coun-

ty, N. Y., where his father practised medicine

and surgery. To permit him to be properly edu-

cated, Corliss's family moved to Greenwich, N.

Y., when he was eight years old. He proved to

be a very apt student and showed a marked in-

clination toward mathematics and mechanics.

He remained at school until, he was fourteen,

when, as the field for mechanical pursuit was

quite limited, he entered the employ of William

Mowray & Son as their general storekeeper. In

this service he was clerk, bookkeeper, salesman,

and official inspector and measurer of cloth

turned out by the factory. After four years, he

was sent by his father to Castleton Academy in

Vermont. Here he remained for three years,

after which he returned to Greenwich and started

a store of his own. His first real opportunity to

apply his natural mechanical instincts was af-

forded him about this time as a result of per-

sistent complaints of customers over the stitch-

ing in the shoes he sold. At an outlay of about

$100 he devised, in a crude way, a machine for

sewing boots, which consisted, in the main, of

passing needles and thread through the heavy

leather in opposite directions at the same time.

A United States patent was granted him in 1842.

Two years later he went to Providence, R. I., to

try to market his invention. The firm of Fair-

banks, Bancroft & Company, machine and steam-

engine builders, undertook to assist him, and it

was not long before they recognized his genius.

To secure his services they offered him a posi-

tion as a draftsman, provided he dropped the

sewing machine idea. Corliss accepted, sold out

his store in Greenwich, and moved with his

young wife and two children to Providence. In

less than a year he was admitted to the firm, and

before another year had elapsed he had devised

mechanisms that very soon revolutionized the

construction and operation of steam-engines.

His first ideas for improvements in the steam-

engine were formulated in 1846 when he was
twenty-nine years old, and his first United States

patent embodying his ideas was granted Mar.

10, 1849 and reissued July 29, 1851. In 1848,

and before receiving his patent, Corliss left Fair-

Cornbury

banks, Bancroft & Company and joined with

John Barstow and E. J. Nightingale of Provi-

dence, organizing a new company under the

name of Corliss, Nightingale & Company. It

was this company that built the first steam-en-

gine embodying the Corliss features. His inven-

tion consisted of rotary valves (separate ones

for steam and exhaust ports) and a governor

which by a system of levers controlled the valves

and the admission of steam to the engine cylin-

der. Reciprocating steam-engines have not been

greatly bettered either in steam or fuel or fuel

economies since the introduction of engines oper-

ated with Corliss's valve gear and drop cut-off,

as the invention is called. By the technical

world Corliss is ranked equally with Watt in the

development of the steam-engine. Corliss's com-

pany bought land in Providence for the erection

of a steam-engine factory ; by 1856 the new plant

was completed, and the company was incorpo-

rated under the name of the Corliss Engine

Company. Corliss as president not only directed

all the business activities but at the same time

devised all the subsequent improvements in his

engine mechanism. His first type of valve gear

was improved in 1850, a second type was devised

in 1852, a third in 1858, a fourth in 1867, a fifth

in 1875, and a sixth and seventh in 1880. During
this time, too, the business of the company grew
at a prodigious rate until over one thousand

men were employed in the plant. The principal

features of the engine were copied by engine

manufacturers, both in the United States and

Europe, and Corliss had many infringements to

fight. Besides his steam-engine inventions, he

received patents for a gear-cutting machine, an
improved boiler with condensing apparatus, and
a pumping engine for water-works. Although he

had little taste for politics he represented North
Providence in the General Assembly of Rhode
Island in 1868-70 and was a Republican presi-

dential elector in 1876. He was twice married

:

first, in January 1839, to Phcebe F. Frost of Can-
terbury, Conn., who died in 1859; second, in

1866, to Emily A. Shaw of Newburyport, Mass.,

who survived him.

IBiog. Cyc. of Rep. Men of R. I. (1881) ; Dwight
Goddard, Eminent Engineers (1906) ; Edward W. Byrn,
Progress of Invention in the Nineteenth Century ( 1 900) ;

Robt. H. Thurston, Hist, of the Growth of the Steam
Engine (4th ed., 1902) ; J. D. Van Slyke, Representa-
tives of New Eng. (1879) ; U. S. Patent Office Records.]

C.W.M.

CORNBURY, EDWARD HYDE, Viscount
(1661-Apr. 1, 1723), governor of New York
and New Jersey, was the eldest son of Henry
Hyde, second earl of Clarendon, and the

grandson of Edward Hyde, first earl of Clar-
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endon, famous as Lord Chancellor under

Charles II and historian of the Civil War. Corn-

bury was first cousin to Queen Anne. He was

educated at Geneva and in 1688 married Kather-

ine, daughter of Lord O'Brian. "Early taught

to consider his relationship to the Princess Anne
as the groundwork of his fortunes," he came un-

der the influence of John Churchill (later Duke
of Marlborough) and at his suggestion was one

of the first officers of the army to desert James II

at the time of the Revolution (T. B. Macaulay,

The History of England, edited by C. H. Firth,

*9i3- l S, HI, H47)- He thus ingratiated him-

self with William of Orange. Since 1685 he had

been a member of the Commons, but owing to

straitened financial circumstances he sought of-

fice in the Colonies. Appointed governor of New
York and later of New Jersey, he arrived at his

post, May 3, 1702 {Documents Relative to the

Colonial History of the State of New York, IV,

955). Because of his relationship to the Queen

he was received with unusual deference, but his

administration in both provinces was a complete

failure. "Careful inquiry into the course of Corn-

bury's administration in New York on the whole

substantiates the legend which portrays him as

a spendthrift, a 'grafter,' a bigoted oppressor

and a drunken, vain fool" (Spencer, post, p.

309). Throwing his influence to the aristocratic

Anti-Leislerian faction in New York, he secured

from an assembly dominated by them a gift of

£2,000. As the second Intercolonial War was

raging, he obtained grants for the raising of men
and supplies, but on the embezzlement of a large

part of the money he was drawn into bitter con-

flict with the Assembly. He was eventually com-

pelled to submit to the naming of a treasurer,

elected by and responsible to the Assembly,

through whom the public funds were to be ex-

pended. In spite of his peculations, he showed

great zeal for the Church of England. He seized

the church at Jamaica from the Presbyterians

and unjustly prosecuted one Francis Mackemie
[q.v.], a Presbyterian minister, for preaching

without the governor's license. Finally the As-
sembly, Sept. 11, 1708, unanimously adopted

resolutions condemning various features of his

rule.

Cornbury's administration in New Jersey was
even more disastrous. Great importance was at-

tached to his policy there because after the sur-

render by the proprietors it rested with Corn-

bury to initiate royal rule. His Lordship took

bribes, however (Archives of the State of New
Jersey, ser. I, vol. Ill, pp. 198 ff.), oppressed the

Quakers, and came into collision with leading

proprietors like Lewis Morris and Samuel Jen-

Cornell

ings. In May 1707 the Assembly of the Jerseys

adopted an outspoken remonstrance against

Cornbury's policy which was read to the Gov-
ernor in person by Jenings as speaker (Ibid.,

pp. 173 ff.). Among the charges brought by the

Governor's critics was the strange accusation

that he forfeited respect by publicly appearing

in woman's attire (Smith, post, I, 194). This

has been put down as a mad prank due to Corn-

bury's vanity in imagining that he resembled

his royal cousin, but Stanhope (History of Eng-
land, 3rd ed., 1853, I, 79) declared that Corn-

bury endeavored in this way actually to repre-

sent Queen Anne (see also The Memorial His-
tory of the City of N. Y., edited by James Grant
Wilson, vol. II, 1892, p. 86, note). Finally, in

December 1708, Cornbury was recalled. His
numerous creditors at once caused his arrest,

however, and he remained in the custody of the

Sheriff of New York until the death of his father

made him Earl of Clarendon and enabled him
to return to England. In 171 1 he was raised to

the Privy Council and in 1714 served as Envoy
Extraordinary in Hanover (Stanhope, op. cit., I,

79). Lady Cornbury died in New York, Aug.
11, 1706 in her thirty-fifth year. Apparently she

also had shown peculiarities of character (Wil-
son, op. cit., II, 78, note). The impression left

in America by Lord Cornbury is indicated by
Smith, the Tory historian of New York, who
wrote "We never had a governor so universally

detested" (post, I, 194).
[The career of Cornbury as governor may be traced

in the Docs. Relative to the Colonial Hist, of the State
of N. Y., vols. IV and V (1854-55) ; Archives of the
State of N. J., vols. Ill (1881) and XIII (1890) ; Wm.
Smith, Hist, of the Late Province of N. Y. (1830), vol.

I. Modern critical estimates are found in Herbert L.

Osgood, The Am. Colonies in the Eighteenth Century
(1924), vol. II, and Chas. Worthen Spencer, "The Corn-
bury Legend," Proc. N. Y. State Hist. Asso., vol. XIII
(i9i4),P- 309] E.P.T.

CORNELL, ALONZO B. (Jan. 22, 1832-Oct.

15, 1904), politician, governor of New York,

was born at Ithaca, the eldest son of Ezra Cor-

nell [q.v.~\ and Mary Ann (Wood) Cornell. Be-

fore his sixteenth birthday the boy had ex-

changed home and school for a telegrapher's key

in Troy. There he discovered the possibility of

reading by sound, and upon passing from the

control of his father's lines in Montreal to take

charge of the main western office in Cleveland he

organized it as the first to dispense with the re-

cording tape. Marriage led him to prefer less

confining employment in an Ithaca bank ( 1852-

56). After a term as manager of the Wall Street

telegraph office he returned to Ithaca (1859)
and bought the line of steamboats plying on

Cayuga Lake, but soon sold them to participate
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in organizing the first national bank there, of

which he was cashier 1864-66. In 1868 he began

a thirty-year directorship of the Western Union
Company. During 1870-76 he was its vice-pres-

ident and in 1875 its acting president. He was
apprenticed to politics in 1858 as the youngest

member of the Tompkins County Republican

committee. Next year he became its chairman

and in 1864 and 1865 was also supervisor for

Ithaca. Mounting Republican majorities in "tal-

ismanic Tompkins" drew the attention of larger

politicians. He was placed on the Republican

state committee (1866); nominated, and de-

feated, for lieutenant-governor (1868) ; ap-

pointed by President Grant, at Senator Conk-

ling's desire, to be surveyor of customs for the

port of New York (March 1869) ; and, in Sep-

tember 1870, advanced to the chairmanship of

the state committee. In this capacity he carried

through, and defended in the Syracuse conven-

tion of 1 87 1, a reenrolment of the city Repub-

licans, whose central committee, under the orna-

mental chairmanship of Horace Greeley, he had

found to be "subsidized by Tammany plunder-

ers." In the Liberal nomination of Greeley for

the presidency in 1872 Cornell saw a continua-

tion of this contest between the Conkling and

Fenton factions for control of the Republican

organization and summoned all his energies to

hold the state against the party traitor. In re-

turn, his Republican colleagues in the Assem-

bly of 1873 elected him to be speaker despite

his entire lack of legislative experience. As
state chairman in the campaign of 1876, although

the state was lost to Tilden, Cornell was judged

by the organization to have made a good fight.

In February 1877, President Grant, about to

retire, rewarded him with the lucrative post of

naval officer in the New York customs house.

In June, President Hayes issued his executive

order forbidding federal office-holders to engage

in party management. Cornell, being under no
charges of official misconduct (C. R. Williams,

Life of Hayes, 1914, II, 94), refused either to

resign his office or to relinquish what he pro-

fessed to consider his duty to his party. Hayes
therefore suspended him and in February 1879,

the Senate, against Conkling's persistent opposi-

tion, confirmed his successor. The state organi-

zation, in reply, marked its approbation of Cor-
nell's stand by nominating him for governor and
he was elected.

Discharge of executive office was to work a
change in Alonzo Cornell's reputation. He had
determined to give the state the best administra-
tion he could. His appointees for the purpose
were men of his own choice, many of them active

politicians whose qualities he knew. The reform-

ers inferred that he was repairing the Conkling

machine, the Conklingites that he was building

a machine of his own. In any event it did the

state's work without scandal. His recommenda-
tions to the legislature concerned chiefly elec-

tions and state finances. Not all of them were
accepted, but the state government began to re-

ceive a modern stamp. More spectacular was
Cornell's use of the veto power. Over three

hundred loosely drawn acts were returned for

amendment ; over four hundred others, deemed
unconstitutional, subversive of local government,
or extravagant, failed to receive his signature,

including much-lobbied measures desired by New
York's traction-mongers. From this stream of

vetoes great irritation arose in the legislature,

but so little outside that not one of them was
overridden.

On May 19, 1881, Cornell sent in his briefest

message, and the most momentous for his politi-

cal career : "The Legislature is hereby respect-

fully notified that the two Senatorial offices by
which the State of New York is entitled to

representation in the Congress of the United
States, are now vacant by the resignations of

the late incumbents." Thus was indicated his

determination to keep clear of the spoils squabble

with President Garfield into which Senators

Conkling and Piatt had plunged upon the nomi-
nation of the "half breed" William H. Robert-

son \_q.v.~[ to be collector of customs at New York.
Defeated in Washington, they had transferred

their grievance to Albany, counting on the leg-

islative influence of the Governor to secure them
a political vindication. The senior senator chose

to attribute his collapse to the ingratitude of

"that lizard on the hill."

Cornell openly sought renomination in 1882.

His chances seemed good. Independents who
had resented his first nomination had been con-

verted by the merits of his administration, the

rank and file of Republican voters were pleased,

and there were experienced political managers
in what the administration press called his ma-
chine. But contests were decided against Cor-

nell delegates and the administration candidate,

Charles J. Folger [q.v.~\, was nominated. Cor-
nell took no farther part in politics. He engaged
in business in New York, wrote a biography of

his father, published in 1884, and at length re-

turned to Ithaca, where he died on Oct. 15,

1904. He was twice married : on Nov. 9, 1852
to Elen Augusta Covert, and after her death
in 1893 to her widowed younger sister.

[The materials for Cornell's life are scattered. In
1889 he wrote a reticent autobiography still in MS. His
Public Papers were printed by the state in three- vol-
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umes, 1880-82. The sketches in P. A. Chadbourne, Pub-
lic Service of the State of New York (1882), and in

J. H. Selkreg, Landmarks of Tompkins County, N. Y.
(1894), were probably revised by him. He had no
knack of dealing with newspaper men and seldom en-
joyed a good press. If any editors were in his confidence
they were J. N. Matthews of the Buffalo Express (until

the break with Conkling), C. E. Smith of the Albany
Evening Jour, and J. H. Selkreg of the Ithaca Jour.
The editorials of the N . Y. Times, Harper's Weekly, and
the Nation in 1879-82 reveal the gradual shift of opin-

ion in the state to his favor.] C.H.H.

CORNELL, EZEKIEL (Mar. 27, i733~Apr.

25, 1800), Revolutionary soldier, the son of

Richard Cornell and Content Brownell, was born

in Scituate, R. I. He was a mechanic before

he entered the army, and largely self-educated.

In 1760 he married Rachel Wood of Little Comp-
ton. He took a lively interest in the affairs of

Scituate, representing it in the Assembly in

1772, 1774, and 1775, serving on its Revolution-

ary Committee of Correspondence ; helping to

draft for it a remarkable paper respecting colo-

nial independence ; and serving as moderator of

its town meeting. He was the first to promote

the establishment of a public library and the

cause of education in his native town. When
the Rhode Island Assembly, on receipt of the

news of the battles of Lexington and Concord,

voted to raise an "army of observation," Cornell

was appointed (May 3, 1775) lieutenant-colonel

of Hitchcock's regiment. He participated in the

siege of Boston, and after the British evacua-

tion accompanied his regiment (known in 1776
as the nth Continental Infantry) to New York,

where he took part in the battle of Long Island

and presumably in the operations following it.

From Oct. 1 to Dec. 31, 1776 he served as depu-

ty adjutant-general.

In December 1776 the Rhode Island Assem-
bly voted to enlist a brigade of three regiments

of infantry and one of artillery to serve prin-

cipally in defense of the colony. Thus originat-

ed the Rhode Island State Brigade of which
Cornell, after acting in a subordinate position,

was appointed commander, Dec. 19, 1777, with

the rank of brigadier-general. Under his lead-

ership the brigade rendered valuable service in

protecting the colony against British maraud-
ers, and especially distinguished itself at the

battle of Rhode Island, Aug. 29, 1778, which
was fought near the Cornell homestead. Gen.
Sullivan in his dispatch to Congress lauded

Cornell's "good conduct" and "indefatigable in-

dustry" in preparing for the retirement of the

colonial forces to Tiverton on the day follow-

ing the battle. During this period, Cornell

was chosen by the Assembly to act on various

committees of a military character, and was for

a time a member of the Council of War which

Cornell

supervised arrangements for the defense of

Rhode Island. On May 1, 1780 he resigned his

commission, and having received the thanks of

the Assembly for his military services, was
shortly after elected by that body delegate to

Congress. Twice reelected (May 1781 and May
1782), he proved a useful member, acting on
various committees and serving on the Board
of War from December 1780 until its abolition

in October 1781. He favored the establishment

of a stronger national government and in op-

position to the general sentiment of his state

was willing to confer upon Congress authority

to tax imports. After serving as inspector of

the main army under Washington from Sept.

19, 1782 until the formal conclusion of the war,
he retired to his farm at Scituate. He was a
strict disciplinarian, was cool in battle, and
brought to the management of both military and
civil affairs an unusual fund of common sense.

He died at Milford, Mass.

[Sketches in Benj. Cowell, Spirit of 1776 in R. I.

(1850) ; John Cornell, Geneal. of the Cornell Family
(1902). Many of Cornell's letters as a member of Con-
gress are printed in W. R. Staples, R. I. in the Conti-
nental Congress (1870). See also R. I. Colonial Rec-
ords, vols. VII-IX (1862-64) ; C. C. Beaman, Histor-
ical Address (1877) ; S. G. Arnold, Hist, of the State
of R. I., vol. II (i860) ; E. Field, State of R. I. and
Providence Plantations at the End of the Century, vol.

I (1902) ; F. B. Heitman, Hist. Reg. (1914).] E. E. C.

CORNELL, EZRA (Jan. 11, 1807-Dec. 9,

1874), capitalist, founder of Cornell University,

was born of New England Quaker stock, the

son of Elijah and Eunice (Barnard) Cornell,

the former a farmer and pottery maker, at West-
chester Landing on the Bronx River in New
York. Elijah Cornell failing to prosper at earth-

enware manufacture, the family in 1819 removed
to De Ruyter in Madison County, N. Y. Here
Ezra attended the village school, helped manage
his father's farm and earthenware manufactory,

and learned carpentry. At eighteen he set out

for himself, working as a laborer and mechanic
at Syracuse and Homer, N. Y., exhibiting me-
chanical ingenuity, tenacity, and Yankee shrewd-

ness. Hearing of Ithaca as a town rising in

commercial importance through its connection

with the Erie Canal by Lake Cayuga, in the

spring of 1828 he secured employment as a car-

penter and millwright there—thenceforth his

lifelong home. His practical abilities shortly

raised him to the general managership of the

flouring and plaster mills of J. S. Beebe. Here
he planned and built an enlarged flouring mill

;

devised many mechanical improvements ; dug a

tunnel through solid rock for water-power; and
built a difficult dam. Fortunately for his future,

the conversion of the mills into a woolen factory
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in 1841 cost him his place and threw him into a

larger sphere.

Temporary occupation in promoting a patent

plow in Maine shortly brought Cornell in con-

tact with F. O. J. Smith, editor of the Maine
Farmer and member of Congress, who was in-

terested in Morse's magnetic telegraph. Con-

gress having appropriated $30,000 to enable

Morse to test the invention, Smith contracted to

lay a pipe with wires from Washington to Balti-

more, and appealed to the enterprising Cornell

to build a machine for the purpose. Cornell de-

vised a successful machine and supervised the

pipe-laying near Baltimore, but, when under-

ground insulation was found impracticable, at

Morse's bidding he wrecked the device to gain

time for further experiment. He then furnished

Morse a satisfactory method of insulating the

wires on poles, and aided in erecting the Wash-
ington-Baltimore line. Shrewdly confident of the

great commercial future of the telegraph, he at

once threw himself into the work of demonstrat-

ing it, enlisting capital, and building lines, and

became within a few years the chief figure in

this field. He helped organize the Magnetic

Telegraph Company to connect New York and

Washington, and in 1845 built the line from the

Hudson to Philadelphia. He followed this by

constructing a New York-Albany line, on which

he made $6,000, his first large profit. Other

remunerative contracts for lines in parts of New
York, Vermont, and Quebec were completed.

With his accumulated capital he then launched

in 1847 his Erie & Michigan Telegraph Com-
pany, which after many discouragements linked

together Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago,

and Milwaukee; this was followed by the New
York & Erie Telegraph Company, which con-

nected New York City with Dunkirk. Sub-

sidiary lines were rapidly constructed, espe-

cially in the Middle West, where the telegraph

preceded rather than followed the railroad.

Meanwhile, numerous rival companies appeared,

and many towns soon had three or four compet-

ing telegraph offices. The cut-throat competi-

tion made some form of combination indispensa-

ble, and in 1855 Cornell and other leading own-
ers of Middle Western lines formed the Western
Union Telegraph Company, a consolidation of

seven major and several minor systems. This

company rapidly extended its operation to most
parts of the United States and Canada. Cornell

was for twenty years a director and in limited

degree active in the management ; for more than

fifteen years he was the largest stockholder.

As the company grew rich his dividends rose

above $100,000 a year, and his son said that

Cornell

"he was enabled to realize for his telegraph in-

terests in the aggregate probably more than two
millions of dollars."

Thus achieving wealth and leisure, Cornell,

with his usual calm energy, turned his attention

to public affairs. He built in 1863 a free public

library in Ithaca, for which he ultimately gave
more than $100,000. He established a model farm,

with imported Shorthorn cattle and Southdown
sheep, and in 1862 became president of the State

Agricultural Society. For six years beginning

in 1 86 1 he sat in the legislature, two years in

the Assembly and four in the Senate, and in

his rugged way became a force there. As a
trustee of the feeble State Agricultural College

just founded at Ovid, N. Y., he was struck with

the unrealized potentialities of such an institu-

tion. The result was a hasty offer to endow it

with $300,000 on condition that it be removed
to Ithaca and that half the Morrill land grant,

provided by Congress in 1862, be given it.

This suggestion met the opposition of Andrew
D. White lq.v.~\, a member of the state Senate

from Syracuse, who vehemently objected to

dividing the federal endowment. Cornell had
imagination as well as practical grasp, and
White's enlarged views of university education

and of the need for a new institution in New
York devoted to the liberal and mechanic arts

opened a new vista before his mind. As a re-

sult of much conversation and thought he was
aroused to ardor and agreed to pledge a site

and $500,000 to such a new institution. He co-

operated with White in drafting and carrying the

legislation to found Cornell University; and he

was White's unwearied co-worker, counselor,

and financial supporter in all the labors which
led to its opening in the fall of 1868. Both inside

and outside the legislature he met obstacles, mis-

understanding, and abuse, but his dour and un-

flinching patience matched the liberality of his

principles and the shrewdness of his foresight.

The university bore the impress of his demo-
cratic and practical ideas in its total freedom

from religious ties, its provision for the educa-

tion of women, its emphasis on advanced train-

ing in agriculture and engineering, and its facili-

ties for poor students. It was he who was main-

ly instrumental in the choice of Andrew D.
White for the first president. Not less impor-

tant than his endowment of the university was
his wise resolve, carried out with grim de-

termination, to prevent the premature sale of

the land grant: he agreed in 1866 to purchase

the land-scrip, locate the land at his own ex-

pense, pay all taxes and other charges, and
bind himself to turn into the state treasury for
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the benefit of the "land-poor" university all the

profits realized. This plan within twenty years

yielded the university approximately two and

a half millions. Cornell also gave numerous
special gifts to the classical and scientific de-

partments. As White wrote, "He felt that the

university was to be great, and he took his

measures accordingly." He was sometimes ir-

ritatingly taciturn as to his plans, he was always

stern and austere, and he was not broadly edu-

cated; but he needed only to be convinced of

the Tightness of any purpose to support it with

immovable resolution. His friendship with Gold-

win Smith, Agassiz, Lowell, and other lectur-

ers gave him special pleasure. Till his death in

1874 his tall spare figure, set off with frock

coat and stovepipe hat, was a familiar sight on
the campus. He was married to Mary Ann
Wood on Mar. 19, 1831. Alonzo B. Cornell

[q.v.~], governor of New York, was their son.

[The fullest account of Ezra Cornell is in "True and
Firm" : Biography of Ezra Cornell (1884), published
anonymously but written by Alonzo B. Cornell. This
is supplemented by eight chapters in Autobiography of
Andrew Dickson White (1905), I, 287—426. Goldwin
Smith's Reminiscences (19 10), ed. by Arnold Haultain,
offer interesting pages. Andrew D. White published a
separate pamphlet, My Reminiscences of Ezra Cornell
(1890). Addresses by White, Andrew Carnegie, and
others are contained in Centennial Anniversary of the

Birth of Ezra Cornell (1907). A sketch published in

the N. Y. Geneal. and Biog. Record, Jan. 1875, was re-

printed in the Am. Bibliopolist, Feb. 1875. Many of
Cornell's letters on the telegraph are in the N. Y. Hist.

Soc. An autobiographical fragment, letters, and other
papers are in the Cornell Univ. Lib. Histories of
Cornell Univ. afford scattering material.] A.N.

CORNING, ERASTUS (Dec. 14, 1794-Apr.

9, 1872), prominent in railroad development in

the state of New York, was born in Norwich,

Conn., the son of Bliss and Lucinda (Smith)

Corning. His father was a Revolutionary sol-

dier and was a descendant of Ensign Samuel
Corning who emigrated from England to Bever-

ly, Mass., in 1641. Erastus served his appren-

ticeship in business as a clerk in the hardware

store of his uncle, Benjamin Smith, in Troy,

N. Y. In 1 8 14 he removed to Albany and there

began his career as an iron manufacturer. Start-

ing in a small way in a partnership in a hard-

ware store, he took advantage of an opportunity

to purchase a small foundry and rolling-mill for

the making of nails from imported bar iron. In

1837 he associated himself with John F. Wins-
low [q.v.~\, a genius in the working of metals,

and the business under their management be-

came one of the most extensive in the country.

Coming's active business life was coincident

with the birth and early development of rail-

roads, and he seemed from the beginning to

grasp their significance for the industrial de-

Corning

velopment of the country. The Mohawk &
Hudson had been chartered in 1826 and opened

for operation in 1831, paralleling the Erie Canal

from Albany to Schenectady. Its opening, al-

though attended by many difficulties, due to

working in a pioneer field, at once demonstrated

the feasibility of this form of transportation and

led to an avalanche of railroad charters, many
of which were of course wholly impracticable.

Among them, however, was one for the in-

corporation of the Utica & Schenectady, dated

Apr. 29, 1833, whh an authorized capital stock

of $2,000,000, which was to extend the Mohawk
& Hudson to Utica, a distance of about seventy-

eight miles. It is a fair inference that Corning

was one of the chief promoters of the enterprise,

for he was elected one of the thirteen original

directors and was the road's first and only presi-

dent, serving for twenty years until it became
a part of the New York Central in 1853. The
road was opened on Aug. 1, 1836. It was built

in a productive region along a natural line of

travel and proved very profitable to its stock-

holders. For his long and efficient service as

president, without compensation, Corning was
presented by the stockholders in 1850 with a

service of plate costing $6,074.10.

By the early forties the desirability of con-

solidating the short stretches of road across the

state into a continuous system had become ob-

vious and various overtures in that direction

had been made. At a convention of the interest-

ed companies in 1851, a resolution was adopted

on Coming's motion, appointing a committee to

apply to the legislature for a law, authorizing

any two or more companies to consolidate into

a single company. When the consolidation act

was finally passed in 1853, the only question left

to consider was the terms of consolidation ; the

principle had long since been agreed upon.

Committees from the roads met in convention for

the purpose and from them was chosen a sub-

committee of one from each road, consisting of

the ablest men present, to devise the actual plan

of consolidation. Corning was made chairman

of this committee. Following the consolidation

he was elected first president of the New York
Central Railroad, a position which he held until

he resigned in 1864. He was a director for a

few years longer and ceased his connection with

the road in 1867. He was for some years a

director of the Michigan Central Railroad and

from 1849 to 1863 of the Hudson River road.

He did not confine his interest in transporta-

tion to this one railroad system. The Corning

Land Company was organized by him in 1835

for the purpose of establishing a commercial cen-
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ter at the head of navigation on the Chemung
River. The village of Corning at this location

was named in his honor. A railroad was built

south into Pennsylvania to the coal region at

Blossberg for the purpose of diverting traffic to

the new Chemung Canal, and thence through the

Erie Canal and the Hudson to New York, an
answering challenge to the commercial rivalry of

Baltimore and Philadelphia.

Corning was four times elected mayor of Al-

bany, resigning during his fourth term in 1837.

He was a state senator from 1842 to 1846, was
twice elected a Democratic Representative in

Congress, in 1857-59 ar>d 1861-63, and was
again reelected but resigned, presumably on ac-

count of ill health. His career in Congress was
undistinguished. He was a member of the Peace

Conference held in Washington in 1861. A re-

gent of the University of New York from 1833,

he was at the time of his death vice-chancellor.

There is a story, not well authenticated, told

by John W. Starr in Lincoln and the Railroads

(1927) to the effect that when Lincoln was in

New York in i860, delivering a political address

at Cooper Institute, he was offered by Corning

the position of general counsel of the New York
Central at an annual salary of $10,000. Whether
or not this story is true, Corning had occasion

three years later to learn something of Lincoln's

power of argumentation. After Vallandigham's

arrest, a meeting of Democrats called in Albany,

May 16, 1863, in which Corning took a promi-

nent part, passed resolutions denouncing the ar-

rest as unconstitutional. These resolutions were

sent in a covering letter to Lincoln. His uncom-
promising reply, dated June 12, 1863, and ad-

dressed to Erastus Corning and associates, con-

stitutes one of his greatest state papers (Nico-

lay and Hay, Complete Works of Abraham Lin-

coln, 1905, VIII, 298).
[The best source is Frank Walker Stevens, The Be-

ginnings of the N. Y. Central, A History (1926). Other-
wise material is to be found in various scattered sources,
including: Joel Munsell's Annals of Albany (1850-59),
vols. V-X ; Albany Chronicles (1906), comp. by Cuyler
Reynolds ; Pioneer Days and Later Times in Coming
and Vicinity, 1789-1920 (1922), by Uri Mulford; En-
cyc. of Biog. of N. Y. (1916), by Chas. E. Fitch.]

F.H.D.

CORNOYER, PAUL (Aug. 15, 1864-June 17,

1923), painter, was born at St. Louis, Mo., a son

of Charles and Marie (Barada) Cornoyer, both

of French descent. Paul began to draw and paint

as a young boy, and at seventeen he entered the

St. Louis School of Art whose director, Halsey

C. Ives, befriended and encouraged him. While
continuing his art education Cornoyer did report-

ing for the St. Louis Republic, having secured a

position through Augustus Thomas, then a news-

Cornstalk

paper writer. In 1889, thanks in part to commis-
sions from appreciative fellow townsmen, Cor-

noyer had accumulated funds sufficient to assure

him several years' study at Paris. He entered the

Julian Academy where he had criticisms from
Jules Lefebvre and Benjamin Constant. He ex-

hibited in the Salon and in 1892 won the first

prize of the American Art Association of Paris.

In 1894 he returned to St. Louis where, despite

his winning the gold medal of the St. Louis As-
sociation of Painters and Sculptors in the ensu-

ing winter, he found less encouragement than he
had expected. A canvas, meantime, which he had
sent to the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts
was seen, admired, and bought by the painter

William M. Chase [q.v.~\. The purchase led to

correspondence in which Cornoyer was urged by
his older confrere to settle in New York City.

Cornoyer followed this advice and became in

1899 an instructor at the Mechanics' Institute

where he proved himself an able and inspiring

teacher. He held summer painting classes at first

in Connecticut and then on the Massachusetts
North Shore. His own creative work of his best

period included many New York street scenes

which he rendered with acute appreciation of the

picturesqueness of rainy day effects, of dully

gleaming pavements, and of the intermingling of

natural and artificial lights. He also did notable

decorations, of Italianate and other subjects,

such as those for the Planters' Hotel, St. Louis,

and the residences of W. B. Thompson, Yonkers,
N. Y., and Francis J. Oakes, Brookline, Mass.
He was elected an associate of the National Acad-
emy of Design in 1909. In 1917 he decided to

make his permanent residence at East Gloucester,

Mass., where he had remodeled an old house to

provide a commodious and attractive studio. He
was a moving spirit in the formation of the North
Shore Arts Association of which he was vice-

president when he died. He was a friendly, help-

ful man, greatly beloved by his fellow artists. He
is represented by characteristic street scenes in

the collections of the Brooklyn Museum, the City

Art Museum of St. Louis, and the Dallas Art
Association.

[The Art Interchange, Dec. 1903, printed an appre-
ciative biographical sketch of Cornoyer. See Am. Art
News, June 23, 1923, for a detailed -ind generally satis-

factory obituary. Information as to specific facts has
been had from the artist's sister, Miss Julie Cornoyer
of Burlington, la., and Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Win-
ter of New York, who were associated with Cornoyer at

East Gloucester.] F. W. C.

CORNSTALK (c. 1720-1777) was a Shawnee
Indian chief, whose English name was a transla-

tion of his Indian cognomen, Keigh-tugh-qua,

the blade or stalk of the maize plant. Nothing is

known of his early life, although he may have
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been born in Pennsylvania, where a portion of

the Shawnee tribe dwelt before removal about

1730 to the plains of the Scioto. Cornstalk's first

known raid against the English settlers was in

1759 during the height of the French and Indian

War ; in alliance with the French traders he led

a party into what is now Rockbridge County,

Virginia, and killed ten of a family named Gil-

more. Again in 1763 during the Pontiac out-

break Cornstalk raided the Greenbriar settle-

ments of western Virginia, and when Col. Bou-

quet marched his avenging soldiery into Ohio
the next year Cornstalk was one of the hostages

exacted from the repentant but sullen tribesmen.

The ten following years (1764-74) there was
a state of suppressed war along the Ohio-Vir-

ginia frontier. In the spring of 1774 the clashes

between the whites and the red men grew so

frequent that all backwoods settlements were

alarmed. Cornstalk and his brother Silver Heels

remained true to their parole and escorted sev-

eral white traders to safety near the forts. De-

spite their neutrality, Silver Heels was fired upon

as he went back, and was seriously wounded.

Cornstalk sent messages to the governors of the

neighboring colonies asking for a cessation of

hostilities. Nevertheless, the disturbance grew
until the governor of Virginia, Lord Dunmore,
called out the militia and initiated the hostilities

known as Dunmore's War. Cornstalk was com-

pelled to yield to the exigencies of the time. He
enrolled his warriors and led them against the

western wing of Dunmore's army and fought on

Oct. 10, 1774, the battle of Point Pleasant. The
frontiersmen led by Col. Andrew Lewis drove

back the Indians, not without considerable loss.

Throughout the battle Cornstalk could be heard

exhorting his warriors to stand.

Dunmore followed the retreating Indians to

the plains of the Scioto, where the treaty of Camp
Charlotte was made with Cornstalk, and rein-

forced the next year by a treaty at Fort Pitt.

Cornstalk loyally kept his promise of alliance,

and returned all white prisoners and stolen

horses. In 1777 he went to the fort at the mouth
of the Kanawha, where he had fought his battle

three years earlier, to warn the whites that the

Shawnee were about to take up arms at the in-

stigation of British officers. Capt. Arbuckle

thought best to detain him as a hostage. His son

Elinipsico came on a visit to his father, when a

soldier named Gilmore was shot from ambush.

His enraged comrades rushed upon the hostages

at the fort, and despite their officers' orders mur-
dered them all. Cornstalk was brave until the

the last, exhorting his son to meet death as the

Great Spirit willed it. Some of his murderers

Cornwallis

fled the country to avoid prosecution ; others

were tried but acquitted. After the loss of their

chief the Shawnee tribe became enemies of the

whites for nearly a score of years. A monument
to Cornstalk stands near the site of the fort

where he met his death.

[The best account is in manuscript: Draper MSS.
Wis. Hist. Lib. on which is based the sketch in the Ohio
Archaeol. and Hist. Quart., XXI, 245-62 (Apr.-July
1912). There are documents on Cornstalk's later career
in R. G. Thwaites and L. P. Kellogg, Documentary
Hist, of Dunmore's War (Madison, 1905) ; Revolution
on the Upper Ohio (Madison, 1908) ; Frontier Defense
on the Upper Ohio (Madison, 1912) ; also accounts of
him in Jos. Doddridge, Notes on Indian Wars (Albany,
1876), pp. 239-41 ; Alex. S. Withers, Chronicles of Bor-
der Warfare (Cincinnati, 1895), pp. 172-73.] L P K

CORNWALLIS, KINAHAN (Dec. 24, 1839-
Aug. 15, 1917), lawyer, editor, writer, was born
in London, the son of Elizabeth and William
Baxter Kinahan Cornwallis, barrister-at-law.

Certain branches of the Cornwallis family were
of Irish origin but Kinahan Cornwallis said of

himself that he never saw or walked on Irish

ground until he was fifteen and that his parents

were not Irish, but English. After a collegiate

education, while still very young, he entered the

British Colonial Civil Service and spent two
years in Melbourne, Australia. At this time and
later he visited the Philippines, Singapore, Cey-

lon, Suez, Egypt, and various parts of Japan,

Australia, Africa, South America, and Canada.

In i860 he came to New York and secured an edi-

torial position on the New York Herald, where
he continued until 1869, acting much of the time

as financial editor. When the Prince of Wales,

later Edward VII, visited the United States in

i860, Cornwallis was selected by the State De-
partment, as a representative of the government,

to accompany the Prince on his travels through

the country. In 1863 he was admitted to the New
York bar. He became editor and proprietor suc-

cessively of the Knickerbocker Magazine and the

Albion and from 1886 until about the time of his

death was editor and proprietor of the Wall

Street Daily Investigator, later the Wall Street

Daily Investor. During all this time he success-

fully practised law, with offices in Nassau St.

He was twice married : his first wife was Annie

Louise Tisdale of New York, his second, Eliza-

beth Chapman of Hartford, Conn. Before com-

ing to the United States, while still under twenty,

Cornwallis had published several books. He
continued writing at intervals, novels, verse,

travels, history, and works on legal and finan-

cial subjects, until he was over sixty. His chief

writings are : Howard Plunkett (1857), a novel

;

An Australian Poem (1857) ; The New Eldo-

rado, or British Columbia (1858); Two Jour-
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neys to Japan (1859) ; A Panorama of the New
World (1859); Wreck and Ruin (1858), a

novel; My Life and Adventures (i860); The

Crossirces (1859), a medley; Royalty in the

New World (i860); Pilgrims of Fashion

(1862), a novel; Adrift with a Vengeance

(1865), a novel; The Gold Room and the New
York Stock Exchange and Clearing House

(1879); A Marvelous Coincidence (1891), a

novel; The History of Constructive Contempt

of Court (1892); International Law (1892);

Historical Poems (1892) ; The Song of Amer-
ica and Columbus ( 1892) ; The Conquest of

Mexico and Peru (1893) ; Txvc Strange Adven-

tures (1897), a novel; and The War for the

Union (1899). When dealing with the New
York Stock Exchange or legal subjects, he

writes as something of an expert but as a his-

torian his work would hardly be considered

scholarly. The institution of slavery, with all

its social results, and its downfall in the Civil

War period furnished material which he used

both in history and novels. His verse is neg-

ligible. His travels are interestingly written,

with original personal observations and much
humor. His novels, which he particularly en-

joyed writing, are frankly modeled after the

picaresque romances of Sterne and Smollett.

They are stories of wanderings, hardships, and

adventures, melodramatic and frequently inter-

rupted by pages of moralizing. His own travels

are utilized as backgrounds. At the time of his

death Cornwallis was living in East Twenty-

second St., New York City. He died, after a

short illness, at St. Luke's Hospital.

[The chief sources of information about Cornwallis
are : Who's Who in America, 1916-17 ; the prefaces of
his books ; and his book My Life and Adventures which,

though fiction, contains much autobiographical mate-
rial. An obituary notice appeared in the N. Y. Tribune,
Aug. 18, 1917, and an obituary article in the iV. Y.

Times, Aug. 17, 1917] S. G. B.

CORONADO, FRANCISCO VAZQUEZ
(1510-1554), explorer, governor of Nueva Gali-

cia, was a native of Salamanca, Spain. There his

ancestors were Senores de Coquilla y de la

Torre de Juan Vazquez. He came to Mexico in

1535 in the retinue of Antonio de Mendoza, first

viceroy of New Spain. Two years later he mar-

ried Beatriz de Estrada, "the Saint," daughter

of Alonso de Estrada, former treasurer of New
Spain. With Doha Beatriz he received as dow-
ry an estate near Mexico City described as "the

half of Tlalpa." He took part in suppressing a

negro uprising in the mines of Amatepeque, and

in 1538 he became governor of Nueva Galicia.

In the same year he assisted Fray Marcos de

Nizza [q.v.~\ with an outfit for his northern ex-

Coronado

plorations, and escorted him as far as Culiacan.

As governor he did much to improve his capital

city of Guadalajara.

When Fray Marcos returned from the Zuni

pueblos in New Mexico, Coronado accompanied

him to Mexico City and was appointed com-

mander of an expedition organized to follow up

the friar's explorations. To cooperate with Coro-

nado, Hernando de Alarcon [q.v.], was sent

with two vessels up the Gulf of California. Vice-

roy Mendoza went in person to the rendezvous

at Compostela on the western coast to review

the forces. Coronado's following consisted of

some two hundred Spaniards on horseback, sev-

enty foot-soldiers, and nearly one thousand In-

dian allies and servants. So eager were the vol-

unteers that it was feared that the country would

be depopulated. The expedition was equipped at

royal expense with a thousand horses, mules

for pack-trains, cannons, and droves of cattle,

sheep, goats, and swine for food.

The start was made on Feb. 25, 1540. As far

as Culiacan the way was well known. From
there Coronado went ahead with about a hun-

dred picked men and four friars. Following be-

hind, the main army moved up to Corazones in

the Yaqui River valley, where the Spanish town
of San Geronimo was founded and left in charge

of Melchior Diaz. In July Coronado reached

the Zuni pueblos, which he conquered with little

difficulty. But the country was disappointing,

and the expedition resulted chiefly in explora-

tions. These, however, were of great impor-

tance. Alarcon ascended the Colorado River,

passing the mouth of the Gila. Melchior Diaz

went by land from San Geronimo to the Colorado

to communicate with Alarcon, but failed and lost

his life. During the journey, however, he crossed

the Colorado and went some distance down the

Peninsula of California. Hearing of the Moqui
pueblos to the north of Zuni, in July Coronado
sent Pedro del Tovar to find them which the

latter succeeded in doing. Shortly afterward

Garcia Lopez de Cardenas [q.v.~\ went further

northwest and discovered the Grand Canyon of

the Colorado. Moving to the Rio Grande, Coro-

nado visited the pueblos in its valley and camped
at Tiguex, above Isleta. In the course of the

winter the Indians revolted and were put down
with great severity.

Meanwhile Coronado heard of a rich country

to the northeastward called Gran Quivira, and

in April 1541, he set out to find it. Crossing the

mountains and descending the Pecos River, he

marched out into the limitless buffalo-covered

plains, the "Llanos del Cibola," inhabited by rov-

ing tribes. Near the upper Brazos River he
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turned north, crossed the Texas Panhandle and
Oklahoma, and reached Quivira in eastern Kan-
sas. It was probably a settlement of Wichita

Indians. Disappointed, he then returned to

Mexico. Three fearless missionaries remained

behind to preach the Gospel, and soon achieved

the crown of martyrdom. Coronado had made
one of the epochal explorations of all history but

to Viceroy Mendoza he was a disappointing fig-

ure. Although he returned to his governorship

of Nueva Galicia, his rule there was marked
by numerous acts of cruelty to the natives which
led to an investigation, conducted by Lorenzo

de Tejada, in 1544. Coronado was found guilty

of crimes and negligence, was removed from
the governorship, and was fined 600 gold pesos.

He then went back to Mexico City, where he
spent the remainder of his days as a regidor in

the municipal administration. His last public

appearance was on Jan. 26, 1554 and he died

sometime before Nov. 12, 1554.

[Coronado's lineage is treated in Alberto and Arturo
Garcia Carraffa, Diccionario Herdldico y Genealogico
de Apcllidos Espanoles y Americanos, Tomo XXV, pp.
177-178 (Madrid, 1927). A great deal of light on his
career in Mexico has been thrown recently by the re-

searches of Dr. A. S. Aiton, whose results are sum-
marized in his Antonio de Mendoza (Durham, N. C,
1927). See also "The Later Career of Coronado" by
Dr. Aiton in Am. Hist. Rev., XXX, 298-304 (Jan.
1925). The principal known source for the history of
the Coronado expedition is the Relation de la Jornada
de Cibola, written several years after the event by
Pedro de Castafieda, a member of the expedition. In
1896 this narrative was published in both Spanish and
English, with an excellent historical introduction, by
George Parker Winship ("The Coronado Expedition,
1540—1542," in the Fourteenth Annual Report of the

Bureau of Ethnology, pp. 329-613). With the Casta-
fieda narrative Winship published most of the supple-
mentary documents then known. The Relation was re-

printed in English by Winship in 1904 (The Journey of
Coronado, 1540-1542) ; and by Frederick W. Hodge in

1907 (Spanish Explorers in the Southern U. S., 1528—
i543)-~\ H. E.B.

CORRIGAN, MICHAEL AUGUSTINE
(Aug. 13, 1839-May 5, 1902), archbishop of

New York, was born in Newark, N. J., the fifth

child in Thomas and Mary (English) Corrigan's

household of nine. His father, a cabinetmaker,

had emigrated from County Meath, Ireland, in

1828, and about the same time his mother had

accompanied her Catholic mother from County

Cavan to Newark on the death of her father, who
was a member of an Irish Presbyterian family.

Thomas Corrigan as a grocer and a frugal man
of business made money which enabled him to

give advantages to his family. Michael attend-

ed a local private school kept by his godfather,

Bernard Kearney, a cultured Dublin emigrant,

and served as an acolyte at St. John's Church
under the distinguished Father Patrick Moran.

Studying two years at St. Mary's College in

Wilmington, he proceeded to Mount St. Mary's

College at Emmitsburg, Md. (1855), bearing

a recommendation from Bishop James Roose-

velt Bayley [q.v.J, as "the son of one of our

most respected Catholic citizens." His formal

studies were interrupted in 1857 when he spent

a year in European travel with his health-seek-

ing sister, who later became an Augustinian

nun. Returning to college with some linguistic

attainment, Corrigan out-distanced his fellow

students in classics and literature and was gradu-

ated in 1859. Experiencing a religious call, he

was assigned by Bishop Bayley to the newly

established American College at Rome as one

of its first twelve seminarians. Here he was
associated with students who were destined for

high stations in the Catholic Church, among
them Edward McGlynn [q.v.']. Completing the

course in theology, he was ordained by Cardinal

Patrizi at the Basilica of St. John Lateran (Sept.

19, 1863). A year later on the award of a doc-

torate from the College of the Propaganda, he

was recalled by his ordinary to teach dogmatic

theology and sacred scripture at Seton Hall

Seminary, South Orange, N. J.

A conscientious teacher, Corrigan continued

his studies and subjected himself to the rigorous

seminary routine and table. Soon he was named
director of the seminary and vice-president of

the collegiate department, in this office display-

ing an unusual blend of strength and executive

ability with an effeminate gentleness. In 1868,

he succeeded to the presidency on the elevation

of his intimate friend and superior, Bernard J.

McQuaid \_q.v.~], to the see of Rochester. His

brothers, Father James as director of the semi-

nary and Dr. Joseph M. as school physician, as-

sisted in the administration and joined him and

Father George, another brother, who was pas-

tor at St. Joseph's, Newark, in founding a Cor-

rigan burse and in developing the library from
their personal funds. Corrigan continued as

president until 1876 and as a director until 1891.

In 1868, he was named vicar-general and in this

capacity administered the diocese while Bishop

Bayley was at the Vatican Council and on his

translation to Baltimore. Indeed Corrigan is

said to have been considered for the bishopric of

Columbus until the bishop of Newark insisted

upon retaining his services.

Corrigan's nomination, therefore, to the see of

Newark was no surprise, although he was op-

posed by Bayley and other bishops on the score

of youth, until Bishop McQuaid with charac-

teristic vigor maintained that "they had little

comprehension of the capacity and learning and

strength of will-power of that mere boy." At
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all events, his appointment as bishop of Newark
by Pius IX was well received by the bishops of

the province and the clergy and laity of the

diocese, and he was consecrated (May 4, 1873)

in St. Patrick's, Newark, by Archbishop Mc-
Closkey. For seven years, he administered the

diocese which included all of New Jersey.

Through the Catholic Union, a religious frater-

nity, he sought in vain for Catholic freedom of

worship in state reform schools, though ulti-

mately the state accepted the principle and named
Catholic chaplains in penal and charitable in-

stitutions. Thereupon, the bishop built the St.

Francis Catholic Protectory for boys at Den-

ville (1874) and established a Good Shepherd

home for girls in Newark (1875). Keenly in-

terested in dependents, he founded a newsboys'

lodging house. An authority on questions of

morals, rubrics, and canon law, he was fre-

quently consulted by various bishops, and he

spent some time systematizing the Baltimore

archdiocesan records. Calling synods (1878,

1879), he amended and enforced the regulations

of his diocese, and thereafter by visitation and

inspection kept a methodical record of ecclesias-

tical affairs, annual parochial reports, and fi-

nances. Through his aid and personal contribu-

tions, the tremendous debt on the poorly admin-

istered parish of St. John's in Orange was less-

ened and ultimately fully met. In 1875, ne

ordered a census of Italians whose confessions

he was compelled to hear himself because of a

lack of Italian-speaking priests. Interested in

Catholic education, he aided the Jesuits in estab-

lishing a college in Jersey City, fostered acad-

emies, orphanages, and hospitals, and compelled

pastors in the larger parishes to build schools.

In 1874, he encouraged a lay pilgrimage to

Rome, the first of its kind from the United

States. With an increase of churches and chapels

from 121 to 182, the diocese of Newark thrived

under Bishop Corrigan's direction.

Meanwhile Cardinal McCloskey counseled

with his suffragan bishops concerning a coad-

jutor with the right of succession, and they

agreed upon Corrigan who was forthwith named
by Rome with the title of Archbishop of Petra

( Oct. 1, 1880). Apparently, Corrigan was loath

to undertake the enlarged responsibilities, but

he followed the call of duty. In September of

1883, he attended the fourth provincial council

of New York for which he had helped prepare

the schema, and, in November on a papal in-

vitation, he accompanied a number of American
archbishops to Rome to help prepare for the

Third Plenary Council of Baltimore, at which he

later represented the cardinal. As Cardinal Mc-

Corrigan

Closkey's agent, he preserved the American Col-

lege at Rome from Italian confiscation through

skilful negotiations with President Arthur and

his friend, Secretary Frelinghuysen (1884).

On the death of the Cardinal, Corrigan auto-

matically became archbishop of New York (Oct.

10, 1885), though he was not formally installed

by Cardinal Gibbons until May 4, 1886.

Almost immediately Archbishop Corrigan, a

conservative, a strict canonist, and a stalwart pa-

tron of parochial schools, came into conflict with

Father McGlynn of St. Stephen's Church, who
disapproved of separate schools, actively inter-

ested himself in the Anti-Poverty Society, and

associated with advanced social and political

thinkers including Henry George whose candi-

dacy for mayor he openly supported. On Jan. 14,

1887, Corrigan removed McGlynn from his pas-

torate. McGlynn, summoned to Rome, refused

on the score of health to make the journey, and

was excommunicated, July 4, 1887. Archbishop

Corrigan was named "prelate assistant at pontif-

ical throne" as a defender of the faith. McGlynn
had strong supporters among the clergy and laity,

and as a martyr won outside sympathy, though

the press and conservatives supported Corrigan's

drastic action. In 1892, Father McGlynn was re-

stored after his economic views had been con-

sidered by four professors at the Catholic Uni-

versity and after a hearing before Mgr. Satolli,

papal delegate, who had been authorized to set-

tle current disputes between priests and their

bishops. On Aug. 15, 1893, Corrigan, in the pres-

ence of the delegate, preached a sermon in St.

Patrick's Cathedral in which he emphasized his

loyalty to the Holy See, thus closing the lips of

aggressive critics. McGlynn was assigned to St.

Mary's Church at Newburgh (1895), though he

continued to be Henry George's friend and was
his eulogist at the grave (1897). As Corrigan's

severity was due to the rigidity of over-zealous-

ness, rather than personal bitterness, he learned

to forget, even presiding over Father McGlynn's
requiem mass (1900).

Archbishop Corrigan's lack of interest in the

Ancient Order of Hibernians, his faint sympa-

thy for Irish nationalism, and his strict definition

of the rule concerning secret societies, which

would prevent Catholic membership in the Odd
Fellows, Knights of Pythias, and Sons of Tem-
perance as well as in the Free Masons, annoyed

various elements. He had no sympathy with

Archbishop John Ireland's Faribault experiment.

He was quite annoyed by the assistance which

Archbishop Ireland gave to the candidacy of Fa-

ther Sylvester L. Malone for a vacant regency of

the State University of New York when he him-
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self favored the selection of Bishop McQuaid, his

counselor and life-long friend. Unfortunately

these difficulties of Corrigan have been empha-
sized in the popular mind rather than his success-

ful administration of the great archdiocese with

its tremendous problems. A great builder and a

careful administrator, Corrigan in his last days

could look over his diocese of 1,200,000 communi-
cants and note the advance : churches, chapels,

and stations had increased by 188, priests by 284,

schools by 75, and charitable institutions (as hos-

pitals, industrial homes, schools for the blind and

deaf mutes) by 25. Better still he left an har-

monious priesthood and hence a contented flock,

who, however, were somewhat disappointed that

their bishop had not received the cardinalate.

Contracting a cold on a visitation in the Baha-

mas, Corrigan died, after a short illness, on May
5, 1902.

[Corrigan maintained a voluminous correspondence,
but there are no literary published remains save a regis-

ter of the clergy laboring in the archdiocese from the
earliest missionary times to 1885 ([/. 5". Cath. Hist. Soc.
Records and Studies, III, 9—13), an occasional printed
sermon, pastoral letters, and a manual, Praxis Synod-
alist. For biographical references see J. A. Mooney,
Memorial to M. A. Corrigan (1902) ; Souvenir of the

New Seminary of St. Joseph (1891) ; J. M. Flynn, The
Cath. Ch. in N. J. (1904) ; P. V. Flynn, Hist, of St.

John's Ch., Newark 1908) ; H. A. Brann, History af
the American College, Rome (1910) ; J. T. Smith, The
Cath. Ch. in N. Y. (1905) ; Jas. Cardinal Gibbons, A
Retrospect of Fifty Years (1916) ; J. M. Farley, Life

of John Cardinal McCloskey ( 1918) ; S. L. Malone, Dr.
Edward McGlynn (1918) ; U. S. Cath. Hist. Soc. Rec-
ords and Studies, I, 14-17 ; Catholic Univ. Bull. (1902) ;

Harper's Weekly, XLVI, 610; Cath. World, LXXV,
282 ; Ecclesiastical Rev., XXVI, 642 ; Chicago Post,

Jan. 8, 1893.] R.J. P.

CORROTHERS, JAMES DAVID (July 2,

1869-Feb. 12, 1917), clergyman, poet, was born

in Calvin, Mich., and died in West Chester, Pa.

His mother, Maggie Churchman, was part negro

and part French, and his father, James Richard

Corrothers, had a negro mother. The boy was
reared by his father's father, whose ancestry was
Indian and Scotch-Irish. His upbringing, which

involved nine years in the South Haven, Mich.,

public schools, was penurious but extremely

pious. He worked at many tasks for little money,

from sailor on Lake Michigan to boot-black in a

hotel. His ambitious determination at length at-

tracted the patronage of some white friends,

among whom was Frances E. Willard, and he

was enabled to spend some time at Northwestern

University. He taught school, and under the in-

fluence of his friend, Paul Laurence Dunbar,

composed dialect verse which was published

chiefly in the Century Magazine. He wrote for

various newspapers, among others for the Chi-

cago Journal, for which he did a series of hu-

morous negro "reports" later published in book

form as The Black Cat Club (1902). "A sun-

burst having fallen upon his being," he entered

the ministry, and in this capacity traveled over a

fair portion of the United States and observed

something of its inhabitants. At first he was
Methodist, but after some years he was expelled

from this body—unjustly, he maintained—on a

charge of having "plotted to ruin his bishop's

good name." Then he became a Baptist. At last,

"for conscience sake, convinced that his race

needed religious training along the higher lines,"

he became a Presbyterian. In 1916 he published

an autobiography, In Spite of the Handicap. He
was at heart an earnest, sentimental American
who assumed until he died the ascendency of a
social order which even in his youth had passed

its zenith. For all his being a spokesman for the

negro, the people to whom he attached most im-

portance were usually white—dealers in general

merchandise, as likely as not, in a Virginia vil-

lage. New England as he knew it was disillu-

sioning—ignorant, he complained, of Whittier

and Emerson, filled up with "a large and asser-

tive foreign population which has not imbibed

any other than the coarser Americanisms." He
was married first to Fannie Clemens and later to

Rosina Harvey.
[Sources not already referred to : J. D. Corrothers,

"Thanksgiving Turkey," Century Mag., Nov. 1900 ;

"Ha'nts," Century Mag., Dec. 1903 ; M. N. Work,
Negro Year Book, 1918-19; Who's Who in America,
1906-07.] J.D.W.

CORSE, JOHN MURRAY (Apr. 27, 1835-

Apr. 27, 1893), Union general, was born at

Pittsburgh, Pa., of Huguenot ancestry. His par-

ents, John L. and Sarah (Murray) Corse, re-

moved in 1842 to Burlington, la., where the fa-

ther was six times mayor. Young Corse was em-
ployed, and afterward became a partner, in his

father's book and stationery business. At the

same time he studied law, and was admitted to

the bar. He took an active part in politics, and

in spite of his youth received the Democratic

nomination for secretary of state of Iowa in i860,

but was defeated. He was appointed major of

the 6th Iowa Infantry, July 13, 1861, and served

as inspector-general on Pope's staff during the

operations at New Madrid and Island No. 10.

Promoted to lieutenant-colonel, May 21, 1862,

he took command of his regiment, to the colonelcy

of which he was promoted, Mar. 29, 1863. In the

Corinth and Vicksburg campaigns he established

a reputation for able leadership and conspicuous

courage, and was appointed brigadier-general of

volunteers, Aug. 11, 1863. Desperately wounded
at Missionary Ridge, Nov. 25, 1863, he was sent

home to recover. Rejoining the army in time for

the Atlanta campaign, he acted as Sherman's in-
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spector-general until July 26, 1864, when he was

put in command of a division. In October, while

Sherman was preparing- for his march to the sea,

and Hood moved northward to cut his communi-

cations, Sherman ordered Corse to hasten to Alla-

toona Pass and hold it until the army could be

brought to its relief. Arriving in the morning

of Oct. 5, Corse found himself in command of

some 2,000 men, to defend the post against

French's division, which was closing around it.

To French's demand for an unconditional sur-

render, "to avoid a needless effusion of blood,"

Corse replied that "we are prepared for the need-

less effusion of blood whenever it is agreeable to

you." Corse says the fighting which ensued "was

of the most extraordinary character" ; French

calls the battle "one of the most sanguinary con-

flicts of the war." In spite of the loss of one-

third of his command, Corse held out, repelling

all attacks, till late afternoon, when news of the

approach of the relieving force caused French to

withdraw. Corse himself was badly wounded
and lay insensible for half an hour, but resumed

command as soon as he recovered consciousness,

and next day sent the triumphant message, "I am
short a cheekbone and one ear, but am able to

whip all hell yet." Meanwhile, Sherman had

been advancing in great anxiety, for communica-

tion had failed for several hours. During the

morning, however, a staff officer caught the

flicker of a signal flag, and spelled out the mes-

sage, "We hold out. Corse here," and in the af-

ternoon came news that the attack was repulsed.

Sherman issued a general order offering the

thanks of the army to the defenders. The hymn,

"Hold the Fort" (written by Philip P. Bliss

[q.v.]), was inspired by this fight at Allatoona,

one of the most dramatic incidents of the war.

Corse served in the march to the sea and the

Carolina campaign ; was mustered out, Apr. 30,

1866, declining an offered appointment as lieu-

tenant-colonel in the regular army ; and became
collector of internal revenue in Chicago. For

some years after, he was engaged in railroad and

bridge construction. Removing to Massachusetts,

he resumed active political work, and was chair-

man of the State Democratic Committee. As
postmaster of Boston during Cleveland's first

administration his efficient conduct of the office

made it known as the "model office of the United

States." He died at Winchester, Mass., and was
buried at Burlington. He was twice married:

first, in 1856, to Ellen Edwards Prince, and sec-

ond, in 1882, to Frances McNeil, a niece of

Franklin Pierce.

[A biography by Wm. Salter was published in Annals
of Iowa, vol. II (1895), pp. i-iq, 105-45,278-304. See
also Official Records (Army), 1 ser., vols. XXIV (pt.

2), XXX (pts. 3, 4), XXXI (pt. 2), XXXII (pt. 3),
XXXVIII (pts. 3) 4, 5). XXXIX (pts. 1, 2, 3), XLIV,
XLVII (pts. 1,2, 3) ; Battles and Leaders of the Civil

War (1887-88), IV, 322-25-] T.M.S.

CORSON, HIRAM (Nov. 6, 1828-June 15,

191 1 ), teacher, author, was born in Philadelphia,

Pa., and died in Ithaca, N. Y. Until he was fif-

teen, his education was conducted by his parents,

Joseph Dickinson and Ann Hagey Corson, and

from fifteen to twenty he attended schools in

Montgomery County, Pa. He was notably profi-

cient in mathematics and in classical languages.

When twenty-one, he went to Washington, to be-

come for a short time a reporter in the Senate,

and later for about seven years, a librarian in the

Smithsonian Institution. His associations in the

library and his marriage in Boston in 1854 to

Caroline Rollin, an erudite lady of European

education, stimulated his interest in modern lit-

eratures. From 1859 to 1865 he was an unat-

tached lecturer and private teacher in Philadel-

phia. He did not take part in the Civil War,
but at its conclusion, he published, "for the use

of the Southern freedmen," A Revised Edition

of Jandon's English Orthographical Expositor

(1866). During 1865-66 he was professor of

moral science, history, and rhetoric in Girard

College ; from 1866 to 1870, professor of rhetoric

and English literature in St. John's College, An-
napolis ; and from 1870 to 1903, when he was
made professor emeritus, he taught literature at

Cornell. In the many books which he wrote or

edited between 1863 and 1899 he dealt with most

of the great phases of English letters. His most

important writings were perhaps his critical vol-

umes, An Introduction to the Study of Robert

Browning's Poetry (1886) and An Introduction

to the Study of Shakespeare (1889), his Primer

of English Verse (1892), and, above all, his

Aims of Literary Study ( 1895 ) . Through all his

scholarly work he insisted on two things as nec-

essary for a true understanding of literature

—

a disciplined use of the human voice, and a rec-

ognition that philosophic and esthetic elements in

literature must take precedence over elements

that are wholly technical. Among his contem-

poraries, some of the teachers of literature who
considered themselves most advanced believed

apparently that his contention relative to beauty

in speech was too trivial for notice ; and his con-

tention upholding the spirit as against the tech-

nique of art was too often the object of their ridi-

cule. Championing his side of this debate firmly

—in his writings as well as in his lectures at Cor-

nell, Johns Hopkins, and elsewhere—he induced

at last, or helped to induce, a real and valuable,

if meager, shift of emphasis in the public esti-

mate of these matters. He knew many distin-
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guished people intimately, among them Walt
Whitman, whom he defended when such defense

was still dangerously irregular. One of the ear-

liest ardent admirers of Browning, he organized

numerous Browning clubs throughout America,

and in 1882 lectured before the Browning Soci-

ety of London, to the high approval of the poet

himself. He did not limit his attention purely to

letters. He was a zealous opponent of slavery;

he publicly deprecated many aspects of organized

religion (Corson, Spirit Messages, pp. 8, 99) ;

he was strenuously apprehensive of the social ef-

fects of concentrated wealth ; and as early as 1874,

he wrote for a Cornell student publication an es-

say avowing his faith in spiritualism. This faith

grew with years into a dominant passion. He re-

served a room in his house for the portraits of

people whom he had loved and who were dead,

and before each portrait he kept always an offer-

ing of flowers. It pleased him to think that dis-

embodied spirits were likely to be about him at

any moment. His book, Spirit Messages, pub-

lished posthumously in 191 1, sets forth the result

of twenty-four daily seances between himself and

a ghostly but convivial and extremely famous
group organized by his wife in 1901 soon after

her death.

[Important sources not already mentioned : H. Cor-
son, Corson Family (1906) ; Who's Who in America,
1910-11 ; TV. Y. Times, June 16, 17, 191 1 ; N. Y. Trib-
une, June 16, 191 1 ; Murray E. Poole, A Story His-
torical of Cornell Univ. with Biogs. of Distinguished
Cornellians (1916); W. T. Hewett, Cornell Univ., A
History, II (1905), pp. 36-47-] J.D.W.

CORSON, JULIET (Feb. 14, 1842-June 18,

1897), pioneer teacher of cooking, was born in

Roxbury, Mass., the daughter of Peter R. and
Mary Ann (Henderson) Corson. When she was
six years old her parents moved to New York
City. Too delicate to attend school regularly, she

spent much of the next ten years in the home of

her uncle, Dr. Alfred Upham, in whose library

she became well acquainted with Greek and Ro-
man history and classical poetry. Soon after her

mother's death, when she was eighteen years old,

she started to earn her own living. After assist-

ing in a teaching agency for a short time, she ob-

tained the post of librarian in the Working Wo-
men's Library in the New York University

building. The pay was very small and she added

to her income by writing poems and sketches for

various newspapers. She wrote a weekly article

for the New York Leader and was employed to

prepare the half-yearly index of the National

Quarterly Review, where her work so pleased

the editor that she was given a place upon the

staff of the publication. Her career as teacher of

cooking grew out of her interest in the Free

Corson

Training School for Women, which was opened
in 1873 m her own home. At first only free in-

struction in sewing was given, but the institution

proved so popular that it was soon moved to

larger quarters and the curriculum enlarged to

include bookkeeping, short-hand, and proof-read-

ing. Miss Corson saw the need for training in

cooking also and set about fitting herself to teach

that science. A chef was hired to demonstrate

to the classes while she explained the theory.

In 1876, she opened a school of her own in St.

Mark's Place, where she taught paying classes

and also gave free instruction. Her lessons at-

tracted much attention and in 1878 she was com-
missioned by John Eaton, United States Com-
missioner of Education, to prepare a circular for

the Bureau of Education on the history and man-
agement of cooking schools in Europe and the

United States. The following year he arranged

for her to lecture before the Training School for

Nurses in Washington, D. C, and later, under
his patronage, she addressed groups in many
other cities, making one trip to the Pacific coast.

Probably the first lessons in cooking given in

a public school on this continent were given by
Miss Corson in a six weeks' course to high-

school girls in Montreal in 1880. There, for the

first time, she did the cooking herself, the chef

having failed to appear, and thereafter, finding

that it appealed to her audience, she always did

her own demonstrating. While eager to increase

the general knowledge of scientific cookery, her

chief interest, always* was in teaching the women
of the poorer classes how to prepare nourishing

yet inexpensive food. With that end in view, she

published,im^yy,Fifteen Cent Dinners for Work-
ingmen's Families, and distributed 50,000 copies

free, chiefly at her own expense. Always on her

lecture tours she gave free lessons to those who
could not afford to pay for instruction. In her

Cooking Manual (1877), which ran into several

editions, she said she had endeavored to answer
the question of the hour, "How well can we live

if we are moderately poor?" (1886 edition), and

in 1887 she published Family Living on $500 a

Year. The material in this book was derived

from a series of articles on "Sanitary Living"

which appeared in Harper's Bazar, 1882-84.

Her writings received much favorable comment
and her lectures were exceedingly popular. In

1880, the French government requested her to

prepare a plan of work and list of books for use

in the schools of France. For a few months in

1890-91, she was editor of the Household Month-
ly. At the World's Columbian Exposition in Chi-

cago, she was awarded the prize for scientific

cookery and sanitary dietetics. The last years of
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her life were devoted chiefly to literary work,

most of it done in an invalid's chair. She died in

New York City and was buried in Greenwood
Cemetery.

[Alice Chittenden, "Records of a Busy Life," in

Household Mo., Feb., Mar., and Apr. 1890 ; "The New
York Cooking School," in Harper's Mag., Dec. 1879;
obituary in N. Y. Times, June 20, 1897.] B.R.

CORSON, ROBERT RODGERS (May 3,

1831-Feb. 19, 1904), merchant, humanitarian,

was born at New Hope, Pa., a descendant of Cor-

nelius Corson of Staten Island, who was born in

France but emigrated to New York with other

Huguenots and was commissioned a justice of the

peace and captain of foot (Calendar of Historical

Manuscripts in the Office of the Secretary of

State, Albany, N. Y., 1865-66). Benjamin Cor-

son, a son of Cornelius and Maritie, his wife,

moved from Staten Island to Bucks County, Pa.,

in 1726, taking with him Benjamin Corson II.

From the latter was descended Dr. Richard D.

Corson of New Hope, Bucks County, who mar-

ried Helen Stockton Johnson of Princeton, N. J.

Dr. Corson became well-known in his locality as

a medical practitioner and as an instructor of

medical students who studied under his direction

and rode with him in his medical circuits. His

son, Robert Rodgers Corson, was educated in the

local schools at New Hope and in the Tremount
Seminary at Norristown, Pa. At nineteen years

of age he went to Pottsville to learn the business

of mining and selling coal. In 1856, having leased

a coal-mine near Pottsville, he moved to Philadel-

phia and became active as a coal merchant and
shipper, operating three wharves on the Schuyl-

kill. He married Rebecca J. Foulke of Penllyn

District, who later shared his humanitarian la-

bors. They had no children. At the outbreak of

the Civil War the Union soldiers were largely

assembled at and near Philadelphia. With others,

Corson established the Union Volunteer Refresh-

ment Saloon and served as its corresponding sec-

retary. The United States government established

its military hospitals at Philadelphia, and the ac-

tivity of Corson in the visitation of the sick sol-

diers, and his ministrations to the army were of

such importance that he was commissioned State

Agent by the governors of Connecticut, Indi-

ana, Massachusetts, Maine, Wisconsin, Vermont,

New Jersey, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Del-

aware, and Maryland. The resolution of the

Rhode Island Assembly in January 1866 express-

ing thanks for his devotion to the interests of

"our soldiers," and the Massachusetts General

Order No. 13 of July 20, 1865, thanking Corson

for his "kindness in watching over the sick and
wounded soldiers from this state" are typical of

the contemporary appreciation of this work. Cor-

Cortambert

son's little volume, A Soldiers' Guide, containing

local addresses of army officials, railroad sched-

ules, etc., seems to have been his only publication.

It was distributed freely by the Committee of the

Union Volunteer Refreshment Saloon. Corson
recruited some 14,000 colored troops into the

Union service without cost to the Government.
He was a member of the Union League of Phila-

delphia from Feb. 20, 1864, to Sept. 25, 1883,

when he resigned. His interests in humanitarian

effort were extensive. He served as secretary to

the Freedmen's Relief Association, as treasurer

of the Association for the Prevention of Cruelty

to Animals, as director and treasurer of the Citi-

zens Municipal Reform Association, as inspector

for the Deaf and Dumb, for the State of Penn-
sylvania. His interest in prison reform resulted

in his appointment as inspector to the Moyamen-
sing Prison. He took an active part in the work
of the Philadelphia Society for Organizing Char-

ity, and various other Philadelphia welfare

works. In 1881 he became interested in the Luray
Caverns in Virginia. Under his management
electric lights were introduced into the caverns

and the Luray Inn was built. He later returned

to Philadelphia, where he died.

[Hiram Corson, The Corson Family (1906), pp. 22,
2 5.. 163-65 ; Who's Who in Pa., 1904 ; Frank H. Taylor,
Phila. in the Civil War (1913), pp. 207, 208, and 224;
note of death in Public Ledger (Phila.), Feb. 20, 1904.]

B.C.

CORTAMBERT, LOUIS RICHARD (1808-

Mar. 28, 1881), author, journalist, was born in

Paris, France, the son of a physician. He emi-

grated to the United States as a youth, making
St. Louis his home in the thirties, where he mar-
ried Susan, daughter of Auguste P. Chouteau
\q.v.~\, and became French vice-consul, resigning,

however, in 185 1 as a protest against the coup
d'etat. From 1855 to 1858 he edited in St. Louis

La Revue de I'Oucst, a weekly French newspaper.

He was an abolitionist, and his philosophy in

many respects resembled that of Thoreau. He
sought to duplicate Thoreau's Walden experi-

ence, but Walden near Concord and the Illinois

lowlands differed, and malaria aided in ending

Cortambert's experiment. From 1864 to 1881 he

edited in New York City Le Messager Franco-

Americain, a daily French newspaper. He wrote
numerous books in his native tongue and came to

be regarded by many as the most distinguished

writer in French in the United States. To his

Histoire Univcrselle Selon la Science Modcrne
(Paris, 1879), Henri Martin the historian wrote

a preface ; and Victor Hugo praised his Religion

du Progrcs (New York, 1884). Among his other

works are : Voyage aux Pays des Osages (Paris,

1847) ; Lcs Trois Flpoques du Catholicisme
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(Paris, 1849) ; Le Catechisme Rationaliste (St.

Louis, 1855). Jointly with F. de Tranaldos, he
wrote : Le General Grant : Esquisse Biographiqne

(New York, 1868) and L'Histoire de la Guerre
Civile Americaine (Paris, 1867). His General

Grant is an enthusiastic, laudatory biography of

Grant as a soldier. The two-volume Histoire de

la Guerre Civile Americaine was written entirely

from the Union side as far as sympathy is con-

cerned. Both books are vivid in style, the work
of an advocate rather than a historian. Cortam-
bert frequently lectured in French in New York
and in Canada. Dr. Alexander N. De Menil, a

nephew, described him as a tall, solemn, dignified

man, generally dressed in black, adding: "He
always seemed to be in a meditative mood, even

while on the streets. He was a handsome man,

but his solemnity repelled in spite of his courte-

ousness." Cortambert was the brother of Eugene
Cortambert, the noted French geographer, and
the uncle of Richard Cortambert, a promising

young author who died in his early thirties.

[Encyc. Hist. Mo., II (1901), 141-42; Encyc. of the
Hist, of St. Louis (1899), I, 489 ; Mo. Hist. Rev., Oct.
1920, pp. 82-83 ; personal letters.] W.W.

CORTHELL, ELMER LAWRENCE (Sept.

30, 1840-May 16, 1916), civil engineer, was born

in South Abington (now Whitman), Mass., the

son of James Lawrence and Mary Gurney Cor-

thell. He prepared for college at the South Ab-
ington high school and the Phillips Exeter Acad-
emy and then entered Brown University in 1859.

At the outbreak of the Civil War he enlisted as

a private in the 1st Rhode Island Artillery, serv-

ing for the period of the war. He left the army
with the rank of captain to return to Brown,
from which he was graduated in 1867, taking the

degree of M.A. a year later. He was married in

1870 to Emily Theodate Davis of Providence,

R. I. She died in 1884, and in 1900 Corthell mar-
ried Marie Kiichler of Berne, Switzerland.

In his youth it was Corthell's desire and inten-

tion to become a Baptist minister. Ill health made
it advisable, however, for him to enter a more
active profession, and he chose civil engineering.

He found employment with Samuel Barrett

Cushing, a prominent engineer of Providence,

and began what proved to be all but a half-cen-

tury's work devoted to engineering in its various

fields and on two continents. His great contribu-

tion was the improvement of transportation fa-

cilities and at the same time the reduction of

transportation costs. In 1868 he was assistant

engineer on the construction of the Hannibal &
Naples Railroad in Illinois—now a part of the

Wabash System—and a year later was engi-

neer on the location and construction of the Han-

Corthell

nibal & Missouri Railroad. In 1871 he began
his work in connection with the levees along the

Mississippi River. He was chief engineer of the

Sny Island Levee, fifty-one miles in length, and
then became assistant to James B. Eads \_q.v.~\

in the construction of the jetties at the South
Pass mouth of the river. Ill health forced him to

go north again in 1880. During his convales-

cence he wrote his History of the Jetties at the

Month of the Mississippi River (1880).
Some construction work for the New York,

West Shore & Buffalo Railroad Company was
followed, in 1884, by Corthell's association with
Eads in the promotion of the Tehuantepec Ship

Railway. In exploiting this railway he visited

various cities of the United States and exhibited

perfect working models of the railroad and a ship

being placed in its cradle on the rails. By this

time he had established himself as a consulting

engineer and was variously engaged on the con-

struction of railroads, bridges, and harbors all

over the country. He was engineer in charge of

the design and construction of the substructure

and foundation of the St. Louis Merchants'
Bridge over the Mississippi, and acted as special

consultant in charge of the terminal work in

Chicago for the Chicago, Madison & Northern
Railroad. In 1889 he examined and submitted

plans and a report on an improvement of the

harbor at Tampico, Mexico, for the Mexican
Central Railroad ; later he was chief engineer for

the construction of their jetties.

In 1891 Corthell went to Europe to study engi-

neering education as it was administered in the

leading universities and technical schools there.

This was in conjunction with his work as a trus-

tee of the University of Chicago. He also exam-
ined European railroad terminals and harbors

in order to fit himself better for solving problems

in the United States and Mexico. He revisited

Europe in 1897. The results of his investigations

were published in the Engineering Magazine and

presented in a paper which he read before the

Fiftieth Anniversary Meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science

held in Boston in 1898. In 1900 he sailed for

Buenos Aires where, for the Argentine minister

of public works, he investigated and reported on

many problems pertaining to commerce. A few

years later he was engaged on important com-
mercial works in Brazil, at Para, and in other

South American cities. He maintained his con-

sulting engineering office in New York City.

Corthell was representative for the Depart-

ment of State of the United States at the Inter-

national Engineering Congress in Brussels. It

was he who suggested and then acted as chair-
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man of the executive committee having charge of

the International Engineering Congress held

during the Columbian Exposition. He was ac-

tive in advancing the interests of the national

technical and scientific societies and his printed

papers on engineering subjects fill many vol-

umes. He had boundless enthusiasm and indus-

try, and was generous not only with advice but

with financial aid to younger members of his

profession.

[Files of the Am. Soc. of Civil Engineers ; Trans. Am.
Soc. Civil Engineers, vol. LXXXI (1917) ; Engineering
News, Feb. 3, 19 16 ; Who's Who in America, 19 16-17.]

E.Y.

CORWIN, EDWARD TANJORE (July 12,

1834-June 22, 1914), clergyman, historian, was

born in New York City, son of Edward Call-

well and Mary Ann (Shuart) Corwin. He
traced his ancestry to Matthias Corwin, an Eng-

lishman who first settled at Ipswich, Mass. (c.

1634), and subsequently moved to Southold, L. I.

On his mother's side he was related to the Dutch

founders of New York. He was graduated from

the College of the City of New York in 1853,

and from the New Brunswick Theological Semi-

nary three years later. After a year spent in

special linguistic studies he was ordained as a

minister in the Reformed Church of America

(Dutch) in 1857, and was pastor successively at

Paramus, N. J., Millstone, N. J., where he spent

twenty-five years, and Greenport, N. Y. In an

interval of seven years between the last two pas-

torates he was rector of Hertzog Hall at the Re-

formed Church Seminary at New Brunswick,

N. J. He was married on July 25, 1881 to Mary
Esther Kipp at Geneva, N. Y. In each of his

pastorates he became immediately interested in

local church and town history, an avocation that

resulted in the publication of Manual and Rec-

ord of Church of Paramus (1858), The Mill-

stone Centennial (1866), and General Ecclesi-

astical History of Columbia County, N. Y. on

Occasion of the 60th Anniversary of the Church

of Greenport, N. Y. (1896). Research in a wider

Held enabled him to bring out A Manual of the

Reformed Protestant Dutch Church in North
America (1859), a revised and enlarged Manu-
al a decade later, and two subsequent editions

(1879 and 1902). A fifth edition, published in

1922, was dedicated to his memory. When a

history of the Reformed Church, Dutch, was
desired for the American Church History Series,

Corwin was selected to write it (see Volume
VIII of the Series). These historical instincts

coupled with a genius for hard work finally re-

sulted in The Ecclesiastical Records of the State

of New York (7 vols., 1901-16). Corwin had
been commissioned in 1897 by the General Synod

of the Reformed Church to explore ecclesiastical

archives in Holland. His report of his findings

at Amsterdam and The Hague revealed so much
of historic value that the New York legislature,

in 1899, made an appropriation for the publica-

tion of the records under the general direction

of the state historian with Corwin as editor. The
Index Volume to this work, which was long

delayed, represents the painstaking activity of

Corwin's last years; he did not live to see it in

print.

[An autobiographical sketch together with a list of
Corwin's writings, in Manual of the Reformed Ch. in
America (4th ed., 1902), pp. 394-95, and a sketch writ-
ten by Corwin's son, Chas. E. Corwin, in Eccl. Records
of the State of N. Y., VII, 9-1 1, are the best sources of
information. For Corwin's research work in Holland
see Eccl. Records, vol. I (Introduction) and Report of
the General Synod's Agent on his Searches in the Eccl.
Archives of Holland, 1897-98. The Manual of the Re-
formed Ch. in America (5th ed., 1922), is dedicated to

him as the "Founder of the Manual," and has his por-
trait as a frontispiece. See also obituaries in the Chris-
tian Intelligencer, June 24 and July 1, 1914. His an-
cestry is traced in Corwin Gcncal. in the U. S. (1872),
compiled by Corwin himself.] ^ j? p_

CORWIN, THOMAS (July 29, 1794-Dec. 18,

1865), governor of Ohio, senator, secretary of

the Treasury, traced his ancestry to Matthias

Corwin who settled in Ipswich, Mass., about

1634. When Matthias Corwin, a descendant of

the first Matthias, settled at Lebanon, Ohio, in

1798, he had only $100 with which to buy a

farm, but he possessed qualities of mind and

character which brought him to the speakership

of the state Assembly, and endowed his children

with an excellent inheritance. His wife, Pa-

tience Halleck, is reputed to have been a person

of marked intellectuality. Thomas, their fifth

child, born in Bourbon County, Ky., early ex-

hibited bookish tendencies which the father did

little to encourage, less, it appears, through lack

of sympathy than through lack of means. From
his large family he selected an older son to be

educated as a lawyer, leaving Thomas to ac-

quire what learning he could by the diligent

use of a scanty leisure and his brother's books.

At twenty-one, Thomas began to read law

and in due course was admitted to the bar. In

1822 he married Sarah Ross, daughter of a

congressman, related on her mother's side to

the Randolphs of Virginia. He was elected to

the General Assembly in 1821, 1822, and 1829,

and became a supporter, in national politics, of

the Clay-Adams group, by this path passing into

the Whig party. Following Jackson's election,

Corwin's party put him forward in his home dis-

trict, a community favorable to Jackson, as its

strongest candidate for Congress, and elected

him with one-fourth more votes than his op-

ponent received. During a decade in Congress,
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a period of Democratic control, his speeches,

although infrequent, made an excellent impres-

sion. Most notable of these was his reply to

Gen. Isaac Crary (Feb. 15, 1840).

His canvass for governor in 1840 made him
famous as a campaign orator. He won by a

majority of 16,000, but was defeated in 1842,

in consequence of party strife over matters for

which he had slight responsibility, and he re-

fused renomination in 1844. He campaigned ac-

tively for Clay, however, on the Texas issue.

The Whigs lost the presidency, but, regaining

control of the Ohio legislature, sent Corwin to

the United States Senate. Here, during the

Mexican War, he reached the climax of his

career. Convinced that the war was waged for

territory, he besought Webster and Crittenden

to stand with him against further appropriations.

When they failed him, he pursued his opposi-

tion alone, delivering a powerful speech on Feb.

11, 1847, in which he denounced the war as un-

just, and with prophetic vision as well as elo-

quence predicted the sectional conflict which

would follow the acquisition of Mexican ter-

ritory. A few radicals talked of him for the

presidency, but most Whigs as well as Demo-
crats regarded such sentiments uttered in actual

time of war as traitorous. Petitions to the leg-

islature, however, demanding that his resigna-

tion be required, brought forth as a committee

report a resolution of confidence.

Taylor's death brought Fillmore to office and
Corwin to the post of secretary of the Treasury;

this he filled without distinction, retiring with

his chief in 1853. As the slavery controversy

developed, he reluctantly abandoned the Whig
party, being elected to the House in 1858 as a

Republican, although he did not wholly accept

the party program. He advocated the abolition

of slavery in the territories, but upheld the right

of each new state to decide the slavery question

for itself. After Lincoln's election, he earnest-

ly sought means of allaying the fears of the

South, and served as chairman of the House
committee of thirty-three. As minister to Mexi-
co during the critical years 1861-64, he filled

acceptably his last public office. Returning to

Washington, he opened a law office, but died

only a few months later.

Corwin's face was remarkably expressive, and
his voice, although neither deep nor powerful,

was musical and far-reaching. As a lawyer he

was brilliant rather than learned
;
politics divert-

ed his attention from profound study. A natu-

ral wit, he came to believe that fun-making had
hampered his career, but his brilliant satire sel-

dom left a sting. Though not a church member,

Cory

he was permanently influenced by the religious

atmosphere in which he was reared. His speech-

es are saturated with Biblical allusions and
quotations. His chief fault was laxity in finan-

cial affairs. He was careless in collecting fees,

and during most of his life was handicapped by
a burden of debt. After leaving the cabinet he
was impoverished by an unfortunate investment
in railway stocks. He suffered loss frequently

through becoming surety. He was much loved,

and nowhere more so than at home and by his

neighbors, for he was kind and generous.
[See E. T. Corwin, Corwin Geneal. in the U. S.

(1872); Josiah Morrow, Life and Speeches of Thos.
Corwin (1896) ; Addison Peale Russell, Thos. Corwin,
A Sketch (1882), a somewhat laudatory character study
containing valuable anecdotal material. Some side-
lights are provided by letters of Thos. Corwin to Wm.
Greene, 1 841-51, in "Selections from the Wm. Greene
Papers," ed. by L. Belle Hamlin, in Hist, and Philo-
sophical Soc. of Ohio Quart. Pub., vol. XIII (1918).
See also Speeches of Thos. Corwin with a Sketch of
his Life (1859), ed. by Isaac Strohm ; Ohio Hist, and
Philosophical Soc. Quart. Pub., vol. IX (19 14). The
Lib. of Cong, has twelve volumes of Corwin Papers
covering the years of Corwin's term as secretary of the
Treasury.] jj C. H.

CORY, CHARLES BARNEY (Jan. 31, 1857-

July 29, 1921), ornithologist and author, was,

throughout the greater part of his life, contrary

to the usual lot of scientific men, surrounded

with all the comforts and opportunities that

wealth could provide. His father was Barney
Cory, a wealthy importer of Boston, a descen-

dant of Philip Cory who settled in Rhode Island

early in the seventeenth century, and his mother

was Eliza Ann Bell of Newport, R. I. Charles

was from early youth deeply interested in all

sorts of outdoor sports, especially in hunting,

and he soon began collecting specimens of birds.

In 1876 he entered the Lawrence Scientific

School of Harvard University where he came
in contact with J. A. Allen [q.v.~\, the noted

zoologist, then curator of birds and mammals in

the Museum of Comparative Zoology. Just

before this he had joined the Nuttall Ornitho-

logical Club of Cambridge and made the ac-

quaintance of William Brewster [q.v.~\ and other

local ornithologists so that his interest in birds

was greatly stimulated and it became his chief

pastime. His college course was never com-
pleted, but for nearly forty years, beginning in

1877, he devoted his life to travel and the col-

lecting of ornithological specimens, visiting

Florida most frequently but also other parts of

America, and Europe. He published accounts

of his experiences in several volumes, such as

Southern Rambles (1881), A Naturalist in the

Magdalen Islands (1878), Hunting and Fishing

in Florida (1896). In 1878 he visited the Ba-

hamas and then concentrated his interests on the
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West Indies, becoming the recognized authority

on the birds of these islands. He published Birds

of the Bahama Islands (1880), The Birds of

Haiti and San Domingo (1885), and The Birds

of the West Indies (1889), many papers in The
Auk and the Bulletin of the Nuttall Ornitho-

logical Club, and a large folio work with colored

illustrations entitled, Beautiful and Curious

Birds of the World (1880-83).

Cory was married in 1883 to Harriet W.
Peterson of Duxbury, Mass. His home at this

time was at Hyannis, where he established a

spacious game park which he maintained as a

bird sanctuary, one of the first in the United

States. He was one of the founders of the Amer-
ican Ornithologists' Union in 1883 and later

served it as treasurer, vice-president, and presi-

dent. Upon the establishment of the Field Mu-
seum at Chicago he presented to that institu-

tion his entire collection of birds, and was made
curator of ornithology for life with no residence

obligations, an assistant caring for the collec-

tions under his direction. He was thus enabled

to continue his travels and his collecting. In

1906, when in his fiftieth year, he experienced

the crisis of his life—the loss of his entire for-

tune. He accepted a salaried position in the Mu-
seum, and the care-free roving amateur became

a hard-working professional ornithologist.

About the time of his first connection with

the Field Museum he had published a key to the

birds of eastern North America and he now pre-

pared a volume on the Birds of Illinois and Wis-

consin (1909). He next arranged for the ex-

tensive collecting of South American birds by

the field force of the museum, and the study and
identification of these specimens occupied most

of the remainder of his life. In this connection

he conceived the Birds of the Americas, a synop-

sis and synonymy of all the birds of North, Mid-
dle, and South America. He published two vol-

umes of this, his most important work (1918
and 1919), and the Museum later provided for

its completion.

Cory's interest was not confined to his orni-

thological studies. Among his other publica-

tions were Hypnotism or Mesmerism (1888) ; a

number of light opera librettos : The Corsair

(1887), The Mermaid, or The Curse of Cape
Cod (1888), A Dress Rehearsal (1891), An
Amazon King (1893) ; and a volume of short

stories, Montezuma's Castle and Other Weird
Tales (1899). His prowess in various athletic

sports was notable and he played games with

the same concentration and determination to suc-

ceed that marked his scientific work. He was
kind and generous in disposition and possessed

Cosby

of a keen sense of humor. The fortitude with
which, at middle age, he gave up all the com-
forts and associates of a luxurious life and set

about making a living for his family with no
outward show of mental suffering, illustrates bet-

ter than anything else his strength of character.

[W. H. Osgood, "In Memoriam : Chas. Barney Cory,"
The Auk, Apr. 1922, pp. 151-66 ; Who's Who in Amer-
ica, 1920-21; obituary in Chicago Tribune, July 31,
1921 ;

personal acquaintance of over thirty years.]

W. S.

COSBY, WILLIAM (c. 1690-Mar. 10,

1 735/6), colonial governor of New York and
New Jersey, was a member of an influential

Irish family. His father was Alexander Cosby
of Stradbally Hall and his mother, Elizabeth,

who died in 1692, was a daughter of Henry
L'Estrange. William Cosby became an officer in

the British army and married Grace Montagu, a

sister of the second earl of Halifax. During
Cosby's regime in New York his daughter was
wedded to Lord Augustus, son of the Duke of

Grafton. According to hostile critics this match
was due to the intrigues of Lady Cosby (Smith,

post, II, 33). Cosby was one of the placemen
who surrounded the Duke of Newcastle. Before
coming to America he had served as governor
of the Island of Minorca, but had incurred

charges of extortion (Smith, op. cit, II, 1).

Nevertheless, upon the death of Montgomerie
in 1731, Cosby secured commissions as governor
of New York and the Jerseys. Delaying, how-
ever, in order to lobby against the Sugar Act
which was hurtful to his colonies, he did not

arrive in New York until Aug. 1, 1732. Among
his first acts were to appoint his son, "Billy,"

to a sinecure as secretary of the Jerseys and to

send a live beaver to the Duchess of Newcastle
(Documents Relative to the Colonial History of

the State of New York, V, 936-37). With the

Assembly of New York he got on fairly well,

securing an act for support for five years with
additional reward for his services against the

Sugar Act. He came into collision, however,
with a group of provincial aristocrats of whom
the leaders were Chief Justice Lewis Morris
and James Alexander [qq.z'.Ji. These men foiled

Cosby's efforts to wrench from Rip Van Dam
[q.v.~\, president of the Council, one-half of the

emoluments received for conducting the admin-
istration before his arrival, and they supported

John Peter Zenger [q.r.] in establishing the

New York Weekly Journal to assail Cosby.

The Governor struck back in the famous libel

suit but met humiliating defeat when Zenger was
acquitted. About a year later Cosby died after

a long illness. As governor of the Jerseys he

avoided serious trouble. He was the last gover-
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nor of the united provinces, as after his death

New Jersey was given a separate executive.

Cosby's correspondence shows him to have been

devoid of statesmanship, seeking- money and pre-

ferment. He was accused of violence and profan-

ity, and ranks with Fletcher and Cornbury
[qq.v.], among New York's most unenlightened

royal governors. His point of view appears in

his oft-quoted letter to Newcastle : "I am sorry

to inform your Grace, that ye example and spirit

of the Boston people begins to spread among
these colonys in a most prodigious manner. I

had more trouble to manage these people than

I could have imagined" (Ibid., V, 937).

[For Cosby's public career the chief sources are the
Docs. Relative to the Colonial Hist, of the State of
N. y. and the N. J. Archives. Wm. Smith, Hist, of the
Late Province of N. Y. (2 vols., 1830), gives an in-

teresting but partisan account. The best recent study
is Herbert L. Osgood, Am. Colonies in the Eighteenth
Century (1924), II, ch. V. See also P. W. Chandler,
Am. Criminal Trials (2 vols., 1841—44) ; Livingston
Rutherford, John Peter Zenger, His Press, His Trial,

etc. (1904) ; J. B. Burke, Geneal. and Heraldic Hist,

of the Landed Gentry of Ireland (1912).] E. P. T.

COSTANSO, MIGUEL (fl. 1769-1811), Span-
ish cosmographer and army engineer, was the

ensign (alferez) of engineers sent under Gov.

Gaspar de Portola to make astronomical obser-

vations when Jose de Galvez, visitor general of

New Spain, and his coadjutor Francisco de

Croix the viceroy, decided to send, in 1769, a

"Holy Expedition" to occupy Alta California.

Costanso sailed from La Paz, Baja California,

on Jan. 10, 1769, on the paquebot San Carlos,

reaching the port of San Diego, Alta California,

on Apr. 29 or 30, after no terrible days at sea.

On July 14 he was a member of Portola's famous

party which set out by land to find Sebastian

Vizcaino's noteworthy port of Monterey, upon
which a fort was to be built. On this expedition

Costanso and Father Juan Crespi [q.v.~\ took

observations of the latitudes, usually with fair

agreement; they also participated in bestowal

of place names along the coast, many of which

survive in use. Costanso returned to Mexico in

July 1770. He was the author of the first book

which concerned Alta California exclusively,

his Diario historico de los viages de mar y
tierra hechos at norte de la California, finished

at Mexico Oct. 24, 1770, and printed there before

1771. It contains the complete account of Por-

tola's first expedition promised in the preceding

brief pamphlet, the Extracto de noticias del

Puerto de Monterey, of which two editions were
printed at Mexico. The Diario historico was
preceded by Costanso's fuller Diario del viage

de tierra hecho al norte de la California, finished

at San Diego, Cal., Feb. 7, 1770, manuscript

Cotton

copies of which are in the Sutro Library and
Archivo Nacional, Mexico City (Historia, tomo
396).

Costanso thus made three major contributions

to the literature of the Spanish conquest of Cali-

fornia; they are full of reasonable scientific

accuracy, competent personal experience, and
humane observations on the country and the

natives. The author's name appears again in

connection with this territory when in 1772 he
was consulted as an expert on the feasibility of

the plan proposed by Juan B. Anza [q.v.] to

connect Sonora and Alta California by a land
route; his affirmative advice contributed to the

success of Anza in the founding of San Fran-
cisco in 1776. Again in 1794-95 the engineer's

opinion was called for when the problem came
up of defending the coast from European ene-
mies. He also served as consulting engineer in

affairs concerning the drainage of Mexico City
through the Huehuetoca Canal, in the fortifica-

tion of Vera Cruz, and in the matter of the mili-

tary judgment on Intendant Riaiio's strategy in

opposing Miguel Hidalgo's attack on Guana-
juato in 181 1.

[The Diario historico was translated by Wm. Rever-
ley, and printed in English by A. Dalrymple, London,
1790, from a MS. obtained from Dr. Wm. Robertson
the historian. It appeared again, edited by C. F. Lum-
mis, in The Land of Sunshine (Los Angeles) June and
July issues, 1901. .The Spanish text with English
translation appeared in the Acad, of Pacific Coast Hist.
Pubs., vol. I, no. 4, Mar. 1910. There is a manuscript
copy in the Sutro Library, San Francisco. The Diario
del viage de tierra was published as Acad, of Pacific
Coast Hist. Pubs., vol. II, no. 4, Aug. 191 1, and was
there accompanied by a reproduction of Costanso's map
of the California coast from Cape Blanco to Cabo de
Corrientes on the Mexican coast ; the map was drawn
in Mexico in 1770 and printed in Madrid in 1771. Our
chief knowledge of Costanso is gleaned from his writ-
ings already mentioned ; Father Francisco Palou men-
tions him frequently in his Noticias de la Nueva Cal.,
as published by the Cal. Hist. Soc. with an introduction
by John T. Doyle (4 vols., 1874) and more recently
by H. E. Bolton, Hist. Memoirs of New Cal. (4 vols.,

1926). There is frequent mention of Costanso in

Crespi's letters, as edited by Bolton in Fray Juan
Crespi (1927).] H. I. P.

COTTON, JOHN (Dec. 4, 1584-Dec. 23,

1652), Puritan clergyman, author, was born at

Derby, Derbyshire, England. His father, Ro-
land Cotton, was a lawyer and a strenuous Chris-

tian, and his mother is also said to have been

an extremely religious woman. Little is known
of his childhood until he became a student of

Trinity College, Cambridge, in his thirteenth

year. He received the degree of A.B. in 1603

and that of A.M. in 1606. He had a strong in-

clination for the life of a scholar and was as-

sisted financially by his father who seems to

have been well-to-do. The young student was
particularly proficient in Hebrew and in an
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examination based mainly on that language won
a fellowship at Emmanuel College, which had

been founded by a Puritan and was the most in-

clined to Puritanism of all those in Cambridge,

the university at that time being strongly Puri-

tan in tone. Cotton remained at Emmanuel for

six years, became head lecturer and dean and

preached occasionally with great effect at St.

Mary's Church. It was during these years at

Emmanuel that he experienced his first genuine

religious awakening. On July 13, 1610, he was
ordained deacon and priest at Lincoln, and in

1613 he received the degree of B.D.

His learning and his ability in preaching had

already attracted attention, and on June 24,

1612, when only twenty-seven years old, he was
chosen vicar of the large and beautiful parish

church of St. Botolph's at the seaport of Boston

in Lincolnshire. Cotton Mather tells the odd

story that the city council was tied in the election

and that Cotton received the appointment only

by the mayor's twice casting his vote in favor

of him by mistake. The appointment had to be

approved by the bishop of the diocese, and it

appears that his approval was secured by bribery,

although there is no evidence that Cotton had

any direct hand in or even knowledge of this

transaction (Whiting in Young's Chronicles, p.

423). He had been only a few years at St. Bo-

tolph's when he began to alter the liturgy by

omitting certain forms and ceremonies in ac-

cord with Puritan belief and practise. His first

change in this direction seems to have been made
about 1615. Although there is good evidence

that he was beloved by his parishioners, he ap-

pears to have carried only a part, possibly a

minority, of his congregation with him in gradu-

ally abandoning the practises of the Church of

England for the simpler Puritan form of wor-

ship. As was often done in such cases, an as-

sistant was appointed who held services accord-

ing to the old forms while Cotton was left free

to follow his more Puritanical ideas.

Within three or four years he was in trouble

with the ecclesiastical authorities, but no action

was taken and throughout almost the entire

twenty years that he spent at Boston he was
treated with great leniency and consideration by
his bishop. It was even said by one of his

friends that King James himself had ordered

that he should not be molested for his non-con-

formity (Ibid., p. 426). An incident in 1621,

when some unruly Puritans broke all the beauti-

ful stained glass in the church and defaced the

monuments and carving, does not seem to have

led to anything else, and there is nothing to con-

nect Cotton himself with the outrage. In 1632,
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however, Cotton was summoned to appear be-

fore the Court of High Commission, and, al-

though the summons was not served, he fled to

London, where he was befriended by John
Davenport [9.7'.]. From there he resigned his

charge in a letter to the Bishop of Lincoln,

dated May 7, 1633.

Cotton had already been interested in Massa-
chusetts, having been a friend of John Winthrop
[q.v.~\, and having journeyed from Boston to

Southampton to preach the farewell sermon
when Winthrop and his party sailed. In July

1633 he embarked for America on board the

Griffin with his wife, Thomas Hooker, Edmund
Quincy, John Haynes, and others who later be-

came prominent in New England. On the voy-

age his first son was born and named Seaborn.

He landed at Boston on Sept. 4 and on Oct. 10

was chosen teacher of the church there, a post

he occupied until his death. He at once became

a leading figure on the small stage of the colony's

public life, taking an active interest in its politi-

cal as well as religious affairs. Indeed, in the

New England theocracy the two were almost

identical. So much weight did his opinion carry

that it was said that whatever he pronounced in

the pulpit soon became either the law of the land

or the practise of the church. In one case, how-
ever, his influence happily failed and the Ab-
stract of the Lawes of New England which he

drew up for the General Court in 1636 was re-

jected by that body in favor of a less drastically

Mosaic code.

In the constant disputes which characterized

the life of the colony Cotton naturally took a

leading part. It is impossible here to attempt

to treat of the Antinomian controversy which for

several years shook the colony to its foundations,

ending in the excommunication and banishment

of its protagonist, Mrs. Anne Hutchinson \_q.v.],

in 1638. All of the participants, as C. F. Adams
has said, were "lost in a thick fog of indefinable

ideas and meaningless phrases" but of the im-

portance of the controversy in the life of the

colony there can be no doubt. Cotton at first

took the side of the defendant but when he found

himself practically alone among the leaders in

his attitude he went over to the side of the perse-

cutors. However honest his opinion may have

been, from that time on he became more narrow

and bitter in his views.

His two controversies with Roger Williams

brought forth many pamphlets on both sides.

The first of these disputes had to do with the

question of church membership, Williams tak-

ing the ground that only those who definitely

renounced the Church of England should be
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members of the church in New England, Cot-

ton taking the opposite and more liberal stand.

In the second controversy Williams maintained

that magistrates should have no power over

men's souls, Cotton claiming that their authority

should extend to the religious as well as to the

secular affairs of the citizens.

Cotton was a man of indefatigable industry.

He is said to have remarked that twelve hours

should make a scholar's day, and what his church

services meant to him and his congregation in

mental strain may be inferred from the fact that

he sometimes consumed six hours in praying and

preaching. In addition he was a voluminous

writer. His catechism called Milk for Babes

(1646) was for long the standard work on which

New England children were brought up. He
also wrote, besides his controversial pamphlets,

many works on prayer, church music, and, most

important of all, his works on the theory and

methods of Congregationalism as practised in

New England. The most widely read of these

treatises was The Way of the Churches of Christ

in New England (1645), although perhaps The
Keyes of the Kingdom of Heaven (1644) was
not less important. In 1648 he answered the

opponents of these volumes in The Way of the

Congregational Churches Cleared. As one of

the foremost defenders of Congregationalism it

was suggested that he attend the Westminster

Assembly in England in 1643 but he did not go.

By 1646 he had become the Congregational lead-

er in New England and was one of the three

ministers chosen by the Cambridge Synod to

frame a model of church government, although

his plan was not the one finally adopted.

Cotton was undoubtedly one of the ablest and

most influential men of his day in Massachu-

setts, of much natural sweetness of disposition

and a scholar by temperament. Yet in studying

his career in America it is difficult to avoid the

conclusion that he was more and more warped
from his own nature by the unconscious desire

to retain his prestige and influence in the nar-

row and bigoted environment in which he had

become great. As he advanced in his career he

became more and more reactionary. A non-

conformist himself in England, he came in later

life, like most of the Massachusetts leaders, to

uphold staunchly the power of the civil magis-

trate over the conscience of citizens and was
willing to grant the state power of life and death

in order to bring about conformity. "Better,"

he said, "a dead soule be dead in body, as well

as in Spirit, than to live, and be lively in the

flesh, to murder many precious soules by the

Magistrates Indulgence." Like Winthrop, he

had no faith in the common man and advocated

a strong government by the few. "Democracy,"
he wrote, "I do not conceyve that ever God did

ordeyne as a fitt government eyther for church
or commonwealth."

Cotton labored to the end of his life. In the

autumn of 1652 he caught a heavy cold while

preaching to the students of Harvard and this

developed into serious trouble with the respira-

tory organs. He preached in his church for the

last time on Nov. 21 and died on Dec. 23. He
was married twice: first, on July 3, 1613, at

Balsham, Cambridgeshire, England, to Elizabeth

Horrocks who died some time after Oct. 2, 1630;
second, on Apr. 25, 1632, to Sarah (Hawkridge)
Story, widow of William Story, who survived

him and married the Rev. Richard Mather [q.v.],

whom she also survived. Of Cotton's six chil-

dren by his second wife, his daughter Maria
married Increase Mather [q.v.], and became
the mother of Cotton Mather \_q.v.~\.

[Perhaps the best brief life of Cotton is that by Wil-
liston Walker in his Ten New England Leaders (1901),
which has many references to source material. The
contemporary life by Samuel Whiting may be found
in Alexander Young's Chronicles of Mass. Bay (1846).
Young also prints a letter of Cotton to his wife, his
letter of resignation to his bishop, and his "Reasons
for his Removal to New England." John Norton also
wrote a contemporary life under the title Abel Being
Dead, Yet Spcakcth (1658) which was reprinted with
notes by Enoch Pond (1834). Cotton's grandson, Cot-
ton Mather, also wrote an account of him (first pub-
lished in 1695) in his Magnolia Christi Americani
(1702; but see edition of 1853, vol. I). There is a
modern estimate of Cotton by Wm. G. Brooks in the
New Eng. Mag., for Feb. 1887. For his comparatively
little-known farewell visit to Winthrop at Southampton
see Proc. Mass. Hist. Soc., 3 ser., I, 1 01-15. The
pamphlets in the Williams controversies may be found
in the volumes of the Narragansett Club Pubs., vols.

I—IV (1866—70). The Antinomian controversy may
best be studied in C. F. Adams, Three Episodes in Mass.
Hist. (2 vols., 1892) and Antinomianism in the Colony
of Mass. Bay (Prince Soc, 1894). The Abstract of the
Lawes of New Eng. has been reprinted many times and
may be found in Force's Tracts. Nicholas Hoppin's
articles in the Church Monthly, vols. IV and V (1862-
63) should be consulted for Cotton's earlier life in

England. Julius H. Tuttle has prepared a bibliography
of Cotton's writings in Bibliographical Essays ; a Trib-
ute to Wilberforce Eames (1924). J. and J. A. Venn,
Alumni Cantabrigienses (1922) gives dates of baptism,
degrees, and ordination.] J.T. A.

COTTRELL, CALVERT BYRON (Aug. 10,

1821-June 12, 1893), inventor, manufacturer,

born in Westerly, R. I., the home of the Cottrell

family for many generations, was the son of

Lebbeus and Lydia (Maxson) Cottrell. He had

the regular education afforded by the local

schools and at the age of nineteen began his ap-

prenticeship as a machinist in Phenix, R. I., in

the shops of Levalley, Lanphear & Company.

Here he remained for fifteen years, most of the

time as an employing contractor. While so en-

gaged he made many improvements in machine
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tools and machinery and saved enough money
to start a business of his own. In 1855 he formed

a partnership with Nathan Babcock, a skilled

mechanic, and rented a shop from the Pawcatuck

Manufacturing Company in Westerly. Cottrell

& Babcock had intended doing a general ma-
chinist's trade but the Pawcatuck Company had

just purchased the rights to manufacture a pat-

ent oscillating printing-press and prevailed upon
the new firm to manufacture this. Press manu-
facture, however, did not engage their whole

time until 1868. In that year it was made the

predominating feature, and thenceforward Cot-

trell's inventive genius began to show itself.

Among the first of his press improvements was
the air spring for reversing the bed of a press,

which lessened the jar and permitted greater

printing speeds and hence increased the capac-

ity of a press. He was the first to apply tapeless

sheet delivery to the drum cylinder press. He
invented and introduced hinged roller frames

and devised an attachment for controlling the

momentum of the cylinder. After a brief peri-

od of minor but valuable inventions, he intro-

duced front sheet delivery which permitted dis-

pensing with both tapes and fly, delivering the

sheets of paper to the cylinder, front side up,

and at the front end of the press. He also in-

vented a rotary color printing-press, feeding

from a roll of paper and printing in three colors

300,000 labels a day. Probably his most valuable

invention was the shifting tympan for a web
perfecting press. This prevented offset on the

second cylinder and enabled a press which had

heretofore been capable of printing only the

ordinary newspaper to execute the finest class

of illustrated printing. The invention contribut-

ed much to making the five and ten cent maga-
zines possible. During his life Cottrell received

over a hundred patents in the United States and

Europe, the first one having been obtained in

1858. Cottrell & Babcock continued in business

until 1880 when Babcock retired, Cottrell con-

tinuing, however, with the aid of his three sons.

Just a year before he died, the business was in-

corporated with a capitalization of $800,000 as

C. B. Cottrell & Sons Company. In the early

days of his business, Cottrell traveled a great

deal among the trade, and he was known widely

for his quick but accurate judgment, geniality,

and sincerity. On May 4, 1849 he married Lydia

W. Perkins, a descendant of John Perkins of

Ipswich who came from England in 1632. Cot-

trell died in Westerly survived by his widow
and five children.

[Am. Diet, of Printing and Bookmaking (1894), ed.

by W. W. Pasko
; J. L. Ringwalt, Am. Encyc. of Print-

ing (187 1 ) ; W. Kaempffert, Popular Hist, of Am. In-

vention (2 vols., 1924); Am. Bookmaker, July 1893;
Providence Jour., June 13, 1893 ; correspondence with
C. B. Cottrell & Sons Co.] C. W. M.

COUCH, DARIUS NASH (July 23, 1822-

Feb. 12, 1897), Union general, was born on a

farm in the town of Southeast, Putnam County,

N. Y., to which place his father, Jonathan Couch,

had removed from Redding, Conn. His grand-

father, Thomas Couch, came to Redding from

Fairfield, Conn., where the family had been long

established ; he served under Montgomery at

Quebec (C. B. Todd, History of Redding, Conn.,

1906). Couch entered West Point in 1842, and
graduated in 1846, in the class with McClellan,

Stonewall Jackson, and Reno. The last-named,

afterward killed at South Mountain, was his

room-mate for three years. Couch was commis-
sioned in the 4th Artillery and sent to Mexico,

where he was present at the battle of Buena Vista.

Promoted to first lieutenant, Dec. 4, 1847, he

served until Apr. 30, 1855, chiefly at stations on

the Atlantic coast, and then resigned his commis-
sion. While on leave of absence in 1853-54 he

made an expedition into northern Mexico, col-

lecting zoological specimens, and was then for a

time on duty with the Smithsonian Institution.

He had married Mary Caroline Crocker, Aug. 31,

1854, and after his resignation entered the em-
ployment of the Taunton (Mass.) Copper Com-
pany, conducted by the Crocker brothers. He
entered the volunteer service, June 15, 1861, as

colonel of the 7th Massachusetts Infantry, which
arrived in Washington July 13, and camped on

the Kalorama estate. Couch remained with it

only a few weeks, being assigned to the command
of a brigade and appointed brigadier-general of

volunteers with his commission antedated to May
17. He commanded a division in the Peninsular

campaign with high ability, especially distin-

guishing himself at the battle of Fair Oaks, al-

though always handicapped by ill health. "Dur-
ing the Rebellion," he says, "my well days were
few in consequence of disease contracted during

the Mexican War" (unpublished letter). For
this reason he offered his resignation in July

1862, but McClellan did not forward it, and he

was appointed major-general of volunteers. He
commanded his division at Antietam, and the

2nd Corps at Fredericksburg and Chancellors-

ville. Profound distrust of Hooker's capacity

was aroused in him by the plan of the Chancel-

lorsville campaign. He wrote of Hooker: "It

hardly seemed possible that a sane General could

have talked in this manner" (Ibid.). The issue

of the battle confirmed his opinion, and he asked

to be relieved from duty with the Army of the

Potomac. He was therefore assigned to command
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in Pennsylvania, where he turned out the militia

to assist in the Gettysburg campaign, kept order

in the coal-mining districts, and opposed, though

unsuccessfully, the raid on Chambersburg. He
was in charge of the ceremonies at the consecra-

tion of the national cemetery at Gettysburg. Late

in 1864, he was assigned to a division of the 23rd

Corps and joined in time to command it at the

battle of Nashville, where his horse was shot

under him. After taking part in the Carolina

campaign, he resigned, May 26, 1865. He was
Democratic candidate for governor of Massa-
chusetts in that year, but was not elected. For a

short time he was collector of the port of Boston,

under a recess appointment, and then became
president of a Virginia mining and manufactur-

ing company. After 1870 he lived in Norwalk,

Conn. He was quartermaster-general of Con-
necticut for two years, and adjutant-general of

the state for two years. He died at Norwalk and
was buried at Taunton.

[G. W. Cullum, Biog. Reg. (3rd ed., 1891), Bull. Ass.
Grads. Mil. Acad., 1897, PP- 53~62 ; Official Records
{Army), 1 ser., vols. XI (pts. 1, 2, 3), XII (pt. 3), XIX
(pts. i, 2), XXI, XXV (pts. i, 2), XXVII (pts. i, 2, 3),
XXIX (pt. 2), XXXVII (pts. 1, 2), XLIII (pts. i, 2),
XLV (pts. 1, 2), XLVII (pts. 1, 2, 3), LI (pt. 1); 3
ser., vols. Ill, IV; C. M. Selleck, Norwalk (1896), pp.
99-101 ; unpublished records in the War Dept.]

T.M.S.

COUDERT, FREDERIC RENE (Mar. t,

1832-Dec. 20, 1903), lawyer, was born in New
York City, the eldest son of Charles Coudert and

Jeanne Clarisse du Champ. The father was a na-

tive of Bordeaux, France, and was an army offi-

cer under Napoleon I. After the restoration, he

became allied with Lafayette in a plot to place the

Duke of Reichstadt on the throne. He was sen-

tenced to death, escaped, and returned to France

two years later ; but was again forced to flee, and

reached the United States in 1824. Here he set

up a school which became widely known, in which

his son, Frederic, was prepared for college. The
latter entered Columbia College at the age of

fourteen, and was graduated with honors in 1850.

While in college, he gave Spanish and French les-

sons to a large class of boys. He studied law in

the offices of Edward Curtis and Edward Sand-

ford, contributing to his own support meanwhile

by writing for the press, particularly for Porter's

Spirit of the Times, the leading sporting jour-

nal of the period. In 1853, he was admitted to

the New York bar, and with his two brothers,

Charles and Louis Leonce, formed a law part-

nership. He married Elizabeth McCredy.
Throughout his life, Coudert was interested in

politics as an independent Democrat, but he con-

sistently declined office. He believed it to be "the

duty of every citizen to become, at some time or

other, and to some extent, an active factor in the

working of the governmental machinery," but he

thought that this might be "more effectually done

by those who ask no reward from the powers
that be, and no salary from the public treasury."

He exemplified this text in his own life by ac-

cepting the presidency of the Young Men's Dem-
ocratic Club, and of the Manhattan Club. In the

presidential campaign of 1876 he was active in

support of Tilden, and was one of a committee

of citizens who visited New Orleans to influence

the Returning Board to render a fair count in

Louisiana. In 1892, he successfully led that

branch of his party in New York which insisted

on the renomination of Cleveland for president.

Coudert's interests were broad. He served as

commissioner of public schools of New York City

in 1883-84, was president of the Columbia Uni-

versity Alumni Association, and from 1890 until

1901, a trustee of the University. He was devoted

to the interests of the Roman Catholic Church

;

in 1873, gave a series of addresses under the aus-

pices of the Catholic Union ; was president of the

United States Catholic Historical Society; and

for many years aided in the management of the

St. Vincent de Paul Orphan Asylum. He was
an ardent admirer of France and the French;

was president of the French Benevolent Society,

and gave the address to the French Delegates, at

the presentation of the Statue of Liberty in June

1885.

As a lawyer, Coudert held high place for forty

years. In the judgment of his colleagues, he was
sound and learned. He was elected seventh pres-

ident of the Association of the Bar of the City

of New York, and was offered, but declined to ac-

cept, appointments to the New York court of

appeals and to the United States Supreme Court.

In 1893 he successfully led the protest against the

elevation of Judge Maynard to the New York
court of appeals. His practise included a wide

range of cases, civil, commercial, criminal ; and

he demonstrated his practical business capacity

as government director (1884-87) and govern-

ment receiver (1892-98) of the Union Pacific

Railroad. His greatest achievements, however,

were in international law, public and private.

Initiated into this field as associate to Reverdy

Johnson in the Civil War blockading cases, he

eventually became counsel in the United States

to the French, Italian, and Spanish governments.

His firm had foreign branches and handled a

large volume of patent, trade-mark, and extradi-

tion cases. He was a delegate of the New York

Chamber of Commerce to the Antwerp confer-

ence called to revise the rules of general average,

and in 1880 was a member of the International
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Conference at Berne, for codification of the law

of nations. He was one of the American counsel

in the Bering- Sea Fur Seal arbitration in 1893-

95, and in 1896 was appointed by President Cleve-

land a member of the commission to investigate

and report on the Venezuelan boundary dispute.

Coudert had great natural gifts as an advocate,

an intuitive insight, power of clear statement,

and originality in presentation of arguments. He
possessed a withering power of sarcasm, was
easily moved, and "took refuge from pathos by

unexpected transitions to humor."
[See Frederic R. Coudert, Addresses: Historical-

Political-Sociological (1905), with an Introductory
Note by Paul Fuller ; memorial by Judge Edward Pat-

terson in Report Asso. of the Bar of the City of N. Y.

(1905) ; Paul Fuller in U. S. Cath. Hist. Soc, Hist.

Records and Studies, vol. Ill (Dec. 1904) ;
D. McAdam

and others, Hist, of the Bench and Bar of N. Y. (1899),
II, 102-04; N. Y. Times, Dec. 21, 1903] F.C.H.

COUES, ELLIOTT (Sept. 9, 1842-Dec. 25,

1899), ornithologist, was born in Portsmouth,

N. H., the son of Samuel Elliott Coues, a man of

literary and humanitarian interests, and of Char-

lotte Haven Ladd, a descendant of John Mason,

the original grantee of New Hampshire. He was

descended from Peter Coues, a native of the isl-

and of Jersey, who about 1735 settled in Ports-

mouth. In 1853, when Elliott was but eleven

years of age, his family moved to Washington

where the father had secured a position in the

Patent Office. The son attended Gonzaga Semi-

nary and Columbian College (now George Wash-
ington University) where he received the degrees

of A.B. (1861) and M.D. (1863). During the

Civil War he enlisted (1862) in the United States

Army as a medical cadet and was appointed as-

sistant surgeon in 1864, a position which he re-

tained until his resignation in 1881. In boyhood

Coues had shown a marked interest in the study

of birds, and his removal to Washington, where

he met many naturalists at the Smithsonian In-

stitution, had increased this interest until it be-

came absorbing. His first paper, A Monograph

of the Tringcce, published at the age of nineteen,

was typical of him. Instead of beginning with

some amateurish note on a rare bird seen, or upon

some field trip, he wrote a technical treatise of

which any ornithologist in America might well

have been proud, exhibiting not only knowledge

of the subject but remarkable facility of expres-

sion. There followed at short intervals a long

series of papers, notes, and reviews covering the

whole field of ornithology but dealing with the

birds of North America. These appeared in the

American Naturalist, the Bulletin of the Nuttall

Ornithological Club, the Auk, and the Proceed-

ings of various societies. Coues's assignments in

the army took him to various outposts in the West

at a time when it was as yet little affected by civ-

ilization. He was stationed at Fort Whipple,

Ariz., in 1864; at Fort Macon, N. C, in 1869-

70 ; at Fort Randall, Dakota, in 1873 ; and he was
appointed naturalist and secretary of the United

States Northern Boundary Commission, 1873-

76. Wherever he was located he made collections,

discovering a number of hitherto unknown bird

species and securing a vast amount of informa-

tion for later publications. Realizing that the ex-

ploration of the West had so increased the knowl-

edge of its ornithology as to render all general

works on the subject out of date, he conceived

and published, in 1872, his famous Key to North
American Birds which ran through five editions,

the last appearing in 1903, several years after his

death. A preface to the work covered the history

of ornithology and the elements of field and gen-

eral ornithology, including in small compass the

most astonishing amount of ornithological infor-

mation and illustrating once more the author's

remarkable ability to write forcibly and tersely.

In 1874 he published his Birds of the Northwest,

one of the most important works on the bird life

of the north central portion of the country. Then
came the classic Birds of the Colorado Valley

(1878) containing some of the finest bird biog-

raphies that have ever appeared, as well as some
beautiful examples of English prose writing.

Unfortunately this work was never completed,

but an appendix containing a bibliography of

North American Ornithology from 1612 to 1877
is as notable in its way as the text itself. This

was a part of a Universal Ornithological Bibli-

ography upon which Coues had spent years of

work in the large scientific libraries of the coun-

try. He also turned his attention to North Amer-
ican Mammals, publishing a notable volume on
the Fur Bearing Animals (1877), a monograph
of the North American Mustelidae, and later five

monographs of Rodentia to accompany others by

J. A. Allen, the whole forming the bulky fourth

volume of the Hayden Survey. He occupied the

chair of anatomy in Columbia University, 1877-

86. He became secretary and naturalist of the

Geological and Geographic Survey of the Terri-

tories under F. V. Hayden in 1880, and wrote
many important ornithological papers which ap-

peared in the Bulletin of the Survey. He was
one of the founders of the American Ornitholo-

gists' Union, in 1883, and served later as vice-

president and president, acting also as associate

editor of its publications, the Bulletin of the Nut-
tall Ornithological Club and its successor, the

Auk. He was one of the committee of the Union
which prepared the original edition of the Check

List of North American Birds (1886), and the
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Code of Nomenclature by which it was governed.

From 1884 to 1891 he became a contributor to

The Century Dictionary covering the subjects of

general zoology, biology, and comparative anat-

omy, and supplying upwards of 40,000 defini-

tions. The ornithological portion has well been

termsd an "encyclopedia of ornithology."

During the eighties he devoted much time and
attention to the subject of psychical research. In

1884, on a visit to Europe, he met Henry Steel

Olcott and Mme. Helena Blavatsky [qq.v.~\ and

became an ardent theosophist. He soon founded

the Gnostic Branch of the Theosophical Society

in Washington, D. C, and was elected president

of the American Board of Control of the Theo-

sophical Society; he was also active in the for-

mation of the American Society for Psychical

Research. He brought out an American edition

of Olcott's Buddhist Catechism and edited Robert

Dodsley's True and Complete Economy of Hu-
man Life, adding the sub-title "Based on the Sys-

tem of Theosophical Ethics." But his ambition to

become head of the entire theosophical movement
in America, as well as his skepticism in regard to

Mahatmic messages, brought him in May 1888

into conflict with William Quan Judge [_q.v.] and

eventually into conflict with the whole society.

As late as Dec. 25, 1888, he could still write to

Mme. Blavatsky as "the greatest woman of this

age, who is born to redeem her times," and, in-

deed, on Apr. 16 and 17, reiterated his devotion,

but less than a month later, after his failure to

be elected president of the American Section, he

denounced the Society as "Mme. Blavatsky's

famous hoax" (Religio-Philosophical Journal,

May 11 ). On June 22 he was formally expelled.

An injudicious interview given to the New York
Sun a year later (Sun, July 20, 1890) in which

he assailed the characters of Mme. Blavatsky

and of Judge, led to a libel suit terminated by the

Sun's abject apology on Sept. 26, 1892, which

stated that the charges of Coues were "not sus-

tained by evidence and should not have been

printed" (for a detailed, if partisan, account of

these episodes, see The Theosophical Movement,

1925, chs. 12-14).

Coues finally turned his attention to the editing

of various works on early travel in the West. In

turn there appeared History of the Expedition of

Lewis and Clark (1893), Expeditions of Zebu-

Ion Montgomery Pike (1895), Journals of Alex-

ander Henry and David Thompson ( 1897) , Jour-

nal of Major Jacob Fowler ( 1898), Forty Years

a Fur Trader on the Upper Missouri by Charles

Larpenteur (1898), and Diary of Francisco

Garces (1900), fifteen volumes in all, and, with

the exception of the Lewis and Clark and Pike

Couldock

volumes, consisting of hitherto unpublished mat-
ter. All contained copious annotations by the

editor. While he was on an arduous journey
through New Mexico and Arizona in search of

information for the last of the above works
Coues's hitherto robust health gave way and a
complication of maladies resulted in his death.

He was married twice: on May 3, 1867, to Jane
Augusta McKenney; and, on Oct. 25, 1887, to

Mrs. Mary Emily Bates who survived him.
[D. G. Elliott, "In Memoriam : Elliott Coues," Auk,

vol. XVIII, no. 1 (Jan. 1901) ; Nat. Acad. Sci., "Bio-
graphical Memoir of Elliott Coues," J. A. Allen, VI,
397-446 (June 1909); personal acquaintance.] W. S.

COULDOCK, CHARLES WALTER (Apr.

26, 1815-Nov. 27, 1898), actor, was born in Long
Acre, London, the son of a compositor who died

when the boy was four years old. His mother re-

marrying, the boy was taken into the carpenter

shop of his stepfather. He attended the London
High School, and continued his education by
going to evening school, while he worked at vari-

ous trades during the day. When he was sixteen

he saw Macready play Werner, and from that

time on he was determined to be an actor. The
realization of this desire, however, was delayed

by the opposition Of his grandmother. When she

died, young Couldock turned to the stage at the

age of twenty-one. He obtained his training by

speaking in an elocution class, by acting with a

company of strolling players at Farnham in Sur-

rey, and by playing in stock companies at Graves-

end, Bath, Southampton, and Edinburgh, ardu-

ous work that kept the young actor up many
nights studying new parts. Later he was engaged

to play leading roles at Birmingham, appearing

on Dec. 26, 1845, as Sir Giles Overreach in A
New Way to Pay Old Debts. He remained as

leading man at the Theatre Royal in Birming-

ham and at the Theatre Royal in Liverpool for

four years, acting with all the stars of the day,

Macready, John Vandenhoff , Charles Kean, Ma-
dame Vestris, Buckstone, Webster, Ellen Tree,

Madame Celeste, Charles Mathews, Fanny Kem-
ble, and many others, including the American
actress Charlotte Cushman, with whom he came

to America.

In America Couldock's ability was recognized

at once. He appeared on Oct. 8, 1849, a* the old

Broadway Theatre playing the title role in The
Stranger to Charlotte Cushman's Mrs. Haller.

He made a brief tour with her company, after

which he remained for four seasons at the Wal-
nut Street Theatre in Philadelphia as leading

man. During his first engagement in America

Couldock played Othello, Macbeth, King Lear,

Iago, Hamlet, Cardinal Wolsey, Jacques, St.

Pierre, Master Waller, Duke Aranza, Benedict,
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and Louis XI, then his greatest success. He also

played many parts in stock. At the Walnut Street

Theatre he took the part of Luke Fielding in

The Willozv Copse (1853), a new play brought

to America by Madame Celeste, who rewarded

Couldock's brilliancy as an actor by presenting

him with a copy of the drama with the right to

produce it (New York Dramatic Mirror, Apr.

13, 1895). He traveled for several seasons with

this play, starring extensively with his daughter

Eliza. In The Willow Copse and The Chimney
Comer he made a national reputation. In 1858

he joined Laura Keene's company, playing the

original Abel Murcott in Our American Cousin.

He originated the character of Dustan Kirke in

the popular domestic drama Hazel Kirke, and he

played the part at the Madison Square Theatre

for 486 performances before the play was with-

drawn. His name was also among the prominent

artists who appeared at the Boston Museum from

1850 to 1870. He appeared on the stage for sixty

years, and few actors of his time equaled him in

his hold on the public. He earned considerable

money, but he gave it away to the poor. A com-
plimentary benefit performance was given him
May 10, 1887 (matinee), at the Star Theatre in

New York City in celebration of his fiftieth year

upon the stage. A profound lover of dramatic

art, he knew all the important actors of his time.

He was the friend of Edwin Booth, Macready,

and Joseph Jefferson, who said of him : "I have
known him as a father, a husband, a friend. And
during the forty years that I have known him,

and longer than that, no living man can say that

Charles Walter Couldock ever disappointed a

public, deceived his friends, or injured his enemy"
(New York Times, May 13, 1895). He was a

man of fertile mind, of great vitality, and of in-

exhaustible energy. He was hearty, genial, full

of wit, and a good story teller.

[Laurence Hutton, Plays and Players (1875) ; Henry
P. Phelps, Players of a Century: A Record of the Al-
bany Stage (1880) ; T. Allston Brown, A Hist, of the
N. Y. Stage (3 vols., 1903) ; J. N. Ireland, Records of
the N. Y. Stage (1866-67) ; iV. Y. Dramatic Mirror,
Nov. 26, 1898, p. 17; N. Y. Clipper, Dec. 3, 1898, p.

672 ; N. Y. Times, Nov. 28, 1898.] L. B.P.

COULTER, JOHN MERLE (Nov. 20, 1851-

Dec. 23, 1928), botanist, was born at Ningpo,

China, the son of missionary parents, Moses
Stanley and Caroline E. (Crowe) Coulter. He
graduated with the degree of A.B. from Hanover
College in 1870. In 1872 he was assistant geolo-

gist on the Hayden Survey. While the expedi-

tion was waiting in the mountains for Hayden,
the rest of the party whiled away the time play-

ing cards ; but since young Coulter did not know
how to play, he collected plants. When Hayden

Coulter

arrived, he was so impressed by Coulter's col-

lections that he appointed him botanist of the

expedition. The object of the expedition was
to look for the rumored hot springs and geysers

of what is now Yellowstone Park. When they

found the geysers, each member was assigned

one of the holes for study. Since Coulter was
the youngest member of the party, they assigned

him one of the smaller holes. It turned out to

be Old Faithful.

The study of his botanical collections took him
to Washington, where he met Asa Gray. The
meeting was the beginning of a life-long friend-

ship. Coulter became Gray's most distinguished

pupil and with Sereno Watson he edited (1890)
the sixth edition of Gray's famous Manual. In

1873 ne received the degree of A.M. from Han-
over College and was professor of natural sci-

ences there, 1874-79, ar>d professor of biology

in Wabash College, 1879-91. During this peri-

od (in 1884) he received the degree of Ph.D.
from Indiana State University. He was a life-

long friend of David Starr Jordan, and when
Jordan resigned from the presidency of Indiana

State University (1891), he persuaded Coulter

to succeed him. The politics of a state university

and the worry about securing funds from poli-

ticians were so distasteful that Coulter resigned

in 1893 and became president of Lake Forest

University, which he thought was so well en-

dowed that there would be no financial problems.

Even at Lake Forest, however, administrative

duties interfered seriously with his chosen work
and he went to the University of Chicago ( 1896)

,

where he was able to devote nearly thirty years

to building up a strong department and to train-

ing young men and women for teaching and re-

search. After retiring from active teaching in

1925 he became adviser to the Boyce Thompson
Institute for Plant Research at Yonkers, N. Y.,

for the foundation of which he was largely re-

sponsible.

His early training and teaching in botany were
taxonomic ; but when the nomenclature contro-

versy promised to make the taxonomy of the

next twenty years a quarrel over the names of

plants, he turned to morphology, and nearly all

of the research done under his direction at the

University of Chicago belonged to this field.

Nevertheless he was broad-minded and sympa-
thetic in his attitude toward other phases of

botany. He called Prof. Charles R. Barnes to

Chicago to develop plant physiology and gave
to Prof. Henry C. Cowles such an opportunity

to develop the new field of ecology that this

branch has become recognized as one of the

fundamentals of a botanical education.
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In 1875, while at Hanover College, he found-

ed the Botanical Gazette, which he not only edit-

ed, but also managed and often financed. It has

become the leading botanical journal of Amer-
ica. Reviews of the critical type, as distin-

guished from the colorless type of abstracting

journals, have always been a feature of the Ga-
zette, and Coulter's reviews are models of this

kind of writing. He wrote several manuals and

botanical text-books, among which were : Manu-
al of the Botany of the Rocky Mountain Region

(1885), Manual of Texan Botany (1893), Plant

Relations (1899), Plant Structures (1899),

Plant Studies (1900), Morphology of Gymno-
sperms (1910) with Charles J. Chamberlain,

Morphology of Angiospcrms (1903) with the

same, A Textbook of Botany (1906), Funda-
mentals of Plant Breeding (1914), Evolution of

Sex in Plants (1914), Plant Genetics (1918).

Besides these there were taxonomic monographs
and shorter articles. What would have been his

greatest contribution, a history of botany, will

probably never be completed. For years he had

been gathering material, and, occasionally, in

lectures he had given glimpses of what the work
might be. He had just completed a collection

of biographical sketches when he died.

Coulter's greatest influence was not through

his books and papers, however, numerous and

good as they were, but through the men and wo-
men he trained. No other American botanist

has so many students holding high positions. He
belonged to botanical organizations at home and

abroad and received all the major honors his

fellows botanists could bestow upon him. Be-

fore his death, his students had already estab-

lished the John M. Coulter Research Fellow-

ship in Botany, to support exceptional students

engaged in research.

[Who's Who in America, ig28-2g; International

Who's Who in Science, 1914; Am. Men of Science

(1921) ; Geo. D. Fuller in Science, Feb. 15, 1929; H. C.

Cowles in Bot. Gazette, Mar. 1929; personal acquaint-

ance of thirty years.] C.J.C.

COUPER, JAMES HAMILTON (Mar. 4,

1794-June 3, 1866), planter, was the son of

John and Rebecca (Maxwell) Couper. John

Couper emigrated to Georgia from Scotland, and,

in partnership with a boyhood friend, James
Hamilton, acquired (1804) an extensive tract

of land on the southern bank of the Altamaha

River about sixteen miles from Brunswick, Ga.

The name "Hopeton" was given to this planta-

tion of some 2,000 acres. John Couper also

owned a large plantation on St. Simon's Island

known as Cannon's Point. He became a wealthy

and influential citizen of the community. In-

Couper

deed he was one of the leaders in the most in-

fluential group of seaboard planters.

After graduation from Yale in 1814, James
Hamilton Couper spent some time in Holland
studying the Dutch methods of water control.

On his return to Georgia he was made manager
of the Hopeton estate. His father failed in busi-

ness in 1826. The partner, Hamilton, assumed
all of John Couper's liabilities in return for a

half interest in the Hopeton property. James
Hamilton Couper, the following year (1827),
bought from Hamilton a half interest in the

Hopeton plantation and remained as manager of

the whole. He also in time inherited his fa-

ther's place at Cannon's Point and acquired

other interests in his own right. In his heyday

James Hamilton Couper had the supervision of

1,500 slaves and the management of extensive

properties owned by others in addition to his

own important plantations.

Couper's distinction derives from the fact that

he was one of the first American planters to

conduct his operations on the basis of scientific

research and experimentation. Not content with

following time-honored methods, he blazed the

way for his contemporaries and successors in

the great coastal plantation area. The diking and
drainage system established by him at Hopeton
became the model followed by all rice planters.

Couper's experiments in agricultural lines were
of much interest and importance. At first his

efforts were devoted principally to the produc-

tion of sea island or long staple cotton. He
found, however, that because of the richness of

the soil, the plant grew too late in the season

for proper maturing. He thereupon shifted to

sugar cane as his leading crop. In 1829 he erect-

ed at Hopeton the most complete and modern
sugar mill in the South. After 1838 Couper and
most other Georgia planters practically aban-

doned sugar growing for rice. Couper made ex-

tensive experiments in the production of olive

oil. His father had set out a grove of olive trees

at Cannon's Point. The son demonstrated that

olive growing was practicable on the Island

despite losses from occasional heavy frosts. He
was furthermore the pioneer in the crushing of

cotton seed for oil. The United States Census

states that the first cotton-seed oil mill was
established in 1837, but by 1834 Couper was
operating two such mills, one at Natchez, Miss.,

the other at Mobile, Ala. (Couper Letters, Janu-
ary 1834 and Dec. 13, 1834). Couper undertook

many other experiments in the way of intro-

ducing and acclimatizing exotic plants, notably

in the introduction of Bermuda grass, now the

principal grass of Georgia. His fame as a sci-
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entific farmer, experimenter, geologist, and con-

chologist spread. Many noted travelers from

Europe visited him at Hopeton and Cannon's

Point. These visitors were unanimous in their

praise of his agricultural system, his manage-

ment and treatment of slaves, and expressed

wonder at the bounty of his hospitality, the ex-

tent and beauty of his orchards and gardens.

So well did he systematize his time that he had

ample leisure for reading and for practising the

art of conversation, of which he was a master.

His library was large and well chosen.

The Civil War rudely interrupted this life.

The slaves were freed, work abandoned, the

plantations fell into decay, the primeval forests

and the uncontrolled water reclaimed the coast-

al areas. Every rice plantation on the Savan-

nah, Ogeechee, and Altamaha rivers was ulti-

mately abandoned ( Wylly, Memories). Couper

had been opposed to secession, but all five of

his sons went into the Confederate army. Two
of them died in the service, the eldest, Hamil-

ton, a graduate of Yale University, and John, a

gifted artist. Couper died in 1866, broken in

health and fortune. He lies buried at Frederika

on St. Simon's Island.

[There is some first-hand material bearing on the
life of Couper in the possession of his grand-daughters,
Mrs. Franklin B. Screven of Savannah, Ga., and Mrs.
W. S. Lovell of Birmingham, Ala. The writings of
Capt. Chas. Spalding Wylly, a family connection of
the Coupers, may also be ranked as primary sources.
His studies are Annals and Statistics of Glynn Coun-
ty, Ga. (1897) ; The Seed That Was Sown in the Colo*
tty of Georgia (1910); Memories (1916). Geo. R.
White, Hist. Colls, of Ga. (1855), was dedicated to

Jas. Hamilton Couper and contains valuable data, par-
ticularly with reference to his father. Sir Chas. Lyell,

Second Visit to the U. S. (1849), vol. I, chs. xviii and
xix, gives a full account of the Couper plantations.

References to Couper and his work are also to be
found in Fredrika Bremer, The Homes of the New
World (1853), v°l- IH ; Frances Anne Kemble, Jour,

of a Residence on a Georgian Plantation in 1838—39
(1868); and Frances Butler Leigh, Ten Years on a
Georgian Plantation (1883). Hon. W. G. Brantley, a
former congressman from Ga., and a resident of Bruns-
wick (the county seat of Glynn County) delivered a
notable address on the life of Couper before the Inter-

State Sugar Cane Growers' Association, in Macon,
Ga., held May 6, 7, 8, 1903. This address reproduces a

number of the Couper letters and other writings.]

R. P. B.

COURTNEY, CHARLES EDWARD (Nov.

13, 1849-July 17, 1920), single sculler, rowing

coach, was born at Union Springs, N. Y., the

son of James Thomas Courtney, a landscape

gardener, who had moved thither from Salem,

Mass. Fascinated by yacht-racing, then popu-

lar on Cayuga Lake, Charles at the age of twelve

years built his first boat. He learned the car-

penter's trade and with his eldest brother became

a builder and contractor. In August 1868 a

New Yorker named Tyler appeared on Cayuga

Courtney

Lake with a paper scull and issued a challenge

for a race. Courtney entered the race, putting

oars in a home-made sailing craft which out-

weighed those of his competitors by over twen-

ty pounds, and won in walk-away style. This

was the beginning of his career. On June 25,

1873, at Syracuse, he defeated Charles Smith and
William Bishop of New York, by almost a quar-

ter of a mile over a three-mile course. In Sep-

tember of that year, he entered the Saratoga

regatta and won against twelve entries in rec-

ord time. After that as an amateur he won
eighty-eight consecutive races. At Saratoga

with Frank Yates he rowed two miles in twelve

minutes, sixteen seconds, still the world's rec-

ord for this distance. At Aurora, in a single

scull, he rowed two miles in thirteen minutes

fourteen seconds, the fastest time on record for

a race with a turn. In practise he rowed a mile

in six minutes and a mile and a half in nine

minutes. In 1877 he turned professional. He
had never been beaten until he met Ned Hanlan
at Lachine in 1878 and lost in a race which

was so close that the sporting world demanded
another to determine which man was the bet-

ter oar. Papers were signed for a return race

on Chautauqua Lake on Oct. 8, 1879. On the

morning of the race, Courtney's shell was found

in his boat-house sawed in two. Courtney was
accused, and for a generation an argument,

which was never settled, raged between his

friends and his enemies. As a professional

Courtney rowed forty-six races of which he lost

seven.

His career as a trainer and a coach began in

1875 with a class of girls from the seminary at

Union Springs. In 1883 he prepared a Cornell

four in ten days, which defeated by thirty-two

seconds, Pennsylvania, Princeton, and Wesleyan.

In this race, Courtney introduced sliding seats

on rollers. In 1885 he was made head coach

at Cornell, after which he practically withdrew

from professional sculling. From 1883 until he

retired in 1916 he coached approximately 146

Cornell crews which took part in inter-collegi-

ate races of which they won 101.

In 1895 Cornell sent her eight to the Henley

regatta, where an unfortunate incident and

Courtney's secretive methods created a bad im-

pression among the English rowing public.

Courtney, however, learned a lesson at Hen-
ley and afterward lengthened out and improved

his stroke, though he always stubbornly denied

that he had changed his style in the slightest

.degree. In his coaching he tried everything

that was suggested or invented ; he was the

first man to use the camera in rowing, and a
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pressure-recording machine attached to a row-

ing machine. As a coach he was a martinet, im-

posing upon his men rules of diet and training

to which few college boys would submit. With
all his temperamental ways and czar-like meth-

ods, however, he was affectionately known to

students and faculty as "The Old Man." On his

way to Poughkeepsie in 19 15 he was thrown
against the end of his berth and suffered a seri-

ous concussion of the brain, but went on with

his coaching until the day of the regatta, when
he collapsed. He never fully recovered.

[C. V. P. Young, Courtney and Cornell Rowing
(1923) ; files of the Cornell Era and The Cornell Alum-
ni News ; obituaries in Cornell Alumni News, July
1920, N. Y. Times and N. Y. Tribune, July 18, 1920.]

A.H.B.

COVODE, JOHN (Mar. 18, 1808-Jan. 11,

1871), congressman, son of Jacob Covode

and Updegraff, was the grandson of Gar-

rett Covode, who was kidnapped on the streets

of Amsterdam by a sea-captain and brought as

a child to Philadelphia where he was sold as

an indentured servant. John Covode received

a scanty education in the public schools of West-

moreland County, Pa. After working for sev-

eral years on his father's farm and serving an

apprenticeship to a blacksmith, he found em-
ployment in a wooden-mill at Lockport. Of this

mill he became owner in his early manhood and

continued in the business of manufacturing for

the remainder of his life, although from time to

time he was interested in other business enter-

prises, such as the Pennsylvania Canal, the

Pennsylvania Railroad, and the Westmoreland

Coal Company. At his death he had a con-

siderable fortune.

Through his conduct in his first public office,

that of justice of the peace, Covode gained for

himself the sobriquet, "Honest John," which

clung to him all his life. He served two terms

as a Whig in the Pennsylvania House of Repre-

sentatives and was twice a Whig candidate for

the state Senate, being defeated both times. He
was elected to the national House of Representa-

tives as an anti-Masonic Whig in 1854 and re-

elected as a Republican in 1856. In this position

he served continuously until 1863 when he de-

clined the nomination. He reentered the House
in 1867 and remained a member until his death.

In Congress he first became prominent in the

spring of i860 by reason of his chairmanship of

the Covode Investigation Committee, appointed

by the House on the adoption of Covode's reso-

lution of Mar. 5, i860, to inquire into the alleged

use of improper influence by President Buchan-

an in attempting to secure the passage of the Le-

compton Bill {Congressional Globe, 36 Cong.,

Cowan
1 Sess., p. 997). In moving this investigation

Covode was probably retaliating for a charge

made by the President that bribery had been

used in the Congressional elections in Pennsyl-

vania in 1858; his pretext was the charge by
two members of the House that the President

had attempted to bribe and coerce them in the

Lecompton affair {Ibid., p. 1017). Buchanan
sent to the House a protest against this investi-

gation so far as it related to himself, but the

House disregarded the protest and the investiga-

tion proceeded. It resulted in a majority and a

minority report {House Report 648, 36 Cong.,

I Sess.), but the House took no action on either.

In all probability the investigation was meant to

produce nothing more serious than ammunition
to be used by the Republicans in the presidential

campaign of i860 ; Covode was a member of the

Republican Executive Congressional Committee
for this campaign.

During the war Covode was a strong sup-

porter of Lincoln. In December 1861 he was
appointed a member of the Joint Committee on
the Conduct of the War and took an active part

in its work until his retirement in 1863. In the

summer of 1865 he was sent by the War De-
partment into the South, "to look into matters

connected with the interests of the government
in the Mississippi valley." Upon his return

President Johnson declined to accept his report,

in which he urged the removal of Gov. Wells of

Louisiana and opposed the policy of withdraw-

ing the troops from the South {Report of the

Joint Committee on Reconstruction, 1866, pt.

4, p. 114). The President suggested that he file

it with the War Department under whose au-

thority he had been acting. From this time on

Covode was an opponent of the President and
upon his return to Congress steadily supported

the congressional policy of reconstruction {Con-

gressional Globe, 40 Cong., 2 Sess., Appendix,

p. 462). He introduced into the House the reso-

lution calling for the impeachment of Johnson.

The results of Covode's mission to the South

do not appear to have been of any special im-

portance nor does he appear to have exerted any

considerable influence in Congress at any time

during the Reconstruction period.

[Memorial Addresses on the Life and Character of
John Covode, delivered in the House and Senate
(1871); Cong. Globe; John M. Gresham, Biog. and
Hist. Cyc. of Westmoreland County (1890); J. M.
Boucher, Hist, of Westmoreland County, Pa. (1906),
vol. I; Biog. Dir. Am. Cong. (1928); Press (Phila.),

Jan. 12, 1871.I R. S.C.

COWAN, EDGAR (Sept. 19, 1815-Aug. 31,

1885), lawyer, United States senator, was born

at Greensburg in Westmoreland County, Pa., of

Scotch-Irish ancestry. In his childhood he lived
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Cowan
with the family of his grandfather, Capt. Wil-

liam Cowan. Through his own efforts he secured

funds to attend Franklin College at New Athens,

Ohio, from which he graduated in 1839. In 1842

rte was married to Lucetta Oliver of West New-
ton, daughter of Col. James B. Oliver. Admitted

to the bar in Westmoreland County in the same

year, he soon won recognition as one of the ablest

lawyers in western Pennsylvania. At first a fol-

lower of Andrew Jackson, he had become a Whig
in 1840, and in 1856 he joined the Republican

party. In 1861 he became a candidate to succeed

William Bigler in'the United States Senate. His

most dangerous opponent in the Republican cau-

cus was David Wilmot ; but Cowan, although

not as well known, was believed to be conserva-

tive and therefore safe at a time when the people

of the state wished to show the South that they

did not believe in extreme measures. He was

elected by a vote of 98 to 35 for Henry Foster, his

Democratic opponent (Pittsburgh Gazette, Jan.

15,1861).

Cowan went into office with the confidence of

his constituents (Philadelphia Press, Jan. 23,

Pittsburgh Gazette, Jan. 22, 1861 ). Unfortunate-

ly, however, this soon gave way to the most vio-

lent denunciation. His adherence to a strict con-

struction of the Constitution led him in 1862 to

oppose the expulsion of Senator Jesse D. Bright

[q.v.~\ of Indiana (Congressional Globe
, 37 Cong.,

2 Sess., p. 653). Believing that the purpose of

the war was the suppression of a rebellion and

not the conquest of the Southern states, he op-

posed the Confiscation Act (Ibid., pp. 1049, 1862,

1965). He refused also to support the Legal

Tender Act (Ibid., p. 804) and the National Bank
Act (Ibid., 3 Sess., p. 897). Such a course led

him to be bitterly denounced by the Unionists.

Ben Wade termed him the "watch-dog of slav-

ery" (Pittsburgh Daily Post, June 18, 1862).

The Republicans of Allegheny County passed

resolutions of censure at their annual convention

in 1862 (Ibid., June 25, 1862). This criticism

continued to the end of his term and made his re-

election impossible, despite his support of such

measures as the suspension of the writ of habeas

corpus, conscription, and the various acts au-

thorizing loans, increasing taxes, imposing addi-

tional revenue duties, and raising the tariff. So
complete was the reversal of his political status

that in 1867 the Democrats supported him as

their candidate for the Senate (Pittsburgh Ga-

zette, Jan. 20, 1867). Cowan upheld President

Johnson in his contest with Congress. The be-

lief that his selection as minister to Austria in

1867 was a reward for this support led the Sen-

ate to refuse to confirm his nomination. He re-

Cowell - - Cowen
tired to private life at the expiration of his term

in the Senate and practised law until his death.

He was an able lawyer, a well-trained scholar,

and a forceful speaker. In assuming the unpopu-

lar position that he took on public questions he

contended that he did that which he believed to

be constitutional. Possessed of strong convic-

tions, he had the courage to be true to them.

[In addition to sources cited above see: B. H. Per-
shing, "Senator Edgar A. Cowan," in Western Pa. Hist.

Mag., Oct. 1921 ; Biog. Dir. Am. Cong., 1774-1927
( 1928) ; Hist, of the County of Westmoreland, Pa., with
Biog. Sketches (1882), ed. by Geo. D. Albert, pp. 334-
41 ; Biog. and Hist. Cyc. Westmoreland County, Pa.
(1890), ed. by J. M. Gresham and S. T. Wiley, pp. 68-

69 ; John M. Boucher, Hist, of Westmoreland County,
Pa. (1906), I, 353-58.] B.H. P.

COWELL, SIDNEY FRANCES. [SeeBATE-

man, Sidney Frances Cowell, 1823-81.]

COWEN, JOHN KISSIG (Oct. 28, 1844-Apr.

26, 1904), lawyer, railroad administrator, was
the son of Washington and Elizabeth (Lemmon)
Cowen, Pennsylvanians of Scotch-Irish descent.

They early moved to Holmes County, Ohio,

where Washington Cowen eked out the income

from his pioneer farm by blacksmithing for his

neighbors. In Holmes County, John Kissig was
born, and reared under the discipline which comes

from religion, poverty, and hard work. His ear-

liest education was gained in the public schools

at home, his preparation for college in private

institutions. In the academic year 1863-64 he

matriculated at Princeton. A fellow student de-

scribed him as then being "six feet tall, big-shoul-

dered, and strong-looking all over," with a "big

round head covered thickly with reddish hair."

This Western youth likewise had a humorous
philosophy and an amiable disposition which won
him many friends. He soon excelled in his stud-

ies, especially in Greek and mathematics, and, in

1866, graduated at the head of his class. Follow-

ing graduation he studied law, first, by himself,

while teaching in the Millersburg, Ohio, high

school and while principal of an academy at

Shreve, and then as a student in the law school

of the University of Michigan. In 1868 he passed

the bar examinations at Canton, Ohio, and short-

ly afterward began to practise in Mansfield.

In addition to the rarely combined qualities of

unusual eloquence, clarity of expression, and

sound judgment, Cowen had a fine perception of

the spirit of the law. He soon became a leading

member of the profession in Ohio, and gained an

extensive practise, always preferring civil to

criminal cases. In 1872 he was offered the posi-

tion of counsel for the Baltimore & Ohio Rail-

road Company, which he accepted, and for the re-

mainder of his life he was connected with that
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railroad and made his home in Baltimore. In

1876 he became general counsel for the company.

During the early years in Baltimore he had con-

siderable private corporation practise ; and for

some time following 1882, he gave attention to

politics, usually acting independently on local

questions but affiliating, as regards national is-

sues, with the "sound money" Democrats. From
1894 to 1896 he was a representative in Congress

from Baltimore, but he had little leisure to give

to service in Congress because of the now great

burdens connected with his relation to the rail-

road company.

The financial difficulties of the Baltimore &
Ohio had already begun when Cowen joined the

company, and in 1896 matters reached a climax.

A receivership was necessary, and this position

was given by the court jointly to Cowen and Os-

car G. Murray. In addition, Cowen was made
president of the company. The receivership,

which lasted from February 1896 to June 1898,

was handled with unusual ability. Under it, the

company's property was reorganized and placed

in a sound condition, and made a net earning of

almost $25,000,000. On a very narrow collateral

the receivers were able to borrow approximately

$20,000,000, which was necessary for repairing

the road. livery bondholder was paid in full, the

floating debt was paid, and the fraction of loss to

the stockholders of the company was a small one.

Cowen's heavy duties, however, caused a serious

physical breakdown, and in 1901 he resigned the

presidency of the Baltimore & Ohio and was
made a member of the board of directors. Most
of his time during the few remaining years of his

life was given to a futile effort to recover his

health. Cowen was married to Helen Woods.

[See the annual Reports of the B. & O. R. R. Co.,

1872-1904 ; A. C. Bond, "My First Glimpse of John K.
Cowen," in the Princeton Alumni Weekly, Mar. 3, 1915 ;

a memorial speech by Judson Harmon, in Proc. Md.
Bar Asso., 1905 ; W. Irvine Cross, "John K. Cowen," in

the Md. Hist. Mag., Mar. 1925 ; minute regarding Cow-
en's death adopted Apr. 28, 1904, by the B. & O. R. R.

officials; the Sun (Baltimore), Apr. 27, 1904; Edward
Hungerford, The Story of the B. & O. R. R., 1827-1927
(1928), vol. II.] M.W.W.

COWLES, EDWIN (Sept. 19, 1825-Mar. 4,

1890), journalist, was born in Austinburg, Ohio.

A Cowles, originally Coles or Cole, had come to

Massachusetts in 1635, ar*d a year later had

joined the pioneer band that the Rev. Thomas
Hooker led from Cambridge to Connecticut. In

1810, a descendant, Dr. Edwin Weed Cowles,

settled at Austinburg, Ohio, among Connecticut

neighbors who had been lured into the West.

When Edwin, the son of Dr. Edwin Weed and

Almira (Foote) Cowles, was seven years of age,

the family took up its abode in Cleveland. Ed-

Cowley

win's education was limited to a few years in

the local schools and one at the Grand River

Institute in Austinburg. At the age of four-

teen, he entered a printer's office. Five years

later (1844) he and T. H. Smead became part-

ners in the printing business. In 1853, the part-

nership with Smead was dissolved and another

formed with Joseph Medill and John C. Vaughn
(Medill, Cowles & Company). The new organ-

ization published the Forest City Democrat, a

Free-Soil Whig newspaper. In 1854, the name
was changed to the Cleveland Leader. A year

later Cowles became sole owner and shortly

afterward editor as well. His enterprise rapidly

grew to include both a morning and an evening

daily newspaper.

His connection with political history was inti-

mate. He was one of the founders of the Repub-
lican party. At the beginning of the Civil War he
became an insistent advocate of coercion of the

Southern states and immediate emancipation of

the slaves. In 1861, Lincoln appointed him post-

master in Cleveland, an office he held five years.

In 1876 and 1884, he was a delegate to the Na-
tional Republican Convention. On the second

occasion he was vice-president of the convention.

He was a regular party man, loyal to Grant, and
throughout his life a believer in Blaine. Finding

that Blaine could not be nominated in 1876 and
1880, he threw his influence behind Ohio's fa-

vorite sons, Hayes and Garfield. Working all his

life under a handicap of deafness that would have
baffled a weaker personality, he was an editor of

remarkable courage, unchangeable convictions,

and relentless dogmatisms, and such qualities

made his pen a power in northern Ohio for a

generation.

He was married in 1849 to Elizabeth C. Hutch-
inson of Cayuga, N. Y. In his later years he aided

his sons, Eugene and Alfred, in the development

of new methods in electric smelting. The alumi-

num, carborundum, calcium carbide, and acety-

lene industries grew out of their work. A com-
pany was formed for the manufacture of such

products and Edwin Cowles, who supplied most

of the capital, was its president. His interests in

this company kept him in Europe much of the

last two years of his life.

[The chief sources are Cowles's newspapers, files of
which are in the Western Reserve Hist. Soc. The Cleve-
land Plain Dealer, the Leader, and the N. Y. Times,
Mar. 5, 1890, each published an estimate of his work.
See also the Cleveland Weekly Leader and Herald, Mar.
8, 1890 ; Gertrude Van Rensselaer Wickham, The Pio-
neer Families of Cleveland (1914), II, 394 ff. A Hist,

of Ashtabula County, Ohio (1878), contains a sketch

prepared under Cowles's direction.] E.J. B.

COWLEY, CHARLES (Jan. 9, 1832-Feb. 6,

1908), lawyer, author, was born at Easting-
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ton, Gloucestershire, England, his parents being'

Aaron and Hannah (Price) Cowley. While he

was a child, the family came to the United States

and settled in Massachusetts, his father estab-

lishing carpet factories at Lowell and Woburn.
Charles attended the common schools at Lowell

and after a short period of private tuition, com-
menced reporting for the local newspapers. He
became editor of the Lowell Daily Courier, June

30, 1853, at the same time interesting himself in

the early history of the locality and the antiquities

of the native inhabitants. He gave up journalism,

however, in 1854, studied law, and on his admis-

sion to the Middlesex bar, May 16, 1856, com-
menced practise at Lowell. In the same year he

wrote a "History of the City of Lowell" for A
Handbook of Business in Lowell. This was fol-

lowed by Memories of the Indians and Pioneers

of the Region of Lowell (1862). In the mean-
while the Civil War had begun, and Cowley en-

tered the United States navy as a paymaster,

being at first stationed at Brooklyn Navy Yard.

Later he served in the same capacity on the moni-

tor Lehigh, then attached to the South Atlantic

Squadron under Admiral Du Pont. When Rear
Admiral Dahlgren assumed command in 1863

Cowley was appointed judge-advocate on the lat-

ter's staff and transferred to the flagship Penn-
sylvania, later becoming provost judge. He was
present at the occupation of Savannah and

Charleston. On the termination of the war he

opened a law office at Boston, but in a short

time returned to Lowell, resuming his histori-

cal investigations, and devoting much time to

literary pursuits. His Illustrated History of

Lowell (1868) covered new ground and was
written in an attractive style. It displayed thor-

ough research and became the standard work on
the subject. He had also interested himself in so-

cial welfare work, and acted as legal adviser to

the various labor organizations in Lowell. He
was counsel for the Grand Lodge of Knights of

St. Crispin, and, when its incorporation by the

legislature was assailed as unconstitutional, he

was successful in establishing the legality of

trade unions in Massachusetts (Snozv et al vs.

If heeler, 113 Mass. 179). He ardently cham-
pioned the ten-hour movement through a five

years' struggle in the legislature. W'hen that

body in 1874 finally passed a penal act restricting

the hours of labor of women and children to

ten hours a day, he established its constitution-

ality in the supreme judicial court {Common-
wealth vs. Hamilton Manufacturing Company,
120 Mass. 383). In 1875 ar>d 1876 he was a mem-
ber of the Common Council of Lowell, the only

public office he ever held, serving on the commit-
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tee which drafted a new city charter and ordi-

nances. His interests were diversified and his lit-

erary activity was at this period intense. He ed-

ited Revised Charter and Ordinances of the City

of Lowell (1876) and Dahlgren's Maritime In-

ternational Law (1877), and in rapid succession

wrote Famous Divorces of All Ages (1878), His-

toric Sketch of Middlesex County ( 1878) , Leaves

from a Lawyer's Life Afloat and Ashore ( 1879)

,

Reminiscences of James C. Ayer (1879) and

Our Divorce Courts; Their Origin and History

(1879). He later published Lowell in the Navy
during the War (1894) and The Siege of

Charleston: a History of the Department of the

South and of the North Atlantic Blockading

Squadron ( 1899). He also published in the Con-

tributions to the Old Residents Historical Asso-

ciation of Lowell a number of papers on subjects

of local interest. He died at Lowell, Feb. 6, 1908.

[Material for the details of Cowley's life is scanty,
the best review of his career being in New Eng. Hist,
and Gencal. Reg., vol. LXIII ( 1909), p. Hi. See also his

Leaves from a Lawyer's Life Afloat and Ashore, which
however singularly lacks personal detail.] H. W. H.K.

COX, GEORGE BARNSDALE (Apr. 29,

1853-May 20, 1916), Ohio politician, was born

in Cincinnati, the son of George Barnsdale Cox,

and of a daughter of James Stitt, a Canadian cus-

toms official. His father, an Englishman who
came to this country in 1847, died penniless when
the boy was eight years old and to support his

mother Cox left school. He was, in turn, news-

boy, bootblack, butcher boy, wagon driver, tobac-

co salesman, bartender, and ultimately proprietor

of a saloon. At eighteen he entered the Republi-

can party as a challenger at the polls because, as

he later declared, "my father had been a Republi-

can" (Cincinnati Enquirer, May 15, 1911). At
twenty-four he was elected to the city council,

the only public office he held with the exception

of that of state inspector of oil to which he was ap-

pointed in 1888. He was, however, twice a candi-

date for county clerk but in each case was de-

feated. In 188 1 he sold his saloon and devoted

his time to real estate and local politics. By 1884

his prominence as a ward politician caused him
to be elected chairman of the Republican County
Congressional Committee. The success of his

candidates in the October election brought his ap-

pointment as chairman of the Blaine campaign in

Hamilton County. Blaine carried Cincinnati and
the countv by a large majority, and this further

enhanced Cox's prestige. The following year Jo-

seph B. Foraker [q.z 1

.] was elected governor, and
it was during his administration that the founda-

tion of the Republican machine was laid through

the efforts of Dr. Thomas Graydon ; R. K. Hy-
nicka, Cox's secretary; August Hermann; and
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Cox. The Ohio legislature was induced to pass a
law replacing the elective Cincinnati Board of

Public Works by a Board of Public Affairs ap-

pointed by the governor. The new Board pro-

ceeded to dismiss all Democratic office-holders,

and Cox was given the power to appoint Repub-
licans. By a judicious method of scattering his

appointments over all the wards his own power
was increased. From 1888 to 1910 "no man had

a chance to get on the Republican ticket without

the approval of Cox" ; and the organization he

erected was "in its way, more complete, more
exacting, and under more rigid discipline than

Tammany Hall" (Ibid., May 21, 1916). To learn

the essentials of boss rule, Cox visited New York
and studied the Tammany machine ; but his suc-

cess lay largely in the apathy of the individual

voter and the press (with the exception of the

Cincinnati Times-Star) in the early eighties, the

inefficiency of the reformers when in office, the

decimating of the ranks of his opponents by of-

fers of lucrative positions, his shrewdness in con-

fusing the public by placing "third tickets" in the

field, his close association with the corporate in-

terests, his loyalty to his supporters, and the faith

they had in his skill. There was always, however,

a minority in his party who resented his rule

;

and this group, combined with the Democrats,

frequently attempted to dethrone him. They
failed to do so in 1894 but in 1897 the fusionists

were triumphant. Cox published a letter of res-

ignation, but the "call of the people" caused his

return and in 1899 he elected his full slate. Beat-

en again in 1905, he regained control in 1907,

even though the Drake Committee, appointed by
a Democratic state legislature in 1906, had

brought out the fact "that various banks had for

years been paying interest on vast sums" which
had not been paid into the treasury. This disclo-

sure caused the return of $214,998.76 to the trea-

sury (Goss, post, I, 264-76). In 191 1 the district

attorney obtained an indictment against Cox on

the ground that he had perjured himself in testi-

fying that he had never received any of this

money. These indictments were finally quashed

on the ground that Cox had been subpoenaed be-

fore the grand jury while under investigation

and that "under the constitution of Ohio and the

constitution of the United States no one can be

compelled to be a witness against himself" (Cin-

cinnati Enquirer, May 21, 1911). With the clos-

ing of this case Cox retired from active politics

and during the remainder of his life devoted his

time to his large theatrical and other business en-

terprises. In a personal interview to the New
York World, May 15, 191 1, he gave his own
views on bosses and politics. He acknowledged

Cox
the title given him, claimed the boss was a prod-

uct of American political life, and with due mod-
esty declared that he had evolved into a boss "be-

cause of my peculiar fitness." To him politics

was a game. "I like it because I am successful.

One usually likes to play the game in which one is

successful." Yet at the same time he strenuously

"advised young men not to enter politics. ... In
the first place there is no money in it for the hon-
est man and in the second place there is only

abuse whether you are successful or unsuccess-

ful" (Ibid., May 15, 1911). Cox was physically a
large man, fearless in the face of danger (Ibid.,

May 21, 1916) , methodical in his habits, a man of

few intimate friends, reticent in speech, and de-

voted to his wife, Caroline, daughter of Samuel
Shields.

[The most illuminating sketch of Cox's life is given
in his personal interview to the New York World print-
ed in the Cincinnati Enquirer, May 15, 191 1. Cf. also
Cincinnati Enquirer, May 21, 1916, for a general re-
sume of his career. The most complete printed account
of his activities can be found in Chas. F. Goss, Cincin-
nati, the Queen City ( 1912) , but this is somewhat biased
by the strong feelings of the writer. H. C. Wright,
Bossism in Cincinnati (1905), is of slight value. Brief
accounts can be found in "The Uncovering of the Cor-
rupt Rule of Boss Cox," Arena, XXXV, 632-37 (June
1906) ; Lincoln Steffens, The Struggle for Self-Govem-
ment (1906), pp. 161-208.] R.C.M.

COX, HANNAH PEIRCE (Nov. 12, 1797-

Apr. 15, 1876), Quaker anti-slavery worker,

daughter of Jacob and Hannah (Buffington)

Peirce, was born in Chester County, Pa. Bayard
Taylor praised the peace and beauty of its land-

scape and Whittier testified to its hospitable air

of prosperity. Here she lived, her character in-

fluenced by her environment. Of Quaker stock,

she was of the fifth generation of her family in

America, George Peirce having come over from

England with William Penn in 1684, and the

Buffingtons also having been early Quaker colo-

nists. In 173 1 George Peirce had purchased land

in East Marlborough township, Chester County,

where seven generations of his family were to

live. Jacob Peirce's farm, "Longwood," con-

tained two hundred acres of rich soil and wood-
land. Prosperous, public-spirited, and intelligent,

he built the first school-house in the neighbor-

hood and the brick house where Hannah was
born, lived, and died.

Hannah was early left fatherless, and her edu-

cation was directed by her brother Jacob, " a man
of fine intellect and a member of the Philadelphia

Academy of Natural Sciences." She studied for

a time at the Westtown Boarding School, de-

veloping a love of nature, sympathy for the op-

pressed, and positive ethical views. After a brief

career as teacher she married, apparently in 1820

or 1821, J. Pennell, who soon afterward was
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killed in an accident. In 1823 she married John

Cox, of near-by Willistown, a fanner and, like

herself, a Friend of high character. Two sons

and two daughters were born to them. Four

years were passed in Willistown ; Cox then pur-

chased "Longwood," the Peirce homestead, which

was thereafter their home. The Liberator and
poems of Whittier's interested them in the anti-

slavery movement ; the burning of Pennsylvania

Hall in 1838 quickened their zeal. Thenceforth

Mrs. Cox labored unceasingly for the negro.

Her husband and she conducted a station of the

Underground Railroad, cooperating with Thom-
as Garrett at Wilmington, Del. Fugitive slaves

were received, generously fed and clothed, and

conducted northward by Cox or his sons, often

with thrilling attendant incidents. The Coxes

formed life-long friendships with Lundy, Gar-

rison, Whittier, Lucretia Mott, and many other

anti-slavery advocates who enjoyed their hos-

pitality. From the anti-slavery interest ultimate-

ly sprang a liberal movement organized as "The
Progressive Friends of 'Longwood.' " Many no-

table reformers, from as far as Boston, attended

its yearly meeting ; these Mrs. Cox and her hus-

band gladly entertained, "Longwood" becoming
a center of cultured effort for reform. At the

Coxes' golden wedding, Sept. 11, 1873, eighty-

two guests were present and "The Golden Wed-
ding of Longwood" was contributed by Whittier

and "A Greeting from Europe" by Bayard Tay-
lor. Mrs. Cox interested herself in current social

movements for emancipation, temperance, peace,

the abolition of capital punishment, and woman's
betterment, exerting a strong influence on all

whose lives touched hers. Garrison testified to

her "motherly nature," her eager charity, her un-

pretentiousness.

[Phebe A. Hanaford, Daughters of America (1883) ;

Kennett News, Apr. 20, 1876 ; Historic Homes and In-
stitutions and Gencal. and Personal Memoirs of Chester
and Delaware Comities, Pa., II, 530—31 ; information
from Mrs. Cox's grand-daughters, Mrs. W. W. Polk
and Miss Isabelle Cox of Kennett Square, Pa.] r S.B.

COX, HENRY HAMILTON (c. 1769-c.

1821), farmer, poet, religionist, was born in Ire-

land, son of Joshua and Mary (Cox) Hamilton.

He took the name of Cox in 1784 as a condition

of inheriting the estate of Dnnmanway, County
Cork, according to the will of Sir Richard Cox,

the second Baronet of that name (Sir Bernard
and Ashworth P. Burke, A Genealogical and
Heraldic History of the Peerage, etc., 84th edi-

tion, 1926, p. 329; George Edward Cokayne,
Complete Baronetage, 1904, vol. IV, p. 238m).
He married Letitia Elinor, daughter of David
Wilson Hutcheson of Dublin, and, after serving

in the British army in India, he came to America

about 1799, leaving his Irish estate in the care of

a faithful steward until the income should cancel

the encumbrances upon it. After settling first

near York, Pa., he removed in 1813 to Chester

County, near London Grove, where he leased a

large farm. He became a member of the Society

of Friends and was active in both York and Lon-

don Grove meetings. He sometimes preached,

but not with enough success to be recorded a

minister. It is said that he spoke ably in business

meetings but at times forgot himself and ad-

dressed the assembled Friends as "My Lords."

He had a large family of children whom, accord-

ing to tradition, he brought to the meeting door

in a farm cart and then dumped them as he would
a load of potatoes. In spite of this eccentricity

and others, he was respected by his neighbors and
was described by a contemporary (J. J. Lewis,

post) as a man of superior ability, with an air of

authority and the manners of a gentleman.

When Cox first came to America he gave to the

Library Company of Philadelphia five volumes
of seventeenth-century manuscripts consisting

chiefly of official documents relating to affairs in

Ireland. These "Irish State Papers" probably

came rightfully into Cox's hands but they were
gracefully returned to the British government in

1867 by the Library Company to fill an unfortu-

nate gap in a series (see Calendar of the State

Papers Relating to Ireland, 1603-Q6, 1872, p.

lxxxvii ; The First Report of the Deputy Keeper

of the Public Records in Ireland, 1869, App. no.

31 ; Herbert Wood, A Guide to the Records De-
posited in the Public Record Office of Ireland,

1919, p.285).

Cox's literary efforts resulted in Metrical

Sketches. By a Citizen of the World (1817). In

this little collection his "Pennsylvania Georgics"

was the most important poem. His knowledge of

farm practise and his skill in verse may be judged
from the following apostrophe to clover

:

"Still as the season grows new toils appear,
Nor least the clover claims the farmer's care

;

Blest plant, tho' latest known, Columbia's pride,

None ever fail to praise thee who have tried :

Our mows beneath the swelling burden groan,
Our furrows wave with fatness not their own ;

In either line thy genuine worth appears,
Fruitful of hay or nurse of golden ears."

Upon hearing that his Irish estate had been

cleared of debt, Cox returned to it in 1817, tak-

ing with him a Minute of London Grove Meeting

of Friends addressed to Dublin Meeting, Ireland.

On shipboard he apparently thought better of his

Quakerism, and in Ireland he returned to the

Anglican fold. His religious exploits were later

capitalized by Bayard Taylor in "The Strange

Friend." Cox appears as Henry Donnelly in this

story, and liberal embellishments of fiction are
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added to the facts of history (see Bayard Taylor,

"The Strange Friend," in Beauty and the Beast:

and Tales of Home, 1872, pp. 75-105).

[Apparently the only serious attempt at a biographical
sketch of Cox is Jos. J. Lewis, "Sketch of the Life of
Henry Hamilton Cox," MS. in the Lib. of the Hist. Soc.
of Pa., Phila. There are some errors in this sketch, but
it is valuable, partly as a source, since Lewis as a boy
knew Cox and later consulted with many others who
knew him. See also J. S. Futhey and Gilbert Cope, Hist,

of Chester County, Pa. ( 1881), pp. 505-08. The Quaker
records of York and Chester counties, Pa., contain scat-

tering references to Cox and his children. His Metrical
Sketches, 60 pp., was printed for the author by J. R. A.
Skerrett, Phila. There is a copy in the Lib. of Cong.,
and one is owned by the Lib. Co. of Phila., Ridgway
Branch.] R.W.K.

COX, JACOB DOLSON (Oct. 27, 1828-Aug.

8, 1900), Union general, governor of Ohio, sec-

retary of the interior, author, was descended from

one Michael Koch, who came from Hanover and

settled in New York City in 1705. Jacob Dolson

Cox, Sr., received his middle name from his

mother, a member of a Dutch family of New
York : his wife, Thedia R. Kenyon, was descend-

ed from Elder William Brewster and from the

Allyns and Kenyons of Connecticut. To them

was born, at Montreal; Jacob Dolson Cox, Jr.,

while the father, a building contractor, was en-

gaged in the construction of the roof of the

Church of Notre Dame. Returning to New York
City soon after this event, the family suffered

business reverses during the crisis of 1837. The
boy's hope of obtaining a college education was
impaired by the misfortune, and, under the state

law, the alternative path to a lawyer's career, to

which he aspired, was a seven years' clerkship in

a law office. Entering upon such an apprentice-

ship in 1842, he changed his mind two years later,

and went into the office of a banker and broker,

where the shorter hours permitted him, with the

aid of a friend, to pursue the study of mathematics

and the classical languages. After two years

more, through the influence of Rev. Charles G.

Finney [q.v.], then professor of theology at Ober-

lin College, he was led to enter the preparatory

department of that institution. Three years later

(1849), while still an undergraduate, he married

Helen, the daughter of Finney who was now
president of the college. Graduating in 1851, Cox
served for two years at Warren, Ohio, as super-

intendent of schools and principal of the high

school, reading law at the same time, and begin-

ning to practise in 1853.

Cox was at this time a Whig, but his Oberlin

associations, his marriage, and other influences,

combined to make him strongly anti-slavery in

principle. He voted for Scott in 1852, but took a

prominent part in bringing about the fusion of

Whigs and Free-Soilers, and in 1855 was a dele-

gate to the convention at Columbus which organ-

ized the Republican party in the state. A few
years later his party friends, against his protest,

nominated and elected him to the state Senate.

Entering the Senate in 1859, he found there his

friend James A. Garfield, and Governor-Elect

Dennison, with whom he soon became intimate,

this trio, together with Salmon P. Chase, then

governor, forming a radical anti-slavery group.

With the outbreak of war in 1861, Cox's activ-

ity in organizing volunteers brought him a com-
mission as brigadier-general of volunteers. Dur-
ing the summer he had a part in the Kanawha
Valley campaign under McClellan, and a year

later, in the Army of the Potomac, he participated

in the battles of South Mountain and Antietam,

commanding the 9th Corps at the former after the

fall of Gen. Reno. He was advanced to the rank

of major-general on Oct. 6, 1862, but the follow-

ing April was reduced to his former rank because

the number of major-generals permitted by law

had been inadvertently exceeded. This bungling,

which resulted in the promotion of less deserving

officers, was a discouraging episode in his mili-

tary career ; but after repeated urging on the part

of his superiors he was at length recommissioned

in December 1864. During the winter of 1862-

63 he commanded the forces in West Virginia,

and from April to December 1863 was in charge

of the Ohio military district. During the Atlanta

campaign he led a division of the 23rd Army
Corps, and after the fall of Atlanta for a time

commanded the entire corps. He took part in the

battle of Nashville, and early in 1865 was sent

into North Carolina to open communications

along the coast with Sherman, who was nearing

the end of the march to the sea. On this expedi-

tion Cox defeated Bragg's troops and effected a

junction with Sherman at Goldsboro.

After the war, while engaged in superintending

the mustering out of the troops in Ohio, Cox was

elected governor of the state. During the cam-

paign in response to the inquiries of friends at

Oberlin, he expressed himself as opposed to ne-

gro suffrage. He could not assume as they did,

he wrote, that the suffrage, while whites and

blacks dwelt in the same community, would cure

all of the ills of the freedmen. Carrying these

ideas further, he declared while governor, that

the large groups of whites and blacks in the

Southern states could never share political pow-
er, and that insistence upon it on the part of the

colored people would bring about their ruin. As
a remedy, he advocated the forcible segregation

of the negroes, a plan which found little or no

support. By such views, and by his indorsement

of President Johnson's reconstruction policy,
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which he thought essentially the same as Lin-

coln's, he lost favor with his party, and was not

renominated. He tried in vain to mediate be-

tween Johnson and the radical Republicans, and

finally himself abandoned the President because

of the latter 's obstinacy and pugnacity. In 1868

Cox declined Johnson's tender of the post of com-

missioner of Internal Revenue.

Upon Grant's accession, Cox accepted the of-

fice of secretary of the interior. He had become

a prominent advocate of the new cause of civil-

service reform, and in his own department he put

the merit system into operation, resisting the ef-

forts of the party spoilsmen to dictate appoint-

ments and to collect campaign assessments. He
and Attorney-General Hoar were regarded by

the Independent Republicans as the only strong

men in Grant's cabinet. When Grant's extraor-

dinary Santo Domingo embroglio forced Hoar
from the cabinet—the story of which episode

Cox gave to the public twenty-five years later

(see Atlantic Monthly, August 1895)—Cox lost

hope of maintaining his fight without the support

of the President. Already he had clashed with

Grant over the fraudulent claims of one McGar-
rahan to certain mineral lands, as well as over the

Dominican situation and on Oct. 5, 1870, he sub-

mitted his resignation. "My views of the neces-

sity of reform in the civil service," he wrote,

"have brought me more or less into collision with

the plans of our active political managers, and

my sense of duty has obliged me to oppose some

of their methods of action" (New York Tribune,

Oct. 31, 1870).

The breach with Grant hurt Cox deeply. He
held Grant's military talent in high esteem, and

did not allow his judgment thereof to be affected

by their difference (see, e.g., his review of Grant's

Memoirs, in the Nation, Feb. 25, 1886, July I,

1886) ; but in private conversation he permitted

himself to criticize the President's course severe-

ly. Grant on his part, with his military instincts

and experience, regarded Cox's independence of

mind as a kind of insubordination. "The trouble

was," as he put it, "that General Cox thought the

Interior Department was the whole government,

and that Cox was the Interior Department. I had

to point out to him in very plain language that

there were three controlling branches of the Gov-
ernment, and that I was the head of one of these

and would so like to be considered by the Secre-

tary of the Interior" (Hamlin Garland, Ulysses

S. Grant, p. 427). Progressive opinion support-

ed Cox, and his political "martyrdom" undoubt-

edly hastened the triumph of the reform move-
ment.

Upon leaving the cabinet the former secretary

became conspicuously identified with the Liberal

Republican movement, and was much talked of as

its probable nominee for the presidency in 1872.

At the Cincinnati convention, however, he was
defeated by the more available Greeley. Mean-
time he had resumed the practise of law, at Cin-

cinnati ; but in 1873 ne removed to Toledo to be-

come president of the Wabash Railway. This po-

sition he gave up in turn upon being elected to

Congress in 1876, from the 6th Ohio District, by
an unprecedented majority.

He served but one term in Congress. He seems
to have hoped to be able to do something to sup-

port President Hayes in his reform efforts, and
his helplessness under existing political condi-

tions probably discouraged him. At any rate he

abandoned politics, even refraining thereafter

from comment on political events, with the ex-

ception of a single speech during the Garfield

campaign. Resuming his residence at Cincinnati,

he became dean of the Cincinnati Law School

( 1881 ) , a position which he held for the next six-

teen years. During part of this time (1885-89)
he also served as president of the University of

Cincinnati. In addition to high repute as a law-

yer, his reputation as a business man was envi-

able, and brought him in the middle nineties the

tender of the post of railroad commissioner in

New York City. This offer he declined, pre-

ferring to continue his connection with the Law
School. In 1897 he declined President McKin-
ley's offer of the Spanish mission, but in the same
year he presented his library to Oberlin College

and retired thither to write his Military Reminis-

cences. This work was barely completed and
still unpublished when his death occurred, after a
brief illness, while he was enjoying his custom-

ary summer outing along the coast of Maine, in

company with a son.

Cox was tall, graceful, and well-proportioned,

with erect, military bearing, and a frame denot-

ing great physical strength. A man of many in-

terests, he devoted much time in his later years

to the study of microscopy, in which field he

won international distinction. He was also a stu-

dent of European cathedrals. His wide informa-

tion, conversational gifts, and courteous manners
made him an agreeable companion. The artistic

genius of a son, Kenyon Cox \_q.v.~\, doubtless

bears witness to undeveloped talents of the father.

No small part of Cox's reputation rests upon
his work as a writer. From 1874 until his death

he was the Nation's military book critic. In addi-

tion to contributions to this and other journals,

he wrote several books on military topics, the

most important of which are: Atlanta, and The
March to the Sea; Franklin and Nashville (vol-
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uraes IX and X in the Campaigns of the Civil

War series, 1882) ; The Battle of Franklin, Ten-

nessee, November 30, 1864 ( 1897) ; and Military

Reminiscences of the Civil War (2 vols., 1900).

He also contributed four chapters to M. F.

Force's Life of General Sherman (1899). A
work of less consequence is The Second Battle of

Bull Run as Connected with the Fits-John Por-

ter Case (1882). Some critics of these books re-

gard his attitude toward Rosecrans as unjust and

not well informed, and his judgment in the Fitz-

John Porter case is open to question. In general,

however, he is recognized as an elegant and
forceful writer, of fine critical ability and impar-

tial judgment, one of the foremost military his-

torians of the country.

[The autobiographical nature of the Military Remi-
niscences makes it the chief source of information for
Cox's life as a soldier. It contains a portrait. See also
Bibliotheca Sacra, July 1901, pp. 436-68. J. R. Ewing,
Public Services of Jacob Dolson Cox (1902), is a slight

sketch of about twenty pages which contains some data
not found elsewhere. Jas. Ford Rhodes couches the high
points of Cox's civil career and appraises his person-
ality in "Jacob D. Cox" (Hist. Essays, 1909, pp. 183-
88). He tells the story of the cabinet controversy in

Hist, of the U. S. from the Compromise of 1850, VII
(1910), 3—7. See also L. A. Coolidge, Ulysses S. Grant
(1917) ; Hamlin Garland, Ulysses S. Grant, His Life
and Character (1898) ; Nation, Aug. 9, 1901, p. 107.

Estimates of Cox's writings may be found in the Am.
Hist. Rev., Ill (1898), 578-80, and VI (1900,602-06.]

H.C.H.

COX, KENYON (Oct. 27, 1856-Mar. 17,

1919), painter, art critic, born at Warren, Ohio,

came of a distinguished family. His father, Jacob

Dolson Cox \_q.v.~], was a major-general in the

Civil War, becoming one of its able historians.

His mother was Helen, a daughter of Dr. Charles

G. Finney [q.v.], theologian and first president

of Oberlin College. His youth was clouded by ill

health, as he was practically bed-ridden from his

ninth to his thirteenth year and often under the

surgeon's knife. This left its physical impress

through life. In the meantime his mother direct-

ed his studies, and, after a recovery, in view of

his taste for art, he entered McMicken's Academy
at Cincinnati, where Robert Blum was a fellow

student. At that time he shared Blum's enthu-

siasm for Fortuny. They visited the Centennial

Exhibition at Philadelphia together in 1876, and
remaining to study at the Pennsylvania Academy
of the Fine Arts, then set up a studio at Elbow
Lane, where Brennan joined them. In 1877,

Cox went to Paris and for a year worked in Car-

olus Duran's atelier, where Carroll Beckwith and

John Sargent [qq.v.~\ had preceded him. Desir-

ous of thorough academic training, he entered

Gerome's atelier at the ficole des Beaux-Arts,

continuing there until his return to America in

1882. That he benefited by this combined instruc-

Cox
tion is made evident by the exhibition of two pic-

tures at the Salons in 1879 and 1882. After his

return to New York, his academic studies led to

the production of several pictures of classic

nudes, which failed to find purchasers. Similar

subjects by European artists found places in

American collections, but no encouragement was
given to native painters who depicted the un-

draped figure. In portraits, however, of which he
painted several, Cox's conscientious drawing and
characterization were more appreciated. His aca-

demic precision tempered the bolder brush work
of some of his associates of the lately formed So-
ciety of American Artists who resented the lim-

ited conventions of the older National Academy
of Design. In 1886 he illustrated Rossetti's

"Blessed Damozel," and in such paintings as

"Moonrise," and some time later in "Hope and
Memory," used landscape as a setting for classic

figures of symbolic intent. Not meeting with en-

couragement in the pictorial treatment of life-

size figures, however well and learnedly painted,

he turned toward decorative art, and as a prepa-

ration made a profound study of the great Vene-
tians, Titian, Tintoretto, Veronese, and Tiepolo,

and of the principles underlying the decorative

works of Delacroix and Baudry among the mod-
erns. In the meantime his thorough knowledge
made him a valuable instructor in the drawing
of the human figure, and a more frequent use of

the pen and lecture-platform helped to compen-
sate for the lack of financial encouragement. His
devotion to high ideals helped others as much as

himself, and an era of mural decoration began.

He took part in the decoration of the Walker Art
Building at Bowdoin College, Me., and was one

of the group who went out to Chicago in 1892 to

decorate the domes of the Liberal Arts Building

for the Exposition of 1893. There he and his clev-

er, sympathetic wife, formerly Louise Howland
King, also a painter of distinction, joined a party

of notable American artists living at a recently

opened hotel near their work at Jackson Park.

It was an experiment in which each painter

benefited by the free criticism of his fellows,

and even though the immediate results of their

labors were afterward destroyed by the axe of

of the wrecker, they served as an object-lesson.

Other more permanent buildings throughout the

country soon called for the exercise of the grow-

ing skill and added experience of the artists. Cox
had his share. At the appellate court in New
York he did some notable work, and for the Li-

brary of Congress at Washington he painted a

series of female figures, each bearing emblems of

the Arts and Sciences they were intended to

symbolize. Based on a formal classicism, these
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are considered better from the point of view of

purely decorative design than from that of their

general color effect, and suggest a certain de-

tachment from actuality. Several lunettes were

executed for the Iowa State Capitol, and some

fine decorations for the court house at Wilkes-

Barre, Pa. Cox's decoration at Winona, Minn.,

"The Light of Learning," is remarkable for

beautifully calculated rhythms of color and line.

On the walls of the state capitol at St. Paul,

Minn., he depicted ''The Marriage of the Atlan-

tic and the Pacific," with several mosaics some-

what formal in treatment but beautiful in de-

sign. In the meantime, his easel pictures were

to be seen at the Metropolitan Museum, at the

Lotos and Players Clubs in New York, at the

National Gallery, Washington, and at the Car-

negie Institute, Pittsburgh, as well as at the

various current exhibitions.

As a writer on art subjects, Cox for twenty-

five years contributed articles and essays to the

Nation, Scribncr's, and other magazines. These

were appreciated as much by professional artists

as by a wider circle of readers in search of

standard opinions. His various essays and lec-

tures were gathered into succeeding volumes

published under the titles of Old Masters and
New (1905), Painters and Sculptors (1907),

The Classic Point of View (1911), The Fine

Arts (191 1 ), Artist and Public (1914), Con-

cerning Painting; Considerations Theoretical

and Historical (1917). In these writings his

classical preferences in no way precluded a

broad appreciation of other points of view or of

certain manifestations in modern art. Besides

membership in the Society of American Artists,

he became an associate of the National Academy
in 1900 and a full member in 1903. Medals were
awarded him at the Paris Salon and Universal

Expositions of 1889 and 1900, and in various

American exhibitions, including the National

Academy and Architectural League. He was an
early and active member of the American Acad-
emy of Arts and Sciences, serving also on many
art committees and juries. He stood heroically

for the authority of tradition in an age of art

license. His theory and practise were not only

salutary and enlightening while he lived, but

will remain as valuable sources of information

for future students of art.

[F. J. Mather, Jr., "Kenyon Cox," in Scribner's
Mag., June 19 19 ; "Kenyon Cox," Literary Digest, Apr.
5, 1919; S. Isham, Hist, of Am. Painting (1905), pp.
480, 553-60; C. H. Caffin, Story of Am. Painting
( 1907), p. 323-24 ; N. Y. Herald, Mar. 18, 1919 ; E. H.
Blashfield in Evening Post (N. Y.), Mar. 20, 1919;
Cox's own writings ; personal acquaintance.] R.J.W.

COX, LEMUEL (1736-Feb. 18, 1806), me-

Cox
chanic, bridge-builder, was the youngest son of

William and Thankful (Maudsley) Cox. He
was born in Boston, Mass. In 1763 he married

Susannah, daughter of William and Sarah

(Sale) Hickling. Not much is known of Cox's

early life. As early as 1765 there are records

to show (Suffolk Deeds, vol. CIII, pp. 239, 251)
that Cox and his brother Jesse, "wheelwrights

all of Boston," purchased land in that city. He
was a Loyalist, and in 1775 for that reason he

served a term of confinement at Ipswich. His
name is numbered in Boston's quota of some
two thousand adherents of the King who left

Massachusetts temporarily. Later he removed
to Taunton, Mass., returning to Boston about

1789 and living there till June 1792 when he

moved to Medford before going abroad.

Cox first came into prominence in 1785-86

as the master workman under whose supervision

was constructed between Boston and Charles-

town the first bridge across the Charles River, a

piece of work which at that time was considered

very remarkable. Its length was 1,503 feet and it?

width forty-two feet, and it was especially adapt-

ed to withstand tidal currents and ice. Its open-

ing on June 17, 1786 was celebrated with great

pomp by a large civil and military procession,

including both branches of the legislature, with

Cox himself occupying a prominent position.

Broadsides were published upon the occasion,

one of them being a poem of forty stanzas of

which the following is a specimen

:

"Now Boston, Charlestown, nobly join,

And roast a fatted Ox
;

On noted Bunker Hill combine,
To toast our patriot, Cox."

Cox was also the architect and builder of the

Essex Bridge from Salem to Beverly, a bridge

which stood second only to the Charles River

Bridge in its size and in the caliber of work in-

volved. Success with these two undertakings

and others in Massachusetts and Maine resulted

in his being asked to construct the great bridge

at Waterford, Ireland, which was built under

his direction and supervision in 1793. For many
years a bridge in Ireland, near Dublin, bore his

name inscribed upon its piers. His stay over-

seas resulted in a number of works requiring

great mechanical and engineering skill. He re-

turned to Massachusetts, and died in Charles-

town. He seems never to have acquired great

wealth. "In 1796," says Joseph Barlow Felt in

his Annals of Salem (1845, v °l- L P- 3°8). "he

[Cox] had a grant of 1,000 acres of land in Maine
from our legislature for being the first inventor

of a machine to cut Card wire, the first projec-

tor of a Powder Mill in Massachusetts, the first
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suggestor of employing prisoners on Castle Isl-

and to make nails, and for various other dis-

coveries in mechanical arts."

[John H. Cox, New Eng. Cox Families (1898-1904),
PP- 77-/8 ; N. B. Shurtleff, Topographical and Hist.
Description of Boston (1891), pp. 417-18; "Descrip-
tion of Charles River Bridge," in Mass. Mag., Sept.

1789, pp. 533—34; Lorenzo Sabine, Sketches of Loyal-
ists of the Am. Revolution (1864), vol. I ; S. A. Drake,
Old Landmarks and Historic Fields of Middlesex
(1895) ; Columbian Centinel (Boston), Feb. 19, Boston
Gazette and Independent Chronicle, Feb. 20, New Eng.
Palladium (Boston) Feb. 21, and Boston Courier, Feb.

27, 1806.] K.W.C.

COX, PALMER (Apr. 28, 1840-July 24, 1924),

author, illustrator, was born in Granby, Canada,

of Scotch parents, Michael and Sarah (Miller)

Cox. He grew up in the little Scotch commu-
nity and after graduating from the Granby

Academy started out to make his own way. He
went to San Francisco in 1863, for several years

was a railroad employee, and for some time

worked as a ship-carpenter. During these years,

for his own pleasure, he contributed humorous

verse and cartoons to California papers, but none

of his productions attracted any special attention.

In 1875 he wrote and drew the pictures to accom-

pany a story called Squibs of California or

Everyday Life Illustrated, which met with no

applause. He then went to New York and ob-

tained a place on a weekly comic paper, Wild

Oats, which struggled along for about five years

and then went out of existence. During this

time Cox published three stories, Hans Von
Belter's Trip to Gotham (1876), How Colum-

bus Found America (1877)* and That Stanley

(1878). At the age of forty he began illustrat-

ing stories for St. Nicholas Magazine, to which

he also contributed short poems of his own, with

fantastic illustrations. He loved children and

enjoyed entertaining them, and the children

loved his drawings. As the magazine called for

more and more material his brain was taxed

for an original idea with which to carry on a

series of stories, and eventually the famous

"Brownies" were conceived. Suggested by the

folklore of the Grampian Mountains, legends

which Cox had heard in his childhood from the

emigrant Scots at Granby, the "Brownies" were
modified to fit the environment of the nineteenth-

century American child. He resolved that there

should be no pain or crime in the beings of his

creation, only laughter for children. He man-
aged, however, to convey a suggestion of reality,

and the Brownie Policeman, the Brownie Wheel-
man, and the other reflections of contemporary

life soon found a secure place in the child's imagi-

nary world. The Brownies gave joy to two gen-

erations of children. Cox estimated that he

drew over a million of them, and of his thirteen

Brownie books over a million copies were sold

within his lifetime. His financial success enabled

him to return to his old home at Granby and
build a huge house which he called "Brownie
Castle." Thereafter his summers were spent in

Canada, and the major part of his winters on
Long Island. He died, unmarried, at Brownie
Castle. His publications for children include

:

The Brownies, Their Book (1887) ; Queer Beo-
ple (1888) ; Queer Beople with Wings and
Stings (1888) ;

Queer Beople With Baws and
Claws (1888) ; Another Brownie Book (1890) ;

The Brownies at Home (1893) ; The Brownies
Around the World (1894); The Brownies
Through the Union (1895); The Brownies in

Bairyland (1895), a cantata in two acts; Balm-
er Cox's Brownies (1895), a P'ay in three acts,

which ran almost five years ; The Brownies
Abroad (1899); The Brownies in the Bhilip-

pines ( 1904) ; The Baimer Cox Brownie Brimer

(1906) ; Brownie Clown in Brownie Town
(1907); The Brownies' Latest Adventures

(1910) ; The Brownies Many More Nights
(I9I3)-

[Who's Who in America, 1924-25 ; "Palmer Cox,
The Brownie Man," in St. Nicholas, Oct. 1924; Cur-
rent Opinion, Sept. 1924 ; Nation (N. Y.), Aug. 6,

1924 ; obituary and editorial in N. Y. Times, July 25,
x 924-] M. S.

COX, ROWLAND (July 9, 1842-May 13,

1900), patent lawyer, author, was a direct de-

scendant of Richard Cox who, emigrating from
England in 1708 to Newark, Del., ultimately

settled in Chester County, Pa., in 1728. His

father, John Cooke Cox, who married Ann
Johns, daughter of Judge Rowland of the su-

preme court of Delaware, resided at Philadel-

phia where Rowland Cox was born. Receiving

his early education privately, he entered the

College of New Jersey (Princeton) in the class

of 1863. The outbreak of the Civil War, how-
ever, interrupted his studies and he enlisted as

a private in Company B, 15th Pennsylvania Vol-

unteer Cavalry, on Oct. 3, 1862, at Carlisle. He
took part in the Stone River and Chickamauga
campaigns, and was promoted assistant adjutant-

general on the staff of Major-Gen. J. B. Mc-
Pherson, commanding the 17th Army Corps,

Oct. 9, 1863. He remained on McPherson's

staff when the latter assumed command of the

Army of Tennessee, and was present at the bat-

tle of Atlanta, July 22, 1864, where McPherson
was killed. He then joined the staff of Major-

Gen. F. P. Blair and participated in Sherman's

march through Georgia and the Carolinas. At

the conclusion of the war he retired with the

rank of brevet major, and took up the study of
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law at Quincy, 111., being- admitted to the Illinois

bar in 1868. He practised for a short time at

Washington, D. C, specializing in the law of

inventions, copyright, and trade-marks, and

edited American Law Times Reports, volumes

II-VI (1869-74), and American Law Times

Reports, volumes I-IV (1874-77), in addition

to preparing American Trade Mark Cases, a

Compilation of all the Reported Trade Mark
Cases Decided in the United States Courts prior

to 1871, Together zvith the Leading English

Cases (1871). In 1875 he removed to New
York City where he acquired a national reputa-

tion as an expert in trade-mark and copyright

law. In 1878 in conjunction with Howard Ellis,

he edited The Reporter: Decisions of the Su-

preme and Circuit Courts, United States, Courts

of Last Resort in the Several States and of the

English and Irish Courts, volumes V and VI,

being a continuation of American Law Times

Reports, N. S., volumes I-IV. In 1881 appeared

his Manual of Trade Mark Cases; Comprising

L. B. Sebastian's Digest of Trade-Mark Cases

Covering Cases Prior to 1879, with Those of a

Leading Character since that Time, which be-

came the standard work on the subject and

passed through several editions. For over twen-

ty years he was engaged in most of the impor-

tant trade-mark and copyright litigation in the

United States. He made it an invariable prac-

tise to accept retainers on behalf of complain-

ants only, being thus enabled to employ a sys-

tematic method of argument in every instance.

Never spectacular, he always appealed to the in-

tellect, and his clear, cold, logical arguments,

clothed in unpretentious yet forcible language,

always had a powerful effect in cases where the

principles of equity were allowed full sway. He
died at Plainfield, N. J. On Oct. 29, 1868, he

was married to Fanny Cummins, daughter of

Robert Hill of Smyrna, Del.

[H. W. Cox, The Cox Family in America (19 12) ;

"Rowland Cox," prepared by E. C. Perkins in Asso. of
the Bar of the City of N. Y. Report, 1901 ; Hist, of the

Fifteenth Pa. Volunteer Cavalry (1906), ed. by C. H.
Kirk.] H.W.H.K.

COX, SAMUEL HANSON (Aug. 25, 1793-

Oct. 2, 1880), Presbyterian clergyman, educator,

a man of brilliant but eccentric genius, was born

in Rahway, N. J., the son of James Cox, member
of a New York importing firm, and Elizabeth

(Shepard) Cox. He was of Quaker ancestry,

fifth in descent from Isaac Cox of Talbot Coun-

ty, Md., and received his early education pri-

vately and at a Friends' academy in Westtown
near Philadelphia. In 1813, while studying law
under William Halsey at Newark, N. J., the

charm of Quakerism in which he had been nur-

tured "was dissolved by the unmystical verities

of the Bible," and he joined the Presbyterian

Church. His experiences at this period he de-

scribes at length in Quakerism not Christianity

( l &?>2>)> a discursive work of nearly seven hun-

dred pages. He now turned to the study of the-

ology, and, Oct. 10, 18 16, was licensed by the

New York Presbytery. On July 1, 18 17, he

was ordained and installed pastor of the Pres-

byterian Church, Mendham, N. J. His other

pastorates were at Spring Street Church (1820-

25) and Laight Street Church (1825-35), New
York, and the First Presbyterian Church,

Brooklyn (1837-54). He was married, Apr. 7,

1817, to Abia Hyde Cleveland (1796-1865), by

whom he had fifteen children, the eldest of whom,
Arthur Cleveland Coxe \_q.v.~\, became a bishop

in the Episcopal Church. His second wife, whom
he married Nov. 16, 1869, was Anna Fosdick

Bacon.

He was noted both for his peculiarities and for

his gifts. His utterances, tinged with intellec-

tual arrogance and interlarded with quotations

from the Latin, a language he spoke fluently,

reveal an amusing fondness for long and uncom-
mon words. His learning was extensive, but his

scholarship not profound. Strong sympathies

and antipathies led him into extravagances.

Nevertheless, his versatility, eloquence, wit, sin-

cerity, and courage, gave him standing and in-

fluence. At the outset of his career he came into

prominence through being refused an appoint-

ment by the Young Men's Missionary Society of

New York, because of his Hopkinsian senti-

ments. In the sharp conflicts of 1836-38 which

split the Presbyterian Church, he was one of the

New School leaders, and he was moderator of

the New School General Assembly in 1846. He
was a founder of New York University, and dur-

ing a thirty-six years' term as director of Union
Theological Seminary did much to shape its

policies. From 1835 to 1837 he was professor of

sacred rhetoric and pastoral theology at Auburn
Seminary, and from 1856 to 1863 the head of

Ingham University, Le Roy, N. Y., an institu-

tion for young women. He died at Bronxville,

N. Y.

Although at the anniversary of the British and

Foreign Bible Society, London, May 1833, he

defended his country when attacked on the score

of slavery, his early radical anti-slavery senti-

ments got him into trouble. His church and

house were stoned, and in July 1835, he was
hanged in effigy at Charleston along with Garri-

son and Arthur Tappan. For the London edi-

tion of William Jay's Slavery in America

0835), a work antagonistic to the Colonization
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Society he wrote a vigorous introduction. Later

he modified his views, fought the attempted ex-

clusion of slaveholders at the meeting of the

Evangelical Alliance in London, 1846, and repu-

diated his former friendship for Frederick Doug-
lass because of his behavior at a temperance con-

vention they attended there (Liberator, Nov. 20,

1846). Violently opposed both to intoxicants and
to tobacco, he wrote a long introduction, ad-

dressed to John Quincy Adams, for Benjamin I.

Lane's Mysteries of Tobacco (1851). He edited

and brought down to date Archibald Bower's
anti-Catholic History of the Popes in 1844-47.

Interviews Memorable and Useful (1853) in-

directly reveals many of his characteristics.

[Gen. Cat. Auburn Theol. Sem. (1883) ; John Q.
Adams, Hist-, of Auburn Theol. Sem. (1918) ; G. L.
Prentiss, The Union Theol. Sem., N. Y ., Hist, and
Biog. Sketches of its First Fifty Years (1889) ; J. L.
Chamberlain, ed., Universities and Their Sons, N. Y.
Univ. (1901); E. J. and H. G. Cleveland, Geneal.
Cleveland and Cleavcland Families (1899), I, 515—20;
W. P. and F. J. Garrison, Wm. Lloyd Garrison (1885-
89), I, 461, 48S ; HI, 165-66.] H . E. S.

COX, SAMUEL SULLIVAN (Sept. 30, 1824-

Sept. 10, 1889), congressman, writer, was a de-

scendant of Thomas Cox, one of the original

proprietors of East Jersey, who came to the

Province in 1670. A great-grandson of this

pioneer was Gen. James Cox, soldier of Brandy-

wine and Germantown, speaker of the New Jer-

sey legislature, friend of Jefferson, and member
of the Tenth Congress. His son, Ezekiel Taylor

Cox, removed to Zanesville, Ohio, and became

editor of the Muskingum Messenger, marrying

the daughter of Samuel Sullivan, at one time

state treasurer. Of this union were born thir-

teen children, Samuel Sullivan Cox being the

second child.

After attending Ohio University for nearly

two years, Samuel entered Brown University,

graduating in 1846 with high honors. During
his course he distinguished himself as a debater

and writer of prize essays in history, economics,

and criticism. Returning to Ohio after gradu-

ation he read law. Two years of practise in Cin-

cinnati opened prospects of professional success,

but his tastes drew him to literature and travel.

In 1849 he married Julia A. Buckingham of

Zanesville, who was thenceforth his congenial

and inseparable companion. With her he visited

Europe, publishing upon his return his first

book, A Buckeye Abroad (1852). Its favorable

reception turned his attention to journalism, and
he became editor and chief owner of the Ohio
Statesman at Columbus. A glowing description

of a sunset, printed May 19, 1853, won him a

sobriquet which clung
—

"Sunset" Cox.

Journalism led into politics. As chairman of

Cox
the Democratic state committee Cox showed
such efficiency that President Pierce offered him
the post of secretary of legation in England

(1855). He chose in preference a similar ap-

pointment to Peru, but turned back on the way
because of ill health. Thereupon he was elected

to Congress (1856), defeating his Republican
and "Know-Nothing" rivals by a plurality of

355. From 1857, with the exception of the

Thirty-ninth and Fortieth Congresses and a

year of diplomatic service, he was almost con-

tinuously a member of the lower house. Despite

reapportionments, gerrymanders, and other vi-

cissitudes of politics, he failed only a few times

in thirty years to win reelection by votes which
show an increasing hold upon his constituents.

When his career closed, few if any of his asso-

ciates enjoyed greater distinction for long and
useful service. Almost every major issue for a

generation had felt his influence.

Entering Congress during the Kansas crisis,

while Douglas was attacking the Lecompton
constitution in the Senate, Cox's maiden speech

was made against it, the first by any member of

the House. As war drew near, he supported all

measures which promised adjustment of sec-

tional difficulties ; and after hostilities began,

although he voted consistently for money and
men to sustain the Federal authority, he advo-

cated every effort to restore peace and union.

He strenuously opposed the resort to martial

law outside of the war zone (he was a friend of

Clement L. Vallandigham \_q.v.~\ and, as he testi-

fied on oath, was the author of the words for

which Vallandigham was arrested) ; as a mem-
ber of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, he

aided in settling the Trent affair ; he influenced

Lincoln's decision to treat Southern seamen as

prisoners of war instead of pirates ; he was
among the foremost in efforts to abolish priva-

teering; he was instrumental in bringing about

the Hampton Roads Conference in 1865. At the

National Democratic Convention of 1864 he sec-

onded McClellan's nomination for the presi-

dency. In 1864 he successfully opposed extreme

confiscation measures. Defeated in the autumn
election, he removed permanently to New York
City, in the belief, it seems, that his Ohio dis-

trict would thenceforth be Republican. He prac-

tised law and wrote Eight Years in Congress

(1865), while the radicals passed the Thirteenth

and Fourteenth Amendments and impeached the

President. Returning to Congress in 1868, he

labored during many sessions for complete am-

nesty, and was prominent as an advocate of

reform of the tariff and the Civil Service. He
was directly responsible for bills establishing
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the Life Saving- Service, securing increased pay
and vacation privileges for letter-carriers, and
broadening the scope of the census enumeration

of 1890. He took pride in the development of

the West, promoting legislation for the reclama-

tion of waste lands, and insisting upon statehood

for the Dakotas, Montana, and Washington.

Appointed minister to Turkey by President

Cleveland in 1885, ne resigned and returned to

America after a year. The literary result of this

sojourn was Diversions of a Diplomat in Turkey

(1887). Almost immediately after reaching

home he was sent to Congress again in place of

Joseph Pulitzer, resigned. He visited the North-

west in the summer of 1889, following the ad-

mission of the "omnibus" states, but his health,

never robust, broke down, and his death fol-

lowed.

Cox was a deeply religious man, a scholar of

broad reading and prodigious memory, and an
independent thinker who never allowed his

party to prescribe his course. He opposed cen-

tralizing tendencies in government, and saw in

Cleveland's election the promise of a permanent

return to early Democratic principles. In debate

he was ready, witty, and courteous. He was a

prolific writer. In addition to the titles already

mentioned the following may be enumerated:

Puritanism in Politics (1863) ; Why IVe Laugh
(1876); Free Land and Free Trade (1880);
Arctic Sunbeams (1882); Orient Sunbeams
< 1882) ; Three Decades of Federal Legislation

(1885).

[The chief source is Wm. Van Zandt Cox and Mil-
ton Harlow Northrup, Life of Samuel Sullivan Cox
(Syracuse, 1899). See also the addresses of fellow
members of Congress at the memorial session held on
Apr. 19, 1890; Congressional Record, 51st Cong., I

Sess., 3558-90 ;
7028—33. Cox's own books are also

valuable sources, especially the Three Decades of Fed-
eral Legislation, which contains an engraved portrait

of the author on the title-page. A statue erected by the
letter-carriers and executed by Louise Lavvson, stands
in Astor Place, New York City.] jj C. H.

COX, WILLIAM RUFFIN (Mar. u, 1832-

Dec. 26, 1919), Confederate soldier, politician,

was descended from John Cox, a British naval

officer of good family and trading inclinations,

who settled in North Carolina in the early nine-

teenth century. His son Thomas, after building

up at Plymouth, N. C, an important export busi-

ness with the West Indies, married Olivia Nor-

fleet and became a planter in Halifax County,

the home of his wife. Here, at Scotland Neck,

their son William Ruffin was born. On his

father's death he was, for family reasons, put to

school in Tennessee. After graduating from
Franklin College and studying law at Lebanon
College, he practised at the Tennessee bar for

Cox
five years. In 1857 he married Penelope Battle

of Edgecombe County, N. C, and, settling

there, began to develop the fine plantation which
he retained throughout his life. Soon, however,
he became an enthusiastic secessionist. Having
organized and equipped a military company at

his own expense and having set himself to the

study of military tactics, on the outbreak of the

Civil War he was appointed by the governor
major of the 2nd North Carolina Regiment.
During the next four years he was with the

Army of Northern Virginia continuously, par-

ticipating in most of its battles and winning
official commendation for ability to keep his com-
mand intact and for skill and intrepidity in at-

tack. Eleven times he was wounded, five times

at Chancellorsville. The temporary command of

a brigade came on May 31, 1864. To Cox fell the

honor of leading the last organized attack made
by his army. After the war this military record

was an asset of first importance when, having
begun again the practise of law in Raleigh, he
drifted into politics. For a while it seemed that

original secessionists and the Holden party

might unite in support of Cox as a candidate for

governor in opposition to Worth, whom old

Unionists supported. Instead, however, the for-

mer elected to assist in building a party of out-

and-out opposition to the Radical regime by
standing, in 1868, for the humble, but at that

time peculiarly important, office of solicitor in

the heavily Radical Raleigh district. Winning
by the narrowest of margins, he continued to

serve in this capacity until 1874, when he was
made chairman of the state Democratic com-
mittee. Emphasizing fairness of nominations,

rigid party discipline, and thorough local organi-

zation {Raleigh Daily News, June n, 1874),
this committee under his leadership "redeemed"

the state in the three stirring campaigns of 1874,

1875, and 1876. In 1876 Cox became district

judge by appointment. Resigning in 1880 he

was elected to Congress from the Raleigh-Dur-

ham district, and was reelected in 1882 and 1884.

As chairman of the House Committee on Civil

Service he supported President Cleveland's re-

form policy, declaring in a set speech (June

1886) that the merit system involved "the very

essence and genius of Democracy." For this

reason chiefly he was defeated for renomination

by his party, though not until his friends had

deadlocked the convention for 197 ballots. In

consonance with common opinion—although

Cox indignantly denied that there was any
understanding to that effect—President Cleve-

land offered him a position in the Land Office.

This he declined (News and Obscnrr, Raleigh,
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Aug. 7-10, 1886). In 1893, however, he was
elected secretary of the Senate, a position which
he continued to hold until 1900. Meantime he

was busy with many other affairs. He served

as grand master of the Masonic Order, sat in

the councils of the Protestant Episcopal Church,

served on the executive committee of the State

Agricultural Society, and as chairman of the

committee that established the North Carolina

Journal of Education. He often delivered memo-
rial addresses, the most elaborate of which was
"The Life and Character of Ramseur." These
addresses disclose no unusual learning or elo-

quence and tend to confirm Gov. Worth's view
that Cox was "a man of slender capacity" (J. G.

de R. Hamilton, Correspondence of Jonathan

Worth, II, 707). On the other hand it is record-

ed that he was of striking physical appearance,

cultured and courtly; and his political choices

indicate wisdom as well as character. In 1883

he was married to Fannie Augusta Lyman, who
bore him two sons, and in 1905 to Mrs. Herbert

A. Claiborne of Richmond, Va.

[In addition to references above see sketch by S. A.
Ashe, in Biog. Hist, of N. C, vol. I (1905) ; obituary in

the News and Observer (Raleigh), Dec. 27, 28, 1919.]

C. C. P.

COXE, ARTHUR CLEVELAND (May 10,

1818-July 20, 1896), Episcopal bishop, writer,

was born in Mendham, N. J., the first parish of

his celebrated Presbyterian father, Rev. Samuel

Hanson Cox [q.v.~\, the son adopting what he

deemed an earlier spelling of the family name.

His youth was spent principally in New York.

He early displayed a liking for the Episcopal

Church, which was probably strengthened in

the home of his uncle, Dr. Abraham Cox, a

prominent New York physician. At twenty he

graduated from the University of the City of

New York, and in 1841, from the General The-

ological Seminary. He was ordained priest,

Sept. 25, 1842, at St. John's Church, Hartford,

Conn., of which he became rector. From 1854

to 1863 he was rector of Grace Church, Balti-

more, declining an election to the episcopate of

Texas m 1856, and from 1863 to 1865, rector of

Calvary Church, New York. On Jan. 4, 1865,

he was consecrated assistant bishop of Western

New York, and at the death of Bishop De Lan-

cey, three months later, he succeeded him. On
Sept. 21, 1841, he married Katherine Cleveland

Hyde, a second cousin once removed.

He was long a prominent figure in ecclesiasti-

cal councils, and a prolific writer on subjects cov-

ering a wide range. In physical vitality, versatil-

ity, learning, intensity of feeling, and devotion to

reform he resembled his father. In addition he

had a gift of versification which enabled him to

publish several volumes of ecclesiastical poetry.

His best-known work of this kind is Christian

Ballads ( 1840), many editions of which appeared

both in America and England. The impression of

the author created by these is said to have had
much to do with his election as bishop (Charles

W. Hayes, Diocese of Western New York, 1904,

p. 245 ) . Theologically and ecclesiastically he was
strongly conservative. He was opposed to the

consecration of Phillips Brooks as bishop (Ibid.,

p. 350), and his Holy Writ and Modern Thought

(1892) shows little sympathy with the scientific

tendencies of the day. His efforts at reform were
directed chiefly toward Christian unity on the

basis of "that constitution of the Church and that

profession of faith which were recognised, not in-

vented, by the Council of Nicaea." The Criterion

(1866) and Apollos, or the Way of God (1871)
state fully his views. After a visit to Dr. John
von Hirscher at Freiburg, a precursor of the

Old Catholic movement, he published at Oxford

(1852) a translation of the former's On the Ac-
tual State of the Church, under the title, Sympa-
thies of the Continent, a work which attracted

much attention in England and at home. He par-

ticipated actively in the formation of the Anglo-

Continental Society, an object of which was the

promulgation on the Continent of the principles

of the English Reformation. His Letter to Pius

the Ninth, at the calling of the Vatican Council

in 1869, was published in Europe in French, Ger-

man, Greek, Bohemian, and Italian. In 1874 ne

published in Paris L'£piscopat de I'Occident, a

treatise on the history of the Church of England,

controverting Roman Catholic attacks. He op-

posed revisions of the Bible on the ground that

the authorized version was a bond that united the

churches, and in 1857 published his Apology for

the English Bible. He organized the Christian

Literature Company in 1885 for the publication

of the patristic fathers, and during 1885-86

brought out an edition of the Ante-Nicene Fa-

thers.

Dignified in bearing and punctilious in deport-

ment, with finely chiseled features, high fore-

head, waving white hair, and side whiskers, he

looked and acted the part of the typical bishop.

[See Christian Lit., Sept. 1896 ; Critic, Aug. 1, 1896 ;

Churchman, July 25, 1896; Henry C. Potter, Reminis-
cence of Bishops and Archbishops (1906) ; Herman G.

Batterson, Sketch-Book of the Am. Episcopate (1891)
lists eighty-one of Coxe's publications.] H.E.S.

COXE, DANIEL (August 1673-Apr. 25,

1739), landowner, politician, was the eldest son

of Daniel and Rebecca (Coldham) Coxe of Lon-

don. His father (1640-1730) was a member of
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the Royal Society (March 1664/5), a doctor of

medicine of Cambridge ( 1669), one of the physi-

cians to Charles II and to Queen Anne, and a

writer on chemistry and medicine. Although he

was never in America, Dr. Coxe was a figure of

importance in early colonial history. He ac-

quired interests in West Jersey in 1684 and in

East Jersey in 1686 and by purchase of land from

the heirs of Gov. Billinge he was nominally gov-

ernor of West Jersey from 1687 to 1692, when he

sold the greater part of his proprietary. Dr. Coxe
was a large speculator in colonial proprietary

rights ; by 1698 he had procured the assignment

of Sir Robert Heath's patent to Carolana, which

included Norfolk County, Va., and the English

rights to the Mississippi Valley west of the Caro-

linas. He agitated many years with partial suc-

cess for the confirmation of this patent. He con-

ceived the magnificent idea of forming a com-
monwealth within Carolana, and sent two armed
vessels to explore the Mississippi, but, having

once abandoned his plan for a settlement there,

attempted unsuccessfully to settle a body of Hu-
guenots in Virginia. He collected a large body of

documentary information concerning colonial

travels and explorations and from these compiled

his advertising tracts ; in his "Account of New
Jersey" he wrote that he had "made greate dis-

coveryes towards the greate Lake . . . and con-

tracted Freinshipp with diverse petty Kings,"

but these events were experienced where they

were written—in the quiet of his library in Al-

dersgate Street.

Dr. Coxe was ably assisted in his claims and
efforts by his son, Daniel, who came to America
in 1702 with Lord Cornbury [#.?'.], of whom he

was a favorite. Appointed by the latter com-
mander of the forces in West Jersey he was there-

after known as Col. Coxe. He was recommended
in 1702 and again in 1705 for a seat on the Gov-
ernor's Council; in 1706, despite the opposition

of the Quakers, he was appointed. In the same
year he was made one of the associate judges of

the supreme court of the province. In 1707, fol-

lowing an elopement, this "fine, flaunting gentle-

man" married Sarah Eckley, daughter of a Phil-

adelphia Quaker. When Lord Lovelace became
governor of the province in 1708 Coxe was again

appointed to the Council. He was unable to get

along with the succeeding governor, Hunter, and
in 1713 was removed from the Council through

Hunter's influence. Having obtained the Swed-
ish vote in Gloucester County, he was elected to

the Assembly in 1714 and again in 1716, when he

was chosen speaker. Hunter at once prorogued
the Assembly, and when it convened again Coxe
and his followers absented themselves in an un-

successful attempt to obstruct the session. When
a majority of the Assembly was finally gathered,

Coxe and his friends were expelled and fled to

Bristol in Pennsylvania. He returned to London,
and his father and his brother Samuel petitioned

the Lords of Trade in January and February

1714/15 against the renewal of Hunter's commis-
sion, but without success.

While in London in 1722 he published A De-
scription of the English Province of Carolana, by
the Spaniards call'd Florida, and by the French
La Louisiane also of the great and famous river

Meschacebe or Mississippi, composed of the

memoirs of traders and explorers collected by

his father. This book is chiefly remarkable be-

cause in the introduction Coxe sets forth what is

believed to be the first printed plan for a political

confederation of the North American colonies.

He proposed that the colonies "be united under a

Legal, Regular, and firm Establishment," that a

Lieutenant or Supreme Governor be constituted

to whom the colonial governors should be subor-

dinate, and that two deputies, elected by the As-
sembly of each province, should "meet together,

consult, and advise for the good of the whole, set-

tle and appoint particular Quotas or Proportions

of Money, Men, Provisions that each respective

government is to raise for their mutual defense

and safety."

He returned to New Jersey and in 1725 was a

candidate for the Assembly from Burlington. In

1730 he was deputized as "Provincial Grand
Master of the Provinces of New York, New j er-

sey, and Pensilvania" and thus became the first

appointed Grand Master of Masons in America.
He was again appointed to the supreme court in

1734 as third judge, a position which he held

until his death in 1739.

[See N. Y. Col. Docs., vols. V, VI ; N. J. Archives,
first ser., vols. IV, X, XI ; Calendar of State Papers,
Colonial Ser., America and West Indies; Richard S.

Field, "Provincial Courts of N. J.," vol. Ill of the N. J.

Hist. Soc. Colls. (1849) ; G. D. Scull in Pa. Mag. of
Hist, and Biog., vol. VII (1883) ; C. W. Alvord and
Lee Bidgood, First Explorations of the Trans-Allegheny
Region by the Virginians 1650—74 (1912); Hamilton
Schuyler, Hist, of St. Michael's Church, Trenton . . .

1703-1926 (1926) ; Jos. H. Hough, Origin of Masonry
in N. J. (1870) ; Pa. Mag. of Hist, and Biog., vols. V,
VI (1881-82). A manuscript chart of the descendants
of Daniel Coxe, prepared by Mrs. Brinton Coxe, is in

the possession of the Geneal. Soc. of Pa.] F. M.

COXE, ECKLEY BRINTON (June 4, 1839-

May 13, 1895), mining engineer, the son of

Charles Sidney Coxe, district attorney of Phila-

delphia and later judge of the district court, and

of Ann Maria (Brinton) Coxe, was born in Phil-

adelphia. He was a descendant of Col. Daniel

Coxe [q.v.] and a grandson of Tench Coxe

[q.v.~\. The latter had acquired large tracts of
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land in the anthracite region of Pennsylvania be-

fore the importance of coal was generally real-

ized, and Eckley Coxe was educated with the in-

tention that he should develop them. At the age

of nineteen he was graduated from the University

of Pennsylvania. After graduation he continued

for a time at the University, studying science,

French, and bookkeeping. During his college

course his summers had been spent in the coal re-

gions and in 1859 he assisted in surveying the

family's lands. In i860 he went to Paris where
he spent two years at the school of mines, after

which he attended for a year the famous mining

academy at Freiberg in Saxony, thus helping to

set a fashion which led many American students

of mining thither. Prof. Julius Weisbach of Frei-

berg authorized Coxe to translate the first part

of his important treatise on mechanics ; this was
published in 1870 in New York as A Manual of

the Mechanics of Engineering and of the Con-
struction of Machines, with an Introduction to

the Calculus: Vol. I, Theoretical Mechanics, a

volume of 1,112 pages. Coxe spent nearly two
years more in Europe studying the actual opera-

tions of mines in England and on the Continent

;

this was during the period of the Civil War in

America. In 1864, at the age of twenty-five, he

returned to America to take up the development

of the coal lands. In 1865 the firm of Coxe Broth-

ers & Company was organized, the name later

being changed to The Cross Creek Coal Com-
pany. Eckley Coxe made his home at Drifton,

near Wilkes-Barre, in the anthracite region, and

on June 2J, 1868, married Sophia G. Fisher,

daughter of Joshua Francis Fisher of Philadel-

phia.

The problems of Coxe in the development of

the coal lands were both administrative and tech-

nical. Several leases for mining coal on the fam-

ily's lands had already been granted. For econ-

omy in operation he maneuvered to consolidate

these. By 1886 only 1,200 acres of the estate re-

mained outside the control of the Cross Creek

Company, of which Coxe was president, and the

company controlled about 35,000 acres. The
problem of transportation was critical. After

controversies with the several railroads serv-

ing the region, the Delaware, Susquehanna &
Schuylkill Railroad was organized in 1890 with

members of the Cross Creek Company as stock-

holders and Coxe as president. Other problems

were labor troubles, fires in the coal-mines, and

the waste of coal due to short-sighted policies of

operators anxious for quick profits. Coxe's pol-

icy in meeting all of these difficulties was com-
mendable and patriotic. Among his technical

achievements were the inventions of long steel

tapes to use instead of chains for mine-surveying

;

Coxe's micrometer; an automatic slate-picking

chute ; corrugated rolls for breaking coal ; coal-

jig"s
;
gyrating screens; the mechanical stoker;

grease-packing for plunger-pumps ; and applica-

tions of compressed air to machinery. His ef-

forts to reduce the waste of small coal were par-

ticularly noteworthy and helped to stop the

growth of the great culm heaps that marked the

enormous losses in early anthracite mining.

Many of Coxe's inventions and improvements

were made in conjunction with skilful assistants

who worked under his directions. A number of

patents in his name or assigned to him were re-

corded about 1890. Over seventy of these were

issued to cover mechanical stoking—an impor-

tant development in engineering.

Coxe's constructive ability was not confined

to his business enterprises. He established and

contributed liberally to the support of a technical

school at Drifton, for the sons of working miners.

He was one of the founders of the American In-

stitute of Mining Engineers and its president

in 1878 and 1879, president of the American So-

ciety of Mechanical Engineers from 1892 to 1894,

member of the American Society of Civil Engi-

neers and of the American Chemical Society,

state senator from the Luzerne and Lackawanna
district of Pennsylvania from 1880 to 1884, and

a trustee of Lehigh University from its inception.

He was a Democrat and an Episcopalian. As a

politician he was too conscientious to be practi-

cal ; as a trustee of Lehigh he was active and en-

thusiastic. He was a robust, forceful man char-

acterized by energy and spontaneity, and had an

unusually large number of friends. He died of

pneumonia at the age of fifty-four.

[Obituary article by R. W. Raymond in Trans. Am.
Inst. Mining Engineers, vol. XXV (1896) ; obituary ar-

ticles in Trans. Am. Soc. Mech. Engineers, vol. XVI
(1895) ; Trans. Am. Soc. Civil Engineers, vol. XXXVI
(1897) ; Biog. Cat. Matriculates of the Coll. 1749-1893
(Univ. of Pa.).] P.B.M.

COXE, JOHN REDMAN (Sept. 16, 1773-

Mar. 22, 1864), physician, a descendant of Col.

Daniel Coxe \_q.v.~\ and the son of Daniel and

Sarah (Redman) Coxe, was born in Trenton,

N. J., but brought up by his grandfather, the dis-

tinguished physician John Redman [q.v.1, in

Philadelphia. Young Coxe was sent to school in

England and then studied medicine in London

and Edinburgh. In 1790 he returned to Philadel-

phia where he resumed his medical studies under

Dr. Benjamin Rush [q.v.~] and at the University

of Pennsylvania, from which he received his de-

gree of M.D. in 1794. During the yellow-fever

epidemic of 1793 he worked faithfully by the side

of his great preceptor. The following year he
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went abroad again and spent several years study-

ing in the hospitals at London. Edinburgh, and

Paris. He returned to Philadelphia in 1796 and

started to practise. During the yellow-fever epi-

demic of 1797 he gave up his private work to

serve as resident physician at the Bush Hill Hos-

pital under Dr. Physick and Dr. Cathrall. Coxe
was an early advocate of vaccination, naming a

son of his Edward Jenner and vaccinating him
as well as himself in 1801. He was also an expert

pharmacist. The compound syrup of squills of

the United States Pharmacopoeia was originally

prepared by him and was generally known as

Coxe's Hive Syrup. He is said to have intro-

duced the Jalap plant into the United States. His

lectures on materia medica and pharmacy were
the chief source of systematic instruction for pro-

spective apothecaries before the establishment of

the College of Pharmacy.
Coxe was editor of the Medical Museum which

was published from 1805 until 181 1. In 1808 he

edited the American Dispensatory and published

a Medical Dictionary. His other writings in-

clude : An Inquiry into the Claims of Dr. William

Harvey to the Discovery of the Circulation of the

Blood with a More Equitable Retrospect of tlmt

Event, to Which Is Added an Introductory Lec-

ture Delivered on the Third of November, 1829,

in J 'indication of Hippocrates from Sundry
Charges of Ignorance Preferred Against Him by

the Late Professor Rush (1834) ; The Writings

of Hippocrates and Galen Epitomized from the

Original Latin Translation (1846). From 1802

to 1807 he was physician to the Pennsylvania

Hospital. He was professor of chemistry in the

University of Pennsylvania from 1809 to 1819,

when he was transferred to the chair of materia

medica and pharmacy in the medical department.

In 1835 his chair was declared vacant by the

Board of Trustees. He seems to have been too

conservative in his teachings. According to Car-

son, "The doctrines and opinions of the earlier

fathers of Physic had so superior a value in his

estimation as to lead to too exclusive an exposi-

tion of them in his lectures."

At the time of Coxe's death his library, accord-

ing to Gross, who held Coxe's learning in high

esteem, contained the "best collection of the Fa-
thers of Medicine and of Theology" in the coun-
try. The library was sold by auction ; the theo-

logical section was purchased for the Princeton

Library and the Theological Seminary in Phila-

delphia, and Gross himself bought many of the

medical books. Coxe was married to Sarah,

daughter of Col. John Cox, by whom he had six

children.

["Records of Christ Church" (Phila.), in Pa. Ar-
chives, II, 68 ; Jos. Carson, Hist, of the Medic. Dept. of

the Univ. of Pa. (1869) ; Samuel D. Gross, Autobiog-
raphy (1884) ; T. G. Morton, Hist, of the Pa. Hospital
( 1895) ; Am. Medic. Times, May 7, 1864 ; Boston Medic.
and Surgic Jour., Sept. 26, 1849.] F. R. P.

COXE, RICHARD SMITH (Jan. 1792-Apr.

28, 1865), lawyer, was a great-grandson of Col.

Daniel Coxe [q.z'.], and a son of William Coxe
[q.v.~\ and Rachel (Smith) Coxe, who at the time

of Richard's birth were residing at Burlington,

N. J. Richard obtained his early education at the

Burlington Academy, was prepared for college

by a private tutor, and entered the College of

New Jersey (Princeton) in 1805, graduating in

1808. He then read law for three years in the of-

fice of Judge William Griffith at Burlington, after

which he went to Philadelphia, studied with Hor-

ace Binney [g.e'.], and was admitted to the bar

of the supreme court of Pennsylvania, Dec. II,

1812. He practised for some time in Philadel-

phia, making a special study of real property law.

Early evincing great literary activity, in his lei-

sure he prepared A New Critical Pronouncing

Dictionary of the English Language Compiled

by an American Gentleman, which was published

in 1813. He also compiled Reports of Cases Ar-
gued and Determined in the 'Supreme Court of

New Jersey from April Term 1790 to November
Term 1795 Both Inclusive, which appeared in

1816. This work forms the first volume of the

series of reports of decisions of the supreme

court of New Jersey. On his marriage, Jan. 23,

1816, to Susan B., daughter of Judge Griffith, he

returned to Burlington and was admitted to the

New Jersey bar in May 181 7. Opening an office

in Burlington he soon acquired a good practise

and was appointed deputy attorney-general for

Burlington County. In December 1822, however,

he removed to Washington, D. C, and was ad-

mitted to the bar of the circuit court of the Dis-

trict of Columbia. At this period much litigation

dealing with intricate questions of real property

law applicable to the colonies of Great Britain,

France, and Spain arose from the cession of Flor-

ida and Louisiana, and in due course came before

the Supreme Court of the United States. Coxe,

owing to his having specialized in real property

law, was briefed in a number of suits, and such

was the skill which he displayed in handling these

cases, involving as they did not only important

principles of municipal law but delicate consid-

erations of public international law, that he quick-

ly established himself as a leader of the Supreme
Court. Thenceforth his practise was chiefly be-

fore that tribunal, where his ability procured for

him some years predominance as counsel. It was
said of him at one time that he was employed
in more cases upon the docket of the Supreme
Court of the United States than any other lawyer
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in the country (Crew, post). Despite his heavy

professional engagements, he prepared a Digest

of Decisions Supreme, Circuit, and District

Courts, United States, 1789-1829, which was
published in 1829. As judge advocate he ap-

peared for the government in many prosecutions

before courts-martial. Consistently refusing to

enter public life, he confined himself to his pro-

fessional work, seeking his recreation in literary

studies, particularly the English classics. To this

avocation may be attributed the attractive schol-

arly way in which he invariably presented his

cases to the Court, his arguments being remark-

able for their perfection of language and logic.

He was frequently called upon on academic and
patriotic occasions to deliver addresses, a num-
ber of which were subsequently published, and, in

addition to the works previously referred to, he

wrote a Review of the Relations between the

United States and Mexico (1846) and a bro-

chure, The Present State of the African Slave-

Trade (1858). In 1840 he married as his second

wife Mrs. Susan R. Wheeler, daughter of John
Warren of New York. He died at Washington.

[John Clement, Sketches of the First Emigrant Set-
tlers in Newton Township, N. J. (1877), p. 174 ; E. M.
Woodward and J. F. Hageman, Hist, of Burlington and
Mercer Counties, N. J. (1883) ; Biog. Sketches of Emi-
nent Am. Lawyers (1852), ed. by John Livingston, p.

692 ; Centennial Hist, of the City of Washington, D. C.

(1892), ed. by H. W. Crew; F. R. Noel and M. B.
Downing, The Court House of the District of Columbia
(1919); Evening Star (Washington), Apr. 28, 1865.]

H.W.H.K.

COXE, TENCH (May 22, 1755-July 16, 1824),

political economist, was the son of William and

Mary (Francis) Coxe and grandson of Col. Dan-
iel Coxe [q.v.] , colonial legislator and judge, and

of Tench Francis [q.v.'j, attorney-general of

the province of Pennsylvania. Tench Coxe, like

his brother William [q.v.~\, was born in Phila-

delphia. He was educated at the College of Phil-

adelphia, now the University of Pennsylvania,

though he seems not to have graduated. He
studied law, but instead of undertaking an inde-

pendent practise entered his father's counting-

house, and in 1776 became a member of the firm

of Coxe, Furman & Coxe. Friendly writers have

said that it was the exigency of the business, of

which he was left in complete charge, which

made him neutral during the Revolution. Others

declare that royalist sympathies made him resign

from the militia and leave Philadelphia to join

the British, returning in 1777 with the army
under Howe, and that with Howe's withdrawal

Coxe was arrested, paroled, and turned Whig.

At any rate, he did not sacrifice the esteem of

patriots, for he was a member of the Annapolis

Convention of 1786 and of the Continental Con-

gress in 1788. He supported the adoption of the

Constitution in an able pamphlet, An Examina-
tion of the Constitution for the United States

( 1788) , which was one of the earliest arguments

to appear in its behalf, and marks its author in

every way a Federalist. He was particularly anx-

ious that the financial difficulties of the Confed-

eration should be cured through adoption of the

new instrument. He was made assistant secre-

tary of the treasury in 1789 and became Commis-
sioner of the Revenue in 1792. From the latter

post Adams removed him in December 1797
(probably because of Wolcott's dissatisfaction

with his subordinate, though no official reason

was given), and Coxe altered allegiance again

by joining the Republicans. In the campaign of

1800 he added to the Federalist discomfort, al-

ready acute through Hamilton's attack upon

President Adams, by publishing a letter which

he had received from Adams in 1792 openly in-

sinuating that Charles and Thomas Pinckney,

both Federalist leaders, were not to be trust-

ed because under British influence. Federalists

promptly branded Coxe a traitor to the party,

whereupon Jefferson took him up, in 1803 ap-

pointing him Purveyor of Public Supplies, which

office he held until it was abolished in 1812. Jef-

ferson and Madison remained his friends, and

the latter, in 1820 when Coxe was an old man,

sought unavailingly to have Monroe give him
preferment.

Coxe's shifts in politics were in marked con-

trast to his steadfastness in adherence to the eco-

nomic policies which he believed would promote

the prosperity of the new nation. Dealing in

practicalities rather than in doctrine, he belonged

to the nationalist group which later found its

full expression in the works of Henry C. Carey

[<j.f.]. He resented the hardships of Britain's

colonial policy, realized the necessity of close po-

litical union following the weakness of the Con-

federation, and was moved to action by the flood-

ing of American markets with British goods

when peace was concluded. His pamphlet, An
Enquiry into the Principles on Which a Com-
mercial System for the United States of America

Should be Founded, read to a meeting in the

house of Benjamin Franklin in 1787 and pub-

lished in the same year, is a key to his views.

While ever mindful of the claims of agriculture

(which he calculated embraced seven-eighths of

the country's wealth), he thought these would

best be served by development of manufactures

which would afford a home market for raw ma-

terials and foodstuffs. He believed a revenue

tariff, combined with the natural advantages of

the country, sufficient for the encouragement of
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American industry. He was unalterably opposed

to commercial restrictions between the states. He
urged confining importation to American bot-

toms and to ships of the country of origin. Coast-

wise trade, he held, should belong exclusively to

American ship-owners. He early (1775) became

a member of the United Company of Philadelphia

for Promoting American Manufactures, and be-

came president of the Pennsylvania Society for

the Encouragement of Manufactures and the

Useful Arts (founded in 1787). He has been

called the father of the American cotton industry

because he was one of the first to urge on the

South cultivation of cotton as a staple, and was
active in the promotion of cotton manufacture.

In 1787, two years before Samuel Slater's arrival,

Coxe attempted, though without success, to have

models of the Arkwright machinery brought to

America by way of France. Early aware of the

existence of coal in central and western Pennsyl-

vania, and, apparently, of its future importance

(see his View of the United States of America,

1794, pp. 70-71), in 1787 and 1793 he purchased

extensive tracts of land in the coal areas, which

he transmitted to his heirs. A grandson, Eckley

B. Coxe [q.v.~\, educated to develop the coal

lands, became one of the outstanding mining en-

gineers of the United States.

Tench Coxe was married twice : first, to Cath-

erine McCall of Philadelphia, who died without

issue ; and second, to Rebecca, daughter of

Charles Coxe of New Jersey. He was a hand-

some, winning person, capable and versatile, high

in the second rank of men of his day.

[See Henry Simpson, The Lives of Eminent Philadel-
phians (1859) ; Lorenzo Sabine, Biog. Sketches of Loy-
alists of the Am. Revolution (1864) ; Pa. Mag. of Hist,
and Biog., vols. V (1881) and XVI (1892) ; George S.

White, Memoir of Samuel Slater (2nd ed., 1836) ; obit-

uaries in Philadelphia papers : Franklin Gazette and
National Gazette for July 16, 1824, and Paulson's Am.
Daily Advertiser for July 17, 1824. There are numerous
references to Coxe in the letters of Jefferson, Madison,
and Adams. For his opinions see his View of the United
States (1794), which is in effect a compilation of a

number of his papers published during the years 1787-

94, and (also by Coxe) A Statement of the Arts and
Manufacttires of the U. S. for the Year 1810.] B.M.

COXE, WILLIAM (May 3, 1762-Feb. 25,

1831), pomologist, a grandson of Col. Daniel

Coxe [q.v.~\, was born in Philadelphia. His par-

ents were William and Mary (Francis) Coxe,

and Tench Coxe [q.v.~\ was an older brother.

William's schooling was imperfect, but he had a

great fondness for reading, and through his own
efforts, and with the aid of a member of his fam-

ily, laid the foundation for an education which

eventually fitted him for a wide and influential

public service. At the time of his marriage to

Rachel Smith in 1789, he was engaged in a mer-

Coxe

cantile business in Philadelphia, but apparently

without results that justified its continuance. He
moved to Burlington, N. J., where he materially

improved extensive property owned by his wife,

and laid out the work which in due course was to

make him known as the father of American po-

mology. There he began the cultivation of fruit,

assembling in his orchards varieties not only

from all parts of the United States, but from

England and France as well. His first-hand ob-

servations and experience gained him a position

of authority probably held by no other at that

time. The demands made upon him for scions

and for information became so great that he de-

cided to give the public the benefit of his knowl-

edge in print, which he did in the book entitled

:

A View of the Cultivation of Fruit-Trees, and
the Management of Orchards and Cider; with

Accurate Descriptions of the Most Estimable

Varieties of Native and Foreign Apples, Pears,

Peaches, Plums, and Cherries, Cultivated in the

Middle States of America: Illustrated by Cuts

of Two Hundred Kinds of Fruits of the Natural

Size. This book was published in 18 17 and un-

doubtedly had a marked influence on the develop-

ment of American pomology during the first half

of the nineteenth century. Coxe planned a new
edition and collected material with it in view.

His daughters, Mrs. McMurtrie and her sisters,

prepared illustrations in color of about 160 varie-

ties of apples, pears, peaches, plums, and cher-

ries, more than one hundred of the paintings be-

ing of apples and crabs. The book was not pub-

lished, however, and in succeeding years the

paintings were lost. A recent search resulted in

their discovery in the possession of Mrs. McMur-
trie's grandchildren, who gave them, together

with a manuscript upon which the original book

was apparently based and various notes in manu-
script, to the library of the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture.

Coxe was recognized abroad as well as at

home. He was instrumental in introducing the

Seckel pear into England and for this service was
made an honorary member of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society. He withdrew his membership,

however, after a few years, feeling that the rec-

ognition was out of proportion to the service. Al-

ways public-spirited though in no sense a politi-

cian, he was a member of the state legislature,

1796-1804, 1806-09, T8i6 and 1817, and speak-

er of the Assembly from 1798 to 1800, and also in

1802. In 1813 he went to Congress as a Federal-

ist, remaining for one term. For financial rea-

sons he sold his residence in Burlington and

moved to his farm located on the Delaware

River, near town, where he spent the last years
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of his life in comparative retirement, devoting

himself to his family, his books, the interests of

his church, and the welfare of those about him.

He was a handsome man, of gentlemanly bearing

and kindly spirit, generously sharing with his

neighbors his knowledge, his fruit, and his ex-

tensive library. One of his daughters married

Bishop Mcllvaine [g.v.], and a son, Richard

Smith Coxe [g.z'.], attained distinction as a

lawyer.
[Horticulturist, July 1856, pp. 304-07 ; Country Gen-

tleman, Apr. 2, 1857, pp. 225—26; Science, July 14,

1916 ; Cyc. of Am. Horticulture (1906) and Standard
Cyc. of Horticulture (1914), ed. by Liberty Hyde Bai-
ley; Biog. Dir. Am. Cong. (1928).] H.P.G.

COXETTER, LOUIS MITCHELL (Dec.

10, 1818-July 10, 1873), mariner, was the most

celebrated of the Confederate privateersmen and

one of the most successful of the blockade-run-

ners. He was born in Nova Scotia ; but early in

his youth made Charleston, S. C, his home port.

He entered the Florida trade, and soon -rose to the

command of a schooner plying between Charles-

ton and St. Augustine. During the Mexican War
lie was in public service as a transport captain.

Upon the termination of hostilities, he returned to

Charleston, and initiated the first line of steam-

packets between that city and Florida ports, com-
manding in turn the Florida, Carolina, and Ever-
glade. A few days after President Davis issued

his famous letter-of-marque proclamation, a com-

pany, composed of men of high standing, was or-

ganized in Charleston to send the brig Putnam
(the one-time slaver Echo) to sea as a private-

armed cruiser under the Confederate flag; and

Coxetter was invited to join this syndicate, as

part owner and captain. He received his commis-

sion as commander of the vessel, renamed the Jef-

ferson Davis, on June 18, 1861, and ten days

later ran the blockade, having on board about

seventy men and five obsolete guns. He cruised

leisurely up the coast into New England waters,

taking heavy toll of the West-Indian and South-

American trade. The United States sent nine

war vessels in search of this raider ; but Coxetter

successfully eluded his pursuers, transferring his

cruising ground to the West Indies, with base at

San Juan, Porto Rico. At length he found his

crew so reduced by the number of men which he

had put on his prizes that he was forced to turn

homeward to recruit. In attempting to call at St.

Augustine, Aug. 18, 1861, a half-gale blowing,

lie got aground on the bar and lost his ship. The
crew was saved. Upon his return to Charleston,

he was presented with a gold watch and fob as a

token of the public estimation. Of his prizes only

two inured to the benefit of the captors (being

regularly condemned and sold by order of a Con-

federate court of admiralty) ; three were recap-

tured ; one was burned ; three released as cartels

;

and one released on account of her neutral cargo.

His skill and resolution were recognized by the

Navy Department, which recommended him to

its foreign purchasing agent as a suitable man to

run a cargo of supplies through the blockade. In

October he left Charleston on the Confederate

transport Theodora (which also carried Mason
and Slidell on the first leg of their famous inter-

rupted voyage). It was generally supposed in

Charleston that he had gone to Cuba to get

another privateer to sea ; but he went on to

England incognito, using his middle name, and
switched to a blockade-running career. He en-

tered the service of John Fraser & Company of

Charleston, and Fraser, Trenholm & Company of

Liverpool, recognized agents of the Confederate

government. His first command was the Herald,

a fast steamer, which was subsequently renamed
Antonica in honor of his wife. He also command-
ed the Beauregard of the same line. In the last

few weeks of the war, he was engaged by the

navy on some secret mission in the Savannah
River, near Augusta, probably in connection with

the mining of the river against the ascent of Fed-

eral gunboats from Savannah.

His humanity as a privateersman is attested

by the high character which his captives gave
him (see Capt. Smith in New York Herald, July

22, 1861, and Mate Jones, Ibid., Aug. 21, 1861).

After the war he reentered the packet service,

commanding, until about two months before his

death, the side-wheel steamer Dictator, of the

Charleston-Palatka line. He owned a ninth in-

terest in this vessel and five-sixths of the Cooper
River steamboat Starlight. He was survived by
his wife, Antonica Geiger, and three of his four

sons. He was buried from St. Mary's Church
(French Catholic) in St. Laurence Cemetery,

July 11,1873.

{Official Reords (Navy), 1 ser., vols. I, VI-IX, XII,
XIII, XVI, XVII, 2 ser., vols. I, II ; Official Records
(Army), 1 ser., vol. I, 2 ser., vol. Ill ; war-time files of
Charleston Mercury and Charleston Courier ; Charles-
ton City Directories; The News and Courier (Charles-
ton), July 11-12, 1873 ; Charleston County, Records of

Probate Court and Bureau of Vital Statistics ; W. M.
Robinson, The Confederate Privateers (1928).]

W.M.R.

COZZENS, FREDERICK SWARTWOUT
(Mar. 11, 1818-Dec. 23, 1869), author and wine

merchant, son of Frederick Cozzens, a chemist

and naturalist of New York City, was descended

from Richard Haywarde who was born in Hamp-
shire, England, in 1693, and emigrated to Rhode

Island as a Moravian missionary. Haywarde's

great-grand-daughter married Issachar Cozzens,

Quaker descendant of Leonard Cozzens, who had
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been admitted to Rhode Island as a freeman on
May 3, 171 5, after his emigration from Devizes,

Wiltshire, England. Issachar Cozzens, who
fought at Bunker Hill, was the paternal grand-

father of Frederick Swartwout Cozzens. His
maternal grandmother was a native of Carlisle

on the Scottish Border and possessed a fund of

Border tales and ballads, to his familiarity with

which as a boy he later attributed his passion for

poetry. As a child he formed studious tastes

which led him to turn for recreation to reading,

to the theatre, to writing, and to travel. He de-

voted some attention to mechanics and spent

three years in the machine branch of bank-note

engraving. At the age of twenty-one, he entered

the grocery and wine business in Vesey St., and
became an important wine merchant of the city,

introducing the native Longworth wines of Ohio.

He gave active attention to his business until his

failure in 1868, when he retired to Rahway, N. J.

His wife was Susan Meyers of Philadelphia.

One of the original members of the Century

Club in New York, he enjoyed the friendship of

many of the writers of his generation, though lit-

erature was with him only an avocation. His
first publication, Yankee Doodle (1847), was a

humorous imitation of Spenser. At this time be-

gan his eight years of contribution, anonymous
for the most part, to the Knickerbocker Maga-
zine. Many of these essays, sketches, and poems
were collected in Prismatics (1853) under the

pseudonym Richard Haywarde, the name of his

earliest American ancestor. His greatest popu-

larity grew out of The Sparrowgrass Papers, an
account with humorous exaggeration of the ex-

periences of the city man in setting up a rural

abode at "Chestnut Cottage," the author's sum-
mer home in Yonkers. The first chapters ap-

peared in Putnam's Magazine in 1854, and their

publication in book form in 1856 won Cozzens

immediate and wide recognition as a humorist.

They were reprinted in at least five editions, of

which the latest appeared in 1870.

In 1854 he began the publication of the Wine
Press, a trade monthly designed primarily to pro-

mote the introduction of native wines. This he

edited for seven years. The entertaining and in-

structive essays on various topics by Cozzens and
a few of his contemporaries, which had appeared,

chiefly, in this periodical, were collected in The
Sayings of Dr. Bushzvliacker and Other Learned
Men (1867). The New York Publishers Asso-

ciation, in 1858, sent Cozzens as their represen-

tative to the copyright congress in Brussels. Fol-

lowing a tour in Nova Scotia, he published Aca-
dia; or, a Month with the Bluenoses (1859), and
in the same year contributed to the New York

Crabtree

Ledger his "True History of New Plymouth."
Primarily a humorist, Cozzens could command
at times an unpretentious, dignified style and a

manner of simple eloquence. These traits char-

acterize his memorials to Col. Peter A. Porter

(1864) and to Fitz-Greene Halleck (1868). His
humor was widely copied and even imitated, but
his popularity did not survive his century ; and
his unsatirical pleasantries have passed with the
trivial incidents upon which they were expended.

[See the autobiographical Sayings, Wise and Other-
wise (1880), with an Introductory Note by Donald G.
Mitchell (1880); Jas. Grant Wilson, Bryant and His
Friends (1886), and Life and Letters of Fits-Greene
Halleck (1869); Mary Ross, "An Impression of the
Fifties," in Putnam's Mo., Jan. 1908 ; "Leaves from the
Jour, of Frederick S. Cozzens," with explanatory com-
ment by Arthur D. F. Randolph, in Lippincott's Mag.,
May 1890 ; N. Y. Herald, Dec. 25, 28 and World (N.Y.),
Dec. 28, 1869.] ALB
CRABTREE, LOTTA (Nov. 7, 1847-Sept. 25,

1924), actress, was born in New York, the

daughter of John Ashworth Crabtree, a book-
seller, and Mary Ann (Livesey) Crabtree, both

of whom came of Lancashire stock. Caught by
the gold fever, Crabtree left for California early

in the fifties. His wife and Lotta followed in

1853, arriving in San Francisco at a climax in

that free outburst of theatricals which had be-

come one of the astonishing features of life on
the Coast in those years. Handsome theatres had
been built; the major theatrical talent of the pe-

riod had hastened to California. Mrs. Crabtree

was a woman of unusual enterprise, resource-

fulness, and native wit. With Lotta she soon
joined her husband at the flourishing mining
camp of Grass Valley, and there met Lola Mon-
tez, who taught Lotta to dance. At Lola's cot-

tage both Lotta and Mrs. Crabtree met traveling

players. In 1855, at Rabbit Creek, a remote, wild

camp in the Sierras where Crabtree had gone in

further search for gold, Lotta made her first ap-

pearance on the stage as a child of eight, dancing

and singing in a rude hall before the assembled

miners, who showered her with gold nuggets.

Mrs. Crabtree learned to play the triangle, and
with Lotta joined a small company of troupers,

setting out in the spring of the same year through

the mountains, traveling by wagon or on the

backs of mules. For the next few years Lotta

made many such tours, with highly-colored ad-

ventures on the road and unbroken success in the

mining camps. Her tiny figure, bright black eyes,

and mop of red hair, her blackface impersona-

tions, her intricate step-dancing, charmed the ex-

acting audiences of miners. In 1859 she began

long engagements at the variety halls of San
Francisco. Five years later, still hardly more
than a child, she left for the East. After a mis-
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taken venture in New York and months of hard
travel in the south and middle west, she attracted

the attention of John Brougham [q.v.~\ , who dram-
atized for her scenes from The Old Curiosity

Shop, under the title of Little Nell and the Mar-
chioness. With her appearance in the doubled

roles at Wallack's in New York in 1867, her

widespread popular triumphs began. Her most

successful plays included Little Nell, The Little

Detective, Nan the Good for Nothing, The Ticket

of Leave Man, Heartsease—a California play

—

Zip, Musette, with others bordering upon min-

strelsy and comic opera. These were all slight in

idea and plot ; they were given character by Lot-

ta's gift for extravaganza. Her comic faculty

seemed boundless. In the mining camps she had

gained a free, infectious humor ; she had also

learned there the power of intimate communica-

tion with an audience. Her dancing and by-play

were often considered daring, but she gave an

innocent distinction to her most piquant innova-

tions, and became an outstanding figure in the

growing native art of burlesque and extrava-

ganza. Almost unbelievably child-like in appear-

ance, known affectionately only as "Lotta," she

remained a favorite throughout the country for

many years. The only break in her long success

came in 1888, when an unfortunate combination

of circumstances brought her almost to the brink

of failure in England. She triumphed in spite of

these, returned to the United States, and con-

tinued on the stage until 1891.

Upon her retirement Lotta became a com-

paratively solitary figure. Her life off stage had

always been in marked contrast to her public ca-

reer. Widely beloved, she had had few close

friendships. She had never married. Her single

companion had been her mother, who had di-

rected her early stage successes, and had man-
aged her business affairs astutely. Her immense
wealth—even at the end of her early California

period she had possessed a comfortable fortune

—

was the cause of a fantastic episode after her

death. All the members of her immediate family

had died ; she left no direct heirs. A woman who
claimed to be her daughter by a secret marriage

precipitated one of the most remarkable will con-

tests of recent years. The claim was proved whol-

ly fraudulent, however, and Lotta Crabtree's

large fortune was bequeathed mainly to charity.

[See Constance Rourke, Troupers of the Gold Coast,
or the Rise of Lotta Crabtree (1928), which contains
a statement of sources.] C_ m. r_

CRADDOCK, CHARLES EGBERT. [See

Murfree, Mary Noailles, 1850-1922.]

CRAFTS, JAMES MASON (Mar. 8, 1839-

June 20, 1917), chemist, teacher, administrator,

Crafts

was the son of Royal Altemont and Marian ( Ma-
son) Crafts, and grandson of Jeremiah Mason,
noted lawyer and statesman of Portsmouth,
N. H., and Boston. His father was a merchant
and manufacturer of woolens in Boston where
James attended the Sullivan School, and the Bos-
ton Latin School, and studied under the tutorship

of Dr. Samuel Eliot. The young boy was of gen-
erally serious mien, but vigorous and at times

full of fun. He attracted attention among his

mates by his mechanical ingenuity and dexterity

and his fondness for scientific subjects, a fond-

ness which was fostered by attendance at the

Lowell Institute Lectures in Boston, and the per-

sonal interest of Prof. William Barton Rogers
\_q.v.~\, soon to be founder of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology. Crafts was graduated

from the Lawrence Scientific School of Harvard
in 1858, with chemistry as his major subject,

having worked mainly under Prof. Horsford. He
remained at Harvard for nearly a year after

graduation as a student of engineering, and in

i860 went to Europe. He first studied at the

Bergakademie at Freiberg but soon transferred

to Heidelberg, where for a year he worked with

Bunsen, acting as assistant just at the time when
spectrum analysis was a newly discovered tool

in the search for and identification of the rare

metals. He then went to Paris to take up work
under Wurtz, the noted French organic chemist.

At this time he published several papers in con-

junction with Charles Friedel and a firm friend-

ship was established between them, with impor-

tant later results. Crafts continued his study at

the ficole de Medecin for four years. In 1865 he

returned to America and became an inspector of

mines in Mexico at a time when this occupation

called for courage and alert resourcefulness as

well as expert knowledge. Not long after the

opening of Cornell University, Crafts began his

teaching career (1868) as professor of chemis-

try in charge of the department, a position which

he held until 1871. Meanwhile, in 1868, he mar-

ried Clemence Haggerty of New York. From
Cornell Crafts returned to Boston where he suc-

ceeded Prof. Francis H. Storer at the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology, an institution also

in its early youth. He threw himself into his new
duties with characteristic energy, being "particu-

larly interested in the establishment of advanced

courses of study and research in chemistry, phys-

ics, and other branches which should lead to a

higher degree" (Cross, post, p. 161).

In 1874 impaired health made it necessary for

him to abandon teaching for a time, and the re-

search resources open to him in Paris led him

again to transfer his residence to the latter city,
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though he retained a non-resident professorship

at the Massachusetts Institute until 1880. He re-

mained in France until 1891, spending his time

mostly upon research at the ficole des Mines,

again in conjunction with Friedel. Many papers,

published in the Comptcs Rcndus and the Bulle-

tin of the Chemical Society of Paris followed.

Among these one, published with Friedel, re-

lating to the use of aluminum chloride in organic

syntheses (1877), gave permanent distinction to

its authors because of the far-reaching applica-

bility of the reaction which they discovered,

known to chemists as the "Friedel-Crafts reac-

tion." Other valuable contributions relating to

thermometry and to the determination of vapor

densities belong to the same time. In all, Crafts

was author, or joint author (almost wholly with

Friedel), of more than one hundred and thirty-

five scientific papers.

After his return to America in 1891 he was
elected a member of the corporation of the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology and became

professor of organic chemistry in 1892. Upon
the death of President Francis A. Walker in

1897, Crafts became chairman of the faculty, and

subsequently was president for two years. Dur-
ing his presidency the question of the merging of

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology with

the Lawrence Scientific School of Harvard was
the subject of serious, and sometimes acrimoni-

ous, discussion. Crafts favored the merger, be-

lieving that the two institutions should unite

energies and resources to a common end while

retaining their independence, but this view was
ardently opposed by many of the alumni of the

Institute and various difficulties arose which
finally led to its abandonment. Crafts soon after

(1900) resigned the presidency, the duties of

which were never fully congenial to him, and re-

turned to teaching and research, retaining a lab-

oratory at the Institute until his death. His re-

searches at that period concerned themselves

chiefly with a study of catalysis and accurate

thermometry with reference to the exact deter-

mination of boiling points to serve as standards.

After several years spent in the design and per-

fection of elaborate apparatus for this purpose,

he began experimentation in 1904.

In the summer of 191 1 he suffered a severe at-

tack of neuritis from which he never fully re-

covered. While he was thereafter debarred from
continuously active laboratory work, he devoted

himself to the preparation for publication of the

collection of exact data resulting from years of

activity. During this period, "he divided his time

between his Boston residence on Commonwealth
Ave. . . . and his beautiful country place at Ridge-

field, Conn., where he had a small laboratory well-

fitted for his work, and where he enjoyed quiet

and seclusion always more suited to his taste than

the publicity and whirl of city life" (Richards,

post). Crafts was handsome and imposing in ap-

pearance, a man of marked culture and refine-

ment, quiet but kindly in manner, yet somewhat
difficult on first approach. He was an active

worker when his health permitted. As an admin-

istrator he was just in his decisions and fertile in

suggestion. His short term of office did not per-

mit of the fulfilment of many new policies. He
retained the vigor of his mental powers until his

death, from heart disease, in his seventy-ninth

year.

In 1880 he received the Jecker Prize of 2,000

francs from the Paris Academy of Sciences "for

his researches relative to organic chemistry,"

and in 1885 he was made a Chevalier of the

Legion of Honor. In 191 1 he received the

Rumford Medal of the American Academy of

Arts and Sciences, of which he had been a Fel-

low since 1867,
"
Ior his researches in high tem-

perature thermometry and the exact determina-

tion of fixed points on the thermometer scale."

He was elected a member of the National Acad-
emy of Sciences in 1892, a corresponding mem-
ber of the British Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, and a foreign member of the

Royal Institution of Great Britain (1904).
[Chas. R. Cross, "A Biog. Memoir of Jas. Mason

Crafts" in Nat. Acad. Sci. Memoirs, IX (1920), 159-

77 ; Theodore W. Richards, "Jas. Mason Crafts," Proc.
Am. Acad. Arts and Sci., LIII (1917-18), 801-04 ;

per-

sonal recollections.] H.P.T.

CRAFTS, WILLIAM (Jan. 24, 1787-Sept. 23,

1826), author, lawyer, was born in Charleston,

S. C, the eldest child of William Crafts (1763-

1820) by his first wife, Margaret Tebout, and

the sixth in descent from Griffin Craft, who,

with his wife Alice, emigrated in John Win-
throp's company to Massachusetts in 1630 and

settled at Roxbury. His father, born in Boston,

became an opulent, public-spirited merchant of

Charleston. His mother was the daughter of a

Beaufort, S. C, family. Young Crafts was
handsome and popular and acquired a preco-

cious reputation as a wit and scholar. Upon his

graduation from Harvard College in 1805 he

dawdled over Coke and Littleton for three years

in a Charleston law office, returned to Cam-
bridge to receive his M.A., and set the college

agog with the banter and informality of an ora-

tion couched in execrable Latin, was admitted

to the South Carolina bar Jan. 9, 1809, and set

out to win glory in law, politics, and letters.

The glory, however, was never more than local.

Born to money and good society, gifted but in-
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dolent, Crafts was spoiled by a succession of

easy triumphs in his early manhood and never

learned to work. Entering politics as a Fed-

eralist, he was elected to the lower house of the

legislature in 1810, was defeated in the next

election, but later was reelected for a term or

two. His principal achievement as a legislator

was a ringing speech on the necessity of public

education, which he delivered in November
1813, when some wiseacres proposed in the in-

terest of economy to suspend the free public

schools. For the last six years of his life Crafts

was a member of the state Senate. His career

as a lawyer was handicapped by the fact that his

knowledge of law was negligible ; Hugh Swin-

ton Legare even denied that he was a lawyer at

all. Accordingly he drifted into criminal cases,

in which his shortcomings were less conspicu-

ous and his talent for dazzling juries with his

rhetoric was of great effect. As a literary man
he achieved a fuller measure of success. He
was in constant demand as an orator for public

funerals and anniversary celebrations ; and his

Eulogy on the Late Rev. James Dewar Simons,

Rector of St. Philip's (1814) was regarded lo-

cally as one of the masterpieces of American
eloquence. In 1817 he delivered the Phi Beta

Kappa address at Harvard. To the Charleston

Courier he contributed theatrical criticisms, es-

says in the manner of Addison, and poems first

in the manner of Pope and Gay and later in that

of Byron and Moore. His most ambitious effu-

sions were "Sullivan's Island," a descriptive

poem modeled too closely on "Windsor Forest,"

"The Raciad," a pleasing picture of Charleston

social life, and a "Monody on the Death of

Decatur," which was published the day after

the news of Stephen Decatur's death reached

Charleston. His anacreontics are the best verse

written in South Carolina before William Gil-

more Simms. His principal publications are The
Raciad and Other Occasional Poems (1810),

The Sea Serpent: A Dramatic Jeu d'Esprit

(1819), and Sullivan's Island, The Raciad, and

Other Poems (1820). On June 19, 1823, he

married his cousin, Caroline Crafts Homes of

Boston, who survived him. He died at Lebanon
Springs, N. Y., whither he had gone for his

health, and was buried in King's Chapel church-

yard in Boston.

[A Selection in Prose and Poetry from the Miscel-
laneous Writings of the Late Wm. Crafts (Charleston,
1828) with a memoir by the Rev. Samuel Gilman ; H.
S. Legare, article in the Southern Rev., I, 503-29
(Charleston, 1828) ; Harvard Quinquennial Cat. (1915) ;

J. B. O'Neal, Biog. Sketches Bench and Bar of S. C.

(1859), II, 345-67; E. A. and G. L. Duyckinck, Cyc.
Am. Lit. (rev. ed., 1875), I, 781-82; J. M. and W. F.

Crafts, The Crafts Family (1893) ; Ludwig Lewisohn,
"The Books We Have Made : A Hist, of Lit. in S. C,"

Craig

II, in the Charleston, S. C, Courier and News, July 12,

1903 ; V. L. Parrington, Main Currents of Am. Thought,
II (1927), 112-14.] G.H.G.

CRAIG, AUSTIN (July 14, 1824-Aug. 27,

1881), clergyman, educator, noted as a pioneer

advocate of freedom of thought in the church

and of the obliteration of denominational lines,

was all his life associated with the "Christian

connection," joining it, as he states, "before the

word 'denominational' came into vogue among
us. I do not consider myself as belonging to

that word. It is to me a disagreeable word. I

like the name Christian far better. That name
expresses all I have ever desired to be" (Har-

wood, post, p. 306). Horace Mann, who in his

later activities leaned heavily upon him for ad-

vice and encouragement, called him a religious

genius, and such was his scholarship and abil-

ity in exegesis that Henry Ward Beecher de-

clared that "Whenever I have met that man I

have felt like taking a stool and sitting at his

feet and listening to his words as long as he

would talk to me."

Born in Peapack, N. J., the son of Moses and

Rachel (Carhart) Craig, he was of Scotch-

Irish and English descent. His father, former-

ly a teacher, was a successful merchant and

farmer, and Austin was brought up in a home
where both learning and religion were highly

regarded. When he was sixteen he entered La-

fayette College, but left during his third year,

returning in 1846 for the study of Hebrew. He
was extremely independent and individualistic,

never disciplining himself to a harness of any

kind. At college he and a classmate petitioned

the faculty to permit the study of Christian

writers instead of the usual Greek and Latin

authors, and he left because, as he confessed,

he would not study what the authorities offered,

since they would not let him study what he de-

sired. He had a most vigorous and retentive

mind, however, and was always a thorough stu-

dent of everything pertaining to the Bible. He
became one of the best New Testament Greek

scholars in the country, and was invited to be

one of the American revisers of the Bible.

Though he declined because of other duties, he

was repeatedly consulted when difficult prob-

lems arose.

He began to preach while in college. In May
1844, he was licensed by the New Jersey Chris-

tian Conference, and was ordained in 1845. For

six years he was an itinerant preacher and sup-

ply, serving without pay, since, as he said, he was

getting his ministerial education. His principal

charge was at Blooming Grove, Orange County,

N. Y., where he settled in 185 1, and remained

with the exception of two or three brief intervals
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until 1865. It was preceded by a short pastorate

at Feltville, N. J., and in 1868-69 he was pas-

tor of the North Christian Church, New Bed-

ford, Mass. While in Feltville he became widely

known because of an address delivered at a

church conference held at Camptown (Irving-

ton), N. J., May 18, 1850, arraigning sectarian-

ism and setting forth in masterly fashion the basis

for Christian union. Horace Greeley published it

in the New York Tribune, and it was issued in

pamphlet form. From this time on Craig was a

constant writer of tracts and articles for religious

periodicals, many of the former having extensive

circulation here and in England. He was the

constant adviser of Horace Mann when the latter

undertook the establishment of Antioch College,

was supply professor of Greek in 1855, and, yield-

ing to Mann's entreaties, became college pastor

and professor of logic and rhetoric in 1857, but

returned to Blooming Grove in 1858. He was
elected president in 1862, but did not take active

charge, though he aided in the rehabilitation of

the institution, until 1865, and then only for a

year. Prior to 1869 he also served for several

years as non-resident professor of Christian Life

and Experience at the Meadville Theological

School. From 1869 until his death he was presi-

dent of the Christian Biblical Institute, located

first at Eddytown, N. Y., and later at Stanford-

ville, N. Y., established with the aim of helping

its students "to search the Scriptures for them-

selves, with the aids and appliances of modern
scholarship, and to qualify them for the free and

untrammelled interpretation of the Holy Scrip-

tures according to the individual conscience,

without bias or prejudice, and to train them to be

efficient ministers of the Gospel of Christ." This

statement embodies the spirit and chief interest

of Craig's whole life.

He was twice married, first, Aug. 12, 1858, to

Adelaide Churchill, who died June 24, 1879; sec-

ond, in 1880, to Sarah J. McCarn, M.D. Many of

his productions may be found in Martyn Sum-
merbell's Writings and Addresses of Austin

Craig, 2 vols. (1911, 1913). O. O. Wright and

Selah Howell published in 1885 A Memorial of

the Rev. Austin Craig, D.D., which contains

phonographic reports of his lectures.

[In addition to above, see W. S. Harwood, Life and
Letters of Austin Craig (1908) ; M. T. Morrill, Hist,

of the Christian Denomination ( 1912) ; and J. F. Stone-
cipher, Diog. Cat. Lafayette Coll. (1913).] H.E.S.

CRAIG, DANIEL H. (c. 1814-Jan. 5, 1895),

journalist, was born in Rumney, N. H. His fa-

ther fought in the War of 1812 and his grand-

father was a Revolutionary soldier. After learn-

ing the printing trade, Craig went to New York

and then to Baltimore where with Arunah S.

Abell \_q.v.~\ of the Sun he experimented with the

use of carrier pigeons to carry news. He next

appeared in Boston as an independent news col-

lector, succeeding Samuel Topliff and Harry
Blake, pioneers in gathering and selling news to

Boston newspapers. He met the Cunard boats

with schooners as they approached Boston, re-

ceived packets of news from the incoming ves-

sels and sent synopses of it to Boston papers by
carrier pigeons released sometimes fifty miles

from port. News thus forwarded arrived several

hours before the boat docked and was published

as an extra for the Boston Daily Mail and for

Bennett's New York Herald. The extras bear-

ing the Herald title were forwarded to New York
where rivalry betwen the Herald and Sun was
intense.

When the New York newspapers formed the

Associated Press in 1848, Craig faced formidable

competition which he met by moving his base of

operations to Halifax where Liverpool steamers

touched en route to United States ports. He had
a synopsis of the latest news prepared in Liver-

pool. This was sealed in a tin can and thrown
overboard at Halifax where Craig's representa-

tives met the ships in small boats. The news was
then rushed to New York and Boston by carrier

pigeons and pony express. When the New York
and Boston papers finally combined to charter a

steamer to carry dispatches from Halifax in

faster time than Craig's system made possible,

Craig traveled to Halifax carrying two of his

best pigeons in a basket. He got his European
news, bought passage on the special steamer, and
when it was off the Massachusetts coast secretly

released his carrier pigeons with the result that

his news was in print before the steamer arrived

in Boston. Shortly after, about 1850, the Asso-

ciated Press employed Craig as its Halifax repre-

sentative. In 185 1, he was brought to New York
as general agent of the Associated Press. He
succeeded Gerard Hallock as president in 186

1

and resigned in 1866. After his retirement from

journalism, he was associated with Ezra Cornell

[q.v.] in development of telegraphic facilities.

His later years were spent in quiet comfort at

Asbury Park, N. J.

Craig's publications include four pamphlets

:

The American Telegraph Company and the

Press. A Reply to the Falsehoods of the Execu-

tive Committee (1853), Letter to F. M. Edson
{on the House Telegraph Line) (1853), Ma-
chine Telegraphy of Today (1888, 1890, 1891),

Startling Facts! Practical Machine Telegraphy.

One Thousand Words per Minute (no place and

no date).
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[See Frederick Hudson, Journalism in the U. S.
(1873), pp. 611-13; Melville E. Stone, Fifty Years a
Journalist (1922), pp. 207-09; Jas. Melvin Lee, Hist,
of Am. Journalism (1917), pp. 217-18 and 276; N. Y.
Herald, N. Y. Times, World (N. Y.), Jan. 6, 1.895;
Press (Asbury Park, N. J.), Sun (Baltimore), Jan. 7,

1895 ; Granite Mo., Feb. 1895. The date of Craig's
birth is given variously as Nov. 3, 181 1 and 1814.]

D.W.M.

CRAIG, THOMAS (Dec. 20, 1855-May 8,

1900), mathematician, was of Scotch descent,

his parents, Alexander Craig and Mary Hall,

having been born in Ayrshire. The father was
a mining engineer and came to America for the

purpose of engaging in his profession in the

coal regions of Pennsylvania. Thomas Craig

was born at Pittston, in that state, and was pre-

pared for college at the Pittston Seminary, show-

ing even in his school days notable ability in his

studies. Interested in his father's profession, he

entered Lafayette College in September 1871,

and was graduated four years later (1875) with

the degree of civil engineer. After teaching for

a year he entered Johns Hopkins University in

1876, induced by the opportunities offered to

study under the guidance of Prof. Sylvester, then

beginning his notable (although not his first)

work in this country. His abilities were im-

mediately recognized by the grant of a fellow-

ship and by its extension for a period of three

years (1876-79). The degree of Ph.D. in mathe-

matics was conferred upon him in 1878, he being

one of the first of Sylvester's pupils to receive

it. Even before this, however, he was called

upon to lecture in the university, and soon after

graduating he became connected with the United

States Coast and Geodetic Survey, a relation-

ship maintained for three years (1879-81). He
was successively a fellow, associate professor,

and (1892-1900) professor of mathematics at

Johns Hopkins University.

For many years he was a contributor to the

American Journal of Mathematics, later becom-

ing a member of the editorial staff and finally

(1894-99) the chief editor, his wide mathe-

matical interests making him unusually well

equipped for such a position. He also contribut-

ed to the Bulletin of the American Mathematical

Society, to Crelle's Journal, and to the Comptes
Rendus. His published works include A Treatise

on Projections (1882), prepared for the use of

the Coast and Geodetic Survey ; Elements of the

Mathematical Theory of Fluid Motion (reprint-

ed from Van Nostrand's Magazine, 1879) > and

A Treatise on Linear Differential Equations;

Vol. I, Equations with Uniform Coefficients

(1889), a work of which he completed only the

first volume. At the time of his death he was en-

gaged in preparing a treatise on the theory of

Craighead

surfaces. His closing years were less productive
than those immediately following his graduate
days, his failing health having limited his capac-

ity for sustained effort. For some years he had
suffered from insomnia and from heart diffi-

culty, and the end came peacefully in his hours of

sleep.

Prof. Simon Newcomb, under whose guidance
Craig studied Konigsberger's Vorlesungen uber
die Theorie der elliptischen Functional, Nebst
einer Einleitung in die allgemeine Functionen-
lehre, briefly and fairly summed up his abilities

as follows : "From the beginning he showed an
extraordinary development of the faculty of ac-

quisition, being able to master, almost without
effort, the writings of any of the great geometers
to which he was attracted."

Craig was married at Washington on May
4, 1880, to Louise Alvord, daughter of Gen.
Benjamin Alvord, U. S. A., himself the author
of several mathematical works.

[Biog. sketch by F. P. Matz in the Am. Mathematical
Mo., Oct. 1901 ; list (incomplete) of Craig's contribu-
tions in J. C. Poggendorff, Biographisch-Literarisches
Handworterbuch, vol. IV (Leipzig, 1904), p. 279.]

D.E.S.

CRAIGHEAD, EDWIN BOONE (Mar. 3,

1861-Oct. 22, 1920), educator, was born at

Ham's Prairie, Mo. His parents Oliver and
Frances (Payne) Craighead were of Scotch-

Irish ancestry. They had migrated from Vir-

ginia and the father was a prosperous farmer.

Edwin was given a good education and graduat-

ed from Central College, Mo., in 1883. He then

went to Vanderbilt for a year to continue his

study of Greek, Latin, and English literature.

His enthusiasm for his studies led him to Leip-

zig, but the methods of research there soon re-

pelled him and he went to Paris and took up
the study of French literature. Before going to

Europe he had been for a time a teacher in

Neosha Collegiate Institute, and upon his re-

turn to America he began again to teach. He
married Kate Johnson in 1889. In 1890 he be-

came professor of Greek at Wofford College.

His broad culture, his grasp of educational and

other public affairs, and his powers as a speaker

and writer attracted so much attention that in

1893, at the age of thirty-two, he was elected

president of the South Carolina Agricultural and

Mechanical College at Clemson. At this in-

stitution he began a new policy insisting upon

higher standards of preparation and attainment

than were usual in the South of that day. In

1897 he became president of Central College, his

alma mater, and four years later he was elected

president of the Missouri State Normal School

at Warrensburg. Here he organized the pro-
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gram more in accordance with college curricula

and under his administration attendance greatly

increased. In 1904 he was elected president of

Tulane University, where his first work was to

reorganize the medical school, doing away with

part-time instructors, raising the standards of

admission, and encouraging the study of tropi-

cal medicine, which Tulane has continued to

make its special field.

In 1912 he was elected president of the State

University of Montana, an institution with an

enrolment of 230 students. Three years later

its registration had increased to about 850 stu-

dents. He sought to bring to the University men
of reputation as scholars, added a school of for-

estry and a school of journalism, started a pre-

medical course, and formed a plan to consolidate

the four small state institutions of higher edu-

cation into one university. This project was de-

feated, but his campaign led to the "unification"

of the institutions of higher education, under

a plan providing for the continuance of their

physical separation but allowing a centralized

administration under one executive known as

the chancellor. Opposition to his policies led to

his dismissal, in 191 5, in spite of the protests

of alumni and students. He was then elected

commissioner of education for North Dakota,

to act as expert adviser for the board of regents

in reconstructing the system of higher education

for the state. The Non-Partisan Movement put

an end to this plan of reorganization and he re-

turned to Missoula, where he had established a

newspaper. The remainder of his life was given

to spreading his ideas through this paper, the

New Northwest. He opposed the influence in

politics and education of big business and par-

ticularly of the Anaconda Copper Mining Com-
pany. He advocated vigorously academic free-

dom in teaching. His other important service

was as trustee (1904-15) of the Carnegie Foun-

dation for the Advancement of Teaching.

Although he was a man of courage and stub-

bornness Craighead possessed a gentleness and

charm that won him great popularity with stu-

dents and alumni. He was original in planning

educational policies and shrewd in carrying them

out. Tolerant of opposing opinions, he was un-

compromising in his own, and even when failure

was inevitable he would not yield. He gave

vitality and broader ideals to the institutions he

served.

[The writings of Craighead are widely scattered,
mostly in newspapers. The Montana newspapers, par-
ticularly the Missoulian from 191 2 to 1915, gave him
much attention. Cassius J. Keyser, "No Braver Man,"
in Mole Philosophy and Other Essays (1927) is a fine

appreciation of a friend. See also obituaries in New

Craigie

Orleans States, Montana Record Herald, Anaconda
Standard, Helena Independent, all of Oct. 23, 1920.]

P. C. P.

CRAIGIE, ANDREW (June 7, 1743-Sept. 19,

1819), apothecary, financier, and speculator, was
born in Boston, one of the three children of

Andrew and Elizabeth Craigie. He was educat-

ed in the Boston Latin School. Information is

wanting as to whether he was trained as an
apothecary or as a physician, but he was known
as a man skilled in medicine. His public career

began on Apr. 30, 1775, when the Massachu-
setts Committee of Safety appointed him to take

care of the medical stores of the Colony. On
May 14 he was empowered to impress beds, bed-

ding, and other hospital necessities. He was
present at the battle of Bunker Hill and assisted

in taking care of the sick and wounded. Shortly

afterward he was appointed by the Provincial

Congress medical commissary and apothecary

to the army of Massachusetts. He took part in

the siege of Boston, and on Aug. 3, 1775 was
given charge of the medical store at Watertown,
Mass. He was probably the first to fill the office

of Continental apothecary, created in July 1775.

With the exception of a few months, he served

either in this office or in that of apothecary gen-

eral (created in February 1777) during the en-

tire Revolutionary War. By an act of the Conti-

nental Congress, Oct. 27, 1779, the apothecary

general was given the military rank of lieuten-

ant-colonel.

The first pharmaceutical laboratory in the

United States was established during Craigie's

term of office, and the first Pharmacopoeia in

America, published by Dr. William Brown
[q.v.~\, also came into existence during this time.

In 1780 Craigie was "well known to the whole

army as a surgeon of the highest character."

He served as apothecary general on the general

staff to the end of the war and was mustered

out about Nov. 12, 1783. He became a mem-
ber of the Society of the Cincinnati. During his

connection with the army he acquired a large

fortune by purchasing government certificates

and by other speculations. For a time after re-

turning to private life he engaged in the whole-

sale apothecary trade, but soon broadened the

scope of his activity. He was one of the di-

rectors of the first United States Bank, and main-

tained a voluminous correspondence. The Amer-
ican Antiquarian Society has about 600 of his

letters bound in three large volumes.

In 1791 Craigie purchased the Vassall house

in Cambridge, where Gen. Washington had his

headquarters during the siege of Boston. This

house came to be known as the Craigie Mansion,
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and later as the Craigie-Longfellow house.

Craigie laid out gardens, built a greenhouse and
an ice-house, and maintained a princely bachelor

establishment which became a social center. The
merchant princes enjoyed his hospitality. En-
tertainments were on a large scale, and after

Craigie's marriage to the beautiful Elizabeth

Nancy Shaw, the social functions became even

more brilliant. Royalty was entertained. Mrs.

Craigie had all the luxury and social prestige

money could provide, but it did not bring her

happiness and she became estranged from her

husband. Craigie continued in his speculations,

buying large properties around Cambridge and
built the bridge which was the inspiration of

Longfellow's poem, "I Stood on the Bridge at

Midnight." After a time, however, his glory

waned, and he became so heavily involved in

debt that he was unable to leave his property

for fear of arrest. He was a vestryman of

Christ's Church, which was a comfort and solace

to him in his reverses. He is buried in the tomb
of the Vassall family. Mrs. Craigie survived her

husband many years, dying in 1841.

[Lyman F. Kebler, "Andrew Craigie, The First
Apothecary General of the U. S.," in Jour. Am. Pharma-
ceutical Asso., Jan.-Feb. 1928; which contains numer-
ous references ; Samuel S. Green, "The Craigie House,
Cambridge, during its Occupancy by Andrew Craigie
and his Widow," Proc. Am. Antiquarian Soc, n.s., XIII
(1900), 312—52; Archer B. Hulbert, "Andrew Craigie
and the Scioto Associates," Ibid., n.s., XXIII (1913),
222-26

; John Holmes, "Andrew Craigie," Mass. Col.

Soc. Pubs., VII (1905), 403-07.] L.F.K.

CRAIK, JAMES (1730-Feb. 6, 1814), chief

physician and surgeon of the Continental Army,
was born at Arbigland near Dumfries, Scotland.

Of his father we know only that he had an

estate on which the father of the famous John
Paul Jones [q.z>.~\ was the gardener. Craik

studied medicine at Edinburgh, and emigrating

in 1750 he practised in the West Indies, in Nor-
folk, Va., and in Winchester, Va., where he was
also surgeon at the fort. He was commissioned

surgeon in Col. Fry's regiment Mar. 7, 1754.

In the following year he was at the battle

of Great Meadows, and attended to Braddock's

wounds at Monongahela, July 3, 1755. When
Col. Washington was made commander-in-chief

of the Virginia forces, Aug. 14, 1755, Craik be-

came his chief medical officer. He built a house

on a fine plantation at Port Tobacco, Charles

County, Md., and, Nov. 13, 1760, married Mari-

amne Ewell of Prince William County, Va. In

the autumn of 1770, Washington and Craik went
by horseback and canoe into the wilds along the

Ohio and the Kanawha to make a "location" of

land granted by the Crown to officers and men
who had fought in the French and Indian War.

Craik

In 1777 Washington offered Craik the appoint-
ment of senior physician and surgeon of the hos-
pital of the middle district which "includes the

States between North or Hudson's River and
the Potomac," or of assistant director-general

(Writings of Washington, Sparks ed., vol. IV,

1834, p. 400). Craik became assistant director-

general, organizing the hospitals for the French
army when Rochambeau arrived at Newport,
R. I. When the medical department of the army
was reorganized in 1780, he was made one of

the chief hospital physicians, and, in 1781, Con-
gress appointed him chief physician and sur-

geon of the army. He served until Dec. 23,

1783. As a close friend Craik warned Washing-
ton of the "Conway Cabal," naming Gen. Mif-
flin [q.v.~\ as one of the party against him (Ibid.,

vol. V, 1834, p. 493).
During his first presidential year Washington

while ill wrote to the Hon. James McHenry
about Craik (Ibid., vol. X, 1834, p. 13) : "Could
it be made consistent with his advantage to be
near me, I am sure it would be highly pleasing

to me. . .
." Craik was commissioned director

general in the hospital department in 1798.

When war with France was feared, Washington
became commander-in-chief as lieutenant-gen-

eral on condition that Craik was to be physician-

general. The latter was appointed, July 19,

1798, being honorably discharged, June 15, 1800.

On Dec. 14, 1799, about nine in the morning,

Craik arrived at Mount Vernon to attend Wash-
ington, ill of "acute laryngitis." He saw that

little could be done, so rapid was the course of

the disease, but bled the patient afresh and pre-

scribed certain medicines. About ten in the eve-

ning of the same day Washington died. Craik's

only known published writing deals with this ill-

ness, A Sermon Occasioned by the Death of Gen.

Washington . . . Preached December 29, 1799.

By the Rev. Hesekiah N. Woodruff, A.M. . . .

To which is Added,—An Appendix, Giving a

Particular Account of the Behaviours of Gen.

Washington, During his Distressing Illness,

Also of the Nature of the Complaint of which he

died. By Doctors James Craik and Elisha C.

Dick, Attending Physicians (1800). The Appen-

dix, signed "James Craik, Attending Physician"

and "Elisha C. Dick, Consulting Physician," is

dated from Alexandria, Va., Dec. 30. Dr. Gus-

tavus Brown, the other consultant was not pres-

ent to sign the statement. A clause in Washing-

ton's will runs : "To my compatriot in arms, and

old and intimate friend, Dr. Craik, I give my
bureau (or, as the cabinet makers call it, tam-

bour secretary), and the circular chair, an ap-

pendage of my study."
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For several years before he died, Craik and
his wife lived with their daughter-in-law, Mrs.

George W. Craik, near Alexandria. He had a

healthy, cheerful old age.

[In addition to references above see H. E. Brown,
The Medic. Dept. of the U. S. Army from 1775 to 1873
(1873); F. B. Heitman, Hist. Reg. of the Officers of
the Continental Army (1914) ; Jas. Jackson, "Memoir
on the Sickness and Death of Gen. Washington" in

Another Letter to a Young Physician (1861) ; Wm. O.
Owen, The Medic. Dept. of the U. S. Army 1776-86
(1920), portr. ; J. M. Toner, The Medic. Men of the

Revolution (1876) ; J. M. Toner, Trans. Med. Soc. Va.,

1879, III, 95-105; Jas. E. Pilcher, . The Surgeon-Gen-
erals of the Army of the U. S. A. (1905) ; Jas. Thatcher,
Am. Medic. Biog., vol. I (1828).] A. CM.

CRAMER, MICHAEL JOHN (Feb. 6, 1835-

Jan. 23, 1898), Methodist clergyman, diplomat,

was descended from Swedish refugees in Swit-

zerland at the time of the Reformation. He was
the eldest son of John Jacob and Magdalene

(Baumann) Cramer, and was born near Schaff-

hausen, Switzerland. When he was five years

old his mother died. In 1845 tne family emi-

grated to America, making its home first in

Pittsburgh and later in Cincinnati, where young
Cramer entered the German department of the

Methodist Book Concern, learning the printer's

trade. He devoted his spare time to prepara-

tion for college, entering Ohio Wesleyan Uni-

versity, where by teaching German and Latin

he earned his expenses, graduating with honors

in 1859. The following year he joined on trial

the Cincinnati Conference of the Methodist

Episcopal Church. While pastor of the Pearl

Street Church of Cincinnati, he married (Oct.

2j, 1863) Mary Frances, daughter of Jesse Root

and Hannah (Simpson) Grant, and sister of

General Grant. In 1864 he reorganized the

Methodist churches of Nashville, Tenn, which

had been abandoned after the fall of Vicksburg.

After serving as chaplain at Newport Barracks,

he was appointed (May 1867), by President

Johnson, consul at Leipzig. President Grant in

1871 appointed him minister to Denmark, a po-

sition which he held for ten years. His chief

accomplishments were a naturalization treaty

and a series of reports on trade which resulted

in a marked increase of exports from the United

States to Denmark. A distressing neuralgic

difficulty of long standing was aggravated by the

rigors of the Danish climate, and, at his own
request, he was transferred by President Gar-

field in 1881 to Berne, Switzerland, where he

was resident minister and consul-general for

four years. Resigning from office, he returned

to the United States in July 1885. For one year

he was professor of systematic theology at

the Boston University School of Theology. Ill

health compelled him to resign this position as

Cramp
the climate caused a recurrence of his old trouble.

In 1886-87 he substituted for Dr. George R.

Crooks [q.v.~] as professor of church history at

Drew Theological Seminary. He then became
assistant editor of a theological magazine pub-
lished at Cleveland, called Zeitschrift fur The-
ologie und Kirchc. At the time of his death,

which occurred at Carlisle, Pa., he was occupy-
ing the chair of philosophy at Dickinson College.

His European friendships included such scholars

as Christlieb, Tischendorf, Luthardt, and Har-
nack. He was a member of the Victoria In-

stitute, the Society of Biblical Exegesis, the

American Society of Church History, and the

American Institute of Christian Philosophy.

While Cramer wrote many articles and essays

on European affairs, on art and literature, and
on theology, his only book is Conversations and
Unpublished Letters of Ulysses S. Grant (1897).

[See Minutes Annual Conferences M. E. Ch., Spring
Conferences, 1898 (1898), under Newark Conference,
pp. 1 12-13

I
Zion's Herald, Jan. 26, 1898 ; N. Y. Times,

Jan. 25, 1898 ; Phila. Press and Public Ledger (Phila.),

Jan. 24, 1898. Details of the above account have been
verified by Cramer's only son, Dr. Jesse Grant Cramer
of Pasadena, Cal.] r. jr. M.

CRAMP, CHARLES HENRY (May 9, 1828-

June 6, 1913), shipbuilder, was the eldest son

of William [q.v.~\ and Sophia (Miller) Cramp.
He received his early education in the Philadel-

phia public schools, attending the Central High
School from July 1841 to September 1844. After

receiving his first specialized training for his

life-work in the shipyard of his uncle John
Byerly, he entered the employ of his father in

1846. With the aid of his father and the naval

architects employed by him, and by dint of much
study on his own part in higher mathematics and

in modern languages, he perfected his education

in the art of shipbuilding in all its important

phases. In 1859 he became an active partici-

pant in the management of The William Cramp
Shipbuilding Company, sharing, along with his

younger brothers who followed him into the

company, in the achievement of his father in

overcoming the obstacles in naval architecture

during the transition period when iron and

steel vessels were replacing those of wood. In

1872 William Cramp, appreciating the efforts

of his five sons, changed the name of the firm to

The William Cramp & Sons' Ship and Engine

Building Company. The concern was incorpo-

rated at this time. In 1879, upon the death of

the father, Charles Cramp became its president

continuing in this capacity until his retirement

at the age of seventy-five. He retained a con-

siderable interest in the management of the com-
pany, as chairman of its board of directors, until

his death in 1913.
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Cramp's desire for research was great, and

as a result he achieved distinction not only as

president of one of the most famous shipyards in

the world but also as one of the leading naval

architects of his day. The shipyard he inherit-

ed from his father was relatively small, but by
his energy, intelligence, and organization, he de-

veloped it into one of the most extensive and

complete in the United States. Many impor-

tant merchant and naval vessels were construct-

ed under his direction. The steamships St. Louis

and St. Paul were among the fastest vessels in

their day, holding the world's record for the

transatlantic trip. The steamships Kroonland

and Finland were the largest vessels ever built in

the United States up to the time that they were
launched. Many war-vessels were constructed

for the United States navy, ranging through all

varieties and types from gunboats to battleships.

Among the most famous vessels of the latter type

were the U. S. S. Maine, which was sunk in

Havana Harbor, the U. S. S. New York, U. S. S.

Indiana, and the U. S. S. Massachusetts. The
U. S. S. Colorado and U. S. S. Pennsylvania, the

construction of which was authorized in 1900,

were armored cruisers of the first class. They
were powered with twin screw, vertical, triple-

expansion engines, the steam being supplied by

water-tube boilers, and were fast vessels, de-

veloping twenty-two knots per hour. Their nor-

mal displacement was 13,680 tons. Cramp's

work achieved international reputation, and the

Russian, Turkish, and Japanese governments

placed orders with his firm for the construction

of war-vessels. He was decorated by the Czar

of Russia in appreciation of the success of the

vessels designed and built for the Russian navy.

Under his skilful guidance Cramp's Ship and

Engine Building Company became a pioneer in

engine development. The first triple-expansion

engine ever constructed in America was in-

stalled in the yacht Peerless. The U. S. S. Co-

lumbia, a protected cruiser of 7,350 tons dis-

placement and 21,000 horse-power, was the first

American vessel to be propelled by three screws,

and previously only one such vessel, of 6,300

tons and 14,000 horse-power, had ever been

built in Europe. The U. S. S. New York's ma-
chinery was composed of four separate engines

in independent water-tight compartments, work-

ing in pairs on two shifts, and provided with slid-

ing collar couplings by means of which the for-

ward engine on each shaft could be engaged

with or disengaged from the after engine in a

few minutes. Emperor William II of Germany
was much impressed by this achievement, and

paid several visits to this vessel.

Cramp
Cramp believed that the shipping industry was

one of the important key industries of the United
States. As a result, he did everything possible

by speaking and writing to promote an Amer-
ican merchant marine. His attitude on this topic

is suggested by his words in a speech before

the American Society of Naval Architects and
Marine Engineers : "Let me remark that the

ships [St. Louis and St. Paitl~\ are American
from truck to keelson. No foreign materials

enter into their construction. They are of Amer-
ican model and design, of American material,

and they are built by American skill and muscle."

Cramp was married twice : in 1850 to Han-
nah Ann Cox, and in 1870 to her sister, Amy
Jane Cox. He followed the tradition established

by his father and took his six sons into the ship-

building establishment.

[Augustus C. Buell, Memoirs of Chas. H. Cramp
(1906); Who's Who in America, 1913-14; Lewis
Nixon, in Cosmopolitan, May 1902; Public Ledger
(Phila.), June 6, 1913; Phila. Enquirer and Press
(Phila.), June 7, 1913; references in bibliography of
Wm. Cramp.] jj. S. P.

CRAMP, WILLIAM (Sept. 22, 1807-July 6,

1879), shipbuilder, was a descendant of Jo-
hannes Krampf of Baden, Germany, who settled

near Penn Treaty Park, Philadelphia, in 1703.

This original homestead of the Cramp family

was located not far from the site of the present

shipyard of The William Cramp & Sons' Ship

and Engine Building Company, whose founder,

William Cramp, was born in the Kensington

section of Philadelphia. After he had received

a good elementary education in the Philadelphia

schools he was placed under the instruction of

Samuel Grice, the leading American naval archi-

tect of the time. In 1827 he married Sophia

Miller. Early in life he had conceived the idea

of going into business on his own account, and

at the age of twenty-three he established The
William Cramp Shipbuilding Company. His

plant was located at the foot of Otis St., now
called East Susquehanna Ave., but this location

soon proved to be inadequate, and he moved the

plant a short distance down the Delaware River.

Here many important sailing and steam vessels

were constructed. Under Cramp's able direction

the concern was provided with modern mechani-

cal devices, and came to be considered one of the

best equipped of shipyards. This factor, com-

bined with his extraordinary capacity for work,

his reputation for honest dealings, and the pride

he took in his ships made his concern prosperous

even through prolonged periods of business de-

pression. The shipbuilding industry itself was
in the throes of a transition in the design and

construction of vessels. Wooden vessels were
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replaced by iron and in turn iron vessels were

replaced by steel. The changes involved the in-

stallation of new machinery, a new industrial

organization, and a new science of naval archi-

tecture and construction. William Cramp was
among the first American shipbuilders to fore-

see the inevitable change, and his aggressive-

ness and astuteness enabled him to cope with the

situation. By 1872 he had taken into his organi-

zation several of his sons, all of whom were

taught the art of shipbuilding. In this year he

decided to incorporate the concern and to affiliate

his sons more closely to its destiny. Accordingly

its name was changed to The William Cramp &
Sons' Ship and Engine Building Company.

Cramp exerted an important influence on Amer-
ica's national and international economic and

political affairs, as he was directly responsible

for the construction of 207 vessels of all sorts,

both merchant and naval. Two foreign coun-

tries, Russia and Venezuela, gave him contracts

for the construction of war-vessels. The United

States Government gave him several contracts

for naval vessels of all classes and types. The
first of these was completed in 1862, when the

U. S. S. Nczv Ironsides was launched, the most

powerful cruising ironclad of its time, which

participated in more naval engagements dur-

ing the Civil War than any other vessel of the

United States. Cramp remained president of

the company which he had founded until his

death at Atlantic City in his seventy-third year

when he was succeeded by his eldest son, Charles

Henry Cramp [q.v.~\.

[Hist, of Cramp's Shipyard, 1830-1902 (19 10) ;

Henry Fry, Hist, of North Atlantic Steam Navigation
( 1896) ; J. T. Scharf and T. Westcott, Hist, of Phila.

(1884) ; J. R. Young, Memorial Hist, of the City of
Phila. ( 1898), vol. II ; C. M. Depew, ed.; One Hundred
Years of Am. Commerce (1905), vol. I; Chas. Blan-
chard, The Progressive Men of Pa. (1900), vol. II;
Press (Phila.) and Phila. Enquirer, July 7, 1879; Sci.

Am., July 26, 1879; information from Mr. Francis Le
Baron Cramp.] pr S p_

CRANCH, CHRISTOPHER PEARSE
(Mar. 8, 1813-Jan. 20, 1892), painter, critic,

poet, Unitarian minister, was the youngest of the

thirteen children of William Cranch [q.v.~] and

Anna (Greenleaf) Cranch. His father, a Mas-
sachusetts man, had been appointed by President

John Adams to a judgeship in the circuit court

of the District of Columbia, and Christopher was
born in Alexandria, then part of the District.

The boy had early training in drawing from

his brother Edward, a topographical draftsman,

but, being destined for a learned profession,

he attended Columbian College, Washington,

from which, after graduation in 1831, he entered

the Divinity School of Harvard College. He

Cranch

preached as a Unitarian minister at Andover,

Bangor, and Portland, Me., and at Richmond,

Washington, St. Louis, Cincinnati, and Louis-

ville. In the last-named city he took James Free-

man Clarke's pulpit, and edited the Western Mes-
senger. Cranch here illustrated Emerson's Es-

says with comic drawings which caused merri-

ment among literati. The year 1840 found him
preaching at South Boston. He became a social

favorite in Boston : he was picturesquely attrac-

tive, with dark, curly hair and delicately beauti-

ful features, he had a fine baritone voice, and he

played several instruments. He wrote poetry (as

notably the 200th Anniversary poem, Quincy,

Mass., May 25, 1840). Emerson became inter-

ested in his poems, several of which he published

in the Dial. Cranch was in sympathy with the

experiment at Brook Farm, and a frequent wel-

come visitor there.

In 1841, while spending the summer at Wash-
ington, he tried landscape painting. He became
engaged the following October to Elizabeth De
Windt of Fishkill, N. Y., a cousin, who encour-

aged him to paint. They were married, Oct. 10,

1843, with slender but assured, resources, and
Cranch took a house on Lexington Ave., New
York, to practise his new profession. In 1846

in the congenial company of George William

Curtis [q.v.~\ the Cranches went to Italy for study

and observation of art. At Rome and Florence

they formed many friendships (see Cranch's Per-

sonal Recollections of Robert Browning, 1891).

In August 1849 they returned to New York
where they spent several winters. Cranch wrote

her "Farewell to America" for Jenny Lind in

1853. In that year he took his family to Paris for

a ten years' residence. He painted diligently,

studied, and cultivated friendships. In 1856 he

recorded his delight at discovering Barbizon and
its painters. In 1863 he returned to America, his

son George, aged eighteen, having enlisted in the

Union army for service which resulted in his

death. The family lived for a time on Staten Isl-

and but in 1873 they removed to Cambridge,

Mass., where the rest of Cranch's life was spent

as, so he wrote, "an ignoramus trespassing in the

dominion of scholars." Life near Harvard he

found stimulating, but he deplored a prevalent

indifference to art. As a member of the Boston

Radical Club he was associated with many New
England liberals. In 1880 he made his third visit

to Europe, at Rome meeting Francis Duveneck
whose work he admired, and who painted his

portrait. Cranch's health began to fail in 1889.

After his peaceful death his friend Curtis wrote

in "The Easy Chair" of Harper's Magazine

:

"Cranch . . . followed the leading of his tempera-
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ment and talent in becoming an artist. . . . He was
poet, painter, musician, student, with a supple-

ment of amusing social gifts, and chief of all was
the freshness of spirit which kept him always

young. ... It was a long and lovely life, and if

great fame be denied, not less a beautiful mem-
ory remains." Among Cranch's numerous pub-

lished works his translation of Vergil's Mncid
was his monumental achievement. As a painter

he won respect and liking without attaining

marked distinction or professional leadership.

[Cranch's story is told with copious extracts from his
letters and journals in The Life and Letters of Chris-
topher Pcarse Cranch (19 17), by his daughter, Leonora
Cranch Scott. For additional criticism and apprecia-
tion see : G. W. Cooke, The Poets of Transcendentalism
(1903) ; Mary E. F. Sargent, Sketches and Reminis-
cences of the Radical Club of Chestnut St., Boston
(1880) ; J. T. Codman, Brook Farm, Historic and Per-
sonal Memoirs (1894); Lindsay Swift, Brook Farm
(1900) ; H. T. Tuckerman, Book of the Artists (1867) ;

Critic, Jan. 30, 1892; Harper's Mag., Apr. 1892; Bos-
ton Transcript, Jan. 20, 1892.] F.W. C.

CRANCH, WILLIAM (July 17, 1769-Sept. 1,

1855), jurist, was a grandson of Richard Cranch,

who coming from Kingbridge, Devonshire, Eng-

land, settled at Braintree, Mass., in 1720. The
latter's son, Richard, was a member of the Mas-
sachusetts legislature and judge of the court of

common pleas. He married Mary, daughter of

the Rev. William Smith of Weymouth, Mass.,

and sister of Abigail Adams [q.v.~\, wife of the

future president. This connection had an impor-

tant influence on William's future career. Born

at Weymouth, and educated privately at Haver-

hill, he entered Harvard in February 1784, and

graduated with honors in 1787, John Quincy

Adams being a class-mate. He studied law at

Boston and in July 1790 was admitted to practise.

Opening an office in Braintree, he moved after a

year to Haverhill. The following year he went

to Washington, D. C, as agent for a real-es-

tate firm which had made large speculative in-

vestments in that city on the strength of its se-

lection as the federal capital. The venture, how-

ever, was a disastrous failure, and Cranch him-

self became involved financially. In 1800 Presi-

dent Adams appointed him a commissioner of

public buildings of the District of Columbia, and

when, Feb. 27, 1801, the United States circuit

court of the District of Columbia was estab-

lished, he was nominated junior assistant judge

by the President, commencing an association

with that court which lasted for the unprece-

dented term of fifty-four years. In 1802 he be-

came reporter of the Supreme Court of the

United States, and published Reports of Cases

Argued and Adjudged in the Supreme Court of

the United States 1801-15 (9 vols., 1804-17).

Cranch

These reports have always been highly regarded
for their clarity and accuracy, and are of great

importance since they contain a large number of

Chief Justice Marshall's most vital opinions on
fundamental constitutional problems. In 1805,

President Jefferson appointed Cranch chief jus-

tice of the district court, much to the general

astonishment, since he was a Federalist in poli-

tics, and his uncle John Adams was the Presi-

dent's political opponent. He remained chief jus-

tice for fifty years. During its earlier years the

business of the district court had been light, but

additional jurisdiction in admiralty and on ap-

peal from the Commissioner of Patents was con-

ferred upon it, and the volume of its work stead-

ily increased. Cranch's opinions were distin-

guished for their accuracy and logic. During the

whole course of his judicial career only two of

his decisions were reversed on appeal. An out-

standing case before him was U. S. vs. Bollman
& Swartwout , 1 Cranch (U. S.) 379, where, re-

sisting presidential pressure and popular clamor,

he held the arrest of Aaron Burr's accomplices

unjustifiable, and was sustained by the United
States Supreme Court. He contributed occa-

sional papers and articles to local periodicals on
matters of public interest, and in 1817 delivered

before the Columbian Institute a lecture upon his

uncle, published as Memoir of the Life, Charac-
ter and Writings of John Adams (1827). He
was compelled in 18 17, by pressure of judicial

work, to discontinue his Supreme Court Reports,

but in his later years he assembled the decisions

of his own court, which had theretofore existed

only in manuscript, and published them as Re-
ports of Cases Civil and Criminal in the United

States Circuit Court of the District of Columbia
from 1801 to 1841, in six volumes (1852-53).
The United States Government published a col-

lection of his Decisions in Cases of Appeal from
the Commissioner of Patents 1841-47 (U. S.

Miscellaneous. Law relating to Patents, 1848,

pp. 87-150). The authorship of An Examination

of the President's Reply to the Remonstrance,

signed Lucius Junius Brutus (New York, 1801),

relating to President Jefferson's course in re-

moving Federalists from office to make way for

Republicans, has been attributed to him (see

Cushing, Initials and Pseudonyms, 1885, p. 42;

Sabin, Bibliothcca Americana, IV, 229). He
died in Washington, in his eighty-seventh year.

He was married to Anna Greenleaf, sister of

James Greenleaf, real-estate operator. Christo-

pher Pearse Cranch, the artist [q.v.] , was his son.

[An excellent survey of Cranch's career by A. B.

Hagner appeared in Great Am. Lawyers (1907—09), ed.

by Wm. D. Lewis, III, 87. See also The Life and Char-
acter of the Hon. Wm. Cranch (1855), by Moncure D.
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Conway, who was an intimate friend ; F. R. Noel and
M. B. Downing, The Court House of the District of
Columbia (1919) ; New-Eng. Hist. Geneal. Soc., Me-
morial Biogs., II (1880,446.] H.W. H.K.

CRANDALL, CHARLES HENRY (June 19,

1858-Mar. 23, 1923), poet, son of Henry Sar-

gent Crandall and Mary Carmichael Mills, was

born in Greenwich, N. Y., and died in Stamford,

Conn. He lived for seventeen years on the farm

where he was born, engaged in mercantile busi-

ness for five years, and was for five years on the

staff of the New York Tribune. He also worked

for a while with the New York Globe. In 1893

—

following a nervous collapse—he retired to the

farm near Stamford on which he spent the re-

mainder of his life. He was married in 1884 to

Kate Virginia Ferguson, a New York newspaper

woman. After her death, he married in 1891

Mary Vere Davenport of Stamford, from whom
he was divorced in 1916. In 1890 he edited an

anthology of American sonnets, with an elab-

orate introduction, and from 1883 to 1918 he pub-

lished seven volumes of his own poetry, collected

in general from magazines in which it had al-

ready appeared. These magazines were usually

the most distinguished in America, but the verse

is not appropriately satisfying. It deals with the

conventional subjects of poetry, but, above all,

with patriotism. That theme stirred him most

—

the thrill of seeing one's flag unfurled, the supe-

rior bravery of the American military, the divine

mission of America as guardian of her neigh-

bors to the south, and as model for the govern-

ments of Europe. The Daughters of the Ameri-

can Revolution solicited his verse, Theodore

Roosevelt "sympathized cordially" with it, Leon-

ard Wood urged that it be given the "widest cir-

culation." When the United States went into the

World War, Crandall's four sons entered the

service of the government, one of them to be

killed in action. The father's boundless enthu-

siasm was set forth in 1918 with vigor and sin-

cerity—if without other merit—in his Liberty

111 it mined and Songs for the Boys in Khaki. The
war was to him a holy and invincible crusade for

everything that spiritual men most ardently and
most rightfully desire, and at the conclusion of

it, he believed, we should all be justly happy. One
day, less than five years after the war ended, he

killed himself with a pistol.

[C. H. Crandall, Wayside Music (1893) ; Chords of
Life (1898) ; Songs from Sky Meadows (1909) ; Who's
Who in America, 1922-23; N. Y. Times, Mar. 24,

'923] J.D.W.

CRANDALL, PRUDENCE (Sept. 3, 1803-

Jan. 28, 1889), educator and reformer, born at

Hopkinton, R. I., was of Quaker descent, the

daughter of Pardon and Esther Crandall (J. N.

Arnold, Vital Record of Rhode Island, vol. V,

1894). The family had a tinge of fanaticism in

their blood and her younger brother was im-

prisoned for nearly a year in Georgetown, D. C,
without trial, for spreading Abolitionist doctrines

there. Prudence moved from Rhode Island and
after a brief career as a teacher at Plainfield, set-

tled at Canterbury, Conn., where in 1831 she

opened a school for girls. A colored girl wished

to attend and received Miss Crandall's permis-

sion. Immediately there were protests, where-

upon Miss Crandall decided to keep a school for

negroes only. A town meeting was held on Mar.

9, 1833, to prevent her. She was denied oppor-

tunity to be heard in defense by counsel, although

she offered to retire to a more secluded place if

reimbursed for her preparatory expenses at Can-

terbury. The leader of the movement against her

declared that no negro school should be estab-

lished anywhere in Connecticut, but Miss Cran-

dall continued firm in her resolution and opened

her school. Disgraceful forms of intimidation

were used against her. Her well was filled with

refuse, physicians refused to attend the sick in

her home, she was forbidden to enter the church,

her house was attacked and narrowly escaped

burning, and she was threatened with personal

violence. Her opponents secured (May 24, 1833)
the passage of an act in the state legislature mak-
ing it illegal for any one to set up a school for

colored people who were not inhabitants of the

state without the consent of the selectmen of the

town in which the school was to be located (Pub-

lic Statute Laws of the State of Connecticut,

1833, chap. ix). Under this law, she was ar-

rested and imprisoned. By this time the case had

attracted very wide attention in Abolitionist cir-

cles, the Rev. Samuel J. May and Arthur Tappan
[qq.v.~\ took up her cause, eminent counsel were

retained in her behalf, and a newspaper, the

Unionist, of Brooklyn, Conn., edited by C. C.

Burleigh \_q.v.~\, was established to defend her.

The first trial resulted in a divided jury but a

new case was made up and she was tried a second

time. Her counsel claimed that the law was un-

constitutional, as negroes were citizens and it

infringed that clause of the Federal Constitution

which gave the "citizens of each state ... all priv-

ileges and immunities of citizens in the several

states." The case, however, was decided against

her. It was then appealed to the supreme court

of Connecticut which reversed the decision of the

lower court on the ground merely of insufficient

evidence and dodged the real issue (see 10 Conn.

339). The supreme court decision was rendered

in July 1834 and the next month Miss Crandall

married the Rev. Calvin Philleo, a Baptist cler-
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gyman of Ithaca, N. Y. The project for edu-

cating colored girls in Connecticut was obvious-

ly hopeless, and the couple moved to Illinois.

After her husband's death in 1874, Mrs. Philleo

lived with her brother Hezekiah in southern Kan-
sas, dying at Elk Falls in that state. She retained

both her mental vigor and her great interest in

the colored race until her death.

[A short pamphlet on Prudence Crandall was written
by John C. Kimball during her life and privately print-

ed in 1886. See also : S. J. May, Some Recollections of
Our Anti-Slavery Conflict (1869) ; W. P. and F. J. Gar-
rison, Wm. Lloyd Garrison (4 vols., 1885) ; J. C. Hurd,
The Law of Freedom and Bondage (1862), II, 46 ; Re-
port of the Arguments of Counsel in the Case of Pru-
dence Crandall (1834) ; Ellen T).L,amed, Hist, of Wind-
ham County, Conn., vol. II (1880). A portrait is at

Cornell University.] T.T.A.

CRANE, ANNE MONCURE (Jan. 7, 1838-

Dec. 10, 1872), author, was born in Baltimore

and died in Stuttgart, Germany. Her father,

William Crane, a descendant of Jasper Crane,

one of the founders of both New Haven and

Newark, came to Richmond, Va., in 1812. He
was already married, but his wife died in 1830,

and in something less than a year he married

Jean Niven Daniel, originally from Falmouth,

Va. In 1834 he removed to Baltimore and or-

ganized a business in leather. Anne's education

was supervised by a Rev. N. A. Morrison, and

she was "graduated"—whence, it is not dis-

closed—in 1855 (Boyle, p. 554). She was in-

tensely fond of music and reading, and her

thoughts were always likely to be colored by a

sort of mystical piety. When she was about

twenty, a group of young women of which she

was a member decided that each of them should

write a novel. Hers alone seems to have been

completed. She wrote under a stimulus perhaps

not granted to her companions ; she thought her-

self inspired. "The angel," she was fond of quot-

ing, "said unto me, 'Write' ; and I wrote" (Shep-

herd, p. 72). The resulting composition was
held in manuscript for five years. Then, under

the title Emily Chester, it was offered to some
publishers in Boston, who put it out anonymous-

ly in 1864. The style is tedious, but the char-

acters, residents of New York and Baltimore,

are rich and distinguished, and the plot involves

the effort of a married woman to suppress her

attraction toward a man not her husband. The
book rapidly went through many editions in

America and England, it was successfully dram-
atized, and a translation of it was published in

Germany. Indeed it set a literary fashion which

for ten or twelve years was widely followed by
women writers. Her next novel, Opportunity

(1867), was also concerned with the denial of

passion for the sake of respectability. Late in

Crane

1869, she married Augustus Seemiiller, a pros-

perous New York merchant. She had not re-

sided long in her New York City home before

she learned many things so "fearful" that she

felt constrained, she said, to expose them or "the

very stones would have cried out against me"
(Boyle, p. 356). But her response, Reginald
Archer (1871), so dutifully intended, brought
against her the outcry of the moralists. The dedi-

cation was exemplary, "affectionately, to my
husband, in token of the happy days when this

was written," but this could not atone for the

all too sure occupation of some of the female

characters of the book, or for the failure of the

author to award sorrow and painful death to all

who sinned, or, in general, for a woman's writ-

ing openly of matters which seemed clearly a

problem for men only. She was ill, and while

the protests against her were still sounding, she

went to Europe and died in Stuttgart.

[Sources not already named: A. M. Crane, "My
Courtship," Galaxy, July 15, 1866; "Words to a 'Lied
Ohne Worte,'" Ibid., Aug. 1, 1866; E. Boyle, Biog.
Sketches of Distinguished Marylandcrs (1877) ; E. 6.
Crane, Gcneal. of the Crane Family (1900) ; H. E.
Shepherd, Representative Authors of Md. (1911) ; Re-
views: "Emily Chester," Littell's Living Age, Mar. 31,

1865 ; "Opportunity," Nation, Dec. 5, 1867 ; "Reginald
Archer," Nation, May 11, 1871, Southern Mag., July
1871 ; death notice: Nation, Jan. 30, 1873.] j rj \y.

CRANE, FRANK (May 12, 1861-Nov. 5,

1928), Methodist and Congregational clergy-

man, journalist, was born in Urbana, 111., the

son of James Lyons and Elizabeth (Mayo)
Crane. In those qualities of heart and head that

insured his success as a writer of newspaper
homilies he resembled his father, a Methodist

minister, whose kindly, strongly marked idio-

syncrasies made him one of the best-liked men
in central Illinois. The elder Crane, incidentally,

was for a few months chaplain of the 21st Illinois

Volunteers under U. S. Grant, who in 1869 ap-

pointed him postmaster of Springfield. He was
noted for his "happy faculty ... of stoutly

maintaining, his own opinions on all subjects,

doctrinal, ecclesiastical, or political, in such a

way as to give no cause of offence to any one."

Young Crane helped his father in the post-office,

attended Illinois Wesleyan University 1877-78,

read law, taught country schools, and was ad-

mitted on trial into the Illinois Conference of

the Methodist Church in 1882 and into full con-

nection in 1884. On Sept. 26, 1883, he married

Ella C. Stickel of Hillsboro. For twenty-seven

years he was in the active ministry, serving

congregations at Roodhouse, Ashland, Island

Grove, Rantoul, Urbana, Bloomington (First

Church), Omaha, Nebr. (First Church), Chi-

cago (Trinity; Hyde Park; and an independent
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People's Church), and Worcester, Mass. (Union

Congregational). Though effective, popular,

and well paid, by 1909 he found his profession

tame and cramping and decided to make a

change. Borrowing $1,600 on his life insurance

to tide him over, he resigned his charge, re-

turned to Chicago, and began haunting news-

paper offices. He lost his first job, on the Chi-

cago livening Post, after a few months, but not

before his writings had attracted the attention

of Edward Bok and other expert judges of the

public taste. Before long he was firmly estab-

lished as a writer for newspaper syndicates and

the popular magazines. Although he published

a number of books, including The Religion of

To-morrozv (1899) ; a volume of verse, Vision

(1906) ; a disquisition on the 103rd Psalm, The

Song of the Infinite (1909); War and World
Government ( 1915 ) ; Why I am a Christian

(1924) ; and The Ten Commandments (1928),

he owed his affluence and renown to his four-

hundred word didactic, inspirational, and per-

sonal essays, which were long a daily feature of

many American newspapers. Some hundreds

of these essays were reprinted in three collec-

tions: Four Minute Essays (10 vols., 1919) ;

The Crane Classics (10 vols., 1920) ; and Every-

day Wisdom (1927). The shrewd, homely, hu-

morous, tolerant, sentimental, common sense

tone of these brief writings, together with their

brevity and simple phrasing, won for them a

multitudinous audience. Among the plain people

their author enjoyed the honors of a sage, while

the city wits derided him as the current great

prophet of tautology, a mere dealer in weary

platitude and facile optimism. A more discern-

ing criticism saw in him an amiable gentleman

of decided liberal tendencies, who took a hearty

pleasure in being the counselor and spokesman

of the average American. Though in his later

years he suffered from diabetes, his personal

cheerfulness remained unquenchable, and he

continued to write his daily article and to an-

swer faithfully every letter addressed to him that

bore a legible signature and address. He lived

in New York and Los Angeles and traveled a

great deal. He admired the French people and

lived as much as he could in France. He died

at Nice, of a cerebral hemorrhage, while on a

tour around the world. His wife and their two
children survived him. He left an estate of

$200,000 in stocks and bonds.

[Minutes Annual Conferences M. E. Ch.: Fall Con-
ferences of 1879 (PP- 41-42) and of 1882-95 (see in-
dexes) ; Minutes Rock River Conference (of the M. E.
Ch.), 1896-1902; U. S. Biog. Diet.: III. Vol. (1876),
pp. 449-50; Who's Who in America, 1899-1929; The
Crane Classics, III, 16-18, IV, 13-21, VII, 315-17;

Crane

information from Helen M. Dean, librarian of 111. Wes-
leyan Univ. ; see also N. Y. Times Index, vol. XVI,
no. 4] G. H.G.

CRANE, JOHN (Dec. 7, 1744-Aug. 21, 1805),

Revolutionary soldier, was born at Braintree,

Mass., the son of Abijah Crane and Sarah Bev-

erly. At the time of the French and Indian War,
although only fifteen years of age, he offered

to serve in place of his father who had been

drafted by the Massachusetts provincial govern-

ment and was in poor health. On his return

from the war, he learned the trade of house-

wright. About 1762 he helped to set out a fa-

mous row of elm trees opposite the Granary
Burying-ground, Boston. In 1767 he married Me-
hitable Wheeler, and with his brother purchased

a house and shop on what is now Tremont St.,

near Hollis. In the years following the passage

of the Stamp Act, Crane was identified with the

Sons of Liberty. At his shop some of the men
who staged the Boston Tea Party disguised

themselves as Indians and set out for Griffin's

Wharf, Crane among them. As he was down in

the hold of one of the ships, a chest of tea fell

upon him and knocked him senseless. His com-
panions believing him to be dead concealed him
under a heap of shavings in a near-by carpenter

shop, but thanks to a sturdy constitution he re-

covered. In 1774 owing to the paralysis of trade

produced by the Boston Port Bill, he removed to

Providence. He had already acquired some
knowledge of gunnery when, as a resident of

Boston, he had joined a train of artillery com-
posed of mechanics and commanded by Maj.

Adino Paddock. On the arrival of the news of

the battle of Lexington, he was made captain

of the train attached to the Rhode Island "army
of observation." Marching to Boston, he joined

Gridley's regiment of artillery, and thenceforth

saw almost continuous service. During the siege

of Boston, he was in charge of a breastwork on

the Neck and on July 8, 1775 attacked and rout-

ed a British advance post. He also participated

in several skirmishes on islands in the harbor.

On Dec. 10, 1775 he was commissioned major
in Knox's regiment of artillery and later accom-
panied the army to New York. He was disabled

for a time by a wound in the foot received Sept.

14, 1776 at Corlear's Hook while he was bom-
barding a British man-of-war. On Jan. 1, 1777
he was commissioned colonel and proceeded to

raise a regiment in Massachusetts, the 3rd Con-

tinental Artillery. Detachments of it were pres-

ent under Sullivan in the Rhode Island cam-

paign—where Crane's services evoked honor-

able mention in the dispatches—under Gates at

Saratoga, and in the defense of Red Bank. On
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Sept. 30, 1783 Crane was brevetted brigadier-

general. After the war he went into the lumber

business on Passamaquoddy Bay, but, the ven-

ture not proving successful, he removed to Whit-
ing, Me., where he had been given a grant of

200 acres for his military services by the legis-

lature of Massachusetts. He was appointed judge

of the court of common pleas by Gov. Hancock
in 1790. He died Aug. 21, 1805, highly respect-

ed by his comrades in arms for his energy, cour-

age, and coolness in the presence of danger.

[There is a manuscript memoir of John Crane by a
descendant, Geo. H. Allan, in the library of the New-
Eng. Hist, and Geneal. Soc, Boston. Authentic sketch-

es of him are in F. S. Drake, Tea Leaves (1884), and
Albert Crane, Henry Crane of Milton, Mass. (1893).
References to his services will be found in Mass. Sol-
diers and Sailors of the Revolutionary War (1896—98) ;

"Heath Papers" in Mass. Hist. Soc. Colls., ser. 5, vol.

IV (1878) ; ser. 7, vol. IV (1904), vol. V (1905) ; F.
B. Heitman, Hist. Reg. of Officers of Continental Army
09I4)-] E.E.C.

CRANE, JONATHAN TOWNLEY (June

18, 1819-Feb. 16, 1880), Methodist clergyman,

was born at Connecticut Farms, now a part of

Union, N. J., the youngest of the six children of

William and Sarah (Townley) Crane. He was a

descendant of Stephen Crane who, coming prob-

ably from England or Wales, settled at Elizabeth-

town as early as 1665. William Crane, who was

a farmer, surveyor, and justice of the peace,

died June 4, 1830, and his wife, Aug. 18, 1832.

While saving money to enter the College of

New Jersey (Princeton University), Crane

worked in a Newark trunk factory. Upon his

graduation in 1843 ne prepared himself for the

Methodist ministry, for though of Presbyterian

stock he had been converted to Methodism at

New Providence, N. J., when he was eighteen

years old. Licensed as a local preacher in 1844,

he spent one year on the Parsippany circuit, six

months on the Asbury circuit, six months at Port

Richmond, Staten Island, and on Quarantine,

was admitted to the New Jersey Conference, and

was pastor at Hope 1846, Belvidere 1847, and

Orange 1848. On Jan. 8 of that year he was mar-

ried to Mary Helen Peck of Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,

daughter of the Rev. George Peck. In 1848 also

he published an Essay on Dancing, the senti-

ments of which may have recommended him to

the leaders of his church, for in June he was
elected principal of the Conference Seminary at

Pennington. After ten years of being school-

master he returned to preaching as pastor of

Trinity Church, Jersey City, 1858-60; at Haver-

straw, N. Y., 1860-62; of the Central Church,

Newark, N. J.,. 1862-64; at Morristown 1864-

67; and at Hackettstown, 1867-68. Then fol-

lowed eight laborious years as presiding elder
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of the Newark district, 1868-72, and of the

Elizabeth district, 1872-76. After that he was
pastor of the Cross-street Church, Paterson,

1876-78, and of the Drew Church, Port Jervis,

N. Y., from 1878 till his death.

Crane was the author of numerous contribu-

tions to the Methodist Quarterly Review and the

Christian Advocate and of The Right Way, or

Practical Lectures on the Decalogue (1853,
J857) ; The Fruitful Bough: the Centenary Ser-

mon preached before the Newark Conference,

Mar. 23, 1866 (1866); Popular Amusements
(1869) ; Arts of Intoxication: the Aim and the

Results (1870, 1871); Holiness the Birthright

of All God's Children (1874) ; and Methodism
and its Methods (1876). His style is chaste,

well ordered, and economical, and rises on
worthy occasions to a sober eloquence. In doc-

trine he was a strict Methodist of the old stamp,

filled with the sense of God's redeeming love,

deeply concerned about such sins as dancing,

breaking the Sabbath, reading trashy novels,

playing cards, billiards, and chess, and enjoying

tobacco and wine, and too innocent of the world

to do more than suspect the existence of greater

viciousness. Even his discussions of theatre-

going, smoking, and drinking are strangely aca-

demic and derivative
;
probably he did not know

intimately any one who had been defiled by those

sins and was consequently unable to study their

effects at first hand. In controversy he was gen-

tlemanly, in his judgments charitable. Noah's

lapse from temperance principles he was thus

able to excuse, "The Scriptures tell us that Noah
planted a vineyard and on one occasion drank of

the wine until he was drunken. Very possibly the

process of fermentation had not before been

noticed, the results were not known, and the

consequences in this case were wholly unexpect-

ed." He leaves the impression of an unusually

noble mind straitened by dogma and a narrow
education. Of his fourteen children the youngest,

the darling of his last years, was Stephen Crane

\_q.v.~\, who was to write the Red Badge of Cour-

age.

[E. B. Crane, Geneal. of the Crane Family, II

(Worcester, Mass., 1900), 495, 518-19; Gen. Cat. of
Princeton Univ. 1746-1906 (1908) ; N. Y. Christian

Advocate, Mar. 18, 1880, pp. 184, 187, Feb. 19, 1880,

P- n6.] G.H.G.

CRANE, STEPHEN (Nov. 1, 1871-June 5,

1900), writer, was the fourteenth, and ninth liv-

ing child of Rev. Jonathan Townley Crane \_q.v.]

and Mary Peck. He was born in the Methodist

parsonage at 14 Mulberry St., Newark, N. J.,

and named for a New Jersey ancestor who
signed the Declaration of Independence. When
he began school the family was settled in a
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pleasant, tree-shaded house in Port Jervis, N. Y.

Here his father died in 1880, and the terrors of

the village funeral fastened on the boy. "We tell

kids," he wrote later, "that Heaven is just

across the gaping grave and all that bosh, and
then we scare them to glue with flowers and
white sheets and hymns ... I have forgotten

nothing about this, not a damned iota, not a

shred." There is much of Crane in this outburst,

in its revelation of sensitiveness and feeling for

children, its hard vividness, its suggestion of

other qualities that startled the eighteen-nineties.

For most of the next ten years the family lived at

Asbury Park, Stephen helping an elder brother,

a newspaper correspondent, in gathering sum-
mer news. He was at the Hudson River In-

stitute, Claverack, N. Y., 1887-89, at Lafayette

a year, and the next year at Syracuse University,

where he had work as correspondent of the New
York Tribune. The record of this period has

more of loafing, news-writing, and baseball—he

was team captain at Syracuse—than of studies.

There are hints of reading : a gift of Tolstoi's

Scbastopol, praise of Flaubert's Salammbo, criti-

cism of American writers as not "sincere." Col-

lege ended after his mother's death in 1890. She
was a talented, religious woman; her counsel

in last letters to Stephen was to be good, inde-

pendent, honest.

Aside from summers in Asbury Park and
visits to his brothers, his life in the next two
years was that of a struggling writer in New
York, actually hungry and sometimes ill in the

old Art Students' League on East Twenty-third

St., reporting intermittently for the Herald or

Tribune, exploring the slums, lounging in

Bowery saloons. His first significant writing,

Maggie : A Girl of the Streets, had all the quali-

ties of his later work, but it was impossibly

grim for magazines, and when printed late in

1892 with $700 borrowed from a brother, it was
piled in his room unsold. The Red Badge of

Courage was finished in the following summer,
and with it, in William Dean Howells's phrase,

Crane's genius seemed to "spring to life fully

armed." From reading Battles and Leaders of

the Civil War, from no actual experience save

his own struggles and failures, came this realis-

tic picture of war, its truth vouchsafed for by
veterans ; but more than this, an extraordinary

study of the common man amid the turmoil,

clamor, and distortion typified by war. Pushed
by his friend Hamlin Garland, the story was
serialized in the Philadelphia Press and pub-

lished, October 1895, by Appleton, and by
Heinemann in London. It sold amazingly, and
Crane rose to sudden fame. Its intensity, its

startling yet inevitable descriptive phrase, struck

a new note in American prose. Its success led

the publishers, in the following year, to issue

Maggie.

Meantime the reading of some of Emily Dick-

inson's poems, at a luncheon with Howells, sug-

gested the manner at least of The Black Riders

and Other Lines, published in 1895. But readers

of that year were ready for neither the form nor

the content of poems such as the one which de-

scribes the world as set sailing in a careless

moment,

"So that forever rudderless it went upon the sea,

And there were many in the sky
Who laughed at this thing."

In the same winter he went West as a writer

for the Bacheller Syndicate, traveling from Ne-
braska to Texas and Mexico, where he was
pleasantly thrilled by a bandit attack, and find-

ing color and setting for "The Blue Hotel," "The
Bride Comes to Yellow Sky," and others of his

best tales. George's Mother, a bare, somber story

of the Maggie type, and The Little Regiment
and Other Episodes of the Civil War appeared in

1896. Though the success of -The Red Badge
was a matter of observation and expression, not

of theme (save as war was a pleasanter subject

than slums), Crane was thrust into the groove

of his masterpiece, and spent most of his remain-

ing years seeing and writing of war. In De-
cember 1896 he sailed for Cuba in a filibuster-

ing vessel which sank off the Florida coast, and
with four others he experienced the fifty-hour

struggle with the "jagged," "boisterouslyabrupt"

waves described later in "The Open Boat." The
Turkish war took him in the next year to Greece,

where inexperience, ignorance of languages, and
indigestion rendered him almost helpless. In the

autumn he went to London, meantime having

married (Aug. 25, 1898) Cora Taylor, a capable,

attractive woman, older than he, whom he had
first met in Jacksonville.

At London Crane met Conrad, and a warm
friendship was cemented by Crane's devotion

to the Conrads' infant boy. Conrad spoke of the

younger writer's "intense earnestness," "his very

steady, penetrating blue eyes," of "a strain of

chivalry which made him safe to trust with one's

life." H. G. Wells, another friend made at this

time, described him as "very typically American,

long and spare, with very straight hair, and
straight features, and long quiet hands and hol-

low eyes, moving slowly and speaking slowly."

London lionizing was not altogether escaped in

the cottage the Cranes took in Oxted, Surrey,

for even here they were overrun by friends and

acquaintances who imposed on their hospitality.
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In April came the Spanish-American War, and
Crane was off for Cuba as a highly paid writer

for the World. He won official recognition for

coolness under fire in a skirmish at Guantanamo,
described in his Cuban sketches, Wounds in the

Rain (1900). In the fighting around Santiago

he was dazed by quinine and worn out by bad
food and hardship, so that he returned to New
York broken in health. In New York the Crane
"myth," started perhaps by Maggie and his slum
adventures, had swollen until he was accused

of drugs, drunkenness, and general depravity.

Although he had many ardent friends and de-

fenders, Howells, Garland, Huneker, Richard

Harding Davis, and others, Crane was disgusted

and returned to England after Christmas, 1899.

His last year was spent in Brede Place, a great,

dilapidated, medieval house in Sussex. Active

Service (1899) was now finished, like The
Third Violet (1897) a not very successful ad-

venture in the field of conventional fiction ; and
the "Whilomville Stories" in which the humors
and tragedies of childhood are handled in a man-
ner suggestive of Tarkington's later work, were
continued in Harper's Magazine. A second vol-

ume of verse, War is Kind (1899), appeared in

this year, and the uninspired "Great Battles of

the World." There were welcome visits from
H. G. Wells and the Conrads, horseback riding

and drives, long nights of writing, and the same
wild swarm of guests as at Oxted. Hardly

heeded, tuberculosis hung over Crane through-

out the winter. He suffered a hemorrhage in

March, and died at Badenweiler in the Black

Forest, after a hurried journey thither in May.
The permanent achievements of these few

crowded years are perhaps slender, but Crane

will live by The Red Badge of Courage, which

set fresh standards in descriptive writing, and by
the best of his other work, the bulk of which is

collected in the volume Men, Women and Boats

of 1921.

[Crane's writings have been collected and admirably
edited by Wilson Follett in twelve volumes (1925-26).
The best biography is Thomas Beer's Stephen Crane
(1923). There is a shorter life by T. L. Raymond,
published by the Carteret Club, Newark, N. J. (1923) ;

Stephen Crane: A Bibliography by Vincent Starrett

(1923); and much useful material gathered by the
Stephen Crane Society of Newark, the president of
which, Max J. Herzberg, has been indefatigable in

Crane research. Valuable reminiscences and criticism
are found in articles by H. G. Wells, in North Am. Rev.,
Aug. 1900 ; Hamlin Garland, in Yale Rev., Apr. 1914;
Jos. Conrad, in Notes on Life and Letters (1921) ; Ed-
ward Garnett, in Friday Nights (1922) ; Mrs. Conrad,
in The Bookman, Apr. 1926 ; Crane's niece, Edna Crane
Sidbury, in the Literary Digest Internat. Book Rev.,
Mar. 1926; Willis Fletcher Johnson, Ibid., Apr. 1926;
Ralph Paine, in Roads of Adventure (1922), and Ford
Madox Hueffer, in Thus to Revisit (1921).]

A.W.
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CRANE, THOMAS FREDERICK (July 12,

1844-Dec. 9, 1927), teacher, scholar, and au-
thor, was born in New York City, the oldest

child of Thomas Sexton and Charlotte (Nutt-
man) Crane. His father was a merchant, who,
after the birth of his son, settled at New Orleans,

La., of which the colorful pre-war atmosphere
left vivid impressions on the growing boy,

who spent the first nine years of his life there.

In 1853 Thomas went to live in Ithaca, N. Y.,

in charge of his mother's mother, and at-

tended the public schools there until 1858, when
he rejoined his father in Elizabeth, N. J., where
he prepared for college. He graduated from
the College of New Jersey (Princeton) in

1864, receiving from the same institution the

degree of A.M. in 1867, of Ph.D. in 1883, and
of Litt.D. in 1903. He commenced the study

of law at the Columbia Law School, but, called

to Ithaca, in January 1865, by the illness of a

relative, he continued his studies in the law-

office of F. M. Finch, later judge of the court

of appeals of the State of New York. He was
admitted to the bar in May 1866, and began the

practise of law, incidentally acting as assistant

deputy-collector of Internal Revenue, and as a

sort of secretary for Cornell University, on the

eve of its formal opening. From boyhood an
omnivorous reader, he had continued his study

of French, commenced at college, and had made
substantial progress in his independent study of

German and Spanish. Such unusual interests in

a lawyer led Andrew D. White [q.v.], the presi-

dent of the newly founded university, to offer

him the position of assistant professor of Span-

ish and German, on the opening of the Univer-

sity in October 1868. With the intermission of

several months in 1869 spent in travel and study

in Europe, Crane served in that rank, with

various changes in the title of his position, until

1873, when he became professor of Spanish and

Italian. In 1882 he became professor of Ro-

mance languages, and head of the department,

a position he filled efficiently until his retirement

in 1909. From 1896 to 1902 he was dean of the

College of Arts, and from 1902 to 1909 dean of

the University faculty, while in 1898-99 and in

1912-13 he was acting president of Cornell

University during the absence of J. G. Schur-

mann.
Crane was one of the pioneers in America in

the study of folk-lore and medieval literature. In

numerous reviews and notices contributed to the

Nation, the North American Review, and vari-

ous journals devoted to linguistic studies, he

called the attention of cultured American read-

ers to the publications of European scholars in
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those two fields. He was a member of the board

of editors of the initial volumes of the Journal of

American Folklore (I-V, 1888-92). His first

independent publication dealt with a subject

which he was to make peculiarly his own : Mcdi-

ccval Sermon-Books and Stories (1883). This

was followed by his edition of The Exempla, or

Illustrative Stories from the Scrmones Vulgarcs

of Jacques de Vitry ( 1890) , the introduction and

notes giving it at once the place it holds as a

standard work. Later contributions of his own
and of others he summed up in his Medieval
Sermon-Books and Stories and their Study since

1883 (1917), while his last book was a well-edit-

ed edition of the Liber de Miracidis Sanctce

Dei Genitricis Marice, Published at Vienna, in

1731 by B. Pes (1925).
His Italian Popular Talcs (1885) is not only

one of the best selections of stories for young

readers, but its introduction and notes make an

attractive and informing guide to the compara-

tive study of the genre for older readers. His

Italian Social Customs of the Sixteenth Cen-

tury (1920) presents a wide orientation of an

important factor in modern social and literary

life. The wide range of his interests in literature

and history can be appreciated by the bibliogra-

phy of his writings, published as a supplement

to Pez's Liber de Miracidis, which includes no

less than 331 items.

Crane married on July 10, 1872, Sarah Fay
Tourtellot. who died Aug. 21, 1912.

[The principal source of information for his bi-

ography down to 1868 is Crane's own article "How I

Became a Professor," Cornell Era, XLI (1909), 149-
58, and his unpublished autobiography covering the

same period. See also Who's Who in America, 1926—
27; W. T. Hewett, Cornell Univ., A Hist. (1905);
N. Y. Times, Dec. 11, 1927; Nation (N. Y.), Jan. 18,

1928.] G.L.H.

CRANE, WILLIAM HENRY (Apr. 30, 1845-

Mar. 7, 1928), actor, was born at Leicester,

Mass., the son of a locksmith, Amaziah Brito

Crane, and of his wife, Mary Sophia Masters.

At the age of seven or eight he took part in his

first theatricals in a barn loft. At sixteen he

graduated from the Brimmer School in Boston

;

and during that same year his name appeared

for the first time on a theatrical program when
when he acted the part of Hatchet in Black-

Eyed Susan at Cambridgeport. After leaving

school he began working in a furniture store,

but was unhappy there and continued rehears-

ing with amateur companies. At eighteen he

joined the Holman Opera and Dramatic Troupe
as an "apprentice," receiving no salary at first.

He had a fine bass voice, and for several years

his forte was thought to be light opera. He sang

in the operas of Offenbach, Balfe, Donizetti, and

others, though he had also numerous spoken

parts in popular plays of the time. He began
with serious or "straight" roles, but, substitut-

ing on one occasion for a comedian who was ill,

he made such a hit that he continued to play

comedy throughout most of his career. He re-

mained with the Holman Company seven years

and the Oates Opera Company four years. In

1874 he entered R. M. Hooley's stock company
in Chicago, where he played not only in the

melodrama and comedy of the period, but in

Shakespearian and other classics. In 1877 he
made a notable success in a new play, Evange-
line. That year also marked the beginning of

his connection with Stuart Robson. Crane had
been engaged to pjay the lead in a comedy, Our
Boarding House; then plans were changed,

Robson was employed for the leading role, and
Crane given one less important. Robson, learn-

ing the facts, came to Crane and offered to with-

draw, but the latter would not permit it; and
thus began a partnership which continued for

twelve years and a friendship which endured
until death. One of their best-remembered hits

together was made as the two Dromios in A
Comedy of Errors. Crane also scored in such

parts as Falstaff, 'Squire Hardcastle, Sir Toby
Belch, but the partners met with their greatest

success in an American comedy, The Henrietta,

by Bronson Howard. In 1889 they separated

amicably, Crane to take the star part in The
Senator, in which he frankly imitated, in make-
up and "business," Senator Plumb of Kansas.

During the remainder of his career he was best

known as the exponent of a slightly varying,

homely, American type, usually a bit uncouth,

sometimes gruff and crotchety, but sound and
kindly at heart. Such were his parts in On
Probation, The American, Minister, Brother

John, Fool of Fortune, The Pacific Mail, and
The Head of the Family. A notable variation

was that of the tight-fisted, heartless screw in

Business is Business ( 1906). From 1900 to 1903
he played perhaps his greatest hit, David Harum,
a dramatization of Edward Noyes Westcott's

popular novel. This was followed by The Spend-

ers and Business is Business. Then came The
Senator Keeps House and a revival of She
Stoops to Conquer. George Ade's Father and
the Boys was successful in the seasons of 1907-

10. Crane's last play was The New Henrietta,

his old comedy rewritten and brought up to date.

He retired from the legitimate stage in 1916,

though in November of the following year he

appeared in vaudeville. The last years of his

life were spent in California, where he played

in at least two motion pictures. He died at
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Hollywood, survived by his wife, Ella Chloe

Myers of Utica, N. Y., to whom he was married

on Nov. 6, 1870.

[The major source is Crane's autobiography, Foot-
prints and Echoes (1927). See also Who's Who in
America, 1926-27; Who's Who in the Theatre, 1922;
T. A. Brown, Hist, of the N. Y. Stage (3 vols., 1903) ;

obituaries in leading newspapers ; especially N. Y. Eve-
ning Post, Mar. 7, N. Y. Herald-Tribune , and Boston
Globe, Mar. 8, 1928. The obituary in the N. Y. Times,
Mar. 8, 1928, states that the initial "H" in Crane's
name stood for Henry.] A. F. H.

CRANE, WILLIAM MONTGOMERY
(Feb. 1, 1784-Mar. 18, 1846), naval officer, was
born at Elizabeth, N. J., son of Gen. William

Crane, who fought under Montgomery at Que-
bec, and of Abigail (Miller) Crane. He entered

the navy as midshipman May 23, 1799, served

in the United States under Barry during the

naval war with France, and remained on her

until 1803. After promotion to lieutenant, July

20, 1803, he was in the Vixen in the Mediter-

ranean, commanding gunboat No. 7 in the bom-
bardment of Tripoli, Aug. 7, 1804. He was later

second lieutenant in the Chesapeake, and testi-

fied against Captain Barron \_q.v.~] in his court

martial after the Chesapeake-Leopard affair of

1807. At the outbreak of the War of 1812 he

commanded the brig Nautilus, and sailed from

New York July 15. Next day at sunrise the

Nautilus ran into Broke's blockading squadron

and surrendered to the Shannon after a six-hour

chase, during which Crane threw overboard his

lee guns, and, according to the verdict of the

subsequent court of inquiry, "did everything to

prevent capture that a skilful and expert officer

could possibly do" (Naval Monument, 1840, pp.

9, 210). Exchanged soon afterward at Halifax,

he was in temporary charge of the Charlestown

Navy Yard in November 1812, and during the

next spring commanded the John Adams at New
York. Then with his crew he was ordered to

join Chauncey on Lake Ontario, where he ar-

rived July 3, 1813. In command of the Madison
he took part in the desultory actions of Aug. 9
and Sept. 27-28 on the lake, and during Chaun-
cey's absence was in charge at Sackett's Har-
bor through the following winter, showing great

energy in pushing new construction in spite of

illness among his force and threats of enemy
attack. He commanded the General Pike in the

summer of 1814, and remained on Lake Ontario

till the next spring. He was then given the In-

dependence (74 guns), flagship of Bainbridge's

squadron against Algiers, which left Boston

July 3, 1815. In the Mediterranean he trans-

ferred to the Erie, and took part in the naval

demonstration off Algiers in the following April.

Noteworthy in his subsequent service was his

Crane

command of the Mediterranean Squadron June
1827-October 1829, during which, in the win-
ter of 1828-29 he was joint commissioner with
Consul Offley of Smyrna in negotiations for a
commercial treaty with Turkey (see C. O. Paul-
lin, Diplomatic Negotiations of American Naval
Officers, 1912, p. 141). He was Commandant of

the Portsmouth (N. H.) Navy Yard, 1832-40;
Navy Commissioner, 1841-42; and chief of the

Bureau of Ordnance and Hydrography, 1842-

46. As ordnance chief he incurred some respon-

sibility for the bursting of the new gun "Peace-
maker" on the Princeton, Feb. 28, 1844, which
killed the secretaries of state and navy and sev-

eral others ( United States Naval Institute Pro-
ceedings, November 1926). Though Crane had
disapproved the gun and refused to witness the

trials, his suicide by cutting his throat, in the

Navy Department offices two years later, was
attributed by his family to brooding over the

accident. He was buried in the Congressional
Cemetery. Commodore Crane was an upright

and dependable officer, popular with his men and
greatly loved by family and friends. He had no
children. His wife, who survived him, was Eliza

King, sister to the wife of Commodore Warring-
ton and daughter of Col. Miles King of Norfolk,

Va.
[Master Commandant's and Captains' Letters in the

Navy Dept. Lib. ; Ellery B. Crane, Geneal. of the Crane
Family, II (1900), 479; B. J. Lossing, The Pictorial
Field-Book of the War of 1812 (1896), pp. 885-86.]

A.W.

CRANE, WINTHROP MURRAY (Apr. 23,

1853-Oct. 2, 1920), manufacturer, governor of

Massachusetts, senator, was bred in a family

where paper-making and counsel-giving were
hereditary activities. The son of Zenas Marshall

and Louise (Laflin) Crane, he was the grand-

son of Zenas Crane who in 1799 established at

Dalton, Mass., the first paper-mill west of the

Connecticut River. This Zenas Crane, his son,

and his grandson, Winthrop Murray Crane, each

served in the Massachusetts Executive Council.

Winthrop's brief schooling at Wilbraham Acad-
emy and Williston Seminary ended when he was
seventeen, and he returned to Dalton, where he

underwent a thorough training in all branches

of the paper business from the crudest processes

up to factory management and sales. At twenty-

six, in keen competition, he secured for the Crane

Company the contract for the silk-threaded paper

such as has been used ever since for the United

States notes, and then at the mill he personally

worked out the novel processes for its production.

In 1892, as delegate-at-large from Massachu-

setts, he attended the Republican National Con-

vention, and was placed upon the Republican
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National Committee. He served upon it for more

than twenty years, but would never accept its

chairmanship, although he became a most potent

influence in nominating conventions and election

campaigns. In 1896 he was elected lieutenant-

governor ; he served three terms as governor,

1900-02, giving the commonwealth a most busi-

nesslike administration. He brought about the

merging of many commissions, made prompt and

discriminating appointments, and upheld the

merit system. In the interest of economy and of

local self-government he vetoed bills freely, and

every veto was sustained. In 1902 a Boston

teamsters' strike, which threatened widespread

disaster, was settled through the Governor's sum-

moning to the State House the representatives of

the contending parties and there acting as the pa-

tient intermediary between them. A few months

later in personal conference he urged upon Pres-

ident Roosevelt a similar procedure in dealing

with the anthracite strike, and this led to the

White House conference at which that long dead-

lock was broken. In that year Crane was urged

to accept the position of secretary of the treasury,

but declined because of his duties to the state and

to his family. On two later occasions he declined

President Roosevelt's tender of other cabinet

positions—postmaster-general and secretary of

the interior. In 1904 Roosevelt's celebrated an-

nouncement as to a "third term" was issued after

a conference in which Crane had advised such

action, and on Nov. 24, 191 1, Roosevelt wrote to

Crane expressing "extreme pleasure" that Crane

took the position that he should not accept the

nomination for the presidency.

On Oct. 12, 1904, Crane was appointed to fill

the vacancy caused by the recent death of Sena-

tor Hoar. He quickly won friendly association

with his colleagues of both parties, for no one

who knew him could doubt his sincerity and his

disinterested public spirit. It was said that not

even the official whips knew the trend of opinion

on different bills or the attitude of individual sen-

ators so well as he. "He was one of the wonders

of the Senate. He never made a speech. I do not

remember that he made a motion. Yet he was the

most influential member of that body. His wis-

dom, tact, his sound judgment, his encyclopedic

knowledge of public affairs and of public men
made him an authority" (C. M. Depew, My
Memories of Eighty Years, 1922, p. 183). A
leading Democrat declared that in the last years

of Crane's service "no other member had such

control in shaping and directing legislation"

(Griffin, post, p. 125, quoting Hoke Smith).

President Taft's opinion was that, although

Crane entered the Senate without legislative ex-

(Jranston

perience, "he became its most influential mem-
ber." In routine work his most important service

was on the Post Office and Interstate Commerce
Committees. In May 19 12, because of ill health

and family responsibilities, he announced his in-

tention not to stand for reelection.

He was profoundly impressed with the oppor-

tunity and duty of the United States to enter the

League of Nations, and in the Massachusetts Re-

publican convention of 1919 it was his insistence

that resulted in the platform's declaration in fa-

vor of such entrance, against Lodge's demand for

indorsement of the Senate's action. With waning
strength but with undaunted spirit, in 1920 he

went to the Republican National Convention, but

there his utmost efforts could not dissuade the

implacable senators on the Resolutions Commit-
tee from their determination to pledge the party

to approval of their defeat of the League. Broken
by this struggle into which he had thrown himself

without reserve, he came home to die. To the last

he remained convinced that the entrance of the

United States into the League was demanded
alike by justice and by sound national policy.

Throughout his life he showed himself a man
of unfailing friendliness, his strength constantly

over-taxed by his will to help. "Arrange your

business so as to have time for personal and pub-

lic service" was his advice to young men. He re-

sponded not more generously to the need for

financial help than to appeals for business coun-

sel and for intimate human sympathy. He hated

publicity. In all his political campaigns he made
no speech ; he stood upon his record. His gift to

his town by will was a community house, for he

"desired above all to provide a place where the

people of Dalton could spend their evenings in

pleasant companionship." He was married twice :

in 1880 to Mary Benner of Astoria, N. Y., who
died in 1884, and in 1906 to Josephine P. Board-
man of Washington, D. C.

[Solomon Bulkley Griffin, W. Murray Crane : A Man
and Brother (1926) and Ex-President Taft's address at

the dedication of the Crane memorial, Dalton, Oct. 2,

1925, are appraisals by intimate friends; see also Bos-
ton Transcript, Oct. 2, and Springfield Republican, Oct.

3.1920.] G.H.H.

CRANSTON, JOHN (1625-Mar. 12, 1680),

physician, colonial governor of Rhode Island,

was descended from an ancient Scotch family

holding lands in Mid-Lothian. He was the eldest

son of Rev. James Cranston, M.A., a chaplain of

King Charles I, at one time attached to the

church of St. Mary Overie, now known as St.

Saviour's, in London. At an early age his father

placed him in the care of Jeremiah (or Jeremy)
Clarke, a London merchant and nephew of Rich-

ard Weston, lord high treasurer to King Charles
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I. About 1637, Clarke emigrated to the island of

Aquidneck (Rhode Island), bringing with him
his wife and her four children by a former hus-

band, and his ward, John Cranston. Descended

as he was from a long line of Scottish border

fighters, and born and brought up in the atmos-

phere of the English Church and the Stuart court,

John Cranston took his place among the Cavalier

families who had been driven out of Boston with

Anne Hutchinson and were laying the founda-

tions of Portsmouth and Newport. At the Gen-

eral Court of Elections held at Newport on Mar.

13, 1644, when he was eighteen or nineteen years

old, he was chosen drummer of the Portsmouth

militia and, within a few years, captain of the

train band. At a meeting of the General Assem-
bly on May 16, 1654, he was elected "Generall

Atturnie," and was reelected to this office in 1655

and in 1656. He was commissioner from New-
port in the General Assembly every year except

three from 1655 to 1666. On June 3, 1658, he

married Mary Clarke, the eldest daughter of his

former guardian.

During these years Cranston was employing

his time profitably in gaining a knowledge of

medicine and surgery. On Mar. 1, 1664, the Gen-

eral Assembly of the colony unanimously voted

that "the said Captayne John Cranston is ly-

cenced and commissioned to adminester Phis-

sicke and Practice chirurgery throughout this

whole Colony, and is by this Court styled and re-

corded Doctor of Phissicke and Chirurgery."

This was probably the first time that a degree

equivalent to that of Doctor of Medicine wa«
granted in the American colonies.

Cranston was Assistant in 1669, 1670, and

1671, and member of many sub-committees cho-

sen to negotiate with other colonies and to deal

with other important matters. In 1672 he was
elected deputy-governor, and was thrice reelect-

ed. At the time of King Philip's War, in 1676,

he was commissioned major. Two years later, in

October 1678, Gov. William Coddington died,

and John Cranston, who was then deputy-gov-

ernor, was chosen to fill his place. He was re-

elected governor the following year, but did not

complete his term of office. He presided at a

meeting of the Assembly on Mar. 10, 1680. The
following day the Assembly met and adjourned

on account of the sudden illness of the Governor,

and on the 12th he died. He was buried in the

old Common Burial Ground on Farewell St.,

Newport. His son, Samuel Cranston [q.v.],

also served the colony as governor.

[Records of the Colony of R. I. and Providence Plan-
tations, ed. by John R. Bartlett, vol. Ill (1858) ; letters

written by Samviel Cranston, in possession of the R. I.

Hist. Soc. in Providence, printed in the Ncw-Eng. Hist.

Cranston

and Geneal. Reg., LXXX (1926), 370-78. See also
Henry E. Turner, "The Two Governors Cranston," in
the Narragansett Hist. Reg., July 1889 ; New-Eng. Hist,
and Geneal. Reg., LXXIX (1925), 57-66.] w j

CRANSTON, SAMUEL (August 1659-Apr.
26, 1727), colonial governor of Rhode Island, was
born in Newport. In spite of the fact that the col-

ony was a chartered democracy, family connec-
tions eased his way into office. His father was
John Cranston [q.v.], and his mother, Mary
Clarke, was the daughter of Gov. Jeremiah
Clarke, and sister of Gov. Walter Clarke [q.v.~\.

Samuel Cranston himself took as his first wife

Mary Williams Hart, grand-daughter of Roger
Williams, by whom he had seven children. A
second wife was Judith Parrott Cranston, widow
of his brother Caleb (J. O. Austin, Genealogical

Dictionary of Rhode Island, 1887). Tradition

has it that as a young husband he went to sea

;

was picked up by pirates ; escaped, and, return-

ing, found his wife, by whom he had been given

up for dead, on the point of marrying a Mr. Rus-
sell of Boston. The wedding guests had assem-

bled, when the lost sailor appeared, declared him-
self by a scar on his head, and shattered the nup-
tial scene.

He was chosen governor in 1698 and rechosen

thirty years in succession. At no time during the

colony's stormy history was the stress greater

than during his administration. Under his imme-
diate predecessors (Walter Clarke, his uncle,

and John Easton, both Quakers and little active

officially), the deputy-governor, John Greene,

had been gracious to pirates,
—

"privateers" they

were called,—granting, it was said, commissions

to "applicants and their assigns" and exacting no

bonds. Selected by England in 1697 to bring

about reform, Richard Coote [q.v.], the Earl

of Bellomont, was appointed governor of New
York, Massachusetts, and New Hampshire, with

powers of captain-general over Rhode Island;

while in Rhode Island a royal judge of admiralty

was named. In all this, the danger was that

Rhode Island might lose its charter and therewith

its liberties. When, therefore, the colony was
charged by the Lords of Trade with "disorders

and irregularities," and when sight was demand-

ed of the commissions and bonds (mostly non-

existent) which John Greene had issued, Gov.

Cranston, realizing this danger, tactfully abased

himself, praying a "favorable construction of

what weakness may appear in us, we being a plain

and mean sort of people . . . yea, an ignorant and

contemptible people." Bellomont died in 1701,

but was replaced as inquisitor for Rhode Island

by Joseph Dudley [q.v.], governor of Massachu-

setts, who revived the Bellomont charges and

contrived others. Queen Anne's War had now
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broken out, however, and privateering, wherein

Rhode Island excelled, was better thought of.

Besides, the Colony had as representative at

Court the astute William Penn. Accordingly

Gov. Cranston challenged Dudley's charges with

noteworthy diligence. Even so, loss of charter

rights by Rhode Island was but narrowly es-

caped, for a bill regulative of chartered govern-

ments actually passed the Commons, failing in

the Lords.

Following the disposal of the Dudley charges,

Gov. Cranston was confronted with ancient dis-

putes with Massachusetts and Connecticut over

boundaries. In both cases Rhode Island was suc-

cessful, that with Connecticut, ended in 1726,

being of major consequence, since it involved the

whole of the present county of Washington, the

famed Narragansett country. A never-ending

problem was that of the currency. With both the

parties created by the reckless experiment (be-

ginning 1 710) in bills of credit not redeemable

through taxation but based on mortgages upon
land, Cranston seems to have been in favor. In

1714 the hard-money element won the Colony

elections, retaining Cranston; but in 1715 the

paper-money element reversed the vote, still,

however, retaining Cranston. In 1727, the year

of his death, he was privileged to look back upon

a career checkered, but, as tested by events, high-

ly successful. Population in Rhode Island had

irebled ; trade had grown ; society had improved

;

and a printing-press had been set up at Newport.

[Henry E. Turner, "The Two Governors Cranston,"
in Narragansett Hist. Reg., July 1889; S. G. Arnold,
Hist, of the State of R. I. and Providence Plantations
(1859-60) ; Records of the Colony of R. I. and Provi-
dence Plantations, vol. Ill (1858), IV (1859) ; Priva-
teering and Piracy in the Colonial Period (1923), ed.

by J. F. Jameson ; "Some Correspondence of Samuel
Cranston, Esq., Gov. of R. I., 1698-1727" in Ncw-Eng.
Hist, and Gcneal. Reg., LXXX ( 1926), 370-78 ;

genea-
logical material in Ncw-Eng. Hist, and Gencal. Reg.,
LXXIX (1925) ; H. M. Chapin, The First Century of
Am. Colonial Privateering (1926).] I.B.R.

CRAPSEY, ADELAIDE (Sept. 9, 1878-Oct.

8, 1914), poet, became a legendary figure within

a year of her death. In 191 5 a slender gray vol-

ume, Verse, appeared, bearing on its covers a

delicately enigmatic device in gold. Scarcely

known to the general public, this book became

almost immediately a symbol of the initiate to the

young poets of the day. Its fragile word etchings,

poignant, brief, written during the last year of

Miss Crapsey's short life, a year spent in isola-

tion, a conscious prisoner with death, caught by
contrast the imagination in a period devoted to

realism rather than beauty. She was the daugh-

ter of the Rev. Algernon Sidney Crapsey [q.z>.],

a noted Episcopal clergyman, and of his wife,

Adelaide Trowbridge. At the time of her birth

Crapsey

her father was on the staff of Trinity Parish,

New York City, but in June 1879 he became rec-

tor of St. Andrew's, Rochester, N. Y., in which
city Adelaide's girlhood was passed. A brilliant

student, she stood at the head of her classes in

the preparatory school of Kemper Hall (Keno-
sha, Wis.) as well as in Vassar College, where
she graduated in 1901. Her verse of this period

—none of it published—is said to have been of a

gay, light-hearted character. She spent the years

1903-05 as a teacher of history and literature at

Kemper Hall, 1905-06 as a student in the School

of Archeology in Rome, and 1907-08 as an in-

structor in literature and history in Miss Lowe's
Preparatory School in Stamford, Conn. In the

latter year came the first threat of tuberculosis,

and she went abroad to recuperate. While there

she planned A Study in English Metrics of which
only the first part, dealing with the relations of

monosyllabic and polysyllabic words, was ever

published (posthumously, 1918). In 191 1 her

health was apparently sufficiently recovered for

her to resume teaching, and for the next two
years she was instructor in poetics at Smith Col-

lege : but a too strenuous devotion to her work
eventually caused another, and final, break-down.

She went to Saranac Lake where her windows
overlooked "Trudeau's Garden," as she grimly

named the grave-yard ; here in exile she lingered

for only a little over a year. To this single year

of failing health and fading hope she owes her

place in American letters. The fastidious con-

cision which marks all of her poems, and which
was responsible for the small number which she

herself selected and arranged for posthumous

publication, led her to create an original verse

form which she called the cinquain. This five-

line verse with approximately twenty-two sylla-

bles achieves a brevity approached only by that

of the Japanese hukku which there is every rea-

son to suppose was known to Miss Crapsey and

may well have influenced her later style. Al-

though she wrote in many meters, the brevity

and starkness of the cinquain made it the most

perfect form of expression for her poised, unre-

signed, and valiant spirit.

[A brief sketch by Claude Bragdon appears in Verse
(1915, 1922), as does a reprint of an appreciation

by Jean Webster in the Vassar Misc., Mar. 191 5. See
also Louis Untermeyer, Modern Am. Poetry (1925),
p. 258. Carl Sandburg has a poem, "Adelaide Crapsey,"
in Cornhuskers (1918).] G.G m.

CRAPSEY, ALGERNON SIDNEY (June

28, 1847-Dec. 31, 1927), Episcopal clergyman,

author, was born at Fairmount, five miles west

of Cincinnati, Ohio, the son of Jacob Tompkins

and Rachel (Morris) Crapsey and grandson of

Thomas Morris [q.v.]. He went to work in his
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eleventh year when his father's law practise had
gone into a decline; at fifteen he campaigned for

four months in Kentucky and Tennessee as a pri-

vate in the 79th Ohio Infantry and was invalided

home to die of a hypertrophied heart ; at twenty,

while a bookkeeper in a New York printing-

office, he joined the Episcopal Church and de-

cided to become a minister. He pursued a special

course at St. Stephen's College at Annandale-

on-Hudson 1867-69, graduated from the General

Theological Seminary in New York in 1872, was
ordained deacon that same year and priest in

1873, and until 1879 was on the staff of Trinity

Parish in New York, being assigned to the work
at St. Paul's Chapel. There he was from the out-

set so successful that the special position of ju-

nior assistant minister was created for him. On
June 2, 1875, he married Adelaide Trowbridge
of Catskill, N. Y., who with five of their nine

children outlived him. Adelaide Crapsey [q.v.~\

was their third child. In order to have a parish

of his own he relinquished his post in New York
and in June 1879 assumed the rectorship of St.

Andrew's, Rochester, N. Y., a small, impecuni-

ous, and spiritually sickly church. Under his

guidance it grew to be one of the most frequented

and influential in the city and the center of exten-

sive, highly efficient social work. A gentle, soft-

spoken, scholarly little man—he was five feet six

inches tall and weighed only 120 pounds—he at-

tracted men of all classes to him by his eloquence,

still more by his transparent sincerity and conse-

cration. As missioner, conductor of retreats, and

occasional preacher, he became one of the best-

known clergymen of his denomination. On Apr.

18, 1906, at Batavia, N. Y., he was placed on trial

for heresy before the court of the Diocese of

Western New York for having said in a lecture

that "in the light of scientific research the Found-
er of Christianity, Jesus the son of Joseph, no

longer stands apart from the common destiny of

man in life and death, but He is in all things phys-

ical like as we are, born as we are born, dying

as we die, and both in life and death in the keep-

ing of that same Divine Power, that heavenly

Fatherhood, which delivers us from the womb
and carries us down to the grave." The trial

ended in the conviction of the heretic and the

propagation of his heresy. Unable to recant be-

fore his bishop, Crapsey was deposed from the

ministry, and on the Christmas Eve before his

death might have heard the same teaching in re-

gard to the Second Person of the Trinity broad-

cast over the radio, quite without criticism, by
one of the leading Episcopal clergymen of New
York City. Friends within and without the

Church remained steadfast and manifested their

Crary

friendship in helpful ways. He continued to live

in Rochester, devoting much of his time to lec-

turing and writing, was a delegate to the Inter-

national Peace Conference at The Hague in 1907,

and in 191 4 was appointed one of the state parole

officers. As a writer he constantly grew in pow-
er ; his last book, which ranks well among Amer-
ican autobiographies, is also his best. Crapsey
wrote Meditations on the Five Joyful Mysteries

(1888); The Greater Love, a novel (1902);
Sarah Thome, memoir (1900); Religion and
Politics ( 1905) ; The Rebirth of Religion ( 1907) ;

The Rise of the Working Class (1914) ; Inter-

national Republicanism (1918); The Ways of

the Gods, an excellent popular work (1920) ;

Lewis Henry Morgan (1923) ; and The Last of

the Heretics (1924).
[For Crapsey's life see Who's Who in America, 1927-

28 ; Rochester, N. Y., Dem. and Chron., Jan. 1-4, 1928 ;

Churchman, vols. 93-94 (1906), and Jan. 14, 1928;
Arguments for Presenters and Defence of Rev. A. S.
Crapsey Before the Court of Review of the P. E. Church
Upon his Appeal from the Judgment of the Court of the

Diocese of Western N. Y. (1906) ; J. W. Suter, Life
and Letters of Wm. Reed Huntington (1925).] G.H.G.

CRARY, ISAAC EDWIN (Oct. 2, 1804-May
8, 1854), educator, first representative in Con-
gress from Michigan, was born in Preston, New
London County, Conn., of Puritan stock. He
was the oldest son of Elisha and Nabby (Avery)
Crary, and had in him some of the adventurous

spirit which had impelled Peter Crary to move
from Northumberland to Plymouth, Mass., and
later to go with 200 armed men to found a colony

near Mystic River in New London County, Conn.

It was not until Isaac Crary had reached the age

of twenty-seven, however, that his adventurous

spirit had an opportunity to assert itself. He was
educated at Bacon Academy, Colchester, and
Trinity College, Hartford, graduating from the

latter institution in 1827 (Catalogue of Trinity

College, 1855). In Hartford he read law with

Henry W. Ellsworth, practised law for two years,

and assisted G. D. Prentice in editing the New
England Weekly Review. Early in the year 1832

the tide of westward emigration carried him to

southern Michigan, where he bought 240 acres

of land (Michigan Pioneer and Historical Col-

lections, III, 1881, 401), located in Bellevue,

Eaton County. The next year he began to prac-

tise law in Marshall, Calhoun County. Here he

became intimately acquainted with Rev. John D.

Pierce \_q.v.~\, in whose house he lived for a time

(Ibid., vol. I, 1877, p. 38). They owned a saw-

mill in Marshall, and sponsored a plan to have a

railroad constructed through Calhoun County

(see letter by Crary to Lucius Lyon, dated Mar-
shall, Jan. 7, 1834). In the militia organization

of Michigan Crary was nominally a brigadier-
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general ; hence the title of Gen. Crary, so often

applied to him. In October 1835 he was elected

territorial delegate for Michigan, and two years

later he became the first representative of the

newly created state. He served in this capacity

till 1841. Although a man of considerable ability,

he was not a statesman of the first order. Particu-

larly unfortunate was his decision to speak slight-

ingly in Congress of the military career of Gen.

Harrison, for he so aroused the anger of John
Quincy Adams that the latter permitted Tom
Corwin to attack Crary in scathing terms, where-

upon Adams and others referred to the represen-

tative from Michigan as the "late Gen. Crary"

(see B. P. Poore, Reminiscences, vol. I, 1886,

pp. 234-37; Congressional Globe, 26 Cong., 1

Sess., pp. 200-01 ). From 1842 to 1846 he was a

member of the state legislature, and during his

last term he was speaker of the House. Through-

out his whole career he was an ardent Democrat.

He was far more widely known as an educator,

however, than as a statesman. He was not only

one of the founders of the University of Michi-

gan, but was chairman of the Committee on Edu-

cation, in the constituent convention of 1835, and

prepared the Article on Education. This Article

proposed a school system closely patterned after

the Prussian model. It provided for the first su-

perintendent of public instruction in any state,

which office was first filled by Crary's friend, the

Rev. J. D. Pierce. Provision was also made for

the founding of a state university "with such

branches as the public convenience may here-

after demand." These "branch universities" were

established in various parts of the state. In 1837

Crary was appointed a member of the board of

regents of the newly created university. Twice
he was reappointed; in 1844 he resigned the of-

fice. He served as a member of the state board

of education from 1850 to the time of his death.

Crary was married twice, but left no children.

He was cold in temperament, and careless in his

dress. It was his habit to walk along the street

with swinging gait, his hat c.ocked on one side.

His last years were spent in Marshall.
[In addition to references given above see Mich. Pio-

neer and Hist. Colls., V (1884), 382-84; XI (1888),
273-74; XIV (1890), 280-83. Crary's letter to Lucius
Lyon is in the Lib. of the Univ. of Mich.] A.H a.

CRATTY, MABEL (June 30, 1868-Feb. 27,

1928), social worker, was born at Bellaire, Ohio,

the daughter of Charles Campbell and Mary
(Thoburn) Cratty. Her mother was a sister of

Bishop James M. Thoburn [q.v.], missionary

bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church in In-

dia, and of Isabella Thoburn [q.v.], first unmar-
ried American woman foreign missionary. Miss

Cratty herself was a life-long Methodist. She was

Cratty

educated in the public schools of Bellaire, at Lake
Erie Seminary, Painesville, Ohio, and at Ohio
Wesleyan University, where she graduated with

the degree of B.L. in 1890. She taught in the

Wheeling (W. Va.) Female Seminary and in

the high schools of Kent and Delaware, Ohio,

and was principal of the Delaware High School,

1900-04. Through the efforts of two of her col-

lege friends she became interested in Y. W. C. A.

work (1902), and for a time she was a member
of the Ohio state committee. She was appointed

associate general secretary of the American Com-
mittee of the Young Women's Christian Associa-

tion in 1904, and, with the unifying of Y. W.C. A.

movement and the formation of the National

Board in 1906, she was made general secretary

of the Board. In this position she remained until

her death, closely associated, during the early

years, with Grace H. Dodge [q.v.], first presi-

dent of the Board. Miss Cratty's interests and
activities were not limited to the organization of

which she was so important a part, but extended

to many other movements, among them the Camp
Fire Girls of America, Institute of Pacific Rela-

tions, National Social Work Council, Council of

Christian Associations, National Council Com-
mittee to study relations between the Young
Men's Christian Association and the Council of

Churches, National Committee on the Cause and
Cure of War. In the development of the last or-

ganization, she was prominent from its begin-

ning. Miss Cratty attended many meetings of

the World's Committee of the Y. W. C. A., and
World Conferences; in Paris (1906), Swan-
wick (1910), Berlin (1912), Stockholm (1914),
Champery (1920), Washington (1924), Oxford

( 1926). She visited Y. W. C. A. headquarters in

Germany, Czechoslovakia, Italy, France, Switz-

erland, Great Britain, the Scandinavian coun-

tries, China, Japan, and Honolulu. In 1922 she

was a member of the John D. Rockefeller, Jr.,

party which spent four months in the Orient. In

July 1927 she was a delegate to the Institute of

Pacific Relations at Honolulu. Seven months
later, after a brief illness from pneumonia, she

died at the Rockefeller Institute Hospital, New
York City. She was buried in the family lot at

Bellaire, overlooking the Ohio River.

Miss Cratty was called the "statesman" of the

Y. W. C. A. With great ability for organization

and complete understanding of her problems, she

preferred to keep herself in the background and

to work through others. This she did so success-

fully that in 1928 the Y. W. C. A. had over 1,300

local associations and a membership of about

600,000. In 1906 the National Board employed

a few assistants in one small room; in 1928 a
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twelve-story building, 600 Lexington Ave., was
occupied by a staff of no women secretaries.

Except for her direct, kindly expression, Miss
Cratty was not striking in appearance, and
her personality was a quiet one, but those who
knew her appreciated her uprightness, keen in-

sight, patience in obtaining results, clear vision,

practical sense, helpfulness, gift for develop-

ing others, and justice. Two aims were hers

throughout life and to the accomplishment of

them she contributed much : the securing of so-

cial justice and improvement in industrial con-

ditions for working women ; and the advance-

ment of international sympathy, with the object

of world peace.

[Margaret E. Burton, Mabel Cratty: Leader in the
Art of Leadership (1929), containing a biographical
sketch and extracts from her papers ; Who's Who in
America, 1926-27 ; memorial articles in the Capital
Outlook (published by the Y. W. C. A. of the D. C),
Apr. 1928, and the Woman's Press (official organ of the
Nat. Board, Y. W. C. A.), Apr. and May 1928 ; a typed
MS. supplied by the Publicity Dept., Nat. Board, Y. W.
C. A. ; obituary in the N. Y. Times, Feb. 28, and edi-

torial Feb. 29, 1928.] S G B

CRAVATH, ERASTUS MILO (July 1, 1833-

Sept. 4, 1900), clergyman, first president of Fisk

University, was born at Homer, N. Y., the eldest

son of Oren Cravath, a prosperous farmer, and
Betsey (Northway) Cravath. Early influences

created in him a hatred of the institution of slav-

ery and a deep sympathy for the slave. His fa-

ther's house was a station on the Underground
Railroad. As a youth in his teens he attended for

a year New York Central College, a poorly

equipped institution founded by abolitionists.

Here some of the students and one of the faculty

were negroes, and it is to be presumed that Cra-

vath joined his fellow students in their song, "I

am an Abolitionist, I glory in the name" (The
Fisk Herald, November 1900) . In 1851 the fam-

ily moved to Oberlin, Ohio, where anti-slavery

sentiment had for many years been strong. From
Oberlin College Cravath graduated in 1857 and
three years later he completed the work of the

theological seminary. In this same year he mar-
ried Ruthanna Jackson of Kennett Square, Pa.,

and assumed the pastorate of the Congregational

church in Berlin Heights, Ohio. The Civil War
affected Cravath's life profoundly. He became
chaplain of the 101st Regiment of Ohio Volun-

teers in December 1863, served for the remainder

of the war, and was mustered out in Nashville,

Tenn. Here he began the work of educating the

freedmen to which he was to devote the remain-

ing thirty-five years of his life. For ten years,

successively as field agent, as district secretary,

and as field secretary of the American Mission-

ary Association, he labored with missionary zeal

Craven

and with notable success in raising money in the

North and establishing and supervising negro
schools in the South. One of these schools be-

came Atlanta University; another became Fisk
University, in Nashville. He was elected first

president of this latter institution in 1875, Dut

because of a tour of Europe with the famed Jubi-
lee Singers of Fisk he did not assume active ad-

ministration of its affairs until three years later.

His ideal of education for the colored race he
once expressed in these words : "There must be
thoroughly and liberally educated men and wo-
men of their own race to fill the high places of in-

fluence and responsibility in school and church,

in business and professional life, if the masses are

to be reached and uplifted" (The Fisk Herald,
December 1884). He made the university a lead-

er in the field of negro education. Tall, handsome,
dignified, he inspired in his students and faculty

members deep affection and something of awe,
and in his highly critical white neighbors a large

measure of respect.

[Brief sketch in W. W. Clayton, Hist, of Davidson
County, Tenn. (1880) ; Nashville Banner, Sept. 5, 1900 ;

The Congrcgationalist , Sept. 13, 1900 ; materials in the
offices of the Am. Missionary Ass. in New York City
and at Fisk Univ. ; information as to certain facts from
Cravath's daughter, Mrs. Herbert A. Miller of Colum-
bus, Ohio, through her brother Mr. Paul D. Cravath of
New York City.] P.M.H.

CRAVEN, BRAXTON (Aug. 22, 1822-Nov.

7, 1882), first president of Trinity College (now
Duke University), was born in Randolph Coun-
ty, N. C. His early years were spent at the home
of a farmer, Nathan Cox, and his education was
secured mainly by self-help. He attended two
sessions at New Garden School (now Guilford

College) and in 1850 he passed the examinations

on the entire course of study at Randolph-Macon
College in Virginia, and received the degree of

B.A. In 1841 he became assistant teacher at

Union Institute, Randolph County, a local school

organized in 1838 by a group of Quakers and

Methodists, and in 1842 he was made principal.

Desiring to make the institution more than an

academy, he undertook the training of teachers

for the common schools of North Carolina, and

in 1850 he published his Theory of Common
Schools, the first comprehensive program of

teacher training formulated in North Carolina.

The same year he began the publication of the

Southern Index, an educational journal, which

was soon converted into a literary magazine, the

Evergreen. He sought aid from the legislature

and in 185 1 Union Institute was rechartered as

Normal College, those students holding a certifi-

cate from the institution being authorized to

teach in the common schools without further ex-

amination. In 1852 the college was granted a
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loan of $10,000 from the State Literary Fund.

This was the first college for teacher training in

North Carolina ; hut the experiment was not a

success and Craven turned to the Methodist

Church for aid. In 1856 an agreement was made
by which Normal College was transferred to

the North Carolina Conference of the Metho-

dist Episcopal Church, South. The Conference

agreed to raise $20,000 for the institution, but

never fulfilled its promise. In 1859 the name of

the institution was changed to Trinity College.

Braxton Craven remained its president until

his death, with the exception of an interval dur-

ing the Civil War.

[J. Dowd, Life of Braxton Craven (Raleigh, 1896) ;

Thos. N. Ivey, "Braxton Craven," in Biog. Hist, of
N. C, IV, 102-11, ed. by Samuel A. Ashe.] W.K.B.

CRAVEN, JOHN JOSEPH (Sept. 8, 1822-

Feb. 14, 1893), inventor, physician, was born in

Newark, N. J., in such lowly circumstances that

he was deprived of even the limited advantages

afforded the youth of the time. When he was old

enough to work he entered a chemical manufac-

turing plant in Newark where he continued for a

number of years, taking every opportunity for

study. About the time of his majority the tele-

graph had been launched, and, when the construc-

tion of the line from New York to Philadelphia

was begun in 1845, Craven left the chemical plant

and joined the telegraph construction crew. He
continued with the Magnetic Telegraph Com-
pany, as the organization was called, until after

its completion, and had the distinction of being

the first man to use the newly invented pole climb-

ers. He is said to have devised a gutta-percha in-

sulation for cables at this time which had the

particular advantage of permitting the laying

of the telegraph wires in water. It is said fur-

ther that with his insulated cables successful

communication was had between New York and

Philadelphia, but a patent for which he applied

was denied on technical grounds. His insulation

method pointed the way for the later successful

ocean cable. In 1849, with a group of friends,

he sailed around the Horn for California. He
apparently had rather indifferent success in the

search for gold and within two years was again

back in Newark. His early work in chemistry

undoubtedly had a marked influence upon him,

for from this time on he devoted himself to the

study of medicine, in which he eventually gained

success. At the outbreak of the Civil War he
joined the 1st New Jersey Infantry as a sur-

geon, but within a few months was mustered out

and became a surgeon of volunteers, serving

throughout the war in this capacity. In 1862 he

was medical director of the Department of the

South, and in 1864 became director of the 10th

Corps. For "faithful and meritorious service

during the war" he was made a brevet lieutenant-

colonel of volunteers in 1865, and was mustered

out of service Jan. 27, 1866. While with the

10th Army Corps, he was in attendance upon
Jefferson Davis who was a prisoner at Fortress

Monroe, Va., and after the war he published The
Prison Life of Jefferson Davis (1866, repub-

lished in 1905). Craven returned to Newark
after the war, served four years as postmaster,

and then became a practising physician until

1883, when he retired and removed to Patchogue,

L. I. Here he entered energetically into the civic

affairs of the town in various capacities, such as

health officer, president of the library associa-

tion and board of education, as well as acting as

consultant for several abattoir organizations.

His wife was Catherine S. Tichenor, daughter of

Samuel Tichenor of Newark.

[F. B. Heitman, Hist. Reg. and Dkt. of the U. S.
Army (1903) ; Jas. D. Reid, The Telegraph in Amer-
ica (1886) ; Newark Daily Advertiser, Feb 15, 1893;
N. Y. Tribune, N. Y. Herald, Feb. 16, 1893; Biog.
Encyc. of N. J. (1877).] C. W. M.

CRAVEN, THOMAS TINGEY (Dec. 20,

1808-Aug. 23, 1887), naval officer, was born in

the District of Columbia. His father, Tunis
Craven, who was a native of New Jersey and
who early in life was a merchant in Alexandria,

Va., was a purser in the navy, 1812-13, and for

many years a naval storekeeper, first at Ports-

mouth, N. H, and later at Brooklyn, N. Y. His
mother, Hannah (Tingey) Craven, was a

daughter of Commodore Thomas Tingey [q.v.~\.

Entering the navy as a midshipman from New
Hampshire on May I, 1822, Craven was made
a passed midshipman in 1828, and a lieutenant in

1830. In the last-named grade, he served off

the Brazilian coast and in East Indian waters,

and later, in 1838-39, as first lieutenant of the

J 'incomes, the flagship of the Wilkes exploring

expedition. In 1843-44 ne assisted Commodore
M. C. Perry [q.v.] in suppressing the slave-trade

off the coast of Africa, part of the time as com-
mander of the schooner Porpoise. For almost

eight years, 1850-55 and 1858-60, he was com-
mandant of midshipmen at the Naval Academy
He initiated and elaborated the practise cruise,

still regarded as one of the most beneficial fea-

tures of the course at Annapolis. In 1852 he

was promoted commander and in the first year of

the Civil War while in command of the Potomac
flotilla, he was made a captain. In the follow-

ing year he commanded the Brooklyn of Farra-

gut's squadron on the Mississippi and had an

active share in the stirring events that resulted
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in the opening of that river. In 1863 he was
made a commodore and was ordered with the

steam frigate Niagara to European waters there

to perform certain special duties, which includ-

ed the protection of American commerce. In

August 1864 he captured off the coast of Portu-

gal the Confederate steamer Georgia. Eight

months later off the coast of Spain near Corunna,

the commander of the Confederate ironclad ram
Stonewall challenged Craven to a trial of

strength in the open sea. In addition to the

Niagara the Commodore at this time had under

his control the sloop-of-war Sacramento. These

two wooden ships carried an armament superior

in the number of guns, but otherwise much in-

ferior to that of the Stonewall. Craven there-

fore declined the challenge and allowed the

Stonewall to proceed on her way unmolested.

His action was much criticized and on his re-

turn to the United States he was brought before

a court martial composed of nine of the most dis-

tinguished officers of the navy, with Vice-Ad-

miral Farragut as president. The court found

him guilty of failing to do his utmost to destroy

the Stonezvall and sentenced him to be suspend-

ed from duty for two years on leave-pay. On
the ground that the finding was inconsistent,

Secretary Welles set aside the proceedings of the

court and discharged Craven from arrest. The
Secretary, nevertheless, was of the opinion that

the Commodore was too cautious an officer (Di-

ary of Gideon Welles, vol. II, 191 1, p. 267).

In 1866 Craven was promoted rear admiral, and,

after serving as commandant of the Mare Island

navy-yard and commander of the Pacific Squad-

ron, he was in 1869 retired in that grade. In

the following year he served as port admiral at

San Francisco. He died at the Boston navy-

yard. His first wife was his cousin, Virginia

Wingate; his second, Emily Truxtun Hender-

son, by whom he had eight children. Three of

his sons graduated at the Naval Academy.

[Record of Officers, Bureau of Navigation, 1823—
87 ; Record of the Testimony taken in the Trial of
Commodore T. T. Craven (1866) ; Official Records
(Navy), I ser., vols. XVII, XVIII; D. D. Porter,

Naval Hist, of the Civil War (1886), pp. 823-27; and
Army and Navy Joiir., Dec. 23, 1865.] C. O. P.

CRAVEN, TUNIS AUGUSTUS MAC-
DONOUGH (Jan. 11, 1813-Aug. 5, 1864), na-

val officer, son of Tunis and Hannah (Tingey)

Craven, was born in Portsmouth, N. H. He was
the youngest brother of Rear Admiral Thomas
Tingey Craven [q.v.~\. His early education was
acquired at the grammar school of Columbia

College, New York, after his father became

naval storekeeper at the Brooklyn navy-yard.

Entering the navy in 1829 as a midshipman, he

Craven

in 1835 was promoted to be a passed midshipman
and in the last-named year was for the first

time employed in surveying the coast, an em-
ployment, chiefly in connection with the United

States Coast Survey, which lasted, with intervals

of other duties, for more than twenty years. De-
veloping an aptitude for scientific work, he be-

came one of the leading surveyors and hydrog-

raphers of the navy, and in 1857-58 was in

charge of the expedition that surveyed a ship-

canal route through the Isthmus of Darien from
the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean by way of the

Atrato River. His report on this survey was
published by the Federal Government (House
Executive Documents, No. 63, 46 Cong., 2

Sess.). His surveying duties were interrupted

in 1846-49 by his service as a lieutenant, to

which grade he was promoted in 1841, on board

the sloop Dale, of the Pacific Squadron, which

cruised during the Mexican War off the coast

of Mexico and California. In 1845-46 he was
the chief editor of the United States Nautical

Magazine, one of the first periodicals devoted

to the interests of the navy and the merchant

marine. While in command of the steamer Mo-
hawk of the home squadron, 1859-61, he cap-

tured off the coast of Cuba the slaver Wildfire,

with more than five hundred negroes on board.

In i860 he saved the crew of the Bella, a Span-

ish polacca, that had been wrecked on a Cuban
island. As a token of her appreciation, Queen
Isabella II presented him with a gold medal and

a diploma. For similar aid rendered to Amer-
ican merchantmen in distress, the Board of

Underwriters of New York sent him a compli-

mentary letter and gave Mrs. Craven a hand-

some silver service.

Early in the Civil War as commander of the

steamer Crusader, Craven had an important

share in saving Key West for the Union. In

September 1861, soon after he received his

commission as commander, he took command of

the new sloop Tuscarora, with orders to report

to the American minister in London, Charles

Francis Adams. He cruised in European waters

for more than a year in search of Confederate

commerce-destroyers. While he made no cap-

tures, he kept so close a watch on the Sumter

that her officers and crew abandoned her at

Gibraltar. In the summer of 1863 he was placed

in command of the ironclad Tecumseh and later

joined Rear Admiral Lee's James River flotilla.

He was among the first to reach City Point.

Ordered to reinforce Rear Admiral Farragut,

Craven arrived in Mobile Bay the evening be-

fore the attack was made on the Confederate de-

fenses, Aug. 5, 1864. The Tecumseh, one of the
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foremost vessels in the advance, fired the first

shot and three-fourths of an hour later struck a

mine and went down almost instantly, carrying

with her Craven and all on hoard with the ex-

ception of two officers and thirteen men. One
of the survivors was the pilot, John Collins, who
owed his life to the courtesy of his commander.
The two men reached the ladder leading to the

top of the turret at the same time, and Craven,

stepping aside, said to Collins, "After you,

pilot." The delay of a few moments was fatal.

Craven was married in 1838 to Mary Carter

of Long Island, who died in 1843. A ^ew years

later he married Marie L. Stevenson of Balti-

more. He was an able and studious officer and a

thorough seaman and gentleman. The United

States destroyer Craven was named for him.

[Record of Officers, Bureau of Navigation, 1830-
64 ; Army and Navy Jour., Aug. 20, 1864 ; U. S. Naval
Inst. Proc, XIV, 1888, 119-20; Official Records
(Navy), 1 ser., vol. XXI; Loyall Farragut, Life of
Rear-Admiral David Glasgow Farragut (1879), PP-
4 13-39-] CO. P.

CRAWFORD, FRANCIS MARION (Aug.

2, 1854-Apr. 9, 1909), novelist, historian, was
born in Bagni di Lucca, Tuscany, the youngest

of four children of Thomas Crawford \_q.v.],

an American sculptor long resident in Italy, and

of Louisa Cutler Ward, a sister of Julia Ward
Howe. He was early sent to relatives at Bor-

dentown, N. J., but on the death of his father

was returned to Italy where his mother still made
her home. The boy's education from the first

was thorough and peculiarly cosmopolitan.

"Most of my boyhood," he wrote in later years,

"was spent under the direction of a French
governess. Not only did I learn her language

of her, but all of my studies, geography, arith-

metic and so forth were taught me in French
and I learned to write it with great readiness as

a mere boy because it was the language of my
daily tasks. The consequence is that to this day
I write French wrth the ease of English." Be-

tween the ages of twelve and fourteen he was a

pupil at St. Paul's School, Concord, N. H., and
during the following ten years he was successive-

ly student of mathematics and Greek at Rome

;

student with a tutor at Hatfield Broadoak, Essex,

England ; matriculant at Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, where he pursued courses in German,
Swedish, and Spanish ; and attendant upon lec-

tures at Karlsruhe and Heidelberg. As a result

he became fluent in most of the languages of

Europe including the Turkish and the Russian,

and later learned to converse in most of the

Eastern languages. At twenty-two he was at the

University of Rome specializing in the study

of Sanskrit in which he had become intensely
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interested, and it was to perfect himself in this

language at its fountain head that in 1879, bor-

rowing the money to pay his expenses, he went
to India. In financial straits at length, he turned,

like Kipling in later years, to journalism; for

eighteen months he served as editor of the In-

dian Herald at Allahabad. He returned to Rome
in 1880 and the next year was in America pur-

suing studies in Sanskrit at Harvard, making his

home with his aunt Julia Ward Howe. Un-
settled, perplexed as to what was to be his life-

work, supporting himself precariously with hack-

work sold to papers and magazines, in May
1882, while in New York City the guest of his

uncle Samuel Ward, he told at a dinner the story

of one Jacobs, a diamond merchant of Simla,

whose sale of an unusual stone had called forth

a protest from the British government. Recog-
nizing the interest of the story and the graphic

power of the telling, his uncle urged him to

put, it into the form of a novel and publish it.

The result was Mr. Isaacs which Crawford
wrote in less than six weeks, the greater part

of it at his aunt's home in Boston. The success

of the novel was instant and sensational. It was
the most talked of book of its season. Crawford
had found his profession. From that time until

his death fiction flowed from his pen in a

steady stream, often two or three volumes com-
ing in a single publishing season. In less than

twenty-five years he produced more than forty

novels, not to mention other works historical and
critical.

His second book was Dr. Claudius (1883), its

central character drawn from his uncle Samuel.

Then Aldrich asked for a serial for the Atlantic,

and A Roman Singer (1884) resulted. Histor-

ical romances laid in the Orient and in Europe,

Italian novels, and stories of contemporary life,

some of them American, now came in full tide.

The titles are suggestive: To Leeward (1884) ;

An American Politician (1885); Zoroaster

(1885); A Tale of a Lonely Parish (1886)

Marsio's Crucifix (1887) ; Paul Patoff (1887)
Saracinesca ( 1887) ; With the Immortals ( 1888)

Greifenstein (1889); Sant' llario (1889); A
Cigarette Maker's Romance (1890) ; Khalcd

(1891); The Witch of Prague (1891); The
Three Fates (1892) ; The Children of the King
(1892); Don Orsino (1892); Pietro Ghislcri

(1892); Marion Darche (1893); Katharine

Lauderdale (1894); Love in Idleness (1894);
The Ralstons (1895); Constantinople (1895);
Casa Braccio (1895); Adam Johnstone's Son

(1895); Taquisara (1895); Corlconc (1896);

A Rose of Yesterday (1897); Via Cruris

(1898); In the Palace of the King (1900);
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Marietta, a Maid of Venice (1901) ; Cecilia, a

Story of Modern Rome (1902) ; The Heart of

Rome (1903) ; Whosoever Shall Offend (1904) ;

Soprano, a Portrait (1905) ; A Lady of Rome
(1906); Arethusa (1907); The Little City of

Hope (1907); The Primadonna (1908); The
Diva's Ruby (1908); Stradella (1909); The
White Sister (1909); The Undesirable Gover-

ness (1909) ; Wandering Ghosts (1911). In ad-

dition to these he wrote three historical works
of considerable value, Ave Roma Immortalis

(1898) ; Rulers of the South (1900) ; Salve Ve-

netia; Gleanings from Venetian History (1905),

and also a suggestive treatise on the art of fic-

tion, The Novel—What It Is (1893). He was
the author of a play Francesca da Rimini, pro-

duced in Paris by Bernhardt in 1902. At the

time of his death he left incomplete a series of

archeological studies of Italy which were to

have eventuated finally in a history of Rome in

the Middle Ages.

As a novelist Crawford was primarily a story-

teller. He could create character, and could pic-

ture with vividness scenes in unusual, sometimes

unique, areas which his cosmopolitan life had

opened for him. He was a master of dialogue;

he excelled in portraying action; his power to

hold his reader to the end was unfailing. To him
the novel was "a pocket theatre" exclusively for

entertainment; propaganda, or moral teaching,

or the shedding of light upon the meaning of

life was no part of its province. He wrote un-

doubtedly too much ; more than half of his vo-

luminous product could be spared, but the other

half, especially those novels like the Saracinesca

series which deal with the Italian life he knew
so well, has won a secure place.

His life was unusually strewn with the pic-

turesque. The year 1884 he spent mostly in Con-
stantinople where he was married to Elizabeth

Berdan, daughter of Gen. Berdan, and the next

year he settled at Sorrento, Italy, at "Villa Craw-
ford," on a high bluff overlooking the Bay of

Naples. Here he made his home for the rest

of his life and here he died. Almost yearly he

was in America, sometimes in his own yacht of

which he was himself the captain and master

mariner. He was commanding in physique,

athletic, and handsome, with a melodious voice

and polished deportment,—a cosmopolite, an ad-

venturer, romantic, restless, competent, "driv-

ing his boats into the most dangerous seas, build-

ing his palaces on the Mediterranean shore,

travelling over every queer quarter of the globe,

fearless and challenging and heroic."

[E. F. Harkins, Little Pilgrimages Among the Men
who have Written Famous Books (1902), pp. 169-83 ;

M. C. Fraser, "Notes of a Romantic Life," Collier's,

Apr. 2$, 1910; F. T. Cooper, "Marion Crawford,"
Forum, May 1909 ; and "The Novels of F. Marion
Crawford," Edinburgh Rev., July 1906, reissued in the
Living Age, Aug, 25, 1906.] F.h P e.

CRAWFORD, GEORGE WALKER (Dec.

22, 1798-July 22, 1872), governor of Georgia,

was a member of a family noted in Georgia for

ability and devotion to the public service.

Though not so well known in national affairs as

his second cousin, William H. Crawford [q.v.~\,

he was yet a leader in his day and an intimate

friend of Toombs, Stephens, and other eminent

Whig politicians. His forebears, of Scottish de-

scent, migrated to Georgia from Virginia at an

early period. He was the son of Peter and Mary
Crawford, whose home was in Columbia County,

near Augusta.

After graduation from the College of New
Jersey (Princeton) in 1820, Crawford was ad-

mitted to the bar (1822) and opened a law of-

fice in Augusta. He was a successful candidate

(1827) for the office of attorney-general and
held the place for four years. From 1837 to

1842 he was, with the exception of one year, a

member of the legislature from Richmond Coun-

ty. In 1843 ne was elected as a Whig to Con-

gress to fill an unexpired term, but served in

Congress only one month (Feb. 1 to Mar. 4,

1843). His brief service was due to the fact

that he received the Whig nomination for gov-

ernor in 1843. He was elected, and reelected in

1845, serving until 1847. His term as gover-

nor was coincident with the period of recovery

after the crisis of 1837 and the succeeding de-

pression. The decade of the forties was char-

acterized by great economic activity—railroad

construction, building of cotton-mills, improve-

ment in banking facilities, and the extension of

cotton culture. Wise handling of the state fi-

nances by the Governor contributed materially

to the growing prosperity of Georgia in the peri-

od. Robert Toombs said of him, "There are but

few abler and no purer men in America, and he

has administrative qualities of an unusually high

order" ("Correspondence," post, p. 147). His

service to the state as a competent administrator

was the most important aspect of his public

career.

On the election of President Zachary Taylor

the post of secretary of war was tendered to

Crawford. He accepted (March 1849), but re-

signed (July 1850) on Taylor's death. From the

time of his resignation to the outbreak of the

Civil War he was in retirement. His last public

service was as chairman of the state secession

convention in 1861.

["Correspondence of Robt. Toombs, Alexander H.

Stephens, and Howell Cobb," in Am. Hist. Asso. Re-
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port for the Year ign, vol. II; Richard H. Shryock,
Ga. and the Union in 1850 (1926) ; W. F. Northen,
Men of Mark in Ga., vol. II (1910), pp. 229-31 ; Mem-
oirs of Ga. (iSqs), 1, 233.] R. P. B.

CRAWFORD, JOHN (May 3, 1746-May 9,

1813), physician, was the second of four sons of

a North Ireland clergyman. All four became pro-

fessional men. At seventeen John Crawford en-

tered Trinity College, Dublin, but he took his

medical degree at the University of Leyden, in

Holland. He acquired his first practical experi-

ence as surgeon and agent in charge of the Brit-

ish Naval Hospital in Barbados, where he had
opportunities for studying the reactions of the

British to a tropical climate. During a fearful

hurricane in 1780 he showed himself a generous

friend and devoted physician, giving away his

own supplies and his entire stock of medicines.

Ill as a result of strain and exposure, he went to

England on furlough, his wife dying during the

voyage. Leaving his infant children in England,

he returned to his post to begin a long period of

activity and patient investigation. About 1790
he was transferred to Demerara, then a Dutch
possession, and was given a hospital of from sixty

to eighty beds. Here he made frequent autopsies,

studied botany and entomology, and laid the foun-

dation for his later theory, of "animal contagion."

He saw and described many cases of hepatic ab-

scess. In 1794, during a visit to Leyden, he dis-

cussed with his old teachers his theory of conta-

gion, but it received little attention. Apparently

because of some disappointment or because of

an antagonism to British methods, he never re-

turned to Demerara, which in 1796 was taken by
the British. Instead, in that year, he emigrated

to Baltimore with his children. For seventeen

years he practised and wrote there, becoming one
of the best-known members of his profession.

Rather didactic and cock-sure, he seems to have
aroused a good deal of antagonism, but in such

atmosphere he throve and rejoiced.

In the summer of 1800 Crawford received from
Dr. Ring in London (Cordell, post, p. 48) some
vaccine "on a cotton thread, rolled up in paper

and covered with a varnish which excluded the

air." This was the first vaccine received in Mary-
land, but no record of its use appears to have
been kept. In 1809 Crawford published in the

Baltimore Medical and Physical Recorder ( 1, 40-

52, 81-92, 206-21) "A Series of Observations on
the Seats and Causes of Disease," in which he

set forth the theory of infection or contagion

which was his most important contribution to

medical science. This he discussed further in a

lecture, Introductory to a Course of Lectures on
the Cause, Seat and Cure of Diseases (1811).
He stated his belief in a contagiuni vivum or
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animation. Man, he said, is an animal having
many properties in common with any other ani-

mal. He then traced the connection between ani-

mals and the vegetable world, especially between
vegetables and insects. Everywhere he found
parasitism. He held that disease was caused by
the introduction into the human body of some
form of animal life so minute as to escape obser-

vation, and he believed that each of these minute
organisms produced its own peculiar disease, just

as a seed in the vegetable kingdom produces its

own type of plant and no other. In Baltimore he
found no interest in his idea, but he said him-
self in the lecture of 181 1 : "The difficulties I have
met with have only increased my ardour. As long

as life and health remain, I shall devote myself
strictly to the performance of my duty, and I

shall leave the results to the August Being who
made nothing in vain." His literary activity was
very great, although few of its results were print-

ed and many of his manuscripts were lost or de-

stroyed after his death. In addition to the papers

mentioned above he published four letters on yel-

low fever and quarantine (Federal Gazette, Bal-

timore, September 1802 ff.) ;. four letters on
quarantine (Baltimore Observer, Nov. 29, 1806
ff.) ; "An Extraordinary Case of Ascites" (Bal-

timore Medical and Physical Recorder, vol. I,

1808-09, PP- i-5) ; "An Account of the Sanic-

ula" ( Ibid., pp. 222-31) ; "A Case of Hepatic In-

fection" (Ibid., pp. 300-09). He also left a man-
uscript of 175 pages "On the Means of Prevent-

ing, the Method of Treating and the Origin of

the Diseases most prevalent and which prove

most destructive to the natives of Cold Countries

visiting or residing in warm countries." This

study, written about 1807, embodied the results

of observations made during his service in the

tropics.

Crawford's vital personality soon overflowed

the bounds of professional life into the civic life

of Baltimore. He helped to found a Society for

the Promotion of Useful Knowledge, the Balti-

more Dispensary, and the Baltimore Library

(1798) ; and he was deeply interested in the build-

ing and up-keep of Baltimore's first penitentiary.

He gave public lectures, apparently not very suc-

cessfully ; was an active Free Mason and Grand
Master of his Lodge in 1801. He was censor, ex-

aminer, and orator of the Medical and Chirurgi-

cal Faculty of Maryland, and member of the

committee appointed to publish its Transactions.

He was also a member of the board of health.

Crawford died after four days' illness and was
buried with great pomp by his Masonic brethren,

in the Presbyterian cemetery at Fayette and

Greene Sts. Apparently he had married a second
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time, for in the year of his death his library of

several hundred valuable books was sold to the

University of Maryland by his widow.
[Johns Hopkins Hosp. Bull., Aug.-Sept. 1899 ; E. F.

Cordell, Medic. Annals of Md. (1903), passim ; John R.
Quinan, Medic. Annals of Baltimore (1884); E. T.
Schultz, Hist, of Freemasonry in Md. (1885), vol. II.]

J.R.O.

CRAWFORD, JOHN MARTIN (Oct. 18,

1845-Aug. 11, 1916), physician, translator, son

of John S. and Clarissa Crawford, was born in

Herrick, Pa., and died in Cincinnati, Ohio. He
attended public school, and at the age of twenty-

two, after teaching school for four years, en-

tered Lafayette College. Completing his course

there in 1871, he soon went to Cincinnati, where
for eight years he taught Latin and mathematics.

In the meantime he studied at three different

medical schools in Cincinnati. Having received

a diploma from each, he taught and served as

registrar at one of them, the Pulte Medical

College, during the years 1881-89. In 1884 he

is reported to have been at work on a dic-

tionary of medical and scientific terms, and
in 1887 he completed the first English transla-

tion of the ancient Finnish epic, Kalevala. He
had become acquainted with the poem while a

student in Lafayette College, because of the ad-

miration in which it was held by one of his teach-

ers. As teacher of Latin and as student and
teacher of medicine, he diverted himself by turn-

ing this poem into English verse metrically imi-

tative of the original. It was a vast undertaking

;

the poem contains more than 150,000 words, and

the translation of it obviously required a faithful

study of history and prosody as well as of lan-

guage. For all that, the translator was not sated.

He long anticipated revising the entire work,

and as late as 1904 he was busily engaged with a

translation of the Esthonian epic, Kalevipoeg.

From 1889 to 1894 he was United States consul-

general in Russia. Here he added to his official

responsibilities the somewhat kindred responsi-

bility of negotiating between the Russian govern-

ment and the administration of the World's Fair

in Chicago. In connection with this work, he

translated into English, in urgent haste, he com-
plained, the encyclopedic and voluminous Indus-

tries of Russia (1893). Returning home to Cin-

cinnati, he successfully engaged in merchandis-

ing, manufacturing, and banking, but affairs

were never so pressing as to obliterate the inter-

est in European affairs which he had acquired

during his term as consul. He read much, and

lectured from time to time on subjects having to

do with Finland and Russia. He was married

twice, in 1873 to Nellie Baldwin, and in 1888 to

Cora Hayward.
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[J. F. Stonecipher, Biog. Cat. Lafayette Coll. 1832-
1912 (1913) ; S. J. Coffin, Men of Lafayette, 1826-1893
(1891) ; C. T. Greve, Centennial Hist, of Cincinnati
(1904), vol. II; Biog. Cyc. of the State of Ohio, vol.

II (1884) ; Who's Who in America, 1916-17; Cincin-
nati Enquirer, Aug. 12, 1916.] J D W
CRAWFORD, JOHN WALLACE (CAP-
TAIN JACK) (Mar. 4, 1847-Feb. 28, 1917),
"the poet scout," was born in County Donegal,
Ireland, the son of John Austin and Susie (Wal-
lace) Crawford. The mother claimed descent

from the famous chieftain, William Wallace.

The father, a Glasgow tailor, when threatened

with arrest for some seditious utterance, fled to

Ireland, where he met and married Miss Wallace.

In 1854 he came to America, finding work as a

coal miner at Minersville, Pa., and four years

later the mother and children followed. The boy
began to work in the mines at an early age and
thus had no opportunities for schooling. On the

opening of the Civil War the father enlisted in

the army, and the boy, after two rejections on
account of his youth, was accepted for service in

the 48th Pennsylvania Volunteers. At Spottsyl-

vania, May 12, 1864, he was badly wounded. In

the Saterlee Hospital, in West Philadelphia,

through the efforts of a Sister of Charity, he
learned to read and write. He was again sent to

the front, and at Petersburg, Apr. 2, 1865, was
again wounded. Shortly afterward his mother
and father died, his mother exacting a deathbed

promise from him that he would never touch

liquor.

He married Anna M. Stokes of Numidia, Pa.,

in 1869, and some time afterward went West,

where for several years he was variously em-
ployed. He is said to have been one of the first

seven men to enter the Black Hills region after

the Custer expedition of 1874. A local document
dated Apr. 25, 1876, mentions him as a member
of the Board of Trustees of Custer City and chief

of scouts for a volunteer organization known as

the Black Hills Rangers. In the Sioux War of

that year he served as a scout and messenger for

both Merritt and Crook, and on Aug. 24 succeed-

ed Cody ( Buffalo Bill ) as Merritt's chief of scouts.

He later served as a scout in the campaigns

against the Apaches. He was for a time post

trader at Fort Craig, N. Mex., and later a spe-

cial agent of the Indian Bureau. Near San Mar-
cial, on the Rio Grande, in 1886, he established a

ranch, which for the remainder of his life was
his main home, though he also had a home in

Brooklyn. He had by the late seventies become

famous as a composer and reciter of verses. His

first volume. The Poet Scout, was published in

1879 and was succeeded by a revised and en-

larged edition of the same work (1886) ; Camp
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Fire Sparks (1893) ; Lariattcs (1904), and The
Broncho Book (1908). He also wrote three

plays, in the production of which he took the

leading part, and more than one hundred short

stories. As a lecturer and a reciter of his own
verses he was a noted figure for many years. He
died in his Brooklyn home.

Crawford was a tall man of wiry build, with

nervous, sensitive face. He wore his hair and

beard after the fashion of his friend Buffalo Bill,

and he dressed the part of a "poet scout." His

histrionic embellishments seem, however, to have

been chiefly a concession to the public demand,

for he was at bottom simple and unaffected. "I

am simply Jack Crawford," he said, "boy soldier,

rustic poet, scout, bad actor, etc." His work as a

scout was highly praised by his commanders.

His verses, though popular in his day, can by no

stretch of courtesy be called poetry.

[Who's Who, 19 16—17 ; sketches by Jas. E. Smith in

A Famous Battery and Its Campaigns (1892) ; John G.
Scorer in introduction to Lariattcs (190/1"" and Irvine

Leigh in The Poet Scout (2nd ed., 1886) ; obituary in

the Brooklyn Eagle, Feb. 28, 1917.] W.J.G t.

CRAWFORD, MARTIN JENKINS (Mar.

17, 1820-July 23, 1883), judge, congressman,

Confederate soldier, was the son of Hardy and

Betsy Roberts (Jenkins) Crawford and was born

in Jasper County, Ga. This county lay in the

heart of the old black belt or cotton plantation

area and Hardy Crawford was a prominent and

wealthy planter of his community. After a term

spent at Mercer University, a Baptist institution

at Macon, Ga., Martin Crawford read law and

was admitted to the bar ( 1839) , before his twen-

tieth anniversary, by a special act of the legisla-

ture. Meanwhile the Crawfords had removed to

Harris County, following the westward trend of

the planters, and for a time Martin practised law

in that county and represented it in the legisla-

ture (1845-47). In 1849, however, he made his

home at Columbus, Ga., and he was thereafter

identified with that city. Throughout the later

ante bellum period Columbus was a hot bed of

radical state-rights sentiment. Crawford, though

a comparatively young man at the time of his re-

moval thither, became at once a leader of the

state-rights group. In 1850 he was appointed a

delegate to the Nashville Convention. In 1855,

after a year's service as judge of the superior

court of the Chattahoochee circuit, he was elect-

ed to Congress as a Democrat, defeating the

Know-Nothing candidate. He held his seat until

the Southern congressmen withdrew on the out-

break of the Civil War. Throughout his service

in Congress the matter of the territorial expan-

sion of slavery occupied the front of the stage.

In the running debate on the Kansas trouble and

after secession had actually begun, he was con-

stantly on his feet, championing the Southern

views, but always in a moderate and courteous

manner.

After the secession of Georgia, Crawford was
elected to represent the state in the Provisional

Congress of the Confederacy at Montgomery
and participated in the organization of the Con-
federate government. He was the most important

of the three members appointed by Jefferson

Davis to serve on the peace commission with

which Seward dallied for a brief time. On the

failure of this commission, Crawford returned to

Georgia, raised a regiment of cavalry, and be-

came its colonel. A year later he joined the staff

of Gen. Howell Cobb and was serving there

when the war closed. Near the end of the war,

Federal troops overran west Georgia, destroy-

ing many plantations, including that of Craw-
ford. He was impoverished, but, being compara-
tively young, resumed the practise of law and
continued for many years prominent in state af-

fairs. The year 1875 found him again judge of

the Chattahoochee circuit. In 1880 he was ap-

pointed by Gov. Colquitt associate justice of the

supreme court and was on the bench at the time

of his death in 1883.

Crawford was described by contemporaries as

tall, slender, well built and of blond coloring,

gifted as an orator and possessing a vein of dry

humor and keen practical wisdom, qualities which
made him a man of considerable influence. His
decisions as a supreme-court justice are marked
by clear and concise reasoning. In 1842 he mar-
ried Amanda J. Reese, daughter of Joseph Reese
of Morgan County. He died in Columbus.

[Judge Henry R. Goetchius contributed a good article
on Crawford to Men of Mark in Ga., vol. Ill (1911),
ed. by W. F. Northen. See also : J. W. Avery, Hist, of
the State of Ga., 1850-81 (1881) ; Cong. Globe, 34-36
Congs. ; Biog. Dir. Am. Cong. (1928) ; Atlanta Consti-
tution, July 24, 1883.] R.P.B.

CRAWFORD, SAMUEL JOHNSON (Apr.

x 5» 1 §35-0ct. 21, 1913), Union soldier, governor

of Kansas, of Scotch-Irish descent, was the son

of James and Jane (Morrow) Crawford. He was
born on a farm near Bedford, Lawrence County,

Ind., attended the public schools in that town and
later read law there in an office. He was admit-

ted to the bar in 1856 at the age of twenty-one.

Desiring better preparation he entered the Cin-

cinnati Law School, from which he was gradu-

ated two years later. In 1859 he moved to Gar-

nett, Kan., and began the practise of his profes-

sion. In November of that year he was elected a

member of the first state legislature, which did

not convene, however, until Mar. 26, 1861, two
months after Kansas attained statehood. After
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six weeks of service he resigned his seat in the

legislature to become captain of a company as-

signed to duty with the 2nd Kansas Volunteer

Infantry. He served under Gen. Lyon in south-

western Missouri and took part in the battle of

Wilson's Creek on Aug. 10, 1861. In March 1862

he was transferred to the 2nd Kansas Cavalry

and soon given command of a battalion in that

regiment. He served with gallantry and success

under Gen. Blunt in Missouri and Arkansas in

the fall and early winter of 1862. A year later he

became colonel of the second regiment of Kansas
Colored Infantry. In July 1864 he conducted an
expedition through the Indian territory and later

took part in the campaign against the Confeder-

ate Gen. Price who led a raid into Missouri and
southeastern Kansas.

Crawford's military record attracted the atten-

tion of the people of his state and on Sept. 8, 1864,

he was nominated for governor by the Republican

party. Two months later he was elected by a ma-
jority of 4,939 votes in a total of 22,335. On Dec.

2, 1864, he resigned his military commission and
five weeks later was sworn into office, being at

that time less than thirty years of age. In March
1865 he was made brevet brigadier-general of

volunteers "for meritorious services." Toward
the end of his first term as governor he was nomi-
nated again and reelected by a large majority.

Much useful and important legislation was enact-

ed while he was governor and the interests of the

young state were greatly advanced. On Nov. 27,

1866, he was married to Isabel M. Chase of To-
peka. In the summer of 1868 Indians began to

raid the frontier settlements of Kansas. As the

season advanced the savages became bolder and

their incursions more destructive. Men were

killed, women and children made captives, build-

ings burned, and stock driven off. On Oct. 10

Gov. Crawford issued a call for the enlistment

of a regiment of cavalry for frontier service. On
Nov. 4—two months before the expiration of his

second term of office—he resigned the governor-

ship to become commander of the new regiment

known as the 19th Kansas Cavalry. The cam-

paign against the Indians was entirely success-

ful and the captives were recovered. This ended

his military career and his direct participation in

Kansas politics. The last half-century of his life

was spent in civil pursuits, farming, the practise

of law, and acting as claim agent for his state at

Washington. His book, Kansas in the Sixties,

was published in 191 1. It deals chiefly with

events in which Crawford was a participant. For

a short time prior to his death he was the only

surviving war governor in the Northern states.

[See Who's Who in America, 1912-13; Kan. Hist.
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Colls., vol. XII (1912) and XVI (1925) ; Cyc. of Kan.
State Hist. (1912), ed. by F. W. Blackmar ; O. W*.
Wilder, Annals of Kan. (1875) ; Wm. E. Connelley,
Hist, of Kan., State and People (1928), vol. II ; obitu-
ary in the Topcka Daily Capital, Oct. 22, 19 13. Craw-
ford's Kansas in the Sixties is based chiefly on an old
man's recollections of what had happened half a century
before, and should be used with caution.] T L H
CRAWFORD, THOMAS (Mar. 22, 1813?-
Oct. 10, 1857), sculptor, was probably born in

New York City, of Irish parents. A writer in the

Albany Knickerbocker (quoted in the New York
Evening Post, Dec. 21, 1857) says, however:
"We know that he was a native of Ireland, and
emigrated with his parents at an early age (about

seven years) from Ballyshanen, in the county of

Donegal, and the writer of this was well acquaint-

ed with his father in the city of New York thirty

years ago. Give old Ireland her due." The date

of Crawford's birth was either 1813 or 1814.

Even when very young, he showed delight in

beauty. He gazed tiptoe into print-shop windows,
he tinted engravings, he sketched, he drew, some-
times neglecting his routine school lessons, but

not the drawing lessons to which his parents sent

him. At the age of fourteen, he went to work
with a wood-carver ; his evenings he spent in his

room, modeling in clay. At nineteen, he placed

himself as apprentice in the studios of Frazee

& Launitz, leading monument-makers of the

city. Here his sensitive carvings of marble flow-

ers and his intelligent service in monumental de-

sign won approval. He worked also on marble

busts, including that of Chief Justice Marshall.

Meanwhile he gained some knowledge of archi-

tecture from poring over books, he studied art in

the evening classes of the National Academy of

Design, and he began collecting casts, among
them a copy of Thorwaldsen's "Triumph of Alex-

ander." When Launitz disregarded his plea for

higher wages, he quietly went back to work in

the wood-carver's shop, where Launitz sought

him out, inviting him to return, and granting his

request. Launitz became his true friend, encour-

aged him to go to Rome for study, and gave him
letters to two residents there, Dr. Paul Ruga and

Thorwaldsen. In May 1835, at the age of twenty-

two, he set sail for Leghorn in a small merchant-

man, and in the following September he present-

ed his letter to Thorwaldsen. The famous sculp-

tor received him kindly, giving him the freedom

of his studios, and setting him at work on a clay

copy of an antique. Naturally the sensitive carv-

er of marble flowers was feeble in his grasp of the

ensemble. With the utmost patience Thorwald-

sen explained the need of studying mass before

detail. A lasting friendship resulted. "These few

words of instruction," wrote Crawford, years

later, "gave me more insight into my art and
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were of more service to me than all else put to-

gether that I have ever seen and heard."

In Rome, the young man devoted himself heart

and soul to his studies, working with even too

much eagerness day and night. His vigorous

health suffered. "I am alone," he had written

from Leghorn to his sister; "I am venturing

much." And almost alone as well as unknown
he at first remained. He modeled and drew from

the nude ; he spared time to visit collections, stu-

dios, museums. By the purchase of books, casts,

and other tools of trade as needful to him as

breath, he made serious inroads into his funds,

denying himself physical comforts. In ten weeks

( 1837) he modeled seventeen busts for marble,

"at a laborer's wage," he wrote to his sister ; and
the same year he copied in marble a Demosthenes
in the Vatican. His solitary lamp burned nightly

in his little studio in the Via del Orto di Napoli.

He began to attract consideration. One day Mr.
Greene, American consul at Rome, got a tremu-

lous note, "Come and see me." He found Craw-
ford prostrate and delirious from fever, and at

once obtained for him through Dr. Ruga the best

medical aid and nursing, probably saving his life

thereby. Interest was aroused ; numerous minor
commissions came. Before the end of 1839,

Crawford completed two bas-reliefs, the "Cen-

taurs," the "Hercules and Diana," for Prince

Demidoff of St. Petersburg ; a group, "Lead Us
into Life Everlasting," for Mr. Tiffany of Balti-

more ; also portrait busts of Mr. Greene, of Com-
modore Hull, of Sir Charles Vaughan, of Ken-
yon, the English poet, of Charles Sumner, the

American statesman. Crawford was then en-

gaged on his "Orpheus," his first group of genu-

ine importance. Sumner, full of faith in the

sculptor's genius, created interest in Boston for

this work, and pushed a subscription to carry it

out in marble. Returning to Rome after a studi-

ous visit to the art-treasures of Florence, and op-

pressed by misgivings as to the fate of the "Or-
pheus," Crawford found awaiting him Sumner's

draft. The next mail brought other orders. From
that moment, his anxieties as to bread and shelter

were over. Prosperity, no less than adversity,

stimulated his mind. An astonishing productive-

ness ensued. In the Piazza Barberini he fitted up

a suite of studios, soon to be peopled with a host

of forms created by him, and carved in marble by
Italian workmen under his direction. "I regret,"

he writes to his sister in 1842, "that I have not a

hundred hands to keep pace with the workings of

the mind." From that remark may be deduced a

valid criticism of Crawford's sculpture. He con-

stantly undertook a greater volume of work than

he could direct; nay more, he accepted commis-

sions which were beyond his artistic powers. He
did not know this, nor did most of his contempo-
raries. His friends held his genius to be different

from that of others, because of his rapid mental

processes and his poetic vision. "His 'Orpheus,'
"

said the painter Thomas Hicks, "an expression

of heroic manhood inspired by Genius, had se-

cured to him noble and permanent friendships."

This once-famous group, bought in 1840 by the

Boston Athenaeum, has for modern eyes the char-

acteristic aspect of work done when Thorwaldsen
ruled the world of sculpture, and Houdon's sturdy

realism was out of fashion. With his marble

cloak at his back, with his lyre under his arm,

and with Cerberus at his feet, Orpheus strides

peering through Hades. The hero's anatomy is

slicked rather than understood; unintentionally,

Cerberus is thrice grotesque. Yet in the whole
work Crawford is as always an eager, aspiring

artist, full of lofty thought. Hawthorne, not as

a rule sympathetic toward this sculptor, called it

his best production, a view often shared by later

critics ; and without doubt the group was a stim-

ulus to American art. In quick succession came
other idealistic conceptions, generally mytholog-

ical, allegorical, or anecdotical, but not always

sculptural. Crawford read avidly and widely,

with a special liking for the classics in transla-

tion, and his approach to his work was from the

literary side. To be seen at New York, in the

Metropolitan Museum of Art are his "Danc-
ing Girl" (1844), his "Dying Indian Maiden"

(1848), and his "Flora" (1853), all in marble.

The Corcoran Gallery has his "Peri," a winged
figure, life size. In 1843, a head of "Vesta," ex'

tolled for purity of expression, was a sensation

of the season in Crawford's studio, then much
frequented by interesting visitors. That year,

he became engaged to Louisa Cutler Ward, sis-

ter of Mrs. Julia Ward Howe [q.v.~\, and daugh-

ter of Samuel Ward, the New York connoisseur
;

in 1844 he returned to his native city for a

marriage which brought happiness to both. Al-

ready famous, he carried back to Rome, there-

after his permanent residence, American com-

missions as well as an American bride. Craw-
ford, who spoke Italian well, had many Italian

friends. When the Revolution of 1848 broke out,

he joined the Civil Guard as officer, notwith-

standing his American citizenship. In 1849,

having returned to his country for business rea-

sons, he read by mere chance a newspaper item

announcing a competition to obtain for the city

of Richmond, Va., a design for a grandiose

equestrian monument to Washington. For years

he had thought of this theme. In his room in

the Via del Orto di Napoli he had made sketches
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of it, and now, aided by his prodigious mem-
ory, he swiftly struck off a model which won
the prize. Ingenuity rather than imagination

characterizes this work, with its outposts of

allegory framing a central equestrian group of

Washington precariously set above a six-nosed

plinth bearing statues of six great Virginians.

Among these, the "Patrick Henry" and the

"Thomas Jefferson," modeled by Crawford him-

self, are by far the most interesting. The four

other statues, the "Marshall," "Mason," "Nel-

son," and "Lewis," were made by Randolph Rog-
ers, who after Crawford's death completed the

monument. Hawthorne admits that this Rich-

mond work "will produce a moral effect through

its images of illustrious men." Taken as a single

part of a pretentious whole, Crawford's "Patrick

Henry" deserves praise from others besides the

moralist. In the pose, in the use of the cloak, and

above all in the eloquent head, an artist's inspira-

tion is manifest. This is true also of Crawford's

"James Otis," at Mount Auburn, Cambridge, an

authentic sculptural conception finely expressed,

and of his massive harmony-haunted bronze

"Beethoven," long dominating the old Music
Hall in Boston, and by many considered his most

poetic work.

On winning the Richmond competition, the

sculptor hurried back to Rome, there to spend the

next six years (1850-56) in joyous unremitting

labor. He had accepted from the United States

Government the invitation to compete for sculp-

tural decorations proposed for the Capitol, and

as a result, he had received the award of the most

extensive commissions of that period. The works

thus entrusted to him were the marble pedi-

ment and the bronze doors for the Senate wing,

and the bronze "Armed Liberty" capping the

dome. Charles E. Fairman ("Works of Art in

the United States Capitol Building," Senate

Document, No. 169, 63 Cong., 1 Sess., p. 18)

states that the only pieces which were executed

under the sculptor's personal supervision are the

marble figures of "History" and "Justice" over

the Senate doors. On the Capitol grounds, Ital-

ian workmen carved in Massachusetts marble

Crawford's huge pedimental group with its busy

unrelated figures planted at each side of the

central subject "America," an America amply
draped, secure in her laurel wreaths, eagle, and
sun-rays. The theme is "The Past and Present

of America." The sculptor has treated it with a

literal pioneer simplicity. He is the modeling

story-teller, celebrating the vanquished Indian,

the sturdy woodman, the hunter with his spoil,

the soldier, the merchant, the mechanic, the

teacher, the schoolboy. Many of the figures have

Crawford

power ; that of the Indian received great praise

both here and abroad. The bronze doors, un-
finished at Crawford's death in 1857, were com-
pleted years later by Rinehart, and cast at Chico-
pee, Mass. They capture attention by their sto-

ries, not by their sculpture. The colossal "Armed
Liberty," cast in bronze by Clark Mills (i860),

and hoisted atop the dome to the booming of

cannon and the hurrahs of the multitude, is a
successful creation, simple, solidly based, and
cleaving the sky in a good silhouette. Craw-
ford's letters to Secretary of War Jefferson

Davis during the progress of the Capitol mod-
els reveal Crawford's clear mind, urbane tem-
per, and grasp of practical details. The spring of

1856 found him once more on native soil, ar-

ranging business matters relative to these and
other works. In the fall, leaving behind his

wife and children, and accompanied by his sister,

he returned to Rome. On the voyage one eye
troubled him and in Rome a marked protru-

sion of the eyeball rapidly increased. Absorbed
in the supervision of his studios, he paid scant

attention to medical advice. Finally an explora-

tive operation, afterward unjustly criticized, dis-

covered a malignant growth behind the orbit of

the eye; it "encroached on the sources of life

itself." Crawford was sent to Paris for treat-

ment and his wife was summoned. Many months
of suffering patiently borne ended in his death

in London. The news reached the United States

by the same ship that brought his bronze eques-

trian Washington, cast in Munich for the Rich-

mond monument.
Crawford was tall, handsome, bright-eyed ; his

portrait medallion shows a head of classic type,

with a wholly genuine look of dedication to pur-

pose. He lived his ardent life of forty-four years

unassailed by doubts which were afterward to

appear on the horizon, doubts as to the value

and stability of an American art based largely

on imitation of classic forms. Had longer life

been granted him, his sensitive temper might

have responded valiantly to newer ideals. Better

American sculptors came after him, not before.

[Information about Thos. Crawford and his works
is found in Lorado Taft, Hist, ofAm. Sculpture (1903) ;

Wm. J. Clark, Jr., Great Am. Sculptures (1878) ; Sam-
uel Osgood, Address Before the N. Y. Hist. Soc. Upon
the Reception of Crawford's Statue of the Indian, Pre-
sented by Frederic de Pcyster (1875) ; Passages from
the French and Italian Note-Books of Nathaniel Haw-
thorne (1883) ; C. E. Lester, The Artists of America
(1846) ; H. T. Tuckerman, Book of the Artists (1867),
and "Crawford and Sculpture," Atlantic Mo., June
1858; G. S. Hillard, "Thos. Crawford: a Eulogy,"
Atlantic Mo., July 1869, a painstaking review of the

sculptor's career ; C. E. Fairman, "Art and Artists of

the Capitol of the U. S. A.," Senate Doc. No. 95, 69

Cong., 1 Sess. ; Thos. Hicks, Thos. Crawford ; his Ca-
reer, Character, and Works (1858), valuable not only
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in itself, but for the Appendix which gives correspon-
dence relating to Crawford's malady and its treatment
by celebrated surgeons, also some of the Davis-Meigs
and Davis-Crawford letters concerning the Capitol
sculptures.] A. A.

CRAWFORD, WILLIAM (1732-June 11,

1782), Revolutionary soldier, was born of

Scotch-Irish parents who migrated from Penn-

sylvania down the mountain valleys to Freder-

ick County in the northwestern part of Vir-

ginia. His father was a farmer, and the son,

a tall, athletic fellow, was both farmer and sur-

veyor. In the latter capacity he was for a time

associated with Washington. He fought in Brad-

dock's campaign, 1755, and became captain and

leader of scouts. He was with Forbes in the suc-

cessful expedition to Fort Duquesne, 1758, and

served in the Pontiac War. In 1766 or the fol-

lowing year he removed with his family to that

part of western Pennsylvania which became

Fayette County, and settled in New Haven (now
included in Connellsville). He was soon a jus-

tice of the court of quarter sessions, and a land

agent for his friend Washington, who visited

him in 1770. Three years later he received a

visit from the governor, Lord Dunmore. In

Dunmore's War, 1774, Crawford destroyed two
Iroquois villages in Ohio. Soon after this he

was removed from his office of judge by the

Pennsylvania authorities, as the region where he

had settled was in dispute between that colony

and Virginia.

When the Revolution began, Crawford was
a member of the committee of defense at Pitts-

burgh, and he also aided in raising the West
Augusta (Virginia) regiment. He was commis-

sioned lieutenant-colonel of the 5th Virginia,

Feb. 13, 1776, and colonel of the 7th Virginia,

Aug. 14, 1776. He took part in the battle of Long
Island, in the retreat from New York, and in

the battles of Trenton, Princeton, Brandywine,

and Germantown. Not long after the last of

these he went to the West, and thenceforth was
engaged in the defense of the frontier. In 1778,

he was placed in charge of the militia, under

Gen. Lachlan Mcintosh \_q.v.~], and the next

year he accompanied Col. Daniel Brodhead [g.r.]

on his punitive expedition against the Indians.

Among his fortifications were Fort Crawford on

the Allegheny River and Fort Fincastle, at the

site of the present Wheeling, on the Ohio. He
resigned in 1781, intending to pass in quiet the

remainder of his life.

From his retirement, however, Crawford was
summoned in May 1782 at the urgent request of

Gen. Irvine, to take part in an expedition against

the Indians of Ohio. The little army of Pennsyl-

vania and Virginia mounted men, about 400 in

Crawford

number, gathered at Mingo Bottom, near the

modern Steubenville. The men were "not spe-

cially fit" ; some of the troops had shared in an
outrageous attack upon the Christian Indians

shortly before. Crawford was elected com-
mander, and the army marched northward, plan-

ning a surprise, and by June 4 reached "Battle

Island" near a Wyandot deserted village, three

miles from the modern Upper Sandusky in Wy-
andot County. The Indians, however, were well

informed, and about 400 Wyandots and about

200 Delawares had collected. The fighting of the

first day was to the advantage of the frontiers-

men, but on June 5 reinforcements appeared for

the Indians, among others, 200 Shawnees and
a force of British, Butler's Rangers. Crawford's

army was surrounded, supplies were running

low, and the guides advised return to the Ohio.

The retreat began that night, and the main
force under Williamson reached the river, with

a loss of about seventy. One report says, "They
had been deceived, out-generaled and caught in a

trap" (Hill, post). Crawford himself became
separated from the main body, and, with a com-
panion, Dr. Knight, fell into the hands of the

Delawares. The captives were taken to a point

near Crawfordsville, where the unfortunate com-
mander was tortured and burned at the stake.

Dr. Knight, who had been a witness of his suf-

ferings, escaped, and eventually reached the set-

tlements and gave a report of the event.

[Knight's narrative, probably first published in the
Freeman's Jour. (Phila.), Apr. 30-May 21, 1783, was
reprinted in pamphlet form the same year and went
through many subsequent editions, Narratives of the
Perils and Sufferings of Dr. Knight and John Slovcr
(a guide) being reprinted in 1867 from a Nashville
edition of 1843. See also N. N. Hill, "Crawford's Cam-
paign against the Sandusky Indians," in Mag. of West-
ern Hist., May 1885; Jas. H. Anderson, "Col. Wm.
Crawford," in Ohio Archcrol. and Hist. Pubs., vol. VI
(1898), pp. 1-34; C. W. Butterfield, An Hist. Account
of the Expedition against Sandusky under Col. Wm.
Crawford in 1782 (1873) ; Washington-Crawford Let-
ters (1877), and Washington-Irvine Correspondence
(1882), both ed. by C. W. Butterfield; address by
Henry P. Snyder, Col. Wm. Crawford, Pioneer and
Patriot (1909).] E. K. A.

CRAWFORD, WILLIAM HARRIS (Feb.

24, 1772-Sept. 15, 1834), senator, cabinet mem-
ber, presidential candidate, was descended from

Thomas Crawford who immigrated from Scot-

land to Virginia in 1643 and was the progenitor

of a numerous family now scattered throughout

the South. His descendants of present concern,

middle-class folk undistinguished except for tall

stature and ruddy faces, seem to have followed

the prevailing drift of population up the James
River valley, until the eve of the Revolution

when Joel Crawford and his wife, who had been

Fannie Harris, were settled on Tye River close
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against the Blue Ridge. Their children eventu-

ally numbered eleven, with William Harris in

the middle of the list. In his boyhood financial

stress prompted another removal which took

the then prevailing course to South Carolina,

and, after a few years, yet another trek to the

clearings in what is now Columbia County, Ga.

Between the sessions of an "old field school"

the boys worked on the farm ; but William soon

turned to teaching, and then had the good for-

tune to continue his studies, like McDuffie and

Calhoun, under the talented master, Moses Wad-
del [q.v.~\. This modified the outlook of the

youth, which doubtless would otherwise have

been that of the plantation squires roughened by

contact with a crude frontier. After teaching

school again, now in the town of Augusta, and

shortly being admitted to the bar, Crawford at-

tained enough prosperity by 1804 to marry Su-

sanna Girardin to whom he had long been en-

gaged, and to build a home near the village of

Lexington, Ga. There at "Woodlawn" he spent

the rest of his life when not riding the circuit

of the courts or absent on public service. The
steading was gradually enlarged into a planta-

tion, with a corps sufficient to furnish each of

his eight children with several slaves in the divi-

sion of property after his death.

Before the end of the eighteenth century

Crawford had taken some part in politics, de-

nouncing the sale of Yazoo lands by the Georgia

legislature and indorsing the stiff attitude of

President Adams toward France. Elected to the

legislature in 1803, he quickly became the lead-

ing upland ally of James Jackson \_q.v.~\ of Sa-

vannah in a faction which was known succes-

sively as the Jackson, Crawford, and Troup
party. This embraced most of the well-to-do

Georgians and was differentiated in policy from

the opposing Clark faction chiefly by its insis-

tence upon conservative public finance. As epi-

sodes in his political career, Crawford killed

Peter L. Van Allen in a duel in 1802, and had
his left wrist permanently crippled by John
Clark [q.v.~] at the duello distance of ten paces

in 1806. Clark had proposed that the combat-

ants be permitted to advance at will to a distance

of five paces and that they continue to exchange

shots until one of them could not stand, kneel, or

sit (Clark, Considerations, p. 94), but Crawford

demurred.

Upon the death of Abraham Baldwin in 1807

Crawford was elected to fill the vacancy in the

United States Senate, where, along with his

gigantic stature and handsome face, a studious

disposition, a clear judgment, a native sagacity,

an engaging affability, and a fund of entertaining

Crawford

anecdotes promptly marked him for distinction.

He was particularly congenial to John Randolph
as an anti-Yazooist, to Nathaniel Macon as an
advocate of public frugality, and to Albert Gal-

latin as a willing promoter of treasury business

in the Senate. But Crawford was no man's man,
as he took some pains to show. In his "Delphic

Oracle" speech in 1810 he censured Madison's
message for its ambiguity on military prepara-

tions ; and the next year he advocated the exten-

sion of the national bank's charter against the

opposition of most of his Democratic-Republi-

can colleagues, including Henry Clay who de-

nounced it as unconstitutional.

Honors now crowded upon Crawford. He was
elected president pro tempore of the Senate upon
the death of Vice-President Clinton ; he de-

clined an offer of the secretaryship of war, only

to accept appointment in 1813 as minister to

France ; and, resigning this in 181 5, he was made
secretary of war by Madison while yet upon the

homeward voyage, and then secretary of the

treasury for the better utilization of his finan-

cial talents. At this time, indeed, he was the

choice of most of the Democratic-Republicans

at Washington for the presidency as against

Madison's favorite, Monroe. So strong was
the movement, despite Crawford's private dis-

avowals of candidacy, that Abner Lacock [q.v.],

senator from Pennsylvania but a Virginian by

birth and a supporter of Monroe, sought a con-

ference with Crawford with a view to prevent a

disruption of the party. Monroe, said he, was
the last of the Revolutionary worthies who
could have a claim to the presidency, whereas

Crawford was young enough to serve after Mon-
roe should have gone to his grave. Crawford

answered that his own feelings would not per-

mit him to oppose Monroe for the office, and

that Lacock was free to quote him to this effect.

Lacock reported the conversation, Feb. 7, 1816,

to John Binns [q.v.], editor of the Democratic

Press at Philadelphia, who published it (re-

printed, with Binns's praise of Crawford's mag-
nanimity, in the Savannah Daily Republican,

Jan. 10, 1824). Nevertheless, when the usual

congressional caucus was held soon afterward,

fifty-four members cast their ballots for Craw-

ford, as compared with sixty-five for Monroe.

Crawford continued at the treasury during both

of Monroe's administrations, but declined reap-

pointment- at the hands of John Quincy Adams.

The election of 1820 went again to Monroe

by default, but campaigning for the succession

began at once. The disappearance of the Feder-

alist party had now produced the so-called Era

of Good Feeling, which from Crawford's point
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of view was wretchedly misnamed. He was easi-

ly the foremost aspirant, supported warmly by

Randolph and Macon and also by Madison, Van
Buren, and Marcy, with a chorus of newspapers

including the New York Evening Post, the

Albany Argus, the National Intelligencer, the

Washington Gazette, and the Richmond En-
quirer. His group was often styled "the Radi-

cals" because they clung more or less to the

rights of the states after most others had become

nationalists. But their leader was disposed to

sanction moderate protection in tariff legislation,

as well as to maintain the national bank. As
early as Jan. 7, 1821, James Barbour [q.v.] had

written from Washington lamenting the rise of

opposition: "No one challenges universal sup-

port—the candidates multiplying like the leaves

upon the forest. The secret plots and but badly

disguised schemes already beginning—the prog-

ress and catastrophe are concealed by the fu-

ture" (manuscript in Tait Papers, Alabama
Department of Archives). The field, indeed,

was becoming full of rivals—Adams, Clay, Jack-

son, for a while Calhoun, Lowndes until his un-

timely death, and sundry lesser lights. All of

these or their supporters were with one accord

striving to weaken Crawford, and they were

aided indiscriminately by his inveterate enemy
John Clark, now for a time governor of Georgia.

Crawford was censured by many penmen for

having recommended in 1816 that, as an alter-

native to the expulsion and extermination of

the Indians, they be persuaded to adopt private

landholding and agriculture, and that the whites

intermarry with them if necessary to promote

their civilizing. He was charged by Ninian

Edwards [q.v.~\ with having corruptly favored

certain banks in the panic of 1819. He was
cleared of this charge, disastrously to Edwards,

by a congressional investigation, whereupon
John Randolph issued a jubilant address to the

"freeholders" of his district (printed in the Rich-

mond Enquirer, May 25, 1824). At his door was
also laid responsibility for the "spoils system"

;

but it has been well argued latterly that his main
purpose in promoting the enactment of the four-

year law of 1820 was to increase efficiency in the

public service (C. R. Fish, The Civil Service

and the Patronage, 1905, p. 170). His adminis-

trative work, including the initiation of coast

fortification, the construction of the "National

Road," and the improvement of the public land

system, was largely ignored.

Crawford's prospects continued fairly bright

until the fall of 1823 when he was stricken with

paralysis. For a year and a half he lay in se-

clusion, almost blind and quite incapacitated

though slowly improving. His friends issued

bulletins as favorable as might be, and main-

tained their plan of nominating him by caucus.

All elements of opposition now turned against

the caucus as undemocratic, though Adams and

Clay, the latter with some protest, had partici-

pated in such assemblages in earlier years. As
the months passed there were many defections,

but Barbour declared that if no one else should

attend he would hold the caucus alone and do

all the voting. When the meeting was held,

Feb. 14, sixty-four votes were cast for the nomi-

nation of Crawford, two for Adams, and one

each for Jackson and Macon. But the absence

or abstinence of the rest of the 261 senators and
representatives made of the occasion a fiasco

which marked the end of the congressional cau-

cus as an institution. The election in the fol-

lowing November returned Crawford as a poor

third among the four surviving candidates, with

no one elected under the constitutional provi-

sion. With the choice thus thrown into the

House of Representatives, Crawford's friends

hoped forlornly and labored in a losing cause,

for Adams was elected with Clay's assistance.

Crawford's remaining years were those of a

Tantalus. Crippled in body and none too clear

of mind, he found no solace on the judge's bench

upon which his Georgia devotees placed him
in 1827, but nursed a fatuous ambition for the

White House, though his former following had
scattered to new allegiances. With a view to

making a rift between Jackson and Calhoun,

he said to a visitor in 1828 and repeated in a

letter of 1830 that it had been Calhoun and not

he who had proposed in the cabinet in 1818 that

Jackson be disciplined for having invaded the

Spanish province of Florida and having execut-

ed there the Englishmen Arbuthnot and Ara-

brister. This had the desired effect of embroil-

ment, and it revived for a moment the name of

Crawford on the lips of men, but with no bene-

ficial result.

[Paralysis played a scurvy trick upon Crawford's
person and repute. His rivals for the presidency lived

on to great prominence, attracting biographers each of
whom wanted a foil for his hero. Crawford was made
to serve again and again until by the time of Carl
Schurz (Henry Clay, 1887, I, 223) he was reduced to

a ''reputation of a reputation." J. E. D. Shipp in his

Giant Days, or the Life and Times of Wm. H. Craw-
ford (1909) has tried to redress the balance, but with
a tyro's ill success. Among the contemporary pamph-
lets John Clark's Considerations on the Purity of the

Principles of Wm. H. Crawford, Esq. (1819, 2nd ed.,

1823) and Some Objections to Mr. Crawford as a Can-
didate for the Presidency by "a South-Carolinian"
(1824) are offset by the eulogistic Life and Character

of Wm. H. Crawford, by "Americanus" (1824, reprint-

ed from the Albany Argus). There are sketches of

Crawford in the Southern Literary Messenger, Apr.,

May 1837; the Am. Portrait Gallery (vol. IV, 1839) ;
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J. D. Hammond, Hist, of Political Parties in the State

of TV. Y. (1852) ; J. B. Cobb, Leisure Labors (1858) ;

S. F. Miller, The Bench and Bar of Ga. (1858) ; and
W. H. Sparks, Memories of Fifty Years (1870). Craw-
ford's diary during part of his ministry to France has
been edited by D. C. Knowlton and printed in the Smith
College Studies in History (vol. XI, no. 2, 1925). See
also Memorials of that Branch of the Crawford Family
which Comprises the Descendants of John Crawford of
Fa. (1883).] U.B.P.

CRAZY HORSE (c. 1849-Sept. 5, 1877), gen-

erally regarded as the greatest military genius

of the Sioux Confederacy, was of the Oglala

tribe. His name, Tashunca-uitco, translated

"Crazy Horse," is said to have been suggested

by the incident of a wild pony dashing through

the village of his people at the time he was born.

Of his youth little is recorded, but it is probable

that he took an active part in the campaigns of

the noted Oglala chieftain, Red Cloud, against

the forts and settlements of Wyoming in 1865-

68. Bold, adventurous, and implacable, he early

became one of the leaders of the element among
the Southern Sioux and Northern Cheyennes

who refused to be confined on the reservations

and who made frequent forays against the Crows

and isolated parties of whites. His marriage to

a woman of the Cheyennes brought him into

closer affiliation with that tribe, which at vari-

ous times furnished him with most of his fol-

lowing. With the rest of the "hostiles" he ig-

nored the War Department's order that all rov-

ing bands must be back on the reservations by

Jan. 1, 1876, and he was the first to feel the

shock of the war. Gen. George Crook's early

start in the campaign caught him unawares, for

on Mar. 17 his village of 105 lodges, with prob-

ably 400 warriors, near the mouth of the Little

Powder, was surprised by a detachment of 450
men under Col. J. J. Reynolds, who destroyed it

and captured his pony herd. Crazy Horse, how-
ever, kept up a stubborn resistance, and on the

retirement of the force followed it for twenty

miles and recaptured most of the ponies. On
June 17—his band in the meantime increased

to probably 1,200 Oglalas and Cheyennes—he

was attacked on the upper Rosebud by Crook's

army of 1,300, but after a day's fighting Crook

withdrew, with severe losses and baffled at every

point. Crazy Horse now moved north and joined

the large body under the medicine man, Sitting

Bull, in the valley of the Little Big Horn.

In the famous battle of June 25, in which

Reno was driven with heavy loss from the upper

end of the village and Custer's immediate com-
mand of 212 men was annihilated, the Indians

had no supreme commander, though Gall, the

chief of the Unkpapa Sioux, doubtless exercised

a predominant influence. Crazy Horse led a

Crazy Horse

force consisting mostly of Cheyennes, who
charged upon Custer from the north and west,

while Gall, after routing Reno, assailed Custer

from the south and east. In the subsequent siege

of Reno and Benteen on the bluffs, which lasted

until the afternoon of the 26th, neither Crazy
Horse nor any of the other chiefs was conspicu-

ous, the warriors keeping up the fight by fits

and starts, with no discipline and little concert

of action. On the break-up of the savage horde

into bands moving in various directions, some
weeks after the battle, Crazy Horse, with about

800 warriors, started in the direction of the

agencies, probably intent upon getting recruits,

ammunition, and supplies. Crook followed him
closely, and on Sept. 9, at Slim Buttes, in north-

western South Dakota, a picked force of 150

men under Capt. Anson Mills surprised the

village of American Horse, capturing and de-

stroying it, killing a number of the warriors and
mortally wounding the chief. Crazy Horse, with

the remainder of his force, hurried to the scene,

but Crook was ahead of him, and after some long-

range fighting the chief withdrew. His plan of

reaching the agencies having failed, he slipped

past Crook to the west and took up winter quar-

ters in the Wolf Mountains, near the head of the

Rosebud. Here Col. Nelson A. Miles, with a

force much inferior in numbers, but with two
pieces of artillery, attacked him on Jan. 8, 1877,

in one of the most desperate and daring en-

counters of the war, and broke up his village,

though he retired in good order. With ammuni-
tion and supplies well-nigh exhausted, the Chey-
ennes openly resentful over his refusal to succor

Dull Knife's band (though he then had nothing

to give), and his own tribesmen deserting him,

he was now ready to listen to the pleas of his

friends that he give up the hopeless contest. Yet
for another four months he held out. On May
6, with about 1,100 men, women, and children,

he arrived at the Red Cloud agency, near Camp
Robinson, Nebr., and surrendered. For a time

he was quiet ; but in August the officers began

to suspect that he was planning another out-

break. On Sept. 5 he was arrested and taken

before Gen. L. P. Bradley, commander of the

district, with headquarters at the fort. Remand-
ed to the charge of the officer of the day, he

suddenly realized that he was to be locked up,

and in a frenzy of rage drew a long knife and

started to fight his way out. One of his close

friends, Little Big Man, grappled with him and

attempted to seize his wrists. In the melee that

followed he was mortally wounded in the ab-

domen, either by a bayonet thrust from a sol-

dier or (as Little Big Man subsequently told
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Creamer

Capt. John G. Bourke) by an accidental lunge of

the knife in his own hand, and at midnight he

died. It is certain that orders had been given

to convey him to Omaha, and it seems probable

that a decision had been made to transport him

to the Dry Tortugas. The body was given to

his father and mother, who buried it secretly

somewhere in the hills near the camp.

Capt. Bourke, who was stationed at Camp
Robinson in 1877, described him as a man who
"looked quite young, not over thirty years old

(he was probably not more than twenty-eight),

five feet eight inches high, lithe and sinewy, with

a scar in the face. The expression of his counte-

nance was one of quiet dignity, but morose,

dogged, tenacious and melancholy. . . . All In-

dians gave him a high reputation for courage

and generosity. . . . He was one of the great

soldiers of his day and generation." "He was a

born soldier," writes Brady, "whose talents for

warfare and leadership were of the highest

order, . . . one of the bravest of the brave and

one of the subtlest and most capable of captains."

[Unsigned sketch inHandbook of Am. Indians (1907) ;

John G. Bourke, On the Border with Crook (1891) ;

James McLaughlin, My Friend the Indian (1910);
Homer W. Wheeler, Buffalo Days (1925); Cyrus
Townsend Brady, Indian Fights and Fighters (1904) ;

Nelson A. Miles, Serving the Republic (1911).]

W.J.G—t.

CREAMER, DAVID (Nov. 20, 1812-Apr. 8,

1887), hymnologist, was born in Baltimore, the

son of Joshua and Margaret (Smith) Creamer,

and the fourth in descent from Henry Creamer,

a German emigrant who settled in Westminster

County, Md. In 1832 he became a partner in

Joshua Creamer & Son, dealers in lumber. On
Nov. 27, 1834, he married Eliza Ann, daughter of

Judge Isaac Taylor of the orphans' court of

the city. For two years (1836-38) he was pub-

lisher and co-editor of the Baltimore Monument,
which described itself as a "weekly journal de-

voted to polite literature, science, and the fine

arts." It was a poor little sheet, ambitious but

impecunious, made up largely of snippets from

other papers. In it Creamer printed several po-

etic effusions of his own, and for one or two of

them, as a special feature, a musical accompani-

ment was provided. The financial panic of 1857

almost wiped out his lumber business, and the

next year he retired. Thereafter he was for a

considerable time in government employ. A
staunch Union man, he was foreman of the jury

that investigated the deaths in the attack Apr.

19, 1861, on the 6th Massachusetts Infantry, and
through him the people of Massachusetts were in-

formed of the care given their dead and injured

by the citizens of Baltimore. In August 1862

Greath

he was appointed recruiting officer of the state.

In September of the same year the governor

nominated him to visit the regiments in and near

Washington and to report on their needs. In

July 1863 he was made an assessor of internal

revenue. Later, for some ten or eleven years,

he was a clerk in the Post Office Department in

Washington.

This none-too-successful merchant and minor
government employee was a devout Methodist.

Piety and mild taste for poetry led him to read

and reread lovingly the hymns of the Methodist

Church, and by private study he made himself

the first American hymnologist of any note.

Through booksellers in England he acquired a

set of the poetical publications of the Wesleys,

complete except for a single pamphlet, and many
rare hymnals and works on hymnology. His
collection, numbering in all about seven hundred
volumes, was sold at auction in December 1884

and became the property of Drew Theological

Seminary at Madison, N. J. In 1848 he pub-

lished privately in New York his Methodist

Hymnology, accurately inventoried on its title-

page as "comprehending notices. of the poetical

works of John and Charles Wesley ; showing the

origin of their hymns in the Methodist Episco-

pal, Methodist Episcopal South, and Wesleyan
collections ; also, of such other hymns as are not

Wesleyan, in the Methodist Episcopal hymn-
book, and some account of the authors ; with

critical and historical observations." Except for

the smaller Wesleyan Hymnology (London,

1845) by Burgess, the book was without a prece-

dent. It is still valuable, and the simple piety

and enthusiasm of the author linger in its pages.

He was one of the two laymen on the committee

that prepared the Hymns for the Use of the

Methodist Episcopal Church (1849). He con-

tributed to the New York Christian Advocate,

was for twenty-one years a trustee of Dickinson
College, and was a pillar of the Monument Street

Methodist Church. He died in Baltimore on

Good Friday, 1887, in the house where he had
lived for fifty years.

[F. J. Metcalf. Am. Writers and Compilers of Sacred
Music (1925) ; article on Creamer by Frederic Mayer
Bird in Diet, of Hymnology (rev. ed., London, 1907),
ed. by J. Julian; Sun (Baltimore), Apr. 9, 1887.]

G.H.G.

CREATH, JACOB (Feb. 22, 1777-Mar. 13,

1854), clergyman, commonly called Elder Jacob

Creath, Sr., to distinguish him from his nephew
Jacob [q.v.~\, whose career was somewhat simi-

lar, was for thirty-two years a Baptist preach-

er, and then, excluded from that denomination

because of his Campbellite views, was for twen-

ty-seven years more a pioneer promoter of
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churches of the Disciples of Christ in Kentucky.

The Creath family was prolific in preachers and
influential in the religious development of the

Southwest. At least one of Jacob's brothers and
five of his nephews were ministers. He was born

near Cumberland, Nova Scotia, the son of Sam-
uel and Susan (Moore) Creath. In 1784 his fa-

ther, having been in prison for seven years be-

cause of his sympathy with the American Revolu-

tionists, was given twenty days to leave Canada
or be hanged. He brought his family to New
York, from which place they went to Cherry

Valley, Pa., and finally in 1786 settled in Grassy

Creek, Granville County, N. C. Here Jacob

seems to have grown up, for in 1795 he joined the

Grassy Creek Baptist Church (Chas. C. Ware,
North Carolina Disciples of Christ, 1927). Ac-

cording to a contemporary, however, being a

spritely lad, he attracted the attention of a Colo-

nel Carter of Culpeper County, Va., who reared

him in his own home, where the youth fell in love

with his benefactor's daughter whom he married

(J. H. Spencer, A History of Kentucky Bap-
tists, 1886, 1, 310). It is certain that he was mar-
ried, Jan. 24, 1799, to Milly V. Carter, whose fa-

ther, Job, however, is said to have hailed from

Lancaster County, Va. (Stratton Nottingham,

The Marriage License Bonds of Lancaster Coun-
ty, Va., 1701-1848, copyright 1927). He began

to preach at the age of eighteen, and in April

1798, was ordained at Roundabout Meeting

House, Louisa County, Va. After serving as

pastor in Mathews County, Va., he migrated to

Kentucky in 1803 where he became a member of

the Elkhorn Association. For the remainder of

his life he was conspicuous in the religious af-

fairs of the state. He was of good appearance, "in-

clined to be foppish in his dress," and "possessed

a fine tact for carrying the populace with him."

He was also charged with being bold, aspiring,

and ambitious. Thomas Campbell was much im-

pressed with his abilities as a speaker, and Henry
Clay is said to have called him "the finest orator

that Kentucky has ever produced." In spite of

his evangelical effectiveness, however, he proved

a disturbing element among the Baptists. A per-

sonal difference with Jacob Lewis over a slave

trade in which friends of both parties took sides,

became a cause celebre, and led Elder Elijah

Craig to issue a pamphlet entitled, A Portrait of

Jacob Creath, written with a pen "dipt in poison."

Creath was acquitted of its charges by a council

of churches, but the affair disrupted the Elkhorn

Association and brought about the formation of

the Licking Association. By 1830, he had be-

come one of the leading champions of Campbell-

ism in that section of the state, and his church

Creath

with others was dropped from the Baptist con-

nection. Thereafter he did much to organize and
build up churches of the Campbellite order, trav-

eling extensively and baptizing large numbers of

people. For the last seven years of his life he was
totally blind.

[Besides references above see David Benedict, A Gen.
Hist, of the Bapt. Denomination (1813), esp. II, 293;
The Millennial Harbinger, May 1854; Robt. Richard-
son, Memoirs of Alex. Campbell (1868-70), II, 116;
F. D. Power, Sketches of Our Pioneers (1898).]

H.E.S.

CREATH, JACOB (Jan. 17, 1799-Jan. 8,

1886), clergyman, was originally a Baptist, but

later became an aggressive champion of Camp-
bellism in the South, especially in Missouri. To
distinguish him from his uncle \_q.v.~\ who had
the same name and was also a pioneer Camp-
bellite, he was known as Jacob Creath, Jr. He
was the son of William Creath, a Baptist preach-

er who was born at sea during the passage of his

parents from Dublin, Ireland, to Nova Scotia,

and came with them to the United States where
they finally settled in Granville County, N. C.

Here he married Lucretia, daughter of Thomas
and Elizabeth Brame. They had sixteen chil-

dren, five of whom became ministers. Jacob was
born on Butcher's Creek, Mecklenburg County,

Va., and throughout his youth was obliged to

work upon the farm which helped to support

the ever-increasing family. He was licensed to

preach, however, on Feb. 15, 1818, and in Janu-
ary of the following year he put himself under

the instruction of Prof. Abner W. Clopton of the

University of North Carolina. He accompanied
him to Milton, Caswell County, N. C, in 1820,

where the latter took charge of a seminary, and

in September 1820 was ordained at Mill Creek

Meeting House. Subsequently he entered Co-

lumbian College, Washington, D. C, where he

remained until December 1823, soon after which

he took up his residence in Kentucky, supplying

at various Baptist churches.

There now began a career long, strenuous, mil-

itant, often bitterly controversial, but on the

whole constructive in its influence. Creath was
six feet tall, of remarkable physical and mental

energy, bold in defending what he thought was
right, but intense in his passions and prejudices,

and relentless toward his opponents. After two

years in Kentucky he made a long tour through

the South as far as New Orleans. So strong was
sectarian feeling that his polemic preaching ex-

cited violent opposition ; his character was as-

sailed ; once he was burned in effigy ; and he was
assured that his life was in danger. Upon return-

ing to Kentucky, he visited Alexander Campbell

whom he later accompanied on one or two preach-
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ing tours. He served churches in the Elkhorn As-
sociation and by 1830 having become one of the

leaders of the Campbell ite faction among the

Baptists within its bounds, was excluded from its

fellowship. He continued his labors in Kentucky
until 1839, when he removed to Missouri, living

first near Monticello, then at Palmyra, later at

St. Louis, and finally at Palmyra again. He es-

tablished churches at Hannibal, New London,

St. Louis, and elsewhere, besides making fre-

quent evangelistic tours in Illinois, Tennessee,

Mississippi, Alabama, and once up the Missis-

sippi River as far as St. Paul. In 1848 he pub-

lished a pamphlet entitled A Blow at the Root of

Episcopalianism. For six years preceding the

Civil War he was an agent of the Bible Revision

Association for which he raised considerable

sums of money. He was twice married, first, in

September 183 1 to Mrs. Susan Bedford, widow
of Sidney Bedford of Bourbon County, Ky., and
second, in March 1842 to Mrs. Prudence Rogers.

[P. Donan, Memoir of Jacob Creath, Jr. (1872), is

based on autobiographical material. Other authorities
are J. H. Spencer, A Hist, of Ky. Baptists ( 1886) ; T. P.
Haley, Hist, and Biog. Sketches of the Early Churches
and Pioneer Preachers of the Christian Ch. in Mo.
(1888) ; F.D. Power, Sketches of Our Pioneers (1898) ;

Robt. Richardson, Memoirs of Alex. Campbell (1868-
70) ; Chas. C. Ware, N. C. Disciples of Christ (1927).]

H.E.S.

CREELMAN, JAMES (Nov. 12, 1859-Feb.

12, 1915), journalist, was the son of Scotch-

Canadian parents, Matthew and Martha Creel-

man, the latter a daughter of Edward Dunwoodie.
Born in Montreal, James ran away from home at

twelve to follow his mother who had settled in

New York City. He walked most of the way and
reached the latter city with five cents in his pock-

et. He rebelled against school and, although his

mother was a Scotch-Presbyterian, found a job

on an Episcopal paper, the Star. In 1878 he
joined the staff of the New York Herald with

which he remained nearly two decades and for

which he secured an interview with Pope Leo
XIII on labor troubles. His work took him
to London in 1890 and a year later to France,

to edit the Paris edition of the Herald. Secur-

ing interviews with King George of Greece and
other "crowned heads" for use in the Herald,

he later used the same material in a book, On the

Great Highway ( 1901 ). Anxious to secure pub-

lic recognition as a writer, he broke with James
Gordon Bennett, proprietor of the New York
Herald, because the latter insisted that all inter-

views be anonymous, and in 1893 he became man-
ager of a British edition of the Cosmopolitan

Magazine. At the request of the New York
World, he served (1894) as a special correspon-

dent in the Sino-Japanese War. For six months

Creesy

he was on the staff of Count Field Marshal
Oyama in Manchuria, and he was present at the

taking of Port Arthur. For the New York Jour-

nal he reported the Grseco-Turkish War in 1897.

In Cuba, in 1898, he volunteered to lead the forces

to the Fort of El Caney, as he was the only man
who knew the back road up the hill. He was
wounded in that attack, and returned to the

United States to become editorial writer and then

Washington correspondent for the Journal. Re-
turning to the New York World in 1900 for six

years of service, in 1906 he became associate

editor of Pearson's Magazine, and held this posi-

tion until 1910. In 1902 he published a novel,

Eagle Blood; his other books include Why We
Love Lincoln (1908), and Diaz, Master of Mex-
ico (1911). For two years ( 1910-12) he was
president of the Municipal Civil Service Commis-
sion under Mayor Gaynor of New York, resign-

ing to become associate editor of the New York
Evening Mail. Early in 1915 he went to Berlin

as war correspondent for the New York Ameri-
can, but died of pleurisy a few days after his ar-

rival. He was married to Alice L. Buell of Mari-

etta, Ohio, in 1891. His chief peculiarity was an
abhorrence of nicknames : for six years he

worked beside Robert H. Davis but at the end
they were still "Mr. Creelman" and "Mr. Davis"

to each other.

[See Who's Who in America, 1914-15 ; J. K. Wink-
ler, W. R. Hearst : An Am. Phenomenon (1928). Creel-
man's own book, On the Great Highway, is the best rec-

ord of his journalistic achievements but needs to be sup-
plemented by obituary notices in the N. Y. newspapers
for Feb. 13, 1915-] J.M.L.

CREESY, JOSIAH PERKINS (Mar. 23,

1814-June 5, 1871), sea captain, came from old

colonial stock. He was born in Marblehead,

Mass., the eldest child of Josiah P. and Mary
Woolridge Creesy. The family surname has been

spelled in some twenty-three different ways, with

several variations even in the case of Creesy

himself
—

"Cressy" and "Cressey" for instance.

Young Creesy shipped before the mast in an East

Indiaman while still a boy. Promotion was rapid,

and he was commanding a ship at twenty-three.

In 1841 he married Eleanor Horton Prentiss,

who thereafter accompanied him on many of his

voyages. Several fast runs from China in the

Oneida gave him the reputation of a successful

"driver." This led Grinnell, Minturn & Com-
pany of New York to give him the command of

their new clipper, the Flying Cloud, built at East

Boston by Donald McKay [q.v.~\. She left New
York for San Francisco on her maiden voyage

June 2, 185 1, seven weeks after she was launched.

Creesy, striving for a record, spared neither his

ship, his crew, nor himself. Three days out, three
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spars were carried away; the mainmast cracked

a week later ; sails were torn to bits ; but repairs

were made without slackening speed. Shortly be-

fore noon on Aug. 31, Creesy brought his ship to

anchor at San Francisco. The voyage had been

accomplished in eighty-nine days and twenty-

one hours, and shattered all previous records.

Creesy then proceeded across the Pacific to China

for tea, and returned to New York the follow-

ing April after a ninety-four day run around

Africa from Whampoa. In 1854, he shortened

his original record to San Francisco by thir-

teen hours. No other captain or ship equaled it

(claims that the Andrew Jackson beat these rec-

ords in i860 seem to have been disproved. See

O. T. Howe and F. C. Matthews, American Clip-

per Ships, 1926, I, 9, 193). Creesy's records for

his five trips to San Francisco—89, 115, 92, 89,

and 108 days—average better than those of any

other clipper. On her fourth voyage the ship ran

into a coral reef a few days out from Whampoa
and leaked at the rate of eleven inches an hour,

but Creesy kept the pumps going all the way and

brought the precious cargo to New York in a

run of 115 days. At the end of 1855 he retired to

his home for a much-needed rest, but went to sea

again for a short naval career in the Civil War,
being made a volunteer acting lieutenant on Aug.

2, 1861, and given command of the ship Ino. He
had been absolute master on his own quarterdeck

so long that he did not fit into naval discipline.

Early in 1862 when the commander of the squad-

ron ordered him to release two Confederate pris-

oners taken at Tangier, Creesy bluntly replied,

"I positively decline to give these men up," and

sailed away without orders. Commander Craven

preferred charges against him for this "contemp-

tuous disregard" and Creesy was dismissed on

July 18, 1862 {Official Records, Navy, 1 ser., I,

319, 392; Navy Register, 1863, p. 168). He re-

turned to the China trade and commanded the

clipper Archer for two voyages. He died at Sa-

lem at the age of fifty-seven and was buried at

Marblehead.
[In addition to sources cited above see A. J. Clark,

Clipper Ship Era ( 1910) ; B. J. Lindsey, Old Marblehead
Sea Captains and the Ships in Which They Sailed

(1915) ; T. W. Higginson, Mass. in the Army and Navy
in the War of 1861-65 (1896), II, 36, name spelled

Cressey ; Vital Records of Marblehead, Mass., to . . .

1849, I (1903), \22, II (1904), 102; Town Records
(MS.) of Marblehead.] R.G.A—n.

CREIGHTON, EDWARD (Aug. 31, 1820-

Nov. 5, 1874), pioneer telegraph builder, banker,

philanthropist, was the fifth of nine children of

James and Bridget (Hughes) Creighton, both

natives of Ireland, who came to the United States

in 1805 and 1808 respectively and were married

in 181 1. They settled in Belmont County, Ohio,

Creighton

in 1813, removing subsequently to Licking Coun-
ty. Poverty permitted Edward only a most rudi-

mentary schooling. At fourteen he was put to

work as a wagon-driver. When the poles bearing

the iron wire began advancing over the Ohio
hills, the newly invented magnetic telegraph ex-

cited the imagination of the young man. With
little capital but his brawn, energy, and vision, he

took on contracts to build lines in the Middle

West and the Southwest, coming into close touch

with the telegraph magnates of that day, espe-

cially with Jephtha H. Wade and Hiram Sibley

whose complete confidence he won. To Creigh-

ton, Sibley entrusted the delicate task of making
a pseudo survey of the South to suggest impend-

ing construction of a competing telegraph, a per-

formance constituting "the lemon-squeezer" that

frightened the company there entrenched into

yielding a coveted lease necessary to the success

of the budding Western Union. Sibley origi-

nated the first practical plan for a transconti-

nental telegraph to the Pacific and in this, too,

assigned Creighton an essential role. In 1854,

Edward Creighton had associated with him in his

work his younger brother, John Andrew [q.v.'],

and the two made their advent two years later

in Omaha City, the prairie-outfitting base on the

edge of Nebraska Territory, to which they

brought the wires from St. Joseph, bridging dis-

tance previously traversed only by steed, stage,

and steamboat.

About this time, Edward Creighton was de-

puted by Sibley to examine a cross-country tele-

graph route by way of Fort Smith, and another

by way of Memphis. Both proving unsuitable, he

turned to the trail from Omaha to Salt Lake via

Fort Kearny, Laramie, and South Pass and over

the Sierra Nevadas to Sacramento and San Fran-

cisco. He covered the entire stretch personally

on muleback, in the winter of i860, made his re-

port Apr. 12, 1861, and asserted his readiness to

undertake construction to Salt Lake. Having

procured congressional legislation for a subsidy,

Sibley chartered the Pacific Telegraph Company
and engaged with the government for comple-

tion within ten years. Actual work at both ends

began July 4, 1861, the section from Julesburg,

Colo., to Salt Lake City falling to Creighton.

Connection with Salt Lake City was established

Oct. 24, and the section from Salt Lake west was

completed two days later. Nov. 15 saw the line

in operation from ocean to ocean, only four

months and eleven days after its commencement.

One of the largest subscribers to the stock,

Creighton emerged in possession of a great for-

tune, further increased by successful ventures in

gold and silver mines and large-scale cattle-rais-
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ing. For a number of years he served as general

manager of the telegraph company, then joined

in organizing the first national bank in Nebraska

Territory and became its president. A devout

Roman Catholic, his public spirit paralleled his

prosperity and he frequently proclaimed his pur-

pose to provide a free Catholic school for higher

education, a project still of the future when he

was stricken with paralysis in his fifty-fifth year.

His widow, Mary Lucretia Wareham, whose sis-

ter had married John Andrew Creighton, deter-

mined to carry out the unfulfilled intention of her

husband but she died within two years and it re-

mained for John Andrew Creighton as executor

of the bequest in her will ($100,000), supple-

menting it from his own ample resources from

time to time, to usher Creighton University into

existence. It was incorporated Aug. 14, 1879,

and entrusted to the Jesuit order.

[J. D. Reid, The Telegraph in America (1886) ; P. A.
Mullens. Creighton (1901) ; Illus. Hist, of Nebr. ( 1905),
ed. by J. Sterling Morton and Albert Watkins ; J. S.

Savage and J. T. Bell, Hist, of Omaha (1894) ; The
Story of Creighton ( 1928), souvenir of the fiftieth anni-
versary of Creighton University ; contemporary news-
paper obituaries ; incidental references in biographies
of associates. The date of birth is taken from his tomb-
stone.] V.R r.

CREIGHTON, JAMES EDWIN (Apr. 8,

1861-Oct. 8, 1924) ,
philosopher, was born in Pic-

tou, Nova Scotia, the son of Scotch-Irish parents,

John and Mary C. (O'Brien) Creighton. He at-

tended school in his native town, helped his fa-

ther on the farm, and taught in the schools of his

Province until he was twenty-two, when he en-

tered Dalhousie College in Halifax. Here he

came under the influence of Prof. Jacob Gould

Schurman who aroused his interest in philosophy

and influenced his entire future life. In 1887

Creighton won his A.B. degree with distinction

in philosophy and then entered Cornell Univer-

sity to pursue his graduate studies under the gui-

dance of Schurman, who had been called to Cor-

nell in 1886. He spent the year of 1888 at the uni-

versities of Leipzig and Berlin, and upon his re-

turn in 1889 was appointed to an instructorship

at Cornell which he held until 1892. In that year

he received the doctor's degree upon the presen-

tation of his doctoral thesis on The Will, Its

Structure and Mode of Action (published 1898).

This led to his advancement to an associate pro-

fessorship of logic and metaphysics in the Sage
School of Philosophy, which had been established

at Cornell in 1891 through the efforts of Schur-

man, who became its dean. In 1892 Creighton

married Katherine F. McClain of Pictou. In 1895
he became the Sage Professor of logic and meta-

physics, a chair which he held for the rest of his

life. Additional duties, however, were placed

Creighton

upon him in 1893 when he was made co-editor,

with President Schurman, of the Philosophical

Review, a journal devoted to philosophical re-

search which had been established by Cornell

University in 1891. In 1902 he assumed full

charge as editor-in-chief, retaining the impor-

tant office until his death in 1924. During this

long period he exercised a wholesome influence

upon the study of philosophy in the United

States : he possessed high ideals of scholarship

and fine literary taste, qualities which were sup-

ported in his case by an editorial conscience that

was satisfied only by good workmanship. From
1896 to 1924 he served as the American editor of

Kant-Studien, the organ of the German Kant
Society. His ability was also shown in the influ-

ence which he wielded in the American Philo-

sophical Association, in the founding of which
he played a leading part and of which he was the

first president ( 1902-03 ) . All these interests and
activities contributed to his success as a teacher,

particularly in the field of graduate study. The
respect of his students was expressed by the pub-

lication of a volume of Philosophical Essays pub-

lished in 1917 under the editorship of Prof. G. H.
Sabine, of the Ohio State University. The es-

teem in which he was held by his own university

found expression in his election, in 1914 as dean
of the Graduate School and in 1922 as a faculty

representative on the Board of Trustees. Creigh-

ton's philosophy was greatly influenced by the

Hegelian philosophy, as this had been developed

in England by Bernard Bosanquet and his fol-

lowing. He became the leading American ex-

ponent of the idealistic or speculative philosophy

and its most strenuous defender. From this

standpoint he reviewed and criticized all the new
American systems of his time, the pragmatisms
of William James and John Dewey, as well as

the neo-realism and materialism of the younger
thinkers. His published works include : a trans-

lation of Wundt's Human and Animal Psychol-

ogy (1894), with E. B. Titchener; An Introduc-

tory Logic (1898) ; a translation of Paulsen's

Immanuel Kant, His Life and Doctrine (1902),
with Albert Lefevre ; and Studies in Speculative

Philosophy, edited by H. R. Smart and published

posthumously in 1925.

[W. A. Hammond, "Jas. Edwin Creighton," and
Katherine Gilbert, "Jas. E. Creighton as Writer and
Editor," in Jour, of Philosophy, May 7. 1925 ; G. W.
Cunningham, "In Memoriam : J. E. Creighton," in In-
ternat. Jour, of Ethics, Jan. 1925 ; Frank Thilly, "Prof.

J. E. Creighton," in Kant-Studien, 1925 ; articles by
Thilly and G. H. Sabine. "The Philosophy of J. E.
Creighton," in Phil. Rev., May 1925.] p/p y

CREIGHTON, JOHN ANDREW (Oct. 15,

1831-Feb. 7, 1907), philanthropist, was born in

Licking County, Ohio, youngest of nine chil-
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dren. His parents, James and Bridget (Hughes)
Creighton, both natives of Ireland, emigrated to

the United States in the years 1805 and 1808, re-

spectively, and were married in 181 1. James
Creighton was employed for a time in a Pitts-

burgh foundry, but in 1813 he moved to Ohio,

where he became a farmer. John received his

formal education at the local district school, and

at St. Joseph's, a Dominican college at Somerset,

Ohio. He had hoped to fit himself for the profes-

sion of civil engineering, but in 1854, after only

two years of college, he entered the employ of

his elder brother, Edward \_q.v.~\, who built tele-

graph lines and took grading contracts. In 1856

the latter met with some reverses in Missouri

and Iowa, after which the two brothers and sev-

eral of their relatives settled in Omaha. Here

John secured temporary employment in a store.

It soon developed that the road to fortune lay

still farther to the West. In i860 he took two
train-loads of merchandise by ox-team to Denver,

where he remained until 1861. On July 4 of that

year the construction of a telegraph line to the

Pacific was begun. Edward Creighton had con-

tracted to build the section from Julesburg, Colo.,

to Salt Lake, and John was put in charge of the

work. Thereafter for many years the interests

of the two men centered in the Far West, where

as freighters, traders, contractors, and stockmen

they amassed great wealth. John Creighton was
active in starting the packing industry in South

Omaha. For five years he was located at Vir-

ginia City, Mont., and at one time he figured

prominently as a member of the famous Vigi-

lantes. In 1868, however, he left the rough life

of the western mining camp, was married to

Sarah Emily Wareham, the sister of his brother

Edward's wife, and once more established him-

self in Omaha.
In 1874, Edward, by this time reputed to be

Omaha's wealthiest citizen, died, and John suc-

ceeded to much of his brother's property, includ-

ing Wyoming cattle interests which sold in 1875

for $700,000. Wisely invested in numerous en-

terprises both in Omaha and in the West, the

Creighton fortune compounded rapidly in spite

of the numerous benevolences that were charged

against it. Childless, and after 1888 a widower,

Creighton took great pleasure in giving liberally,

especially to the Catholic Church, of which he

was a devout member, and to Catholic institu-

tions. To Creighton University, which his broth-

er- Edward's widow had endowed in accordance

with a plan of her husband to establish a free

Catholic school of higher education, he gave most
liberally, and the day (Feb. 7) of John Creigh-

ton's death has been adopted as the University's

Creighton

Founder's Day. It is said that the total gifts to

the institution from John Creighton and his es-

tate reached nearly a million and a quarter dol-

lars. In recognition of these good works Pope
Leo XIII made him a knight of the Order of St.

Gregory, and in 1895 conferred upon him the title

of Count of the Papal Court. As "Count Creigh-

ton" the Omaha capitalist was thereafter gen-

erally known. In 1900 Notre Dame University

gave him its Laetare medal. Creighton's impos-
ing figure, made almost patriarchal in his later

years by silvery hair and a flowing beard, was
well-known in Omaha and indeed throughout

the entire West. His business connections, his

philanthropy, his marked devotion to his church,

and his political enthusiasms all brought him be-

fore the public. In politics he was an ardent

Democrat, and he voted for Bryan in 1896 when
most men of wealth, regardless of party, sup-

ported the Republican candidate. He remained

to his dying day, in spite of his riches, distinctly

the Westerner, always fully alive to the interests

of the West, and always sympathetic with its

point of view.

[The best sketch of Creighton's life is to be found in
a little volume dealing appreciatively with the lives of
several members of the Creighton family, Creighton
(190 1 ), by P. A. Mullens. The brief biography in the
Illus. Hist, of Nebr. (1905), ed. by J. Sterling Morton
and Albert Watkins, I, 629, was read and approved by
Creighton himself. Local histories such as J. W. Savage
and J. T. Bell, Hist, of the City of Omaha (1894), con-
tain frequent references to Creighton and his work. See
also World-Herald (Omaha), Feb. 7, 1907.] T.D.H.

CREIGHTON, WILLIAM (Oct. 29, 1778-

Oct. 1, 1851), congressman from Ohio, lawyer,

was one of the group of Virginians, "the Chilli-

cothe Junto," who brought about Ohio's state-

hood. The son of William Creighton, he was
born in Berkeley County, Va. (now in West Vir-

ginia). At seventeen he was graduated from

Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pa. He studied law

for two years in Martinsburg, Va. (now VV. Va.)

,

and emigrated to Chillicothe, Ohio, in 1799.

Shortly afterward he was admitted to the bar.

When statehood was achieved Creighton's abili-

ties were recognized by his appointment (Mar.

5, 1803) as the first secretary of state. He con-

tinued to hold this office by repeated appointment

until his resignation in December 1808. Shortly

after his resignation he acted as one of the attor-

neys in defense of two Ohio judges who were

impeached for having declared an act of the leg-

islature void because unconstitutional. The ac-

quittal of the two judges marks the establishment

in Ohio of the practise of judicial review. This

trial and the subsequent ousting of the judges and

other appointive officials through the "sweeping

resolution" led to a schism in the Republican
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party in the state. Creighton was identified with

the conservative wing of the party and for a time

was the leader of the opposition to Thomas
Worthington and Edward Tiffin [qq.vJ], partic-

ularly at the time when these men were seek-

ing to control the state through the medium of

a Tammany Society (1810-11). Worthington,

prior to this break, had been Creighton's warm
friend, and had obtained his appointment as

United States district attorney, a position which

he held during the years 1809, 18 10, and a part

of 181 1. In 1813 Creighton was elected to Con-

gress to fill a vacancy, and in 1814 was elected to

the subsequent Congress. His attention was then

directed ( 18 17) to his legal business and it was
not until 1827 that he again appeared in Con-

gress. He was elected in 1828 as an Adams man.

President Adams sought to recognize Creigh-

ton's ability by appointing him federal district

judge in August 1828. but his appointment was
not confirmed by the Senate. He was sent back

to the Twenty-second and Twenty-third Con-

gresses, but, judging by the Annals of Congress

and the Congressional Debates, he played no im-

portant role. He was identified with the Whig
party and continued to serve its interests after his

retirement to his legal practise in 1833. His

home, which preserved the best traditions of Vir-

ginia, was presided over by his wife, Elizabeth

Meade Creighton, whom he had married Sept. 5,

1805.

[The fullest sketch of Creighton's life is in N. W.
Evans. A Hist, of Scioto County, Ohio (1903), pp.
167 ft. See also A Biog. Dir. of the Am. Congress
(1928). Many of his letters are to be found in the

Worthington MSS. in the Ohio State Lib. at Columbus.
D. M. Massie, Nathaniel Massic, a Pioneer of Ohio
( 1896), contains many references to Creighton. For the

political situation in early Ohio see the article by W. T.

Utter, "Judicial Review in Early Ohio," in The Mis-
sissippi Valley Hist. Rev., June 1927-] W.T.U.

CRERAR, JOHN (Mar. 8, 1827-Oct. 19,

1889) , financier, philanthropist, was born in New
York City and died in Chicago. His parents,

John and Agnes Smeallie Crerar, were born in

Scotland. His father died in July 1827 when John

was only a few months old, but his mother gave

him not only the common-school education of the

day but also an ardent, reverent affection for her-

self and for Scotch Presbyterianism. A few years

after her husband's death, Mrs. Crerar married

William Boyd, whose business was in iron and

steel. In his eighteenth year John Crerar began

work under his step-father, and after about five

years was sent as a bookkeeper to an affiliated

branch of his firm in Boston. He returned to

New York after a short time and engaged him-

self, still as bookkeeper, to another business house

also dealing in iron. At this time he entered

somewhat fully into social life, joining several

clubs, among others, the Mercantile Library As-
sociation, as president of which he is said to have
induced Thackeray to come to America. In 1856,

he formed with Morris K. Jesup \_q.v.~\ a friend-

ship which affected his life profoundly as regards

both business and philanthropy. He entered Jes-

up's firm, first as employee and soon as partner,

and in 1862 went to Chicago in connection with

the branch of the firm inaugurated there in 1859,

a manufactory of railroad supplies and contrac-

tors' materials. A few months after his arrival,

in company with one of Jesup's emissaries who
had preceded him, he bought over all the in-

terests of the firm in his locality. Circumstances

were propitious and the administration excellent

;

the complexity and wealth of the new business in-

creased rapidly. In 1867, Crerar was one of the

incorporators of the Pullman Palace Car Com-
pany organized by his friend G. M. Pullman

[q.v.]. He remained a director in this company
throughout his life. He became also a director

of the Illinois Trust and Savings Bank, of the

Chicago & Alton Railroad Company, and presi-

dent of the Chicago & Joliet Railway Company.
He was a civic force of great importance, lend-

ing his influence and resources to any cause that

seemed to him at once sound of itself and con-

ducive to the development of Chicago. In the

personal relationships which came as a result of

his associations in business, he was character-

ized by geniality and imagination. His other con-

tacts were restricted. He lived quietly, in hotels,

and when he was urged by his friend Jesup to

engage in his lifetime in large-scale philanthro-

pies, he demurred, saying, "I am satisfied and
content." He professed that he was in love with

all women, but he never married. Until the death

of his mother in 1873 he continued to regard New
York as his home, and he specified in his will that

he be buried beside her in Brooklyn. The influ-

ence of his mother probably accentuated an he-

reditary bent toward ecclesiasticism. In this re-

gard he was fervent, an active protagonist of

orthodoxy. He could not fancy what the story of

Jonah and the whale had to do with religion, but

he was careful to make a bequest to a certain

church contingent upon its "preserving and

maintaining the principles of its faith," and he

remembered to ban from the library he founded

"all nastiness and immorality," that is, he ex-

plained, "dirty French novels and all skeptical

trash and works of questionable moral tone."

His will, written about three years before his

death, made legacies to many friends and to cer-

tain cousins related to him through his mother,

but omitted mention of other cousins equally re-
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lated to him through his father. Members of the

latter group contested the will vigorously at the

time of his death, but it was sustained by the

courts in 1893. The major portion of his vast es-

tate was left to the many philanthropic purposes

dear to him, to the endowment of scholarships,

churches, and mission boards, and, most notably,

to the erection of "a collossal statue of Lincoln"

(that by St. Gaudens), and to the creation of the

John Crerar Library, an institution which in

1918 had total assets of over $5,500,000. It was
not he, but his friends, named by him as trustees

of this library, who determined to make it pri-

marily a place of scientific and technical refer-

ence. They felt that in this way they might best

supplement the other library facilities of Chicago,

and at the same time might exclude automatically

from its collections those classes of books which
the great financier had prohibited as incompatible

with "healthy, moral and Christian sentiment."

[John Crerar, Will (probated 1889) ; Wm. M. Mac-
Bean, Biog. Reg. St. Andrew's Soc. State of N. Y ., II

(1925), 266-67; T. W. Goodspeed, "John Crerar" in

Univ. of Chicago Biog. Sketches, I (1922) ; C. W. An-
drews, John Crerar Lib. (1905) ; Chicago Tribune (Oct.

20, 1889) ; Biog. Diet, of Chicago (1892).] J.D.W.

CRESAP, MICHAEL (June 29, 1742-Oct. 18,

1775), border leader and Revolutionary soldier,

the son of Col. Thomas Cresap [q.v.~\, was born in

what is now Allegany County, Md. At an early

age he married Mary Whitehead of Philadelphia

and set up as a trader near his father's stockaded

house and trading-post at Oldtown. He began in

the spring of 1774 to clear land in the neighbor-

hood of Wheeling on the Ohio, but before he had

made much progress, the activities of the bor-

der were halted by the Indian war sometimes

called Cresap's War but described more critical-

ly as Dunmore's War. The war was actually

brought to an outbreak by the Yellow Creek

Massacre on Apr. 30, 1774, an ugly incident

which is supposed to have been effected by one

Daniel Greathouse. The fatalities included cer-

tain members of the family of Tah-gah-jute or

Logan [q.v.~], a Mingo warrior then on friendly

terms with the white people. Under a Virginia

commission, Cresap took part as a captain in the

campaign that resulted in the white man's vic-

tory at Point Pleasant on Oct. 10, 1774, and it

was at the treaty following this battle that John

Gibson [q.v.~\, fresh from an interview with

Logan, read that warrior's message accusing

Cresap of the murder of his family. Illness pre-

vented Cresap from resuming his land-clearing

operations, but he was well enough in the follow-

ing year to accept a Maryland commission to

raise a company of riflemen for the Continental

Army, and volunteers from the Ohio and West-
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ern Maryland made his recruiting a short task.

This company set out from Frederick, Md., on

July 18, 1775, and twenty-two days later, the

first southern troops on the scene, joined Wash-
ington before Boston, having marched the inter-

vening 550 miles at the rate of twenty-five miles

a day. Ill for weeks before leaving and exhaust-

ed by the march, Cresap gave up his command
two months later and on his journey homeward
died in New York on Oct. 18, 1775. Cresap's

memory has been kept alive by an unusual set of

circumstances. Logan's speech, with its pitiable

conclusion, "Who is there to mourn for Logan ?

not one !" was printed in the Virginia Gazette

for Feb. 4, 1775. Then in 1782 Jefferson printed

the "morsel of eloquence" in his Notes on Vir-

ginia, and in the brief introduction referred to

Cresap as "a man infamous for the many mur-
ders he had committed on those much injured

people" [i.e. the Indians]. When assailed for

the assertion by his political opponent Luther

Martin \_q.v.~\, who chanced to be also the son-

in-law of Cresap, Jefferson modified his state-

ments somewhat, but brought forward in the

1800 edition of the Notes on Virginia much as-

siduously collected evidence to prove Cresap's

guilt. Unhappily for his case in modern eyes, he

suppressed evidence to the contrary known to be

in his possession, notably the letter in which

George Rogers Clark exonerated Cresap from the

specific charge of the Yellow Creek Massacre

(Clark to Samuel Brown, June 17, 1798, en-

closed in letter from Brown to Jefferson, Sept. 4,

1798, Jefferson Papers, Library of Congress).

The testimony, in general, points to Cresap's in-

nocence in the Logan matter, and shows him to

have been no more brutal in his dealings with

the Indians than the normal actor in a scene in

which men went day and night in fear of an

appalling death. Perhaps the final judgment

should be that Cresap, whose interest as a settlor

of new lands would have impelled him to keep

peace with the Indians, was forced to act in de-

fense of his land and of the people who made
him their leader, and that in performing this

duty he was caught in a snarl of intercolonial

politics that has not yet been unraveled.

[John J. Jacob, A Biog. Sketch of the Life of the Late
Capt. Michael Cresap (Cumberland, Md., 1826, repr.,

Cincinnati, 1866) ; Brantz Mayer, Tah-Gah-Jute ; or

Logan and Cresap, an Hist. Essay (1867) ; Thomas
Jefferson, Notes on Va. (1782), p. 115, and edition of

1800, App. IV ; Wm. F. Poole in Justin Winsor, Narr.

and Critical Hist, of America, vol VI (1887), pp. 707-

14, esp. p. 712 where references are given to numerous
periodical articles.] L. C. W.

CRESAP, THOMAS (c. 1702-c. 1790), pio-

neer, was born at Skipton in Yorkshire and came

to Maryland at the age of fifteen. About 1727, he
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married Hannah Johnson, and two years later

removed from the neighborhood of Havre de

Grace, Aid., to a tract near the present town of

Wrightsville, Pa., in the territory then in dis-

pute between Lord Baltimore and the Penns.

The murderous little war which now broke out

with Cresap as its leader under a Maryland com-
mission as captain of militia came to an end on

Nov. 24, 1736 with the burning of Cresap's

house by the Pennsylvanians. The year 1740

found Cresap the westernmost occupant of lands

in Maryland at a place known as Shawanese Old-

town, where two years later his son, Michael

Cresap [q.v.], was born. Thomas Cresap's stock-

aded house and trading-post lay on the old In-

dian trail customarily taken by the Iroquois on

their war expeditions against the Cherokees, and

though frequently at odds with the Indians, he

soon became the intermediary between the

Maryland government and the friendly Iroquois

of the north and the enemy Cherokees of the

south. The position of his house, printed in many
maps of the day, made it a stage in westward

journeys from Virginia, Maryland, and Penn-

sylvania. He was one of the most prominent

men of the Appalachian border, known to In-

dian and white man alike from Canada to Caro-

lina. When the Ohio Company was chartered

in 1749, Cresap's name was found among the

organizers, and to him was committed by the

Company the practical task of blazing the old

Indian trail Gist had followed in his preliminary

explorations of the territory. With his Indian

friend Nemacolin, Cresap marked and improved

the sixty miles of trail that ran from Fort Cum-
berland to the junction of the Redstone and the

Monongahela. He was an active patriot in a

private capacity in the Revolution, prominent as

a local magistrate, and interested always in

schemes of western land development and of

western transportation. He died about the year

1790. From personal knowledge of Cresap, John

J. Jacob speaks of his benevolence and hospital-

ity, his personal bravery, coolness, and fortitude,

but the old frontiersman seems to have possessed

an uncertain temper, and the disinterestedness of

his motives was never above suspicion in the

estimation of his contemporaries. Even with

this admitted, however, there is no doubt of the

value of Cresap's services to his province and
to the whole western border at a time when soft

hands, white collars, and the ethical niceties

were neither fashionable nor useful in that coun-
try.

[Md. Council Proa, Jours, of Assembly, Correspon-
dence of Gov. Sliarpe, in various volumes of the print-
ed Archives of Md. from 1730 throughout the period in
question

; John J. Jacob, Biog. Sketch of the Life of the

Late Capt. Michael Cresap (Cumberland, Md., 1826;
reprinted, Cincinnati, 1866) ; Lawrence C. Wroth, "The
Story of Thos. Cresap, a Md. Pioneer," in Md. Hist.
Mag., IX, 1-37 (March 1914) ; Registers of All Saints'

Parish, Frederick County, Md., and the published "Ear-
liest Records of All Saints' Parish, Frederick, Md.,
1727-81" in G. N. Brumbaugh, Md. Records, vol. I

0915)-] L.C.W.

CRESPI, JUAN (1721-Jan. 1, 1782), mission-

ary, explorer, is conspicuous among the dia-

rists who recorded explorations in the New
World. For more than three decades he was a

pioneer in the wilds of North America. Like

Francisco Palou [q.v.], he was a pupil of the

great Junipero Serra [q.v.}, and for many years

was his close companion. Like them both he

was a Mallorcan. In the same mission with

them he came to America in 1749. With them
he became a member of the Franciscan College

of San Fernando in Mexico. Beside them he

went as missionary to the Sierra Gorda, that

wild mountain fastness northeast of the Aztec

capital. With them he was sent to the Peninsula

of California on the expulsion of the Jesuits in

1767, and there was put in charge of Mission

Purisima Concepcion. Two years later he was
one of the small band of friars selected by Serra

to join the Portola expedition for the occupation

of San Diego and Monterey (see sketch of Gas-

par de Portola). Crespi even preceded Serra

on the great march, for he joined Rivera y Mon-
cada, who led the vanguard, while Serra fol-

lowed with Portola. Crespi was one of the hand-

ful of pioneers who planted the Cross and the

banner of Spain at San Diego in the summer of

1769. With Portola he continued north, accom-
plishing the first European expedition by land

up the California coast. With the mystified

Portola, seeking the harbor of Monterey, he

pushed still farther north, and became one of the

discoverers of San Francisco Bay, whose ex-

istence theretofore was unknown and whose im-

portance he was one of the first to recognize.

Returning to San Diego with Portola he again

made the land march to Monterey. With Serra

he became one of the founders of Mission Car-

mel, and there he spent the next twelve years,

as Serra's companion. In 1772 he went with

Pedro Fages [q.v.}, to explore a route around

San Francisco Bay. Two years afterward he

joined the Perez expedition to Alaska. In 1782

he died at Carmel.

Gentle character and zealous missionary though
he was, Crespi is famous primarily as explorer

and diarist. Of all the men of the half decade

(1769-74) so prolific in frontier extension up
the Pacific Coast by land and sea, he alone par-

ticipated in all the major path-breaking expedi-

tions. From Vellicata to San Diego, he jour-
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neyed; from San Diego to San Francisco Bay;
from Monterey to the San Joaquin Valley ; from
Monterey by sea to Alaska. In distance he out-

traveled Coronado. In all these expeditions he
went in the double capacity of chaplain and
diarist. Of all of them he kept superb diaries

that have come down to us. His precious pages
record nearly two thousand miles of land travel

and a sea voyage of twice that distance.

[Data for Crespi's career as a whole are contained
in Palou's Relacion Historica de la Vida . . . del Ven-
erable Padre Fray Junipero Serra (Mexico, 1787),
English translation by G. W. James and C. Scott Wil-
liams (Pasadena, 1913). Crespi's diaries have been
translated and edited by Herbert E. Bolton in Juan
Crespi, Missionary Explorer on the Pacific Coast, 1769-
74 (1927). Good secondary accounts are H. H. Ban-
croft, Hist, of Cal. (1890) and Chas. A. Engelhardt,
The Missions and Missionaries of Cal. (4 vols., 1908-
I S)-] H.E.B.

CRESSON, ELLIOTT (Mar. 2, 1796-Feb. 20,

: 8S4). Quaker merchant and philanthropist, was
born in Philadelphia. A representative member
of a family of successful merchants and valued

citizens, he was in his generation noted more
for the distribution of his wealth than for ac-

tivities in attaining it. The family trace descent

from Pierre Cresson, Huguenot refugee from
France to Holland and later to New Amstel on

the Delaware River in 1657. Elliott Cresson was
the eldest son of John Elliott and Mary (War-
der) Cresson, and was brought up in the in-

fluence of a Quaker home. He became a part-

ner in Cresson, Wistar & Company at 133 Mar-
ket St., Philadelphia, and resided at 30 Sansom
St. (above Seventh) with his mother, who out-

lived him. Through the grave exterior of a

"plain" Friend there could be seen in his counte-

nance a character of kindly sympathy. From the

teachings of the Society of Friends he had come
to have an interest in the oppressed races, the

American Indian and the negro, even thinking

at one time of becoming a missionary to the

Seminole Indians. His devotion, however, was
chiefly given to the cause of colonization. He
was one of the organizers, in 1834, of The
Young Men's Colonization Society of Pennsyl-

vania and a life member of the American Society

for Colonizing the Poor People of Color of the

United States. In addition to liberal gifts to

the cause himself and helping to buy land for the

colony at Bassa Cove, Liberia, he made a trip

to New England in the winter of 1838-39 as

agent of the American Colonization Society to

raise funds and to arouse the spirit of coloniza-

tion, which had become dormant in those re-

gions (Alexander, post, p. 550). He made simi-

lar visits to the South and to England.

His interests covered a wide range. In addi-

Cresson

tion to gifts during his life and bequests to rela-

tives by his will, he left to the American Sunday
School Union, $50,000; to the Philadelphia

School of Design for Women, $10,000; to the

Historical Society of Pennsylvania, $10,000; for

a monument to William Penn, $10,000 ; for Epis-
copal missions, schools and college, at Port Cres-
son, Liberia, $10,000; to the Pennsylvania Hos-
pital for the Insane, $5,000 ; to the City of Phila-

delphia, for planting trees, $5,000; to the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, to endow a professor-

ship in the fine arts, $5,000; for founding a

Miners' School in Pennsylvania, $5,000; to the

Pennsylvania Agricultural Society, $5,000; to

the Protestant Episcopal Seminary, Alexandria,
Va., $5,000; and to the Athenaeum, Philadelphia,

to the Widows' Asylum, Philadelphia, to the

Deaf and Dumb Asylum, to the House of Refuge,
to the Colored Refuge, to the Refuge for De-
cayed Merchants and to the Pennsylvania Colo-

nization Society, $1,000 each. He also left land

valued at over $30,000 to found and support a
home for aged, infirm or invalid gentlemen and
merchants. Another line of interest is shown in

his founding the Elliott Cresson medal, award-
ed annually by the Franklin Institute "for some
discovery in the Arts and Sciences, or for the

invention or improvement of some useful ma-
chine, or for some new process or combination
of materials in manufacturing, or for ingenuity,

skill or perfection in workmanship."

[Colonial Families of Phila., ed. by John W. Jordan,
vol. II (191 1); Archibald Alexander, Hist, of Colo-
nization on the West Coast of Africa (1846) ; Annual
Reports of the Am. Colonization Soc, esp. that for
Jan. 1855; African Repository, Mar. 1854, p. 65;
Henry Simpson, Lives of Eminent Philadelphians
(1859)] J.B.W.

CRESSON, EZRA TOWNSEND (June 18,

1838-Apr. 19, 1926), entomologist, was the son

of Warder and Elizabeth (Townsend) Cresson.

His original American ancestor, Pierre Cresson,

probably a native of Picardy, was born in 1610,

emigrated to Holland, and thence to America,
settling at New Amstel on the Delaware in

1657, moving later to Manhattan Island and fi-

nally to Staten Island. Ezra T. Cresson was
born at Byberry, Bucks County, Pa. His fa-

ther, Warder Cresson, brother of Elliott Cres-

son \_q.v.~\, was United States consul at Jeru-

salem in 1844. Ezra Cresson married Mary Ann
Ridings in 1859. In the same year, with James
Ridings and George Newman, he founded the

oldest of the entomological societies of this coun-

try, at first called the Entomological Society of

Philadelphia, but changed in 1867 to the Amer-
ican Entomological Society. Cresson was an

officer of the Society from its beginning until
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1924, serving as editor of its Transactions for

forty-two years and as treasurer for fifty years.

On account of the poverty of the Society in its

early days, he acted as compositor and pressman

in getting out its publications. He was em-
ployed by the Franklin Fire Insurance Company
in 1869, and was made its secretary in 1878,

holding this position until his resignation in

1910. His scientific life-work was devoted al-

most solely to the insects of the order Hymcnop-
tera, and between 1861 and 1882 he had published

sixty-six papers of a descriptive, synoptic, or

monographic character. He was undoubtedly

the ranking American student of this great

order. His work culminated in his Synopsis of

the Families and Genera of the Hymenoptera of

America North of Mexico, Together with a

Catalogue of the Described Species and Bibliog-

raphy (1887). In 1865 and 1866 he was editor

of the Practical Entomologist, the first journal

devoted to economic entomology published in the

United States. Cresson himself summarized his

work upon the Hymenoptera in a paper entitled

The Cresson Types of Hymenoptera published

in 1916 as No. 1 of the Memoirs of the Amer-
ican Entomological Society. In this paper he

recorded the types of 2,737 °f ms species. A
bibliography comprising seventy titles was ap-

pended to this paper. His influence on the

progress of entomological studies in the United

States was very great, and, like most of the

leading naturalists of the nineteenth century, he

was always ready to help and encourage young
workers.

[P. P. Calvert, "Ezra Townsend Cresson: A Con-
tribution to the Hist, of Entomology in North Amer-
ica," with a bibliography, Trans. Am. Entomol. Soc,
vol. LIII (Supp. issued Feb. 13, 1928) ; obituaries in

Science, July 2, 1926, and Entomol. News, XXXVII,
161

; John W. Jordan, ed., Colonial Families of Phila.

(1911), II, 945 ff.] L.O.H.

CRESWELL, JOHN ANGEL JAMES
(Nov. 18, 1828-Dec. 23, 1891), postmaster-gen-

eral, was born at Port Deposit, Md. His fa-

ther, John G. Creswell, was a Marylander of

English ancestry, and his mother, Rebecca E.

Webb, a Pennsylvanian, whose forebears were

German and English, one of the latter being the

famous Quaker missionary, Elizabeth Webb.
Creswell received his advanced education at

Dickinson College, graduating with honors in

1848. After studying law for two years, he was
admitted to the Maryland bar, in 1850, and soon

began to pfactise. Early in his career he married

Hannah J. Richardson of Maryland, a woman of

considerable wealth.

In politics, Creswell was a strong partisan.

He first affiliated with the Whigs, then after that

party broke up, was for a short period a Demo-
crat, and attended the Cincinnati convention

which nominated Buchanan. After the Civil

War opened, however, he became and remained

a staunch and influential Republican. In the

critical days of 1861 and 1862 Creswell filled his

first public office, as loyalist member of the

Maryland House of Delegates, and did much to-

ward keeping the state in the Union. A year

later, as assistant adjutant-general, he had
charge of raising Maryland's quota of troops

for the Northern army. From 1863 to 1865 he
was a member of the national House of Repre-

sentatives ; but in March of the latter year he

was elected to the Senate to fill the unexpired

term of Thomas H. Hicks. In January 1865,

after Maryland had freed its slaves, he made a
strong impression by a speech in the House in

favor of general emancipation. As senator, he
stood for manhood suffrage, the compensation

of loyal owners of drafted slaves, and strict en-

forcement of the Civil Rights Act.

Creswell's most important public work was
done as head of the Post Office Department, to

which he was appointed by President Grant in

March 1869. The country has had few, if any,

abler postmasters-general. The changes made
by him in the Department were sweeping, re-

formatory, and constructive. The cost of ocean

transportation of letters to foreign countries was
reduced from eight cents to two, and great in-

crease in speed was secured by giving the car-

riage of the mails to the best and fastest steamers,

four of which were to sail each week, and by ad-

vertising a month in advance the vessels select-

ed ; the pay to railroads for mail-carriage was
rearranged on a fair basis ; there was great in-

crease in the number of railroad postal lines,

postal clerks, and letter-carriers, and in the num-
ber of cities having free delivery of mail and
money-order departments ; one-cent postal cards

were introduced ; the system of letting out con-

tracts for the internal carriage of the mails was
so reformed as ultimately to do away with straw

bidding and to secure fair competition among
responsible bidders ; the laws relating to the Post

Office Department were codified, with a syste-

matic classification of offenses against the postal

laws ; and postal treaties with foreign countries

were completely revised. Creswell also de-

nounced the franking system as the "mother of

frauds," and secured its abolition, and he strong-

ly urged the establishment of postal savings

banks and a postal telegraph.

Pressure of private business led him to resign

from the Post Office Department in July 1874,

but he later accepted the position of United
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States counsel before the court of commissioners
on the Alabama claims, and served until the

court expired by law in December 1876. There-
after, he spent most of his remaining years at

Elkton, Md., where he had his home, and gave
his attention to banking and the practise of law.

Here, following two years of general ill health,

he died of bronchial pneumonia.
Uour. of the Md. House of Delegates, 1861-62;

Cong. Globe, 1863-69; Reports of the Postmaster-Gen-
eral, 1869-74; Biog. Am. Cong., 1774-1927 (1928);
sketch in Biog. Cyc. of Representative Men of Md. and,
the D.C. (1879), based, apparently, upon data furnished
by Creswell himself. The short biography included in
Sams and Riley, Bench and Bar of Md. (1901), was
founded upon the account given in the Biog. Cyc. just
mentioned. An editorial on Creswell's appointment as
postmaster-general appears in the Baltimore (Weekly)
Sun, Mar. 6, 1869, and an obituary in the supplementary
issue of the same paper for Dec. 26, 1891.] M.W. W.

CRETIN, JOSEPH (Dec. 19, 1799-Feb. 22,

l &57)> first Roman Catholic bishop of St. Paul,

Minn., was born at Montluel, Ain, near Lyons,

France, the son of a prosperous bourgeois baker,

Joseph Cretin, and his wife, Jane Mary Mery.
His early education was received amid the rever-

berations of the Napoleonic wars, and, while

studying at Meximieux, he saw the seminary oc-

cupied by Austrian troops after the "Hundred
Days' Campaign" in 181 5. He attended the col-

leges at L'Argentiere and Alix, and entered the

famous seminary of St. Sulpice in Paris in

1820. Ordained at Belley by Bishop Devie on

Dec. 20, 1823, he was immediately appointed

vicar at Ferney, for many years the home of Vol-

taire, with the special object of overcoming the

rationalistic influences surviving this philoso-

pher. He opened a preparatory college and later

became pastor of the parish. The July Revolu-

tion of 1830 found him more than sympathetic

with the fallen monarchy, and his refusal to offer

public prayers for the new king, Louis Philippe,

brought him under sharp displeasure at Paris

for a time. He had long cherished the desire to

enter foreign missions, and in 1838 after meet-

ing Mathias Loras, the first bishop of Dubuque
in the Iowa territory and formerly his professor

at Meximieux, Cretin slipped quietly away to

Havre and left for America.

Arriving in Dubuque in April 1839, he was
made vicar-general of the huge pioneer diocese

containing over 30,000 Indians, and among these,

the Winnebagoes particularly, he labored for a

number of years. Strongly recommended by
the federal agent and by many others to be prin-

cipal of the government Indian school on the

Turkey River, he was ignored by Gov. Cham-
bers, and in 1845 even forbidden to erect a mis-

sion school in the neighborhood, although he was
allowed to remain as a missionary. After suc-

Crevecoeur

cessful work in Dubuque and Prairie du Chien,
he was appointed in 1850 the first bishop of St.

Paul, which diocese embraced the state of Minne-
sota, and was consecrated Jan. 26, 1 851 at Belley,

France, by the same bishop who had ordained
him a priest. He pushed vigorously his mission-
ary activities among the Indians and was in

Washington in 1852 discussing government In-

dian schools with President Millard Fillmore.
He encouraged the colonization of his state and
made heroic efforts to reach the scattered mem-
bers of his faith throughout his diocese. A
strong advocate of the temperance movement and
a bitter foe of the frontier saloon, he ordered the
cathedral bell to be rung in approval when the

Minnesota legislature enacted a "liquor law."
Ever active in educational work and parochial
organization, he also commenced building a stone
cathedral in 1854 but arduous tasks and a pro-
longed illness brought death upon him before
its completion.

[An unfinished life of Cretin from the pen of Arch-
bishop John Ireland appears in the Acta et Dicta, vols.
IV, V (pub. by St. Paul Cath. Hist. Soc, 1915-17) ; in
the same publication, vols. I-V, are published a number
of his letters and in vol. I (1907) are recorded per-
sonal reminiscences of the bishop by A. Oster ; bio-
graphical sketches appear in J. D. G. Shea, Hist, of the
Cath. Ch. in the U. S., vol. IV (1892), bk. X, ch. vii

;

in Shea, The Hierarchy of the Cath. Ch. in the U. S.
(1886), pp. 377-78, and in The Cath. Encyc; while
Louis DeCailly, Memoirs of Bishop Loras (1897), and
Augustin Ravoux, Reminiscences, Memoirs and Lec-
tures (1890) throw interesting side-lights on his life

and career. Some material is found in Bcrichte der Leo-
poldinan Stiftung in Kaiserthume Oesterreich, XXVI
Heft (1854), XXV Heft (1853) ; and in original let-

ters in archives of Columbia Coll., Dubuque, la.]

M.M.H.

CREVECCEUR, J. HECTOR ST. JOHN.
[See Crevecceur, Michel-Guillaume Jean de,

1735-1813.]

CREVECCEUR, MICHEL-GUILLAUME
JEAN de (Jan. 31, 1735-Nov. 12, 1813), es-

sayist, was born near Caen, in Normandy, the

son of Guillaume Jean de Crevecceur (see birth

certificate) and of Marie-Anne-Therese Blouet.

He later stated that his family name was Saint-

Jean, "Crevecceur" being the name of an ances-

tral estate which neither he nor his father ever

possessed. Though the descendant of families

of distinction, the young man chose to become a

pioneer and wanderer. He migrated to Canada
and served under Montcalm in the last of the

French and Indian wars. He had received part

of his education in England, which he had left

in 1754, and during his services in New France

seems to have explored the vast tracts of land

near the Great Lakes and the Ohio River. Hi3

official duty was, perhaps, that of map-maker.

In any case, he acquired a knowledge of the
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countries of the Scioto and the Muskingum, and

of their Indian peoples. These adventures were

a mere overture to his later participation in the

drama of American colonization and revolution.

At the age of twenty-four (1759), he landed in

New York. For the next decade he again trav-

eled widely, acquiring a thorough knowledge of

Pennsylvania and New York, and, presumably,

penetrating into the Carolinas. Now, however,

there were anchors for this French voyager.

In December 1765 he became a naturalized

American citizen; in 1769 he married Mehetable

Tippet of Yonkers, and in the same year he

settled on his farm, at "Pine Hill," Orange

County, N. Y. Though details of his experi-

ences are wanting between 1769 and September

1780, when he embarked for France, it is prob-

able that during this decade he wrote most of the

charming and informative essays on which his

reputation rests. These are, for the most part,

available in Letters from an American Farmer
( 1782) "by J. Hector St. John," a name which

Crevecoeur occasionally used simply because he

liked it; and in Sketches of Eighteenth Century

America (1925). It is likely that he sometimes

wrote long after the event, and the particular

essays cannot be finally dated, but it is reason-

able to think that these two volumes present

substantially the Farmer's reactions to Amer-
ican life during his stay here.

Immediately after the war he returned to

America, arriving in New York, Nov. 19, 1783,

only to discover that his home had been burned.

His wife had died, and his children had dis-

appeared. "I should have fallen to the ground,"

he said, "but for the support, at this instant, of

my friend Mr. Seton, who had come to conduct

me from the French vessel to his house." Eventu-

ally he found his children, but the dramatic cir-

cumstances of the Indian raid which had caused

the catastrophe in his absence seem a startling

parallel to the sufferings of the frontier which

he himself had described in his essays. He now
became French consul at New York and en-

deavored to cement the friendly relations of his

two countries. He corresponded with Washing-
ton ; he knew Franklin ; he wrote for the Amer-
ican newspapers over the signature "Agricola,"

and at the marriage of his daughter, America-

Frances, Thomas Jefferson was present. Per-

haps of equal interest to this born farmer was
his boast that he had introduced into America

sain foin, lucerne (alfalfa), the vetches, vignon,

and racine de disette. In 1790 he took final leave

of his adopted country. He died at Sarcelles, on

Nov. 12, 1813.

Had Crevecoeur written nothing, his life as a

Crevecoeur

Frenchman living through the upheaval of the

Revolution would have been remarkable. He was
a master of the forest and of the pioneer farm.

He studied with the utmost thoughtfulness the

vexed question of taxation. He was familiar

with the evils of fraudulent titles, heavy mort-

gages, and imperfect agricultural equipment.

He understood the misery of the poor, and he ob-

served the vast reestablishments in America of

feudal systems under the Dutch and other colo-

nial aristocrats. He was particularly interest-

ed, since this was his own lot, in the difficul-

ties of the independent family tilling the soil,

under cramped methods of husbandry, for a

perilous livelihood. Finally, he experienced the

despair of the Revolution which set at naught

all that he, and those like him, had gained.

Though deeply attached to the common people,

he became, perhaps because of an innate aristo-

cratic bias, a Loyalist ; and he saw in the chi-

canery of some so-called patriots much to sup-

port him in this conviction. In Landscapes, an

early specimen of American drama, and in vari-

ous essays, he penetrated shrewdly economic

and personal motives that underlay the Revolu-

tion. An intense lover of true liberty, he saw
clearly the oppressions committed in America in

its name, and he could not endure those, as he

said, who were "perpetually bawling about liber-

ty without knowing what it was."

All this he set down in vigorous English, in

such letters or essays as "What is An Amer-
ican?", or "The American Belisarius." These

great issues he viewed with a broad and sane

philosophy, but he described also in detail the

physical and social conditions of rural life in

America. In "Farm Life," "Enemies of the

Farmer," "Customs," and "Implements" he at

once gives a photographic record of the hus-

bandman's life about the year 1775 ; and he also

destroys finally the popular notion that he was
a sentimentalizer concerning agricultural life.

Truer than this outworn tradition is the fact

that many of the essays reflect the warm hu-

manity which was so strong a part of his own
nature. He can describe unforgettably a negro

under torture, travelers arriving for the night

;

children coming home from school in a snow-

storm ; a woman's cry as the raiders enter her

home for massacre ; or a family "frolic." In

"The Wyoming Massacre" he silhouettes the

refugees on their long journey through the for-

est. On a horse with bedding as a saddle, "sat

a wretched mother with a child at her breast,

another on her lap, and two more placed be-

hind her." He himself said, "There is something

truly ridiculous in a farmer quitting his plough
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or his axe, and then flying to his pen," but, in

spite of oddities in spelling, construction, and
style, he has also, by reason of his powers of

observation and selection of trenchant detail,

some claim to be regarded as a man of letters.

Charles Lamb wrote, "Tell Hazlitt not to forget

to send the American Farmer." In the simple,

strong writing that is the chief characteristic

of American literature of the eighteenth cen-

tury the essays of Crevecceur have a distinct

place.

[The Letters from an Am. Farmer were published in
London in 1782 ; the next year the author brought out
in Paris his Lettres d'un Cultivateur Americain, a
translation and expansion of the original essays, and
in 1793 another English edition appeared, the latter re-

published in 1904 with preface by Wm. P. Trent and
introduction by Ludwig Lewisohn. Crevecceur's Voy-
age dans la Haute Pensylvanie et dans 1't.tat de New-
York (3 vols.) was published in Paris in 180 1. In 1922,
new MSS., apparently suppressed in 1782 by Creve-
coeur or his publishers, were discovered by H. L. Bour-
din. These appeared, with fresh introductory material,
as Sketches of Eighteenth Century America (1925), ed.

by Bourdin, R. H. Gabriel, and S. T. Williams ; they
form an important supplement to the volume published
during Crevecceur's lifetime. A few other essays have
also appeared, ed. by Bourdin and Williams : "Creve-
cceur on the Susquehanna," Yale Rev., Apr. 1925 ;

"Hospitals (During the Revolution)," Philological
Quart., Apr. 1926 ; "Crevecceur, The Loyalist," Nation,
Sept. 23, 1925 ; "Sketch of a Contrast Between the
Spanish and English Colonies," Univ. of Cal. Chronicle,
Apr. 1926. The most complete biographical study is

St. Jean de Crevecceur (1916), by Julia Post Mitchell.

See also Robert de Crevecceur, Saint John de Creve-
cceur, Sa Vie et Ses Ouvrages (1883) ; Cambridge Hist,

of Am. Lit. (1917), vol. I; "Unpublished MSS. of
Crevecceur," ed by H. L. Bourdin and S. T. Williams,
Studies in Philology, July 1925, and The Am. Farmer
Returns (by the same editors), North Am. Rev., Sept.

1925] S. T.W.

CRIMMINS, JOHN DANIEL (May 18,

1844-Nov. 9, 1917), contractor, capitalist, was
of Irish ancestry. A son of Thomas and Jo-

hanna (O'Keefe) Crimmins, he was born and

grew up in New York City. His father was a

well-to-do contractor, who gave his son educa-

tional advantages in addition to what were af-

forded by the public schools of the period. The
lad was graduated at the College of St. Francis

Xavier and at once entered his father's contract-

ing business. At twenty-one he was made a

member of the firm, which added building to

other forms of construction. Under the son's

management more than 400 buildings were erect-

ed, many of which were private dwellings, but

public works continued to occupy an increasing

part of the firm's attention. Most of the elevat-

ed railway mileage in New York City was built

by Crimmins, and later the subways required for

electric wiring in the city streets were construct-

ed under his contracts. At times as many as

12,000 men were in his employ at once. Prac-

tically all the work that he did was under con-
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tracts made with corporations, estates, and in-

dividuals, on a percentage basis. His firm did

not seek city or county contracts. He was the

first to make use of steam drills in excavation

work in New York. The fact that he was a
large employer of labor, known to have been for

years on good terms with his employees, caused

him to be sought as an arbitrator in wage dis-

putes. He might also have gone far in local

politics if he had been inclined to that kind of

career. In 1883-88 he served as Park Commis-
sioner for the city. He was a member of the

state constitutional convention of 1894, and
was appointed by Gov. Roosevelt a member of

the Greater New York Charter Revision Com-
mission. Distinction came to him also as a

Roman Catholic layman. He gave generously of

his wealth to religious and charitable institu-

tions, and for services to the Church he was
made a Knight Commander of the Order of St.

Gregory by Pope Leo XIII, and a count by
Pope Pius X. All his life interested in the his-

tory of the Irish people in America, Crimmins,
as a member of the American-Irish Histori-

cal Society, the Friendly Sons of St. Patrick,

and other organizations, sought to popularize a

knowledge of that history. His two books, Si.

Patrick's Day: Its Celebration in New York and
Other American Places, 1737-1845 (1902) and
Irish-American Historical Miscellany (1905),
contain much information not easily to be ob-

tained elsewhere. His zeal in these researches

led him to engage in the collection of books

and manuscripts on a large scale. At the same
time he became purchaser of rare works of art.

In 1868 Crimmins married Lily Louise Lalor

(like himself of Irish parentage), who bore him
eleven children. She died in if

[The Diary of John D. Crimmins from 1878 to 1917
(privately printed, 1925) ; Who's Who in America,
1916-17; N. Y. Times, Nov. 10, 1917.] W. B.S.

CRISP, CHARLES FREDERICK (Jan. 29,

1845-Oct. 23, 1896), congressman, was the son

of William and Elizabeth Crisp, natives of Eng-
land. They had become American citizens, but

were on a visit to England when Charles was
born at Sheffield. During his early infancy they

removed to Georgia. The Crisps were theatrical

people, playing for the most part Shakespearian

roles. William Crisp owned theatres in various

parts of the South. Charles seems to have had

no formal education except such as was afforded

in the public schools of Macon and Savannah.

While he was yet a boy the Civil War began,

and at sixteen he was at the front. He became

a lieutenant in Company K, 10th Virginia In-

fantry, fought three years in the Confederate
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army, and passed one year as a prisoner at

Morris Island. Released from prison in June

1865, he returned to his old home in Ellaville,

Schley County, Ga., and began to study law. He
was then twenty years of age, but four years of

war had made a man of him. He was admitted

to the bar and settled at Americus, an impor-

tant town in southwest Georgia. In 1872 he was
appointed solicitor-general of the southwestern

superior court circuit and after five years was
elevated to the bench. This position he was
holding in 1882 when he resigned to accept the

Democratic nomination for Congress. He was

elected and entered the Forty-eighth Congress,

serving from Mar. 4, 1883, until his death.

On entering Congress, Crisp devoted himself

to mastering the rules and methods of procedure.

He came to be regarded as an exceptionally able

parliamentarian. When John G. Carlisle of Ken-

tucky, went into the Senate, Crisp became the

Democratic leader of the House, and, when the

control of the House passed in 1891 to the Demo-
crats, he was elected speaker. He held this post

through the Fifty-second and Fifty-third Con-

gresses (1891-95). His rise to the leadership of

his party in Congress and to the speakership was

due, as one of his colleagues put it, to the "sheer

force of his remarkable fitness." Perhaps the

most important legislation with which Crisp was

concerned was the Interstate Commerce Act of

1887. It chanced that the chairman of the com-

mittee in charge of this bill was away from Con-

gress and that the burden of championing it fell

upon Crisp. He, along with another Georgian,

Judson C. Clements, deserves a large measure of

credit for the passage of the bill. He was a

leader of the silverites, advocating the Sherman
Act of 1890 which provided for a limited coinage

of silver, and in 1896 announcing his candidacy

for the Senate on a free-silver platform. A series

of four debates in important Georgia towns was
arranged between Crisp and Hoke Smith, an-

other prominent Georgian, and at the time secre-

tary of the interior in Cleveland's cabinet, who
stood with the President in his fight to maintain

the gold standard. Smith was not a candidate for

office, but felt it incumbent upon him to defend

the administration in Georgia. The debates oc-

curred early in the summer of 1896 before the

meeting of the state Democratic Convention in

June and before the nomination of Bryan in Chi-

cago. Georgia, like other agricultural states, was
a debtor community and swallowed eagerly the

arguments of the inflationists. Public sentiment

was, therefore, with Crisp, and he was regarded

as having had the better of the contest. The Dem-
ocratic state convention which met shortly after
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the debates indorsed free silver. A silver legis-

lature was elected in the autumn and Crisp would
unquestionably have been elected to the Senate

but for his untimely death in October of that year.

A seat in the United States Senate had been his

highest ambition. Once before the opportunity

had presented itself, when, on the death of Sena-

tor Alfred H. Colquitt [<?.£\], Gov. Northen ten-

dered Crisp the post. But at that time his sense

of public duty did not permit him to resign the

speakership of the House.

Crisp is generally regarded as among the two
or three ablest Georgia congressmen since the

Civil War. Rising from obscurity, without the

advantages of wealth, education, or family influ-

ence, he attained eminence through the force of

his own ability, character, and efforts. He had a

commanding physical appearance, was a convinc-

ing speaker, ranks as one of our greatest parlia-

mentarians ; and, personally, he won and re-

tained the respect and affection of his colleagues

of both parties in Congress. In 1867 he married

Clara Belle Burton of Ellaville, Ga.

[This sketch of Crisp's life has been based principally
on information supplied by his son, Chas. R. Crisp, who
succeeded him in the House of Representatives. A vol-
ume of Memorial Addresses published by order of Con-
gress in 1897, contains a number of important estimates
of Crisp's personal character and work as member and
speaker of the House. The debate with Hoke Smith is

described in L. L. Knight, Ga. and Georgians (1917),
II, 999. See also L. L. Knight, Reminiscences of Fa-
mous Georgians (1908), II, 380-91.] R. P. B.

CRITTENDEN, GEORGE BIBB (Mar. 20,

1812-Nov: 27, 1880), soldier, eldest son of John
Jordan Crittenden [q.z'.~\ and Sally (Lee) Crit-

tenden, was born in Russellville, Logan County,

Ky., whither his father had recently moved to

take advantage of the prosperity that had come to

this part of the state with the opening of new
lands. George B. Crittenden was graduated from

West Point in 1832, and as brevet second lieu-

tenant saw his first service in the Black Hawk
War. He was later stationed at Augusta, Ga.,

and in Alabama, but as the drab existence at

army posts did not appeal to his rather restless

nature, he resigned from the army in 1833 to

study law. He began under his father, then con-

tinued his studies at Transylvania University in

Lexington. The law, however, ultimately proved

less attractive than the army, especially in view

of the excitement then prevailing on the South-

western border. In 1842 Crittenden decided to

cast in his lot with the Texans. In 1843 ne en~

listed with Col. William Fisher's forces which
crossed the Rio Grande and rashly attacked the

village of Mier. The small army was soon over-

whelmed and captured, and, after an unsuccessful

attempt to escape, the prisoners were commanded
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to draw lots in order to determine which one out

of every ten men should be executed. Crittenden

was fortunate enough to draw two white beans,

the first of which he gave to a fellow Kentuckian,

and was carried prisoner to Mexico City. He
was later freed through the efforts of Daniel

Webster and Waddy Thompson, the American
minister to Mexico.

Crittenden returned to Kentucky and on the

outbreak of the Mexican War in 1846 volun-

teered and was made captain of a company of

mounted rifles. For bravery at Contreras and
Churubusco he was made brevet major, and was
promoted full major in 1848. After peace he

chose to remain in the army. He was sent to the

frontier, and in 1856 was promoted lieutenant-

colonel. In June 1861, when the dangers of civil

war were upon the country, he resigned from the

army in the Territory of New Mexico and re-

turned to Kentucky. Against his father's views

he joined the Confederate army, and was made
a brigadier-general. In January 1862 he attacked

at Mill Springs, Ky., a Federal force much larger

than his own and was badly defeated, losing his

wagon train and most of his artillery. For his

rashness he was put under arrest and later cen-

sured. He now resigned his commission, but his

heart was with the South, and, though he had a

brother, Thomas Leonidas \_q.v.~\, in the Federal

army, he joined the Confederate forces again and

served without rank for the rest of the war, on

the staff of Gen. J. S. Williams. After the war
he returned to Kentucky and resided in Frank-

fort. His bravery and loyalty to the South were

soon recognized by a state that had become con-

verted to the Confederacy after the war had end-

ed. In 1867 he was appointed state librarian and

continued in that position until 1874. He died in

Danville and was buried beside his distinguished

father in the Frankfort cemetery.

[R. H. and L. Collins, Hist, of Ky. (1874), vol. I;
Mrs. C. Coleman, Life of John J. Crittenden (1871) ;

Ky. Gazette, Dec. 4, 1880 ; Battles and Leaders of the

Civil War (1887-88) ; Official Records {Army), 1 ser.,

vols. IV, VII, XVII (pt. 2), XXX (pt. 4), XXVII (pt.

1), XXXIX (pt. 2), LI (pt. 2), LII (pt. 2) ; 2 ser., vol.

I
; 4 ser., vol. I.] E.M.C.

CRITTENDEN, JOHN JORDAN (Sept. 10,

1787-July 26, 1863), lawyer, statesman, one of

the four sons of John and Judith (Harris) Crit-

tenden, was of Welsh descent on his father's side

and of French Huguenot descent on his mother's.

His father, a major in the Revolution, the year

after the treaty of peace was signed emigrated to

Kentucky, settling in Woodford County. Here,

near Versailles, John J. Crittenden was born.

He was sent to Jessamine County in 1803-04 to

be prepared for college, having as school-mates

John C. Breckinridge and Francis P. Blair, Sr.

[qq.v.]. He early developed a liking for the law

and began its study with George M. Bibb, living

in his home at the time. Finishing his course at

William and Mary College in 1807, he returned

to Woodford County where he first began his

practise. Central Kentucky was well supplied

with excellent lawyers, however, and Crittenden

left for the recently opened western part of the

state, settling at Russellville in Logan County.

He soon became the best-known lawyer in that

section, and in 1809 was appointed attorney-

general for the Illinois Territory, holding the po-

sition for a year. The approach of the second

war with Great Britain led him into military

service. He was aide-de-camp to Gen. Sam Hop-
kins in some operations against the Indians ; then

(1812) he was appointed by Gov. Charles Scott

to a similar position in the 1st Kentucky Militia.

In 1813 he was appointed aide-de-camp to Gov.

Isaac Shelby and was present at the battle of the

Thames, receiving the special commendation of

the governor for his faithfulness in carrying out

orders.

Crittenden's war service was coincident with

the beginning of his political career. In 181 1 he

was elected to the legislature to represent Logan
County, and was reelected successively six times,

being chosen speaker of the House in 181 5 and

1816. When in 1817 a vacancy in the United

States Senate developed, he was chosen to com-

plete the term. He took an active part in the af-

fairs of the Senate, assuming early his life-long

role of champion of the downtrodden and de-

fenseless, but left the Senate at the expiration of

his term in 1819, believing that his interests and

greatest happiness lay in Kentucky, where his

private fortune was yet to be made. During the

next sixteen years his activities were identified

entirely with Kentucky, and it is probable that

this was the happiest period of his life. He re-

moved to Frankfort, where his business before

the courts could best be served, and here and in

the surrounding counties his name became asso-

ciated with many important trials. He was gen-

erally engaged by the defense and generally won
his case. He was always in great demand for the

defense in murder trials. One of his first public

services after returning from the Senate was in

connection with the boundary dispute between

Kentucky and Tennessee. In 1820 he and John

Rowan were appointed to treat with the latter

state, but the negotiations failed, principally be-

cause the two Kentucky commissioners could not

agree. The radical developments that had their

climax in the Old and New Court struggle

aroused Crittenden's conservative character, and,
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espousing the Old Court, he ran for the legisla-

ture in 1825. He was defeated hy Solomon P.

Sharp, whose assassination on the eve of the

meeting of the legislature necessitated a new elec-

tion. Crittenden ran again and won. Four years

later he was elected again and was reelected suc-

cessively for the next three terms. Throughout

these four years ( 1829-32) he was speaker of the

House, and three times he was elected without

opposition.

The presidential election of 1824 saw the be-

ginning of Crittenden's active support of Henry

Clay, which was to continue for the next quar-

ter of a century. After Clay had been eliminated

and the election had gone to the House of Repre-

sentatives. Crittenden favored Jackson, though

in no decided fashion. On the election of Adams
he became the President's staunch supporter and

received as a reward (1827) the appointment of

United States district attorney for Kentucky.

Knowing that Crittenden would be removed by

President Jackson in 1829, the former's friends

persuaded Adams to nominate him for the United

States Supreme Court, but a majority of the

Senate, supporting Jackson, refused to let the

nomination come up for ratification before Mar.

4, 1829, and so the appointment was never made.

When Jackson became president he promptly dis-

missed Crittenden from the district-attorneyship.

In 1834 Crittenden became secretary of state of

Kentucky under Gov. James T. Morehead.

In 1835 he was again elected to the United

States Senate for a full term of six years, and

for the remainder of his life he remained a na-

tional figure, being connected with the federal

government in some capacity almost all the time.

In the Senate he opposed Jackson's bank policy

and Van Buren's financial schemes ; and in the

campaign of 1840 he spoke from one end of Ken-

tucky to the other in favor of Harrison, whom he

affectionately referred to in his correspondence

as "Old Tip." In December 1840 the Kentucky

legislature reelected Crittenden to the Senate, but

he soon resigned to accept from President Harri-

son the position of attorney-general. Immediate-

ly on assuming office he was sent to New York
despite his protests, to aid the federal government

in preventing a breach with Great Britain over

the McLeod trial. He saw Gov. William H.
Seward and secured from him a promise to par-

don McLeod immediately if he should be con-

victed. This was Crittenden's only service of

note as attorney-general and he insisted that it

was an encroachment upon the duties of the sec-

retary of state. Harrison's death one month after

he had assumed the presidency placed at the head

of the government John Tyler, whose refusal to
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support the Whig bank policy brought confusion

to the party. Unable to agree with Tyler, Critten-

den resigned on Sept. 11, 1841, together with ail

the other members of the cabinet excepting Web-
ster.

Having given up a six years' term in the Sen-

ate to serve his party, Crittenden now after six

months was left without an office. On his return

to Kentucky he was welcomed at a public dinner

at Maysville. His Woodford County friends,

mindful that his private fortune had dwindled

during his public service, bought at a cost of $17,-

000 the farm on which he had been born, and
presented it to him. Kentucky elected him to the

Senate again in 1842, to fill the position Clay had

resigned, and he was reelected for the full term

beginning Mar. 4, 1843. He now took a promi-

nent part in the discussions on the Texan and

Mexican question and on the Oregon boundary

dispute. While earlier he had rejoiced to see

Texas win her independence, he now strongly op-

posed her admission into the Union. He was
equally opposed to forcing the issue with Great

Britain on the Oregon question. Later when the

joint occupation agreement was repealed, he in-

sisted that England be given at least two years'

notice. In this instance as well as in all other

dealings with foreign nations he stood for a con-

servative, peaceful course of action.

In the campaign of 1844 he loyally supported

Clay and stood with him against the annexation

of Texas. On the defeat of the Whigs, Crittenden

opposed the joint resolution admitting Texas into

the Union. Shortly thereafter when Gen. Taylor

was attacked by the Mexicans on the Rio Grande
and President Polk asked for a declaration of

war, Crittenden was skeptical as to the justice of

the cause of the United States. Having long

stood for peace and friendship with Mexico and
South America he saw in this war a great calam-

ity. When his government entered the strug-

gle he was willing to support it with men and
money, but he wished to send commissioners

along with the army to offer peace with every

blow. Throughout the war he kept up a volu-

minous correspondence with Gen. Taylor on mil-

itary affairs, now and then interspersed with po-

litical matters. As early as 1847 presidential can-

didates were being discussed. Some of Critten-

den's friends suggested his own name but he re-

ceived the idea coolly, and led Taylor on in his

ambitions to secure the Whig nomination. Clay,

he was sure, could not possibly be elected if nom-
inated, but he felt that Taylor might win. Clay,

hearing of Crittenden's stand, wrote him in Sep-

tember 1847 f°r an avowal of his position, and

received a confirmation of it. Thereafter Clay
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never communicated with Crittenden until recon-

ciliation came on the former's deathbed. Critten-

den felt very keenly the loss of this long-standing

and cherished friendship. Taylor after his elec-

tion visited Frankfort and offered Crittenden his

choice of the cabinet positions, none of which he

accepted, refusing largely out of respect for

Clay's feelings.

In the meantime Crittenden had in 1848 re-

signed from the Senate to run for governor of

Kentucky, believing that only with his assistance

could the Whigs carry the state. In November
he won Kentucky for Taylor and was himself

elected. In less than a year Taylor died, and Fill-

more on assuming the presidency offered Crit-

tenden the post of attorney-general, which he

now accepted. During an illness of Webster in

1 85 1 he acted as secretary of state. At the end of

Fillmore's term Crittenden returned to Ken-
tucky to resume his law practise, but in January

1854 he was elected again to the United States

Senate. He saw with much concern the country

torn over the slavery question and drifting to-

ward war. He had always, with Clay, been actu-

ated by the hope that slavery might eventually

disappear, and had in 1836 been one of the vice-

presidents of an anti-slavery society which James
G. Birney was promoting. But he at no time em-
braced the abolition cause or showed patience

with abolitionists. He decried the reopening of

the slavery debate in the Kansas-Nebraska Bill

and felt that a great mistake had been made when
the Missouri Compromise was superseded. He
opposed the Topeka constitution as irregular and
held the Lecompton constitution to be a fraud.

He believed that the South could not wish to lend

its support to statehood for Kansas, since that

would inevitably increase the Northern majority

in Congress. He stood for any course of action

that would bring peace and compose the slavery

turmoil. His position on slavery in the territories

was one of congressional non-intervention. With
the downfall of the Whig party he came out in

support of the Know-Nothings, advocating re-

striction of the privileges of aliens, especially

with regard to their rights to the public lands.

In the presidential election of i860 he supported

the Bell and Everett ticket, although he had en-

tertained a good opinion of Douglas since his re-

fusal to support the Lecompton constitution.

Perhaps the most solemn and the greatest ef-

fort of Crittenden's life came during his last

three years. The Union had always been almost

a passion with him, and as governor in 1848 he
had said, "The dissolution of the Union can never

be regarded—ought never to be regarded—as a

remedy, but as the consummation of the greatest
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evil than can befall us" (Coleman, post, I, 333).
The excitement over Lincoln's election produced
melancholy forebodings in him. In Buchanan's
message to Congress in December i860 he saw
some hope of a solution, though he did not agree
with the President that there was no power in the

national government to deal with the seceded

states. In December he introduced in the Senate
the famous "Crittenden propositions," restoring

by constitutional amendment the Missouri Com-
promise line and guaranteeing the protection of

slavery in the District of Columbia against con-

gressional action. He saw his compromise de-

feated in the Committee of Thirteen, and he saw
with bewildered amazement the uncompromising
attitude of radical senators whose course he be-

lieved would deliberately destroy the Union. He
even found great difficulty in getting the oppor-
tunity to present petitions to the Senate favoring
the compromise measures. On Jan. 3, 1861, he
introduced a resolution calling for a referendum
on his propositions, feeling, as many have felt

since, that his compromise would have been over-

whelmingly supported by a popular vote. Later
he sought to secure the adoption of the program
of the Washington Peace Conference, but failed

utterly.

Finding himself checked by a determined group
of hostile radicals in Congress, he returned to

Kentucky to keep his native state from seceding.

On Mar. 26, 1861, he addressed the legislature

and sought to show the utter folly of leaving the

protection of the federal Union to join the weak
and untried government of the Confederacy. On
Apr. 17, five days after the Fort Sumter bom-
bardment, almost dazed by the quick war move-
ments, he made an address in Lexington in which
he still counselled Kentucky to remain in the

Union and to refuse to take part in a war she had
neither promoted nor desired, but had tried to

avert. This was the neutrality which the state

adopted a month later. He was a member of the

futile conference, May 10, between three Bell

and Douglas representatives and three Breckin-

ridge men to decide on some course of united

action for Kentucky. On May 4 he was elected a

delegate to a Border Slave State convention

which met in Frankfort on May 27 and was made
chairman. The convention called upon the se-

ceded states to reexamine their position, and

counselled moderation on the part of the North.

In June, Crittenden was elected to the special

session of Congress meeting in July. Having
failed to prevent the war, he now as a member of

the House gave all of his efforts to controlling its.

purpose. On July 19 he introduced resolutions

declaring that the war was not for the conquest
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or subjugation of the South or to interfere with

the established institutions of a state, but "to de-

fend and maintain the supremacy of the Consti-

tution, and to preserve the Union with all the

dignity, equality, and rights of the several states

unimpaired." lie measured the subsequent acts

of the Federal government by this standard and

soon found many things of which he could not

approve. He opposed the dismemberment of

Virginia, the confiscation acts, the enlistment of

negro troops, the Emancipation Proclamation,

and the military regime in his native state, which

was bringing about arrests, banishments, and

interference with courts, elections, and trade.

He was preparing to run for reelection to Con-

gress when he died in Frankfort in 1863, not

yet completely divorced from his sympathy for

the national government.

Crittenden was married three times : first, in

181 1, to Sally O. Lee, a daughter of Maj. John

Lee of Woodford County; second, in 1826, to

Mrs. Maria K. Todd, a daughter of Judge "Hary"
Junes; and third, in 1853, to Mrs. Elizabeth

Ashley, who survived him. He had altogether

five sons and four daughters. In the Civil War
one son, George B. Crittenden [_q.v.~\, joined the

Confederacy, to his father's great sorrow, and

another, Thomas L. [q.v.~\, became a major-gen-

eral in the Federal army.

Crittenden was never a profound lawyer, but

he was one of Kentucky's greatest advocates at

the bar. He loved political activities, was in-

tensely honest in his opinions and dealings with

people, and had feelings so tender that he could

never forgive himself for offending a friend

or losing one.

[The records of Crittenden's life are voluminous.
Besides the contemporary material in newspapers and
in official sources, the Crittenden Papers are in the Lib.

of Cong. No critical life of Crittenden has been writ-

ten, but Mrs. C. Coleman, The Life of John J. Critten-

den (2 vols., 1 871), is a valuable source. Short sketch-

es may be found in R. H. and L. Collins, Hist, of Ky.
( 1874) ; and in Lawyers and Lawmakers of Ky. ( 1897),
ed. by H. Levin; R. M. McElroy, Ky. in the Nation's

Hist. (1909), is also valuable.] E. M.C.

CRITTENDEN, THOMAS LEONIDAS
(May 15, 1819-Oct. 23, 1893), lawyer, soldier,

was the second son of John Jordan Crittenden

[q.v.~] and Sally (Lee) Crittenden, and a broth-

er of George B. Crittenden Iq.v.]. He was born

in Russellville, Logan County, Ky., received an

education as good as could be obtained outside

of a college, and early began the study of law

under his eminent father. He was admitted to

the bar in 1840 and two years later was elected

commonwealth's attorney for his district. At

the outbreak of the Mexican War he enlisted,

was appointed aide to Gen. Zachary Taylor, a

kinsman, and was present at the battle of Buena
Vista. A few months later when the 3rd Ken-
tucky Infantry was organized he was made its

colonel, with John C. Breckinridge [q.?'.] serv-

ing as a major under him. He was mustered out

of the service in 1848. When Taylor became
president he appointed Crittenden consul at

Liverpool, where the latter remained until 1853,

in that year returning to Kentucky to begin the

practise of law in Frankfort. After a few years

he removed to Louisville and became a merchant.

When the state's militia laws were reorgan-

ized in i860 and the state guards were set up
under the control of Simon B. Buckner [q.v.],

Crittenden was commissioned major-general.

Following in the footsteps of his father, he op-

posed secession, and, on Sept. 18, after Buckner
had led most of the state guards to the Confed-

eracy, was given command of the state forces.

The Kentucky troops were soon mustered into

the Federal service, however, and Crittenden

joined the Union army, being made a brigadier-

general on Oct. 27, 1861. He commanded a

unit in the march south through Kentucky and
in the invasion of Tennessee. He especially dis-

tinguished himself at Shiloh, for which service

he was promoted major-general. He was with

Rosecrans at Murfreesboro and at Chickamauga,

commanding the left wing in the former battle

and the 21st Army Corps in the latter. At
Chickamauga he was driven back after having

weakened his forces to reenforce Gen. Thomas.
He was relieved of his command and his con-

duct investigated. On Dec. 14, 1863 the Ken-
tucky legislature demanded of President Lincoln

a rehearing. In February following, Crittenden

was honorably acquitted by a court of inquiry

at Louisville. He was now transferred to the

Army of the Potomac in Virginia and on Dec.

13, 1864 resigned from the service.

In January 1866 he was appointed state trea-

surer for Kentucky but on Nov. 15, 1867, hav-

ing been offered a colonelcy by President John-

son, he resigned his civil office to reenter the

army. He was stationed at various posts in the

West, and finally at Governors Island where he

remained until he was retired in 1881. He died

at Annandale on Staten Island, twelve years

later, and was buried in the Frankfort cemetery.

He married Kittie Todd of Frankfort.

[R. H. and L. Collins, Hist, of Ky. (1874), vol. I ;

Mrs. C. Coleman. Life of John J. Crittenden (1871),
vol. I ; and Morning Transcript (Lexington, Ky.), Oct.

24, 1893 ; John Fitch, Annals of the Army of the Cum-
berland (1864); Thos. Speed, R. M. Kelly, and A.

Pirtle, Union Regiments of Ky. (1897) ; Battles and
Leaders of the Civil War (1887-88), vols. I, III, IV:
Official Records (Army) .] E. M. C.
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CRITTENDEN, THOMAS THEODORE
(Jan. i, 1832-May 29, 1909), governor of Mis-

souri, was born near Shelbyville in Shelby

County, Ky. His father, Henry Crittenden, was
a younger brother of John Jordan Crittenden

[q.v.]. His mother, Anna M. (Allen) Critten-

den, was the daughter of John Allen, an eminent

Kentucky lawyer. Young Crittenden received

such education in the elementary branches as

the schools of the country afforded and in 1852

entered Centre College at Danville, Ky., from
which institution he graduated in 1855. He
then studied law in the office of his uncle, John J.

Crittenden, at Frankfort, and was admitted to

practise in 1856. In the fall of the same year,

he was married to Carrie W. Jackson, a lady of

charming accomplishments, daughter of Samuel

Jackson of Kentucky. Crittenden removed to

Missouri in the summer of 1857, settled at Lex-

ington in Lafayette County, formed a law part-

nership with Judge John A. S. Tutt, and very

soon attained an active and lucrative practise.

Early in the Civil War he entered the Union
service and was appointed by Gov. Gamble to be

lieutenant-colonel of the 7th Regiment of the

Missouri State Militia, a cavalry regiment com-

manded by Col. John F. Philips. This regiment

performed much valuable service and did good

fighting in Missouri and Arkansas. Crittenden

served to the end of the war and was honorably

discharged in 1865. He had already been ap-

pointed attorney-general of Missouri by Gov.

Hall to fill the vacancy caused by the death of

Aikman Welch in 1864. At the close of the war
he returned to civil life and formed a partner-

ship with Francis Marion Cockrell \_q.v.~\ for the

practise of law at Warrensburg. This partner-

ship existed until Crittenden was elected to the

United States Congress from the 7th Missouri

congressional district in 1872. He served one

term, but in 1874 after 690 ballots he was defeat-

ed for renomination by his old military associate,

Col. John F. Philips. In 1876 Crittenden re-

ceived the nomination without solicitation on his

part and was elected by the largest Democratic

majority ever given in the 7th district. In 1880

he secured the nomination for governor on the

Democratic ticket, and in the election defeated

the Republican candidate, David P. Dyer, by a

plurality of 54,034. The most memorable act

of his administration was the institution by the

State of Missouri of the suit against the Hanni-

bal & St. Joseph Railroad for the payment, with

interest, of the $3,000,000 loaned to that road

in 1851 and 1855. The suit was settled in favor

of the state, and the road paid the claim in full

with accrued interest. Crittenden was persis-

Crittenton

tent in his efforts to suppress outlawry, and suc-

ceeded in ridding Missouri of the notorious

Jesse James [q.v.} and in breaking up the James
gang. During the second administration of

President Cleveland, he was appointed consul-

general to Mexico. At the time of his death

in Kansas City, May 29, 1909, he was referee

in bankruptcy for the United States . district

court. He was a man possessed of an unusually

cheerful and genial disposition. In politics he

was a Democrat of the conservative type, and
in religious belief a Presbyterian of the old

school. In Congress he was a conspicuous figure

and made friends among the leading politicians.

As governor, he was distinguished by his posi-

tive and aggressive spirit.

[W. B. Davis and D. S. Durrie, An Illustrated Hist,
of Mo. (1876) ; The Bench and Bar of St. Louis, Kan-
sas City, Jefferson City, and Other Mo. Cities (1884) ;

Messages and Proclamations of the Govs, of the State
of Mo., vol. VI (1924) ; Centennial Hist, of Mo.
(1921), vol. Ill; Mo. Hist. Rev., July 1909; Kansas
City Star, May 29, and St. Louis Republic, May 30,
x 909.] F. C. S—r.

CRITTENTON, CHARLES NELSON
(Feb. 20, 1833-Nov. 16, 1909), "Merchant
Evangelist," founder of the Florence Crittenton

Missions, was of English and Welsh ancestry,

the son of Harvey and Phcebe (Matteson) Crit-

tenton. Born and brought up on a farm in Hen-
derson, Jefferson County, N. Y., he was educated

in the common schools, and began his business

career as a clerk in the village store. When twen-

ty-one years old he went to New York to make
his fortune, and succeeded. First he was office

boy for an undertaker, the sexton of St. George's

Church ; then bookkeeper, cashier, and salesman

for W. H. Dunham, later being taken into the

firm, which was known as Dunham, Crittenton

& Company. In 1861 he withdrew and with

sixty dollars capital started a drug business in a

little back room on Sixth Ave. Ultimately this

became the Charles N. Crittenton Company,

capitalized at $800,000. In 1859 he married

Josephine Slosson of Lawrenceville, Pa. With

his wife he was confirmed in St. Clement's Epis-

copal Church in 1874, but did not "experience

conversion" until after the death of his four-

year-old daughter Florence in 1882. Almost im-

mediately he became active in evangelistic and

mission work, especially in rescue work for

women, and soon retired as the active head of

his business in order to give all his time to ser-

vice. With others he formed an organization

for saving unfortunate women, named after his

daughter the Florence Mission, which opened

at 27 Bleecker St., Apr. 19, 1883. Similar in-

stitutions were started elsewhere, so that at the
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time of his death there were more than sixty

in tli is country and five abroad. In 1895 they

were combined under the charter of the cor-

poration known as The National Florence Crit-

tenton Mission, of which he was president until

his death. He traveled about continually, visit-

ing these missions and engaging in evangelistic

activities, using for a time a special car which

he purchased, named the "Good News." His

death occurred in a hotel at San Francisco, and

he was buried in Woodlawn Cemetery, New
York. He left one-half of his estate to the work
to which he had previously given liberally of his

income. His autobiography, entitled The Broth-

er of Girls (1910), reveals a shrewd business

man, rather well satisfied with himself, limited

in outlook and interests, emotional, sentimental,

of naive religious faith, entirely governed in his

later years by the evangelistic motive. Through
the work he started, which has continued, his

influence has been important and extensive.

[In addition to the autobiography, see Girls, the offi-

cial organ of the National Florence Crittenton Mission,
Dec. 1909, Jan. 19 10, and obituary notices in the San
Francisco Chronicle and N. Y. Times for Nov. 17,

1909] H. E. S.

CROCKER, ALVAH (Oct. 14, 1801-Dec. 26,

1874), manufacturer, politician, and railroad

builder, was born in Leominster, Mass., the

oldest son of Samuel and Comfort (Jones)

Crocker. Both parents were intensely religious

;

they had been founders of the Baptist church

in Leominster, and their seven sons were reared

in the strictest traditions of New England Puri-

tanism. As the family was large and the income

small, Alvah was put to work in a paper-mill at

the age of eight where he worked twelve hours

daily at twenty-five cents a day. His schooling

was scanty, but was supplemented by wide read-

ing and by a short period at Groton Academy
during his sixteenth year. Having given up

hope of attending college, he went to work in

1820 in a paper-mill at Franklin, N. H. Remov-
ing to Fitchburg, Mass., in 1823, he worked for

a while in the mill of Gen. Leonard Burbank.

In 1826 he managed to borrow sufficient capital

to start paper-manufacturing on his own account.

His early years as a manufacturer were hard

ones, but unfailing optimism and unremitting

toil enabled him so to establish his factory that

his business continued to grow even when his

own energies were largely consumed in politics

and railroad building. Increasing pressure of

other affairs led him in 1850 to take in Gardner

S. Burbank as his partner, and to reorganize

his paper-factory as Crocker, Burbank & Com-
pany. This firm expanded rapidly until it be-

came one of the largest paper-manufacturing

concerns in New England. In addition to man-
ufacturing paper Crocker at one time owned
a chain factory and a machine-shop (both de-

stroyed by fire in 1849). In 1847 he was promi-

nent in establishing the Fitchburg Mutual Fire

Insurance Company; he was on the first board

of directors of the Rollstone Bank, and was a

trustee of the Fitchburg Savings Bank from

1851 until his death. Perhaps his most signifi-

cant contribution as a manufacturer was his or-

ganization of the Turners Falls Company in

1866 which set itself to develop the water-power

at Turners Falls, Mass., and built there a num-
ber of mills. Until his death Crocker was a

leader in the growth of that community.

He was one of the earliest of the American
business men whose imaginations were fired

by the possibilities of rail transportation. As a

member of the legislature, as a speaker at scores

of meetings, and as the leading member of the

board of directors he was chiefly responsible for

the building of the Fitchburg Railroad (1843-

45) between Boston and Fitchburg. His dreams,

however, were more inclusive, and he labored

for many years to open rail communication with

Canada and the West. Hardly had the last spike

been driven in the Fitchburg Railroad before a

charter was obtained for the Vermont & Massa-

chusetts Railroad which Crocker, as president,

built from Fitchburg to Brattleboro, Vt., be-

tween 1845 and 1849. In 1848 a bill to in-

corporate the Troy & Greenfield Railroad was
passed. To build this railroad necessitated the

tunneling of the Hoosac Mountains and a loan

from the state to carry the work to completion.

During all of the early stages Crocker was
the leader in the movement for the western con-

nection, and when, in 1868, the state was forced

to complete the work, he became commissioner

in charge.

His interest in politics was life-long. He com-

menced as "hog-reeve" in 1830, became "tithing-

man" in 183 1, and after holding other local

offices was elected to the General Court in 1836.

He served three times in the lower house and

twice in the upper, his service covering the

years 1837-38 and 1842-43. Upon the resigna-

tion from Congress of William B. Washburn to

become governor of Massachusetts (1872),

Crocker was elected on the Republican ticket to

complete his term, and was reelected the same
year to the Forty -third Congress. Past seventy

when he entered Congress, he refused to be a

candidate a third time. He was not only an in-

defatigable worker and a man of great earnest-

ness of purpose, but a ready debater and excel-

lent orator. A devout Christian, and a vestry-
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man of the Episcopal Church, he left a political

and business reputation of the strictest honesty.

He was married three times : first, to Abigail

Fox of Jaffrey, N. H., on Aug. 14, 1829; sec-

ond, to Lucy A. Fay of Fitchburg, on Apr. 9,

185 1 ; and third, to Minerva dishing, on Oct.

20, 1872.

[Wm. Bond Wheelwright, Life and Times of Alvah
Crocker (1923), is far from adequate biography, but
contains the most complete account. There is some
material in Wm. A. Emerson, Fitchburg Past and
Present (1887), and an account of Crocker's early

railroad activities in Henry A. Willis, "The Early Days
of Railroads in Fitchburg," Proc. Fitchburg Hist. Soc,
I (1895), 27-49.] H. U.F.

CROCKER, CHARLES (Sept. 16, 1822-Aug.

14, 1888), merchant, railroad builder, capitalist,

was the son of Isaac Crocker, a merchant of

Troy, N. Y., and Eliza Wright, daughter of a

Massachusetts farmer, both of whom traced their

lineage in this country back to the early seven-

teenth century. Charles Crocker had few edu-

cational advantages and at an early age began to

aid his father in the support of the family. In

1836 the family moved to Marshall County, Ind.,

and soon afterward Crocker began to earn his

own living, working first as a farm-hand, then

in a sawmill, and then as an apprentice in an

iron forge. In 1845 he- discovered a bed of iron

ore in Marshall County and established a forge

under the name of Charles Crocker & Company.
When gold was discovered in California this

business was sold, and Crocker led a band of

young men, including his two younger brothers,

Clark and Henry, by the overland route to the

Pacific Coast, arriving there in 1850. In 1852

he gave up mining and opened a store in Sacra-

mento, Cal., and in October of the same year re-

turned to Indiana for a short time and married

Mary A. Deming. By 1854 he was one of the

wealthiest and most prominent men in Sacra-

mento and in 1855 was elected to the City Coun-

cil. In i860 he was elected to the state legis-

lature and soon afterward became associated

with Leland Stanford \_q.v.~\, Collis P. Hunting-

ton [q.v.~], and Mark Hopkins in the building of

the Central Pacific Railroad across the Sierra

Nevada Mountains to connect with the Union
Pacific Railroad then being constructed west-

ward from Omaha, Nebr. Crocker had charge

of the actual work of construction, leaving the

problems of financing and general policy to his

associates. A man of tremendous energy whose

strongest point lay in the supervision of large

groups, Crocker was well fitted for the task.

He lived in the construction camps, faring no

better than his men, and seldom left them except

on pressing business. He was constantly mov-

Crocker

ing up and down in the line guiding the opera-
tions of the army of contractors and their work-
ers. Under his supervision, records for railroad
building were established which have never been
equaled since. At one time construction averaged
three miles per day through rough country. Only
a man of extraordinary physique could have en-
dured the great strain without rest or recrea-
tion, but Crocker had a constitution of iron
without nerves. The work on the Central Paci-
fic was begun on Feb. 22, 1863 and completed on
May 10, 1869. During this period Crocker had
charge of the construction, and he was president
of the Contract and Finance Company until

1869. It was through his efforts that the road
was completed seven years ahead of the time
allowed by the United States government. In
1871 he was elected president of the Southern
Pacific Railroad of California, the construction
of which he personally supervised. In 1884 he
effected the consolidation of the Central and
Southern Pacific roads and later took an active
interest in the construction of the California
and Oregon road between San Francisco and
Portland. In addition to his railroad interests

Crocker was concerned in real estate, in bank-
ing and in industrial properties throughout the
state of California. He was also much interested

in the development of various irrigation proj-

ects. After the success of the Central Pacific

Railroad became certain, he built in San Fran-
cisco a mansion said to have cost $1,500,000 with
the furnishings. This was long one of the show
places of the city, but was destroyed in the fire

of 1906. Later a home was also established in

New York City. Despite his success Crocker

always remained a plain man with simple tastes

and was domestic by choice. In 1886 he was
seriously injured when thrown from his carriage

while driving in New York City and never

really recovered his health. He died in Mon-
terey, Cal., and was survived by his wife, three

sons, and a daughter. His fortune was estimated

at $40,000,000.

[A. Phelps, Contemporary Biog. of California's Rep-
resentative Men (1881), I, 57—61; H. H. Bancroft,
Chronicles of the Builders of the Commonwealth
(1892), VI, 33-69; H. H.Bancroft, Hist.ofCal.{ 1890),
VII, 533, 544, 546, 549-50 ; R. D. Hunt, Cal. and Cali-

fornians (1926), III, no— 11 ; Z. S. Eldredge, Hist, of
Cal. (19 1 5), IV, 277-79, 290-91, 454; S. Daggett,

Hist, of the Southern Pacific (1922), passim. The Ban-
croft Lib. of the Univ. of Cal. possesses considerable

material on Crocker, referred to as "Crocker MSS."
Obituary notices were published in the N. Y. and San
Francisco papers of Aug. 15, and in the Railroad Ga-

zette of Aug. 17, 1888. For the Senate investigation

of the business methods of Crocker, Huntington, and
Stanford, among others, see Senate Ex. Doc. No. 51,

50 Cong., 1 Sess.] J.H. F.
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CROCKER, FRANCIS BACON (July 4,

1861-July 9, 1921), electrical engineer, the son

of Henry Horace and Anne (Eldredge) Crocker,

was born in New York City. He was graduated

in 1882 from the School of Mines at Columbia

University, and later received the degree of

Ph.D. In 1883 with Charles G. Curtis, Crocker

formed the firm of Curtis & Crocker, patent

attorneys and patent experts. In 1886 the two
partners established the C. & C. Electric Motor
Company, from which Crocker resigned two
years later to join Schuyler S. Wheeler in the

formation of the Crocker-Wheeler Company, of

which he remained a director throughout his life.

His brilliant work in his design of electric

motors and the arc furnace and in the chemistry

of the primary battery, at a time when these

were virgin subjects, resulted in his selection

by Columbia University to create and take

charge of the department of electrical engineer-

ing. He remained in that work for twenty years,

poor health alone causing him to retire. His
directorship of the department was so successful

that many of the technical schools of the United

States in the organization of their electrical en-

gineering departments followed the program
first mapped out by Crocker at Columbia.

Crocker's most important contribution to the

electrical industry was the creation with Charles

G. Curtis and Schuyler S. Wheeler of the com-
mercial motor of standard specification, the first

of which was put into use in 1886 and which was
the forerunner of all the motors now in use.

Of this motor Dr. M. I. Pupin said, "It was a
wonder of efficiency for those days and for the

size of the motor. It is the earliest monument
to Crocker's life-long faith that empiricism has

no place in the art of designing electrical ma-
chinery" (Electrical World, July 16, 1921, p.

135). It is as "Father of American electrical

standards" that Crocker will probably go down
in engineering history. He was chairman of the

committee of the American Institute of Electri-

cal Engineers which drew up the original stand-

ardization rules for electrical apparatus, and
chairman of the committee which revised them.

He was also chairman of the conference of in-

surance and engineering representatives who
formulated the National Electric Code. To him
is credited the choice of the name "henry" for

the international unit of inductance, a name he
chose to honor Joseph Henry of the Smithsonian

Institution. In the effort to effect complete inter-

national standardization of electrical equipment

he was one of the two American delegates to

the International Electrotechnical Commission
in London in 1906. At its most important ses-

sion he was able to insure the standardization

necessary to make world-wide electrical manu-
facturing successful. On this occasion Lord Kel •

vin said of him, "He is one of the world's two
greatest electrical engineers."

Crocker's writings were numerous, including

many papers for the scientific and technical press

as well as a two-volume treatise on electric light-

ing. His last contribution before his death dealt

with temperature rating of motors. He had a
remarkably easy, interesting, and at the same
time clear and concise, method of writing, and
this combined with his belief that things should

not be made to appear complicated or "technical"

to the public, made him much in demand as a

lecturer and writer. He was probably the best

known of consulting inventors. In 1897-98 he
was president of the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers. During the World War he was
an adviser for the members of the Naval Con-
sulting Board; he had been asked to become a

member of the Board but refused because of

poor health. In 1917, in company with Peter

Cooper Hewitt, he developed the first helicopter

in this country which was capable of flight. So
important was this invention that the govern-
ment took it over and was preparing to manu-
facture it for use in France when the Armistice

was signed. Crocker's researches into the prob-

lem of curvature for airplane wings were most
successful, and many of his discoveries are now
in every-day application. He was a man of many
friends and his life was one of constant gracious-

ness. At his death there was an outpouring of

tributes to his memory from both industrial and
scientific leaders in the electrical world.

[Files and Jour. (Aug. 1921) of the Am. Inst, of
Electrical Engineers; Electrical World, July 16, 1921 ;

Aerial Age Weekly, July 18, 1921 ; N. Y. Times, July
ii, 1921 ; Engineering News-Record, July 14, 1921 ;

Power, July 19, 1921.] K. W. C.

CROCKER, HANNAH MATHER (June 27,

1752—July n, 1829), writer, early advocate of

woman's rights, was born in Boston, the grand-

daughter of Cotton Mather, and the seventh

child of Rev. Samuel and Hannah (Hutchinson)

Mather. On Apr. 13, 1779, she became the wife

of Joseph Crocker, son of Rev. Josiah Crocker

of Taunton, Mass., a graduate of Harvard, and
a captain in the Revolutionary War. Her en-

tire life apparently was spent in the vicinity of

Boston. As was to be expected in one of the

Mather family, she had a vigorous mind, a firm

will, and a keen interest in moral and social

questions. Her earlier years were necessarily

much taken up with domestic duties, for she was
the mother of ten children, and it was not until

some time after her husband's death in 1797
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that any of her publications appeared. She was
among the first women in this country to be

conspicuously interested in Masonry, making a

study of the history of the institution, and her-

self being matron of a lodge of women founded

on its principles. Chief among the objects of

this lodge was the cultivation of the mind, since

at that period, she says, "If women could even

read and badly write their names, it was thought

enough for them, who by some were esteemed as

only 'mere domestic animals.' " In 1810 she wrote

some letters in the form of a correspondence be-

tween "Enquirer" and "A. P. Americana," in

advocacy of Masonry, which at the request of

Rev. Thaddeus M. Harris [q.v.~\ she published in

181 5 under the title, Series of Letters on Free

Masonry, by a Lady of Boston. The following

year she published The School of Reform, or

Seaman's Safe Pilot, to the Cape of Good Hope,

a little homily addressed to sailors with some use

of nautical terms, warning against intemperance

and vice. In 1818 appeared her Observations on

the Real Rights of Women, "with Their Appro-

priate Duties, Agreeable to Scripture, Reason

and Common Sense. In it she admits that owing

to Eve's having first yielded to temptation, wo-
man was put under subjection to man, though

she naively remarks that Adam was to blame for

letting his mate wander about the Garden un-

attended ; but she argues that with the Christian

dispensation woman was restored to an equality

with man. Moral and physical differences in

the sexes allot to each appropriate duties, and

woman should not trespass upon the peculiar

sphere of man, Jjut both have equal powers of

mind and ability to judge what is true and

right, and recognizing this fact should cooperate

in mutual respect and fidelity. Mrs. Crocker in-

herited most of the Mather library and family

portraits and transferred them to Isaiah Thomas
[q.v.~\ for the American Antiquarian Society,

Worcester, Mass. At her death she was buried

in the Mather tomb, Copp's Hill. Boston.
[Information regarding Mrs. Crocker, except that to

be derived from her writings, is scanty. See Horace E.
Mather, Lineage of Rev. Richard Mather (1890) ; New-
Eng. Hist, and Geneal. Reg., Jan. 1852, July 1875,
July 1893; Hist. Mag. (N. Y.), Mar. 1865, p. 93, May
1865, p. 157. The Diary of Isaiah Thomas, 1805-28
(1909), contains several references.] pj jr 3.

CROCKER, URIEL (Sept. 13, 1796-July 19,

1887), printer, publisher, was born at Marble-

head, Mass., a son of Uriel and Mary (James)
Crocker, and the third of eight children. He was
graduated from the Academy at Marblehead "as

first scholar" when barely fifteen. A true son

of the old Massachusetts port he felt the urge to

go to sea, but "None of my descendants shall go

to sea," was grandfather Capt. James's stern com-
mand. Grandfather Crocker took the lad to

Harvard for the 181 1 Commencement and intro-

duced him to Samuel Parkman, in the hope that

the latter would find a job for the grandson in

Boston. A few weeks later Uriel was established

as "printer's devil" in the office of Samuei T.

Armstrong [q.v.], in Cornhill, Boston. For the

first four years of his apprenticeship he received

his board ($2.50 per week), thirty dollars a year

for clothes, and twenty-five cents a thousand for

all types he set up in a day in excess of 4,000.

The lad's account book shows he earned in this

way $180.02 in the four years, and at the end
of that time he had attained such proficiency

that Armstrong promoted him to be foreman of

the establishment. "He told me," said Crocker,

"to manage the office just the same as if it was
my own, and if any of the men did not do what
I told them to, I was to order them to go down
stairs and get their money" (Memorial of Uriel

Crocker, p. 32). Such was the kindly manner
of the nineteen-year-old foreman that he never

had "an unpleasant or unkind word" from any of

his fellow apprentices. In 1818 Armstrong took

Crocker and Osmyn Brewster [q.v.~\ into part-

nership with him, and seven years later the firm

name became Crocker & Brewster. Religious

books in great number bear the imprint of the

firm ; the "best seller" of them all was Scott's

Family Bible (1824) which was the first large

work in America to be printed from stereotyped

plates. The undertaking was distinctly Crocker's.

It required eighteen months of labor and cost

$20,000. The work in six volumes retailed at

twenty-four dollars. The firm published many
school texts also, including Andrews's First Les-

sons in Latin, and a complete set of Latin texts

by the same author.

A branch office was established in New York
in 1821, but the business there suffered under a

dishonest manager and was sold to Daniel Ap-
pleton \_q.v.~\ and Jonathan Leavitt, a transac-

tion which represents the start of the publishing

firm of D. Appleton & Company. The first iron-

lever printing-press in Boston was introduced

by Crocker & Brewster, as was also the first

power press. During the panic of 1837 when'

all other booksellers failed, Crocker & Brewster

continued in business. From 181 1 to 1864 the

firm was situated at the same place, although

the street number was changed from 50 Corn-

hill to 47 Washington St. Then a move was

made to the adjoining building and the business

continued till 1876 when the octogenarian part-

ners sold out to Houghton & Company.

Crocker took great interest in railroad devel-
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opment, being a director of the Old Colony Rail-

road Company for many years, president of the

Atlantic & Pacific Railroad Company in 1874,

and a director of several other roads at different

times. The variety of his interests is shown in

his official connection with the Boston Dispen-

sary, the Old South Society, the Bunker Hill

Monument Association (he addressed the annu-

al meeting of this organization, June 17, 1885,

giving reminiscences of Lafayette's visit to New
York and Boston in 1824), the Franklin Savings

Bank, the Boston House of Correction, the

United States Hotel Company, the South Bay
Improvement Company, the Massachusetts Chari-

table Society, the Massachusetts Charitable Me-
chanics Association, and Mount Auburn Ceme-
tery. Crocker's wife, whom he married on Feb.

11, 1829, was Sarah Kidder Haskell, daughter

of Elias Haskell of Boston.
[Memorial of Urirl Crocker (1891), compiled by his

son, Uriel Haskell Crocker, is the chief source of in-

formation. The book includes Crocker's reminiscences,
a number of portraits and letters, a "Crocker Genealo-
gy," and a catalogue of Crocker & Brewster publica-

tions. See also obituary in The Publisher's Weekly,
July 23, 1887.] A.E. P.

CROCKETT, DAVID (Aug. 17, 1786-Mar.

6, 1836), frontiersman, was the son of John and

Rebecca (Hawkins) Crockett, and was born

near the present Rogersville, Hawkins County,

Tenn. His father, a Revolutionary soldier who
fought at King's Mountain, was born either in

Ireland or on the voyage to America, and

his mother in northern Maryland. His parents

moved (probably from Lincoln County, N. C.)

to the Hawkins County location about three

years before he was born, later settling on the

Holston, where the father kept a tavern. Here
the boy remained until about his thirteenth year.

To escape an anticipated beating he ran away
from home, making his way as far as Baltimore

and wandering about for nearly three years. On
his return he worked for six months for a neigh-

bor to pay off a debt of $36 owed by his father,

and another six months for another neighbor to

cancel a similar debt of $40. At eighteen, to

heighten his chances with the girl of his choice,

he went to school for nearly six months, but left

when he learned that he had been jilted. Some
months afterward he married Polly Findlay,

and on a rented tract, with a horse, his bride's

dower of two cows with calves, and $15 capi-

tal borrowed from a friend, he set up a home
of his own. Though a mighty hunter, he was
a poor farmer, indolent and shiftless, and he

did not prosper. A couple of years later, with

his wife and two babies, he moved to a farm in

Lincoln County, near the Alabama line. In the

Crockett

Creek War of 1813-14, under the command of

Andrew Jackson, he served with distinction as

a scout, but retired before the end of the cam-

paign, hiring a substitute to fill out his term of

enlistment.

His wife died about 1815, leaving him with

three children. He acquired two more by his

marriage, some months later, to the widow of a

fellow-soldier. He now moved to a settlement

eighty miles west, where he was informally

chosen a magistrate, and on the incorporation of

the district into Giles County was appointed a

justice of the peace. In after years he could

boast that in reaching his decisions he "relied

on natural-born sense instead of law learning"

and that none of his judgments was ever re-

versed. He was elected as colonel of a militia reg-

iment organized in his district, and in 1821 was
elected to the legislature. He was then wholly

unacquainted with public affairs and did not even

know the meaning of the word "judiciary." He
moved again, this time to a point in the ex-

treme western part of the state, near the junc-

tion of the Obion with the Mississippi, where his

nearest neighbor was seven miles distant. Here,

among other activities, he hunted bears ; and
unless he woefully miscounted his victims, he

succeeded in killing, during a period of eight or

nine months, 105 of them. His new constitu-

ency elected him to the legislature in 1823. In

the spring of 1826 he attempted to float a cargo

of staves down the Mississippi, losing all his

cargo and nearly losing his life. A jocular pro-

posal that he run for Congress decided him to

make the race in earnest, and after a campaign
enlivened by his humorous stories and the ridi-

cule of his two opponents he was elected. He
served in the Twentieth and Twenty-first Con-
gresses ( 1827-31 ), was defeated for the Twenty-
second, but was elected to the Twenty-third

(1833-35). In April 1834, he commenced his

celebrated "tour of the north," visiting Baltimore,

Philadelphia, New York, and Boston, and, after

returning to Washington, left for home to pre-

pare for a new campaign. From the time he en-

tered public life he had generally opposed Jack-

son, having voted in the legislature against him
for United States senator, and later having voted

against many of the Jackson measures in Con-
gress. An effective rally of the Jackson senti-

ment in his district caused his defeat. Disheart-

ened by this reverse, he resolved to leave Tennes-

see. The movement for Texan independence at-

tracted him, and he started for the war front by

way of Little Rock. He arrived at the Alamo in

February 1836, took part in its heroic defense,

and fell, bullet riddled, in the final assault.
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Crockett was a brave soldier, an able scout, and

an expert rifleman. He was generous and open-

handed, frank and upright, of a sterling indepen-

dence of spirit and blessed with a bubbling good
nature and an exceptional degree of self-confi-

dence. His knowledge of public questions, mea-
ger at the start of his career, was probably not

greatly enhanced by his service in Washington.

He was not a student. He rather prided himself

on his lack of education—correct spelling appear-

ing to him in the main as something "contrary to

nature" and grammar "nothing at all," despite

"the fuss that is made about it." To what degree

the autobiographical writings published in his

name were his own cannot be said ; but it is note-

worthy that they bear little resemblance, either

in substance or manner, to such of his letters as

have come down to us.

[Anon., Sketches and Eccentricities of Col. David
Crockett, etc. (1833) ; David Crockett ( ?), A Narrative
of the Life of David Crockett . . . Written by Himself
(1834); An Account of Col. Crockett's Tour to the
North and Down East (1834), and Col. Crockett's Ex-
ploits and Adventures in Texas (posthumous, 1836)
being his so-called "Journal" ; "Letters of Davy Crock-
ett," Am. Hist. Mag., Jan. 1900; Marcus J. Wright,
"Col. David Crockett of Tenn.," Pubs. Southern Hist.

Asso.,]&n. 1897 ; Biog. Cong. Dir. (1928).] W.J.G t.

CROGHAN, GEORGE (d. Aug. 31, 1782),

Indian trader and agent, land speculator, was
brought up as an Episcopalian near Dublin, Ire-

land, and migrated to Pennsylvania in 1741. His

relationship to Gen. William Croghan and his

son, Col. George Croghan [1791-1849, q.v.~\ is

uncertain. He established a home on the frontier

near Carlisle, Pa., and made it a base for his

trading operations. Here his only white child,

Susannah, was born in 1750. Croghan was rap-

idly transformed into a typical frontiersman. He
learned the Delaware and Iroquois languages and

had an intimate knowledge of the habits and cus-

toms of the Indians. He established trading-posts

throughout the upper Ohio country; from them
English influence spread among the Indians to

such a degree that the French feared that a wedge
would be driven between Canada and Louisiana.

In the numerous Indian councils and treaties that

followed, Croghan, as the representative of Penn-

sylvania, was the leading English agent. In 1752,

the French in self-defense opened hostilities at

Pickawillani, and by 1754 Croghan's business in

the West was ruined and his employees and fel-

low traders killed or driven across the moun-
tains. As a captain in charge of friendly Indian

scouts, he assisted Washington and Braddock in

their attempts to stop the French onslaught

In 1756, Sir William Johnson rewarded Cro-

ghan's restless activity and his genius for Indian

negotiations by taking him into the imperial ser-

vice as his deputy superintendent of Indian af-

fairs. As such, Croghan conducted the most im-

portant and delicate negotiations with the strong

and sullen tribes in the Northwest. He assisted

Gen. Forbes in capturing Fort DuQuesne in 1758
and Col. Bouquet in occupying Detroit in 1760.

In 1764, he was in England, supporting before

the leading English officials a plan for a strong

imperial Indian department and also furthering

his own and others' plans to exploit western

lands. Upon his return Gen. Gage and Sir Wil-
liam Johnson sent him upon his most famous mis-

sion, that of opening the Illinois country to Eng-
lish occupation. It was still ruled by the French
and thither Pontiac had retreated like a lion at

bay. While on the way, Croghan and his party

were attacked and he himself tomahawked and
taken prisoner. "I got the stroke of a Hatchet on
the Head, but my skull being pretty thick, the

hatchet would not enter, so you may see a thick

skull is of service on some occasions," he wrote

to his friend Capt. Murray. Soon, however, he

was freed, met Pontiac, and made a final treaty of

peace with him. In 1768 he played a prominent

part in making the important treaty of Fort Stan-

wix. The policy of economy and of restricting

the imperial Indian department caused him to

lose interest in it and finally to resign in 1772.

Meantime he had acquired several thousand acres

of land around Carlisle, but soon sold most of his

holdings at a profit and followed the advancing

frontier to Pittsburgh. Here, in 1758, he built

"Croghan Hall" and acquired large estates. In

central New York he patented over 250,000 acres.

He also purchased 200,000 acres near Pittsburgh

from the Indians, but failed to perfect his title.

His greatest rival here was George Washington.

Between 1763 and 1775, Croghan was intimately

associated with Benjamin Franklin, Sir William

Franklin, Sir William Johnson, Samuel Whar-
ton, and William Trent [qq.v.] in organizing

western land companies. He was a member of the

Indiana Company, which for years vainly tried

to secure legal recognition of its grant of 2,500,-

000 acres on the upper Ohio, and of the Illinois

Company, which tried to secure 1,200,000 acres

on the Mississippi and establish a colony there.

Most promising of all, however, was his char-

ter membership in the Grand Ohio Company
which planned to establish the "fourteenth" Eng-

lish colony, Vandalia, south of the Ohio. The

outbreak of the Revolution, however, wrecked all

of Croghan's extensive land operations. His last

years were spent in poverty. He was unjustly ac-

cused of being a Tory, in spite of the fact that he

had served as chairman of the committee of cor-

respondence at Pittsburgh in 1775. He died at
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Passyunk, near Philadelphia, in 1782. Next to

Sir William Johnson, Croghan was the most

prominent English Indian agent of his time. His

journals and correspondence constitute one of the

chief sources for the history of the West from

1745 to 1775 and his career epitomizes it. He was
one'of the first Englishmen to foresee the future

greatness of the wilderness beyond the Appa-
lachians.

[Most of Croghan's journals and many of his letters

are found in the ///. Hist. Colls., vols. X (1915) and XI
(1916); Pa. Archives; Pa. Colonial Records; Docs.
Relative to the Colonial Hist, of the State of N. Y., vols.

VI to IX (1855) ; and R. G. Thwaites, Early Western
Travels, vol. I (1904). A. T. Volwiler, Geo. Croghan
and the Westward Movement, 1741-82 (1926), gives

a full bibliography. See also C. W. Alvord, The Miss.

Valley in British Politics (2 vols., 191 7) ; Francis Park-

man, Conspiracy of Pontiac (1870) and Montcalm and
Wolfe (1884).] A.T.V.

CROGHAN, GEORGE (Nov. 15, 1791-Jan.

8, 1849), soldier, was born near Louisville, Ky.

His father, William Croghan, emigrated from

Ireland, became a planter in Virginia and then in

Kentucky, and made an excellent military rec-

ord during the Revolution. George's mother

was Lucy Clark, sister of George Rogers Clark

\q.z'.'] and of William Clark [q.v.], one of the

members of the famous Lewis and Clark expedi-

tion. Young Croghan was inspired by his illus-

trious relatives and read widely in history, bi-

ography, and military subjects. He graduated

from William and Mary College in 1810. Dur-

ing the War of 1812 Croghan's family prestige,

together with efficient service as a volunteer

aide-de-camp in the battle of Tippecanoe, led

Gen. William Henry Harrison to recommend his

appointment as captain in the regular army, even

though he was barely twenty-one. His excellent

record in the defense of Fort Defiance and Fort

Meigs caused Harrison to give him command
of Fort Stephenson in northern Ohio. Here on

Aug. 1, 1813, with 160 men and only one can-

non, this youth successfully defended himself

with great skill and gallantry against Gen. Proc-

tor with an overwhelming force of British and

Indians. Though the event had no great mili-

tary significance (Harrison had wisely planned

to abandon the fort before the attack), it touched

the imagination and thrilled the hearts of the

American people at a time when disgraceful in-

competency, defeat, and surrender alone filled

the newspapers. It was a fit prelude to Perry's

victory and the battle of the Thames. Presents

were showered on Croghan ; he was brevetted

lieutenant-colonel and Congress tardily awarded
him a gold medal in 1835. Except for the few
days at Fort Stephenson his life was common-
place and uneventful. In May 1816 he married

Serena Livingston, a daughter of John R. Liv-

Croix

ingston and a member of the famous Livingston

family of New York. He served as postmaster

at New Orleans in 1824, and very ably as

inspector-general in the regular army. Drink
ruined many of his later years. He served under

Taylor in the Mexican War and died of cholera

at New Orleans in 1849.

["Life of Col. Croghan," by a contemporary, in the
Port Folio (Phila.), Mar. 1815, pp. 212-20; Official

records of the U. S. War Department ; C. R. Williams,
"Geo. Croghan," in Ohio. Arch, and Hist. Soc. Pubs.,
vol. XII (1903), pp. 375-410; Lucy E. Keeler, "The
Croghan Celebration," Ibid., vol. XVI (1907), pp. 1-

105, and "The Centennial of Croghan's Victory" in vol.

XXIII (i9i4),pp. 1-33. Proceedings at the Unveiling
of the Soldiers' Monument on the Site of Fort Stephen-
son, Fremont, Ohio, with an Account of the Heroic De-
fense of the Fort by Maj. Geo. Croghan, etc. (Fremont,
1885).] A.T.V.

CROIX, TEODORO DE (June 30, 1730-

1792), was commandant general of the Provin-

cias Internas of Mexico, 1776-83, and viceroy of

Peru, 1784-89. He was descended from a dis-

tinguished Flemish family, and at the age of

seventeen years entered the Spanish army. Pro-

motion was rapid and before he was thirty years

old Teodoro received a colonel's commission.

Five years later (1765) he accompanied to New
Spain, as captain of the guards, the new viceroy,

his uncle, the Marques de Croix. Soon afterward

the royal visitor, Jose de Galvez, appointed Teo-
doro to the important post of collector at Aca-
pulco, the port of arrival and departure for the

richly laden vessels in the Manila galleon ser-

vice. His efficiency and administrative ability

are attested by the fact that the port revenues

increased greatly during his incumbency. In

1767 Teodoro was entrusted with the supremely

important task of collaborating with Viceroy

Croix and Galvez in the execution of the king's

secret instructions for the suppression of the

Jesuit Order in New Spain. Three years later

he was promoted to the rank of brigadier-general

and in 1771 he returned to Spain to resume ac-

tive military service.

Meanwhile, at the suggestion of Galvez, it

had been decided to detach the northern provinces

of New Spain—Nueva Vizcaya, Coahuila, Tex-
as, New Mexico, Sinaloa, Sonora, and Upper
and Lower California—from the jurisdiction of

the viceroy and create of them a new military

and political entity, directly under the king, to

be known as the Commandancy General of the

Provincias Internas. This change, which was
virtually equivalent to the creation of a new
viceroyalty, was effected by a royal order, dated

Aug. 22, 1776, and the same day the king named
Teodoro de Croix as the first commandant gen-

eral. As such he exercised supreme military and
civil authority, and, in addition, was invested
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with the administration of the royal finances and

the right, under certain limitations, to appoint

to church offices. As commandant general Croix

set a high standard for administrative efficiency.

De Burgos says : "Law, justice, and finance were
thoroughly reformed : agriculture and mining

were fomented
;

population increased ; towns

were founded ; the army was reorganized ; the

paymasters were regenerated ; Indian militia

were established ; home guards and minutemen
were created ; California was promoted

;
prisons

were built and hospitals founded; crimes de-

creased ; vagabondage diminished ; and respect

for Spanish institutions increased." Croix was
promoted on Feb. 13, 1783, to the rank of lieu-

tenant-general ; two days later he was relieved

of his post as commandant general. Upon ar-

riving in Mexico City on Sept. 26, 1783, he

learned that he had been named viceroy of Peru,

the highest office within the gift of the Spanish

monarch. He assumed power on Apr. 6, 1784,

and ruled for five years. He left office virtually

penniless and returned to Spain. In 1791 he

was made colonel in the king's bodyguard and
also was promoted to a commandership in the

Teutonic Order. He died in Madrid at the age
of sixty-two.

[H. H. Bancroft, Hist, of the North Mexican States,
vol. I (1884) ; Francis de Burgos, "The Administra-
tion of Teodoro de Croix, Commander General of the
Provincias Internas de Mexico, 1776-83" (thesis, MS.,
Univ. of Texas Lib., 1927) ; Carlo Francisco Croix,
Marques de, Correspondance du Marquis de Croix,
!?'57-89, Vice Roi du Mexique (1891) ; L. E. Fisher,
"Viceregal Administration in the Spanish-American
Colonies," being Univ. of Cal. Pubs, in Hist., vol. XV
(1926) ; H. I. Priestley, "Jose de Galvez," Ibid., vol.

V ( 1916) ; A. Salcedo Ruiz, Historia de Espaiia ( 1914) ;

the Lib. of the Univ. of Texas possesses transcripts of
official documents in the Mexican and Spanish archives
relating to the administration of Croix.] rj w. H.

CROKER, RICHARD (Nov. 23, 1841-Apr.

29, 1922), New York City politician, was a

native of Ireland, where his family, originally

English, had lived for six generations. He was
born at Cloghnakilty, County Cork, the son of

Eyre Coote Croker. His mother belonged to the

Scotch family of Wellstead, which had lived in

Ireland perhaps as long as the Crokers had.

When Richard was three years old, his father

and mother, with their nine children, migrated

to America, settling in New York City, where
Richard attended a public school irregularly

from his eleventh to his thirteenth year. At thir-

teen he was large for his age and began work-

ing as a machinist. At nineteen he was leader

of the "Fourth Avenue Tunnel Gang" and a

prize-fighter of no slight distinction among the

youth of New York's upper East Side. After

he reached his majority, he attached himself to

Tammany Hall, which was in control of the

city government, under William M. Tweed
[q.v.~\. He was appointed an attendant in the

supreme court, but left that sinecure to become
an engineer on a Fire Department steamer.

From this comparative obscurity he emerged in

1868 as a member of the "Young Democracy," a

faction of Tammany, headed by "Honest John"
Kelly \_q.v.~\, which made war on Tweed and all

his cohorts. Thirty years later Croker declared

that in this fight he was actuated solely by a
consuming zeal to release the city from the

clutches of Tweed, who had stolen millions of

public money, had operated crudely, and had
been found out. Croker was elected a member
of the board of aldermen and in that capacity

he signed, with other members, on Mar. 20, 1870,

an agreement to tatfe no official action on any
proposition affecting the city government with-

out first obtaining the consent of certain lead-

ers of the Young Democracy, who were named
(Fassett Investigation, vol. II, pp. 1711-12). In

that year (1870) Croker, with other anti-Tweed
aldermen, was legislated out of office by a bill

passed through Tweed's influence in the state

legislature. Yet Croker's part in the premature

attempt to purify Tammany did not stand in

the way of his appointment by the comptroller to

a lucrative post in the city administration.

After Tweed's downfall and imprisonment in

1 87 1 Croker's star continued in the ascendant.

He was elected coroner and in that office re-

ceived fees amounting to $20,000 or $25,000 a

year. He gave whole-hearted support to John
Kelly, Tweed's successor as boss. On election

day in 1874, a man belonging to a faction op-

posed to Croker's was shot and killed. Croker

was charged with the crime, but the case was
dismissed, the district attorney admitting a lack

of evidence. In after years Croker declared that

the guilty man was one of his own henchmen,

that the shot had been fired in self-defense, and
that he would not "give away" a friend under

such circumstances. It was the law of the gang,

not that of the state, which most strongly in-

fluenced his decisions throughout his life. After

a month in jail he resumed the office of coroner,

to which he was reelected two years later. His

next promotion was an appointment by Mayor
Edson to a fire commissionership. In 1885 he

brought about the nomination of Hugh J. Grant

for sheriff. In the following year, after ten

years' tutelage under John Kelly, Croker suc-

ceeded his old chief in the Tammany leadership.

He became chairman of the Tammany Finance

Committee (which kept no books) and for six-

teen years his word was law in the Democratic
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organization of New York City. As leader, he

was shrewd enough to surround himself with ad-

visers who had qualities that he himself lacked.

Certain of his traits as a political strategist were

displayed in the mayoral campaign of 1886, when
the labor vote was an important factor. Croker

at first offered the Democratic nomination to

Henry George \_q.v.~\, who declined it, but later

accepted the United Labor party's nomination

after more than 30,000 signatures of voters had

been secured. Croker then named as the Tam-
many candidate Abram S. Hewitt [q.v.~\, a citi-

zen of high standing who was the choice of the

County Democracy. The Republican nominee

was Theodore Roosevelt. Hewitt was elected

and served a term of two years, but antagonized

Tammany by his independent attitude and did

not receive a renomination. The next two

mayors, Grant and Gilroy, were named by Croker

and elected by the efforts of the 90,000 enrolled

workers, marshaled by thirty-five district lead-

ers, who now made up the Tammany phalanx.

The keystone of Croker's political theory was
the spoils system, as developed and practised by

Tammany. At the same time he was the first

Tammany chieftain to turn over the handling of

local patronage to the district leaders, whom he

held to a strict accounting. He always main-

tained that a corrupt official could be dealt with

more effectively by a disciplined organization

such as Tammany than by any other agency. The
last public office held by Croker was that of

city chamberlain, in 1889-90, at a salary of $25,-

000. The disclosures before the Lexow Commit-
tee concerning .the Police Department led to a

fusion against Tammany in 1894 and the elec-

tion of Mayor Strong. Croker's leadership was
discredited and he went to England to live.

During the campaign of 1896 the organization

was in the hands of John C. Sheehan, and Mc-
Kinley carried the city by 20,000. In the next

year occurred the first mayoral election for the

newly created Greater New York, including

Brooklyn, Staten Island, and portions of Queens
and Westchester counties. Croker returned from
England in September 1897, and despite the

disaffection of three-fifths of the Tammany dis-

trict leaders, he succeeded in nominating and
electing Robert C. Van Wyck as mayor, al-

though a strong anti-Tammany ticket, headed

by Seth Low, was in the field. The running of

Gen. B. F. Tracy on a Republican ticket con-

tributed powerfully to Tammany success. In

1899 Croker admitted before a legislative com-
mittee that the officials in the Van Wyck admin-
istration were selected by himself or his close

associates. When asked by counsel whether he

was working for his own pocket all the time, he

replied that he was doing just that. Although

he had been a poor man before he became Tam-
many's recognized leader, afterward he paid

$250,000 for a stock farm and more than $100,-

000 for race horses, and later $200,000 for a

residence. It was never shown that he acquired

this wealth illegally. According to a general

belief at the time, it was what an associate of

Croker's called "honest graft," stock in con-

tracting companies and other enterprises for

which the friendship of men in control of cer-

tain city departments was helpful, if not essen-

tial. In 1900 the English tax officers assessed

Croker's income at $100,000, the tax being fixed

at $5,000 {World, New York, Dec. 12, 1900).

At the end of four years under Van Wyck a

genuine fusion movement, with no third ticket

in the field, resulted in Seth Low's election.

From that time Croker never regained domi-
nance in New York City affairs. He lived for

several years at Moat House, Wantage, Eng-
land, and later bought Glencairn, near Dublin,

Ireland, where he maintained racing stables,

breeding horses that won a series of Irish races

and in 1907 sending Orby, a half-American

horse, to win the classic Derby in England, with

betting odds of ten to one against him. As an
owner of racers, Croker seems to have con-

formed to the standards of English sportsman-
ship. He declined to wager money on his own
horse in the Derby. His first wife (Elizabeth

Frazier of New York) whom he had married in

1873 and from whom he had been estranged for

some years, died in 1914. He then married
Beula Benton Edmondson, a twenty-three-year-

old Cherokee Indian from Oklahoma. His lat-

ter years (1920-22), were embittered by dis-

putes and litigation with his children concern-

ing property. All his mature life Croker was
a reserved, silent man, at times taciturn. He was
called a "good listener" in conferences with his

aides. His physical resemblance to President

Grant was often noted.

[Testimony taken before the (N. Y.) Senate Com-
mittee on Cities (1890), the Fassett investigation, see
esp. vol. II, pp. 1690-1767; Report and Proc. of the
(N . Y .) Senate Committee Appointed to Investigate the
Police Dept. of the City of N. Y. (1895), the Lexow
investigation

; Report of the Special Committee of the
(N. Y.) Assembly Appointed to Investigate the Public
Offices and Dcpts. of the City of N. Y., etc. (5 vols.,

1900), the Mazet investigation; Gustavus Myers, Hist,

of Tammany Hall (2nd ed., 19 17) ; M. R. Werner,
Tammany Hall (1928) ; Alfred Henry Lewis, Richard
Croker (1901), a sketch ; Louis Seibold in Munsey's
Mag., Aug. 1901 ; N. Y. Times, Apr. 30, 1922; Who's
Who in America, 1920-21 ; W. T. Stead, "Mr. Richard
Croker and Greater N. Y.," in Rev. of Revs. (London),
Oct. 1897, is chronologically inaccurate but reflects

Croker's opinions at the climax of his career in politics.]

W.B.S.
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CROLY, DAVID GOODMAN (Nov. 3,

1829-Apr. 29, 1889), journalist, was born in

Cloghnakilty, County Cork, Ireland, the son of

Patrick and Elizabeth Croly. He came to Amer-
ica when a very small boy and grew up in New
York City. For a time he was apprenticed to a

silversmith. He went to the University of the

City of New York for one year, and received

a special course diploma in 1854. In 1855 he

became a reporter on the New York Evening
Post, receiving a salary of eight dollars a week.

After a short time he took charge of the city in-

telligence department of the Herald, which po-

sition he held until 1858. In that year, with his

wife, Jane Cunningham Croly [#.£>.], also a

journalist, whom he had married in 1857, he

moved to Rockford, 111., and started the Daily

News. The investment was not profitable finan-

cially, but both Croly and his wife were highly

regarded in the community, and various persons

offered money to keep the paper in existence.

Their offers were declined, however; Croly re-

turned to New York in i860 and became first

city editor and then (1862-72) managing edi-

tor of the World. In 1868 Croly and C. W. Sweet

founded the Real Estate Record and Builder's

Guide, the former being joint owner and mana-
ger until 1873. Then Croly became editor of the

Daily Graphic, a new illustrated paper. He re-

signed in 1878 because the owners interfered

with his editorial management. He was an in-

dependent, fearless person who disliked the ob-

vious way of saying or doing a thing and accord-

ingly cultivated the unexpected almost to a

fault. He thought and labored as an iconoclast

and a reformer. He was the principal author

of a book, Miscegenation (1864), in which he

stated: "All that is needed to make us the finest

race on earth is to engraft upon our stock the

negro element which providence has placed by
our side on this continent. We must become a

yellow-skinned, black-haired people, if we would
attain the fullest results of civilization." The
word "miscegenation" was coined by Croly and
first used in this book (Sir James A. H. Murray,

A New English Dictionary, vol. VI, pt. 3, Ox-
ford, 1908). He published ( 1868), Seymour and
Blair, Their Lives and Services, a campaign
biography of the Democratic candidates for

president and vice-president. In 1872 Truth,

an attempt to explain the merits of the Oneida
Community, was published. The following year

Croly started a new magazine, The Modern
Thinker, which he explained was not a monthly,

nor a quarterly, but a periodical with no assured

periodicity. A strange typographical make-up
was employed, each article being printed on

Croly

paper of a different color with type of various

sizes and ink of various tints to match the

paper. Three issues appeared. Another book,

Glimpses of the Future, dealing with suggestions

as to the drift of things, was published in 1888.

One of Croly's chief interests was Auguste
Comte's theory of Positivism, a philosophy

which he did his best to introduce into the

United States. In 1871 he published a Primer of

Positivism.

[See Real Estate Record and Builder's Guide, May
4, 1889; General Alumni Cat. of N. Y. Univ., 1833-
1905 (1906); N. Y. Times, Apr. 30, 1889. A vivid
idea of Croly is obtained by reading his publication,
The Modern Thinker and his book, Miscegenation]

M.S.
CROLY, JANE CUNNINGHAM (Dec. 19,

1829-Dec. 23, 1901), journalist, was probably

the first American newspaper woman. She was
born in Market Harborough, Leicestershire,

England, the daughter of the Rev. Joseph H.
and Jane Cunningham, and came to the United

States with her father when she was twelve

years old. In her childhood she was taught by

her father and brother at their home in Pough-
keepsie and later in New York City. In her

early girlhood she attended school at South-

bridge, Mass., where she edited the school pa-

per, wrote plays, and acted as stage manager.

In 1855, she gained a place on the staff of the

Sunday Times and Noah's Weekly Messenger,

writing under the pseudonym, "Jennie June,"

because she felt the traditional shyness concern-

ing women in public life. She became a special

writer on women's fashions and was among the

first to "syndicate" her articles. In 1856 she

married David Goodman Croly [_q.v.~\, a New
York journalist. Five children were born to

them, but Mrs. Croly departed from the conven-

tional mode of the time and continued her jour-

nalistic work. For over forty years she held

various editorial positions on newspapers and

magazines. In the year of her marriage she

called the first Woman's Congress, to meet in

New York. She was editor, for a time, of Demo-
rest's Quarterly Mirror of Fashion, and in i860,

when that journal and the New York Weekly
Illustrated News were incorporated into Demo-
rest's Illustrated Monthly, she became its editor,

remaining as such until 1887. She was also

connected with Godcy's and with the Home-
Maker. Jane Croly was probably the first wo-
man correspondent in New York for out-of-town

papers. For fifteen years she wrote letters for

the New Orleans Picayune and the Baltimore

American. She represented in New York the

New Orleans Delta, the Richmond Enquirer, and

the Louisville Journal. At various times she was
editorially connected with the New York World.
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and the Graphic Daily Times, and, for nine years

with the New York Times. She was also dra-

matic critic and assistant editor of the Messenger

from 1861 to 1866. In 1868 Mrs. Croly in com-

mon with a number of New York women, was
extremely indignant because her sex was com-

pletely ignored at the Charles Dickens recep-

tion. As a protest, in harmony with her advo-

cacy of everything she considered for the bet-

terment of women, she founded Sorosis, which

was not the first woman's club, but was the

first of any consequence or endurance. Mrs.

Croly was the first president of the New York
State Federation of Women's Clubs. When her

husband attempted to teach in America the phi-

losophy of Positivism originated by Auguste

Comte, Mrs. Croly endeavored to aid him. In

1889 she founded the Women's Press Club in

New York. Of her separate publications the

most notable was The History of the Woman's
Club Movement in America, a large volume pub-

lished in 1898. In 1866 she published Jennie

June's American Cookery Book, and in 1875

published For Better or Worse. A Book for

Some Men and All Women. In 1898 she met
with an accident which crippled her, and subse-

quently she spent much of her time in England
seeking rest and cure. She died in New York
City.

[See Woman's Journal, Jan. 4, 1902 ; Jane Cunning-
ham Croly, "Jenny June" (1904), containing a de-
scription of her personality and activities by her broth-
er, John Cunningham; Harper's Bazar, Mar. 3, 1900,
p. 173; Critic, Mar. 1904, p. 238; N. Y. Times, Dec.

24, 1901.] M.S.

CROMPTON, GEORGE (Mar. 23, 1829-Dec.

29, 1886), inventor and manufacturer, was the

son of William Crompton [g.v.] and Sarah

(Low) Crompton, and was born at Holcombe,

Tottingham, Lancashire, England. In 1839 Wil-

liam Crompton took the family to Taunton,

Mass., where, two years before, he had invent-

ed and patented a fancy loom which he now in-

tended to introduce to the mill owners of New
England. George grew up at Taunton and re-

ceived an education there in private schools and
in the mills and machine-shops which his fa-

ther's business opened to him. Later, when the

success of his father's loom was established, he

was able to attend Millbury (Mass.) Academy.
After the completion of his course he worked
in the Colt pistol factory at Hartford and in

mills belonging to his father, holding a variety

of positions, clerical and mechanical, and ob-

taining a knowledge of the textile industry that

very soon proved useful. In 1849 William
Crompton was forced to retire because of ill

health, and in 185 1 the patents on his loom ex-

Crompton

pired and automatically terminated the agree-

ments for its manufacture. George Crompton
succeeded in having the patents extended and,

with M. A. Furbush, began the manufacture of

the loom at Worcester, Mass. He immediately

began to improve the loom, receiving his first

patent, Nov. 14, 1854, for the substitution of a
single cylinder chain for two or more different

patterns. In 1859 Furbush retired and Cromp-
ton became sole owner of the business which was
then known as the Crompton Loom Works. In

1861 the war caused a depression in the demand
for looms, and Crompton for two years manu-
factured gun-making machinery for government
and private arsenals. Returning to the manu-
facture of looms, he continued his improvements
and found a steadily growing demand that

forced him to enlarge his works. This plant in

time became one of the largest and best-known
of American machine-shops. The success of the

business, and the two hundred patents on which
his name appears, indicate the importance of

George Crompton's work. He improved prac-

tically every part of the loom as well as its

appearance, and invented many new textile

fabrics. It is estimated that Crompton added
sixty per cent to the producing capacity of the

loom and saved fifty per cent of the labor former-

ly necessary for its operation. By making a

simpler loom he greatly reduced the time and
cost of repairs and many of his looms were
capable of more varied work than those before

them. Crompton's looms in world-wide competi-

tion at the Paris Exposition received the first

award, and at the Centennial Exposition of 1876

the Commission pronounced them the best looms
for fancy weaving. Crompton was a member
of the board of aldermen and of the common
council of Worcester and in 1871 was a candi-

date for mayor. He was one of the founders

and the first policy-holder of the Hartford Steam
Boiler Inspection & Insurance Company, a

founder and president of the Crompton Carpet
Company, and a director in various other cor-

porations. He was married on Jan. 9, 1853 to

Mary Christina Pratt, who after his death be-

came president of the Crompton Loom Works.
Two of his sons also took out a large number
of patents, Charles Crompton being one of the in-

ventors of the fancy automatic loom and Ran-
dolph Crompton of the first practical shuttle-

changing loom.

[See bibliography of Wm. Crompton ; obituaries in
Manufacturer's Rev. and Industrial Record, Jan. 1887,
and Boston Post, Dec. 30, 1886.] FAT
CROMPTON, WILLIAM (Sept. 10, 1806-

May 1, 1891), textile machinery inventor and
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manufacturer, was born at Preston, Lancashire,

England, the son of Thomas and Mary (Daw-
son) Crompton. Preston was a textile mill town

where the Crompton family had long been asso-

ciated with the trade,—though Samuel Cromp-

ton, inventor of the spinning "mule," was not

a family connection,—so that as a matter of

course William was taught handloom cotton-

weaving and later the trade of machinist. Before

he was thirty years of age he was superintendent

of a cotton-mill at Ramsbottom, in which posi-

tion he had the opportunity to experiment with

mill machinery and succeeded in increasing pro-

duction there very materially. On May 26, 1828

he married Sarah Low of Holcombe. In 1836 he

came to Taunton, Mass., entered the employ of

Crocker & Richmond, and within a year had

designed a loom to weave a pattern of goods such

as the looms then used would not produce. This

loom overcame two great disadvantages of its

predecessors. In the early looms the movement
of the warp harnesses was controlled by cams
which limited the number of harnesses to not

more than six and necessitated the changing of

the cams to change the pattern. Crompton used

an endless pattern-chain upon which rollers or

pins could be variously placed to engage the

harness levers as had the cams, but which al-

lowed any number of harnesses to be used (usu-

ally twenty-four) and permitted an extremely

easy change from one pattern to another. The
second novel feature was the double motion of

the warp, which allowed more space for the

shuttle and put correspondingly less strain on

the warp threads (Patent No. 491, Nov. 23,

1837). Crocker & Richmond failed in 1837, and

Crompton went back to England where he en-

tered into business relations with John Rostran,

in whose name he took out British patents on his

loom. Returning to America in 1839, he settled

his family at Taunton, and then traveled over

New England trying to introduce his loom. Fi-

nally the Middlesex Mills, at Lowell, Mass., asked

him to adapt one of their looms for the produc-

tion of figured woolens similar to the French

goods then being introduced. In 1840 he demon-
strated that with his pattern-chain the desired

figure could be woven. This was probably the

first instance of fancy woolens being woven by

power. Crompton spent two years in the Middle-

sex Mills, remodeling many of their looms and

constructing several of his own invention. He
then licensed Phelps & Bickford at Worcester

to build his looms on a royalty basis, which they

did until the expiration of the patent. Cromp-
ton then divided his time between the manu-
facture of cotton and woolen goods at Millbury,

Cromwell

Mass., and travel for the purpose of instructing

operatives in the use of his loom, which had
rapidly come into use throughout the United

States and England. In 1849 ne became in-

capacitated for business and retired to Connecti-

cut where he died years later at Windsor. His
loom was greatly improved by his son, George
Crompton [q.v.].

[E. B. Crane, Historic Homes . . . of Worcester
County, Mass., vol. IV (1907), and Hist, of Worcester
County (1924), III, 113-14; Chas. Nutt, Hist, of
Worcester (1919) ; C. G. Washburn, Manufacturing
and Mechanical Industries of Worcester (1889) ; Bull.

Nat. Asso. Wool Mfgrs., 1891, pp. 188-90 ; information
as to certain facts from Mr. Geo. Crompton of Worces-
ter! F. A. T.

CROMWELL, GLADYS LOUISE HUS-
TED (Nov. 28, 1885-Jan. 24, 1919), poet, was
born in Brooklyn, N. Y., the daughter of Fred-

eric and Esther Whitmore (Husted) Cromwell.

Her father was graduated from Harvard at the

age of twenty, a conscientious student and some-
thing of a dandy. In his mature life he became
very rich, and gave much attention to political

reform and to the promotion of music and art.

His tranquil domestic life of forty-one years was
broken in 1909 by the death of his wife, and his

own death came in 1914. The youngest of his five

children were Gladys and her twin sister Doro-
thea. They were practically inseparable, eager-

ly devoted to each other throughout their lives.

As girls they traveled extensively in Europe and

attended the Brearley School, a private institu-

tion in New York City. Both were concerned

with the larger phases of social adjustment, and

both were writers, Dorothea chiefly in prose, and

Gladys in poetry. In spite of their wealth they

were in a sense personally frugal, and they had

the quality of mind which enabled them to be

aware at once of stark actuality and poetic mys-

tery. In 191 5, Gladys published Gates of Utter-

ance, a collection of admirable but in no sense re-

markable verse. The war in Europe from its

early stages was considered by both the sisters

as unprecedented disaster, a horrid indorsement

of philosophies they had long recognized. Their

speculations regarding it were ceaseless, and

many of them are recorded in Gladys's verse in

various magazines. The volume Poems (1920),

containing nearly everything that she wrote,

shows great advance over Gates of Utterance,

and some of it has the mark of permanence. Two
of the lyrics, "The Mould" and "The Crowning

Gift," are little short of magnificent, unique in

view-point and apparently final in phraseology,

but probably too sophisticated ever to be popular

;

and "The Deep," with its lines "I must have

peace, increasing peace, such as dark oceans

keep," assumes in connection with its author's
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death a sorrowful tragicalness. In January 1918

the two sisters went to France to do Red Cross

work. There, near the front, at Chalons-sur-

Marne, they remained without relief for eight

months, exposed to every harrowing consequence

of war and giving comfort and sympathy to any

who were in pain or grief. In January 1919 they

took passage for America on the steamer Lor-

raine, and on the night of the 24th, while the ship

was still in the Gironde River making its way
seaward, they leapt overboard. Their bodies

were buried in France some months later, with

special honors from the French government.

"Her life," says one who knew Gladys intimate-

ly, "was interior, and the delicate charm of her

personality was like a slender wreath of smoke
that encircled a deep burning fire" (letter of

Anne Dunn).
[Harvard College, Report of the Secretary of the

Class of 1863 (1903), Class of 1863 Memoirs, June
1914—Mar. 191 5 ; Anne Dunn, "Biog. Note" in G. Crom-
well, Poems (1919), and letter to present writer, Mar.
20, 1928; L. Untermeyer, Modern Am. Poetry (1925) ;

N. Y. Times, Jan. 25, 29, 1919; P. Colum, "Poetry of
Gladys Cromwell," New Republic, Mar. 8, 19 19.]

J.D.W.
CROOK, GEORGE (Sept. 23, 1829-Mar. 21,

1890), soldier, son of Thomas and Elizabeth

( Mathers) Crook, was born near Dayton, Ohio.

His ancestry was Scotch and German. From the

public schools he entered West Point on July 1,

1848, and on graduation four years later was
commissioned lieutenant of infantry. Until the

Civil War he served in the Northwest where he

was engaged in explorations and in protecting

the settlers from periodic Indian raids. In Sep-

tember 1861 he was commissioned colonel of the

36th Ohio Infantry and with his regiment served

in West Virginia, where in May 1862 he received

the brevet of major in the regular army for his

defeat of a Confederate force under Gen. Heth
at Lewisburg. The following August he was
made brigadier-general of volunteers and com-
manded a brigade in the Kanawha Division

which was attached to the 9th Corps in the An-
tietam campaign. He was engaged in the battles

of South Mountain and Antietam and for his con-

duct in the latter received the brevet of lieuten-

ant-colonel. In 1863 he commanded a cavalry

division in the Army of the Cumberland and
took part in the Chickamauga campaign. Short-

ly thereafter he undertook the pursuit of Gen.

Wheeler's cavalry corps which he engaged suc-

cessfully at Farmington, Tenn., on Oct. 7. For
this he received the brevet of colonel.

In February 1864 he was again in West Vir-

ginia, where in the spring of that year, under the

orders of Gen. Grant, he undertook to interrupt

railway communication between Lynchburg and

East Tennessee. In this operation he defeated the

Confederates at Cloyd Farm on Walker Moun-
tain, captured the station of Dublin, and de-

stroyed the New River bridge and the railway in

its vicinity. For this operation he later received

the brevet of brigadier-general. In August of the

same year he was placed in command of West
Virginia and in personal command of one of the

corps of Sheridan's Army of the Shenandoah.

He was engaged in the three important battles

of that army—Winchester, Fisher's Hill, and

Cedar Creek—and in addition to receiving his

promotion to the grade of major-general of vol-

unteers he later received the brevet of major-

general in the regular army for his conduct in

the battle of Fisher's Hill. He now returned to

the command of his department. When in March
1865 Sheridan joined Grant in front of Peters-

burg, he requested that Crook be assigned to the

command of one of his cavalry divisions, and in

consequence the latter took part in the final bat-

tles of the war, being engaged at Dinwiddie

Court House, Sailor's Creek, Farmville, and Ap-
pomattox.

In the reorganization of the regular army after

the war Crook became lieutenant-colonel of the

23rd Infantry and was assigned to the command
of the district of Boise, Idaho, where for three

years he was engaged in bringing to an end the

Indian war which had been raging for several

years in southern Oregon, Idaho, and northern

California. For this he received the thanks of

the legislature of Oregon and the commendation

of his superiors. In 1871 he was sent by Presi-

dent Grant to end the war with the Apaches and

other hostile tribes in northern Arizona, and

this he did with such success that he received the

thanks of the legislature of the territory, and in

1873 was promoted from lieutenant-colonel to

brigadier-general in the regular army, an un-

usual advancement at that time. In 1875 he was
placed in command of the Department of the

Platte, where trouble was expected with the

Sioux and Cheyenne tribes of Indians on account

of the discovery of gold in the Black Hills of Da-
kota. Here he took a prominent part in the great

Sioux War of 1876, remaining in the field the

entire year, and with his troops enduring incred-

ible hardships. In 1882 he was sent back to Ari-

zona where the Apaches were again on the war-
path. He had no difficulty in pacifying the tribes

with whom he had dealt before. His problem

now was the Chiricahua tribe of Apaches whom
he had never encountered and who had taken

refuge in the Sierra Madre Mountains of Mexico,

from which, under their chief Geronimo [(7.7'.],

they raided settlements both north and south of
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the boundary. In 1883 Crook led an expedition

into these mountains where no American or

Mexican force had ever penetrated, and induced

the tribe, some five hundred persons, to return to

their reservation. In 1885 Geronimo with a quar-

ter of the tribe again fled to the mountains and

was there pursued until he had only twenty-four

followers left. These later surrendered to Gen.

Nelson A. Miles [q.v.~\. In the spring of 1886

Crook returned to the command of the Depart-

ment of the Platte where he remained until April

1888 when he was promoted to the grade of

major-general and assigned to the command of

the Division of the Missouri with headquarters

at Chicago. Here he died on Mar. 21, 1890. He
was survived by his wife, Mary Dailey of Oak-

land, Md.
As a soldier Crook was fearless both morally

and physically, shunning neither responsibility

nor personal danger. By nature he was modest

and retiring, chary of speech but a good listener.

Of a kindly and sympathetic disposition and easy

of approach, he made friends in all classes of so-

ciety. Although he spent most of his life on the

frontier he was never profane, indulged in no in-

toxicating liquors, and was clean of speech. He
thoroughly understood the Indian character.

Realizing their hopeless struggle to hold their

lands against encroachment, he was more prone

to pardon than to punish. In his recommenda-

tions on the subject of the Indians he was far in

advance of his times. He advocated the division

of reservations into individual plots, so that the

Indians might become self-supporting. He also

believed that they should be granted equal rights

with the whites in courts of law and all the privi-

leges of citizenship.

[War Department records ; Official Records (Army) ;

G. W. Cullum, Biog. Reg. (3rd ed., 1891) ; Reports of

the Secretary of War ; John G. Bourke, On the Border
with Crook (1891); personal recollections of the au-

thor, who served on Crook's staff in the Geronimo cam-
paign.] G.J.F.

CROOKS, GEORGE RICHARD (Feb. 3,

1822-Feb. 20, 1897), Methodist Episcopal clergy-

man, educator, editor, the son of George Richard

Crooks, was born and spent his early life in Phil-

adelphia. He graduated with highest honors from

Dickinson College in 1840, and began his minis-

terial career as a circuit rider on the Illinois fron-

tier. In 1842 he was called back to Dickinson to

be classical and mathematical instructor in the

Collegiate Grammar School, of which, the fol-

lowing year, he became principal. In 1845 he

was made adjunct professor of Latin and Greek

in the college. He reentered the active ministry

in 1848, and both in the Philadelphia Confer-

ence, which he had first joined, and in the New

York East Conference to which he was trans-

ferred in 1857, he held some of the most impor-

tant pastorates. From i860 to 1875 he edited The
Methodist, a weekly paper founded by an as-

sociation of laymen and clergymen. Surround-

ing himself with able assistants, he made this pa-

per a powerful influence within the denomination

and of acknowledged value without. From 1880

until his death he was professor of historical the-

ology in Drew Seminary. He was married, June
10, 1846, to Susan Frances Emory, daughter of

Bishop John Emory. In an unusual degree he

possessed scholarly tastes combined with admin-
istrative ability and willingness to engage in de-

nominational controversies. He opposed those

who would have deprived of membership in the

church slave-holding Methodists in the border

states, and his influence is said to have done

much to save that portion of the country to the

church and to the Union. Believing that "the

Church of God is not an estate to be carved out

among the ministry," he was a leader of those

who secured for the laity a share in the control

and administration of the Methodist denomina-

tion. From the beginning of his career he felt

that the Methodists owed more to the intellectual

elevation of the country than they had ever

achieved, and labored for a better educated min-
istry. As a member of the Committee on Educa-
tion in the General Conference of 1856, when the

distinction between "God-made" and "man-
made" ministers was still drawn, he was promi-

nent in securing the adoption of a resolution sanc-

tioning the establishment of theological semina-

ries. His own contribution of aids to knowledge

was considerable. While a young man at Dick-

inson he prepared with John McClintock A First

Book in Latin ( 1846) and A First Book in Greek

( 1848) , and later, 1858, with Alexander J. Schem,

A New Latin-English School Lexicon on the

Basis of the Latin-German Lexicon of Dr. C. F.

Ingerslev. In 1852 he published Bishop Butler's

Analogy of Religion, with analysis, notes, index,

and a life of the bishop, a work commenced by

Robert Emory. He wrote an elaborate introduc-

tion for the Gospel of Matthew (1884) in the

American edition of Meyer's Commentary on

the New Testament. With John F. Hurst, he

edited the Library of Biblical and Theological

Literature , for which he himself prepared The

Theological Encyclopaedia and Methodology on

the basis of Hagenbach (1884). He also pub-

lished the Life and Letters of Rev. Dr. John Mc-
Clintock (1876), the Life of Bishop Matthew

Simpson (1890) whose sermons he edited in

1885, and The Story of the Christian Church

(1897).
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[Wm. F. Anderson, "George Richard Crooks," Meth-
odist Rev., May 1898; Ezra S. Tipple, Drew Theolog-
ical Seminary (1917) ; New York Conference, Minutes,

1897, pp. 107-11 ; Christian Advocate (N. Y.), Mar. 4,

1897 ; N. Y. Times, Feb. 22, 1897.] H.E.S.

CROOKS, RAMSAY (Jan. 2, 1787-June 6,

1859), fur-trader, was born in Greenock, Scot-

land, the son of William and Margaret (Ram-

say) Crooks. At sixteen he emigrated to Mon-
treal and at once entered the fur trade. As the

clerk of Robert Dickson he went to Mackinaw,

and by 1806 he had pushed on to St. Louis. In

1807 he formed a partnership with Robert Mc-
Clellan, and in the fall of the year, with a force

of eighty men, they set out for the upper Mis-

souri. On their way they met the party headed

by Ensign Nathaniel Pryor, and learning of its

defeat at the hands of the Arikaras, turned back

and established a trading-post near the present

Calhoun, Nebr. Two years later, with forty men,

they started to follow the great expedition of the

St. Louis Missouri Fur Company northward, but

finding the Sioux hostile gave up the venture. In

1810 the partnership was dissolved and Crooks

went to Canada. Here he found Wilson Price

Hunt recruiting men for the proposed overland

journey to Astoria, and by purchasing five shares

of stock became a partner in Astor's Pacific Fur

Company. He accompanied the expedition the

following spring, but in the Blue Mountains of

Oregon, worn out with illness and hunger, he

and five others were left behind. In the spring,

with a companion, he reached the Columbia, ar-

riving at Astoria May 11, 1812. Four days later,

disheartened with the prospects of the enterprise,

he relinquished his shares. On June 29 he start-

ed on the return east with Robert Stuart's party

of seven, which after experiencing many dan-

gers and extreme privations, reached St. Louis

Apr. 30, 1813.

Crooks remained in close association with As-

tor and the American Fur Company, which in

1816 bought out the American interests of the

Northwest Company. In this enlarged firm he

became a partner. He was appointed general

manager of the American Fur Company in 1817.

In the winter of 1820-21 he visited Astor, then in

Europe, and arranged with him for the next four

years' campaign. It was due to his persistent

urging that Astor established the Western De-

partment of the company in St. Louis in the

spring of 1822. Chittenden considers him to have

been the virtual head of the company from this

time until Astor's retirement in 1834. Every

year he made the long and arduous journey to

Mackinaw, frequently going on to St. Louis. He
formulated the policies of the company, wrote

most of its letters and with an extraordinary

Cropsey

grasp of detail managed its business throughout

the whole field of its operations. When Astor

sold out, he bought the Northern Department, of

which he became president, continuing the name
of the American Fur Company. He remained in

the fur business until his death. He died at his

home in New York.

Crooks was married, Mar. 10, 1825, to Mari-

anne Pelagie Emilie Pratte, of the Chouteau
clan of St. Louis, and by the union greatly en-

hanced his position in the fur metropolis. Phys-

ically he was a frail man, and the almost incred-

ible hardships of his early days left him a legacy

of ill health, contrasting strongly with the sus-

tained vigor with which he carried on his work.

His character was of the highest; though a re-

lentless enemy in competition, he was fair, and
in an industry notorious for its illicit trading he

kept the law. A self-educated man, he wrote let-

ters that are models of force and incisiveness and
are besides rich in historical information. He is

pictured in his age as a genial companion, fond

of reminiscence and often surrounded by groups

eager to hear him relate his thrilling adventures.

In the still unsettled controversy as to who dis-

covered the famous South Pass he maintained, in

a letter written June 26, 1856, that the gap trav-

ersed by the Robert Stuart party was this iden-

tical pass and that it was thus discovered eleven

years before a party of Ashley's men traversed

it from the east in 1824. His range of interests

was wide. He was the first president of the Mo-
hawk & Hudson Railroad Company, serving un-

til 1835. In his later years he was a trustee of the

Astor Library as well as of several learned so-

cieties.

[H. M. Chittenden, The Am. Fur Trade of the Far
West (1902); Stella M. Drumm, "More about Asto-
rians," Quarterly of the Ore. Hist. Soc, XXIV, Dec.

1923 ; Thos. James, Three Years Among the Indians and
Mexicans, ed. by W. B. Douglas ; TV. Y. Herald, June 8,

1859 ; Wayne E. Stevens, Northwest Fur Trade 1763-
1800 (1926) ; Ida A. Johnson, The Mich. Fur Trade
(1919) ; J. Ward Ruckman, "Ramsay Crooks and the

Fur Trade" in Minn. Hist., vol. VII ; Grace L. Nute,
"Wilderness Marthas," Ibid., vol. VIII ; "The Papers
of the Am. Fur Co.," Am. Hist. Rev., vol. XXXlI ;

Anne Ratterman, "The Struggle for Monopoly of the

Fur Trade," a master's thesis, Univ. of Minn. Of spe-

cial importance for the career of Crooks are the papers

of the Am. Fur Co. in N. Y. Hist. Soc. ; the Ewing
Brob. papers in the Ind. Hist. Soc. ; the Chouteau papers

in Mo. Hist. Soc. ; some of the earlier papers of the Am.
Fur Co. in Wis. Hist. Soc] W.J.G—t.

CROPSEY, JASPAR FRANCIS (Feb. 18,

1823-June 22, 1900), painter, was born in Ross-

ville, N. Y., the son of Jacob Rezeau and Eliza-

beth Hilyer (Cortelyou) Cropsey. His paternal

great-grandfather came from Holland and his

mother's family were French Huguenots, but

his father and mother were born on Staten Isl-
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and. He went to the country schools near his

home, and early began the study of architecture.

At the age of thirteen he received a diploma,

from the Mechanics' Institute, for a well-exe-

cuted model of a house. The American Institute

also conferred upon him a diploma for the same
model. It attracted so much attention when it

was exhibited in 1837, that he was called "the

boy that built the House." It secured for him
a position in the office of a successful architect,

where he studied for five years, at the same time

studying landscape painting with Edward Mau-
ry. In 1847 he went abroad, visiting London,

Paris, Switzerland, and Italy, spending much
time in Rome and in traveling with W. W. Story

and C. P. Cranch [qq.v.~]. In 1857 he went again

to Europe and lived in London for seven years,

becoming a regular exhibitor at the Royal Acad-

emy, and making many sales of his paintings.

He was presented at the Court of Queen Vic-

toria by the United States minister, Charles

Francis Adams, and among his acquaintances

were Ruskin and other literary personages. He
was made assistant commissioner to the Inter-

national Exhibition of 1862 in London and re-

ceived a medal for his services. He also re-

ceived a medal and diploma from the Centennial

Exposition at Philadelphia in 1876. He was
represented there by his picture, "Old Mill,"

which received an award and was engraved for

the Centennial catalogue. He made illustrations

for Poe's and Moore's poems. He painted a

series of sixteen landscapes of American scenery

for E. Gambart & Company, London publishers.

He painted a picture, "The Battle of Gettys-

burg," shortly after the battle. He was one of

the founders of the American Water-color So-

ciety, a member of the Artists Aid Society, the

Century, Union League, and Lotus Clubs, an

honorary member of the Pennsylvania Academy
of Fine Arts, as well as a Fellow of the Society

of Science, Letters and Arts of London, Eng-
land. He moved to Hastings-on-Hudson, N. Y.,

where he made studies from nature. His picture,

"Greenwood Lake," sent to the National Acad-

emy Exhibition, won him election as Associate

of the Academy. Most of his paintings depict

autumn scenes. His "Autumn on the Hudson
River" was highly praised by the London Times.

He was perhaps as successful an architect as

he was a painter, and is best known as the de-

signer and superintendent of the building of the

Sixth Avenue Elevated Railroad Stations of

New York. He also superintended the building

of George Pullman's house in Chicago and cot-

tages at Long Branch. He is represented in the

Metropolitan Museum, in the Corcoran Gallery,

Washington, and in private collections in this

country and in Europe.

[Clara Erskin Clement and Laurence Hutton, Artists
of the jgth Century (1907), p. 173 ; Am. Art Annual,
1900-01, p. 58; G. W. Sheldon, Am. Painters (1881),
pp. 82-84 ; Ira K. Morris, Memorial Hist, of Staten
Island, vol. II (1900) ; Samuel Isham, Hist, of Am.
Painting (1927).] H.W.

CROSBY, ERNEST HOWARD (Nov. 4,

1856-Jan. 3, 1907), author, social reformer, son

of Rev. Howard Crosby \_q.v.~\ and Margaret
(Givan) Crosby, belonged to a family distin-

guished for its wealth, ability, and philanthropy.

His early life was passed in his birthplace, New
York City, where he was educated (graduat-

ing from New York University in 1876 and
from Columbia Law School in 1878), where he

was admitted to the bar, and where he was
married to Fanny Schieffelin in 1881. He was
elected to the legislature in 1887, as the suc-

cessor of Theodore Roosevelt. Upon his re-

tirement in 1889 he was nominated by President

Harrison as a judge of the International Court

in Egypt, upon which he served until 1894. Up
to this time he had believed that the political

problems of the day could be solved without

any radical changes in society, but now the read-

ing of Tolstoy led him to more revolutionary

views. He resigned his position and started

home, stopping on the way to visit the Russian

leader, by whom he was bidden to seek out

"the greatest living American," Henry George.

Crosby followed this advice, with the result that

he became an ardent advocate of Henry George's

single-tax program. Disowning, and disowned

by, his former associates, he again settled in

New York and devoted himself fervently to

various movements for social betterment. Anti-

militarism, industrial arbitration, vegetarianism,

and settlement work shared his allegiance with

the single tax. He was one of the founders and

the first president of the Social Reform Club

which was particularly concerned with the in-

terests of labor. His ethical idealism also found

expression in Edward Carpenter: Poet and
Prophet (1901); Captain Jinks, Hero (1902),

a satirical novel ; Shakespeare's Attitude toward

the Working Classes (1902) ; Tolstoy and His
Message (1903) ; Tolstoy as a School-Master

(1904) ; William Lloyd Garrison, Non-Resistant

and Abolitionist (1905); Golden Rule Jones,

Mayor of Toledo (1906). Of more permanent

literary value were his poems, Plain Talk in

Psalm and Parable (1899), Swords and Plow-

shares (1902), and Broad-Cast (1905), all writ-

ten in a free verse reminiscent of Walt Whit-

man, but expressive of a genuine and at times

impassioned aspiration. Although a remarkably
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handsome man himself, Crosby had little appre-

ciation of sensuous beauty ; beauty of character,

however, he understood and to a high degree

exemplified.

[Addresses in Memory of Ernest Howard Crosby
(Cooper Union, N. Y., Mar. 7, 1907), by Hamlin Gar-
land, Felix Adler, Edwin Markham, and others ; Who's
Who in Amorica, 1906-07.] E. S. B.

CROSBY, FANNY (Mar. 24, 1820-Feb. 12,

1915), hymn-writer, was born at Southeast,

Putnam County, N. Y., the daughter of John and

Mercy (Crosby) Crosby. Her given name was

Frances Jane. When she was six weeks old a

blundering doctor prescribed hot poultices for

an inflammation of her eyes. Her sight was de-

stroyed, although as late as 1843, when she visit-

ed Niagara Falls, she could still dimly perceive

light and color. She enjoyed in spite of her mis-

fortune a happy childhood, the most interesting

incident of which is her contact with Daniel

Drew Iq.v.], then a dealer in live stock. He
good-naturedly gave her a lamb to replace a

pet. At fifteen she entered the New York In-

stitution for the Blind. Her readiness at rhym-

ing, already manifest, was gently discouraged by

her teachers until a traveling Scotch phrenolo-

gist proclaimed her a potential poet. Thereafter

she was the prodigy of the school. After com-

pleting the course she was a teacher of Eng-

lish and history in the Institution from 1847

to 1858. Meanwhile she was rapidly becoming

a celebrity, appeared frequently on the lecture

platform, addressed both Houses of Congress on

several occasions, and met many of the literary,

political, military, and ecclesiastical notables of

the day. Several collections of her verse ap-

peared from time to time : The Blind Girl and
Other Poems (1844), Monterey and Other

Poems (1851), A Wreath of Columbia's Flow-

ers (1858), which was a miscellany of prose

and verse, and Bells at Evening and Other Verses

(1897). Several of her pieces such as "Rosalie,

the Prairie Flower" and "There's Music in the

Air," were set to music and sold by the thousand.

On Mar. 5, 1858, she married Alexander Van
Alstyne, a blind music teacher and church organ-

ist, who had been one of her pupils. They made
their home in Brooklyn. Not till 1864 did she

write her first hymn, but with it she found her

vocation, and soon made up for lost time. Al-

though there were days when, she confessed, she

could not have written a hymn to save her soul,

there were others when she turned out six or

seven. No such phenomenon had occurred since

the days of Isaac Watts and Charles Wesley.

Her productions were widely circulated and were
sung by millions of pious people. Some were
translated into other languages ; at least seventy

Crosby-

came into common use in Great Britain. Her
publishers were afraid to credit her with all that

she wrote and are said to have issued her hymns
under as many as two hundred pseudonyms and

initials. When she died in her ninety-fifth year

it was conjectured that she had composed about

six thousand hymns. Probably her best known
is "Safe in the Arms of Jesus," which she wrote

in fifteen minutes. Though her popularity in her

own day was enormous, the Methodist Church
observing for a time an annual "Fanny Crosby
Day," her real contribution to hymnody is slight.

"It is more to Mrs. Van Alstyne's credit," wrote

a competent judge, S. A. W. Duffield, "that she

has occasionally found a pearl than that she has

brought to the surface so many oyster shells."

Julian considers her hymns "with few exceptions

very weak and poor, their simplicity and earnest-

ness being their redeeming features. Their popu-

larity is largely due to the melodies to which they

are wedded." In her old age, which was as cheer-

ful and healthy as her whole life had been, she

wrote two accounts of herself. She died at

Bridgeport, Conn.
[Fanny Crosby's Life-Story by Herself (1903) ;

Fanny J. Crosby, Memories of Eighty Years (1906) ;

Fanny Crosby's Story of Ninety-Four Years retold by
S. Trevena Jackson (1915) ; J. Julian, A Diet, of Hym-
nology (rev. ed., 1907) ; obituary in N. Y. Times, Feb.

13, 1915; S. A. W. Duffield, English Hymns: Their
Authors and History (1886).] G. H.G.

CROSBY, HOWARD (Feb. 27, 1826-Mar. 29,

1891), Presbyterian clergyman, the son of Wil-

liam Bedlow and Harriet (Ashton) Crosby,

was born in New York City. One of his great-

grandfathers, William Floyd [q.v.~\, was a sign-

er of the Declaration of Independence ; another,

Joseph Crosby, was a Massachusetts judge; his

grandfather, Dr. Ebenezer Crosby, was a trustee

of Columbia College, and an uncle, Col. Henry
Rutgers for whom Rutgers College was named,

was a regent of the University of New York.

The latter left the family a fortune. Howard
began at six to study Greek, and entered the

University of the City of New York at four-

teen, graduating four years later (1844) with

first honors in Greek. After a period of ill health

during which he helped to run a farm owned
by his father, he married Margaret E. Givan

and traveled abroad. Upon his return in 185

1

he published his first book, Lands of the Mos-
lem, and in the same year he became professor

of Greek at his alma mater, where he remained

until 1859. During this period he taught a Bible

class of boys, and helped to organize the New
York Young Men's Christian Association, of

which he was the second president. In 1859 he

went to Rutgers as professor of Greek. Two
years later he published Scholia on the New
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Testament ( 1861 ) , and was ordained to the Pres-

byterian ministry, adding to his academic work
the pastorate of the First Presbyterian Church
of New Brunswick. In the same year Presi-

dent Lincoln offered him the post of minister

to Greece, but he declined it. In 1863 he ac-

cepted a call to the pulpit of the Fourth Avenue
Presbyterian Church in New York City, where

he spent the rest of his life. He was moderator

of the Presbyterian General Assembly in 1873

and in 1877 a delegate to the first Presbyterian

General Council at Edinburgh.

Inheriting traditions both of scholarship and

of public service, he united in a rare degree

scholarly tastes with zest for public affairs. He
was a member of the Council of the University

of the City of New York, and its chancellor from

1870 to 1881 ; a member of the New Testament

Company of the American Revision Committee

(1872-80) ; and in 1879-80 he delivered the Yale

Lectures on Preaching, which were published in

1880 as The Christian Preacher. Among his

other published works are: Social Hints for

Young Christians (1866); Bible Companion

(1870); Jesus, His Life and Work (1871);

Healthy Christian (1872); Thoughts on the

Decalogue (1873); Expository Notes on the

Book of Joshua (1875) I
Commentary on Ne-

hemiah (1877) ; The True Humanity of Christ

(1880) ; Commentary on the New Testament

(1885) ; Conformity to the World (1891). His

keen sense of civic responsibility, however,

prompted him to a much wider sphere of ac-

tivity than study and pulpit afford, while his

ardor for righteousness and human well-being

made him a champion of numerous reforms. He
founded the Society for the Prevention of Crime

and served as its president. He was active in

the cause of temperance, though opposed to

prohibition (see his Moderation vs. Total Absti-

nence, 1881), and, aided by his son, Ernest

Howard Crosby [9.v.], was prominent in the

attempt to secure high-license laws for New
York State. He was also much interested in

the effort to secure an international copyright

law. Though a man of bold courage, and a born

fighter, he was always a courteous gentleman,

kind even to his foes, so that among all classes

he was held in high esteem.

[Eclectic Mag. of Foreign Lit., Sci., and Art, 1874 ;

Critic, Apr. 4, 1891 ; N. Y. Times, N. Y. Tribune, Mar.
30, 1 89 1 ; L. L. Doggett, Hist, of the Y. M. C. A.
(1922) ; Presbyt. Jour. (Phila.), N. Y. Observer, Chris-
tian Advocate (N. Y.), Christian Union, Congregation-
alist, all of Apr. 2, 1891 ; N. Y. Evangelist, Apr. 2 and
9, 1891 ; sketch by E. G. Sihler in Universities and
Their Sons : N. Y. Univ. (1901), ed. by J. L. Chamber-
lain -3 M.A.K.
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CROSBY, JOHN SCHUYLER (Sept. 19,

1839-Aug. 8, 1914), soldier, public official, son
of Clarkson Floyd and Angelica Schuyler Cros-

by, was born in Albany, N. Y., to an inheritance

of wealth and aristocratic tastes. Among his

ancestors were William Floyd, a signer of the

Declaration of Independence, and Gen. Philip

Schuyler [qq.v.~\. Crosby was a freshman in the

University of the City of New York, 1855-56.

In 1856 he made the venturous and at that time

rarely attempted crossing of South America
from Valparaiso to Montevideo. He entered the

Union army early in the Civil War, and during

the course of that conflict engaged in active

service from Virginia to the lower Mississippi

Valley. By August 1861 he was a first lieu-

tenant, and in June 1863 he was made captain.

On account of gallant and meritorious conduct

in Louisiana, he was brevetted captain in April

1863 and major in April 1864. In March 1865

he was brevetted lieutenant-colonel. His war
services as courier attracted the personal notice

and thanks of Lincoln. From March 1869 to

July 1870 he was lieutenant-colonel and aide-de-

camp to Gen. Sheridan in the campaigns against

the Indians. He resigned from the army at the

close of 1870. In 1877, m recognition of his

bravery in saving life at the time of a yacht

disaster, he was awarded a medal by Congress.

From 1876 to 1882 he was American consul

in Florence, Italy, and during this time he was
decorated by the King in gratitude for his hav-

ing captured a notorious band of criminals.

From 1882 to 1884 he was territorial governor

of Montana. He gave his zealous attention to

the progress of the territory, and even made a

special appeal to Congress to put an end to

schemes for the commercial exploitation of Yel-

lowstone Park. He had long been much con-

cerned with sports, especially shooting, in which
he was most proficient. His residence in Mon-
tana gave him opportunity to indulge this taste

freely, and, at occasional big-game hunts ex-

tending over several days, to indulge also his

instinct for grand-scale hospitality. Among his

guests on one of these hunts, was President

Chester A. Arthur. He was first assistant post-

master-general of the United States during the

last four months of the Arthur administration,

and from 1889 to 1892 he was a school commis-

sioner of New York City. In January 1914, his

health, already bad, was further impaired by the

violent struggle which ensued when he was at-

tacked by a suddenly crazed Japanese servant.

During the following summer he set out as was
his custom on a yachting trip, but illness neces-

sitated his being put ashore at Newport, R. I.,
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where he died. He was married in 1863 to Har-

riet Van Rensselaer, a daughter of Gen. Stephen

Van Rensselaer.

[J. S. Crosby, Report of the Gov. of Mont., 1883,

1884 ; F. B. Ileiiniaii. Hist. Reg. and Diet, of the U. S.

Army ( 1903) ; Who's Who in America, 1912-13 ; N. Y.

Tjmes, Aug. 9, 191 4 ; Circular and Cat. of the Univ. of
the City of N. Y. (1856) ; Army and Navy Jour., Aug.
15, 1914; H. M. Crittenden, Yellowstone Nat. Park

(189s)] J.D.W.
CROSBY, PEIRCE (Jan. 16, 1824-June 15,

1899), naval officer, a son of John P. and Cath-

arine (Beale) Crosby, was born in Delaware

County, Pa., of English ancestors prominent in

Pennsylvania since 1682. He was educated in

private schools and entered the navy as midship-

man, June 5, 1838. After service in the Mediter-

ranean, he was attached to the Coast Survey and

was then in the Decatur and Petrel in the Mexi-

can War, participating in the operations against

Tabasco and Tuxpan. Following three years in

the Relief on the African coast, he was made
lieutenant, Sept. 3, 1853, and until 1857 was in

the Gcrmantown in the Brazil Squadron. In the

Civil War he did energetic work, April and May
1861, in command of tugs protecting trade in

the Chesapeake, and then had special duty under

Gen. Butler as harbor-master at Hampton Roads.

Under Butler and Flag-Officer Stringham he

commanded the tug Fanny in the capture of

Hatteras Inlet, rendering excellent service, Aug.

28, in rescuing two barges laden with troops

which had stranded in a heavy sea. After an

attack of typhoid, he took command of the steam-

er Pinola at Baltimore, Dec. 18, 1861, and thence

joined Farragut below New Orleans. On the

night of Apr. 20, 1862, the Pinola, under Crosby,

and the Itasca attempted to break the barrier of

chains and hulks stretched across the river below

New Orleans. Under a heavy fire from the Con-

federate forts, later checked by Union mortars,

the Pinola placed mines in one hulk, but, in the

confusion of separating the two vessels, the wires

were broken and the charges failed to ignite.

Then with much difficulty she released the Itasca,

which had grappled another hulk and run

aground with it above the barrier, and the two
steamers retired after making a gap wide enough
for passage of the fleet. While running the forts

below New Orleans, and again later at Vicks-

burg, the Pinola, being in the rear of Farragut's

column, encountered a severe fire. In October,

despite Farragut's protests at losing a depend-

able officer (Official Records, Navy, XIX, 338),
Crosby was chosen by Admiral S. P. Lee as

fleet captain in the North Atlantic Blockading

Squadron, in which arduous and responsible

position he served from January to October,

18C3. Later he commanded the Florida from

March to November 1864, the Keystone State

in the same squadron, capturing nine blockade-

runners. He was in the Metacomct in the Gulf

Squadron from December 1864 to August 1865,

participating in the later operations leading to

the capture of Mobile and sweeping up 150 tor-

pedoes below the city with nets of his own de-

vising, a service which earned Admiral H. K.

Thatcher's praise as requiring "coolness, judg-

ment, and perseverance" (Ibid., XXII, 92).

From 1865 to 1868 he was in the Shamokin in

the South Atlantic, and after promotion to cap-

tain, May 7, 1868, held several navy-yard posi-

tions until commissioned commodore, Oct. 3,

1874. In March 1882 he became rear admiral.

After commanding the South Atlantic Squadron
for a year and then the Pacific Squadron, he re-

tired in October 1883, living afterward in Wash-
ington. Crosby had a fine military figure, stand-

ing over six feet and weighing over two hundred
pounds. In Admiral John Upshur's words, he

was "brave as a lion and had the tenderness of a

woman." He was married four times : on Oct.

16, 1850, to Matilda Boyer of Lexington, Va.,

who died in 1853 ; in March 1861, to Julia Wells

who died in 1866; on Feb. 15, 1870, to Miriam
Gratz, who died in 1878; and on June 24, 1880,

to Louise Audenried.
[Official Records (Navy) ; J. H. Martin, Hist, of

Chester, Pa. (1877), pp. 202—18; obituaries in Army
and Navy Jour., June 24, 1899, and Washington Post,

June 16, 1899.] A.W.
CROSBY, WILLIAM OTIS (Jan. 14, 1850-

Dec. 31, 1925), geologist, son of Francis William

and Hannah (Ballard) Crosby, both of English

descent, was born in Decatur, Ohio. His father

was a school-teacher who shortly after the close

of the Civil War went south and became superin-

tendent of a gold-mine in North Carolina. Here
the boy gained his first insight into the problems

of economic geology. In 1871 he accompanied his

father, who had become interested in a silver-

mine, to Georgetown, Colo., and while there met
President Runkle with a party of students from

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and

accompanied them on one of their trips. As was
to be expected, such association aroused in him
sufficient interest to cause him to enter upon a

course of study at the Institute, from which he

graduated in 1876. He must have been a student

of unusual promise, for in the fall of the same
year he received an appointment as assistant in

the geological department in the Institute, where

in the course of time he became full professor

and head of the department.

Crosby was from the start an original worker

and an inspiring teacher. He was capable of an

amount of patient drudgery in his work that
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would have been far from congenial to most ; and

of gathering material, handling and preparing it

for his classes or his wider audiences at the Bos-

ton Society of Natural History, where he had
become a curator, he never tired. Forced by al-

most total deafness to retire from teaching, he de-

voted himself after 1906 largely to work pertain-

ing to various phases of economic geology. As
an expert in mining problems he covered in

more or less detail the whole western mining re-

gion, besides many of the states in the East. It

was, however, in problems relating to water sup-

ply and storage dams in which intricate problems

of underground structure were involved, that he

became most deeply interested, and widely and
favorably known. This work often involved re-

sponsibility for large financial outlay, as in his

studies of the Muscle Shoals region in Alabama.

He served as consulting engineer for the cele-

brated Arrow Dam in Idaho, the highest in the

world ; the dams on the Medina River in Texas

;

the Conchos River in Mexico, and the great dam
across the Mississippi River at Keokuk, Iowa,

the third longest in the world. He was consulting

geologist to the Board of Water Supply of New
York City during 1906-12, investigated the con-

ditions for the Ashokan and Kensico dams, the

deep Hudson River siphons, and the Catskill

aqueduct. He was also called as consulting ge-

ologist for three large dams in Spain. Always
painstaking and thorough, he became identified

with many of the most important hydraulic opera-

tions in America.

Crosby's publications cover a considerable

range of subjects. Of greatest importance prob-

ably from the standpoint of systematic geology,

and involving the most detailed field work over

a considerable area was his Geology of the Bos-

ton Basin, pts. 1-3 (1893-1900).

Crosby was married in 1876 to Alice Ballard

of Lansing, Mich.
[Sketch by Douglas Johnson in Science, June 18,

1926; sketch by H. W. Shimer and Waldemar Lind-
gren, accompanied by a full bibliography, in Bull. Geol.
Soc. of America, Mar. 1927; personal recollections.]

G.P.M.

CROSS, EDWARD (Nov. 11, 1798-Apr. 6,

1887), jurist, was born in Virginia where his

grandfather, originally from Wales, had settled

early in the eighteenth century. His father, Rob-

ert Cross, served with the colonial forces in the

Revolutionary War, afterward engaging in farm-

ing. In 1799 the family moved to Cumberland

County, Ky., where Edward spent his youth on

a farm, obtaining his education at the common
schools. When he became of age he determined

to take up law and went to Overton County,

Tenn., reading for two years in the office of Adam

Huntsman at Monroe in that county. On being

admitted to the Tennessee bar in 1822 he opened

an office there and practised for three years. He
made progress, but, having been brought up on
the frontier, he found the lure of the West irre-

sistible and in 1826 he proceeded to the Territory

of Arkansas, settling at Washington, Hemp-
stead County, and entering into partnership with

Daniel Ringo, who was later chief justice. In

1828 he became a member of the staff of Gov.
Izard and in that position took a prominent part

in the organization of the territorial militia. He
acquired an extensive practise and had the repu-

tation of being a sound lawyer of sterling charac-

ter. In 1832 President Jackson appointed him
one of the justices of the superior court of the

Territory of Arkansas, and he remained on the

bench for four years, being reappointed by Pres-

ident Van Buren. On the admission of Arkansas

to the Union as a state, June 16, 1836, the court

ceased to function, and Cross became surveyor-

general of the public lands under the new consti-

tution, a position which he retained for two years.

In 1838, as Democratic nominee, he was elected

representative in Congress, where he served for

three terms, being reelected in 1840 and 1842.

He was extremely active in the presidential elec-

tion of 1840, taking a leading part in the Demo-
cratic campaign and addressing meetings in

many parts of the state. As a delegate from Ar-

kansas he attended the National Democratic Con-

vention at Baltimore in 1844, with instructions

from his constituents to support Van Buren. The
subsequent publication of the latter's letter op-

posing the annexation of Texas induced Cross

to disobey his instructions and vote for Polk, and

this action on his part was afterward approved

by his party. In 1852, to meet an emergency, he

was appointed by Gov. Drew a special justice of

the supreme court of the state. He was one of the

promoters in 1853 of the Cairo & Fulton Rail-

road, which was planned to make eastern connec-

tion at Cairo, 111., and continue the line of the St.

Louis & Iron Mountain, running south from St.

Louis toward Texas, and was its president from

1855 to 1862, during which period it was, in com-

mon with the majority of the companies forming

the Missouri railroad system, forced into bank-

ruptcy. After i860 he took no very active part

in politics and gradually relinquished practise,

though his interest in public affairs continued

unabated to an advanced age. Speaking of this

period of his life a contemporary said, "His good

morals and integrity are of the highest type and

the old patriarch is universally esteemed" (Hal-

lum, post). He died at Little Rock in his eighty-

ninth year. On Aug. 4, 1831, he had married
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Laura Frances, daughter of Benjamin Elliott of

Washington County, Mo.
[John Hallum, Biog. and Pictorial Hist, of Ark.

(1887), p. 119; Dallas T. Herndon, Centennial Hist, of
Arkansas (1922), I, 917, which must be used with cau-
tion ; obituary and editorial in Ark. Gazette (Little

Rock), Apr. 7, 1887.] H.W.H.K.

CROSWELL, EDWIN (May 29, 1797-June

13, 1871), journalist, politician, was of English

stock, his paternal ancestor having come from

England and settled in Boston in 1655. He was
born in Catskill, N. Y., the son of Mackay Cros-

well and the nephew of the eminent Dr. Harry
Croswell [q.v.~[. Mackay Croswell was a tavern-

keeper who was noted for his geniality, his fund

of good stories, and boon companionship. He
was also editor of the Catskill Packet (founded

in 1792) and of its three successors. Edwin spent

his boyhood about the tavern and in the office of

his father's newspaper. He and Thurlow Weed
\_q.v.~\ were boys together, the one quiet, studious,

and of a refined nature, the other a lover of sports

and adventure. Croswell educated himself in the

English classics ; was attracted to Swift's senten-

tious purity, and patterned his style after the Ju-

nius Letters. When he was fourteen years old he

entered the office of the Catskill Recorder and

was soon assistant editor. Edwin's future ap-

peared bright while Thurlow hung about Mack-
ay Croswell's office hoping to be apprenticed.

Croswell's untiring industry and single-hearted

devotion to party soon attracted the attention of

the politicians. When Moses Cantine (editor of

the Albany Argus) died in 1823, the "Albany Re-

gency," especially Martin Van Buren, called

Croswell to the editorial chair of the Argus. He
was elected state printer in 1824 and held the of-

fice until 1847, save f°r one interruption, when
Weed, master Whig politician, became state

printer (1840-44).

Croswell was one of a trio of great partisan

editors of the Democratic party in the thirties,

the others being Francis Preston Blair [q.v.~\ of

the Washington Globe, and Thomas Ritchie

[q. v.] of the Richmond Enquirer. These were
the pen-executives for their party until they fell

victims to party factions. Croswell was more
certain in his judgment than Ritchie, and less

vitriolic than Blair. As mouthpiece of the Al-

bany Regency his journal led the way for the

New York papers of his faith. He was a con-

servative who sagaciously labored to keep har-

mony in the Democracy until the inevitable break

came between the "Barnburners" and "Hunkers."

He broke with Van Buren on the Texas question,

became embroiled in an unfortunate party quar-

rel with William Cassidy [q.v.~\ of the Albany
Atlas, which was increasing in strength, and re-

tired from the Argus in 1854. The Canal Bank
failure (1848), his illness, and a desire to enter

business of a different nature to improve his

financial circumstances, had much to do with his

retirement. He engaged in business in New York
City, but died a poor man at Princeton, N. J.,

after friends had come to his aid.

[Files of the Albany Argus, Atlas, and Evening Jour-
nal; obituaries in Atlas (Albany) and N. Y. Tribune,
June 16, 1871 ; scattering letters in the Van Buren
MSS. (Lib. of Cong.) ; MSS. in the N. Y. Pub. Lib.,

in the Archives of the N. Y. Hist. Soc, and in the
James Watson Webb Papers (in possession of Col.

Creighton Webb, Shelburne, Vt.) ; Herbert D. A. Dono-
van, The Barnburners (1925) ; De Alva S. Alexander,
A Pol. Hist, of the State of N. Y. (1906). Croswell was
one of the authors of Reminiscences of Catskill: Local
Sketches, by the Late D. Pinckney, Together With In-
teresting Articles by Thurlow Weed, Edwin Croswell,
S. Sherwood Day and Joseph Hallock, Esqrs. (1868).]

W.E.S—h.

CROSWELL, HARRY (June 16, 1778-Mar.

13, 1858), editor, clergyman, the seventh child of

Caleb Croswell and his wife, Hannah Kellogg,

was born in West Hartford, Conn. His father

had removed to Connecticut from Charlestown,

Mass., before the Revolution. The boy received

his early education from the Rev. Dr. Nathan
Perkins, and had for one winter the advantage

of being a member of Noah Webster's house-

hold, where he received instruction from Web-
ster in return for his services. He worked for a

little time as a clerk in a country store in War-
ren, but left there to join an older brother who
was in charge of a printing establishment in

Catskill, N. Y. This was more to his liking than

clerking, and he made the most of his opportunity.

He was soon sending communications to the

Catskill Packet, which was printed in the shop,

and at the age of twenty-two was made editor

of the paper. With this assurance of a liveli-

hood he married Susan Sherman of New Haven,
Conn., on Aug. 16, 1800 (New Haven Register,

Mar. 14, 1858) . He soon moved to Hudson, N. Y.,

however, where he established himself in May
1801 as proprietor of an independent newspaper,

the Balance. The town had at this time a Repub-

lican paper, the Bee, for whose sting the local

Federalists sought an antidote. Croswell pro-

vided this by publishing the Wasp, a letter-size

sheet first issued in 1802. His caustic pen very

soon involved him in difficulties. The Republi-

cans had just placed as judge in Columbia Coun-

ty one of the leading members of their party ; and

the law of libel in the state did not require that

questions of fact be submitted to the jury. Cros-

well was indicted for libel. The case was suffi-

ciently challenging to the New York Federalists

to bring Alexander Hamilton and William Van
Ness to the aid of the young editor, but even

Hamilton's brilliant speech could not change the
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foregone conclusion of the trial. Croswell was
found guilty, and the publication of the JVasp

was discontinued. Croswell issued the Balance

as a Federalist paper in Hudson until 1809 when
encouraged by promises of Federalist support

he removed with it to Albany. Promises failed,

debts accumulated, and he was jailed by a Fed-

eralist creditor. He thereupon gave up his career

as a journalist and turned to the ministry for

refuge from the ingratitude and uncertainties of

the political world. He was ordained deacon in

the Episcopal Church, May 8, 1814. His first

charge was Christ Church in Hudson, N. Y.,

where he remained only a few months. On Jan.

1, 1815, he was installed as rector of Trinity

Church in New Haven, Conn. Here he passed

the remainder of his life contentedly, in the faith-

ful performance of his pastoral duties.

[Croswell's diary (MS.) is in the possession of Yale
Univ. Lib. A memoir, based upon it, was published by
F. B. Dexter in Papers of the New Haven Colony Hist.
Soc., vol. IX (1918), and reprinted in Dexter's A Se-
lection from the Miscellaneous Hist. Papers of Fifty
Years (1918). See also Croswell's life of his son, A
Memoir of the Late Wm. Croswell, D.D. (1853), and
obituaries in New Haven papers, Mar. 14, 1858. An ac-

count of Croswell's trial is to be found in Speeches at
Full Length of Mr. Van Ness, Mr. Caines, Mr. Harri-
son and Gen. Hamilton in the Great Cause of the Peo-
ple against Harry Croswell (1804). New York and Al-
bany papers of Feb. 19 and 20, 1804, printed notices of
the trial.] M.A.M.

CROTHERS, SAMUEL McCHORD (June

7, 1857-Nov. 9, 1927), clergyman, essayist, was
born at Oswego, 111. His ancestors, of Scotch-

Irish stock, came to America in the seventeenth

century and settled in Pennsylvania, their de-

scendants spreading westward and taking their

part in the life of the frontier. A strain of French

Huguenot blood on the mother's side served to

intensify the spirit of adventure and independence

that marked the family in successive generations.

His grandfather, Samuel Crothers, was a Pres-

byterian minister ; his father, John M., who mar-

ried Nancy Foster, was a lawyer. In 1873 Sam-
uel M. Crothers was graduated from Witten-

berg College, Ohio, and in 1874 from the College

of New Jersey (now Princeton). He next spent

three years at the Union Theological Seminary,

New York, in preparation for the work of the

Presbyterian ministry.

After graduation from the Seminary, being

then just twenty years old, he began the practical

life of the ministry, serving in two frontier par-

ishes in Nevada and for two years in Santa Bar-

bara. Up to this time he had remained satisfied

with the Calvinistic theology of his forefathers

as handed down by Princeton and Union Semi-

nary. In the freer air of the West, however, the

mind of the youth soon found itself expanding

into larger and more liberal views upon the fun-

damental problems of Christian life and thought.

Without abandoning the old he began to venture

into new ways of interpreting the traditions of

Calvinism as he had received them. The conse-

quence was that his preaching became suspect to

the authorities of his church, while at the same
time it was appealing with increasing attraction

to the more open-minded in the community and to

the visitors from other states. By the end of the

year 1881 he had decided to sever his connection

with the Presbyterian body and to spend a year

in study and reflection before making new de-

nominational attachments. With this object he

entered the Harvard Divinity School and there

discovered that he was already prepared to join

the Unitarian fellowship. In 1882 he began at

once the two happy ventures of the Unitarian

ministry and the family life, marrying, Sept. 9,

Louise M. Bronson of Santa Barbara, Cal. For

forty-five years these were to move on together

in parallel ways of singular harmony and increas-

ing usefulness.

With characteristic modesty and good sense

the young convert declined several brilliant of-

fers of city parishes and accepted a call to Brat-

tleboro, Vt., where for four years he worked out

the problems inevitable to so radical a change of

mental attitude. From this semi-rural pastorate

he was called to wider service at St. Paul, Minn.,

and during eight years made the church there a

far-reaching center of liberal religion throughout

the rapidly developing northwestern country.

From St. Paul he made his final change of resi-

dence to Cambridge, Mass., as minister of the

historic First Parish in 1894. In the congenial

atmosphere of the University town and neigh-

boring Boston, he found the keenest stimulation

to his ripened powers. His work here became

equally fruitful in three lines of activity: first,

as pastor of a large, highly organized church al-

ready a potent force in the life of the community.

Crothers was as far as possible from the type of

the bustling, dictatorial church official. Quiet,

unobtrusive, hesitating in manner, leaving to

others the direct management of every organized

effort, he kept his eye and his hand upon the

working out of all the plans for social welfare

and religious influence of which his church was

the center. The traditional forms of worship he

accepted as they came to him, approved changes

as they were suggested by the parish itself, and

sought steadily to infuse all forms with the spirit

of true devotion which alone could give them

value.

Of his two other functions, those of preacher

and writer, it is impossible to speak separately,
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so closely were they interwoven in the method

of his thought. His preaching, as he himself said,

had but one subject, and that was "liberty," the

freedom of the human soul to think for itself and

to act for itself so long as such action does not

interfere with the freedom of others. In his writ-

ing he developed this doctrine of freedom in his

treatment of social habits and institutions. If he

had a philosophy, it was the philosophy of com-
mon sense, and this meant to him much the same
thing as a sense of humor ; for, if humor is, as he

thought it was, "the perception of the incongru-

ous," it is by the same token the perception of the

congruous, the fitting, the sane, the harmonious.

It is this sanity, this sense of proportion, that

above all else distinguishes the long series of es-

says which are Crothers's literary monument.
Written under the impulse of some popular dis-

cussion of educational or social problems and
often read before publication to friendly audi-

ences, their whimsical humor, their keen insight,

their searching criticism of social foibles and
their delivery, clothed in a demure, half apolo-

getic seriousness, made them the most delightful

of entertainments. To other audiences, at times,

their subtlety of thought and playfulness of lan-

guage made them quite unintelligible. Printed

first in magazines of the higher class and later

collected into volumes with suggestive titles,

they make their appeal to a choice circle of dis-

criminating readers.

The same quality of balanced judgment pene-

trated also his pulpit utterances, but with rare

discretion and self-control he never allowed his

sense of humor to appear in his sermons. The
cheap devices of the "popular" preacher to catch

the attention of his hearers were abhorrent to

him, and it is probably owing to this quality of

elevation and refinement that his preaching like

his writing appealed rather to a limited group of

like-minded followers than to great numbers of

casual listeners. He spoke without notes, but

after such careful elaboration that, as he ex-

pressed it, the work of composition was rather

an act of memory than of original thinking. His
publications include: The Understanding Heart

(1903) ; The Gentle Reader (1903) ; The Par-
doner's Wallet (1905) ; By the Christmas Fire

(1908); Among Friends (1910); Humanly
Speaking (1912) ; "The Charm of English Prose

in the 17th Century: Phi Beta Kappa Oration,

Harvard, 1913," in Harvard Graduates Maga-
zine, XXII, 1—15 ; Meditations on Votes for Wo-
men, etc. (i9i4)j The Pleasures of an Absentee

Landlord (1916) ; Oliver Wendell Holmes, the

Autocrat and His Fellow-Boarders (1909) ;

The Dame School of Experience (1920) ; Ralph

Waldo Emerson: How to Know Him (1921) ;

The Cheerful Giver (1923); The Children of

Dickens ( 1925). Death came to him suddenly at

Cambridge in his seventy-first year.

{The Critic, Mar. 1906; Nation (N. Y.),Nov. 30,
1927; Outlook, Nov. 23, 1912, pp. 643-56; Boston
Transcript, Nov. 10, 12, 1927 ; N. Y. Times, Nov. 10,

and editorial Nov. 13, 1927; Who's Who in America,
1926-27 ; personal acquaintance.] E.E.

CROUNSE, LORENZO (Jan. 27, 1834-May
13, 1909), jurist, governor of Nebraska, was born

at Sharon, Schoharie County, N. Y., the son of

John and Margaret (Van Aernam) Crounse.

His father was of German, his mother of Dutch

descent. He received little more than a common
school education, but taught school, studied law,

and in 1857 was admitted to the bar. In i860 he

was married to Mary E. Griffiths, and the next

year went to war as captain of Battery K, 1st

Regiment, New York Light Artillery, but his ser-

vice ended shortly after the second battle of Bull

Run, in which he was severely wounded. In 1864

he moved to Rulo, Nebr., later settling at Fort

Calhoun, and again turned to law. From the first

Crounse was active in Nebraska politics. He
served in the legislature, and helped draft the

constitution under which the territory was ad-

mitted as a state. He was associate justice of the

state supreme court for six years following 1867

and wrote many opinions that were of great local

importance. Notable among his decisions was
that in Brittle vs. The People (2 Nebr. 198), in

which he upheld the right of a colored man to sit

on a jury. He served for two terms, 1873-77, in

the national House of Representatives, and his

disregard while he was there of the wishes of the

Nebraska railroads probably accounts for his

failure to win in 1876 the seat in the United States

Senate to which he aspired. For four years after

1879 he was collector of internal revenues for

the Nebraska district, in 1880 he attended the Re-

publican National Convention as an ardent

Blaine man, and in Harrison's administration he

became assistant secretary of the treasury. Dur-
ing these years he spent much time on the fine

farm he had acquired near Fort Calhoun.

By this time the Farmers' Alliance had blos-

somed into the People's party, and in the election

of 1890, because of the agrarian uprising, the Re-

publicans lost control of the Nebraska state gov-

ernment. In order to regain their former su-

premacy the old party leaders decided in 1892 to

nominate Crounse for the governorship. This

they did, but with some reluctance, for, while

Crounse was no friend to Populism, his disdain

for machine politics, which in Nebraska was
but another name for railroad dictation, was
well known. During the campaign the Demo-
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cratic nominee, J. Sterling Morton, joined with

Crounse in attacking the record of Van Wyck,
the popular and capable choice of the third party

forces, who advocated ardently the regulation of

railway rates by the state. Unfortunately for the

Populists Crounse was able to show that his own
record was more consistently hostile to the rail-

roads than Van Wyck's, and on this showing he

won the election.

Crounse probably took the governorship as a

stepping-stone to the United States Senate, but

in 1893 the coveted seat went to a Populist, and

Crounse had to serve out his term as governor.

His administration, coinciding as it did with a

period of acute hard times, gave him small satis-

faction. He was compelled to report at its end a

condition of "partial failure of crops in the year

1893, and their total destruction in a large por-

tion of the state in the year just closed." State

finances were also in a deplorable state, in spite

of the economies he had effected. His colleagues

at the state house were for the most part small men
under machine control who consistently embar-

rassed him. Under these circumstances he re-

fused a renomination in 1894, and by so doing

paved the way for the choice of a Populist as his

successor. Crounse was out of office until 1901

when he became a member of the state Senate.

That year the legislature was long deadlocked

over the election of two United States senators,

and for a time it seemed that Crounse, who was
not originally a candidate, would be one of those

chosen to break the deadlock, but, when his elec-

tion was practically conceded, the Burlington and

Union Pacific interests, which up to the moment
had been fighting each other, joined forces and

effected a compromise. Needless to say, they did

not choose Crounse.

After this until the time of his death in May
1909 Crounse remained aloof from politics. He
traveled, as he had already done previously, both

abroad and in this country. Dignified, serious,

and in his prime almost austere, he mellowed in

his declining years and acquired an "unruffled

tranquillity" that endeared him to his associates.

He was a great lover of books and liked even to

translate the Latin of his school days. From the

time of his wife's death in 1882 he remained a

widower, and his last years were spent in Omaha
with one of his four children.

[A reliable sketch of Crounse's life is in J. S. Morton
and Albert Watkins, Illustrated Hist, of Ncbr. (1905),
I. 631-34. Excerpts from his more important speeches
in Congress are given in T. W. Tipton, "Forty Years of
Nebr.," in Nebr. State Hist. Soc. Colls., 2 ser., IV
(1902), 395-409. His message to the legislature, Jan.
3, 1895, is in the Senate Jour, of that year, pp. 45—70.
A good obituary notice and editorial appreciation were
published in the Omaha World Herald, May 15, 1909.]

J.D.H.

CROUTER, ALBERT LOUIS EDGER-
TON (Sept. 15, 1846-June 26, 1925), educator

of the deaf, was a member of a Huguenot family

which moved to Germany and later to New York
City. Loyal to King George, Crouter's ancestors

went to Canada during the Revolution, and he

was born near Belleville, Ontario. His father

was Abraham Lewis Crouter and his mother was
Elizabeth Eliza German. After finishing his pri-

mary and secondary education in the Belleville

schools, he entered Albert College. At seventeen

he became a teacher in the public schools in Belle-

ville. At twenty he moved to Kansas, where he

taught in an Indian school at Shawneetown.
While he was there Thomas Burnside, superin-

tendent of the Kansas School for the Deaf at

Olathe, offered him a position which he accepted

before his twenty-first birthday. From that time

until his death he was actively engaged in the

education of the deaf. At the age of twenty-one

he was offered the superintendency of the Kansas
school. He accepted, however, an offer to teach

in the Pennsylvania Institution for the Deaf at

Philadelphia, and in 1884 he became its principal.

Becoming interested in the oral method of in-

structing the deaf, he organized a separate de-

partment for orally taught pupils, extended the

trades teaching of the school, and established a

normal department. Later all class work was
done orally. In 1892, under Crouter's guidance,

the Pennsylvania Institution was moved to

Mount Airy, where new grounds and modern
buildings with every convenience had been pro-

vided by his energy and foresight. The grouping

of the buildings into three separate departments

according to the ages of the children, and the ad-

dition of a manual-training department, have

made this a model residential institution for deaf

children. The title of principal of this school was
changed to that of superintendent without chang-

ing the duties, and Crouter remained until his

death superintendent of the Pennsylvania Insti-

tution. Under his administration it became one

of the largest and best-known of schools for the

deaf, and was visited and studied by teachers of

the deaf from all parts of the world.

He was one of the founders of the American

Association to Promote the Teaching of Speech

to the Deaf, and became its president in 1904,

succeeding Alexander Graham Bell \_q.v.~\. He
was for many years a member of the Executive

Committee of the Conference of Superintendents

and Principals of American Schools for the Deaf.

He represented the United States at the Sev-

enth International Conference of Instructors of

the Deaf at Edinburgh, and attended practically

every important gathering of instructors of the
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deaf in the United States throughout the whole

term of his connection with the Pennsylvania In-

stitution, which lasted for fifty-eight years. He
also found time to attend meetings of the deaf

themselves and to address them in the language

of signs. A member of the Episcopal Church, he

was rector's warden of Grace Church, Mount
Airy, for many years, and from 1895 until his

death he was a member of the commission in

charge of the Episcopal Mission for the deaf in

Philadelphia. He wrote many papers dealing

with the education of deaf pupils and with the

training of teachers of the deaf, among them be-

ing "Marriages of the Deaf," in The American
Annals of the Deaf, October 1889; "The Deaf in

Hearing Schools and in Day Schools," Ibid.,

May 1904; "The Supervision and Care of Pu-
pils," Ibid., January 1905 ; "The Training of

Teachers," Ibid., November 191 1. His style was
particularly clear and forceful. Crouter was sin-

gularly successful as an executive. His pres-

ence was commanding but his expression was at-

tractive and kindly, and he was well loved by his

pupils and by the members of his profession. On
Apr. 30, 1895, ne was married to June Yale, a

teacher of the deaf at the Clarke School at North-

ampton, Mass. Three of their nine children have

followed their parents' calling.

[The Mount Airy World, Nov. 19, 1925 ; article by
Dr. Harris Taylor in the Volta Rev., Nov. 1925 ; arti-

cle by Frank W. Booth in The Am. Annals of the Deaf,
Mar. 1926, pp. 89-96 ; letter from members of Crouter's

immediate family ;
personal recollections of the writer.]

P.H.
CROWELL, LUTHER CHILDS (Sept. 7,

1840-Sept. 16, 1903), inventor, was descended

from Yelverton Crowell, who with his brother

Thomas settled on Cape Cod in 1638. Luther was
the son of Francis Baker Crowell, a ship's cap-

tain, and Mehitable Hall Crowell. Though both

parents were of the same surname, they were not

related. Both were born on Cape Cod, the father

in South Yarmouth and the mother in West Den-

nis, and it was in the latter place that Luther was
born. By the time he was seventeen he had not

only completed the courses of the local schools but

had also attended an academy and spent a year

studying medicine privately with a physician.

Following his adventures in higher education he

entered the merchant marine service and at the

end of four years was offered a captain's commis-

sion, which he declined. The reason for this, ap-

parently, was his intense interest in aeronautics,

for within a year he had moved to Boston and on

June 3, 1862, obtained a patent for an aerial ma-
chine. He immediately proceeded to develop the

mechanism, but the business failure of his chief

backer put a stop to the work. He then turned his

attention to the development of another idea

which had been suggested in the course of his

work on the aerial machine ; namely, a machine

to make paper bags. For this he received a pat-

ent in 1867. Five years later he devised the

square-bottomed paper bag universally used to-

day and also the machine for making it; and
while legal proceedings arising out of infringe-

ment of this patent were still in progress, he in-

vented the side-seam paper bag and then sold

partial rights in all his bag patents to the infring-

ing company. Improvements in printing ma-
chinery next attracted Crowell and by 1873 he

had devised and patented a sheet-delivery and
folding mechanism. This invention marked a

distinct forward step in the development of

printing machinery and was quite ahead of its

time, so that the first opportunity to introduce it

did not come until two years later when it was
combined wih a new press purchased by the Bos-

ton Herald. The combination machine was the

first rotary folding machine whereby newspaper

sheets, singly or collectively, were delivered fold-

ed as complete products. For the next few years

Crowell devoted his time wholly to improving his

mechanism, being unable financially to enter into

the general manufacture of it. Meanwhile R.

Hoe & Company, in their various printing-press

experiments, found that some of their devices en-

croached upon Crowell's inventions, and offered

him not only a substantial sum of money for par-

tial rights in his paper-bag improvements and

sheet-delivery mechanism but also a liberal sal-

ary to join them. He accepted and in 1879 en-

tered the employ of this firm where he remained

until his death. He could now work to his heart's

content and during the following ten years he

perfected the double supplement press, and fol-

lowed this with double and quadruple presses and

the combined pamphlet-printing and wire-bind-

ing machines. He obtained over 280 United

States patents for printing machinery alone, in-

cluding those for the printing of both sides of a

web of paper from one cylinder, a rotary print-

ing mechanism, a positive cutting and folding

mechanism without tapes, the first sheet-piling

mechanism, and many others. One of his last in-

ventions was a machine for pasting labels on bot-

tles, and at the time of his death he was working

on a wrapping and mailing machine. Crowell

gloried in being a "Cape Codder." He despised

shams and expressed himself freely and fearlessly

in all matters. He was a member of the Ameri-

can Society of Mechanical Engineers, and of the

Franklin Institute. On Aug. 18, 1863, he mar-

ried Mrs. Margaret D. Howard of Boston. Al-

though a resident of New York City he died at

his old home in West Dennis.
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[A Short Hist, of the Printing Press (1902), print-

ed and published for Robt. Hoe ; Stephen D. Tucker,
"Hist, of R. Hoe & Co., N. Y.," transcript (MS.) in
Lib. of Cong. ; W. B. Kaempffert, A Popular Hist, of
Am. Invention (1924) ; Records of U. S. Patent Office
and of the Franklin Institute; family correspondence.]

C.W.M.
CROWNE, JOHN (1640-April 1712), Resto-

ration dramatist, was the first Harvard College

playwright. He was the eldest of the three chil-

dren of William \_q.v.~\ and Agnes Mackworth
Crowne and was probably born in Shropshire,

England, where the family estates of his moth-
er were situated. He accompanied his father to

New England in the summer of 1657 when the

latter came with Col. Thomas Temple to take

possession of the province of Nova Scotia. In

the fall of 1657 his father entered him at Har-
vard College and proceeded to the Penobscot

River country. Crowne was a student at Har-
vard for three years, but did not graduate. He
returned with his father to England early in

1661. When in 1667 by the Treaty of Breda
the elder Crowne lost his estates in Nova Scotia

he could no longer assist his son, who turned to

the theatre for a livelihood. By his own confes-

sion it was the loss of his father's fortune that

caused him to "run into that Madness call'd

Poetry" and to frequent "that Bedlam call'd a

Stage."

Pie began his career with the tragi-comedy

Juliana (1671) but soon devoted his attention

to tragedies. He achieved his first considerable

success with The Destruction of Jerusalem

(1677). He wrote with his eye on the financial

rewards and in his efforts to trim his sails to

the changing winds of popular favor he attempt-

ed all types of drama. Though his tragedies are

more numerous than his comedies he is best

known to posterity as a comic dramatist. Much
of his caustic satire was clever and effective

despite its coarseness. His pictures of contem-

porary London life were often successful. In the

summer of 1674, with both Settle and Dryden
out of favor, the Earl of Rochester asked Crowne
to produce a court masque. His masque, Calisto,

first performed in December 1674, won him the

favor of Charles II. This was increased by the

King's hearty enjoyment of The Countrey Wit,

produced in 1675. In 1679, at the suggestion of

his father, he attempted to capitalize this royal

favor when he petitioned, unsuccessfully, for

Mounthope, near the Plymouth settlements. The
following year he attempted to secure the pro-

prietorship of Boston Neck, a valuable tract of

land in the Narragansett country, but without

success. During the turbulent period following

the Popish Plot, Crowne allied himself with the

Tory group and produced the comedy, City Poli-

Crowne
tiques, a clever political satire against the Whigs.
Having again pleased Charles II he petitioned

for a sinecure that would give him financial

independence. The king first demanded another
comedy. Crowne reluctantly wrote Sir Courtly
Nice, now the best known of his many plays,

but on the day of the last rehearsal the king
was seized with a fit and died three days later.

During the last years of his life the struggling

playwright suffered from poverty and want. He
never ceased his attempts to recover his father's

lands in Nova Scotia, but, though he sometimes
lived upon the royal bounty, he failed to secure

compensation for the loss of his valuable patri-

mony. He died in obscurity in London.

[A. H. Bullen's article on John Crowne in the Diet.
Nat. Biog. is superseded by Arthur Franklin White's
John Crowne: His Life and Dramatic Works (Cleve-
land^ 1922), the definitive biographical treatment, and
by his "John Crowne and America" in Pubs. Modern
Language Asso., Dec. 1920 ; see also Geo. Parker Win-
ship, The First Harvard Playwright ; a Bibliog. of John
Crowne (Cambridge, Mass., 1922) and Allardyce Nic-
oll, Hist, of Restoration Drama 1660-1700 (Cambridge,
England, 2nd ed. 1928).] p y^

CROWNE, WILLIAM (c. 1617-1683), ad-

venturer, born in England about 161 7, first

emerges from the obscurity which surrounds his

ancestry and early life when, in 1636, as a ser-

vant in the retinue of Thomas Howard, Earl

of Arundel, he accompanied him on a diplomatic

mission to Ferdinand II of Germany. After his

return to England Crowne in 1637 published a

brief narrative of the journey, A True Relation

of All the Remarkable Places and Passages

Observed in the Travels of Thomas, Lord How-
ard. . . . Through the favor of the same noble-

man he was created Rouge Dragon in the Col-

lege of Arms in September 1638. It was prob-

ably during the year following this event that

he married Agnes, daughter of Richard Mack-
worth and widow of Richard Watts. At the out-

break of the civil wars he joined the parliamen-

tary cause and became secretary to Basil Field-

ing, Earl of Denbigh. After various services to

Parliament he became a lieutenant-colonel of

militia for Shropshire and for four years was

one of the county commissioners. In 1654 he

was returned the sole member of Parliament for

Bridgnorth. Crowne had amassed considerable

fortune when he first became interested in land

speculation in America; in 1656 he supplied the

funds by which he and Col. Thomas Temple

acquired title to Nova Scotia from Charles de la

Tour. The new proprietors came to America in

the summer of 1657 and in the fall made a divi-

sion of their property; Crowne became owner

of the lesser half of the tract, including the

Penobscot River country. He entered his son
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John [q.v.], the future dramatist, at Harvard
College and himself proceeded to the Penob-

scpt River where, at Negue, he built a trading-

post. He later leased the territory to Temple,

who after a short time refused to pay the rent

or surrender the land.

With the restoration of Charles II the title

of Temple and Crowne to Nova Scotia was
jeopardized. Early in 1661 Crowne with his

son John sailed to England. In London he suc-

cessfully defended their claim to Nova Scotia

and secured the suspension of Thomas Breedon

as governor. As Rouge Dragon he participated

in the coronation ceremonies in April 1661 and

shortly after resigned the office. While in Eng-
land he was successfully engaged in making the

new government more friendly toward Massa-

chusetts. In recognition of his services the Gen-

eral Court of Massachusetts in October 1662

voted him five hundred acres of land. Meanwhile

Crowne could secure no settlement from his

unscrupulous partner; the courts of New Eng-

land, to which he appealed, disclaimed juris-

diction. A greater misfortune befell in 1667,

when, by the Treaty of Breda, Charles II dis-

regarded the claims of both Crowne and Temple
and ceded Nova Scotia to France. In the same

year Crowne settled in Mendon, Mass., and be-

came the first town register. There he lived

until 1674 when he went to Rhode Island; by

August 1679 he was again a resident of Boston

where he remained until his death four years

later. Efforts to secure compensation for the

loss of Nova Scotia were without success ; nor

did the sale of his land in Massachusetts and a

small grant from the General Court keep his

declining years free of poverty.

[The scattered writings about William Crowne are
brief, inaccurate, and unsatisfactory. Definitive treat-

ment is Arthur Franklin White's John Crowne : His
Life and Dramatic Works (Cleveland, 1922) ; see also

"John Crowne and America" by the same author in

Pubs. Mod. Lang. Asso. of America for Dec. 1920.]

F.M.
CROWNINSHIELD, BENJAMIN WIL-
LIAMS (Dec. 27, 1772-Feb. 3, 1851), mer-
chant, politician, brother of George and Jacob

Crowninshield [qq.v.~\, was born in Salem,

Mass., the son of George and Mary (Derby)

Crowninshield. He was a great-grandson of

Johannes Kaspar Richter von Kronenshelt (or

Kronenscheldt) who for killing his antagonist

in a duel ( F. B. Crowninshield, The Story

of George Crowninshield's Yacht, 'Cleopatra's

Barge,' 1913, p. 174), was compelled to leave

the University of Leipzig somewhat hastily. He
established himself as a physician in Boston,

married Elizabeth Allen of Lynn, who had been

one of his patients, anglicized his name, and be-

came highly respected. George Crowninshield

was a sea-captain and merchant of Salem. Each
of his six sons was taken from school early, and,

after a short period in the counting-house, was
sent to sea as cabin-boy, so that he might learn

navigation and the art of leadership without

serving before the mast. This system of train-

ing was completely successful : all the brothers

except Edward, who died at Guadeloupe at the

age of seventeen, commanded ships before they

were twenty, and eventually they displaced the

Derbys as the leading merchant family of Salem.

Like his brothers, Benjamin was taken from
school early and sent to sea as a cabin-boy,

commanded a ship before he reached his major-

ity, proceeded from the quarter-deck to the

counting-room, and was made a partner in the

world-renowned firm of George Crowinshield &
Sons. On Jan. 1, 1804, he was married to Mary
Boardman, daughter of Francis and Mary
(Hodges) Boardman of Salem, and sister-in-law

of Nathaniel Bowditch and Zachariah Silsbee.

The double misfortune of the Embargo and the

death of his gifted brother Jacob caused the dis-

solution of George Crowninshield & Sons in

1809. Benjamin then went into business with

his father and his brother George, but the fa-

ther's death in 1815 and George's in 1817 termi-

nated the enterprise. He was also president of

the Merchants Bank of Salem, which was or-

ganized in 181 1 in opposition to Federalist banks.

Meanwhile Benjamin had succeeded Jacob as

the politician of the family, sitting as a member
of the Massachusetts House of Representatives

in 181 1 and of the state Senate in 1812. The
fame of his brother lent him a reputation that

his own political prowess did not deserve, and on

Dec. 19, 1814, the Senate confirmed his appoint-

ment by President Madison as secretary of

the navy. Crowninshield promptly declined and
then, a few days later, dispatched a second let-

ter accepting the office. The weakness revealed

in this vacillation marked his whole career in

Washington. In deference to his wife, he re-

mained in the capital only while Congress was
in session. Consequently, although he dis-

charged the administrative duties of his office

with entire competence, he never mastered the

complexities of national politics. President Mon-
roe retained him in office, but Crowninshield was
evidently dissatisfied with the part he was play-

ing and resigned on Oct. 1, 18 18. He was a

presidential elector on the ticket of Monroe and

Tompkins in 1820 and a member of the Massa-

chusetts lower house again in 1821. In 1823

he returned to Washington as a Democrat in

the House of Representatives, was reelected to
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the Nineteenth, Twentieth, and Twenty-first

Congresses but was defeated in 1830 by Rufus

Choate. While in Congress he was a friend

and supporter of John Quincy Adams, and an

ironical, somewhat bewildered, observer of na-

tional affairs. In 1833 he was for the third time

a member of the Massachusetts House, but his

political career was closed. He moved in 1832 to

Boston and lived there in retirement for the

rest of his life. His death came suddenly, while

he was ascending the steps of a business house.

He was buried in Mount Auburn Cemetery.

[Biog. Direct, of the Am. Cong. 1774-1927 (1928) ;

Essex Inst. Hist. Coils., XV, 285 (1879) ; Boston Tran-
script, Feb. 3, 1 85 1 ; Memoirs of John Quincy Adams
(1874—77) ; The Diary of William Bentley, D.D., vol.

IV (1914) ; F. B. Crowninshield, ed., Letters of Mary
Boardman Crowninshield 1815—16 (1905); same, The
Story of George Crowninshield's Yacht, 'Cleopatra's

Barge' (privately printed, 1913) ; letters of Crownin-
shield among the Warren Papers in the archives of the

Mass. Hist. Soc. and in the MSS. Division of the Lib.

of Cong.] G. H. G.

CROWNINSHIELD, FREDERIC (Nov. 27,

1845-Sept. 13, 1918), painter, writer, was born

at Boston, a son of Edward A. and Caroline M.
(Welch) Crowninshield, and a scion of a famous

Salem family. He was prepared for college at

the Boston Latin School and was graduated from

Harvard in 1866. In the following year he was
married to Helen S. Fairbanks of Boston. Pos-

sessed of ample means and a taste for art, which

had been stimulated by lessons from Dr. William

Rimmer, he went to Paris in 1867 and entered

the ficole des Beaux-Arts. He afterward studied

in Italy, remaining abroad until 1878. He then

returned to Boston and for seven years occupied

a studio, a local landmark, in the rear of the Mu-
seum of Fine Arts. He served, under Otto Grund-

mann, as instructor in drawing and painting

and lecturer on anatomy in the museum school.

In 1886 Crowninshield removed to New York to

devote himself to stained glass and mural paint-

ing, foreseeing a great development of these arts

in the United States. He was one of the or-

ganizers of the National Society of Mural Paint-

ers. He was a frequent exhibitor with the Archi-

tectural League of New York, of which he was

a vice-president. His windows included the de-

piction of "Hector and Andromache" for Memo-
rial Hall, Harvard University, and the Good-

rich window, Church of the Ascension, New
York, and he did mural paintings for the Munici-

pal Building, Cleveland, Ohio, the Hotels Wal-
dorf and Manhattan, New York, and many other

buildings. In 1900 he became president of the

Fine Arts Federation of New York. He took

interest in training younger artists for decora-

tive work, and served (1900-11) as director of

Crowninshield

the American Academy in Rome. He spent

much time abroad, living and painting at Rome,
Naples, Capri, and Taormina. He wrote poetry

as an avocation: Pictoris Carmina (1900); 'A

Painter's Mood (1902), with his own illustra-

tions; Tales in Metre and Other Poems (1903) ;

Under the Laurel (1907) ; and Villa Mirifiore

(1912). Crowninshield's summer studio was at

Stockbridge, Mass., and there, in his last year,

when his serious illness was reported from Capri,

where he died, a special exhibition of his works
was arranged by the Stockbridge Art Associa-

tion. In April 1919, at the Boston Museum of

Fine Arts, a Crowninshield Memorial Exhibi-

tion was hung. This included some of the many
water-colors, usually of architectural subjects,

which the artist made in Italy. Of them the

Boston Herald (Apr. 13, 1919) said: "A cheer-

ful grayness pervades them, for Mr. Crownin-
shield, like most colorists who learned their art

in France in the seventies, was disinclined to

overstate the brilliancy of nature."

[Crowninshield put on record some of his precepts
and principles in his book, Mural Painting (1887). The
Harvard Grads. Mag., Sept. 1909, published a good bio-

graphical sketch. "L. W. H." wrote from Stockbridge
an appreciation printed in the Boston Transcript, Aug.
30, 1918. References to Crowninshield's Boston studio

are found in H. Winthrop Peirce, Early Days of the
Copley Soc. (1903). See also obituary in Boston Tran-
script, Sept. 14, 1918.] F. W. C.

CROWNINSHIELD, GEORGE (May 27,

1766-Nov. 26, 18 17), sea-captain, merchant, pio-

neer yachtsman, was the eldest son of George
and Mary (Derby) Crowninshield, and brother

of Benjamin Williams and Jacob Crowninshield

Iqq.v.']. Young George, like the rest of his

brothers, received a common school education

until he was eleven, and then, after studying

navigation, was sent to sea as a captain's clerk.

He was in command of a ship to the West Indies

in 1790 and four years later he was command-
ing the Belisarius to the East Indies. About

1800 he came ashore to assist his father in the

counting-house, directing the extensive commer-
cial interests of George Crowninshield & Sons.

The firm made great profits from the America

and their other privateers in the War of. 1812.

Upon his father's death in 181 5, the firm dis-

solved and George retired to live upon his very

ample income. He always had a love of the spec-

tacular, dressing in the extreme of fashion with

bizarre waistcoat, shaggy beaver hat, and tas-

seled Hessian boots. He drove a flashy yellow

curricle and attracted attention by taking a ship

to Halifax to bring back the bodies of Capt.

Lawrence and Lieut. Ludlow of the Chesapeake.

Most conspicuous, however, were his pioneer

activities as a yachtsman. About the time that
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lie settled down in 1800, he built the first Amer-
ican yacht, the little Jefferson, in which he

cruised around Massachusetts Bay, sometimes

making thrilling rescues after storms. After his

retirement in 1815 he built a more elaborate

yacht, Cleopatra's Barge, in which he sailed to

the Mediterranean in 1817, carrying with him
more than three hundred letters to consuls and

other officials in Europe. The yacht was the

first sea-going vessel of her class, and aroused

considerable wonderment, throngs of visitors

coming aboard at every foreign port. The Euro-

peans marveled at the crew where even the negro

cook knew the mysteries of navigation. Crownin-

shield died suddenly at Salem a few weeks after

his return from this cruise. He had never mar-
ried. He was a short man, remarkably robust

and strong, with a high reputation for courage.

[B. W. Crowninshield, "Account of the Yacht Cleo-
patra's Barge" in the Essex Inst. Hist. Colls., XXV,
81-117 (1888), includes a biographical sketch of
Crowninshield with verbatim quotations from contem-
porary newspapers. Further biographical details will

be found in the same collections, III, 163 (1861), and
in F. B. Crowninshield, The Story of George Crownin-
shield 's Yacht, 'Cleopatra's Barge' (privately printed,

1913). There is a full account of Crowninshield and
his yacht in R. D. Paine, Ships and Sailors of Old
Salem (revised ed., 1923), pp. 172-81. The history of

the Cleopatra's Barge is continued in S. E. Morison,
Maritime Hist, of Mass. (1921), p. 262.]

R. G. A—n.

CROWNINSHIELD,JACOB (May 31, 1770-

Apr. 15, 1808), sea-captain, merchant, congress-

man, was born in Salem, Mass., the son of

George and Mary (Derby) Crowninshield, and

brother of George and Benjamin Williams

Crowninshield [qq.v.~\- Jacob was the second

son and the most gifted member of the family.

He was master of the schooner Active on a voy-

age to Europe in 1790. In 1791 he took the

Henry to the West Indies. On Nov. 3, 1792,

he returned from Calcutta and the Isle of France

(Mauritius). On Jan. 23, 1793, he sailed again

for India in the Henry, returning in November

1794. In April 1796 he brought to New York, in

the famous armed ship America, the first live

elephant ever seen in the United States. It was
a female six feet four inches high and sold for

$10,000. Crowninshield married Sarah, daugh-

ter of John and Sarah (Derby) Gardner, June

5, 1796, and remained ashore thereafter, devot-

ing himself to his extensive commercial inter-

ests and to politics. Like the other members of

his family, he was an uncompromising support-

er of Jeffersonian policies. In 1801 he was elect-

ed to the Massachusetts state Senate. In the

following year he defeated Timothy Pickering

[q.v.] in a bitterly contested race for the national

House of Representatives. He served in the

Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth Congresses and was
regarded as one of the ablest members of the

Republican party. In 1805 President Jefferson

invited him to succeed Robert Smith [q.v.'] as

secretary of the navy. Crowninshield felt com-
pelled to decline, but the President nevertheless

sent his nomination to the Senate. It was con-

firmed, and according to the records of the De-
partment of State Crowninshield was secretary

of the navy from Mar. 3, 1805, until Mar. 7,

1809, although he never assumed the duties of

the office. On May 18, 1807, his wife died. His
own health grew precarious. The rugged young
viking, who could take a clipper from Salem
round the Cape of Good Hope to Calcutta and
back again, succumbed to the stuffy, unventilat-

ed atmosphere of the hall of the House of Repre-

sentatives. Blood gushed from his throat as he

brought his last speech to a close. He died while

Congress was still in session, and his body was
brought back to Salem for burial. "We lament

him very much for his Natural Abilities, his

great Commercial knowledge, his sincere vir-

tues, & his inflexible patriotism," the Rev. Wil-
liam Bentley wrote in his diary for Apr. 20,

1808. "I have known him from a lad & have
nothing to blame in him. He was everything in

every domestic, social, & civil relation. Had he

not been confined in his early education & early

been engaged in the business of the Seas he

would have left none before him."
[Vital Records of Salem, Mass., to the Year 1850,

vols. I, III, V (1916, 1924, 1925); B. W. Crownin-
shield, "An Account of the Yacht Cleopatra's Barge"
in Essex Inst. Hist. Colls., XXV, 81-108 (1888) ; The
Diary of William Bentley, D.D. (4 vols., 1905-14) ;

Essex Register (Salem, Mass.), Apr. 23, 27, 1808;
Salem (Mass.) Gazette, Apr. 26, 1808; T. H. Benton,
ed., Abridgment of the Debates of Congress 1789-
1856, vol. Ill (1856) ; Henry Adams, Hist, of the U. S.
(1889-91) ; H. R. W. Cooke, The Driver Family (pri-

vately printed, 1889) ; F. A. Gardner, Thomas Gard-
ner, Planter, and Some of his Descendants (Salem,
Mass., 1907) ; H. S. Tapley, Salem Imprints 1768-1825
(Salem, 1927) ; B. B. Crowninshield, "An Account of
the Private Armed Ship America of Salem" in Essex
Inst. Hist. Colls., XXXVII, 1-76 (1901).] G. H. G.

CROZER, JOHN PRICE (Jan. 13, 1793-Mar.

11, 1866), manufacturer, philanthropist, was de-

scended from James Crozier, a French Hu-
guenot, who in 1700 went from France to An-
trim, Ireland, whence he emigrated to America
and settled in Delaware County, Pa. He mar-
ried Esther Gleave (J. H. Martin, History of

Chester, 1877, pp. 454-55). The son James
Samuel Crozer married Sarah Price, and John
Price Crozer, one of their five children, was
born at West Dale, Delaware County, Pa., in

the house where some years before Benjamin
West, the painter, had been ' born. Educated

locally and surrounded by Quaker and Baptist
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influences, Crozer gained a religious training

which governed his subsequent life. From 1810

to 1820 he farmed the 173 acres left by his

father. Average in height, sturdily built, and
vigorous, about 1820 he traveled on horseback

for 2,706 miles through Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,

and Kentucky to see the country, but returned to

his native county. About 1822, with his inheri-

tance of $3,400, he bought second-hand machin-

ery and began the manufacture of yarn, but his

product was poor and he went in for weaving.

A timely loan of $600 saved him from disaster.

In 1824 he bought a near-by mill-seat and farm,

which he named West Branch. In the new loca-

tion his business undertaking succeeded, and in

1825 he married Sallie L. Knowles. In 1828 he

built his first meeting-house, which served as

a church and school-house for his employees.

In 1839 he bought power machinery on bor-

rowed capital and succeeded rapidly thereafter.

He took great interest in his employees and visit-

ed them personally in sickness, but in 1842 he

had the leaders of a strike convicted for con-

spiracy. An overturned sleigh in 1843 crippled

him for life. A flood in the same year swept

away his mill-dam buildings at a loss of $50,000.

Nevertheless, in 1845 he purchased the Flower
estate* near Chester, Pa., which he called "Up-
land," and on it he built a mansion and a meet-

ing-house. In 1847 he retired, admitting his

son Samuel to partnership, and thereafter found

his chief interest in his philanthropies. He en-

joyed the sharing of his wealth and bounty.

Crozer's local benefactions were numerous. He
founded a normal school at Upland which served

the Government as a hospital during the Civil

War. In 1861 he and George H. Stewart

were selected as the Philadelphia members of

the Christian Commission. He contributed to

raising a company for service in the Union cause,

and his son George K. Crozer was its captain.

He entrusted various funds to the American
Baptist Publication Society, built a Baptist

church at Upland, and endowed a professorship

at Bucknell University. A younger brother died

in Africa in connection with the work of the

American Colonization Society, in which Crozer

was greatly interested. His will established a

$50,000 Memorial Fund for "Missions among
the Colored People of this Country." His widow
and children established the Crozer Theological

Seminary at Chester, Pa., as a memorial to him
by adding $195,000 for buildings, library, and
endowment to the normal school property, then

valued at $80,000.

[The Am. Baptist Pub. Soc. published the Life of
John P. Crozer (1868), by Jas. Wheaton Smith, based
upon 2,130 pages (ledger) of Crozer's 'diary. In addi-

Crozet

tion to source cited above see Henry G. Ashmead, Hist,
of Delaware County, Pa. (1884) ; The John P. Crozer
Memorial (1866).] t> q
CROZET, CLAUDE (Jan. 1, 1790-Jan. 29,

1864), soldier and engineer, was born at Ville-

franche, in France, was educated at the ficole

Polytechnique, and in 1807 was commissioned in

the artillery. He served with credit at Wagram
and in the Russian campaign, was captured dur-

ing the retreat from Moscow, and remained a
prisoner in Russia for two years, being released

and allowed to return to France only after the

fall of Napoleon. He then resigned his captaincy,

but rejoined the army on the Emperor's return

from Elba. The second restoration of the Bour-
bons left him once more out of the service, and
in 1816 he determined to seek his fortune in a
new country. Gen. Simon Bernard [q.v.~\, the

distinguished French military engineer, had just

been appointed to a position in the engineer ser-

vice of the United States army, and Crozet ac-

companied him to America. On the recommen-
dations of Lafayette and Albert Gallatin, he was
appointed, Oct. 1, 18 16, assistant professor of

engineering at West Point, and on Mar. 6, 1817,

was made professor and head of the department.

Up to this time instruction in engineering there

had been unsystematic and elementary; Crozet

improved it greatly, particularly by requiring a
much more substantial foundation of mathe-
matics. He introduced the study of descriptive

geometry, not hitherto taught in the United

States, and prepared the first American text-

book on the subject (A Treatise of Descriptive

Geometry for the Use of the Cadets of the United

States Military Academy, 1821). Both at West
Point and at the Virginia Military Institute, with

which he was later associated, descriptive geom-
etry has continued a specialty up to the present

time. Resigning his professorship in 1823, he

soon after became state engineer of Virginia. He
left that position in 1832, and spent five years in

engineering and educational work in Louisiana,

but returned to his place in Virginia in 1839. He
had the vision and the technical ability to plan a

great development of inland communication by

road, canal, and railroad, which, though never

entirely carried out, gave Virginia one of the best

road systems in the country for the time. He
urged, though unsuccessfully, the creation of a

through route from the seaboard to the West by

canalizing the James River from the head of navi-

gation at Richmond up to Lynchburg, and by the

construction of a railroad from that point to deep

water on the Kanawha. Perhaps his greatest en-

gineering achievement was the location and con-

struction of a railroad through the Blue Ridge

between Albemarle and Augusta counties, which
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later passed into the possession of the Chesapeake

& Ohio Company. He is now best remembered,

however, for his work in connection with the

Virginia Military Institute, formally organized

in 1839. Crozet was a member of the original

Board of Visitors, was chosen president of the

board, and retained that office until 1845. The
statute creating the new institution provided

that it should be a "military school," and "give

instruction in military science and in other

branches of knowledge"; also that the students

should be "formed into a military corps" and

"constitute the public guard of the arsenal." Sub-

ject to these very general directions, its charac-

ter and curriculum were left to the discretion of

the Board of Visitors. Crozet's influence caused

it to be modeled closely after the pattern of West
Point, where he had previously taught, and whose

course of study, indeed, was in a considerable de-

gree his own creation. The regulations of the

Military Academy were adopted substantially

without change, and its uniform was quite closely

copied. The course of instruction could not be

made identical, partly for lack of funds and part-

ly on account of the difference in the future voca-

tions of the students of the two schools ; but the

resemblance was strong, military and mathemat-

ical subjects being greatly emphasized. In 1857

Crozet was appointed principal assistant to Capt.

(afterward Brig.-Gen.) Montgomery C. Meigs

[q.v.~\ for the construction of the aqueduct which
supplies the city of Washington with water from

the Great Falls of the Potomac. By a natural

misapprehension, the building of the Aqueduct
Bridge to the Virginia shore is sometimes as-

cribed to him. He was not employed upon this,

however, for the structure was the property of

a canal company and had no connection with the

city's water-supply system. In 1859, when work
on the aqueduct was suspended because of ex-

haustion of funds, he became principal of the

Richmond Academy, and held that position until

his death.

[Article by Gen. W. H. Carter in Jour, of the Mil.
Service Inst., vol. LIU (July-Aug. 1913), pp. 1-6, re-

published in Professional Memoirs, Corps of Engineers,
vol. V (1013), pp. 719-23, and in Nichols's pamphlet
mentioned below. Jennings C. Wise, Mil. Hist, of the

Va. Mil. Inst. (1915) ; Francis H. Smith, The Va. Mil.
Inst., Its Building and Rebuilding (191 2) ; E. W. Nich-
ols, The Va. Mil. Inst., Historical and Traditional (pam-
phlet, n.d., apparently 1924).] T.M.S.

CRUGER, HENRY (Nov. 22, 1739-Apr. 24,

1827), merchant, mayor of Bristol, England,

member of Parliament, N. Y. State senator, was
born in New York City, son of Henry and Eliza-

beth (Harris) Cruger. His grandfather, John
Cruger, was the first of the family to come to

America, and the family association with the
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English cousins in Bristol was always intimate.

Henry matriculated at King's College in the class

of 1758 but he did not complete his course. In

1757 he was sent by his father to the counting-

house in Bristol, then a rival of London in the

American trade, to familiarize himself with the

Cruger business. The young man found it a sim-

ple matter to take to wife the daughter of Samuel
Peach, a Bristol banker, and settle down to a suc-

cessful career as merchant. He rose to a high de-

gree of personal popularity, and eminently en-

joyed the regard and confidence of his fellow citi-

zens of Bristol" (Van Schaack, Henry Cruger,

p. 9). Cruger kept in constant touch with the

members of his family in New York during the

pre-Revolutionary days and felt keenly the mis-

takes that were being made by the British gov-

ernment in its treatment of the colonies. In 1774
he stood for Parliament and induced his fellow

citizens to place Edmund Burke on the ticket

with him. "Burke, Cruger, and Liberty" was the

party cry. Triumphantly elected and "chaired,"

Cruger entered Parliament in the session which
began Nov. 29, 1774, although his political ene-

mies tried to get the House of Commons to re-

fuse a seat to the American. In his maiden
speech (Dec. 16), admirable for its restraint, he

deplored the parliamentary measures that had

"widened the breach instead of closing it," that

"diminished the obedience of the colonies instead

of confirming it," that "increased the turbulence

and opposition instead of allaying them," and
pled for a different plan of conduct which would
"secure the colonists in their liberties, while it

maintains the just supremacy of Parliament"

(Pari. Hist, of Eng., XVIII, 64-67). During
the speech, Flood, the Irish orator, was heard

to say: "Whosoever he is, he speaks more elo-

quently than any man I have yet heard in the

House" (Van Schaack, Henry Cruger, p. 14).

At the next election, in 1780, Cruger was "turned

out," as he said, "because of his attachment to

the Americans during the war." However, he

was made mayor of Bristol the following year,

and was again successful as a candidate for

Parliament in 1784.

The Cruger family bond had been sufficiently

strong to bring Henry's father to Bristol ( 1775)
to spend his last years with him. Henry himself

declined to run again for Parliament in 1790 in

an address "to the Gentlemen, Clergy, Free-

holders and Freemen of the city of Bristol," and

removed with his family to New York. His po-

litical welcome was an election to the Senate of

New York State in April 1792, a high compli-

ment to his American sympathies. Cruger's sec-

ond wife was Elizabeth Blair, who died soon
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after the family removed to New York. His
third wife, whom he married about 1799, was an
American woman, Caroline Smith. He was not

active in business after his return to America,

but overcame ill health to live to a good old age.

[Henry C. Van Schaack, Henry Cruger : the Colleague
of Edmund Burke in the British Parliament (1859) in-

cludes letters to relatives in America and speeches in

Parliament; Knickerbocker Mag. for Nov. 1842 and
Jan. 1843 ; Jour, of the First Cong, of the Am. Colonies
(1845), Appendix; Genealogical tables in The Cruger
Family (1892).] A.E.P.

CRUGER, JOHN (July 18, 1710-Dec. 27,

1791), mayor of New York, speaker of the last

colonial assembly, first president of the New
York Chamber of Commerce, was the second of

his name to lead a distinguished career as mer-

chant and public official. John Cruger the elder,

probably of German origin, who came to New
York from Bristol, England, in 1698, had built

up a very prosperous shipping business, and as

alderman for twenty-two years and mayor from

1739 to his death in 1744, had brought the family

to a position of great weight in the affairs of city

and province. John, the third son of John and

Maria (Cuyler) Cruger, after two years' service

as alderman, was appointed mayor in 1756 and

held that office till the close of 1765. In the first

year of his service the city was thrown into com-

motion by the demand of the Earl of Loudoun
for quarters for large numbers of British troops.

The circumstances were new, the behavior of the

commander was inexcusably rough, and ugly

events were only averted by Cruger's dignified

patience, together with his influence in procur-

ing private subscriptions for quarters for the of-

ficers. In like manner in 1765, the mayor's cool

judgment, aided by the confidence reposed in him
by both sides, made possible a popular victory in

the delivery of the stamps to the municipality,

marred by much less serious breaches of public

order than was the case, for example, in Boston

in corresponding circumstances.

In the provincial Assembly, in which he served

from 1759 to 1775, with an interruption in 1768,

he took a prominent part in resistance to the mea-
sures of the British ministry. He was a member
of the Assembly's Committee of Correspondence

and was one of the New York delegation to the

Stamp Act Congress. The authorship of the bat-

ter's Declaration of Rights and Grievances is

claimed for him as well as for John Dickinson

\_q.v.~\. He was one of the organizers of the New
York Chamber of Commerce in 1768, and on the

occasion of his reelection as its president, May 2,

1769, he conveyed, as speaker of the Assembly,

the thanks of that body to the merchants of New
York for their proceedings relative to the non-

importation of British goods.

Crump
Although an opponent of the British policy,

Cruger had always a strong sense of his respon-
sibility as an official both of the Crown and of the

Province. When the movement of popular re-

sistance developed into revolution, he thus found
himself outside the current of what was destined

to be the triumphant cause. His name was in-

cluded in a list of "suspected persons" in the reso-

lution of the Provincial Congress of June 5, 1776.
This was doubtless due in part to his course in the

Assembly in opposition to the motion to approve
and adopt the proceedings of the First Conti-
nental Congress and to his refusal personally to

sign the Association, and in part to his close busi-

ness and family connections with certain active

Tories. He is said, however, to have contributed

to the funds of the Committee of Safety, and he is

known to have urged General Gage, after receipt

of the news from Lexington and Concord, to or-

der an immediate cessation of public hostilities.

At all events, it does not appear that he was ever
summoned before the Committee.

Before the British occupation of the city he
retired to Kinderhook, returning to New York
after 1783 to live with his nephew, Nicholas, who
had been conspicuous for patriotic activities. He
died, unmarried, Dec. 27, 1791.

[J. A. Stevens, Colonial Records of the N. Y. Cham-
ber of Commerce, 1768-84 (1867) ; Am. Archives, 4
ser., VI

; J. A. Scoville, The Old Merchants of N. Y.
City, vol. Ill (1865) ; Portrait Gallery of the Chamber
of Commerce of the State of N. Y. (1890), comp. by
Geo. Wilson ; Chas. King, Hist, of the N. Y. Chamber
of Commerce (1848) ; N. Y. Geneal. and Biog. Record,
Apr. 1875.] C.W.S.

CRUMP, WILLIAM WOOD (Nov. 25, 1819-

Feb. 27, 1897), jurist, was born in Henrico
County, Va., his parents being Sterling Jamieson
and Elizabeth (Wood) Crump. His father was
an importer and the family had been associated

with Virginia for some generations. William's

early youth was spent in Richmond, where he at-

tended Dr. Gwathmey's school. After passing a

short time at Amherst Institute, Mass., he en-

tered William and Mary College in 1835 and
graduated there in 1838. Then joining the Col-

lege Law School, he studied with Prof. N. Bev-
erley Tucker, and was admitted to the Virginia

bar in 1840. Opening an office in Richmond, he

at the same time commenced to take an active part

in political and civic affairs. He had a natural

aptitude for public speaking, being fluent, im-

pressive and lucid, as a consequence of which he

came to the front rapidly. An ardent advocate of

state rights, he was a strong supporter of Cal-

houn, Polk, and Cass. In 185 1 he was elected by

the legislature of Virginia judge of the circuit

court of the City of Richmond. By virtue of the

reorganization of the courts under the state con-
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stitution of 1850, however, all existing tenures of

judicial office terminated July 1, 1852, and on the

expiration of his term Crump returned to prac-

tise, stating that the bench did not suit his dispo-

sition. He was by nature and temperament an

advocate rather than a judge. An expert in the

art of cross-examination, he was particularly ef-

fective in the conduct of cases before a jury

(George L. Christian, post), appearing in most

of the important civil and criminal cases of his

time. He was a strong advocate of secession, and

when the Civil War began, became assistant sec-

retary of the treasury of the Confederate States.

He represented the city of Richmond in the Gen-
eral Assembly, called at the conclusion of the

war, but when the Shellabarger Bill, which put

the seceded states under military law came into

effect, returned to his law practise. On the arrest

of Jefferson Davis, he acted as one of the latter's

bondsmen in May 1867, also appearing for the

defense in the subsequent trial of Davis for trea-

son. He withdrew, however, from active partici-

pation in public affairs, and with the exception

of one term in the state legislature, never again

held office of any kind. In 1885 he was leading

counsel for the defense in the most famous crim-

inal trial in the history of the state, i.e., that

of Thomas J. Cluverius for murder. He was
also retained in the John Randolph will case.

Throughout his life he took a keen interest in the

affairs of William and Mary College, and as

member and later president of the Board of Vis-

itors, was indefatigable in his efforts to place it

on a sound financial basis. He died at Richmond
in his seventy-eighth year. His wife was Mary,

daughter of Philip Edward Tabb of Waverley,

Gloucester County, Va.
["Memorial of Judge W. W. Crump by the Bar Asso.

of Richmond, Va.," Va. Law Reg., Apr. 1897, p. 915;
Geo. L. Christian, "Reminiscences of Some of the Dead
of the Bench and Bar of Richmond," Va. Law Reg.,
Dec. 1908, at p. 669 ; W. A. Christian, Richmond, Her
Past and Present (1912) ; Encyc. of Va. Biog., vol. Ill

(1915), ed. by L. G. Tyler.] H.W.H.K.

CRUNDEN, FREDERICK MORGAN
(Sept. 1, 1847-Oct. 28, 191 1 ), educator and li-

brarian, was born in Gravesend, England. His
parents were Benjamin Robert and Mary (Mor-
gan) Crunden, of old Saxon, Welsh, and French

ancestry. They moved to St. Louis, Mo., in his

early childhood, where he was educated in the

public schools. He graduated from the high

school in 1865, was valedictorian of his class, and
won a scholarship to Washington University. By
teaching during vacations, he accumulated funds

for support during his college career. After re-

ceiving degrees of A.B. in 1868, and A.M. in

1872, he was made instructor at Smith Academy.

Six months later he was employed in the public

schools as principal of the Jefferson and Benton
schools, successively. After two years he was en-

gaged by Washington University as instructor

in mathematics and elocution. He became a
member of the faculty and remained until 1876,

when ill health took him to Colorado. His health

restored, Crunden returned to St. Louis and
taught in the high school for a short time.

On January 1877 he was appointed secretary

and librarian of the Public School Library. He
had developed great interest in library work and
the new field was most congenial to him. The
Library at this time had few books and a small

membership. It was not a free library ; members
were charged for the use of books. The sums
thus received, together with a small contribution

from the public-school fund, afforded its only

support. The new librarian created a sentiment

in favor of a free public library, and started the

campaign which separated the library from the

school board. According to his plan a special tax

was provided for the support of the library, and
a library board was created to manage the insti-

tution and disburse its funds. A prominent mem-
ber of the board testified that "Mr. Crunden was
the life, the soul, and the center of every great

advance it made." Before he died St. Louis had
a great public library, with six branches and am-
ple support. Over the main entrance to the cen-

tral building were carved Crunden's words : "Re-

corded thought is our chief heritage from the

past, the most lasting legacy we can leave to the

future. Books are the most enduring monument
of man's achievements. Only through books can

civilization become cumulative."

Crunden regularly attended meetings of the

American Library Association, of which he

was vice-president (1887), president (1889), and
councilor from 1882 almost continuously until

his last illness. He was first president of the Mis-

souri State Library Association, and vice-presi-

dent of the International Library Conference.

He served as chairman of the library section of

the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, and was se-

lected to arrange and classify the arts and science

exhibit. He contributed to various publications,

and at his death left unfinished a library text-

book. In 1889 he was married to Kate Edmond-
son. He died after an illness of five years, his

funeral services were held at St. Louis, in the

Church of the Messiah (Unitarian), and his body
was cremated.

[A. E. Bostwick, Frederick Morgan Crunden : A Me~
mortal Bibliography ( 1914) ; Wm. Hyde and H. L. Con-
ard, Encyc. of the Hist, of St. Louis (1899), I, 532;
St. Louis Republic, Oct. 29, 191 1 ; Mo. Hist. Rev., VI,
101 (Jan. 1912).] S.M.D.
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CUBERO, PEDRO RODRIGUEZ (1645-

1 704 ) , Spanish governor of New Mexico, was born
at Calatayud, Spain, in the Ebro valley south-

west of Saragossa. During the nine years follow-

ing 1680 he made a world cruise including in his

journey parts of America, Asia, and Europe, and
he then served for a time at Havana, Cuba. On
June 24, 1692, the governorship of New Mexico
was granted to him but he was not to take office

until the end of De Vargas's term of five years.

This should have occurred on Feb. 22, 1696, but

on Mar. 3, 1697, Cubero was making demand
upon the viceroy of New Spain for the office.

An official investigation followed. De Vargas
claimed that he had been reappointed by the vice-

roy, the Conde de Galve, but the records showed
no confirmation from the king. The viceroy or-

dered Cubero to assume the office and his action

was confirmed by the king, Jan. 26, 1699. Cubero
arrived in Santa Fe on July 2, 1697, and found

De Vargas unwilling to surrender the governor-

ship. The latter, as a result of rather arbitrary

methods, had made numerous enemies. On
charges preferred by the cabildo (town council

of Santa Fe) Cubero placed De Vargas in prison.

The following offenses were said to have been

committed by De Vargas and his officers : they

had appropriated money belonging to the settlers

;

they had been responsible for the Pueblo upris-

ings of 1694 and 1696 and for the famine of 1695.

In addition to imprisonment De Vargas was
fined 4,000 pesos, his property was confiscated,

and he was required to pay the costs of the suit.

While the Pueblos of the upper Rio Grande val-

ley had submitted to De Vargas, those west of

the river including Acoma, Zuhi and the Hopi
towns were still independent. Cubero succeeded

in gaining the submission of Acoma on July 6,

1699. A week later he persuaded the Zuhi In-

dians to leave their citadel on Thunder Mountain
and return to the valley. The Indians, who had

settled in the San Jose Valley following the Pue-

blo Revolt, were officially named the Pueblo of

Laguna, July 4, 1699, and the Spanish settlement

nine miles northeast of Laguna was named Cu-

bero. Several attempts were then made by Cubero

to reestablish the missionary work among the

Hopi towns but without success, and the mission-

ary at Zuhi was ordered to return to the Rio

Grande Valley because the military force was not

large enough to protect him. Meanwhile Cubero

released De Vargas in July 1700, and the latter's

case was investigated in Mexico City. In 1701

a royal decree was issued providing for De Var-

gas a second term at the close of Cubero's gov-

ernorship. Fearing the events that might follow

with their positions reversed, Cubero left Santa

Cudahy
Fe in August 1703, and died in Mexico in 1704.
The cabildo of Santa Fe reversing itself, stated

that De Vargas had labored to protect the settle-

ments while Cubero had done nothing to prevent
attacks from the nomadic tribes but had been
"Solely occupied with drinking and writing pa-

pers . . . and ascribing faults and crimes to those

who had not committed them."

[R. E. Twitchell, Leading Facts of New Mex. Hist.
(191 1), I, 414-19, and Spanish Archives of New Mex.
(1914), II, 117-26; C. F. Coan, Hist, of New Mex.
(1925), I, 108, 112, 119, 199, 223; H. H. Bancroft,
Hist, of the Pacific States of North America, XII
(1888), 218-21, 224-26, 263-64.] q -p Q

CUDAHY, MICHAEL (Dec. 7, 1841-Nov.
27, 1910), meat-packer, was born inCallan, Coun-
ty Kilkenny, Ireland, son of Patrick and Eliza-

beth Shaw Cudahy, and came to America with

his parents in 1849. He made his home in Mil-

waukee and at the age of fourteen left grammar
school and entered the employ of Layton &
Plankinton, meat-packers, in Milwaukee, where
he advanced rapidly in the business. Later he

worked for another packer, Edward Roddis, until

1866, when the business was terminated. In 1866,

he became private meat inspector for Layton &
Company, and three years later superintendent in

charge of the packing-house of Plankinton &
Armour at Milwaukee. Later still he became a

board of trade inspector in the Milwaukee pack-

ing plants and after three years plant superin-

tendent for Plankinton & Armour. His ability

was widely recognized, and in 1875 he was of-

fered and accepted a partnership in the firm of

Armour & Company of Chicago, assuming con-

trol of the company's plant operations at the

Union Stock Yards as general superintendent.

At about this time he was married to Catherine

Sullivan of Cedarburg, Wis. Cudahy's outstand-

ing contribution to the development of American
meat-packing operations was the epoch-making

innovation of summer curing of meats under re-

frigeration (1870-80). The packing industry

had been hitherto a winter season business for

the most part. People had eaten cured meats

heavily salted, it being necessary to cure the

meats in this manner in order to preserve them;

and as this had been customary for centuries, no

one had thought of eating fresh meat throughout

the year. The process of refrigeration revolu-

tionized the industry so that operations could be

carried on continuously throughout the year. It

prevented premature decay of perishable prod-

ucts, lengthened the period of consumption and

thus greatly increased production, enabled the

owner to market his products at will, and made
possible transportation in good condition from

the point of production to point of consumption,
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irrespective of distance. Cudahy's part in this

evolution was that of a captain of industry who
understands the significance of a new scientific

development and who makes possible its applica-

tion to commerce. The first step in meeting the

new era was provided by stationary refrigeration

in the form of cold storage warehouses, or "cool-

ers," as a part of every packing plant. In addi-

tion, it was realized that refrigeration had to be

applied to transportation. This was accomplished

in the middle seventies with the evolution of the

refrigerator car now so common in the transpor-

tation of all perishable food products. Cudahy's

contribution was mainly on the production side,

but he was also one of the leaders in the develop-

ment of the transportation phase.

In 1887 Philip D. Armour, Michael Cudahy,

and his younger brother, Edward A. Cudahy,

purchased a small packing plant in South Omaha,
Nebr., and began a new business there under the

name of the Armour-Cudahy Packing Company.

There were in Omaha at that time only two small

packers, whose business was for the most part

confined to the British market, but this was not

the best outlet for the rapidly increasing supply

of live-stock which was really better adapted to

the domestic market. This was more especially

true of hogs. The Cudahy brothers very shrewd-

ly saw the opportunity to be developed in packing

for the domestic market. In this course they were
amply justified, and were later able to develop

a foreign outlet on a large scale as well. In

1890 Michael Cudahy sold his interests in the

firm of Armour & Company and purchased Ar-
mour's interests in the Armour-Cudahy Packing

Company, the name of which was subsequent-

ly changed to the Cudahy Packing Company.
Michael Cudahy was president of the company
from the beginning and continued in that office

until his death. He was a Roman Catholic and
was widely known for his philanthropic and
civic activities.

[Obituaries in leading Chicago newspapers following
Cudahy's death ; see also a short account of his life in

Rudolf A. Clemen, Am. Livestock and Meat Industry
(1923) ; for personal characteristics see Patrick Cud-
ahy, His Life (1912) .] R.A.C.

CUFFE, PAUL (Jan. 17, 1759-Sept. 9, 1817),

negro seaman, was born at Cuttyhunk, on one of

the Elizabeth Islands not far from New Bedford.

He was the seventh of the ten children of Cuffe

Slocum, a Massachusetts negro who had pur-

chased his freedom, and of Ruth Moses, an Indian

woman. When sixteen years of age he was a

sailor on a whaling vessel. On his third voyage
he was captured by the British and held in New
York for three months. When released he re-

paired to Westport to engage in agriculture. He

studied arithmetic and navigation, and after

various unhappy experiences with small vessels,

including the capture of his goods by pirates, he

made a successful voyage, in 1795 launched a

sixty-nine-ton vessel, the Ranger, and by 1806

owned one ship, two brigs, and several smaller

vessels, besides property in houses and lands.

As early as 1778 he had persuaded his brothers

to drop their father's slave name, Slocum, and to

take his Christian name, Cuffe, as their sur-

name. In 1780 he and his brother John raised

before the courts of Massachusetts the question

of the denial of the suffrage to citizens who had
to pay taxes. For the moment the two men were
not successful, but their efforts helped toward
the act of 1783 by which negroes acquired legal

rights and privileges in Massachusetts ; and espe-

cially did they assist in giving to New Bedford

a tradition of just and equal treatment for all

citizens. On Feb. 25, 1783, Paul Cuffe was
married to a young Indian woman, Alice Pequit.

In 1797 he bought for $3,500 a farm on the West-
port River where he built a public-school house

and employed a teacher. In 1808 he was re-

ceived into the membership of the Society of

Friends of Westport ; and he later assisted mate-

rially in the building of a new meeting-house.

As early as 1788 he had been prominent in the

suggestion of an exodus of negroes to Africa.

On Jan. 1, 181 1, with a crew of nine negro sea-

men, he sailed in the Traveller from Westport
for Sierra Leone. In Freetown he formed the

Friendly Society, which looked toward further

immigration from America. Returning to Amer-
ica, Apr. 19, 1812, he planned to make a yearly

trip to Sierra Leone. On Dec. 10, 1815, with a

total of nine families and thirty-eight persons he

set forth, expending not less than $4,000 of his

own funds in the venture. He was well re-

ceived and hoped to do even more, but his health

failed in 1817. Tall, well-formed, and athletic,

he was a man of remarkable dignity, initiative,

tact, and piety, and the unselfishness of his efforts

impressed all who knew him. He left an estate

of $20,000.
[H. N. Sherwood, "Paul Cuffe," in Jour, of Negro

Hist., Apr. 1923, VIII, 153-232; Peter Williams, Dis-
course on the Death of Paul Cuffe (1817) ; Memoir of
Capt. Paul Cuffee (York, Eng., 1812).] 3 g

CULBERSON, CHARLES ALLEN (June
10, 1855-March 19, 1925), lawyer, statesman,

born in Dadeville, Ala., was the son of David B.

[q.v.] and Eugenia Kimbal Culberson. When
he was one year old his parents moved to Gilmer,

Upshur County, Tex., and five years later to

Jefferson, Marion County. Here he received his

primary education. In 1870 he entered Virginia

Military Institute where he graduated in 1874.
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He then studied law in his father's office and

later entered the law school of the University of

Virginia where he graduated in 1877. He began

the practise of law at Jefferson, Tex., and was
elected county attorney; but he soon returned

to his private practise which grew rapidly. On
Dec. 7, 1882, he married Sallie Harrison of Fort

Worth; and in 1887 he moved to Dallas. In

1890 he ran for the attorney-generalship of

Texas and was elected. In this first race for a

state office he displayed that remarkable gift for

organization which always marked his political

contests. He owed much, no doubt, to the popu-

larity of his father, who was becoming one of

the Democratic leaders in Congress ; but the son

was winning success also on his own merits.

When he became attorney-general, James S.

Hogg, his predecessor in that office, became gov-

ernor on a reform platform ; and it fell to Cul-

berson to defend before the courts some of the

measures which Hogg had enacted into law. The
most important of these measures was the rail-

road commission law, the constitutionality of

which the United States Supreme Court upheld

in Reagan vs. Farmers' Loan and Trust Com-
pany (154 U. S., 362). Other important cases

in which he represented the State were : The
Houston and Texas Central Railroad Company
vs. Texas (177 U. S., 66) in which the State re-

covered a large tract of land in western Texas

claimed by this road ; and The United States vs.

Texas (143 U. S., 621 and 162 U. S., 1), known
as the Greer County case, in which Texas lost

its claim to the region between the forks of the

Red River, now in Oklahoma. In 1892 he was
reelected attorney-general.

In 1894 he entered the contest for the Demo-
cratic nomination for governor and won an easy

victory. In this, as in his later campaigns his

manager was Col. E. M. House, afterward fa-

mous as the political adviser of Woodrow Wil-

son. In the November election he was opposed

by Thomas L. Nugent, the Populist candidate,

but after a strenuous contest Culberson won by

nearly 60,000 votes. The great issue in this cam-

paign was free silver, and the state Democratic

platform had leaned toward gold ; but Culberson

quickly identified himself with the silver men.

His administration as governor was notable for

activity and vigor in the enforcement of the laws

and for a strong fiscal policy by which expenses

were reduced through rigid economy and admin-

istrative and judicial reforms. The most spec-

tacular action of Culberson was his calling the

legislature into special session in October 1895,

to enact a law which prevented the holding of the

Corbett-Fitzsimmons prize-fight in Texas. In

Culberson

1896 he was again the Democratic candidate for

governor, and in a hard fight defeated the Popu-
list candidate, Jerome C. Kearby, by some 60,-

000 votes. In 1898 both Culberson and Roger

Q. Mills were candidates for the United States

Senate—the latter for reelection, but Culberson's

organization was so effective that Mills with-

drew and Culberson was elected by the legis-

lature. He took his seat in March 1899, and
served in the Senate for four consecutive terms.

He proved a steady and effective party worker

;

and his ability, united to a fondness for details

and a passion for accuracy, soon attracted at-

tention. In 1907 he became the leader of the

Democratic minority in the Senate. Although
a rather strict constitutionalist, he generally

supported progressive measures, especially those

for the regulation of great corporations. His
chief service was as a member of the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary, of which he was chair-

man during the momentous years 1913-19.

Though his health had broken badly he re-

mained steadfastly at his post and continued

actively in committee work; and he had a

prominent part in framing the important legis-

lation of the Wilson administration, especially

the war measures. In 1922 he was defeated for

reelection in the Texas primaries. This was his

first defeat and it was largely due to his physical

inability to conduct his own campaign. After

his retirement in 1923 he remained in Washing-
ton, where he died two years later. In his prime

he was an unusually handsome man, tall,

straight, with regular features and keen twin-

kling eyes. He was reserved in manner, except

among his closest associates, and uncommuni-
cative. It was said of him that he never had to

reproach himself for having talked too much.

Though he did not speak frequently, he was an

accomplished orator, and his prepared speeches

are remarkable for literary finish and strength.

He is buried at Fort Worth.
[The best sketch is in the Dallas Morning News,

Mar. 20, 1925. Culberson himself wrote a sketchy auto-
biography, "Personal Reminiscences," in the form of

thirty-two brief letters which were syndicated through
a number of Texas newspapers in the winter of 1923-
24. His speeches while governor of Texas he collected

and republished in an undated booklet. Some informa-
tion of value may be gleaned from the following: E.

W. Winkler, Platforms of Political Parties in Texas
(1916) ; "The Claims of the Candidates" in the North
Am. Rev., June 1908, pp. 812-17, a favorable appraisal

by Tom Finty, Jr. ; Charles Seymour, ed., The Intimate
Papers of Col. House (1926), vol. I. See also J. W.
Madden, Charles Allen Culberson (1929).] C. W. R.

CULBERSON, DAVID BROWNING
(Sept. 29, 1830-May 7, 1900), lawyer, states-

man, was descended from John Culbertson who
came from the North of Ireland to Chester, Pa.,
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about 1712. Joseph, the grandson of this John,

moved to North Carolina before the Revolution

and somewhere dropped the "t" from his name.

David Browning Culberson was the son of

Rev. David B. Culberson, a well-known Baptist

preacher, and Lucy Wilkinson Culberson, daugh-

ter of a large planter of Oglethorpe County. He
was born in Troup County, Ga. His education

was obtained chiefly at Brownwood Institute,

Lagrange, Ga. He then read law, after the cus-

tom of that day, in the office of the noted lawyer

and Whig leader, William P. Chilton of Tus-

kegee, Ala., who was at that time chief justice

of the supreme court of that state. He was ad-

mitted to the bar in 1851 and settled at Dade-

ville, Ala. Here he married Eugenia Kimbal,

Dec. 2, 1852. In 1856 he moved to Upshur
County, Tex., where he continued the practise

of law. In 1859 he was elected to the lower house

of the legislature. He had been a Whig until

that party disappeared and he seems to have

supported the Constitutional Unionist candidates

in i860. He opposed secession and the recogni-

tion of the Texas Secession Convention by the

legislature, and finding that his constituents dis-

agreed with him, he resigned from the legisla-

ture. At about this time he moved to the rising

town of Jefferson, in Marion County, which

was his home throughout the rest of his life.

When the war came he enlisted as a private ; but

in 1862 he aided in raising the 18th Texas In-

fantry and became its lieutenant-colonel and

later its colonel. This regiment served in Ar-

kansas and Louisiana in J. G. Walker's divi-

sion, and Culberson distinguished himself for

courage and resourcefulness. In 1863 his health

broke down and he resigned ; but in November
he was appointed by Gov. Murrah to the post of

adjutant and inspector-general of Texas at Aus-
tin. In 1864 he was elected to the legislature

from Marion County, and resigned his commis-

sion. After the war he again took up the prac-

tise of law and rose rapidly to a leading posi-

tion at a bar which was distinguished for able

advocates. He became famous as a trial lawyer,

for he was not only a profound student of the

law but had such a persuasive influence with

the juries that he seldom lost a case. In 1873

he was elected to the state Senate. In 1875 he

was elected to Congress, and was reelected for

ten consecutive terms until in 1896 he refused

another election.

His most important service in Congress was
as a member of the House Committee of the

Judiciary, of which he was several times chair-

man. Though his chief interest was in legal and

constitutional questions, especially judicial re-

forms, he was attentive to all matters pertain-

ing to the public interest. He worked consis-

tently for the principle of tariff for revenue

only and for the federal regulation of railways.

He was not particularly active in the free-sil-

ver movement, but he voted with his party and
section for the bills of 1878 and 1890 and against

the limiting amendments engrafted on them, and
he opposed the repeal of the silver purchase

clause of 1893. He introduced in the House, on
the part of the judiciary committee, the anti-

trust bill of 1890 and supported it with a careful

and weighty speech. In 1890 he was offered a

place on the Interstate Commerce Commission,

but declined it. He was regarded by many of his

colleagues as the ablest constitutional lawyer

in the House and was ranked in this respect

with Senator Edmunds. He spoke but seldom,

and almost never on trivial matters, and was al-

ways listened to with great respect on both sides

of the House. His speeches were characterized

by temperateness, a terse and closely woven
argument, and remarkable clarity. Though a

Democrat, he had never broken entirely with

his early Whig training, as ' is shown by his

conservatism and his broad views of the con-

stitutional powers of the Federal Government.
He had the personal confidence of members of

both parties and in his later years his advice

was much sought because of his sound judgment
and breadth of view. His hold upon the peo-

ple of his own district was remarkable, as his

twenty-two years of continuous service attest;

but it was due not only to their pride in his

ability but to his simple unaffected honesty, his

plain and unassuming manners, and his warm
heart. When he retired from the House it was
generally expected that the legislature would
elect him to the Senate, but he stood aside for his

son, Charles A. Culberson, who was at that time

governor of Texas. He was appointed in 1897,

by President McKinley, on the commission to

codify the laws of the United States, and he was
serving in that capacity at the time of his death.

He died, widely mourned, at Jefferson, Tex., and
was buried there.

[Personal recollections of his surviving friends

;

Jours, of the 8th and 14th Legislatures of Texas; the
records of the office of the Adjutant-General of Texas

;

the Congressional Record ; the contemporary newspa-
pers of Texas. Several of these, notably the Dallas
News, published biographical sketches at the time of his
death. See also J. P. Blessington, The Campaigns of
Walker's Texas Division (1875); L. R. Culbertson,
Gcneal. of the Culbertson and Culberson Families (rev.

ed., 1023) ; Biog. Diet, of the Am. Cong. (1928).]

C. W. R.

CULLIS, CHARLES (Mar. 7, 1833-June 18,

1892), homeopathic physician and leader in a

faith-cure movement, was born in Boston, Mass.,
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the son of John Cullis, of old Puritan stock.

As a child he was infirm and he remained more
or less an invalid all his life. After serving

as a clerk in a mercantile house, his health be-

came seriously impaired and he turned to the

study of medicine. His early practise was among
the poor, especially among those with chronic

illness. Cullis's interest in "faith cure" was
quickened by stories of the work of Herman
Francke in Germany and that of George Miiller

in England. He read of Dorothea Trudel of

Switzerland, whose work greatly impressed him

;

later he wrote her life story. About 1865 he

opened a home for consumptives in Boston. In

a few years he had outgrown his quarters and,

entirely through gifts from the public, he built

many "homes" on eleven acres of ground in

Grove Hall, near Boston. The group consisted

of a "Consumptives' Home," a "Spinal Home,"
two "Orphan Homes," the Grove Hall Church, a

"Faith Cure House," and a "Deaconess' House."

In Boston he maintained the Beacon Hill

Church, the "Lewis Mission," the "Faith Train-

ing College," and the Cottage Street Church.

Missions were established at Boynton, Va., Ala-

meda, Cal., Renicks Valley, W. Va., Oxford,

N. C, and two in India; "tract repositories"

were started in Boston, New York, and Phila-

delphia, the most famous of which was the Wil-

lard Tract Repository in Boston. To maintain

these numerous activities, Cullis is said to have

obtained from the public, "in answer to my
prayers," but without solicitation, as much as

$600,000 in twenty-five years, in daily contribu-

tions from a few cents to $2,000.

The public attended his churches in large

numbers and his "homes" were always filled to

overflowing. So many came to his church from

a distance that he built the "Faith Cure House"
near-by for those who had to remain overnight.

The training school, established about 1873, was
successful and he is said to. have collected over

$30,000 for it; a bookstore was connected with

it, where tracts were sold. During the sum-
mer Cullis held open air "conventions" or "re-

vivals" at Intervale, N. H., and Old Orchard,

Me. He was attacked from other Boston pul-

pits as an adventurer, but he never made any

reply and thus kept his dignity. Essentially hon-

est, he spent all the money collected on his chari-

ties and died a poor man. It is said that he

always believed in using medical skill and only

took patients after other physicians had seen

them. Practically no provision was made for

the continuation of his work after his death and
most of his charities dissolved in the course of

a few years. It is possible that some of his

ideas stimulated the development of the Chris-

tian Science Church in Boston. He was sur-

vived by his wife, Lucretia Ann Cullis, a son,

and two daughters.
[An account of Cullis, including illustrations of the

"Homes," by W. I. Gill, will be found in the New Eng-
land Mag., Mar. 1887, V, 438-49. See also : Chas. Cul-

. lis, Ann. Report Consumptives' Home, 1865—77, Hist,

of the Consumptives' Home (1869), and Faith Cures;
or, Answer to Prayer in the Healing of the Sick
(1879) ; Dorothea Trudel; or, The Prayer of Faith

(1872), intro. by Chas. Cullis; W. E. Boardman, Faith
Work Under Dr. Cullis in Boston (1876) ; Boston Sun-
day Herald, June 19, 1892; Boston Daily Advertiser,

June 20, 1892.] H.R. V.

CULLOM, SHELBY MOORE (Nov. 22,

1829-Jan. 28, 1914), lawyer, statesman, was
born in Kentucky, whither his father, Richard

Northcraft Cullom, and his mother, Elizabeth

Coffey, had emigrated after the Revolution; he

from Maryland, she from North Carolina. Of
twelve children of their marriage Shelby Moore
was the seventh. After the attempt to fasten

slavery upon Illinois had definitely failed, his

father, who was an anti-slavery man, removed

his family thither in 1830. In Illinois, then

mostly an unbroken prairie, the Culloms lived

the plain and arduous life of the frontier. Shelby

Moore acquired a fair common-school training in

the subscription country schools of the locality,

and later attended for two years Rock River

Seminary at Mount Morris, then reputedly the

best school of northern Illinois.

Returning to the labor of the farm he found it

hard and uncongenial, and so forsook it in 1853

to study law in Springfield, the state capital.

There he came immediately into contact with

politics. He was admitted to the bar in 1855.

The same year he was elected city attorney,

thus beginning, as he said, "a political career ex-

ceeding in length of unbroken service that of

any other public man in the country's history."

Though he practised law for ten years, it was
politics that he practised more assiduously and

with more success. At first, like many men of

Southern Whig family antecedents, his politics

were uncertain. In 1856 he ran unsuccessfully

on the Fillmore ticket as a presidential elector;

was that year elected by both Free Soil and Fill-

more men to the state legislature; and in 1858

followed Abraham Lincoln (long before, his

father's friend) "firmly and without mental

reservation" into the Republican party. There-

after—always by the favor of that party—he

was a member of the lower house of the state

legislature in 1860-61, 1872, 1873-74 (speaker,

1861, 1873) ; representative in Congress, 1865-

71 ;
governor of Illinois, 1876-83 (two terms

—

a rare honor) ; and United States senator from

Mar. 3, 1883 until 1913. He was a candidate
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for reelection in the state primary of 1912, but

was defeated. His election to the Senate before

his resignation of the governorship involved a

legal question of importance. Chief among the

objects which he set himself to accomplish when
he entered the Senate was the establishment of

national control over interstate commerce. The
Illinois constitution of 1870 had expressed, in

its provisions, the indignation of the public

against business and political practises of the

railroads which, in truth, were nation-wide. In

the legislature Cullom had been active in pro-

curing the enactment of a state regulatory law

(1873), and, as governor, in uncompromisingly

maintaining it. Convinced that state control

alone was inadequate, he secured a report from

the Senate committee on railroads of a bill

which, after country-wide hearings by a special

committee of which he was chairman, established

the Interstate Commerce Commission (1887).

He then became chairman of the Senate's Com-
mittee on Interstate Commerce. He was also

active in securing the passage of the Hepburn
Act in 1906. In 1901 he exchanged this chair-

manship for that of the Committee on Foreign

Relations. This position he held longer than any

predecessor. In its affairs he displayed com-

mendable common sense and considerable inde-

pendence, but nothing particularly signalizes his

service. During the Spanish-American War he

was a member of the Committee on Cuban Rela-

tions, and the same year was chairman of the

Hawaiian Commission which drafted the bill

for the government of the islands as a territory

of the United States.

For more than fifty years, beginning with

1856, he was an active worker in political cam-
paigns. While dependable in voting, in many
ways he was fairly independent. He was not a

highest-tariff man ; could see that his party, until

Roosevelt's day, left the Anti-Trust Act a dead

letter ; favored income and inheritance taxes

long before his party accepted them ; applauded

Roosevelt for enforcing laws against violators

in high places, but queried his Panama action,

and opposed him (and Cullom's life-long friend

John Hay, son of his one-time law partner)

for dealing with Santo Domingo by executive

agreement rather than by treaty. He kept his

mind open throughout life on the issues of im-

perialism that followed the Spanish-American

War : and open even as regarded the railroad

"pooling" clauses of his own statute of 1887.

He was critical but fair in his judgments of men.

He enjoyed the work of the Committee on For-

eign Relations more than any other because it

was non-partisan. Yet, with all these disproofs

of littleness, he was also capable of allowing a

purely personal quarrel with the Chicago Trib-

une to control his conduct in the national cam-
paign of 1892 (Cullom, Fifty Years of Public

Service, pp. 249, 251-52). Largely by virtue of

his long service in the Senate, and the positions

secured under its rule of seniority, he was long

prominent in his party. Repeatedly (1872, 1884,

1892, 1908) he was chairman of the Illinois

delegation to Republican national conventions,

wherein he played an important part. From
191 1 to his death he was chairman of the Re-

publican caucus of the Senate. He harbored

presidential ambitions in 1888; was a candidate

for the nomination in 1896; and once was near-

ly appointed to the cabinet (1896). In view
of these facts it is remarkable how slight a

trace he leaves in the biographies and memoirs
of his leading contemporaries. This was per-

haps partly due to temperament. There was
nothing brilliant about him. He was a man of

facts ; even-tempered, conservative, "regular,"

conscientious and economical in public business
;

fair-minded—keeping his friendships outside of

politics, and easily forgiving small party dis-

appointments ; thoroughly democratic. For these

reasons and others (he did not, for example,

drink or smoke) he was colorless. In his reli-

gious views he was liberal. His party strength

in Illinois, and the chief explanation of his long

service in the Senate, lay in his wisdom in

council and in his reputation for honesty. No
faintest scandal ever touched his reputation. It

is mainly in connection with the creation of the

Interstate Commerce Commission that his name
will live nationally.

He married in 1855, Hannah M. Fisher who
died

' 1861, and in 1863, his sister-in-law, Julia

Fisher. He survived all his family.

[See Cullom's Fifty Years of Public Service, Per-
sonal Recollections (2nd ed., 191 1). The important re-

ports on the creation of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission are: Cullom's report of Jan. 18, 1886, in Sen-
ate Report No. 46, pts. 1 and 2, 49 Cong., 1 Sess.

;

conference reports thereon in 49 Cong., 2 Sess. Sen-
ate Miscellaneous Documents No. 12 (of Dec. 15,

1886), 49 Cong., 2 Sess., and House Miscellaneous
Documents No. 73 (of Jan. 21, 1887), 49 Cong., 2 Sess.

The essential chronology of his life is given in Who's
Who in America, 19 12-13.] F. S. P.

CULLUM, GEORGE WASHINGTON
(Feb. 25, 1809-Feb. 28, 1892), author, soldier,

was born in the city of New York, the son of

Arthur and Harriet (Sturges) Cullum, and as

a child removed with his parents to Meadville,

Pa. He was appointed to the Military Academy
in 1829, graduated in 1833, and was commis-

sioned in the Corps of Engineers. He had wide-

ly professional experience, including fortifica-
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tion work in the harbors of Boston, New-
port, New London, New York, Annapolis, and

Charleston, construction of government build-

ings at West Point and New York, and instruc-

tion in military engineering at West Point. As
a result of an act of Congress enlarging the

Corps of Engineers he was promoted from sec-

ond lieutenant to captain in 1838. His health

failed in 1850, his life was despaired of, and

it was two years before he was able to return

to duty. He became a major in 186 1. During
the early part of the Civil War he served as

aide to Gen. Scott. Appointed brigadier-general

of volunteers, Nov. 1, 1861, he was assigned as

chief of staff and chief engineer to Gen. Halleck,

and as such took part in the Corinth campaign.

When Halleck went to Washington in 1862,

as general-in-chief of the army, Cullum accom-

panied him, and served on his staff until Sept.

5, 1864. He was promoted lieutenant-colonel

of engineers, Mar. 3, 1863. After leaving Hal-

leck's staff he was for two years superintendent

of the Military Academy, and then served on en-

gineering duties until his retirement. He was
mustered out of the volunteer service on Sept.

1, 1866; promoted colonel, Mar. 7, 1867; and

placed on the retired list, Jan. 13, 1874. He mar-

ried, Sept. 23, 1875, Elizabeth, daughter of John
C. Hamilton, and widow of Gen. Halleck. After

his retirement he lived in New York, and was
active in scientific and philanthropic work. He
was deeply interested in the work of the Amer-
ican Geographical Society of New York, of

which he was one of the vice-presidents from

1877 until his death. He had already written

and translated some engineering monographs

;

he now turned his special attention to history,

writing several papers on the two wars with

Great Britain, and revising his great work, the

Biographical Register of the Officers and Gradu-

ates of the United States Military Academy. A
first edition had appeared in 1850, and a sec-

ond in 1868; he now gave it its final form and
published the third edition, in three volumes, in

1891. This monumental works gives a full sum-

mary of the career of every graduate of West
Point from the foundation of the Academy until

1889, supplemented in many instances by a bio-

graphical sketch. As these sketches were based

not only on exhaustive research, but also, in

most cases, on personal knowledge, their value

is extraordinary. They incidentally give consid-

erable insight into Cullum's own character.

Somewhat flowery in their language and senti-

ment, as was the tone of the period to which he

belonged, they breathe a passionate devotion to

West Point, a high idealism, and the most fer-

Culpeper

vent patriotism. His treatment of those gradu-

ates who joined the Confederate army is sig-

nificant. Of none does he give a biographical

sketch, or any mention of their war services.

The record of each breaks off with the formula,

"Joined in the Rebellion of 1861-66 against the

United States," and resumes with the history

after the war. It is noticeable, too, that several

conspicuous Union generals are denied the honor
of biographical sketches, while some of less fame
receive them, from which the compiler's own
feelings toward them may be inferred. It was
Cullum's intention that a supplementary volume
should be published every ten years, carrying

on the record, and for this he made provision in

his will. Supplements were accordingly pub-

lished in 1900, 1910, and 1920, the last being in

two volumes. He helped to organize the Asso-

ciation of Graduates of the United States Mili-

tary Academy in 1870 and took an active part

in carrying on its work. From his wife he in-

herited a considerable fortune, which was large-

ly devoted to public uses by his own will. Gen-
erous bequests were made to the two institu-

tions to which he was so strongly attached. For
the benefit of West Point, he left $250,000 for

the erection of a memorial hall (to which his

name has been given)
; $20,000 endowment to

provide for the erection, from time to time, of

memorials within the hall
; $20,000 as endow-

ment to provide for the continuance of the Bio-

graphical Register; and $10,000 endowment for

the Association of Graduates. To the American
Geographical Society he left $100,000 for the

erection of a building, and $5,000 to provide for

the award of a gold medal to those "who dis-

tinguish themselves by geographical discoveries

or in the advancement of geographical science."

[Cullum's Biog. Reg. (3rd ed. i8c>i),I, 535-37, gives
his various assignments to duty in minute detail, but
without comment. There are obituaries in Jour. Am.
Geog. Soc, XXIV (1892), pp. 142-45, and Bull. Asso.
Grads. Mil. Acad. (1892), pp. 83-86; this last also
gives the provisions of his will relating to West Point,

pp. 104-08. Something of his military career in the
West may be found in the Official Records {Army), 1

ser., vols. VII, VIII.] T.M.S.

CULPEPER, THOMAS, Lord (1635-Jan. V,
1689), colonial governor, was the son of John,

Lord Culpeper and his second wife Judith, the

daughter of Sir Thomas Culpeper of Holling-

bourn, Kent. He was the eldest of seven sur-

viving children (two having died before his

birth) and inherited his father's title and the

estate of Leeds Castle in Kent. On Aug. 3,

1659, he was married at The Hague to Marga-

retta, daughter of Jan van Hesse, by whom he

had one child who became the wife of Thomas,

Lord Fairfax. His married life was unhappy;
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Lady Culpeper stayed for the most part in Leeds

Castle while Culpeper lived in London with his

mistress, Susanna Willis. He was commissioned

by the king, July 8, 1675, governor of Virginia

for life, to take office however, only on the death

or removal of Sir William Berkeley [q.v.].

Berkeley died in 1677, and Culpeper entrusted

the administration to his deputies Col. Herbert

Jeffreys and Sir Henry Chicheley. He evidently

did not intend personally to assume the gover-

norship, but was compelled to do so by the king

in 1680. The opposition of the colonists to the

royal grant of all of Virginia to Lord Arling-

ton and Lord Culpeper had resulted in the revo-

cation of the grant with the exception of the

quit-rents and the escheats. Before his arrival

in the colony, Culpeper was regarded as an un-

scrupulous extortioner. Soon after his arrival,

however, in May 1680, he won the confidence

of the colonists by the measures which he pro-

posed to the Assembly, and especially by the

act for pardoning all the participants in Bacon's

Rebellion who were then living. This concilia-

tory spirit so impressed the Assembly that it

was influenced to pass an act which it might

not otherwise have countenanced. The act speci-

fied that the duty of two shillings a hogshead on

exported tobacco should be made perpetual and

subject to the king's disposal instead of as for-

merly subject to the Assembly. Moreover, Cul-

peper was granted £500 sterling by the Assem-
bly as a special recognition of his services. There
seems to have been no objection on the part of

the colonists to his being granted by the king

an increase of f 1,000 in his salary (in addition

to the already established income of £1,000),

£1,000 in perquisites, and £150 for house rent.

After remaining in the colony about four months,

Culpeper returned to England, leaving Chiche-

ley to serve as his deputy. In Culpeper's ab-

sence an Assembly was called to consider the

low price of tobacco, which was occasioning

general discontent. When the Assembly was un-

able to reach any effectual conclusions, the plant-

ers in several counties deliberately destroyed

their tobacco plants. Chicheley, desiring to

check any further destruction of tobacco, arrest-

ed some of those guilty of the offense and im-

prisoned them. When the news of the disturbance

reached England, Culpeper was deprived of his

appointment for life and threatened with re-

moval unless he very soon returned to the col-

ony. He was also reprimanded for leaving with-

out royal permission and for having accepted

the grant from the Assembly. On his return,

which was reluctant, as he preferred staying in

England, Culpeper's attitude toward the colo-

Cuming
nists was changed. He raised, by proclamation,

the price of tobacco, with the proviso that his

own salary and the royal revenues should not

thereby be affected. This was considered by
the colonists equivalent to a special tax imposed
without their consent, but having no recourse,

they submitted. Culpeper's policy in dealing

with the plant-cutters was severe, and some of

their leaders were hanged. He followed these

dictatorial acts by dissolving the Assembly,

maintaining that all laws should be drafted by
him with the advice of the Council. He en-

deavored to abolish the right of appeal to the

Assembly, emphasizing the appeal to the king.

He insisted that the House of Burgesses should

submit their choice of speaker for his approval.

By imprisonment and disfranchisement he pun-

ished Maj. Robert Beverley, clerk of the House
of Burgesses, for refusing to surrender the jour-

nal of its proceedings. Then, after having re-

mained in the colony about ten months, he went
to England in September 1683, leaving Nicholas

Spencer, the president of the Council, in charge

of the government. He was, thereupon, removed
for having again left the colony without permis-

sion. He died, Jan. 27, 1689, in London.
[Jour, of the House of Burgesses of Va., 1610-1776,

ed. by H. R. Mcllwaine and J. P. Kennedy (13 vols.,

Richmond, 1906-15) ; Complete Peerage, ed. by G. E.
Cokayne (8 vols., Exeter, 1887-98, new ed., 1913), III,

363-65 ; Fairfax Harrison, The Proprietors of the
Northern Neck (Richmond, 1926), pp. 73-82; P. S.

Flippin, The Royal Government in Va., 1624-1775
(1919), pp. 108-10; P. A. Bruce, The Institutional
Hist, of Va. in the 17th Century (2 vols., 1910) ; Robt.
Beverley, Hist, of Va. (first published in 1705, reprint-

ed from author's 2nd rev. ed., Richmond, 1855), pp. 72—
77 ; J. T. Wertenbaker, Va. under the Stuarts, 1607-88
(Princeton Univ. Press, 19 14) ; H. L. Osgood, The
Am. Colonies in the Seventeenth Century (3 vols.,

1904-07), vol. III.] P. S. F.

CUMING, Sir ALEXANDER (c. 1690-Aug.

I 775)» second baronet of Culter (Aberdeen-

shire), an eccentric Scottish advocate and pro-

jector, was the central figure in a colorful episode

connected with a voyage to South Carolina in

1729. He was the son of Sir Alexander Cuming,

a member of Parliament, and Elizabeth (Swin-

ton) Cuming. His voyage was not, as has been

asserted, an official mission. During the winter

of 1729-30 he busied himself with a banking

scheme to reform the colonial currency: this

project he continued to promote, unsuccessfully,

after his return to England. On the eve of his

departure he decided to make a rapid excursion

of nearly a thousand miles by rough trading-

paths into the back-country and the mountains

(Mar. 13-Apr. 13, 1730). A member of the

Royal Society, he set out as a scientific explorer

rather than as a political agent, searching for

minerals, herbs, and the "natural curiosities" of
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the land. But another purpose took shape in his

erratic mind as he listened to the frontiersmen's

accounts of French intrigues and widespread dis-

affection among the Cherokee Indians, the cor-

ner-stone of British alliances and empire in the

South. At Keowee in the Lower Towns, Sir

Alexander's enterprise, mad or inspired, was first

revealed. There he dramatically appeared, fully

armed, among the Indians in the town house—

a

gross breach of Indian decorum,—determined to

overawe the Cherokee, single-handed if need be,

and force them to submit to the British interest.

At his demand, or by the persuasions of the star-

tled traders, the Indians were induced to join in

drinking the health of George II on bended knee

!

This strange rite Cuming interpreted as an ac-

knowledgment of British sovereignty. He con-

tinued his hasty progress as far as the remot-

est Cherokee towns, everywhere repeating his

fantastic ceremony. At a great congress of the

tribe, at Nequasse, Moytoy of Tellico, an Anglo-

phile chief, was crowned "Emperor" of the

Cherokee ; and to the baronet the Indians re-

signed the "crown of Tennessee" and other tro-

phies "as an Emblem of their all owning His

Majesty King George's Sovereignty over them,

at the Desire of Sir Alexander Cuming, in whom
an absolute unlimited Power was placed." Evi-

dently the flighty Scot had appealed to the dra-

matic instincts of the Indian, to achieve a tour de

force of wilderness diplomacy at a crucial mo-
ment. The council further agreed that an Indian

embassy should return with him to England.

There Cuming's seven proteges furnished the

sensation of the season. They were received at

court, shown the sights of the town, feasted and

entertained, and everywhere they became objects

of popular curiosity. But Newcastle and the

Board of Trade turned deaf ears to Cuming's

memorials. He sought in vain to have his pow-
ers as overlord confirmed for three years, prom-

ising to live among the Indians and promote the

royal service. He was even ignored in the nego-

tiation of the important treaty by which the

Board turned this fortuitous incident to imperial

advantage, and put the Cherokee upon a footing

similar to the Iroquois. But apparently the In-

dians refused their full assent until Cuming's ap-

proval was given. The later career of the self-

vaunted "King of the Cherokees" was miserable

enough. An alchemist, a visionary promoter,

from 1737 to 1765 he was confined as a debtor to

the limits of the Fleet. He died, a poor brother of

Charterhouse, in 1775.

[See account in Diet, of Nat. Biog., with refer-
ences ; and a fuller account of the Cherokee episode in

V. W. Crane, The Southern Frontier (1928), pp. 276-
80, 294-302. Samuel G. Drake in "Early Hist, of

Cuming — Cumming
Georgia, and Sir Alexander Cuming's Embassy to the
Cherokees," New-Eng. Hist, and Gencal. Reg., XXVI
(1872), 260-71, cited a MS. written by Cuming in

1755 J there are marked similarities to narratives in the
Daily Jour. (London), Sept. 30, Oct. 8, 1730. Compare
the deposition of the trader, Ludovick Grant, in 5". C.
Hist, and Gencal. Mag., X (1909), 54-68. On the In-
dian embassy, see London Daily Jour., Daily Courant,
and Daily Post, June to Oct. 1730, passim. Cuming's
memorials are in Public Record Office, CO. 5 : 361,
C 99, C 102 ; C 1 12 ; C. O. 4, nos. 46, 48.] V. W.C.

CUMING, FORTESCUE (Feb. 26, 1762-

1828), traveler and author, was born at Strabane,

County Tyrone, Ireland. After studying medi-

cine, and traveling in France, Switzerland, and
Italy, he came to New York, where, in 1784, he

married Phoebe, the sixteen-year-old daughter

of Thomas Harisson, by whom he had seven

children. He lived successively in New York,

Trinidad, and Westchester, finally establishing

a home at Cedar Hill, just outside of New Haven,

in 1792. There are portraits of himself and his

wife by St. Memin, dated 1797 (Nos. 54 and 737,

The St. Memin Collection of Portraits, published

by Elias Dexter, 1862). His family life seems

not to have been happy. In 1806 he was again in

England, where he purchased lands in Ohio.

These were the occasion of the trip taken in 1807-

09 down the Ohio and Mississippi rivers and

through Louisiana and the Floridas, which he de-

scribed in his Sketches of a Tour to the Western

Country, published at Pittsburgh in 181 0. This

volume, which is an accurate and detailed record

of social and political conditions in the back-

woods area, was reprinted in 1904 as Volume IV
of Early Western Travels, edited by Reuben Gold

Thwaites. Cuming seems not to have returned

to his wife, who was buried in New Haven in

1821. He married a Miss Butler, and died in

Vermilionville, La., in 1828.

[Thwaites appraised Cuming's work in the Preface
to his edition of the Sketches. A "Retrospective Re-
view" was published in the Western Monthly Mag., Nov.
1835. Biographical information has been supplied from
the family papers by Cuming's great-grandson, Mr.
Alfred Z. Reed of New York.] E.R.D.

CUMMING, ALFRED (Sept. 4, 1802-Oct. 9,

1873), territorial governor of Utah, was born in

Augusta, Ga., the son of Thomas and Ann (Clay)

Cumming. The family was socially and polit-

ically prominent. Cumming's sole title to fame

is based upon his connection with the so-called

"Mormon War" of 1857-58. He had been mayor

of Augusta in 1839 and had acted with com-

mendable courage and efficiency in the severe

yellow-fever epidemic of that year; in the Mexi-

can War he had been a sutler with Scott's army,

and in the early fifties had served acceptably as

an Indian agent on the upper Missouri. He be-

came a national figure when President Buchanan,

alarmed at the growing evidences of revolt in
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Utah, appointed him (May 1857) governor of

the territory in place of Brigham Young and dis-

patched an army to escort him to Salt Lake City.

Accompanied hy the other territorial officials ap-

pointed at the same time, he arrived with the main

body of Col. Albert Sidney Johnston's army at

Fort Bridger (renamed Camp Scott) about Nov.

20. On the 2 1st he issued a proclamation de-

claring Utah in a state of insurrection, calling

upon its militia to disband, and promising, in case

the laws were obeyed, a friendly administration.

The army, however, paralyzed by lack of sup-

plies and transport, caused by the depredations

of Mormon guerrillas, could make for the time

no further move, and for nearly five months mat-

ters remained at a standstill.

On Mar. 12, 1858, Thomas L. Kane of Phila-

delphia, a friend of the Mormons, who had jour-

neyed to Utah by way of Panama and California

and had conferred with Young, arrived incognito

in camp and opened negotiations with Cumming.
Ignoring Johnston, and incidentally bringing on

a bitter feud between the governor and the com-

mander, he soon persuaded Cumming that in

spite of the bombastic declaration of war issued

by Young on Sept. 15, 1857, the prophet desired

peace. On Apr. 5 Kane and Cumming set out for

Salt Lake City, and on their arrival on the 12th

Young gave up the executive seal of the terri-

tory. Cumming thereupon notified Johnston

(Apr. 15) that as peace had been restored the

army was no longer necessary. Johnston, how-
ever, under his original orders from the War
Department to establish military posts in Utah,

moved forward in June with replenished trans-

port and supplies. The Mormons, to the number
of probably 30,000, in spite of the counsel of

Cumming and two special peace commissioners

from the President who had arrived on June 7
with a full pardon for Young and his follow-

ers, evacuated the city. On the 26th Johnston

marched his army through its deserted streets

and then proceeded to Cedar Valley, forty miles

to the southwest, where he established Camp
Floyd. On July 5 the Mormons started to return,

and a regime of peace seemed assured. New com-
plications soon arose, however, from the demand
on the part of the territorial judges at Provo
for military protection—a demand complied with

by Johnston, whose action was denounced by
Cumming as an infringement of his own pow-
ers. Sustained by a decision of Attorney-General

Black on May 17, 1859, the governor was there-

after left in supreme authority. In the following

March Johnston left the territory; a few months
later most of the troops were sent to Arizona and
New Mexico; and in July 1861, the remainder

Cummings
were ordered east. Cumming, on the inaugura-

tion of Lincoln, did not wait to be removed, but

left for his home near Augusta, where for his re-

maining days he lived in retirement. He is some-

times confused with a nephew of the same name
(1829-1910), who was a captain in the Utah ex-

pedition and who won distinction as a general in

the Confederate army. Gov. Cumming died at

his home.

The "Mormon War" reveals many of the fea-

tures of opera bouffe, and Cumming appears to

have been well suited to his part as chief actor in

the play. He was simple-minded and credulous,

assertive and somewhat pompous in manner and
jealous of his personal authority at a time when
cooperation with the military arm was essential.

[H. H. Bancroft, Hist, of Utah (1889) ; Orson F.
Whitney, Hist, of Utah, vol. I (1892) ; J. C. Alter, Jas.

Bridger ( 1925) ; T. B. H. Stenhouse, The Rocky Moun-
tain Saints (1873); Lucian Lamar Knight, Standard
Hist, of Georgia and Georgians (1917) ; N. Y . Tribune,
Oct. 13, 1873.] W.J.G-t.

CUMMINGS, AMOS JAY (May 15, 1841-

May 2, 1902), journalist, congressman, was born

in Conkling, N. Y., the son of Rev. Moses and

Julia Ann (Jones) Cummings. His father was
editor of the Christian Herald and Christian Pal-

ladium. The educational advantages of the vil-

lage were few, and Amos, having exhausted

them, at twelve years was apprenticed at his

eager desire to the printer in whose shop his fa-

ther's papers were brought out. At fifteen years

he ran away, working as a tramp printer and

compositor from town to town through much of

the eastern United States. In Mobile he joined

one of the Walker filibustering expeditions to

Nicaragua, but the exciting adventure ended

soon with his arrest and return to the United

States with Walker. Reaching New York he

worked as a typesetter on the Tribune until the

outbreak of the Civil War, when he enlisted in

the 26th Regiment of New Jersey Volunteers.

By 1863 he was a sergeant-major and had been

mentioned for signal bravery at Fredericksburg.

His two years in the Virginia swamps, however,

nearly broke him physically and left him perma-

nently with impaired health. He returned to the

N. Y. Tribune once more and was one of the four

who remained to defend the printing office during

the draft riots. He lost his job because of a strike

and went to Yonkers on the Law Transcript but

again returned to the editorial staff of the Tribune

in 1865 with the task of condensing news for the

Weekly Tribune. His remarkable news sense

came into evidence and he was amazed and grati-

fied to have Greeley take him on as night editor

on the daily. In December 1868 he went to the

Sun, soon serving as night editor, later as man-
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aging editor. His army illness recurred in 1872

and he resigned after the Republican presidential

convention to travel and indulge his desire to

rove. For the following four years he wrote from

the South and West the letters to the Sun signed

"Ziska," reporting to an interested audience his

observations in the hinterland. In 1876 he edited

for a time the Evening Express, in which the head

of Tammany, John Kelly, had a controlling in-

terest. The next year he did feature articles for

the Sun on political events, and reported several

famous murder trials.

In 1886 he was elected as a Tammany Demo-
crat to the House of Representatives from the

sixth New York district. He declined renomina-

tion in 1888 because he wanted to stay in journal-

ism. The evening Sun was founded under his

editorship. When Representative S. S. Cox died

in September 1889, Cummings reconsidered and

was elected to fill the vacancy. He served in the

House with but one other interruption until his

death. He declined renomination in 1894 to act

as subway commissioner but lost that place with

a change in municipal administration. He was
then elected to the seat vacated by the death of

Andrew J. Campbell (Biographical Directory of

Congress, 1928). Cummings was essentially a

newspaper man. In Congress he was a Tammany
regular and served without particular distinction,

though he was extremely popular with his col-

leagues. His Sayings of Uncle Rufus (1880)

testify to his humor. After the death of his first

wife, he was married. Mar. 6, 1869, to Frances

Caroline Roberts.

[Obituaries in N. Y. Times and Sun, May 3, 1902.

See also W. G. Bleyer, Main Currents in Hist, of Am.
Journalism (1927) ; F. M. O'Brien, The Story of the

Sun (1918) ; A. O. Cummins, Cummings Genealogy

(1904)-] K.H.A.

CUMMINGS, CHARLES AMOS (June 26,

1833-Aug. 11, 1905), architect, was born at Bos-

ton, Mass., the son of Amos and Rebecca (Hop-

kins) Cummings. After preparing for college in

the English High School of Boston, he entered

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute at Troy, where

he graduated in 1849 with the degree of C. E.

During college he pursued an intensive course in

engineering, the effect of which later appeared in

his architectural work in which, notwithstanding

a peculiar sympathy, there was a lack of creative

esthetic imagery and an adherence to archeo-

logical fact. His early professional training was

gained in the office of G. J. H. Bryant. On Oct.

12, 1869, he was married to Margaret, daughter

of Moses Kimball of Boston. Extensive travel

and study in Europe and Egypt brought to him

strength and vitality in the expression of his

architectural ideas. When in 1872 the business

district of Boston was devastated by an extensive

fire, it became the task of the local architects to

replace, with efficiently designed structures, the

edifices which had been destroyed. The most
characteristic examples of Cummings's style are

the New Old South Church, his own residence,

and a few houses to be found on Devonshire St.

He also designed many commercial buildings but

during the last twenty years of his life, he experi-

enced the misfortune of seeing most of these proj-

ects, the pride of his professional accomplish-

ment, demolished. His employment of motives

based upon Florentine and Venetian Gothic pro-

totypes had resulted in interestingly decorated

facades with a comparatively meager window
space ; changing commercial requirements and
the availability of large sheets of plate glass es-

tablished a demand for a much greater window
area.

Cummings collaborated with W. P. P. Long-
fellow in the Cyclopedia of Works of Architec-

ture in Italy, Greece, and the Levant (1895-

1903) and with R. Sturgis in the Dictionary of

Architecture and Building (1901-02). His chief

work was the History of Architecture in Italy

from the Time of Constantine to the Dawn of

the Renaissance (1901). It is the authoritative

record in English of Italian architecture, show-
ing with thoroughness and accuracy the develop-

ment and decline of the types of building which
appeared in Italy to the middle of the twelfth cen-

tury. It is consistently a study from the archi-

tect's point of view in which the mixture of styles

and stream of influence are treated in a descrip-

tive and narrative style rather than in a philo-

sophical or esthetic manner.

A widely recognized maturity of judgment re-

sulted in Cummings's appointment to many com-
mittees and boards : he was a member of the com-

mission for the preserving and restoring of the

Massachusetts State House, a member of the Art

Commission of Boston, a trustee of the Boston

Museum of Fine Arts, and a trustee of the Bos-

ton Athenaeum.

[Proc. Am. Institute of Architects, vol. XXXIX ; Am.
Architect and Building News, Aug. 19, 1905 ; The Cum-
mings Memorial ; a Geneal. Hist, of the Descendants of
Isaac Cummings (1903) ; Biog. Record of the Officers

and Grads. of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,

1824-86 (1887) ; Who's Who in America, 1903-05.]

L.F.P.

CUMMINGS, EDWARD (Apr. 20, 1861-

Nov. 2, 1926), Unitarian minister, student and

worker in social ethics, was the son of Edward

N. and Lucretia F. (Merrill) Cummings. He
prepared for Harvard College at Woburn, Mass.,

High School. At graduation from Harvard in

1883, he stood tenth in class, with a magna cum
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laude in philosophy. He received the degree of

A.M. in 1885 ; was instructor in English, political

economy, and sociology, for one year each; and

was assistant professor of sociology in the de-

partment of economics from 1893 to 1900. Imme-
diately after graduation he studied at the Divin-

ity School, and was associated with Rev. Francis

G. Peabody, a pioneer at Harvard and in this

country who was giving systematic instruction

in social ethics. Cummings was the first holder

of the Robert Treat Paine fellowship for study

abroad in social science ; which gave such oppor-

tunities as acquaintance with Rev. Samuel A.

Barnett at Toynbee Hall and Prof. Estlin Car-

penter at Oxford. As a teacher at Harvard he

was human, alert, and stimulating. He was an

editor of the Quarterly Journal of Economics,

and contributed ten articles to it between 1886

and 1901. They dealt especially with industrial

disputes and the cooperative movement, but one

described the Exposition of Social Economy at

Paris in 1889; another was a critical study of

university settlements ; another, delivered before

a national conference of Unitarian ministers, was
on "Charity and Progress." These illustrate his

clear and often humorous way of saying wise

things. In application of theory, he served twice

as president of the Harvard Cooperative Society.

In October 1900, he was ordained minister of

the South Congregational Society, Unitarian, of

Boston, the colleague of Rev. Edward Everett

Hale. Succeeding Dr. Hale, who died in 1909,

he was the pastor until 1925, when the church

was merged with the First Church of Boston, and

he became emeritus and an associate of Rev.

Charles Park, pastor of that church. With both

Dr. Hale and Dr. Park, his relations were cor-

dial, loyal, and modest. His sermons are re-

called as simple and practical. The test of talks

to boys' schools, he met happily. But he was not

preeminently a preacher or pastor, especially

when other work claimed much of his thought.

He spoke of himself, in the ministry, as an ap-

plied sociologist. He supplemented his sermons

with talks by various experts on practical prob-

lems of citizenship
;
gave many lectures and ad-

dresses outside his church, and was constantly

and eagerly working in philanthropy and legisla-

tive reform. He served as president of the Benev-

olent Fraternity of Unitarian Churches, of the

Massachusetts Civic League, and was a director

of the Massachusetts Prison Association, the

Boston Federation of Churches, and Hale House,

a social settlement. His chief philanthropic in-

terest for sixteen years was in promoting the

World Peace Foundation, whose center was in

Boston. In 1910, he was elected a trustee and

Cummings
served as such and as secretary of the Board
until in 1916 he became general secretary, the

chief executive officer, giving half of his time

at least to the Foundation. In 1921, he made an
extensive tour of Europe, in order to get a grasp

of the many effects of the World War. Becom-
ing interested in relief work, he thenceforth gave

to relief from his own limited means and from
gifts of others, especially to the Near East. Dur-
ing his term of office in the Foundation, it became
the official center for spread of information in

this country from the League of Nations, the In-

ternational Labor Office, and the Permanent
Court of International Justice. Cummings was
killed on a railroad crossing, in a blinding snow-
storm. His wife, Rebecca H. (Clarke) Cum-
mings and a son and daughter survived him.

[Unitarian Year Book, 1927-28; Harvard Grads.
Mag., Mar. 1927 ; articles in the Quart. Jour. Econom-
ics, vols. I-XIII ; information from family and friends.]TDD
CUMMINGS, JOHN (Feb. 12, 1785-June 8,

1867), tanner, was born in Woburn, Mass., the

sixth child of Ebenezer and Jemima (Hartwell)

Cummings. Both his father and grandfather

were tanners as well as farmers, and John, after

a meager education, followed his forebears. He
started in the business of tanning on his own ac-

count in 1804, and until his retirement forty-

three years later was a prominent figure in the

industry. These years were important in the his-

tory of the leather industry, for they spanned the

period of change from primitive methods to the

modern, factory, machine-made product, and in

this progress Cummings was a leader. When he

commenced tanning he personally collected the

hides and bark from the farmers, and having

tanned them, hawked them about the country in

small lots. About 1830 he took up the manufac-
ture of "chaise leather" as a specialty, and was
so successful that for many years he largely sup-

plied the needs of the chaise manufacturers of the

New England States. When enameled leather

came into use and took the place of the old-fash-

ioned chaise leather, Cummings immediately be-

gan its manufacture, becoming one of the largest

slaughter leather tanners in Massachusetts. He
is credited with being "the first tanner who ap-

preciated the value of the splitting machine which
has been of the greatest service in facilitating the

finishing of leather" (Biographical Encyclopedia

of Massachusetts, p. 402), and he was appointed

almoner of the fund contributed by the leather in-

terest for the benefit of Samuel Parker of Bil-

lerica, the inventor of this machine. The Cum-
mings factories gave rise to the village of Cum-
mingsville in Woburn. Cummings was impor-

tant in the early history of the leather business
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not only because he was quick to adopt new meth-
ods, but also because of the many men, later in-

fluential in the trade, whom he trained and as-

sisted. He was married May 2, 181 1, to Marcia
Richardson (June 26, i/93-June8, 1822) of Wo-
burn, by whom he had three children. His oldest

son, John, carried on leather manufacturing in

Woburn, and became a leader in Massachusetts

finance and industry.

[A. O. Cummins, Cummings Genealogy (1904), pp.
222, 474-6 ; and Geo. Mooar, The Cummings Memorial,
a Geneal. Hist, of the Descendants of Isaac Cummings
an Early Settler of Topsfield, Mass. (1903), pp. 190,
349. See also Biog. Encyc. of Mass. in the Nineteenth
Century (1879), and D. H. Hurd, Hist, of Middlesex
County, Mass. (1890), I, 361.] H U F

CUMMINGS, JOSEPH (Mar. 3, 1817-May 7,

1890), clergyman, college president, was born of

Scotch ancestry, in Falmouth, Me. His ancestors

settled in Maine about the middle of the eigh-

teenth century. His father was a Methodist

preacher. He prepared for college in the Acad-
emy at Kent's Hill, Me., and was graduated from
Wesleyan University in 1840. During his col-

lege course he supported himself in part by teach-

ing school. For the next three years after gradu-
ation he taught natural science and mathematics
in Amenia Seminary, New York. From 1843 to

1846 he was principal of that institution. In 1846
he was admitted to the New England Conference

of the Methodist Episcopal Church, and he served

for seven years in the pastorate. His appoint-

ments were all in what is now Greater Boston.

The churches which he served were among the

most important in the Conference. In 1854 he

entered upon the work of a college president,

which was destined to be his life-work. From
1854 until 1857 he was president of Genesee Col-

lege, Lima, N. Y., an institution which was
subsequently absorbed in Syracuse University.

From 1857 to 1875 he was president of Wesleyan
University. The period of his presidency was an
Augustan Age for the college. Three buildings

were erected—the earliest buildings which gave
any architectural distinction to the campus. He
served practically as a supervising architect, giv-

ing personal attention to all details of the work.

The closing years of his administration were
marked by two important changes. One was the

enlargement of the curriculum, with great ex-

tension of the elective system ; the other was
the admission of women—a policy which re-

mained in force until 1909. In 1875 Cummings
resigned the presidency, but remained in Wes-
leyan University for two years as professor of

mental philosophy and political economy, and
then resumed his preaching. On June 21, 1881,

he was elected president of Northwestern Uni-

Cummings
versity. During his administration in that insti-

tution, a debt of $200,000 was paid off, schools of

dentistry and pharmacy were established, a sci-

ence hall was dedicated in 1887, and an astro-

nomical observatory in 1889.

His teaching may be characterized as eminent-
ly thought-inspiring. He thought, and he made
his students think,—not by formal lectures, but
by the Socratic discussion of topics suggested by
the lesson in the text-book. Yet he was a man of

affairs rather than a scholar ; and, in his thought,

the president should be not merely the chairman
of the faculty, but the controlling power in the

whole life of the college. He was an exceed-

ingly dignified figure. His aspect when pleading

for some great cause was singularly impressive.

But with the robust strength blended a winning
gentleness. He loved children, and children in-

stinctively loved him. For a man of so vigorous
an intellect and so strong a personality, he left

a small amount of matter in print. He published

a number of sermons and addresses delivered on
various occasions, and some articles in church
periodicals. In 1875 he published an edition of

Butler's Analogy of Religion. He married, Aug.

15, 1842, Deborah S. Haskell of Litchfield, Me.
One child died in infancy. He had two adopted

daughters.

[No biography of Joseph Cummings has been pub-
lished. See Alumni Rcc. and Bulls. Wesleyan Univ.

;

A. H. Wilde, Northwestern Univ., A History, 1855—
1905 (1905) ; E. F. Ward, The Story of Northwestern
Univ. (1924).] W.N.R.
CUMMINGS, THOMAS SEIR (Aug. 26,

1804-Sept. 24, 1894), painter, was born at Bath,

England, the only child of Charles and Rebecca

Cummings, who emigrated in his infancy and

settled at New York. Thomas had in boyhood
drawing lessons from Augustus Earle, an Eng-
lish itinerant painter, and later from John Ru-
bens Smith [<?.?'.]. In 1821 he was received as

pupil by Henry Inman from whom he learned to

make good miniatures. After three years master

and pupil formed a partnership which lasted

three years more. In 1827 Cummings was re-

garded (according to William Dunlap's History

. . . of the Arts of Design in the United States,

III, 199) as "the best instructed miniature paint-

er then in the United States." He married in

1822 Jane Cook, like himself born in England.

His part in founding, in 1825, the National Acad-

emy of Design was notable. He was elected to

its council and for forty years he served as its

treasurer. He was of agreeable personality, fa-

miliar with business methods and keenly inter-

ested in the Academy's classes for art students.

He also for several years conducted in New York
a private school of design. This led to a profes-
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sorship in the University of the City of New
York. In January 1844, he was an organizer of

the New York Sketching Club, which he called

"one of the most agreeable and instructive little

clubs that ever took share in art matters in the

city." Throughout his young manhood Cum-
mings was prominent in military affairs, rising in

the 2nd Regiment of New York Light Infantry

from private to colonel, and in 1838 to brigadier-

general, his command including several of the

"crack" companies of the city. One of his friends

was S. F. B. Morse, painter and inventor of the

telegraph ; he was among the invited guests at the

first private demonstration of the invention. In

1851 a copy which Cummings had executed of

Gilbert Stuart's "Martha Washington" was pre-

sented to Queen Victoria and gracefully acknowl-

edged by Lord Palmerston. On Feb. 23, 1863, the

Academy resolved to build on land which it had

acquired in Twenty-third St. Cummings was
chairman of the building committee which, at the

then great cost of $250,000, successfully com-

pleted the ornate structure that was dedicated in

1865 and which was long a New York landmark.

Soon after this crowning achievement he retired

from professional activities, making his perma-

nent home at Mansfield, Conn., and spending sev-

eral months each winter in New York with his

children. After his wife's death in 1889 he re-

moved to Hackensack, N. J., where he died.

Cummings was represented at the National

Academy's centennial exhibition in Washington
and New York, by his portrait of Daniel Sey-

mour and a miniature portrait of the artist Alfred

T. Agate [q.v.~\. Among his early engraved

works, still prized by collectors, are "The Brace-

let," "The Bride," and "The Exchange of

Queens."

[Much that is autobiographical appears in Cummings's
own Hist. Annals Nat. Acad. Design (1865), a book
admirably documented and filled with the author's in-

teresting and generally good-natured comment on his
contemporaries. Win, Dunlap. Hist, of the Rise and
Progress of the Arts of Design in the U. S., Ill, pp.
198-9, 1918 ed., contains a sympathetic sketch of Cum-
mings as of the year 1834. See also "The National
Academy of the Arts of Design and its Surviving
Founders," Harper's Mag., May 1883.] F.W.C.

CUMMINS, ALBERT BAIRD (Feb. 15,

1850-July 30, 1926), lawyer, statesman, was born

in Carmichaels, Pa., the son of Thomas and

Sarah Cummins, of Scotch-Irish ancestry. When
he was seventeen, he entered Waynesburg Col-

lege in his native state, working his way through

college by tutoring and by teaching a coun-

try school during vacations. He completed the

course in two years and spent the next four years

in finding his place in the world. For a short time

he was a clerk, later an express messenger, and

then a self-taught surveyor and railroad builder.

In 1873 he began the study of law in Chicago and
after a couple of years was admitted to the bar.

During his preparation for the law, he was mar-

ried to Miss Ida L. Gallery of Eaton Rapids,

Mich. In 1878 he removed to Des Moines and
formed a law partnership with his brother; later

he was associated with ex-Chief Justice George
G. Wright, and in due time became the senior

member of the firm of Cummins, Hewitt &
Wright, for many years the best-known law firm

in the state of Iowa. Perhaps his greatest vic-

tory at the bar was in the suit brought by him
against the barbed-wire trust, in which he ap-

peared as the chief attorney for the farmers. The
contest continued for more than five years until

finally the issue was fought out before the Su-
preme Court of the United States, and resulted in

the complete overthrow of the monopoly. He ac-

quired a state-wide reputation as a consequence

of his handling of this important series of cases.

In 1894 and in 1899 ne was an unsuccessful

candidate for United States senator. The Iowa
State Register (Jan. 12, 1900) described the fight

made by Cummins as a "marvel," considering

that he had against him "a railroad with mil-

lions backing the biggest 'boss' the state ever

knew, and a half-dozen allied railroads with the

shrewdest men in Iowa political life in their em-
ploy, half or more of the congressmen, the entire

organization of the great Republican party of

Iowa, most of the office holders and aspirants, an
army of paid agents, hundreds of influential

newspapers whose editors are repaying obliga-

tions incurred by accepting postmasterships, and
scores of federal office holders whose salaries the

nation had paid while they have spent three years

in steady, continuous work for their benefactor."

In 1901 Cummins announced his candidacy for

governor on a platform in which he declared

that his great object was "to bring the individual

voter into more prominence, and to diminish the

influence of permanent organization in the ranks

of the party" (Iowa State Register, Feb. 15,

1901). Thus began the most notable contest

within the Republican party in Iowa since the

famous Harlan-Allison senatorial campaign in

1872. The opposition supported Maj. Edwin H.
Conger [q.v.~\, the American minister to China,

who had recently won fame in the defense of

Peking against the Boxers. In spite of the ef-

forts of the former leaders 'Cummins had 866

delegates out of 1,641 in the convention, and

was nominated upon the first ballot. The pro-

posal for tariff revision, which came to be

known as the "Iowa Idea," appeared in the

platform adopted by this convention, but it
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did not originate with Cummins, although he

indorsed the proposal and gave it an important

place in his campaign. His program naturally

was largely a personal one, resulting from his

own experience in politics. He appealed from
the leaders to the people; he believed that the

railroad influence was hostile to democracy and

independence ; and he turned inevitably to the

methods and measures by which more popular

control and less party management would pre-

vail. Before he retired from governorship, the

domination of the railroads had been broken, a

primary law adopted, and railroad taxation made
more equitable. In short the Progressive move-
ment had been inaugurated in Iowa. Gov. Cum-
mins was renominated by acclamation in 1903,

and an interval of quiet prevailed before the

outbreak of the bitter controversies that were
to mark the later years of his administration.

The next general state election was not held

until 1906, when, after an extremely acrimoni-

ous preliminary campaign, Cummins was re-

nominated upon the first ballot by a vote of

933 to 603 for his opponent. The nomination

once secured, election followed as a matter of

course, a reduced vote being the only indication

of party dissensions. The campaign of 1906

settled definitely the position of Gov. Cummins
in Iowa politics. The Progressives had won a

decisive victory.

In 1908 the contest for the United States sen-

atorship was renewed, and in this campaign the

new primary law was used for the first time.

There was a strong feeling in the state that

Senator Allison's long service entitled him to a

nomination without opposition. Gov. Cummins's
entrance as a candidate aroused all the old con-

troversies of the contests between conservative

and progressive Republicans. Senator Allison

won at the primaries in June, but his death

early in August reopened the whole question.

A special session of the legislature met and
amended the primary law so that the people

could vote again in November, in case of the

death, resignation, or removal for any cause

of a candidate nominated at the regular primary

in June. The amendment applied only to the

full senatorial term beginning in March 1909,

and left unsettled the filling of the remainder of

Allison's unexpired term. An attempt to1 elect

by the legislature failed because of the con-

servative opposition to Cummins. Adjournment
was taken to November when the result of the

primary would be known. Gov. Cummins won
over his opponent by a majority of 42,000. Ac-
cordingly when the legislature reassembled, it

elected him by a decisive vote. The last act in

Cummins
the political drama, which began in 1908, oc-

curred when the General Assembly confirmed
the verdict of the people in the November pri-

maries, and elected Senator Cummins for the full

term. In 1909 the two Iowa senators, Dolliver

and Cummins, were among the ten Republicans

who, in the final vote upon the Payne-Aldrich
tariff bill, opposed it. No two men were more
powerful in giving voice and definiteness to the

new progressive wing of the Republican party.

The campaign of 1910 was dominated by the

division in the ranks of that party. Progressive

Republicanism was very strong in Iowa. After

the renomination of President Taft and the for-

mation of the Progressive party, Senator Cum-
mins issued a statement in which he announced
his intention of voting for Roosevelt, but de-

clined to join the new party. Senator Dolliver

had died in October 1910.

Undoubtedly, Senator Cummins's greatest con-

tribution to constructive legislation was in con-

nection with the passage of the Transportation

Act of 1920, usually known as the Esch-Cum-
mins Act, which provided for the termination of

Federal control and the restoration of the rail-

road properties to private management. The
need for new legislation developed from the

shortcomings of the railroads that had been dis-

closed even before the outbreak of the war.

This necessity was increased by the war emer-

gency, and the policies and activities of the war
period helped to foreshadow the general charac-

ter of future railroad control. The primary

responsibility for the formulation of railroad

legislation in the Sixty-sixth Congress fell upon

the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce
under the chairmanship of Senator Cummins,
and the House Committee on Interstate and For-

eign Commerce under the chairmanship of Rep-

resentative John J. Esch of Wisconsin. The
legislation of 1920 was a compromise between

the Esch or House measure and the Cummins
or Senate bill. The House measure sought to

settle problems by agreement as they arose, while

the Cummins bill proposed the application of

compulsion. Cummins seems to have realized

more fully than any one else the nature of the

problems confronting the railroads, especially in

connection with their financial needs and in the

settlement of labor controversies. He urged

compulsory consolidation into a small number of

systems and compulsory arbitration of labor

disputes. The Transportation Act as finally en-

acted made provision for railway credit, but

Congress was not yet ready to adopt compulsory

consolidation and arbitration as advocated by

Senator Cummins. Experience since 1920 has
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made clearer the need of consolidation and Cum-
mins continued to urge it. He was planning a

renewal of legislative discussion of the railroad

situation at the time of his death. The provi-

sion for the settlement of labor disputes proved

entirely inadequate and has already been re-

placed by another voluntary agreement plan.

The outstanding success of the measure has been

the financial rehabilitation of the railroads. For

this outcome Cummins was largely responsible

;

but his conspicuous part in the drafting and

passage of the Transportation Act of 1920 was
the chief reason for his defeat in the primary

election of 1926.

His work as governor of Iowa and as senator

entitles Cummins to national recognition as a

constructive statesman. He was president pro

tempore of the Senate from 1919 to 1925. After

the succession of Vice-President Coolidge to the

presidency in August 1923, he became the regu-

lar presiding officer. In his prime he was a man
of fine personal appearance. During his cam-

paigns for governor and senator he visited every

part of the state. His success was quite largely

due to his ability as a speaker and his capacity

to meet all sorts of people and situations. To the

end of his career he had the support of large

numbers of enthusiastic personal friends. In

his later years many of his old opponents cam-
paigned for him. Ex-Governor Leslie M. Shaw,
when asked his reason for such action on his

part, humorously replied: "I thought it best

to sink our differences and help him put out the

fires he had set."

[The chief sources of information are The Review
of Reviews, vol. XXXIV, 291-99 ; F. E. Haynes, Third
Party Movements Since the Civil War (1916), chap.
XXIX ; and his inaugural and biennial addresses as
governor of Iowa in the Iowa Legislative Docs., 1902,
1904, 1907. His work in connection with the Trans-
portation Act of 1920 is discussed in S. L. Miller's

Railway Transportation (1924), chap. XXXIII; in I.

L. Sharfman's The Am. Railroad Problem (1921),
chap. XI ; and in The Am. Economic Rev., vol. X, 507-
2j. Cummins presented his own views before the Gen-
eral Assembly of Iowa in March 1919. His address
was printed in Sen. Doc, vol. XIV, 66 Cong., 1 Sess.,

1919. A sketch of his life and obituary notice were
published in the Des Moines Register, July 31, 1926.]

F. E. H.

CUMMINS, GEORGE DAVID (Dec. 11,

1822-June 26, 1876), clergyman, founder of the

Reformed Episcopal Church, was born near

Smyrna, Del., the third child of George Cum-
mins and his second wife, Maria Durborow. The
former was of Scotch descent, a well-to-do land-

owner, and prominent in the state ; the latter,

of English lineage, and the daughter of Rev.

John Durborow. When the boy was four years

old his father died. He received his early edu-

cation at a school kept by a Presbyterian min-

ister named Russell in Newark, N. J., and

through the influence of his mother who was a

Methodist, though her husband had been an

Episcopalian, he entered a Methodist College,

Dickinson, from which he graduated in 1841,

valedictorian of his class. While there he was
converted and joined the Methodist Church.

Anticipating becoming a minister of that de-

nomination, he was for two or three years a

circuit-rider under appointment of the Balti-

more Conference, but the desire for a settled

home and his liking for the liturgy of the Epis-

copal Church turned him to the latter, and he

was confirmed in St. Andrew's Church, Wil-

mington, Del., Apr. 20, 1845, and ordained dea-

con there by Bishop Lee, Oct. 26, 1845. For a

time he was assistant at Christ Church, Balti-

more, but on June 17, 1847, was elected rector

of Christ Church, Norfolk, Va. Exactly a week
later he was married to Alexandrine Macomb
Balch, daughter of Hon. L. P. W. Balch of

West Virginia; and on July 6, 1847, at Wil-

mington, was ordained priest.

His pastorate at Norfolk lasted till July 1853.

During the cholera epidemic of 1849, he minis-

tered to all classes of sufferers until, the plague

having spent itself, he retired to his father-in-

law's, where he himself developed the disease.

His natural gifts, devotion to his work, and

power as a preacher, led important churches to

seek his services. He was rector of St. James's,

Richmond, Va. ( 1853-54) ; Trinity, Washington

(1855-58), declining in 1856 a call to St. Thom-
as's, New York; St. Peter's, Baltimore (1858-

63) ; and Trinity, Chicago, where he remained

until elected assistant bishop of the Diocese of

Kentucky, to which office he was consecrated by

Bishop Hopkins at Christ Church, Louisville,

Nov. 15, 1866. Seven years later, Nov. 10, 1873,

in a letter to his diocesan, Bishop Smith, who
was also presiding bishop, he announced his in-

tention of leaving the communion, and trans-

ferring his work and office to another sphere.

The condition which led him to take .this

radical step was the effort of the extreme Anglo-

Catholic element in the church to symbolize

their doctrines in worship by a return to pre-

Reformation usages. Both by temperament and

early training he himself was an ardent evan-

gelical. In every way possible he opposed the

practises of the Ritualists "as subversive of the

truth 'as it is in Jesus' and as it was maintained

and defended by the Reformers of the sixteenth

century." At first he thought the error could

be checked, and combated any suggestion that

the evangelicals leave the church, declaring in

1869 that "to go out of her communion because
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there is treachery within is to lower the flag and
surrender the citadel to her enemies" (Alex-

andrine M. Cummins, Memoir of George David
Cummins, 1879, p. 333). Finally he lost all hope
that the evil would be eradicated by any action

of the authorities of the church, and became
convinced that by officiating in Ritualistic

churches, he was sanctioning and indorsing dan-

gerous errors. These feelings together with the

criticisms he brought upon himself by partici-

pating in a communion service in the Fifth

Avenue Presbyterian Church, Oct. 12, 1873, dur-

ing a meeting of the Evangelical Alliance, at

length caused him to withdraw from the Epis-

copal Church. He was formally deposed from

his office and ministry, June 24, 1874. In the

meantime, however, a meeting of clergymen and

laymen was held in New York, Dec. 2, 1873, at

which the Reformed Episcopal Church was in-

augurated, Bishop Cummins being elected pre-

siding officer and Rev. C. E. Cheney \_q.v.~\ elect-

ed bishop, and later consecrated by Bishop Cum-
mins. The brief remainder of his life was spent

in the service of the new church, his death oc-

curring at his home in Lutherville, Md., less

than two years later. In addition to a Life of

Mrs. Virginia Hale Hoffman (1859), he pub-

lished several sermons.
[Mrs. Cummins's Memoir, referred to above, is based

chiefly upon Bishop Cummins's diary and correspon-
dence. It contains portraits. See also H. K. Carroll,

Religious Forces of the U. S. (1893), and Chas. C.
Tiffany, A Hist, of the Protestant Episc. Ch. in the

U. S. (1895), both in the American Church History
series ; Annie D. Price, A Hist, of the Formation and
Growth of the Reformed Episc. Church, 1873-1902
(1902) ; and Benj. Aycrigg, Memoirs of the Reformed
Episc. Ch. (5th ed., 1880) ; and The Sun (Baltimore),

Jan. 27, 1876.] H.E. S.

CUMMINS, MARIA SUSANNA (Apr. 9,

1827-Oct. 1, 1866), author, was a descendant

of Isaac Cummings, of Scotch ancestry, who
settled in Ipswich, Mass., and owned much land

there previous to 1638. She was born in Salem,

Mass., the daughter of Judge David Cummins
and Mehitable (Cave) Cummins of Middleton,

Mass. Her early studies were carried on at home
and directed by her father, who himself had

literary tastes and encouraged them in his daugh-

ter, in whom he thought he discovered a gift

for writing. She later attended the fashionable

school of Mrs. Charles Sedgwick at Lenox,

Mass. When she was only a little past twenty

she began to write stories for the Atlantic

Monthly and other magazines. The Lamplight-

er (1854), written when she was twenty-seven,

was her one striking success. It met immediate

popularity and the sales mounted to over 40,000

copies within a few weeks. It was republished

Cunliffe-Owen

in England and in translation in France and
Germany, and in all of those countries had large

sales. The novel is the story of a child lost in

infancy, rescued from a cruel woman by an old

lamplighter, adopted by a blind woman, and
later discovered by her well-to-do father. A
double love story slightly enlivens the plot, which
is worked out at great length. The style is

tediously detailed and the point of view is one
of extreme piety. Later books of Miss Cum-
mins did not win so much public approval,

though Mabel Vaughan (1857) was considered

by some critics to be better. El Fureidis (i860)
is a story of Palestine and Syria, written entire-

ly from imagination, and HauntedHearts (1864)
is a sentimental tale which was first published

anonymously. All her books have a strong moral
tone. The life-likeness of some of their char-

acters constitutes their chief appeal. Miss Cum-
mins had a quiet, retiring personality and led an
uneventful, secluded life, occupied with the duties

of home and church and with her writing. The
loss of her father was a great grief to her. The
Cummins family had before his death changed
their home from Salem to one on Bowdoin St.,

in Dorchester, a house in colonial style, with

gardens, shrubbery, a fish pond surrounded by
pine trees, and an orchard. There, soon after the

publication of Haunted Hearts, impaired health

made it necessary for Maria Cummins to lay

aside her writing and there, after a long ill-

ness, she died.

[See Albert O. Cummins, Cummings Genealogy
1904) ; Nathaniel Hall, Sermon Preached in the First
h., Dorchester, on the Sunday (Oct. 8, 1866) Follow-

ing the Decease of Maria S. Cummins (1866) ; Wm. D.
Orcutt, Good Old Dorchester (1893); Boston Daily
Advertiser, Oct. 2, 1866. A new edition of The Lamp-
lighter was published in 1927.] S. G. B.

;•

CUNLIFFE-OWEN, PHILIP FREDER-
ICK (Jan. 30, 1855-June 30, 1926), editor, pub-
licist, was the eldest son of Sir Francis Philip

Cunliffe-Owen and Baroness von Reitzenstein

whose father was Baron Fritz von Reitzenstein

of the Prussian Royal Guards. He was a grand-

son of the distinguished Capt. Charles Cunliffe-

Owen, R.N., and Mary Blosset whose father,

Sir Henry Blosset, was Chief Justice of Bengal.

Born in London, he received his early education

at the Lancing School in England but went for

his college work to the University of Lausanne.

Becoming an attache in the British diploma-

tic service, he was stationed in several foreign

countries including Egypt and Japan. He first

visited the United States in 1876 to represent

officially at the Centennial Exposition his fa-

ther, the British Executive Commissioner, who
was then director of the South Kensington Mu-
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seum and one of the greatest promoters of Inter-

national Exhibitions. After a brief sojourn in

England, he returned to the United States to

settle in New York, ever after his home. Be-
ing an omnivorous reader of foreign newspapers
and magazines and having traveled extensively,

he soon secured an editorial connection with

the New York Tribune as a contributor on for-

eign topics. These were signed "Ex-Diplomat"
until Whitelaw Reid, who had been appointed

minister to France in 1889, returned to resume
the editorship of the Tribune; then "Ex-At-
tache" was substituted lest readers might mistake

the author. Because of his encyclopaedic familiar-

ity with foreign affairs Cunliffe-Owen had been

appointed copy editor of the foreign news. Close

confinement to the desk and late hours at night

so told on his health that he was made society

editor, a position he held until his retirement in

1913. With his wife, formerly Countess Mar-
guerite du Planty de Sourdis, whom he married

Nov. 22, 1877, an<l Willis Fletcher Johnson, day
editor of the Tribune, he formed a newspaper
syndicate. In 1899 Johnson withdrew but Cun-
liffe-Owen and his wife continued the syndi-

cate with great success under the signature, "La
Marquise de Fontenoy." The loss of a son, Al-

gernon, in 19 10, was a blow from which the

father never recovered. A voluminous contribu-

tor of signed articles under his own name, and
under noms de plume to British reviews, he ra-

diated culture and learning in all that he wrote.

His death left vacant in American journalism the

position of international interpreter of foreign

affairs. His remarkable collection of newspa-
per clippings and magazine articles was given

(1929) by his executors to the Department of

Journalism, New York University.

[C. H. Owen, The Descendants of the Elder Branch
of the Cunliffes of Wycoller (2nd ed., 1887) ; The World
( London), Oct. 23, 1878 ; Who's Who in America, 1918-
19 ; obituary in N. Y. Times, July 1, 1926.] J.M.L.

CUNNINGHAM, ANN PAMELA (Aug. 15,

1816-May 1, 1875), founder and first Regent of

the Mount Vernon Ladies' Association of the

Union, was born at "Rosemont," Laurens Coun-

ty, S. C, the daughter of Robert and Louisa

(Bird) Cunningham. She came of distinguished

ancestry on both sides, for the Cunninghams had

been prominent in South Carolina for several

generations, and the Birds people of importance

in Pennsylvania. Her father, a wealthy planter,

was much given to hospitality, and took a promi-

nent part in the life of his community. She was
educated by a governess and at Barhamville In-

stitute, near Columbia, S. C, and it is said "was
remarkable for her precocious and brilliant girl-
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hood." The idea of preserving Washington's
home for future generations was suggested to her

by her mother, who feared it might fall into the

hands of speculators. Her first effort was a let-

ter addressed to the women of the South pub-
lished in the Charleston Mercury, Dec. 2, 1853,

and signed "A Southern Matron," a name which
she used to hide her identity throughout the cam-
paign. In the same year she founded the Mount
Vernon Ladies' Association of the Union, of

which she was elected Regent, with the purpose
of raising $200,000 for the purchase of Mount
Vernon from the owner, John Augustine Wash-
ington. A newspaper called The Mount Vernon
Record was published, which gave details of

the campaign, and committees were organized in

various states. The public was hard to arouse

and opposed to women attempting such a task,

but Miss Cunningham was nothing daunted.

Meeting Edward Everett in Richmond in 1856,

she won his support for the project, to which he
eventually contributed $69,064, the proceeds of

his lecture on Washington delivered throughout
the country. After many discouragements, the

purchase was finally completed Feb. 22, 1859.

During the Civil War, Miss Cunningham re-

mained in South Carolina, but from 1868 until

her retirement in 1874, she lived at Mount Ver-
non in order personally to supervise the estate.

She died at "Rosemont," and was buried at Co-
lumbia, S. C, in the churchyard of the First

Presbyterian Church.

In appearance Miss Cunningham was short,

with a rather large head, well-rounded figure,

auburn-brown hair, and expressive gray eyes.

She was handicapped from her early youth by a

severe spinal affection, caused by a fall from a
horse. The long struggle to obtain a charter from
the Virginia legislature so exhausted her that

she went from one convulsion into another, and
the lawyers had to wait until she was calm
enough to receive them and sign the necessary

papers. She travelled always under the greatest

physical discomfort and pain. "None but God
can know," she once said, "the mental labor and
physical suffering Mount Vernon has cost me !"

She was of a shy, retiring disposition, and had a

"horror of publicity for a lady—of her name ap-

pearing in the newspapers !" (Historical Sketch

of Ann Pamela Cunningham). But it is owing
to her perseverance and courage that Mount Ver-
non is now preserved for posterity.

[Thos. Nelson Page, Hist. & Preservation of Mount
Vernon (1910) ; Hist. Sketch of Ann Pamela Cunning-
ham, "The Southern Matron" (1903), issued by the As-
sociation ; B. F. Perry, Reminiscences of Mrs. Louisa
Cunningham (1874); Chas. H. Callahan, IVashington
the Man and the Mason (1913) ; Grace King, Mount
Vernon on the Potomac (1929) ; Cat. Winthrop College

I
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1892-93 ; The News & Courier, Charleston, S. C, May
14, 1875 ; Daily Morning Chronicle ( Washington, D. C),
Apr. 15, 17, 18, and May 6, 1872 ; Munsey's Mag., Sept.

1905 ; Southern Lit. Messenger, May 1855.] jr rj p

CUPPLES, SAMUEL (Sept. 13, 1831-Jan. 6,

1912), merchant, manufacturer, philanthropist,

was the son of James Cupples, an Irish educator,

who emigrated from County Down, Ireland, in

18 14, and his wife Elizabeth Bigham. He was
born at Harrisburg, Pa., and was educated chiefly

by his father, who had established a business

school in Pittsburgh. At the age of fifteen he

went down the Ohio to Cincinnati, where he was
employed by Albert O. Tyler, a wooden-ware
merchant. The firm of Samuel Cupples & Com-
pany was formed in 185 1 and Cupples began busi-

ness with a stock of wooden-ware in St. Louis

which soon became the chief manufacturing and
shipping city for wooden-ware. To relieve con-

gestion in freight handling and a lack of ware-

house facilities Robert S. Brookings and Cup-

ples established the Cupples Station by acquiring

conveniently located land and erecting some fifty

buildings so arranged as to have railway track-

age to every building. This terminal operation

proved to be immediately successful for it met an

economic necessity for the heavy shippers of St.

Louis (Hyde and Conard, Encyc. of the History

of St. Louis, 1899, I, 535). Cupples and others

became interested in "head and hand" education

and established the St. Louis Training School of

Washington University, which became a model

for the United States and other countries. His

active participation in manual training brought

him into touch with other branches of Washing-
ton University work. He and his partner in busi-

ness and philanthropy, R. S. Brookings, gave to

the Washington University for its endowment
the Cupples Station property (Encyc. Americana,

1924, VIII, 304). Thus the great terminal of St.

Louis serves its manufacturing and shipping

needs and provides income to educate its youth.

The School of Engineering and Architecture at

Washington University was given by him, and
with its endowment he provided twelve schol-

arships to graduates of the Manual Training

School, saying that he believed the road to educa-

tion should be made open at the top (eulogy by

C. M. Woodward, in Manual Training Magazine,

with a portrait of Samuel Cupples, Oct. 1912, p.

46) . Cupples lived to be over eighty years of age.

During the last thirty years he was practically an

invalid and his chief interest lay in his philan-

thropies. His gifts to Washington University

exceeded $1,750,000, and his other contributions

to the cause of education and to the Southern

Methodist Church brought the total of his bene-

factions to $3,000,000. Central College at Fay-
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ette, Mo., Vanderbilt University at Nashville,

Tenn., the St. Louis Provident Association, the

Girls Industrial Home, the Orphans Home,
struggling Methodist churches and ministers

were beneficiaries of his wealth and interest. He
did not live to see the Robert Barnes Hospital

completed, of which he was one of the trustees

under the will of Robert Barnes. His wife, Ame-
lia Kells of St. Louis, died many years before

him. He left one daughter.

[Memorial resolution printed in the Bull. Washington
Univ., July 1912; St. Louis Globe-Democrat, Jan. 7, 8,

19 1 2 ; information from Mr. Robert S. Brookings.]
R P

CURRIER, CHARLES WARREN (Mar. 22,

1857-Sept. 23, 1918), clergyman, scholar, author,

was the son of Warren Green, a native of New
York City, and Deborah (Heyliger) Currier.

He was born on the island of St. Thomas, West
Indies, and it was there that he received his early

education. When fourteen years old he was taken

to the Netherlands where, during the next ten

years, he made his classical, philosophical, and
theological studies in colleges of the province of

Limburg and received the doctorate in philosophy

and theology. In 1881, on his ordination at Am-
sterdam to the Catholic priesthood, he accom-

panied the Vicar Apostolic as missionary to Suri-

nam, Dutch Guiana. But his labors there lasted

less than two years, owing to failing health, and

in 1882 he was transferred to the United States.

Then, for more than a decade, he was identified

with the order of Redemptorists, preaching on

missions and retreats chiefly in the vicinity of

Annapolis and Boston. On his release from his

obligations to the Redemptorists, he became at-

tached to the diocese of Baltimore in 1894, where
he served first as a curate in a small Charles

County parish and afterward as diocesan mis-

sionary, until 1900 when he became pastor of St.

Mary's, Washington, D. C. There he remained

until 1907 when he joined the Bureau of Catho-

lic Indian Missions, traveling extensively and

lecturing and preaching with much success—for

he was an interesting and facile speaker and

preacher—for the benefit of Catholic education

among the American Indians. In 1910 he was
designated bishop of Zamboanga, Philippine Isl-

ands, but, as the nomination was conditional, he

declined the appointment. Instead, he accepted

that made three years later by Pius X to the bish-

opric of Matanzas, Cuba ; and with Cardinal Fal-

conio presiding he was consecrated at Rome, July

6, 1913. But in less than two years, owing to ill

health, he was compelled to resign the adminis-

tration of his Episcopal See and became titular

bishop of Hetalonia. Early in 1915 he returned

to the archdiocese of Baltimore where he con-
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tinued to reside until his death which occurred

suddenly while on his way from Waldorf in

southern Maryland to Baltimore.

Because of his wide learning and specialized

studies, Bishop Currier was regarded as one of

the foremost Hispanists and authorities on early

American history in the United States. He was
chosen to represent this country as a delegate

to the International Congress of Americanists

held in various years in European centers, and

in 1910, during the administration of President

Taft, he was commissioned by the State Depart-

ment United States delegate to a similar con-

gress held at Buenos Aires, on the occasion of the

one hundredth anniversary of Argentine inde-

pendence. He was an enthusiastic promoter of

Pan-Americanism and was constantly active in

contributing to a better understanding between

the countries of the Americas. As a means to this

end he furthered the establishment in Washing-
ton of the Spanish-American Athenaeum, of

which he was a director.

He was the author of several works and his

style was clear and wholly unaffected. He be-

gan a History of Spanish Literature of which

several chapters were published, and in the same

field he wrote a number of criticisms of the work
of several Spanish and Spanish-American writ-

ers. He also collaborated on the Bulletin of the

Pan-American Union. In 1890 appeared his Car-

mel in America: A Centennial History of the

Discalced Carmelites in the United States, in

1894 his History of Religious Orders, and in

1897 his Church and Saints, or The History of

the Church in the Saintly Lives of its Children.

Here, too, belong some smaller religious works,

such as A Child of Mary (1897), Mission Mem-
ories ( 1898) , The Divinity of Christ ( 1898) , and

The Mass (1899). He wrote two historical nov-

els, Dimitrios and Irene; or, The Conquest of

Constantinople ( 1894) and The Rose of Alhama;
or, The Conquest of Granada (1897). His im-

pressions and records of a tour of South America

were published under the title of Lands of the

Southern Cross (1911). He also contributed

many articles to the Catholic World and the

American Catholic Quarterly Review.

[Who's Who in America, 1916-17, p. 586; Bull, of
the Pan-American Union, XLVII, Oct. 1918, pp. 574-
75 ; Baltimore Catholic Rev., Sept. 28, 1918, Nov. 2,

1918; Catholic News, New York, Nov. 9, 1918, p. 16.]

J.Du.

CURRIER, MOODY (Apr. 22, 1806-Aug. 23,

1898), financier, politician, was born at Bosca-

wen, N. H., the son of Moody Morse and Rhoda
(Putney) Currier. He studied at Hopkinton

Academy and graduated from Dartmouth College

in 1834. During his college course he supported
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himself by teaching school and continued that oc-

cupation at Lowell, Mass., for several years after

graduation, studying for the bar in the mean-
time. In 1841 he began the practise of law at

Manchester, N. H. The growth of the city's in-

dustries offered lucrative opportunities and after

a few years he definitely abandoned the law for

banking and investment operations, and is thus

identified with those developments which made
the city one of the great industrial centers of New
England. He was connected in one capacity or

another with four banking institutions ; and be-

ginning in 1864 he was for some years president

of the Amoskeag National Bank. He accumu-
lated a large estate and was financially interested

in various enterprises, being a member of several

directorates. In 1856 and again in 1857 he was
elected to the state Senate, serving as president

in his second term. In 1860-61 he was in the gov-

ernor's council, and as chairman of its military

committee performed important services in pre-

paring New Hampshire troops for active service.

In 1884 he was elected governor, serving from

June 1885 to June 1887. His message of June 4,

1885, gives an excellent summary of his political

philosophy. In it he demanded: "A simple gov-

ernment, administered with rigid economy, with

perfect honesty, and with due regard to the se-

curity of life and property, the promotion of

learning and morality, and the amelioration of

the condition of the unfortunate. ... A few laws,

so reasonable that they will enforce themselves

among good citizens, and so evidently just that

they can easily be enforced against the vicious

and the lawless are all that are required." He op-

posed the creation of additional commissions and

offices, was active in supporting one of the early

conservation movements in the state—the re-

stocking of its waters with fish, and was consid-

ered an able and successful executive. He re-

tained an active interest in public affairs until

late in life and several of his anniversary and

other addresses were printed, notably those on

the dedication of the Webster monument in 1886

and the Stark memorial in 1890. He was a man
of wide reading both in science and literature,

having command of several modern languages,

and the literary style of his addresses and official

papers is decidedly above the average of such

documents. He also tried his hand at poetry and

printed a small collection of verses in 1880, al-

though this may be regarded merely as an inter-

esting foible of a hard-headed Yankee banker.

He was three times married : Dec. 8, 1836, to Lu-

cretia C. Dustin ; Sept. 5, 1847, to Mary W. Kid-

der ; and Nov. 16, 1869, to Hannah A. Slade.

[E. S. Stackpole, History of New Hampshire (1916),
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IV, 136-37; G. F. Willey, Willey's Semi-Centennial
Book of Manchester, pp. 1 15-16 ; see also sketch by W.
H. Stinson, Granite Monthly, Apr. 1902, XXXII, 221,
obituary notice Ibid., Sept. 1898, XXV, 184, and M. D.
Clarke, Manchester ( 1 875 ) , pp. 400-02.] w, A. R.

CURRIER, NATHANIEL (Mar. 27, 1813-

Nov. 20, 1888), lithographic printer, publisher,

was born in Roxbury, Mass., the son of Nathaniel

and Hannah Currier. As a boy he was appren-

ticed to William S. and John Pendleton, who had
just set up the first lithographic establishment in

the United States, in Boston. William S. Pen-
dleton had imported from Europe not only the

equipment necessary for the business, but also

artists and workmen. Young Currier was taught

the business of lithographic presswork, and when
John Pendleton, in 1829, joined a partnership

with Cephas G. Childs and Francis Kearney, and
opened a lithographic house in Philadelphia, un-

der the name of Pendleton, Kearney & Childs, the

apprentice accompanied him to the Quaker City.

He remained there until 1833 when he went to

New York, where John Pendleton also estab-

lished a lithographic business. About the time

Currier had completed his apprenticeship he be-

gan business on his own account in New York,

where he resided until his death. His name first

appears in the New York Directory in 1835, in

which year, having become associated with J. H.
Bufford, he issued a lithograph drawn by Buf-

ford, showing "The Ruins of the Merchants' Ex-
change." This was printed toward the close of

the year 1835, and inaugurated that series of pop-

ular lithographic prints which continued to be

published for nearly seventy years, and is best

known as Currier & Ives prints. In a rather

crude but forceful way this series of prints gives

a lively picture of the manners and history of the

people of the United States from 1835 until the

close of the nineteenth century. Great fires, dis-

asters, the California gold rush, the development

of railroads and commerce from the clipper ship

to the steamship, are vividly recorded, as are the

important political changes, sports, and the mak-
ing of the West. They also include portraits of

eminent Americans of the times. Many of the

prints were colored by hand. They were designed

for a people who were pioneering in the art of

living under a new civilization, and who desired

esthetic improvement in their wall decorations.

In 1850 Currier took into partnership, J. Merritt

Ives, an artist, and after 1857 all of the prints

published by the firm bore the imprint, Currier &
Ives. Currier retired from active participation

in the business in 1880, leaving his son, Edward
W. Currier, to continue with Ives. On Nov. 20,

1888, Currier died in New York, of heart disease.

Currier & Ives prints became "an institution"

Curry

and their office frequently entertained such celeb-

rities as Horace Greeley, Henry Ward Beecher,

and Hiram Woodruff. "Into the domain of po-

litical caricature, Currier & Ives had made in-

cursions as early as the Mexican War. But the

presidential campaign of 1856 brought the first

sustained effort in this direction" (Frank Wei-
tenkampf in Antiques, Jan. 1925). "There is

nothing quite like it (the series) as a historical

record and it supplements the newspaper files

covering a period when newspapers were not

fully illustrated as we have them now" (Karl
Schmidt, in Country Life, Aug. 1927). Currier

was twice married: first, to Eliza West Farns-
worth ; second, to a Miss Ormsbee of Vermont.

[For the main facts in Currier's career the obituary
in the N. Y. Tribune, Nov. 22, 1888, and the N. Y. Di-
rectories have been relied upon. Consult also his will in
the Surrogate's Office, New York City, and The An-
tiquarian, Dec. 1923 ; Antiques, Jan. 1925 ; Lithographs
of N. Currier and Currier & Ives, by Warren A. Weav-
er (1925); Caricatures Pertaining to the Civil War,
etc., published by Currier & Ives, from 1856 to 1872
(1892).] jj
CURRY, GEORGE LAW (July 2, 1820-July

28, 1878), last of the territorial governors of Ore-

gon, was born in Philadelphia, to which city his

grandfather, Christopher Curry, had come from
England. His early years were spent in Caracas,

1824-29, then two years on a farm near Harris-

burg, Pa. At the age of eleven, after the death of

his father, George Curry, he went with an uncle

to Boston where he was apprenticed to the print-

er's trade. He attended school only three months.

His messages as governor and his other writings,

however, attest that he became a well-educated

man through reading and study. When eighteen

he was elected and served two terms as president

of the Mechanic Apprentices' Library Associa-

tion of Boston. After three years of newspaper
work in St. Louis, he set out in 1846 for Oregon
and on his arrival in Oregon City was almost at

once made editor of the Oregon Spectator, the

first newspaper established on the Pacific Coast,

the first number of which had been issued in Feb-

ruary 1846. Two editors had already preceded

him and his own tenure was ended in January

1848, after he had published a resolution which

was introduced in the legislature, but not pissed,

protesting against the appointment of J. Quinn
Thornton to any territorial office. Thornton had

been sent to Washington by Abernethy, provi-

sional governor and president of the association

that owned the Spectator. In March of that year

he founded a newspaper of his own, the Oregon
Free Press, the first weekly published in the ter-

ritory, with type purchased from the Catholic

clergy and with a homemade press. In the same

month he married Chloe Donnelly Boone, a
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great-grand-daughter of the famous Daniel, who
had come to Oregon over the southern route in

1846. I lis newspaper was ohliged to suspend

when his subscribers rushed away to the gold-

fields of California. He then took up farming,

an occupation that he continued to combine with

his later activities.

After serving as a member of the legislature

of the provisional government (1848-49), as

chief clerk of the Territorial Council ( 1850-51),

and as member of the lower house of the legisla-

ture (1851-52), he was appointed secretary of

the territory in 1853. He acted as governor from

May to December 1853, until the arrival of Gov.

John W. Davis, and was appointed governor

when the latter retired in August 1854. Curry's

appointment gave great satisfaction because he

was a resident of the territory. Besides, he was

persona grata with the "Salem Clique" a group

of Democratic leaders, who headed by Asahel

Bush, editor of the Oregon Statesman, dominated

affairs and directed governmental policies. He is

best remembered for his part in vigorously de-

fending the settlers against the Indians in 1855.

With the uprising of the Yakima and other In-

dian tribes of eastern Washington and Oregon

and the Rogue River Indians in southern Ore-

gon, he called into the field and equipped some

twenty-five hundred volunteers to assist the Fed-

eral troops in confining these Indians within their

reservations, thus opening their lands to white

settlement. The county that was named in his

honor was created in 1855. After Oregon became

a state in 1859 he came within one vote of being

elected United States senator in i860.

[A brief biography published in the Trans. Ore. Pio-
neer Asso. (1878), pp. 79-81, is the best sketch of his

career. Additional data have been supplied by his son

in the Oregon Jour., May 19, 20, 1924; by articles in

Morning Orcgonian, Feb. 12, 14, 1899, May 20, 1920;
by J. C. Moreland, Governors of Oregon (1913) ; and
by H. H. Bancroft. Hist, of Ore. (2 vols., 1886, 1888).

See also Oregon Spectator, 1846-48.] R.C.C k.

CURRY, JABEZ LAMAR MONROE (June

5, 1825-Feb. 12, 1903), statesman, author, edu-

cator, was the second son of William Curry of

Georgia and Susan Winn Curry. "I can hardly

call myself an Anglo-Saxon," he once said, "as

in my veins flow English blood, Scotch, Welsh,

and French." He was born in Lincoln County,

Ga. In 1833 "the stars fell," and the meteoric

shower was associated by Curry with his leaving

home for a distant school. Later he entered the

famous Waddell Academy in South Carolina,

where both the arch-nullifier, John C. Calhoun,

and the solitary nationalist, James L. Petigru,

were trained. In 1838 his father removed with

his family to Talladega County, Ala., where fresh
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lands invited slave labor. The next year Jabez

entered the University of Georgia ( then Frank-

lin College), where Joseph Le Conte, the scien-

tist, and Benjamin H. Hill, senator from Geor-

gia, were fellow students. Le Conte, writing to

Curry from California, in 1887, said in a post-

script, "We have just received two or three first-

class seismographs. Wanted, an earthquake to

record"—a want abundantly supplied in 1906.

In 1843 Curry entered the law school of Har-
vard College, where he studied under Joseph

Story and Simon Greenleaf, and where Ruther-

ford B. Hayes was a class-mate. In Boston the

Southern youth was present when Wendell Phil-

lips and William Lloyd Garrison spoke on aboli-

tion. His structural purpose in life was shaped

at this time, when he heard Horace Mann, the

American apostle of public schools. In looking

back upon this experience, Curry recorded

:

"Mann's glowing periods, earnest enthusiasm

and democratic ideas fired my young mind and

heart ; and since that time I have been an enthu-

siastic and consistent advocate of universal edu-

cation." Unity in diversity marks Curry's career,

and the key to the remaining' sixty years of his

activity is his zeal for universal education in the

South in the spirit and power of Horace Mann.
After receiving his law degree at Harvard, in

1845, on his way home to Alabama he visited

John C. Calhoun, then secretary of state. "In all

my political career," Curry said, "I was an ad-

herent of the Calhoun school of politics." Thus
Mann and Calhoun became the poles of his

sphere of activity. The future and the past wres-

tled for his soul. His politics has lost in meaning,

but his supreme purpose to "preach a crusade

against ignorance" has been a gulf-current to

those who came after.

He served in the Mexican War as a private in

the Texas Rangers but resigned on account of

ill health ; he was a member of the Alabama legis-

lature three different times, in 1847, in 1853, and

in 1855 ; a member of Congress, 1857-61 ; a mem-
ber of the Confederate Congress, 1861-63, and
again in 1864; an aide on the staff of Gens. Jo-

seph E. Johnston and Joseph Wheeler, and lieu-

tenant-colonel of cavalry in the Confederate

army, 1864-65 ;
president of Howard College,

Ala., 1865-68; professor of English in the Uni-

versity of Richmond (then Richmond College),

1868-81. President Hayes offered Curry a place

in his cabinet, and Cleveland appointed him
United States minister to Spain, 1885-88. This

service, though of cordial and signal success,

was "a mere interlude in the man's essential ca-

reer." Sixteen years later, upon King Alfonso's

coming of age, Roosevelt, at the special request
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of Spain, sent Curry back as ambassador ex-

traordinary (1902).

It was in 1866, when the South was in ashes,

that George Peabody, of old New England stock,

made a gift of more than two million dollars to

quicken schools in the South. Barnas Sears,

the first agent of the Peabody Fund, requested

that Curry should be his successor, because "he

is so many-sided, so clear in his views, so judi-

cious, and knows so well how to deal with all

classes of men. His whole being is wrapped up

in general education, and he is the best lecturer

or speaker on the subject in all the South." It

was upon the motion of Gen. Grant that Curry

was elected agent of the Peabody Fund in 1881.

Four achievements are credited to Curry's ad-

ministration of this Fund : state normal schools

for each race in twelve Southern states ; a sys-

tem of public graded schools everywhere in the

cities and small towns ; the grounding in the

minds of legislators of their responsibility for

adequate rural schools ; a body of educational

literature, in his forty reports and ten published

addresses. Inspired by the example of the Pea-

body Fund, John F. Slater of Norwich, Conn.,

gave a million dollars in 1882 for negro schools

in the South. One of the Slater trustees was
Rutherford B. Hayes, who in 1890 secured

Curry as agent likewise of this Fund. Thus to

Curry's strong hand had come the main threads

of educational progress in the South.

In building the idea of public education, Curry

was wont to address the legislatures in Southern

states, and audiences in all parts of the country.

Speaking before the University of Chicago, on

July 4, 1898, on the doctrines of Calhoun, he

was frequently interrupted by President Harper
in order to read aloud telegrams as to the prog-

ress of the battle of Santiago that ended Span-

ish rule in America and made the United States

a world-power. Then Curry would turn from

Calhoun to greet the star-spangled banner drap-

ing the platform, and make it the basis of an

appeal for nationality. He was a man of leonine

type, both in appearance and in energy. As an

orator he was fervent, but his main power as a

speaker was due to his personality fused with

principle. In his presence before an audience

there was, indeed, something of the "daemonic"

quality which Goethe describes. Once he de-

clared to a great assembly that it was the proud-

est duty of the South to train every child in its

borders, black or white. Silence ensued. He ex-

claimed, "I will make you applaud that senti-

ment!" and with irresistible eloquence proceed-

ed to do so.

Just before going to Chicago, Curry attended
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at Capon Springs, W. Va., a small conference
of persons interested in education in the South.
The next year, 1899, Curry was elected presi-

dent of this conference, out of which sprang the

Southern Education Board, and, in a sense, the

General Education Board. The vast educational

effort represented by the work of these boards
may be considered, so far as the South is con-
cerned, the culmination of Curry's sixty years'

devotion to the Cause of universal education.

The Southern Education Board was organized
in New York City on Nov. 3, 1901, under the

presidency of Robert C. Ogden, and Curry was
made its supervising director. Ogden carried

forward the movement, revealing social states-

manship that practically transformed conditions

in the South. He always delighted to say,

"Curry was my master." Some of those asso-

ciated with Curry in the Southern Education
Board were Walter H. Page, Albert Shaw, Hol-
lis B. Frissell, George Foster Peabody, Wallace
Buttrick, Charles W. Dabney, and Edwin A.
Alderman. This group energized public opinion

in behalf of better schools for all the children

of the South.

Curry was spared to see this flowering forth

of all his work. At his death in 1903 the funeral,

in accordance with his own request, was held

from the halls of the University of Richmond,
and he was buried at Hollywood Cemetery. The
State of Alabama placed a marble statue of

Curry in the Hall of Statuary in the Capitol at

Washington. He was married, on Mar. 4, 1847,

to Ann Bowie, a native of Abbeville District, S. C.

Of the four children of this marriage, but two
survived infancy. Ann Bowie Curry died on

Apr. 8, 1865. On June 25, 1867, Curry was
married to Mary Wortham Thomas, a daughter

of James Thomas of Richmond, Va. After a

wedded life of thirty-six years, Mrs. Curry sur-

vived her husband but three months.
[E. A. Alderman and A. C. Gordon, /. L. M. Curry:

a biography (1911), contains the chief sources of in-

formation. See also his own writings : Constitutional
Government in Spain (1889); William Ezvart Glad-
stone (1891); The Southern States of the American
Union considered in their relations to the Constitution

of the United States and to the resulting Union ( 1894) ;

A Brief Sketch of George Peabody, and a History of
the Peabody Education Fund through thirty years

(1898) ; Civil History of the Government of the Con-
federate States, with some personal reminiscences

(1901).] S.C.M.

CURTIN, ANDREW GREGG (Apr. 23,

i8i5?-Oct. 7, 1894), governor of Pennsylvania,

was born at Bellefonte, Center County, Pa., the

son of Roland and Jean (Gregg) Curtin. The

Curtins belonged to Scotch-Irish stock. Roland

emigrated from Dysert, County Clare, and set-

tled in Bellefonte in 1800. In 1807, he erected
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a forge on Bald Eagle Creek about four miles

from Bellefonte and lived there, occupied in the

manufacture of iron, until his death in 1850.

His second wife, Jean Gregg, was the daughter

of Andrew Gregg, congressman, senator, and
secretary of state under Joseph Hiester. Andrew
Gregg Curtin was first taught in his native

village by a Mr. Brown, a man of culture who
had a school of about a dozen boys. Thence he

went to Harrisburg Academy and later to Mil-

ton Academy, Pa., where, under the Rev. Pavid
Kirkpatrick, he was well grounded in mathe-

matics and the classics. With this preparation,

he turned to the study of law. At first with W.
W. Potter of Bellefonte and then under Judge

John Reed at the Law School of Dickinson Col-

lege, he was initiated into his profession and, in

1839, was admitted to the bar in Center County,

becoming, soon after, a partner of John Blan-

chard, a lawyer of good repute who was later

elected to Congress. On May 30, 1844, Curtin

married Catherine Irvine Wilson, daughter of

Dr. Irvine Wilson and Mary Patten Wilson.

Of commanding presence and genial manner,

gifted with wit and power of speech, Curtin be-

came highly effective both before judges and
juries. He won early success as a public speak-

er. In 1840, at the age of twenty-five, he ap-

peared on behalf of Gen. Harrison's candidacy

for the presidency ; in 1844 he was enlisted in

support of Henry Clay; in 1848, he canvassed

the state for Gen. Zachary Taylor, the Whig can-

didate for the presidency; and in 1852 he took

the field for Gen. Winfield Scott. In 1854, he

was offered the nomination for governor but

refused, and supported James Pollock who was
elected and promptly appointed Curtin secretary

of the commonwealth and also ex-officio super-

intendent of common schools. In this post Cur-

tin secured an enlarged appropriation for public

schools and pushed a bill through the legislature

authorizing the establishment of state normal

schools, acts which increased his popularity and

made probable his succession to the governor's

chair. The state election of i860, often called

"The Battle of i860" aroused the keenest inter-

est because of the national issues involved and

because Lincoln looked especially to Curtin of

Pennsylvania and Henry S. Lane of Indiana to

swing the balance in these pivotal states to his

side. Both were victorious : Lane won in In-

diana, and Curtin, stoutly aided by A. K. Mc-
Clure, chairman of the state committee, won in

Pennsylvania by a majority of 32,000, which was
interpreted as making the election of Lincoln

secure.

Curtin's inaugural address, delivered on Jan.

15, 1861, produced wide-spread effects. In it

he proclaimed the unswerving loyalty of Penn-
sylvania to the Union. "The people mean to

preserve the integrity of the National Union at

every hazard," he declared. He was the first

of the governors to be summoned to Washing-
ton by Lincoln. After a consultation with the

President on Apr. 8, 1861, he returned to Penn-
sylvania, won the overwhelming support of the

legislature, and aroused so strong a spirit of

loyalty among the people that double the state

quota of 14,000 men was raised. Appreciating
the magnitude and seriousness of the struggle

then beginning, he obtained authority from the

legislature to equip and maintain the extra force

at the state's expense. Thus he fathered the fa-

mous Pennsylvania Reserve Corps which en-

abled the state to meet acute emergencies dur-
ing the succeeding year. To inspire patriotic

feeling he obtained funds from the Society of the

Cincinnati of Pennsylvania for the purchase of

regimental flags which he presented to the regi-

ments as they were formed and which were
afterward carried through scores of bloody en-

gagements. His unfailing care and oversight of

the Pennsylvania soldiers made him known in

the army as the "Soldier's Friend." His guard-
ianship extended to caring for them in hospital

and to bringing their bodies back for burial.

Nor did it stop there, but went out to their de-

pendents. In 1863, he obtained from the legis-

lature a fund for the support and schooling of

the war orphans. The popular response to his

devotion was evident in the election of 1863,

when the vote of the soldiers and their friends

made him by a great majority again governor.

He took a leading part in the Altoona Confer-

ence of Union Governors which was successful

in at least one of its objects—to disclose the

solidity of the sentiment behind the Emancipa-
tion Proclamation. In 1868, he was one of the

candidates for second place on the ticket with
Grant, an honor which went to Schuyler Colfax.

In 1869, President Grant appointed him minis-

ter to Russia. He filled the post with credit

and on his return in 1872 was chosen delegate-

at-large to the constitutional convention. His
support of Greeley in the campaign of 1872
estranged his Republican friends, and he subse-

quently joined the Democratic party. In 1878,

he ran for Congress on the Democratic ticket

and was defeated. Two years later he ran again,

was elected and served three consecutive terms
until his retirement in March 1887. He lived

quietly the remaining years of his life in his

mountain home, surrounded by his family and
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friends, and died, after a severe attack of ill-

ness, on Oct. 7, 1894.

[Andrew Gregg Curtin; His Life and Services, ed.

by W. H. Egle (1895) ; A. K. McClure, Abraham Lin-
coln and Men of War Times (1892), and The Life and
Services of Andrew G. Curtin (an address delivered in
the House of Representatives at Harrisburg, Pa., Jan.
20, 1895 ; N. Y. Tribune, Oct. 8, 1894; Times (Phila.),

Oct. 8. 1894; Cong. Record, 47, 48, 49 Congs. ; John
B. Linn, Hist, of Centre and Clinton Counties (1883).]

W.B.P.

CURTIN, JEREMIAH (Sept. 6, i840?-Dec.

14, 1906), linguist, student of comparative my-
thology, was born either in 1838 or 1840, in Green-

field, near Milwaukee, Wis. His parents, David
and Ellen (Furlong) Curtin, provided him with

a common-school education and, unwittingly,

with a linguistic groundwork. Opportunity to

talk with German, Norwegian, and Polish set-

tlers near Milwaukee, where he was born, gave

him a start in the branch in which he became
distinguished. He worked his way through Car-

roll College at Waukesha, Wis., through Phillips

Exeter, to Harvard, where he was graduated in

1863. The cruise of the Russian Admiral Lis-

sofsky's fleet to the waters of the United States

in- 1864, and Curtin's pleasant acquaintance with

some of the officers of the fleet led him to accept

their invitation to go to Russia. Owing to his

talent as a linguist he is said to have been en-

gaged in St. Petersburg as a translator of poly-

glot dispatches, and later was appointed assis-

tant secretary of the United States Legation,

holding this and other positions till 1870. Urged
by the desire to acquaint himself with the Sla-

vonic group of languages and other tongues, he

traveled in eastern Europe and Asia apparent-

ly in the service of the Russian government.

Bearing a rich store of linguistic spoils, he then

went for a year to the British Isles collecting

folk-lore and myths in the ancestral homes of

his kin in Ireland. America and especially the

Bureau of American Ethnology, with its studies

of Indian languages, was his next objective, and
shortly he was engaged in making independent

researches in matters pertaining to the language

and customs of the Iroquois, Modoc, Yuchi,

Shawnee, and several other Indian tribes. After

the Bureau episode (1883-91), he set out on

travels around the world, collecting myths of

various peoples.

Curtin's earliest published work consisted of

translations of Henryk Sienkievicz, Alexis Tol-

stoy, Michael Zagoskin, and other authors. In

these translations, which had a wide currency in

the nineties, he preserved remarkably the fire of

the originals. More important were his ethno-

logical contributions (many of them published

posthumously) in four different fields: (1) Cel-

Curtis

tic—represented by Myths and Folk-Lore of
Ireland (1890), Hero-Tales of Ireland (1894),
Tales of the Fairies and of the Ghost World,
Collected from Oral Tradition in South-West
Munster (1895); (2) Slavonic—represented by
Myths and Folk-Tales of the Russians, Western
Slavs and Magyars ( 1890) , Fairy Tales of East-

ern Europe (1914), Wonder Tales from Russia

(1921); (3) Mongolian—represented by The
Mongols in Russia ( 1908), The Mongols: a His-
tory (1908), A Journey in Southern Siberia;

the Mongols, their Religion and their Myths
(1909); (4) American Indian—represented by
Creation Myths of Primitive America in Rela-
tion to the Religious History and Mental Devel-
opment of Mankind ( 1898) , Myths of the Modocs
(1912), Introduction to Seneca Fiction, Leg-
ends and Myths (1919) in collaboration with J.

N. B. Hewitt, Seneca Indian Myths (1923).
A strain of mysticism usually termed Celtic,

proper in Curtin's case, was observable in him
and helped his tendency toward the romantic.

As a collector of myths and tales few excelled

him, largely because of his ability to master

languages. In fact, Curtin was one of the out-

standing linguists of the world. Having a work-
ing knowledge of all European languages, he had
also more or less acquaintance with many others,

the total said to be seventy languages and dia-

lects. Of average height, with strong frame,

broad cheek-bones, blue eyes, and a tawny curl-

ing full beard, he was a man of noteworthy ap-

pearance. He was married on July 17, 1872, to

Alma M. Cordelle, daughter of James Cordelle

of Warren, Vt.
[U. S. Dept. of State, Papers Relating to Foreign

Affairs, Diplomatic Corres. (1867) for 1866, pt. 1;
Am. Anthropologist (new series), vol. IX, no. 1, 1907,
pp. 237—38; Times (London), Dec. 29, 1906; N. Y.
Tribune, Dec. 15, 1906; Evening Post (N. Y.), Dec.
15, 1906; Harvard Grads. Mag., Mar. 1907; Critic,

May 1900; Book Buyer, July 1900; Who's Who in
America, 1903-05.] W. H.

CURTIS, ALFRED ALLEN (July 4, 1831-

July 11, 1908), second Catholic bishop of Wil-

mington, was born of an old but obscure family

at Pocomoke, Worcester County, Md. Educat-

ed in the local public schools, he studied for the

Episcopalian ministry and was ordained a dea-

con in 1856 by Bishop Whittingham. Appointed

assistant curate at St. John's Church, Baltimore,

he was soon transferred to St. Luke's Church,

Baltimore, thence to a small congregation in

Frederick, Md., and eventually to the rectorship

of a church in Chestertown, Kent County, Md.

There he was known as a classical student and

an attentive pastor who found time for fishing

and yachting. In 1862, only six years after or-

dination he was honored with the pastorate of
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the important Mount Calvary Church in Balti-

more where he remained until 1870 when he re-

signed because of dissatisfaction with the Epis-

copalian creed. Going to England, he became
interested in the Romeward movement and en-

tered the Catholic Church (1872) under the

guidance of Cardinal Newman.
Returning to America, he entered St. Mary's

Seminary, Baltimore, and on completion of a

two-year course in theology was ordained (Dec.

19, 1874) by Archbishop Bayley. Quiet, studi-

ous, dreading publicity, Father Curtis was happy
as an assistant at the Baltimore cathedral, as

secretary to the archbishop, and later as acting

chancellor of the diocese. Named bishop of Wil-

mington, Del., he was consecrated by Arch-

bishop Gibbons on Nov. 14, 1886, and com-
menced the trying work of church building in a

small diocese heavily burdened with debt. Dur-
ing his short administration, fifteen churches

were erected, a visitation convent for contempla-

tive cloistered sisters, and a colored mission un-

der the Josephite Fathers. He was instrumental

in bringing to the diocese the Benedictine and
Ursuline teaching communities. As a bishop, he

was not happy and it was with relief that he

resigned in 1896 and became the titular bishop of

Echinus. Called back to Baltimore, he acted as

Cardinal Gibbons's vicar-general from 1898 until

his death. A retiring, silent man, he attracted

little attention in the world and was known only

to his intimates as a saintly, conscientious priest.

[Ethan Allen, Clergy in Md. of the Prot. Episc. Ch.
(i860); M. J. Riordan, Cathedral Records (1906);
J. W. Kirwin (publisher), Cath. Bishops and Arch-
bishops of America (1899) ; Records of the Am. Cath.
Hist. Soc, XX, 86 ; Life and Characteristics of Rt.
Rev. Alfred A. Curtis, compiled by Sisters of Visitation

( 1913) ; Cath. Ch. in the U. S. (1912) ; The Sun (Bal-

timore), July 12, 1908.] R. T.P.

CURTIS, BENJAMIN ROBBINS (Nov. 4,

1809-Sept. 15, 1874), jurist, was born at Water-

town, Mass., the oldest of the two sons of Ben-

jamin Curtis, 3rd, a ship-captain, and Lois (Rob-

bins) Curtis, daughter of a small manufacturer

and store-keeper of Watertown, Mass. The
Curtis family was descended from William Cur-

tis, probably of London, who with his wife, a

sister of John Eliot, apostle to the Indians, came
to Boston in the ship Lyon, Sept. 16, 1632, and
settled at Stony River, Roxbury, Mass., in 1639.

The family remained small farmers, but after

1738 one or more members of almost every gen-

eration are said to have been Harvard graduates,

including the grandfather of Benjamin Robbins
Curtis, Benjamin Curtis, 2nd, a physician. His
widow, Benjamin Robbins Curtis's grandmoth-
er, married as her second husband Elisha Tick-

nor, a man of wealth, and became the mother of

George Ticknor [q.z'.~\, Harvard professor and
author. This connection was of great value to

Curtis throughout life. His father died abroad

on one of his voyages, leaving his mother with

two young children and without means ; but

through loans from the elder Ticknor, and by

keeping a small dry-goods store and circulating

library in Watertown, she was able to prepare

Benjamin for Harvard. He passed under the

tuition of numerous masters, including John
Appleton, later chief justice of Maine, who re-

membered the boy as the best scholar he ever

had.

Curtis entered Harvard in 1825, his mother
removing to Cambridge and opening a students'

boarding-house. Four years later he graduated

as the second scholar in his class. At college he

displayed the poise and discreet reserve which
marked his later life. While intimate with few
classmates, he was a member of the Hasty Pud-
ding Club and the "Institute," and an honorary

member of the Porcellian Club. Although none
of his relatives were lawyers, he was attracted

to the profession by his aptitude' for lucid reason-

ing, and after graduation entered the Harvard
Law School, just then revitalized by Story's ap-

pointment as Dane Professor. In spite of the

distinction he attained as a student, Curtis left

the school in 183 1 before completing his course,

to take over the practise of a country attorney

in Northfield, Mass. His motive seems to have

been partly a wish to gain practical experience

while completing his studies, and partly to se-

cure an immediate competence so that he might
marry his cousin, Eliza Maria Woodward of

Hanover, N. H. He remained in Northfield

until 1834 when he was taken into partnership

by a distant relative, Charles Pelham Curtis, an
established lawyer in Boston. This connection

continued for seventeen years and was strength-

ened after the death of his wife in 1844 by his

marriage in 1846 to Anna Wroe Curtis, the

daughter of his partner.

Curtis early gained a reputation at the Boston
bar for great skill in all branches of commercial

law. While not eloquent, he had a pleasing

voice and unruffled manner, and was successful

not merely in arguing legal appeals, but as an
advocate, because of his remarkable gift for

clear statement. Soon after coming to Boston,

he was counsel in the case of the slave Med
(Commonwealth vs. Az'es, 18 Pickering, 193),
and argued that a slave-owner who brought a
slave temporarily into Massachusetts might re-

strain the slave while in the state for the pur-

pose of laier returning with him to his domi-
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cile. This contention was overruled by the court

with reasoning- later used by Curtis as the basis

of his dissent in the Dred Scott case.

In 1846, in spite of his early age, Curtis was
chosen as Judge Story's successor as a mem-
ber of the Harvard Corporation. Three years

earlier he had attracted attention by a scholarly

article in the North American Review against

debt-repudiation by certain Southern and West-

ern states, which he characterized as "a disgrace

in the eyes of the civilized world." Although

he kept aloof from politics, he expressed dis-

approval of the Van Buren administration, de-

scribed by him as "the ambitious, selfish and ig-

norant men who now carry on the government."

In 1840 he was for Webster for president "be-

cause it is respectable and right." In 1850 he
was the spokesman of Webster's friends who in-

vited the latter to Boston to congratulate him
on his "Seventh of March" speech, and during

the next two years he came forward in active

opposition to the Free-Soil party. As a member
of the lower house of the Massachusetts legis-

lature in 1851, he prepared an "Address to the

People" signed by the Whig members of that

body, denouncing the coalition between Free-

Soilers and Democrats which had resulted in the

election of Boutwell as governor and Charles

Sumner as United States senator. In the fall

of the same year, the New England seat on the

United States Supreme Court became vacant

through the death of Mr. Justice Woodbury, and

Curtis, through Webster's influence, was ap-

pointed, at the early age of forty-one. He served

as a member of the Supreme Court during six

annual terms, writing the opinions of the Court

in fifty-one cases, of which the most important

were Cooley vs. Board of Port Wardens (12

Howard, 299) and Murray's Lessee vs. Hoboken
Land and Improvement Company (18 Howard,

272). The former established for the first time

that the power of Congress to regulate inter-

state and foreign commerce is not exclusive in

such sense as to prevent the states from mak-
ing regulations of a local character where na-

tional uniformity is not required. The Hoboken
case permitted Congress to vest an adminis-

trative officer with power to determine sums due

to the government from one of its officials and to

enforce their collection without resort to a law

court. Both cases have become basic precedents

for later constitutional law.

Curtis's best-known association with the Su-

preme Court was connected with his leaving it.

In the famous Dred Scott case (19 Howard,

393), argued on behalf of the negro by Curtis's

brother, George Ticknor Curtis [q.v.], he was

6

one of the two dissenting judges, and urged in

a long opinion that residence of a slave with his

owner in free territory conferred freedom which
the slave could vindicate in the courts on his re-

turn to the owner's domicile in slave territory.

Curtis also claimed that the Court could not

proceed, as it did, to decide the case on the

merits after it had ruled that a slave was not a

citizen, and was without capacity to sue. This

opinion was given to the newspapers in advance

of official publication. To meet its arguments,

Taney revised the opinion which he had read

from the bench. An unpleasant correspondence

between Curtis and Taney ensued, Taney ob-

jecting to the newspaper publication of Cur-

tis's opinion and Curtis objecting to the revision

of Taney's opinion after it had been delivered.

At the close of the correspondence Curtis re-

signed from the Court, assigning as a reason

the smallness of the salary he received as a

judge, but admitting to his friends that he could

not "again feel that confidence in the Court and

that willingness to cooperate with them which

are essential to the satisfactory discharge of my
duties" (Letter to George Ticknor, July 3,

1857 in Memoir, I, 247). After Taney's death

Curtis delivered, at a meeting of the Boston bar,

a generous tribute to his services.

Until his own death seventeen years later,

Curtis was a recognized leader of the Amer-
ican bar. During that time he argued fifty-four

cases before the United States Supreme Court

and eighty before the supreme court of Massa-

chusetts, besides many before lower courts. His

aggregate professional income for this period has

been estimated at $650,000. His attitude toward

life settled into gloomy but philosophical dis-

illusionment. During the Civil War he wrote

that "Washington was always a fatiguing place

to me even when it was . . . the place where I

had ambitions ; and now that I have grown
wiser and have none in the usual acceptation of

the word . . . this city is very dreary to me"
(Letter to his wife, Dec. 15, 1862 in Memoir,

I» 353)- In I86o his second wife died, and a

year later he married Maria Malleville Allen

of Pittsfield, Mass. Always deeply religious,

practising daily family worship and never tak-

ing his seat on the bench without silent prayer,

when his theological views underwent a change,

he left the Unitarian faith in which he had been

reared, to become an Episcopalian. He was

strongly moved by the approach of the Civil

War, and braved unpopularity by heading a

movement for the repeal of the Massachusetts

statute against the return of fugitive slaves in

order to reassure the Southern states that the
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North harbored no designs against their con-

stitutional rights. During the war he published

a pamphlet on "Executive Power," attacking

what he regarded as the unconstitutional action

of the President in suspending the writ of habeas

corpus and in issuing the Emancipation Proc-

lamation. In 1866 he expressed public sympathy
with the purposes of a convention called to meet

in Philadelphia to oppose the reconstruction

projects of the radical Republican majority in

Congress. When President Johnson was im-

peached in 1868 Curtis was selected as his lead-

ing counsel., His speech opening the President's

defense was his greatest forensic effort, display-

ing the dignity, coolness, and clarity which

marked his style, and was admitted by his op-

ponent Butler to have so thoroughly presented

Johnson's case that nothing more was added

throughout the trial.

This was Curtis's last service of a public na-

ture. He declined Johnson's offer of the office

of attorney-general and in 1871 declined to

serve as one of the counsel for the United States

before the Geneva Arbitration Tribunal. Two
years later he informed his friends on the death

of Chief Justice Chase that he did not care to be

considered, as a possible successor. In 1872-73 he

delivered at the Harvard Law School a course

of lectures on Jurisdiction, Practice and Peculiar

Jurisprudence of the Courts of the United States

(1880). Of the litigation in which he was en-

gaged as counsel after his retirement from the

bench, three cases are the most famous : Paul

vs. Virginia (8 Wallace, 168), Hepburn vs.

Griswold (8 Wallace, 603), and Virginia vs.

West Virginia (11 Wallace, 39), in all of which

the Supreme Court decided adversely to his con-

tentions. His later years were crowded with

almost uninterrupted professional work to which
his interests became more and more narrowed

;

and a short trip to Europe in the summer of 1871

seems to have brought him little satisfaction. In

the summer of 1874 while at his villa at New-
port, R. I., his health broke down and he died

there on Sept. 15.

[Curtis's biography by his brother, George Ticknor
Curtis, forms the first volume of The Life and Writings
of B. R. Curtis, ed. by his son, Benj. R. Curtis (Boston,
1879). While laudatory, it is well done and includes
a large number of Curtis's letters and legal opinions.
The second volume contains a reprint of his articles

on "State Debts" and "Executive Power" and some of
his more important addresses and judicial utterances.
For his Supreme Court career see Chas. Warren, Su-
preme Court in U. S. Hist. (1922).] j rj;

CURTIS, EDWARD LEWIS (Oct. 13, 1853-

Aug. 26, 1911), Presbyterian clergyman, edu-

cator, came by inheritance to the minister's task

and the teacher's profession. His father, Rev.

6l

William Stanton Curtis, was a native of Bur-

lington, Vt., who after graduation at Illinois

College in 1838 and later study at Yale Divinity

School became successively pastor at Ann Ar-
bor, Mich., where Edward was born, professor

of mental and moral philosophy in Hamilton
College, Clinton, N. Y., president of Knox Col-

lege, Galesburg, 111., and pastor of the West-
minster Presbyterian Church in Rockford, 111.

His mother, Martha (Leach) Curtis, also a

native of Vermont, graduated in the second class

to leave Mount Holyoke Seminary, where she

was later associated in teaching with Mary
Lyon, founder of the institution. Before reach-

ing his sixteenth birthday Edward Curtis en-

tered the class of 1873 at Beloit College, but

transferred his studies to Yale as a sophomore
in the academic class of 1874, where his literary

abilities were evinced by his selection as editor

of The Yale Conrant and the winning of a Town-
send prize. The two years following his gradua-

tion at Yale were spent in teaching, after which
he entered Union Theological Seminary, which,

on his graduation in 1879, awarded him a fel-

lowship for study abroad. In the Divinity School

his interest had been directed toward Old Testa-

ment studies, and these he pursued for two
semesters at Berlin; but illness prevented his

securing the degree of Ph.D. In 1881 he
returned to America to take up the work of

instructor in Hebrew and Old Testament in

McCormick Theological Seminary, Chicago, ad-

vancing to the full professorship in 1886. Mean-
time, on Apr. 27, 1882, he married Laura E.

Ely, daughter of Rev. B. E. S. Ely of Ottumwa,
la., and in 1883 was ordained to the Presby-

terian ministry.

Although no considerable volume came from
Curtis's pen during his years at Chicago, his

teaching ability and the articles he contributed

to periodicals such as The Presbyterian Review
and The Old Testament Student secured for

him a call in 1891 to the Holmes Professorship

of Hebrew Language and Literature in Yale
University, a position in which he spent the

remainder of his life, combining with its duties

those of acting dean of the Divinity School in

1905. Neither the handicap of ill health (he had
suffered from angina pectoris since 1901, and
had a partial stroke of paralysis in 1906 which
greatly limited his eyesight) nor the burden of

administrative duties outside his classroom work
prevented the completion in 1910 of his chief

contribution to scholarship, his Critical and Exe-
getical Commentary on the Books of Chronicles

in the International Critical Commentary series,

the work being shared by a favorite pupil, A. A.
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Madsen. A smaller commentary, The Book of

Judges, intended for the Bible for Home and

School series, left unfinished at his death, was
completed and published by Madsen in 191 3.

Curtis's public reputation will rest on the Com-
mentary on Chronicles, but pupils and colleagues

revered him even more for his character of un-

assuming- helpfulness than for his patient and

accurate scholarship.

[Who's Who in America, 1910-11; Obit. Record
Grads. Yale Univ., 1910-15 (1915), pp. 241-44; Bibli-

cal World, Oct. 191 1.] B. W. B.

CURTIS, EDWIN UPTON (Mar. 26, 1861-

Mar. 28, 1922), mayor and police commissioner

of Boston, was descended from William Curtis

(see sketch of Benjamin Robbins Curtis).

George Curtis of the sixth generation, a lumber

merchant, in 1845 married Martha Ann, daugh-

ter of Joseph Upton of Fitchburg, Mass., and

Edwin Upton was their seventh child. Born

at Roxbury, Mass., he attended the grammar
and Latin schools there and the Little Blue Fam-
ily School for Boys at Farmington, Me., pro-

ceeding thence to Bowdoin College, where he

won distinction as an athlete and oarsman and

graduated in 1882. He read law at Boston in the

office of Ex-Governor Gaston, also attended the

Boston University Law School, and was admit-

ted to the Suffolk County bar in 1885. Commenc-
ing practise in Boston, he took an active interest

in public affairs, being an ardent adherent of

the Republican party, and in 1888 became secre-

tary of the Republican City Committee. In 1889

he was elected city clerk. Two years later he

retired and resumed practise, at the same time

identifying himself with the then growing move-

ment for civic reform. Such was the prominence

which he acquired in this connection that in

1894 he was nominated by the Republican party

for mayor, and won a spectacular victory by

over 2,500 votes. In his inaugural address to

the city council he outlined the changes which

he advocated, among them being the appoint-

ment of a Board of Commissioners to control

the election machinery, a revision of the sys-

tem of financing the public schools, and the

placing of each city department under a com-
missioner. All his major recommendations were

carried into effect, and his administration pro-

cured for him the respect and confidence of all

parties and classes in the city. On retiring from

the mayoralty he again resumed the practise of

law. On Oct. 27, 1897, he was married to Mar-
garet the daughter of Charles Waterman of

Thomaston, Me. He continued his public ac-

tivities, serving as a member of the Metropoli-

tan Park Commission, assistant United States

treasurer at Boston, and collector of the Port
of Boston. In December 1918 by appointment
of Gov. McCall he became police commissioner
of Boston. For some time previously there had
been an undercurrent of dissatisfaction in the

police force due partly to alleged inadequacy of

salaries, and in 1919 matters came to a crisis.

The Mayor refused to recommend an increase

of pay, and the men thereupon organized a local

union affiliated with the American Federation

of Labor, intending by this means to compel
compliance with their demands. Curtis prompt-
ly suspended from duty all those who had be-

come officials of the new union, upon which
three-fourths of the police force went on strike,

Sept. 9, 1919. The Commissioner announced
that no strikers would be reinstated, intimating

at the same time to Gov. Coolidge that the latter

must either remove him from office or accord

to him the whole-hearted support of the Com-
monwealth. The Governor in response furnished

Curtis all the assistance required. For a few
days much rowdyism occurred in the city and
business was badly disorganized, but public

opinion was with Curtis ; the loyal remnant of

the police and the Massachusetts State Guard,

assisted by a volunteer force of citizens, in a

short time put an end to violence and intimida-

tion, and normal conditions were restored. In

the meantime, adamant in his attitude toward the

strikers, the Commissioner proceeded to create

a new police force. Though hampered by cer-

tain political elements and bitterly assailed by
organized labor, his efforts were successful and
the elimination from the force of those who had
participated in the strike established the prin-

ciple that loyalty to constituted government must
not be subordinated to outside authority. In 1921

his health became seriously impaired and he was
urged by friends to retire, but he resolutely

refused, saying that it was his imperative duty

to remain at his post as head of the reorganized

police in view of the short time which had
elapsed since the strike. He died early in the

following year.

["Genealogy of the Descendants of Wm. Curtis," by
Catherine P. Curtis, MS. in Lib. of Congress, as supple-
mented by Descendants of Wm. Curtis, Roxbury, 1632,
by Samuel C. Clarke (1869) and Upton Family Records
by W. H. Upton (1893), give details of Curtis's ances-
try. See Who's Who in America, 1922-23, p. 837. His
official report of the police strike is contained in Four-
teenth Annual Report of the Police Commissioner for
the City of Boston (1920). The labor standpoint is out-

lined in Report of the Proceedings of the 40th Annual
Convention of the Am. Federation of Labor (1920),

pp. 362 ff. Lengthy appreciative obituary notices ap-

peared in the Boston press of Mar. 28, 29, 1922.]

H.W.H.K.
CURTIS, GEORGE (Feb. 23, 1796-Jan. 9,

1856), banker, was descended from Henry and
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Mary (Guy) Curtis who came to America in

1635 and settled at Watertown, Mass., and from
tlieir son, Ephraim Curtis, the first white settler

of Worcester, Mass. George, the son of David
Curtis, an ironmaster, and his wife, Susannah
Stone, was horn in Worcester but after a boyhood

spent in local schools and sporadic employment
near his home, went with his brother to Provi-

dence, R. I. He obtained employment in a bank

in that city and learned the business through

practical experience, eventually becoming cash-

ier of the Exchange Bank, a well-known local

institution of that day. On Mar. 6, 1821 he

married Mary Elizabeth Burrill, daughter of

James Burrill [q.z\]. She bore him two sons,

James Burrill and George William Curtis \_q.v.~\,

and died in 1826. On Apr. 3, 1834 he married

Julia B. Bridgham, daughter of Samuel Bridg-

ham, the first mayor of Providence. By this

marriage he had four sons, two of whom, Ed-
ward and John Green Curtis [q.v.~\, attained

distinction in medicine. A natural interest in

politics led Curtis to become a member of the

Common Council in Providence, and later to be

elected a member of the state legislature. He
was speaker of the House in 1837-38 (J. J.

Smith, Civil and Military List of Rhode Island,

1901, pp. 539, 552) and was apparently in a fair

way to spend the rest of his life as an influential

citizen of the state. The time, however, was
one in which great banking changes were tak-

ing place and opportunities for personal ad-

vancement and money-making were numerous.

Banking organization in New York City par-

ticularly was undergoing considerable modifica-

tion and expansion. Believing that broad oppor-

tunities were offered in that city, Curtis removed
thither in 1839, accepting an appointment as

cashier of the Bank of Commerce. In that capac-

ity he had, under the comparatively simple type

of banking structure which prevailed in that

generation, opportunity to direct practically all

of the interior operations of what was later to

be one of the city's leading institutions. He thus

became thoroughly familiar with the technique

of banking and was recognized as one of the

abler among the younger bankers of New York
City. When the Continental Bank of New York
was organized in 1844, he was offered the presi-

dency and accepted it. In this position he con-

tinued until the end of his life. He was char-

acterized by shrewd business ability, coupled

with an outstanding reputation for honesty and

trustworthiness, which resulted in his being of-

fered many opportunities for service of a finan-

cial sort outside of his immediate banking duties.

With a number of the more conspicuous bank-
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ers of the city he was interested in the organi-

zation of the New York Clearing House. The
origin of the "idea" of this institution has been
attributed to many persons and claimed by sev-

eral. In its archives are various plans which
were put forward, but the list includes none by
Curtis. From the outset, however, he was active

in the negotiations and discussions which led to

final action ; and when the general plan of the

organization had been agreed upon, he drew up
a set of rules or by-laws sometimes referred to

as the "Constitution" of the Clearing House.
This document was adopted on June 6, 1854, and
furnished the basis upon which the new under-
taking organized its operations (J. G. Cannon,
Clearing Houses, Tlieir History, etc., 1900, pp.
J 34_35)- He did not live, however, to see the

Clearing House develop, for only a few months
after its organization his health became im-
paired and he finally went to Jacksonville, Fla.,

where he died early in 1856.

[Various memoranda and contemporary material in
files of the N. Y. Clearing House ; Newton Squire, The
N. Y. Clearing House, Its Methods and Systems (pub.
anonymously, 1888) ; H. H. Chamberlin, Geo. Wm.
Curtis and his Antecedents (1893) ;' Edward Cary, Geo.
Wm. Curtis (1894) ; Ellen M. Burrill, The Burrill Fam-
ily of Lynn ( 1907) ; Rep. Men and Old Families of R. I.

(1908), I, 81-87; Colls. Worcester Soc. of Antiquity,
XII (1894), 66, 325 ; E. M. Snow, Alphabetical Index
of the Births, Marriages, and Deaths . . Providence . . .

(1879)] H.P.W.

CURTIS, GEORGE TICKNOR (Nov. 28,

1812-Mar. 28, 1894), lawyer, author, was a son

of Benjamin and Lois (Robbins) Curtis. His
ancestors were typical New Englanders, farm-

ers, ministers, school-teachers, and seamen. His
middle name was that of his paternal step-grand-

father, whose son, George Ticknor [q.v.], the

critic, was one of his closest friends. His broth-

er was Benjamin R. Curtis [g.c], justice of the

United States Supreme Court. George was twice

married: first, on Oct. 17, 1844, to the daughter

of Justice Joseph Story [q.v.~\, Mary Oliver

Story, who died in 1848, leaving two sons; sec-

ond, in January 1851, to Louise A. Nystrom, by

whom he had three sons and three daughters. He
graduated from Harvard in 1832, and then

taught school and studied law, in part at the

Harvard Law School and in part in the Boston

office of C. P. Curtis, a relative. He was ad-

mitted to the bar in 1836, and after a brief prac-

tise at Worcester, established himself in 1837 at

Boston. In 1862 he removed to New York where
he remained in practise until 1888, and continued

to live until his death. For many years he main-

tained also an office at Washington, D. C, as

much of his practise was before the United States

Supreme Court. He enjoyed a high reputation
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as a patent attorney, being employed by many
inventors, notably by Goodyear, Morse, and Cy-

rus McCormick. Outside this specialty he was
engaged in the greenback cases, and in the Dred

Scott case. In the latter he defended the free-

dom of Scott on the ground that Congress pos-

sessed the right to control slavery in the ter-

ritories, and that consequently the Act of 1820

was constitutional. He entered politics as a

Whig and a friend of Webster, serving in the

Massachusetts House from 1840 to 1843. He
declined reelection, and is said to have declined

the ministry to Great Britain. In 1852, as United

States Commissioner, he facilitated the return

to slavery of Thomas Sims, under the Fugitive-

Slave Act of 1850, thereby incurring the hos-

tility of the Abolitionists. As was the case of

many of the Webster "Cotton" Whigs, he be-

came a Democrat. In the Civil War he was a

Unionist, but keenly critical of the administra-

tion, setting forth his position in a Fourth of

July oration at Boston in 1862. In New York
he was for some time associated with Tammany
Hall, but refused all office. He exerted a certain

political influence, nevertheless, through pam-

phlets and magazine articles, impressive because

of his legal learning and impartiality. The first

was an argument in favor of compensation for

the Ursuline Nuns whose convent at Charlestown,

Mass., was burned by a mob. In 1885 he en-

gaged in a controversy with John W. Foster

[q.v.~\, publishing in that year International

Arbitrations and Awards. In 1886 and 1887 he

published defenses of Gen. George B. McClellan.

Living as he did in an atmosphere of scholar-

ship and literary effort, including many of the

leading authors of both America and Europe,

Curtis naturally turned early to writing. His

first work was the production of legal studies,

which came to cover a wide field. In 1839 he

published a Digest of Cases Adjudicated in the

Courts of Admiralty of the United States, and

in the High Court of Admiralty in England ; in

1841, a Treatise on the Rights and Duties of

Merchant Seamen; in 1847, A Treatise on the

Law of Copyright; in 1849, A Treatise on the

Law of Patents; in 1850, Equity Precedents; in

1854 and 1858, two volumes of Commentaries on

the Jurisdiction, Practice, and Peculiar Juris-

prudence of the Courts of the United States.

These and other legal contributions were much
used and went through many editions. Gradu-

ally he turned his attention to work less closely

connected with his profession. In his late years

he wrote a novel, under the pseudonym, Peter

Boylston, John Charaxes: A Tale of the Civil

War (1889) ; and Creation and Evolution? a
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Philosophical Inquiry (1887). More important
were his biographical contributions, including a
Memoir of Benjamin Robbins Curtis (1879),
and, in two volumes each, a Life of Daniel Web-
ster (1870) and a Life of James Buchanan
(1883).

His reputation, however, will chiefly rest on
his studies of the history of the Constitution of

the United States. In 1849-50 he delivered a
course of lectures at the Lowell Institute of Bos-
ton, on the history of the Constitution of the

United States, on which he had the advice of

Webster. An elaboration of these lectures was
published as History of the Origin, Formation,
and Adoption of the Constitution of the United
States (two volumes, 1854-58). In 1889 he pub-

lished the first volume of a revision and exten-

sion, entitled Constitutional History of the

United States from their Declaration of Inde-

pendence to the Close of the Civil War. In 1896
the second volume, edited by J. C. Clayton, was
published. This work is the classic treatment of

the Constitution from the Federalist, Websterian
point of view. Curtis's historical work is of

the old school. He used but few sources and his

conception of history, as of the forces of pub-

lic life, was distinctly limited. Particularly after

leaving Boston his life was spent almost entirely

in his office, his study, and with his family, and
many of his judgments reflect this somewhat
cloistered existence. Within these limits he

worked with exactitude, independence, and fine

intelligence. His style is cumbrous, though with

some Victorian elegance. His Buchanan and
his Constitutional History are likely to remain
standard.

[A number of Curtis's letters are among the Geo. B.
McClellan MSS. in the Lib. of Cong. The Memoir of
Ben]. Robbins Curtis referred to above contains some
family history. See also Catherine P. Curtis, "Genealo-
gy of the Descendants of Wm. Curtis," MS. in Lib. of
Cong.

;
Quin. Cat. of the Law. Sch. of Harvard Univ.

( 1
9 1 5 ) ; obituaries in Harvard Grads. Mag., June 1 894 ;

N. Y. Times and Boston Transcript, Mar. 29, 1894.]

C.R.F.

CURTIS, GEORGE WILLIAM (Feb. 24,

1824-Aug. 31, 1892), author, orator, was born

in Providence, R. I., of an old New England

family, being the son of George Curtis and

Mary Elizabeth Burrill, daughter of James Bur-

rill [q.v.']. He lost his mother while he was
still an infant, and it was his elder brother James
who thereafter exerted for many years the

strongest influence on his life. As boys they

spent five years together at a school in Massa-

chusetts, and then returned to Providence where

their father had re-married. In 1839, when Cur-

tis was fifteen years old, the family took up

residence in New York City, and here, for a few
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years, Curtis held a clerkship. Then followed

a stay of two years, again with his hrother James,

at Brook Farm, where association with the

spirits of the Transcendental Movement, deep-

ened the idealistic strain in Curtis, who was to

become, in the record of America, the outstand-

ing example of the man of letters who sets aside

the possibilities of literary fame because of the

inner urge toward what he considers to be the

highest duties of citizenship. The most potent

influence upon him during that period was Emer-

son, and even after Curtis had left Brook Farm,

and had returned to New York, he would fre-

quently visit Concord in order to benefit by con-

versations with the benign philosopher and poet.

The Puritan strain in Curtis thus became at an

early age affected by the consciousness of the

brotherhood of man, while the charm of his own
nature never swerved him from fearless adher-

ence to conviction.

In 1846 Curtis left New York for a four years'

stay in various countries of Europe and in Egypt

and Syria. His wanderings were to bring forth

two books of travels

—

Nile Notes of a Howadji
(1851) and The Hozvadji in Syria (1852).

These books, based on letters sent to the New
York Tribune, with whose staff Curtis was con-

nected, display engaging fancy and graceful de-

scriptive powers, traits manifest also in Lotus-

Eating (1852) and in Potiphar Papers (1853), a

volume which, with its gentle satire of the so-

cial life of New York, was a direct descendant

of Irving's Salmagundi. Shortly after Curtis's

marriage, on Thanksgiving Day, 1856, to Anna
Shaw of Staten Island, Putnam's Monthly, of

which he was an associate editor, went into

bankruptcy, and he assumed a debt from which

by process of law he could have escaped, a debt

that taxed his resources until, after a consider-

able number of years, it was met in full. His
final work in the Irving tradition, Prue and I

(1857), established him firmly in the hearts of

his readers. Here the sentimental yet manly
and philosophic observer of life gives his most

ambitious portrayal of that happiness which is

not dependent upon wealth.

The second half of Curtis's career was made
memorable by a series of noble orations. The
first, delivered to the students of Wesleyan Uni-

versity at Middletown, Conn., was entitled The
Duty of the American Scholar to Politics and
the Times ( 1856). The scholar, for Curtis, was
not the closeted specialist, but that "priest of

the mind," dedicated to the elevation of public

thought and action, devoted to the eternal in-

terests of his own community and of the commu-
nity of mankind. Curtis adjured his youthful
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hearers to enter upon the fight of Freedom ; to

justify and to carry to success the experiment

which the American Republic symbolized. In

rousing enthusiasm toward resistance against

slavery, Curtis made evident those two strains

whose blending has so largely directed the course

of American civilization. He showed himself in

his gallantry, his flair for the graces of life, the

Cavalier; he showed himself in his stern ad-

herence to the obligations of life, the Puritan.

The services of Curtis in the four or five years

that were to pass before the Civil War disrupted

the country, and the influence of his voice dur-

ing the war period, can hardly be overestimat-

ed. His speeches gave new impetus to patri-

otic fervor, and his writings as the editor of

Harper's Weekly, an office assumed in the criti-

cal period of the conflict in 1863, were so fair,

so keen, so persuasive, that their author created

for himself a position in the public mind com-
manded by probably no other literary publi-

cist. Hundreds of thousands of hearers and
readers looked upon him as their mentor, and
regarded him with respect due to the cogency

of his unprejudiced argumentation, and with af-

fection due to the modest human courtesy of his

approach.

Keenly in touch with the practical working out

of affairs and, throughout his life, an exemplary

member of numerous civic committees, Curtis,

from youth to old age, opposed with tact as

well as with fervor, and with cheering optimism,

the tendency to look upon the highest moral prin-

ciples "as something too visionary, too abstract

and impracticable for working men in actual

life." In his Phi Beta Kappa oration at Harvard
in 1862, "It is as sure as sunrise," he said, "that

men and nations, either in their own lives and

characters or in those of their descendants, will

pay the penalty of injustice and immorality."

His lecture entitled "Political Infidelity," and
delivered more than fifty times, in different

states from Maine to Maryland, in 1864 and

1865, maintained, in memorable phraseology,

that "whatever in this country, in its normal

condition of peace is too delicate to discuss is too

dangerous to tolerate. Any system, any policy,

any institution, which may not be debated will

overthrow us if we do not overthrow it."

When the Civil War had ended new prob-

lems engaged the attention of Curtis. He op-

posed all caste usurpation, and advocated the

necessity of a better understanding between capi-

tal and labor. He was among the first to fight

for the enfranchisement of women, feeling that

"the spirit of society cannot be just, nor the laws

equitable, so long as half of the population are
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politically paralyzed." He was among the first

to advocate civil-service reform, and as chairman

of both the New York State and the National

Civil Service Reform Associations, he did more
than any other man to make merit, and not party

affiliation, the approach to civil office. He had

been a leading spirit in the Republican party

since its incipiency, but when James G. Blaine,

in the eyes of Curtis a corrupt man, ran for the

presidency, Curtis urged the election of Grover

Cleveland and became the most influential of

Independents in national affairs. He gave his

most careful thought and many of his hard-

pressed days to educational activities, and, as

chancellor of the University of the State of New
York, he engaged in matters of detail while he

continued, in and out of season, to insist on that

public duty of educated men which, at Union

College in 1877 and at Brown University in

1882, was the theme of orations that continued

and deepened the inspirational argument of his

first great address in 1856. Underlying all his

talks, all his writings, were the free-minded

citizen's appreciation of the mental processes of

others, the student's analysis of history (and

especially deeply was Curtis versed in the his-

tory of his own country), and the gentleman's

graciousness in winning sympathetic attention.

If in his casual papers as editor of "The Easy
Chair," in Harper's Magazine, he often, and of

necessity, engaged in topics of the day, in his

more elaborate addresses he expounded in illu-

minating manner the permanent principles of

American progress.

A lover of music and of art, happy in his home
on Staten Island, rich in friendships—with

James Russell Lowell and Charles Eliot Norton

as his two intimates, and his brother, James
Burrill Curtis, as the nearest and dearest of

his friends—he was never tempted by the more
obvious lures of wealth or position. He was
the adviser of Presidents, but when he could

have had from Mr. Hayes the mission to Eng-
land, he decided that he could be of more use

to his fellow citizens in his capacity with the

Harpers than he could possibly be at the Court

of St. James's. He acted as delegate to Re-

publican state conventions, but he desired no

political advancement for himself, and he with-

stood with calm temper the attacks of those who,

when he turned Independent, accused him of

political infidelity. Political infidelity was for

him disloyalty to the principles, and not to the

behests, of any party ; and one of his most memo-
rable sentences is that wherein he adjures the

youth of the country that "if ever one of you

shall be the man so denounced, do not forget

that your own individual convictions are the

whip of small cords which God has put into

your hands to expel the blasphemers."

If the man of letters gave way to the publi-

cist in the second half of Curtis's life, his com-
memorative addresses included not only really

great tributes to statesmen such as Charles Sum-
ner, Wendell Phillips, and President Garfield

but also, with keen knowledge of literary values,

to Robert Burns, to William Cullen Bryant, to

James Russell Lowell. The Lowell address de-

livered first in 1892, on Feb. 22, the birthday of

both George Washington and Lowell, and re-

peated at New York in May, closed Curtis's

career as an orator. One remembers this final

public appearance of the firm and sweet-souled

leader of the public conscience—the charm of

his voice, the beauty of his looks, the gracious-

ness of his manner. He had nothing of the

dramatic orator, nothing of the sensational actor,

but the simplicity of his gestures, the music of

his tones, and the utter sincerity of the man won
every audience he addressed. He remains a
fragrance in the record of American letters and
one of the thoroughly fine forces in the develop-

ment of American civilization.

[Edward Cary, Geo. Wm. Curtis (1894) ; John W.
Chadwick, "Recollections of Geo. Wm. Curtis," Har-
per's Mag., Feb. 1893 and Geo. Wm. Curtis (1893) ;

E. E. Hale, "Curtis, Whittier and Longfellow," in
Five Prophets of Today (1892) ; Parke Godwin, Geo.
Wm. Curtis ; A Commemorative Address Delivered be-
fore the Century Asso., N. Y'., Dec. 17, 1892 (1893) ;

Wm. M. Payne, Leading Am. Essayists (1910) ; Wm.
Winter, Geo. Wm. Curtis, A Eulogy (1893) ; Orations
and Addresses of Geo. Wm. Curtis (1893-94), ed. by
Chas. Eliot Norton ; Early Letters of Geo. Wm. Curtis
to John S. Dwight (1898), ed. by Geo. Willis Cooke;
Memorials of Two Friends (1902) ; Edward M. Merrill,

"Geo. Wm. Curtis, A Tribute to his Life and Public Ser-
vice," Jour. Social Science, Jan. 1894 ; Chas. E. Fitch,
Address in Memory of Chancellor Geo. Wm. Curtis
(1892) ; Carl Schurz, "Geo. Wm. Curtis, Friend of the
Republic," McClure's Mag., Oct. 1904 ; H. H. Chamber-
lain, Geo. Wm. Curtis and his Antecedents (1893) ; Col-
burn's New Mo. Mag. (London), Aug. 1853 ; Putnam's
Mo., Apr. 1857; Galaxy, Mar. 1869; North Am. Rev.,

July 1868 ; Appleton's Jour., Sept. 13, 1873 ; Critic, Dec.

6, 1884, Sept. 10, 1892; Nation (N. Y.) Sept. 8, 1892;
Rev. of Revs. (N. Y.), Oct. 1892; S. S. Rogers, "Geo.
Wm. Curtis and Civil Service Reform," Atlantic Mo.,
Jan. 1893; A. Cassot, "Geo. Wm. Curtis," Chautau-
quan, May 1893 ; Geo. Willis Cooke, "Geo. Wm. Curtis

at Concord," Harper's Mag., Dec. 1897 ; Geo. Wm.
Curtis, "An Autobiographical Sketch," Cosmopolitan,
Oct. 1894J G.S.H.

CURTIS, JOHN GREEN (Oct. 29, 1844-

Sept. 20, 1913), physiologist, was the son of

George [q.v.~\ and Julia (Bridgham) Curtis. He
was born in New York the year that his father

became president of the Continental Bank, and

like his brother, Dr. Edward Curtis, and his

half-brother, George William Curtis \_q.v.~\, de-

rived from his parents a love of scholarly pur-

suits and a faith in high ideals which he carried
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through life. As a young man he showed great

fondness for the classics and during his college

course at Harvard he acquired such mastery of

Latin and Greek that these languages became in

his hands tools of great usefulness in later life.

He graduated from Harvard College in 1866,

taking the M.A. degree in 1869. While in col-

lege he decided to study medicine and in 1870 he

received the degree of M.D. from the College

of Physicians and Surgeons of New York. On
Oct. 20, 187 1 he married Mrs. Martha (McCook)
Davis. After graduation he entered at once upon
the practise of his profession, at the same time

serving as assistant demonstrator of anatomy in

the medical school and as assistant physician in

Bellevue Hospital. Practise of medicine, how-
ever, did not appeal to him, and his scholarly

taste and interest in science gradually drew him
into teaching in the medical school. Here, under
Prof. Dalton he became deeply interested in

physiology and was soon appointed adjunct lec-

turer, later adjunct professor of physiology at

the College of Physicians and Surgeons. On
the retirement of Dr. Dalton he became pro-

fessor of physiology and head of the department,

serving in that capacity from 1883 to 1909, when
he retired as professor emeritus.

Curtis was a man of singularly pleasing per-

sonality. From 1890 he was secretary of the fac-

ulty of the medical school at Columbia, which
position brought him closely in contact with the

student body, and to him they turned freely for

guidance and counsel. In physiology he had two
special interests, one being the development of a

truly scientific laboratory for the teaching of ex-

perimental physiology, so well equipped that it

would furnish likewise every opportunity for

physiological research. This he accomplished in

such fashion that the laboratory became one of the

centers of American physiology. The other inter-

est was the early history of physiology, the ori-

gins of physiological conceptions, as contrasted

with modern physiological thought. For years he
studied in the original texts the writings of Aris-

totle, Hippocrates, Galen, lesser Greek and Latin

writers, and especially the writings of Harvey.
Among the manuscripts he left was one published

in 191 5 by his colleague, Dr. Frederic S. Lee,

under the title Hanry's Views on the Use of the

Circulation of the Blood, a most scholarly work
revealing many new points of view of great

interest to students of the early history of physi-

ology. Curtis was a contributor to the American
Textbook of Physiology in 1896 ; he was likewise

one of the group of physiologists who founded the

American Physiological Society.

[Frederic S. Lee, "John Green Curtis," in Columbia

Univ. Quart., Dec. 1913; Who's Who in America, 1912-
13; AT. Y. Times, Sept. 21, 1913 ; Edward Cary, Geo.
Win. Curtis (1894).] R H C

CURTIS, MOSES ASHLEY (May 11, 1808-

Apr. 10, 1872), botanist, minister, was born at

Stockbridge, Mass., the son of Thankful Ashley,

a daughter of Gen. Moses Ashley, and of Rev.

Jared Curtis, who was afterward for many years

chaplain of the state prison at Charlestown, Mass.
In the private school kept by his father he pre-

pared for Williams College, from which he was
graduated in 1827. Three years afterward (Oc-
tober 1830), he went to Wilmington, N. C, as

tutor in the family of Gov. Dudley. In 1833 he
returned to Massachusetts, where he began to

study for the ministry. On Dec. 3, 1834 he mar-
ried Mary de Rosset of Wilmington ; in the fol-

lowing year was ordained in the Episcopal

Church ; and immediately 'took up missionary

work in western North Carolina, with headquar-

ters at Lincolnton. From 1837 to 1839 he taught

in the Episcopal School at Raleigh, which he left,

on account of his health, to recuperate in the

mountains, where he acquainted himself more
thoroughly with the flora of the montane region

of the state than any one had ever done. In 1840
he was called to mission work in Washington,
N. C, and early in 1841 removed to Hillsboro

where he lived till his death, with the exception

of the years 1847-56 when he took the pastorate

at Society Hill, S. C.

His botanical interests were, he hints, first

awakened by Prof. A. A. Eaton's lectures at Wil-
liams. It is not clear how he acquired the train-

ing necessary to have produced so remarkable a

paper as his first, the "Enumeration of Plants

Growing Spontaneously Around Wilmington,
N. C." (Boston Journal National History, May
1835). This survey of the coastal plain vegeta-

tion within two miles of Wilmington revealed

that he in a very short time had discovered almost

as many flowering plants as were then known
from the entire state of Massachusetts ; but in-

cluded only the higher or flowering plants. At
that time the lower phyla, especially the fungi,

algae, lichens, etc., were receiving scant attention.

As early as 1845 Curtis had begun to collect

lichens for Tuckerman of New England, and his

lichen studies soon led into the wider field of all

the fungi. Before long he was in communication
with Fries of Upsala, Sweden, with Ravenel of

South Carolina, and with A. W. Chapman, who
dedicated to him his Flora of the Southern
United States. He lived in and explored pre-

cisely the same country that had been known to

Schweinitz only a few years before, yet he was
able to discover a large number of new species,
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to be of notable service to Fries, and to collect an
unusual mycological herbaria in the western

world. These specimens were ultimately pur-

chased by Farlow of Harvard, Peck of the New
York State Museum, and Bessey of Nebraska,

and form collections of great historical value.

His correspondence with Berkeley of England

began in 1847 and resulted in a personal and sci-

entific friendship of great value to science. The
North American Fungi, which was published

after his death, was quite as much the work of

Curtis as of the better-known British botanist.

His matchless collections, as well as his acumen
in the discovery of new species and his full notes,

were indispensable to the first-hand authenticity

and completeness of the publication. In i860 he

published his Geological and Natural History

Survey of North America, Part III, Botany;

Containing a Catalogue of the Plants of the State,

with Descriptions and History of the Trees,

Shrubs, and Woody Vines; and followed this, in

1867, with a work of similar title "containing a

catalogue of the indigenous and naturalized

plants of the state," probably the most complete

and scholarly state flora that had been published.

Besides the usual list of flowering plants, the

fungi received a careful attention unusual in

those times. The publication of the latter work
was long delayed by the Civil War, to which

Curtis makes one of his few allusions in the in-

troduction, as "more important matters of na-

tional interest." Like the evolution controversy,

the great military conflict seems scarcely to have

touched his tranquil nature, given as it was to re-

ligion and science which for him transcended all

animosities. He was fervent in his belief, how-
ever, that the starving condition of the Southern

armies and peoples could have been relieved by a

better knowledge of the edible fungi, and he pre-

pared a volume on the subject, which remains in

manuscript in the hands of his descendants.

[The fullest personal account of Curtis is that by
Thos. F. Wood in the Jour, of the Elisha Mitchell Sci-

entific Soc. (1885). See also Shear and Stevens, "The
Mycological Work of Moses Ashley Curtis," in My-
cologia, July 19 19 ; a brief notice by Asa Gray in Am.
Jour. Sci., ser. Ill, vol. V, May 1873 ; and articles by
Archibald Henderson in Durham Morning Herald, Feb.

12, 1928, Raleigh News and Observer, Jan. 29, 1928,

Winston-Salem Jour., Feb. 5, 1928.] D.C.P.

CURTIS, NEWTON MARTIN (May 21,

1835-Jan. 8, 1910), soldier, legislator, was born

at De Peyster, St. Lawrence County, N. Y. His

father, Jonathan Curtis, was a descendant of Wil-

liam Curtis who landed at Boston in 1632, and

his mother, Phebe Rising, was also of New Eng-

land stock. Jonathan, after serving with credit

in the War of 18 12, went to St. Lawrence County,

then a pioneer community, to take up land in Ma-
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comb's tract. Newton Martin Curtis was edu-

cated in the common schools and in the Gouver-
neur Wesleyan Seminary, and taught in Illinois

for a time. In 1857 he returned to De Peyster to

become its postmaster, to read law, and to man-
age his father's farm. When the news of the fall

of Fort Sumter reached St. Lawrence County,

Curtis joined others in raising a company of in-

fantry, Company G of the 16th New York, of

which he was commissioned captain, May 15,

1 86 1. He remained in the army throughout the

war, serving in the armies of the Potomac and
of the James. He was one of the officers whose
conduct at the capture of Fort Fisher, Jan. 15,

1865, was recognized by the thanks of Congress

and the Congressional Medal. For the same ser-

vice he was made brigadier-general on the field,

brevetted major-general, Mar. 13, 1865, ar'd was
commended by the New York legislature. Dur-
ing the first year of Reconstruction he served as

chief of staff of the Department of Virginia, and

as commander of Southwestern Virginia with

headquarters at Lynchburg, showing a sympa-

thetic understanding of local problems which won
the friendship and cooperation of the community.

He was mustered out on Jan. 15, 1866. After the

war, he made his home in Ogdensburg in his na-

tive county. He was collector of customs for the

Oswegatchie district and a special agent for the

United States Treasury Department. From 1884

to 1890 he was a member of the New York State

Assembly and a member of Congress from 1891

to 1897. In the state legislature and in Congress

he was especially concerned with measures for

the remedial care of the insane and for the aboli-

tion of capital punishment. To convince the peo-

ple at large of the need for these reforms, he also

lectured and wrote in the public press. Largely

as a result of his efforts, New York State estab-

lished at Ogdensburg the St. Lawrence County

State Hospital for the Insane. He was also in-

terested in scientific farming and its develop-

ment in New York State. He was president of

the State Agriculture Society in 1880, a member
of the committee which placed the experimental

station at Geneva, the first secretary of the sta-

tion's Board of Control and for six years its pres-

ident ; a life member of the American Shorthorn

Breeders Association and of a similar English

Association. Among his publications were a

pamphlet, General Curtis on the Death Penalty,

issued by the Howard Association, London, in

1891 ; a speech dated Jan. 9, 1892, published in

the Congressional Record; Capital Crimes and

Punishments Prescribed Therefor, etc. (1894),

and a book of Civil War history, From Bull Run
to Chancellorsville (1906). In 1863, he married
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Emeline Clark of Springfield, 111., who died Aug.

4, 1888. In appearance Curtis was a typical sol-

dier ; tall, broad-shouldered, and erect. He was a

genial, broad-minded man, and a public-spirited

citizen.

[Who's Who in America, 1908-09; Biog. Dir. Am.
Cong. (1928) ; W. A. Christian, Lynchburg and Its Peo-
ple (1900) ; Reminiscences of Ogdensburg, 1J40-1907
(1907,) ; information as to certain facts from members
of the Curtis family. Obituaries in N. Y. newspapers
are not reliable. For Curtis's Civil War service see

Battles and Leaders of the Civil War (1887-88) ; Adel-
bert Ames, "The Capture of Fort Fisher," in Papers
Mil. Hist. Soc. of Mass., vol. IV (191 z) ; Official Rec-
ords {Army), esp. 1 ser., XLVI (pt. 1), pp. 394, 415 ff.]

A.B.M—r.

CURTIS, OLIN ALFRED (Dec. 10, 1850-

Jan. 8, 1918), Methodist theologian, was born at

Frankfort, Me., the son of Reuben Curtis, a

Methodist preacher, and of Mary (Gilbert) Cur-

tis. When his father moved away to Wisconsin

young Curtis went into business in Chicago.

There he was deeply affected by the preaching of

Moody. He engaged earnestly in religious work,

and finally determined to enter the ministry. At
twenty-seven he graduated from Lawrence Uni-

versity, at Appleton, Wis., and three years later

from Boston University Theological School. In

Boston he felt the influence of Phillips Brooks.

The occupations of his next nine years further

prepared him for teaching. He was pastor of

Methodist Episcopal churches in Janesville, Wis.

(1880-83), Milwaukee (1883-86), and Chicago

(1888-89), and for two years (1886-88) studied

at Leipzig. In 1889 he became professor of sys-

tematic theology in Boston University Theolog-

ical School. During his six years there he studied

at Erlangen (1890), Marburg (1893), and Edin-

burgh (1894). After another stay in Europe, in

1896 he took the chair of systematic theology in

Drew Theological Seminary. There he taught

for eighteen years, with notable success. On his

retirement he became professor emeritus and lec-

turer, living at Leonia, N. J.

In Curtis's personality there was an extraor-

dinary meeting of qualifications for the teaching

of theology. Thorough technical training had

given him command of the history of Christian

doctrine and of German and other contemporary

religious thought. His intimate familiarity with

great literature constantly enriched his teaching.

He was widely read in history, particularly

American. He had an ardent outspoken patriot-

ism and served as chaplain on a ship during the

Spanish-American War. A poetic sense of the

beauty and spiritual meaning of nature, ex-

pressed in a posthumous volume, pervaded his

thought. For background his teaching had an

uncommon realization of the urgency and needs

of human life. He took a strong individual in-
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terest in his students. Above all he had a living

moral enthusiasm and a vivid Christian faith.

Original religious experience, giving keen in-

sight, moulded his conceptions of doctrine. He
taught in language unconventional and dramatic,

and with intensity which often left him exhausted
after meeting a class. These things combined to

cause what one who studied under him called his

"quite unrivaled power of making systematic the-

ology a commanding and vital matter in the lives

of students" (L. H. Hough). His theological

position, while rich in his own perceptions, was
generally that of Methodist evangelicalism. He
was much influenced by the personalism of

Bowne of Boston, and by the idea of racial soli-

darity. But more significant than his particular

views was his vitalizing power. Undoubtedly he
was the most influential Methodist theologian of

his time. He was married in 1880 to Eva Farlin

(died 1883), in 1889 to Ellen Hunt (died 1895),
and in 1906 to Ida Gorham. His publications,

beside many periodical articles, were : Elective

Course of Lectures in Systematic Theology

(1901) ; The Christian Faith Personally Given
in a System of Doctrine (1905), the exposition

of his theology; Personal Submission to Jesus

Christ, Its Supreme Importance in the Christian

Life and Theology (address, 1910) ; The Moun-
tains and Other Nature Sketches ( 1920).

[Who's Who in America, 1916-17 ; Alumni Record of
Drew Thcol. Scm. (1926) ; N. Y. Christian Advocate,
Feb. 12, 1914; J. A. Faulkner, "Olin A. Curtis: Theo-
logian and Humanist," with portrait, in TV. Y. Chr. Adv.,
Jan. 17, 1918 ; Lynn Harold Hough, "Making Theology
Live," Mcth. Review, Sept. 1918 ; Curtis's article "What
I Believe," TV. Y. Chr. Adv., Feb. 19, 1914.] R H N

CURTIS, SAMUEL RYAN (Feb. 3, 1805-

Dec. 26, 1866), soldier, lawyer, engineer, was
the son of Zarah and Phalley (Yale) Curtis,

both originally from Connecticut. His father had
been a soldier in the Revolution. At the time of

the birth of Samuel the Curtis family was living

near Champlain, N. Y., but soon afterward

moved to Licking County, Ohio. In 1831 Samuel
graduated from West Point, was assigned to the

7th Infantry, and sent to Fort Gibson. On Nov.

3, 1 83 1, he married Belinda Buckingham of

Mansfield. In the summer of 1832 he resigned

his commission and returned to Ohio, where he

was one of the engineers employed on the Na-
tional Road. In April 1837 he became chief en-

gineer of the Muskingum River improvement
project, serving until May 1839. Meantime he

had studied law, and for several years he main-

tained a law office at Wooster, Ohio. At the out^

break of the war with Mexico he was made ad-

jutant-general of Ohio, but resigned to become
colonel of the 3rd Ohio Infantry. At the end of
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the war he accepted the position of chief engineer

of the proposed improvement of the Des Moines

River and moved to Keokuk, Iowa. The Board

of Public Works expressed its satisfaction at

having obtained the services of a man "who is

morally, as well as scientifically, worthy of en-

tire confidence" (Journal of the Senate of Iowa,

1848-49, p. 343). He continued in this work un-

til December 1849. In the spring of 1850 he be-

came city engineer of St. Louis, Mo., where he

remained for three years. His chief work here

was the construction of a dike to deflect the cur-

rent of the Mississippi River so as to deepen the

channel on the St. Louis side. After leaving St.

Louis in 1853, he assisted in promoting what was
known as the American Central Railroad. He
also maintained a law office in Keokuk, and in

the spring of 1856 was elected mayor of that city

(Orion Clemens, City of Keokuk in 1856, p. 4).

In the fall of 1856 he was the Republican can-

didate for Congress from the 1st Congressional

District in Iowa. He was elected and reelected

in 1858 and i860. During his third campaign

he was described by an observer as "tall, finely

though heavily formed, with high forehead, large

hazel eyes, decidedly grave face adorned with

side whiskers ; in demeanor serious, deliberate, in

speech and action undemonstrative" (E. H.

Stiles, Recollections and Sketches of Notable

Lawyers and Public Men of Early Iowa, 1916,

pp. 130-31). In Congress his chief interest was
the Pacific railroad and he was chairman of a

special committee to make plans for it (House
Report No. 428, 36 Cong., 1 Sess.).

When the Civil War broke out Curtis was
chosen colonel of the 2nd Iowa Infantry and sent

to protect the railroads in Missouri ; but he soon

returned to Washington for the special session of

Congress which met on July 4, 1861. While

there he was appointed brigadier-general, and

on Aug. 6 he resigned his seat and started for

the front. In the spring of 1862 he commanded
the Union army which defeated the Confederates

at Pea Ridge, Ark. In recognition of this vic-

tory he was made a major-general, and in Sep-

tember 1862 he was given command of the De-
partment of the Missouri with headquarters at

St. Louis. Missouri at this time was torn by fac-

tional strife and in the performance of his duty

Curtis incurred the enmity of Gov. H. R. Gamble.

The lack of cooperation between the civil and

military authorities caused President Lincoln

much anxiety, and after several months he made
a vain attempt to restore harmony by removing

Gen. Curtis, since, as he explained, he had no

authority to remove the Governor. In January

1864, he was assigned to command the Depart-
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ment of Kansas, and in the spring of 1865 was
sent to the Department of the Northwest.

At the close of the Civil War, he was one of

the commissioners sent to treat with the Indians

along the Missouri River. He also served as a

member of the commission to examine and report

on the construction of the various sections of the

Union Pacific Railroad, then extending some
three hundred miles west of Omaha. It was while

engaged in this work that he died at Council

Bluffs, Iowa.

[In addition to sources cited see A. A. Stuart, Iowa
Colonels and Regiments (1865); Iowa Hist. Record,
vol. Ill (1887); B. F. Gue, Hist, of Iowa, vol. IV
(1903) ; Annals of Iowa, 1 ser., IV-XII (1866-72) ; In
Memoriam: Maj.-Gen. Samuel Ryan Curtis (1867);
obituary in Keokuk Gate City, Jan. 2, 9, 1867. A more
comprehensive biography is Ruth A. Gallaher, "Samuel
Ryan Curtis" in Iowa Jour, of Hist, and Politics, July
927] R.A.G.

CURTIS, WILLIAM ELEROY (Nov. 5,

1850-Oct. 5, 1911), journalist, traveler, and pub-

licist, was almost from the time of his birth at

Akron, Ohio, until his death from apoplexy in

Philadelphia what might be called a globe-trot-

ter. In his boyhood he took great delight in lis-

tening to travel tales read to him by his mother,

Plarriet (Coe) Curtis. His father, from whom he

obtained his middle name, encouraged the son to

take an interest not only in foreign countries but

also in their forms of government. Consequently

his fondness for discussing European politics even

during his undergraduate days at Western Re-

serve College is easily understood. After gradu-

ation in 1871 he secured his first newspaper po-

sition on the staff of the Chicago Inter-Ocean in

1873 and on Dec. 23, 1874, married Cora Belle

Kepler of Erie, Pa. Never content with report-

ing routine happenings in Chicago, he contin-

ually sought an opportunity for a better use of

his talents. Unable to secure it from the paper

for which he worked, he accepted, in 1887, the

position of Washington correspondent for the

Chicago Record. Appointed a special commis-

sioner from the United States to the Republics

of Central and South America, he visited many
of those countries, the fruit of his travels finding

expression in The Capitals of Spanish America

(1888). When the Bureau of the American Re-

publics was established—now called the Pan-

American Union—he was made its first director

in 1889. Although he resigned this position in

1893, he remained until his death a staunch sup-

porter of the institution. During the Chicago

Exposition he was chief of the Latin-American
departments and in its behalf he went as special

commissioner to Madrid. He acted as special

envoy to the Queen Regent of Spain on this trip,

and in 1892 to Pope Leo XIII. From then on he
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became a traveling correspondent whose letters

to the press gave him national prominence. Of
his work during these years a prominent news-

paper man of Chicago has said, "For many years

Curtis wrote a daily column on affairs of the day,

describing important events, and picturing for-

eign countries as a result of his travels, for the

Chicago Record. He was a most diligent, prolific,

and brilliant newspaper writer: a great gatherer

of facts, an excellent interviewer, and a close ob-

server. His writing of a daily column of descrip-

tive and news matter was in those days something

of an innovation. He made of it a department

which attained international recognition." But in

addition to his newspaper work he found time to

write and edit many books. During his regime as

first director of the Pan-American Union he

started the publication of handbooks—several of

which he wrote himself—which have done much
to promote friendly relations between South

America and its sister 'continent. Among his

travel books possibly the most important are : A
Summer Scamper Along the Old Santa Fc Trail

(1883) ; The Yankees of the East; Sketches of

Modern Japan (1896) ; Bctzvccn the Andes and

the Ocean (1900) ; Today in Syria and Pales-

tine (1903) ; Egypt, Burma, and British Ma-
laysia (1905); Modern India (1905); Turke-

stan : The Heart of Asia ( 191 1 ) ; Who Woke Up
Turkey ? (1911). Interested in adult education

he was a loyal supporter of the Chautauqua

movement. He was always willing to help his

friends, especially those in newspaper work. Eu-

gene Field, to whom money had been loaned, once

inserted in his column of the Chicago Daily

News, "W. E. Curtis is in town to look after his

permanent investments."

[See Western Reserve Univ. Bull., vol. XIV, no. 6,

pp. 150-53 ; Who's Who in America, 1010-1 1 ; Chicago
Record-Herald, Oct. 6, 7, 191 1. Two articles in The
Bulletin of the Pan-American Union, vol. XXXIII, no.

4, pp. 785 ff.. and no. 5, pp. 850 ff., recount in detail

Curtis's activities in Pan-American affairs.] J.M.L.

CURTISS, SAMUEL IVES (Feb. 5- 1844-

Sept. 22, 1904), theologian, was a child of the

manse, his father, after whom he was named,

having been the pastor of a Congregational

church in Union, Conn., for thirty-eight years.

His mother's name was Eliza (Ives) Curtiss.

He graduated from Amherst in 1867, and from

Union Theological Seminary, New York, in 1870.

Immediately thereafter, on May 10, he married

Mrs. Laura Sessions. He was one of the first

group of young scholars to cross the Atlantic

and seek further preparation at German univer-

sities. After a year at Bonn, he went to Leipzig,

where he spent four years, receiving the degree

of Ph.D. Noting the need of religious services in
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English for the growing number of American
students and starting such services himself in a

private house, he had the satisfaction of later see-

ing the establishment of an American Chapel

which insured the relative permanency of the

work. In 1878 he was made Licentiate in The-
ology by the University of Berlin. He was also

given recognition as a scholar by three American
institutions, obtaining the degree of D.D. from
Iowa College in 1878, from Amherst in 1880, and
from Chicago Theological Seminary in 1903.

After he had joined the faculty of Chicago Theo-

logical Seminary in 1878 as professor of Biblical

literature and history, he became actively inter-

ested in Chicago's need of city missionary work,

and largely through his efforts and his contagious

enthusiasm the Chicago City Mission Society was
established by the Congregational Churches in

1881.

As a scholar Curtiss was an indefatigable

worker and a courageous thinker. As a student

at Leipzig, he worked for four years with Franz

Delitzsch, and though starting as a loyal defender

of traditional views, he followed Delitzsch into

the camp of the modern, critical historians. He
brought to the Chicago Theological Seminary

from Germany the first critical, scholarly Old

Testament library to be set up in America. In

the Seminary he at first taught both Old Tes-

tament and New Testament, but the work ex-

panded so rapidly that he was soon able to call

to his aid a professor of New Testament and a

professor of Assyriology. His greatest single

contribution to scholarship was Primitive Se-

mitic Religion Today, 1902; (Ursemitische Re-

ligion im Volkslcbcn des heutigen Orients, 1903)

giving the results of observations made during

several trips to Palestine in the closing years of

his life to study the folk-lore and religious prac-

tises of the present-day population of Palestine.

He translated from the German, Bickell's Out-

lines of Hebrew Grammar (1877), Delitzsch's

Messianic Prophecies (1880), and Delitzsch's

Old Testament History of Redemption (1881).

Aside from many articles upon Old Testament

topics in current journals, his only other signifi-

cant works were a monograph on The Lcvitical

Priests (1877), another on Moses and Ingcrsoll

(1880), and one on Franz Delitzsch (1890). His

richest legacy consisted of the large number of

students who caught something of his spirit dur-

ing the twenty-six years of his tenure of office

and helped to spread a tolerant and kindly feeling

in the churches. His equipment for scholarly

work made him for long the outstanding man
among his colleagues upon the faculty of the Chi-

cago Theological Seminary.
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[The Chicago Seminary Quarterly for 1904 made its

October number a memorial to Curtiss, and the same
journal in its issue of July 1903 contains an autobio-
graphical sketch of Curtiss entitled "Twenty-five Years
as a Seminary Professor." See also Who's Who in

America, 1903-05; Biblical World, Nov. 1904; Biblio-

theca Sacra, Jan. 1905.] J.M.P. S.

CURWEN, SAMUEL (Dec. 17, 1715-Apr. 9,

1802), Loyalist, author, was born in Salem,

Mass., the son of George Curwin, a minister, and

Mehitable (Parkman) Curwin. He was descend-

ed from George Curwin, of North England, who
settled in Salem, Mass., in 1638. Following his

father's footsteps, he attended Harvard, gradu-

ating in 1735. About this time he began to spell

his name Curwen. Poor health forced him to

abandon his studies for the ministry, and an un-

happy love-affair led him to seek distraction

abroad. Upon his return, he engaged in com-

merce. In 1744 he was a captain in the New
England expedition against Louisburg, the base

of predatory French cruisers. In May 1750, he

married Abigail Russell of Charlestown, Mass.

He was impost officer of Essex County, and

judge of admiralty at the outbreak of the Revo-

lution. Association with prosperous business cir-

cles made his views conservative, and the holding

of office through administrative favor inclined

him to support the existing authorities. When
Gov. Hutchinson returned to England, Curwen's

name was attached to an address of approbation

and sympathy. Public opinion arose against the

"Addressers." Alarmed at the "soured and ma-
levolent" temper against "moderate" men, he

embarked for Philadelphia. His wife did not ac-

company him, fearing the dangers at home less

than an ocean voyage. The atmosphere of Quak-

er Philadelphia was less pacific than he had

hoped, so he took ship to England on May 12,

1775. The first year of his exile he spent in Lon-

don, but as it became apparent that the struggle

in America would be of considerable duration,

he visited the industrial cities of England, hoping

to find the cultural advantages of London at less

expense in some other city, but returned disillu-

sioned. His resources were running very low,

when in March 1777, the English government

granted him an annuity of one hundred pounds.

He recorded his life as a refugee in an interesting

journal and in letters. The Loyalists in London
led an isolated existence. The most irksome fea-

ture to Samuel Curwen was the lack of occupa-

tion, the "constrained, useless, uniform blank of

life." He was usually pessimistic about his per-

sonal affairs, and about political conditions, but

he could not forget that he was an American, and

British contempt for colonial ability stirred him

to indignation. His own convictions, although
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sincere, were based on the belief that rebellion

could not be successful, and he came to regret

that he had not kept his opinions to himself. As
soon as peace was established he began to con-

sider returning to America. He landed in Bos-
ton, Sept. 25, 1784, somewhat disappointed in the

physical aspects of the land he had longed to see

again. He was not persecuted for his political

course but lived a quiet and secluded life until his

death in his native Salem.
[The chief source of information about Curwen is his

Jour, and Letters (1864), reviewed in the North Am.
Rev., LVI, 89, and the Southern Quart. Rev., IV, 97.
Charles Dickens, in Household Words, VII, 1, 157,
bases a description of conditions in England at the time
of the American Revolution, upon the Journal. There
are brief accounts in C. H. Van Tyne, The Loyalists in
the Am. Revolution (1902), and L. Sabine, Biog.
Sketches of Loyalists of the Am. Rev. (1864).] y r e>

CURWOOD, JAMES OLIVER (June 12,

1878-Aug. 13, 1927), novelist, son of James
Moran and Abigail (Griffin) Curwood, was born

in Owosso, Mich., where he also died. His father

was related to Capt. Marryat, the novelist, and
his mother, according to the legend, was remote-

ly descended from an Indian princess. When he

was about five, his family took up an eight years'

residence on a farm near Vermilion, Ohio, close

to Lake Erie. Shortly after acquiring his first

gun, at the age of eight, he began writing adven-

ture stories remarkable both for length and for

profuse incident. Expelled from school, he suc-

cessively toured much of the South on a bicycle,

peddled medicines, trapped wild animals, and

studied (1898-1900) at the University of Michi-

gan. From 1900 to 1907 he worked as reporter

and finally as editor of the Detroit News-Trib-
une. Then he returned to live in Owosso with the

definite purpose of making himself an author.

With The Courage of Captain Plum (1908), he

inaugurated a series of books which, despite his

long annual sojourns in camp, numbered twenty-

six before death intervened nineteen years later.

His writings are concerned chiefly with the ex-

treme northwest of this continent—God's Coun-

try, he named it—with the wild animals that live

there, and with the human masters of both land

and beasts. He dealt with a type of life exactly

suited at his precise moment to the vague imagin-

ings of the rank-and-file citizen, and he instinc-

tively availed himself of the conventional literary

devices that make for popularity. Of the sixteen

novels including The Grizzly King (1916) and

culminating with Nomads of the North (1919),

he is reported to have sold at the outset an aver-

age of about 10,000 copies each, but modern ad-

vertising arrangements ran up the advance or-

ders for The River's End (1919) to 100,000

copies, and for The Valley of Silent Men (1920)
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to 105,000. Much of his work was adapted for

motion pictures, and even in France, it is said, he

was raised in popular favor to a throne formerly

reserved there for Upton Sinclair and Jack Lon-

don. He was an ardent and at times bumptious

conservationist, and for the last ten years of life

—stirred by the magnanimous conduct of a bear

—he foreswore his activities as a hunter, and re-

joiced over the inspiration he conceived to lie in

recognizing men and beasts as true brothers. Al-

ways a good citizen of Owosso, he devoted him-

self to local public affairs, helped promote an

ice-cream factory, threatened to shoot bootleg-

gers on sight, and denied promptly, on being so

accused, that he had attacked "the divinity of the

Virgin" (N. Y. Times, Jan. 15, 1923). During

1917-18, though officially designated "as a war
correspondent, to write," as he said, "of the thrill

of man killing man," he did not go to France.

But at home he declared faithfully in his maga-
zine writings that the momentary pangs of the

war would be compensated for in time by the

benefits it would confer spiritually (Curwood,
"Why I Write," p. 149). Out-of-door life seemed

to him a universal panacea—he urged it on his

friends and based on his own adherence to it his

often proclaimed expectation of living to be one

hundred years old. He died of blood-poisoning

after a week's illness. He was married twice, the

second time to Ethel Greenwood.

[J. O. Curwood, "Why I Write Nature Stories," Good
Housekeeping, July 1918; Who's Who in America,
1926-27 ; C. C. Baldwin, Men Who Make Our Novels
(1924) ; R. Long, "Jas. Oliver Curwood and His Far
North," Bookman, Feb. 1921 ; Univ. of Mich., Calendar
1898-99, 1899-1900; L. Galantiere, "Am. Books in

France," Am. Mercury, May 1924; N. Y. Times, Jan.
15, 1923, Feb. s, 1925, Aug. 15, 1927; Detroit Free
Press, Aug. 15, 1927.] J.D.W.

CUSHING, CALEB (Jan. 17, 1800-Jan. 2,

1879), statesman, was born in the township of

Salisbury, Essex County, Mass., a direct de-

scendant of Matthew Cushing, a Norfolk land-

owner who in 1638 came to Boston in the Dili-

gent. The Cushings were long-lived, energetic,

and practical people. Many of them were colonial

clergymen and judges, but Caleb's father, John
Xewmarch Cushing, became a merchant and

ship-owner, thus amassing a considerable for-

tune. Caleb Cushing's artistic and literary tastes

were doubtless inherited from his mother, Lydia

Dow, a delicate and sensitive girl from Seabrook,

X. H., who died when he was ten years old. In

1802, John Newmarch Cushing moved across the

Merrimac River to the prosperous shipping town
of Newburyport, of which his son was to be for

more than half a century the foremost citizen. It

was a period when Essex County was produc-

ing a group of remarkably gifted men,—Rufus
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Choate, Nathaniel Hawthorne, William Lloyd

Garrison, Robert Rantoul, and John Greenleaf

Whittier. Industry was alive in the New Eng
land ports, and, watching the Cushing vessels

sail away for China and India, the boy developed

a fondness for the sea and a longing for foreign

travel. A handsome and precocious youth, he

entered Harvard at thirteen, graduating in 1817

as a member of the Phi Beta Kappa and as Latin

Salutatorian in the class with George Bancroft.

After a year at Harvard Law School, he entered

the office of Ebenezer Moseley, in Newburyport,
where he studied intermittently for three years,

being admitted to the Massachusetts bar in 1821.

In February 1820, he accepted from President

Kirkland an appointment as tutor in mathematics

at Harvard, but resigned in July 1821, after he
had demonstrated that ne could have had a bril-

liant future as a teacher. Meanwhile he had
translated Robert J. Pothier's treatise On Mari-
time Contracts of Letting to Hire (1821), and,

at the request of his friend, Edward Everett, had
begun to contribute to the recently founded
North American Review. While he was build-

ing up a practise in Newburyport, he edited the

local newspaper, delivered many public address-

es, mastered at least four modern languages, and
entered aggressively into politics. He secured

election in 1824 as representative to the Massa-
chusetts Genera! Court, and in 1826 became a

state senator. Essex County had been a strong-

hold of uncompromising Federalism, and Cush-
ing entered public life as a supporter of John
Quincy Adams against Jackson. In the autumn
of 1826, running for Congress against John Var-
num, Cushing, in spite of the encouragement

of Webster and Everett, was defeated, largely

through the opposition of William Lloyd Gar-
rison, who, although indebted to him for advice

and financial assistance, forced his way into a

Cushing rally and delivered a scathing attack

upon his patron.

On Nov. 23, 1824, Cushing married Caroline

Elizabeth Wilde, daughter of Judge Samuel
Sumner Wilde, of the supreme judicial court.

By 1829 overwork, both in literature and in prac-

tical politics, had undermined his health, and
he and his wife sailed for Europe, where they

spent over a year traveling in England, France,

and Spain. The vacation not only restored his

strength but also familiarized him with old-world

systems of government. On his return, he found

that Varnum had resigned, and he was drawn
into an acrimonious contest with several other

candidates for the vacant Congressional seat. Be-

tween 1831 and 1833 there were seventeen elec-

tions in Essex north district, with Cushing usu-
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ally in the lead, but, when it was obvious that the

deadlock could not be broken, he wisely with-

drew. His persistency was rewarded, however,

in 1834, when, supported by Whittier, he defeat-

ed Gayton P. Osgood of North Andover, and was
seated in the House as a member of the young
Whig party. In the midst of these political strug-

gles, his wife died, leaving him childless and
alone. Cushing never married again.

He reached Washington at a moment when
agitation of the slavery question, which had been

temporarily allayed by the Missouri Compromise
of 1820, was being revived, and he was soon re-

minded that he must take a positive stand. Tem-
peramentally he was a conservative, averse to

radical doctrine, and inclined always to uphold

the established order. On moral grounds he dis-

liked slavery and had denounced it unsparingly

in an article on Hayti in the North American Re-

view; but he agreed with Everett, Webster, and

other Massachusetts Whigs that the North had

no constitutional right to interfere with it in the

Southern states. It was an entirely logical posi-

tion, especially appealing to a legal mind. Cush-

ing felt that extremists, whether abolitionists or

slave-drivers, were menacing to the Union ; and

he believed that it was more important to pre-

serve the Union than it was to abolish slavery.

On the floor of the House, however, he joined

his venerable colleague, John Quincy Adams, in

upholding the right of his constituents to petition

Congress against slavery. In his first speech, Jan.

25, 1836, he presented a petition from certain citi-

zens of Haverhill and gave a detailed history of

the right of petition, concluding with the state-

ment, "I maintain that the House is bound by the

Constitution to receive the petitions" (Fuess, vol.

I, p. 184). The notorious "Ben" Hardin of Ken-

tucky, whose wit, according to John Randolph,

was like a "butcher-knife whetted on a brick-

bat," responded later by assailing Massachusetts,

pronouncing Cushing's remarks to be "false cal-

umny." The latter then rose, likened Hardin to

Homer's "snarling Thersites," and burst into an

impassioned eulogy of the North which drew

rounds of applause from the galleries.

Cushing served four consecutive terms in Con-

gress, during the first two of which he was an

entirely orthodox and accredited Whig. He criti-

cized Van Buren's administration, opposed the

Independent Treasury Bill, supported the Cum-
berland Road Bill and the principle of inter-

nal improvements, and voted against all Demo-
cratic measures. He was on the House Commit-

tee of Foreign Affairs, acting acceptably for

some months as chairman. In August 1840, his

constituents gave him at Newburyport a dinner
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of 1,800 covers, at which Webster was a guest

and speaker, and Cushing was rightly supposed
to be more in Webster's confidence than any one
else in the Massachusetts delegation in Congress.

It was tacitly assumed by both Webster and
Everett that Cushing was their legitimate suc-

cessor to political honors in Massachusetts. He
had now, indeed, reached a point where success

seemed to be his. When Harrison, the first Whig
president, whose campaign biography Cushing
had prepared, came into power on Mar. 4, 1841,

the latter was jubilant. But Harrison died within

a month, and John Tyler, moving into the White
House, entered upon that political duel with

Henry Clay which was to be disastrous to so

many careers. Even while Harrison was alive,

Clay had been disposed to claim the leadership

of the Whigs, and, with Harrison gone, he as-

sumed the tone of a dictator, actually laying down
a legislative policy. Tyler's prompt vetoes of the

Whig bills for a National Bank placed him in

open opposition to the exasperated Clay, who ex-

pelled him formally from the party. On Sept. 11,

1841, four members of the cabinet resigned at

Clay's instigation, only Webster, the secretary of

state, remaining. Cushing had now definitely

sided with Tyler, whom he regarded as more
trustworthy than Clay. In a pamphlet addressed

to his constituents he defended Tyler's vetoes as

being matters of conscience,—a contention in

which he was correct, for Tyler, before his elec-

tion as vice-president, had not disguised his an-

tagonism to a National Bank. Cushing thus en-

listed with the "Corporal's Guard," a little group
of Congressmen who supported Tyler against

Clay. Despite his protests, he was ignored in the

Whig councils, and, from that date until the

Civil War, he was known as a Democrat, voting

consistently for Democratic principles and can-

didates.

The Whigs, incensed at those of their number
who did not participate in the plot to "head Cap-
tain Tyler," called Cushing a renegade. His mo-
tives in opposing Clay were, however, mainly pa-

triotic, and history has justified his action on the

National Bank question. If Cushing did hope for

any personal advantage, he chose the wrong
course, for he could expect nothing from the

outraged Whigs. He closed his Congressional

career, which had opened so auspiciously eight

years before, with a valedictory on Mar. 3, 1843,

in which he complained of the injustice with

which he had been treated. On the same evening

Tyler sent Cushing's name three times to the

Senate as his nominee for secretary of the trea-

sury to succeed Walter Forward, but he was re-

jected on each trial by a larger negative vote.

24
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Humiliated though he was, dishing was not to

he without consolation. For some years the State

Department had been considering the sending of

a commissioner to China to arrange a commer-
cial treaty with that empire, and in 1843 Con-

gress made an appropriation of $40,000 for this

purpose. The original scheme had been to offer

the mission to Everett, then minister to England,

in the hope that Webster might be allowed to es-

cape gracefully from the cabinet by following

Everett to the Court of St. James's. Everett,

however, declined to sacrifice himself and his

aspirations for Webster's benefit; and Tyler,

during the Congressional recess, appointed Cush-

ing as commissioner to China. The latter prompt-

ly accepted the post, and, with a considerable

fleet, proceeded to China by way of the Mediter-

ranean and the Indian Ocean, his flag-ship, the

Missouri, being burned in the harbor of Gibral-

tar. Arriving off Macao on Feb. 27, 1844, he

skilfully avoided all the difficulties brought up by

the Chinese diplomats and arranged the Treaty

of Wang Hiya, signed on July 3 of that year,

dishing was tactful but resolute in his demands,

and insisted that all the customary courtesies

should be observed. When the Chinese commis-
sioner, Kiyeng, sent him a communication with

the title of the United States on a line lower than

that of the Chinese Empire, Cushing indignant-

ly protested, and the Oriental apologized. The
treaty thus framed opened five Chinese ports

to American merchants, settled many disputed

points regarding tariff and trade regulations, and
established the important principle of "exterri-

toriality," specifying that citizens of the United

States living in China should be subject to the

exclusive jurisdiction of American laws and offi-

cials. It is recognized as an important step in our

commercial and diplomatic history. On Aug. 27,

1844, Cushing began his return voyage across

the Pacific, landing at San Bias, Mexico, and go-

ing overland by stage to Vera Cruz, being robbed

by bandits on the way. The Treaty of Wang
Hiya was approved by the Senate on Jan. 16,

1845, and formally proclaimed on Apr. 18, 1846.

Although the Chinese mission, because of its

unqualified success, brought Cushing much fame,

he was, for the moment, out of touch with poli-

tics. He made an extended tour to the Northwest,

exploring Wisconsin and Minnesota, often in the

deep wilderness. When he reappeared in civili-

zation, he had been elected again to the Massa-
chusetts General Court. Cushing was frankly an
advocate of a big army and navy and held views

which would to-day be called "imperialistic." He
had favored the acquisition of Oregon and Texas,

and he was later to advocate the annexation of
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Cuba. In 1846, on the eve of a war with Mexico,
he was one of the few Northern statesmen to sup-

port President Polk. On the opening day of the

legislative session in January 1847, he introduced

a bill appropriating $20,000 for a regiment to

serve in the emergency. When the proposal was
rejected, Cushing spent over $12,000 from his

own purse, organized a regiment, and was chosen
its colonel and dispatched with an expedition to

the Rio Grande. For a few months he was com-
mandant in the notorious border town of Mata-
moros, where he showed himself to be a strict dis-

ciplinarian. In April 1847, he was promoted brig-

adier-general, and in November he started with
his brigade from Vera Cruz, following the pic-

turesque route taken only a short time before by
the victorious Gen. Scott through Cerro Gordo,

Jalapa, Perote, and Puebla, to Mexico City. To
his disgust, he arrived after the fighting was
over, and was left with no further military duty

to perform except to sit on a Court of Inquiry

investigating charges brought by Gen. Scott

against Generals Worth and Pillow and Col.

Duncan.

During his absence in the army, Cushing had
been nominated in 1847 by the Democrats as a

candidate for governor of Massachusetts, but

had been defeated by his Whig opponent, George
Nixon Briggs, in a contest based mainly on the

war issue. A feature of the campaign was the

publication of Lowell's Biglozv Papers, voicing

in scathing satire the Northern sentiment against

the Mexican War and the annexation of Texas.

Lowell was especially caustic toward Cushing

:

"Gineral C. is a dreffle smart man
;

He's ben on all sides thet give places or pelf

;

But consistency still wuz a part of his plan,

—

He's ben true to one party and thet is himself."

This characterization, made in the heat of po-

litical controversy, was clearly unjust, but it ap-

pealed to the popular fancy, and Cushing suffered

from it during the remainder of his career. When
he reached Newburyport, in July 1848, on his re-

turn from Mexico, he was greeted with a salute

of one hundred guns. In the autumn, however,

when again a candidate for governor, he was
beaten a second time by Lowell's "Guvener B."

Cushing never thought it beneath him to serve

the people, even though in a modest position. He
was often moderator of his town meeting, and in

May 185 1, after he had secured the passage by
the General Court of a bill incorporating New-
buryport as a city, he was chosen the first mayor
by a vote of 964 to 88. In June 1852, he resigned

in order to accept an appointment by Gov. Bout-

well as associate justice of the supreme judiciary

court of Massachusetts. Although he sat for only
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a few months, he made a reputation for familiar-

ity with the law and soundness of judgment. In

preparation for his duties he read through in six

weeks the entire series of Massachusetts Reports,

covering at that date sixty octavo volumes of ap-

proximately 800 pages each. "When he came
upon the bench," said Chief Justice Shaw, "we
did not know what to do with him ; when he left,

we did not know what to do without him" (Ibid.,

II, p. 109).

During the spring of 1852, Cushing, who had

been made a delegate to the National Demo-
cratic Convention at Baltimore, was active in

scheming for the nomination of Gen. Franklin

Pierce as a compromise candidate for president

of the United States. Recent discoveries prove

that the introduction of Pierce's name at Balti-

more was the climax of a carefully laid plan, in

which Cushing had a leading part. After Pierce's

overwhelming victory over the Whig, Gen. Scott,

Cushing was naturally much in the public eye,

and it was rightly surmised that he was to be one

of the chief advisers of the new administration.

But, although it was predicted that he was to be

secretary of state, that honor was finally awarded

to William L. Marcy, and Cushing became attor-

ney-general. At Marcy's request, much of the

business formerly transacted by the Department

of State, including pardons, legal and judicial ap-

pointments, and extradition problems, was as-

signed to Cushing, with the result that the func-

tions of the attorney-general were virtually doub-

led. Cushing was the first incumbent of that of-

fice to hold strictly to the residence obligation

and refrain from the private practise of law. H.

B. Learned says of him, "He left behind him a

collection of official opinions that for extent alone

has never been equalled before or since his day"

(The President's Cabinet, 1912, p. 178).

In addition to his routine duties, which were
heavy, Cushing became on many matters the

mouthpiece of the Pierce administration and was
one of the two most powerful men in the cabinet,

the other being the secretary of war, Jefferson

Davis. On Sept. 29, 1853, he sent to Richard

Frothingham, editor of the Boston Post, a letter

known as "Cushing's Ukase," in which he stated

Pierce's desire "that the dangerous element of

Abolitionism, under whatever guise or form it

may present itself, shall be crushed out" ; he

prepared daily editorials for the Washington
Union, the administration organ ; he favored, al-

though he did not help to originate, the Kansas-

Nebraska Act ( 1854) ; and in November 1855, at

Pierce's request, he issued an official opinion

which in every essential respect covered the

ground of the Dred Scott Decision (1857), in-

sisting that the Missouri Compromise of 1820
must have been declared by any court to be null

and void in incepto, "because incompatible with
the organic fact of inequality and internal right,

in all respects, between the old and the new
states." In foreign affairs, Cushing, the repre-

sentative of "young America" and the apostle of

"manifest destiny," approved the doctrines of the

Ostend Manifesto and did his utmost, up to the

verge of war with Spain, to acquire Cuba for the

United States. He directed the prosecution of

Crampton, the British minister in Washington,
on the charge of recruiting soldiers within our
borders for the British army during the Crimean
War. For some months the relations between the

two nations were strained, especially when Con-
gress sent Crampton his passports and he re-

turned to England; but the good sense of the

British government averted disaster. Cushing
in this case, as well as in many others, was ag-
gressive in maintaining our national rights. His
so-called "Anglophobia" was actually a phase of

his intense Americanism.

With the inauguration of President Buchanan
in 1857, Cushing, after continuing to act as at-

torney-general until his successor, Jeremiah S.

Black, had arrived, resumed his seat in the Mas-
sachusetts legislature, where, even with a ma-
jority against him, he exercised an extraordinary

influence. His association with Southern states-

men had left him with a gradually deepening bit-

terness against radical abolitionists like Garri-

son, but he never became an apologist for slavery.

When Jefferson Davis, after a summer in Maine,
spoke in Faneuil Hall (Oct. 11, 1858), Cushing
introduced him. At the Boston Union Meeting
(Dec. 8, 1859), Cushing, with Everett and Levi

Lincoln, condemned John Brown's raid and
painted the horrors of servile insurrection. By
i860, he had reached a point where he reluctant-

ly confessed that he viewed a separation of the

states as the only practicable solution of the

controversy, and his prophecy, in January i860,

of civil war, culminating in the dictatorship of

some "man on horseback," was widely quoted.

It was in this letter that he said, "The South . . .

will defend itself at all hazards, within the

Union if it may, and, if not so, then outside the

Union" (Ibid., II, 242).

The National Democratic Convention which
opened, Apr. 23, i860, in Charleston, S. C, was
from the start a struggle for supremacy between

the Douglas and the slavery elements of the

party. Cushing, the permanent chairman, em-
ployed all the devices of parliamentary law to

keep the peace. The extremists, however, would

not listen to compromise measures, and, after
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Douglas had led for fifty-seven ballots, the con-

vention declared a deadlock and adjourned in

disorder. When it reassembled at Baltimore in

June, Cushing once more presided; but, after it

became evident that Douglas was sure to be the

nominee, he followed the radicals out of the hall.

The seceders called a rival convention, and, with

Cushing in the chair, named Breckinridge and

Lane as standard-bearers. The victory of Lin-

coln on Nov. 6 convinced Cushing that the

Union could not be preserved. His friends in

the South openly preached secession, and Cush-

ing, in a series of three addresses in Newbury-
port, argued that the blame must rest upon the

abolitionists for their agitation of the slavery

evil. If the Republican party was not prepared

to make concessions, it should let the Southern

states "go in peace." He was sent to Charles-

ton as President Buchanan's personal repre-

sentative in order to delay, if possible, the pas-

sage of an ordinance of secession, but arrived

on Dec. 20, just too late. When he was invited

to attend the ceremonies connected with the sign-

ing of the ordinance, he indignantly declined and

returned to Washington. His association with

the South was over.

Stronger than any other of Cushing's prin-

ciples was his love for the Union, and, when
the news arrived of the firing on Fort Sumter
(Apr. 12, 1861), he went back at once from
Washington to Newburyport and, at a patriotic

mass meeting, publicly announced his loyalty to

the Federal cause. He then offered his services

to Gov. Andrew, saying, "I have no desire to

survive the overthrow of the government of the

United States." The famous war governor re-

fused them, saying, "I am compelled sadly to de-

clare that, were I to accept your offer, I should

dishearten numerous good and loyal men, and
tend to demoralize our military service" (Ibid.,

II, 277). President Lincoln, with more wisdom,
accepted Cushing's legal assistance, and, as the

war progressed, entrusted him with important

government affairs. At the time of the Trent

incident, he was consulted often by both Seward
and Lincoln. He supported every war emer-
gency measure, and, on the night before the

election of 1864, spoke in Faneuil Hall for Lin-

coln and against McClellan. He remained a
Republican until his death. At the close of

the conflict Cushing commenced the active prac-

tise of law in Washington, purchasing an estate

at Falls Church, about six miles from the capi-

tal, and becoming a citizen of Virginia. Presi-

dent Johnson appointed him ('1865) chairman
of a commission to revise and codify the statutes

of the United States. In 1868 he was sent on a

diplomatic mission to Bogota, where he nego-

tiated a treaty with the Colombian Government
regarding the right of way for a ship canal

across the Isthmus of Panama.
President Grant had confidence in Cushing's

judgment and asked his opinion on vital prob-

lems. Chief among these was that of the "Ala-
bama claims," arising out of depredations com-
mitted on Northern commerce during the Civil

War by the Alabama, the Florida, and other ves-

sels built under British registry but later flying

the Confederate flag. As early as 1865 it was
rumored that Cushing was to be sent to London
as a special agent to adjust the demands of the

United States upon Great Britain. With all the

prolonged and complicated negotiations of the

next few years Cushing was intimately con-

cerned ; indeed it was through his suggestion

to Sir John Rose that the movement for the

Treaty of Washington was started. This Treaty

(1871) provided for a Tribunal of Arbitration,

consisting of one representative each from the

United States, Great Britain, Italy, Switzerland,

and Brazil, to meet at Geneva for the purpose of

settling the American claims. Cushing, who was
appointed senior counsel for the United States,

with William M. Evarts and Morrison R. Waite
as associates, prepared no small part of the

American argument. When he arrived at Gene-
va in June 1872, he effected, by tactful diplo-

macy, a compromise through which the issue

of the so-called "indirect claims" was evaded,

and thus enabled both countries to continue

without loss of dignity. He later helped to write

the American "Counter Case" and delivered his

"Reply Argument" in excellent French, to the

amazement of the Swiss, Italian, and Brazilian

arbitrators. The decision of the Tribunal on
Sept. 14, awarding the United States $15,500,000,

was the culmination of Cushing's labors over a

period of several years. For Sir Alexander
Cockburn, the British arbitrator, who had shown
himself to be haughty and disagreeable, Cushing
conceived an intense dislike, and, on his return

to the United States he published The Treaty of

Washington (1873), m which, while presenting

a full account of the events leading up to the

Geneva Tribunal, he made a vigorous attack on
Cockburn.

Late in December 1873, Grant appointed

Cushing as minister to Spain, and he was about

to sail when the news came of his nomination as

chief justice of the Supreme Court. On the death

of Chief Justice Salmon P. Chase (May 7,

i%73)< Grant had offered the vacant place to

Senator Roscoe Conkling, who had declined it.

He then rather hastily named his attorney-gen-
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eral, George H. Williams, but when it became
evident that the latter would be rejected by the

Senate, he was quietly withdrawn. Then the

President turned to Caleb Cushing. If Cush-

ing had sinned in the eyes of the Republican

party before i860, he had amply redeemed his

errors, and, as a friend of Sumner and Grant,

was in the full confidence of the administration.

But his enemies began to rise against him:

Harlan's Washington Chronicle denounced him
bitterly; old slanders were revived and new
ones imagined ; and Senator Sargent of Cali-

fornia, who still cherished a boyish grudge

against Cushing, discovered and printed in gar-

bled form a letter from Cushing to Jefferson

Davis in March 1861, recommending a former

clerk for a position. Finally Cushing himself re-

quested Grant to withdraw his name, declaring

at the same time that he "had never done an

act, uttered a word, or conceived a thought of

disloyalty to the United States." It was the

most notable instance in our history of a rejec-

tion for high office on purely partisan grounds,

for every one admitted that, in legal learning

and acumen, Cushing would have been a worthy

successor to Marshall, Taney, and Chase.

Having delayed his departure until it was
certain that he was not to be chief justice, Cush-

ing proceeded to Spain, where he found rela-

tions between the United States and that coun-

try very much strained. The affair of the Vir-

ginius (November 1873) had affronted Amer-
ican pride, and Gen. Sickles, Cushing's pred-

ecessor, had disregarded the instructions of

Secretary Fish. Cushing, well-versed in Span-

ish character and psychology, averted danger

without injuring the prestige of either nation.

No one of our ministers in Madrid has been

more popular in Spain. In June 1877, Cushing

resigned and retired to Newburyport, where he

settled down among his books in the library of

his house on High Street. He still went occa-

sionally to Washington, his last trip being made
in March 1878, at the earnest request of Roscoe

Conkling. He declined a nomination for Con-

gress and refused to run for the attorney-gen-

eralship of Massachusetts. A severe attack of

erysipelas in July 1878, was a warning of the

end, and he died, Jan. 2, 1879. His body was
laid in the New Burial Ground, in Newbury-
port, and a memorial service was held in the

City Hall some months later, with formal eulo-

gies by his friends. His nearest surviving rela-

tive was his half-brother, John N. Cushing.

Cushing was an extraordinarily versatile and

well-rounded man. To a naturally keen mind,

he joined other qualities which gave him intel-
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lectual distinction. With tireless physical and
mental energy, he rose at dawn and was seldom
in bed until after midnight. Always busy with
some definite task, he had no interest in frivol-

ity or motiveless amusement. A remarkable
gift of concentration enabled him to read and
digest books with astonishing speed. Through
a policy of order and punctuality he avoided any
waste of time and he was never idle. He had,

furthermore, the insatiable curiosity, the pas-

sion for accuracy, and the perseverance of the

true scholar, and there were few fields of re-

search into which he did not penetrate. As a
young man, he had an enthusiasm for botany
and astronomy, but he gave away a fine collec-

tion of minerals because such pursuits seemed
likely to interfere with his political ambitions.

His acquaintances told amazing tales of his in-

formation on unusual subjects. Once some of

them laid a trap for him. After having read

up on Chinese musical instruments, they intro-

duced the theme casually during a dinner con-

versation. For a brief period Cushing was
silent, apparently listening attentively. Then he

began to talk, pouring out such a store of facts

about musical instruments in general and Chi-

nese musical instruments in particular that those

present had to confess the trick which they had
played. In Madrid Cushing once astonished Sir

Henry Layard, the explorer of Nineveh, by his

references to obscure points in the history and
archeology of that city. When a well-known
dictionary was sent to him by the publishers, he

read it and marked over five thousand errors

in the vocabulary of modern geographical

names. Emerson declared him to be the most
eminent scholar of his day, and Wendell Phil-

lips once said, "I regard Mr. Cushing as the

most learned man now living" (Ibid., II, 401).

Cushing's genius was acquisitive and critical

rather than creative. In contributing to the En-
cyclopedia Americana and the American Annual
Register he amassed a vast store of knowledge,

and he also wrote many articles of the "heavy"

historical and biographical type for the North
American Review and similar periodicals. Be-

sides the dozens of commemorative and occa-

sional addresses which he delivered during a

long life, he published a History of Newbury-
port (1826), a Review Historical and Political

of the Late Revolution in France (1833), and

Reminiscences of Spain (1833),—the last being

overshadowed by Irving's Alhambra (1832),

which preceded it by only a few weeks and was
much superior to Cushing's book in style and

substance. He also projected biographies of

Judge John Lowell and of John Tyler, but his
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plans were not carried out. Among his papers

is a considerable amount of poetry, both original

and translated ; but, while it is technically flaw-

less a*nd displays facility in rhyming, it lacks

inspiration. As a linguist, Cushing was excelled

by few Americans of his generation. He could

converse fluently in French, Spanish, and Ital-

ian, and could read easily any of the modern

European tongues. On his voyage to China he

so mastered the Manchu language that no in-

terpreter was required at his private meetings

with the Chinese envoys. At the Geneva Tribu-

nal he shifted from English to French and from

French to Italian without the slightest hesi-

tancy. He acquired German in middle life,

merely as a pastime. In a period when public

speaking was looked upon as a fine art, Cush-

ing was a famous orator. As an undergraduate

he made a serious study of Demosthenes and

Burke, and practised gestures before a long

mirror in his bedroom. In the old Hall of

Representatives in Washington he was one of

the few members whose voice could be heard

even in the farthest corner. Ordinarily he was
rather cold and formal in his manner, but, once

aroused, he was irresistible and sometimes swept

an audience off their feet by the fervor of his

appeal. Like Webster and Everett, he was a

favorite on the Lyceum stage.

In the legal profession he took high rank,

and, if he had been able to devote himself to

regular practise, would have stood even higher.

In court-room pleading he was not notably suc-

cessful, for he disdained the arts of persuasion

and conciliation; but he was expert at sum-

marizing evidence and had great weight with

judges, who could appreciate the intellectual

quality of his arguments. At certain periods in

his life he had a large clientage, and in 1873,

when he was appointed minister to Spain, he

returned over $200,000 which he had received

in retaining fees.

In his prime he was robust and powerful, not

quite six feet tall, but compact and tightly built.

His features were strong and resolute, the jaw
especially denoting a tenacious will. His eyes

were small, but very bright and restless, with

a kind of "gipsy gleam." Although he was care-

less in his dress, he carried himself with dignity

and impressed people, even in his old age, as

being very handsome. He was temperate in his

habits and cared little for luxuries, being con-

tent always to live in a simple manner. He was
never a really popular politician or a good vote-

getter. His temperament was too coldly intel-

lectual, and his reserved manner did not appeal

to the man in the street. Like Everett and Sum-
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ner, John Hay and Woodrow Wilson, he was a

scholar-statesman, a little aloof from the com-

mon people. He was not a good judge of men
and motives, and was easily duped by schemers.

In his attitude on public questions he was in-

clined to be dogmatic. The theory that he was
fickle and inconsistent cannot be sustained, for,

once he had made up his mind, he rarely altered

his opinion. Although he was consumed by am-
bition, he never changed his views in order to

gain preferment for himself ; on the contrary,

when he took Tyler's part against Clay, when
he supported the Mexican War, and when he

defended the South in the decade before the

Civil War, he deliberately espoused causes

which led to his virtual ostracism in his native

state. Even his shifts of party affiliation,—from

Whig to Democrat in 1841, and from Democrat
to Republican in 1861,—are easily explicable

on the theory of his devotion to the Union. He
himself said, at the close of his long career,

"Every act of my political life, in whatever rela-

tion of parties, was governed by the single domi-

nant purpose of aiming to preserve the threatened

integrity of the Union" (Ibid., I, 6). Far from

being tricky or evasive, he was almost ludicrous-

ly deficient in tact and adaptability. It was his

chief weakness as a practical statesman that he

believed in the power of reason as a means of

bringing men to his point of view. He had little

personal magnetism and few of the graces which

arouse enthusiasm ; indeed his aggressiveness

often made him disliked. This accounts, in part,

for the number of his enemies,—men like Garri-

son and Benton and Lowell,—who molded public

opinion against him. Not the least of his many
disappointments was his knowledge that his mo-
tives were not really understood. He had an op-

portunity to be a leader in the abolition of negro

slavery, but he rejected it for what he conceived
.

to be a nobler ideal—the preservation of the

Union. He was unfortunate in being drawn,

against his will, into the many controversial

questions centering around the status of the

negro, and he was not at his best in political

controversy. The violent animosities of the

struggle between the North and the South did

not, for many years, allow a just estimate to be

made of Cushing's character and achievement,

but we can now judge him more fairly. His dip-

lomatic successes in China and in Spain ; his

effective opposition to Clay's attempt to revive

a National Bank ; his work in elevating the

office' of attorney-general ; his large share in

presenting the American cause at Geneva,

—

these are Cushing's positive contributions to our

history. He stands out, because of his indus-
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try, his scholarship, and his versatility, as one
of the most picturesque and talented figures of

the nineteenth century.

[The chief source of information about Cushing is

his biography in two volumes by Claude M. Fuess
(1923), a book based largely on the great collection of
material preserved by Cushing himself. Cushing's own
published speeches on many subjects are available, and
the files of Boston and Washington newspapers are full

of references to him. A Memorial of Caleb Cushing
from the City of Newburyport was printed in 1879.
For his China mission, see Sen. Docs. Nos. 58, 67, 28
Cong., 2 Sess., and Tyler Dennett, Americans in East-
ern Asia (1922).] C.M.F.

CUSHING, FRANK HAMILTON (July 22,

1857-Apr. 10, 1900), ethnologist, the son of

Thomas and Sarah Ann (Harding) Cushing,

was born in the village of North East, Erie

County, Pa. When he was three his family

moved to Barre Center, not far from Albion,

N. Y. At birth a mite, weighing one and a half

pounds, Cushing was a "pillow baby." He grew
slowly and was not able to compete in sports

with his hardy brothers and sister; and his

cloistered life forced him to educate himself

from his immediate environment. As he grew
stronger, he extended his range to the woods
and fields. An arrowhead found by chance was
the trivial object that turned his interest to

ethnology. His intimate communings with na-

ture, together with his constant study of the old

family dictionary, laid the foundation of his

knowledge of words and things. At eighteen

he took a course in natural science at Cornell.

At the suggestion of L. W. Ledyard, an ac-

quaintance of his father, an article by young
Cushing on the natural history of his neighbor-

hood in New York was sent to Prof. S. F. Baird

[q.v.~\, secretary of the Smithsonian Institution,

to apprize him of the promise of the young man
as a scientific worker. This article was published

by the Institution and led to his employment in

the Smithsonian. In 1879 Maj. Powell appoint-

ed him to the Bureau of American Ethnology,

where he labored until his death. He was mar-
ried to Emily T. Magill. Outstanding achieve-

ments were his study of the Zufii Pueblo In-

dians during a five years' sojourn with them;
his explorations of ancient pueblos in the Salt

River Valley, Ariz., and his investigations of the

ancient dwellers at Key Marco, Fla. What he
brought to these investigations in the way of

knowledge, skill, and scientific imagination is

incalculable, but the very superabundance of his

ideas acted as a brake on publication. There was
too much to set down. Thus his written works
are comparatively few. The more complete of

them are those growing out of his life at Zufii,

published only after the most thorough rewrit-

ing and editing, and never satisfying him. A
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posthumous work, Zufii Folk Tales (1901), is

really more expressive of his character than any
other. His Zuni Creation Myths (1896), also
an example of his power of expression and in-

terpretation, is an aboriginal American epic.

Especially valuable to ethnologists is Zuni
Breadstuff (1920, republished), a comprehensive
review of his life of a tribe, its fullness due to

the fact that he was compelled to write it in

monthly instalments for The Millstone, a trade
journal of Indianapolis. From his early years
he had an insatiable desire to know the processes
by which the artifacts he found were made. He
constantly practised the aboriginal crafts until

he became a master of them. Thus he furnished
ethnology with a valuable adjunct in the study of

native as well as ancient arts. Appraisals by
his contemporaries estimate the position he held

in science. "Cushing was a man of genius. He
had not only the zeal for labor . . . but he had
the genius for the interpretation of facts . .

."

(J. W. Powell, American Anthropologist, 1900,

p. 366). "Cushing was a man of genius, . . .

stood out not only as a man of intellect but,

preeminently, as a master of those manual con-

cepts to which he gave name as well as mean-
ing—indeed, might fittingly be styled a manual
genius" (W. J. McGee, Ibid., p. 355). "The key-

note of Mr. Cushing's personality seems to

have been an unconscious sympathy" (Alice C.

Fletcher, Ibid., p. 367). He was always ready

to impart his knowledge, and many ethnolo-

gists were fortunate in hearing what he had
to say. Though he left but a sparing record of

his passing genius, so fertile and so freely be-

stowed, what he did accomplish, struggling with

a frail body and over-active mind, is a notable

contribution to the growing science of ethnology.

[Memorial Meeting to Frank Hamilton Cushing,
Am. Anthrop., 1900; obituary in Sci. Am., Apr. 21,
1900.] W. H.

CUSHING, JOHN PERKINS (Apr. 22,

1787-Apr. 12, 1862), merchant, philanthropist,

was born in Boston, the son of Robert Cushing,

a descendant of Matthew Cushing who came to

America in 1638, and of Ann Maynard (Per-

kins) Cushing, daughter of James Perkins and
sister of Thomas Handasyd Perkins. Early in

life he became a clerk in the mercantile firm

of Perkins & Company, established by his two
uncles, James and Thomas H. Perkins, for

carrying on trade with China and the North-

west Coast. In 1803, he accompanied Ephraim
Bumstead, the eldest apprentice in the company,

on a voyage to Canton. Bumstead was taken ill

and obliged to return home, and Cushing was
left, at the age of sixteen, to carry on the busi-
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ness in China. When Thomas H. Perkins heard

that Bumstead had died on the return voyage, he

decided to go at once to China ; hut a letter from

Cushing soon arrived, giving such a glowing

account of the business that Perkins permitted

Cushing to act as resident agent. In China

—

where he was known as "Ku-shing,"—he con-

ducted affairs so ably that he was admitted to

a partnership and became the most highly re-

spected foreign merchant in the country. Ex-
cept for two short visits home, he remained in

China for nearly thirty years, amassing a for-

tune which, for those days, was colossal. He
came back to Boston in 1830, broken in health,

and erected a handsome mansion in Summer St.,

surrounded by a wall of Chinese porcelain and

administered, to the amazement of Boston so-

ciety, by a staff of Chinese servants.

Not long after his return, he married Mary
Louise, daughter of the Rev. John Sylvester

J. Gardiner, rector of Trinity Church, Boston.

He acquired a splendid estate in Watertown,

outside of Boston, and built the finest conserva-

tory in New England, which was thrown open

freely to the public when the flowers were in

bloom. He had constructed for himself a sixty-

foot pilot schooner, The Sylph, which, in 1832,

won the earliest American yacht race on record,

against the schooner yacht Wave, owned by John
C. Stevens, of Hoboken, over a course extend-

ing from Vineyard Haven to Tarpaulin Cove.

Although Cushing's fortune was estimated in

185 1 as more than two million dollars, he was
a modest and unostentatious man, who, never-

theless, was widely known for his charities. The
Boston Transcript described him as "one of the

most opulent and public-spirited citizens of Mas-
sachusetts." He died at his home in Watertown,

—now a part of the Town of Belmont,—and was
buried in Mount Auburn Cemetery.

[Jas. S. Cushing, Genealogy of the Cushing Family
(1905); Robt. B. Forbes, Personal Reminiscences
(1892) ; L. Vernon Briggs, Hist, and Genealogy of the
Cabot Family (1927) ; Freeman Hunt, Lives of Amer-
ican Merchants, vol. I (1858); Julian Sturgis, From
Books and Papers of Russell Sturgis (n.d.) ; Wm. C.
Hunter, The 'Fan Kwae' at Canton Before Treaty Days
(London, 1882) ; Ncw-Eng. Hist, and Gencal. Reg.,
XVI, 293 ; Boston Evening Transcript, Apr. 14, 1862.]

C.M.F.

CUSHING, JOSIAH NELSON (May 4,

1840-May 17, 1905) Baptist missionary, was
born at North Attleboro, Mass., the son of

Alphseus N. and Charlotte Everett Foster Cush-
ing. His early education was begun in the local

school and continued at the age of fifteen in the

Opalic Institute at East Attleboro, where he

was converted during a revival meeting under

the Rev. C. G. Finney. He prepared for col-
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lege at Pierce Academy, Middleboro, Mass., and
entered Brown University, from which he grad-

uated in 1862. In 1865 he completed his semi-

nary training at Newton Theological Institu-

tion, and was ordained in Providence, R. I.,

shortly thereafter. In the spring of 1865 he had
sought appointment under the American Bap-
tist Missionary Union, and was designated to

work among the Shans of Burma. While seek-

ing a wife during the following year he taught

at Newton. On Aug. 28, 1866 he was mar-
ried to Mrs. Ellen (Winsor) Fairfield of Bos-

ton, and on Oct. 24 they set sail for the East,

arriving in Rangoon, Mar. 11, 1867. For seven

years he was stationed in Toungoo, studying the

Burmese and Shan languages, making evan-

gelistic tours throughout the Shan States, and
preparing tracts, Gospel translations, a gram-
mar and handbook of the Shan tongue.

In 1874 ill health forced the Cushings home.
One year was spent in Washington, D. C, an-

other in Boston, and then in June 1876 they

resumed their work in Burma, making their

headquarters at Bhamo, a new station near the

Chinese border. From 1880 until 1885 Cush-
ing resided in Rangoon and gave his time to

translation -and preaching. His wife and son,

Herbert, returned to America in 1880, to re-

main permanently. On Nov. 23, 1880, he finished

his translation of the Shan New Testament, and
on Jan. 13, 1885, the remainder of the Bible.

Soon thereafter he sailed for America by way
of the Pacific, and spent a year with his family

in Newton, Mass., where he took special work in

the Institution. In the fall of 1886, leaving his

family, he returned to Burma. For a part of

the year 1887 he was principal of the Baptist

College in Rangoon. From 1888 to 1890 he was
pastor of the Rangoon Baptist Church. In 1891

he completed the stereotyped edition of the Bible

in the Shan tongue. In 1892 he was given charge

again of the College (now Judson College) and
continued in the office of principal until Feb. 14,

1905. It was he who virtually transformed the

school into a college, securing endowment, erect-

ing buildings, and gaining educational standing

for it. In 1894 the institution became affiliated

with Calcutta University on a "First Arts," or

Junior College basis. Cushing filled many offices

and received many honors. He was for nearly

twenty years a member of the India Government
Text Book Committee and vice-president of the

Burma Educational Syndicate. In 1891 he was
a delegate to the meeting of the Evangelical Al-

liance in Rome. His enduring monuments are

the College, his Shan Bible, and his Shan Bible

Dictionary. He rendered distinguished service
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to the British Burma Government, the cause of

of scholarship, and Christian missions. In addi-

tion to the authorship of various tracts and arti-

cles, and his work of translation, he wrote a
book, Christ and Buddha (Phila., 1907).

[Information may be found in contemporary num-
bers of the Baptist Missionary Mag., in W. St. John,
Josiah Nelson Cushing (Rangoon, 1912), and in W. S.
Stewart, Early Baptist Missionaries and Pioneers, vol.
II (1926). See also J. S. Cushing, Geneal. of the Cush-
ing Family (1905).] T.C.A.

CUSHING, LUTHER STEARNS (June 22,

1803-June 22, 1856), author, jurist, was born in

Lunenberg, Worcester County, Mass., the eldest

of the eight children of Edmund Cushing and
Mary (Stearns) Cushing. Edmund Cushing
held public offices in town, county, and state for

forty years, being a representative in the Massa-
chusetts General Court, a state senator, and a

member of the governor's council. Luther was
educated in the local schools, studied in a law
office in Lunenberg, and entered Harvard Col-

lege, where he was the only graduate in the

class of 1826 to receive the degree of LL.B.
For some years after leaving Harvard he was
associated with Charles Sumner and George S.

Hilliard in editing a periodical called The Amer-
ican Jurist and Law Magazine, published in Bos-

ton. He became, in 1832, clerk of the Massa-
chusetts House of Representatives, holding the

position for twelve years. In 1844 he was elect-

ed as a representative to the General Court, but

was soon named as judge of the city court of

common pleas. In 1848 he resigned in order to

become official reporter of the decisions of the

supreme court of the commonwealth. In that

capacity he prepared twelve volumes of law re-

ports (LV to LXVI), extending from 1848 to

1853. He was also lecturer on Roman Law in

Harvard Law School, 1848-49 and 1850-51. On
July 16, 1 85 1 he was appointed to a professor-

ship but declined on account of ill health (Chas.

Warren, Hist, of Harvard Law School and of

Legal Conditions in America, 1908, II, 185).

He died in Boston on his fifty-third birthday.

Cushing was married, May 19, 1840, to Mary
Otis Lincoln, a lineal descendant of the patriot,

James Otis. After her death in 1851, he mar-
ried, Oct. 29, 1853, Elizabeth Dutton Cooper.

He had three children by his first wife.

Cushing's reputation is based almost entirely

on his published books. He was a diligent work-

er, who translated into English several impor-

tant legal treatises in foreign languages, among
them being Savigny's Law of Possession ( 1838)

,

Pothier's Treatise on the Contract of Sale

(1859), and Mattermaier's Effects of Drunken-
ness on Criminal Responsibility ( 1841 ) . Among
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his important original volumes are : An inquiry
into the present state of the remedial law of
Massachusetts; with suggestions for its reform
(1837), A Practical Treatise on the Trustee
Process (1853), Reports of Controverted Elec-
tion Cases in the House of Representatives of
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts from 1780
to 1852 (1853), An Introduction to the Study
of Roman Law (1854), and Lex Parliamentaria
Americana ( 1856) . This last book, better known
under its English title of Elements of the Law
and Practice of Legislative Assemblies in the

United States, is a volume of more than a thou-
sand pages treating of the common parliamentary
law as modified in our legislative assemblies.

Published only a few weeks before his death, it

was received with universal approval, and a re-

viewer in the Boston Transcript said, "It will at

once assume the very highest rank as a standard
authority." More familiar than any of these,

however, is the little volume called A Manual of
Parliamentary Practice (1844), which bears the

secondary title, Rules of Proceeding and Debate
in Deliberative Assemblies. In its best-known
form it is a small book, four inches by six in

size, including 177 pages of text, and easily

slipped into the pocket. It happened to fill a

long-felt need, and, as soon as it appeared, Cush-
ing's Manual, as it was commonly called, became
a guide for the procedure of all organized assem-
blies. Its sale was extensive, and thousands of

copies were sold abroad as well as in this coun-

try. After his death, it was revised from time

to time and a few pages of comments by the

author's brother, Judge Edmund Lambert Cush-
ing, chief justice of the superior court of New
Hampshire, were added; but it was so thorough

and complete in its original form that it is in

constant use to-day by legislative bodies. Cush-
ing was a man of amiable and social disposition,

who made friends wherever he went. He knew
all the eminent men of his period in Massa-
chusetts, including Sumner, Everett, Choate,

Rantoul, and Robert C. Winthrop, and was fre-

quently a guest in their homes. As a translator

he was scrupulously accurate and painstaking,

and he was careful to base his work upon the

best authorities. Because of his wide knowledge,

he was often consulted by distinguished per-

sons on points of law. The writer of his obitu-

ary sums up his character by saying that he

was "widely known and universally esteemed."

[Boston Advertiser, June 23, 1856; Jas. S. Cushing,

The Genealogy of the Cushing Family (1905).]

C.M.F.

CUSHING, THOMAS (Mar. 24, 1725-Feb.

28, 1788), merchant, politician, the eldest son of
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Thomas and Mary (Bromfield) Cushing, was
born in Boston. His father had risen to political

leadership in Massachusetts serving as repre-

sentative to the General Court, 1731 to 1742,

and as speaker, 1742 until his death in 1746.

Thomas Jr., received his first degree from Har-

vard in 1744. Three years after his graduation,

he married Deborah Fletcher. He concerned

himself with commerce for almost twenty years

until the political developments of the sixties

opened a new destiny for him in political ser-

vice. In 1 761 he began a service of fourteen

years as representative of Boston in the Gen-

eral Court, and in 1766, when Gov. Bernard

disapproved of Otis as speaker, Cushing was
appointed in his stead. He was reelected eight

successive years. With Samuel Adams, James
Otis, and John Hancock, he took an active part

in the protest against the new British colonial

policy inaugurated in 1763. He was elected to

the standing committee of the "Society for

Encouraging Trade and Commerce within the

Province of Massachusetts Bay" in 1763 and a

member of the committee appointed by the Gen-

eral Court in 1764 to obtain concerted action

among the colonies against the Stamp Act. John
Adams wrote in his diary (1765), "Cushing is

steady and constant and busy in the interest

of liberty and the opposition, is famed for se-

crecy and his talent for procuring intelligence"

{W orks of John Adams, 1850, II, 163). He was
a type of the commercial class on the seaboard,

determined to oppose the regulatory innova-

tions, yet hopeful of peaceful settlement and

reluctant to advocate measures more radical than

economic boycott. With this purpose, he signed

the non-importation agreement of 1768, served

as member from Boston in the convention of

Sept. 22, 1768, and helped prepare the 1769

address to the governor praying for the re-

moval of British troops. He accepted an ap-

pointment on the Boston Committee of Corre-

spondence, May 28, 1773, and when Franklin

transmitted the celebrated Hutchinson letters to

him, as speaker of the House, these were broad-

casted by the committee. In July 1774. he was
chosen a member of the Committee of Safety,

and a handbill, distributed in September 1774,

included him among those charged with treason

by the British government. He was elected to

the Provincial Congress of Massachusetts, to

the Second Provincial Congress, and to the

First and Second Continental Congresses. He
served on important committees concerned with

mercantile and monetary affairs and strongly

urged non-importation, non-consumption, and

non-exportation. With the advent of 1776 it

became clear that he was unprepared for the

extreme event for which Samuel Adams had
struggled. To denounce the innovations since

1763 and to force reconciliation by economic
pressure had been his sole aim. Accordingly the

General Court replaced him by Elbridge Gerry
in the Continental Congress. But although his

convictions did not permit him to declare for

independence, Cushing did not desert the patriot

cause and he was reelected to the Council, which
exercised supreme executive power in Massa-
chusetts in 1776, 1777, and 1778. In financing

the Revolution he served as president of the New
Haven Price Convention (Jan. 15-20, 1778),
delegate to the Hartford Convention (Nov. 8,

1780) and commissioner to the Providence As-
sembly to provide supplies for the French fleet

and army. Of his attitude toward a new form of

state government in Massachusetts, John Adams
wrote in 1779, "Cushing was avowedly for a sin-

gle assembly, like Penna." Upon the adoption of

the Massachusetts constitution, Cushing was
elected lieutenant-governor and was annually re-

elected until his death. He belonged to the "Han-
cockonian party" which dominated Massachu-
setts politics from 1780 to 1793, and the inability

to elect Cushing as governor in 1785 over James
Bowdoin, gave the first check to the influence of

John Hancock (A. E. Morse, Federalist Party in

Massachusetts, 1909, p. 27). In 1780 he was one
of the founders of the American Academy of Arts

and Sciences, and in 1785, Harvard, which he
had served as an overseer, awarded him the

LL.D. degree. He died at Boston, Feb. 28, 1788.

Although not a man of eminent leadership, he

was a tactful, reliable, and extremely useful per-

son during the trying years after 1763. With
fidelity he filled many posts, following as his

maxim, "Let us act with zeal, not rashness !"

[The chief extant sources are contained in the De-
Berdt correspondence (DeBerdt letter-book, Lib. of
Cong.) and in Mass. Hist. Soc.

;
partially reprinted in

Mass. Col. Soc. Pubs., XIII (1910-11), and 4 Series
Mass. Hist. Soc. Colls., IV (1858), 346-66; Samuel
Adams MSS. (N. Y. Pub. Lib.)

;
printed works of John

Adams, Samuel Adams, Benj. Franklin; Proc. and
Colls. Mass. Hist. Soc. ; Jours, of House of Repr., of
Prov. Cong, of Mass. and of Cont. Cong.] E. A. T. J.

CUSHING, WILLIAM (Mar. 1, 1732-Sept.

13, 1810) ,
jurist, was born at Scituate, Mass., the

eldest son of John Cushing by his second wife,

Mary Cotton. He was descended on both sides

from the old office-holding oligarchy of provin-

cial Massachusetts. His maternal grandfather,

Josiah Cotton, schoolmaster, county judge, mem-
ber of the General Court, and preacher to the In-

dians at Plymouth, was a grandson of the famous

John Cotton, first minister of Boston. The Cush-

ing family descended from Matthew Cushing,
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who settled at Hingham, Mass., in 1638, and was
the ancestor in other lines of Thomas, Caleb, and
Luther S. Cushing. William Cushing's grand-

father and father both served as members of the

Governor's Council and of the superior court,

the highest law court of the Province. After

graduating at Harvard in 1751 Cushing taught

school for a year at Roxbury, Mass., and then

studied law in the office of the famous provincial

lawyer, Jeremiah Gridley of Boston. Admitted

to the bar in 1755, he practised in Scituate until

the creation of the new county of Lincoln in the

district of Maine in 1760 required the appoint-

ment of county officers. William Cushing re-

ceived the posts of register of deeds and judge of

probate, while his younger brother Charles was
appointed sheriff. The brothers took up their

residence at the new county seat, Pownalbor-

ough, now Dresden, on the Kennebec, where for

the next twelve years Cushing was the only law-

yer in a back-woods community, eight days' jour-

ney from Boston and sparsely settled by French

and German immigrants. The only knowledge

we have of him in these years is in connection

with his professional appearances before the su-

perior court at Falmouth, where he was often

associated in cases with John Adams, who trav-

eled the Maine circuit.

In 1 77 1, John Cushing, William's father, re-

signed the post as judge of the superior court

which he had held for twenty-three years, and

William, returning to Massachusetts, became

his successor (1772). The British crown deter-

mined to make the provincial courts independent

of colonial opinion by paying the judges' salaries.

In March 1774 the Massachusetts General Court

voted the judges of the superior court salaries

from the colonial treasury, and called on them to

refuse the crown grant. Four judges, including

Cushing, obeyed : Oliver, the Chief Justice, re-

fused and was impeached. Cushing's attitude at

this juncture is described by a contemporary:

"He was a sensible, modest man, well acquainted

with law, but remarkable for the secrecy of his

opinions. . . . He readily resigned the royal sti-

pend without any observations of his own
;
yet it

was thought at the time that it was with a reluc-

tance that his taciturnity could not conceal. By
this silent address he retained the confidence of

the court faction, nor was he less a favorite

among the republicans" (Mercy Otis Warren,

History of the Rise, Progress, and Termination

of the American Revolution, 1805, vol. I, p. 118).

Nothing is more remarkable than the way in

which Cushing, though holding high office, suc-

ceeded in remaining in the background during

the pre-revolutionary struggle. In 1776, how-

ever, he drafted the instructions from his home
town of Scituate in favor of independence.

In 1775 the revolutionary council of state,

which took over the government of Massachu-
setts, reorganized the courts, retaining Cushing
alone of the previous judges as a member of the

new supreme judicial court. John Adams was
appointed chief justice, but never took his seat,

Cushing presiding in his absence as senior asso-

ciate justice; and when Adams resigned in 1777,
Cushing became chief justice, a post which he
held for the next twelve years. The system of re-

porting the opinions of the courts not yet having
been introduced, a few newspaper notices of

charges to grand juries are the only record of

Cushing's judicial labors in Massachusetts ex-

cept in one important case. This was a criminal

action tried at Worcester in 1783 against one

Jennison for assault committed in attempting to

repossess himself of a slave. Cushing charged

the jury that the clause of the Massachusetts Bill

of Rights of 1780, which declared that "all men
are born free and equal," operated legally to abol-

ish slavery in the state. During Shays's rebel-

lion one of the objects of the malcontents was to

prevent the sittings of the courts, and they at-

tempted to obstruct the supreme judicial court at

Springfield on Sept. 29, 1786. It is probably of

Cushing's behavior on this occasion that a record

has been preserved : "The Chief Justice was ap-

plied to by a committee from the mob and entreat-

ed to yield to their wishes; he replied, that the

law appointed the court to be held at that time,

and it was their duty to hold it accordingly ; and,

followed by his Associates, he proceeded into the

street. His countenance was blanched to pale-

ness, but his step was firm. As he advanced, the

crowd opened before him . . . and the court was
regularly opened" (Flanders, Lives and Times

of the Chief Justices, II, 34).
Cushing was a member of the Convention of

1779 which framed the first state constitution of

Massachusetts, and was vice-president of the

state convention of 1788 which ratified the Fed-

eral Constitution. On the organization of the

United States Supreme Court, he was the first

associate justice appointed. During his twenty-

one years on the Court, he delivered opinions, all

of them brief, in nineteen cases, of which the

most important are Chisholm vs. Georgia (2

Dallas, 419), Ware vs. Hylton (3 Dallas, 199),

and Colder vs. Bidl (3 Dallas, 386). In them he

concurred with the majority of the judges and

did not add to their exposition of the law. During

the absence of Jay on his mission to England,

Cushing acted as chief justice, and administered

the oath to Washington at his second inaugura-
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tion. In 1796 on Jay's resignation and after the

Senate had rejected Rutledge as his successor,

Washington commissioned Cushing as chief jus-

tice, but after keeping the commission a week he

returned it, requesting to be excused on the

ground of ill health. In 1794 his name had been

presented by his friends as a candidate for gov-

ernor of Massachusetts against Samuel Adams,
and while he made no active canvass, he received

7,159 votes as against 14,465 for Adams.
The chief work of a Supreme Court justice

during Cushing's service was to hold the federal

circuit courts. This duty took Judge Cushing all

over the country. "His travelling equipage was a

four-wheeled phaeton, drawn by a pair of horses

;

which he drove. It was remarkable for its many
ingenious arrangements (all of his contrivance)

for carrying books, choice groceries, and other

comforts. Mrs. Cushing always accompanied

him, and generally read aloud while riding. His
faithful servant, Prince, a jet-black negro whose
parents had been slaves in the family . . . fol-

lowed behind in a one-horse vehicle, with the

baggage" (Flanders, op. cit., II, 38). Cushing
was noted for the ceremoniousness of his deport-

ment. He was the last American judge to wear
the full-bottomed English judicial wig. "I very

well remember," wrote one who had seen him,

"the strong impression his appearance made upon
my mind when I first saw him, as he was walking
in a street in Portland. He was a man whose de-

portment surpassed all the ideas of personal dig-

nity I had ever formed. His wig added much to

the imposing effect" (J. D. Hopkins, Address to

the Cumberland Bar, Portland, Me., 1833, p. 44).
He is said to have finally abandoned this wig in

consequence of the unpleasant observation it at-

tracted when he first held court in New York.

The boys followed him in the street, but he was
not conscious of the cause until a sailor, who
came suddenly upon him, exclaimed, "My eye

!

What a wig!" Cushing was of medium height

and slender, with bright blue eyes and a promi-

nent aquiline nose. His portrait was painted by
Sharpless in 1799. His few letters which have

been preserved display a playful wit not reflected

in his public character. His manner is said to

have been benign and cheerful, and his eloquence

in addressing juries is universally commented on.

Judge Cushing died at Scituate, Sept. 13, 1810,

without issue. In 1774 he had married Hannah
Phillips of Middletown, Conn., who died in 1834
at the age of eighty.

[There is no biography of Cushing. The fullest ac-
count is in Henry Flanders, The Lives and Times of the
Chief Justices of Supreme Court of the U. S. (1858),
vol. II, based on a manuscript sketch by Chas. Cushing
Payne ; the most recent account is a paper by Chief Jus-
tice Arthur P. Rugg in Yale Law Jour., Dec. 1920, vol.

XXX, pp. 128-44. Sam. Deane, Hist, of Scituate, Mass.
(183 1 ) gives some details. For Cushing's life in Maine,
see articles in the Maine Hist. Soc. Colls., 1 ser., vol.
VI, pp. 44-47. and 2 ser., vol. I, pp. 301 ff., and 313-20.
See also Jas. D. Hopkins, An Address to the Members
of the Cumberland Bar (1833).] I Di

CUSHING, WILLIAM BARKER (Nov. 4,

1842-Dec. 17, 1874), naval officer, was born at

Delafield, Wis., the fourth son of Milton Buck-
ingham Cushing, M.D., and his wife Mary Bar-
ker Smith of Boston, both descended from the

oldest colonial stock. Dr. Cushing moved to Chi-

cago in 1844, and in 1847 to Gallipolis, Ohio, his

death occurring the same year. His widow then

settled at Fredonia, N. Y., where she established

a successful school, her four boys aiding in the

support of the family. In 1856 an appointment
was secured for William as page in the House of

Representatives at Washington, and the next

year he was appointed to the Naval Academy.
His lack of application, his love of skylarking and
practical jokes, even at the expense of his pro-

fessors, and a too evident aversion for discipline

led to a recommendation for his dismissal from
the Academy in his senior year, the privilege of

being turned back for a year being denied him.

He was allowed to resign March 23, 1861, but,

aided by his friends, he was enabled to take part,

with the warrant rank of acting master's mate,

in several operations carried out by the U. S. S.

Minnesota. As prize-master he took the Dela-
ware Fanner to Philadelphia, and, in May 1861,

with one volunteer officer and only the captured

crew of the Pioneer, he safely sailed that prize to

New York. This dangerous and responsible duty

proved his real worth, and he was restored to the

Navy, in October 1861, as acting midshipman,

being assigned to duty in the North Atlantic

Squadron. On account of the increase of the

commissioned personnel, incident to the war, he

became a lieutenant on July 16, 1862, at nineteen

years of age.

As executive officer of the Commodore Perry,

commanded by his friend Flusser, Cushing per-

formed an act of gallantry which was highly

praised by his superiors. While descending the

Blackwater River after the battle of Franklin,

Oct. 3, 1862, the Perry jammed her bow into the

bank and was charged by a strong force of the

enemy. Cushing, disregarding orders to get un-

der cover, called for volunteers, ran a field-piece

out on the forecastle, and, though all his mates

were killed or wounded, succeeded in discharging

the piece at point-blank among the enemy, caus-

ing them to retreat and saving the ship from cap-

ture. Assigned thereupon to the command of the

small steamer Ellis, he captured the Adelaide and

destroyed the extensive salt works in New Top-
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sail Inlet. Ordered to capture Jacksonville, N. C,
and destroy the salt works at New Juliet, he se-

cured the Wilmington mail, took two prizes,

shelled and captured the town on Nov. 23, 1862,

and destroyed a Confederate camp. Endeavor-

ing to cross the bar of the Onslow River two days

later, the Ellis ran aground, and Cushing was
obliged to transfer his crew to one of his prizes,

the vessels still afloat being ordered to stand off

the inlet, while Cushing, with six volunteers

manning a single-pivot gun, remained in the Ellis

in an effort to save her, the ammunition and the

rest of her artillery being salvaged by the prize.

Early next morning, the enemy's fire increasing

in fury and there being no chance of saving the

ship, she was set fire to, and Cushing and his men
made their escape in an open boat from under the

very guns of the foe. In consequence of the loss

of his ship Lieut. Cushing asked for a court of

inquiry, but received instead the compliments of

his superiors for his coolness and courage.

Commanding in turn the Commodore Barney

and the Shokokon, he was, on Sept. 5, 1863, or-

dered to the command of the Monticello. The fol-

lowing February he performed, in the words of

J. R. Soley (The Blockade and the Cruisers, p.

94), "two of those dare-devil exploits which

gave him a name and a fame apart in the history

of the War." The first of these took place in

February 1864, while the Monticello was block-

ading the mouth of the Cape Fear River. With
two small boats and twenty men he proceeded up

the river to Smithville, in order to surprise and

capture certain important Confederate officers.

The enterprise was a partial success, although the

officer of the highest rank was not captured. The
second expedition was made in the following

June and was a night expedition to the near

neighborhood of Wilmington, in which Cushing

captured a mounted courier with important in-

formation. After brilliant service in the blockad-

ing fleet off the North Carolina coast, his plans

to fit out torpedo-boats to destroy the formidable

and dangerous Confederate ram Albemarle were

approved. The Albemarle, after destroying sev-

eral Federal vessels, was lying at Plymouth,

N. C, eight miles up the Roanoke River, a town
which she had been instrumental in capturing.

She was on the point of undertaking serious ma-
neuvers against the Union fleet, when, on Oct.

27, 1864, Cushing in a torpedo-boat launch

manned by a crew of fifteen men who had all vol-

unteered for "extra duty," crept up the river in

the dark accompanied by a small cutter, and,

eluding the enemy's lookouts, steamed directly

for the Albemarle, lying at her moorings sur-

rounded by a raft of logs to prevent boarding.

Cushing

Cushing had decided in case he could surprise

the ram, to capture her by a rush of his few but

well-armed men; but, as the single sentinel on
board the ship gave the alarm and the small-arms

firing became brisk,, Cushing dashed straight at

the Albemarle, and the full head of steam carry-

ing the launch over the protecting logs, he suc-

ceeded, after considerable trouble, and after hav-
ing his clothes pierced by five bullets and the sole

of one shoe carried away, in lowering the boom
and exploding the torpedo under the vessel's hull.

"The explosion took place at the same instant

that one hundred pounds of grape at ten-feet

range crashed in our midst, and the dense mass of

water thrown out by the torpedo came down
with choking weight upon us" (Cushing's own
story, United States Naval Institute Proceedings,

XXXVIII, 979). Twice refusing to surrender,

Cushing plunged into the river, swam a long dis-

tance down-stream and gained the opposite bank.

After hours of difficult working through swamps,
hungry and exhausted, he finally came upon a

shore post of Confederate soldiers near the mouth
of the Roanoke. Awaiting his opportunity, he ap-

propriated their skiff and rowed out into the open

for hours toward a light which proved to be that

of the Federal picket vessel, Valley City. Of
his companions on the torpedo-launch two were
drowned, one escaped, and the rest were taken

prisoners. Before he left on this hazardous ex-

pedition he had laughingly remarked, "Another

stripe or a coffin!" He received not only the

stripe making him a lieutenant-commander at the

age of twenty-one, but the highest praise of the

Navy Department, as well as swords, medals, and
testimonials from many citizens and organiza-

tions, and the formal thanks of Congress given

at the express request of President Lincoln. On
Nov. 22, 1864, Cushing was placed in command
of the flagship Malvern of the North Atlantic

Squadron, the capture of which, when she was
the blockade-runner Ella and Annie, by Acting

Master J. B. Breck of the Niphon, was consid-

ered one of the most brilliant exploits of the

blockading squadron (Soley, The Blockade and

the Cruisers, p. 163). It was, however, recog-

nized that Cushing's talent for more active com-

mand should not be wasted, and he was again

placed in charge of the Monticello, the wisdom of

this appointment at once appearing in the series

of daring and successful operations which soon

followed. One of these was sounding for anchor-

age previous to the first attack on Fort Fisher,

during which Cushing, with fourteen companions

in a small boat, was under the fire of that fortress

and other works for six hours. At the attack on

Fort Fisher on Jan. 15, 1865, he commanded a
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company of sailors and marines from his ship and

led the assault over one hundred yards of sand

under short-range tire, finally leaping the parapet

and participating in the capture of the work,

being the only surviving officer of his command.

After the fall of Fort Fisher he rendered hazard-

ous duties in taking up torpedoes, and the subse-

quent days of the war saw his capture of two

blockade runners and his construction of a "mock
Monitor," the appearance of which caused the

evacuation of a strong Confederate earthwork.

In four years Cushing had risen from the position

of a "bilged" midshipman to the rank of lieuten-

ant-commander. While he was perhaps oftener

under fire than any other officer of the Navy, he

seems to have escaped with hardly a scratch.

After the Civil War he served both in the Pacific

and Asiatic Squadrons, commanding the Lancas-

ter, 1865-67, and the Maiimcc, 1868-69. He was
detached on Nov. 12, 1869, and on Feb. 19, 1870,

he married Katherine Louise Forbes at Fredonia,

N. Y. From Mar. 30, 1870, he served as ordnance

officer at the Boston Navy Yard and was pro-

moted to be commander on Jan. 31, 1872. On
July 11, 1873, he was ordered to the command of

the U. S. S. Wyoming, and, learning that the

crew of the Virginitts were being summarily exe-

cuted at Santiago de Cuba, he left Aspinwall

Cushing

without orders and landed at Santiago Nov. 16,

1873, seeking an immediate interview with the

Spanish Governor, Burriel. He informed that

functionary that "if he intended to shoot another

one of the Virginins' prisoners he would better

first have the women and children removed
from Santiago." This warning protest was con-

firmed by Cushing's superior officer, Commander
Braine, who arrived shortly afterward in the

Juniata, and no more prisoners were executed.

Cushing's acts and correspondence in connection

with this affair, and his subsequent seizing of the

General Sherman, proved that he possessed an

appreciation of international law and diplomacy

which, with his love of reading, no doubt would

have tempered his natural vehemence, had not

his brilliant career been cut short by ill health.

He was ordered to Washington as assistant to

the executive officer of the Navy Yard, but was
taken to the Government Hospital for the Insane

on Dec. 8, 1874, dying there on the 17th. He was

survived by his wife and two daughters.

[E. M. H. Edwards, Commander Wm. Barker Cush-
ing of the U. S. Navy (1898) ; Chas. W. Stuart, "Wm.
Barker Cushing," U. S. Naval Inst. Proc., vol. XXXVIII,
nos. II, III, whole nos. 142, 143 ; David D. Porter,

Naval Hist, of the Civil War (1886) ; J. R. Soley, The
Blockade and the Cruisers (1883) ; Official Records
(Navy).] E.B.
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